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SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.

BY PROF. I. l. eEPHAet, A. M.

Science is knowledge systematized. Wisdom

is knowledge practically applied—so applied as to

use the best means to accomplish the best ends.

The truly wise man is the man who always uses

the knowledge ho has so as to produce the most

desirable results.

The greatest rascals in the world have know

ledge, but lack wisdom. Hence, the difference

between " a sharp man " and "a wise man."

Science has to do with fac'3. Its business is to

ascortain facts. Wisdo.u utilizes facts, so as to

evolve the best ends. It is the business of the

moral scientist to ascertain and systematize the

facts relating to man's moral being ; and it is the

business of the moral philosopher—the truly wise

man—to recognize and so utilize those facts as to

elevate the moral nature of the race and thereby

lit it for a blissful immortality.

Moral science reveals the fact of man's moral

degradation. Moral philosophy recognizes the

fact and provides a remedy. Socrates was a

moral scientist. The "Son of Man" was a

moral philosopher. Socrates, more than any

other of the renowned men of Greece, brought

to light the fact of man's moral degradation.

Jesus Christ recognized this fact and provided

the remedy. A knowledge of the fact, governed

by a correct code of moral ethics such as is set

forth in the Sermon on the Mount, isthe only all-

sufficient remedy for the world's moral degrada

tion. The remedies suggested by Hocrates were

utterly inadequate, and he knew it; hence his

declaration:—"My dear Alcibiades, I cannot

teach you how to secure your greatest good, for

I do not know; but I am sure the Creator is

benevolent, and being so, ho will, in his own

good time, send man a teacher to teach him how

to live so a3 to secure his greatest good." That

Teacher came in the person of God's only Son.

and his teachings we have in the four Gospels ;

and their effectfor good upon humanity is a most

satisfactory guarantee that they embody the

remedy for the moral ills of the race.

Let no one despise the work of the true scientist.

The discoveries in physics have done much to

benefit mankind; but even here, only in so far as

the facts and forces of the physical world brought

to light by scientific investigation are windy

utilized, do they become a blessing to the race.

If they are only so used as to secure material

wealth, and with it stimulate avarice and op

pression, then they become a curse instead of a

blessing. But, if such discoveries are controlled

and directed by a broad philanthropy, if true

wisdom, such as recognizes the fact that to really

benefit any part we must benefit the whole,

utilize those forces, then do they prove to be a

great blessing to the world.

8cience discoveredthe cotton-gin; but cupidity

and avarico (not wisdom), grasped it as a means

of seenring wealth for a privileged class, and

thus converted it into an engine with which to

lorge chains for the slave, flence, it became a

Corse instead of a blessing—a curse which culmi

nated in a terrible war in which was sunk all the

wealth the gin had ever accumulated.

The moral science which discovers the wants;

and conditions of man's moral nature is a great

blessing, especially when the moral philosophy is

at hand to provide aremedy and utilize the know

ledge for the removal of the evil. But, if the;

wisdom is lacking, the discovery may be a disaster

instead of an advantage.

Epicurus discovered the depraved condition of

the race; but alas, what a mistake he made in

providing a remedy I By worshipping at the

shrine of pleasure, he sought to restore the shat

tered powers of man's moral nature. But his

prescription, instead of allaying the malady, only

gave unbridled freedom to all the baser passions

of the soul and involved helpless humanity in a

deeper degradation.

Well did' the sturdy old Stoic, Zeno, in uttering-

his warning, say to him:—"Men will take the

evil of your system and leave the good. They

will do more; they will pervert the very nature

of the good and wake up the whole evil un

mixed. Your garden will be crowded, but it

will be disgraced; your name will be in every

mouth, but every mouth will be unworthy of it ;

nation's will have you in honor, but ere it is so,

they will be in ruins; our degenerate country

will worship you and expire at your feet."

How terribly Zeno's pre liction as to the

demoralizing effects of Epicureanism has been

verified, let the overthrow of the Grecian and

Boman empires witness! Unbridled passion,

fiery lust consumed both their nymd and physical

energy, and they fjol1 in easy-prey to the more

hardy, because less lieealfixis tribes of, the north

of Europe. ' ' *

But Jesus Christ has not only brought to light

the fact of man's moral degradation—he has

wisely provided an efficient remedy. As said

ahovo, the code of his Gospel is the antidote for

all human maladies. The Golden Rule is the

remedy needed ; self-denial and active devotion'

to right accomplish the work. A trial of eighteen;

hundred years establishes beyond dispute, the

efficiency of this remedy and the infinite wisdom

of its author.

MIBACLE AND NATURAL LAW.

BY THOMAS MUNNEIX, A. M.

Did the performance of amiraclcevcr violate

any law of Nature? Have we any evidence of it

whatever beyond the assertion of those who op

pose miracles? May not the word Nature embrace

a great deal more in her realm than is contempla

ted by physical science ; and are we sure that the

spiritual universe is not as much a part of Nature

as the solar system ? As there are different strata

in the crust of the earth, each governed by the.

influences of it respective periods, may there

not be different grades and systems of natural?

law, some of which may be discoverable by matt

and gome wholly beyond his reach? Nature

must include every thing that has been created,

every thing' below the Creator, and, the attempt
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to fence it in by whit little is revealed by the

telescope, the crucible, and other scientific acces

sories, only tells how email a mere scientist, with

out faith in" God, is. What an animalcule,

imagining that his drop of water is all that ever

was made and that any unusual deed performed

in his little" world must be a violation of the laws

of Nature! When Jesus walked upon the water

he only had to command some natural law from

a higher altitude which forthe time predominated

.over the law of gravitation as when you leap

from the ground or toss a stone into the air. But

this knowing class of philosophers assume such a

tete-a-tete familiarity with all Nature as to have

been privately informed that one natural force

never was temporarily overcome by another and

that He therefore never did walk upon the water

nor perforin any other miracle in his life.

They know that Christ did not feed five thous

and people with five loaves and two small fishes

"and that's an end on' t." They readily admit

that the polypus, the coral insect and other little

creatures can multiply by self-division, by gemi

nation and other methods to millions and billions

of the original number through some hidden

power of which science is totally ignorant, but

they can see no way by which five loaves of bread

by some other power, no more mysterious, might

increase only one thousand fold. They can see

no violation of law in the former and nothing

but violation in tho latter. Nature can work her

myriad wonders bofore their eyes by all the hid

den forces at her command; but the God of

Nature ! what right has He to do the same by any

forces not known to us?

Is a miracle a super-naiuraf event necessarily?

No. If it he merely super-human all its purposes

are attained. The chief design of miracles in all

dispensations was to prove the Divine mission of

the one who wrought them,—to prove that he was

sent of God—and".t,he"eyjelani;ejyust as strong if

the act be. supflr^yinlauV as/if it wero super

natural. An act may b'e super-Human and yet be

.strictly natural as when Jesus commanded certain

powers to his aid when he raised I>azarus from the

.dead that were both altogether natural and

altogether above the ability of man. Theconcoit

of some intelligent scientists, that physical scienco

embraces the whole of Nature, and that there is

no plane of things above the material, or that

matter is tho first and the last, the Alpha and the

Omega' of ill things, has caused them to ignore

the whole spirituafuniverse, and to forget that

the spiritual is a part of Nature. What If Jesus

when calming tho storm on Galilee commanded

into action smne higher natural law of which we

know, nor never can know anything ; and what

if these laws, belonging to a higher plane of God's

creation, were put at the service even of Apostles

and Prophets as evidences of their Divine ap

pointment to speak for God, why should such

miracles be called violations of law ? And why

should the feeding of five thousand with seven

loaves be considered an act above and contrary

to Nature whenanaturai lawquite sufficient could

be had by rising to the proper altitude to find it ?

And why should any miracle be performed by a

super-natural power when a natural power can be

fh*d to serve the purpose of evidence just as well?

If God created a spiritual univer.-c at all, it is

just as much a part of Nature as a-re the distant

NebuhE, and must not be left out of our minds

when we speak of the laws of Natvfre.

Any act is miraculous if it requiresVcommand

of super-humau power. It was a miracle for

Elisha to make iron to swim in the shape of an

axe, but it is no miracle to make fifty tons of iron

to swim in the shape of the hull of a ship ; and

yet the making of tho one to swim may be just

as natural as the other, considered from a higher

plane. We are far from saying that Omnipotence

cannot suspend, overcome, change or even de

stroy any natural law as readily and as harmlessly

as any machinist can stop his engine or chango

any of its parts ; but wo do say that the assump

tion wc are combatting is wholly gratuitous and

should never be relied on as an argument against

the possibility of a miracle.

That all the miracles of Jesus were wrought by

at least super-human power, is evident from the

fact that no ono has ever been able to duplicate

anyone of them by tho discovery of any occult

wers of Nature nor by any other means,

ieuce has no acquaintance with the sphere from

whence He drew His strength and only displays

its own impertinence when it attempts to criticise

His acts. True science will keep on its own plane

and mind its own business, while science "falsely

so-called " is too ignorant to acknowledge any

existence or any law outside of the little enclosure

it has fenced in for itself.

THE NEEDS OF MODEBN SCIENCE.

BY BEY. F. HAMlIN.

One has well said "The mind, in its widest

range, is a creature, not a creator ; it Is cognitive,

and not creative." It has an eye fitted to 6ee;

but if that eye will go beyond its office, and pro

duce what is not to be seen, that which is thus

conjured up will bo a phantom, an illusion, de

ceiving the eye which created it. Thus it is that

the abnormal employment of the useful, breeds

injury or destruction. Though made for other

purposes, the knife may draw human blocd;

the vitriol may beget blindness ; the river may

become " even tho winding sheet of the dead

and the smit a storehouse of worthless superstitions.

Such is the position of tho materialistic scientist

to-day. Having apparently mistaken his mission,

he hasgivcu himself not to the discovery of truth,

but to the intention of theories, which, however

false or real, when once originated ho defends

with a devotion worthy of abetter cause.

The great need of modern science is two-fold.

First: she needs a greater regard for fact than for

preconceived opinions and hypotheses, Ac. If one

of the renowned inventors of the age (Mr. Edi

son), can be believed, there are in most of th

scientific works to-day a mountain of theory, to

a grain of fact. He says " there are more frauds

in science than anywhere else;" and then caustically

adds : ' - I would rather know nothing about a

thing in science, nine times out of ten, than what

the nooks would tell me." " They (the text

books) are mostly misleading." "You will find

uncertainty if not imposition in half of what they

state as scientific truth." Such a charge made by

a respectable citizen against a fellow man, would

certainly undermine the confidence of the com

munity in him. What then should be the candid

judgment of men concerning the majority of

the scientific statements of the present day ? Nor

is our confidence in the integrity of some scientists

strengthened or increased by their persistent ad

herence to theories which have been utterly ex

ploded. How can Helmholtz, Mayer. Tyndall,"

Huxley, and the followers of the studious and

po
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erratic, yet lamented Darwin, be true to their

convictions, if after reading "The Problem"

they do not abandon their baseless and misleading

theories? The deductions of science, and con

jectures based on such deductions must be in

strict harmony with demonstrablefacts.

Another need ofmodem science is, not the ability

(for that it already has), but the disposition to act

upon correct principles in the investigation of vari

ous forms of truth. Scientists tell us that one of

the first and essential preparations for exact

scientific study is to exclude absolutely the emotions.

If this be true, then there can be no scientific in

vestigation of theological subjects, for man in

stinctively, and involuntarily wishes for and longs

for God and peace.

The truth is, "the knowledge of the highest

things, those which most deeply concern us"

(says Sharp), " is not attained by mere intellect,

but by the harmonious action of understanding,

imagination, feeling, conscience and will." This

holds true universally. Ralph Waldo Emerson's

opinions and beliefs were both variable and

groundless while they hung only on the pendulum

of his thought This led him to consider the

Lord's supper a remnant of ancient superstition,

plunged him with Fichte into pantheism, and led

him to say: " Consistency is the hobgoblin of

little minds." But in his later days, ere he gazed

admiringly for the last time upon the roses and

holyhocksin his own beautiful garden, the "Con

cord Plato " permitted all the forces of his unique

nature to unite in harmonious action, and the re

sult appears in his language to Mr. Alcott. "If

you wish to call me a Christian theist, you have

my authority to do so, and you must not leave

out the word Christian, for to leave out that is to

i leave out everything." Thus it is that man can

not attain to a satisfactory knowledge of God by

pure intellectual effort in the field of theology,

and the same holds true in philosophy and

science. Nor does scientific ability qualify one

for the investigation of moral truths. A know

ledge of the habits of flowers and animals or of

the effects or uses of electricity does not make

man an exceptional authority on questions about

God and eternity. Evidently a person may be a

thorough linguist, and yet know nothing about

medicine. Distinction, as a chemist or geologist,

no more prepares one to judge intelligently in the

realm of morals, than does ability as a minister of

the Gospel necessarily make one authority in

botany or biology ! Indeed in the nature of

things, we cannot expect to find a plenary revela

tion of God in the natural world. When we wish

to ascertain the abilities, powers, and dispositions

of man, we consult not merely the work of his

head and hands, for skill is not cftaracter. Do we

learn the moral character of the architect by

examining his plans ; or of the artist by studying

the delicate tints of his picture? The marble just

from the hand of Thorwaldsen or Power is not a

reflection, or revelation of their moral tendencies.

So the " world by wisdom knows not God." To

know Him, we must yield to instinctive proclivi

ties ; study Him not alone in the realm of crea

tion, but (as conscience bids us view Him) in His

relations to and in His dealings with moral in

telligences, where law is not (as in Nature) uni

formly obeyed, but where we are free to obey or

disobey. We see this truth clearly illustrated in

the fact that while a consideration of the multi

tude and grandeur of worlds, suns, and astral

systems, which glitter in the vast empyrean,

'once through abstract philosophy, beget a stagnant

pool of erroneous theory, whose noxious poison

chilled and fevered the human mind with in

fidelity ; Chalmers (thinking bioadly, and making

God's relation to man a factor in his argument),

drained the marshy land, and brought forth from

it fragrant flowers, and delicious fruits; and by

the power of sound reasoning, restored the

doubling to a firmer belief iu Ino philosophical

possibility and probability of the incarnation of

Christ for, and hia special interest in, the " in

habitants of this little wor'.ri." We say, then, let

science draw her conclusions from truthful

premises, having their bases iu fact, rather than

in hypothesis ; let her study the moral character of

God, in the light of His dealings with moral in

telligences; let her accept truth whether beaming

from God's works, orflashing from His word; let

her place beside God's thoughts of creation, his

meditations concerning the created; beside the

stellar worlds for examination and admiration

the " Star of Bethlehem ;" beside the closed grave

(before which science stands in anxious, implor

ing silence) the resurrected Saviour with breath

fragrant as the Easter lily; beside man, conscience

stricken the "Advocate with the Father;" and

beside the grief-smitten widow and orphan, Hope's

Angel ever sweetly singing : " I will come again,

and receive you unto myself." In short, let

science the child (for of what other mother has

ever one distinguished scientist been born) sieze

again in warm affection the hand of Christianity

her mother; then ere long amid the musical

vibrations of Celestial Wires, the Holy Ghost will

melt down philosophy and faith into one blaze of

vision.

THE DOCTRINE OF FORM.

BY REV. STEPHEN WOOD.

In the study of forms, we need to keep in view

this great truth: that all the forces of Nature are

but the varied manifestations of the direct and

constant influx into Nature, immediately from the

Creator and mediately through all the interme

diates ; and, that the laws of Nature are the nec

essary relations existing between the effect pro

duced and the immediate cause that produced it ;

and that it is the existence of these very laws, in

a descending series, (the Divine influx,) that con

nects the Creator with the created. It is this

direct influx from a higher source, and in its

origin from the Diviuc, that gives the definiteform

to each specific thing in Nature. And right here

we need a common understanding of the meaning

of this word as used in these articles. Webster

says: "Form is the particular disposition of

matter, giving it individuality or distinctive

character."

Shape is not form, but the true or natural shape

of anything is the result of its form. "The form

of anything is the disposition, determination and

activity of its parts." The termination of form

gives the natural shape to the subject formed.

Each crystal is formed by its own laws and its

true shape is the termination of form. The form

of anything in Nature is what gives to that thing

its real properties and qualities ; or, it is that

which distinguishes it from every other thing in

Nature. The form of anything is the manifesta

tion of the law of its being. " When a spiritual

cause clothes itself with matter and thus becomes

an effect, the effect, impelled by its cause, takes

a definite structure, and that interior structure is

its form."
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"All created things are forms receiving influx

from a higher source, and the innumerable phases

of quality, life and character, in the recipient

subjects, arealways in exact agreement with their

for,us."

In discussing the Doctrine of Form, it is not

necessary to suppose that there are different

elements in Nature, which are real primordial

entities ; it is just as intelligible to conclude that,

in the Divine efflux into the spiritual anil thence

into the natural, the one substance still remains

one, as such, and that all the various forms of

matter, as we now sue them, have been made

such by the different and particular arrangement

of the ultimate "atoms," (whatever they may

be.) in forming the molecules of each particular

thing. Josiah P. Cooke, says : " I must confess

that I am drawn to that view of Nature, which

has favor with many of the must eminent phys

icists of the present time, and which sees in the

cosmos, besides mind, only two essentially dis

tinct beings, namely matter and energy; which

regards all matter as one and all energy as one ;

and which refers the qualities of substances to

the affection of one substratum, modified by the

varying play of forces. * * * * No one who

has followed modern physical discussion can

doubt that the tendency of physical thought is to

refer the differences of substances to a dynamical

cause." (The New Chemistry Edition of '77.)

If we consider all energy as one and all sub

stance as one, we may conclude that the particu

lar action of energy, under the reaction of the

smt'Minding conditions, may so affect the cor

puscles that they will arrange themselves in such

a manner, in uniting to form the molecules, as

shall manifest that particular affection; and since

it is demonstrated that this does take place in

some cases, as in the different forms of carbon,

phosphorus, sulphur and other " elementary

bodies," it may be supposed that it is universal.

We need not conclude that physicists, in any

earthly crucible, will ever be able to reduce ail

substances to this re-primordial element: and

should they be able to do so, it might escape them

altogether. It \s now known that many of these

supposed elements, under such changed condi

tions, in relation to active force, as shall cause

their molecules to be entirely broken up, are

changed to other forms, manifesting totally

different and even opposite qualities. Liebig,

says: "In chemical combination, the ultimate

atoms of bodies are arranged side by side, in a

certain order, and the properties of the compound I

depend entirely upon this order : if they are i

made to change their place (their mode of

arrangement,) by an impulse from without, they

may combine again in a different manner, and

another compound be formed with totally differ

ent properties."

This influx into Nature from the Divine flows

into all things in the created universe both

mediately and immediately ; and without both

kinds of influx not anything could exist. The

soul of every specific being, in the three kingdoms

of Nature, is given by immediate influx tempered

to that being. It is this immediate influx that

arranges tho form and gives to the subject in

ternal structure and causes it to roAsist; but its ex

istence isfrom the mediate influx, by which each

thing depends upon that which is prior in Nature.

We see something of the results of these two

modes, in mineral, vegetable and animal exis

tences; all vegetables alike receive their existence

from the earth (which is the common mother,)

by forces passing through all the intermediates,

of the sun, atmospheres, and the earth ; but their

specific forms, which give them subsistence or

real being were not from the common mother, or

through the material media, but were arranged by

spiritual forces flowing in immediately.

Different kinds of animals eat the same kinds

of food, which maintains their existence; but

this does not explain the fact that one is covered

with hair, another with wool, and another with

bristles; nor for any other specific difference.

These distinctions depend upon their internal

structure. Immediate influx is the active force,

while mediate influx is the passive force by which

anything exists.

Unless there be action and re-action there can

be no progression. We use the word atoms, as

a convenient term, bu do not wish to be under

stood that such entities without parts exist in

Nature ; on the contrary we assume that not the

least thing exists in the natural world, that was

not formed by spiritual forces terminating; and

the form assumed must have its determinations,

which terminate in time and space; for this entity

must have been caused, and, because it exists it

must have extention and other properties that

may be varied.

SOLAR LIGHT AND HEAT.

BY PROF. H. M. JACESON.

To the Editor of the Literary Microcosm :

Dear rir: In connection with your editorial

on the danger of Comets I beg leave to make a

suggestion respecting Solar light and heat.

I read with great pleasure your demonstration

of the harmlessness of these impinging Comets

and with like pleasure a very clear and temperate

article in the Herald, by Prof. Parkhurst, on the

same subject.

In your editorial you refer to Procter's assump

tion that the sudden blazing of the Star in the

Northern Crown was due to Cometic Collision;

this assumption you show to be gratuitous, and

advance an explanation much more sensible. If

you permit me, I have yet another to suggest.

It is well known that many of the stars under

go accessions of brilliancy: some of them having

regular periods of waxing and waning. This

phenomenon has sadly perplexed astronomers, and

I have read many explanations ; but I have never

seen anywhere this I am about to advance.

Let us consider our own sun as an illustration.

Prof. Parkhurst, in his article in the Herald, above

referred to, shows how little we are likely to-

suffer from augmentation of the heat of the sun,

by exhibiting how little of this heat would reach

the earth, ilis words are: "In the first place

that heat would be radiated into space in all

directions, and not merely towards the earth. We

should receive only that proportion of it which

our earth would intercept." This statement

proceeds upon the assumption that the sun's light

and heat are radiated equally in all directions. It

is precisely this assumption that I question. It

appears to me as if this were a vast waste of solar

energy. This energy is needed by this system

principally, and it seems to me a priori probable

that there will be some arrangement whereby the

light and heat of the sun may be concentrated, to

a large degree, in the zoneof planetary revolution.

Why then should it be thought incredible that the

body of the sun may be surrounded by a refracting
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medium, which the sun's revolution arranges in

<he form of a virtual Menixcus lens, thus concen

trating its rays in the plane of its revolution which

Is also the plane of the planets ? If this were true

there would be a broad, zone of light and heat

proceeding from the sun in a direction perpendic

ular to its axis of revolution. Now then I submit

these following as at least probable statements :

1st—That the sun is surrounded by a refracting

medium.
2d—That if such medium exists it is certain

that it will be flattened at the poles of the sun, and

-extended at the equator.

3d—That this refracting medium will then

become a true lens, gathering and concentrating

the light and heat of the sun in the zone of the

planet's revolution.

4th—That in such case the temperature of the

various planets may be more nearly equalized than

we think, or than would be the case if they depend

ed upon radiation alone for heat.

5th—That the principle of economy in Nature

renders this theory plausible.

Now since we move altogether in this supposed

y.one. there is no way, that I can conceive of, by

which we can verify this hypothesis from obser

vations upon our own sun. But it will follow

that if our sun is thus provided with a surround

ing refracting medium, which is thus disposed,

all other sum will in all probability be similarly

provided and will be similarly the centres of zones

of maxi num light. It will also be probable that

we will occasionally fall into and pass through

these zones proceeding from other suns; in which

.case those distant suns will become for the time

more brilliant, waxing and waning during the

period of time required to pass through their zones.

This period I need not say will be longer or

shorter as the angle of passage is acute or obtuse.

Hence the fact that there are such stars, having

periods of brilliancy, seems to me to be strong

confirmatory evidence of the hypothesis I have

just advanced.

I make this suggestion, Mr. Editor, with hesita

tion and diffidence. My own ignorance may have

betrayed me into a palpable absurdity ; and yet,

this seems to be entirely reasonable and uncon

tradicted by any facts with which I am acquainted.

It affords a rational and probable explanation of

the variable stars. It suggests that Mercury may

not be so uncomfortably hot, or Uranus so frigid

ly cold, as we think. It intimates that our sun

may not be so prodigal with its en*gy as the

accepted theory necessitates.

If all that I have said be true, I trust no one

-else has said the same, and I be found but uttering

what is already well known.

REMAReS.

There are two objections to the view given by

Prof. Jackson. One is the fact that in the various

observations taken of the sun during total eclipse

no flattening or diminution of the photosphere or

chromosphere has ever been reported as occurring

at the solar poles. If the sun possessed a lens-like

atmosphere to concentrate its rays in the general

plane of the planetary orbits the sun's equator

. ould be enormously extended and augmented in

brilliancy, which could not fail to show in solar

eclipses. The fact that it does not show percep

tibly would seem to be against this lens theory.

The second objection to this view, and that

which would seem to be fatal to it, is the vast

distance of the fixed stars from our system, and

the consequentabsence of any appreciable paralax,

even after many years of observation from the

extremes of the earth's orbit of nearly 200,000,000

miles of base line for measurement. Such a

necessarily slow change of our position to those

distant suns would preclude the possibility of any

sudden burst and subsidence of brilliancy from

the cause supposed, which would require the

earth to pass around the pole of a fixed star in a

few days, when hundreds of years have not been

sufficient for an appreciable paralax, or sufficient

to appreciably separate the most near and remote

fixed stars from the apparent position they

occupied hundreds of years ago.

THE EDIFICE WE OCCUPY.

BY REV. T. WIllISTOK.

Must not the edifice we occupy have had an

allwise framer and architect? If in exploring

some uninhabited island we were to find an empty

house, we would at once conclude that the house

owed its construction, not to some unusually

knowing brutes, but to some man or men that had

once tenanted the island. Even if the house was

but a mere hovel, we would feel sure that a man

must have planned and constructed it ; how much

more, if it was an admirably contrived and

palatial structure, bearing marks in every part of

its founder's achitectural foresight, wisdom and

skill, and of his excellent taste. The grander

or the more elegant and elaborate the structure,

the more enthusiastic would be our eulogies of

him that planned and erected it. What, then,

are we to think of those that can, with " brute,

unconscious gaze," and with irreverent, un-

adtniring hearts survey the magnificent edifice of

which we are the tenants? That can look into

Nature's vast mirror and see no face reflected

there save their own? That can for years be

conversant with things visible, without once

catching even a glimpse of " Him who is in

visible?" We mortals occupy one little corner

of an edifice in which there are marks of a power,

and forethought, and wisdom and skill, such as

no man-reared hefuse ever exhibits, and that as

far surpasses man's capabilities as the infinite sur

passes the finite. Of this power, this foresight,

this unequalled wisdom and skill, let me, in two

brief articles, present a few of the more obvious

examples.

What proofs liave we that the builder of the

edifice we occupy has unlimited power t Come

with me, reader, and let us take our stand out

side of yonder doomed city, just as it is being

rocked by an earthquake, or overwhelmed by a

fiery torrent fro.n yonder volcano. Or at a safe

distance let us watch this cyclone, this awful

tornado as it sweeps terrifically onward, uprooting

and hurling aloft gigantic trees, and rendering

whole villages a mass ot crumbling ruins. Or go

with me to old ocean's side when it is lashed into

fury by a tempest, when the stoutest hearts

quake, and whole navies are engulfed. Reider,

see you no Omnipotent One in scenes like these ?
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And when heaven's artillery is unmuzzled, when

lightnings flash, and thunders roar, and tempests

bellow, is all this to you simply a war of elements?

Is it not more than one of Nature's convulsive

throes? A still more impressive exhibition of

the great Builder's power we have in the fact

that our globe, weighing several thousand billions

of tons, is whirled around the sun, with us on it,

at the rate of nearly 19 miles every second. Think

of a car of such immense weight, and having on

board some 1450 millions of passengers, being

whirled along the sidereal railway about (^thous

and miles every hour, yet so noiselessly and im

perceptibly that, if science did not reveal the

fact, we would not know that we had budged an

inch ! Has any but an Infinite Being such power

as this ? Why, a boy that could, after tossing up

three or four marbles, keep them for a moment or

two from falling, or from hitting each other,

would be deemed a great prodigy. What then

shall we think of Him who, by a creative fiat,

ushered a vast number of huge globes into being,

and then flung them abroad throughout space, not

to have a fortuitous or independent career, but to

move noiselessly on, age after age, in the paths

He had prescribed ? Though some of these im

mensely heavy bodies inove with an immense

velocity, they each know and keep their own ap

pointed track, and there is never any jar, or any

collision. With such ease, through laws of His

own creating, does He who flung them abroad

control their movements, that they might with no

irreverence be styled the playthings of the

Almighty 1

Let us next inquire whether forethought and wise

design are as conspicuously displayed in the great

tenement we are in, as is the attribute of power.

While volumes might be written in proof and

illustration of design in the book of Nature, and

of adaptation of means to a wise end, a few of

the more obvious examples shall suffice. And I

shall derive my illustrations, not from things

recondite or little known, but from facts open to
the observation of all. »*s»*•s** Had

not the world's Builder been eminently provident

and wise, Ho might not have had the Earth re-

volve on its axis, or had that axis lean 23^ degrees

toward the plane of the ecliptic, or had tlie atmos

phere sharein the Earth's diurnal rotation ; and

the omission of any one of these three things

would seemingly have been a capital oversight,

and one attended with disastrous results. If, in

moving round the sun, the Earth did not also

rotate, the dwellers on any one meridian would

have, alternately, a day and a night of six months

each ; and this would evidently prove a serious

evil. Who would willingly exchange our present

alternation of days and mghts for one in which

his day should last half a year, and his night an-

other.half? How parched and almost untenantable

would a place become, on which for half a year

the sun should continuously shine ; and how

cheerless, cold and sterile would be the same

place during a six months' absence of the sun!

One inconvenience of having six months of con

tinuous sunshine would be, that the occupants of

any one place would have no uniformity as to

their sleeping hours. The blacksmith and the

cooper, for instance might be wakeful and at

work, at the very time when their neur neighbors

needed repose, and the sleep of the latter would

In that ease be disturbed by the clink of the

a nil U's hammer, or the rub-a-dub of the cooper

on his barrels ! How fortunate are we that Chance

was not the world's builder^ tha' as things arc

now arranged, the earth and the air arc every day

alternately illumined and darkened, waruud and

cooled ; that thus often man is roused to exertion,

and invited to seek repose ; and that by the sun's

withdrawal the dwellers on any one meridian are

disposed to woo sleep at about the same hour.

Important consequences, we see, were hinged on

the question whether the Earth should rotate, as

well as go round the sun ; as also on the question

limn rapidly it should turn on itself. A much

slower rotation than what it has would have been

attended with many discomforts, while a far

more rapid one would have proved destructive.

Were our globe made to complete a rotation in

about 84 minutes, all loose things on its surface

would be thrown off. and the very globe itself

would be in danger of crumbling to pieces.

Chance might have given us either too slow or

too swift a rotation, or no rotation at all, and in

either case suffering and disaster would have re

sulted. Take a further look. Would any of us

willingly exchange that charming variety of sea

sons we now have, or that variation there is in

the length of our days and nights, or an arrange

ment in which there should be but one sea

son, with equal days and nights throughout the

year? If not, then let us admire the forethought

which led the world's Planner to have the Earth's

axis lean toward the plane of its orbit, instead of

having it perpendicular to that plane. Had it not

leaned at all, twelve hours would have been the

unvarying measure of all our days and nights,

and instead of four seasons we should have had

but one. So if, in the formation of things,

Chance or an ignoramus had presided, the atmos

phere might not have been made to rotate in

company with the Earth which it envelopes.

What if it had not? Why, the citizensof Ports

mouth, New Hampshire—or of any place lying

43 degrees North or South of the equator—would

without intermission have to face a wind whoso

velocity was 765 miles an hour ; while to those

that dwell on or near the equator that tornado's

speed would be at the rate of 1039 miles an hour 1

It is obvious that if the air or atmosphere did not

turn with the Earth, the rotation of the latter

would whirl us against the air with a velocity pro

portioned to our respective distances from the

equator. We see, then, that if our globe and its

atmospheric wrapper did not rotate together, no

man, or tree, or edifice could for a moment stand

before the awful wind storm that would rage

without cessation.

(To bo Concluded In our next No.)

MATTER AND MIND.

BY ElD. n. W. B. MYrICe.

There are two positions held by advanced think

ers upon this subject. The first is, mind is superior

to matter ; the second, matter is superior to mind.

Those who adopt the last view regard matter as

a cause and mind as the effect. In fact, as science

has demonstrated, the indestructibility of matter,

and the truth of the adage, ex nihilo, nihil fit, the

 devotee of the New Science goes farther and says

that matter is not only a cause but the cause, the

great First Cause. This is the assumption of

i dogmatic materialism, or naked Atheism. In

the language of Ingersoll. "The earth, in connec

tion with the influence of the sun, has produced

whatever exists upon it." See the January num

ber of the Iconoclast. A friend of mine, an Advent.
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preacher, said, when speaking of the origin of

the Indians, " Tug soil. produced them." That

is legitimate materialism. It invests mutter with

all power life and energy.

There can be no doubt but that matter plays an

important part in the wonders of the universe,

but a little reflection will show that it is governed

and controlled by a something superior to itseff.

My hand is matter, but it is controlled by my

mind. So of all the organs of my_ body. Destroy

them, one by one, and yet the mind remains— it

is independent of these organs. But the material

ist says, "Sir, if you destroy the brain you de

stroy the mind ; hence,. as the brain is matter,

mind is a property of matter." But this is an

assumption. It can never be proved. Here is the

testimony of that somewhat noted Hebrew Infidel,

Felix Adler: "The materialist fails to explain

mind : he docs signally fail to do that." Lecture in

Chickering Hall, New York, March 0, 1881.

Such is the testimony of one of tho leading

materialists of the U. 8. When a scholar of Prof.

Adler's abiiity condemns this erratic, dirt-theol

ogy, in such strong terms, the small fry should

hide their diminished heads. Talk of destroying

{he mind by destroying the brain I As well "talk

of destroying the power to talk by destroying the

tongue. The tongue is only an instrument, and

the destruction of the instrument does not destroy

the power that employed it. See also Wilford's

unalogous argument in the Problem of Human

Life, showing that the destruction of the arma

ture did not destroy the magnetism. _ Farther,

the facts (I mean facts) of modern Spiritualism,

whatever else may be said of it, do emphatically

demonstrate the existence of intelligent, disembod

ied spirits.

But about the brain. Is it the cause of thought,

or are thoughts generated in the brain by the

action of its molecules ? So say the materialists,

and here comes also the Rev. (?) Geo. C. Miln,

and indicates the same thing. But I will put tho

Hebrew giant, Prof. Adler, against the Rev.

gentleman, and say, as respects all others, that

their scientific ideas of the brain as a thought

generator is only equalled in assumption by that

of supposing sound-waves in motion through a

bar of iron or a poplar log. A man who thinks

that a veritable wave can go meandering along in

the iron bars of a railroad track, can, with a very

little stretch of the imagination, believe that a

hand-full of brains, in and of itself, measured the

distances of the stars. But, they say, a man can

not think without a brain. Sure enough. He

can't hear without ears, either, or see without

eyes. Let us use a little common sense and class

the brain with the ear and eye—organs used by

the spirit. They are, one and all, instruments.

A great many speak of cause and effect, and

they ring the changes on these two words as if

with thein they could unlock every secret of the

universe. But there is one thing in the matter

that is generally ignored, and that one thing cuts

an astonishing figure as we shall see. The flippant

use of the terms, cause and effect, would seem to

indicate that a cause, a mere naked cause, can

produce a given effect regardless of conditions.

This is a grave mhtake. There must be a medium

through which, and upon which, the cause can

operate. A cause can no more produce an effect

without a medium, than a man can talk without

a tongue. Let U3 have, cause, medium, and effect.

When these three are given we may give an

explanation of Nature. It is common to say,

"There can be no effect without a cause." Very

good, and yet you may have a vast amount of

onus?, and without appropriate media there will

be no effect. Ingersoll says, "A cause acting upon

nothing, if such a thing was possible, would

produce nothing." Just so. A cause must have

something to act upon in order to generate or pro

duce something. To illustrate. A bar of -hot.'iroii

will burn my naked arm when applied to it^ Now

heat is the cause, the bar of iron the medium of

communication, and the burn is the result. But

this heat would never burn my flesh unless brought

in contact with it by the media. Now, can a

thing beat once the cause and the effect? Ob

viously not, as in that case heat being the cause

would also be the result. For the same reason a

thing cannot bo at once the cause and the medium,

as that would make the heat the medium to con

duct itself to my arm. Hence, as it appears, the

cause, the effect, and the medium are distinct in

their nature and cannot be identified as the same

thing. Lastly, the medium can produce no effect

without a cause. -The bar of iron would never

burn my arm in tho absence of heat. Then, think

if you can of a naked cause producing an effect

without an adequate medium. It is impossible.

A friend says, if a brick falls from a building and

kills a man it disproves my idea, as the brick is

tho cause and death the effect. But it is a fallacy.

The subtile force, gravity, which draws Ihe brick

downward, is the cause, and the brick is only a

medium, the death of the man being the result or

effect. So it may be shown with any illustration.

that can be produced.

Now, apply this to the brain and mind. If the

brain is the cause and the mind the result, what

is the medium? Merely to ask this significant

question lets the bottom outof materialism. Here,

between the brain and mind, is avast hiatus, so

deep and wide that no materialist can ever cross

it. It will not do to say the brain itself is also the

medium, for that would have the cause acting

upon itself as the effect. As well say the heat,

acting upon itself, could burn my arm without

the iron bar! It is absurd. Clearly such a theory

must be abandoned. Then will it do to say that

the mind is the product of the brain ? Not unless

we admit the existence of another factor or ele

ment. As in the illustration of the falling brick

we found an intangible substance, called gravit3',

so here we may expect to find something similar.

And as the brick proved to be only a medium,

instead of a cause, so shall wo find as to the brain.

What then is the cause ? It is the self-conscious:

ego, the substantial, intangible spirit of man.

With the brain as a medium it can manifest

thought to the outer world, Herc we have a

cause. Atheism, assuming the brain as a cause,

can never bridge the chasm, and connect, ration

ally, the cause with the effect. On the supposi

tion of an intangible entity as the cause, all is

made plain, and we are not forced to the humili

ating conclusion of Prof. Adler. We may be as

unable to grasp this mental entity as to compre

hend magnetism, but admitting it to exist we are

not hampered as the materialist is who calls it a

function of matter.

One othor thought in this paper. Thought,

these materialistic theologians say, is the result of

the play of brain-molecules. (These molecules

playing, or interacting, is precisely the absurdity

we pointed out of a cause acting upon itself, since

the molecules can snly act one upon another. >

Now, granting that thought is generated by this

molecular motion, the problem is still unsolved.

I think, I reason. The ego is back of the motion
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Lihd hence as muoh a mystery as before. If

thought results from this motion, something causes

and directs the motion. I can, at my pleasure,

think of this or that. Now, what is it that directs

the play of the molecules so as to produce given

thouglds? What is it thutiholds the molecules to

their work, keeping them busily engaged so as to

produce these thoughts an a particular subject and

for a definite timef Here is intelligent action.

Are the molecules intelligent ? If so mind is not

a result; or creation, of their play. Here are cer

tain thoughts. I, the ego, am conscious of a de

sire to think on a certain subject. I do so. Now,

if thought is the result of molecular play, I in

duce that play at will so as to think on any given

subject. Here then the ego, a conscious entity,

is back of the play of the brain-molecules, and

directs their movements so as to induce thought

on any particular subject. This view of the mat

ter is manifestly unanswerable, and establishes

the existence of an inner man, or entity, on such

ii firm foundation that I feel it to be invulnerable

to the assaults of the atheist. Materialism riot

only fails to explain mind, but as a hypothesis it

utterly breaks down.

I submit this to the readers of The Microcosm

in the hope that it may lead some one better

-qualified to carry tho thought still farther. One

thing is certain, the arguments of the " Problem

'of Human Life" upon this pregnant theme re

main still unanswered, and my feeble inspiration

,i,i the above is but tho result of a careful study of

that book. , : . . j

iGeNthyvillr, Mo.

ELECTRICITY'; A NEW DEPARTURE.

BY PHOF. W. il. H. M08ICe.

I profess to have mads some discoveries in re-j

gard to electrical scieuce, which I desire to give

to the readers of the Microcosm. I cannot say

.but some of my ideas have been held by scientific,

men in past times, but I do not think that my

theory, or one very nearly the same, has ever been!

distinctly and connectedly presented to the

public. '

In the first place, I will call electricity a fluid'

substance, whether material or immaterial I shall-

not here undertake to say. I know that this;

.definition is old, and by many persons will bet

.considered as exploded ; but in scientific enquiry

we often see explosions exploded. In the second

place, I will hold to the old orthodox doctrine of

positive and negative electricity, but from this

point I shall have to depart from the doctrine of

the text books, which speak of latent electricity,

iexcited electricity, &c.

I shall not say but electricity may exist in

Nature in a quiescent state, but I do not think

that it has yet been discovered. I believe that

the electricity with which we are acquainted is

forever in motion, and that the various methods

of exciting and generating it by friction or

chemical action or rotation, if properly under

stood, would be resolved into so many modes of

conducting, collecting, and directing tho electri

cal current, so as to make it manifest to our

sensesi I believe that this fluid exists throughout

space in a state of motion which is directed in

straight lines to and from the particular atom or

mass of matter to which the corpuscle of electri

city corresponds or belongs, the two probably

forming one dual inscperable nature or entity.

That the deviations from this uniform direction,

by conduction or other ascertained causes, are to

be considered as accidental and temporary. .By

a moment's reflection, it will be perceived, (hat

according to the above hypothesis, the direction

of the general current of electricity throughout

the universe coincides with the direction of the

force of gravitation, and I believe that the positive

or down ward current produces the force of gravity

by its friction on each atom of matter through

which it passes in its downward movement to its

corresponding atom. I also believe that the out

ward or negative current is the vehicle which

conveys the corpuscles of light and caloric from

all luminous and warm bodies. The velocity of

light, and that of electricity, has been calculated

to be about the same.

According to this hypothesis, if a ponderous

body were to be projected downward from any

point in space within the attraction of the earth

with a greater velocity than that of electricity,

the falling body would be retarded in motion by

the force of gravity instead of beiug accelerated.

If I should be asked why the upward current

does not neutralize the downward current, I

would answer that this is a matter for future in

vestigation, li God had so willed, he could have

made the positive current to move in rays of

cylindrical form through which the negative

would pass without coming in contact with the

atoms of matter through which it passes, and so

it may be.

To account for the phenomena of lightning, I

suppose that the moisture of the clouds, by rea

son of its conducting quality, collects and con

denses the electricity as it approaches the earth

and recedes from it, until the electric fluid be

comes sensible in the form of lightning. How

much more simple and sufficient is this explana

tion, thr.n the various theories that have been put-

forth to explain the mystery, that a single dense

cloud will discharge its bolts continually for

several hours before an equilibrium is produced,

while according to tho usual theory of the sub

ject, wo would expect that one discharge would

he sufficient. Magnetism is very closely allied to

electricity, perhaps identically the same in a

modified form. A magnet differs from a con

ductor of electricity in this; that the ordinary

conductor attracts and transmits the electric fluid

which occurs in its vicinity in large quantities or

at great altitudes, while the magnet has the power

to hold a current of magnetism (or more strictly

speaking, two contrary currents.) circulating

continuously through it. If a disk of metal be

prcseuted to the poles of a magnet it becomes a

temporary magnet by induction, the magnetic

currents flowing through It iu the same direction

as those of the pcrmanci t magnet, and if the

disks be suddenly reversed the induced currents

of the disk antagonize thecurrents of the magnet,

or to be more explicit, the positive current of the

disk meets the positive current of the magnet, and

the Fame with the negative currents; and the

consequence is just what we should expect, viz:

the disengagement of electricity. A great deal of

thought and writing in regard to the separate and

perfect polarity of the divided fragments of a

magnet might have been saved if it had been un

derstood that the force of a magnet proceeds from

opposite currents always circulating round or

through the magnets; and that consequently,

polarity is a fact, not of position, but ono of

direction.
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MAN A MICROCOSM

REV. E. H. VAugHAN, B. D., PH. D.

Man is said to be a Microcosm and so he is a

world within himself. Unity in his being and

yet mysterious in his complexity.

There is a difference between his physical and

spiritual being, and also a difference between his

soul and his spirit. There are, then, three steps

in the ascending gradation of man's existence, and

they consist of body, soul, and spirit ; the lowest

of which is the body, the basis of whose con

struction is dust, and which, in itself is only an

Arrangement of thoughtless, passive organs, mys

teriously constructed, and the most wonderful of

all chemical compounds, yet useful only as the

servant of higher powers.

The body is said to be a metropolitan munici

pality of bones and muscles; an organized

humanity, of which the head is the capitol and

the abode of royalty. Within are the spacious

hallsof memory, reason and consciousness, where

these invisible ruling elements in human naure

constantly sit in judicial conclave, while the im

perial majesty of the human will is enthroned in

their midst and sceptered in sovereignty. This

royal edifice is interpenetrated from the outside

world by winding labyrinths and complicated

corridors, along whose nervous centers fleet mes

sengers hasten to and fro, conveying tidings for

the Imperial Court, whose laws, edicts and man

dates go forth for the government of humanity's

realm.

But man partakes of the nature both of God

and dust, and since God is more excellent than

dust the governing part of man's nature must be

farthest removed from dust and nearest to God.

The soul, being in nature nearer to God, must

govern the body, and the spirit nearer still to His

likeness, must govern the soul, for it isa law both

of animal and spirit life, that the lower must be

governed and ruled over by the higher.

If the mind, or soul, establishes its dominion

.over man, it becomes his governing power and

Arrogates to itself the posit ion that it is the highest

part of his nature, and In so doing confounds

morality, which rules in the soul, with religion,

which pertains to the spirit, and is not couched in

the enticing words of man's wisdom, but is re

vealed only to the spirits of them that love God.

But, when the spirit rules over man it becomes

the governing power of which God is the centre,

and he then receives the mysterious wisdom of

God revealed through the Spirit.

Man is the power through whom God governs

the world, and when the elements in Nature bow

in submission before his conquering power, they

are only paying obeisance to that God who rules

within, and: acknowledging him as their rightful

Lord and potent Ruler.

Man is then the embodiment of the whole

Universe, in miniature, for whatever is involved

in the constitution and real nature of spirit, and

whatever be the phenomena of the spirit world,

all have united in man's spirit, and thus const itute

him the miniature embodiment of all spiritual

being.

The natural and the spiritual worlds are both

represented in his constitution so that he stands

forth as the most wonderful and mysterious com

pound in universal being, the only being in whom

Is solved the mystery of the union between mat

ter and spirit, and the only being where such

complexity is recognized by our consciousness.

Combining these elements in his nature, man

forms the connecting link between the material

and the spiritual in the unity of God's system.

He is the highest in the material, and the lowest

in the spirit realm. He is the isthmus lying be

tween and connecting two worlds, for his body

partakes of the material below and his spirit par

takes of the spiritual above him.

It is he who links earth to heaven, heaven to

earth and then to God as their primel cause,

sovereign, head, and royal center.

OTHER VAGARIES OF SCIENCE

BY BARTON S. TAYlOR, M, D.

I am of the opinion that in no age of the world

was thers more written and published and called

science, which is really nonsense, than in the pit -

sent age. It is therefore with much satisfaction

that I have seen the successful showing up of

many of these vagaries in the Problem of Human

Life, and in The Microcosm. They are to be found

in all departments of science. There are some

which the editor has not yet exposed. I woul 1

call attention to a few of these.

In Recent Advances in Physical Science, by

Prof. P. G. Tait. in the compass of four pages,

we find the following contradictions and absurd

ities. We will first notice his definition of energy,

which is not particularly objectionable. On page

18, he says: "Energy maybe defined as the

power of work." Then energy is power. Power

is not an entity ; it is an attribute, or property.

Power cannot exist in space apart from substance.

It is a power of something ; something possesses

the power. If energy is power, it is a property.

Page 17, " Energy, though not matter, has as

much claim to recognition on account of its ob

jective existence as any portion of matter." Page

19, "We contemplate therefore, with reference

to energy, its conservation, which merely asserts

its objective reality." Energy then, is a property

of something, and' yet it has objective reality, as

much as matter has. To say that any thing is an

objective reality in the same sense that matter is,

" as much as matter," and yet that it isa property,

is to assert a contradiction, and therefore an ab

surdity. There may be objective properties.

Properties may have objective existence, but not

"as much as matter." Either the definition is

false or else the statement of its objectivity is

false. The definition is no doubt true, as far as it

goes. Then who would think of trying to prove

that a property—solidity, fluidity, whiteness,

elasticity, or any otherproperty—n.ust always ex

ist in unchangeable quantity upon the earth?

Properties may be more or less, may begin to be,

and cease to be; as matter is changed in form,

when iee becomes water, its solidity has ceased to

be. When water becomes ice, its fluidity has

ceased to be.

Page 16, "In every case in which force is said

to act, what is really observed is either a transfer

ence, or a tendency to transference, of what is

called energy from one portioh of matter to an

other."

Energy is a property. A property is transferred

from one substance to another, is it ? What is it

during its transit ? A property cannot exist apart

from its substance. If a property lets go of its

substance, it has no more existence in time or

space. Man has never in the name of science

uttered a greater absurdity than this talk about
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the transference of a property from one substance

to another.

l\uje uri. ' ' Change is necessary to the existence

of phenomena, and that this change may take

place, it is necessary that there should be constant

transformations of energy." "The energy of

the universe is constantly passing from higher to

lower forms." " The low form to which all trans

formations with which we are at present acquain

ted seem inevitably to tend, is that of uniformly

diffused heat." "When all the energy of the

universe has taken the final form of uniformly

diffused heat, it will obviously be impossible to

make any use of this heat for further transforma

tions,"—that is, all phenomena, work, change will

cease. " Thus so far as we can determine, in the

far distant future of the universe, the quantities

of matter and energy will remain absolutely as

they now are—the matter unchanged alike in

quantity and quality, the energy also unchanged

in quantity, but entirely transformed in quaTity

to the low form of uniformly diffused heat."

In reference to these quotations, I have first to

my that talk about the transformations of a prop-

perty is nonsense. What sense would there be in

talking about transforming redness into blueness,

brittleness into ductility, roundness into square

ness, etc. ?

But the contradiction, decrease and no de

crease, was the point for which I selected these

quotations. "Energy is the power of work","—

that is, power to produce motion, change. The

time is coming when no power to produce change

will exist in connection with the matter of the

universe; still there will then be thesame quantity

of power to produce change as exists now,—pow

er—no power. We measure the quantity of

energy by the amount of work it does. When the

successive forms of energy become less and less

capable of performing work, all the world, except

these astute scientists, say that it has diminished

in quantity. These philosophers say that the

quantity remains the same, but it has sunk to a

lower grade in quality. How do they know the

quantity at any time, but from the amount of

work it can do? Is it something they can weigh

or measure by other means than by the work it

does? When it becomes capable of doing less

work, and finally of no work at all, why do they

still assert the existence of the same invariable

quantity ? When these philosophers look upon

that cold, dead, motionless universe, how do they

know that there is any energy at all there ? All

competent scientists know that one form of

energy can never be made to produce another

form of energy equal in quantity to its own

quantity. In all experiments each successive form

is less than its predecessors,—at least, is incapable

of doing as much work as its predecessors;—it

can never be re-transformed back into the same

quantity of its predecessors; if it is transformed

back, there is obtained only a greatly diminished

quantity. Common sense says, there is a decrease

in quantity. The Scottish philosophers, admitting

the facts as here stated, say thai it is a "degrada

tion in quality." It is assumed beforehand that

this power to work must remain the same, and

when they see a constantly decreasing power to

work, and finally an entire absence of any power

to work, they still assert that the power to work

still exists in changeless quantity, but is degraded

in quality. They mean by the words " degraded

in quality," just what other people mean by the

words decreased in quantity. Whenever you

read in the writings upon energy of the Scottish

philosophers the words, "degraded in quality,'''

you may translate it mto your own language, and

read it decreased in quantity. Then we have the

very intelligent proposition. There is a decrease

in quantity yet there is no decrease" iu quantity.

WILFORD'S BOOK.

BY A. l. COlE, D. D.

I have just finished the first reading of The

Problem of Human Life. I do not propose now

to review it, for two reasons: I have not the

ability, and if I had, it would require an ex

tensive volume to do justice. But I do propose

to say something about it. In the first place, itis

the most remarkable book I have yet seen from

the pen of an uninspired writer. The subjects

with which it deals and its manner and depth of

dealing, make it not only remarkable, but unique,

if nol mi generis. It comes nearer the " missing

link" in science, than even the Orang-outang,

stand as erect as he may and jabber as well ; and

I here predict foY its author, that he will go down

in history one of two things, either the pivot on

which science shall have made a radical turn, or

the motor that shall have compelled theorists to

prove their statements.

That such a book should confront such an age

with such an attack upon received opinions, and

its author live and grow; are the most remark

able facts in the annals of science, at least since

the days of Galileo, and are inexplicable unless it

is understood that its positions in the main, are

tacitly considered impregnable by the leading

men of science. ,

There has been too much compromise on the

one hand, too much willingness to accept it on the

other. Wilford has challenged this weakness and

stupidity, with an integrity of purpose truly

sublime. Take the " wave-theory of sound " for

example. Who has formed real scientific satisfac

tion in its contemplation ? What college student

has been made to understand and appreciate it ?

And yet its Professors seem to have been perfectly

willing to allow the student to accept a com

promise of thought because he had not the mental

attainment necessary to dissipate the fogs that

hung over "sound. waves "(?) It may have been

my own mental stupidity that prevented my see

ing the force of the "arguments" for "sound

waves," during those years of toil in college, but

if so, perspicacity is still denied me when I look

upon these "waves," and especially when an effort

is made by a " learned treatise," to call my at

tention to the "analogy" between them and

water-waves, which is said to be perfect. Wil-

ford's manipulations of the "wave-theory of

sound," is one of the finest pieces of philosophical

work, I have yet seen. His destruction of the

"analogy" between "sound-waves" (?) and

water-waves, is utter. He has exposed the folly

of theassumption, with a perspicuity so brilliantly

transparent that scientific spectacles are no longer

required. Wave-length, amplitude, sound-velocity

equal ; wave velocity, unequal ; these are points

that pierce the heart of this boasting "analogy"

that has dared to simulate a true likeness. We

have sailed upon "the ocean wave," with an

amplitude of forty feet but who has seen a stone

wall swcil and heave and roll even forty molecular

lengths, under the stroke of Katydid's big toe?

Take another example of Wilford's fine work

in his treatment of "evolution." His exposure
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here of palpable contradictions and stultifications,

is a grand service to science. These contradictions

completely demolish their authors' theories. (See

The Problem, pp, 403, 516, 620, and other collec

tions.) Theory is a hard thing to manage. It is

difficult to make it stick together and speak truth

of itself, simply because it is as likely as not to

be without a foundation. When there is a solid

foundation. When there is a solid substruction

to start from, the superstructure can rise readily

without serious mistakes and blunders. From the

fact that " evolution " bus no real basis, its best

exponents necessarily and constantly contradict

themselves. They have no anchorage, and no

"guiding star." They flounder "hither and

van," break logic, assume analogies, and then

ask the thought of the age to be reconciled. Thus

adrift, '. having no hope, and without God in the

world," they are apt togpeuk from w hat happens

to impress them at the time. Hence the mass of

contradictions brought together from their books,

as noted above.

"The fool hath said in his heart—not in his

head—No God!" It is a bright day for the world

when strong men see God in it. We live in that

day, and thank God that Wil ford is living with

us. May bis life be long, his health vigorous and

his heart swe etly submissive to the Divine will,

that this book of his shall be hut the beginning of

a career in the science of that life that can never

die because God cannot die.

DixoN, California.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF THE

SOLAR SYSTEM. No.l.

BY B. T. eAVAJJAugH, M. D., D. D.

Mr. Editor: With your consent I propose to

furnish you a series of articles presenting an

outhne view of my theory of Electricity as the

motor power of the Solar System. It has been a

subject of investigation with me for more than

forty-five years, and is now presented in your col

umns that its merits may be fairly tested by falling

under the observation and criticism of yourself

and your able correspondents, holding myself

responsible for the positions assumed and doctrines

advanced.

While residing in the State of Illinois in 1834,

I met with a learned, original and independent

thinker. Judge John Richardson, from whom I

obtained the germ idea upon which my present

theory in regard to this subject is based.

Little was known of Electricity till long after

the Copernican System was perfected, and its au

thors passed away. Sir Isaac Newton, the parent

of the Universal Gravitation theory, died in 1727

when Dr. Benjamin Franklin, the great discoverer

of the Universality of the Electric Fluid in Nature,

was about twenty-one years of age. In 17o2 be

made the grand experiment of the kite, drawing

electricity from the clouds and thus demonstrating

its universal prevalence.

From this discovery, eighty years were allowed

to pass, before any advance step was taken to

utilize and employ electric or magnetic ngenciei

for the benefit of the world. At this time Prof.

Morse introduced the telegraph and Judge Rich,

ardson conceived the idea that the Electric forces

formed the motor power by which the celestial

bodies were controlled in their motions.

To apply this force to produce the diurnal mo

tion of the Earth, Richardson he'd that that part

of the Earth's surface which is turned away from

the Sun for twelve hours must pass from a posi

tively electric condition to a negative state, and

that, as it is a law for positively electric bodies to

attract negatives, therefore, the Sun must attract

the rising side of the Earth from six o'clock in the

morning, until twelve o'clock noon. But by this

time, the Earth's surface immediately under the

Sun passes from the negative to the positive, and

is therefore repelled, answering to the well-known

law that positives repel each other. Thus by at

tracting one side and repelling the other, a rotary

motion is maintained by which we have day and

night, a constant agency being at work every mo-

meut.giviug renewed impulse to the Earth's motion ,

on its axis.

There are results growing out of this diurnal

revolution, that hold an inseparable connection

with it, which were overlooked by Richardson,

and have not been satisfactorily accounted for by

any other theory,modern orancient, that has fallen

undermy notice. I allude to the magnetic charac

ter of the Earth, its polarity, and the interchange of

ocean currents between the poles.

The revolution of the Earth upon its axis from

west to east, passing its surface at the rate of one

thousand miles an hour under the direct rays of

the Sun, has the effect (conjointly with its native

magnetism) to convert the whole Earth into a

magnet. As a proof that it is so magnetized it

takes to itself a polarity, under the law that all

magnetized bodies are polarized. This polarity

of necessity is at right angles with the current of

Electricity which passes around the Earth.

This important feature of the magnetic charac

ter of the Earth, with its polarity, has never been

noticed by the advocates of the Newtoman theory,

for the reason they had no knowledge of the all-

pervading presence and power of Electricity.

This defect in their system is fatal to a correct

exposition of the laws which control planetary

bodies.

It is not to tie understood that the Earth receives

all the magnetism it possesses from the Sun, for

it is endowed with a magnetism peculiar to itself,

and of an opposite character to that of the Sun,

called negative electricity, which permeates the

whole body and gives it polarity. The electricity *

derived from the Sun, which is positive, never

enters solid bodies but rests upon their surface

only. Therefore the positive current from the

Sun, strongly attracted by the negative of the Earth, ;

rests upon the surface only. Here it controls its

motion upon its axis and holds its polarity at right

angles with its current, and otherwise its opposite

character keeps it continually under the govern

ment of the Sun.

Thus, according to known laws of Electric ac

tion, wc account for the revolution of the Earth

upon its axis, its magnetism and its polarity, by

nelf-adjnsting forces which secure a uniform and

unwavering course of action through all time.

We repudiate the idea that the space beyond the

atmosphere of the Earth is a vacuum, and that a

celestial body simply by the momentum given at

its creation continues to move because there is

nothing to interrupt or impede its progress. The

facts are, there are no vacuums inNature,but uni-

vrsal space is occupied by light, heat and elec

tricity, which are the real elements of force, and

controlling power of all motion. Hence without

the action here contended for, the Earth would

cease to roll, and the great wheels of Nature would

standstill until a force more potent than "mo

mentum" came to the rescue.
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EXTRACT FROM THE " TRIAL." *

Seventh Sitting-.

i

Prof. Bioplasm Recalled.

Cross-examination continued by Mr. Discerncr-

>of-facUi : Professor Bioplasm, you were good

.enough yesterday to admit the reality and the

strength of the apostolic testimony to Christ's res

urrection : but you spoke of the conclusions of

modern science forming an invincible barrier to

your reception of that testimony ?—Yes.

To what branch of modern science do you refer

as presenting this invincible barrier ?—A variety

of sciences, I think.

Not all sciences ?—No, not all sciences.

The science of chemiatry, for example?—No.

Mathematics?—No, not mathematics, unless we

take it as astronomically applied. I refer partic

ularly to anthropological and biological science.

In what way do those sciences present a barrier

to the reception of the resurrection of Jesus Christ ?

—Well they teach us the gradual development of

life by evolution during incalculable ages past, in

such a way as to exclude the possibility of specific

creation, or of such a miracle as the resurrection

of Christ.

Are you sure of the theory of development by

evolution ?—Assure as we can be of anything we

have not seen.

Should you call biology and antlu'opology de

monstrated sciences?—As near as we can come at

demonstration iu such matters.

Near demonstration is not demonstration?—We

cannot attain to absolute demonstration in the

problems of a past development.

If there is an absence of absolute demonstra

tion, is it not possible the theory of evolution may

be a mistake ?—Mistake is, of course, not impossi

ble : but I think the theory is a fair induction

from accumulated facts.

Are you aware that the originators of the theory

are not agreed among themselves ?—I am aware

of some s.ight divergences.

Should you call a difference of opinion as to the

beginning of life a slight divergence ?—It depends

upon how you view it. Men may substantially

agree as to the cause of biological development

and differ as to the start.

But is not the question of the start a vital ques

tion in its bearing upon the idea of a Starling

Power?—Granted.

You are aware that Mr. Lcscher Wind holds,

as the only rational hypothesis, that God miracu

lously formed the first organisms, "the primeval

parents of all other organisms," and breathed into

them the vital spark which constituted them dviug

creatures, and that God therefore was the start of

life?— I am aware that that is his view.

Professor Hawk Ill, on the other hand, rejects

the idea or necessity for a God, or any other intelli

gent power in the universe, and holds that the

primitive or first fonn of life, from which all other

animals, including man, have sprung, arose by

"spontaneous generation out'of inorganic matter?"

—Yes, that is Professor Hawk Ill's idea, which,

I may say, is an idea coming into general favor,

as more scientific t^ian Mr. Wind's idea.

Should you call the denial of God a slight

-divergence from the recognition of God?—Of

course, if you put it in that way, the difference

seems great.

•For a brief description of thls remarrable book, sec

the June number of Microcosm, lust Volume.

Is not that the actual difference between Mr.

Wind and Professor Hawk I11 ?— I cannotdeny it.

And yet Mr. Wind is the father of evolution,

and Mr. Hawk Ill its popular expounder?—Yes,

men will differ, as is proverbial.

If the two pillars of evolution arc disagreed as

to the initial principle of the system, do you not

think it establishes a strong doubt as to the sound

ness of the system?—The circumstance is to be

deplored. It doubtless carries with it, to most

people, the sort of feeling you refer to.

Are you aware that the system has been roundly

and thoroughly attacked in a work recently pub

lished,* which is attracting a great deal of atten

tion in America ?—I have heard something of such

a work.

Do you know that, in that work, the arguments

of the evolutionists are overhauled in detail in a

very thorough manner?—I have not read the work.

Are you aware that, in the opinion of many

competent persons, including a number of scienti

fic professors, that work hopelessly overthrows

the whole evolutionist theory?—I suppose some

people think so.

You say you have not read it?—I have not.

I should advise you to read it?—Perhaps I will.

Let me submit to you some of the points the

author raises and urges, I may say with a vigor

and spice quite phenomenal. You arc presumably

mt fait with the subject sufficiently to defend the

theory of evolution from attack ?—I know some

thing about it of course.

I think you acknowledged to a leaning in favor

of Professor Hawk Ill's version of evolution ?—I

am inclined to coincide with his views.

Very well ; for the purpose of my cross-exam

ination, we will take it that you make Professor

Hawk Hl's theory your own ?—I think I need not

be afraid to do so.

Then you would be prepared to maintain that

life commenced upon earth by spontaneous genera

tion?—I say such a hypothesis certainly seems the

most probable in the present state of our informa

tion.

The idea of spontaneous generation is not very

old ?—No ; the idea itself is older than the formu

lated theory. It did not at first obtain adherents

on account of the composite structure of the

simplest organisms then known.

What has happened to remove that difficulty?—

The discovery of tiny, nearly inorganic, creatures,

which have been styled monera. They are the

simplest of all known organisms, as well as the

simplest of all imaginable organisms. They aro

mere lumps of pure albumen, without organs or

heterogeneous parts. They are no larger than

pins' heads, and inhabit the bottom of the ocean.

In what way has the discovery of the monera

removed the difficulty lying in the way of spon

taneous generation?—Because we here have a

creaturoin which all trace of organization is want

ing—a creature in which all the vital phenomena

are performed by one and the same homogeneous

f irmless matter. The organless simplicity of this

creature makes it an ensy matter to imagine its

origin by spontaneous generation.

"Imagine I" you don't brinj imagination into

science surely ?—I use " imagine " for the want

of a better word.

But why should you Imagine this creature

originated by spontaneous generation ?— Because

only homogeneous organisms composed of ono

•The ProHin of Ilmnan life, Hall & Co., 23 Pnilc

Bow, New Yorr.
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single substance could arise by spontaneous gen

eration.

There is a tittle scientific dogmatism there, is

there not?—I think not. Ali scientific schools art

agreed that creatures of heterogeneous parts could

not originate by spontaneous generation.

But wny do you say homogeneous organisms

could so originate ?—That is the hypothesis.

It is a hypothesis out of which I hope to take

the bottom before my cross-examination is done ?

—If you can do so legitimately, I shall be the last

to complain. I only desire truth.

Do not suppose I cast a reflection ?—I do not

suppose it for a moment.

Now let us see : how do you know this moneron

is composed of a single substance ?—Because, on

chemical analysis, it yields only albumen.

Can you distinguish between albumen and

fibrine in chemical analysis ?—To some extent.

Can you distinguish positively between albumen

and fibrine in chemical analysis?—I am not quite

sure as to the extent to which that discrimination

can be carried.

Are you not aware that eminent physiological

authorities (Carpenter and Liebig for example),

havo laid it down that no chemical difference ex

ists by which albumin and fibrine can be dis

tinguished?—I have some memory to that effect.

Are you prepared to lay down a contrary doc

trine, and to assert that there is a marked chemical

distinction between the two substances ?—I am

not.

How can you be sure then that there is no

fibrine in the constitution of the moneron ?—I

cannot, of course, be absolutely certain.

If not certain on that point, how can you be

sure the moneron is a creature of a homogeneous

or single substance ?—We cannot, of course, be

absolutely certain.

May there not be other substancesbesides fibrine

in the constitution of the moneron ?—I think not.

Does it not contain water ?—Of course. In all

living bodies, without exception, there is a certain

quantity of water.

Is it not a fact that all animals and all plants, in

fact all organisms consist in great measure of

water, combined in a peculiar manner with other

substances?—I cannot take exception to that pro

position.

Very well, if water as a vital ingredient com.

bines with various substances, since there is water

in the living moneron, why are you so sure that

there are not other substances besides albumen

and possibly fibrine in its constitution !—They

have not been discovered.

Are you prepared to say that they arc not there?

—I do not beheve they are there.

May they not be there ?—It docs not become a

scientific man to dogmatize.

You are not prepared to assert that they are not

there ?—I am not prepared to go further than I

have gone.

Very well, then, they maybe there, since water

is there, and if there, what becomes of the theory

that the moneron, being of a single substance,

may have spontaneously generated ?—That is a

matter for argument.

Well, so much for that. Now, you say that the

moneron is a creature without organs?—Yes; it is

itself an organism, but not in any way built up

of distinct organs. It consists solely of a single

chemical combination.

You are quite sure it has no organs?—I think

examine it under the microscope and no organs

are visible.

Do you make the fact that no organs can be

seen, a reason for the assumption that there are no-

organs?—It seems a reasonable assumption in the

circumstances.

Are you aware that there are creatures with or

gans too small to be visible under the most power

ful microscope ?—I suppose there are.

And yet whose existence is recognized from the

functions performed by the creature ?—I suppose

there are such cases.

The rotifer, for example, or wheel animalcule,

whose head is finished off with a circle or crown

of very small hairs, which tiend in regular suc

cession all round, with the effect of giving it the

Ih

60.

Why?—Well, there the creature is; you can

appearance of a revolving wheel?—I have heard

of the rotifer.

Are you aware that that revolving wheel of

hairs is only visible under a powerful microscope?

—Yes ; it cannot be seen with the naked eye.

Are you aware that while the hairs are visible,

no muscular nor other organs are visible by which

these hairs are bent ?—I suppose that is the case.

Asa scientific man, would you say that because

no structural arrangement can be seen at the base

of these minute hairs, by which their motion is

produced, therefore there is no such arrangement?

—I don't suppose I should. The fact of the move

ment of the hairs may be taken as proof of the

existence of an apparatus capable of producing

the motion.

Quite so : very well, you say the moneron has.

no organs, because they are not visible. Does it

not perform motions involving the use of organs ?

The moneron performs motions of course.

Does it move itself ?—Yes.

In what way?—It forms on its upper surface,

shapeless, finger-like processes, or very fine radia

ted threads, which we call pseudo-podia, or false

feet.

Docs it eat?—It absorbs nutrition.

Does it grow ?—Yes, it grows from a smaller

to a larger size.

Does it propagate?—It propagates, but it is by

simple sub-division. At a certain stage of its

growth, apinching-in takes place, contracting the

middle of the globule on all sides, and finally leads

to the separation of the two halves. Each half then

becomes rounded off. and appears as an indepen

dent individual which commences anew the

simple course of vital phenomena of nutrition and

propagation.

And do you mean gravely to maintain, Professor

Bioplapsm, that all thisisdone without organs?—

Xo organs are apparent.

Neither is there a rotatory apparatus apparent

in the rotifer. Do you think when the moneron

moves by thrusting out its finger-like processes,

as you have termed them, that there are no

muscles or analogous organs to cause the projec

tion to take place? — Something must cause the

projection to take place, of course.

Can you conceive of the moneron growing by

nutrition, without organs to assimilate the nutri

ment to its own being ?—I have never thought of

it in that way.

Can you conceive of propagation by self-di

vision taking place without an apparatus, invisible

to us though it may be, leading organically to

3uch a consummate structural feat as breaking up

a living creature into two, without destroying

either ?—I confess I had not thought of it in that

way.

Is it not inevitable that the moneron, perform
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ing all these organic operations, must possess or

gans, though we have no lenses powerful enough

to make them visible?—It would seem a reason

able conclusion, I confess.

Now, if the moneron be possessed of organs, it

is "a creature of heterogeneous parts," of course;

and how then am I to understand your application

of what you said was the universally accepted

scientific postulate, that " no creature of hetero

geneous parts could originate by spontaneous

generation ?"—There you place me in a difficulty.

Not wishing to press you too severely, let me

pass to another point. You have said that scien

tists have been able to ' ' imagine " the spontaneous

generation of the moneron, on account of its

simplicity of structure (though we have seen that

that simplicity of structure is by no means so

simple as they have assumed) ?—I have said so.

The discovery of the moneron has imparted to the

hypothesis of spontaneous generation a degree of

probability which it lacked previously.

Very well, simple or complex, have you ever

known a case of a moneron being spontaneously

generated ?—No.

Is it not a fact thatexperiments have been con

ducted with a view to test this matter, and that

living forms will not generate in liquids from

which all germs have been excluded ?—I believe

that is the fact. In fact, it is generally conceded

that spontaneous generation is not now possible.

Why not ?—Because the general conditions of

life upon earth under which spontaneous genera

tion is assumed to have taken place, are so entirely

altered. Spontaneous generation, which now is

perhaps no longer possible, may have taken place

at a time when enormous masses of carbon im

pregnated the atmosphere before they were con

densed into coal in the primary coal mountains.

"May have:" You don't call that scientific,

do you ?—We are obliged to postulate possibilities

in forming a hypothesis.

What can carbon have to do with it ? Are you

not aware that the theory requires that spontane

ous generation should have taken place millions

of years before the carboniferous period com

menced?—My memory fails me a little on that

point.

Does not Professor Hawk Ill date ' ' the first

and longest division of the organic history of the

earth," "from the first spontaneous generation

to the end of the Silurian system of deposits?"

He adds: "During this immeasurable space of

time, which in all probability was much longer

than all the other four epochs taken together, the

three most extensive of all the Neptunic systems

of strata were deposited."—{History of Creation,

vol. ii, p. 9.) Thus this immense period, at the

beginning of which he assumes spontaneous gen

eration to have taken place, ended millions of

years before the carboniferous age began ?—Yes ;

I had forgotten that point; but I know the same

authority suggests the excessive presence of car-

bor in the air as a probable cause of spontaneous

generation.

The excessive presence of carbon 50 millions of

years before the carbon period began ?—It would

seem so.

Are you prepared to stand by that?—It is a lit

tle perplexing I admit. Still the conditions of

life must have been different in these remote ages,

and may have admitted of spontaneous genera

tion which is impossible now.

Are you content to call that "demonstrated

science," and to make a nebulous, hypothetical,

and uncertain theory, a reason for rejecting the

evidence of Christ's resurrection, which you ad

mit cannot be set aside ?—I think I did not

exactly admit that.

Well, never mind ; to return to the point, why

do you assume that the conditions of life differed

in these remote ages from those now prevailing

upon the earth ?—It is a reasonable assumption in

view of the changes that have been in progress.

Are you not aware that there is evidence of tho

conditions of life having been exactly the same in

these primeval times as they are at present ?—I

should like to know it.

Are you not aware that species of fishes and

molluscs, which lived long before the carbonifer

ous period, in the Devonian, and Silurian ages,

not only continued to live all the way through the

carboniferous period, but have continued to the

present time without the slightest change in their

organic structures?—Perhaps you can mention

illustrations ?

Yes; our still existing ganoids and numerous

species of shell-fish ?—I had overlooked the fact.

Do you doubt it?—lam not prepared to take

positive ground.

Perhaps you will accept the evidence of Mr.

Leschar Wind : " Some groups (of molluscs), as

we have seen, have endured from the earliest

known dawn of life to the present day. . . .

In the genus lingula, for instance, the species

which have successively appeared at all ages must

have been connected by an unbroken series of

generations from the lowest Silurian stratum to

the present day ?"—The authority is good.

Does it not amount to positive proof that the

conditions of life, instead of being entirely

different, have been exactly the same all the way

down from the beginning of life upon earth,

millions of years before the age of carbon began ?

—I am bound to admit the cogency of the argu

ment.

The conditions have been the same all the time.

I return to the question: why should spontaneous

generation take place then and not now?—I

simply cannot answer the question.

If we substitute special creation for spontaneous

generation, the difficulty would vanish ?—To a

certain extent.

Altogether, wouldn't it ?—Perhaps, in a certain

direction, but it might lead to difficulties in other

directions.

Now let me take you a stage further. Let us

assume, for the sake of argument, that the mone

ron was spontaneously generated, how do you

connect the existence of the moueron with the de

velopment of species ?—Our theory is, that once

life had a start, it would perfect itself in theforms

of its manifestations by a process of development

through use. A process of natural selection

would take place by the laws of inheritance. It

is a slow process, but it acts surely. It accumu

lates slight successive variations from generation

to generation, according to the necessities im

posed by environment; so that simple forms of

life would in process of time grow more complex,

and lead to the diversification of species.

That is the theory ?—That is the theory.

Do you think it is a theory substantiated by the

facts ?—I think so.

By all the facts ?—By some of them.

How long, according to the theory, would it

take a moneron to advance to a higher form of

life ?—It is impossible to tell.

How long ago is it, since the original supposed

spontaneous generation of monera took place ?—

We can only approximate roughly.
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Can you approximate to a million or two of

years?—It must be countless millions of years

since monera first spontaneously generated.

Countless millions ?— I should say so.

There can be no doubt of that, can there ?—No

doubt I think.

Very well, can you tell me whether there are

any monera now ?—Oh, yes.

Many?—I believe they are found in enormous

numbers at the bottom of the ocean.

Is it not a fact that they are to day the most

numerous of all living creatures?—It is probable

they arc.

And I believe, after all these millions upon

millions of years, they are still " the simplest of

all imaginable organisms ?"—Yes.

The same " one single substance " they were

At the beginning of the Laurentian period, long

before the carboniferous or coal age began ?—The

same.

This simple moneron, which your theory re

gards as " the parent of all other organisms."

continues as destitute of parts and organs, after

existing countless millions of years, as when it

was first ushered into being out of inorganic mat

ter, as you assume ?—That is the fact.

Well, now, Professor Bioplasm, how do you ac

count for the present existence of the monera at

all on your theory ?—It has remained undifferen

tiated.

Ay, but the theory is that the improved descend-

dants of any organic species in their gradual de-

velopment towards a higher gradT of structure,

must invariably supplantand exterminate the un

improved or parent form, in the struggle for ex

istence. Is not that so ?—That is the doctrine of

evolution.

It is the doctrine of evolution we are trying?—

Yes.

Is it not laid down as a principle by all evolu

tionists that it is only by the extermination of the

unimproved individuals, through ' survival of

the fittest," that '. natural selection " gradually

advances to more perfect forms?—That I believe

is the principle.

Evolutionists hold that "new and improved

varieties will inevitably supplantand exterminate

the older?—I believe they do.

Then I want you to explain why the monera,

which you hold to bo " the primeval parents of

all otherorganisms," have not been exterminated?

—I have never addressed myself to the considera

tion of that problem.

Is it not a difficulty in the way of the theory?

It looks like it.

Can you explain, or suggest an explanation, or

approximate to the suggestion of an explanation,

in harmony with the theory of evolution, how it

is that the very lowest organism,—the weakest,

the most defenseless, the best adapted as the food

of others, and consequently the most unfit for sur

vival, should, instead of becoming "rarer and

rarer, and finally extinct," as the theory require*,

exist in countless millions, while the thousands

of its supposed varieties, which were unavoidably

necessary for transmutation to higher species,

should all have succumbed without a specimen

remaining to indicate such transitional gradations?

—I should require to give the question some

thought before I could venture upon an answer.

(To be Continued.l

■STThe difficulties presented by Mr. Discerner-

of.faeU, in this beautiful crnss-exaniination of

Prof. Bioplasm, are taken almost verbatim from

the Problem of Human Life.

EXPERIMENTS IN SOUND.

BY OAPT. ll eElSO OAeTEB, O. E.

It seems pecul iarly fitting, after the distinguished

success which has crowned the efforts of The Mi.

crocosm during the year just past, that we are able

to present, under the above head, an argument

against the wave-theory of sound, so conclusive ;

involving discrepancies and direct contradictions

iu that theory so appalling and absurd, that ab

surdity can go no farther. For many months the

notes of the experiments have slumbered peace

fully in a little book, but now they must come

forward as a reserve, much stronger than all the

forces hitherto sent to the front. Not to waste

words, we will state the subject to be the influence

of temperature upon the vibrations of a sounding

body and also upon the velocity of sound itself.

It is well known that Sir Isaac Newton made a

calculation of the sound velocity in air, and

deduced therefrom 910 ft. per second, orone-sixth

less than the truth as proved by actual experiment.

Laplace stepped into the breach with the fearfully

ingenious tiicory of the heat resulting from the

compression of the "condensed pulse," quickening

the speed of the air-wave, and thus making up the

difference bet ween 910 and 1090 at freezing tem

perature. Of course anyone would naturally nsk

why the co'd produced in the " rarefied pulse "

does not exactly neutralize the heat of the other or

compressed half of the wave ; butsuehmenasTyn-

dall managed to foresee that difficulty. His ex

planation is entirely too large to be inserted here,

but if any one wishes to read an able attempt to

explain what never existed, he is respectfully

referred to Tyndall on sound, p. 29 to 37. Just

here we do intend to put Prof. Tyndall on trial

for a gross and transparent misstatement of the

facts in the case.

On p. 31 he clearly describes the effect of the

heat produced by the condensation, to be a stiffen

ing of the spring-power between the air-particles,

by which of course they would naturally resist

pressure more and tend to spread farther apart ;

while on page 33 he says, " the heat developed in

the condensation augments the rapidity of tlie

condensation," and then proceeds to affirm that

both the heat and the cold help the limping sound

wave to catch up with the facts.

Now it is self-evident that heat can in no con

ceivable way help on or assist any form of matter

to condense, and no man knows this better than

Prot. Tyndall; yet he here has the assurance to

assume that ' ' velocity of propagation " on page 31

and the condensation or act of condensing on pago

32 are one and the same thing. Pull out this

little bolt and the hinge to his door is broken at

once—and herein is the logical weakness of tho

elaborate argument.

But do not think that we arc digressing ; on the

contrary we are right in the line, for we will nowl

proceed to show that, if the wave-theory be true,'

it follows with overwhelming force that a tuning

fork will vibrate muchfaster when heated a num

ber of degrees, notwithstanding the fact that it is

thereby made longer and hence should vibrato

more slowly. The experiments were tried with

three pairs of forks, but to save space and figuring

we will consider only one, the C3 of Kcemg, 256

vibrations per second. We carefully tried two of

these, in perfect unison, when at a temperature of

zero centigrade and again at 130 degrees; and,

observed what length of tube resounded to each,

as in previous experiments. Here are the results:
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Folks Tubclcngth,

03 0. Cent. 18 in.

" 130. " 15.4 in.

The other forks were carefully tried and gave

similar results. Now a little simple arithmetic

will giveasurprisc. Multiplying the tube lengths

by 4 to get the entire wave-length in each case,

reducing inches to feet, and dividing into the ve,

locicy of sound at the recorded temperature, we

get the number of vibrations made by the fork.

Thus we have :

At 0 Cent. velocity of 1090 ft.-divide by 4J ft.=

251 vibrations.

At 130 Cent, velocity of 1350 ft.-divide by 5.1 ft.=

204 vibrations.

The 1350 is obtained by adding to the 1090 zero

velocity, 2ft. foreaeh degree of heat, or260,in all:

according to Tyndall and all other authorities.

We are here met by the astounding showing of 251

vibrations for a f(;rk at zero, as opposed ti) 264 of

the samefork when heated to I30 degrees, and

thereby lengthed; when of course it should vibrate

more slowly. Could absurdity go farther ?

Let Prof. Mayer or anyone else ponder a little

over these figures, experiment as they will, and

see if they can bo reduced, twisted or strained into

any kind of conformity with sense and fact. It

is certainly an ugly dilemma, but here it is.

What shall be done with it? It is astonishing

how any man of brains can seize upon so infini

tesimal a matter as the supposed increment Of

heat in a condensed pulse to sustain his theory,

and at the same time totally overlook objections

i immensely larger and more sensible. When Prof.

Mayer on page 120 talks of 441 vibrations of a

fork, he casually mentions that these are made in

about 68° P. ; but elsewhere he, like Tyndall, to

tally ignores the temperature when considering

these vibrations; although both of them know

well that the maker, when tuning these forks into

unison, is compelled to set them away to cool,

after a little work with a file, in order that the

heat induced may not change the number of vi

brations.

But there is another way of approaching this

subject, and that not dependant upon any reso

nant tubes. On page 109 Prof. Mayer clearly

explains what are called " beats." If one fork

gives one more vibration in a second than another,

and both are sounded together, we hear once in a

second a little swell of sound followed by alossof

volume. This is a " beat," and by counting the

number heard in ten or twenty seconds we can

arrive at a very accurateresult as to the difference

in the number of vibrations given by two forks.

This method we used. Sounding the two forks

at the same temperature, perfect unison, smooth

and clear, was the result ; but on heating one

slightly, " beats" became audible. One fork at

zero Cent. and the other at 130 gave about three

beats ; not mor<>, but possibly a little less. There

can be no possible question that this method is

infinitely more accurate that the previous calcula

tion, but it gives us the startling difference of 3

agiinst 13 vibrations.

MoreovC the ear steps in here and unhesita

tingly affi-ms that the fork heated to 130 gives a

graver sound that the one at zero, and hence it

vibrates more slowly, thus coinciding with the

truth all round. That nothing should be left un

done we made a hasty calculation based upon the

coefficient of expansion of steel, taking it as

.0000122 for one degree Centigrade and found

from th?*. method a probable difference between

the two Wks of only one beat or vibration

This was done by assuming the 256 to belong

to the average temperature in which the forks

were tuned, reducing to zero and expanding to

130, by means of the law that the number of vi

brations is inversely as the square of the length.

There Is a slight difference here between the ob

served beats and the calculation from coefficient

of expansion. Wo do not pretend to account for

anything in the wave-theory, but simply state

that the calculation was laborious owing to the

large numbers involved, and we did not think

it necessary to honor the grave of a dead hum

bug by firing very heavy ordnance over it,

and hence performed the arithmetical work

rather hastily. If anyone can discover a mistake

that will aid the resurrection of the victim, he is

welcome to try.

One great fact is certainly proved by these ex

periments. It is manifest that another strange

accident has served Prof. Tyndall and others.

The above facts show that while the velocity of

sound changes very considerably with the temper

ature, the pitch of the sounding body does not

alter materially. The strange accident consists in

the fact that the ordinary temperature in which

Prof. Tyndall tried his experiments just happened

to allow a velocity of sound which coincided with

the vibrations of the fork and the resonant tube of

the diameter be happened to use.

Had Prof. Tyndall performed his experiment in

an oven heated to 130 deg. Cent. he would have

foundatubeof 15.4 in. length necessary to resound

to his C3 fork ; and, knowing the velocity of

sound in that temperature to be 1350 ft., he would

have been startled by finding £04 vibrations in

stead of 256 : but such things never occurred with

him or in his experience. He just happened to

have the right temperature about him ; a tube of

the right diameter happened to he standing on his

table ; this tube happened to have the flaring lip

necessary for his desired length, and finally Prof.

Tyndall happened to get a result that proved h'S

pet theory to be true. What shall we say to such

a succession of happy accidents? Verily they

almost cea^e to be such, and fairly appear to give

evidence of a design by a Superior Power ; making

it seem that he, who a few years ago "saw in

matter the promise and potency of every form of

life," has been led into a curious pitfall of his own

digging, from the bottom of which he can begin

anew to search for the light that is not to be found

in matter, butin the revelations of the Great Mind,

who alone holds the wonderful secrets of Nature.

Pa. Mil. AcaD., July, 1882.

LAW, LIFE, MEND

BY 3. n. nOFFEr.

Perfect law is principle, and it is from life.

The laws of Nature are therefore the governing

principles, and the very life, of matter, and of all

things that have permanent existence in Nature.

Limiting however the laws of Nature to their

operations in matter, life itself must claim a

higher law, or its utter destruction must be ad

mitted. For when life departs from the material

plant or animal form, the recognized laws of

Nature show no further evidence of its continued

existence.
But, that life is at least as durable as matter,

and what seems to be death must therefore be

only its separation from matter, and thus from the

physical senses, cannot be doubted ; for absolute
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annihilation is against ail law, aud is therefore

impossible. And if life can exist independent of

matter there must be an immaterial realm to

which it belongs. The laws which govern life

can therefore not be claimed as being confined to

matter. Yet they are the same laws that govern

matter, for when closely examined life and matter

are seen to be governed alike, as it is plain they

must be. Life uses matter as man uses a tool,

and if both were not under the same law this

could not be done.

Indeed, all government is of life ; for there can

be no action without lite. A law that cannot be

enforced is a dead law ; hence all active laws

must belong to the immaterial realm of life. But

matter is also governed by active laws, and c.m-

not exist without them ; therefore also matter is

subject to life.

A littlo consideration develops the fact that

there could be no variations in life except by its

connection with that which is dead. Light can

only be modified by darkness, and heat by cold ;

and so all modifications of any thing come by

things opposite thereto, or in some way differing

therefrom. And, since life alone hasactionthe.se

changes result from the extension of life into

deadnesa, or into things already modified by that

which is dead.

But what is death? Death is not an entity or

thing, it is simply the absence of life, or of that

degree of life which is necessary to operate the

thing that is said to be dead. All existence being

from life there can be no existence w ithout life,

consequently no absolute death. It is evident

that there can be no limit to the degrees or modifi

cations of life from that wluch is Life itself—-

"The Life." down to a state of mere existence.

In life, is the power of extension from its center,

The Life, and Nature ia its most remote sphere;

and here the outer shell or crust is matter. Where

matter stops any kind of action, is the death of

that which is thus stopped, so far as its con

nection with matter is concerned.

Nothing see.ns moro reasonable than, that life

can, and indeed must, exist independent of dead

matter, as well as in connection with it. In

thought we have an example that approaches

such au indepcmlentstale. Time ami space, which

are conditions of matter, do not atfeet thought;

nor do many other conditions of matter apply to

it, as gravity, inertia impenetrability, &c.

That all existence implies substance in form is

self-evident; hence there can be no life without

substance in form. This makes it plain that there

are other substances besides the material. And

that these other are living, or the substances of

life, is evident ; because life abides in them,

which it does not in or with matter. And as

these arc not subject to what is called space in

matter, they can occupy the same place that mat

ter does; which they must do, since matter exists

by them, even to tke minutest particles.

The world of life, very properly called spirit,

and the world of matter, are therefore not sepa

rate realms. Where matter is there must also be

spirit , but there must be somewhere, or at least in

some Being, Spirit too pure for matter, Life above

death—pure IufiniteLife, whichcannot be touched

or affected, and which can only act outward from

itself. If there were no life thus independent of

death there could be no permanency in anything.

Man who possesses the highest degree of life

manifest in Nature, and who therefore has more

control over matter than any other being in this

iBorid, is nevertheless inclined to regard matteras

being the most real, or at least as that with which

he is best acquainted. Why not study life first,

which rises above mere existence and which alone

can take cognizance of other things, and even of

ourselves?

Nothing can be more unnatural than to suppose-

that dead matter can produce life. Can flesh, the

particles of matter which compose the physical

body of a man, and which may be used by any

other form of life in building a material body for

it—can this cause the heart to beat, the stomach/

to digest, the mind to think? Man, study youx-

self, and you shall know more of these things.

Life is the cause in Nature. In its organized?

form it takes matter and forms over itself a body,

and w ith the matter thus held by it does it come

in contact with the outside material world.

The properties of matter are the life or spirit crop-

pine out of it. Assuming matter to be the. cause

of all being is like accepting as real the appearance

that the Su i is daily swung around the earth. It

takes a great stretch of imagination in this waytc

account for the seasons and the apparent motion

of the stars, for eclipses and so on ; but a much,

greater stretch is required, when matter is regarded

as the cause of all things, to account for the in

numerable phenomena of life. But, having found

out that the sun Is fixed, all solar phenomena ex

plain themselves; and so will all things in science

or physics explain themselves when we study the

nature of life and comprehend that it is the cen

tre and cause of all existence.

Mind, which places man above all animals, is

the highest evidence of life we can have any

knowledge of. And the highest must be nearest

the Infinite. From the mind extend the members

of the body as its tools ; but in its operation the-

mind is not limited to these, nor even to our

world. Mind is comparatively unlimited in its

operations. The universe is its field of operation,

and neither past nor future can set bounds to it.

The human degree of mind imagines, plans, ar

ranges, but the Infinite Mind thinks and keeps all

things into existence. Mind is the seat of life ;

the Infinite Mind the centre from which life pro

ceeds on its errand of love or creation.

MouNt Joy, Pa.

SOMETHING MOB.E ON PENDT7LOSITY..

In the June Microcosm we printed a letter fronv

Prof. Reagor in opposition to Prof. Kirby's posi

tion, namely, that a pendulum docs not rest for

anypiriod of time at all at the ends of its swings.

We were free to confess that we were somewhat

at our wits end to decide the question after Prof.

Reagor's broadside ; and we accordingly invited!

any reader to help us out of our trouble if he-

could do so in a few brief paragraphs. After a'

number of attempts from professors of Natural

Philosophy and others, we are pleased to pre

sent the (solution of Prof. "Wilmer of Chatham,

Va., who, in our judgment has made a centre

shot, and consequently Prof. Kirby is right after

all. Here it is :—

To the Editor of the Microcosm :

Dear Sin, —I submit the following in answer

to Prof. Reagor's argument upon the "l'eudu—

losity" controversy.

The key to the solution of the difficulty marf

be stated thus: Asa "point" in space has posi

tion only and no magnitude, so a point of time is

in reality no time.

The fallacy of Prof. Reagor is in attributing
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magnitude to & point. His argument may be well

answered by tlic rtductio ad absurdum, as follows:

Imagine two bpdics passing each other moving in

contrary directions, and suppose two points, one

on each body. Now it is plain that there must be

a time when these two points are opposite to each

other. It is equally plain that if these two points

are opposite to each other for any length of time,

however inflnitesimally short, there must be a

pause of corresponding duration in the passing

bodies. It is of course absurd to suppose a pause

in either of the bodies since by hypothesis they

do not pause. There must, then, be a fallacy in

this argument of Prof. Reagor, and it will he

found to be what I have already intimated. If

we attach magnitude to the two points upon the

moving bodies, a corresponding period of time

will be employed ia the passing of these so-called

points ; but if we bear in mind what &pointreally

is, it will be apparent at a glance that while there

is sipoint of time at which the two points on the

moving bodies are opposite, it is not and cannot be

n period of time.

Apply this now to Prof. Reagor's argument up

on the pendulum. It is true, as he says, that

" there is a time when these two opposing forces

become equal," but this is not &perwd of time as

-we see, beiug only a point. It is, in fact, no

time at all. Hence, it would be more accurate,

instead of saying "a point of time," to say a

point in time. Very truly yours,

C. B. Wh.mer.

TRICHOTOMY.

NO. I.

BY O. Hi MCeNIght, D. D.

The title of this article signifies the Trinity of

man, or that he is. three-fold in his nature, con

stituted of body, soul and spirit. I propose to

consider the subject under the two following

heads :

I.—Is this the Scriptural Doctrine?

II. —Is it Scientific ?

The first question, Is it Scriptural ? will be

the subject of the present paper.

The question itself I regard of the greatest im

portance, because by this three-fold division only,

as I believe, can the materialist be successfully

met and answered. For if man is- dual only, if

he has only' body aud soul, or physical powers,

and intellectual which are ideutical with spiritual,

then it seems impossible to show that he is in

anywise superior to the brute, except in degree,

and hence he may be only the outcome of the

brute, or a superior animal merely, as the mate

rialistic evolutionist contends. But if he has a

spirit which the brute has not, separate, distinct

and independent of lioth body and soul or mind,

capable of appreciating Divine things, and reach

ing the Divine imago and likeness, then he has a

nature which the brute has not, and which is in

finitely above him. This I believe to be both

Scriptural and Scientific.

Let us look then first at the Scriptural evidence.

In the first chapter of Genesis we are told God

created man in His own image and likeness. Not

first as a moncron, or as a germ of the brute

species, or as a brute in any sense whatever, but

ns man in His likeness. Thus it is written :

"And God said let us make man in our image,

after our likeness. 80 God created man in His

own image, in the image of God created he him,

male and female created he them."

Again, in the 2d chapter and 7th verse it reads :

And the Lord God formed man of the dust of

the earth, aud breathed into his nostrils the breath

of life, and man became a living soul." Now in

the Hebrew it reads: "the breath of lives," or as

a mental philosopher renders it, "the breath of

two lives." This then would seem to indicate

natural aud spiritual life. " Living soul " may

be translated "living creature." But this " liv

ing creature" was constituted of body, soul and

spirit, or in other words was Triune, and hence

was in the image and likeness of God.

When God said: "Let us make man in our

image, after our likeness," a plurality in the God

head is certainly implied. For it is impossible to

suppose that the Creator, would associate with

Him, in this way any creature. It is manifest by

such language He is addressing equals who share

with Him the work of creation, and therefore we

are either driven to polytheism, or the doctrine of

the Trinity. The case is still stronger when we

find Elohim (plural), in the 1st verse of this

chapter connected with a singular verb, and when

further on we find the word Jehovah Elohim,

and then again the Spirit spoken of, all of whom

are represented as exercising Divine powers and

attributes, and all of which accords with a fuller

and clearer revelation of the doctrine in the New

Testament, of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost.

This however is incidental, for it is not the

doctrine of the Trinity that I am seeking to

establish, but the three-fold nature of man. Of

course if God is Triune, and man was made in

His image, he also is Triune in his nature. But

let us consider further the particulars of his

creation. ,

I.—It is clear that his body was made of dust

or clay. This then was matter.

. II. —It is clear that something was added to

this material form,—that in itself it had it0 life.

This was the breath of God, which as we have

seen included two lives. This is indicated by

two Hebrew words vtphesh and neshamah, the

former meaning, as I believe, the animal soul,

which man has in common with the brute, and

the latter meaning the spirit, which is immortal.

This seems clear from the fact that nephesh is re

peatedly used in Scripture to denote the life or

soul of the brute, but neshamah is not ro used.

There is another Hebrew word rosach which in

our authorized version is translated spirit, and is

found in that passage of Ecclesiastcs 3, 2I,

which reads: "Who knoweth the spirit of man

that goeth upward and the spirit of the beast that

goeth downward." The word spirit is the same

here (rosa"h) in regard both toman and beast, but

it may be well doubted as another suggests,

whether this refers to man's future life Another

rendering of the passage is: " Who knoweth the

spirit of man that goeth erect, and the spirit of

the beast that goeth prone or on all fours." But

the word Neshmah is not used, and hence man's

highest nature is not here intended, though it must

be admitted that rosachdoes at times denote this.

But turning now to the New Testament, wo find

the doctrine of man's three-fold nature formally

stated. In I. Thesa. G. 23, St. Paul says: "I

pray God that your whole spirit, soul and

body be preserved blameless unto the com

ing of our Lord Jesus Christ." Here three

Greek words are used, all having different signifi

cations—the immortal life or spirit, the animal

soul or mind, identified with the brain, which tho

brute also has, and the physical powers or body,t
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At death the pneuma only survives; the psucha

perishes with the body; but in the resurrection

these live again and man in his integrity stands

in the Judgment. Between death and the resur

rection, man is a disembodied spirit, although I

fully believe with the author of " The Problem of

\Human Life" that the spirit assumes form at

/death, which is really a counterpart of his visible

appearance while in the body.

But again it is well to observe that this view of

the passage in Thessalonians harmonizes with St.

Paul's teaching elsewhere. In I Cor. 11, 14 he

says. ' ' The natural man, ( preucfti kos anthropos)

receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for

they are foolishness unto hira." The natural man

here might be rendered the soul-man, and this

seems to be synonomous in meaning, with the

carnal mind spoken of elsewhere. The natural

man or the carnal mind does not receive the things

of God. Why? Because they are spiritually

discerned. The carnal mind, as this same Apostle

says in Roman 8, 7, is enmity to God, that is,

the mind of the flesh, or we might say the mind

of matter. What is this but the psucha, which is

the animal soul or mind and has no capacity for

spiritual conceptions, ideas or aspirations. I am

aware that the usual interpretation of the Apostle's

words is that the carnal mind is the mind or soul

made gross and vile by sin. But so long as he

makes the distinction himself bet ween the rouI

and spirit, (pneuma and psucha) it seems to be

a better interpretation, and one which throws more

light upon the whole scope of his teaching, to

make the carnal mind identical with the psucha,

or animal soul. There is one other passage to

which I desire to refer before closing this argu

ment for the three-fold nature of man from the

Scriptural standpoint. This passage is found in

1 Cor. 15., in which St. Paul makes his famous

argument for the resurrection. No part of this

chapter has given rise perhaps to more controver

sy than what he says in the 44th vs. " There is a

natural hotly and there is a spiritual body." The

Greek is literally a soul-body and spirit-body, or

body of the psucha and body of the pneuma.

Now then—may not the apostle mean this ? There

is a body or form which the spirit takes on at

death, a body ethereal, spiritual, akin to the spirit

itself. But there is another body which perishes

with the soul, in the grave, yet which shall be re

stored in the resurrection at the last day. Mark

the language of the writer here, the present tense

is used. " There is a natural body." That body

now exists. But so there in, not that there will be,

but there is a spiritual body, a body now existing.

This view would accord with that of Ulrici to

which Joseph Cook refers in one of his Boston

lectures. This body he regards as the enswathment

of the soul, non-atomic and immaterial. Whether

this is the true view or not, it is evident that St.

Paul teaches the trinity of man. It is further

evident that the soma and the psucha are material,

though the latter may be of a much higher order

than the former; indeed from matter in its gross

est form to its most refined and sublimated, the

distance is almost infinite, approximating so near

ly to the spiritual that the distinction between the

two may not be discernable. So that when Ulrici

speaks of a body non-atomic and immaterial, he

offers us a mere speculation. For after all, how

little we know of matter and spirit, the most pro

found analysis leaves us still in the dark as to

their real nature, or as Huxley suggests, both

matter and spirit may be only names for the un

known and hypothetical cause of states of our own

consciousness. These thoughts however lead us

to the consideration of the subject from the scien

tific point of view, which is to be the theme for

my next paper.

THAT $5,000 CASH PRIZE AGAIN.

Editor of The Microcosm :

Dear Snt:—I have noticed in several numbers

of The Microcosm, during the Tolume just closed,

reference to an offer from Mr. Joseph Goodrich

of $5,000 to any one who would demonstrate the

correctness of the law of inteiference as taught

by the advocates of the wave-theory—that is, to

produce silence by sounding two unison instru

ments together. I have the satisfaction of call

ing upon Mr. Goodrich for his check, for I have

found two unison instruments which exactly fill

the requirement. They produce powerful tones

and in the same key, hut they can be brought to

gether in such a way as to cause interference and

thus produce absolute silence. I have tried the

experiment repeatedly on different individuals of

acute faculties, and the result has been a success

every time. I have many witnesses here who

will testify to the fact of absolute silence caused

by sounding these two instruments together, and

if Mr. Goodrich is a fair man he will shell out;

or if he doubts let him drop down to Shreveport

and be convinced.

The two instruments to which I refer are The

Microcosm and the Problem of Hurrtan Life. They

are in exact unison, producing the most piercing

notes I have ever listened to; and their interference

is most marked with evolution and materialism,

causing intense silence on the part of Darwinians,

but especially theistic evolutionists of the Joseph

Cook and Dr. McCosh type. I have tested this

unison music in their presence, and the Double

Siren of Helmholtz is nowhere to the demonstra

tion. These instruments also produce the most

death-like silence whenever sounded in the pre

sence of our college professors who have just

bcen teaching the wave-theory of sound to their

classes of physical science, and especially if they

have just chanced to repeat Tyndall's tin-tube

experiment, or his illustration of the effect of a

sound-wave in destroying the village of Erith I

The silenee of such professors under the inter

ference of these notes is really mournful. Yon

can hear a pin drop. I appeal to you Mr. Editor,

if I am entitled to the $5,000 prize.

Truly Yours,

A. R. Booth, M. D.

Shreveport, La.

MECHANICAL TELEPHONE.

CeDar Rapins, Iowa., July 8.

ED. Microcosm,

Dear Sir .-—Have just received the July num

ber of your excellent paper. I notice the letter

of Prof. Chamberlin respecting the remarkable

effect of an Acoustical Telephone, by holding the

wire between the teeth. I have often observed

the same thing, and furthermore have attached a

branch wire to the main line, then stood at right

angles to the line, holding the branch between my

teeth and heard distinctly the messages passing

over the wire. The greater the tension of the

branch the more audible the conversation. Can

the wave-theory on any principle of philosophy

explain this division of sound ?

Respectfully Yours,

T. II. BlaNr.
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ONE YEAR AGO.-RETROSPECT.

A year ago this month we made the most im

portant venture of our life, in throwing to the

breeze the banner of our little Microcosm. We

then saw the future as through a glass darkly.

The Problem of JIuman Life, in its revised form,

had been before the public for nearly a year, and

its many new departures in science, with its novel

arguments against evolution and materialism, had

struck a popular chord whose ringing vibrations

warned us unmistakably that more of the same

sort was wanted. We were led to believe that a

live religio-scientiflc journal, whose management

should not be afraid to call in question popular

theories of science because of their venerable

age, or that should dare to advance and defend

new views of philosophy even in the face of the

most renowned authorities, was not only a

necessity of the times, but an enterprise that was

destined to meet with warm encouragement from

wide-awake thinkers throughout the land. We

are gratified beyond measure to feel and thus

publicly to announce that we have not been dis

appointed. Our experience during the year just

closed has convinced us that even if the wish

originally was father to the thought the child has

outgrown and surpassed its progenitor. We had

formed no true conception, inclined as we are to

become enthusiastic, of the favor and fervor with

which the new journal was destined to be re

ceived. A year ago our friends predicted adversely

to the prospective success of our venture; but in

the midst of these foreboding prophesies a still

small voice kept constantly whispering : " They

are mistaken ; such a medium of reaching the

public is needed ; your Problem has already

demonstrated its necessity, the harvest ripens,

thrust in the sickle." We gave heed to the silent

monitor, but with what anxiety we sent out

the first number containing our Salutatory, no

mortal save one will ever know, for words are

inadequate to describe it. And then, with what

patient faith and prayerful hope we counted the

days, as we waited for the verdict of the friends

to whom we had sent specimen copies, we need

not here try to record, as it would be impossible.

Suffice it to say, the oddly attired little visitor, re

ceived at first with suspicion and strange doubts

as to its real intention, was, on a little acquaint

ance welcomed with open arms and in thousands

of homes given the place of honor at the table.

In a word, the enterprise was a success and the

success was a triumph, and before the second

number had been mailed more than 2,000 names

of enthusiastic subscribers were on our books,

while from that time on till near the close of the

volume an average of thousands of subscribers a

month regularly augmented our lists, among

whom were not less than*7,000 clergymen. The

feelings of those subscribers, as they read number

after number of T!ie Microcosm, can be judged by

the hundreds of excided letters received monthly

at this office, specimens of which, as " Kind

Words," have occasionally appeared in these

columns.

But the first campaign has now come to a close

and has terminated gloriously for the cause of

truth, with victory written all over the Micro-

cosmic banner, which, in a score of regular en
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gagements and as many more skirmishes has not

-once been .'owered to the foe. We throw it anew

to the breeze and in open view of the ramparts of

the enemies of religion and true science, and now

-call upon the veterans who have so efficiently ac

companied us and supported our work during

the year just closed, to renew their allegiance to

The Microcosm. We also ask for new recruits who

have witnessed our mode of warfare and seen the

smoke of the battle at a distance, men who shall

now be willing to enter the ranks and share with

us the glory and the spoils of another campaign.

Officers and men ! the first artillery discharge ac

companies this brief address. It is the signal for

<lesperate work. The foe lurk in ambush. They

must be routed. Let us stand shoulder to shoulder

i:i the inevitable events of the coming year, and

»t its close wc hope to recount in our next Retro

spect even grander achievements and richer spoils

than those of the past. God bless you.

SPIRITUALISM.

In a former number of the Microcosm,, in

answer to Dr. Covert, we expressed not only a

willingness but an anxiety to be convinced of the

truth of modern Spiritualism, that is, of the

supernatural facts upon which it claims to be

based. This we wrote, not as a theologian but

as a scientific investigator, having reference alone

to the said alleged facts of materialization, table-

tipping, etc., claimed to be the work of actual

spirits separated from corporeal organisms.

Our able contributor, Rev. Dr. Geo. H.

McKnight, of Elmira, N. Y., warns us kindly but

«arnestly against conceding too much for a system

of religious belief whose fruits are only evil, and

that continually. Wc were not aware, however,

that we had conceded anything, but rather

supposed that we had denied in positive terms

the truth of the very foundation-facts upon which

this extensive religious organization is based ; and

we even challenged their mediums to come to this

office with their batteries and call up their spirits

from the vasty deep and tip over our table if they

can, assuring them and the public that as editor

of 77te Microcosm we would not be afraid to state

what was actually demonstrated as scientific facts.

If Joseph Smith, for example, Editor of the Lat-

ter-Day Saints' Herald, has access to the Golden

plates claimed to have been found by his father

near Rochester, N. Y., and from which he and

his brethren believe the Book ofMormon to have

been translated, will bring those plates to this

office, we shall be only too glad to subject them

to a careful scientific examination and then give

an honest statement of the facts as to their genu

ineness, if we think so, without fear or favor.

This we should do in the interest of science alone

without reference to their doctrine as a religious

system, or to the evil excrescences of MormoniBm,

such as Polygamy, which have evidently been

added by the Salt Lake branch to their religion

since Joseph Smith,Jr. , claimed to have discovered

those plates. It is the mission of The Microcosm

to develop scientificfacts and philosophical truths,

and present them to the public, believing that

facts of science and truths of philosophy, proper

ly understood, can do no harm to true religion,

nor prove injurious to the well-being of the

world.

Dr. McKnight also sends us a very able sermon

against Spiritualism preached by himself to his

church, and which has been printed and should

be widely read. It shows up the evil tendencies

of that religious system in a kindly but scathing

light. We note however that the preacher does

not deny the supernatural facts as claimed by

spiritualists, but attributes them to evil spirits or

demons, in fulfillment of Paul's prediction, "that

in the latter days some shall depart from the faith

giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of

devils."—I Tim. iv, 1. Now this is, in our opin

ion, a stronger concession to the claims of modern

Spiritualism than is warranted by science or truth.

We believe that the "seducing spirits" prophesied

of by the Apostle, are "spirits" in the bodies of

the false teachers, and that the "doctrines of

devils" are the devilish doctrines these false teach

ers promulgate, and that the Apostle foretold noth

ing supernatural or miraculous in this prediction

as to occur in the latter days. Dr. McKnight

therefore makes far more dangerous admissions

than we have done, for we firmly believe that

every pretended physical act of disembodied

spirits, as claimed by mediums, can be fully dis

robed of its supernatural character and its fraud

ulent origin made apparent by means alone of

cool-headed scientific and mechanical investiga

tion, though we are anxious to be convinced to tha

contrary. Hence oar challenge to the best test-

medium in the world to come to our office and

turn over our table by touching it with the tips

of his or her fingers. Bro. McKnight insists, as

we understand him, that there is as much proof

of a personal being called Satan as there is of a

personal God. If this be so, and if the devil be at

the bottom of Spiritualism, as he insists, then we

nsk only the supernatural exhibition of his cloven

foot or any other personal view or act of his

patanic majesty, and we will esteem it a scientific

overthrow of materialism, as conclusively demon

strated as if our own father should step out of the

grave and personally greet us. Physical and su

pernatural manifestations from the devil would be

just as good scientific evidence against atheisui

and materialism as would be a miraculous manifest

ation from God himself ; for surely the absolute

proof of a personal, entitative devil, outside of

corporeal organism, demonstrates the existence of
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a personal God to all intents, and purposes. The

great question of this scientific age of doubt and

scoffing at religion, is this : Is there any conscious

personality at all, either of God, man, angel, or

devil, outside and independent of corporeal organ

ism? Settle this question in the affirmative to the

satisfaction of wide-awake scientists, and ma

terialism vanishes. Give us one indubitable fact

showing that any kind of conscious intelligence

can exist and act outside or independent of a

physical body, and it settles the question even

with the most virulent atheist, that man shall live

personally in another state. When this question

is placed beyond all dispute among scientific

Investigators, it then becomes important for every

honest thinker to decide what system of religious

ethics, morals, and worship is best fitted to man's

estate as well as to the character and attributes of

the God and Creator of the universe whose exist

ence will be thus demonstrated? Such decision

it will not be difficult to come to with the aid of a

reasonable amount of intelligence. We are totally

sick and tired of the trickery practiced at seances

to gull the superstitious and ignorant, the preten

ded writing with concealed pencils, tipping of

tables without the aid of bauds in the flesh, or

other corporeal machinery. We are disgusted

with the fanfaronade of professional mediums-

after the repeated exposures of the materialization

frauds that have been caught with the drapery of

angels in the shape of false faces, false hair, false

teeth, and false hearts. Mr. Kiddle, the former

Superintendent of Schools in this city, left his

exalted and profitable position to act upon his

convictions as an avowed believer in Spiritualism.

We believe he was honest, as every act of his life

shows. Then is it possible, the spiritualist asks,

that a man so intelligent, so thoroughly educated,

and so honest, could be deceived by a lot of table-

tipping, pencil-manipulating frauds? One would

suppose not. But if there were physical manifest

ations accessible sufficiently demonstrative to

convince such a man, they ought now to be ac

cessible and still strong enough to convince others,

especially those who are willing to be convinced.

Here, then, is a chance for a boom in Spiritualism.

Let Mr. Kiddle collect three of his best mediums,

bring them to this office, 23 Park Row, and pro

duce one corporeal demonstration, such as tipping

a table, moving a chair, or writing with untouch

ed pencil, that we cannot fairly account for with

out the aid of supematuralism, and we pledge

ourself to announce the fact in the next number

of the Microcosm to more than fifty thousand

readers. Let advocates of the doctrine, who boast

of millions of believers in the United States alone,

make a note of this offer.

®"For terms to Agents, Clubs, etc,, see Rd and

4th pages of cover.

MYOPY, OR SHORT-SIGHTEDNESS.

This is now conceded by all careful observers to

be a growing physical defect which seems to be

an almost inseperable accompaniment of advanced

civilization.

The more barbarous or savage a people, the

keener is their eyesight, and especially is this true

with regard to the aged. This seems to bo mostly

accounted for by the fact of the non-use of their

eyes in reading and writing, and other close appli

cations to minute objects. As nations advance in

civilization the percent in cases of Myopy increases-

among the masses; while it is also a statistical fact

that the more cultured are the classes, both male

and female, even in civilized society, the larger is

the proportion afflicted with this growing defect,

because the more cultured and refined are the peo

ple, the more are they supposed to posses wealth,

and hence, leisure for the application of their

sight to reading, etc.

It is further observed that those occupations

which require the habitual use of the sight upon

very minute objects, and hence objects in close

proximity to the eyes, tend most to produce My-

°py-
The callings of the watch-maker, the engraver,

the type-setter, and electrotyper, the hair-worker,

as also the fine hand-lace workers, are, as a rule,

more apt to produce this defect than those callings,

wherein the sight is lessclosely applied. A friend

tells us that in one electrotyping establishment with

which he was connected, every man except one

out of about twenty who had grown up to that

trade, was to some extent affected with short

sightedness. Whereas laboring farmers as a class

have good sight even to old age. Hunters and

especially sailors are noted for their unimpaired

vision and for seeing objects at a great distance,

even in old age.

A difference in the degree of this defect can be

traced also to Nationalities. The French and

English for example, have a much smaller percent

of cases of Myopy than the German. This is

thought to be owing principally to the difference

in the form of the letters constituting these printed

languages. The indistinct. blurry appearance of

the German letters must make them more difficult

to distinguish than the regularly outlined charac

ters employed in the two former languages.

This is especially observable in reading very fine

print with a poor light. So well is this fact, and

its deleterious effect on the sight, becoming recog

nized by German investigators that there is a

movement now on foot to discard entirely the

national form of letter in all new publications, and

to adopt the plain Roman characters used in

English and French books. This will help no

doubt, to counteract the difficulty, but the only

safe and certain remedy is a return to barbarism as

quick as possible, since such a thing as a near

sighted Indian is not to be found. This, however,

we do not recommend, as wc would prefer civiliza

tion even with itsconcomitant evils of t ight boots,

tight lacing, over-dressing, poor ventilation, poli

tics, rumsiiops, cigarettes, bad cooking, and even.

Myopy.

THE N. Y. INDEPENDENT.

We copy the following which appeared in a re

cent number of the above-named paper:—

"A correspondent wants us to write a careful

and critical review of Wilford Hall's ' Problem of

Human Life.' He says :
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" I see you speak in contemptuous terms of it.

Won't you be kind enough to get some scientist

of acknowledged ability to review that work and

expose its fallacies? I know a number of teachers

and preachers who are enthusiastic in their praises

of this book. They think that it is the book of

the age and that it Is unanswered because unan

swerable."

We must say No to the request. Our readers

do not need such a review. We would as soon

write a sober refutation of John Jasper's astrono-

iny as of Wilford Hall's acoustics. It is only ig

norance that can accept cither and wc do not

write for what a contemporary calls ' ignorami.' "

We had occasion to reply to a somewhat similar

notice by the Independent in the November num

ber of The Microcosm, and to present the self-con-

Sf/luential bigot who happens to have editorial

charge of that paper in his true light before our

readers. It is a downright pity that the proprie

tor of a journal who has the business ability to

secure for it so wide a circulation, should be so

easily imposed upon as to allow such a stupid

sclf-stultifier tohave control ofits editorial columns:

In his first notice of the book, he distinctly admit

ted that he had not read it, and he further declared

that he would not read it, because it was evidently

wrong. These are his words :

"Such a treatise we frankly confess we do not

read, because it is certainly wrong and not worth

the time of perusal 1 "

He thus decided that the book was " wrong"

without reading it, and then decided not to read

it, because it was wrong! A wonderful editor;

this I Ho compares it to John Jasper's illiterate"

opposition to the Copernican system of Astronomy,

and tells the Independent subscribers that none

but the "ignorami" read the book (as an excuse

for not reading it himself), when more than ten

thousand educated clergymen own it and have

read it with satisfaction, among whom are hun

dreds who take the Independent, and who are

mortified, judging from the letters wc are receiv

ing, at the stupidity and bigotry of this slanderer

of what he confesses to know nothing about.

Hundreds also of Professors of Physics in out-

colleges have accepted "Wilford Hall's acoustics,"

and rejected the current theory of sound with

contempt. Will the editor of the Independent

name even one man, having a common school

education, who has been converted to the views

of Rev. John Jasper, of Richmond, Va.?

But we ought not to complain at this critic's not

reading the " Problem" but rather, to rejoice that

the ignoramus did not know any better than to

stultify his condemnation of the work by admit

ting his ignorance of it, and thus sending out the

antidote with the poison 1 We agree with him

that it would be a total waste of h is time should

he undertake to Tead the work, for such a mind

is not capable of profiting by, or even appropria

ting, anything so new in science. A man who can

write aa he does about a book he confesses never to

have read, has a skull too impenetrable for even

a Lesseps to bore through with his diamond drill.

That daring engineer would as soon undertake an

excavation in a corundum rock as to take the con

tract of tunneling such a head far enough to find

anything resembling brains 1

Since the foregoing was written we have re

ceived a copy of the Kansas Herald, published

at Hiawatha, which makes the following sensible

comments on the 1independent'*rourse after copy

ing one of Its diatribes against the Problem :—

"The New York Indepenelenim one of the very

few papers in this country that has spoken un

kindly of the work, and lo.its own hurt. In its

pretended review of the work it said : " Such a

treatise we frankly confess we do not read, be

cause it is certainly wrong, and not worth the

time of perusal." It appears that the .editor

simply glanced at the title page and "went for

it" without having read it. In one part of. his-

review he says the work " is ridiculous in its

pretensions." Here is an editor of a great paper

who pronounces a treatise "ridiculous" before 1

having read it, yet frankly confesses he never

reads such books! How does be know whether

its pretensions are ridiculous or not if be never

reads what this book opposes. Hall's Problem of

IIumanLifehas received more complimentary press

opinions, ami letters of congratulation from LL. '

D.'s, D.D.'s, A. B.'S, and professors in the leading

educational institutions of the country than has

been given any work in our knowledge. Ministers of

the gospel from all denominations, presidents of

colleges and scientific institutions nearly every

where prononuce the work simply unanswerable

and revolutionary in tearing down the false

theories of Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, Tyndall,

Helmholtz, Mayer, Spencer, Vogt, all of whom

have worked so unceasingly to prove the non

existence of God. Professing Christians ought

to hail such a book with profound gratitude. At

least should they read the work before condemn

ing it. This, with the exception of such old cut-

antl-dried creed-mummies as Henry C. Bowen,

they are doing."

Just as the foregoing was clipped we received

the following letter from a Congregational minis

ter and one of the Independent's "ignorami,"

which we copy for the benefit of fossilized editors

in general, and to show them why it is that The

Problem of Human Life, revised edition, has

reached its 34th thousand in less than two years, a

matter which has so puzzled those impenetrable

philosophers :

Congregational Parsonage, Seattle, W. T.

WilforD Hali,

Dear Sir:—With much satisfaction, mingled

with wonder, I have read a borrowed copy of

your " Problem of Human Life." Through my

book-dealer / hare ordered a copy for myself I

think so highly of it that Ishall try to hare all our

Congregational pastorsgit it. I consider it as intro

ducing a new era in human thought, mi&restoring-

religion to its rightful place in the minds of men.

My purpose now is, if I can command the tiimr

and strength from my regular professional duties,

to prepare a course of week-evening lectures,

bringing, out portions of the arguments of your

book. Very truly yours, J. P. Ellis,

Pastor Plymouth Cong'l. Church.

A PERTINENT QUESTION ON SOUND.

Rev. W. M. Wellman, of Wyandott, Kansas,

puts the following conumdnim to those who

believe that sound consists of air-waves, as taught

by Tyndall, Helmholtz, and Mayer :

"If sound consists of air-waves why does sound

travel through water which contains little or no

air, four times as fast as through our atmosphere ?

And why does it travel through iron, which con

tains still less air than water, seventeen times fas

ter than through air itself ? If sound in air consists

of condensations and rarefactions which generate
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sufficient heat to add one-sixth to its velocity, as

the theory teaches, does sound also condense and

rarify the iron in passing through it, and thus

-generate heat enough to add one-sixth, or 3000

feet a second, to its velocity in that medium also?"

As Mr. Wellman is a Congregational Minister

.and one of the " ignorami" for which the editor

of the Independent writes, the above conundrums

.arc respectfully submitted to that advanced scien

tific (!) journal.

PROF. COX'S LETTER.

Pontiac, III., July 6th, 1882.

A. Wilforn Hall, Ph. D.

My Dear Sir:—Permit me through The Micro

cosm to present my congratulations to Lebanon

Valley College (as well as to yourself), upon the

honor mutually conferred in their public recogni

tion of your invaluable services to the cause of

.science. I begin next week the work of teaching

science in a Normal Institute (for teachers), and

I have been looking through my text-books,

marking the facts (I) that are not true. The poor

books present a sorry appearance. And how it

makes me smile to note the confidence with which

these absurdities are presented I But I must try

to be charitable, as I, myself, used to do likewise,

And but for your help would be doing it still. I

am now frequently led to the inquiry : Do the

.compilers of these text-books ever read? I have

Just received Dr. Avery's Elements of Natural

Philosophy,—a new book finely written and beau

tifully Illustrated, yet containing all the usual

"bosh" about sound-waves, tympanic vibrations,

&c., just as if it were science. If I know the

Author's address I would have you send him the

first Volume of The Microcosm, and would write

to him myself urging him to rewrite the Chapter

on Gravitation, Heat and Sound. I was slow to

.admit that Newton .was wrong in any sense up

on the subject of falling bodies, but while I have

tried to show him to be right and you wrong, I

confess that you have left me nothing to stand

on. I trust that before August, 1883, Prof. Mayer

will be a contributor to The Microcosm, and an

enthusiastic advocate of the true theory of Sound.

With congratulations.

Your Devoted Friend,

Hesry C. Cox.

A SPECIMEN PRESS-NOTICE.

[From the Troy Free Press.]

[The following is but a sample of hundreds of

similar allusions to 7'he Microcosm by the press of

the countrv, for which the editors have our thanks.

Hall >fc Co.]

The '.Microcosm," edited by A. Wilford Hall,

New York, is one of the most interesting and

truly scientific publications we have ever seen.

Mr. liail is also the author of that wonderful book

—" The Problem ofHuman Idfe"—which has met

with the largest sale, perhaps, of any book recent

ly published. The Microcosm will change its

form this month, and will be published at $1 per

year. It is worth $10. Every article tells of

some great truth, in plain lucid words, and old

theories—such as the wave-theory of sound—are

"upset" by this mighty man of the pen. The

" Microcosm" has been published but one year,

but its subscription list has increased incredibly

fast. No man ever saw a number of this publica

tion but that he liked It, and nine in ten who sco

a number subscribe for it ; the other man hasn't

the money.

EEV. DR. PASS'S LETTER.

To the Readers of The Microcosm :—

Doubtless you have seen by notice in the last

number of the volume just closed that the Editor

proposes to republish the first volume of The

Microcosm in book form bound in cloth, postpaid,

for $1, if 1000 persons will send their names and

will agree to take a copy when ready to mail, no

money being required till so notified. In this form

it can be preserved as a permanent and valuable

part of our libraries, and will be uniform in size

and style with the next and all succeeding vol

umes of this valuable journal. We have all, doubt

less, tried to preserve newspapers for some valuabo

articles they contained, but we know too well how

poorly wo have succeeded. I need not remind

the readers of this paper that the first volume

contains too many valuable discussions to be lost.

Never has our holy religion met with such an

iuvincible defender as The Microcosm. It has come

lo us every month in the form of scientific bul

warks mountain high, supported by impregnablo

batteries of truth from which have issued argu

ments of chain-lighning against the ramparts of

materialistic science, tearing through their rotten

timbers, going down to their foundation stones,

and upsetting the entire superstructure as triumph

antly as did Sampson overturn the Philistine tem

ple.

Many of the contributions in the first volume

have cost weeks of intense thought by as good

brains as thero arc in this country, and contain

many things new and grandly worth preserving. .

It would be like having the New Testament with

out the old to have the next volume in permanent

shape and lose the first. We cannot measure the

real value of knowledge by dollars and cents, aa

no comparison can bo instituted. A single good

thought is often of more value than many dollars

in money. Allow me, then, earnestly to urgo

every reader to send in his name at once as a

subscriber for the first volume as indicated that

due arrangements may be made for its reproduc

tion in book form. For one I feel that we cannot

afford to do without it. At the same time let us

use all dilligence to get others to do the same, as

well as strive to increase the circulation of the

forthcoming volume.

Very truly Yours,

J. N. Paur, M. D.

Jolietvilie, Ind., July 3d, 1882.

THE "SCIENTIFIC EDITOR" AGAIN.

There is fun ahead I The scientist of the Stan

dard is urged by his readers to explain Newton's

"demonstration" of the moon's fall from the

tangeut. He positively promises that he will

undertake it I Wo know those readers well, and

see the point of their adroit request. Thousands

of them read The Microcosm and are sure of a

scientific circus, if he makes the attempt. But

we suggest that he first read Prof. Goodenow's

"truer demonstration" printed clsewhero, and his

total abandonment of Newton's " method" as

"only a rough measurement," and he may con

clude to save hiiniflf and the Standard another

humiliating confession.
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GRAVITY AND THE TANGENT.

New Discovered Method of Measurement.

BY RET. PROF. smITH B. GO0DEN0W.

On the day I received the June Microcosm, I

hastily wrote and sent my answer to criticisms of

t he Editor on the measurement offall from the

tangent of an orbit (or of any circle). The sub

stance of it was this : That the orbital fall from

tangents is the same amount as in direct perpen

dicular fall, (viz. as square of the time,) by neces- ,

tity of the Second Law of motion (for Composition

of Forces;) which fact is shown (not caused) by

measuring from the starting tangent down to

the different points reached on the orbit. And

that, though this mode of measurement is im

perfect when carried too far, yet the imperfection

of the mode of measurement does not impair the

exactness of the value measured, as being through

out in precise accordauce with the squaring law

of the motion (rudely shown by this rough

measurement, but not dependent upon it.) Since

forwarding that paper, which is an all-sufficient

reply to the objection offered, I have studied to

see if there were not another mode of measure

ment, exact for the whole circle, which would

demonstrate to the eye of a common thinker the

truth of the law, as already seen without such

aid by every expertmathematician. And I have

discovered such a method, which I now explain.

Let it be observed, then, that the measurement

from the tangent perpendicularly downward is not

the exactly correct method, but is only roughly

used as sufficiently accurate for a short distance

from the starting tangent. The fall is truly all

the time from that point of the tangent which the

body would have reached if not deflected, in a

-direction not perpendicular but toward the center.

And therefore, the line of fall from the tangent

is not properly a straight but a curved line, more

And more curved the longer the time it covers ;

until at the end of the circuit it has formed a

complete spiral returning to the starting point

and commencing over again. This will appear

thus :

Divide the circle or orbit into any number of

equal intervals, say 13 parts of 30* each. At

each of the 12 points of the circle draw in exact

tangent, in the direction in which the body moves

on the orbit; and set off on these tangents the

same intervals as on the circle, the whole 12 on

the first tangent, 11 on the next, 10 on the next,

and so on, till the final tangent has but 1 dis

tance. (Be careful to make the whole 12 intervals

or circumference length on the tangent reach

6.283 (or almost 6.3) times as long as the radiut,,

each interval as arc being a very little longer than

the value taken by dividers as chord on the circle.)

Now join each point on the circle with the nearest

tangent point marked, and that with the point

over against it on the next tangent, until all the

curves and the final spiral are complete, (as in

the figure.) The body, which, starting from x,

the beginning of the first or whole circumference

tangent, would without gravity have moved to a,

b, c, and finally k, revolves instead to r, s, v, aml

finally back to x, in the times or terms 1, 2, 3, on

through a whole revolution.

In passing along any one interval of the circle,

the descent of the revolving body consists of (1).

The new fall 1 from the tangent of that interval,

being the new effect of gravity, the same each

time ; (2). The fall of that tangent itself from

the previous tangent, by difference of direction

or curvature, i. e., from 1 to 3, a fall of 2 ; (3).

The same fall 2 of that from the next tangent be

fore, i. e., from 3 to 5, and so on, up to the first

tangent, making the fall during one interval to

be 1 and as many 2's as there have been intervals

preceding it, viz., 1 or 3 or 5 or 7, or some odd

number, as the case may be. The successive in

tervals passed over thus give a succession of the

odd numbers 1 +3-)-5-(-7, &c.; the sum of which at
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each interval gives the square of the term or time

as the total fall from the start, viz., 1 or 4 or 9 or

16, or finally 144, (a r, or b s, or c v. or finally

k x.)

All these processes and values are the same

precisely as when a body falls perpendicularly,

when (for instance) this same body falls from x

in the same intervals of time, down to m, n, o,

and so on past y. For, in that case also, we have

(1). The new effect 1 of gravity in each interval;

(2). The retained effect 2 of the velocity acquired

in the next previous interval, which as velocity-

acceleration here answers exactly to tangeut-

curvature in the other case ; (3). The repetition of

this 2 as many times as there are intervals preced-

, ing the last; which makes up the term-falls 1+3 l-

5+7, &c., total 1 or 4 or 9, or 16, or other square

of the terms or times,—just as before in orbital

fall.

When any one insists, that the revolving body

falls in each interval only the uniform value 1 ,

i. s., its new fall from the new tangent of that in

terval ; then ho must be reminded, that to com

pare by this mode of reckoning with direct per

pendicular fall, he must in like manner take only

the uniform 1 of new gravity effect in each in

terval ; and the two modes of fall are thus seen

to give still the same value. If the perpendicular

fall is reckoned with its acceleration from the

start, then of course the orbital fall must also be

reckoned with its curvature from the start ; and

the comparison shows a like equality in the two

cases. To insist on comparing the one fall from

the start with the otJier fallfrom term to term, is

evidently most absurd.

The point k is where thebody would have been

after the time of a revolution, had no gravity ex

isted. But by reason of gravity it has fallen, first

1, then 3, then 5, then 7, &c., up to 23 distance ;

until it is by a spiral motion of 144 back at its

starting point x at the end of a revolution, ready

to beam anew. The unit fall 1 is the fall in the

first Interval of time; which occupying here

l-12th of circumference, or 30° has its sine rm=

.5 of radius, and its co-sine mo=.366, and its ver-

sine x m, or 1—co-sine=.134, which is about the

same as the 1 fall from tangent, a r. This .134 x

144 gives (19.296) over 19 times radius as the

total fall from tangent in -one revolution of a

body. If we make much smaller intervals, say J

of a degree, we get this more accurately
19.738=7ra.

2

While the arc is short, as x r, the fall from tan

gent a r, or perpendicular fall x m, corresponds

about with x m', the versine of squared ratio to

the clwrd of travel x r ; so that thecommon method,

of taking the chord and its ver-sine (in place of the

arc and its exact tangent fall) answers practically

in place of this truer demonstration here given.

But farther along, ats, the perpendicular fallxn=

the orbital bs, reaches below n', the ver-sine ter

minus opposite s ; and at v, it falls still farther

below, to o ; and so on.—(See Note.)

That the orbital falls ar, bs, c v, &c., are the

same squared values as the perpendicular falls x m,

x n, x o, &c., is obvious thus : Drawing a u,

b e, c i, &c., parallel to r w, we have a u every

where cutting off the new tangential fall 1, b e

everywhere cutting off tangential increase 2, (be

cause a b is twice a z,) and c i everywhere cut

ting off 2, and so through. Whence, the falls

from a, b, c, Sec., to the next tangent are 1, 3, 5,

&c. And the same is true between every two

tangents. Hence, the total falls from the first

tangent a, b, c, . . . . k, to the orbit r, s, v, . . . .

, ——— - —r ——— '
Items. Total. Tern.

1 1 1

1 3 4 2

1 3 5 9 3

1 3 5 7 16 4

1 3 5 7 9 25 5

l 3 5 7 9 11 36 6

1 3 5 9 9 11 13 49 7

13 5 7 9 U 13 15 64 8

13 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 81 9

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 100 10

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 121 11

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 144 12

1 4 9 10 25 36 49 64 81 100 1-31 144

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12—Term

The values of fall are thus the same squaret of

the terms or times, whether they occur perpen

dicularly with acceleration, or orbitally with curva

ture from tangent. And the demonstration of

the law is complete.

Battle Cheer, Iowu, Juno 14th.

Note.—At the end of two terms of fall, the ve

locity of fall per term is ever the same as the whole

distance fallen, i.e., 4 times the fall of the first

term. So that, x n=b s or 4 is the velocity of per

pendicular fall at n and of orbital fall at s. If the

unit value be so taken, that x n or 4 comes just half

way down the radius to n' opposite s, then b swill

be lessened to b' s' or 4 a little to the right, and x s

will be a little lessened to x s' ; and f x s' or the

velocity of revolution per term will be the same val

ue 4 (or £ radius) as the velocity offall per term at

s' and n\ (This is shown at §151, Cor. 1, of the

new text-book of "Mechanics" just issued by

Prof. C. J. Kemper, of Bethany College, W. Va.,

—an excellent work by the way, of one who uses

The Microcosm.) This velocity 4 being then \ radi

us is Q of 1-^=) TT-i»-T. instead of of circum

ference, as in the figure, giving 12.566 intervals

instead of 12. But the total fall in a revolution,

viz., 19.7392 times radius, or being-^6.283

=3.14159 times circumference which is just

half the circumference ratio multiplied into the

circumference ratio. So that, the total fall isjust

J the square of circumference ratio as compared

with radius ; just as any part of the fall is just i

the square of the corresponding part of the circum

ference regarded as its average velocity or arc of

travel. And this the squaring law of fall, the same

throughout, whether perpendicular or orbital.

The total fall being J (6.283)1 as compared

with radius is, (6.283)2 as compared with half-ra

dius ; so that, velocity of fall per term down at

J radius being £ radius, as just seen, final velocity

down at (6.283) times as great fall, is 6.283 times

the J, (same work §115 0 viz- 8.14159 times radius,

or 4 circumference. That is, in the time of any

orbital revolution, the body will reach a final ve

locity of fall equal to J of circumference (per term

of tVyjjth part of circumference; ) which is afinal

velocity offall 6.283 times as great as the uniiarm

velocity ofrevolution, whatever the intervals of time

taken. So that, with the 12 intervals of our figure,

each interval being ^th the circumference, the

final velocity for such an interval is 6.283 times -fa,

or over f the circumference ; viz., (1+23 at k=)

24 of the 144 or tV*r=| of the total fall of 19.7392

=3.2898 instead of the 3. 141592 radii when n (just

now) was put at n' by having 12.566 intervals,

instead of 12.
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REPLY TO PROF. GOODENOW.

On receiving the foregoing article and its ac

companying diagram from Prof. Goodenow, we

were puzzled todecide whetherit wasnotmtended

as a prodigious practical joke on The Microcosm, so

strangely odd and outlandish did the whole thing

appear, as having anything to do with gravitation.

At first it struck us as possibly a new departure

in conchology, and intended as an improved system

of development by which Haeckel's moneron

might take a shorter cut to the ascidian via the

nautilus and the snail family. But an hour's hard

study convinced us that it really had reference, in

a round about way, to Newton's law of the fall

of the moon from the tangent, and that the Pro

fessor seriously believed that he had struck a big

thing in gravitation. After puzzling for another

hour we came to the definite conclusion that in

adopting this new departure Professor Goodenow

had totally abandoned Newton's method, as well

as his entire demonstration as an absurd fallacy,

and that in doing this he virtually admits that we

have been right from the start in denouncing New

ton's moon-demnnstration as "guesswork math

ematics," and his formula of measurinir from

a fixed tangent as a pure invention having no

natural or necessary relation to the accelerat

ed fall of a heavy body on the earth's surface.

Although he thus virtually abandons Newton, as

will soon be clearly shown, he does it with such a

reluctant grace that his efforts to maintain con

sistency excites one's pity.

He first tells us that his improved diagram was

intended to "demonstrate to the eye of a common

thinker" what is already clear to an "expert math

ematician" by Newton's method; yet as common

a thinker as we claim to be we utterly fail, after

hours of serious application, to get head or tail of

the calculation in view of the well-understood

rate of acceleration of a stone's fall at the earth's

surface; while we had not the slighest difficulty

in understanding Newton's method, and so thor

oughly understanding it as to see and expose its

falllacy which Professor Goodenow, after a sturdy

fight, is at last compelled to admit.

He next tells us that the old method of measure

ment, directly downward from the tangent "to

the different points reached on the orbit," shows

"that the orbital fall from the tangent is the same

amount as in direct perpendicular Jail," and con

sequently must be correct. He then tells us that

his former article published last month, was "an

all-sufficient reply to the objection offered" by us,

and proves that the fall of the moon "throughout

is in precise accordance" with the calculation, as if

trying to let himself down so lightly from New

ton's method that no one would find out that they

had parted company, instead of coming out boldly

as he should have done and making a direct con

fession that the old method, as well as the demon

stration based upon it, wasfalseand ridiculous. But

immediately after this he begins to untie the

scientific meal-bag and to let out the prodigious

astronomical cat whose picture we have given at

the head of his article. He proceeds to tell us

that Newton's "mode of measurement is imperfect

if carried too far," a thing entirely unnecessary

to tell, though he would never have thought of

admitting it had not The Microcosm forced him

into it. Then, as if to show again that he had

not wholly abandoned Newton's method, he adds

that this ' 'imperfection of the mode of measure

ment does not impair the exactness of the value

measured /" That is, the moon falls as Newton

claims, though his "method" does not show it!

In other words, you may have an imperfect rod-

pole, you may measure straight across corners,

pay no attention to the curved lines of your

neighbor's farm but cut into it by going in the

wrong direction, "yet the imperfection of the

mode of measurement does not impair the value

measured," although you get a dozen acres of land

that do not belong to you 1 But he gets braver

as he advances, and to show that we have been

right from the start in condemning Newton's

so-called "demonstration" as a pure invention

and a very "rough" one at that, he adds: "Let

it be observed, then, that the measurement from

the tangent perpendicularly downward [just as

Newton and all astronomers since his time

measured] is not tfte exactly correct method, but is

r>rughly used as sufficiently accurate for a short

distancefrom the starting tangent 1" What is this

but "guess-work?" The Professor is bound to

prove acceleration, if not in the moon's fall from

the tangent, at least in his own fall from Newton I

So he adds : "The fall is truly all the time from

the point of the tangent [not the point selected

by Newton.] which the body would have reached

if not deflected [though Newton got the paints

directly above the moon's various positions along

its orbit], in adirection not perpendicular [as New

ton ignorantly supposed] but toward the centre.

And therefore the line of fallfrom the tangent is

not properly a straight [as Newton innocently im

agined] but a curved line, more and more curved

the longer the time it covers"! Yet Prof. Goode

now tried at first to make it appear that his new

method was substantially the same as Newton's!

The truth is, there is no more resemblance between

the two methods than there is between Haeckel's

moneron and Huxley's orohippus. 8o widely

different is the complex exhibit of Prof, Goode

now's diagram from the simple but absurd straight

and perpendicular line3 of Newton's formula

now pronounced a "rough measurement," that

it does not take an "expert mathematician" to see,

if Goodenow is right then Newton must be wrong,

and one of the weakest and most superficial

blunderers that ever dabbled in mathematics,

since not only every measurement in the two

methods differs in length, as the dividers will

prove, but also differs widely in its point oj

commencement on the tangent, in its direction

after commencement, in its form (one being a

straight line down, the other a spiral curve,;

and finally in its destination or terminal results,

one being "only roughly used as sufficiently

accurate for a short distance" while the other is

declared to be "a mode of measurement exact for

the whole circle !" Yet "expert mathematicians"

are expected to accept this new departure in

place of Newton's "mathematical demonstration!"

If Prof. Goodenow's diagram really represents the

"truer demonstration," as he calls it, "exact for

the whole circle," then manifestly it was a most

shallow philosopher who could invent such a

' rough" and widely different measurement, and

call it a "mathematical demonstration I"

In a former paper (February Microcosm) Prof.

Goodenow charged us with not understanding

Newton's "method," and stated that when

"younger and greener" he himself was led to

doubt Newton's demonstration, but had to take

it all back when he became older and wiser. But

now, alas ! he has become "green" again, and

abandons Newton's formula as "not exactly the

correct method." but as one "rudely" approximat

ing it, and "roughly used as sufficiently accurato
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for a short distance from the starting tangent."

In place of this "rough measurement'' of New

ton's, the Professor puts forward his own start

ling discovery which he modestly calls "this

truer demonstration here given," just as if there

could he such degrees of comparison in "mathe

matical demonstrations" as true, truer, truest I

According to this advanced authority in mathe

matics, who has written a book on astronomy, we

must expect, in wading through the Principia, to

classify Newton's mathematical demonstrations

as some true, some truer, and some truest ; and

this of course implies that some might he

found that were false, some falter, and some

falsest, and still all be "mathematical demonstra

tions!" But we will not press this matter too

rigidly out of respect for the Professor's feelings.

Now in order to realize the true acceleration of

Prof. Goodenow's fall from his former estimate

of Newton's demonstration, all by the force of

Microcosmic blows, let us quote a few sentences

from a former article of his, as published in the

May number of this paper. He there speaks of

this same "rough measurement" of Sir Isaac

Newton's as "the mathematical demonstration of an

undeniable fact",—"demonstrated mathematieally

and beyond all possibility ofmhtake"—"thus aino-

lutely settled by pure matliematics,"—"afact math

ematically and correctly proved by Newton and

by myself," etc. He complains also in that article

because we did not publish a former letter of his

in which this measurement by Newton perpendic

ularly from the tangent was the "chief deci

sive part of my letter," and adds: "Is not

the fall of a body 10 1-12 feet, or 193 inches in a

.second, a well-known fact? Is it not a real

measure of gravity at the earth's surface? And

was it not with this as a real true yard-stick that

Newton measured the fall of the moon each

second from its tangent? And does not tltis

measurement show that 193 inches per second of

^gravity-fall here is 3,600 times as much as the

gravity-fall of the moon per second ?" etc. And

yet reader, sad to relate, all this "mathematical

demonstration of an undeniable fact" "absolutely

settled by pure mathematics" "beyond all possi

bility of mistake" as measured by the "real true

yard-stick" of a line drawn perpendicularly from

the moon's tangent, now turns out to be a "rude"

and "rough measurement," "not the exactly correct

method" but only roughly used as sufficiently accu

rate for a short distance from the starting tangent,

and which is entirely superseded by "this truer

demonstration here given" "exact for the whole

circle I" The Professor's reasoning thus presents

the sigularly interesting anomaly of the most im

portant "mathematical demonstration" recorded

in the Principia, as based on a formula "roughly

used" and"not exactly the correct method," though

' 'absolutely settled by pure mathematics;" a"rough

measurement" ' rudely" employed to determine

a result "beyond all possibility of mistake,"—a

"real, true yard-stick" which has to give place to

.a "truer demonstration!" This able defense of

Sir Isaac is a!, out as "infamous" as it would be to

suspect him of being a little tricky in his mixed

style of "pure mathematics" over which the

scientific editor of the Standard cried aloud for

"more bait," andaboutwhich Professor Hornung,

of Heidelberg College, became tongue-tied in his

pen ! But leaving this self-stultifying aspect of

the new departure under review, let us look into

its merits as a ' 'truer demonstration" "exact for

Xhe whole circle."

In the first place, we would rather be nothing

at all than to be obscure and scientifically muddy;

aud we confess to our readers that we fail to see

the necessity for the tedious array of figures and

labored calculations presented in Prof. Goode

now's article if his position really embodies the

elements of common sense, and if the moon's

fall from the tangent, following his spiral lines,

does really correspond with the simple accelera

tion of a stone's fall on the earth's surface. We

will now undertake to show by unmistakable

reasoning, without any such complex figuring,

that this new departure must be erroneous —that

it is vastly wider of the mark than the old form

ula of Newton which measured the same fall

perpendicularly from the tangent to the various

intervals along the moon's orbit, and which the

Professor now calls a "rough measurement,"

"rudely" used as only "sufficiently accurate for a

short distance from the starting tangent." To

make this evidence so apparent that the youngest

reader of Tfte Microcosm may comprehend it, let

us first understand distinctly how a stone falls

directly downward, and its mathematical rate of

acceleration,—not a "rough measurement" of it,

'rudely" calculated as "sufficiently accurate for

short distance," but the absolute rate as deter

mined by observation and "pure mathematics."

Let us take seconds as the intervals of time,

and the fall of a stone as 16 feet in the first of

the se intervals. The acceleration, then, of suc

ceeding intervals, is as follows : For the next

second the stone falls the same distance precisely

as in the preceding second (16 feet) with twice

this first fall (32 feet) added, making 48 feet for

the second fall. In the third second the stone

falls the same distance as in the last preceding

second (48 feet), with twice the first fall (32 feet)

added as before, making 80 feet. In the fourth

second it falls the same as in the last preceding

second (80 feet), with twice the first fall (32 feet)

again added, making 112 feet, and so on for any

number of seconds, each new fall increasing in

distance over the fall of the last preceding

second by just 32 feet. This simple mathemati

cal statement of the ratio of acceleration in a

falling stone is admitted by Prof. Goodeuow to

be correct, and is disputed by nobody. Then let

the reader get a pair of dividers and proceed to

measure Prof. Goodenow's curved or spiral lines

of fall from the tangent to the different intervals

marked on the orbit, which he now claims to be

the "truer demonstration," "exact for the whole

circle." Does the increase of departure from this

fixed tangent to the moon's position in each suc

ceeding interval, correspond with the unquestioned

acceleration of the falling stone as we have

here presented it ? If it does not, then the new

departure is a fiasco. We assert emphatically

that the measurements do not so tally, nor do

they come any where near it. Take the first two

falls a r, and b s, to begin with, and apply the

dividers to them, and it will be seen that the

second fall, instead of being just three times as

much as the first, in accordance with the ratio of

acceleration in the falling stone, the second fall

measuresfour times as much as the first ! Surely

a bad beginning for a "truer demonstration I"

Whereas in Newton's "rough measurement,"

drawn perpendicularly from the tangent, the

second fall, if short intervals be employed,

happens to be exactly correct ! In former articles,

before we had exposed the fallacy of a fixed

tangent, Prof. Goodenow insisted upon its abso

lute correctness as known to every one since tho

dawn of science. Now it appears there is a new
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dawn in science and the absolutely correct method

of Newton becomes ''not exactly the correct

method" but a "rough measurement."

But this first test is only the beginning of the

trouble. Take the next two falls c v, and d t, and

apply the dividers. Now if there were a real

correspondence in these spiral falls of the moon

from the fixed tangent with the succeeding falls

of a stone, second after second, it is plain that the

fall measured from d to t should be the same as

the last preceding fall from c to v, with twice the

first fall (from a to r) added ; whereas the fall

from d to t exceeds that from c to v by 7 times the

first fall I Is this a " truer demonstration" than

Newton's, which aims to make each succeeding

fall of the moon tally with that of the falling stone

as we have stated it ? Though Newton wretched

ly fails to keep up the correspondence, except for a

short distance from the starting tangent, as Prof.

Goodenow admits, yet he leaves this "rough

measurement" recorded, and without apology to

the scientific world calls it a "demonstration."

Prof. Goodenow then slaps Newton's demonstra

tion in the face by making his own second fall

measure 4 times as much as the first, instead of 3

times, as Newton has it, and then, without apol

ogy for the insult, calls his own a " truer demon

stration," and Newton's only a "rough measure

ment" 1 But even this is not the worst of the

discrepancy. It increases with accelerated veloc

ity as it proceeds toward k, where the last fall

(from k around to x, the place of beginning)

instead of measuring the same as the preceding

f ill, with twice the first fall added, according to

"pure mathematics," exceeds it by more than 20

times the first fall I Yet Prof. Goodenow tells us

in all seriousness that his is the correct method,

" exact for the whole circle," and a " truer demon

stration" than Newton's "rough measurement"!

In our reply to the Christian Standard in the

June Microcosm we showed that Newton's mathe

matical demonstration, if carried beyond one half

of the orbit, would involve the anomaly of the

moon turning back toward the fixed tangent

instead of continuing from it. In a subsequent

number of the Standard the editor ridiculed such

an absurd charge rs an evidence of our ignorance.

Yet Prof. Goodenow has adopted this very

absurdity, and makes the moon fall not onlyfrom

and toward, but parallel with the tangent in

performing the complete spiral curve, and all the

time he represents it as carrying out Newton's

famous " fall from the tangent" ! If a number of

singular geometrical coincidences of measurement

were necessarily a law of gravity, or could be

shown to have anything to do with the moon's

fall from an arbitrary tangent, then Prof. Goode

now would have a considerable of a demonstration.

But unfortunately his figure is a mere combination

of remarkable coincidences in the arrangement of

geometrical lines about a circle that have.no more

to do with the earth's constant action upon the

inoon in pulling it uniformly from its rectilinear

course, than had the sound-pulse in Tyndall's tin

tube with the blowing out of his candle.

But this new departure involves a still greater

absurdity. If Prof. Goodenow has a geometrical

right to carry the fixed tangent out as far as to k,

and thus make the moon's fall from it one entire

spiral curve to the place of beginning, he has the

same right to continue this tangent out another

equal distance beyond k, and thus carry the spiral

curve twice around the earth before reaching x, thus

making the moon's fall not onlyfrom, toward and

parallel with, but positively aroumd and across the

tangent, and call it all the time the "fallfrom

the tangent" ! And if it thus logically involves

twice the length of tangent to k, and a spiral

curve twice around the earth, then it-will be a

still " truer demonstration" should he carry it out

a hundred times the distance of k,and thus make

it perform a hundred complete spiral curves

around the earth before reaching x ! Precisely the

same geometrical coincidences of measurement

would still exist and to a much more alarming

extent, but what they would have to do with the

moon's uniform motion along its orbit would be

the puzzle. Possibly they would tend to make

" this truer demonstration" more obvious " to the

mind of a common thinker."

In conclusion we refer the reader briefly to the

argument in last month's Microcosm, which we

presented at the close of our reply to Prof. Goode

now,—an argument, as we now aver, to which no

kind of reply can be made. It was ns follows :

The moon's so-called fall, or continual departure

from its ever-changing tangent or rectilinear

tendency, is necessarily the work of gravity alone,

without any assistance fromaccumulated velocity,

since there can be no acceleration involved in such

motion of the moon ; while not the one ten thous

andth part of the. stone's fall of 16feet in a second is

the work ofgravity itself. This, as the reader will

recollect, we showed beyond doubt by figuring

backward to a small fraction of a second, thereby

proving that the stone does not realy fall by the

action of gravity alone at a velocity of more tftan

the sixtyfourth of an inch in a second, the remain

der of the 16 feet being solely the work of

accumulated velocity with which gravity has

nothing whatever to do. Yet it is a fact that

Newton based his greatest demonstration—that

upon which his reputation mainly rests—on this

erroneous and superficial supposition that the fall

of a stone 16 feet in a second was the work of

gravity alone, or the " real measure of gravity on

the earth's surface," as so distinctly repeated by

Prof. Goodenow I There can be no mistake about

this being the view of Newton and of all astrono

mers since his time, as Prof. Goodenow, in his

article just referred to in last month's Microcosm,

after all the warnings we had given him, bases

his entire argument on the assumption that the

stone's fall during one second, to use his own

words, is the work of "gravity itself"! This

argument therefore not only shatters Newton's

chief demonstration, but leaves the entire position

of Prof. Goodenow involved in a similar ruin, for

how can there exist any natural or necessary

relation between the fall of a stone, in which not

t he one ten thousandth part is the work of gravity,

and the fall of the moon in which gravity does Die

entire work t

That the tangent cannot be fixed or maintained

even for the small fraction of a second, from which

to measure the moon's fall, is manifest, yince the

pull of the earth's gravity would be backicard, in

stead of at perfect right angles as it must be ail

the time in order to produce circular or orbital

motion. Hence the tangent must be changed

every instant to keep up this right-angle measure

ment ofpull, and consequently the fall of the moon

from such ever-changing tangent must be an ab

solutely uniform motion as the work of gravity

alone. Hence the correctness of our position that

there is no sort of relation or analogy existing

between the two kinds of fall.

In view of these overwhelming considerations

what confidence ought to be placed .n the philo

sophical judgement of men of science, however
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great their names who, basing their calculations

npon such self-evident blunders, formulate results

which they sagely send out to the world as "math

ematical demonstrations" ? The question then

recurs, is Prof. Goodenow prepared to acknowl

edge that in this argument we have "the most

stupendous overturn in science that tlte world has

ever seen" f He intimated distinctly in a former

article that he would make this acknowledge

ment whenever we should prove Newton's dem

onstration to be false. Our readers arc becom

ing impatient for this acknowledgement. Our

excellent contributor, Thomas Munnell, A. M., of

Mt. Sterling, Ky. , writes us :

"I have read with much interest the July num

ber of The Microcosm, and am greatly amused at

the manner in which you have Let all the gas out

of Prof. Goodenow's balloon as he was soaring

with Newton. The moon-theory has certainly

'gone where the woodbine twineth.' Your last

point made against Newton and modern Astron

omers, on the falling stone and the work of

gravity not being more than the sixty-fourth of

an inch in a second, is enough if you had nothing

else, and settles the question beyond controversy.

The work of destruction thus completed, the work

of reconstruction must now begin, and I look

with interest to see in what way mathematicians

will go to work to calculate the true distance of

the moon from the earth, and the true laws by

which it is kept there. If ever I get time to go

to New York again I shall give your hand a con

gratulatory shake for the work you are doing. I

am anxious to see Prof. Goodenow's new discovery.

As Ever Yours;

Tromas MuNNell."

SKETCH OF THE EDITOR.

[From the Phrenological Journal.]

This gentleman has a large brain, measuring

twenty-two and three-quarter inches, and it is

able to use the nutriment which a well-balanced

body weighing one hundred and seventy pounds

could give it, but as he weighs fifty-live pounds

more than the requisite amount, his brain has a

source of constant supply to give it extra vigor in

emergencies. It is like a balance in the bank for

a business man, a reservoir on a good mill-stream ;

when a supreme effort is required, the vitality is

such that he can work two days and a night with

out very much suffering. In other words, he has

a constitution that will endure hardship, labor,

fatigue, and at the same time keep in a fresh and

vigorous condition. Thus he is enabled to work

always with a full head of steam in ordinary effort,

and rarely comes to a point where all his vitality

is demanded. Having so much of resource he

could strike harder if he would, and oftener if re

quired.

He has a very strongresemblance to his mother's

family in his build, in his intellect, and in the

power of his vitality. He has a feminine type of

thought which gives him intuitive judgment of

truth, without the necessity of always plodding ;

and then he has large Causality and Comparison,

and the ability to reason sharply and soundly on

subjects that are abstract; yet he is largely in

debted to his ability to take as it were from an

elevation a bird's-eye view of a matter, thus get

ting a general outline before he sits down to plow

through it. When he starts into an investigation,

it is after he has seemed to see the end from the

beginning, and then the only labor he has to do is

to put his sense of truth into logicul form. This

type of mind gives the ability to put philosophy

and facts together and make them available.

He is remarkable for his memory. Whatever

he touches sticks, and becomes incorporated with

himself, and it is exceedingly easy for him to re

call anecdotes and illustrative instances. He

would have enjoyed Mr. Lincoln's little stories

because they were always loaded with the honey

of truth, and were generally sharp as the sting

that protects the honey. He ought therefore to

be good company for those who are permitted to

bo intimate with him, and he would be the life

and soul of the company wherever he might chance

to be, unless he falls in with a Gamaliel, then he

would be as mum as a listener need be, and sit at

his feet as Paul did, until he got all the master

could give him.

He is a good st udent and agood listener ; although

when he gets started in talking and hasa surround

ing which needs instruction, he can fill the hour

with his own thoughts and statements; yet if he

meets a man that is his superior in any branch of

knowledge, he knows how to besilent. He never

has been accustomed to argue with men wlfo were

able to teach him, he would let them do the talk

ing, but when he got away among those who

needed the knowledge be would incorporate the

new knowledge he had obtained with, liisold, and

thus become a teacher to them.

He appreciates the droll the funny, and knows

bow to scathe and scarify. He is remarkable for

his Firmness ; few men have so much. He is re-'

markable for his love of justice and bis desire for

the truth. He is more cautious than the majority

of men, and anxious that his statements shouldbe

well based ; and in argument would make a free

citation of goo;l authors, and back up his thoughts

and principles with the wisdom of others, so for

as he could; asapreacherhewouldquotefrom the

Scriptures and from the Fathers, if they were as

wise as reverend. In other words, although in

clined to be original, he calls to his aid the knowl

edge of others wherever it can be made available.

His Approbativeness is uncommonly strong,

and he suffers or rejoices greatly, as he may be

approved or disapproved by those whose opinions

are respected, and whose good opinion is to be de

sired. His Self-esteem is not wanting, hence,

while he moves with apparent guardedness and

modesty and sensitiveness respecting truth and

other people's opinions of truth, he has a con

science of his own, and if he believes himself to

be in the right he stands as firmly as possible, but

never fails to get all the aid which the wisdom

and experiences of others may render him. * * *

A. Wilford Hall* was born in Bath township,

Steuben County, N. Y., August 18, 1819. His

childhood was passed in great poverty, his parents^

with five children, being supported by the meager"

proceeds of day's work on farms by the father, in

a wild, uncultivated country. Living on the

coarsest fare and scantily clad in homespun gar

ments, the product of the mother's industry, the

subject of our sketch was required, as soon as

able, to do farm work for the neighbors, so as to

'This sretch of the Editor's life was written for the
Phrtnological Journal by Mr. M. C. Tiers, the Artist.
The foregoing phrenological description was given ex
temporaneously by Prof. Nelson 8lzcr,whtch was taren
ver batim by a short-hand reporter as here given. Prof.
Slzer has done this worr for the Journal for more than
forty years, and during all this time, in thousands of
examinations, has never once repented himself.
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arid in the support of the family. Education was!

out of the questiou, as there were no schools near,

(lim no money to pay for the school-books neces

sary, to say nothing of helping to support the

reicher. Consequently the family grew up in

utter ignorance of even the spelling-book. Wil-

ford was thirteen years of age, and scarcely knew

his letters, when his mother's brother, Abuer

Hathaway, paid a visit to the then wilderness of

Steuben County to spend a month in deer hunting.

The deer were abundant in those forests then, and

Abner possessed a new percussion rifle, the first of

that great improvement over the old flint-lock

which had been seen in that country. He was a

good marksman, and it is hardly necessary to say

that the Hall family had richer fare that winter

than was customary, and they all looked up to un

cle Abner as a real benefactor sent to their lonely

log cabin from some far-off land of civilization.

During this winter's feast the uncle became at

tached to the almost naked boy of thirteen, and

negotiated with his mother to let him go with him

ana drive horse on the Erie Canal, as the uncle

was engaged every summer in doing a prosperous

boating business in shipping lumber from Geneva

to Troy, N. Y. The contract was not difficult to

-consummate, and the boy, with a substantial suit,

obtained from funds advanced by the uncle upon

his prospective wages, wasoff to Geneva to assume

the responsible office of canul-driver, in which

fortunately, very little "book-learning" was re

quired for efficient service.

For five summers Wilford, known then

familiarly as Aleck, plied the lash and curry-comb

alternately to the horses in his care. But the

small pay for which such service could readily

be obtained, with the countless temptations to

spend money, left nothing at the end of each

season of exposure and toil, and the boy, now

Hearing the age of manhood, found time flying

rapidly, with no intellectual improvement to fit

him for the duties of man's estate. One moonlit

summer's night he had a friendly chat with an

Episcopal clergyman upon the deck of a boat as

it was leaving Rochester. The good man gave

v him some earnest advice, in which he said that

the young driver had a grander mission to till

than a life on the canal, and this led him to re

solve then and there to quit the towpath forever,

and try what there was for him of more impor

tance in the wide world. He settled up with the

captain of the boat for the small amount then

due, some seven dollars in cash, and started on

foot across the country for the forest home where

bjs mother was still ready to receive the wanderer

with open arms. A short visit determined his

stay at the log cabin. In company with a younger

brother he started on foot for Ohio, then the far

West, to seek his fortune. The two walked for

days in succession till out of money, then stop

ped and worked for a brickmaker till sufficient

money was earned to help them forward on their

way. While walking through the Western Re

serve of Ohio, near Warren, the subject of this

sketch struck his foot accidentally against a stone

and sprained his knee so badly that it was im

possible to proceed further. With the aid of his

brother he succeeded in reaching the nearest

house, and begged to be kept all night, assuring

the owner that they had means sufficient to pay

for supper and lodging. The proprietor of the

comfortable log eabin consented under the circum

stances, though he had previously refused to en

tertain any strangers even for pay.

This was the turning point in the life of Wil

ford. The host happened to be a minister and a

backwoods doctor, as well as a school-teacher for

a neighboring country school. In conversation

with the boys he got their history, and became so

interested in their adventure that he took pity on

the lame tramp, and proposed that while the

younger brother should pursue his journey west

ward in search of a place to pitch his tent, the

disabled Wilford should make his home With him

and go to school while earning his board by tak

ing care of the cows and chopping lire-wood.

This arrangement was gladly accepted, and the

next morning the brothers parted, and while the

younger was making his way toward Sandusky,

the elder soon recruited, and commenced the first

schooling of his life, being now about eighteen

years of age. He pursued his studies night and day

with great assiduity fora year and a half, and made

such progress that he was advised to go for a term

to the Farmington Acndemy, which was but a few

miles distant. He settled with his generous

friend, the doctor, and with such clothing as he

could procure with the means he had managed

to earn, he made application to the academy and

was accepted. Here he applied himself with all

his energy to books and to such labor as he could

find to do. lie cut cord-wood for a farmer in the

neighborhood to earn money with which to pay

his board and tuition, and made up lost time by

studying at night to keep up with his class. For

six months he kept on in this way, and at the end

of the term received from the Principal of the

Academy a certificate of qualification as teacher

of a district school. This document proved a

sufficient passport to the board .of county ex

aminers, who asked very few questions, and soon

after settled him over about fifty scholars, many

of them young men and women, and some far

better qualified even than himself, as he thought,

to teach the school. But his industry at night

more than made up for his deficiency in some of

the branches he was forced to teach, so that his

defective education did not come to open ex

posure, although more than once suspected by

some of the more advanced of his pupils. The

school term ended creditably to the teacher, the

trustees giving him a certificate of thanks. For

years he pursued the same general course (study

ing through the summer and teaching through

the winter months), until having become deeply

interested in questions pertaining to the future

life, he turned his attention to the study of the

Scriptures, nnd finally entered the ministry.

For ten ye-irs he pursued the calling of an

itinerant evangelist, holding meetings wherever

an opportunity for doing good presented itself.

During this period he wrote the Work known as

" Universalism Against Itself," having held by

request many public discussions with prominent

Universalist clergymen. The result of the publi

cation of this book was a complete success, and

so great was the demand for it that in two or

three years, the author had sold more than 40,000

copies. The work was afterward published by

the Methodist Book Concern at Cincinnati, many

thousand copies more being sold. It has now

been out of print for more than twenty years,

although there is talk of the author's re-writing

and re-publishing it. After his successful efforta

with this book, Mr. Hall retired from public view

on account of failing health, and engaged some

what in secular pursuits, spending large portions

of the past thirty years in the Rocky Mountain

region of the far West. About three years ago,

however, he came before the public again through
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the publication of a book entitled '. The Problem

of Human Life"hy Wilford, in which the Evolu

tion, Spontaneous Generation, and Materialistic

theories of Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, and others

were attacked with such force and with such

novel arguments, that it at once attracted the at

tention of the religious world, and especially the

clergy, who had become perplexed by the difficult

problems raised in Darwin's works. But the

most marked and surprising feature of this book

was its attack on the current theory of acoustics,

a theory never before called in question. The

arguments of the best exponents of the theory

—Tyndall, Helmholtz, and Mayer—were taken

.up, dissected, and severely criticised, their ex

periments denounced as false, and many of their

most important statements of facts denied as

having any foundation in truth. Whatever may

be the merits of the positions assumed and the

theories advanced in this book, the force and per

sistence with which the author sets them forth has

compelled the attention and aroused the investiga

tion of theo'ogical and scientific scholars and

thinkers everywhere.

The book has had a most unprecedented sale,

more than 32,000 copies of the revised edition

having been sold in less than two years. As a

natural consequence the wide reading of this book

has caused much controversy in various religious

and secular papers, especially concerning the

author's attack on the current theory of sound,

many professors of physics taking sides with the

book, while others support the old view.

The success of his book and the open discussion

of the scientific theories which it examines in

duced the author to start a monthly paper called

The Microcosm, devoted to a general discussion of

similar themes, and to be used as a medium

through which he might reach the public ear in

defense of his novel positions in science. His

friends thought the paper would fail of support.

and advised him not to make the attempt; but

the first year of his paper is just closing, and so

favorable has been its reception that an average

of more than 2,000 subscriptions a month have

reached the office from the commencement to

near the close of the volume. More than 6,000

ministers of all denominations have their names

already down on the subscription books of this

paper. The last sensation of the author and

editor is his attack upon Newton's law of gravita

tion. He is now in the midst of this controversy,

and what the end of it is to be the forthcoming

second volume of The Microcosm just announced,

will probably determine. It is a daring venture,

as Newton's Principia is among the largest game

in received science which one may attempt to

bring down.

Lebanon Valley College, at Anuville. Pa., has

just conferred upon Mr. Hall the Honorary De

gree of Ph. D., or Doctor of Philosophy, in view

of their appreciation of his scientific attainments.

MR. TIERS, THE ARTIST.

We are pleased to know that our brief notice of

the "pleasant surprise" made us by Mr Tiers, as

printed last month, is already bringing in many

orders for portraits, keeping the artist busy

executing them. One single commission from a

wealthy Southern gentleman is for a painting of

a family of eight persons, life size, on a canvass

about 80x100 inches. It will be a grand work of

art.

A RUSH FOR THE NEW VOLUM.V.

We are pleased to announce that as we approacli

the first of August the orders for the new volume,

and the Memento of the Editor in the shape of a

copy of Bostwick's superb photograph, are simply

pouring in by the hundred daily. The new vol

ume is already an assured success, although the

good we propose to accomplish during thecoming

year cannot be measured in dollars and cents.

Let every friend of the paper, and of the cause it

advocates, send for circular of terms to agents and

take a hand in obtaining additional subscribers.

We can print and send out 100,000 copies easier

than 10,000 ; and there are twice the former num

ber of intelligent persons in this country who-

ought to be constant readers of this Magazine.

OUR FRONTISPIECE.

Although we employed what were regarded as

first-rate artists to engrave the Editor's portrait,

which appears in this number, and for which we

paid a round price, we frankly confess that we

are not enthusiastic over the picture. In fact we

regard it as approximating a failure, as the thou

sands who have received Bostwick's photograph

will probably agree. We confidently expected a

fine picture, and but for want of time after receiv

ing it, before going to press, we would have tried

again. However, as a large majority of our sub

scribers are receiving the Editor's photograph free,

as proposed on cover, the disappointment will not

be so extended.

OUR MICROCOSMIC DEBRIS.

Our pages of Microcosmic Debris are unavoida

bly crowded out of this number, owing to the

Gravitation argument occupying more space than

expected. But that discussion will be shorter in

the future and our characteristic "Debris" will

make its accustomed appearance.

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

The article of Rev. Dr. Taft on this question,

promised in last number, as well as other matters

promised, must wait till next number. We have

some important suggestions of our own to append

to Dr. Taft's paper.

iHTAgents will remember that we can keep no

running account of subscriptions sent in. Such

an undertaking would require an additional book

keeper. Any premiums offered by us or com

missions to agents, will be settled up as each re

mittance is received, and that ends it. This is

better for the agent and vastly easier for us. If

anyone is working for a premium he had better

retain the remittance till he has names enough,

and send all at once. We have then only to en

ter the names on our books with proper credits,

send the premiums and thus square the account

OUR CONTRIBUTORS.

■STWe shall keep the names of 40 of our hund.

red or more contributors in the list on first Edi.

torial page. These names will be changed from

month to month as articles from the different pens

appear. No disrespect must be inferred from the

temporary absence of any name, as they are all

highly prized by us as well as by our readers.
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THE BELATION OF SCIENCE TO RELIGION.

BY PKOF. W. H. Sl,lXOEKLAND, PH. B., M. S.

In this age of investigation, progress and dis

coverv, the relation of Science to Religion is a

question that touches the practical life of all

thinking men and women. Skepticism and

materialism, with their superficial ideas and argu

ments, aro loud-voiced and arrogant. The solu

tions they present convince few and satisfy none.

Only when Nature and Revelation are studied

together can all phases of the problem he observed,

tho data be correctly interpreted and the true

solution be evolved. Nature and Revelation,

Science and Religion (they cannot be separated),

together form one harmonious whole, conjointly

they bear witness to their divino Author.

Men th^re aro who, in tho name of Science,

would exclude the God of tho Bible from the

domain of the material universe, or at least imply

that Jehovah does not rule the work of His hands,

though back in tho eternal ages past the circling

spheres may have been spoken into existence by

the fiat of His power. On tho other hand there

are men who in the name of Religion would cast

contemptuously aside tho testimony of Nature,

and as vigorously endeavor to prove that there is

no connection between the material and the spirit

ual.

The latter seem to think that the angel of

Science, who comes among them unfolding a

knowledge of the common things around them

and of the mighty objects filling the abyss of

space above and beneath them—that tho angel of

Science is an open foo to tho fuith which unfolded

the spiritual and grasped tho salvation offered

in the Written Word.

But what is true Science? It is knowledge;

exact, ultimate, demonstrated, conscious knowledge,

selected according to kind, and accurately classified

into systemsl

Anything called Science that does not measure

up to this definition is unworthy of tho name. It

is a definition that commends itself to the reason

and judgment, and will be found universally

comprehensive. " Science falsely so colled " will

utterly fail when measured by this rule, while

true science will only seem tho more convincingly

true as item after item of the definition is applied

to prove it.

Notice here a beautiful distinction. With God

all knowledge is Science, for it is all exact, com

plete and perfect in tho mind of Omniscience.

Then let those who decry science and scientists

deal in gentle words, for in this view—and the

thought harmonizes with reason and sound judg

ment—in this view the omnipotent Father of all

is the chief Scientist of tho universe.

But with man, though all science is knowledge,

not all of knowledge is science, as we have defined |

the term. Much that man knows is too imperfectly

comprehended to merit the name of science, seen,

as it is, as " through a glass, darkly." In fact, but

little of the intellectual treasure in man's store

house is so assuredly based on the rock of truth

that it may not some time bo borne away on the j

waves of time into eternal oblivion. It were

strange indeed if some things which we think we

know should not turn out on closer study to be

largely made up of speculation and imagination.

Nevertheless ten thousand things in our science

stand out clear and strong and bright as truth

herself, and shall so stimd while time or mind

endures. By positive experiments and severest

tests they have been proven to be in accordance

with the will of tiie divine Lawgiver of the

universe; they are ultimate in their character, and

the human mind can search no deeper into the

essential essence of their being. There aro theso

who oppose science and scientific investigation,

fearing lest this line of thought should lend men

to think less of spiritual things. This is indeed a

radical error. The Book of Nature is as truly

God's book as is the Bible. No ouo can faithfully

read the one or the other without becoming a

better man. The more one studies tho works of

God, tho grander is the anthem of praise that they

inspire. So exalting is the pursuit of science that

it has been said, "An undevout philosopher must

be mad."

Each truth comprehended by tho human mind,

each object whose relationship is understood, is

in its way a revelation. This is true everywhere,

in all science; and so every object on which law

is stamped is a work praising God and showing

forth his unbounded wisdom and his infinite

power, whether such object bean atom or a world,

a man or an arch-augel.

But let us not mistake the province of Science.

There are certain things she teaches with force

and clearness, but on other subjects she is as

silent as the echolesa past.

Search, if you will, the numberless strata of

mother earth till you delve amid tho central fires

still burning since creation's dawn ; pierce with

telescopic vision the dark veil of space till firma

ments in myriads burst upon your raptured view ;

resolve with tho spectroscope the light of Sirius

and Orion into its primal elements and character

istics ; disintegrate by chemical analysis all the

substunecs known to man, and though with each

advance you will rise to higher conceptions and

sublimer views of the glory aml majesty of tho

great Jehovah, and a fuller appreciation of the

beauty and magnitude of His kingdom, yet theso

alone cau never speak the mystic words revealing

in accents unmistakable the will of God to man.

Revelation alone marks out tho path of duty for

tho human race. Revelation alone tells man how

to approach the Majesty on high with acceptable

offerings, and how to win favor in tho sight of

God and peace for his restless spirit.

Study for the sublime, aye, for tho divine teach

ings therein contained, study, earnestly and with

diligence, the Book of Nature, for it is tho Book

of God. But do not seek to draw from natural

objects lessons God neverdesigned them to tcach.

Seek not the minute details of Divine law as

applied to humanity amid the circling spheres of

heaven or the constellations of tho universe. Not

there, but in that special Revelation manifested

to supply that very deficiency, has God presented

to ns an all-sufficient text-book of salvation.

Some become alarmed at the onward sweep of

scientific discovery, become terrified as object
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after object starts up from the rmns of the past

uttering the special law of its being. And they

fear that amid the pealing anthems of Nature's

praise the sounds of bliss awaked by grace may

be silenced and their faith swept away. God

grant that a faith that startles at His works may

soon be swept from the earth forever, and be

succeeded by the faith once delivered to the saints,

a faith willing tc know the fulness of God and

waiting to receive this fulness 1

I bless and praise God that I live in an age

when the angel of Science has rolled away the

stone from the sepulchre of the past, and we see

the glory of the Lord as it was never before

revealed!

I bless and praise Him for the tender love

manifested in Christ, for the revelation of the

glory and majesty of His kingdom, and also for

the providence that hath led discovery in all the

patns of science, to strengthen rather than weaken

the doctrines of the Cross.

Let us not fear the revelations of Science. If

our religion is so unstable as to be in danger from

the classification of truth as it is in Nature, then

religion is unworthy our time and attention. But

it is not so. Wherever men are strongest in

religious belief, where the duties of religion are

most perfectly practiced and its privileges most

appreciated, there is science most widely regnant,

her highest principles known, her grandest dis

coveries made.

Science and Religion are both gifts from God.

Hand in hand they come among us laden with

messages from on high. Each has a part in the

salvation of humanity. With them there is no

conflict ; all is full and perfect harmony. With

the advance of Science the anthem of praise from

the works of God rises into a chorus infinitely

sublime ; with the universal spread of religion

blessings without number ascend to Jehovah's

throne.

The relation of Science to religion is then

apparent. Both are the children of Omnipotence,

and are given for our guidance. Each in its

province is infinitely important. Each strengthens

and upholds the other. Religion without science

would be feeble and imperfect. Science without

religion, the central truth-system of the universe,

would be n silly paradox. Then if we would be

intelligent Christians we must join the study of

Nature to the study of the Bible, and thus may

we become "wise in heart and mighty in strength."

MENTAL SEEING AND HEARING.

BY eEV. TIIos. NtEI.D.

The editorial reply to our former article is

worthy of careful consideration. And it is with

profound respect for the opinions of one who has

done so much original thinking, and so widely

extended the scope of the world's ideas, that we

attempt to support our position while availing

ourself of some of his thoughts.

What the ego is, and what its organization, is

that which the supposed mental seeing and hear

ing have been cited to prove. It is the proofs

that we have challenged rather than the facts in

tended to be proved. Yet we are not quite pre

pared to accept as fact all that is claimed. Grant

that the ego (the conscious I whose presence is

in and manifested through the body) is an entity,

and an organized entity, it does not therefore fol

low that its organism must be an attenuated

counterpart of the body. Nor, could we prove

that it is such a counterpart, would it be necessary

to conclude that, while piesent in the body, it

acts independently of the body, and that all the

phenomena of our mental activity—all that seem

imaged to our mentality—arc veritable entities,

parts of a " psychical environment." Neither

are we forced to deny the reality of the soul it

self in denying that it has a supersensuous ex

istence, In which " the real soul and its real en

vironment are brought together." In other words,

to say that the soul exists in and acts only through

the body is not to deny the existence of the soul.

It may be stated here that we do not disbelieve in

the real entity of anything because of its in

tangibility.

And now let the writer of the reply be equally

explicit. He objects that we make seeing with

the soul, " in the process of inventing," only

memory and imagination." Let him eliminate

memory and imagination and then give us the

residuum of creative energy that is the essential

factor in soul-sight.

The reply claims that the soul has a psychical

environment, and that when a chronometer,

engine, piano, &c., are imaged before our mental

ity, these images are psychical, substantial,

though intangible, entities. If so, then, whatever

is clearly imaged before our mentality must be an

entity, a part of psychical environment. But if

we can know that some of these images are not

entities we have good reason for believing that the

remainder are not.

Suppose we look on a Chickering piano, a

chronometer, the Great Eastern, a landscape, the

sky, an army of men, and then close our eyes.

These objects may then be clearly imaged before

our mentality; and, according to the theory, whi n

so imaged they are psychical, substantial entities,

parts of the soul's environment. From this i!

follows that each soul creates its own environ

ment—creates a Chickering, a chronometer, a

Great Eastern, a landscape, a sky. an army of

men, &c. Again, these, being no longer before

the physical eyes, are objects of memory. This

would compel us to include all the objects of

memory as entities in our psychical environment.

But what kind of an environment is it when, in

panoramic succession, we see last night's sunset,

a mid-Atlantic storm, the Rocky mountains, the

wreck of a cyclone? Or what kind of entities

are they when we view the primeval forest that

was cut down twenty years ago, or ourselves in

childhood, or a friend long since buried, or hear

the notes of an instrument that was long since de

stroyed? Further, if the product of the inven

tor's brain be a real psychical entity that his soul

sees, hears, touches, then all the products of the

imagination are entities. Thccreated personalities

of the novelist are entities in his environment.

The griffin, centaur, and all the mythological

gods of antiquity, were real entities to their

inventors. And so must be the absurdities and

impossibilities of our dreams, than which nothing

at times seems more vividly real. But if the soul

sees anything, it sees what it is "coascious" of

seeing. As the soul-eyes see the real chronom

eter, "even through itncase," so when we see a

sunset. a Great Eastern, a landscape, a sky. an

army of men, a mid-Atlantic storm, the wreck of

a cyclone, the vanished forest, ourselves in child

hood, the buried friend, &c., we 3eo the veritable

things that we are conscious of seeing. Thenovelist

sees real personal entities of his own creation.

He sees them alive. He hears them talk, seen
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them eat, as the inventor of an engine sees it in

motion under pressure of steam. Surely any

theory must break clown, under the weight of

such absurdities.

While the reply objects to our making " seeing

with the soul only memory and imagination," as

we have noticed, it virtually concedes the very

thing to which it objects. In The Problem of

Human, Life, the wriier remarks, page 71 ; " If

our vital and mental being is not an organism,

then how does the soul possess eyes with which

it sees even more acutely than with the external

organs, and can behold every wheel of a complex

chronometer, even tlirough its case." In the July

Microcosm he says : "How did the inventor of

the first watch see the wheels, inside the case,

running and keeping time before either case or

wheels were in existence physically? He saw

them just as distinctly before as after the metalic

watch was finished," &c. Here, then, he claims

for none but the inventor the power to see the

chronometer inside the case until, as we said,

" the outer eye has seen its works." And then it

is claimed that the inventor himself saw the

-works before the watch was made. Granting

this, what more is it than an act of memory when

he afterward sees the chronometer " even through

its am?" Without further argument on this

point, find a man who never saw a chronometer

and let him describe it as seen through its case

with his soul-eyes.

Inventions are the product of the imagination

assisted, usually, by the memory. In other words,

tley are the product of mental activity. And

here let the reader refer to our July article. To

invent, there has to be a purpose, and great men

tal effort to attain the purpose. There has to be

a genius for invention. One must be a "born

mechanic " to invent a complex engine, or a born

poet w ho would write a great epic, or a natural

musician who would compose a great oratorio

The genius of each depends upon a peculiar

quality as well as quantity of brain.

Thus, aptitude for mental work has a physical

basis. Besides this, if the inventor would do his

best, he must have the best ideals of others, and

cultivate his own powers by long and laborious

effort, all of which helps to prove that, while in

the body, the soul is dependent on the body for

the development of its powers and the play of its

activities. And even the ghost of Haeckle ought

not to scare us from this conclusion. True science

is never afraid of a fact because it is in the hands

of an opponent.

REMAReS.

We are glad that Bro. Nield has been somewhat

explicit, but regret that he has not been more so.

He is very concise in his opposition to our view

of the " psvehical environment" as put forth in

the July Microcosm in reply to bis argument,

and thinks it loaded with absurdities, but we

honestly believe that every objection he urges is

a blow at his own position, namely, that the ego

is an organized entity within the corporeal .struc

ture "the conscious / whose presence is in and

manifested through the body." Let us look at

h is difficulties. First, bethinks that, even if this

ego is an entity, and this entity an organism.it

does not follow that it is "a counterpart of the

body." But why obji ct to Uih counterpart as the

soul's form? Here is the first indication of weak

ness. He manifestly fears this "counterpart"

since that would give to the soul eyes and

cars here in the body, and what could they

be for except to see and hear with? An

organism must evidently have some form.

Why, then does he not try to show how this

psychical, organized entity, the soul, the ego,

could be in any other form than that of the body

it occupies? Or why it should have any other

form? He merely throws out the vague hint that

it might have some other form,—that of an ox or

a sea-lion for all we know,—and thus leaves it an

indefinite difficulty as if afraid to express it

clearly or give an opinion. We cannot of course

prove everything point-blank that we may

rationally believe with reference to the intangible,

incorporeal realm of Nature, and the conditions

of things there ; but that is no reason why we

should not be out-spoken in giving our philosoph

ical views of the real nature and character of this

ego here as well as its prospective condition here

after. Brother Nield may depend upon it, that

although he may find us wrong in many of our

conclusions, he will never find us obscure or

timorous or faint-hearted in expressing them or in

so half-expressing them that we may successfully

evade criticism.

Here then we meet the question squarely and

risk the consequences. If the soul is an organized

entity it must have organs, and this organized

entity with its organs must be in the form of the

physical body it inhabits, because an organism

however intangible, must necessarily have some

form, and there eems to be no earthly or heavenly

reason why our inner man should assume any

other form than that of the outer man. This dis

poses of the first timid difficulty of our highly

esteemed contributor. In the next place, this

inner man when it leaves the outer man at death

must reasonably be expected to retain its general

form as it passes into the spirit.realm, and still

continue an organized entity with the same or

gans it possessed here, namely, eyes, ears, brain,

fingers, etc. This unavoidable implies the em

ployment of these organs upon surrounding ob

jects in real acts, such as thinking, seeing, hear

ing, handling, etc. If the ego or the conscious I

in the spirit-world uses its eyes and ears, it must

have an incorporeal or psychical environment

consisting of real objects to see and real sounds

to hear ; for how can the organized ego use its

eyes if there are no real psychical objects or in

corporeal forms upon which the psychical sight

can be exercised? The whole drift of the Scrip

ture is to teach that man in the next life, even

now before any general day of resurrection, is

man in the real sense of the word, with his

faculties and powers complete. The transfigura

tion proves this without any other evidence. To

suppose, as some ministers substantially teach,

that the soul leaves the body and goes into the

spirit-realm an organless, formless lump of

psychical substance, without any real objects to

see and with no real organs of sight, is a most

pitiful andunsatisfactory conception of the future

of our conscious ego I If in the spirit-worid,

after the soul leaves the body, there are no real

objects of environment, such as incorporeal

houses, trees, flowers, landscapes, booksclothing,

musical instruments, etc., then heaven will be a

poor, blank, desolate region to which no rational

being would desire to emigrate. On the contrary,

if these incorporeal, psychical entities do really

exist there in the soul's environment, they

ought to exist here (partially obscured of

course by the soul's connection with a physi

cal body), unless the soul is blind and deaf,

as Brother Nield's argument would seem to
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imply. But it is here admitted to be

an organized entity, and since those organs

must manifestly be the counterpart of the organs

of the outer man which the ego occupies during

thls physical existence, it is plain that this organ

ization would be entirely useless in the spirit-

world without a psychical environment consisting

of real objects corresponding to those of the

physical environment here, but improved or de

generated according to the real character and

spiritual condition of the different egos that arc

ushered into that more sublimated realm of ex

istence. We most confidently expect when we

shuffle off this mortal coil, that we will be greeted

with real sights and real sounds from the soul's

new environment vastly surpassing in beauty and

grandeur, and loveliness anything ever addressed

to mortal eyes or ears in this life. Indescribable

flower-gardens, lovely landscapes, awfully grand

mountain scenery, gorgeous sunsets, with shining

lakes, rivers, and oceans, w ill there be real objects

in the soul's new environment, surpassing any

thing the physical earth affords, and of which the

soul-eyes have here caught only faint glimpses in

dreams and visions when the physical environ

ment has been momentarily shut out by sleep. Be

not startled, dear reader, when we announce our

conviction that all dreamsare but the realobserra-

twns of the ego into the present surrounding en

vironment of the soul which are momentarily

permitted by the slumber of the physical senses.

The organs of the soul thus temporarily freed

now operate upon the real objects of the incor

poreal world which can be but faintly grasped by

the poet, the iuventor, and the artist in efforts of

imagination while awake. Yet even the work of

imagination is but a faint view of the entities of

the psychical environment which are as real to

the soul-organs as the physical ob jects here are to

our corporeal senses. We can imagine or dream

nothing that have not a basis in the rial (dis

torted many times by our physical relations to

earth), and that are not among the possibilities

and realities of the spirit-realm of God, No poet

or musician ever grasped a rhyme, conceived a

rhythm, or dreamt a harmony in music, that did

n>-t exist in the mind of God as a reality before

the world was, and yet there are ten thousand

million new combinations of rhyme, music and

rhythm in the mind of that same great fountain

of all intellectuality that poets and musicians will

never work out till they are clothed upon with

their psychical robes, and are in free access to

their psychical environment unencumbered by

mortal surroundings. God did not make the

universe out of nothing, but framed it by His

word out of the invisible, incorporeal, and in

tangible substance of the spirit-realm which filled

immensity of space before any physical object

existed. No insect, flower, tree, mollusk, fish,

bird, or mammal ever existed as we now

behold it, till it first existed in its perfect form

moulded out of that spiritual, pie-primordial

substance, by the will and fiat of God. With

Him to think of an object was to create it, not

corporeally, but to form it really and truly

in the domain of spiritual existence. These

myriad objects only become known to the

senses of earthly beings as they are changed

by God's flat intocorporeal and tangible substance.

But they are none the less real, substantial things

while in their immaterial state. The things that

are seen are temporal (r/yrporeaT), while the things

that are not*sen are eternal (inorporeaX) ; and not

until ourincorporcs' •cMrsj h changed from earthly

to psychical conditions and released from this cor

poreal tenement whl those eternal thingsbe plainly

visible to our eyes. Hence every physical form in

Nature really exists multifold in the spirit-realm

which is and is to be the soul's real environment

and of which, as before remarked, the inner man

catches faint but distorted ghmmers in dreams

and by efforts of the imagination. Nowatch, en

gine or other device was ever conceived by man

that was not already perfected in the mind of

God, and which did not already exist as a reality

—a fact of creation in the spiriUrealm. In this

way we can truly believe that "there is uothingnew

under the Bun." The inventor, in conceiving of

a new machine, only grasps with his soul-eves, in

his imagination or his dreams the real wheels, and

levers, and springs that already exist incorporeally

but perfectly formed in the psychical realm.

Brother Nield asks if there is such thing as a real

piano in the psychical environment? Weanswer

yes, and every other instrument that man ever

constructed or ever will construct, and an infinite

variety of others now beyond his limited concep

tion chained as he is to these earthly conditions.

When the soul enters upon its real existence, sur

rounded by its predestined environmentand freed

from cumbrous clay, it can then play upon a harp

of a thousand or ten-thousand strings and draw

harmony out of them all at once with greater fa

cility than the most expert musician can now

thrum a guitar ; for this freed musician can then,

if required, by an effort of the will command the

aid of ten thousand other fingers besideahisown,

and at one time sweep the entire range of such a

mighty and glorious instrument. If the real soul

or ego can thus play upon a golden harp in the

spirit-realm, as the Bible teaches and as Brother

Nield will hardly venture to deny, may not the

soul d;> the same here to a limited degree, since

the same soul in that world can be no more real

than the musical instrument upon which it plays,

or than the fingers with which those real harp-

strings are made to vibrate? It help3 nothing

against this advanced view of the real soul, with

real organs, or the reality of a psychical environ

ment upon which those organs can be exercised,

to talk of imagination, memory, dreams, etc., as

does our contributor. These are all the acts of the

soul here partially cumbered by the physical or

ganism. Occasionally however, a soul breaks away

from its corporeal resttaints, and like the caged

bird, temporarily released, demonstrates its soar

ing powerin poetry, in music, in oratory, in paint

ing, in sculpt ure, or in some startling invention

or discovery in science ; but this work, as we have

said, is only the appropriation of thcrealitiesthat

already exist in the spirit-realm made ready to be

used by the psychical organism whenever it can

free itself sufficiently to grasp them. If the soul

can thus, while cumbered with flesh, draw out

from that great store-house of the spirit-realm

such music as we have heard, such paintings and

sculpture as we have seen, such poetry as wehave

read, such oratorical displays as we havewitnessed,

and such discoveries and inventions as have re

cently startled the world, whatmay notbecxpect-

ed of the achievements of this same conscious ego

when freed from mortal incumbrance, and when

it shall have unobstructed range of heaven's now

hirlden archives? This view of our ego or self

hood makes the human soul a treasure worth

possessing, and its futirc activity, power, and

development in the spirit-realn an achievement

worth contemplating. Aud any effort on the part

of any man, whether minister or not, to disparaga
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or weaken this sublime view of the human soul

here, and of its transcendent destiny hereafter hy

urging and insisting upon such trifling difficulties

as those to which we are replying, but helps to

strengthen the materialistic tendency of this

skeptical age and to impede the onward inarch of

religious truth.

MATTER, MOTION AND FOBCE.

BY PEOF. I. l. eEI'HARt, A. II.

The thoughtful observer recognizes the exist

ence of matter, motion and force. They are

essential, component parts of the materiul uni

verse. Matter exists. Its ten thousand forms and

ten thousand times ten thousand different mani

festations compel us to recognize not only the

fact of its existence, but the fact of its ceaseless,

diversified motions; and motion, everywhere

manifest, compels us to admit the existence of

that which produces motion, viz. : force.

Matter does not produce force ; it only declares

the existence of it. The rock, resting on the

earth, declares that the earth is being pressed with

a force equal to the weight of the rock. The

iron bar which requires the weight of one hundred

tuns to break it, declares that force is tenaciously

holding its atoms together. Motion is not force,

Imt a manifestation of it—a product of force. A

certain amount of force exerted in a certain

direction is required to set a train of cars in mo-

tiou, and exactly that amount of force is required

to stop it. The former usually is exerted by

steam ; the latter, by friction and gravity. But

motion is notforce, and force is not motion.

The various forms in which we find matter ex

isting and which we observe it assuming are the

result of motion; and motion is the result—the

, product of force. Matter is inert—possessing,

inherently, no power if at rest to set itself in mo

tion, nor, if in motion, to bring itself to a state of

rest. It simply acts as it is acted upon. And

yet matter is constantly in motion—constantly

undergoing change—constantly assuming differ

ent forms. Organization and decomposition are

ever going on. Mammoth structures, spheres,

systems, a universe have been constructed, built

>ip, and in the accomplishing of this, matter has

for ages been undergoing change ; motion has

been incessant; force has been exertingitself.

The Nebular hypothesis, of which Darwinism

is but an offshoot, accounts for the organization

and formation of the universe by the action of

certain persistent forces, directed and controlled

by a mysterious, all-pervading " law." These

forces are recognized as gravitation, heat, magnet

ism and chemical affinity. By the persistent ac

tion of them, through millions of ages, controlled

by an omnipresent, ever-acting " law, " the

universe has been constructed out of " star-dust,"

and matter has assumed its present forms and

activities.

Such, in brief, is the nebular hypothesis. It

includes evolution, and was first promulgated by

LaPlace. While it does not pretend to account

for the existence of the original "star-dust," or

the forces named, nor yet for the existence of the

all-pervading, intelligently-acting law, it does ac

count for the existence of the universe in \\a pre

sent shape. Granting it the eternal existence of

matter (star-dust) and the forces and the law

named, and it drives Deity from the universe.

But the eternal existence of these is a question

of dispute, and by no means an admitted fact.

Some of the most candid and profound scientists

of modern times declare that every microscopic

atom of matter has upon it the distinct imprint

of creation. Its very structure gives unmistak

able evidence of its having been formed. Reason

and observation clearly point to all force as but

the product of thought—as much so as is the mo

tion of the piston the effect of the expansion of

steam.—And these both declare that law is but

"a rule of order or conduct established by au

thority." Burke says it is beneficence acting by

rule. The very idea of law carries with it the

necessary idea of authority acting behind the law.

It is but a rule of action, and who ever conceived

of a rule executing itself? There is a power, an

authority behind the law that acts.

On the other hand, investigation, taking up

the thread where the nebular hypothesis drop3 it,

traces all the activities of Nature back toa single

force. It has discovered that magnetism, in its

relations with electricity, produces heat, cheinital

action, crystalizalion ; and these, which are all

so many forms of molecular motion, are but the

antecedent or resultant of mechanical motion;

and this, in turn, is but the product of force—the

creation of an "all-pervading energy." Matter

ever moving, force ever acting, carry us, In our

researches for their cause, up to the recognition

of the existence of an eternal, omnipotent, omni

present energy ; and the fact that this enercy acts

intelligently, evincing in its products design and

forethought, compels us to add to its above-named

attributes, that of Omniscience ; and the factthat

from the activities of Nature we see constantly

evolved the greatest possible good to the greatest

possible number, we ascribe to it the additional

attribute of benevolence or love. Thus we find

that it is but a natural, a very easy step from the

all-pervading energy of true modern science to

the Almighty God of Revelation ; and that it is a

step in harmony with the highest reason and in

telligence.

The results then are these,—matter, motion and

force exist. Their existence is recognized by all.

Materialistic atheism exposes the nebular hypoth

esis and traces the universe back to where it is

compelled to admit and contend for the eternal

existence of matter, motion and force, and the

still more absurd dogma of the existence of a law

without a law-giver. These conclusions being by

no means satisfactory to the inquiring mind, true

scientific research takes up matter, motion, force

and law, demonstrates the absurdity of the theory

which teaches the eternity of their existence, and

by successive steps that arc highly satisfactory to

the inquiring mind, because they are truly

scientific and philosophical, traces the existence

and action of these back to an all-pervading

energy, possessing all the attributes of the God of

the Bible—the God who upholdeth all things by

the word of His power. This conclusion is satis

factory. It gives the mind a resting place. That

resting place is in the arms of an infinite, all-

wise, righteous, just, merciful, loving Heavenly

Father.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MENTAL AND

MOHAL SCIENCE.

BY O. W. LOWBER, PH. D.

The two fundamental substances in the universe

are matter and spirit. No system of science or

philosophy can be correct and ignore either of

these substances. There are two hypotheses
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which deny the reality of a primary distinction

between matter and spirit—the material hypothe

sis which resolves the phenomena of Mind in those

of Matter, and the Spiritual hypothesis which re

solves the phenomena of Matter into those of

Mind.

We sometimes hear persons speak of the gross-

ness of matter, as if there was something wrong

in matter itself, and something iu it opposed to

spirit. This is a great mistake ; for Christianity

provides for the future welfare of the body, as

well as that of the spirit. The incorruptible body

will contain material; for if not, it could not be

identical with the one sown. Matter in its ulti

mate forms, is incorruptible and incapable of

annihilation. Oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen,

are simple forms of matter; and as such, are pure

and incorruptible. The spiritual body will com

pletely unite and harmonize matter and spirit.

It will be entirely under the control of spirit ;

but, at the same time, it will contain enough

matter to identify it with the material body which

was sown.

Those who deny the existence of spirit, stand

absolutely opposed to the intuitions of universal

Intelligence. There is as much reality in thought,

feeling and voluntary motion, as there is in solid

ity, extension, and impenetrability. It is claimed

that we do not understand the essence of mind.

I answer, we understand it fully as well as we do

the essence of matter. All that can be known

about matter, must be known through mind. If

persoiis are more familiar with matter than they

are with mind, it is because they have given more

attention to the gross than to the refined, to the

sensible than to the supersensible. Among the

most vital errors ofeducation, is the giving of al

most exclusive attention to the physical man. To

avoid this, the study of mind should be intro

duced into the schools at a much earlier age than

is usually done. In this way much of the tenden

cy to materialistic views would be overcome.

The study of the mind Is commonly regarded as

very difficult more on account of unfamiliarity

with the subject than of any thing inherent in it.

The apostle John who is sometimes called the

philosophic disciple, says that Jesus did not need

that any should testify of man ; for he knew what

was in man. If the Great Teacher knew what

was in man, it is evident that Christian teachers,

at the present time, should have some of the same

kind of knowledge. That can be accomplished

now by the careful study of mind in the light of

God's Word. Other things being equal, the more

knowledge a man can possess of this kind, the

greater will be his influence. It will be claimed

that we need practical tact in managing men,

and that this can only be acquired by experience.

There is truth in this statement; yet there are

many who study the wrong side of human nature,

and acquire a certain tact that brings ruin upon

themselves. They become sharpers, and call all

others impractical. While men differ, human na

ture is very much the same after all ; and I am

convinced that the people generally prefer an

honest and a conscientious man to one who is a

sharper, and who is governed by policy. A man

should be just and honest because it is right, and

not because it is simply the best policy. A theo

retical knowledge of the mind, will always be

found valuable in the practical study of man.

There is something wonderful in the adaptation

of Christianity to the mind of man. As there are

no two persons alike in body, so there are no two

alike in mind ; yet the Christian religion is adap

ted to every mind, and it will lead in the right

way all who will accept its guidance. It is our

duty to study self carefully. The Bible teaches

the importance of knowing self. The study of

others is also important, when it is done for their

good; but if it is done with the spirit of the cynic,

it can only result in evil. The Bible should be our

guide-book in every department of study, as well

as in every department of life.

LaNoaster, Ky.

MENTAL FORCE THE SOURCE OF ALL

ACTIVITY.

BY ISAAC llOFFKR.

The forces of Nature are only agencies without

any powers of causation or control over their

actions.

The first evidence of their existence is motion,

and the different results of their actions are only

evidence of various kinds of motion ; or motion

variously controlled. And although motion prop

agates motion it is primarily only an effect, a

something that proceeds from on impulse, an

effect of a cause outside of itself.

Neither matter nor the forces of Nature, sepa

rately or united, have in themselves powers of

causation. They move and act, and motion and

action proceed from their movements and actions,

according to fixed laws, and subject to special

requirements and special conditions wholly with

out their power to bring about, or to change, or

control. They are like a machine with itsmove-

ments fixed, its powers applied and its actions

producing and reproducing the same results. The

efficient cause, the moving, directingand controll

ing energy, of all the activitiesin animate Nature,

and of all the operations in inanimate matter, is

therefore not found in force and matt cr, and must

be looked for somewhere else. These activities

and their results afford no indication as to what

their designing, originating and exerting energy

is, nor how it is exerted and transformed into

visible manifestations. We are therefore compelled

to resort to comparison and analogy in order to

get even an idea of how an invisible and unsearch

able energy can be exerted and transformed into

manifest mechanical actions.

Mind, that unseen and unsearchable power, is

the only known energy that, like the unknown

Cause of Nature's activities, has originating,

designing and exerting powers, with capabilities

of transforming itsoperations into visible mechan

ical actions. The transformation of mental force

in man, namely, consciousness, thought and

knowledge, into visible mechanical action is a

well-known fact. Almost every motion of the

body and all works of the hands are mechanical

actions in which the physical powers employed

are mere agencies exerted, directed and controlled

by mind. The operations of mental force are not

even manifest until transformed into such actions.

The design of a mechanic for the construction of

a building, ready to be put into execution, is an

unknown and unknowable thing to outsiders

until manifested into mechanical action. The

physical powers of man seem to be self-operating

just as the forces of Nature seem to be, but we

know that in the former the moving, directing

and controlling power is mind, and it is a ration

al conclusion that there must be a similar power

in the latter ; because the manner and effect of

their actions are alike, and because there is no

other known power except mental energy that
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can move, direct, and control physical or any

other forces. Mere animal energy, without the

power of bringing it into manifest action, would

be nothing, and tins energy, exerted without a

directing and controlling power, without design

or object, would accomplish nothing.

Mind, therefore, seems to be a typical represent

ative of the efficient Cause, the unseen Energy

and active Power from which proceed persistent

motion and all the activities manifested in Nature.

If we assume that mental force is the cause of

these activities, and that the manifesting powers

are mere agents of this force, the mysteries and

all phenomena of Nature, are greatly simplified,

and the order of Nature's manifestations appears

to be consistent and rational.

When we look at the results of Nature's activi

ties—look at the plan t or animal, and ask ourselves,

How could they be originated, developed and

perfected? If we answer by " chance," the con

sistent order and universal system in Nature con

tradict us. If we answer by the " potency of

matter" and "mechanical necessity," we call an

active power a manifesting tendency and acknowl

edge a cause which is not matter, and thus admit

a purpose in attempting to deny it. For there

can be no necessity if there is no purpose or

object to be accomplished. If we answer that

mind conceived the initial purpose of building

the plant or animal, conceived the design orphan,

comprehended the requirements both as to the

power to do the building and the particular

material needed, and has employed the means

which knowledge indicated would accomplish t he

purpose, we have explained a reasonable and

consistent way by whii h a plant or animal could

lie built. It fills us with admiration and astonish

ment when we look upon the developed plants

and animals and contemplate the unseen Power

that could bring into action agencies to produce

out of dead matter such results.

(To be Concluded nexr Number.)

THE LIFE UNENDING

BY PROF. JosEPH 8AXYArD8, A. M.

I had more than one reason to rejoice, the other

day, on meeting my friend Herman once again.

Blessed with unvarying cheerfulness, natural

kindness of disposition, and general intelligence,

Herman appears to move in an atmosphere of his

own. By daily recourse to the writings of his

eminent countrymen—Herder, Cramer, Heine,

and Movalis—sometimes of Plato and the Neo-

Platonists,—he maintains the original brightness

of his convictions and reverent intentions, which

we all experience in our early years under the

revelations of Nature.

I had been too long indulging a train of philo

sophic reflection on the possibilities of a future

life In man, or the separate existence of the human

soul, and I had imperceptibly descended from

painfid apprehension to a cloudy region of dismay,

and then almost to the verge of hopeless despair.

Herman soon noticed the gloom that hung around

me, and in his obliging way, desired to learn the

causeof my depression. "Really, mydearfriend."

I replied, " the nearer we approach our end, the

fainter becomes the hope of our continued exist

ence. When I reflect upon the Nature of life

itself,—the intimate connection of the conscious

soul with that life ;—when I analyze the structure

in which that life is found here, and examine the

whole queslion honestly and impartially, it is

impossible for me to conceive how that life and

that soul can continue to exist after the dissolution

of the material organism in which they have

exercised a temporary control. Without life,

surely there could be no consciousness, no soul,—

and life I take to be nothing but the integration,

or resultant of quite a complex system of co-ordi

nate activities. Now. let these activities all come

to rest ; let the air cease to inflate the lungs, the

heart cease to throb, the pulse cease to beat, the

blood tocirculate, and the entire frame lie motion

less and dead with the coldness and pallor of

decomposition enshrouding the whole; where then

will this life, this consciousness have gone? My

friend, I cannot answer the question."

" Our conceptions," said Herman with great

deliberation and modesty, " are often misrepre

sented, sometimes misdirected by our limited

vocabulary. Our philosophy anticipates our

experience; experience often disappoints our

philosophy; our imagination outstrips our reason,

and reason, herself often sports on the wings of

imagination. Confined as we are to the domain

of sense, we confound the sensible with the

intelligible and the contrary. We apply terms

belonging to the finite only, to the infinite,

though observations must have taught us that

we live amidst two kinds of substances, the

material and the immaterial ; the one, space-tilling,

the other, time-enduring, but having no relation

to space; the one perceptible to sense, the other

void of all dimensions, intelligible only to the

mind; yet we continually misapply the terms

distinguishable and appropriate to each. Because

ice sometimes foreknow and predict, we say the

Supreme Being who inhabits Eternity,/ereknows

and predestinates. We confound subject and

attribute, actor and activity, the power and the

potencv, the agent and the agency. We see an

old mansion fallen into ruins, and we say the

inhabitants are all dead ; and refuse to see the new

and more splendid mansion on yonder hill.

"One defines life to be 'a co-ordination of

actions': not a thing which co-ordinates. Of

course, when the structure falls to pieces, the

co-ordination exists no longer. Another says that

'Life is aseriesof definite and successive changes,

both in structure and composition, which takes

place in the individual without destroying its

identity.' Here again we have nothing but a

series of changes, not aniItliing which causes the

changes. Consequently, when the changes cease,

life ceases. Now I can surely see that life is the

principle, force, or cause, which, for a limited

time, maintains this system of changes, and when

the principle is withdrawn, the series ceases, and

the structure falls to pieces.

" I understand that this principle of life mani

fests itself in different degrees or modifications.

There is a vegetable life ; there is an animal life,

with the attrbutes of sensation and volition

superadded ; there is a human life with the addi

tional attribute of soul, mind, or spirit,— either of

which terms will answer nur.purpose. The physi

cal organism of man, like that of the animal

creation, is sustained by perishable food ; hence,

it continually wastes, and, for a limited time, is

renewed and reconstructed, until the perishable

nutriment will sustain it no longer. Material food

assimilates with the body, and is converted into

blood, flesh, bone, sinew; so truths assimilate

with the soul, supplied with imperishable food

such as truth, justice, light, law, virtue,—entities

which are essentially eternal. It becomes immor

tal, because it has assimilated immortal food and
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has become, identical with the aliment which

sustained it in the midst of infinite relations—

boundlessspace, endleS3 duration, eternal destruct

ion of right and wrong, the contemplation of

which constituted its sole prerogative. How would

it be possible for it to die, constituted as it now U

of eternal virtues ? The body, with which it was

connected must die, being constituted of perisha

ble elements, but every truth which entered the

Houl is true now, and will be true forever, and this

truth will be assimilated with the soul; the soul

was made an attribute of the life and therefore the

life has become immortal. Ask you what becomes

of it? whither it goes and 'leaves its darkuess

dust behind?' where does all truth reside? In the

Mind of Deity, ever preserving its individual

identity, and the soul in a spiritual body preserv

ing its own conscious identity, in a golden cloud

or in a sunbeam. Bodies need not always be made

of clay. The liberated soul will dwell in truth,

and truth will dwell in God."

"I am ready to grant," I said, " that this is one

mode of demonstrating a universal truth. Doubt

less there are many others; for if it is a truth, it

must necessarily admit of demonstration. The

argument you have stated avoids admitting the

immortality of animals, for no animal lower than

man can conceive those principles which make

the soul immortal."

ANOLD QUESTION WITH NEWEMPHASIS.

BY OOl. JOHN M. PATTON.

What is science t There is science and science—

but what is it ? The word itself is almost pure

Latin—sciens—and is transferred from that lan-

fuagetoours, with the change of only two letters,

t means simply knowing in the Latin, and in our

language we mean by it the thing known. An

attempt to discover anything, therefore, in order

that we may know it thenceforth, is a scientific

investigation. The little prattler toddling by his

father's side, and stopping to wonder at and

examine each tiny insect, stone or other novelty,

is trying to find out something new to him, and

in his little way is studying science or making a

scientific investigation. So with the maturer

school-boy in his toilsome tasks in botany, chem

istry, or other studies. Now be it observed that

the mere observation of known and existing facts

is only the first step In science. The second step

is the discovery of new facts ; and to this second

department of science belong all the investiga

tions of the chemist, the geologist, the astrono

mer, or other scientist, whose ambition is to dis

cover some new substance, some new combina

tion of matter ; some new comet, or planet, or

sun, or nebula. Important as is this work, and

admirable as may be the patience, perseverance,

and penetration necessary to its accomplishment,

the successful scientist whose field it is, has only

placed his foot on the lowest round but one of the

majestic ladder of science, which though resting

upon the depths of earth reaches up more

sublimely than Jacob's ladder to that first battle

ment of the infinite knowledge, on which the

true seer may plant his feet, and hold converse

with the angels on their own vantage ground, in

stead of waiting for their descent to him. The

scientist who discovers new facts in his depart

ment is worthy of great honor, and justly receives

it, but at last he is the mere tool maker, the mere

accumulator of material, which other and higher

scientists must use for the real business in hand.

To these higher scientists belong loftier rounds

of this grand ladder of science. To attain to

these the facts of science as ascertained by the

more humble toilers in the laboratories of Nature,

must be viewed from on high by eagle eyes,

moulded in mighty brains, and combined into new [

species of science.

We may pay then, that science is a generic term,

embracing all that is known by the learned among

mankind. It has its species—Theology, Law,

Medicine, Mathematics, Biology, Anthropology,

Astronomy, Geology, Chemistry, Meteorology,

etc. Each species has its departments, all well

defined. But in a larger sense we may say

that each has three departments—those presided

over by the eye to see, the hand to manipulate

and experiment, and the regal mind that matures

and aupropriates the facts, and then draws the

just conclusions from them. In this broad divis

ion we may say that the naturalist who observes,

the chemist, the microscopist, etc., who analyze,

and the great thinker (the greatest of the three

classes) who combines the whole into the species

of sdeiic, to which the results belong, are the

representatives of that particular species of

science.

Let us illustrate. One illustration will be suffi

cient, though we might choose from hundreds of

them.

The late Commodore M. F. Maury may, more

justly than any one else, not excepting the late

Dr. Heinrich WilhclmDove, of the Berlin Univer

sity, be called the founder of the science of

meteorology. His was the grand intellect—grand

in its very modesty alone—that utilized the see

ing eyes, and the recording hands of thousands

throughout the world, in his wonderful generaliza

tions. He had the glory not only of suggesting

the experiments to be made, but of seeing in ad

vance both the process and the result. The nice

subject he explored required a world-wide ob

servation, of which he, as an individual, was in

capable; and there were, doubtless, many dis

tinguished observers among those he directed

who (though only on the second round of the

ladder like certain chemists and other scientists)

were far superior to himself as observers; but

there was not one of them who could have taken

his place in reducing to order, and chaining

to his winged chariots the subtle winds and

waves. What was the result?—the new de

partment in science, meteorology—and by it, the

marking of the pathless ocean with highways :

and the saving to the commerce of the world of

hundreds of millions of dollars per annum. (I

pause here to ask if it is not strange that com

merce has not built to him a grateful memorial

column, worthy of her wealth, but not capable

of being worthy, however built, of his services ?)

But neither Maury, nor Copernicus, nor New

ton, nor any of the great thinkers and workers of

the world, have ever reached, as scientists, the

topmost round of the immortal ladder of science.

We may well ask : "If these have not attained

it, who has?"

This article hopes to answer that question.

We have seen that there are various classes of

scientists—all in pursuit of the knowable—who

are on different rounds of the ladder. But who

is on the topmost round? There is a topmost

round—may be far, far beyond man's possibilities

—but it is somewhere.

Who can attain to it ?

We have ranked among the sciences—theology.
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But ia theology a science ? In other words can

wc know anything about it? Science is what is

known or knowable. If theology be not known

or knowable, it is no science, but a dream, a

ghostly fancy, a fairy tale. If we might invoke

authority we could call on " the judicious

Hooker," who pronounces it the " Mistress of the

Sciences ;" but the agnostics will not let us rely

on authority ; so we must come to proof. Now

if there be anything known or knowable about

theology we may claim that it is a science—even

the " mistress of the sciences.''

How then is anything to be known? It may

be known 1st, by intmtive perception—2d, by

testimony or history— 3d, by experiment. One

of these three modes must always be employed,

and either is sufficient. If all concur our con

clusion is inevitable.

Theology relates to Gon, His existence, His

purpose present and prospective. His agencies—

His manifestations of Himself, in His works and

otherwise.

The subject is immense—even infinite—it can

not be adequately treated at all—much less in a

column article. I only attempt therefore to point

out the heads of it. What does intuition say of

it? The heathen, the child, the uucorrupted man

—all—intuitively accept a God. - A man—even a

corrupted man—may blaspheme and deny a God

while stauding in security at the top of a well. If

he falls in—he will be praying to Hiin before he

gets to the bottom. I appeal to universal ex

perience, in shipwrecks, in earthquakes, in tor

nadoes, in any extremity. The universal instinct

and intuition testifies of God. Even the intellect

perverted by "science falsely so-called" still

cannot get away from God and religion. Prof.

T3'ndall says, " Religious feeling is as much a

verity, as any other part of human consciousness,

and against it. on its objective side (which ever

side that may be) the waves of science beat in

vain." He does not seem to recognize it as

science however —though it is a purer and loftier

science than his own. The great Darwin could

not get rid, intuitively or logically, of God, but

considered it a " sublime thought that He

breathed the breath of life originally into a few

forms or one." Intuition then accepts a God and

knowsot Him. That which is intuitive in the

race is infallible, but there is no space here to

prove it.

What does testimony or history say of it ? A

distinguished professor of history in the Univer

sity of Virginia, has said that ail secular history

before Him pointed to Christ, as God manifest in

the flesh, and all secular history after Hiin, points

back to Him. If this be the testimony of secular

history, it only conforms to Sacred history as the

shadow to the substance. At least all history

recognizes a God, and as& consequence a theology,

or something that is known of Him. A discussion

of it would require a big octavo.

What does experiment say ? First I appeal to

the works of creation and then I appeal to

universal biography—to the lives of Augustine,

of Luther, of Newton, of Johnston, of Brewster,

of Maury, and of many tens of thousands, as

wise, as experimental, as little capable of self-

deception, as Haeckel, as Tyndall, as Huxley, or

ns any other atheist or agonstic for proof that

they have tried and proved theology to be the

truest, the loftiest, and the most blessed of all the

sciences.

I claim then—in spite of the fact that theolo

gians (many of them) mis-call God, caricature

Him, and drive men from Him by their rigid and

absurd definitions of Him—that God exists, and

is knowable, and that with Him exists theology,

the grandest, and purest, and most certain of Use

sciences, nay the mistress of the sciences. "

Let us not be discouraged then, even though

Haeckel, and Tyndall, and Huxley, and the ret.t

of them, leave their little subordinate spheres,

and (like the people of Bunyan's '-Vanity Fair "

in their ignorance and folly) throw dirt on the

spotless robes of a true theology—the very embod

iment of all true science, if it be a st iencc at

all, since it treats of God, the fountain, source,

and Author of all knowledge.

Let us thank God that He has manifested Him

self in the flesh, in Jesus Christ our Lord, \. h .

standing on the topmost round of Divine ald

human knowledge—has made plain to us a system

which comprehends all science and combines nil

that is known, into the true, the good the beauti

ful, and the sublime—the kalokaratlwr of Plato

and the moralists, to which they aspired, and

which they worshipped from afar.

THE EDIFICE WE OCCUPY.

BY eEV. T. WtI.lISTON.

{Concluded from last month.)

In the necessity man is under of tasking all his

energies, physical and mental, and of maintaining

himself by some kind of labor, the wisdom of the

great Disposer is very discernible. He that could

speak such a world as ours into being, and create

a human tenant to occupy it, could have supplied

all the necessities of that tenant without obliging

himtorely on himself in the least. He could,

without their cooperation, haveprovided men with

food, and apparel, and habitations; with every

thing, in short, that necessity or conveniem c

might demand. But what would man have been

good for, had he been exempted from all necessi

ty for toil, and invention, and self-dependence ?

As things are, he has to find things out by study

and reflection ; his inventive powers are tasked,

his dormant energies are called into frequent and

vigorous action, and thus the man is gradually

developed until, from being a dwarf, he gets to be

a self-made giant. And then what an evident

anticipation there was of man's necessities, in his

being provided with such beasts to aid him as the

horse, the ox, the ass, the mule, the camel, and

the reindeer. How came the size of these beasts

to be so well-proportioned to the statue of him for

whom they were to toil ? How happened it that

the horse, for instance, instead of having a height

convenient for the vaulting rider, was not so tall,

when full-grown, as to render a ladder necessary

in order to get upon his back ? Was it Chance

that gave the camel that unique, peculiarfoot which ,

for an animal that was to traverse immense wastes

of hot sand and carry immense burdens, was seem

ingly so necessary ? And those internal cintems

where this animal can, before starting across an

unwatered desert, store away a large supply of

water, and from which it can transfer water to

its thirsty stomach—did Chance give the creature

those thirst-quenching cisterns?

Think, once more, what ample provision has

been made for gratifying man's inborn love of

variety. That craving is consulted in the number

less edibles that are provided for his sustenance :

in the several sorts of material suitable for apparel ;

and in the many dissimilar fabrics made from

them ; in the greatly diversified natural scenery

that meets man's eye ; and in the various kinds of
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employment that there are to pursue. And has

not man's lone of the beautiful and tlie sublime been

consulted by the world's Contriver, no less than

his love of variety? What, then, mean these vel

vet walks and lawns, these fields of waving grass

and grain, these loaded and fragrant orchards,

these charming groves and solemn forests, these

fountains, babbling brooks, and noble rivers, these

cascades and cataracts, these fat valleys and grand

old mountains, this heaving ocean dotted here

and there with sails, and thia overhanging vault

studded all over, at night,'with glittering worlds !

O man, art thou so brutish as not to discern, in

all this lavish display of the lovely and the grand,

the inexltaustibleness and glory of Him who con

structed t his abode of thine ? Marred though it

be by sin, is not this home of thine a spot that

God has been at pains to adorn and make attrac

tive? Where is he whose sense of the beautiful

has not a thousand times been regaled with Na

ture's unwritten music ? Where the man whose

soul has not swelled with sublime emotions, as he

has climbed some towering summit and gazed

around ? Is there one that has not been filled

with solemn yet silent awe, as from some com

manding eminence he has looked out upon the

ocean stretching interminably away, emblem at

(-nee of life's instability and of man's boundless

hereafter? O how obvious it is, that as man

loves to blend the beautiful with the useful in

what he constructs, so does and so has the Framer

of all things, in the stupendous fabric of the uni

verse. And if the skill and forethought evinced

in the structure of a house prove that it had a

human contriver, what shall we say of this vast

edifice, the Earth, with all its rich garniture and

magnificent surroundings ? Bears it not the im

press of a Planner whose " understanding is infi

nite," a Builder to whose power and skill there is

no limit? Reader, before Him let us kneel and

with an ancient poet exclaim, "O Lord, how

manifold are thy works ! In wisdom hast thou

made them all." Yes, " great and marvelous are

Thy works, Lord God Almighty." To which as

cription let us adoringly add, " Just and true are

Thy ways, Thou King of saints."

SCIENCE AND INSPIRATION.

BY REV. e. H. VAugHN, D. D., PH. D.

The "Testimony of the Ages," has suggested

the following thoughts, in reference to the har

mony between Science and Revelation, and which

afons, aresufficient evidence of Biblical Inspiration.

The Bible is true, alike, to the highest records

of human history, the highest facts of human

science, the highest instincts of human nature, and

the highest aspirations of the human heart. It

is the medium through which a voice from heaven

speaks to us, in a dialect that can be understood

by an accusing conscience, acknowledged by a

sovereign will, and negotiated by a living faith.

Its jurisprudence underlies all true civilization

and its decalogue, though a thousand years older

than Plato and Pericles, is yet the corner stone of

all true government. And science is now just

beginning to lisp in whispered accents, some

truths that it uttered in thunder four thousand

years ago.

The facts, both in history and in science, agree

in every instance, with the truths of revelation,

thus proving that the ancient saints who penned

its words must have received their knowledge

through Inspiration, and from Him who knoweth

all things from the beginning.

Modern Philologists agree in dividing all the

languages of earth into three distinct groups, which

they have designated as the Aryan, Turanian and

the Shemitic, and the Bible says, that the descend

ants of Shem, Ham and Japhtt were divided ac

cording to their families, and according to their

tongues, in their countries and in their nations,

while a comparison between all the tongues of

earth bear witness to the truth of this statement.

Medical science, has, in modern times turned

its attention to the blood, and has discovered that

when sickness comes, the remedy must reach the

blood, in order to restore healthful ness to the

body.

It has also been demonstrated that when the blood

of a young animal is injected into the veins of an

old one, it restores the vigor of youth so long as

it lasts, but the Bible announced long ago that the

life of the flesh is in the blood.

The human race was growing hoary with age,

and many civilizations had arisen and fallen, be

fore the circulation of the blood was discovered,

yet two hundred and fifty years before the birth

of Homer or Hesiod, Solomon had said : Or ever

the silver cord be loosed, or the golden bowl be

broken, or the pitcher be broken at the fountain,

or the wheel be broken at the cistern.

These discoveries of science are no more than

the windows in our Father's houpe, which occa-

sionly open to our view the treasures of inspired

wisdom.

It was only as yesterday that a devotee of science

discovered the fact that the air can be weighed,

and that water is compounded of gases, and com

bined by weight and measure, but it was four

thousand years ago that the old Patriarch of Idu-

mea said of God : He looketh to the ends of the

earth, and seeth under the whole heavens to make

the weight of the winds, and he weigheth the wa

ters by measure.

Modern Chemists can not read these words

without wonder and amazement for they embrace

the sura total of scientific information on this

point at the present day.

If a man is ignorant of scientific knowledge he

will show his ignorance by his questions relative

to it, and a man must be well informed in the

principles of any given science before he can ask

the difficult questions belonging to it.

Let us see then, some of the questions in the

inspired word, as recorded by Job :

Where wast thou when I laid the foundation of

the earth ? Whereupon are the foundations

thereof fastened, or who hath laid the corner-stone

thereof ?

These questions, though asked four thousand

years ago, cannot be answered by men of to-day.

It was said of God in the days of old, that to

the ocean he set bars and doors, and said to it

thus far shalt thou come and no further, and here

shalt thy proud waves be staid. But it is one of

the recent discoveries of modern science that the

ocean is shut in by an exact adjustment of the

forces of gravity, the earth's velocity, the weight

of the atmosphere, and the influence of the moon's

attraction.

The moon has been approaching the earth for

ages, but astronomers have recently discovered

tliat its orbit swings from an ellipse to a circle,

and then by the slow march of countless ages

back to an ellipse. It has a law and a limit; and

this is one of the bars that hold the ocean in

bounds :
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Hast thou commanded the morning since thy

days and caused the day spring from on high to

know his place ?

This means that the sun always knows his place,

and the time of his coming ; that he is never be

lated, and never in a hurry, and six thousand

years of history have proved it true.

The earth also revolves according to a fixed

time and order, and by its centrifugal force piles

up the ocean at the equator until it is far above

its level at the poles. Should this motion cease,

the water would sweep over the continents and

deluge the world, and this is why the inspired one

said : To the ocean he has set bars and doors, and

compassed the waters till the day and the night

shall come to an end.

Hast thou perceived the breadth of the earth?

That is, the distance from pole to pole, and no man

knoweth it, even to this day. These questions

are all tilled with truths of modern science, and

yet they were written long before science had an

existence, and argue that these ancient saints

were inspired by the Author of Nature.

There is also a beautiful accord between Geolo

gy, and the Bible. One account says : In the be

ginning God created the heavens and the earth,

and the other says : That the beginning was so re

mote that the mind cannot travel back to it.

One account says, that after many ages of

productive energy the Creator ceased from his la

bors, and the other says : He rested on the seventh

day.

One affirms that there was an order, and a

successive series of steps in the work of creation,

and the other tells what that order and these steps

were.

One says that light was countless ages in gath

ering into globules and orbs, and the other says:

God appointed the sun and moon to rule the day

and the night : and this was on the fourth day,

long after the creation of light.

One teaches that agradual cooling off formed the

crust of the earth, and that inward heat threw up

the mountain ranges, and the other says the dry

land appeared. One affirms that the sea was

filled with animals of a low order, and the other

says: Let the waters bring forth abundantly.

One speaks of man as the last of the Creator's

works, and the other affirms that the work was

consummated in him. These parallels, and coin

cidences arc beyond human explanation, and

argue that God is the Author of the one and the

other.

Science comes at last to verify the truth of Rev

elation, to condemn the skeptic, and encourage

the Christian.

The currents of rain, and the principles of evap

oration havebeen made known by modern science,

but it was long before the birth of science that

Solomon said : All the rivers run into the sea,

and yet the sea is not full. Unto the place from

whence the rivers come, thither they return again.

And to this day the most improved science can

not better the statement.

Recent discoveries of physical Geography affirm

that currents of air continually travel to and fro

between fhe equator and the pole, and that they

are continually whirling round and never rest.

But it was three thousand years ago when Solo

mon said. The wind goeth toward the South and

returneth toward the North. It whirleth about

continually and returneth again according to his

circuit.

Job evinces a knowledge of Mineralogy when he ,

gays : There is a vein for the silver and a place ;

for gold where they find it. Iron is taken out of

the earth, and brass is molten out of slo:;es. And

again he says : Under the earth is turned up as

it were, fire. He speaks also of the circular form

of the earth, when he says of God He sittelh upon

the circle of the earth. Again he says of God :

He stretcheth out the North over the empty place,

and hangeth the earth on nothing.

Since the sciences were then unborn it follows

that Job must have obtained his information from

God alone.

Joshua commanded the light of the sun and the

moon to stand still, that he might have time to

beat back his enemies : but at that time and for

many ages afterwards no one else knew that these

bodies were in any way connected together in

themselves, or with the earth.

It has long been known that the Solar system is

in motion, but of late some Astronomers have

affirmed that it circles round one of the stars

in the Pleiades. If this be true, it gives new mean

ing to the words of the inspired writer, when he

said : Canst thou bind the sweet influence of the

Pleiades ?

Science informs us that the moon has cooled

off, that earth is cooling, and that the sun also is

by the same process losing its vitality. Slowly

indeed, but speed is as nothing when Eternity is

yet to come.

Science and Revelation are only two volumes of

the same book which was written by our Father,

and reveals to us the extent of His dominions and

the hiding of his power.

IS MATTER ETERNAL ?

BY BEV. J. J. smITH, D. D.

This question the ancient Grecian philosophers

answered in the affirmative. Epicurus, the

leading advocate of this theory in that age,

taught that innumerable solid atoms had always

existed in infinite space; that they were of

different sizes, and forms, and that they were

all separated from each other ; and that they

were originally at rest, or motionless ; but

that there was in them a tendency to motion.

When reminded that if they had not moved

eternally, that they could never have moved at

all, to escape this dilemma he replied, they had

moved eternally, but in parallel directions. When

it was objected, that with such a motion they

would never have approached any nearer to each

other, he shifted his ground by having them to

move in a small degree obliquely. The general

direction of this motion, ha held, was downward ;

and was the result of their own weight. not un

derstanding that where there is no attracting

body, there is no weight.

Now that tiiese heathens of that age, should

have involved themselves in such an entangled

massof absurdities, as they groped their way amid

darkness only by the aid of the dim light of rea

son, is not particularly a matter of wonder. But

that any physicist of this day should go back to

this old heathen hypothesis that was founded in

ignorance, in order to get rid of the idea of crea

tion, is certainly a matter of astonishment, and

its solution can only be found in the deep seated

enmity of the unregenerated heart toward God.

As an evidence of this, viz.: that this hypothesis

is founded in hostility to the Mosaic account of

Creation, and not in reason, let us briefly glance

at some of the difficulties of this theory. Its
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advocates claim that atoms in the form of exceed

ingly rarefied gas existed in space ; and that out

of this eternal void and formless substance, away

back in primordial ages, the entire physical

Universe has been evolved and ultimately brought

into its present condition, together with all the

marvelous forms of vegetable and animal life.

Now, it is manifest, that these atoms must cither

have extended throughout infinite space, or else

they were limited in extent. If the former is as

sumed, then it is plain that there could be no

center or ctnters of attraction. In this case all

the atoms would be equally drawn in all direc

tions; consequently no motion whatever could

possibly occur without some external or outside

force. The theory therefore breaks down.

Lfhoweveril isclai.ned that these gas atoms were

limited to a certain field or fields of space, the

difficulty still exists us to how they were first set

in motion. Surely no motion could result from

attraction, because the tendency of gases is

universally to expansion. When the limit of ex

pansion is reached, so that expansion and at

traction balance each other, the only possible re

sult must be rest, for the law of inertia is that no

atom can move itself.

Besides, if matter has existed from all eternity,

all of its properties and operations must have

been eternal also. Hence it must have operated

from eternity in every way in which it is possible

for it to operate at all. Whatever changes and

forms of life matter has produced, as claimed by

these evolutionists, must have been produced

eternally. It therefore inevitably follows that

there must have been an eternal series of Man,

of Animals, of Vegetables, etc. This, however,

would involve us in difficulties and absurdities

from which there is no escape. For instance, as

>'iere would be in this case an infinite number of

humnn beings, and as each one has two hands,

the number of their bands would be double an

'.ntinile number; and the number of their fingers

would be ten-fold greater than the infinite number

of men !

Again, in such a scries the first man only would

be an infinite distance from the present. The

next, his son, perhaps 30 years younger, would

be either at an infinite distance from us, or at a

finite distance. If the former, then we have two

finite distances, one of which is 30 years shorter

than the other, which is manifestly absurd. If.

however, it be affirmed that the son would be at

a finite distance from us, then it inevitably fol

lows that 30 years added to a certain finite num

ber would make that number infinite, which is

equally absurd. Yet the eternity of matter

(without a Creator) plainly involves the doctrine

of the eternity of man as taught by Ocellus

Sucanus and others.

But this is not all, this assumption of the

eternity of matter is attended with other insuper

able difficulties. If matter be eternal it must be

in the nature of things uncaused, self-sufficient,

independent, and unchangeable. For what is un

caused, and independent, is necessarily always

the same. But what are the facts in the case ?

We see all forms of matter around us continually

changing. It is therefore evident that matter can

not be eternal. We know that every succession

of new form of matter is made up of parts each

of which has a beginning. Hence it is plain that

the whole has had a beginning. Besides, where

is the consistency of assigning to matter the at

tributes of eternity, self-existence, independence,

etc., and rejecting a Creator under the plea that

they cannot conceive of such a Being, when the

Mosaic account of Creation solves the whole

difficulty ?

FKOF. GOREE AGAIN.

The reader will remember that we copied into

the July Microcosm, a letter of Prof. Goree's

which appeared in the University Monthly of

Tuscaloosa, Ala., in which he came out with t:ie

squarest kind of indorsement of the new de

parture on the sound theory, as maintained in

the Problem of Human Life. Prof. Goree now

writes us as follows:—

" I have read the July number of the Microcosm

with great interest, and am delighted witli tlu

prospect of the change to magazine form. I can

not cease to feel the profoundest interest in your

work, and to be amazed that any one who read!

your arguments against the wave-theory oi sound

should slill be able to teach the old theory. We

wore excusable for believing in it when we had

nothi'ig else to believe, but there is now no

excuse for any one who has access to your works.

The old theory is not only a fallacy, but, as you

have proved over and over, a stupendous one. It

is not one of those errors which approximate the

truth, but one of those blunders, like the

geocentric theory of astronomy which, having in

its favor certain appearances, is yet almost infi

nitely removed from the truth. And to think that

any educated parson, especially one who Inn

studied physics, can believe in the old theory

after its absurdities have been pointed out, is a

matter of amazement. I confess I cannot under

stand such a state of things. With very ma i v

wishes lor your health and continued success, I

remain, sincerely your friend, J. A. Goree."

VITAL AND MENTAL ORGANISM.

A WilforD Hall:

I have just finished reading the Problem of

Human Life, and am prepared to say that I have

been instructed as I never was before. I might go

on with pages of encomium ; but it would only

be a repetition of what has already been said.

Now, dear sir, my only difficulty is in compre

hending your views of the transmissions of

parental qualities through the internal vital and

mental organism. I say I find it difficult to un-

stand, because I cannot form a conception of hme

a parent can transmit consumptive habit, for in

stance, to the offspring: and yet I cannot adopt

the old senseless theory of transmissions by

physical transmutation, inasmuch as our bodies

are undergoing constant mutation and displace

ment. But right here is where the trouble ap

pears, with me. We take for instance the opera

tion of inoculation for s nail-pox. Wo can dis

cern in that operation the destroying of that par

ticular element (whatever it may be), which is

ever present in the blood when not destroyed by

inoculation or by small-pox. Now the question

naturally arises why is it not necessary to re-

inoculatc after a sufficient time has elapsed to

supplant the atoms, etc.. which were present at

the lime of inoculation ? But such operation is

not necessary even though we live to bo old.

However. I can but admit i hnt it will eventually

deteriorate more or less. Wo also see individuals

who wore tattooed, or marked in some way with

indelible ink. Again I am puzzled to know why

these marks, etc., remain unaltered while such.
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renovation and substitution are constantly going

oil in the body. The same query suggests itself

i.i regard to birth-marks. Will you kindly give

an answer to the aforesaid queries which naturally

suggest themselves to an inquiring mind, when

thinking upon the question of hereditary trans

mission ? By so doing you will do me, and not

only myself, but others, a special favor in clearing

up the apparent obscurity. Your friend,

W. J. Deems.

Because facts and processes in Nature are

mysterious and even inexplicable is not sufficient

reason for ignoring them or doubting their ex

istence. We do not deny that it is impossible to

explain the modus operandi of the connection of

the vital and mental organism with the physical

structure, or to tell in what manner the father

and mother transmit their mental and vital traits

to their children. Yet we know it is done, and

we are sure it is not done through the physical

organism. A father may have lost both arms by

accident, even when a child, yet his offspring

are not armless on that account. It is the vital

aud mental organism, only, that gives the form

of the physical as well as the character of the

vital and mental being. How this transmission

takes place mortals do not yet understand. They

know, for example, that an invisible, intangible

substance passes from the poles of a steel magnet,

through plates of glass and siezes a bar of inert

iron causing it to move bodily. Yet what mag

netic substance is, or how its molecules take hold

of those of the distant iron, or on what principle

the magnetic corpuscles let go of the magnet,

travel through space, penetrate and pass through

the most impervious bodies in Nature as if noth

ing intervened, are mysteries the mind fails to

solve or even to imagine for them a solution. We

do not therefore doubt the existence of such a

substance, nor ignore the fact of its operating as

described because we do not understand the pro

cess. The fact that the sight of a monstrosity

by a mother will impress its horrid form upon

the embryonic infant without physical contact

with the mother's body, is so well authentica

ted as to defy doubt by an intelligent person. It

is therefore certain that the mind. only, of the

mother was the conducting medium, through

which the monstrous form was transmitted and

impressed upon the physical organism of her

infant. This process of transforming the infant's

body into the shape of a monster we do not com

prehend. We may suppose reasonably that the

mental and vital being for the moment takes the

abnormal form of the monstrosity which she sees,

and on account of the fright which it produces,

and thus gives shape to the vital organism of the

embryo, which, more pla9tic, becomes permanent,

and around which the physical corpuscles are

afterward deposited by the bioplasts, thus causing

the embryo to develop into that form. This,

however, is only hypothetic. If it is more reason

able than any other hypothesis, wc are forced to

accept it, at least tentatively or till we can in

vent a better solution. We can, on our supposi

tion, only regard the vital and mental organism

of such a child as first taking the same monstrous

form that its physical body afterward assumed,

since the body must be shaped and built up by

the action of the working bioplasts in following

the outlines of the incorporeal organism as their

sole guide and pattern. This is fully illustrated

in reply to Dr. Battle in the June Microcotm, last

volume As to the difficulty of scars, birth

marks, deformed parts, and tattoos not disappear

ing by the constant physiological changes which

occur in the waste and wear of orgamc bodies,

we would remark, that this waste and wear does

not necessarily interfere with the form and color

of the physical structure. A particle of a scar,

or birth-mark, or club-foot disappears by waste

and a fresh particle of substance takes its place,

thus leaving the form undisturbed. But foreign

substance, as India ink, inserted under the cuticle

not being organic, remains permanently fixed, not

being subject to the laws of physiological dis

placement and substitution, any more than lead

bullets which soldiers have carried through life.

As to the transmission of diseases from parents

to children there is a great mystery involved.

Mental diseases must manifestly depend upon the

mental organism alone for transference. Physical

diseases, such as consumption, scrofula, syphilis,

etc., which, as now generallybelievcd are spread

through organic substances by self-propagating

organisms or hacterial parasites, may depend

chiefly on the physical substance which, however

small the quantity, descends from parent to child,

and, by multiplication of such poisonous animal

cules, may continue in the system resisting dis

placement, and thus finally bring about death.

In the case of small-pox and the well-known

beneficial effects of vaccination, we have a theory

which we have long held provisionally, and will

here give for what it is worth We suppose the

virus of small-pox, which exhales from the diseased

body and passes off into the atmophereorclings to

clothing, to be living germs of bacteria which in

suitable soil, or blood having the proper affinity

for the disease, will hatch and multiply by throw

ing off similar living germs till the whole body

becomes diseased. If the blood of a person be not

in the physiological condition to furnish suitable

soil or nourishment for propagating these germs,

he may inhale them with impunity and even sleep

in a pest-house without danger. But if the blood

have the right affinity for the bacterial germs a

single inhalation of impregnated air will start the

disease by starting the bacteria. Now inocula

tion, (by putting into the circulation bacteria of

a milder type of disease) tends to ward off the

more dangerous type, on the same principle that

a city garrisoned by friendly soldiers tend to coun

teract the enemy's forces by fighting them off or

destroying them if they chance to enter the gates.

Though the friendly garrison is a curse to the city

it is less so than it would be to suffer devastation

by the enemy.

The same may be considered true of all infec

tious or contagious diseases, and we see no reason

why consumption, scrofula, measles, scarlet-fever,

cholera, and even whooping-cough,—all of which

originate no doubt in bacterial germs,—may not

be prevented by suitable vaccine, could it he

found, containing a garrison of a milder or less

unfriendly type of bacteria which would protect

the blood from invasion by these different hordes

of dangerous enemies. We need not be surprised

to learn before the present generation passes away,

of the discovery of a perfect vaccine for counter

acting the various physical diseases that flesh is

heir to, and that vaccination for small-pox was

but the entering-wedge which will ultimately

drive from existence all kinds of contagious and

infectious diseases.
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EXTRACT FROM TH2 " TRIAL."

(Concluded from I.nct Month.)

[Cross-examiniitioii of Prof, liiopkixm continued by

Mr. Discerrur-of-facts].

Very well, I will take you to another part of the

subject. Do you really believe, Professor Bio

plasm, that all the complex forms of life now upon

earth, originated with this pin-head sized globule

of jelly you call therooneron?—That is the most

recent suggestion as to the origin of life.

How do j'ou conceive the processof development

began ?—By improvement in the development of

the moneron, I apprehend.

Have you really succeeded in conceiving of the

possibility of improvement in a pin-head sized

globule of jelly, composed of a ' single substance,"

as you say, and lacking all organism as you

assume?—I apprehend it is facts, and not concep

tions, with which science deals.

But we are trying the facts—the alleged facts—

by the conceptions: you recollect you admitted

that supposed spontaneous generation countless

ages ago, was largely a matter of conception—

imagination, I think, you said?—Yes.

Very well, I want to see your conception, if

possible. Does not the theory of variation and

development of species require the co-relation and

interaction of various substances and organs in the

creatures varied and developed?—Undoubtedly.

Then, how do you succeed in applying the idea

of variation and development to a creature like

the moneron. with no organs, and of a single

substance?—We are obliged to assume the fact of

such development without being able to define

exaetly the modus operandi.

What I assume the fact of such development in

the presence of myriads of monera that have

undergone no modification or development for

countless ages ?—Your question, I admit, has

considerable pertinence. I am not able on the

spur of the moment to meet it.

Let me direct your attention to another point.

You are, of course, aware that the theory of

evolution holds that development by natural select

ion can only work by inhtritnnce t—Yes, that is

generally held by evolutionists.

The founder of evolution has said, has he not,

that " unless favorable variations be inherited by

some, at least, of tlie offspring, nothing can be

effected by natural selection" {Origin, ofSpecks, p.

9)?—Yes.

He lays it down, does he not. that "natural

selection acts only by the preservation and accu

mulation of small inherited modifications" (p. 75)?

—Quite so.

\ ery well, how do you apply the law of devel

opment by inherited modifications, to a creature

which has no heirs ?—I do not quite understand

you there.

You are aware that the moneron has no off

spring?—You refer to the mode of propagation.

I do : is it not the fact that the moneron, at a

certain stage, simply dividesintotwo after "pinch

ing in," and that the two halves grow each to the

size of the one before it divided, and again divide ?

—That I believe to bo the fact.

Then what I want to know is how such a crea

ture could transmit improvements by the law of

heredity. Inheritance impliespnrentand offspring,

but when a moneron splits up, there is neither

parent nor offspring, but simply a duplication of

the original individual—each half being as much

an essential and identical part of the original

moneron as the other ; and how in that case could

an improvement be transmitted ?—I do not exact

ly follow the difficulty.

Well, supposing it possible for a moneron to

take on an additional organ by some law of im

provement, or the rudiments of one, when the

splitting up moment came, would not the added

organ be halved, and thus reduce at the very

start ?—I think I see your question.

Suppose it were two eyes, for example, the

first division would give one eye to each half or

both eyes to one half ; and in either case, nothing

would be done toextend theimprovement to other

individuals of the race. The improvement would

remain and perish with the individual moneron in

which it originated ?—There is some force in that.

How is it possible then that the moneron can be

"the primeval parent of all other organisms,"

seeing that the mode of its propagation, by the

self-division of its body, shuts the door against the

possibility of improvement by transmission of

inherited qualities?—You present a difficulty I

confess I had not thought of.

Now, Professor Bioplasm, let me put before

you the fundamental maxims of evolution, and

see how they are affected by the facts elicited in

your cross-examination. Will you admit that

without natural selection, there can he no evolu

tion or transmutation of one species into another?

-Yes.

Will you admit that without the inheritance of

variations in a species, there can be no natural

selection ?—Yes.

Will you admit that inheritance is impossible

among monera, which propagate by the self-

division of their bodies?—That isa new proposition

to me, but I confess I do not see how to evade it.

Does it not follow, that, as a scientific demon

stration, monera cannot be " the primeval parents

of organisms," developed by inheritance?—I

should require time to consider that sweeping

conclusion. I admit its plausibility.

Would not the acceptance of that conclusion

involve the overthrow of the entire theory of

evolution ?—I don't know about that. There are

other facts in nature, quite independent of the

moneron, that seem to require that hypothesis.

Such as what ?—Such as the anatomical resem

blance and typical graduation of organic beings,

as shown in the fossil record of the geological

strata.

In what way does that necessitate the theory of

evolution?—It shows a gradual improvement of

species as ages went on, on what I might call a

common ground-plan.

Would not the gradual improvement of species

upon a common plan be quite consistent with the

special creation or each species ?—That would be

a miracle you see. therefore unscientific.

Do yon call a miracle unscientific if proved ?—

Ah, if proved, that is the question.

Must there not have been a miracle at the start,

if the theory of the Win Dar school -of evolution

ists be the true one ?—As I have admitted, they

assume the miraculous infusion of life into a few

original organisms.

Are you prepared to assert that that idea is an

untenable one?—I have indicated pretty freely. I

think, to what school I belong.

The spontaneous generation school?—Quite so.

But I think, too, you have admitted the shaki-

ness, to say the least, of the spontaneous genera

tion hypothesis ?—I admit it is not a demonstrated

hypothesis. From the nature of things, it cannot

be demonstrated. On the other hand, it cannot be

disproved.
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I think you nearly admitted it was disproved

by the objections l raised ?—Your objections were

pretty tough, I allow.

Probably on a thorough consideration of them,

you will admit they are fatal?—1 don't know, of

course, what conclusion I may come to on a re

consideration of the subject.

Let us suppose you hold on to spontaneous

generation, should you not consider that as won

derful as any miracle?—I don't know.

What? the appearance of a living creature (how

ever small and simple) with parts intelligently

contrived to enable it to move, grow, and propa

gate without any intelligent power existing before

it to contrive it: should you not consider that a

very marvellous affair?—I admit that, putting it

in that way, there is a certain amount of marvel

about it, of course.

" Putting it in that way," Professor Bioplasm :

is that not the simple fact of the case, if your

theory be correct, that a living creature was made,

and nobody made it: that an intelligent contri

vance of parts to fulfil functions came about with

out intelligence to contrive it : that organic life

spontaneously generated, or came itself of and by

itself, without any pre-existintr life to initiate or

give it form ?-I admit it looksaiittleextraordinary.

Is it not quite extraordinary ?-Well, perhaps it is.

Quite as extraordinary as any miracle?—A mir

acle, you see, is unscientific ; it is out of the range

of experience.

Did you ever know of spontaneous generation

occurring within the range of your experience ?

—No.

Did you ever know it occur within the experi

ence of any other man?—No.

Did you ever hear of its occurring in the experi

ence of any man anywhere, at any time ?—I have

admitted it is not possible now.

And yet you call it scientific—a thing that never

occurred within known experience, which you

admit cannot occur ; which you think may have

occurred certain millions of years ago; and yet

against the occurrence of which, there are reasons

and objections which you cannot answer; you call

such a hypothesis scientific ?—It is an induction

of science.

That is, a suggestion, a guess by men who call

themselves scientific. But miracle, of which the

world has heard, which has been credibly testified

to in many cases, which is the only explanation of

the system of things existing in Christendom, and

which, even in the domain of nature, the most

eminent naturalists of the day hold to be the only

satisfactory explanation of the start of life upon

earth, you call that unscientific?—I cannot help

the choice of terms which express my ideas.

Very well, it will be for the jury to judge,

Professor Bioplasm ?—It will be for the jury to

judge, and of course each man for himself.

Quite so : I return to the question : Would not

the gradual improvement of species, upon a com

mon ground pl m, as I think you described it,

be quite consistent with the fact of the special

creation of each species as it appeared ?—It would

not, of course, be absolutely inconsistent.

It would be characteristic of wisdom, would it

not, to observe a common plan in the multiplica

tion of varieties ?— It might be so.

Can there be any doubt about it ; why should

wisdom vary for variation's sake?—I don't know

what you mean by wisdom.

I mean the Eternal Power, in whatever form it

may exist, from which all things have come ?—

We know nothing of such a power in science.

You must, Professor Bioplasm, recognize some

sort of power, or force, or energy, as the antece

dent of nature?—I look at nature in itself.

But you allow, I presume, that nature did not

always exist ?—Not in its present condition.

Did it exist at all in those inconceivable ages

past, when things had not begun to travel towards

the present wonderful order and beauty manifest

in the universe?—Asasystemof nature it did not,

of course exist.

Very well, but something existed : because, if

nothing existed, nothing could ever have come ?

— Force existed, I doubt not.

Do you know what force is?—I kuow it as a

fact.

Do you know what it is in itself ? —I admit that

we cannot know it in that sense. It is unknow

able.

Very well, whatever it is, you must recognise

wisdom as its attributes in view of the system of

order, and adaptation, and beauty that has come

out of it?—I cannot. of course, demur to that,

but wisdom is so essentially connected with the

idea of personality that I cannot understand it as

applied to the force of the universe.

Wisdom doubtless involves the idea of person

ality : and may not that force which exhibits such

admirable wisdom in the concretion of itself, if I

may so say, have a personal nucleus, and be, in

fact, the illimitable extension of that personal

nucleus after the analogy of the irradiation of

light?—That would be the idea of God at once.

Perfectly so ; and what objection ?—Well, I say

it is not scientifically demonstrated. It is outside

the range of scientific observation.

That I grant ; but does it follow that it is in

consistent with scientific observation?—That is

another matter.

Is it not the fact that the universe is too great

for science to skim even in the most superficial

way ?—It is doubtless greater than we can con

ceive.

Is not human observation of the universe, and

human capacity for reflection, too puny to allow

of the faintest conception of the problem of its

derivation and mode of subsistance ?—I must ad

mit the truthfulness of that observation.

Very well, returning to the point : wisdom is

manifestly in the universe, though science can

not tell vis how it acts; and that being so, my

question is—is it not characteristic of that wisdom

to work on one general plan?—That I cannot

deny.

Then if that wisdom specifically created each

species as the time for its appearance arrived, is

it not to be expected that it would work on the

plan of typical graduation on a common anatom

ical plan, and not introduce a new plan with each

new species ?—Of course, if it was so, it was so.

I am claiming that there is nothing in typical

graduation of species inconsistent with the idea

of specific creation?—But specific creation is un

proved.

Never mind, if it is unproved, which I do not

admit. I am showing there is no force in your

contention that evolution is necessitated by the

fact of a gradual perfection of species in the or

der of their occurrence in the geological strata.

Is it not the fact that the species in the strata are

all distinct, and that there is no such perfectly

ascending chain of development as ought to exist

on the hypothesis of the transmutation of one

species into another?—I admit we have not yet

completed all the links.

Have you completed any?—Not absolutely.
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Can you show any perfect gradual shading off

o' one species into another in the case of any

single genus?—Not so perfect as we should like.

Can you show a perfection at at all ? Is it not

the case that between the most clearly allied

species, there are gaps and breaks which would

require ages of slow modifications on the evolu

tion hypothesis to pass from one to the other ?—I

should be glad to be able to contradict you.

But you cannot ?—Not so directly as I should

like.

Is it not also the /act that each species found

in the fossil deposits is found at its best when it

first (or lowest down) occurs in the stratum where

it is found?—That of course is the well-known

fart.

' Is that consistent with the idea of a gradual

transmutation from a prior species to a higher

and higher state of development?—It may look

the other way a little.

Is it not more consistent with the idea that each

species wasspeeiallycreated when the time arrived

lor its introduction ?—I must allow it agrees with

that idea.

Is it not perfectly consistent with that idea ?

Nay, does it not distinctly point to that conclus

ion, and exclude the hypothesis of a cradual de

velopment to a more perfect form ?—I know that

is the use made of the fact by the opponents of

evolution.

A legitimate use you must allow ?—I have no

doubt they think so.

Have you anything else to urge on behalf of

evolution ?—Well, in fact, there is a great deal to

be urged that I should think you cannot wish me

to go into. There are facts connected with

embryology and rudimentary organs, and rever

sions—curious and interesting facts, all tending

more or less to establish the hypothesis of evolu

tion. In fact, they place the hypothesis beyond

doubt in my mind.

I could fo'low you in these facts Professor, and

dispose of them as effectually as I think you feel

I have done in the case of spontaneous genera

tion ?—I should like to see it done, for I only de

sire truth.

I should recommend you to read Mr. Hall's

book (Tfte Problem of Human Life), to which I

have already referred, and whose guidance I have

more or less followed in this cross-examination.

He goes thoroughly into all these points, and in

the most effectual manner, as I think, refutes the

evolutionist argument upon all of them. Not

only so. but he raises quite a host of insurmount

able objections to that hypothesis in detail ?—I

shall take an early opportunity of reading the

book.

I think you will fiud that "the invincib'e

scientific difficulties " you spoke of in the early

part of your examination, all disappear, and that

you are at perfect liberty to accept the evidence of

Christ's resurrection without feeling that you are

coining into collision with truth in any other

direction?—I should be glad to find myself in that

position : for I freely admit that the doctrines of

evolution deprive us of the comfort of those per

sonal hopes which are doubtless such a solace where

they can be reasonably entertained.

Re-examined by Mr. Dontwanto BeUeveanyhow:

You don't admit, Professor Bioplasm, that my

friend has overthrown your evotutionistic posi

tions?—No, I only wish I could. I admit he has

raised some good points.

Good points can be raised against anything ?—

I suppose so.

There are always two sides to every case, as the

saying is ?—(juite so.

You have no doubt in your own mind that the

moneron came into existence by spontaneous

generation, and that from the moneron have

sprung all other forms of life upon earth?—Tha'

is our theory.

Including man ?—Including man.

And that consequently the cosmogony of the

Hebrew Scriptures is a piece of pure speculation?

—I have been accustomed some time to think so.

And that consequently the idea of the resurrec

tion of Christ, which is bound up with it, is an

impossible idea?—That would follow.

Whatever amount of evidence may be brought

forward in its support ?—No amount of evidence

can, of course, prove a mythical idea to be true.

My friend made much of the fact that the

moneron exists in extensive numbers at the pre

sent day ?—He laid some stress on that circum

stance.

I presume it presents no difficulty to your

mind?—I have not been in the habit of regard

ing it as a difficulty.

My friend asked why they hadn't developed

into a higher form ; I presume the explanation,

of course, would be, that—ah—the developing

influence of—ah—favorable environment—did not

come into play in those cases ?—That is the ex

planation put forward by the evolutionist theory.

You consider it a perfectly satisfactory ex

planation ?—Well, so far as it goes, no doubt it is

satisfactory.

The others that gradually developed into mol

luscs and other invertebrate creatures, and then

into the various classes of vertebrates.—fishes,

alligators, lions, giraffes, hippopotami, elephants,

dogs, monkeys, man, and such like—they did so

through the favorable effects of appropriate en

vironment?—That is the theory.

And you have no doubt about the theory ?—I

have not before to-day entertained much doubt.

The theory is entertained by a great many re

spectable people ?—Yes.

And is, in fact, likely to become universal?—

The appearances have been that way.

And you do not doubt that the appearances

will be realized?—I do not know.

I do not know that I need put any further

questions to you. We are exceedingly obliged

to you for your attendance here to-day.

STThis portion of the cross-examination, as in

the other part, last month, is taken entirely from

the Problem of Human Life. We have sent to

England for some of these remarkable books, ( The

" Trial,") and wi'l supply any that may want a

copy by mail at ( 2

OIDAL THEORY OF SOUND-No. 1.

BY PROF. n. HOWARD.

The Explanation of natural phenomena requires

an ocean of force, the hand of osr almiohty wis

nom. A form of force which may be designated

Oid surrounds each body as a constant reinforce

ment of the energy that fills it ! The oids are

also a part of a system of teleforce between matter

and the mind. As a stand-point for a giance over

the field of inquiry we will assume that :—

1. Initial Sound is a collision of the disturbed
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molecules of force and is transmitted from mole

cule to molecule until expended, through an en

larging sphere of distribution in the ocean of

force.

2. Volume of sound depends upon the volume

of force disturbed within the compass of imme

diate or initial resonance. The initial resonance

includes those molecules of force so resonant

with the initial sound-impulse as to increase the

volume of the sound.

3. The distance sound will travel, through open

space, other conditions being equal, depends upon

its volume.

4. Loudness of sound depends upon the degree

of the initial compression of the molecules of force.

A sound may be loud or stunning to the car near

to the place of the shock and yet be of so small a

volume as to be heard but a short distance.

6. The pitch of sound as produced through mu

sical instruments or sonorous bodies of the same

class i&inversely as its volume. Increase of volume

is lower pitch and vice versa.

6. Tone of sound as to its character of soft, or

harsh, etc., depends mainly upon the condition of

the force disturbed, as free, or as exerted in uni

ting the particles of a sonorous body of one sort or

another.

We will first glance at the sound-producing

operation of force in connection with a bell.

The bell is suspended and of large size. The

blow from its hammer is a concussion of some of

its molecules upon some of those of the bell at the

point struck. This molecular disturbance is

transmitted throughout the mass of the bell.

Millions of molecules thus collide and recoil, and

their resilience brings another clash of molecules

at the side of the bell having received the ham

mer-blow. Thus forth and back these sound-im

pulses go and clash and recoil with inconceivable

velocity, increasing through resonance, especially

of the oid, the volume of sound to the ear. The

molecules of force uniting the particles of the bell

and composing its oid, transmit their disturbed

condition to those next without the compass of

the initial resonance. These again convey the

sound impulse to those further off and these again

to those more distant. As the sound advances

from its centre outward and its circle becomes

larger the molecules distribute their sound-force

to a larger and still larger number of molecules,

until, through division and distribution the sound-

impulse, at a distance of several miles from the

bell, is too slight to be heard. The weight and

size of a bell as is well-known will determine the

volume and the pitch of its sound, and tho dis

tance the sound will travel. This principle oper

ates also through instruments of music ; the larger

instruments being of a lower pitch. The lower

notes flowing from points nearer to the outer ends

of wind-instruments are thereby produced through

the initial resonance of a greatervolume of force.

8trikca piano-string and hold the hammer upon

it so that the string cannot vibrate. That single

movement of the string will produce a sound.

That sound will have a pitch. The successive vi

brations of a string only prolong the sound by so

rapid a repetition of it that the car cannot detect

the intervals between the vibrations, and they are

heard as one note. The larger strings with greater

oidt disturb a greater volume of force, and give

greater volume of sound with lower pitch. But

the distinct resonance of each vibration of a string

may be cut off and limited, to the ear, by the next

after vibration and so the volume, by more rapid

vibration, may be decreased and the pitch raised.

Through the same principle the "double siren" by

cutting off the resonance of the sounds from

each orifice of the single siren may raise the pitch

by decreasing the volume.

_ The wave-theory may have arisen from the coin

cidence of pitch with frequency of vibration and;

a fah jre to notice the dependency of the pitch

upon the volume of sound ; or that volume and

pitch have the same cause, in the volume of force-

disturbed.

Our limited space defers the discussion of tone,.

"Sound-color," etc., to a second article. We may

here add but an assertion and a clinching fact foV

the Oidal Theory. It is the old t,t the " Trans

mitter" of the telephone which receives the sound

of the voice. It is the oid of the " Receiver " of.

the telephone that conveys the sound to the ear.

It is mainly the oid of the telephonic wire that

transmits the sound-impulse. A very forcible

practical illustration of this, alone almost a dem

onstration of the principle, was lately pub

lished as having occurred in one of our larger ci lies.

In placing telephonic wires to cross a river, several,

wires were placed within a tube and the tube

sunk below the river. When a message was sent

by one of those wires it went also to the terminus

or each and every wire in the tube. The oid of,

each wire as it extended to and mixed with the

oidt of the other wires in the tube formed the oids

of the several wires into one volume of Oidal

Force. When the sound-impulse through the oid

of one of these wires passed into the tube it was

imparted to the commingled oids of all the wires

in the tube and so was transmitted to the termin

us of each one of the wires. This proved not the

best arrangement of telephonic wires for confiden

tial communications.

THOUGHTS-WHAT ARE THEY I

BY ElD. h. W. B. MVRIOe.

In my article on Mind and Matter I think it-

was clearly shown that there is a "power behind

the throne," and tnis. too, after admitting that

thought is generated by the molecular action of

brain substance. Infidelity is very easily satisfied,

and upon the assumption that thought is generated,

made, manufactured by the brain, materialists

predicate their scientific (?) declaration that death,

ends all. But we have seen that although

thoughts are created, or generated in the brain-

matter, THEY ARe MADE TO ORDER. There is a

potent, subtle something, which defies all the

powerof materialisticaua'ysis, that sits undisturbed

on the throne of reason, and directs the brain-

work so that thoughts are controlled and formed.

at will upon differing subjects. This is the death-

knell of materialism. All that is asked being:

granted, the frail, feeble thing goes to pieces on.

; the stubborn fact ofpre-existing intelligence, which

'-shapes the destiny of man." Just what this sub

tle power is we may not define. It is embodied

in the expression, Y, in that mystery we term con

sciousness. We may approach the "inner temple"

of the soul by our modes of reasoning, but at last,

with uncovered head, we must pause before that

subtle barrier that shuts off tho invisible and im

mutable. The keenest power of the human mind

cannot draw aside the veil and reveal the fountain!

of all thought and energy. A noted Infidel lms tru

ly said, " The true nature of the mind will forever

remain concealed." And that one concession takes-

all the life out of every materialistic proviso and

hypothesis.
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Philosophers talk. of atoms which they call

''ultimate atoms." Now with respect to this

conscious, intelligent director of human thoughts,

may we not call it an " ultimate" atom of Spirit,

of God, and calling it thus be satisfied to rest

the case. " What man kuoweth the things of a

man save the Spirit of a man." In thisway Paul

indicated the problem of human consciousness.

But as we have admitted thoughts to be the

result, or creation, of molecular action, what are

thoughtn ? An Infidel recently propounded to me,

through the Iconoclast, the following : "Is not

thought an entity as much as mind ? Since read

ing the " Problem of Human Life " I have looked

on the world, both/natural and Spiritual, from a

new and elevated standpoint. A thing to me, in

the light of the " Problem," Is indeed a thing a

veritable substance. This being true, there are

" more thingsin heaven and earth" than most of

us have dreamed of in our philosophy. We used

to speak of heavy," palpable materials understan

ding^, but would refer to light, or sound, or

gravity, in a vague way, using the rather indefi

nite pronoun, It. While there were some things

without names, we had a great many names with

out thingx.

We made a distinction between a shadow and

the substance, but now we begin to see that even

what we supposed to be but a shadow is substan

tial. In a word, we begin to see that a line is

drawn, and that everything is on the one side,

nothing, nilUl, on the other. All thingn, then,

have a substantial existence

When light strikes my eye, or sound my ear,

or the air my body, I am instantly conscious of

it. Here are three external causes which produce

sensation, and appeal to my consciousness. I ex

press the effect of these causes in one way, as, /

am conscious ; or in three, as, I see, I hear, I feel.

Now, as a cause must be a positive, substantial

something in order to produce an effect, I con

clude that light and sound are substances.

R. G. Ingersoll truly says, " A cause, acting on

nothing, would produce nothing." And we re

verse the matter and say, that, " NotlUng acting

upon a cause, or anything, would also produce

nothing." From which we see that whatever

produces an effect must have a substantial exis

tence. I would define consciousness to be the

tffecti produced on the mind by causes. And by the

mind I mean that subtle power which we call the

Ego, the I^the i:iner man of Paul. It is that

which directs and controls the brain-work and so

makes, or generates, thought. Now one other

conclusion, which Is this: consciousness is back of

thought. This is fatal to materialism, but it is

true. For instance, the light strikes my eye and

there follows: first, conscisusness; second, I

think there is light. The two are nearly simul

taneous, but in point of fact, as the thinking man

will readily see, the fact of consciousness precedes

or goes before thought, Thought is an expression

of conciousness, just as words are an expression of

thoughts. Take a word and follow it back. It

is the sign of an Idea, the expression of a thought.

We have found the idea back of the word. But

we go back of the idea, or thought, and we find

consciousness, of which the thought is onlyan ex

pression. Here we rest. This is, to my mind,

a fair definition of thought.

Back of consciousness I care not to go. It is

inseperably linked with that mystery we have

spoken of, the /, the sentient, guiding self-hood.

In the presence of this conclusion materialism

must impale itself on one of two horns. First, it

must say that the atoms of the brain are conscious,

intelligent, and direct their motions so as to pro

duce given thoughts, or else; Second, that mind

or consciousness is independent of matter and an

terior to molecular play. Either position is fatal

as can he seen at a glance. Do the scientific mai

.terialists realize the crushing nature of this prob

lem of consciousuoss? Let us see. Dubois-Iiay-

mohd says: "Nor is it possible to explain how, out

of the acting together of atoms, consciousness should

arise. Even if I should conceive theatoms them

selves to bc already equipped with consciousness

[one of the boms above suggested], I should not

thereby have explained consciousness." Lecture

on the Limits of our Knowledge. Prof. John Tyn-

dall says: " The passage from the physicsof the

brain [molecular motion] to the corresponding

facts of consciousness is unthinkable. Are these

physical processes connected with the facts of

consciousness? The chasm between the two

classes of phenomena remains intellectually impas

sable." Prof. Tyndall, this daring scientist, thus

confesses his inability to solve the problem.

Those lesser lights, who talk glibly of mind as a

result of matter, and who scoff at the puerility of

believing in a hereafter, are kindly recommended

to sit awhile at the feet of this acknowledged

chief of free thought and skeptical science. They

might possibly learn something from his Belfast

address. Such an utterance, from such a great

man, should profoundly influence men of smaller

calibre. My experience is, however, that the less

a " scientific" (?) man knows the louder he howls

his dogmatism and blasphemy. The more a man

knows the less he feels like an oracle. Some men.

have a great many things to learn.

Gesthwills, Mo.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OP
THE SOLAR SYSTEM.-No. IX

BY B. T. EAVANAugH, M. D., D. D.

ee8UlT8 OP TUB MAGNETIC POlARITY OF TOE

BArTH.

There are several legitimate results growing

out of the magnetic and polar constitution of the

earth, not recognized as such bv the Newtonian

theory,; and not sufficiently elaborated in my

former article, to which I now proceed to call at

tention.

1. The interchange of the ocean currents be

tween the poles is one of these results. It is

known that not only the boreal and austral poles,

but nearly three-fourths of the earth's surface,

are covered with water, and hence there is an

excellent medium for magnetic connection be

tween them. It must be borne in mind that as

the whole earth is strongly magnetized, and the

force of this magnetism centres in the poles, the

magnetic power concentrated at each is very

great, as is shown by the effects produced.

The waters covering the boreal pole, over a

very large surface are thrown into a strongly

positive magnetic condition, and as positive re

pels positive, they are sent off with great force

sweeping around the globe bearing towards the

equator, and passing it, they make their way to

the austral pole under the double influence of re

pulsion from the north, and the strong attraction

of the negative austral pole. As this current

sweeps near to and passes over the negative or

south pole, it changes from the positive to tho

negative condition, and is again repelled in an
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opposite direction around the globe, controlled by

the channels of the ocean, back to the north pole,

now attracted by its positive force. Thus a cease

less circulation of the waters of the deep is pro

duced, carrying beneficial and healthful results to

all parts of the earth, and aiding in the equaliza

tion of the temperature of the ocean, as in pass

ing from either pole to the other the waters are

subjected to tropical heat which they modify.

The icebergs formed in the polar regions are by

these forces carried towards the tropical seas,

whence, by a natural process they are dissolved

and their magnetic condition subsequently

.changed by the opposite polarity. The narrow

limits of my space will not permit mo to go into

details here.

2. The atmosphere of the earth with all the

meteorological phenomena connected with it, is

controlled by the combined electric agencies of

the magnetism of the earth and the electricity

from the sun producing a system of permanent,

periodic, and temporary, high andlow barometers,

which regulate and control atmospheric action.

There is a central permanent low barometer

lying along tha equatorial line over the ocean, and

two permanent high barometers, one on each side

and parallel with the great central low barometer,

23£ degrees distant, forming the outer boundaries

of the torrid zone. Through these two high

barometers there is a descending current of air,

.cool and pure, which divides, sending off on the

equatorial side a current which flows to the cen

tral low barometer through which it rises to the

upper surface of the aerial ocean. These currents

called the Trade Winds greatly reduce the tem

perature of the torrid zone. The other half of

each current flows outward to the polar regions

unless interrupted by a periodic or temporary low

i barometer.

There are two great permanent low barometers,

one covering each pole which form an open vortex

through the atmospheric regions, by which the

winds and the accumulated excess of electricity

find exit. The latter in our hemisphere giving us

the Aurora Borealis. When the sun is on the op

posite side of the earth, the excessive current of

electricity accumulated during the day, under a

favorable stwte of the atmosphere, is seen at mid

night repelled upward, forming the grand display

of the "Northern Lights."

Thus the polarity of the meteorological system

relieves the earth of any excess of the forces

essential to its own action. This reference to

meteorological phenomena does not properly be

long to the astronomic doctrines for which I con

tend, except so far as to account for the Aurora

Borealis, and incidentally to show that electricity

is the prime agent by which all natural phenomena

are produced.

For a perfect knowledge of this system the

reader is referred to Prof. Tice's able work on

Meteorology, based on the electric theory, pub

lished at St. Louis.

3. The polarity of the earth has much to do

with giving to this planet its fixed position and

relations to the sun—the inclinatio.i of the poles

always bearing the same position in all parts of

its orbit in its revolution around the sun. The

plane of the orbit is so arranged that at the vernal

equinox the sun's rays fall equally upon the earth

from pole to pole, but as it proceeds from March

21st to the Summer solstice, June 22nd, the north

pole is brought gradually under the light of the

sun until it shines 23.J degrees beyond it. Though

there is a vast difference in the electric condition

of this pole when fully charged with electricity

from the sun, and when just emerging from the

shades of polar night, yet, it being the centre of

positive magnetic polarity, when it is presented

to the sun's rays the general attraction between

the sun and the earth is much less than when the

magnetically negative south pole is presented.

As the north pole is positively magnetic and the

solar rays positively electric, there is a com

parative repulsion between these two positive

points, and hence the earth is now repelled by the

sun to the most distant or aphelion part of its

orbit. As it progresses to a higher point and this

pole gradually recedes, the repulsion ceases, it is

again attracted so that at the autumnal equinox,

Sept. 22nd, it has recovered the distance lost in

its outward movement and is as near the sun

again as on March 21st. From the 22nd Sept., in

its course to the Winter solstice it continues to

rise so that the austral pole in a magnetically

negative state is brought into light and the earth

is therefore now attracted till on the 22nd of

December, it reaches its nearest or perihelion

point of its orbit, when fully charged, it is again

repelled.

Thus it is clearly evident that the polarity of

the earth necessitates the elliptic form of its orbit

as well as the inclination of its plane, otherwise

the laws of electric action would be violated.

From the foregoing, every part of which is

sustained by well established facts, it will be seen

that the diurnal and annual motions of the earth

are rationally and sufficiently accounted for with

out the agency of gravitation in any of the

motions involved.

" WHO WILL CONTRIBUTE t"

Prof. Henry C. Cox, A. M., Superintendent of

County Schools at Pontiac, I1l., sends us a letter

with the above heading, and proposes that a col

lection be taken up among the readers of The Mi

crocosm ofonecenteachlo be expended in purchasing

an elementary work on English Grammar for the

benefit of Prof. Hornung of Heidelberg College,

at Tiffin Ohio. Our readers will recollect his-

attempted defense of Newton against the attacks

of The Microcosm, and how pitiably he got lost in

the midst of a simple sentence. Prof. Cox gener

ously suggests the Editor of this paper as the

proper custodian of the funds thus to be collected.

We dislike to assume such responsibility, but

nevertheless will see that a suitable grammar shall

be purchased and forwarded as soon as sufficient

funds shall have accumulated. Send only one

cent each, so that as many as possible may have

the privilege of participating in so benevolent a

work, and we will report the result by due notice

in a future number of The Microcosm. Prof. Cox

is duly credited with one cent which he has for

warded to commence the contribution, and which

has been safely deposited in the Park Bank.

•STThere is a movement now on foot, among

Professors of Physical science who have become

satisfied of the fallacy of the current theory of

acoustics, to compel action on the part of the

three eminent physicists reviewed in the Problem

of Human Life. Students of science are at last

determined to make these men speak out or know

the reason why. We say, push the good work,

and The Microcosm will keep the public advised.
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SUBSTANTLAXISM.

No careful observer of the tendencies of modern

thought can fail to note the rapid spread in this,

country and Europe of materialism, which may be

correctly denned as signifying that nothing can be

known to exist beyond the recognition of our

senses, or that cannot be proved to exist by chem

ical, mechanical, or other physical test. All else,

outside of such physical recognition, whoever

may be the phenomena exhibited, come under the

general name—moden of motion.

For many years past scientists have been seekimr.

to meet the evident questions that have constantly

been growing out of the invisible and intangible

phenomena that everywhere address us in physics

and metaphysics, and which, to ordinary minds

show cause and effect as if the results were pro

duced by the actual contact of real substantial

things. Philosophers have been fearfully puzzled

and agitated over these problems, and though

utterly unsatisfied with the meaningless phrase,

"mode of motion," they have still clung to it as

better than nothing, either not daring to strike out

into a radical departure that would mean some

thing real, or else not knowing what kind of a

departure would best help them out of the difficul

ty. They have seen, for example, that magnetism

would draw a bar of iron from a distance toward

the poles of the magnet, and that it would thus

act even through the most impervious of bodies,

such as sheets of glass, as if nothing intervened.

But they could not grasp the conception that this

magnetic force was a real substance of some kind,

because to them the insuperable difficulty of any

kind of substance passing through plates of glass

as if they were not present, stood in the way.

Hence, following those who had preceded them

in such investigations, and chained to the text

books on the subject, they contented themselves

with supposing it to be one of the mysterious

forces of Nature and continued to view it under

the general idea of some sort of a mode ofmotion.

They never stopped to ask, what is it that motes?

Something must mote of course or there can be no

mode of motion. The magnet does not move, evi

dently, neither does the intervening glass. The

only movement that can be recognized is plainly

that of the distant bar of iron. But that does not

constitute a " mode of motion" any more than

does the lifting of a book by taking it in one's

hand constitute a mode of motion. In the latter

case we do not resort to any such unsatisfactory

or meaningless expression, but recognize the fact

that the substantial hand moves the substantial

book by actual contact with it. But even if the

molecules of the magnet should move or vibrate

among themselves, what could this do toward

reaching out and drawing the distant armature?

Nothing but the projection of an actual substance

can do it.

The same is true of every physical act which

we observe in the whole field of mechanics.

Effects are produced by the contact of one substan

tial thing with another. But in trying to analyze

the operations of the forces of Nature, phystnisis

became mystified by their own want ot perspicac

ity ; and because they could not analyze or tan
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-gibly recognize these moving forces as substantial

-entities, and these processes as resulting from

their actual contact, they failed to recognize their

existence. Hence some word such as force, or

some phrase such as mode of motion had to be

, employed as a substitute for other more satisfying

expression.

The same was true of gravitation. An apple,

for example, was seen to fall to the earth, but it

was impossible for the physicist, even as great a

man as Sir Isaac Newton, to conceive of a real

substance reaching out from the earth and siezing

the molecules of that apple and drawing it down

ward as we would pull a boat to the shore by

means of an invisible rope. Hence philosophers

have tried to be satisfied as usual in explaining

gravitation, with the vague word force or the

more indefinite and meaningless phrase mode of

motion. The same vaguity, if we may be permit

ted to coin a word, has at last extended itself to

electricity and heat, as it had for a hundred years

before extended itself to light, and for all time

been applied to sound, till finally the more able

and ingenious opposers of religion, and of the

probabilities of afuture life for man, have adopted

this same " mode of motion" as the solution (!) of

vital, mental, and psychical phenomena, contend

ing that as nothing really exists in man or animal

save material substance, hence vitality and men

tality are only the effects of the motion or play of

the physical molecules of the brain, nerves, and

.other portions of the corporeal body. We need

not quote the proofs here. This we have done

abundantly in the Problem of Human Life from

the highest and ablest materialistic authorities.

But note the absurdity, and self-contradiction.

While the physical molecules of the magnet do

not stir in the slightest degree to draw the arma

ture, and while the physical particles of the earth

do not move iu order to pull down the falling

apple and thus constitute these modes of motion,

yet the physical molecules of the brain must oscil

late to and fro in order to move the hand or foot

of a man, or beast, according to these sage mate

rialistic philosophers 1 They fail to sec the weak

ness of thus calling gravity and magnetism a mode

of motion with absolutely no moving particles in

the earth or magnet to constitute such "mode,"

j and with equal absence of reason and logic they

fail to see the self-stultifying effect of making the

movements produced by mental and vital force

result entirely frolQ, the physical vibration of the

-corporeal particles of the brain, without any mov

ingpower behindthem to caitsesuch vibratory motion.

But the world is advancing. It is beginning to

be realized and, we are thankful to say, very

rapidly, that as certain as no effect can be pro

duced without an adequate cause, so long held by

philosophers of all schools, just so certain is it

that no corporeal body, whether it be an armature,

a suspended weight, or an animal organ, can

move or stir without the actual contact of a real

substance either corporeal or incorporeal. This

incontrovertible proposition leads to another pos

tulate equally self-evident, namely, that we are

in the midst of two worlds of substantial entities,

totally separated and distinct from each other in

nature, yet inseparably interblended in many

respects, namely, a world of physical or corporeal

entities, such as come under the recognition of

sensuous, chemical, and mechanical tests, and an

incorporeal world of substances such as can only

be recognized by the aid of the higher faculties

of man, and can only be demonstrated to exist by

the philosophical and metaphysical tests of logic

and reason. Yet the existence of the latter world

of entities is coming to be recognized with the

same certainty, as is the former world of physical

and sensuous objects and facts. This inevitable

recognition of these two grand divisions of the

universe of entitative existence leads to another

almost equally important classification, namely,

that as the physical world of substances consist*

of a graduated scale of entities from the denser

to the rarer; from the grosser to the more reSned,

such as the metals, minerals, earthy substances,

wood, water, flesh, air, vapor, the gases, odor,

etc., so the immaterial world of entities presents

a corresponding graduation of substantial ex

istence, rising from the grosser to the more

subtile spheres of Nature, beginning the ascent

at odor, where the physical left off, and proceed

ing with electricity, magnetism, gravitation, heat,

light, sound, life, instinct, mind, soul, spirit, up

to God himself as the fountain of all life and

mentality, and the ultimate source whence came

the entire material and immaterial universe. The

graduation so manifest in material substances all

around us ought to suggest to a reflecting mind a

continuance of this graduated scale into the im

material and intangible world ; for surely the dif

ference between platinum and hydrogen gas, or

odor, in point of attenuation or sublimation, need

not be surpassed in rising above odor, for ex

ample, to reach the immaterial condition, and

yet find substance as real and entitative as is

a block of iron or lead.

Such classifications of substantial entities as

here pointed out, gives us a basis for a system of

scientific knowledge upon the subjects involved

that might appropriately be called Substantialism,

in opposition to the various phases of philosophy

and metaphysics hitherto taught, which, so far

from explaining the phenomena of Nature, in

volve them in deeper mystery and lead to in-y

numerable self-contradictions ; as witness the

absurdities of sound asamodeof motion so fully

exposed in this journal and in the Problem of
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Human Life. Let Substantialism become the then proceed to inculcate the principles of science,

watchword of scientific investigators, and much | philosophy and religion that this word logically

that is now regarded as inscrutible mystery, | and legitimately implies, we have no hesitation in

especially along the border-land of the physical

realm, will become clear as crystal. Let every

thing that exists or of which the mind can form a

positive (not negative) conception be resolved

and classified as parts of one or the other of the

two great divisions of substance here generalized,

and much of the mystery will disappear from

physical and more especially from physiological

philosophy, but most especially will it vanish

from metaphysical and religious investigations.

With Substantialism as the standpoint from which

to take our systematic surveys of the here and

the hereafter of humanity, the solution of the

problem of human life becomes comparatively an

easy task. Man becomes at once, to our intellec

tual view thus elevated, a dual being, having an

"inner man" according to Paul, which is an

believing that before one year there would be in

augurated the greatest and most intelligent revival

of religion that the world hasever witnessed. Such

an educational change generally adopted, would,

before half a generation had passed away, revolu

tionize science, redeem society from infidelity,

and consign materialism to its merited grave of

oblivion. It is perhaps too grand a consumma

tion to expect, but not too improbable a one to be

devoutly hoped for ; and with this view we in

tend to urge its claims upon the country in these

columns, while we trust that our small army of

contributors will not be lacking in their support

of our efforts.

NEWTON'S BROKEN YARD-STICK.

be astounded at the\stronomers may we

absolute incorporeal organism according to rea- j audacious attack, as they call it, made in this

son and science, and which is even now the paper upon the most important demonstration

tounttrpart of the physical structure. According

to this advanced scientific view, man at death

simply steps out of the physical body into the

psychical realm (a real, substantial world of

recorded in Newton's Principia—the one which

more than all others gave him his- world-wide

scientific reputation. It is, in fact, this chief

demonstration of the fall of the moon from its

entities), retaining his personal individuality and tangent and its supposed necessary relation to the

identity, and appearing toothers as his immutable

and very self more nearly than it is possible to

appear while in the physical organism, liable as

it is to mutation by growing age, and to constant

change by wear and accident.

With Substantialism as our polar star, religion

becomes a scientific verity which defies the

assaults of skeptics, based as it is upon heaven as

a veritable habitation, with the soul of man as an

organized entity, with angels as real, intelligent,

social beings, and with an allwise, living God as

a beneficent Personality. Take from philosophy,

science, and religion, this substantial and satisfy

ing view of the visible and invisible universe of

God, and recognize nothing as veritable but the

tangible and sensuous half of Nature, and no

wonder that thinkers by the thousand in this

country and Europe are sliding down.the inclined-

plane of purely physical philosophy into the

abyss of irretrievable materialism. It is rather a

wonder that, under the influence of such

doctrines as are taught for science and philosophy

in most of our colleges, that any student who has I

waded through the entire curriculum has come

forth a believer in God or possessing the faintest

glimmer of a hope of a future life. It can only

be because the intuition of a majority of the

students is superior to the curriculum.

Were it possible for every college and university

in this land at once to make the new departure

here indicated, write over the door of each class

room the significant word Substantialism, and

acceleration of a falling stone at the earth's sur

face, upon which the great law of gravitation was

mainly based, and it is now manifest that upon

the truth or falsity of this supposed relation must

the law and the reputation of its author stand or

fall. And well may astronomers and mathema

ticians be aroused and amazed when this assault

in The Microcosm, in less than six months from

its first announcement, forces Prof. Goodenow

(one of the ablest mathematicians of the country,

and the author of a book on gravitation), to

confess that Newton's demonstration is only "a

rough measurement," after he had previously

maintained in a labored argument that it was a

" real, true yard-stick,"—the result of "pure

mathematics" ! Then, the consternation is intensi

fied as the great astronomers of the country read

these fearful admissions of one of their own

number, under the influence of Microcosmic blows,

and as they reflect upon the fact that this same

moon-demonstration of Newton has never before

been called in question or doubted since the

Principia was published, but on the contrary that

it has been held and taught by tens of thousands

of professors of mathematics and astronomy as

almost inspired science, and as the most infallible

demonstration by pure mathematics the world has

ever seen. In the minds of these astronomers,

judging from letters received, such a charge as

the one made in this paper, that Newton's chief

demonstration is utterly fallacious even to its

smallest minutia, should be enough to consign its.
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author to the madhouse. But here it stands

recorded, while in the previous number stand

also the incontrovertible proofs that the charge is

true to the letter. There, also, in the August

number stand recorded the forced admissions of

Prof. Goodenow that Newton's greatestdemonstra-

tion is " not exactly the correct method," but only

" a rough measurement" ! Now what are astron

omers and mathematicians going to do about it?

Are they going to come out frankly and acknowl

edge that Newton was mistaken and that his

mistake grew out of his prodigious blunder in

supposing that the fall of a stone during one

second was the work of gravity alone, instead of

being almost entirely the work of accumulated

velocity ? Or will they sullenly follow the exam

ple of Tyndall, Helmholtz, and Mayer, and sup

pose that by keeping silent the storm will soon

blow over, and that by some sort of mathematical

hocus-pocus Newton may come out all right ?

Be not self-deceived. Tyndall, Helmholtz, and

Mayer thought the same about the wave-theory

of sound and they have kept silent these three

years hoping that after a short Rip Van Winkle

sleep they would awake to find the " Problem"

out of print, its author dead, and the matter for

gotten by every body. But the press at> this

writing can hardly turn out the "Problem" fast

enough to supply the demand, and the author, so

far from being dead, thank God, still lives, while

the thunder of TheMicromsm makes sleep difficult,

to say the least. So will it be with astronomers

who may now try to shut their eyes to the fact

that Newton's " real true yard-stick" has been

utterly broken, and his chief demonstration totally

wiped out. A new and younger class of scientific

professors and students are coming upon the stage

—men just as brilliant and fully as wide-awake

as any that have preceded them. From these we

are now hearing by the score, and not only do

they indorse our arguments against Newton's dem

onstration, but they re-enforce those arguments

with additional considerations. "We will close

this article with a specimen of these letters just

received from Prof. Hand, which of itself over

turns Newton's demonstration by showing that no

possible relation exists between the rate of the

moon's departure from a fixed tangent and the

acceleration of a falling body on the earth's sur

face. Here is the letter, and let mathematicians,

including Prof. Goodenow, not fail to read it :

Dear Brother Microcosm : Allow me briefly to

suggest a thought on the subject of gravitation,

and the conservation of force which occurred to me

on reading "Newton'9 Broken Yardstick," and

your exposure of the bungling attempt to prove

accelerated motion in the moon's fall, by that of

a stone's fall on the earth's surface. In the case

of the stone, the two moving forces, momentum

and gravity, act in the same direction, while in the

case of the moon t he two acting forces operate at

right angles to each other. Simuld either force

cease acting on the stone at any instant, the other

would continue to cany the body in the same di

rection; but should cither force cease acting upon

the moon at any instant, the other would carry it

in the direction of its own force, and at right an

gles to the line of the ceasing-force. Is not this

enough to suggest the absurdity, of Newton's de

monstration, and to show that no natural or nec

essary relation exists between the acceleration of

a falling body here, and the so-called fall of the

moon from its tangent?

At this point it occurs to me that the conserva

tion of force, on the popular theory, gets into a

uniadle.

Conservation, preservation, transmutation, and

even convertability of forces, may do to talk

about in the abstract. But if heat, light, sound,

magnetism, gravity, etc., are only "modes of mo

tion," and not real entities, is it not a little nebu

lous to try to think of the conservation of nonen

tities, or the convertability of one nonentity into

another nonentity f If however, we regard these

as substantial emanations, or real entities, as you

teach, we have something thinkable at least, if not

tangible, and which may lend material aid in the

investigation of the subject. (See second chapter

of the Problem of Human Life, p. 27.)

Fraternally, G. R. HaND.

RichmoND, Mo.

AN OUTSPOKEN REVIEW.

Quite a number of our readers have inquired

why it is that no able and exhaustive reviews of

the Problem of Human Life, have yet appeared

in our great church quarterlies. We answer that

several have appeared, one particularly in the

Quarterly of the Methodist Church South, pub

lished at Nashville, Tenn., and another in t he

Baptist Quarterly published at Cincinnati, Ohio,

the latter in return receiving a sound berating from

the editor of the N. Y. Independent for favorably

noticing such a preposterousbook,which of course

thateditorhadnevcrread. Butwe have just now

received the Reformed Quarterly Review, for July,

published at Philadelphia (tho old Mercrrsbu rg

Review), one of the ablest of our Church Quarter

lies, and w hich contains the most complete review

of the " Problem" yet published. It is from the

pen of the Rev. John I. Swander, A. M., of Tiffin,

Ohio, who has evidently given the subjects dis

cussed in the book special and attentive study be

fore sitting down to his task. Aside from his

thorough grasp of the questions discussed, he

wields a most trenchant and cultivated pen, car

rying along with his shapely paragraphs a gloss

and literary finish that indicate the well-read

scholar, and a fearlessness in saying what he

thinks that is rarely met with In the set papers

of our leading quarterlies. The review, as a

whole, is so thorough and so full of sharp points,

though not in all respects favorable to the book,

that we have decided to print it complete in the

next number of The Microcosm, and thus enable

our readers to enjoy the benefits of a great review

of a book in which they have shown such a deep

interest, without the outlay necessary in sending

for an expensive quarterly. They may therefore

expect a literary and scientific treat; and while on

the whole it flatters the author somewhat, he will

he pardoned for enduring the infliction for the

^ood of the cause.
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IMMORTALITY.

BI ReV. S. A. TAFt, D. D.

A. Wilford Hall:—Your reasoning demon

strates three things to my mind,—(a), the sub

stantial nature of man;—(b), the heterogeneity of

that nature ; and (e) its absolute indestructibility.

But does it demonstrate man's immortality ? I

confess I do not see it. Indestructibility is not

immortality. Nor does the fact of man's indes

tructibility necessarily involve and imply his

immortality. There may be indestructibility

without immortality. Immortality is deathloss-

hess. It is exemption entire, and complete from

the domain of death. God only hath, necessary

inherent immortality. All of Jlis creatures acquire

this boon as a special gift and favor from himself.

It is a reward, a compensation, a return for obe

dience and fidelity to God's word and law. In

destructibility is one thing, and immortality is

anoUicr and quite a different thing. The one is,

because man is. The other is, because Jehovah

dispenses it. Man is, and therefore he cannot be

destroyed. Man has obeyed the gospel—and

therefore he is made or constituted immortal.

Death is analysis. It has the effect to separate

the material from the immaterial— the physically

tangible from the not physically tangible, the

outer from the inner man. It compels the man to

put off his vestment or clothing; to lay aside the

physically tangible part of himself, and stand

forth naked and unclothed. This is an abnormal

slate or condition for man—and has conio upon

him in consequence of sin. Manifestly the origi

nal design or purpose was to constitute man im

mortal without this painful process. But he fell.

He rebelled. He disobeyed God ; and therefore

God said, "Of dust thou ai t [the whole put for a

part,] aml unto dust shalt thou return." Now

then until man is exempted from this condition—

until he is delivered, and his return to this state

made absolutely impossible, he is not and ho can

not be immortal. For immortality is deathless-

ness. It is the negative of mortality. Mortality

is death. Immortality is the negative of this, or

not-death. And until man passes into tho not-

death state or condition, be cannot bo said to be

immortal. And this will not be until after the

judgment. Ho must bo raised from the dead.

And this will consist in his being reinvested, or

clothed upon again with the same or similar vest

ment or clothing to that he was compelled to lay

off. He is now brought into judgment; and if

found to be worthy and approved, he is clothed

upon with his house which is from heaven, or

heavenly in its character. This is his immortal

ization ; and is contemporary with and takes

place at the same instant of time with his glorifi

cation. Indeed, one aspect of a man's glorifica

tion is his immortalization. Immortalized, he

is forever delivered from the pains and penalties

of death—and comes under them no moreiorcver.

Disapproved he (man) is delivered over to death,

and death is to prey upon him forever. Mortality

or a state and condition of death, becomes his

fixed state, and can never be altered. Eternally

dying, and yet never absolutely dead. Existence

continued, but continued under the sentence of

death. Mortality the fixed state forever of the

finally impenitent and condemned ! Could any

thing be more fearful !

With this distinction and difference between

indestructibility and immortality I have no par

ticular difficulty with your teaching. May be

I do not understand you. If so, you cau set me

right. As the matter now stands, I understand

you to use immortality and substantiality as syn

onyms ; or rather perhaps I should say immortal

ity and indestructibility. You say, " Prove the

soul to be substantial, beyond the shadow of

doubt, and tho candid materialist will bo logically

driven to admit its immortality [indestructibil

ity] as a reasonable probability, since it is a univer

sal axiom of science that no substance, however

intangible to our senses, can be annihilated."

Now I repeat as above, immortality is not indes

tructibility, and so vice versa. True there is no

immortality without indestructibility ; but there

may be indestructibility without immortality.

Witness man's present state and condition. He is

not immortal, and yet be is positively indestructi

ble. It follows therefore that immortality and

indestructibility are not the same. They are dif

ferent ; and this distinction or difference should

be carefully kept up and noted by all writers on

this important issue.

REMARKS.

Dr. Taft is entirely mistaken as to our views of

the immortality of the soul. We do not hold that

a thing is necessarily immortal because it is indes

tructible, since, matter is indestructible. In the

first place we do not deny his definition of immor

tality as far as itgoes,—deathlessncss,—but it does

not go far enough. If a mollusk could bo made

to hve forever it would make it indestructible as

well as deathless, but it would be far from immor

tal. We understand immortality to embrace a

wider sweep of definition than simple deathless-

ncss. It must signify an endless perpetuity of

spiritual consciousness which implies a high order

of intelligence as well as deathlessness. God could

cause a tree to live forever, but as it would be utter

ly devoid of intelligence as well as spiritual con

sciousness it would not be immortal. God being

a Spirit and tho original fountain of all life and

intelligence, Ho only (inherently) hath immor

tality. All immortality of lower intelligences, and

in fact nil life as well as mind, are derivative, and

are gifts of God. There is no reason, if our defi

nition is correct, why man is not now immortal,

since he now enjoys life with conscious, spiritual

existence. Do you oay it must be endless, in order

to embrace the idea of immortality? If so then

man never will bo immortal because he never will

have enjoyed endless spiritual consciousness un

less endless can nomc to an end or be finished.

Our spiritual consciousness at the present moment

contains the ingredients of immortality, derived

from God who only hath it to bestow, and just as

much as it would contain them if this present

life were destined to continue on forever. Now

if man's spiritual being or inner man, at death,

simply steps out of this physical structure, retain

ing, as we hold, its personal and spiritual identity

and charactcr,it is but a continuation of the same

conscious and spiritual life that we possess here,

raised to greater perfection or lowered to greater

degradation according to real, intrinsic character

in this life, sinco the real man is then brought

nakedly to face the real environment of his self

hood without the obscurations of physical sur

roundings. To say that man is not naturally

immortal by virtue of his creation in God's image,

and by virtue of his having received a spark from

God's self-existent being which constitutes his

conscious, spiritual entity, is to say that Adam

was not immortal before the full and that he would
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not have continued to be immortal had he never

sinned. To be a Christian, redeemed here by

Christ, is to be restored to the same immortality

that Adam possessed before falling under the

condemnation of sin, so far as our spiritual entity

is concerned. If that redeemed life continues

after the body dies, we do not see why it is not a

continuance of man's primeval immortality. That

immortality is promised as a gift of God to the

righteous is an intimation that the condition of

the unrighteous after death by virtue of their real

character and degradation, will be so nearly a

state of perpetual death as to bo virtually the

opposite of the higher immortality, though in a

modified and limited sense they two will be

immortal, since because possessing absolute death-

lessness and spiritual consciousness they will never

absolutely die. Perfect immortality in its subli-

mer sense, as the gift of God, will only be theirs

who are in character Godlike, and in this higher

sense life and immortality were first brought to

light or revealed to man by the gospel.

Our argument, therefore, for the immortality

of man, meaning thereby his perpetual and inde

structible existence as a spiritual and conscious

entity, is based on the incontrovertible fact that

his personal and spiritual entity came originnlly

as a drop from out God's spiritual and vital being.

Man as a personal and spiritual entity was not

made out of nothing any more than his body was

made out of nothing. His spirit, soul, mind, and

life as a whole was a drop of God's intelligent,

self-conscious being, and as such, shaped into

God's image, became the human ego around which

forms are reproduced from generation to genera

tion as corresponding physical organisms. The fact

that this inner man is substantial, demonstrates

its indestructibilityf, and the fact that this

indestructible entity was originally a part of God,

consisting of His vital, mental, and spiritual

consciousness, demonstrates man's immortality

by science and the nature of things, whether this

inner entity be incased in a corporeal body, as at

present, or not. If conscious intelligence—mind,

soul, and spirit combined—constitute man as a

spiritual yet substantial being, as we claim to have

proved in various ways, then his immortality after

death is demonstrated by the very fact of his

indestructibility which science has admitted, since

indestructible self-conscious intelligence, can be

nothing less than spiritual immortality.

The lives of lower animals, which do not possess

the element of self-conscious personality or spirit

ual ego, having served their uses in a temporary

existence, fall back into the universal fountain

of God's vitality and mentality whence derived,

and where individual entity or identity ceases to

exist, just as a drop of water loses its individual

ity when reabsorbed in the mother-ocean whence

it originally came. This we conceive to be the

only rational view of the true lino of distinction

between the self-conscious and spiritual intelli

gence of man, and the instinctive intelligence

implanted by the Creator in the lower order of

animals. This also explains satisfactorily why

man shall remain a self-conscious or immortal

personality after death, while even the intelligent

horse and dog. incapable of grasping the beatitude

of a future life, servo out the purposes of their

existence here, and, as individuals, cease to exist.

though not one atom of the vitality or mentality,

of which their earthly being had been constituted,

is or can be annihilated. A few of our subscribers,

as we just learn, in a town in Minnesota, have

.refused to continue their subscription to The

Microcosm because we do not adopt their hobby of

"immortality," and contend that at death man's

spiritual consciousness ceases to exist until tho

general resurrection I If this handfull of subscri

bers arc willing to do without The Microcosm by

allowing that hobby to obscure their vision to ail

the other discusions of this journal, we will try

to endure the loss of their patronage.

THE CHRISTIAN STANDARD AGAIN.

We take great pleasure in copying below the

latest fulmination of the "Scientific Editor" of

the Standard, which has naturally and not unex

pectedly degenerated into a personal attack under

the true animus of the man, and dictated by tho

true spirit of spite that actuates him. Our specie!

pleasure in copying this entire article is in show

ing the readers of that paper what kind of low

venom nestles in the office of their once prided

journal when a nobler pen and a Christian spirit

controlled its columns ; for it is evident that the

Editor-in-chief is not the author of such suicidal

blunders as the one we here copy with our com

ments :

Had Enough of Him.

[The following coincides with our own inclina

tion. But a public journalist often has duties that

are far from savory. If " Wilford" were speaking

for himself alone, we should not consider him

worthy of attention. Tint when he vents his

crudities in the name of the Christian religion, it

is time to puncture his reservoir.—ED.]

Knitor ChristiaN Stasnarn—Dear Sir: It is the
earnest petition of the Christian gentlemen and tho
fine-souled men of Eastern Tennessee that t lie Chris
tian papers (and especially the Stasnahn, which has
ever maintained such n mild, gentlemanly spirit ) drop
tho sublect of Wilford Hull The chin ch's experience
with "Wilford" is quite sufficient to have done with
him. The fathers of East Tennessee rnew this '" Wil
ford" afteen or twenty years ago as a mean controver
sial, unchrisUanly spirited man ;with his quacrery of
Spiritualism and "special influence," which, with
" Wilford." met with such a complete demolition un
der t he critical power of Alexander Campbell Theso
fathers were in hopes that Wilford was undergoing a
stste of purgation ; but after a hide of fifteen years he
comes out with the same unchristian, controversial
spirit Let Wilford place his theme upon Its own
merits and the people will listen to him.

Yours truly,
C. SlIelBCRNE.

East TeNNessee, July 24.

Now we have only to say that a more outrageous

tirade of utter falsehoods than the above contains

was never printed in the columns of the meanest

political Newspaper ; and what is more damning

about this unfortunate blunder is, that the Editor

of the Standard well knows it to be wholly falso

in letter, spirit, and detail, and without one palli

ating excuse save tho mortal chagrin he feels at

hisdiscomfiturc in attempting to defend Newton's

fixed tangent against our arguments. Utterly

beaten at every turn, he now calls to his assistance

a cowardly slanderer, who dares not to give his

post-offlcc address, and who, to aid the lost cause

of the Standard, weaves a tissue of charges that

has not the semblance of truth or fact for its

foundation.
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Let us now stamp out these falsehoods by

piecemeal.

1st. We were never in the state of Tennessee

in our life, nor within hundreds of miles of it,

and never knew a man personally who had ever

lived in Tennessee I Can it be that this moral

assassin in his malicious blindness has mistaken

and stabbed the wrong man ? But even if this be

so there is no such paliating excuse for the Stan

dard. 2d. We have never been before the public

for a single day in connection with the church or

otherwise, nor have wc had any public controversy

on any subject, for more than thirty years, till the

appearance of the Problem ofHuman Lift. 3d.

We never spoke or wrote a single word or sentence

in all our life in favor of " Spiritualism" or

" special influence," whatever that may signify ;

and 4th, we never had one word of controversy

with Alexander Campbell upon that or any allied

subject, and challenge the record to disprove our

statement.

No man knows the absolute truth of our state

ment better than the senior Editor of the Standard

who knew us when we were both young men

together, and has known our public course since.

Yet he allows his mortified subordinate to print

these slanderous statements from some irresponsi

ble maligner, who hideshimself from the contempt

of the world and the indignation of the Standard

readers somewhere in the mountains of "East

Tennessee," without daring to make his address

known. Yet, be it known, that the Editor of the

Standard gives these false statements publicity

with his editorial indorsement, knowing them to

be maliciously and cruelly without the slightest

foundation in truth ! Is this the moral " standard"

of a great denominational church organ, and will

its thousands of Christian subscribers submit still

to patronize a journal that can thus resort, in

revenge for argumentative defeat, to wilfulfaltri-

fication and personal slander f That is the practi

cal question for professed Christians who read

that paper to answer.

But if this mode of personal warfare is to be

the order of the day, and if the Standard is dis

posed to throw down such a challenge, we will

not belong in making the " Scientific Editor"

begin again to count his beads and confess to his

readers in sackcloth and ashes another stupen

dous "blunder." We have scores of letters from

its subscribers condemning the Standard for such

uncalled-for personal bitterness toward The Micro

cosm which they have unanimously declared to be

doing more to defend Christianity from atheistic

attacks, and to overthrow materialistic infidelity

than any dozen purely church papers in the land,

owing to its undenominational position ; and if

nothing else can touch the Stockholders of Hie

Standard and make them open their eves, the

withdrawal of its subscribers, which is freely

threatened if its course is not changed, will be apt

to bring them to their senses.

We might quote fifty of these letters now in

our possession, and which give no uncertain

sound ; but we will only extract the following

from the letter of a prominent Christian Minister

just received, from Chillicothe, Mo., without

giving his name at present. But we dare the

" Scientific Editor" to deny its authenticity. If

he does we will get the writer's permission to-

publish the letter in full. He says :

"Brother Hall: Inclosed find $10 with 10

subscribers for the Second Volume of The Micro
cosm, as follows:— s*s•s•

" Let me say that I am greatly pleased with

your treatment of the Christian Standard. I

want you to drive the Editor to the wall, and let

him know that there is somebody else in the

world besides Isaac Errett. I have known him

long, and he needs it piled on thick and fast. His

tMholic son Russell (the ' Scientific Editor') is

in great need of something for his health."

This will do for the present, with the simple

suggestion that if the Standard wants a personal

encounter with The Microcosm let its Editor invite

our batteries by another such libellous article,

and we will accommodate him with something

more definite than a "fine-souled" crank hailing

from " East Tennessee" 1

KIND WORDS.

Rev. Prof. HiqgiNs, Clinton, Mo., writes:—

Wilford Hall, Dear Sir:—

I have just finished reading the first volume or

The Microcosm. I have also studiously read the

Problem ofHuman Life, and I cannot longer re

frain from thanking you for the human race in so

successfully defending religion against the doc

trines of the atheistic and materialistic schools,

and for so manfully standing alone, as it were, in

the defence of true science against the arrogant

assumptions and fabricated experiments of would-

be philosophers. God bless you in your noble

work, and give you yet many years in which to

battle for the truth. The Microcosm is all it should

be,—a perfect gem of a journal,—and welcome

to my office as no other paper ever was. The

' Problem ' is truly the Book of the Age. Ten

years ago I was in active pastoral work, and would

have given a hundred times its price could I then

have had it. I am now and have been for ten

years a teacher of acoustics, and I am almost

ashamed to say that until recently I have taught

the wave-theory of sound, never giving It a

thought as to any doubt of its correctness. But

I do not teach it now. I remain, very faithfully

yours, R. K. HiogiNs." "

ElD. H. W. B. Myriok, Gentryville, Mo.,

writes :—

"I certainly wish your Microcosm great and

deserved success. I consider it, in view of your

new and important departures in science and

philosophy, the greatest foe of infidelity and

materialism known to literature, and the crown

of blessing to the religious world. Believe me to>

speak feelingly upon this matter, for I have stood
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within the dark shadows of atheism and can ap

preciate the glorious light of truth."

Rev. Dr. VaughaN, our esteemed contributor

at Manassas.Va., writes:—

"I think I am justified in the opinion that

The Microcosm has done more good in Virginia

that any religious denominational paper has ever

done in twice the time."

Mr. II. N. Tnomsos, Waterville, N. Y., writes:—

" The more I read the Problem of Human Life,

and meditate upon thegreat truths therein brought

to light, the more I thankGod for life here and the

glorious prospect of life hereafter. Never before

from the pulpit or any other source have I heard

one tangible, thinkable or rational idea of what

the human soul really was. Now all is clear to

my mind. Now I have attained a solid ground

for my faith to rest upon, and O, how thankful I

am that I have lived to see this day, and to enjov

such an intellectual feast before going hence'. I

send you my $1 for the second volume of The

Microcosm, and would do so if it were $5 instead,

such is my appreciation of yourfearlessand noble

journal. My prayer is that your second campaign

in this war against false science and materialism

may be more successful, and a grander triumph

than the first. May you be preserved in all

your vigor of mind and body till you have seen

the enemy routed at every point and the crusaders

for the cause of truth everywhere triumphant.

Very cordially yours, II. N. TromsoN.

Wm. A. Dallas, Green Springs, O.. writes :—

" I hope you will pardon this intrusion upon

your valuable time. My only excuse is that I am

ro deeply interested in you and in the ' Problem of

Human Life,' and in your Microcosm, that I can

no longer restrain myself from expressing to you

my sincere belief that your book, next to the Bible,

is the most important work of the nineteenth

century. I fairly revel in its grand and unanswer

able arguments. May you be long spared with

health and the use of your powers to carry for

ward this good work, is my sincere prayer."

Rev. Mr. Glover, Amityville. N. Y. , writes:—

" I wish to say I have about all of Scott's and

Dicken's works, and many works on metaphysics

of which I have been fond, but I do not remember

anything that has so fascinated me as the Problem

of Human Life. I shall soon commence the re

reading of it, and shall not allow myself to be

charmed onward at so rapid a pace. The positions

you take are of immeasurable importance. They

are strongly put, and are sustained with a force

and originality to me refreshing. Thestrengthof

the work is marvelous. You have clearly a call

from God to 'go forward.' and God bless you.

Yours truly, H. C. Glover, Pastor M. E. Ch."

Rev. James M. Follett, Presque Isle, Me.,

writes :—

" I am a student of the Problem of Human Life,

and an interested reader of The Microcosm. The

value of both book and paper can never be ex

pressed in dollars and cents, nor in any of the

perishable riches of this earth. The truths set

forth in them will endure forever, and the influ

ence they arc exerting is for eternity. God will

bless and reward the author. I inclose $2 for a

copy of the ' Problem ' for Mrs. M. E. Richard

son*"

Dr. O. P. Baxter, Norfolk. Va., writes:—

" I have been reading the Problem of Human

Life, and it has opened up to me a much clearer

view of life here and hereafter than I ever had be

fore, or ever expected to comprehend. I now see

things in quite a different light from heretofore.

Darwin, Huxley, and Hseckel have been com

pletely estopped, and to circulate their atheistic

writings where the ' Problem ' is read, will be to

incur the ridicule and laughter of intelligent

men."

Gro. H. HaDley. Hope Valley, R. I., writes:—

"I received The Microcosm, back numbers.

Words fail me in expressing my delight conse

quent on their perusal. I truly hope that every

thinking person from Maine to California will yet

take it, for I believe that it will give them a rich

er intellectual repast than any other paper in the

United States."

A NEW PHILOSOPHY-SUBSTANTIALISM.

We have received an Oration, with the above

title, delivered at the Commencement of Cornell

College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa, by Mr. T. Linus

Blank, one of the students. It is gleaned from

the various discussions in The Problem ofHuman

Life, and very forcibly condensed, containing a

valuable synopsis of the views of the author on

that phase of philosophy. Weexpecttopriutitin

the next number of The Microcosm. We learn

that Mr. Blank has fearlessly bearded the Profes

sors of Physics in that College on the wave-theory

of Sound and that other students are taking up

the war-cry against the rediculous fallacv so long

taught as the true theory of acoustics. The Pro

fessors, it seems, do not take to it kindly, but

such is to be expected in most cases. We do not

expect men whose minds have long been accus

tomed to running in the deeply worn grooves of a

scientific theory, howeverfalse, to force themselves

out at once, unless they possess uncommon stam

ina and mental independence, and that is not the

case with the majority of professors. We would

say to the students of Cornell and other colleges,

stand fast for true science on this question of

sound, and you will in time compel Professors

of Physics to open their eyes.

TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS.

Several of our contributors are in the habit of

using Greek and Hebrew letters in quoting words

from those languages. Why not simply substi

tute English letters and leave out the characters

of those dead languages which few of our readers,

comparatively, understand ? ' ' Copy " thus written

will be much more acceptable to our compositors,

and much less liable to involve errors.

<MT We are pleased to introduce to the readers-

of The Microcosm, our new contributor, Prof. W.

H. Slingerland, Professor of Physics in Hedding

College, at Abingdon, I1l., whose able article on

the Relation of Science to Religion appears on

the first page of this paper. We published a let

ter from him in the April number in which he

unequivocally admits that the wave-theory of

sound has been overthrown by the arguments pub

lished in the Problem ofHuman Life. In view

of the indorsement of such men, who have taught

the old theory of sound for years, we can afford

to smile at the pitiful slaps of the impenetrable

who has editorial charge of the N. Y. Indepen

dent, and who confesses to his shame that he con

demns the book without having read it.—Enitor.
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MTCROCOSMIC DEBRIS.

A handsome monument is being erected by

military subscription to Prince Louis Napoleon

opposite tUe Royal Military Academy in Wool

wich, where he was for some time a student.

Tennyson sees no one without an appointment,

especially in the American tourist season, when

i:e retreats from the Isle of Wight to a secluded

auok of Hampshire.

Albert Morris and Jennie Adams were airily

Harried in the clouds over Topeka, Kausas ; but

4he balloon landed them in a forest, and they had

to make a honeymoon pedestrian journey of ten

miles to get back into civilization.

The Rev. John Jasper of Richmond says that

a boy in his congregation has been struck dumb

for telling lies. With this awful warning before

him, he dares not stop preaching the truth about

the flat earth standing still and the sun revolving

round it.

During 1881 there were in Alexandria 8,075

deaths, being 38 per 1,000 of population. Among

the resident foreigners the rate was 43.76 per 1,000.

Both rates are very high. The last census showed

the whole population to bo 212,034, of whom

104,718 were Egyptians and 47,316 foreigners.

It is to be hoped that Burns' pauper descendants

are properly appreciative of the bust to his mem

ory which is to be placed in Westminster Abbey,

but the occasion might be a good one to take up

a subscription to get them a few comforts in the

workhouse.

Dr. Nicholas N. Do Menil was one of the oldest

and most successful medical men in St. Louis.

Yet, when taken seriously ill, he said he would

die on July 10, as he was convinced he could not

survive a change of the moon. The physcians in

attendance wondered at his superstition, and won

dered again when he died the 10th.

An ingenous Strasburg dentist lately extracted

a molar, and finding it sound with the exception

of the joints of the root, he sawed them off, filled

the cavity with gold, and replaced it. It has

reestablished itself, and is now said to be doing

business at the old stand in a most satisfactory

manner.

A silk company has begun business at Aberdeen,

Miss. The manager, an expert, thinks the South

ern States possess a better climate for the success

ful, profitable cultivation of silk than any other

part of the world in which the cultivation of silk

is carried on. The climate is most like that of

Japan, but better.

St. Paul's Episcopal Cathedral, in Indianapolis,

being wrecked by a wind storm, a Hebrew con

gregation proffered their synagogue for use on

Sunday. Other arrangements had already been

made : but the exchange of letters on the subject

was exceedingly cordial, the reply from the church

being written by the Hon. Thomas A. Hendricks,

warden.

Five important Moscow firms have formed a

syndicate for the promotion of cotton cultivation

in Central Asia, and for the introduction of Rus

sian cotton fabrics into Central Asia and into

Russia generally. The syndicate proposes to

engage American experts in order to improve the

system of cultivation. The statutes of the syndi

cate have already been approved by the Ministry

oi f ranee-

It is remarkable that misers generally are "long

lived. Many years ago Samuel Bailey, a farmer

in the Isle of Wight, subjected himself and family

to incredible privations. In order to save feed

for horses they even did the ploughing and har

rowing themselves, and would eat the flesh of ani

mals which had died a natural death. Yet ho

lived to be 92.

The male inhabitants of New South Wales ap

pear to be in a sad condition. A great number of

them find it to be physically impossible to procure

wives. According to a report recently issued on

the population of that colony, no less "than 79.000

women arc required to equalize the sexes. The

other Australian colonies require about the same

number in proportion to their population.

A peculiar system of mortgaging farms is used

in Switzerland. A farmer may borrow of a dozen

men successively, the simple record in an official

book showing their order. If he fails to pay, a

successor is found for him by beginning at the

bottom of the list of debtors, and calling on each

in his order to assume all the debts and manago

the farm or step aside and lose his claim.

Five adventurous young mrn have gone from

San Francisco on an expedition into the unex

plored eastern part of Alaska. They expect to

find mineral wealth, and are prepared to spend

five years in the search. They will go up the

Yukon River 1,500 miles in a chartered vessel,

and then, in a steam launch of their own, try to

penetrate 1,200 miles further into the mountain'

ous region.

There seems to be more or less trouble with pub

lic water works all over the world. A report just

made to the municipal authorities of St. Peters

burg recites that ' 'the water is obtained from near

the banks without any precaution being adopted

for preventing the entrance of filth into the basin,

and that at times the action of the pumps is im

peded by drowned animals." Mortality returns

in St. Petersburg show large death rates.

A French photographer claims the authorship

of aninvention that will take accurate impressions

of the motions of a bird in full flight, which is a

long advance on photographing a galloping horse.

Twelve pictures are taken by this process in a

second, of which less than one-fiftieth is used in the

actual reception of impressions. The rest is spent

in the movement of the hand which turns the in

strument to bring the several plates into operation.

The Rev. Joseph Cook's wife has arrived in

New Haven from a tour around the world. She

left her husband in India, trying to prevent the

people from accepting the skepticism of western

Europe. She says that they are familiar with the

writings of Herbert Spencer, Mill, Tyndall, and

Huxley. " The lecturer combatted this tide of

unbelief and agnosticism, and the Brahmins beard

his denunciation of caste without demonstrations

of disapproval." Mrs. Cook resents the suggestion

that they did not understand it.

One of the most eminent of German medical

men is reported as saying that there are not less,

probably, than 10,000 persons in Germany who

have become slaves totliehabitof hypodermically

injecting morphine. There are many who take

as much as eighteen injections every day. Some

have hardly a square inch of skin on their bodies

which is not marked by scars produced by this

practice. Slaves of this habit arc even more

hopelessly enchained than those who take opium

in other ways, and it is speedier destruction.
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The British Medical Journal says that a castor-

oil plant was placed accidentally iu a room swarm

ing with flies, hut almost immediately the flies

disappeared, and flies were found under the plant,

or clinging to its leaves, dead. The leaves are

said to give out a property deadly to insects.

Who knows hut that the mosquito, too, may suc

cumb to castor- oil, and that New Jersey and

Staten Island may yet enjoy life, even in the dog-

days?

Eight clergymen preached simultaneously in the

Eastern Penitentiary, Philadelphia, last Sunday,

to invisible audiences. This prison is conducted

on the principle of solitary confinement. Each

prisoner has his own lonely cell. These cells open

on eight corridors, radiating from an octagonal

centre. The preachers stood at the outer ends of

the corridors, and could be heard by the occu

pants of the cells in their several sections. A

group of officials and reporters in the middle of

the prison experienced the sensation of listening

to eight sermons at once.

The practicability of running cheap cabs is

shown in Hartford, where hackmen are prohibited

by law from charging more than twenty-five cents

for each person within an area measuring about

two miles across. Formerly the charges were

double this or more, but the amount of cab-riding

has increased to such an extent that the hackmen

make more money, or can if they wish to, than

they did before. Many persons ride in cabs now

who never thought of doing it formerly.

A street urchin was captured the other day, in

this city with a basket half full of old cigar stumps,

which he had picked out of the gutters. To a

police court justice he said ho sold them for ten

cents a pound to a maker of cigarettes, and that a

good many boys and girls were engaged in this

industry. Yet even this explanation, and a

knowledge of how bad some cigars are, will not

fully account for the vile odor of the average

cigarette smoked on the platforms of street cars.

Noah Orr, familiar in museums for about thirty

years as a giant. is prostrated by paralysis at Marys-

ville, Ohio, and is not expected to recover. Last

winter he weighed 530 pounds, being very corpu

lent, though his height of nearly seven feet and a

half served to keep him in tolerable proportion.

Since then he has lost 200 pounds. Orr has three

brothers, ranging from six feet five inches to seven

feet, and a son, who at I5 years of age measured

nearly six feet.

The travelling show business has received a

serious blow from Western railroad manages who

have combined to raise the prices of transportation

for performers and their baggage. Heretofore

the charge for such passengers has been about

half the regular rates, with no limit as to free

baggage, and deadheads numerous. Hereafter a

unitorm tariff of two cents a mile will be enforced

with only a 100-pound trunk included for each

person, and no tickets given to anybody.

A woman of Stockton, Cal., believing that she

was about to die, confessed to her husband that

she did not love him, but had centered her affect

ions on a neighbor. She declared that she could

not dte nnforgiven, and so the husband freely

forgave her. But he granted the favor only in

view of her speedy death, and, when she unex

pectedly recovered, he began a suit for divorce.

Her defence is that he condoned her fault by the

forgiveness, and a peculiar question of law is raised.

In Naples a kind of wife market is held in con

nection with the foundling hospital every year.

All the marriageable girls of the institution assem

ble in a room, to which young men of good char

acter have access. Offer of marriage on the part

of any young man is conveyed by allowing his

handkerchief to drop before the object of his

choice as he passes by. If the girl takes it up,

she thereby signifies her acceptance, but her refu

sal if she allows it to remain.

Arabi Pasha would be recognized at once by

the ethnologist as the soldier son of the Egyptian

peasant. He is tall and muscular. His eyes are

small and dull, not bright and sparkling as little

eyes are wont to be. The lower part of the visage

resembles that of the bulldog, with broad jaw and

hanging cheeks. The nose is wide and flat, of

true African shape. He was brought up at the

military school established by Col. Seines, and his

education was entirely French. Consequently he

hates the French, but detests the English still

more, and most of all the Turks.

In London there is soon to take place a great

auction of old fans of rare workmanship and great

value. Among them are Marie Antoinette's mar

riage fan, and others designed in commemoration

of her betrothal to the Dauphin; the bridal fan of

Maria Leckynska, wife of Louis XV., and so forth.

The collection is divided under the heads, "Eng

lish period of George III.," Georce II. period, and'

anterior; fans made in China for English mar

riages, and other souvenirs ; early engraved fans,

Charles II. period; Flemish, Chinese, Italian,

Venetian, French modern, empire, consulate, and

revolutionary periods, and periods of Louis XIII.,

XIV., XV., and XVI.

Vanadium, discovered in 1801 by Del Rio, exis

ted up to 1867 as one of the rarest of chemical

curiosities. At that time a Rouen calico printer

made some experiments with it, and found it so-

superior to the sulphide of copper that it grew

into demand. But vanadium was so difficult to

obtain that even in 1867 its compounds, contain

ing but 50 per cent, of the metal, were equal to

the price of gold. Within the past year, however,

large quantities were found in France, in alkaline

earths, and the supply is supposed to be adequate

to all demands. This is a striking instance of the

unexpected practical value often found in products

originally supposed to be of interest only to theo

retical chemists.

The students of the University of Vienna have

given an ovation to Prof. Billroth, the surgeon,

because he declined an invitation to take the place

of his teacher, Prof. Langenheck, iu Berlin. In

the morning an address was presented to him in

the hall of the Academy of Sciences. In the

evening a groat torchlight serenade was held-

Thousands of students, with torches and colored

lamps, marched with the old University flag and

a band of music to the Professor's house, where

the old German student's song, " Gaudeamus

igitur," was sung, and after a hymn composed

for the occasion.

A painting lately uncovered in Pompeii seemed

identical in subject with the judgment of

Solomon. In the centre is a bench with three

judges; kneeling at their feet, in an attitude of

prayer, is a woman ; further toward the fore

ground is a butcher table, and upon it is a naked

babe, which a man is preparing to kill with a

large knife, while beside him stands a second

woman with an indifferent air. Soldiers and

people enclose the scene.
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SOUND INTERFERENCE.

One of the most demonstrable fallacies of the

current theory of sound consists in its pretended

law of interference of sound-waves by which as

claimed the rarefactions of one set of air-waves

coalesce with the condensations of another set,

and thus mutually destroy each other, producing

silence. This law is exhaustively examined and

answered in the Problem of Human Life, to which

no reply has been received or may be expected

from those great acousticians reviewed in that

book. To show the reader that the arguments there

presented against the wave-theory are entitled to

respect rather than silent contempt, we present

the following letter from Capt. Carter, Professor

of higher mathematics at the Military Academy,

Chester Pa., which speaks for itself. Next month

we will give an unanswerable argument from

Capt . Carter's pen against this same law of inter

ference :—

Dear J>r. Hall :

In the Problem of Human Life you dissect

Tyndall's and Helmholtz's experiments with the

double siren, showing that when the two per

forated plates are set so that the puffs of air

through each exactly coincide, we hear a strong

fundamental note ; and when the plates are set

so that the puffs occur alternately, we have not

silence as claimed by the theory of interference

but double the number of puffs or vibrations, and

therefore, of course, the octave of the funda

mental. You also make the practical suggestion

that a third plate be added and arranged to puff

alternately with the other two, thus trebling the

number of puffs and consequently the number of

vibrations, when you predict that the fifth above

the octave will be heard without a tiace of either

that octave or the fundamental tone. You argue

that if the three sets of holes were all bored in

the same plate, there could be no question that

the fifth above the octave would be the result;

and then you ask what difference should there be

if these puffs come from separate plates very close

together, provided they succeed in the proper

order. The special point to which I wish to

direct attention is your claim that these succes

sion puffs, coming from different points, would

concur in tlie formation oftlie name sound and not

"interfere" as claimed by Tyndall and Helm-

holtz.

Now there is in existence a fine instrument

known as the Grand Siren of Seebeck, which has

seven plates instead of only three, as you suggest.

It can be seen at any large establishment, such

as Jas. Queen & Co., of Philadelphia. It was

manufactured and known long before your book

appeared, and it is actually designed to prove the

very point you make. In the descriptive cata

logue of Queen & Co. , each of the seven disks

is described, and the office of one is given thus :

" The fifth disk shows that impulses comingfrom

different points can concur in the formation of the

tame sound."

Here is a conviction out of their own mouths.

Your argument is as clear as noonday, but it is

not unwelcome to find that the very men who

thought the plates of the double siren interfered,"

had full knowledge of another instrument which

showed that the "interfering" puffs coalesced

in the same sound. Let the Grand Siren come to

the front and sing its song.

Most truly yours,

R. Kelso Carter.

The following extract from the Problem of

Human Life, beginning at page 293, gives a

part of the argument against the explanation of

Tyndall and Helmholtz, as referred to by Prof.

Carter, and may interest our readers:—

' 'Look for a moment at t he language of Professor

Helmholtz, and note the family resemblance

between it and that of Professor Tyndall:—

" The puffs of air in one box occur exactly in

the middle between those of the other, and th*

two prime tones mutually destroy each other. . . .

Hence, in the new position the tone is weaker,

because it is deprived of several of its partials

[over-tones]; but it does not entirely cease; it

ratherjumps up an octave."—Sensations of Tone,

p. 246.
It seeems that Professor liclmholtz even sets

the example of self-contradiction ; for how in the

name of reason, can "the twoprime tones mutually

destroy each other," when they do not entirely cease

but rather jump up an octave t If a man jumps

up on the top of a fence, he is not destroyed, or

neutralized, or obliterated, in any sense whatever.

He has only exchanged a lower for a higher

position! So the two fundamental unison tones

of the two disks, caused by 12 puffs to the

revolution, simply combine in one tone of 24

pulls to the revolution, which lifts it to a higher

position in the musical scale, or, as Professor

Helmholtz plainly puts it, the tone "jumps up

an octave," without involving any such thing as

mutual destruction or neutralization.

The reason why " the tone is weaker" in the

" new position " seems to be a profound mystery

to this eminent investigator, save on the supposi

tion that it consists of the first or principal over

tone ('"deprived of several of its partials"), which

is always too weak to be distinctly heard by the

unaided ear while the prime tone is being

sounded. It of course never occurred to this

standard authority on Sound that the reason why

the octave was " weaker " was simply because it

was constituted of a single series of 24 successive

puffs or vibrations to a revolution, while the

prime tone was composed of two series of 12

double or unison puffs which necessarily re-

enforced each other, and by which means their

intensity was increased fourfold, as already quoted

from Professor Tyndall. The "weaker" charac

ter of this octave is thus beautifully accounted for

according to my explanation of the double siren,

and would have been easily comprehended by

Professor Helmholtz but for his pet brood of

over-tones which he was just nursing into life,

and on which account he pressed into service the

assistance of this "highly composite " siren as a

kind of foster-mother. But he will learn when

he reads this review, if not before, that she has at

last discarded the whole family as too conspicu

ously illegitimate and outlandishly ungeneric for

even foster-children.

I now propose to Professor Helmholtz, with all

deference and respect, and through him to the

scientific world, a simple practical test «of this

whole problem, by which to demonstrate either

the truth or falsity of my explanation of the

double siren, and which will also and equally

demonstrate the truth or falsity of his own solu
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tion, since one or the other of our explanations

must necessarily fall to the ground.

Suppose, instead of a doubtesiren, such as already

described, having two disks, we construct a triple

siren, having three disks, each disk containing a

circle of 12 orifices and supplied with wind by a

separate pipe, all three being secured one above

another to the same rotating spindle. It is evi

dent, if the pipes leading to the three circles of

orifices should be so adjusted that when the

spindle rotates the three disks shall puff simultane

ously that they will unitedly make only 12 puffs

to the revolution of the spindle, and hence the

fundamental tonew"ill be an intense triple unison.

Let us now suppose that the spindle makes

exactly 11 revolutious in a second, producing 132

puffs, or the precise number necessary to generate

the fundamental note C, with the three disks

puffing simultaneously, and consequently all

sounding the same note in unison. According

to the explanation of Professor Helmholtz, the

disks are not only sounding this prime C, but

they are also faintly sounding several over-tones

of different degrees of pitch, though they are not

distinctly heard, owing to the loudness of the

prime note. The first or principal over-tone, in

point of intensity, he tells us, is 0 1, exactly an

octave above the prime, and that it was this

over-tone, " deprived of several of its partials,"

which was heard as the octave in the experiment

with the double siren when the two prime unisons

were mutually destroyed by " interference."

As we now have three disks of 12 holes each

instead of two, we can easily make them all

"interfere" by so adjusting their pipes as to

make them puff in regular succession one after

another, with the intervals equidistant apart, thus

producing 38 consecutive puffs to each revolution

of the spindle. Supposing the rotation to con

tinue lit the same uniform speed after the pipes

are thus shifted, it is manifest that 36 successive

puffs will occur in the time of 12 puffs before the

change. What, then, must take place? I here

announce to the physicists of Europe and America

—and earnestly request these high authorities on

Sound to show that I am mistaken — that not only

will the prime C vanish from the sound, but the

octave C 1 will also not be heard at all ; and that

instead of C 1, which was alone beard issuing

from the double siren (being in that case the proper

tone for the 24 puffs produced at each revolution),

we will only hear from the triple siren the note

G 1, or the fifth above the octave C 1, being the

exact note corresponding to 36 puffs to the

revolution under that uniform speed of rotation.

Will Professor Helmholtz accept the proposi

tion here made, and join the writer in carrying

out this test, by means of a triple m'ren, that the

scientific public may know what to depend on?

If he is as frank and candid a physicist and in

vestigator of science as there is every reason to

suppose him to be from his writings, he surely

will not feel at liberty to refuse aiding in this

conclusive solution of not only the action of'the

double siren, but also of the truth or falsity of

thia so-called law of " interference," as well as of

the entire wave-theory of sound, since they all

necessarily stand or fall together.

If this advanced scientist should deem the

suggestion here made worthy of his attention,

and if, on making this experiment should find

that the fundamental note C entirely vanishes as

soon as the pipes are shifted so as to make 36

successive puffs to the revolution, he at once

destroys this law of " interference " based on half

wave-lengths and the coalescence of condensations

with rarefactions, since in such a case as this it is

only third wave-lengths, the pipes being shifted

to speak at a third of an interval each from one

fundamental puff to another.

Then, again, if be shall find that not only the

prime-C, but the octave C 1, is silenced, what,

pray baa become of his first over-tone, which

made all the music heard coining from the double

siren after the two disks were placed in a phase

of opposition? The three disks, when puffing

simultaneously and producing the triple unison

fundamental C, surely were sounding also their

first partial or over-tone C 1, according to Pro

fessor Helmholtz 1 What then, has become of

these three unison first over-tones if they are not

heard, which they will not be if my prediction is

correct ? They should be heard even louder than

from the double siren after the shift takes place,

having one additional re-enforcement.

Finally, if the only tone heard, after this so-

called "interference," shall turn out to be G 1, a

fifth above the octave C 1, and the very pitch of

toue requiring the 3(! vibrations to the revolution,

as every physicist will admit, is there a scientific

thinker on earth who would not at once decide

that the explanation here given of the doublesiren

as the cause of itsjumping up an octave is the cor

rect one, and that neither Professor Helmholtz

nor Professor Tyndall understood the instrument

they were exhibiting to the public or its accousti-

cal effects ?

As au evidence that this is a correct exposition

of the problem, any acoustician will readily

admit if the three disks should be perforated each

with a circle of orifices in the following order—

the lower one with 12, the middle one with 24,

and the upper one with 36 holes, that when

sounding together they would produce the chord

C, CI, G 1, if rotating with 11 revolutions to a

second; whereas, if the lower and middle disks

should be suddenly stopped off and silenced while

thus revolving, the upper disk, with 36 orifices,

would go on sounding G 1 precisely the same

and producing the same intensity of tone as

would the three disks if perforated with 12 holes

each and if so adjusted as to puff in succession,

as already described. It would be a singularly

suggestive fact, to say the least, if this explana

tion, given by a writer who has never seen a

double siren, should turn out to be the correct one,

in opposition to the opinions of the greatest sound

investigators of the age!

In conclusion, on this subject, I would say that

I am entirely willing that the discussion shall end

with the single experiment here suggested, and

I feel sure that the intelligent reader will not

hesitate to admit its extreme fairness as well as

the conclusive character of such a crucial test as

the one proposed of a triple siren. "

STRING VIBRATION.

In the June Microoostn we printed a letter from

Rev. Mr. Wells, setting forth what we then re -

garded as a "new law of string vibration,"

namely, that the tensioned string when drawn to

one side and released starts back, not 1i ke the

pendulum, slowly at first and then faster to the

centre of the swing, but swiftest at first, then

slower and slower to the other extreme limit

(See Mr. Well's article). Now we think, after

careful reflection, that the argument as stated by

Mr. Wells needs modifying slightly. We admit
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that the greatest strain is exerted upon the string

when at its extreme limit, and that it should and

would have the swiftest motion at the start of its

return if nothing but the force of tension should

act upon it. But we find that Mr. Wells left out

the momentum or inertia of the string acquired

and accumulated from its start back till it reaches

the centre and from the centre to the other limit

of the swing. If nothing but the tensioiial force

of the striug were involved, the string would

manifestly stop stock still when it reaches the

centre. But the acquired motion is what carries

it beyond the centre. How much this acquired

motion modifies the supposed law in string

vibration, or causes it to vary from that of the

pendulum, we are not yet prepared to say. That

there is a decided difference in the two cases is

plain, since the pendulum is constantly under the

influence of a uniform force,—gravity,—its in

crease of velocity depending upon acquired

momentum and the angle at which gravity acts

upon the ball. It will be a very nice problem in

physics to determine accurately the exact differ

ence in the ratio of increase in the two classes of

motion.

THE GRAVITATION CONTROVERSY.

In the next issue of The Microcosm we purpose

givingour readersastartling example of philosoph

ical oversight on the part of Sir Isaac Newton,

as well as on the part of all mathematicians and

astronomers since his time. We will show in

that example an error more glaring and surpris

ing even than the one already pointed out of

supposing, as did Newton, that the 16 feet fall of

a heavy body at the earth's surface was the effect

of gravity alone. The oversight thus alluded to,

like the one just named, relates to the fall of the

moon from its tangent, and of itself completely

breaks down that famous moon-demonstration

which was the chief cause of the immortalization

of its author.
In a private letter some time ago Prof. Goode-

now admitted that if Newton's demonstration of

the moon's fall from its tangent, and its relation

to a stone's fall at the earth's surface, were wrong

then all was wrong as regards this law of gravita

tion, and expressed his willingness to narrow the

entire controversy down to this single question

of the moon's fall from its tangent, yet in his very

next article, as published in the August number,

he was compelled to admit that Newton was

mistaken, and that his formula, upon which his

demonstration was based, was " not exactly the

correct method" but was " only a rough measure

ment I" The disclosure we now promise will add

to the roughness of that "measurement" by

showing so plainly that a child can comprehend

it that it was no measurement at all. and that

Newton's "method" leaves out a factor in the

calculation which when duly considered, converts

the entire so-called "demonstration" into a

laughable scientific farce. 80 let Professors

Goodenow and Hornung, and especially the Scien

tific Editor of the Standard prepare to laugh !is

well as to be laughed at, since their own attempts

to aid Newton's law break down by the same

disclosure and process of reasoning.

By the way, why does not the Scientific Editor

come out with his promised explanation of the

moon's fall from the tangent ? We are becoming

as excited over this prospect of a scientific show

us is the little boy when he first comes in sight of

the big circus tents I Our pen fairly perspires to-

begin the dissection. Our readers too, are becom

ing impatient and are writing us, anxiously asking

if we can tell what is wrong at the Standard

Office. We confess that we cannot, unless the

young scientist has seen the "truer demonstra

tion " of Prof. Goodenow in last month's Mhr>i-

eosm and the Editor's reply, and has concluded

that he has ' ' Got Enough of Him'. "

The able and widely circulated American Chris,

tian Review, of Cincinnati, and of the same de

nomination with the Standard, copies its libellous

article as given elsewhere in this paper, and

remarks :—

" Yon will observe the fUnndartl'n editor agrec9 with
his correspondent. and tavs briefly that lie lias had
enough of Wllford Hull, lie has had hue littJe to do
with Wllford Hall, and In that little, has had an ex
perience of which he avoids a repetition. Ashe says In
his commendatory notice of "VI ilford and his Problem
of Human lift, the scientists have caught a "Tartar."
So this editor finds he too has caught a Tartar in his
attempt to upset Wllford s exposure of Newton's
Scientific reasoning, and now declines any farther
notice of Wllford. ***** A poor excuse is better
than none with which to get ont of an unequal con
troversy upon a scientific sublect. Wilford is a hard
road to travel, of which many of the scientific gentle
men of the country have had actual rnowledge.

Just as we go to press the Standard comes to

us again containing a contribution from another

volunteer assistant against that terrible "Wilford,"

in the person of one " Prof. C. J. Kemper," who

makes a most sorrowful and self-contradictory

attempt at reply to our July answer to the

Standard,—a mixture of Goodenow, Newton, aud

Hornung. In that answer as the reader will

recollect, we made reference to the criticisms of

one " K," as a Standard assistant, who, as we sus

pected, was afraid to sign his name. Not to be

thus taunted, he now says his " name in full " is

"Prof. C. J. Kemper!" But, strange to say, he

forgets this time to tell where he lives I But for

that we might help him out of his bewilderment

by sending him documents. But he positively

gives no clue to his post-office address.

We strongly suspect therefore that this " Prof.

C. J. Kemper " is a myth ; or possibly he may be

a private partner of that other " fine-souled "

Christian gentleman definitely residing in "East

Tennessee !" This " name in full " should recol

lect that there arc a great many post-offices in this

country and that there are possibly several if not

more C. J Kempers, some even with "Prof." asa

part of their " name in full." His sudden recol

lection of giving his name, while strangely for

getting to tell where he lives, reminds us of an

incident in the life of the English poet Savage.

On visiting his sister, some distance from London,

he was constantly in the habit of forgetting the

key to his valise, causing considerable annoyance

to his sister when she wished to improve his

naturally slouchy appearance by a change of his

toij^t. At last he received a good scolding for

his absent-mindedness, and on his next visit,

smarting under its recollection, the first thing he

did on entering the room was to hold out the key,

saying "There; I did not forget it this time!"

"But where's your valise?" asked his sister.

" By George," said the poet, "I forgot that !"

Whenever "K" will bring his carpet-bag as

well as his key we will attend to him if he is

worth attending to, and we promise to show to

: the satisfaction of any competent person that he

has in that single article surrendered the entire

' controversy into the hands of The Afierocomn.
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THE RECIPROCAL INFLUENCE OF THE

MIND AND THE BODY.

BY J. W. lOWBER, M. A., PH. D.

" Influence of the Mind npon the Body, There Is not
a natural action in the Body, whether involuntary or
voluntary, that may not bo influciu-rd liy the peculiar
state of the mind at the time.—Johs IIustxr."

The mind is a conscious organism, which can

exist independent of the body; but its influence

over the body is very great, because the body is

simply an organism through which the mind

manifests itself. The connection of the mind

-wrth the body is so close, that it is difficult to tell

where it commences and where it ends. The

extent and nature of this connection can only be

known by the same kind of observation and

reasoning by which we become acquainted with

the outer world. We can see their form only as

we see the form of things in the external world ;

but we can not feel, nor can we see their struc

ture. We can only arrive at it by obscure and

difficult research. The most distant objects in

the universe are more accessible to our observa

tion, and in many respects more intelligible to

our understanding, than the material house in

which we live. There is a tendency on the part

of man to look beyond self, and fail to know

himself. We presume to scan the whole universe

of outward being, before we spend much time in

studying self closely and systematically. Man

discovered the movements of the planets long

before he discovered the circulation of his own

blood. Yet the current of the blood is so much

a part of himself, that when it stops the thoughts

cease.

The relation of the mind to the body appears

to be the closest in those mental operations in

which no apparent movements of the body are

concerned. In the exercise of pure reasoning,

the mind appears to act almost independe.it of

the body, by an effort of the will we direct our

attention to new objects, and almost in the

twinkling of an eye, we pursue new trains of

thought. In the direction of our affections

toward those whom we love, we also appear

quite free from material mechanism.

The mind controls all parts of the body which

are under the influence of the will. When we

walk, talk, touch the strings of a guitar, or the

keys of a piano, it is done primarily by the act of

the mind displaying itself through the bodily

organs. As the mind has such influence over the

body in health ; we must, also, conclude that it

greatly influences it in disease. A person may

be very hungry, receive a sad message, and be

unable to eat at all. It is the influence of the

mind over the bodily organs, that for a time

suspends the appetite. I knew a young lady,

who was almost a complete invalid, and as soon

as she became a Christian, her health returned.

We did not consider it miraculous, nor did she

have to visit a modern faith-cure establishment.

The great London physician was entirely scien

tific, when he told the young French nobleman

that Jesus Christ was the physician whom he

needed. The young man's mind was disturbed

about eternity, and this affected his body ; so

when he accepted Jesus, the Great Physician, he

was healed.

It is admitted by all that excessive mental labor

is opposed to the cure of nervous diseases. Dr.

Bennett of Scotland, claims that predominant

ideas make their impress upon the body in

disease. If that be true, all ideas have their

effects upon the body and upon the character of

man. A man is, as he thinks. The Bible is

scientific in its claims,, that man will be judged

for his thoughts as well as for his words and

deeds. It is so important that we control our

thoughts, when we remember that every bad

thought makes an impression upon our very

being that it may be very difficult ever to have

erased. Every good thought is a step in the

direction of Heaven.

LaNcaster, Ky.

|To be Continued.l

THE GOLDEN AGE.

BY ElD. O. H. TRUMAN.

The Golden Age has been the theme of proph

ets, the dream of poets, and the bright anticipa

tion of downtrodden man in most ages of the

world.

The past has not seen it, the present does not

possess it ; will it exist in the future?

I. Scripture TestimoNy.— " And he [the Lord]

shall judge among the nations, and shall rebuke

many people : and they shall beat their swords

into ploughshares, and their spears into pruniug-

hooks : nation shall not lift up sword against

nation, neither shall they learn war any more."—

Is. 2:4.

"They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my

holy mountain : for the earth shall be full of the-

knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the

sea."— Is. lip 9.

1. This peace shall result from Christ's govern

ment. i

" And there was given him [Christ] dominion,

and glory, and a kingdom, that all people, nations,

and languages should servo him."—DaN. 7 : 14.

" And the seventh angel sounded; and there

were great voices in heaven, saying, The king

doms of this world are become the kingdoms of

our Lord, and of his Christ ; and he shall rei^n

forever and ever."—Rev. 11 : 15.

2. It will last a thousand years ; hence, is called

the Millennium.

"And he laid hold on the dragon, that old ser

pent, which is the Devil, and Satan, and bound

him a thousand years."—Rev. 20 : 2.

II. TestimoNy of Nature.—Geology shows

development in the earth's crust; paleontology

shows development in the creation of plants and

animals, and history shows development in man's

condition since the fall. Since progress is a law

of our being, may we not expect it to continue

until we reach the Golden Age*

I. Is It Near At HaND ?—God reveals in His

Word the following events in the order named :

1. The Christian conquest; 2. The Apostasy;
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3. The Millennium. As the Apostasy is nearly

destroyed, we must be near the millennium.

II. Sions Ok The Times.— 1. The steamship,

railroad, telegraph and telephone are binding the

world together.

2. Inventions of all kinds, conducive to man's

happiness, and elevation are being brought to

perfection.

3. Public schools, colleges and universities, the

pulpit, press and rostrum are educating the

people.

4. Fafoe science is being crushed by the fierce

blows of Wilford Hall and hist co-laborers, and

true science will be raised on its ruins.

5. Woman is being released from her shackles,

and placed where she can wield the gn at moral

power which God has given her.

6. The temperance movement is banishing the

greatest curse of the age, and preparing the world

for the spread of Christianity.

7. Christianity, the great power, without which

all others would fail, is spreading all over the

world. Under its influence even Asia, Africa,

and the isles of the sea are awaking to new life.

jWhat Is Neoessary To Usher IN The Golnen-

Age? 1. A general society should be organized

with this object in view, to look after all branches

Of the work in all parts of the world.

2. The temperance movement, which is pre

paratory, must carry the constitutional amend

ment of Kansas and Iowa into every State of the

Union.

3. The temperance movement must be followed

oy a religums movement. Iowa and Kansas are

now ready for this religious movement.

How CaN It Be Effecten 1 A society com

posed of men and women of all religious bodies

should be organized in each State, for this pur

pose.

2. Each society should send one or more

evangelists over the State, to arouse public senti

ment.

3. Each church should work and pray for a

revival of religion. >

4. Revival meetings should be held in every

church in city and town, and in every school-

house through the country.

Every work must have a beginning, and that

beginning is generally humble. All who favor

this work, please drop me a card or letter.

ReDfieu), Iowa.

mental force the source of all

ACTIVITY.

[Concluded from last Month.l

BY ISAAC HOFFER.

That a moistened lump of earth should be

transformed into a growing plant with beautiful

flowers is looked upon as one of the greatest

mysteries and inimitable achievements of Nature;

and yet man takes another lump of earth, trans

forms it into a fine steel spring, and makes it

move the machinery of a watch that marks the

flight of time, which is a transformation appar

ently more extended, more varied and more

complicated than that of the lump of earth into a

beautiful flower. No one disputes the fact that

mind is the efficient cause in the transformation

of earth into a steel spring, and why should not

mental force be the efficient cause in the trans

formation of earth into a plant and flower? If

there would be any other force that is a self-

acting energy, an originating, active power man

ifested in Nature, then the question might arise

which is the efficient cause ?

It seems unreasonable that we should search

for the cause of the activities in Nature, in that

which has no action in itself, or in a thing that is

moved or even in the motion itself, which is only

an effect of an impulse, when we know of an

impelling power that can originate, apply and

direct motion. We know that every work of man

had its inception, and its development in all its

details to the final completion, perfected in mind

before it was brought into mamfest being. It is

true that part of it only may have been designed

at one time, but every part was first formed in

mind before material representation could be

made ; for all work is only a material representa

tion of mental operation. Conception of the

purpose or accomplished result is the initial

thought. The development of this conception

brings about a comprehension of the whole

subject, and the mental operation of this matured

comprehension materially represented is the ac

complished work of man.

In all the operations and works of man there

are but three things employed, mind, force and

matter. Of these, mind is the elementary and

operating power, force the active agency, and

matter the passive thing acted on. Man is a part

of Nature and she manifests a certain mode of

operation in and through him which produces

definite results; and it is not reasonable that a

different mode should prevail in all her other

operations. Nature cannot be inconsistent with

herself. If force and matter are mere agencies in

one kind of operation that is consistent with the

order of Nature, they are mere agencies in all her

other operations. Mental force belongs to Nature

just as certainly as man does, and is as properly

a part of Nature as is attraction, affinity, vitality,

magnetism or any other invisible power mani

fested in her activities. Mind is an important

and essential part in Nature, not a mere product

of force and matter, but primarily a directing ami

controlling part ; the only part that has self-exert

ing energies with power of causation capable t,i

originate, iinpell, direct and control. Force ami

matter could never have established the presei't

state of things in Nature. Uncaused, undirected

and uncontrolled action cannot be conceived, and

they can produce no results. The laws of Nature,

the system and order in all her works, give unmis

takable evidence of a directing and controlling

power, such as is only found in mental force, and

such as was an absolute necessity to accomplish

the results exhibited in her works. Without

mind Nature with all her works could have no

known existence, and man would be no more

than a lump of clay.

In man, mental and physical force and matter—

the psychical and physical—are brought into a

perfect interaction. The material element is

adjusted to the conscious and is personalized,

and the conscious element is brought into a self-

manifesting condition. The invisible psychical

becomes a known manifesting power through the

personalized material. In man, therefore, mind,

force and matter are united in one interacting

personality. In this union the mental part sup

plies that which gives apprehended and known

existence to the activities and works of Nature.

It gives conscious power and active energy to

man, and is that which in its action is a typical

representation, in kind if not in degree, of the

efficient cause of all the activities and their resalU

in Nature.
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THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.

BY BARTEN S. TAYlOR, M. D.

Those who advocate the doctrine of the con

servation or persistence of energy make the word

energy to include dynamic energy, potential

energy, and the energy of the inorganic forces.

Dynamic energy is the power of moving hodies of

sensible size to move other hodies. Potential

energy is the dynamic energy which may at some

future time be. This class of scientists suppose

that the inorganic forces—gravity, heat, electric

ity, etc.—are moving molecules of matter, and

hence class their energy with the energy of mov

ing masses of matter. There is no propriety in

including potential energy. Energy that may

possibly be at some future time has now no exist

ence, and to treat it as something now existing

is a false view. Potential energy is now a non

existence. To make it appear that the quantity

of energy is an unchangeable quantity, scientists

add to existing energy aquantity of non-existence.

Then it is a well settled scientific fact that one

of the inorganic forces is never transformed into

another. Fifteen and twenty years ago scientists

talked much about the conversion of gravity into

beat, and heat into electricity, and electricity into

magnetism, and so on ; but we know now that no

such conversion ever takes place. Gravity pulls

.a body down, and by its collision with the earth,

a portion of heat is made; to become sensible ; but

gravity pulls upon the body just as hard after the

heat is made to appear as before. Heat is said to

produce electricity, but there is no decrease in the

heat. Electricity is said to produce magnetism,

but there is no decrease in the electricity. Mag

netism is said to produce electricity, but there is

no decrease in the magnetism. Chemical attract

ion is said to produce heat, buttluve is no decrease

in the chemical attraction. It is now well known

tbat no instance of the transformation of one

inorganic force into another has ever been dis

covered by man. What a world of literature has

been wasted over these imagined transformations

that never take place! This fact destroys all the

arguments drawn from this source in support of

the doctrine of conservation of energy.

The only remaining question then ii this: Is

.dynamic energy indestructible, or u constant

quantity? A few experimental facts settle this

question. Throw a cannon hall weighing, say

fifty pounds, up from the bottom of a mining

shaft one thousand feet deep, with a charge of

powder just sufficient to throw the ball a foot or

two above the surface of the ground. The shaft

is a little inclined so that when the ball ceases to

ascend it describes a small arc and rests upon the

ground. All the dynamic energy which it did

possess is now gone, and a body resting npon the

surface of the earth has no potential energy with

reference to gravity. Discharge the same ball

with the same quantity of powder horizontally.

At the distance of one thousand feet it strikes a

target with as much force as a fifty pound ball

falling through one thousand feet would strike

the earth. From the ball when discharged verti

cally is taken away by gravity as much dynamic

energy as would be exerted by a fifty pound ball

falling through one thousand feet. So much

dynamic energy is gone, lost, destroyed.

In every case where the dynamic energy of a

moving body is taken away by an attractive force

it is not transmuted into any other form of energy,

hut goes out of existence, is destroyed. We have

room to mention only one other case of this kind.

Suspend an iron bar horizontally, with a twisted

string, between two electro-magnets. While the

magnets are connected with their batteries the bar

remains motionless. Detach the magnets from

the batteries and the bar begins to revolve from

the untwisting of the string, and rapidly increases

its rotary velocity. The revolving bar now pos

sesses a degree of dynamic energy measured by its

weight multiplied by the square of its velocity.

Re-conncct the batteries and magnets and the ba?

almost immediately stops revolving, and all the

dynamic energy it did possess is destroyed, lost

from existence.

Dynamic energy may be destroyed by other than

an attractive force. A ball weighing five pounds,

for example, flying through space at the rate of

one thousand feet a second, is hit by another

ball of the same weight, moving at "the same

velocity at right angles with the direction of

motion of the hit ball, both of them inelastic

bodies. The velocity of the hit ball is not altered,

but it is turned out of its course 22$ degrees.

The hitting ball loses half of its velocity and

three-fourths of its dynamic energy. Before

collision the dynamic energy of each ball is as

5x1,000x1,000 =50,000. After collision the dy

namic energy of the hit ball remained the same,

50.000. while the hitting ball, lost half its veloc

ity, and its dynamic energy was 5x5000x500=12,

500. Here is the destruction of a quantity of

dvnamic energy designated by the figures 37,-

500.

If both balls were perfectly elastic, and should

thus collide, the hit ball would be turned out of

its course 45 degrees, without any increase in its

velocity or dynamic energy, while the hitting

ball would come to a dead stop, and lose all its

dynamic energy. This is a loss and destruction

of a quantity of dynamic energy designated by

the figures 50,000, all that a body weighing five

pounds, moving at a velocity of 1,000 feet a

second possesses. No scientific fact is more

plainly demonstrated than that dynamic energy

is destructible, and that therefore what is called

the conservation or unchangeable quantity of

energy is a baseless fiction. When we consider

that energy is only a property, and remember

that proper ties may become more or less, may

appear and disappear, may be and then cease to

be; and when we know that our own conscious

property of energy may be exerted more or less,

may be active or latent, we see the utter folly of

endeavoring to show that the quantity of opera

tive energy on the earth is a constant quantity.

SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHING.

BY ElD. J. J. MIlES.

If I could conceive that God could create some

thing out of nothing^ I could conceive that God

himself originated from nothing, and that there

was a period when there was no God, and no

universe. The Bible nowhere asserts that God

created the Heavens and the earth out of nothing.

To suppose that God is eternal, and matter or

that out of which God made matter is also eternal,

but not of the essence of God, is to suppose the

eternal existence of something independent of

God, and yet exactly adapted to all the purposes

of an all-wise Infinite Mind or Spirit. How came

this substance, out of which the universe is made,

to be perfectly adapted to all the purposes of tho
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Infinite Architect ? This perfect adaptation to

an Infinite variety of allwise purposes, is proof

of design—infinite design. And design is an

attribute of mind. If a God without beginning

presents a difficulty,an incomprehensible difficulty,

it more than doubles the difficulty to suppose

both a God without a beginning and also the

original elements, out of which God made the

universe, without a beginning, yet perfectly

adapted to all the infinite purposes of the Infinite

God.

Human reason and science can find no easier

solution of the problem of the origin of the uni

verse, than the truth that God is a veritable being,

an essence, without beginning, self-existant, and

that He created all things " from Himself." And

we understand the Bible to teach just this.

INTERFERENCE IN SOUND.

BY OAPT. B. EElSO OABTEr.

" When two sonorous vibrationn meet and make

(Hence, they are taid to interfere."—Mayer on

Sound, p, 124.

"You must have remarked the almost total

absence of sound on the part of a vibrating tuning-

fork when held free in ::ic hand. The feebleness

of the fork as a sounding body arises in great part

from interference. The prongs always vib-.ate in

opposite directions. > ;ne producing a condensation

where the other product s a rarefaction, a de.tru. -

tion of sound being the consequence. By simply

passing a paste-bonrd tube over one of the p-ong

of the fork, its vibrations are in part intercop .-id,

and an augmentati >n of the soma is the res"lt.

The single prong is thus proved to be more

effectual that the two pron. s. Ther^ are posi

tions in which the destruction of the sound of

one prong, by that of the othv is totai. . . .

When the corner of a prong s rvrefully presented

to the ear the sound is utterly destroyed " t&c.

—Tyndall on Sound, p. 272.

From these quotations we can clearly see that

the vibrations of one sound are supposed to collide

with those of another. au,' thus arrest all vibrations

and produce silence. Kow lei us consider these

statements. In the first p ace we are tempted to

squarely deny the truth of the experiment given

above. Prof. Tyndall says that if a tube be placed

over one prong of a fork, the sound wid be

augmented, and that this proves that the sound

was weak because the two prongs "interfered"

with each other. We simply ask the question,

would it not be a much fairer experiment to

operate on two instruments, one having two

prongs, and the other only one, but of the same

pitch ?

Perhaps this never occurred to the Prof. We

have not tried it, but we have tried the covering

process with variations, and positively affirm that

there is not an iota of truth in the deduct ion made

by Prof. Tyndall. True, if one prong of a sound

ing fork be carefully inserted in a tube of suitable

size, the sound will be somewhat increased, but

the true reason is found in the plain fact that the

air in the tube is thereby thrown into vibration

and thus re-inforces the sound. Probably Prof.

Tyndall, with that beautiful adaptation to happy

accidents that characterizes so much of his

experimental work, used a tube which happened

to be of such a length as to nearly correspond to

the fork, and therefore resounded loudly when

the prong was inserted. But that there may be

no possible question about the matter, let anyone

take a sounding fork and carefully pass between

the prongs a flat card, when there will be no

possible alteration in the sound one way or the

other. This we have done ; and of course it is

obvious that, for the end in view, the flat card is

just as effectual as a tube; for the '"interference"

is as certainly arrested in one case as in the other

Wo of course do not refer jto the particular posi

tion of the fork when held corner-wise to the ear,

-for in that case ichen held close, there is a great

loss of sound, but never, as Tyndall claims, a

" total extinction." It is a disagreeable thing to

say, but it must be said that the "total extinc

tion " is simply and plainly untrue. Try as you

may, twist the fork with the utmost care, there

is always plainly audible a distinct sound. Let

those who doubt try for themselves.

On Page 99 Prof. Mayer places three candles

on the corners of a triangle and claps his hands

between them in order to show the effect of the

vibrations of a fork in the surrounding air. The

candle flames move in and out. but he falls into

the same blunder which entrapped Prof. Tyndall

in discussing the explosion at Erith, viz: con

founding the air puffs with sound pulses. We

would respectfully suggest that Prof. Mayer place

a good sized table gong bell between his candles,

and after sounding it, report the effect on the

flames. The gong makes more sound than the

' and clapping, but the flames do not stir. Why

is this? Perhaps Prof. Tyndall might shout the

explanation through his fifteen foot tin horn, if it

were not for the fact 'hat The Microcosm having

pointed out and filljd the gaps and hollows in his

sound theory he has stuck to the theory, and the

two b as s h^ve produced silence. Were he to

speak, the very ; ct itself would upset the wave-

heory of ' inter"erence." Another rare feature

of" the unfortan te wave-theory is found in the

' interference of the facts when a fork is held

before a, resounding tube, Let the fork prong

move t>ward the tube. According to the wave-

theory this produces a condensation, and this con

densed pulse travels down to the bottom of the

tube an ' back again, just in time to join the

prong as it begins to swing away from the tube.

Now if this i,e do (and what wave-theorist will

dream of "enying it?), it is obvious that while the

condensed pulse is travelling down the tube it

goes the same way as the prong which gave it

imp:tus; but as soon as it rebounds from the

bottom cf the tube (or rebounds from nothing if

th? t- ie be an open one), and begins to travel

back up the tube, it is plainly and directly op

posed by the prong which is still moving towards

the tube. Grasp the situation and deny it who

can. Here is a motion perfectly independent of

the motor, moving with like rapidity when as

sisted or opposed by the very motor which

started and controls the motion. Imagine the

fly-wheel of an engine quietly and silently revers

ing its motion during one-half the circuit of the

crank, moving either way with equal ease, and

you have the precise problem in dynamics whose

very existence was never suspected by the

"greatest living authority" in sound. Is there

any end to these absurdities ? Yet follow on a

little further. The fork prong has reached the

point nearest to the tube, and begins its outward

swing; the condensed pulse has traveled down

the tube, traveled back again in the very teeth of

the interference of the fork, and is ready tore-en

force it in its outward swing. But just how is

this re-enforcement effected? Which side of the
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-prong are we to look at ? This thing begins to

Iv>cik like the fabled shield of many sides. The

outward side of the fork is about to move out

and produce a condensed pulse ; and is our con

densed pulse, which has just arrived from the

bottom of the tube, to reinforce that, thus mak

ing a doubly condensed one ? This would seem

to be the wave-theory, but there is an " interfer

ence" here. If so, what about the air in the

tube? what is its condition while the two con

densed pulses are moving outward? Oh! here

we must look at the other or inner side of the

receding prong. Of course the air in the tube

must be rarifying, or else it would be continually

.condensed; but how can a rarefaction by any

possible means reinforce a condensation ? Wave-

theorists declare that a condensation and a rare

faction together " interfere" and produce silence ;

yet here we have a rarefaction following close on

the heels of a condensation, separated from it

only by the mere thickness of the fork itself, and

yet actually augmenting the sound. Here is

"interference" with a vengeance. In the next

.number we will present a mathematical, or rather

optical, demonstration of the utter absurdity of

the wave-theory, as viewed from the stand point

of interference.

Pa. Mil. AoaD., August, 1882.

P. S.— How did Tyndall happen to use a paste

board tube instead of a flat card ?

^ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF THE

SOLAR SYSTEM. No. 3.

BY B. T. eAVANAUgh, M. D., D. D.

The Annual Revolution of tlie Earth the Result of

Electric Action.

"We have shown in the preceding number that

the elliptic form of the earth's orbit and the in

clination of its plane are constructed in strict

conformity to electric laws.

It remains now to be shown that the earth is

propelled and carried forward in the pathway of

its orbit by the attractive and repulsive action of

. electric currents.

Before proceeding to show by what process

this result is produced, a few general remarks

will be necessary to bring the subject properly

.before the reader. We lay it down as an axiom

in the laws of Nature, that whatever God creates,

He governs ; and the elements or principles by

which His government is secured are incorporated

in the organism, constitution and structure of the

thing created. This rule will apply alike to ani

mate and inanimate forms of existence.

In the structure of the earth, therefore, the

Great Architect of the universe must have fore

seen the necessity of incorporating in its organism

the elements of power essential to control its ac

tion, whatever that action might be. If the object

of its creation was to take its position as a planet

forming a part of the solar system, and to be

placed under the control of the great central orb,

the sun, then the elements of power implanted in

it must correspond to, and be the counterpHrt of,

the governing element of that central orb. When

we thus analyze the Divine plans, we enter into

-God's great thoughts.

In a future number, when we come to consider

the structure and functions of the sun, we shall

«how that it is the great central source of light,

Jieat and electricity, and it is by the active ener.

gies of these vital agents that all its planetary

worlds are governed. Assuming this to be true

for the present, then the earth must be endowed

with elements of power corresponding in their

nature to the demands of the sun upon it, which

demands seem to have been fully met by consti

tuting it a great polarized magnet of an opposite

character to the electricity of the sun.

Now let us suppose, for argument's sake, that

the earth was endowed with the power or force of

gravitalian only, the question arises as to whether

this gravitation is capable of performing the vari

ous offices we find necessary to establish a polarity

in the earth, the interchange of octan currents,

the rotation of the earth upon its axis, the elliptic

form of its orbit, and the driving force with

which it is propelled forward in its orbit ; and if

incapable of producing any of these necessary

results, and it corresponds to no quality whatever

of the sun, then we may ask what office it does

perform, and what the limit of its action ?

We answer that the earth does possess a force

which we call gravitation, whose office it is to

hold the earth with its mass in a solid body, bal

ancing upon its own centre, and holding all the

elementary constituents of its existence a unit,

and to give stability and firmness to all the tene

ments and superstructures occupying a place upon

its surface. It has a controlling influence over

the atmosphere, and may extend its dominion to

its own satellite, and here its powers cease.

The idea that the sun is a solid body, and that

it exerts a gravitating force proportionate to its

quantity of matter, over the earth and all the

other planets, is an assumption wholly unsus-

tained in the light of true astronomic science, by

any known facts, as will be seen when we come

to treat of the sun.

By repudiating the doctrine of UNiversal

GravitatioN, we are relieved from darkness and

difficulty on many subjects that have their origin

in this fallacious theory.

1. It is contended that our earth and all other

planets are endangered in a liability to fly from

their assigned orbits, and to come in collision one

with another, producing "a wreck of matter and

a crash of worlds ;" whereas, by our theory, all

the planets in the system being heavily charged

with negative electricity, repel eaeh other, mak

ing such a collision a natural and scientific int.

possibility.

The repelling force existing in each planet

against all others, is demonstrated by the experi

ment of the pithballs upon an electric machine.

If we attach a dozen pithballs to the conductor

by light threads six inches long, and throw a

current of electricity on them, they all rise and

stand apart, each repelling the other at equal dis

tance in all directions. The same law acts upon

the planets in like manner.

2. The gravitation doctrine holds that the

earth, in revolving in its orbit, is kept upon a

balance between the centripetal and centrifugal

forces, which are said to control it in its action,

and should the centripetal bring the earth too

near the sun, it would immediately plunge into

the bosom of that luminary and be consumed ;

and should it depart too far, the centrifugal force

would gain the mastery and carry it riotously

into the outer regions of space where it would be

lost.

Both of these suppositions are as false as the

premises on which they are based. To demon

strate this we have only to allude to the eccentric

course of the comet, which, moving in a very
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elongated ellipse, comes dashing in from the re

motest regions of space, and directs its course so

near the sun that it passes between it and the

nearest planet, almost touching the corona of the

ruu, and l et it docs not fall into it. On the con

trary, being a nebulous and not a solid body, it

becomes charged with positive electricity from

centre to circumference, and is therefrom repelled

and driven again to its distant aphelion, where,

losing its positive character and becoming nega

tive, it is recalled to the sun for a fresh supply.

In this action of the comet it certainly crossed

both danger-points, and was neither consumed

on the one hand, nor lost in distant space on the

other. From the foregoing and other considera

tions, we do at once and forever exclude the doc

trine of universal gravitation from any agency

whatever in connection with the solar system.

The question now recurs : By what force is the

earth carried forward in its orbital journey around

the sun ? After much serious and patient con

sideration, we are driven to the conclusion that

the same forces which cause its diurnal motion

are employed in giving it its annual motion also.

In one thing we agree with the great Christian

philosopher, Sir Isaac Newton, that is, that the

All-wise Creator, after the earth was complete

and perfect in all its parts, launched it forth

whirling upon its axis, and moving forward in its

orbit by a momentum given it at the beginning ;

but we do not think with him that this momen

tum would maintain it in unabated motion for

ever. All that was necessary to perpetuate its

revolutions was added by placing it under the

control of the electric currents of attraction and

repulsion emanating from the sun. This being

done, His work was complete, and God rested

from His labors with regard to its future action.

We have shown in our first article, that by at

tracting that side of the earth which had passed

through the shades of night and thereby become

negatively electric, it was drawn towards the sun

from west to east, so that so much of the surface

as reached the meridian became charged with

positive electricity, and the receding side was re

pelled, giving to the earth its diurnal motion.

I now take the position that the receding side

of the earth, being heavily charged with elec

tricity, is not only driven with a sufficient force

from the sun to cause its rotation on its axis, but

there is a great excess of force repelling it for

ward in its orbit I adopt this idea for the reason

that on the negative or rising side of the earth

there is no resisting force, but a strong attraction

drawing it in the same direction.

This position gains strength from the consider

ation of the fact that light, heat and electricity

are imponderable, and therefore incapable of mo

mentum. That when the rays of the sun, com

bining all these elements, strike the earth, not

centrally, but on its eastern border, the light is

converted into heat, and ultimately into elec

tricity proper, which expends its force in all di

rections; hence a lateral force is as natural to it

as a perpendicular. In a circular area of 8,000

miles in diameter, covering the eastern side of

the earth, beginning at midday, and exhausting

itself at midnight, a vast body of positive elec

tricity is accumulated, and must strike the earth

—the only opposing surface near it —with im

mense force, driving it in the direction of its

course on its orbit ; while, on the other side,

there is a comparative electric vacuum into which

it is continually plunging, and is driven on its

orbital path, as is commonly estimated, at the

rate of 08,000 miles an hour.

In the further consideration of this subject it

must be borne in mind that the earth is confined

in its distance and relations to the sun by a strong

attractive force on but one side, and hence the

only direction that it can find retreat from the

immense force pressing upon it is in the direction

of the line of its orbit, which sends the earth

around the sun, as seen from a northern stand

point, in the opposite direction to the hands of a

clock, but as seen from a standpoint south of the

equator, its motions are in accordance with those

of the hands of a clock.

These are legitimate results, growing out of the

application of the forces as they are known to

act in producing the annual motion of the earth

in its orbit.

OwiNGSVIllE, Ky.

[The following is the great Review of the

" Problem " which we promised last month, and

which we copy verbatim from the Reformed

Quarterly Review of Philadelphia for July last].

WIIJOBD HALL'S NEW PHILOSOPHY.

BY REV. JOHN I. sWAXDER, A.M., TIFFIN, OHIO.

A new book has made its appearance. It is not

so much a fawning candidate for public favor as

it is a fearless criticism upon popular fallacy. It

is a new book— not in the sense of recent origin,

for it is now in its thirty-first edition, and has been

in limited circulation, for several years, in one or

more of its revised forms—in the sense of its

singular interest and amusing novelty. It is not

new in the subject which it brings tinder discus

sion, for others, before him, have struggled toward:

the solution of the great problem of human life,

here and hereafter. Neither does it sound the

alarm of a new enemy upon the field of conflict,

but rather recommends a change of munition and

tactics iu meeting the old armies of the aliens,

who continue to say, in their foolish hearts, and

argue, in their fallacious theories, that there is no

God. It makes no new concessions to the leading

champions of atheism. On the contrary, it rises

to a point of order and questions both the wisdom

and courage of Christian theists, who are charged

with surrendering the vantage-ground of eternal

truth in their recent acknowledgment of certain

claims made by the leading advocates of Evolu

tion. The peculiar freshness of the book consists

in its new line of scientific defense of the dogma

of God's personal existence, and in the equally

scientific justification of the hope of the soul's

immortality. This new line embraces both the

peculiar stand-point from which it hurls its pointed

javelins to the apparent discomfiture of false

science, and the method of its most vigorous

assaults upon the strongholds of modern materi

alism.

Who is A. Wilford Hail? The question will

certainly not be regarded as an offensive interroga

tory. While he gives undoubted evidence of his

distinct and positive individuality, he is neverthe

less so modest in his first appearance upon the

scientific stage, that it is exceedingly difficult, in

the absence of the family record, for any one to

trace his lineage. Judging, however, from the

evidence of his thorough acquaintance with the

entire field of modern science, and from the manner

in which his powerful pen is made to wield its.
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sturdy blows at the somewhat plausible theories

of those whom he looks upon as the unscientific

champions of the age, lie is no longer a youth,

although be may be. aud continue to remain '"to

fortune and to fame unknown." And it is here

with predicted with self-evident certainty that his

fundamental position in philosophy will soon pass

away like some comet, whose orbit is an infinitely

elongated ellipse, or rise to that magnitude and

lustre, which shall cause the other stars of the

scientific Armament to pale their relative bright

ness before its superlative glory. One thing is

beyond controversy : the new theory projected

in this new book can never crumble away by

fragments. It is destined to fall, if fall it must,

like the Philistine temple, by the removal of the

pillars that support the superstructure; and only

wheu the pillars shall give way, and tumble the

temple into ruins, will the world be furnished

with another great demonstration of the possibility

that a blind man may bury himself under the

rubbish of his own Herculean work.

But Wilford is not entirely blind. Although he

eeems to betray a remarkable fondness for sport-

ing with tho Delilahs of atheistic scientism, his

unusual faculty of discernment will probably

protect him from the seductive arts of the Philis

tine lords. His caressings are rather those of the

frisky young feline in its caperings with the

impotent little mouse,—an amusement preparatory

to the work of utter annihilation. At this present

writing it appears that this young Samson of New

York City is not as apprehensive of any immediate

violence to his organs of scientific vision, from the

uncircumcised Philistines of Evolution, as he is

from those whom ho seems to regard as the

invertebral class of Christian theists. And if his

past fidelity to what he holds to Tie the keystone

principle to the whole arch of scientific investiga

tion, and his present vigilance in seeking to make

nothing but logical deductions therefrom, are to

be taken as an indication of his future course, it

is quite probable that he will not allow himself to

be betrayed by false friends, nor suffer his eyes

to be gouged out by open enemies. Neither will

it do to proclaim him a blind fanatic, full of

vagaries and vanity, because he has dared to cross

the path of much that enters into the world's most

popular thinking. Let it first be demonstrated by

a full college of medical oculists (after they have

taken the motes out of their own eyes), that his

visual organs are actually in a diseased condition.

In the meantime, it would be well for those who

contemplato the task of showing that this new

philosopher is really in danger of afflicting himself

and others with the forbidden fruit of his defective

vision, to begin their examination without un

necessary delay, for fear that this rising judge in

our scientific Israel may hasten to unite the recent

theories of conservative theists with those of the

open and avowed atheists, in the same laughable

manner that his prototype did the foxes, in a

former display of comical pyrotechnics.

The author of this new book takes rank among

the inventors of the age. In fact, the dawn of the

twentieth century will find him without a peer in

this department of intellectual inquiry, if his

announced propositions should be sustained by

the demonstrative evidence and reasoning brought

to heir in the volume of 'the book. And it is

fervently hoped, that, for the sake of variety, if

for no belter reason, his invention shall prove to

be as useful in the sphere of science, as it is

ingenious and ornamental in the world's great

cabinet of curiosities. Mr. Edison may appear

with the longer list of discoveries in Nature's

partially explored domain, but this man claims

the credit of bringing before the public an original

contrivance, which, if it shall prove to be what

its maker confidently expects, must leave the

modern master of electricity to look after his

laurels. Edison proposes to carry forward his

work to such a degree of perfection that shall

make it not only possible, but also practicable, to

illumnine our metropolis, if not our entire Conti

nent, by the mysterious means of manufactured

lightning; but our author seems perfectly calm

in his intimation that he has discovered a "sub

stance" which renders it not only possible and

practicable, but also probably and absolutely cer

tain, that at no distant day the gross darkness of

false science shall disappear before the effulgence

of that new light, whose intense luminous rays

shall kindle a conflagration of the world's com

bustible fallacies, and usher in the brighter splen

dor of a more auspicious morn.

Mr. Hall has invented an hypothesis,—one that

leaps into existence from the laboratory of no

ordinary brain, and gives evidence that it is the

joint product of profound thought, extensive

research, comprehensive scholarship, and Christian

honesty. It is his own legitimate offspring, and,

no matter what others may think or say, he prides

himself in the bantling of his prolific genius.

This new Invention is his fortune. While there

is no evidence that he has filed his petition for

letters-patent, he gives notice of his rightful

priority to the honors of this wonderful discovery,

and frequently intimates, throughout the book,

that he has no intention of shining in a borrowed

lustre, when this new sun of scientific splendor

shall rise to the zenith of its glory.

Well, this man has a right to invent an hypothe

sis, or anything else, indeed, that can be made to

subserve the purposesand progress of true science,

and rout the rats of unscientific sophistry from

their verminous nests. The Bible, itself, starts

and proceeds upon the assumption that its Author's

existence is a fact never called into question,

except by those who are fools at heart. So with

each distinct mystery of our holy religion. They

are not proven in advance, but projected upon

the world for tho very purpose of preparing the

way for the demonstrative testimony of the truth

in v*iich they shall be ultimately vindicated and

glorified. Tho human family, in its intuitive

longings for the truth, has a reasonable right to

expect that the Author of Revelation will raise

the subject-matter of which His Book treats, out

of the sphere of the hypothetical, and carry it

forward, gradually or otherwise, into tho cloudless

region of absolute certainty. So has this scientif

ic ago aright to insist that the author of " The

Problem of Human Life," shall raise his new

hypothesis to the rank of a rational theory before

it is entitled to unqualified regard. The public

has no right, however, to insist that he shall

answer all questions that may be propounded by

his opponents, or projected by his own hypothesis,

before he has had reasonable means and time for

its demonstration and development. This much

he chii,us and insists upon in common fairness.

Alluding to certain admitted forces in nature and

facts in science, the author says: "If, after care

fully comparingall such facts with my provisional

hypothesis, I shall conclude that more phenomena

are explained by it, and the various classes of

facts made more harmonious and consistent among

themselves than by means of any other known

hypothesis, it is logical and fair to claim the result
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of such investigation as a probable scientific

theory." Page 416.

The corner-stone of the author's hypothetical

superstructure is the assumed existence-, around,

within, and above us, of an invisible, inaudible,

and intangible universe of veritable entities. In

this bold assumption he seems, at times, to occupy

the true Christian stand-point in his earnest search

for the assurance of things hoped for, the proving

of things not seen. Heb. 11: 1. But when he

attempts to carry his philosophy into the sphere

of Christian dogmatics, he proves himself a failure.

If such expressions as may be found on page 56

are fairly exponential of his philosophical princi

ples when applied to the great mystery of the

Incarnation, and if logical consistency actually

requires him to make the application in such forms

of speech, we must part company until such

future time when he shall see fit to revise that

portion of his very valuable book, or the writer

of this article be made more able to sing the Lord's

song in a strange land. But hear him: "His

word became flesh If this word could

become flash, it could become wood, or rock, or

iron, as well His word was changed into

corporeal flesh He condensed the ' flesh'

of Christ from the word of His power." It should

he remembered, however, that the above extracts

are taken from the author's part of the Wilford-

Sheldrake correspondence, in which Wilford,

while he has decidedly the best of the controversy,

seems, nevertheless, to have been led out of his

proper sphere into a country in which he would

do well to consult the directions of the guide-post

before he proceeds very far in any direction. It

is quite probable that the next edition of the book

will show either an elimination or improvement

of his theology. His field is evidently that of

physico-biological science. Here he is at home.

Here, too, he is to be admired for consistently

holding, in common with many other Christian

thinkers, that the mission of true science is to

move, not toward the outward and material, but

the inward and substanial, until it actually sees

the invisible, hears the inaudible, and grasps that

intangible something in the vast domain of abso

lute existence.

Our author launches his philosophical bark upon

an ocean of observation and induction sufficiently

broad to include God, Man, and Nature. He

insists that God is not only a personal Creator,

but also a substantial Jehovah,—that He created

all things, not of nothing, but out of His own

eternal substance, the Fountain from whom all

the substances of the universe have proceeded.

Man, as also all animals, consists of an incorporeal

substance, or invisible organism, of which the

corporeal structure, or body, is the counterpart.

Man was not evolved by some impersonal, proto

plasmic force, from the moneron, through the

monkey, via the missing link, but created, or

made, by a miraculous act, not "out of things

which do appear" (Heb. 11 : 3),—not of nothing,

but of His own all-pervading substance, "even

bis everlastingpower and divinity." Rom. 1 : 20.

There is no entity in nature whose existence is in

mere molecular motion. However highly at

tenuated, all force is substance. Passing beyond

the generally admitted facts of science, as to the

material and substantial existence of air, light,

odor, and electricity, our philosopher declares that

gravity, magnetism, heat, and sound are as literally

and truly substances as the veritable atmosphere

with which we expand our heaving lungs. Then,

bravely swinging his scientific flambeau, he

advances into the more metaphysical department

of philosophical inquiry, ascends the rising scale

of a regular gradation, and predicates substantial,

entitative being of life, soul, mind, spirit, and

God—the Fountain of all. In fact, Wilford's

new system, if, indeed, it shall prove to be a

system, may be called, emphatically, a Philosophy

of Substance.

But is it a system? If a system, is it new?

Does its appearance mark a new epoch in the

world's great history of philosophical inquiry,

discovery, and progress? Our author does not

claim to have evolved any new principle, and he

gives abundant evidence that he is too consistent

as a Christian, and too sound as a theist, to arro

gate unto himself any creative power. That he

has been a devout and apt student of philosophy,

especially in the domain of Physics and Biological

research, is evident from his manifest intimacy

with everything pertaining directly to those im

portant branches of the general subject. He does

not claim, like Mohammed, to have journeyed on

a white mule to heaven for a revelation of truth,

but, in his seclusion, for more than a quarter of a

century, from what he regards as the superficial

scholasticism of the world, he has been holding

communion with the heart of Nature, and noting

the phenomena of its interesting pulsations. Dur

ing that time, he also had opportunity and means

of acquainting himself with the leading orthodox

members of the scientific church, as well as her

most dangerous heretics, both of the past and

present ; and now, in this unprecedented age of

startling events and stunning announcements, he

comes forth to dispense the blessing of his dis

coveries to all honest and earnest investigators

after truth, and<lrive the Alboraks of atheistic

evolution to the utmost boundaries of everlasting

contempt. While he shows intimateacquaintance

with, and due deference for many of the schools,

students, and theories of the past, and acknowl

edges himself indebted to the ages gone by, as

every honest scholar is bound to do, his book is

certainly more than the rehash of a kind of meat

served at former feasts. His philosophy has a

distinct individuality, with features as marked,

and as peculiarly its own, as ever were predicable

of the theories of Descartes, Newton, or Spinoza ;

and it remains to be seen whether the future

historian's impartial pen shall not record his dis

coveries as more important to the interests of true

science, and more abundant in their blessings to

the family of man. The superficial student of

the history of philosophy, after reading Wilford's

book in hasty prejudice, may sec nothing but a

few fragments of Descartes, or some of his partial

admirers or imitators, like Fichte, Hegel, Leibnitz,

Kant, or Swedenborg, whose streams of specula

tion seem to have started at the foundation of

Cartesianism ; but the scholarly and honest reader

cannot fail to see that this new hypothesis of

Wilford Hall is not only distinct in its essential

elements and features, as well as original in many

of its discoveries and arguments, but, also, as far

from the metaphysical meanderings of Descartes

as it is from the Pantheistic "substance" of

Spinoza; as different from the Idealism of Kant

and Fichte as it is from the Materialism of Haeckel

and Huxley; as remote from the skepticism of

Hume and Berkley as it is from the sensationalism

of Hobtits and Locke. If Wilford is a copyist,

Leibnitz is his model. Between the two there is,

at many points, a marked resemblance, but not

in such a sense, or to such an extent, as to destroy

in either an equally marked individuality. Wil
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ford is unequal to Leibnitz in the wide range of

versatile scholarship, but not inferior in mental

activity. Leibnitz, besides philosopher, was

jurist, theologian, mathematician, historian, and

metaphysician; Wilford is physicist, biologist,

and a very sprightly journalist, with metaphysics

and mathematics enough to demonstrate the most

supreme absurdities of the age. Wilford is ex

ploring regions to which Leibnitz, with nil his

vast attainments, was a stranger; and gathering

flowers from fields hitherto unranged by the

pioneers of thought. Wilford's ' ' substance " may

be compared with the Leibnitzian " monad " in

theory, but Wilford is superior to the philosopher

of Leipsic in his attempts to utilize his "sub

stance " for the solution of the practical problems

of the age. Whatever defect may hereafter be

made to appear in the work of Wilford Hall, one

thing at this writing appears reasonably clear,—

he is not a plagiarist. His views are his own.

They are as honestly possessed as they are ably

defended,—as consistently held as they are logi

cally unfolded.

This new book seeks to solve the interesting

andmomentous problem of human life. The first

part, confronted by the admitted throes and

threats of physical dissolution, has directly for its

object the evidencing, upo: scientific . rounds,

the innate idea and darling hope of conscious

immortality. Indeed, this is the objective and

ultimate point aimed at, though at times indirectly,

throughout the entire work, which may be re

garded as three books in one volume. Yet the

book is one. Each part finds its correlative and

.complement in each other. The assumption of

the substantial, entitative existence of that which

" eye hath not seen, nor car heard." underlies the

-whole organic structure of the work, and animates

-every essential syllogism in its masterly argument.

He makes the human soul consist in a real organ

ism, as literal as that of the " outer man," which

perisheth. From this general hypothetic proposi

tion he proceeds to apply the principles of his

philosophy to the more satisfactory solution of

the great question of unending human existence,

and, consequently, to the more full realization of

that golden dream which, even now, brightens

the visions of earth's short night, and sweetens

the anticipations of Heaven's eternal day.

This theory of the substantial elements and

organic structure of the soul implies, according

to our philosopher, the substantial nature of God

Himself. He says : " The substance of Deity

-constitutes an infinite and inexhaustible fountain

.of life and mentality, from which our individual

life and mentality come originally as drops."

(Emanatio-traduciani8m?) Creation is an efflu

ence o/God, rather than an influence proceeding

fromHim for the accomplishment of creative acts.

He fortifies his position behind the generally

admitted scientific axiom, " From, nothing, noth

ing comes." This necessary link in the chain of

his argument has already caused such a tinkling as

tostir up a polemical hornets-nest in that cornerof

the Westminster Confession which teaches that

God made all things out of nothing. Dr. W. W.

Barr, Philadelphia, Editor of " The Evangelical

Repository," stepped to the front in defense of

the faith once delivered to the Westminster saints ;

and declared that it is " believed by Presbyterians,

without exception," that God made all things out

of nothing—that ex nihilo nihil fit may be true as

an axiom of science, but untrue as a theological

dogma.* The correspondence upon this point in

, * The writer has no disposition to dissent openly

theological science, between our author and Dr.

Barr, will lead the honest reader toward the con

clusion that everything, except the first section

in the fourth chapter of the Westminster Confes

sion, has been made out of something substantial.

In this Wilford-Barr correspondence concern

ing the nothingness of God's manufacturing

material the publishers of The Problem, of Human

Life, at the suggestion and under the promptings

of the author, took a tilt, in a manner that com

plicates the amusing controversy. The publishers

quote, approvingly, from a "masterly paper,"

prepared by "A Presbyter of the Diocese of

Ohio," on the " Kingdom of God," and published

in the July number (1879) of this Review. Hall

& Co. seem, however, to have been under a false

impression when they mentioned this Review as

a "Presbyterian Quarterly." They seem, also,

not to have known that the writer of said " mas

terly paper," although a "Presbyter," was no

Presbyterian, but a minister with a long^ line of

Reformed ancestry, and consequently with little

theological resemblance to men who profess to

have been made " out of nothing." A Primer in

Modern Church History might be of service in

the school of this new philosophy, since the dis

cussions arising therefrom will unavoidably, at

times, carry the war into the adjacent eccles

iastical territory.

Our philosopher, in his new departure from

much which has been idolized by the devotees of

science, in the blind veneration of the past,

turning his face to the morning of a better day,

claims to have discovered the very Gibraltar of

truth, upon which its embannered hosts may

stand, and from whose impregnable fortress they

may hope to carry the campaign into the empire

of Evolution, storm its strongest citadels, and

utterly overthrow the braggart battalions of

Materialism, which have so defiantly insulted the

armies of the Living God. The first grand assault

is already being made. The moun ains of scien

tific fallacy and atheistic absurdity are made to

tremble before the booming thunders of this new

artillery. It is an interesting spectacle to the

thousands who watch the battle from afar. How

thrilling to those whose martial faces are aglow

with expectations of the coming, crowningvictory!

The third part of the book, "Evolution Evolved"

is among the most masterly arguments of the 19th

century In defense of true science and the Bible.

Its position is consistent with the profession of a

scientific theist; its treatment of opponents is

fair and impartial, and, at times, even magnani

mous ; its logic is convincing, and its main argu

ments, throughout, appear as unanswerable as

the pure syllogisms of eternal truth. Wilford

approaches and examines the Darwinian, Hux-

leyan, and Haeckelian theories of Evolution with

a candor that leaves no room for jugglery, and

from what seems to bo the teaching of the Held. Cate
chism, Qu, 26. He would only express his synipathy
tor the venerable little boor, in its unfortunate script
ural reference to which the doctrine is made to loor
for inspired authority and support. Kom. i: 20 and
Hob. ti: 3 are the very passages relied upon, with
conadence, by those who tench that God did not mnre
nil things out of nothing, but out of "the Invisible
things;" "So that things which are seen, were not
made of things which do appear, but (lnfercntially) of
things which do not appear. And it was probably the
evident teaching of such pnssages as these, together
with his scientific acumen, that led the eminent
Christian scholar,—Rev. Joseph Coor,—to affirm: " It
is not my belief that everything was created from nothing."
lectures on Heredity, p. i2i. " All things finite were
created. From what? From nothing? No. Is mat
ter an effluence ot the Divine Mind t In one sense,
yes." Heredity, p. 189.
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handles them with an ability that bus no need of

fallacious reasoning. Darwinism is analyzed in

a manner that reveals its inconsistencies, and

exposes its self-contradictions. Under the unim

peachable testimony of facts it is shown to be

unworthy of respect. When weighed in Wilford's

new balances it is found equally wanting in truth,

reason, and common sense. Absurdities are made

to shoot out at every joint. These are shown up

in a manner sufficiently ludicrous to make the

monkey laugh at the predicament of his pitiable

posterity. The "Spontaneous Generation" of

Prof. Haeckel is brought under the calcium light

of such a thorough examination as to expose the

weakness of its miserable pretensions, and tumble

it into rubbish by the weight of its incoherences.

The "moneron," which the materialistic Profes

sor exalts to heaven, and places upon the throne

of Creative Omnipotence, as the primordial parent

of all organic existence, is thrust down to the

most unscientifichell. The laws of "Ontogeny,"

"Philogeny," "Biogeny," and " Embryologiesl

Development," including the "Little Human

Tail" of the big German scientist, which have

been relied upon as of so much importance in

bolstering up a baseless theory, are examined,

and found to be subversive rather than supportive

of a system which is equally destitute of head

and "tail." Darwin's hypotheses of "Pangene

sis" and " Gemmules" are subjected to a merci

less mathematical test, which leaves the reader in

doubt as to whether the laugh ought to come in

or the pity come out. Our author then shows

conclusively, that while the " Missing Link " is

so earnestly sought after by Evolutionists, as

something so absolutely necessary to the consist

ency of their claims, its very absence chants

hallelujahs of praise to the God of true science

and Revealed Weiigion. The doctrines of "Natural

Selection" and "Survival of the Fittest" are

unmasked, analyzed, arraigned upon the charge

of false pretense, convicted upon the testimony

of their own witnesses, and scientifically damned.

Having thus fairly and fully shown that the

Evolution theory of Darwin and his collaborators

is simply a system of superlative silliness; that

their one redeeming trait is ignorance of scien

tific facts; their fundamental fault an unwilling

ness " to retain God in their knowledge;" that

their merited retribution follows according to the

ordination of Him "who gave them over to a

reprobate mind to do those things which are not

convenient" (Rom. 1: 28),—our author introduces

his own hypothesis as the key which is to open

the store-house of Nature's ten thousand mysteries.

He speaks ; hear him: " I lay down the position,

without the fear of its ever being successfully met,

that no substantial effect can be produced on any

object without an absolute substance of some

kind connecting the cause with the effect

I conceive it a principle of philosophy that life

and mind are substantia', entities as really and

truly as are the most ponderable physical objects."

Page 494. " I believe that until this great under

lying truth shall be duly comprehended and

recognized, physiologists, with all their laborious

and histologic researches, even with the most

powerful microscopes to aid them, will never

penetrate even the cuticle of science as regards

the true cause of physiological phenomena."

Page 406. " As organic life is a substan<ial entity

and could only come from a pre-existing fountain

of life.* hence the solution is clear that the life

* "I suppose Almighty God erolvfn the seen Universe
of matter aml the unseen of finite force sUorn Htm* If."

and mental powers of every organic creature

originated primordially as infinitesimal atoms of

God's own self-existent, vital and mental being ;

and thus it becomes as naturally and consistently

a scientific solution of the origin of life as that

the existence of God [as the author claims to have

shown on page 444] is an unavoidable scientific

truth." Page 472.

Holding that the above position is scientific

without being unbiblical, and. alleging that the

assumption of its truth will answer more difficult

questions, and solve more phenomena in Nature

than any other hypothesis ever advanced, Wilford

claims the respectful consideration and earnest

co-operation of all who may desire to go up, under

the leadership of this new Joshua, to drive out

the atheistic C'anaanites and possess the scientific

laud of promise. He also intimates, very clearly,

his desire to receive no recruits except those who

are vailing to bur", their ships behind them, and

demand r unconditional surrender of the Evolu

tion army. His watchword is: No compromise

with Qodles8 Materialism. Evolution as taught in

Europe and echoed in America is an abomination

of desolation standing in the holy place. While

agreeing in the main with those thorough scholars,

and radical thinkers,—Rev. Joseph Co. am' Dr.

McCosh,—he doubts both their wisdom 'd

courage in accepting Evolution with certain theis-

tic modifications. He thinks that thegreat r*f 'on

lecturer and the President of Princeton Col. ge

have pursued a course that appears more like

beating a parley with the opposing forces than it

does like battling bravely with the Gogs and

Magogs of modern infidelity.

The second part of this radical and revolutionary

book is a treatise on the Evolution of Sound, em

bracing 260 pages, and, as not necessarily essen

tial to its completeness, ought to have been

attached as a very valuable appendix, rather than

allowed to break in upon the very heart of the

main subject more directly under consideration.

It is unquestionably a specimen of the most in

teresting reading ever offered both to the scientific

scholars and intelligent thinkers of any age or

country. The author charges that the prevailing

theory of " sound " is absolutely unsound. More ;

he is in danger of proving every charge alleged

in the indictment. It would bo impossible, in

the limited space allowed for this paper, to give

an adequate idea of the author's demonstrative

arguments against the theory so successively and

successfully assailed. The writings of the three

leading physicists of the age—Tyndall , Helmholtz,

and Mayer—are examined, and their theories,

when turned against themselves and against each

other, are found to be crooked enough and hollow

enough to dispense with the service of rams' horns

in trumpeting down the walls of this unscientific

Jericho. He points out scores of inferential

suppositions to which the current wave-theory

stands committed, and which, in common con

sistency, its advocates are bound to defend, and

then shows that they are superlatively ridiculous.

A few of the implied teachings necessarily

involved in the undulatory theory of sound may

here be mentioned, if for no other purpose, to

afford a little seasonable merriment. 1st. The

current theory compels a cricket to chirp and

churn four cubic miles of atmosphere, whose

Joseph Coor on Heredity, p. i2t. "Ho has given a
substance to the soul: He has given a substance ta
matter. The two substances, we say, are utterly
unlike. There is one thing In which they are common:
they have the same origin." HtndUy, p. I83.
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aggregate weight is 120,000,000 of tons, with the

churn-dasher moving "to and fro" 440 times

per second, stirring the whole mass into sound

waves, and by its "condensations and rarifi-

cations" generate heat enough to add one-sixth

to the velocity of sound according to the invented

law of Laplace. Page 130. 2nd. The theory

requires a locust, whose stridulations can be heard

at a distance of one mile by rasping its legs across

its wing, to wield a power equal to that of all the

steam-engines in the United States. Page 147.

3d. It also compels the poor little locust to beat

the " drumskius," or move the tympanic mem

branes of all the persons who could find standing

room within the compass of its limited omnipo

tence. These " drum-skins" or tympanic mem

branes, according to Prof. Tyndall (Lectures on

Sound, pp. 4, 5, 49, 69), are thrown into vibra

tions, "once in and once out ;" and, according to

our author's test of their avoirdupois, 16,000 of

them would weigh one pound. Now, if persons

enough were brought together to fill the cricket's

capacious auditorium, the tympanic membranes

in the aggregate would amount to such a ponder

ous mass of drum-skins as to weigh two tliousand

million tons. This mass of matter must be shaken,

according to the laws of mechanical force, or the

cricket will be in danger of losing his position as

a very important adjunct to the firm of Tyndall,

Ilelmholtz, Mayer& Co. Certainly such a weight

of absurdity in drum-skins, and such a caricature

on common sense in the name of science, should

be enough to laugh the cricket out of countenance,

even if it should fail to drive the advocates of the

wave-theory from the rickety ramparts of their

monstrous imposition.

The author also (p. 105) explodes the magazine

theory, by which he shows that it is not the thun

der which strikes and kills, as the apostles of sound

waves actually teach. He makes the following

quotation from the writings of Prof. Tyndall

(Lectures on Sound, p. 23), in which that learned

physicist is made to suffer most terribly by the

explosion whic h he describes :—"The most strik

ing example of this inflection of a sonorous wave

that I have ever seen was exhibited lit Erith after

the tremendous explosion of a powder magazine.
whichvoccurred there in 1804. The village of

Erith was some miles distant from the magazine,

but in nearly all cases the windows were shattered,

and it was noticeable that the windows turned

away from the origin of the explosion suffered

almost as much as those which faced it

Every window in the church, front and back, was

bent inwards. In fact, as the sound-wave reached

the church it separated right and left, and for a

moment the edifice was clasped by a girdle of in

tensely compressed air." Following this quotation,

in his usual, vigorous and confident style, our

new physicist calls upon his readers to observe

that "no distinction is even hinted at" between

"the girdle of intensely compressed air," caused

by the sudden generation of gas. and t'.c "sound

wave" (?) which appeared to accompany the

concussion. The announcement is then madt in

the language of no uncertain, Bound, and i" c

implied challenge is confidently laid at the doors

of these world-renowned acousliciann, and fear

lessly flung across the pathway to every seat of

scintific investigation throughout the world, that

" the condensed air-wave, or atmosphericcfmcuxsion,

which breaks a window at a distance from an ex

plosion ofpowder will be found, when tested, to be

altogether a different effect from the sound product d

by die same explosion, and that [the air-wave] will

also be found to travel at a different velocity, which

velocity will be in proportion to the quantity of gas

added, and the distance tlie condensed wave has

traceled." From the above it does appear, at this

writing, that the author has wisely chosen the

field upon which to test the relative strength of

the two opposing theories in the science of acous

tics. Th. case involves, at least, an important

principle of science, and is likely to evolve the

impending conflict. Upon whose banner shall

the bird of victory perch? Just think of Miltiades

with his little band of fearless friends rushing

down upon the battle-plains of Marathon to meet

the marshalled millions of a benighted continent !

There is intense anxiety in the minds of many.

Leverrier was justified in his prediction, based

on mathematical calculation, concerning the exis

tence, location, and discovery of Neptune. Is

Wilford to be sustained by the truth of his scien

tific prophecy? How unequal, in appearance,

the opposing forces 1 Is the current wave-theory

of sound, with its prestige and popular following,

to seek our young philosopher's life and destroy

it, i r is our Hercules to reach from his scientific

eradii' and strangle the old dragon of unscientific

fraud ?

Passing through the system for the purpose of

pointing out a few of the absurdities to which it

stands committted, Wilford takes up the tuning-

fork and strikes it against a resonant body and

throws its prongs into tremors. Then, conceding

the correctness of the estimate of their aggregate

velocity to be about 8 feet per second, he asks the

scientific world, with an air of triumphant exulta

tion, to point out the man of scholarly reputation

who will have the recklessness to say that the air

waves thus started off at the rate of 8 feet per

second have power to increase their velocity 120

times, and travel, after leaving the prongs or

resonant body, as sound is known to be transmit

ted, at the rate of 1 120 feet per second. Hut the

supreme absurdity of this argurnentum ad ignor-

antiam is made to appear in its most unscientific

nakedness when our author shows that the wave-

theory of sound is bound to operate by wooden-

waves, glass-waves, and iron-waves, and with in

creased velocity, whenever sound is transmitted

tnrough these material substances. Is the

scientific world ready to admit the truth of what

is here criticised ? Are the advocates of this old

doctrine of transmission by air-waves ready to

say, over their own signatures, that sound, in

passing through a rock, or a mountain of iron,

actually throws the whole mass into such vibra

tory motion as to cause the particles to move " to»

and fro" into " condensations and rarefactions,"

causing each atom of such material bodies to

change its position 440 times per second? If not,

will some one please step forward and answer this

juggler in a manner that shall in the future keep

him back from presumptuous sins, and forever

paralyze the spluttering pen of this pestilent

fellow, who seems to be a setter forth of strange

doctrines ? In the meantime Wilford has a right

to be heard ; and it is predicted that he cannot be

hissed from the stage because, forsooth, he has

the courage to say to that most popular heresy :

so far shalt thou go and here shall thy waves be

stayed. No wonder that his whole resonant be

ing is shocked into tremors of vibrator)' indigna

tion as he analyzes a fundamental fallacy, which,

forages, has been palmed off for truth upon the-

credulity of mankind, and is still taught for

science amidst the startling discoveries and

intellectual achievements of the 19th century.
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But Wilford Hall is not a philosopher of the

pessimistic school. Having torn down the edifice

of error, he proceeds to build the temple of truth.

Having shown, as he believes, that the undula-

tory theory of sound is made up of contradictions

and inconsistencies, embroidered with innocent

ignorance of Nature's laws, he introduces his

. own hypothesis of corpuscular emissions. Here,

as elsewhere, in the line of the main argument

throughout the book, his modern monad is

brought to the front. Sound is a substance as

really and truly as odor, heat, electricity, mag

netism, gravity, or light.

He denouuees "molecular motion" as an in

strument of nimble jugglery when used as the

convenient scapegoat of false reasoning. Here

Wilfordism must stand or fall. The new theory

of sound starts with the assumption of such a

substance. From this point it must run the

gauntlet to early defeat or final victory. The

theory may be obliged to lay aside some weights

which do not belong to its essential constitution,

and some besetting sins which adhere as the re

sults of its founder's fallible nature ; but in the

end it will reach the goal and triumph gloriously.

If, however, it should fail in the race, or fall in

the battle, it will, at least, have made a valuable

contribution to the cause of true science, in hav

ing shown that the wave-theory stands impeached

by the testimony of unanswerable facts, and must,

sooner or later, fall before the irresistible force of

its own manifest inconsistency.

No adequate idea of the author's position can

be given by quoting from or commenting upon

this masterly treatise now challenging the at

tention of the scientific world. The law govern

ing the generation and propagation of sound, as

understood by our philosopher, is stated on page

93, and is as follows : It is not the mecftanical

effect of the numerous short motions back andforth

on the surrounding air which generates the t*ne of

a fork or string, but it is the molecular effect of tlie

.sudden stops and starts on the atomic structure of

the instrument itself, causing thereby the emission

-of the substantial pulses we call Sound, while the

atmosphere, wood, water, or iron through which

they pass, is but their conducting medium,—any

motion of such medium^ caused at the time by the

vibration of the sound-producing body, being but

incidental. The foregoing is enough to show that

the new hypothesis is at least different from, if

not superior to, the old theory. In this new de

parture he has broken with much that enters into

the popular teaching of the age, and it will notbe

considered strange if he should fall under its

most furious assaults. No established theory of

science, true or false, has ever been known to

surrender without a struggle. It is therefore a

matter of most thrilling interest to those who are

standing tip-loe on the promontory top of

scientific inquiry to know just what the advocates

of the old theory may, can, or must say in their

.attempts to defend their system against the charge

of absolute emptiness. Will they keep silence ?

or will they say that Wilford is an unscientific

crank,—a root out of dry ground,—because, for

sooth, he does not come before the world badged

with the titulary toys of scholastic favoritism?

While he is sapping the foundation and thunder

ing at the gates of their ancient (air) castle, will

they attempt to " laugh a siege to scorn," or con

tinue to maintain their significant reticence, in

the hope that he may soon pass into obscurity

for want of that literary fame which the world

so frequently manufactures for

" The boorful blocrhead lenorantly read
With loads ot learned lumber In hishuud:'"

Something must be done. The situation is be

coming serious. This man charges us with teach

ing nonsense for science. What is worse, he is

about to show that the accusation is founded in

truth. Be we men, and suffer such dishonor?

What is our crime that he should toil us so much

truth when we are so unwilling to receive it?

Simply this: " After the manner which he calls

heresy, so worship we" at the unscientific shrine

of our fathers. Our wave-theory is older than

the Christian era. Is that not saying enough in

its favor? It comes "thundering down the

ages," and although "its intensity decreases as

the square of the distance," its tones are yet

sufficiently loud to blow the bugle for a counter

charge. In passing upon the relative merits of

competitive theories in science, Wilford seems to

overlook the opinion of many that age and

popular indorsement ought to be taken into con

sideration as of more primary importance than

mere truth, demonstrative argument, and absolute

certainty. Then what is still more humiliating

to us of the orthodox persuasion is the absence

of all testimony that he has ever graduated in

any regular college, or cantered over the curricu

lum of a university to the laurels which have

already commenced to enwreathe his brow. True,

he gives abundant evidence of more than ordin

ary natural ability and intellectual attainments ;

a close student of Nature ; a bold adventurer in

his search for truth ; a match for any man who

has yet dared to meet him on the field of scientific

controversy ; yet we are not aware that he has a

diploma, and we are quite certain that he baa

never been applauded by a Boston audience in

Tremont Temple. If we must abandon the sacred

old theory to which we are bound by every tie of

mistaken friendship, and to which we are com

mitted by every consideration, except that of

fidelity to truth, for a new gospel in science,

which neither we nor our fathers have known,

let us, at least, have an evangelist whose lineage

and literary prestige shall heal our wounded pride

and palliate the pains of our prejudice. If we

may not have an apostle from the Chair of Natural

Philosophy in the Royal Institution of Great

Britain, nor a leader like Professor Helmholtz

from Berlin, nor a celebrated acoustician like our

own American scholar, Alfred Marshall Mayer,

give us some other star of acknowledged magni

tude and lustre to go before us out of Egypt ; but

as for this modern Moses cradled in the bull rushes

of obscurity—this Wilford Hall we will not—

well—

Seriously, something must be done. A gentle

man at the writer's elbow, with more modesty

than money, seriously contemplates a donation

of $10,000 towards the endowment of a Profes

sorship of Physics, with special reference to in

struction in the department of acoustics in some

college or university of learning in America,

whose faculty will unanimously step forward

first, and, over their own signatures, in the

columns of thi\s Review, successfully defend

the wave-theory as taught by Tyndall, Helmholtz,

and Mayer, and echoed by the standard acoustical

text-books and most popular institutions of learn

ing throughout the world. The defense of the

old theory must consist in part of a reasonable

answer to the many objections urged against the

undulatory doctrine, by A. Wilford Hall in his

Problem of Human Life. Until such a warfare,

defensive and offensive, shall have been success
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fully waged, there can be no security that the

strong man, who has been keeping his palace since

the days of Pythagoras, can continue to possess

his goods in peace. If, after a thorough discus-

won in this lieriew, as to the relative merits of

the two theories, the question should still be left

in doubt, tin mutter may be referred for final

decision to a class of common-school boys, or to

any jury of scientific scholars who have not been

deprived of their literary manhood by the blind

tyranny of arbitrary scholasticism. The above

project is not meditated in the pains of plethoric

purse, neither in the spirit of blunt, bluff, nor

bluster, but from the fear that much now taught

for " Sound " is only noise about something

very unsound, and from a desire to

" Let truth be seized wherever found.
On heathen or on Christian ground."

It remains, to many, an unsettled question, to

which the scientific "future alone can give a full

and satisfactory answer, as to what part this new

philosophy shall play in the coming, closing

scenes of the world's intellectual theatre. One

thing, however, is already a noticeable fact: the

doctrine, be it true or false, is making many con

verts. Recruits are falling into line without much

beating of the drum. Few books have left the

American press to meet a warmer greeting than

The Problem of ITuman Life. These greetings

and recommendations have been given by a class

of Christian and scientific journals not quoted in

the market of commercial literature. Many of

them are even extravagant in their flattering

testimonials of approval. Thousands of intelli

gent thinkers have voluntarily forwarded to the

author their expression of delight in the re

ception and reading of the masterly work. Pro

fessors in some of our colleges, and in some

cases whole faculties, have announced, after ex

perimental tests, the correctness of some of Wil

ford's new discoveries, and their willingness to

do proper penance in the future for having

taught fraud for science in the past.

But our philosopher must not expect to enter

the paradise of immortal fame, except through

the purgatory of persecution. Others have passed

that way before him. Columbus was treated

with indignity by the Old World because he had

discovered new realms beyond the ocean. Galileo

was imprisoned for teaching some of the very

truths which have since been formulated into a

section of the world's scientific creed. Harvey

lost his medical practice because of his great

physiological discovery. Jenner's prophylactic

contribution to medical science was first de

nounced as diabolical ; soon after an attempt was

made to rob him of the merits of his invaluable

discovery. So must Wilford prepare himself for

the baptism with which other advanced thinkers

have been baptized. This, no doubt, he expects.

He is too much of a philosopher not to anticipate

the inevitable. Ignorance and prejudice will, as

usual, seek to obstruct the purest streams of the

world's scientific onflow. Already have the

mutterings of disapprobation been heard. Sharp

criticisms have been made upon the author's

philosophical position, and exceptions have been

filed againstsome of his argumentsandconclusions.

fie is charged with "Materialism" and "Panthe

ism." These criticisms and charges have, in the

most important ca^es. led to correspondence and

controversy, in which the critics were either con

verted or driven into sullen silence. Professor

Tyndall has written from London that " it is an

.infinitely amusing book." Yes, and it will

probably prove to be infinitely more amusing in/

that great hereafter, which seems to be close at

hand, when the wave-theory of sound and the-

Ptolemaic system of astronomy, with many other

exploded fallacies, shall be entombed together in:

the one family vault of merited oblivion.

In the meantime, let the vanguard of the world's:

brightest intellect move on, accelerated by the

momentum of its own progress, and stimulated

by the beneficence of its own achievements, until

it shall be glorified in the vindication of the

Christian Scriptures. And another book was

opened, which is The Problem of Human Life.

Out of these books let the dead theories of the

past and present be judged. May their contents

be properly understood in searching for the sub

stance of things hoped for, and their suggestions

lead through more legitimate efforts, to realize

the sublimest possibilities involved in the dignity

and destiny of man. Then shall the students of

Nature and the disciples of Revelation learn war

no more. Science and Religion shall robe them

selves in the garments of truth, not only to minis

ter as priests at the altar of the Most High, but

also, as heaven's anointed prophets, proclaim

throughout the land, and unto all the inhabitants

thereof: Hear, oh Israel, the Lord thy God is.

one God.

OIDAL THEORY OF SOTTND.-No. 2.

BY PEOF. H. HOWARD.

It is here claimed that matter is inert and that ,

its particles and masses are enfolded and moved

by energy supplied through the ocean of force.

The particles of matter must have to a small

extent at least a unity of motion and collision

with the molecules of force and so modify sound-

impulse and resonance. The tone of sound as

soft, or harsh, etc., may therefore indicate the

condition of the force disturbed as outside of solid

bodies and receiving a shock from explosion or

otherwise ; or as force exerted in uniting the

particles of a certain sort or form of matter.

The form of force called an Oid which surrounds

a body as a reinforcement of the energy that fills

it appears to correspond in extent and energy to

the sum of the force and of the matter composing

a body. The sound-conducting capacity of a

solid body appears to be in proportion to the

force which unites it and to the extent and the

density of its oid. Of inanimate bodies the metals

mainly have the greater oids, and these are the

more sonorous and also the better conductors of

sound. In connection with most wind-instuments

of music the oid as it extends from the internal

surface of the instrument is probably compressed;

upon itself, and thus a greater number of the

molecules of force collide within the instrument.

The flaring form of some of those instruments,

as also of bells, serves to bring a larger volume of

the ocean of force to share in the initial resonance.

This is true of the fireman's trumpet through

which the volume of the initial sound-impulse

is increased and the pitch lowered. The pitch of

sound may also be perceptibly lowered through

increase of its volume by passing a long distance

through open space.

But has the air anything to do with souud ? Yes.

As the particles of a solid or of a liquid partake

of the action of the force which unites them, so

do the particles of gaseous matter like ths air

move and collide with the molecules of force that
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hold thetu, as the oceau of air is moved in the

ocean of force. The resonant and sound-conduct

ing properties of the air depend partly upon its

density. The earth-oid and therefore also the air

is denser nearest the earth's surface. The air is

also a better conductor of sound when through

the oids of its particles it is condensed by cold.

Often when the molecules of force hold a larger

proportion of moisture with the air its sound-ex-

pressir.g property is increased. It is probable

that the material organs of hearing need to be

impressed by a material touch and that the gaseous

particles or the air touch the tympanum of the

ear as with the hammer-blows of disturbed mole

cular force. But to complete the connection of

the hearing mind with a sound-impulse, the organs

of hearing and also the nerves and the brain are

permeated with the same sort of force which

transmits the sound. In another article it will be

shown that the oids of our bodies and also the

: spiritual oids of our minds are in contact with the

force which transmits sound. It is through our

dual person-oids that (through the wide difference

between mind and matter) the mind grasps matter

and receives impressions from it.

Bodies differ widely in their sonorous qualities

and in their sound-conducting properties. But

this density in bodies as an obstacle to the harmo

nizing of a theory of sound with its phenomena

vanishes when it appears that essential or molecu

lar force, as it holds all matter in its grasp, is the

necessary and constant medium through which

sound is produced or transmitted. In connection

with a solid body initial sound is produced nl the

surface of the body. A slight scratch with a

pointed instrument upon a piece of timber may

be heard at the distance of many feet along its

length if the ear be close to the timber. The

distance the sound may be so heard will be

increased in proportion to the solidi;/, size pnd

cleavability of the timber. The sound is trans

mitted most along the line of th° greatest density

of the oid at the surface of the wood. The sound

will travel farther along the larger and more solid

timber because the surrounding and reinforcing

oid is greater and therefore more dense at the

surface of the timber.

Some persons are conscious of colors connected

with sounds. This " Color-hearing" may be

explained summarily as follows :

The methods of energy in producing heat,

light and sound are so inseparable that the mani

festation of the energy of sound is also the pro

duction essentially if in a less degree of the energy

of heat. Every sound-producing shock evolves

heat, as does any compression of molecular force

either within or outside of solid bodies. These

appear to be also a fixed interfusion of the

forceful essence of the two energies of heat and

light. We therefore conclude that our powers

for seeing and hearing are so correlated with one

another and also with the methods of essential

force that a mind of suited susceptibility may

perceive light in colors as it is partly developed

through the methods of energy for producing and

transmitting sound.

Some of the color-hearers perceive a distinct

color together with each note in the scale, the

darker colors with the lower notes, the lighter

with the higher. Whether this perceiving of the

darker colors with the lower notes and vice versa

be analogous to the rays of the solar spectrum may

be for further investigation to determine. But

however this may be, we place " Color-hearing"

with a class of phenomena indicating that heat,

light and sound are transmitted through the ono

essential force, which as an Oid surrounds each

body, being reinforced from the Great Oid or the

ocean of force through which all matter is existed.

THE DOUBTER'S PRAYER.

[BY AN EIGHTEEN-YEAK-OlD BOY.l

Saddened and softened by the whirling flood
Of doubts, anxieties and troubled thoughts that beat
And surge in my tired brain, I stund and loor
Into the tracrless, shoreless ether which contains
Th' unnumbered secrets of Creation's handiworr—
The realm of viicaut space and undisturbed repose*—
Of emptiness and all that is intangible,
And, as I loor into vacuity, there comes
Into my goaded mind a question which recurs
When'er strucr with that superst itious awe which nils
The breast when one is brought to face the infinite,
I gaze into the blue, unclouded, pathless vauit above.
(3anit be true that the departed spirits now,

Of those whose visible, material forms, on earth.
Flooded with warm love the hearts of us poor world-

lings,
From i he effulgent heights of their clysium,
Loor down in pity and in loving tenderness
Upon the tolling, careworn tenants of the earth f
i i, Spirit of the unrnown heavens I Is it true
That graves and tepuichrea are only trophies of
The airy spirits that have burst the vision gate,
And only worr the rmn of the carnal clay 1
0, Ruler of the never-setting sun of Time,
Creator of the greater and t he lesser worlds !
l. thy poor creature, humbly at Thy altar bow.
And with submissive but with longing Hps do cry
To Thee ; Thls single mystery reveal to mo—
Isth'ri an immortuhtyfor humankind f
LxBANON, I'A.

RELATION OF BEAUTY TO INSECT FER

TILIZATION.

BY sAMCEl Z. BATTEN.

Among the phenomena which natural selec

tion claim3 to explain is that of beauty or coa-

spicuousncss in tlowers.

Mr. Darwin says: " Flowers rank amongst the

most beautiful productions of Nature, and they

have become, through natural selection, beauti

ful or rather conspicuous in contrast with the

greenness of the leaves that they might be easily

observed and visited by insects. I have come to

this conclusion from finding it an invariable rule,

that when a flower is fertilized by the wind it

never has a gaily colored corolla . . . We may

safely conclude that, if insects had never existed

on the face of the earth, the vegetation would not

have been decked with beautiful flowers, but

would have produced only such poor flowers as

arc now borne by our firs, oaks, nut and ash

trees, by the grasses, by spinach, docks and

nettles." Now will this account for the beauty

and conspicuousness of flowers, as Mr. Darwin

claims? That there are beautiful flowers which

are generally fertilized by insects, no one will

deny. That there are less showy flowers which

are usually cither wind or self-fertilized, is also

true; but will all this give any satisfactory solu

tion of the presence of beauty in flowers?

In drawing conclusions from a number of

known facts, it is well to heed the advice of

Bacon, and attend as carefully to negatives as to

affirmatives. Huxley said, and no doubt but that

he carefully weighed each word, " Every hypoth

esis is bound to explain, or at any rate not to

be inconsistent with the whole of the facts it

professes to account for; and if there is a single

one of these facts which can be shown to be in

consistent with the hypothesis, such hypothesis

falls to the ground, it is utterly worthless." Will

,he hypothesis formulated by Darwin explain all
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the facts it professes to account for, or can any

be adduced which are positively inconsistent

with it?

If this hypothesis proves anything, it proves

that all conspicuous flowers have become such

through natural selection, that "they might be

easily observed and visited by insects, so that

their fertilization might be favored." While it

maybe "an invariable rule " that when a flower

is fertilized by the wind it never has a gaily col

ored corolla, is it also "an invariable rule"

that when a flower has a gaily colored corolla

it is insect fertilized?

If we can find conspicuous flowers which are

in nowise beneficial to the plant, in attracting

insects, we have found one negative instance. It

might be difficult to show that insect fertilized

flowers invariably produce more seed than self

fertilized. The Bee Orchis is the only Orchis

which isself fertilized, and it is none the less

showy, neither does it produce less seed than

any insect fertilized flower of the same order.

The impatiens fulca produces two kinds of

flowers, beautiful, showy flowers, which ripen

seed but rarely, and very small flowers which are

early ferti lized, and whose floral envelopes never

expand, and yet these latter produce by far the

greater number of seed. Another familiar in

stance of this isseen in our common Viola. Many

species produce beautiful fragrant flowers early

in the spring, and these ripen but few seed.

Later in the season inconspicuous buds appear

which are usually concealed by the leaves. These

buds do not even develop petals, but are fertil

ized in the young bud, producing pods which

bear far more seed than the beautiful flowers.

Two explanations have been offered to account

for these two kinds of flowers; one that they

are the more simple and earlier forms of the flow

ers, the other, that they are degraded forms of

the more beautiful flowers. It matters not

which explanation we admit to be the more

plausible. Both are antagonistic to natural selec

tion; for according to one, increase of beauty has

been followed by decrease of utility, and accord

ing to the other, decrease of beauty has brought

increase of utility. Natural selection cannot offer

any satisfactory explanation for the presence of

beauty in these flowers, and the presence of beauty

is antagonistic to the hypothesis. Hence, the

"hypothesis falls to the ground, it is utterly

worthless."

Scientists would do well to consider those

words of Lord Bacon: " Man, as the minister and

interpreter of Nature, does and understands as

much as his observations of the order of Nature,

either with regard to matter or mind, permit

him, and neither knows nor is capable of more."

And Dr. Shedd in commenting on this says:

" The function of the philosopher is not to orig

inate truth, but to explain it. He is to stand up

before a universe of matter, and a universe of

mind, and his office is to interrogate them, and

hear what they say. He is not to attempt an ex

ertion of his own power upon them in order to

reconstruct them, and thereby put a meaning

into them. He is not to distort them, by inject

ing into them his own prejudices and presump

tions; but simply going up to them with rever

ence and freedom, he is to take them just as they

arc, and to question them just as they stand, un

til he gets their answer."

■ST See terms for clubs and agents on the second

and fourth pages of cover, and send for circulars.

SPECIMEN PRESS-NOTICE.

[As a sample of the hundreds of kind references

to the new volume of The Microcosm in the press

of the country, we clip the following from the U.

li. Mutual Aid Journal, Lebanon, Pa.]

The Microcosm.—The first number of volume

2 of this highly interesting and instructive religio-

scientific journal, of which A. Wilford Hall, Ph.

D. is editor and publisher, made its appearance

on the first of August. The first volume has

proven a most remarkable success. The first

number was issued August, 1881, without a single

subscriber, and at the close of the first year it had

a subscription list of more than 20,000, about

6000 of whom were ministers of the gospel. Vol

ume 2 starts out under very bright prospects. It

has been changed to a regular magazine form of

32 pages, price $1.00 per year. The mission of

the Microcosm is to combat false theories of science,

and harmonize the facts of science with Divine

Revelation, and most nobly is it doing its work.

Following in the wake of that master production

of its ediior, " The Problem of Human Life," it

pierces with its two-edged sword of actualfact

and common sense, many of the gorgeously pain

ted balioonistic theories of speculative scientists,

producing their most inglorious collapse. No live

thinker can afford to do without the Microcosm.

Send the price to Hall & Co., 23 Park Row, N.

Y., and receive a monthly publication the perusal

of which will awaken thought, afford pleasure and

enable you to see new beauties in both Nature and

Revelation.

THE DIFFICULTIES OF PHYSICISTS.

BY REV. PROF. STEPHEN WOOD.

J. B. Stallo in a work styled Modern Physicn,

in speaking of the nebular hypothesis, closes the

article in these words; "The enthusiasm for the

nebular hypothesis, wasinthisrespect anontologi-

cal survival. And in another respect it was even

moro than that,—it was a recrement [spume or

foam] of ancient traditions, about the origin of

the universe from nothing. The original mist

of the nebular hypothesis is assumed to be of

extreme tenuity—of a density less than the one

hundred thousandth part of hydrogen, the lightest

gaseous body known to the chemists. By reason

of thisrethercalsubtilty, it was readily substituted,

in the conceptions of the popular mind, for the

old void, from which the world was said to have

emerged ; and in the imaginations of those, who

look upon matter as a sort of inspissation [a

thickening] of mind, for the universal antcmun-

dane impersonal spirit. It thus conformed to

the assumption that, on any hypothesis respecting

the mode of the world's formation, it must, in

the beginning, have been without form and void,

and at the same time, satisfied the mystic yearn

ings after the ajthereal and ' spiritualistic,' which

is the special distinction of that large class of

philosophers, whose philosophy begins where clear

thinking ends."

Wherever this last fling may have been in

tended, it rebounds with terrific force and dis

astrous results upon those very clear thinkers,

who ignore the "spiritualistic" and commence

in the dust and fog—the nebulae, of infinitely

small particles or "solid atoms," forming "a

mist of extreme tenuity." This may be where

clear thinking commences; but in whatever

branch of physical science this leads them, or
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whatever theories may be advanced from it, this

"clear thinking" always ends in fog more dense

than the original nebulae; it is in fact a " clear"

ease of mind inspissated, or nebulre con

densed.

No one of these clear thinkers who commence

with matter and ignore a higher form of sub

stance, and a Creator from whenceit is derived has

ever been able to give a satisfactory explanation

of any of their various theories advanced, or find

a stable base for the physical sciences, as now de

veloped. Those who have made themselves

familiar with the changes in the organic struc

ture of all departments of physical science dur

ing the last fifty years, cau probably readily ac

cept the above statement; and those who have

not may be convinced by a careful examination

of fTali'8 Problem of Human Life; or. Wilford's

Microcosm (New York) edited by the same au

thor; or even " Modern Physics" from which the

extract is taken at the commencement of this ar

ticle. I have no objections to a nebular hypothe

sis, as such; but what I wish to affirm is that the

advocates of the different forms of the hypothesis

have never been able by it to explain the cause

of things or even theform of things. I shall raise

no objection to the term "atoms," but assume

that the existence of such creatures has never

been proved, and the cause of their existence has

never been attempted by what is popurlarly

called Physical Science.

J. P. Cooke, Pays: " Our atoms may be mere

fancies, I admit, but, like the magnitudes we call

waves of light, the magnitudes we have measured

and called atoms must be magnitudes of some

thing, however greatly our conceptions in regard

to that something may change. Our whole

atomic theory may pass, the words molecule and

atom may be forgotten; but it will never cease to

be true that the magnitude which we now call a

molecule of water consists of two of the magni

tudes which, in the year 1872, were called atoms

of hydrogen, and of one of the magnitudes which

were called at the same period, atoms of oxygen."

I would not willingly disparage the labors of

these physicists who have done so much for true

science and for man. But the very considera

tion of their confessed inability to satisfactorily

account for the origin of things; and the fact

that they have been unable to intelligently ex

plain the laws of the most common phenomena of

Nature should suggest modesty when referring to

the more circumscribed (?) views of their prede

cessors. The great difficulty of physicists who

have commenced with star-dust, and have left off

" where clear thinking ends," is this fact so essen

tial to their calling, namely: they seem never to

have comprehended the first great universal law

of the formation of physical things—the laws of

influx; the mind seldom rising above mechanics.

Stallo says: "The necessity of reducing all

physical action to impact, has been a presistent

tenet among physicists ever since the birth of

modern physical science. And yet, here again,

as in the cases discussed in the two preceding

chapters, science rises in revolt against its own

fundamental assumptions." (Afodsrn Physics,

page 52). Newton seems to have had ft concep

tion of a substance superior to matter, as evinced

by his third .etter to Bently, in which he says:

"It is inconceivable that inanimate brute matter

should, without the mediation of something else

which is not material, operateon and affect other

matter, without mutual contact, as it must do if

gravitation, in the sense of Epicurus, be essential

and inherent in it. And this is the reason why I

desired you would not ascribe innate gravity to

me. That gravity should be innate, inherent and

essential to matter, so that one body may act up

on another at a distance, through a vacuum, with

out the mediation of anything else by and through

which their action may be conveyed from one to

another, is to me so great an absurdity that I be

lieve no man who has, in philosophical matters,

a competent faculty for thinking, can ever fall into

it Gravity must be caused by an agent acting

constantly according to certain laws ; but,

whether this agent ne material or immaterial, I

have left to the consideration of my readers."

Newton's reference to something immaterial

raised a tremendous racket among his contem

poraries, which caused him, later, to suggest a

material medium in (Query 2!) these words: "Is

not this medium ("au all-parvading ether")

much rarer within the dense bodies of the sun,

stars, planets and comets, than in the empty

celestial spaces between them? And, in passing

from them to great distances, doth it not grow

denser and denser perpetually, and thereby cause

the gravity of those great bodies towards each

other, and of their parts toward the bodies, every

body endeavoring to go from the denser parts of

the medium towards the rarer? " These difficul.

ties of physicists vill never be surmounted until

they acknowledge a substance superior to matter,

and discover the laws of formation, or the law of

discreet degrees, by which motion may be origi

nated not by " impact" but by impulse, and by

which material substance may be formed, not by

" inspissation of mind," but by efflux of mind.

How God creates will be the subject of the next

paper.

INDECIPHERABLE WRITING.

Why is it that a business man will write a fair,,

legible hand in the body of his letter, and when

he comes to sign his name (the most difficult and

important part, and the only part to which no-

other clue can be got to determine it), he will

scratch down a ridiculous scrawl that may mean

John Smith, Peter Jones or Tommy Tompkins?

We get dozens of just such letters at this office,

and no doubt many books and papers go astray

for no other reason than that our clerks fail U>

decipher the proper names. Make it a rule to-

write all address, including especially your own

name as plain as if it were printed, and don't

suppose that because you are familiar with the

names, other people a thousandmiles away, must

be.

A PRIZE ESSAY.

We are pleased to see that our excellent contrib

utor, Prof. I. L. Kephart, of Lebanon, Pa., has

just won a prize of $50 by writing the best Essay

against the Tobacco Tidbit. The prize was offered

by the Rev. W. S. Titus of Charlotte, Mich., and

out of sixteen different competitors was unani

mously awarded by the judges to Professor Kep

hart. We congratulate him upon the honor, and

our readers upon the fact of having such a worthy

contributor to these columns. We may make

arrangements for publishing this essay in The

Microcosm, if it should be desired. The question

certainly is one worthy of careful scientific treat

ment and study.
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THE MICROCOSM

Mr. EDitor: The triumphant career of The

Microcosm through its first volume, and the hope

ful outlook for the second in its greatly improved

form, thrills with joy the hearts of its many read

ers and admirers. Its short career of unprece

dented success—the great avidity with which it is

gought, welcomed, read, indorsed andcommended

by many of the brightest minds and most vigorous

thinkers of modern times—is proof conclusive

that it has a mission—that prior to its induction

into the world of journalism there existed in that

world a distinctly marked vacuum which it now

most completely fills.

Yes, The Microcosm has a mission. Prior to its

advent there was no periodical that seemed to

have either the ability or inclination to take hold

of the atheistic theories of science (" Science

falsely so called ") and expose, from a real scien

tific standpoint and in a thoroughly scientific and

common-sense manner, the assumptions and vaga

ries thrust upon the world as facts by the self-

opinionated and skeptical scientists. These theo

ries and teachings were poisoning the minds of

the rising generation, and awakening doubts re

specting the teachings of the Scriptures in the

minds of older persons, who, for want of a truly

scientific education, were not able to detect the

flaws in the false theories advanced.

The moral and intellectual world was in great

need of a bold, vigorous sheet, conducted by an

independent, energetic thinker, who was abund

antly able and sufficiently courageous to call in

question some of the hypotheses and deductions

of materialistic scientists; and in a clear, logical

manner, adapted to the comprehension of the

masses, demonstrate that, in so far as modern

scientific theories conflict with the fundamental

teachings of Holy Writ, in so far, at least, are

they at variance with the facta of . Natural crea

tion.

All this, The Microcosm has done; and the fact

that in one short year, its subscription list has

risen from zero to more than twenty thousand,

and that it numbers among its readers more than

six thousand clergymen, and has received the

enthusiastic encouiiums and indorsements of

scores and hundreds of D.D's; LL.D's; M.D's;

college Presidents and college Professors, is proof

conclusive that it is occupying and thoroughly

cultivating a field in religio-scieutific literature

of the greatest importance. In addition to the

work it has done, as above indicated, by assail

ing and exposing the absurdities of theories

which have been for many years taught as real

science (the wave-theory of sound and the error

in Newton's Law, for example) it has so thorough

ly opened the eyes and awakened the minds of

thinking men and women, that hereafter a new

theory that conflicts with the plain, essential

doctrines of the Bible will require something

more as an indorsement than the name of a Tyn-

dall, a Spencer, a Helmholtz or a Mayer, before

sober-minded men will conclude that it is true,

and that the Bible is false. It has so completely

exposed the mistakes of great scientists, that it

is now vastly more easy to conclude that their

speculative deductions, their mere theories of

science, may be erroneous when they conflict

with Gospel truth, than it is to conclude that

the Man of Nazareth was in error. Hence the

many hearty " God bless yous " that go up for the

Editor of The Microcosm from sincere Christian

hearts.

The world was in great need of such an aggres

sive defender of " the faith once delivered to the

saints." Owingto their ignorance respecting the

mysteries of science, the expounders and defend

ers of that faith were too wont to cringe and cower

before any new atheistic dogma of science thrust

out by self-consequential materialists. Rocoguiz-

ing the fact that " fire must be fought with lire."

and having no knowledge of science withwhich to

confront false theories, they could but stand on

the defensive and beat a slow but pure and in

glorious retreat before the advancing cohorts of a

bold, aggressive materialism.

Thus the fundamental doctrines of Christianity

were being obscured by a pernicious infidelity for

want of competent defenders, until Wilford

Hall, thoroughly qualified by many long years of

patient research, like a second David, leaped into

the arena in 'the presence of the atheistic Goli

ath, and clad in the plain panoply of truth, armed

with a few small but solid stones, such as com

mon sense and actual facts, commenced a vigor

ous assault upon the mighty giant.

The first stone in the shape of the Problem of

ITuman Life, smote skepticism between the eyes,

and felled it to the ground, so stiff and senseless

that it has not since uttered a word or offered a

show of resistance. The young David was quick

to follow up this decided advantage, and leaping

,rpon the prostrate form of the huge boaster, he

wrenched from him his own sword, converted it

into a still keener weapon, The Microcosm, and

with that two-edged instrument has not only cut

off the giant's head, but is literally cleaving; him

into pieces as Agag was hewn by the sword; of

Samuel.

Yes, The Microcosm has amission, and "nobly,

grandly is it accomplishing it. Slowly (nay,

rapidly) is it ingratiating itself into the confidence

and esteem of the best men and women of Chris

tendom. In its new form it is a perfect literary

and scientific gem, and from hundreds and thou

sands of the purest and most highly cultured

Christian people of this country is going up daily

the devout, sincere prayer—Gon Burs the Eni

tor of The Microcosm.—I. L. Kephart

RELATIONSHIP OF GOD AND THE LAWS

OF NATURE.

BY REV. WM. AllEN.

In common parlance, when reference is made to

science, nothing is more common than the men

tion of the "Laws of Nature." Perhaps many

have never thought carefully on these words

placed in this manner. We want, as far aswe are

able in a few brief statements, to show the true

relationship of laws in the government of the

physical universe. Evidently God, who made all

things, is greatly concerned in the management

of the things He has made. That He performs

many of his operations through agencies in the

ways of the creatures He has made, and by th>-

laws He has Instituted, is not to be denied. But

that He can act upon matter without law, in somc

unseen, undiscerned sense is a great truth. The

normal state of Nature is the idea of it we gain

when it is regularly controlled by a given set i f

laws. Miracles are opposing, conflicting actio'

in which there is no discernment of general law,

but wrought by the immediate hand of God. We

may conceive of a time when there was no

law. Nevertheless, the Omnipresent God, by

means of the immediate attention He has always
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been able to give things, was sufficient for all s

proper management of the physical universe, <

"God said let there be light and there was I

light." He made it. In order to utilize it Hr, i

commenced a course of action on it in some mys- i

terious, immediate sense which culminated in I

what we conceive to be the " Laws of Light." i

These laws, whatever they are, if anything be- i

yond the presence of the Omnipresent God, are j

as much other creations as light itself.

The attribute of Omnipresence instills a beauti

ful lesson in the general government of the phys

ical universe. Contemplate it in whatever way

-we may, God is there. He whose arithmetic num

bers the hairs of our heads, counts the sauds on

the sea-shore, and watches with pitying eye the

fall of the minutest bird, is immediately present

in all the operations of his vast creation. The

instant God should withdraw himself from the

Solar system, not only the Laws of Light, but

light itself would cease to be. Things would

gather quickly Into that inconceivable chaotic

nature which they had before " God commauded

and it stood fast;" before "He spake and it

was done." There is surely a most beautiful and

intimate relationship between God and his gov

ernment of physical things. There can be no

government without God's presence—there may

be government without law further than it is con

tained in the Omuipreseut God. His resources

are ample, full.

It is beautiful to think that wherever there is

law, there is God. He has not made the physical

universe, givenjit laws of government, and then,

gone off, Lycurgus-like, leaving things to take,

care of themselves. No, He remains present in

the laws of his institution supplying every lack.,

Even the animalcules existing and sporting every

-where come into being under his eye, nor do they

pass away without his notice. It is all simply

wonderful and too high for human contemplation.

God is everywhere, and much of what we call

law is only the Omnipresent God in his continu

ous action. He made and his presence upholds.

Omnipresence is the great supplement of the

physical world. .Gravity may be, for aught we

know, the unseen hand of God in the proper ad

ministration of physical government. The uni

verse is vast, but no more so than God himself.

May it not yet, sometime along down in the

future, be an amusing thought that after the

speculations of centuries on physical laws, they

are after all only an Omnipresent God giving

energy tothe things.He has made. Who knows?

Omnipresence itself forbids the idea of remote

law. The energizing Spirit in the universe is

God. Those in-visible realities which we call

physical laws, -may be, for aught we know, but

counterparts of tiis own being. God is in the

crucible of the chemist as well as in the contem

plation of thesscientist.

Only granting God's Omnipresence we at once

conceive that He occupies the whole physical

universe. And we are in eome miniature sense

what He is in>tha vastness of a universal sense.

While we conceive a similarity, wo would not

argue a sameness in the two, for what can be like

an Omnipresent being* There is an energy in

man called spirit, Jife, soul, that controls his cor

poreal frame. There is a universal energy called

the Spirit of God which controls the vast spheres

of Creation as well as Bmaller thingsln all the de

partments of Nature. A man vrills to change his

position, and immediately under the laws of that

volition, the muscles begin a complicated action

as mysterious and incomprehensible as the infinite

God himself. What law does a man conceive of

here? None except a general life-energy brought

into action by the force of mind known as the

will. Take this as an illustration; God is the soul,

the life, the spirit of the universe. Though He

made them yet He energizes them. All remote

ness of law is absorbed in the idea of his Omni

presence; God is the universal ocean of life neces

sary to all other life.

A NEW PHILOSOPHY.

SUBSTANTIALISM.*

[A commencement oration delivered June last at
Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.l

VX T. UnuS BlANe.

This is an age of doubt rather than one of

faith. There is a tendency to believe only that

which the physical 6enses recognize. Because

the rouI cannot be seen and analyzed, many doubts

have arisen as to its existence. This age has

become ro scientific that a mere faith will no

longer answer the requirements of its belief. The

causes must be apparent, and ro natural is it for

the human mind to seek t. cause for every effect

that its investigations have often led to the worst

forms of Materialism; from which have arisen

the various schools of Evolution—evolution with

out a design, without a God.

Materialism by its audacious statements has

converted science into the cold, lifeless laws of

inexorable fate. By its so-called logic, it has

poisoned the church with the miasma of material

istic Evolution. With scarcely a struggle has the

Christian church surrendered to the onslaught of

this mighty foe. But while science and religion

have been bowing as ignoble suppliants before

this Godless creed, mighty and silent forces have

been at work to free them from this despicable

bondage. The future may perchance recognize

these forces in a new philosophy, under the title

of Substantialism.

The Materialism that pervades our sciences

to-day is a blighting curse upon the name ; it

teaches that force is a " mode of motion" ; that

motion creates that activity we call life, and that

from the differentiations of that little albuminous

Moneron has come primeval man, and from its

initial activities has eventually sprung that won

derful product, the human conscience. But Sub

stantialism teaches that allforce is substance. That

heat, light, sound, electricity, magnetism, gravita

tion, life, soul, spirit, are all incorporeal, substan

tial entities ; that each is an emanation from that

Eternal Being from whom came the worlds, and

that out of Himself created he all things, and not

"out of nothing." This new philosophy doe*

not conflict with facts in the physical sciences,

.only with theories.

Applying Substantialism to the correlation and

the conservation of forces, you have substance to

correlate and conserve, and not merely a " mode

of motion." Applying it to the transmission of

heat, light, and sound, you have a real substance

to be transmitted, and not simply "molecular

vibration." Give them a single property of air

and gas, that of seeking an equilibrium, and you

will nave an explanation of radiation and con

vection, of reflection and refraction, of echoes and

* Mr. Blanr, In this oration, as noticed last month,
.has happily brought together a few of tho snlient
points, some of them verbatim, of the Problem qfHu
man lift, of which ho writes us that he la an enthusi
astic student.
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harmonies. By it the laws of electricity become

more simple ; by it the powers of magnetism and

gravitation become substantial entities; by it

magnetism is a substance going out and laying

hold of another substance, and not an hypotheti

cal either, reaching out, and by a reflex vibration,

moving a solid, veritable body. A body not prop

erly supported falls, but the gravitation that

draws one body to the earth is no less a substan

tial entity than that support which upholds

another body ; the relative strengh of each is

measured by the pound.

The science of life, physical and spiritual, is

rational in the light of this new philosophy. The

materialism of Haeckel makes life the result of

designless activity ; the theism of Beale finds life

in the intelligent bioplast weaving the organic

structure ; but whence the life of this little bio

plast? a question long mooted by scientists and

logicians. The materialist says it came by spon

taneous generation, while the theist says by the

will of God. The former annihilates the barriers

between the living and the not-living by bold

assertions, the latter by faith in a creative will.

But regarding life as an incorporeal, substantial

-entity, which by laws of Divine control enters into

and permeates matter, you have a rational expla

nation of all living organisms. With this substan

tial life as the cause of every activity, death would

not end all, even at the stern hands of logic. As

something cannot be from nothing made ; so

nothing cannot be from something made. Thus,

the animating principle that once permeated that

lump of clay, has not ceased to exist ; it has only

withdrawn its active energies from that lifeless

form and passed with the soul to other spheres of

activity. From this may be deduced a theory of

Theistic Evolution, one that will magnify and

honor, and not ignore and belittle our Maker.

It is a universal law of Nature that plants and

animals were created to bring forth seed, and not

the seed created to produce the first primeval

parent. With this law recognized and obeyed,

Atheistic and Agnostic Evolution must be a-

bandoned. Each new species that seem to spring

spontaneously into being, is not the offspring of

a lower form ; but the Divine power of the living

germ enables it to enter into the lifeless clay, and

move it to activity; then that life builds up and

assimilates, until there is produced a self-propa

gating parent. The elements necessary to this

assimilation may be prepared by the existence of

previous forms of life, but the evolution which

teaches that the existence of one species prepared

the earth for the growth and development of a

higher, is in happy contrast with that theory

which teaches the elimination of man by a differ

entiation of a " Carbon god" existing according

to Haeckel, prior even to the carboniferous age.

An anology to sustain the theistic evolution of

animals, is found in the spontaneous growth of

plants. A Canadian forest is removed, and in its

stead springs another, entirely foreign to that

clime, but the matrix was ready for the reception

of this incorporeal, substantial life entity, and it

sprang into physical being.

As the new philosophy is carried into the realm

of soul and spirit, there is suggested the idea of

Pantheism. But Pantheism teaches that Nature

is God and God only, while Substantialism makes

all forces but the effluence of the Divine Nature.

All these substantial entities are but atoms of the

Great God who rises above, rules over and controls

-them all. Substantialism is pre-eminently theistic

j Its plan is unific for all forces; it reiiucsB all

mysteries to one unknowable, eternal mystery

—a self-existing. Infinite God. To knotr that

many mysteries have existed, you have but to ask

the question, what is life, soul, or spirit? The

vagueness of the answer is perplexing and the

inadequacy of the conception baffles your credul

ity; you wonder what you are, whence you are,

and where you are going. The substantialist tells

us that these vital principles are all substantial

entities, self-conscious and eternal, and in his

worship of Jehovah he conceives of Him as a

personal organic entity, who hears, sees, and feels,

and who is Omniscient, Omnipresent, Infinite and

Eternal.

THE NEW YORK. INDEPENDENT.

We are hearing from the clergy in all parts of

the country in response to our rebuke of the

Editor of the Independent in the August Micro,

cosm. The universal verdict is—"Served him

right." Many of these writers say they had in

tended to subscribe for the Independent, but that

out article has changed their minds. Rev. E. O.

Norville, of Gilson, IIl., one of that impenetrable't

' ' ignorami " who reads the Problem of Human

Life, writes: "I have the first number of the

second volume of The Microcosm, and I am more

than pleased with it. It is simply grand! Will

do all I can to extend its circulation. Put my

name down for the reprint of first volume of

Microcosm in book form and for Vnwersalism

Against Itself. Have sold 24 copies of the Walks

and Words ofJesus. I was about to send for the

N. Y. Independent, but shall not do so now. I

am afraid of a man who will condemn a book

without reading it. Such a man is not a safe

guide."

CORRECTIONS OF ERRORS.

It is impossible to conduct an extensively cir

culated publication or attend to filling orders for

books, in answer to a large number of correspon

dents and agents, without some errors occurring.

Should any error either in sending books or papers

occur, we will take it as a favor if any subscriber

or agent will notify us, and we will at once do

our best to rectify it. We must say, however,

judging from past experience, that most of the

failures to receive books or Microcosms by our

patrons result from losses in the mails, or pilfer

ing from them by conscienceless parties who find

this a cheap way to obtain valuable reading mat

ter. We are not alone in this experience. All

publishers are more or less annoved in the same

way.

REV. PROF. S. B. GOODENOW.

We have a very concisely written argument

from Prof. Goodenow, aimed still to vindicate a

necessity for the fixed tangent of Newton, and as

a further explanation of his own diagram and

" truer demonstration" published in the August

Microcosm. Having so much on this subject in

the present number we have reserved his explan

atory argument for next month, which will ap

pear with our remarks. In the mean time let the

reader carefully consider Newton's oversights,

and Prof. Kemper's admissions as given in thi»

number of The Microcosm.
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DOES DEATH END ALL P No. 1.

No other question so deeply interests mankind

individually and personally as the one propounded

above; and no intelligent man or woman of the

countless millions who have lived and died upon

this earth has approached the final change with

out seriously asking the same question. For

thousands of years it has been one of the chief

efforts of philosophers and religionists of all

schools to give a definite and satisfactory an

swer to this question, and to establish such a

system of intelligent belief, based on such an

array of facts, or other rational considerations as

would convince persons of ordinary intellects

that there is as much a real hereafter to humanity

beyond the night of •death, as there is a real to

morrow beyond the setting of the physical gun

of to-day. It scarcely needs to be said that all

efforts to such an end thus far have failed—not

wholly, but to the extent of absolute satisfaction

on the part of an inquiring mind.

Could we know positively that when this body

dies that which animates it will immediately

awaken in another life with a spiritual body,

clothed upon with spiritual vestments, and sur

rounded by a real spiritual environment as tangi

ble to the soul as is the present environment to

the bodily senses, it is manifest that the present

state of existence would be a very different thing

to that which it now is. With such a future

before us clearly defined and rationally assured

upon such unimpeachable evidence as to defy

reasonable doubt, man could walk erect and

smile in the midst of the most exasperating

vexations and disappointments, and be enabled

thereby to meet the trials and discouragements of

life with a serenity that would tend to allay the

the very storms which they generate and which

would otherwise lead to disaster and ruin.

Is it possible in this life to acquire such a

practical assurance of a real existence beyond the

present, independent of the ordinary channels of

religious faith, as to make the future state a mat

ter of business consideration, as we would

anticipate the coming spring-time and prepare for

its duties and enjoyments when this winter of

our discontent shall have passed away ?

We believe that such a degree of assurance on

the part of every intelligent man and woman, is-

the chief and legitimate inheritance which the

Creator of our bodies and the Father of our

spirits originally intended for us to possess and

enjoy here.

Wc do not claim that the same kind of evidence

can be given of a future life as we enjoy of the

rising of to-morrow's sun, because the latter is

the result of experience in our often seeing the

sun to rise and set, and in witnessing the close of

one day and the dawn of another. But even

personal experience, oft-repeated, is no stronger

or more convincing evidence than that which de

pends upon other kinds of testimony, such as

the unquestioned voice of concurrent circum

stances coupled with various other rational con

siderations. For example, we met a friend whom

wc have well known for years on Broadway yes

terday, and conversed with him for several

minutes. Of this we have the evidence of our
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Muses, as weil as of years of previous acquaint

ance. But in point of fact we are not nearly so

sure that we met, or saw, or conversed with this

friend as we are that there is a real city called

London which has existed for hundreds of years

on the other side of the Atlantic ocean, though

we never saw that city and only know of its ex

istence by rational considerations outside of per

sonal experience. The "fool" concludes that

there is no God because he never saw one. Yet

if God should actually present himself to the

gaze of such an atheist he would be more apt to

conclude that he had been momentarily out of

his senses than to believe that he had seen the

Almighty, unless he were really too big a "fool"

to reason soundly. So wc might be mistaken

about having met our friend on Broadway be

cause others have been so mistaken before from

momentary derangement of the sight or aberra

tion of the mental faculties; but we cannot be

mistaken about the city of London, because its

existence in our convictions depends upon so

many concurrent facts, evidences, and circum

stances that we arc necessarily as certain of such

a city beyond the Atlantic as we are certain of

our own consciousness, which is the only basis of

All other classes of knowledge.

We hold, therefore, that the want of personal

experience with reference to a future state of

conscious being for man does not necessarily de

tract from the certainty of the evidence in its

favor, or the undoubted assurance which we may

rationally entertain of such a hereafter for

humanity.

We believe that the time has at last arrived in

the world's philosophical and scientific progress

when man may absolutely know, in a most im

portant sense of that word, that the present

life is not, in the very nature of things, all there

is of us or for us; and that the Power that

created and placed us here, with the countless

evidences of intelligent design manifest in our

marvelous vital, mental, and physical organiza

tions, and everywhere witnessed in our relations

to the environment, contemplated more by such

existence than to mock human intelligence and

to stultify all ideas of Divine wisdom which

man is capable of forming. We purpose, there

fore from time to time, as opportunity offers, to

present brief articles upon this most pregnant

theme, of which this forms the introduction.

PROFESSOBS KEMPEK AND GKAY ON

THE MOON.

(Newton'8 Yardstick Finally Abandoned.)

We have been informed by those who know,

that the writer in the Christian Standard who

assists that paper in its controversy with The

Microcosm, and who originally made his mark

("K"), but now signs his name in full, as

" Prof. C. J. Kemper," is none other than the

distinguished author and professor of mathemat

ics and astronomy in Bethany College, West Vir

ginia. We are right glad to learn this, for it

gives TnE Microcosm new game to bag, that is

worth the powder.

But has Prof. Kemper, in his long article in

the Standard of August 9, referred to last month,

really surrendered himself into the hands of

The Microcosm, by abandoning Newton's fixed

tangent ? We most positively assert that he has,

and that, so far from helping either Newton or

the Standard, he has ruined the cause of both,

yielding everything that The Microcosm has

claimed. Let us now prove this so clearly that

every reader of the Standard, save, perhaps, its

young editor, will see it. First, look at the fol

lowing sentences which we copy from Prof.

Kemper's very cautious and carefully-written

article, which the editor in the same issue, inno

cently and without comprehending its suicidal

logic, calls "a little wholesome instruction to

The Microcosm. " Had he called it a little pow

der and ball for The Microcosm, he would have

figuratively expressed the truth, as will soon be

made to appear. These are a few of Prof. Kem

per's sentences :

" It is only for very small arcs that the tangent

deflections are as the squares ofthe times."

"He [the Editor of TnE Microcosm] states'

truly that the space through which a heavy body

would fall, free from resistance, was pro

portional to the square of the time, but made a

very preposterous blunder, for a student of

physics or elementary mathematics even, in

assuming without reason or proof, that the fall

of the moonfrom the tangent was directly propor

tional to the time" [that is, of uniform fall].

"Further, to compare two forces by the

amount of space they can cause a heavy body to

accomplish in a given time, it is necessary that

the lines of direction of the force should remain

practically invariable, and this is the reason wh/

it is necessary to confine the moon's motion in the

calculation, to a small arc. The line of direction

of the earth's attraction for the moon practically

does not change in a small arc, but does change

when we suppose the moon to pass over a large arc.

In the latter case the fall of the moon from a

fixed tangent would not be due to the full force of

gravity, but only to one component of it, which com

ponent approximates zero as the arc approximates

ninety degrees " [just as The Microcosm has re

peatedly urged].

These quotations from the high mathematical

authority of Bethany'College, we now under

take to show to be the death warrant of New

ton's moon demonstration. Look at the predica

ment of astronomers. To talk as they have

heretofore done about this grandest mathemati

cal achievement of Newton, and to write of it as

an unparalleled triumph of " pure mathematics,"

and then to fritter the whole thing down, under
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the influence of microeosmic blows, as only

"practically" correct when applied to "rtry small

mrcs" and as only a "rough measurement," is a

humiliating tumble for mathematicians, unheard

of in the annals of science. Who ever heard of

this contemptible belittling of Newton's greatest

mathematical demonstration, and of this talk

about its being only "practically" sufficient as a

" rough measurement" of the moon's fall from

its tangent, if very favorable conditions be ob

served, until The Microcosm began to pick holes

in Newton's laws, and expose their absurdities

to the world ? Not one imperfection or flaw in

Newton's geometrical formula, upon which that

renowned achievement was based, can be found

hinted at as the admission of any recent astrono

mer or mathematician until Newton's laws be

gan to be overhauled in The Microcosm. We

challenge the record to produce one such in

stance. Now all of a sudden, Newton's is "not

exactly the correct method" but "a rough

measurement," according to Prof. Goodenow,

while Prof. Kemper responds—Yes ! it will

answer the purpose "practically" if "very small

arcs " be employed !

It therefore remains for us to show from Prof.

Kemper's own statements that this "rough

measurement" will not even do "practically"

or at all, however "small" the "arc" he may

employ. Let the reader again examine the last

paragraph just quoted from his Standard article,

The Professor there clearly admits that the tan

gent from which the moon's fall is to be calcu

lated cannot be maintained mathematically at

all or for the small fraction of a second, but that

it must be changed at every instant of time or

else it will conflict at once with the "line of Hi

rcction of the earth's attraction'.-" There can be

no mistake as to this admission on the part of

Prof. Kemper. Here is the proof. He admits

that a "large arc," from which to measure the

earth's fall of the moon from the fixed tangent,

is necessarily defective because "the line of di

rection of the earth's attraction " is not directly

from the tangent but partly backward, and that

this "line of direction" gets worse and worse

the larger the arc employed, till by extending the

arc the pull from the tangent entirely dies out

at zero or at 90°. Plainly, then, if a "large arc"

of the moon's travel is wrong, an arc half as

large is wrong in proportion to its size because

in just so far it causes "the line of direction of

the earth's attraction" to vary from a direct or

right-angle pull from the tangent which alone

must be a mathematically correct line. This,

Prof. Kemper admits, by telling us that with

even a "very small arc" the "line of direction

of the earth's attraction " is only "practically"

eorrect—not mathematically correct '

To enable the youngest student of science to

see the force of this argument and the fat?l

character of Prof. Kemper's admissions, let us

look at them In another way. If the "line of

direction of the earth's attraction for the moon"

in relation to its fixed tangent gets less and less

effective as it leaves the start and as the arc is

extended, till it ends in nothing at zero, then of

course if we begin our measurement at zero-

where there is no pull at all from such tangent,

and calculate backward, it is plain that the same

"line of direction" gets more and more effec

tive, and nearer and nearer correct till it reaches

maximum. This maximum can only be at the

very start of the tangent where alone the "line

of direction of the earth's attraction" is mathe

matically correct ; and here alone it is without

any "arc" at all from which to calculate

acceleration, since here alone it is at perfect

right-angles to the line of tangentical force!

The smallest conceivable "arc," therefore,

measured away from this right-angle point takes

just so much from the full effect of gravity as

relates to a fixed tangent, for in just so far does

the line of the earth's attraction pull partly back

ward instead of directly from the tangent. Such

is the clear admission of Prof. Kemper, and in

so admitting he gives up the whole controversy

and comes over to The Microcosm as completely

as if he had read cur reply to Prof. Goodenow in

the August number, and unconditionally adopted

our views. To prove this, here are our words

quoted from page 29 :

"That the tangent cannot be fixed or main

tained even for the small fraction of a second,

from which to measure the moon's fall, is mani

fest, since the pull of the earth's gravity [or

line of direction, as Prof. K. expresses it] would

Ik) baukuunl iiuitead of at perfect right-angles as

it muvt Jxi all the time in order to produce circular

or orbital motion. Hence, the tangent must be

changed every instant to keep up this right-angle

measurement of pull [or maximum "line of di

rection of the earth's attraction,"] and conse

quently the fall of the moon from such ever-

changing tangent must be an absolutely uniform

motion as the work of gravity alone. Hence

the correctness of our position that there is no

sort of relation or analogy existing between the

two kinds of fall."

Prof. Kemper thus having adopted our prem

ises and give:, up tb.3 employment of any "^.rc,"

however small, as only approximately or "prac

tically" correct, he is forced also to adopt our

conclusion, namely, that the true tangent of the

moon, or its rectilinear tendency, must change

every instant of time, so that the moon may fall

from it constantly under the full force of the

earth's attraction. To employ never so small an

arc is to vary the direct pull of the earth jus.

that much, while to draw a new tangent for the

moon to fall from every second or so, is .to sup

pose the earth's attraction to act on the lnouii'*

fall by fits and starts, beginning each arc
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second strong and getting weaker toward its

close. But to suppose the tangent to change at

every instant of time, and thus keep the "line of

direction of the earth's attraction " at its maxi

mum or at perfect right angles to such tangen

tial force, is to keep the moon's fall from the

tangent constantly .and mathematically uniform

and not "practically" near enough to geomet

rical accuracy to answer the purpose.

Hence Prof. Kemper, as the result of his truth

ful admissions, is forced to acknowledge that no

Bort of relation can exist between this uniform

fall of the moon from a constantly shifting tan

gent and the continuous mathematical accelera

tion of a stone's fall on the earth's surface as

long as it continues to fall. What a preposter

ous idea to suppose the acceleration of the falling

atone to be only mathematically correct when lim

ited to small "arcs" or divisions or periods of

iall and then to require a new start in order

"practically" to keep correct I If there were

the slightest similarity between the two kinds of

fall, even with Prof. Kemper's improvement of

" very small arcs " to help them, the stone's fall

must be supposed to continue but a second at a

time in regular acceleration, and then begin

again, or else like the fall of the moon with a

"large arc," according to Prof. Kemper, "the

line of direction of the earth's attraction " would

lose its hold on the stone and come toward

"zero" as it began to approach the earth, thus

causing all acceleration to cease I What trifling

nonsense, then, to suppose any relation to exist

between the moon's uniform fall from an ever-

changing tangent under the action of gravity

alone, and the stone's direct fall under the same

steady action of gravity with the accelerating

factor of inertia or constantly accumulating velo

city added !

A certain Prof. J. A. Gray prints a long article

in the New Concord, Ohio, Enterprise against

The Microcosm and in favor of Newton's fixed

tangent with exactly the same fatal admissions

made by Prof. Kemper, and like Prof. K., he

fails to see the suicidal effect of his reasoning.

He admits in the most unequivocal terms that

the full effect of the earth's gravity in pulling

the moor from a frIed tfngent, cst only be ex

erted at exact right angles, or exactly at the

start of the tangent, and that the moment it

leaves this start, however small the arc, ' 'it so near

ly recvives all of tlie.force of gravity so as to pull it

directly away from the tangent that it departs

from this tangent in accordance with the law of

falling bodies for a considerable distance, fully

sufficient to enable us to compute the exact force

of gravity at the moon and thereby verify

Newton's law ! "

Of all the slipshod mathematical nonsense

ever published, this takes the lead. It even

beats Kemper. Yet this is the kind of aid New

ton is getting all over the country against the

irresistible arguments of Tite Microcosm. Prof.

Gray has it "nearly" correct, or "fully suffi

cient" for a "considerable distance" after leav

ing the start, by which he can '' compute the

exact fores of gravity at the moon." That is,

compute " exact" results by something " nearly "

correct I Yet he admits that the entire or math

ematically complete pull of the earth's gravity

can only be exerted at the instant of right angles,

or at the very start |of the^tangent and without

any arc at all ! How in the name of reason can

the earth's attraction pull the moon " in accord

ance with the law of falling bodies," when the

wholeforce ofgravity, without the slightest dim

inution, acts on the falling stone at the earth's

surface from the very start and as long as it con

tinues to fall ? It is subject to none of this pit

iable mathematical accomodation of "very small

arcs," "nearly" receiving "afl the force of

gravity " for a short period after it starts, which

" nearly " answers the law of falling bodies dur

ing that short period, but which immediately

gets wrong, requiring a new start of the falling

stone, or else it gets worse and worse the longer

the stone continues to fall I How monstrous

would it be to talk of a stone's mathematical ac

celeration as "nearly" correct, for a "consid

erable distance" and "fully sufficient " to deter

mine the law, etc. ! Yet ttrisr is the way those

great professors of astronomy are now forced to

talk about the fall from the tangent ! Prof.

Gray had better go to Bethany at once. Prof.

Kemper needs an assistant astronomer whose

"considerable distance" anoT " nearly " correct

measurement will help out his " very small arc& "

and "practically" pure mathematics.

Plainly, then, no acceleration can occur in the

moon's fall for the reasons here given, and as

fully admitted by these mathematical profes

sors ; and hence it remains true, as The Micro

cosm first had the honor of announcing that

the moon's fall from its tangent cannot bo

as the square of the time even for a

"very small arc," but must be the same in one

second as in another second', and twice as much

in two seconds as ia ono seeomf, if mathematic

ally calculated, since the tangent constantly

keeps pace with the moon. How empty> there

fore, the prediction of Prof. Kemper in the fol

lowing words :

" He [the Editor of TnE Microcosm] will never

repeat the statement that the deflection of the

moon from the tangent is tiaice as much in two

seconds as in one second again."

0, thou false prophet of Bethany f Here it is

repeated and fully substantiated by your own

truthful but unintended admission, namely, that

the full force of the earth's attraction in causing
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this fall from tho tangent can only be exerted at

perfect right angles, thus necessitating a change

of tangent at every instant in order to maintain

such righUangle pull, thereby abolishing all arcs,

however small. Hence it remains as clear as

logic or fixed science can make anything,

that every departure from such absolute right-

angle point of pull, however small the arc, in

volves just that much mathematical error, and

consequently that much variance from the law

governing falling bodies.

We now ask the pertinent question. If Prof.

Kemper has the right to strike a new tangent

for each "very email arc" of the moon's travel,

in order to keep " the line of direction of the

earth's attraction " only "practically" correct, as

he admits, have not we a manifold better right

to strike a new tangent for every instaht of time

in order to keep this "line of direction " mathe

matically correct ? Q. E. D.

" Out of thine own mouth will I condemn thee."

"What can be clearer than the conclusion in

volved in the foregoing question ? If Prof.

Kemper can show any reason at all for using a

"very small arc" of the moon's travel from

which to measure, in order to save the ghost of

si fixed tangent for Newton's law, while acknowl

edging even then that it is only "practically"

correct, surely we can show a much better

reason for discarding all arcs however small,

letting the tangent change constantly to keep

pace with the moon, and thus keep the line of

the earth's attraction always at exact right

angles to the line of tangential force, by which

the fall is proved to be absolutely uniform 1

Thus the idea of a fixed tangent, or any neces

sity for such a line from which to calculate the

moon's fall, is fully exploded by Prof. Kemper

himself.

One can but feel sympathy for a great profes

sor of mathematics who is thus forced step by

step to present the most renowned demonstra

tion in the Prindpia as based upon a measure

ment which will "practically" answer the pur

pose if the most favorable conditions ("very

small arcs ") be employed ! Why not confess,

and have done with it, that Newton was mis

taken, thus putting it as mildly as possible ?

The very thought of eminent professors of as

tronomy in our colleges and universities contend

ing for the continued life of a demonstration,

after admitting it to be but a " rough measure

ment" which will "practically" or "nearly"

answer the purpose and be "fully sufficient"

for a "considerable distance" under very favor

able conditions, while at the same time claiming it

to be the result of " pure mathematics," is a most

humiliating spectacle for young students of

science to contemplate! "Rough measure

ments" "nearly" correct may be "practically"

sufficient in plain carpenter-work, such as the

framing of a common barn, because timbers can

be bent or twisted a little to make the tenons fit

the mortises; but it remained for Professors

Goodenow, Kemper and Gray to startle the

scientific world with the announcement that the

immortal Newton's most "brilliant mathematical

triumph is but a "rough measurement," "near

ly" right, and that it will "practically" answer

the purpose under very favorable conditions!

If this is the kindsof "pure mathematics" dealt

out to the students of Bethany College, then in

heaven's name let parents take the hint and send

their sons Instead to some first-class country

school.

We earnestly trust that Prof. Kemper will try

his hand again in the Standard in defense of

Newton's demonstration. lie cannot do a better

service for the causo of The Microoosm. We

pledgo him In advance and on general principles

to prove that he cannot write one column upon

this subject without contradicting himself,

Newton, and the other astronomers who have

discussed the laws of gravitation. We sincerely

hope ho will give us an opportunity to make this

promiso good.

THE GRAVITATION CONTROVERSY.

Last month we promised our readers the dis

closure of a most important and even startling

philosophical oversight on the part of Sir Isaac

Newton,—one which would of itself break

down his celebrated moon-demonstration and

show the fallacy of supposing that any sort of

mathematical or geometrical relation could ex

ist between the so-called fall of the moon from

its tangent and the direct fall of a heavy body

on the earth's surface. We will now point out

that oversight, and endeavor to show its de

structive effect upon the greatest mathematical

demonstration of the greatest philosopher known,

to science.

It is this :—While Newton recognized Ui«

earth's attraction of the moon by which it it

pulled from its tangent a certain distance in a

given time, and also recognized the moon's at

traction of tho earth by which the latter is also

pulled out of its position to a certain extent to

ward the moon, he wholly overlooked the fact that

the moon also pulls itself a considerable distance

toward the earth by its own independent attraction

of our planet! For example, the moon being

one eightieth (in round numbers) the mass or

weight of the earth, it must pull upon the

earth, and thus pull itself toward the earth with.

one eightieth as much force as the earth pulls It,

and consequently while the earth is pulling the

moon 80 miles, for instance, from a fixed tang

ent the moon is actually pulling itself one mil*
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In the same direction by its own attraction of

the earth. Yet this fundamental principle of

the laws governing the reciprocal attraction of

spheres was totally overlooked by Newton and

has never occurred so far as we know, to the

mind of any astronomer since.

"Tis true, Newton, all through the Principia,

speaks of the reciprocal attraction of spheres,

meaning thereby that the earth, for example, at

tracts the moon while in turn the moon at

tracts the earth, each in the ratio of its mass,

but he never intimates the fact, here pointed out,

that each also attracts or pulls itself toward the

other as well as the other toward itself—and each

In the ratio of its mass ! Had this fact occurred

to the mind of Newton he never could have

penned such a prodigious mathematical fallacy

as his so-called demonstration of the moon's fall

from the tangent based on its supposed philoso

phical relation to the direct fall of a body on the

earth's surface. The reason why he could not

thus have been misled we will now try to make

plain to the reader.

Let us first illustrate the nature of the principle

involved. Two men are out upon a piece of calm

water each in a boat, the two stationed some

distance apart, and each connected to the other

by a cord. One boat is 80 times the size of the

other, or requires 80 times as much force to

move it through the water at a given speed. The

men commence to wind up their cords, the one

in the large boat, of course, with 80 times as

much force as the one in the small boat. The

result is, that while the man in the large boat

pulls the small boat toward him at a certain rate

of speed, he is also pulling his own boat

toward the small one at a proportionate rate of

-speed. In other words while the man in the

large boat is pulling the small boat 80 feet

through the water, the man in the small boat is

actually pulling his own boat one foot in addition

toward the large boat, thus making the total

travel of the small boat 81 feet instead of 80 feet

as calculated by Newton in the case of the

moon's fall from its tangent. That eminent

philosopher entirely left out of his calculation

the important factor of the moon's pull of itself

toward the earth, and only took into account, in

estimating the fall from the tangent, the earth's

pull of the moon, precisely as he correctly took

into account only the earth's pull of a falling

stone, since the stone is so almost infinitely

small in comparison to the earth that its addi

tional pull of itself toward the earth by its own

attraction is too trifling to be taken into the ac-

«ount, and may, for the purposes of this argu

ment, be considered as nothing. Hence, while

the falling stone's attraction of the earth adds

nothing to its own fall by assisting the earth's

gravity, it is plain that the moon does assist the

earth's attraction one-eightieth in producing its

own fall from the tangent !

This important factor of one-eightieth, we assert

again, was never dreamt of in Newton's philos

ophy. As proof of this lo^k at his discussion

of the cause of the tides. He treats elaborately

of the fact that the projection of the ocean is

caused by the moon's attraction or pull of the

water, but he never thinks of the fact of the

ocean's pull of the moon by which it also pulls

itself outward toward that luminary, thus caus

ing a i important portion of this tidal projec

tion.

As another proof of this same oversight, look

at his discussion of the common centre of

gravity of the earth and moon. He correctly

shows that while the earth is pulling the moon

from its tangent, the moon must also pull the

earth out of its otherwise normal position, about

one-eightieth as much, thus causing the earth to

make a small orbit around a common centre of

gravity while the moon circles around the earth.

This centre of gravity he estimates to be about

3,000 miles from the earth's centre, and all the

time about 1,000 miles below the earth's surface

on its opposite side from the moon. But in

making all this calculation, as in the case of the

tides, he uses only the force of the moon's at

traction exerted upon the earth, and shows how

far this attraction must pull the earth out of its

place ; but he never thinks to include the earth's

attraction of the moon, by which it also pulls it

self out of its normal position just as much, and

thus carries the common centre of gravity twice

as far away from the earth's centre as would

result from the action of the moon alone!

Hence, as one mathematical result of this over

sight we here demonstrate that the common

centre of gravity of the moon and earth instead of

being located about 3,000 miles from the earth's

centre, should be about 0,000 miles from it, or

2,000 miles outsideof the earth's surface, at a point

always opposite to . the moon. This startling

difference of one-half in the location of the com

mon centre of gravity of earth and moon results

from taking into account for the first time the

fact that the earth must actually pull itself out of

its place by pulling at the moon just as much as

the moon pulls it by its direct attraction. Yet this

action of the earth in pulling itself toward the

the moon is found in no treatise on this subject

so far as we have been able to learn.*

These proofs clearly show that the oversight

here charged extends all through Newton's cal

culations in regard to the reciprocal attraction

* This question of the common centre of gravity la
sublect to future revision in which wo propose other
new disclosures, more startling, even, than those here

given.
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of spheres. It is plain, therefore, that it never

occurred to him that the moon, by its own inde

pendent attraction of the earth, pulls itself from

the tangent and toward the earih one-vightieth as

much as the earth pulls it ! As a consequence it

follows that this exclusion from hia data of such

an important factor as one-vightiflh, demonstrates

his demonstration of the moon's fall by its rela

tion to a stone's fall here, to be only a chance

coincidence, as we have charged from the first, and

a very rough one at that. There is the plainest

of reasons why Newton could not have seen or

recognized this fact of the moon's pull of itself

from the tangent one-eightieth as much as the

earth pulls it. Had he ever conceived such an

idea he could not have shown such inconsis

tency as to record his pretended demonstration,

for he must have seen that the fall of the pebble,

which does not assist the earth's gravity a thou

sand million millionth in causing such fall, can

bear no mathematical or philosophical relation

to the fall of the moon from its tangent, since

the moon absolutely pulls itself toward the earth

by its own reciprocal attraction, thus adding one-

tightieth to the earth's pull f Or, in other words,

if one-vightieth of the moon's fall from the tan

gent is directly due to the moon's own attrac

tion of the earth, while no conceivable part of

the stone's fall is due to the stone's gravity or

attraction of itself downward, it utterly destroys

the relation between the two kinds of fall, as

supposed by Newton, breaks down his entire

calculation, and shows his greatest demonstra

tion to be a weak and guesswork-contrivance

unfit to be incorporated into a philosophical

system.

We ask, therefore, is a scientist thus convicted

of superficial oversight and error in his most re

nowned mathematical demonstration, to be

trusted in his less important work ? In a word,

what are we to think of a demonstration based

upon pure mathematics, as claimed for this of

Newton's, which entirely leaves out of the ac

count one-eightieth of the data, or so important a

factor as the moon's pull of itself from the tan

gent, with a force capable of drawing the earth

(eighty times as large) 6,000 miles out of its nor

mal position ? Such, positively, are the charac

ter and magnitude of Newton's oversights, and

such is the "pure mathematics" upon which his

greatest scientific achievement rests. Yet TnE

Miorooorm is condemned unmercifully for dar

ing to call in question any of Newton's so-called

demonstrations.

The same oversight here criticized in Newton

occurs, of course, in the calculations of Profes

sors Goodenow, Hornung, Kemper, Gray, and a

score more of our critics. Every argument they

have advanced or can ndvnnre on l he moon's

fall from the tangent, by which to show any-

necessary relation between it and a stone's fall

here, is completely shattered by this disclosure ;

since it plainly never occurred to either of them

that the moon had anything to do with the pull

ing of itself from the tangent by tugging at the

earth, any more than has the falling pebble.

Hence the "truer demonstration" of Prof. Good

enow, as published in the August Microcosm,

with all its twisting and turning from, to, around,

over, along and across the tangent, breaks down,

since its author likewise never thought of the

idea that the moon itself actually does one-

eightieth of the work of falling from the tangent,

while the falling pebble does nothing ! What,

then, becomes of the "pure mathematics " of

the "truer demonstration" with one-vightieth of

the data ignored ?

Prof. Hornung also, in his defense of Newton

against The Microcosm, after close calculation,

found that the moon's fall lacks just one-thous

andth of being enough to match his figures. But,

to even up this discrepancy, he attributes the one-

tlunimndth to the disturbing action of the sun !

But here we have one-vightieth too much fall,

caused by the moon's attraction of itself toward

the earth, which neither he nor Newton thought

of ! Will he try to explain this also by the dis

turbing action of the sun ? Possibly our sub

scribers at Tiffin, Ohio, can again persuade this

celebrated astronomer of Heidelberg College to

try his hand at another defense of Newton

against The Microcosm ! We like such defenses.

The plain, simple truth is, astronomers, like

their master, have supposed that the only force

that pulled the moon from its tangent was the

earth's attraction, and hence they have supposed

with Newton that it was entirely legitimate to

compare the moon's fall to that of a pebble,

since the pebble, of course, cannot add to its

own fall by its independent attraction of the

earth ! Like Newton, also, they have supposed

and taken it for granted that the fall of a stone

sixteen feet during the first second, was the

work of gravity itself, or "the real measure of

gravity on tto earth's surface," as so confidently

expressed by Prof. Goodenow, and never sus

pected to the contrary till The Microcosm point

ed it out and demonstrated that not the one ten-

thousandth part of that sixteen feet was the

work of gravity alone, but that nearly the entire

fall was due to accumulated velocity. We trust

these disclosures will cause astronomers and

mathematicians to open their eyes wider than

they have ever opened them before, and not, like

the unfortunate Professors named, fatally com

mit themselves by rushing precipitately to the

defense of Newton before they really under

stand what Newton tcachc.
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Finally, in the light of the disclosures here

made, we can easily imagine the moon revolv

ing in its present orbit, and falling from its tan

gent by its own individual attraction of the

earth, and witti tlte earth's attraction of the moon

entirely cut off! To the mind of Newton, such

an idea would, of course, have been an impos

sible conception. But we have only to suppose

the moon's projectile or tangential force reduced

to one-eightieth of its present velocity and effect,

and it is perfectly plain, if the earth should not

attract the moon at all, but merely serve as a

base for the moon's attraction the same as it

does now, that the moon would proceed steadily

in its orbital path at one-eightieth of its present

velocity, drawn continually from its ever-vary

ing tangent by its own attraction of the earth,

and consequently would complete a circuit in al

most exactly six years, instead of a little more

than twenty-seven days. On this supposition, it

is plain that the moon would, all the time, con

tinue to fall from its tangent, the same as it

does now, only slower. But tell us, ye profound

followers and defenders of Sir Isaac Newton,

what relation such fall of the moon would have

to the present fall of a stone on the earth's sur

face 1 The only answer can be—none at all !

Then, manifestly, Newton's demonstration

.breaks down, since the moon's present fall from

the tangent positively includes the very fall we have

just described, and wluch was totally overlooked in

Newton's calculations ! Had he obtained even

the faintest glimpse of such possible rotation

of the moon in its present orbit, without the aid

of the earth's attraction, and by means alone of

its own independent pull upon the earth, and a

corresponding reduction of tangential force, he

never would have perpetrated the glaring fallacy

of his so-called moon demonstration, since he

would then have seen the want of any necessary

relation between the fall of the moon and that

of a stone at the earth's surface.

The reason why this beautiful and self-mani

fest revelation from the -spheres was not made

known to Newton's mind, was owing entirely to

the fact that he had a pc^theory of his own to

carry out, and a mathematical demonstration to

establish, to which the facts and phenomena of

Nature must be made to conform, without, as

we freely admit, any dishonest intention on his

part. But so anxious was he to verify his pre

conceived hypothesis, upon which 'he great law

of gravity hinged, and which he lound would

not fit the supposed distance of the moon and

magnitude of the earth at that time, that he

waited patiently twenty years aftcrhe had invent

ed his "favorite hypothesis," as one of his biog

raphers calls it, till other parties had figured

the earth's magnitude to the suitable size, and

the moon's orbit a sufficient distance away from

the earth to fit his theory ! When these were

done, he made haste to place this coincidence,

which he called a "demonstration," on record,

and so hurriedly did he do it, that he entirely

forgot to include one-eightieth of the moon's ac

tual fall, since this one-vightieth did not attach to

the direct fall of a stone here! Had he thought

of this one-eightieth which he left out, he would

again have laid his "favorite hypothesis" on the

shelf, not for twenty years longer, but for all

time. We now, by permission of modern

astronomers, supply this lack and lay it per

manently on our Microcosmic shelf, without any

charge for storage.

In the light of this disclosure and many other

facts of similar import, brought to the surface

in The Microcosm, it becomes plain that the

true laws of gravitation, and the real part it

plays in the harmony of the spheres, have not

yet been formulated, but that the whole question,

like that of sound, now lies practically in a.

state of chaos. As Prof. Thomas Munnell truth

fully said in the August Number, "The work of

destruction thus completed, the work of recon

struction must now commence." To this work

we cordially invite the attention of competent

and candid mathematicians.

THE REFOKMKB MESSENGER.

ANOTHER " X "

{All about Sound in a Vacuum, etc., etc.)

We are gratified to note that the Problem of

Human Life has received another free adver

tisement, this time in The Reformed Messenger of

Philadelphia ; and what is curious about it, the

notice is from the pen of another " K." This

singular K might stand for Artemus Wards'

Kangaroo, judging by the "amoosing" char

acter of its tricks; but we learn by letters from

several Reformed clergymen who read The

Messenger that K actually stands for one of the

assistant editors of that paper. His attack upon

the "Problem," however, is so weak and so-

evidently inspired by a spirit of envy at the

success of that book and the stir it is creating in

the religious and scientific world, that his friends

advise us to draw upon our attribute of pity and

pay no attention to the harmless diatribe. We

should cheerfully take this advice but for an

attempted argument, injected into one part of

his article, against our position on sound and in

I favor of the wave-theory, which needs answer

ing; and cruel as the reply must be, even using:

the mildest terms, it becomes necessary that ?

mercy in his case be tempered with justice.

The writer asserts that we "dodged" the

principal argument of Prof. Brockett in favor
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. of the wave-theory, namely, that a music-box

placed in a receiver with the air completely ex

hausted, will not be heard by persons in the

room, because there arc no air-waves to convey

the sound from the instrument^ the vacuum to

the sides of the receiver. He heads his article,

in view of this stunning difficulty, "Let Wilford

Answer." Well, here is Wilford's answer.

In the first place there was no dodging about

it, since there was no occasion for a reply. We

had fully answered that objection to our views

on sound in another part of the "Problem,"

and considered its presentation by Prof.

Brockctt as trivial, or as showing a total want

.of attention to our published arguments. If

sound is an incorporeal substance, analagous to

electricity, as we had elaborately urged and

claim to have abundantly proved, it would not

seem to require a very high order of intelligence

to suggest the fact that these substantial sound-

pulses, like substantial discharges of electricity,

would in all probability require a conducting

medium of some kind in order to travel. The

iact, therefore, that substantial sound-pulses do

not travel in a vacuum, or without some sort of

conducting medium, presents no argument

whatever in favor of the wave-theory to a man

-whose head is not also an exhausted receiver in

tellectually pumped dry. But "K" might be

«xcused from comprehending it, since the per

fection of his cranial vacuum, as will soon be

seen, ought to do away with any necessity for a

Torricellian tube in the laboratory of The Mes

senger office.

For the benefit, however, of the general

reader, let us now settle this vacuum argument

as well as this critic, so they will remain settled

for the future. First, look at K's profound

statement of the difficulty. lie says :

"A music box in such position [in a vacuum]

cannot be heard, because there is no air to be put in

motion by the vibration of the elastic body."

Now let us inform this objector that a cask

filled with water is a much better vacuum, so far

as air is concerned, than if it were a receiver

exhausted by the best air-pump ever con

structed! Yet two pebbles struck together at

the centre of this cask of water can be distinctly

heard outside and for several yards away. But

here'eomes "K " repeating the words of Prof.

Brockett and declaring that the sound of the

pebbles "cannot be heard because there is no air

[in the cask] to be put in motion by the vibration

of the elastic body " / We might thus bid good-by

to the wave-theory, and also to K, as an

acoustical critic.

But we write for the benefit of the reader, and

ask, what is the true solution of the problem in

hand? Plainly it is this. The water in the

cask is the conducting medium, instead of air,

and conveys the sound of the pebbles struck

together the same as would a cask of air, only

much better, since water is a four-fold better

conductor of sound than is our atmosphere as

Prof. Tyndall distinctly teaches, just as copper

will conduct electricity with much greater

facility than will iron. But iron, on the con

trary, is the best conductor of sound, though an

iron rod is a much better vacuum, so far as

relates to air, than any receiver can be made by

exhausting with an air pump. Although no air,

comparatively, is contained in such iron rod,

yet Prof. Tyndall tells us that it conducts sound

with "seventeen times its velocity in air."

Why? Because, simply, it is a seventeen-lo\ri

better conductor of sound than air, just as cop

per is a three-fold better conductor of electricity

than iron! But this new scientific light of The

Messenger steps forward and tells us that sound

will not travel in iron at all, "because there is no

air to be put in motion by the vibration of the

elastic body " /

Truth is, this Reformed Messenger needs re

forming at least in its editorial corps (we at first

wrote it corpse by mistake) unless it wishes to

come into bad odor with its more intelligent class

of readers.

In a word upon this phase of the question, it

is plain that sound, like electricity, another and

analogous incorporeal substance, will not travel

without a conducting medium of some kind ;

but like electricity, each governed by its own

law of conduction, it travels through various

substances with varying degrees of facility.

Like electricity also, sound travels through the

various media without the slightest disturbance

or motion of such conducting substance,

whether it be air, water or iron, any motion of

such conductor being incident to the production

of sound, and no part of the sound itself. Had

"K" read Chapter VI, of the "Problem," and

been capable of understanding it, he would

have seen the absurdity of supposing that sound

travels through a mass of water, rock, or iron

by throwing those substances into undulations

consisting of "condensations and rarefactions,"

as is supposed to b#the case in air ! But he ad

mits that he had not read the part of the

"Problem" treating on sound which he was

criticising. Here is his unenviable confession :

" This part of the Problem of Human Life we

have not read, except the correspondence in

reference to it, and which is appended to the

main argument!"

Thus, we have the N. Y. Independent editor

right over again and boiled down! Positively

we could not have believed, had we been told

it, that two such editorial blockheads could be

found in America, who would enter into a seri

ous criticism of a book prominently before the
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public, condemning it in unmeasured terms, and

before getting through with their criticisms make

the voluntary confession that they had not read

itl As an offset to this blind-fold criticism in

The Messenger we take pleasure in referring the

reader to the article copied elsewhere from the

Reformed Quarterly Review written by another

clergyman of that order who, as we learn, read

every Word of the book, some of it three or four

times over, before commencing his review.

One other point deserves to be noticed before

closing these strictures. Our critic comments

unfavorably upon the fact that our reply to

Prof. Brockett, as published in the "Problem,"

occupies ten pages, while his arguments occupy

but a page and a quarter. "K " does not seem

to be aware of the fact that any one can con

dense a long series of objections to a new de

parture in science and write down a string of

unproved assertions about the old theory which,

if entirely without foundation, would require

ten times as much space successfully to analyze

and set them aside. The "fool" could say "in

his heart," and write it out on paper in four

words—"There is no God." But it would take

a wise man many days and require him to fill

many duodecimo pages in order successfully to

reply to such a stupid assertion and demonstrate

its fallacy. Our brilliant critic, however, ob

serving the disparity in the length of two such

articles and acting upon the principles of logic-

which seem to characterize the editorial depart

ment of The Messenger (by not reading what it

pretends to criticise,) would at once decide

against the wise man because the fool had made

the shortest argument!

We could give a dozen or more letters from

Reformed clergymen in different parts of the

country strongly disapproving of The Messen

gers course; but we will copy only one as a

specimen of many:

" A. Wilforn Hall, Ph. D. :

Dear Sir : I have read your Problem of Hu

man Life as well as The Microcosm with much

interest; and I must say that I have not only

been benefitted, but have gained such forcible

arguments for a positive Christianity and the

faith of the Bible that I would not part with

your book under any consideration if I could

not replace it. If your "Problem" were more

carefully read and studied by clergymen wo

would not have the kind of criticism that ap

pears in The Messenger by one of our ministers.

I send you a copy of that paper by this mail

that you may see the kind of argument that is

used against your book. May God bless you in

your noble work. D. II. Rriter,

Pastor 1st Reformed Church,

Fulton, Mich.

KTLet all who want a copy of the revised Uni-

versalism Against Itself about Christmas send on

their names, that we may know about how large

an edition to print.

"THE AMENDE HON OB ABLE."

{The Christian Standard Once MoreA

The above is the heading of an article in the

ChrUtian Standard of September 16th, with

reference to the libellous charges published a

month before against the Editor of The Micro

cosm, as contained in a letter written to the

Standard by C. Shelburne, of East Tennessee,

and which we copied last month. We are grati

fied to state that the Standard, of the above-

named date, contains a complete retraction of

the libel, both from the pen of Mr. Shelburne

and from the Editor himself, acknowledging

that it was a case of mistaken identity, and that

the "Hall" of East Tennessee who preached

spiritualism and "special influence" twenty

years ago, was not the Wilford Hall of Micro-

cosmic fame! Among other things Mr. Shel

burne sal's in his letter, us now published in the

Standard, but directed to A. Wilford Hall :

"I wrote the letter of July 24th, in which I

have mistaken your history, and for which I am

sorry. It was not done in a malicious spirit or

with the intention to injure you, nor was it my

intention to hate it published Had I

intended the letter to be published, I would have

given my address. It seems that I, with many

others, have been mistaken as to your history.

The fathers of East Tennessee have

supposed you to be the same Hall they knew

fifteen or twenty years ago. As to your history,

I have been mistaken, for which I am sorry and

hope you will forgive."

In reply to this Tetter, the Editor of the Stand

ard says, among other things :

" We printed Brother Shelburne's card [the

one containing the charges] in good faith, sup

posing it must be susceptible of absolute proof,

or such positive language would not have been

employed. We can, of course, do no less than

apologize for its appearance. And we do this

with pleasure."

We accept this apology, of course, as far as it

goes, as well as that from the pen of Mr. Shel

burne, and regret that we were provoked by the

slanderous charges to reply as sharply as we

did. But we must say there is one factor in the

Standard's course that this apology does not

quite seem to explain. It is seriously asked by

many Christian ministers who read the Standard

and who have written us upon the subject, why

the Editor of a Christian journal should find it

necessary to change a scientific controversy

with another editor into a personal attack, and

publish without permission, unauthenticated

charges against his character ? They ask : Even

supposing the charges in Shelburne's letter to

have been " susceptible of absolute proof," why

should a Christian editor seize upon them with

such avidity, even when not intended for pub

lication, and spread them out before nearly one

hundred thousand readers, if he had not felt

that he needed something besides argument to

help him in his controversy ? Even supposing

that we had been the genuine Tennessee "Hall"

who, twenty years ago, taught Spiritualism,

preached "special influence," Kicked up a muss

generally, with the "fathers" and was dressed

down by Alexander Campbell, what had that to

do with Newton's demonstration of the moon's

fall from the tangent ? Besides, even supposing

the two propositions to be essentially related,

and that we were the troublesome "Hall" com

plained of, might we not have repented of our
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evil ways during a " purgation " of fifteen or

twenty years, and now be all right ; especially

in view of the fact that we had since written the

Problem of Human Life? The Editor of the

Standard knew of this book and was well ac

quainted with its author, and from his own ex

pressed appreciation of the work, as given in

his paper, he ought to have considered it " works

meet for repentance," even if we had been a

little shaky twenty years before, on " special

influence;" and even if it had been "suscept

ible of absolute proof!" Look at what he

thought of us and of our book before our grav

itation controversy commenced :

"The scientists who have dealt so flippantly

with the solemn questions of spiritual and Di

vine existence, and talked so vauntingly of their

scientific demonstrations, will find that they

have caught a Tartar. We cordially commend

this work to our readersfar earnest study."

That ought to have sal isfied the Editor, even

if there were no mistake in Shelburne's letter,

that our " purgation " had been sufficiently puni

tory lo condone a mere error of opinion which

we might have entertained twenty years ago.

What, then, was the motive for thus assailing

our character? It was not chagrin or mortifica

tion over defeat in the gravitation controversy,

for he says in this very retraction, that he did

not print the letter of Brother Shelburne from a

feeling of "spite over defeat. The only defeat

in our controversy with The Microcosm, has

been suffered by that journal" I Then the at

tack upon our character must have been with

out incentive, save a desire to injure a man who

is working night and day to defend Christianity

against the attacks of infidel scientists. As

victory had already perched triumphantly upon

his own banner, he could have afforded, one

would think, to be generous over a fallen an

tagonist ! One would naturally suppose that a

chivalrous scientific gladiator who had achieved

a stunning victory over such a paper as The

Microcosm, would have gone away smiling

rather than turning to throw the first mud he

could find upon the mangled form of his pros

trate foe I

Hut let it pass. The Microcosm is satisfied,

so far as it is individually concerned, and is

ready to shake hands across the muddy chasm.

But the apology is only one quarter broad

enough to cover the offense. Whenever the

Editor of the Standard shall humbly apologize,

first to his subscribers, then to the Christian

Church, and finally to the press of the country

for lowering the standard of journalism by as

sailing the character of a brother editor with

no conceivable motive save that of malice, will

he be forgiven by the public—but not before.

REPRINT OF VOL. 1.

r The proposed reprint of volume 1 of The

Microcosm is well received and we have already

about half enough names for copies to justify

issuing the work. We think there will be no

doubt as to our reproduction of that volume in

book-form, and in uniform size with the present

volume, bound in cloth, at $1 per copy, as soon

as UniversaUsm Against Itself is off the press.

That volume of The Microcosm will also, by gen

eral request, contain the steel-plate portrait of

the Editor, as proposed elsewhere for Universal-

ism vs. Itself. Let the names for the reprint

come forward if it is wanted.

UNIVERSALISM AGAINST ITSELF.

The announcement of the revision and re

publication of this book has been received with

an enthusiasm entirely unexpected. The names

already received subscribing for copies as soon

as published, are a guarantee that justifies at

once proceeding with the work of revising and

electrotyping, which are now steadily progres

sing. We expect to have the work bound and

ready to mail by January next, or before. We

have received about one hundred applications

for agencies to sell the book by canvassing for

it. Other applications are desired.

By special request of old agents who sold the

former issue of that book, more than thirty

years ago, we have decided to insert a fine steel

plate likeness of the ^author as a frontispiece.

We promise a picture this time, and not such a

semi-failure as the one in the August number of

this paper. Let all who desire copies send on

their names. Notice will be given in The Micro

cosm when to remit the dollar. A heavy dis

count will be made to agents, thus placing the

work almost at cost.

We will add with reference to this proposed

re-publication, that several Universalist clergy

men who take The Microcosm have written us,

very kindly urging us not to publish the work,

lest it should gender strife among Christian

workers and interfere with our own labors in

demolishing scientific materialism. But on the

other hand, a number of Universalist ministers

have likewise written us, in a most friendly

spirit on the matter, proposing to take a copy of

the book as soon as ready. As a specimen of

these friendly communications, we give below a

letter from tile Rev. Dr. George Severance, which

expresses the feelings of many of his liberal-

minded brethren in the ministry, toward the

work we are doing. While we honestly believe,

as we did forty years ago, when that book was

written, that not a single verse of Scripture

properly understood, favors Universalism, we

nevertheless can heartily take by the hand any

sincere believer in that doctrine, as a co-worker

in trying to elevate and better the condition of

man in this life, without reference to the con

tingencies or non-contingencies of the life to

come. But the following is the letter of Brother

Severance, which speaks for itself :

TuNrriDge, Vt., Sept. 11, 1882.

Wilforn Hall, Esq.,

Dear Sir :—I have long had it in mind to ex

press to you my appreciation of your literary

and scientific labors as made known to the world

through your Problem of Human Life, and

Microcosm. You have received so many deserved

encomiums that you cannnot avoid feeling

gratified, not to say flattered. If you can pre

serve your equilibrium under such strain you

will do well and better than most men would in

such position. Be this as it may, I must also

congratulate you and the world upon the results

of your labors. I have read and re-read your

"Problem" with the most exquisite pleasure and

satisfaction. If any man within the last hundred

years deserves to be credited with originality

you are emphatically that man. Any school-boy

can see that you have put the scientists of the

Darwinian school hors de combat. You have spoiled
their reasoning as completely as you would spoil •

a syllogism by annihilating one of its members ;

and I must say it is singular that not one of those

eminent scientists shows a willingness to take

>
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up the gauntlet which you have so defiantly

thrown into their very teeth. It can only be be

cause they feel that their position is not tenable,

and from a disinclination to expose its weakness

still further by defeat. Strange, also, as are

many of the mysterious phenomena of existence,

stranger still is the fact that the time-honored

and accredited theory of sound should now be

demolished. Yet it is simple fool-hardiness on

the part of acousticians to attempt any longer

to defend it after reading your book.

I am a Universalist clergyman, sincere in my

belief, but I am with you heart and soul in your

present work; and should you republish Univer-

-salism Against Itself, I shall purchase a copy. I

am so much interested in your labors I can give

you a good fraternal shake of the hand. Believe

me to be very truly and cordially yours,

Grorge SeveraNce.

SOUND-WAVES.

Mr. G. C. Blish, of Du Buque Iowa, writes us,

presenting as he thinks, a serious objection to

our views on tympanic vibration, and says, if we

do not answer in The Microcosm he will be forced

to consider us on a par with Tyndall, Mayer,

& Co., namely, that our silence results from our

inability to reply, &c. This is not a fair con

clusion, but we will answer his objection :

He says:—"In your July No., in the article

on Tympanic Vibration you say that this mem

brane cannot vibrate to sounds of low pitch for

want of size. Have we not a visible illustration

to the contrary in the transmitter of a telephone?

It will vibrate to all the waves of a band playing

at once."

Now we see just what is the matter with Mr.

Blish. He gets hold of apart of an argument by

reading one number of The Microcosm and pro

ceeds to raise what he thinks to be a formidable

objection, but to which we have previously

replied over and over again in our treatise on

sound. If Mr. Blish will read the Problem of

Human Life, page 334, he will find his objection

carefully analyzed and answered. He will there

see that the highest scientific authorities in

Europe, including the great French investigator,

Count Du MonccI, have decided after long and

careful experiment that the membrane of the

telephone does not vibrate at all in the transmission

of sound. It can of course be made to vibrate

by speaking in close contact with the instrument,

but this is only the incidental effect of the air

waves which incidentally accompany the sounds,

but which are no part of the sound itself. As

proof that no vibration of the transmitter is

necessary in conveying telephonic sounds Dr.

R. M. Ferguson, Ph. D., the great Scotch physi

cist, has demonstrated that a solid disk of iron

an inch thick will transmit communications the

same as will the common diaphragm of a Bell

telephone 1 The fact is, the sound is transmitted

by the contact of the substantial pulses with the

substantial electric fluid coursing through the

wire. The affinity of the two substances for

each other causes the sound impulses to be

impressed upon and conveyed by the electric

fluid and re-converted into audible sounds at the

receiving instrument. How such wonderful

affinity can exist between two incorporeal sub

stances is not now comprehended by mortals.

But it is no more a mystery than a thousand

other things of daily observation ; as for example

how a spoken word mingles with a maiden's

thoughts, stirs her blood, and causes a crimson

blush to cover her face !

We ask objectors on this sound-discussion

first to read the two chapters on that subject in

the " Problem " and we predict that ninety-nine

times in a hundred they will find their difficulties

met in advance. This advice applies particularly

to Prof. Joseph S. Large, of Traverse City, Mich.,

who is writing to Mr. Goodrich, anxious to get

the 85,000 cash prize by suggesting various in

considerate means for producing silence by

making a noise, which, if he had first read the

"Problem," he would have been ashamed to

put on paper. Mr. Goodrich says his offer still

holds good, and that the nearest any one has

come to winning the prize is Dr. Booth, of

Shreveport, La., as explained in his letter printed

in the August number of The Microcosm.

THAT " BEAUTIFUL BOOK."

Mr. A. Wilford Hall :—Seeing your notice in

"The Microcosm" of " Walks and Words of

Jesus," by Rev. M. N. Olmsted, I feel constrained

to say, that could you but make its great value

known, your sales would be very large, for then

few would like to be without it.

I have used this work, as 8. S. Superintendent

and otherwise, so profitably, for a number of

years, both to obtain and impart that knowledge

" which is unto life eternal," that I feel sure one

half has never been told of its inestimable value

cs a Harmony of the Gospels ; and like the

lepers in the Syrian Camp, at the gate of Samaria,

I feel that I " should not do well to keep this to

myself."

I marvel that this new arrangement, which

re-voices the very words of Him who " spake as

never man spake " was not sooner discovered

and that it is not now universally sought after,

and I am confident that all who use the Gospels

in this form will have greatly the advantage of

others, both in pleasure and profit.

Wishing you great success in your enterprise

by the due appreciation of a Christian public.

I am yours, &c.

Wm. M. HuDsoN.

Mount Vernon, N. Y.
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TO MATHEMATICIANS AND ASTRONO-

of this number of Thecopy oa who —. - —
r of the leading mathematicians

We send a
Microcosm to a few 01 me ie»umS m„, ,

and astronomers of our colleges and universities,

and ask them in all candor and kindness to read

the two articles involving Newton's moon-

demonstration, one headed The Gravitation Con

troversy, and the other, Profs. Kemper and Gray

on the Moon. If they still think Newton's

demonstration correct we would be glad to have

their reasons for so thinking, briefly and con

cisely stated. If they shall, on the contrary,

decide that Newton was mistaken, we will be

equally glad to have them say so.

THE GREAT " TRIAL."

Last month we closed our extract from the

remarkable book called "The Trial," and sug

gested that any who might want a copy could

have it for $2. At that time we had not learned

the price of the book. Since then we have re-

ceived a letter from the publisher at Birmingham,

England, informing us that copies will be mailed

direct to the United States for $1,25. Those

who may wish a copy, and will send us the price,

will receive it through our agency direct from

England.

AN IMPORTANT KXPERIMENT.

REV. J. I. SWANDEB, A. M.

We are proud to add to our list of contributors

the name heading this item, whose excellent re

view of the Problem of Human Life is copied

elsewhere from the Reformed Quarterly Review.

Next month his first contribution direct to The

Microcosm will appear. It will be a telling

disquisition upon the "Ultimate Test of Scientific

Truth."

THAT LONG-PROMISED EXPLANATION.

For a wonder, after waiting three months, the

Christian Standard of Sept. 23, comes out with

its long-promised explanation of the moon's fall

from the tangent, in defense of Newton's great

mathematical demonstration of the law of

gravity. The Editor prepares the way for his

explanation by copying from The Microcosm for

August last the entire article of Prof. Goodenow,

with his diagram. He then proceeds with two

columns of his own solution to make clear what

Prof. Goodenow had failed to explain.
As the Standard reaches us too late for our

reply this month, we reserve it till the next issue,

when the reader may look out for scientific fun.

In the mean time we make the friendly proposi

tion to the Standard that we will copy its entire

explanation verbatim, diagram and all, in the

November Microcosm, if the Standard will agree

to copy our reply as soon after receiving a copy

as convenient,—say within two weeks. The

Editor of the Standard is of course at liberty to

make any reply to our criticisms he can, or may

feel disposed to. If this very fair proposition is

not accepted we will give our reply in the next

Microcosm with the salient points only of the

Standard article. A note from the Editor is re

quested indicating the acceptance of our offer

as here made, a copy of which will be sent him

in advance of this issue.

Next month we will give the programme for

an important scientific experiment now in con

templation for verifying or overturning the pre

sent theory of acoustics. It will consist of a

number of extemporized magazine explosions

conducted under the direction of proper com

mittees, to determine the truth or incorrectness

of the prediction recorded in the Problem of

Human Life that the sound and the condensed

wave of such an explosion are entirely distinct

phenomena, and that they will be found to

travel at different rates of velocity. Pull details

of the contemplated experiments will be given

next month, and in the mean time we desire to

hear from colleges and other scientific institu

tions that might wish to take part in those ex

periments or make suggestions with reference

thereto. Let professors and students of science .who wish to comprehend the bearing and Joseph S. Van Dyne, me cm,,,,...
necessity of the experiments referred to, read j author, and Presbyterian divine. The first

the Problem of Human Life, beginning at page | installment of this masterly argument will be

ANOTHER NEW CONTRIBUTOR.

As we "o to press we have received an ex-

ficrocosm.
the Problem oj a-umvn *^v. .
103, or the October number of Tlte

Vol. 1.

THE AMERICAN CHRISTIAN REVIEW.

In pleasant contrast with the Christain Stand

ard's course toward The Microcosm, we are grati-

fied'to note week after week the kind reference

to our labors in the Christian Review, so ably

conducted by its Editor, Eld. John F. Rowe,

and its co-Editor and proprietor, Eld. G. W.

Rice. As these two papers are patronized and

supported by the same religious denomination,

we see no reason why those who are satisfied

with the Standard should not be more than

doubly satisfied with the Review as a family

journal, filled as it is weekly with the choicest

intellectual food. We most cordially commend

it to every reader of The Microoosm belonging

to that Church, and we have thousands of tt^ra

on our subscription books.

given next month and be concluded in the

December number. Accompanying this argu

ment we also received an off-hand criticism of

the Problem of Human Life from the same pen

which we will print in next issue as a specimen

letter. We will only add that we are now read

ing one of Dr. Van. Dyke's very interesting

books entitled " Through the Prison to tin

Throne," which we will notice in due time. So

far as we have been able to read, in our crush of

engagements, we are very deeply impressed

with the importance of the work.

OUR MICROCOSMIC DEBRIS

Is again crowded over on account of the

length of our editorial discussions and reviews,

which we could not well leave out. Next month

we will give the usual installment of interesting

miscellaneous items on all sorts of subjects and.

from all parts of the world.
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THE ULTIMATE TEST OF SCIENTIFIC

TROTH.

BY REV. J. Z. 8WANDEe, A.M.

ae fundamental mistake of modern scientism

. r.'ings from its disposition to perform the part

w- the judge, instead of occupying the place of

a disciple. Its protagonist is Pontius Pilate.

?ruth is arraigned before the bar of an incompe

tent court, tried upon a false issue, and convict

ed upon inadmissable testimony, for the primary

purpose of condemning and crucifying the high

standard of Eternal verity by which systems of
error are i)"•°cted, and deeds of darkness made

manifest.

What is Ucth ? Pilate's question seems proper,

especially when accompanied with the washing of

his hands in token of affected innocence ; but it

did not proceed from an honest desire to possess

that after which he pretended to reach. The Ro

man governor has passed away, and his name has

. perished in the infamy of his arrogance ; but the

same line of false investigation runs parallel with

the history of the world. Double-dealing and

cowardice appear in every chapter. Men seem to

inquire after the truth ; y#t, when overwhelmed

by the presence and power of its majesty, they

shrink away into the retreats of significant silence.

The only part assigned them in the last act of the

comedy is to play the pitiable poltroon. They do

not even wash their hands in mockery of inno

cence. For this neglect, however, they are ex

cused, as their exploded fallacies do not hold the

amount of water necessary for such an ablution.

But what is truth ? The question is eminently

in order at this time, and in this age, so remark

able for the boldness of its philosophical inquiries,

and the brilliancy of its startling achievements.

The better class of daring adventurers, who are

now pioneering their way into the unexplored pro

vinces of Nature, are conservative progressives.

They cherish admiration for the good and the

great of the past, but are not willing to confine

themselves in the coffins of a truth loving ances

try ; neither are they ready to pin tho broader

folds of their faith to the narrow shrouds of creeds

and theories whose principal merits consist in

plausible features and popular following. Such

progress is not radicalism. Such courage is not

recklessness. Such zeal is commendable. Let

cowardly conservatives to the rear. Let pru

dent progressives move forward. They are mov

ing forward. Their numhers are increasing.

Their faces are aglow with scientific hope, as the

heroic vanguard rolls back the shouts of truth's

new victories along the advancing lines.

But how are we to know whether certain recent

announcements of scientific solutions are founded

and fortified in the truth? Take " Wilfordism,"

for example. What sign showest thou, that wo

may believe ? Unanswerable logic is good, but

we want something better. What is the ultimate

test of truth ? Where is the pattern to which the

system of true philosophy shows a resemblance in

every fiber and figure of its warp and woof ? It is

found in the Christian religion—the inspiration of

the world's best thought, the nursery of its finest

art* mother of its soundest philosophy, and

the queen of all the sciences not "falsely so-

called."

As man was made in the image of God, so does

all perfect human science reflect the image of tho

divine—the Christian religion. This perfection is

attainable, not by outward irritation, but inward

coalescence, by the breathing of tho life-breath of

Christianity into tho very nostrils of scientific

theories. Thus the "wisdom of God in a mystery "

becomes the wisdom of man in history ; and thus

" the tabernacle of God is made to dwell with

men." "And look that thou make thtm after the

pattern which was shown, thee in the mount" (Ex.

xxv :40.) In obedience to the general principle

underlying this injunction the Hebrew law-giver

proceeded to build the Tabernacle. The builder

was on earth, the Architect in heaven. Fidelity to

this fundamental rule made the son of Pharaoh's,

daughter illustrious for all ages. Materialism

alone disputes tho application of this universal

law, and Atheism becomes a monument of absur

dity by striving to stretch the tender threads of it*

sophistry from the " Eternity of matter" to " tho

mistakes of Moses."

Hero, then, in Christianity, we have the true

pattern and divine attestation of all correct theo

ries in science, and sound systems of philosophy.

But what M Christianity, under this view? What

is this model from the Divine Architect? What

are the essential principles, the peculiar charac

teristics, and tho approximate outline of the,

Archetype, whose origin is "Eternal in the;

heavens," and "whose builder and maker is

God?"

Christianity is (1) a new creation, as real and

distinct as that which in the beginning included

tho heavens and the earth. (2) It has an objective

and entitatite existence, holding in the organic

union of tho substance of the Son of God with the

essential substance of humanity, in the sense that

" the word (Ixigos) was made (assumed) flesh."'

(3) This new creation heads in Christ, "the last

Adam," " the Ixsrd from heaven," tho " quicken

ing Spirit," even as the old creation culminated in

tho first Adam, " a living soul," (1 Cor. 15.) It is

a kingdom in organic unity, as well as a unity in

expansive and progressive evolution. Christ tho

true Witness, the Beginning of the (new) creation

of God, (Rev. iii: 14,) is the primordial parent,

(Is. ix:fl) of the peculiar progeny born of the very

substance of Him "of whom the whole family

in heaven and earth is named," (Eph. iii:15.) (4)

This kingdom of God is at hand, replete with su

pernatural and substantial forces, for the solution

of the most intricate and complicate problems of

tho universe, and for tho salvation of all assimi

lable subjects in tho sub-kingdoms of humanity.

(5) Having an objective existence, in an organic

entity, it is not dependent upon subjective repent

ance, faith or experience, however essential these

conditions and organs of receptivity on tho part of

the individual who becomes a citizen of the royal

realm, and a consequent recipient of its saving

virtue. (6) In a word, Christianity is life—not

a mere attenuated, human life, but a distinct efflu

ence of tho lifo of God, which was not in tho

world in the same sense, and to the same extent,

before the Incarnation. " In Him was life, ani'

the life became the light of men." This lif-; iei
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not merely a divine " mode of motion," but the

very substanco of things hoiwd for by the deepest

yearnings of tho substantial hirman soul.

From the foregoing it follows that the Christian

religion does not consist in mere snpralapsarian

fiat on the part of God, nor in supersensible feel

ing on tho part of man. It does not hold its being

in mere abstract truth, under the form of doctrin

al tenets; neither does it move forward in the

chariot of human logic, as though man's greatest

want were the liberation of his intellect from the

thraldom of error. Though intimately related,

the Bible is not the same as Christianity. The

Bible is an outward manifestation of an inward i

life—substantial mystery in sacred history—prin- j

ciple in precept—law in statutorial form—truth in |

effluence—the unimpeachable testimony which

Christianity gives of its origin, purpases, opera

tions and conditions, as it moves on through the

ages, bearing witness to the truth. The Bilde can

testify to the truth only as Christ the absolute

fountain of eternal verity, comes '' in the volume

of the book," to animate its paragraphs, and il

luminate its pages. Truth, under this concrete

view, is inseparable from life. Under any oppo

site view it is truth in mere abstraction. Truth

in abstraction (in the biological domain of science)

is practically the truth held in unrighteousness—

a perversion—a lie—anti-Christ—a virtual denial

of the Incarnation in its proper historical sense,

and a cowardly surrender of the only key by

which intelligent faith may hope to solve the

world's most momentous problem, the destiny of

man.

It follows further that Christianity, as to its in

ner organic entity, is not moulded from without,

or made dependent upon its form, as Materialism

teaches concerning the dependence of the soul

upon the body, and as some acousticians still

teach, affirming the dependence of " sound " upon

the medium of its conduction. Like all other

orders of life, in bending its energies towards ex-

temalization, Christianity is free to take and

change its own form in tho organic outflow of its

mission, until it completes its terrestrial history in

that final' fullness and form which shall respond

to the pattern within ; and while thus free, it is

also bound to take only such form as its inner

model constitutionally involves. That final form

will be the triumphant church, the body of Christ,

the fullness (complement) of Ilim that filleth all

in all. (Eph. i:23.)

Christ must therefore he held as the Prince of

all truo philosophers, and His religion as the pro

totype of all sound philosophy. To this end was

He born, and for this cause came He into the

world to bear witness to the truth ; and every one

that is of the truth heareth His voice. (John xviii :

37.) Christ does not bear witness to the truth by

merely affirming the correctness of an abstract

statement, or scientific theory ; neither does He

demonstrate truth by mere argument—He propa

gates it by the invincible logic of that life which

animates the now creation, and the effulgence of

the light which shineth even in the darkness

-which comprehendeth it not. Christ is the

truth. He authenticates Himself and only

that which He authenticates is true. All else is

Oaugerous fraud, and damnable falsehood.

(t is strongly suspected, in certain quarters,

that the author of The Problem of Human Life,

in projecting his new system of philosophy, had

!'is best eye fixed upon the " pattern in the

mount," while he watched with his other eye

those materialistic Evolutionists who havelabored

so hard to prove that Moses was a fool for build

ing after the directions of the Divine Architect.

How can we otherwise 'account for the startling

appearance of a philosophical system, between

which and the " mistress of sciences " the points

of analogy are so fundamental, and so full of

force? Very well. What if he did imitate the

best model. Such imitation involves no theft of

copyright. There is no other true model after

which to build. Other foundation can no man

lay than that which is laid, Jesus Christ. That

system of religion, philosophy or ethics—goodness,

truth and beauty—which is not built upon this

foundation, as well as after this pattern, is a su

perstructure of " wood, hay and stubble," whose

only element of worth is excellent combustibility.

That system which not only recognizes the king

dom of Christ in its organic and entitative sense,

but which is also moulded after it, by the plastic

power drawn from it, is wrought of the " gold,

silver, and precious stones" that will enable it to

stand the test of the fiery day. This is the judg

ment bar of all scientific claims, especially those

of biological pretensions. Let Gabriel's trumpet

sound with a full charge of corpuscular emissions;

let the ultimate test of truth ascend the throne;

let modern materialism come forward upon the

rickety vehicle of its "molecular motion" and

receive the sentence it so richly deserves.

THE GREAT CONFLICT.

BY eEV. T. WIllIsTON.

Ever since the fall and expulsion from Eden of

the first human pair, a conflict, so to speak, has

been going on between darkness and light, igno

rance and knowledge, that which is false and that

which is true. In this conflict light has been

gradually gaining on the darkness, knowledge on

ignorance, and the truth on error ; yet even now

ignorance and error hold the mass of men under

their sway. The word error, derived as it is from

a Latin verb signifying to wander, literally means

missing one's road, or.getting out of the right

path; and hence it figuratively signifies any devia

tion from that which is true, whether in earthly

or spiritual concerns, whether in science or reli

gion. Some of these wanderings from the truth

are ascribable to man's limited capacities and

powers of investigation, or his limited facilities

for-arriving at the truth; while errors in religion

have their chief origin in his moral obliquity and

estrangement from God. All errors are more or

less hurtful, yet errors in science and the concerns

of this life are far less injurious than mistakes in

the concerns of eternity.

These mistakes endanger the soul, yea, ruin it

sometimes; whereas the former class of errors,

though attended with loss, block up no one's way

to heaven. They are comparatively harmless; yet

as they aro not wholly so, we rejoice that even

these errors are being gradually eliminated by

the light of science and the world's progress in

knowledge. Had men always been acquainted

with hydro-dynamics, or alwaysknown that water,

however tortuously conducted, will unfailingly

find its level, they would have been spared the

toil and expense of bridging a valley with huge

aqueducts in order to convey water from one hill

side to the opposite one. Had men always known

what they now know, the Alchemists would not

for centuries have wasted a vast amount of time

and labor in efforts to discover a method of trans
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anting the baser metals into gold, and t"r find a

universal remedy for disease: nor would so

m*ny fruitless efforts have since been expended

in trying to invent a machine that would go

without ever stopping. Surveyed in the light

that science has long been diffusing, how irra

tional, absurd, and even ridiculous do many

things appear that were once believed and done.

At this late dav it seems marvelous, for in

stance, that Claudius Ptolemy could so egregiously

blunder as to teach that the sun and stars re

volved around the earth every twenty-four hours !

How deceptive and preposterous has science made

divination in its various forms to appear—dis

closing hidden things or future events by examin

ing the stars, the air, the flight of birds, cracks in

the earth, the bowels of slain animals, the palms

of the hand, "looking at the liver," holding con

verse with the dead, and the like! In its conflict

with error, true science, aided by revelation, has

put to flight these and many other visionary

theories that were of old dignified with the name

of science; and it will go on doing this till igno

rance, superstition, and all that is falsely called

science, are effectually routed, and this dark

world is filled with light. Through its aid the

masses are becoming better acquainted with the

laws of health, and with the appropriate means

of securing physical vigor and length of days; and

it is slowly rendering the farmer a more intelli

gent and skilled laborer, acquainting htm with

improved methods of prosecuting his work, and

enabling him to obtain larger returns for his toil.

It has, in short, already wrought important and

useful changes in various departments of labor,

and it is enabling numerous toilers to labor more

intelligently and advantageously than they once

could.

But while science has been and is achieving

' such triumphs over ignorance, how is it with that

mightier conflict that has from the beginning

been going on between Christ and Bslial, between

the inspired and unerring standard, and the

various delusions that abound? Is Satan van

quished, manacled, and imprisoned? Has the

" stone that was cut out without hands become a

great mountain, and filled the whole earth ? "

Have "the kingdoms of this world become the

Kingdoms of our Lord," and have earth's kings

; and queens become nursing fathers and mothers

to the Church? Sad to say, the great Insnarer is

not yet bound ; tho contest between him and the

Lamb is still in progress, and though now there

are probably more on " the Lord's side " than in

some past periods, a very large majority are un

questionably still under the leadership and con

trolling influence of Satan. That subtle and

malignant tempter is still plying his arts and

sagacious devices with great success, and multi

tudes are still " taken captive by him at his will. "

He has a variety of snares with which to entrap

men, and he is shrewd enough to adapt every

snare to the circumstances and weaknesses of those

whom he seeks to victimize. Perhaps no one of

all his devices for man's ruin is more depended on

by him for success than a false religious belief.

He is fully aware of the close and almost insepa

rable connection there is between one's established

belief and his conduct, and aware, consequently,

- of the demoralizing and ruinous tendency of any

belief that is essentially unscriptural. Hence, it

has from the first been a prime object with him,

to invent and disseminate all manner of religious

errors and false beliefs. He has succeeded in

-duping some with the belief that man's existence

terminates at death, and that the idea of an end

less hereafter, and of a moral governor who

scrutinizes our conduct, and will one day summon

us to His bar. is only a myth, or a religious scare- /

crow. Others he has induced to believe that

there is no hell, nor any such bving an Sitan; and'

that though there is a God, Who- so much "de-

lighteth in mercy" and love that He designs to

make all His creatures eternally happy. If he

finds some foolish enough to believe there will be

somi punishment after death, he persuades them

that it is simply reformatory in its purpose, and

will not be endless. Still others he cheats with

the belief that if they misiinprove the probation

they now have, a second one will be granted them

in the coming world ; or else that annihilation is

all tho evil they will experience if they die in

their sins.

Such are a few of the many false beliefs with

which Satan has deceived multitudes ; and if, in

the conflict that is being waged between him and

the "King of kings," the side that is nowsuperior

in numbers is destined to win, Christ's soldiers

might well despond and abandon all further

effort. Destined to win ! Ah, reader, the time is

approaching when this apostate angel will be

stripped of his power and subjects, and for a

thousand years will be incarcerated and kept from

deceiving mankind. The " prince of this world"

being deposed and shut np, the glorious millen

nial reign of Christ will take place, during which

He will be acknowledged as the world's spiritual

sovereign, and all open opposition to Him and His

cause will cease. Iniquity, in all her varied

forms and phases, will then "stop her mouth,"

discord and war will no longer prevail, and

" Holiness to the Lord" will then be inscribed on

all human enterprises. Before the arrival of that

happy period, however, Satan will—as seems

probable from Scripture—be encouraged to muster

all the divisions of his vast army, and engage in

one mighty and decisive struggle for the over

throw of the Lamb. ' ' To the battle of that great

day" Satan and his forces will come, perhaps,

with high hope and sanguine expectations ; but

"He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh,"

and "the Lord shall have them all in derision."

The great conflict will terminate in the utter over

throw of the anti-Christian host, and their Cap

tain will then be bound and iinprisoned in the bot

tomless pit for a thousand years. When that time

has expired, being let loose he will be allowed

to resume his soul-destroying work for a "little

season," and to risk one more battle with the

Almighty I Vain effort I Marvelous audacity I

Vengeance overtakes him and his deluded follow,

ers, and now he is remanded back to the pit,

there to remain and be "tormented forever and

ever ! "

To myself and readers let me propose the

anxious question. In the great conflict that is

being waged, to which of the opposing sides do

we now belong—Christ's or Belial's? And on

which of them is it probable we shall be found in

the great and final day.

SUBSTANTIA LI9M.

BY REV. GUSTAVE RErCHe.

The editorial under the above heading in the

September number of the Microcosm, is a very

timely reminder. The following words in it are

especially pertinent: "With Bubstantialism as the

standpoint from which to take our systematic
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surveys of the hero an 1 the hereafter of humanity,

the solution of the problem of human life be-

cooi"m comparatively an easy task." But this

impnrtant subject seems to bo still an impenetra

ble mystery to a great many scientists and reli

gious teachers. Believing, therefore, that this

gre it aml fundamental truth, full of far-reaching

consequences, cannot be too extensively treated, I

take the liberty of adding a few words in its be

half.

The question "what is substance?" has been

variously answered by different scientists. Some

have defined substance in such a manner that

they finally left nothing of it but the self-con

tradiction of a vague and mysterious existing

nothing. Others have defined it as the ' ' essentia!

quality of matter," consisting, however, of noth

ing but matter. And there are only too rnanv

who aro incapable of perceiving any difference

between substance and the grossest kind of mat

ter. Eventhe pulpit is, to a great extent, guilty

of such materialism.

Substance is, as the word itself indicates, the

substratum, or the underlying entity that causes

or gives existence and form to matter.

All matter can be reduced to its elementary

gases, and with them the physicist has arrived at

the end of the road. If he says that he as a

scientist, dare not overstep the physical realm,

then he dare not say what caused and still causes

these elementary gases to be what they are. But

men will ask, and men shall ask, what the entity

is—for it cannot be a nonentity—that forms the

substratum of matter, and gives it form and exis

tence as such. The only reasonable answer is

that it must be its prior counterpart, its cause, its

substance.

This substance or reality, underlying, causing,

forming and governing matter, is just as objective

and tangible to the mind and its organs, in its

substantial realm, as matter is to our physical

senses. And reason tells us that it must be the

canse of the perm mency of the physical world ;

because the constantly and never ceasing change

of matter must have underlying and permanent

substances that cause the material universe to re

main what it is. These underlying, or substantial

and permanent entities caused the different races

of the human family to remain distinct from each

other, physically and mentally, notwithstanding

their perpetual physical changes by which they

have been entirely renewed every seven years.

Yes, substance is more permanent than mountains

of marble and granite.

Substance, then, must be as multifarious in

forms and organisms as matter ; yea, even more

so. Matter is dead in itself, and all life or power

that appears in it and reveals itself through it, is

caused by its substance. As "mode of motion"

is a senseless definition of life, therefore all activ

ity —repulsion, adhesion, attraction, power and

life in the various masses, forms, and organisms of

matter, must be caused by their exact substantial

counterparts, or corresponding and living entities;

because every substance or living energy must

have its substantial form or organism, from

whence it emanates, otherwise it would be an ex

isting nothing—a self-contradicting absurdity. For

anything whatever that has any existence, mate

rial or substantial, physical or spiritual, must

have a form in which it exists, otherwise it can

not be anything.

The inevitable conclusion, from the foregoing, is

that the material universe must have its substan

tial and corresponding universe, consisting of an

innumerable variety of objects. The minister

who denies this truth is constantly contradicting

himself, because he promises his hearers a higher

and better world; while his denial of the substan

tial world, here referred to, reduces his promised

higher and better world (?) to an existing noth

ing. I do not want such a heaven. It is worse

than the Desert of Saharah. But, nevertheless,

a real substantial worlD, with its " many man

sions," (John xiv: 2), will receive us as soon as we

lay down our physical body in that solemn event

which we now call death. Then we will find

ourselves, and see those who departed this world

of matter before us, in a tangible and most per

fectly organized, substantial body, fully and most

minutely adapted to that real and wonderfully

created substantial world, just as our physical

bodies are now adapted to this physical world.

This is biblical; for the Apostle Paul says, "There

is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body,"

not mil be, (1 Cor. xv : 44). And the Lord says to

the Saddncees, who denied the resurrection,

"Now that the dead are raised [—not will be

raised, but "are raisrD," continually raised,]

even Moses shewed at the bush, when he called

the Lord the God of Abraham, and the God of

Isaac, and the God of Jacob. For He is not a

God of the dead, but of the living: for all live

unto Him," (Luke xx :37, 38). The named Pa

triarchs were thus declared by the Ixird as already

risen.

Bishop Foster, of the M. E. Church, deserves

great credit for his manly and fearless declaration

of the important biblical truth—that this material

world was never designated to be man's final and

eternal destiny ; and that consequently, the mere

laying down of the material body, and its decom

position into its original unorganized matter, was

not the consequence of sin.

Man's creation and existence in this world of

matter was only designated to be a temporary

condition of probation and preparation for a higher

existence. Had man not sinned, then he would

at the termination of his * successful probation

and preparation for heaven, have peacefully fallen

asleep, in sweet communion with his Heavenly

Father and His angels, to awake in his final desti

nation, above time and space.

The words Death and Life, as used in the Di

vine Revelation, have an infinitely higher signifi

cation than that given them by us now. The

Scriptures mean by death a fearful condition of

the foul. So we read, " For in the day"—that

very day—"that thou eatest thereof thou shalt

surely die." And those who live and believe in

the Lord shali, Never Die, notwithstanding the

event we now call death, (John xi:26).

The physical body cannot die, because it never

lived; it is only vivified by its spirit, or its inner

and substantial body. The physical body has not

anv more life in it than the meal we eat to sustain

it.

A proper conception of the nature and causa

tive character of substance will necessarily assist

us greatly in arriving at a clear definition of the

nature of nil physical laws. They are simply the

relations existing between the various forms of

matter, and their substantial counterparts, or the

relations existing between causes and their ef

fects.

Such a classification will also aid us greatly in

properly understanding and explaining the Holy

Scriptures; because the verbal and humanly-lim

ited expressions of the Divine Revelation refer al

ways to their substantial or spiritual counterparts.
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A clear comprehension of these inner and living

realities will shed floods of light on such expres

sions as these: "If thy right eye offend thee,

pluck it out;" or " If thy right hand offend thee,

cut it off."

The expression of our Lord is not without

meaning, ' ' The words that I speak unto you, they

are spirit and they are life."

Booneville, Mo.

NO CONFLICT.

BY FIIOF. l l. EEPHABT, A.M.

Only in so far as the one, or the other, or both

are misconceived, can there seem to be any con

flict between science and religion. Both are facts;

both are parts of the universe; both are factors in

the established order of things, and, as such, must

act in harmony with the entire structure.

Science reveals the established order of things

in a certain department of God's kingdom. Its

mission is one of advantage and beneficence to hu

manity. Unlocking, as it does, the mysteries of

material creation, and acquainting mankind with

the farts of physical existence, it becomes a bene

factor of the race, and contributes largely to man's

elevation in the scale of rational existence. Al

ready the benefits it has conferred—almost innu

merable and incomprehensible—are intelligently

recognized and acknowledged with profound thank

fulness.

The same is true of the Christian religion. In

another and a more important department of God's

kingdom, religion exists as a fact; and operates

with positiveness and effectiveness no less marked,

with beneficient results. In many instances as the

handmaid of true science, but oftener as the fore

runner—the preparer of the way—has it been

operating, and has worked and still works, with

great proficiency, for the elevating and the bless

ing of mankind. A glance at the superiority of

the Christian nations in intelligence and all that

renders life useful, happy and desirable, is suffi

cient to attest the truth of this declaration.

The benefits of true science to mankind are no

more to be questioned than the benefits of the

discovery of electricity and the discovery of tho

power of steam. And the benefits of true religion

—Christ-like piety and philanthropy—to the race

are no more to be questioned than are tho benefits

of the light and heat of the sun. They are indis

putable facts, "known and read of all men."

But the false theories of science, and the narrow,

soul-benumbing, religious creeds, into which have

been infused much of the selfishness and bigotry

of depraved human nature—these often antagonize

each other (as well as antagonize true religion and

true science) and between these there often does

exist " an irrepressible conflict." In proportion as

men mistake false theories for facts of science, in

the same proportion does science seem to antago

nize the Christian religion ; and in proportion as

imperfect human creeds are substituted for the

pure principles of the Gospel of Jesus Christ does

religion seem to antagonize true science.

But, thanks to a munificient God, true science,

in the very nature of things, is constantly and ef

fectually working in the direction of the complete

overthrow of all that is narrow, bigoted, and false

in religion; and true religion is just as surely and

persistently working in the direction of the com

plete overthrow of all that is purely speculative

and false in science. The more thoroughly true

.science, by bringing to light the mysterious facts

of material creation, enlightens and ennobles the

human intellect, tho more rapidly does it move

mankind up to a thorough recognition of the

fatherhood of God and tho brotherhood of man ;

and the more thoroughly it does this the more ef

fectively does it uproot that religious bigotry and

selfishness, that would have us believe that our

heavenly Father created certain human souls to

be forever damned—or what amounts to the same

thing, knew when creating certain human souls

that they would be forever lost ; and consequently,

for such, provided no salvation.

Speaking through the silent, yet irresistible,

forces of nature, true science thunders forth the

grand sentiment of the Author of nature—"Give

every one a chance." No narrowness, no tyranny,

no selfishness in this. It breathes a nobleness and

a liberality worthy of the great God. This spirit

of fatherhood worked its way upward and out

ward in spite of the fetters of false creeds, until

it found expression in the immortal words of tho

Declaration of American Independence—" All men

are born equal," which is but a slightly different

wording for the thought embodied in the " golden

rule."

On tho other hand, true religion brings its re

fining, crucial test to bear upon scientific investi-

tion, winnowing from ever}' theory promulgated,

the chaff of mere speculation, washing out the

mud and sand of unfounded assertion, and retain

ing only the pure wheat and yellow gold of scien

tific facts, the worth and beauty of which only

shine the more brilliantly because of their having

passed the test of a candid, intelligent scrutiny

Thus science is of vast importance to religion,

and religion is of vast importance to science. And

the careful observer can not have failed to notice

tho fact that, as scientific investigators have recog

nized the claims of religion, in the same propor

tion have they avoided falling into unfounded,

materialistic speculation. The careers of Newton,

Brewster, Davy, the Herschels, Franklin, Morse,

Agassiz, Hitchcock, and Dana, are noted examples

of this fact.

On the other hand, as noted scientists, so called,

have discarded the claims of religion and the au

thenticity of the Bible, to that extent have they

fallen into systems of speculation and promulgated

false theories, the distinguishing characteristics of

which were their disagreement with the teachings

of inspiration; and already many of them have

been swept into oblivion, to the disgrace and cha

grin of the authors to whom they had given a tem

porary notoriety.

We have a striking example of the truth of this

assertion in the statement recently made by the

eminent geologist, Prof. Charles Lyell of England,

that " in the year 1806, the French Institute en

umerated not less than eighty geological theories

which were hostile to the Scriptures; but not one

of those theories is held to-day." A fitting com

plement to this is found in the fact that but re

cently the president of the British Association and

the vice-president of the American Academy of

Natural Science have admitted as the prevailing

feeling of geologists, that "the whole formation

of theoretic geology must be re-constructed."

We have another example in point in Prof.

Murray's explosion of what he denominates "the

Bathybius Delusion," an account of which has

been given by Dr. Gray of the Interior. He says :

" Prof. Huxley, twelve or more years ago, an

nounced the discovery of the original protoplasm,

the substratum of all life, which he claims covered

the whole beds of oceans. The discovery had h-ng
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been the desideratum of biology, and it was hailed

with enthusiasm in all scientific circles. By 'cast

ing a dredge in deep water anybody could draw up

and see for himself the Adam and Eve of life—the

living mud of the ocean bed. The Challenger, a

vessel sent out by the United States Government

to make deep-sea soundings, and on board of

which was Prof. Murrry, as scientist of the expe

dition—sailed with this theory as a part of its

cargo. In the investigations, the sub-oceanic ooze

or mud was preserved in alcohol and taken home

for closer examination; where the protoplasmic

matter was plainly seen, and, as it was supposed,

demonstrated. But, in experimenting with it,

Prof. Murray discovered that a mingling of sea-

water and alcohol gave a flocculent precipitate,

which, when it had separated from the liquid,

became the identical nucleated protoplasm an

nounced by Prof. Huxley—became the paternal

Bathybius itself ! On his return home he showed

the experiment to Prof. Huxley, and this celebra

ted scientific delusion vanished 1 It was a rude

shock to tho complacent materialistic biologist,

who had built extended theoretical edifices and

writteu learned treatises upon it. The protoplasm

was nothing but a precipitated sulphate, which

any chemist or even amateur could make for him

self."

How important, then, that all investigators be

careful to distinguish mere theories and absolute

facts. How sincerely should all such pray the

prayer of Ixird Bacon : "We humbly and earnest

ly pray that living things may not prejudice such

as are divine; neither that from the unlocking of

the gates of sense and the kindling of the greater

natural light, anything of incredulity or intellec-

»ial night may arise in our minds toward divine

mysteries, but rather that , by our minds thorough

ly cleansed and purged from fancy and vanities,

and yet subject and perfectly given up to the di

vine oracles, there may be given up unto faith tho

things which are faith's. Amen."

IU MAN'S INTELLECTUAL NATURE AN EVO

LUTION FROM THE LOWER ANIMALS

BY REV. Jos. S. VAN DYEE.

It is more particularly as it relates to the origin

of man's moral, intellectual, and religious nature

that the Christian has to do with the theory of

evolution. The idea of a relationship between

man and the lower animals is conceivable, so far

as the mere animal frame is concerned. Confess

edly, there are many close reseinblences in anatom

ical structure; indeed, there is nearly nbsolute

identity bone for bone, muscle for muscle—some

muscles occuring in man which are of no use,

though of use in apes. Similar organs perform

like Junctions. The apes, as Well as man, love

and have perceive and feel, remember and im

agine, will and reason, have definite ideas and the

means of communicating them. Professor Agassiz

attributes to animals" an immaterial principle sim

ilar to that which, by its excellence and superior

endowments, places man above animals." When

1 we are asked to believe, however, that our mental

faculties, hich are capable of such vast improve

ment, have been evolved from those of the simi-

adae, too heavy a tax is laid upon our credulity.

Most persons, even those who do not believe in

die Christian religion, are disposed to accept the

account given in the Bible—one cf the crowning

glories of which is that it recognizes, in all its

fulness, the essential dignity of the human family.

It presents God as the Author of our being, and

the Preserver of our existence, our strength in the

struggle with sin, our Comfort in sorrow and our

Hope in death.

We should err were we to confine this ennobling

conception of the Fatherhood of God to those who

possess His revealed will. It has found a place in

many systems of faith. Elsewhere than under the

influence of Hebrew forms of philosophy, even in

nations less cultured than the Greeks and less in

tellectual than the Romans, has the peasant boast

ed of a Divine parentage. To others, as well as

to the Athenians, Paul might have said, " as cer

tain also of your own poets have said,' ' for we are

His offspring.'"

A theory of man's origin, therefore, which is

honorable and ennobling, and which comes to us

sacred with years and consecrated by the faith ef

generations, may be expected to be so entrenched

within our affections that powerful arguments will

be needed to shake the conviction that we are

made in God's image—our intellectual faculties

being a copy, faint though real, of God's uncloud

ed intelligence—our moral nature a transcript,

dim indeed but genuine, of God's approbation of

right and His condemnation of wrong. It would

seem as though the unbiased investigator must

accept the affirmation of M. Quatrefagas, as given

in his work on the " Unity\of the Human Species;"

"Man must form a kingdom by himself, if once

we permit his moral and intellectual endowments

to have their due weight in clasification."

Does the theory in question possess arguments

sufficiently potent to counteract man's predilec

tions? Does it satisfactorily account for man's

higher nature ? It is conceded that here the theory

is weak. Professor Huxley himself admits that

the difference between man and the lower animals

amounts to an " enormous gulf," to " a divergence

immeasurable—practically infinite." Those, there

fore, who are inclined to believe that the theory of

evolution may be so stated as to contain nothing

necessarilly antagonistic to Revelation will be dis

posed to limit it to man's physical nature, main

tain that in other respects at least he was not only

made in God's image, but was created without the

intervention of natural causes; and since the pos

sibility of the mutation of species is as yet unes-

tablished, and man's descent even in his bodily

organism from the monkey rests on inconclusive

testimony, most persons will also deem it unneces

sary to assume two origins—one for the lower, the

other for the higher nature.

Unless God is our Creator how shall we account

for that subtile force we denominate mind? To

say nothing of the difficulty of accounting for the

origin of the mind of brutes—of perceiving how

intellectuality can be evolved from matter—how

shall we be put in possession of evidence sufficient

to induce the belief that "the human mind has

gradually developed in the course of millions of

years from the mind of the lower skulled animals ? "

How is it possible to believe that from sources so

inadequate those faculties could have been evolved

which have compelled nature to unlock her More-

houses, affording clothing of every variety and

food in such abundance as unaided Nature could

not have supplied ; faculties, which have devised

means of protection against beasts whose fleetness,

strength and agility surpass those of man, thus

giving the weak an easy dominion over the strong;

which have made Nature man's servant, controll

ing her actions, or bringing his into harmony w'uli
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hers? Improvable reason is man's peculiar and

exclusive endowment.

The dominion of mind over matter, however,

marvelous as it is, is not the strongest proof of

man's supernatural origin. The wonderful crea

tions of the human intellect, in musical harmony,

in poetry, in painting, in sculpture, in architecture;

its marvelous powers of induction, analysis, syn

thesis, generalization; its ability to form abstract

ideas of space, goodness, sin, immensity, truth, hon

or, eternity, the absolute and the unconditioned, in

finite conceptions struggling for expression in

human language,—these testify to the existence of

faculties which it is almost impossible to conceive

could have been developed from lower animals.

In like manner, the capubilitv of receiving pleas

ure from mathematical demonstrations—in fact

the ability to prosecute them—and the perception

of cogency and beauty in an argument felicitously

expressed, certainly afford evidence of an immense

chasm between man and the most gifted of the

inferior animals. This "immeasurable diver

gence" becomes even more apparent as we con

template the achievements of the astronomer, who,

in his study of the systems of worlds which move

through the unheralded pathways of a universe,

has ascertained facts and established laws which

reason seems to say must forever havo remained

beyond the grasp of a being whose mind was

evolved from "the medullary tube of the lance-

let." To measure the distance, to estimate the

size, and to determine the movements of bodies so

far distant as to appear mere specks in the depths

of immensity is quite manifestly a tusk too great

for any brain that couli\ have been developed from

that of the lowest vertibrates. As in imagination

we place ourselves at t\ie centre of the solar system,

seeing the planets its they move in their several

pathways noiseless as true charity; as in fancy we

station ourselves at Alcyone, the apparent centre

of our nebular system, ascertaining the length of

time required for its revolution and learning that

it burns with a brilliancy twelve thousand umes

greater than that of our sun, it will require a

logic trenchent indeed to convince us that man

owes his origin to anything less than the direct

volition of an infinite intelligence. Wondering at

the conquests of the human intellect we instinc

tively exclaim, " It is the handiwork of God."

The mind of man is capable 'of yet greater

triumphs. With the assistance of the largest

telescope—itself a marvel of mechanical and scien

tific genius—the beholder can number, it is said,

eighty million suns; some of which are so far dis

tant that the light therefrom requires more than a

million years to reach the eye; nay, burning specks

have been resolved into suns, each shining with

splendor equalling that of our own. Furnished

with a knowledge of the higher mathematics, it is

even possible to measure their distances from

each other, their distance from the earth and

their periods of revolution. Ar we concentrate

onr thoughts upon these and similar displays of

mental power, the overawed soul asks with the

emphasis of a well-founded faith: Can man be

less than the direct creation of an omniscient

intellect? Most persons would no doubt concur

in the opinion that it requires no small measure

of credulity to believe that the "survival of the

fittest " of monkeys could have evolved an intel

lect capable of such mental processes, even though

the survival should have been uninterruptedly

carried on during four hundred millions of years;

that the intellect of him who has weighed the

stars and compelled the lightning to transmit his

burning thoughts has been developed from that of

I the sil iy brute which wanders .in the forests of

tropical countries, and obtains a precarious subsist

ence by feeding upon the uncultivated products

of the soil; that because man's framework ap

proaches that of the ape-family, therefore Iris in

tellectual faculties are the same in kind, differing

only in degree. Assuredly it is easier to believe

the declarations, "God made man in-.His own

image:" "The Lord formed man of the dust of

the ground, and breathod into his nostrils the

i breath of life; and man became a living soul."

Having called attention to the greatness of the

i human intellect as evinced in the achievments of

astronomy, it may not be inappropriate to note

evidences of its existence where, according to

evolutionists, we ought least to expect it—in the

language of the Hottentots. We aro informed, on

the authority of Mr. E. Norris, that though re

markably simple, their language is yet comprehen

sive and expressive. The nouns havo two gen

ders, distinguished by termination. There are

four numbers: singular, plural, and two duals;one

appropriated to a pair, the other to two individuals.

Not merely is the nominative case clearly distin

guished from the accusative, but there is a copious

declension. Its numerous pronouns, all completely

and regularly declined, havo "distinct forms for

every conceivable modification of meaning," the

second persons distinguishing the gender and the

first person plural having two forms—one includ

ing, the other excluding, the person addressed in

the " we." The verbs are conjugated by the ad

dition of syllables. Even conjunctions, which are

supposed to characterize highly cultured lan

guages, are quite numerous. Assuredly, on the

theory of evolution, it seems remarkably strange

that even the lowest savages should evince so

great intelligence.

(Concluded next month.)

PRINCIPLES OP TERRESTRIAL

HACJNETISM.

BY PROP. W. IF. H. MUSICe.
»

The magnetic polarity of the earth is univer

sally attributed to the operation of the principles

of electro-magnetism, but the manner of such

operation has never been definitely explained.

It is assumed that there is a movement of posi

tive electricity around the earth: opposite in di

rection to the diurnal rotation,—this current be

ing excited and "kept in motion by the sun

heating in turn successive portions of the earth's

surface." There follows the well known princi

ple of electro- magnetism ; viz., that in every case

where a current of electricity is excited, a current

of magnetism is also developed at right angles to

the electrical current:—henco the magnetic polar

ity of the earth.

But this explanation is unsatisfying, for the rea

son, that the foregoing statement, though true so

far as it goes, is an imperfect description of the real

movement . The general reader will understand the

subject better if the statement be rendered thus :

the magnetic current moves in a closed circuit

round tho electrical current in a plane perpendicu

lar to tho axis of said latter current.

Place an apple, stem upward on the table in

front of you: let the stem represent the north pole

of the earth. Now, if you have the means of

passing a current of electricity through the apple

around the axis (or core) from right to left on the
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aide nest you, your apple becomes a miniature

earth with perfect polarity. A magnetic needle

near any portion, of the surface of said apple will

take that position relative to tho apple that it usu

ally assumes to the earth at a corresponding posi

tion on the earth's surface. The austral current

flows out around tho blossom, and up across the

equator on every side, and down around the stem

through the apple in a continuous closed circuit.

Of course, in this rude illustration, I take no ac

count ot what we might call the accidental In

equalities of the lines of terrestrial magnet ic force;

which result from the conjoint action of a variety

of causes which I have no space here to discuss,

(one of which, however, is the inequality in the

conducting capacity of different portions of the

earth's crust), but shall assume for convenient com

parison, that the electrical currents are uniform in

each, and that they flow round the spheres on each

side of the equatorial plane between the aula and

surfaces—somewhat nearer to the latter.

It will be perceived that I hold to the theory,

that the electrical current prises through the

solid crust of the earth as through a conductor, in

opposition to the usual theory of a superficial cur

rent ; and I will here state very briefly some of my

reasons for entertaining this view of the sublect.

In the first place, the atmosphere is one of the

most perfect insulators known ; while the crust of

the earth is composed of materials that make the

best known conductors. In the second place, the

old theory does not admit of a truly scientific ex

planation of the principles which determine the

direction of the lines of magnetic force.

It now remains to consider the cause of the elec

trical current through the equatorial regions of

the earth. I believe that we are all agreed that

said current is due to solar influence ; but instead

of the usual theory of indirect (.thermal^ influence,

I prefer the more scientific theory of direct influ
ence, i. e. , induction. e

I shall endeavor to explain this matter by refer

ence to the principles of electro-motive induction.

According to a law of induction discovered by

Lenz, if a conductor bo placed near a wire that is

transmitting a current of electricity, so Jong as

the relative position of the wire and conductor

does not vary, no current well flow in the conduc

tor ; but any change in the distance separating the

wire and conductor will induce a current in the

conductor in said direction as to resist said change.

If said distance be increased, the induced current

in the conductor flows in the same direction as the

current in the wire, and thereby resists the move

ment by the attraction of the two currents for

each other. (Like currents attract each other.)

If said distance be diminished the induced current

in the conductor flows in the contrary direction to

that of the wire, and thereby resists the movement

by the mutual repulsion of the currents. (Unlike

currents repel each other. )

Now if I make the sun to represent said wire,

I trust that I shall not be deemed quite singular

in my views ; for tho greatest thinkers of the age

consider the sun to be the direct source of electri

cal excitation on our planet ; for instance see Edi

torial in June MiceOtosm, on the " Northern

Lights."

If this view of the subject be admitted, I shall

conclude that the positive solar current is constant,

towards the sun, directly through the mass of the

earth. One hemisphere of the earth is constantly

approaching the sun, and in this hemisphere the

direction of the solar current is from west to east

— toward the sun.

In this hemisphere a terrestrial current is in

duced from east to west to resist the approach, by

repelling the solar current.

In the receding hemisphere the induced current

is from east to west to resist the motion by attract

ing the solar current which relatively to this part

of the earth flows from east to west. We might

reasonably expect that the inductive energy would

increase in the direction of the equator, and dimin

ish toward the axis—where it would be zero from

pole to pole ; but the convergence of the magnetic

merideans tends to concentrate the magnetic inten

sity in the direction of the poles.

We would also suppose, that the inductive en

ergy would be greatest about the time of the ris

ing and setting of the sun ; and at a minimum

during the middle of the day and night.

If it shall be objected to the above theorv, that

the ratio of the diameter of the earth to tlie dis

tance of the earth from the sun is inconsiderable,

let it be remembered, that the ratio of the intensity

of the terrestrial magnetic force, to the intensity

of similar forces artificially excited is trifling in

deed, when we consider the magnitudes of the

agencies employed in the production of each.

Moreover, I see no reason to doubt that the induc

tive influence of the sun is greatly reinforced by

the lunar influence wliich would operate in the

same direction.

THE RECIPROCAL INFLUENCE OF THE

MIND AND THE BODY.

BY JAS. W. lOW1!ER, M.A.,Ph.D

( Contif ued. )

INFlUENCE OP THE MIND UPON THE BODY

The mind acts upon the Ixdy through its three

fold states of intellect, sensibilities, and will. The

intellect may excite sensations, or it may suspend

them altogether. The celebrated John Hunter,

says : " I am confident that I can fix my attention

to any part until 1 have n sensation in that part."

I am not yet old enough to wear glasses, but think of

the time when i may be; and, at this moment, have

a sensation on the nose where the spectacles would

naturally rest. The influence of intellect upon

sensation, will account for the visions of Martin

Luther. On one occasion, Luther was engaged in

prayer in his chamber ; and while he was contem

plating the sufferings and death of Christ, there

suddenly appeared on the wall a vision of Christ

with His wounds looking down upon him. As

Christ appears to us only in His word, Luther

attributed the vision to a juggling of the devil.

Science now fully explains that which was mys

terious to the great German Reformer. There are

some persons who imagine they see all that they

think, and this is a very dangerous condition.

Their imaginations become, to them, revelations ;

and they are sometimes substituted for even the

Bible itsel f. They are simply examples of auto

matic cerebral action, excited by ideas vividly pres-

ent in the mind

The great influence of attention upon the sen

sory ganglia, is shown in the ability to recall a

visual impression after a long interval of time. It

is said by Sir. Isaac Newton, that he once looked

at the sun for a short time in a mirror. lie then

went into a dark room, and by thought could have

the spectrum return. By intendinghis fancy upon

them, he could have the light and colors as vivid

as when he had just looked at the sun. Finally he

had to shut himself up in a dark room to divert
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imagination from the sun ; for if he thought of

him, the image would return although he was

in the dark. Erasmus once visited Sir. Thomas

Moore, who was a firm beliver in the real presence

in the I.ord's Supper. Moore tried to convert his

friend to this belief, and assured him that he

"would be convincad of its truth by unquestiona

ble evidence. Erasmus on leaving the house of

Moore borrowed his pony, and being well pleased

with it did not return it ; but sent the following

lines :

" Should you tire walring.
This hot summer tide,
Believe your staff's dobbin.

And straightway you'll ride."

It is an axiom in science, that every part of the

body sympathizes with the mind; for whatever

affects the mind, affects the body. Sir. Francis

d'Assissi, one day when exhausted by fasting and

prayer, imagined that God ordered him to open

the Bible that he might therein learn His will.

The book was opened three times, and every time

at a description of Christ suffering. The pious

monk regarded this as a sign that he should real

ize the Saviour's suffering more vividly that he

ever had before. He carried this so far that he

suffered pain in his hands and feet, which resulted

in inflammation, and finally terminated in ulcera

tion.

Emotion and will produce a wonderful influence

upon the corporeal organization. A person may be

very hungry, and receive intelligence which ren

ders him unable to eat at all. A man may have

an important speech to prepare, which causes fast

ing for some time before its delivery. An old wo

man who was caught one night stealing fowl, said

to the man who caught her, ' ' Heavengrant that you

may never know again the blessing of being warm, "

The man complained of cold the next day, which

.got worse and worse until he died. Science fully

recognizes the influence of grief in blanching the

hair. The dark hair of the beautiful queen of

France became white in one night. Deadly fear

«Ut-went time and blanched at once her hair. The

human will is the highest element of the mind.

It is in the image of God, and free ; because, God

is free The influence of the will upon tne body

is very great ; because it influences all the other

elements of the mind, and they also influence the

body. The proper cultivation of the human will

is the most important thing in life, both to the

body and to the spirit.

That the influence of mind upon the body in

the cure of disease is very great, cannot at all be

questioned. It is evident that Psychopathy, as well

as physical remedies, should be employed in the

cure of disease. A little more attention to science

will allay the wild enthusiasm manifested in some

parts of the country with regard to the Faith Cure

Establishment. The medical profession would also

be more successful, if greater attention was given

to the study of the mind and its relat ion to the body.

(To be concluded in next number.)

THE CAUSE AND CURE OF INFIDELITY.

BY BEV. B. C. lITTlEPAGe, D.D.

It is admitted that a knowledge of the character

-of disease is more than half its cure ; a correct

diagnosis of moral, as well as mental and physical,

maladies becomes therefore the first step in suc

cessful treatment.

We assume that infidelity is the development of

an abnormal condition of man's moral nature, and

all those who attempt to treat it by mental or phys

ical processes are physicians of little value : they

apply their remedies to symptoms, as the physician

his liniments and lotions ; but these cannot effect

a cure, and are far less effective in moral than in

mental and physical disease, from the fact that

there is no vis medieatrix haturia on which to

rely, while the subject is soothed by paliatives,

or homoeopathic doses of truth - the whole truth

and the help of God must be brought into requisi

tion, or the patient is lost.

We proceed then to the diagnosis, premising

that the malady not only affects the Darwins,

Huxleys and Ingersolls of the day, but like the

plague it affects all classes- deplorable symptoms

are seen in our churches, and the ministry of all

ecclesiastical organizations. Religion is designed

to re-adjust all the relations of man; to control the

affections, thoughts and conduct proper to these

relations. Every failure in the affections of the

heart, the thoughts of the mind or the actions of

the life, is an expression of practical infidelity, as

it is a violation of the law of God, which is "ex

ceeding broad." In the conduct of life many of

the actions of man are in due conformity to his

relations. In his thoughts there is less: his ima

gination is vain; inclinations, evil; in his affections

there is less harmony, still they are misplaced,

vile, corrupt, and corrupting. Actions spring from

the thoughts of the mind: these arise from the

state of the affections ; therefore, to attempt the

correction of moral evil by regulating the conduct,

is to trifle with symptoms; to t reat the case by con

trolling the processes of thought, is to trifle with

the circulation; we must rise to the source of the

evil; must begin with the affections of the heart.

The body is the instrument of the mind, and must

execute its commands. The mind is the agent of

the spirit, and must carry out its behests; respon

sibility, therefore, in the last analysis attaches to

the spirit, the highest part of our nature. Faith is

the distinguishing power of the spirit ual nature of

man, as reason is of his mind, and force of his

body. As reason is superior to force, so faith is

superior to reason. Force enables us to grapple

with our physical surroundings, control and subor

dinate them to our purposes. So reason enables

us to grapple with our mental environment, giving

us the mastery over principles which come within

the domain of the mind. So faith rising still

higher enables us to cognize the spiritual, the un

seen; it takes hold of the Infinite, links man to his

Maker, restores harmony to his whole being, send

ing the current of life and health streaming down

through the whole mind and body, correcting the

thoughts, purifying the imagination, regulating

the life, and directing the conduct in accordance

with the Divine will. "Without faith (therefore)

it is impossible to please God," or to know, much

less to do. His will; so that "what is not of faith is

sin."

The whole man suffered by the fall, his body

became effeminate, the prey of a thousand diseases.

His mind became enfeebled, the victim of delu

sions, deceits, fears and pride. His spiritual

nature died, and his moral affections become a

poisonous, noxious waste, thus leaving him "with

out God or hope in the world," out of harmony

with universal being, fitly described by Voltaire

in his Gospel of the Day and by St. Paul in the

first chapter of Romans.

God in His infinite mercy provided the atone

ment; made to man a revelation of His will in the

Bible; to make His will known and the atonement
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effective, sent His Holy Spirit into tho world to

give life and faith to man's spirit, supreme love to

his atTcctions and righteousness to his life. "A

dispensation of the Spirit is given to every man to

profit withal." The investigation of the Bible

comes within the province of man's reason; an im

partial investigation of the evidences of Revela

tion invariably leads to the admission of its truth;

the truth of the Bible established, from it there is

no appeal; its authority is final; its truths carried

home to the conscience by the Spirit who inspired

it, convict man of sin and utter helplessness; make

his soul sicker than calomel ever made his body, or

the establishment of his falsehood the mind. His

guilt is enormous, but the atonement for it is infin

ite and must be received by faith alone : nothing

but the power of God can save him, and th&t power

is exerted only on condition of his faith : here, the

superiority of the faith- faculty is seen. If the man

could do something to merit salvation, gladly would

he do it, at any cost : if he could reason out by

mental processes his salvation, he would do so ;

but ho is "shut up to the faith." " He that be-

lieveth shall be saved, he that believeth not shall

be damned," is the authoritative statement of the

Redeemer; and, while he may believe every doc

trinal truth stated in the Bible, he does not believe

the supreme fact involving his salvation; his faith

in Christ as his personal Saviour is not supreme.

There is no room for works here ; no scope for

reasoning; absolute trustorruin is the condition of

his soul. He feels that he is condemned, and

justly; is lost, and powerless to save. In the ex

tremity of his despair he cries to God for help; the

Spirit applies to his mind some precious truth, such

as, ' If we confess our sins he is faithful and just

to forgive us our sins and cleanse us from all

unrighteousness;" or, "The Son of Mau came to

seek and to save that which was lost ; " or, it may

be, " isk and you shall receive; " or, perhaps the

love of God is set before him in the statement,

"If ve, then, being evil, know how to give good

gifts unto vour children, how much more shall

your Heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them

that ask Him ! " The goodness of God in providing

salvation through the death of His Son, and tend

ering eternal life as His own free gift, brings

afresh to his mind the guilt of past neglect and the

violence done to his own nature by not believing

the declarations of II is love, and, with entire dis

trust of all other helps and agencies or wisdom, he

throws himself on the broad basis of redemption

by Christ Jesus, and is saved. In his absolute

self-distrust the faith that embraces God is real

ized, and he is " born of God ; " born of the Spirit."

Begottonof Christ Jesus, he is born in love. " Faith

in God, the principle of spiritual life," is now su

preme : working by lovo it purifies the heart.

" Love to God, the essence of spiritual life," is now

the normal condition of his nature : obedience to

God, the practical development of spiritual life,

flows naturally from the re-adjustment of his moral

and intellectual relations, and he is happy ; the

livest man that lives ; for the life he now lives he

" lives by faith in the Son of God who loved him

and gave Himself for him." His soul is in health,

his mind in peace ; and, if disease still lingers in

his mortal frame, it is sanctified to his good and

becomes a blessing. A son of the King, he is heir

of all things; and proceeds to organize his life on

tho principles of the Divine government, in view

of his high vocation and immortal destiny. While

he walks by faith, he is happy, safe and useful :

having overcome the world, he is greater than

he that taketh a city.

Sometimes, alas ! there is a relapse as in physi

cal disease, and the analogy runs further : the re

lapse always comes on with a chill, not of the body

but of the soul, and by the most natural process in

the world. The mind of the converted man is

quickened and strengthened in all its functions,

and of course there is no field for its exercise so in

viting as the system of Divine truth : he has no

doubts at all, for every principle essential to the

bliss of heaven has become subjective in his per

sonal consciousness. " He knows whereof he af

firms." So far as his knowledge extends his

judgment approves, and to enlarge the domain of

knowledge he proceeds to investigate. For a while

reason and fancy luxuriate in the boundless Ocean

of Truth : no matter how wide the range of thought,

how high the flight of fancy, or strongthe wing of

imagination, he feels and knows the untrodden

heights above, unexplored regions beyond ; but

the acquisition made, brings with it a conscious

ness of the power to make it : this conscious power

of the mind stimulates ambition to greater achieve

ments in wisdom and knowledge. Alan, that de

sire for wisdom should be the instrument of ruin !

But if one is not careful at this point it will stimu

late and foster pride : thus the angels fell : thus

our first parents fell, and thus thousands have fall

en since. Reason assumes the prerogatives of

faith : the principles and facts of Divine truth are

subjected to the analysis of reason, and they stand

the test so far as it is the province of pure reason

to go, and the man in his pride concludes that he

will not believe what his reason cannot solve ; that

he will not accept what he cannot understand ; and

ere he is aware of it he is living by reason and not

by faith. "Faith in God, and the principle of

spiritual life," imperceptibly die, and the histoTy

of the apple is repeated. " Love to God, the es

sence of spiritual life," receives a chill, grows cold,

and, if faith in God is not renewed, the fervor of

"enmity to God, the essence of sin," will set up,

as, "unbelief, the principle of sin," has sup

planted " faith in God, which is the principle of

spiritual life : " then follows disobedience to God,

which is the practical development of sin." The

Divine order must be maintained : man must live

by faith in Gcd or die. It is not the province

of reason to know God. It is the province of faith.

Faith lends its realizing llpht,
The clouds disperse, the shadows fly,

The Invisible appears in sight,
And God is seen by mortal eye.

But it is the eye of Faith, not of Reason ; and

this deleterious unhingement of the Divine order is

the cause of infidelity in our churches and minis

try to-day. We must know all things : outside

infidelity demands of us demonstration, and as

sumes to show the superiority of reason to faith,

by demonstrating how all things might have come

into being by a process of spontaneous' genenuion,

without the hypothesis of an Almighty Creator.

Another type of infidelity assumes to demonstrate

the immortality of tho soul by evoking spirits

from " the vasty deep," and having them give us

their experience in the undiscovered bourne : the

shades of the mighty and the mean they would

set before us, that our physical senses might sup

ply the lack of faith from which all these deal

ers with " familiar spii its " have departed, and, if

possible thy would deceive the very elect. These,

the elect, are they who walk by faith and not by

sight, or reason; keeping in view the polar star,

Christ and Him crucified, by which alone the

rocks and shoals in life's rough sea can be avoided.

After all that can be said of our boasted reason.
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the highest truths of which man is capable come

by revelation to his faith through the infinite

Love. "If any man will do His will, he shall

know of the doctrine, whether it be of God." He

who is not content " through faith (to) understand

that the worlds were framed by tho Word of God.

so that things which are seen were not made of

things which do appear," may study his life away

in the vain attempt to construct the cosmos, ac

quire the reputation of a fool for his toil, and lose

his soul as the reward of his effort to establish his

brotherhood with the brutes that perish.

When Herbert Spencer speaks of God as the

unknown, he but utters tho ignorance of his own

and kindred spirits; but, when he speaks of Him

as the unknowable, he is guilty of the egregious

vanity of restricting the capacity of all men by i

the narrow limits of his own dwarfed soul. The

progress of science within the last half-century

should teach man modesty when he attempts to

limit the possibilities of human acquisition ; but

the truth is, all along the ages men have known

God, but in every case by tho exercise of their

higher faculties, not by the use of the solar spec

trum, as the constituent elements of the stars are

ascertained, or the microscope, by which the life

and functions of animalculfe which elude the un

aided eye are made manifest, but by " repentance

toward God, and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ. "

This is God's method, which has never failed, and

never will, and all who will may try it. The

proud man of reason must become the simple

child of faith, or he can never see the Kingdom

of God. As well might we expect to master the

mysteries of science by muscular strength, as tho

man of reason to grasp tho Infinite by the exer

cise of his mental powers. " There is a spirit in

man, and the inpiration of the Almighty giveth

him understanding." God is spirit, and can be

only known by the lifting up of the human spirit

into the light of His love, by the method He has

prescribed. " Ho that humbleth himself shall be

exalted." It is well perhaps to expose the folly of

the quibbling scientist, spike his guns or turn

them against him, on the principle that we should

"fight the Devil with fire;" but in such conflict

with the "enemy of all righteousness" our only

purpose is self-protection. Infidels, however, are

our fellow-men- they have in a malignant form a

disease which to some extent affects the most of

us: we seek to save them as well as ourselves we

cannot do so by unaided reason: unless th( power ,

of the Holy Spirit be with us, giving tongues of

flame in the delivery of God's truth our weapons

will fall as powerless at their feet, as theirs do

now at ours. We must be furnished from the

armory of Heavon, and with clean hands and pure

hearts, filled with the lov ot God and our fellow, 1

deliver the whole truth in the demonstration of

the Spirit and with power, having full faith in

the promise that God wilt make it effective in

" that whereunto it is sent," never forgetting that

love wins its way where reason must despair.

Napoleon indicates tho true principle and spirit I

of our contest, in his conversation with General

Bertrand on the Island of St. Helena "Alexan

der, Caesar, Charlemagne and myself, founded em

pires; hut on what did we rest tj^p creations of our

genius ? Upon force. Jesus Christ alone founded

His empire upon love, and a this hour millions of

men would die for Him.' The Christian alone is

capable of greeting death with joy, from the fact

that he is assured of "an inheritance with the

saints in light," of the existence of which his

faith is the satisfying evidence; he knows there is

an objective reality, answering to every inspiring

subjective truth of his consciousness. In a word,

the cause of infidelity is our native depravity; its

only cure, the Grace of God through our Lord

Jesus Christ.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF

THE SOLAR SYSTEM.-No. IV.

BY B. T. eAVANAugH M.D., D.D.

THE MOON AND THE EBH8 AND FlOWS OP MB

TIDES.

The average distance of the moon from the

earth is 238,818 miles. Its diameter is 9,lii9 miles,

and it makes a revolution around the earth in a

fraction less than twenty-eight days. This is

called her mean sidereal revolution. To this

motion aro due her monthly phases. The course

of these phases, however, is only completed in a

lunar month, or synodical revolution, the mean

length of which amounts to twenty-nine days and

a fraction. The phases depend upon the moon's

position with regard to the sun, which is con

stantly advancing in the direction of her motion ;

so that , after completing 300" of her orbit, she

has the whole amount of tho sun's progress, which

is an arc of about 29° to pass over before she can

complete her course of phases. The former period

is called the sidereal month; the latter the synodic

month.

The hemisphere of tho moon presented to the

sun is always illuminated, except when eclipsed.

The illuminated side Iveeomes more and more

visible to the earth as the moon recedes from tho

sun eastward until it reaches the full, when the

earth is in a position between the sun and moon,

and the full illuminated side is seen.

From the constancy of the physical features of

the moon's disk, it is evident that rho always

presents to us the same hemisphere. To do this,

she must turn upon her axis precisely once while

making her revolution in her orbit.

The body of the lunar orb is a solid opaque sub

stance, only capable of receiving and reflecting

light from the sun.

ITS ElECTRIC CONDITION AND ACTION.

It is not to be supposed that the moon was

created as a habitation for men or animals, and

therefore it possesses no capacity to produce plants.

If this is true, then there is no necessity for an

atmosphere, clouds, or rain, and we conclude that

it is possessed of neither.

If we can correctly determine the design of tho

Creator in attaching a satellite to our earth, it

will materially aid us in arriving at a just inter

pretation of its true character and office.

It will not do to say that it was only created to

give light by night, for in that case it would

always act as at full moon ; that is, rise at sunset

and set at sunrise. There aro manifestly more

numerous, and more important, services to be per

formed by the moon than is generally supposed.

After many years of reflection on tho subject, wo

have arrived at the conclusion that tho agency and

office of the moon is to give diversity of currents

and force to the elements employed by Nature to

keep up a healthy and vigorous action over all

parts of tho earth's surface, in connection with

the same, and acting the part of a local regulator

of atmospheric currents and conditions, and thus

perform the part of a sub-agent. under the sun, in

giving perfection to the wise and generous provia-
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ions of Nature in carrying out her beneficent designs

towards the earth and her numerous offspring.

To fulfill and accomplish this design, the moon

must be endowed with more power than that of

merely reflecting light and influencing the earth

by gravitation. It receives from the sun a heavy

charge of electricity, by which it is armed with

the power of attraction and repulsion equal to the

functions required of it in the economy of the

general laws of the electric system, by which

every thing in the solar system is governed.

It is universally admitted that the ebbs and

flows of the tides is the result of the action of the

moon upon the waters of the ocean. The only

question in controversy in regard to the tides is

this: Are they produced alone by the supposed

law of universal gravitation, as taught by old

school books ? or by the mutual electric attraction

and repulsion between the earth and moon ?

If we can fully account for the ebbs and flows

of the tides upon the electric theory, we shall not

consider it necessary to argue the insufficiency of

the gravitation doctrine. When the negative, or

dark side of the moon is presented to the illumi

nated side of the earth, as at the change of the

moon, by mutual attraction, we have high or

.spring tide—this is a well-known fact. Another

fact, equally well established, is that when we

have spring tide on one side of the earth, there is

.on the opposite side also another Spring or high

tide, where there is neither sun nor moon to at

tract the waters. What has gravitation to do with

this antipodal tide ? If no satisfactory answer can

be given on the gravitation side of the question,

then we offer the following on the electrical side:

It is well known that the ocean is strongly

charged on its surface, and for several feet below,

with both positive and negative electricity, which

are in a neutral state.

When the dark or negative side of the moon is

presented to the positive side of the earth, there is

a strong mutual attraction between them; and the

moon being negative at this time it only attracts

the positive electricity found in the water, and

repels the negative in an opposite direction.

The waters thereby become polarized, with the

positive polo under the moon, which necessitates

the formation of the negative pole on the opposite

side of the earth.

The earth, being in a magnetic state, forms a

connection between the poles; and hence, the an

tipodal tides are produced.

When the moon is at its full, it is at the oppo

site side of the earth from the sun, and presents

its positive side to the negative side of the earth ,

when the same result is produced, with the excep

tion that the negative end of the pole is then

toward the moon.

These antipodal polarities revolve around the

earth, always presenting one of the poles at a

point of about forty minutes in the rear of the

moon's position.

At the first and third quarter of the moon, and

all other times, the tides, in fullness, will corres

pond to the amount of opposite electric surfaces

presented by the earth and moon to each other.

But gravitation acts at all times alike, according

to the quantum of matter in each body, and can

not vary its force.

Here, then, we have demonstrated the fact that

the moon exerts a very powerful influence over

the waters of the ocean, heaping up its waters on

both sides at the same time, and that the force by

which it is done is purelv electrical.

Mt. SterliNg, Ky., Sept. 27, 1882.

A MATERIALIST IN THE CHASM.

BY ElD. H. W. B. MYRICK.

Prof. John Tyndal calls the immeasurable dis

tance between the motion of brain molecules and

consciousness, a "chasm." He says that it is an

' ' unthinkable " matter to predicate consciousness

on motion as a result, or a "mode of motion."

This is the testimony of that distinguished man.

Nevertheless, in the face of this solemn warning,

some men rush heedlessly into the yawning abyss.

In the Indsx of June 1, is printed* an able essay

which was read before the Parker Memorial Class

in Boston. The Index, let me remark, is a first-

class, high-toned paper, devoted to the propagation

of materialism. It is a fair exponent of scientific

materialism and not devoted to Ingersolism and

that blatant, foolhardy style of slang and abuse.

In the article to which I refer, the writer ' ' comes

to the scratch," so to speak, and goes over the falls

bravely with his colors up. He attacks the prob

lem of consciousness, a problem that awes Tyndall,

Spencer, Fiske, and a host of daring explorers in

the " inner realm." This hero of the press, grap

ples the monster in his den, and at one fell-swoop

demolishes the popular conception of spirit, God,

etc. Yet there are good thoughts scattered here

and there which gleam as jewels among the ab

surdities. Let me note one. " The immortality

of man may be a fact. All we can say as yet is

an open question." Now comes the jewel. " When

immortality is demonstrated it will be found to be

true that immortal man is immortal matter. That

is to say, immortality will be found to include not

only mind, but matter also." The readers and ad

mirers of the theory advanced in the " Problem of

Human Life" can accept subslantmlly that idea.

The spirit is undoubtedly a real something, a re

fined element of the universe. Our assayest pro

jects himself against Tyndall after this style—

" The fact is there is no ' chasm' between thought

and motion." And farther along he says he has

" repeatedly exposed the sophistry" of the "old

argument " that supposed a chasm to exist. Thai,

sounds pretty large at all events. Let us then ex

amine his "illustration" by which he hopes to

show that consciousness is " a mode of motion,"

and which "exposes the sophistry" of such men

as Prof. John Tvndall, John Fiske, Herbert Spen

cer, and Dubois Raymond.

I will quote the whole of the crushing illustra

tion, so that full justice may' be given our hero.

He says: " I suspend an object over my hand.

Hanging there it represents potential mass-motion.

I let it fall on my hand. What has taken place?

The mass-motion represented by that object fall

ing through this distance is arrested and translated

into vibratory motion in the molecules of the hand

and of the object itself. A portion of that motion

is taken up by the nerves running to the surface

of my hand, and is carried along them by a series

of molecular waves to the brain. There, the vibra

tory motion of the nerve is again translated into

motion of the molecules or atoms of the cell in

which the nerve ends. * * * What we should

call that motion I do not know. " A little farther

he makes a guess, however, and says: "The logi

cal inference is that the time will come when it

will be known that consciousness is a mode of mo

tion of the atoms that constitute the brain! " The

reader now has the "immortal illustration," the

" logical (?) inference," and a glimpse at that "old

sophistry " as it lies prostrate before Charles Ellis,

the prodigy who sheds his luminous ideas on the
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Parker Memorial Class. With due reverence we

shall look upon his valley of dry bones. We shall

even venture to breathe upon them, if peradven-

ture there might not be found somewhat of life in

them.
1. He is talking of motion. It is '' mass" mo

tion, then it becomes "vibratory" in the hand,

and, finally, it is translated into " molecular mo

tion" in the brain. Here he comes to the "chasm,"

and while catching his breath exclaims: " What

we shall call that motion [the last, that in the

brain] I do not know." Quite profound. " I don't

know." I think not, and I farther think that

Prof. Tyndall will hardly hide his head from an

ignorainous who tries to expose his sophistry with

an " I do not know. " But why is he at sea ? It is

motion all along until it reaches the brain. Why not

still be motion? That is what he really holds, but

there is such a glaring absurdity in the idea that i

he will not boldly say it, but dodges round and

eventually gives it as a " logical inference." Let

us look at the "logic." Consciousness is motion,

or a mode of motion. If so, it follows that the

motion is consciousness. Then what was it in the i

mass? or in the hand? If motion, per se, is con

sciousness, why wait till it gets to the brain, to '

call it that? If consciousness is a "mode of mo

tion " it should begin at the moment the olgect be

gins to fall to the hand. Consciousness should com

mence with the object instead of the brain. But

Mr. Ellis would perhaps say: "It is true, con

sciousness is a ' mode of motion,' but it is only

when it gets to the brain we call it consciousness."

Very true. Now for a little logic. When the ob

ject falls on the hand we have a "mode of mo

tion," but there is no consciousness. Why ? Be

cause the hand is not conscious. It reaches the

brain, and there ire become conscious of the motion.

.Instead of the motion becoming conscious (I am

almost ashamed to write such a monstrous absur

dity as having been entertained by a sensible man, )

we become conscious of the motion.. The motion

terminates upon something, and the result is con

sciousness. What is that something? Here comes

along a motion, whether " molecular " or "vibra

tory," it matters not; and it finally reaches a some

thing, an intelligent entity, that says, "I am con

scious of a ' mode of motion ' transmitted to me."

Not only that, but this intelligence can look on

and anticipate the motion. I know, in, advance,

what the "mode of motion" will do for me. I

reason, while holding the object, as to the ultimate

effect of the fall. Here then we get clear back of

motion to an entity, an intelligence, as the founda

tion of consciousness. Tho motion is not con

sciousness, but it reaches a something that becomes

conscious of it. Until Mr. Ellis shows us the pre

cise nature of the thing upon which motion ter

minates, and demonstrates that this thing is not

conscious of the motion, but is a machine to make

the motion conscious of itself, we shall "logi

cally infer" that the "chasm" still exists. He

quotes Mansel "To be conscious, we must be

conscious of something." One question, let me

ask this astute prodigy who says, "I am aware

that I am running against the Mississippi of popu

lar belief." The question: Is the "mode of

motion " conscious of something, or is Something

conscious of the mode of motion 1 A plain, com

mon-sense answer to this question will be worth a

multitude of " logical inferences."

But as short articles are in order, I reserve other

observations for a future paper in the Microcosm.

Get the Index, however, and read Mr. Ellis' article.

OeNtrtvillb, Mo.

SPIRITUAL, THINGS ARE SUBSTANTIAL,.

BY J. R. HOFFER.

Thoughts are not material, nor are the affections

matter. The soul is generally believed to be a

spirit; but what part of the man constitutes his

soul ? What do we understand by the term spirit?

How unreal spiritual things, in or by themselves,

appear, ev en to some educated Christian ministers,

may be known from their speaking of the disem

bodied spirit of a deceased person finally resuming

its body.
A brighter day is, however, dawning in refer

ence to a knowledge of spiritual things. Many

persons now believo that spirits do not only exist

independent of a material body, but that they thus

act, even much more freely than they could while

in such a body. This belief is perhaps mainly

based, as to the existence of the spirit apart from

matter, upon the fact that the physical body of

every person is finally dissipated, and often enter*

into the bodies of other creatures, and even through

these and vegetation into other human bodies.

That the spirit has greater freedom in this inde

pendent state is evident, because the material body

is a "dead weight" upon it, greatly retarding

nearly all the work designed by the mind and

making many important things uncertain and evon

impossible.
These are self-evident facts: that to exert an in

fluence, a thing must itself exist ; and, in order to

exist, it must have substances in form. There are,

therefore, spiritual substances ; and these must

have states corresponding to the etherial, gaseous,

liquid and solid conditions of matter ; for thus

alone can the variety be provided that is necessary

to life. And for the apprehension of these sub

stances in their several states or conditions, the

human spirit must have senses evidently much

more perfectly adapted than our physical senses

are to the apprehension of material things.

But it may be asked, If we have a spiritual body

now, and cannotapprehend spiritual things beyond

what tho mind grasps, will we ever have power to

receive more ? In this world the spirit uses a ma

terial body to enable it to apprehend natural things;

and since matter is crude and dead, it forms a film

over the finer avenues of the soul or spirit.

Does any one ask how spirit and matter can exist

together without displacing each other? All forces,

exist thus. Gravity acts through all matter; and,

howevermuch the bulk is reduced by compression,

it loses no gravity. Transparent substances are

not enlarged by admitting light into them. Elec

tricity and magnetism do not increase the size of

substances charged with them. And why may

not purely spiritual or living substances enter

matter without affecting it in a way that is tangible

to anyof our senses? God, the Creator, is a Spirit;

hence all matter is manipulated spiritually.

If wo would start out by acknowledging the

forces which operate in Nature, to be, what they

really are, more real than dead matter—the thing

acting as more real than that which is acted upon,

although the latter alone makes the action known

to us—then we would see spirit to bo alone sub

stantial, and matter as an effect of it. In looking

upon a work, as a picture or machine, wo acknowl

edge the painter or mechanic who made them aa

greater and practically more real than their work.

\j»t this principle be carried through matter into-

spirit, and it will shed much light on this subject,

too thoughtlessly regarded as mysterious and be

yond human comprehension.
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Shall Revelation, man,and a great deal in Nature,

remain a mystery because we refuse to ascribe

reality to the things which are not tangible to our

physical senses, although their effect upon mind

and matter are most sensibly apprehended 1

MouNt Joy, P.v.

A SPECIMEN LETTER.

[The following from the pen of the Eminent Author,

Scholar, and Divine, Rev. Dr. Van Dyre, shows the

kind of letters that reach The Microcosm office al

most dally.1

A. WilforD Hall Esq:

My dear Bir,—I have read a friend's copy of

your truly wonderful book, "The Problem of Hu

man Life," and have been stirred so deeply, and

feel so grateful to you for the production, that I

yield to the nearly resistless inclination to com

municate with you.

The work is certainly an unswerable argument

against the accepted theory of sound—the reason

ing being honest, clear, exhaustive, powerful, over

whelming. It is impossible for me to express my

profound admiration of the masterly manner in

which facts are marshalled against the Wave-

Theory, till it is beaten down, pulverized, made

into pellets, which are administered to the leading

advocates of the absurdity in such doses as must

tend to open their eyes. But, alas! I honestly fear

that your life,—though for aught I know you

may be young yet,—will be too brief to witness

the abandonment of the preposterous theory; be

cause scientists, like others, are very slow to ac

knowledge themselves defeated. But assuredly,

ere a half-century has passed, the theory which

you have successfully slain will bo buried, breed

ing intellectual death in the scientific world no

longer. When relegated to the oblivion it richly

merits, your name will be associated with the

rational theory which is destined to take its place.

Your refutation of Evolution is simply crash

ing. I have read deeply and long upon these sub

jects, and am amazed beyond expression at your

unparalleled ability in grappling successfully

with Evolution's most powerful arguments, which

in many instances are turned against it with irre

sistible force, producing an utter demolition of

the theory which is supposed to be based upon

them. In other instances, the reasoning involves

the theory in a mass of contradictions from which

its ablest friends will never extricate it, no matter

how great ability they bring to the tantalizing

effort of rebuilding what has been proved to be

but a cob-house with scarcely sufficient stability to

amuse children for a passing hour. While the

reader is gazing upon the ruins of a structure

which hundreds have pronounced colossal in di

mensions, and founded upon an immovable basis ;

—while he is experiencing a feeling compounded

of contempt and pity for the great men who have

been crushed beneath the demolished edifice, he

is struck nearly dumb with astonishment at the

almost marvelous ingenuity shown in proving that

the materials employed by evolutionists could

have been wrought, as the author constructs

them, into a nobler edifice, whose corner stones

are the immortality of the soul and the existence

of God ! The work is grandly done, and will en

dure.

No language can voice my admiration of the

book. It will live as long as men continue to

reason, and will do good till there are no human

beings to appreciate ingenuity, originality, strength

of style, logical force, heroic adherence to truth

and breadth of intellectual grasp. It bears evidence

on nearly every page of having been written ei-

clusively for God's honor; and the author, though

his name is unknown to fame, is unquestionably

immortal. One thing alone would render him so,

viz. , the manliness with which he grapples, sin

gle-handed, with the giant intellects of the age-

closes in a hand to hand conflict, and iuvariably

bears his antagonists helpless to the dust. His

peerless courage, and his enviable individuality,

remind one of the God man who could say: " Ye

have heard that it hath been said . . . . but /

say unto you. " He appeals from authority to rea

son, and carries his case simply by the resistless

force of his logic. If my voice—either on the plat

form, in the pulpit, or in a forth-coming book

upon which I have been long laboring,—" The Ori

gin, Primitive Condition, andAntiqutty of'Man,"—

can do anything toward securing for the " Prob

lem " the public favor it deserves, it shall sound

often and long. I am willing that my services

should be unstinted where my interest has been so

greatly aroused.

I have one simple request to make, only one—

I desire the honor of being permitted to become

acquainted with the author of a book which I re

gard as a legacy to posterity, the greatest work I

have ever read, save possibly one or two. I sin

cerely desire the opportunity of looking upon the

man who has shown himself possessed of the

ability and the courage to perform this truly giant

task. May I have that honor? I am enough of a

" hero- worshipper " to make just this strange re

quest.

Again thanking you for one week of unalloyed

pleasure in the reading of your book, and assuring

you that I shall make it a subject of study uow, '

remain, Most gratefully Yours,

Jos. S. VaN DyKe,

' Pastor of the Second Presbyterian Church,

CRANBURY, N. J.

ELDER D. PENNINGTON'S LETTER.

BeNtoN, Texas, Sept., 15, 1882.

Editor of the Microcosm :

I desire to make an appeal through the Micro

cosm, to every one who has read that paper that

he address a note to the eminent scientists, es

pecially Tyndall and Mayer, whose theories have

been assailed in the "Problem ofHuman Life," and

demand of them a defense of their positions, or,

like candid men, that they confess their inability

to do so. They can not be uninformed as to the

damaging influence the" Problem ofHuman Life"

is having upon their theories. Their long silence

is forcing many of us to believe that they do not

feel themselves able to reply, and that they lack

the moral courage to admit that their theories

have broken down. Please give the address of

the scientists above alluded to, that we may know

how to address them. Set me down for twenty

copies of " Universalmn Against Itself." It will

be hailed with joy by all whoknow anything about

the former edition. Respectfully,

D. PeNNiNgtoN.

[The principal addresses are: Prof. A. M. May

er, Hoboken, N. J. ; Prof. John Tyndall, care of

Taylor & Francis, 7| Red Lion Court, London,

England; Prof. T. H. Huxley, same; Prof. Hteck-

el, Gena (University), Germany; Prof. Helmholtz,

Berlin (Universityl, Germany.—EDitor.]
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-"INTERFERENCE" VERSUS WAVE-THEORY.

BY'CAPT. H. eElSO CABTEe.

This figure is found on page 100 of Mayer's

treatise on sound, and on page 273 of Tyndull's

work. The following explanation is from Mayer.

 

" ThU figure supposes lhe student, looking dorm

on the top of the prongs of the fork. Imagine the

prongs swinging a way from each other in their

vibration. Then the action of the faces c,c, on

the air ts to condense it, and this condensation

tends to spread all around the fork. But by the

same movement, the space r,r, between the prongs

is enlarged, and hence a rarefaction is made tlierc.

This rarefaction also spreads ail around the fork.

* * * Condensations and rarefactions spread

with the same velocity. * * * The full lines

represent the middle of the condensed shells of air,

ichile the broken lines stand for the middle of the

rarefied shells of air, now along these dotted lines

q,q, there is evidentl}f a struggle between the con

densation and the rarefaction * * * as these

actions are equal, and as the air is pulled in op

posite directions at the same time, it remains at

rest—does not vibrate. Therefore, along the sur

faces q,q, there is silence."

What an awful fiasco ! What a fearful blunder

for a scientific teacher I Why did not the very dia

gram itself suffice to prove the falsity of every

conclusion? Truly love blinds, even when the ob

ject of affection be a sounding scientific theory.

But let us point out how this diagram demonstrates

the utter absurdity of the wave-theory of sound.

Prof. Mayer says, that the face c, of the fork con

denses the air in front of it, thus spreading this

condensed pulse in every direction; but, "by the

same movement," the inner surface of the same

prong starts a rarefied pulse, " which also spreads

all around the fork." Here we have then a con

densed pulse spreading all around, and a rarefied

pulse also spreading all around, " by the same

movement," and at the same instant of course. It

is manifest then that the same air is. at the same

instant, both condensed and rarefied; and a " strug

gle " being evidently going on between them, we

can learn the result from the Professor's own

words. . . "As these actions are equal, and as the

air is pulled (?) in opposite directions at the same

time, it remains at rest—does not vibrate. There

fore there is silence." Hence we see that beyond

any possible question or demur, if the wave theory

be true, it follows that when a fork or string, or

bell, or any sounding body, vibrates, there must

be silence. There is an " Interference " for you 1

There is no escape from this predicament; none

whatever. The utmost distance that can be shown

between the condensed pulse from c, and the rare

fied one from the inner face, is the bare thickness

of the fork's prong; and a glance at the diagram

will show the observant eye that this thickness

counts for nothing, for Prof. Mayer himself draws

the hyperbolic lines q,q, from the middle of the

prong, and also draws the solid and broken lines

evenly abreast. How in the name of all sense can

a man look on the solid line and call it " the cen

ter of a condensation," and then on the broken

line, actually forming part of the very same circle

of sound, and call it the " centre of a rarefaction,"

and not see that, not only will the two neutralize

each other at q, but everywhere else as they go on

spreading outward ? It will not do for anyone to

suggest that the rarefaction is limited to the space

between the prongs, for in that case he is met by

Mayer's assurance that " these actions are equal,"

and" you can not evidently shut up half a wave of

three or four feet in the space of an inch. But do

away with one prong and use a single steel bar;

the sound will be the same, although of course

the lines q,q, will not exist. But we will now

have more room on the left for the rarefaction. Is

it sufficient, however? Let us suppose the bar to

make its first vibration. The face c, starts a con

densed pulse and the other face must start a

rarefied pulse at the same instant. If an honest

defender of the wave-theory is still alive, he will

probably see a chance here, and will contend that

this is correct, whatever may be the fault of May

er's double prong diagram. It may be contended

that the face c, starts a condensed pulse to the

right, and the other face starts a rarefied pulse Jo

the left, the two do not travel in the same direc

tion; and the fork or bar forms the proper dividing

point between the two. Very evidently there must

be a special point where the condensed pulse ceases

to advance, and where the retrograde motion or

rarefaction begins; but of this more presently. It

would be sufficient reply to the above defense to

fall back on the double fork, whore, if the rare

faction goes to the left, it would lap over in the

condensed pulse also going to the left from the

other prong, making the same difficulty as at first;

while the experimental fact remains that the sound

is not diminished in the least. But a conclusive

refutation of this fallacy is found in my paper

last mouth, where I showed that the bar vibrating

before a resonant tube, meets its own condensed

pulse, as it returns up the tube, square in the

teeth, without the least injury to anything but the

wave-theory. In this case it appears that the half

of the condensed pulse coming up the tube is

traveling the same way as the whole unobstructed

rarefaction in the other side of the bar. Woefully

inconsistent theory, isn't it? One pointed fact has

been wholly overlooked by all writers on sound.

It is this: When the fork advances it condenses

the air by a positive and violent push; but when it

recedes it does not ' ' pull " the air after it, any

more than the piston in a pump pulls the water.

The air particles next the fork follow it solely be

cause they are pushed from the other side by the

adjacant particles just compressed. At least this

would be so if the air were rigid like a rubber rod.

If such a rod were struck on the end by the ad

vancing fork, the face would be compressed and

would follow the retreating fork solely for the
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reason above given. Evidently, then, the rarefac

tion will depend for its vigor upon the elasticity

of the medium, while the condensation will de

pend for its vigor entirely upon the force of the

blow struck by the sounding body. Manifestly

these could only agree by a happy accident that

would use a fork whose momentum was precisely

equal to the elasticity of air at a certain tempera

ture; but Prof. Mayer says, "these actions are

equal," and of course if they are not equal, the

whole elaborate explanation of the phenomenon of

" Interference" tumbles to the ground. Using a

fork making 100 vibrations in a second, and an

other making 1,000, it is as plain as day that the

one making 1 ,000 will strike a wonderfully harder

blow upon the air than the slow fork; and by all

the laws of matter, ought therefore to drive the

air particles much farther and thus cause a larger

wave. But unfortunately for the wave-theory, it

says that the 100 fork has a wave-length of eleven

feet, while the 1,000 fork has a wave-length of

one foot. It is easy to avoid the objection that the

smaller fork has much less weight, and hence less

force in striking, by simply making the long fork

very thin, and the short one very thick, until they

are equal in weight; when, the vibrations being

still the same, the whole theory is hopelessly

broken down.

But there is a fundamental reason why the wave-

theory can not possibly be true. I will merely

state it briefly, and leave the Teader to follow it

out. When the fork advances it pushes, and thus

condenses the air, and the effect of this push is

supposed to extend the length of the wave for that

particular fork. Right here is a terribly fatal

error. A puxh does not stop anywhere (theoretical

ly). If I strike one end of a long iron bar a sharp

blow sufficient to move it never so little, the push

is instantly felt at the other end, and manifestly

there would be no point on the bar where it would

not be felt ; yet the wave-theory compels me to

believe that there would be a number of points on

the bar where no push whatever, but rather a ret

rograde movement would be in progress. Now of

course the air, as shown in the "Problem ofHuman

Life," does not retain its place as the iron bar

does, but gives way in all directions, precisely as

water does when a stick is moved through it ; but

if it did follow Tyndall's illustration of the row of

boys, he would have to account for the utter ab

sence of any rarefaction whatever. The first boy

pushes the second, he the third, and so on to the

last; and Prof. Tyndall gravely assures us that the

sound travels- through the air in precisely the

same way; totally forgetting that every other boy

ought to kicr back as it were, to represent the

rarefaction—because the push of any particular

sound is confessedly felt only a distance of a few

feet at the most, and often only an inch or two.

Now if Prof. Mayer will explain how it is that the

short fork, moving so swiftly, and striking the

air so violently, only makes its blow felt a foot,

while the long fork, moving with due solemnity,

is felt by the air particles eleven feet away, he will

solve an important problem, and do something to

resurrect his defunct theory. Can he do it?

Pa. Mil. AcaD.

GRAVITY AND INERTIA.

BY eEY. PROF. S. B. OOODENOW.

Gravity removes a body away from the tangent

point (where but for gravity it would be) toward

the center of gravity ; and the total of this removal

accelerates by inertia as the square of tht time,.

(gravity being uniform.)

If the body have no side motion, this removal

from tangent point, as a new motion, becomes

velocity of complete accelerated fall nearer toward

the center; which is additional or diminutional to

any falling or rising velocity which the body may

otherwise have.

But any side projection of the body, reduces the

gravital velocity of fall or approach toward the

center; a part of the unchanged total of removal

from tangent point now becoming divergence b}

curvature, instead of fall by velocity; (as in the

descent of a projectile, or of an orbit from its

apogee. )

If the side projection be such as to overbalance

all velocity of fall toward the center, then the

part of removal from tangent point which becomes

velocity downward, merely reduces the amount of

rise away from the center which the projection

would otherwise produce; (as in the rise of an

orbit from its perigee.)

A horizcntal projection just sufficient to prevent

any falling velocity or approach toward the center,

leaves all the removal from tangent point the

same unchanged value (as if there were no side

motion,) but now becomes simply an accelerated

divergence of curvature into a circular orbit, in

stead of the simple accelerated velocity of a fall

toward the center.

Curvature is greater or less in proportion to

gravity force compared with projection, as seen at

the apsides and other points of an elliptic orbit ; it

is therefore uniform on a circular orbit. But

divergence of curvature or orbit from a starting

tangent, is the same for the same time and gravity

whatever the projection, accelerating as the square

of the time, and being ever the same, whether

directly downward as fall, or reaching to any dis

tance one side.

Thus the accelerating divergence by curvature,

or removal from starting tangent to a circular

orbit , is the tame value (increasing by square of

the time), as the accelerating fall by velocity of

motion from starting point direct toward the cen

ter, (so long as gravity is considered as uniform.)

All this follows from the second law of motion;

and is shown approximately by the circle law of

chords and ver-sines, as given by all the mathema

ticians—lx'ing proved exactly by my diagram and

demonstration in the August Microcosm.

Note.—The approximate method of Newtnn

and others, uses the distance reached from tan

gent as if a perpendicular thereto, and so equal by

paralelism to the ver-sine of vertical fall; (sr com

pared with xm in my diagram.) And this is so

nearly the case for a very small arc,—where alone

the vertical and orbital motions can be compared,

with sufficient uniformity of unchanged gravity,—

that the method is practically correct. The differ

ence between tht perpendicular and the true curved

distance, for a single second of time on the moon's

orbit, or even on an orbit alxiut the earth's sur

face, is so extremely small as to be entirely unap-

preciable in computation, as Newton shows. ^n^j

since the subdivision of the second more and

more, makes the difference less and less, until, at

the infinitely small arc by which an orbit is mo

mentarily formed, the deviation is zero.—there

fore, this mode of measurement is thus ab*oltd'V

correct to show the formation of orbital arc by

gravity, where alone the demonstration, by the

true curved distance from tangent, is important,

as showing the certainty of this same law for all

length's of arc.
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ANALY8iS OF OUAVITA1, EFFECT.

Taking as the unit 1 of motion, the distance

fallen in the unit 1 of time, we have the total,-

whether of vertical fall or of orbital divergence,

made up as follows:

Time, _1, 2, 3, 4, Ac.

New gravital motion, 1 111

{ 2 2 2
Acquired motion from J 2 2

previous terms, . . j 2

Whole new motion, . 1+3+5+7+ &c.

Total motion, ... 1, 4, 9, 1ft.

It will be observed thnt the action of gravity is

uniform, producing in each term or unit of time

the same 1 new motion, (by a new velocity given,

rising from 0 to 2, and so averaging 1 through

each time unit). The rest of the motion in each

unit of time is acquired from the velocity already

given in previous units of time, being as many 2's

as there are of those previous terms.

Hence, while the new gravital effects of four

terms are but l-f-l-f-l-j-l—total 4, the whole new

effects (or motion) of those four terms are l-j-3-(-5

+7=total 18 (or 4?). So that, the direct effect of

gravity, or the new motion caused by it in each

moment imparting its force, is but a small part of

the whole result, or accelerated motion reached as

the remote effect of gravity.

If we halve the unit of time, making twice as

many terms to the same time, (say eight instead

of four,) the new gravital effect in each of these

halved times is but one-fourth as much, (the total

effect ever varying as the square of the time). So

that, while the whole direct effect of gravity in the

eight terms thus becomes 1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1

=-total 8 quarter-values (-=only 2;, the entireeffeet

(remote as well as direct) becomes 1+3+5+7+9+

1 l+13-f-15—total 64 (or &) quarter-values (—10 as

before). And thus the direct effect of gravity is

bnt 2-16 or 4 of the whole effect. when reckoned in

this way; whereas we found it J of the whole effect

for the same time, when we used a unit of time

twice as long. Now the time may be divided up

indefinitely, by which means the direct effect of

gravity will bo reduced in the same proportion, or

at last to an infinitesimally small value. And this

is the true account of the force.

Gravity, as to its direct unaided effect, is an ex

tremely feeble force, (as all astronomers state). It

produces not even one " sixty-fourth of an inch in

a second," as Dr. Hall fixes it, (for he has no right

to stop at that degree of sub-division,) but an in

finitesimally small measure of fall. The mot ion or

divergence produced by gravity is mostly but its

remote result, being the direct effect of inertia

cooperating with gravity, as with every repetitious

or continuous force, and so enlarging its slight

effect direct into a greatly enhanced effect remote.

The inertia of motion, which is merely time given

to the effect of force, takes tho velocity reached in

attaining the direct gravital motion of each term,

and continues it on through all tho subsequent

terms of time. And thus we have a greatly en

larged remote effect of gravity (in the form of ac

celeration) caused by this time-development or

inertia, as a property or law of matter without

which neither gravity nor any slow-acting force

coald produce much result.

Inertia is no active force. It is not the efficient

«iuse producing most of the motion; but is only nn

instrumental cause enabling the prime cause gra-

,ity to procure all these results of motion. It is

Btrictly correct to ascribe the whole results to

gravity, as astronomers do; though they are by no

means so unwitted (as alleged) ni>' to know, that

gravity owes most of its effect to the presence and

aid of inertia. Dr. Hall says, that,most of the 16

feet fall of a body in a second is " solely the work

of accumulated velocity with which gravity /mx

nothing whatever to do." (!) Wo ask ; How could

that inertia or continuance of accumulated velocity

exist without the gravity which caused it, and

through it caused the whole 16 feet fall? Surely,

then, gravity has something to do with it. It is

all caused by gravity, though it is not " tho work

of gravity alone," but of gravity aided by inertia ;

and this in all cases aliki, in tho forming of au

orbit as truly as in the fall qf a stone.

This Dr. Hall denies. Ho says that, while in

the fall of a stone gravity has to bo aided to mos;

of its effect, {i.e. by inertia,) this Is not true of

curvature by gravity into an orbit. That, he

alleges, "is necessarily the work of gravity alonn

without any assistance" as in the other case. And

the reason he gives is, that "there can be no ac

celeration . (or accumulated velocity) involved in

such motion of the moon" or other body in its

orbit. Of course, I reply, there is no acceleration

of accumulated velocity on a circle ; but there is an

exact equivalent, an acceleration of accumulated

divergence from the tangent. This divergence or

"so-called fall" from the tangent is the curved

distance of the body at any moment from the point

on the sturting tawjint where it would now be but

for gravity. And this distance being called 1 for

a unit of time, becomes 3 more (or 4 in all) during

the second unit of time, and 5 more (or 9 in all)

during tho third unit of time, and 7 more (or 16 in

all) during the fourth unit of time, and so on; the

total being ever as the square of the time, just as

in the case of a perpendicular distance fallen. This

was very clearly shown in my diagram and demon

stration of August ; and also in tho figures given

above. There is, therefore, a regular acceleration

of the divergence producing curvature into an orbit,

just as certainly as there is acceleration of the

velocity producing fall toward the center.

And this acceleration of the divergence is pro

duced by gravity through the a'd of inertia, just as

in the other case. Tho divergence from tangent

in a unit of timo being called I, wilj be again 1 in

the next unit of time as reckoned anew from the-

new tangent of that second term ; and this con

tinual 1 of new curvaturo is the same as the con

tinual 1 of new gravity fall in each term, as wi;

just saw. But while wo count this 1 each time

from each new tangent, every ono of those tangents

going before has (by inertia of direction as well as.

of motion) receded in distance from the new tan

gent point reached, by tho value 2 ; so that, the

wholo new divergence at each term from tho cor

respondent point of the starting tangent, is the 1

just reached of uniform new gravity effect plus 2

as many times repeated as there are previous terms,

making 1+3+5+7, etc. Thisisseeninthe August

diagram, from et to k ; where 3 at bs is the new

divergence added to 1 at ar, and 5 at co is the new

divergence added to 1+3 at bs, and 7 at dt is the

new divergenco added to 1+3+5 at cv, and so on.

Thus the acceleration of divergence is just the

same as tho acceleration of a falling stone. All

the attempts made to give an appearance cf differ

ence, is (in the August "reply") -by taking the

totals of the 1+8+5+7, etc., via. J, 4, 9, 16, (tho

orbital divergences added from the start,) and

falsely calling these the divergences qf the several

separate terms, instead of taking the 1, P, 6, 7,

themselves, as plainly given in my diagram -ind
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demonstration, in exact agreement with the several

separate terms of a vertical fall. A strange per

version indeed !

Dr. Hall persists in comparing the totalfall of a

stone from the start with the new gravital eurca-

ture of each term! and, of course, he makes no

agreement between them. His argument is this :

" The moon'n so-called fall or continual departure

from its eccr-cluuigiwj tangent or rectilineal tend

ency, [i.e. its new curvature each moment, not

reckomng in any previous accumulation from a

.starting point,] is necexsurtiy the v>-rk of grav,ty

alone, without any assistance from accumulated

velocity [or divergence,—of course that is so;]

while not the one thousandth part of the stone's

fall of 16 feet in a second, [adding up from thi'

start all the preceding accumulations that by a

series of terms make up the 10 feet,] is the wot*

of gravity itself," or rather of gravity unaided.

The Mai of a set of terms in the one case, pitted

against the item values at each term in the other

easel How fallacious. Let like things be com

pared with like , the single fall 1 of new gravity

to each term of a descent, with curvature 1, of

new gravity to each term of an orbit; or else the

total fall of ltt feet to all the four or more fraction

al terms of a descent, with the total divergence 16

feet to the four or more liko terms of a curva

ture;—and see how exactly the two cases agree.

The allegation, that cither Newton or myself

ever gave the 16 feet fall in a second as "the

.irork ofgravity alone without any assistance " (from

inertia,) is certainly out of place. I said, it is

" ciused by gravity iti«e'f," not by gravity alone.

The whole fall, the whole divergence is ' ' caused "

hy gravity ; and yet the aid of inertia is required,

mike in. both eases. Rut whatever we take as the

unit value, that we ascribe particularly to "grav

ity itself," direct, without reference to its auxiliary

inertia.

So then, all the principles and details of opera

tion that apply to a fulling stone, apply equally

to that stone (or a connon ball) projected so as to

revolvo (without impediment) around the earth

near its surface. The same 16 feet in one sec

ond and 64 feet in two seconds of removal from

tho starting tangent point or line, will be found in

both cases. Now this orbit of a cannon ball here

can be readily compared with tho orbit of the

moon, 60 times as far from the center of gravity,

and produced by the same cause. And the fact

that the moon's divergence from the tangent in

any given time is found to be 3600 (or 603 )

times less than the cannon ball's divergence in

the same time, is proof positive of Newton's grav

itation law of squared-distance-inverse.

Battle Creer, Iowa.

SCIENCE OF LEGAL, JUSTICE.

BT REV. M. 6TONE D.D.

Government rests upon Law. Law claims to be

the embodiment of public opinion in a communi

ty, regarding tho protection of individual rights.

I-aw defines individual rights, and prescribes the

limits within which every citizen must keep, or

suffer a precribed penalty. Since laws are intend

ed for the benefit of every citizen, therefore every

man is bound not only to obey the law, but to use

Lis utmost endeavors to prevent the infraction of

it by others, and to detect and expose every known

violation of it by others, and discharge his duty in

bringing to merited punishment evil-doers impar

tially. No man has a right to lmt ohstacles in the

way of justice, nor conceaf crime, or in any way

lend his influence to screen criminals from merited

punishment. Any tmin who will accept a fee, or

bribe, for helping a villian to escape the penalty

of law, shares the guilt of the criminal, and de.

serves to hl;are his punishment. No man haei

right to usi' trickery, sophistry, prevarication, or

lying to help a criminal to escape justice ; because

all men hold the same relation to the integrity of

the administration of justice, and cannot be ab

solved from this obligation to sustain righteous

government so long as they live. All who are in

any way connorted with the administration of jus

tice, either officially, or professionally, are bound

to give their influence to tho prompt decision of all

legal issues, with as little delay as possible. The

tardy execution of law is often nearly equivalent

to a defeat of individual rights , in civil cases, and

often is impunity in criminal trials. The law pro

fession holds a very important relation to civil

government. Property, reputation, liberty, and

even life is in tho power of that profession. No

higher trust was ever held by man in temporal

affairs.

There are intricacies in business relations, and

questions in regard to personal rights that cannot

be unraveled but by minds that have made such

things a profound study. Tho duty of the lawyer

is to give his whole influence to the fair and im

partial adjustment of difference among men that

cannot settle their own. They have no right in

their professional character, to " bind heavy bur

dens upon the shoulders" of innocent litigants,

or screen criminals from deserved punishment, any

more than any other man has. It is just as wick

ed to turn a murderer loose to prey upon society,

as it would be for the same lawyer to accept a

bribe to help slaughter tho victim. It is just as

wicked to assume the lunacy of a murderer, as the

theory of tho case, as it would bo to swear him

clear when there was no reasonable doubt of his

guilt; or of his sanity at the time of the deed, as it

would be to go before tho court and swear to a

lie to clear him. Victory and a fee, sum up the

motives of a vast number of men in that profes

sion. They willingly accept a bribe, virtually, to

help villains to evade tho law, save their liberty,

to continue their depredations upon society, and

thus practically annul the law, and, to the extent

of their influence, defeat the purposes of civil gov

ernment. '

Hundreds of murderers, and tens of thousands of

lesser criminals are turned back into tho bosom of

society in our country every year by the unscrup

ulous lying trickery of lawyers. They are prac

tically conspirators with villains against law and

order. They move heaven and earth if possible to

save the liberty, and often the neck of the vilest

and themostdangerous criminals; and nil underthe

specious plea of fidelity to tho oath of an attorney,

to tie true to his client. They ignore another oathot

a citizen—to be true to the constitution and laws of

their own commonwealth, and those of the nation;

and that oath involves the faithful execution of

law.
The oath of an attorney can by no means be in

tended to require, justify, or tolerate an attorney m

laboring to defeat the purposes of the statute. Leg"

islators could not have done so self-destructive a

thing, as to pass laws of great importance to the

prosperity to the State, and then swear a set of in

fluential men to defeat the obvious end of such

laws. The oath of an attorney was designed simply

to bind him to stand by the legal rights of M*
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client, and faithfully to prevent false and irrele

vant testimony; and false interpretations of law

and evidence, illegal rulings of the judge, and par

tiality in his charge to the jury; in other words, to

see that his client has a fair trial. Here, his duty

ends. But the criminal lawyer always assumes

the innocence of his client, and rarely scruples to

use any means in his power to defeat justice and

turn the villain loose. His duty to his country is

totally ignored for the time being, and his obliga

tions to truth and justice, and humcnity to his fel

low citizens who must suffer from the villain's fur

ther depredations, emboldened by his impunity.

The trials of high criminals, have come to he re

garded as a contemptible farce, a mockery of jus

tice. Trials must be repeated at heavy expense

upon mere technical quibbles, not to protect an in

nocent man, but to wear out the patience of the

public, and turn the villain back to repeat his old

crimes with augmented boldness and security; he

knowing that he can secure influential allies, by

the use of a portion of his ill-gotten plunder. "Judg

ment is turned awav backward and justice standeth

afar off : for truth is fallen in the street, and

equity cannot enter." Not all Lawyers are thus

guilty; there are honorable, consc'sntious men, in

that profession. But there are enough of the un

scrupulous and mere 'nary sort to create profeasion-

al customs that justify such crimes against right,

and to keep such professional criminals from be

ing punished as accomplices of rogues deserve.

Our country is ruined unless we can have a refor

mation of the judiciary very soon. The "Star

route " trials clearly indicate our danger, and others

of the same sort are constantly occuring.

Every lawyer has his choice to be a benefactor

to his fellow men by aiding in the adjustment of

differences, and reconciling hostile parties, andde-

> fending suspected persons from illegal distraint

through prejudice, and aiding in execution of the

laws ; or he may he the patron, ally, and defender

of villains, and greatly increase the disorders of

society by sending back criminals emboldened by

impunity, or he may wear out the patience of the

t tax paying community by the disagreement of jury

which he sought, if he could not get a verdict of

acquittal, thus swelling the expenses, till the offi

cers of the law discharge the felon rather than pay

the bills that unscrupulous attorneys deliberately

occasion. All consideration of the public welfare,

and prWate rights (except those of his client) are

swallowed up in his desire for a victory and a fee.

It is quite practicable for a lawyer to do his whole

duty, without the slightest stain upon his honor,

- or the violation of the golden rule. If this should

become the aim of the profession, two-thirds of the

profession might retire to some harmless and use

ful occupation.

The liquor trafic could be rendered comparatively

harmless, were lawyers to refuse to defend these

evil-doers. All the difficulty that has been ex

perienced in attempting to regulate, or suppress

that ruinous business, has been the work of un

scrupulous attorneys, in using lying witnesses, and

corrupting the court, or jury. The impudence of

liquor dealers, seen in their confident boasting,

that if prohibitory legislation is enacted " it cannot

be enforced," "v* trill sell," arises from what they

know of their safety in the hands of the lawyers,

who will accept a fee to save them, even at the ex

pense of the ruin of scores of the families of their

neighbors, and choice young men who have be

come the victims of this odious business.

It is amazing that the patient public have not

long ago risen in their might to put a stop to this

professional interference with the execution of

justice.

"KINI> WORDS NEVER DIE."

[Hundreds of such letters as the following reach

this office monthly. Wo fill the remainder of this

page with a few of these cheerful messages.1

Eld. M. Riddle, Ashland, Ohio, writes :

"Inclosed find $9 for "Problems of Haman

Life." I have succeeded in obtaining twenty-four

copies of the old ' ' ITuitersnlisnn Against Itself" and

they went off immediately. I have several others

who desire a copy, if I can find any more. I will

gladly he one of 200 persons who will take ten

copies each at $1 per copy as you propose for the

revised book. Who among the hosts of readers of

The Microcosm will help the editor and the cause

by agreeing to take ten or more copies 1 Thirty-

five years ago I sold more than 600 copies of that

book in the counties of Richland, Ashland, Wayne,

and Holmes in this vicinity; and to my knowledge,

the Universalists have not organized a congrega

tion or built a church in those counties since. Sly

opinion is, that you will be perfectlysafe in issuing

the book at once. "

[The hoor Is nearly ready for the press, and the
amount of the arst edition will depend upon the
number of orders received. let them come in, with
the $t when convenient, and the books will be mailed
in the same order as they come from the bindery.

Hall & Co.l

Rev. Geo. F. Dickinson, of Woodbridge, N. J.,

writes :

" Your "Problem of Human Life " has made ths

reign of evolution of short duration, and the

triumph of itschief expounders an exploded bubble

of fame. In the author of that book I recognize

the man who has given to the Christian and scion,

titic world the greatest bloodless victory that any

century has witnessed. To me tho hook is a source

of unalloyed delight, not only for its original line

of thought, but for the resistless manner in which

it presents and defends tho truth. May its author

live to see his work recognized to the total ex

tinction of the pernicious theories he has so suc

cessfully opposed."

Prof. James Fagan, Reading, Kan. , writes :

" Hall & Co.,

"Gents :—Inclosed find (3.60 forthe "Problemof

Human Life," and one year's subscription to Thn

Microcosm. A friend procured me a copy of tho

" Problem" out of a library, and I am now reading

it at his request. I said to my friend : The idea

that the author should attack the undulatory theory

of sound ! Why, its laws of interference, its

velocity, its wave-lengths, have all been actually

measured and the theory formulated by the bright

est scientific lights of the nineteenth century !

What folly, thought I.

Well, I have read the chapters on sound ; f am

astonished ; I can not express my opinion of the

work, nor can I put into words my gratitude to the

brave author. I feel like a person coming out of

darkness into the glare of a thousand lamps. I am

dazzled. I can scarcely believo what I see. I

must study the work, and for this reason I want a

copy of my own. It reads like a novel, only it is

so serious. Please let me know if the author has

written any other works, if so I must have them."
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SPECIAL, NOTICE.

In our conduct of this journal we desire to give

our list of excellent contributors the widest possible

latitude for the conveyance of their honest convic

tions, so long, at least, as this liberty docs not

conflict with the general aim and scope of The

Microcosm. But we wish our readers definitely

to understand that we do not hold ourself respons

ible for the views of our contributors, nor, in fact,

even for our own views, as we are liable at any

time to change ground on receiving more light, as

we have done more than once since this paper was

commenced. But, generally, we hope and aim to

be consistent. EDitor.

DOES DEATH END ALL. f-NO 2.

In this paper we assume the existence of God as

the Creator of the universe, and shall base our

arguments for a future conscious existence for

man upon that fact the same as if it had been

demonstrated beyond all question. In our next,

we will undertake to prove the existence of God

so demonstrably as to leave no room for doubt in

a reasonable mind.

Assuming that God exists and that He created

this world with all it contains, we must, in the

nature of things, conceive of such Creator as a

personal intelligence of infinite capabilities. To

have created such a world, with such evidences of

design and such beautiful adaptions of means to

ends, with so many results everywhere seen in

Nature as the effect of complex laws, forces, and

processes interacting to accomplish such results,

proves to a rational mind that the being, or prin

ciple, or power which so originated these proces

ses, designed these adaptions, ordained these laws,

and put into operation these forces must be au in

finite intelligence, a real personality like unto man

in point of conscious, entitative being, but incom

prehensibly beyond man in the extent of His

knowledge, and the sweep of His power in execut

ing His conceptions. That such a being must

think, plan, resolve, and reason, cannot be doubted

except to fall back upon an utter denial of His ex

istence as the creative power which originated the

world with its beauty, order, and utility. If He

thinks, reasons, plans, and purposes in carrying-

out His works of creation, He must exist outside

of a physical or corporeal organism, and thus

exist a real conscious, personal, and spiritual in

telligence. This fact or truth alone, if it be an

indisputable fact or truth, settles the question of

materialism and sweeps its very foundation from

existence. Materialists are of necessity compelled

to be atheists. They deny the fact that man

exists at all, except as a purely material organism,

and insist that all manifestations of vitality or

mentality are mere phenomena of motion—the

result of molecular action. What causes this

molecular action, they do not pretend to explain or

even to guess. Here is the chasm which bars

their further progress. But, however, unsatisfac

tory and self-contractoiy such a view may he even

to the minds of avowed materialists, they prefer

to adopt its incoherencies and absurdities rather

than to yield their convictions to the greater

difficulty, as they conceive, of believing that man

is a two-fold entity, having an immaterial person

ality as well as material, visible, tangible form,—

the one the counterpart of the other. To admit

the real existence of the soul or spiritual entity of

man, as one half of his being, is to admit the ex

istence of something entitative beyond the recog

nition of any of our senses, and beyond the possi
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Irility of any scientific test. Hence, the substantial

nature of the psychical half of man's heing is

repudiated as inconceivable; though the very

philosophers who thus stumble at such an impos

sible conception, teach, as scientific, that mental

and vital phenomena are the effect of the motions

of our physical molecules, and consequently that

these molecules move without any substantial or

even conceivable cause. To teach, therefore, that

what we call life, mind, soul, or spirit, is the re

sult of such motions precludes the possibility of

attributing such motions to life or mentality as

their cause. Nothing can be both the cause and

effect of itself. Materialists thus see movements

in all living organisms for which they cannot find

a visible or tangiblo cause. To avoid absolute

trouble and discomfiture, they trace such manifest

organic motions back to the invisible movements

of the invisible molecules of matter, apparently

thinking that because these are so far out of sight

or beyond the limits of our vision the difficulty is

necessarily solved. This is like the pursued ostrich

which, as a final resort, thrusts its head into the

sand, hoping that by shutting out the light to

evade the hunter ! But materialists will find, in

thus closing their own eyes by assuming an in

visible motion of particles too minute to bo seen

even by aid of the microscope, that they do not

begin to solve the difficulty, but only put it one

stage farther off. The real cause of such molecu

lar motion, which they assumo to be the cause of

organic action, remains to be accounted for as

much as the visible motions of our hands and

feet. Nothing can move, or be moved, with

out actual contact with substance of some kind.

This is a truism, when properly grasped, so axio

matic in the very nature of things that it defies

even an atheist of the most materialistic convic

tions to doubt it. Yet its admission precludes the

very fundamental conception of materialistic phil

osophy; for the molecular motion which, as ma

terialism teaches, causes life, must result from the

actual contact of some real substance with such

molecules still finer than material atoms, in order

to cause their motions and thus cause their vital

effect; since no merely physical body, however

minute, can move of itself. Simple matter being

inert, has no self-moving power. The materialist

superficially answers that a stone falls of itself,

and a piece of iron moves toward the poles of a

magnet of itself, without the contact of any other

substance. What shallow philosophy ! Let all

who imagine that such childish logic can furnish

a. solution to these mysteries of life and mentality,

read the second and seventh chapters of the "Prob

lem ofHuman Life," and they will find that the

forces of gravitation and magnetism furnish the

most singular and startling proofs of the existence

of substantial entities entirely beyond the range of

physical or material conditions and outside of the

corporeal realm. A stone could not fall or move

toward the earth, nor could an armature move

toward the poles of a magnet without the agency

of a connecting, invisible, and intangible substance

drawing the two together. To conceive of such a

possibility would be like conceiving of the pulling

of a boat to the shore from the middle of the

stream without some connecting substance, as a

cord, with which to pull it. People are beginning

to wake up to this revolutionary view of substance

and matter, and to the rational fact, when the idea

is once suggested, that every force of Nature is as

much a real substance, though not necessarily

material, as are the visible and tangible bodies

upon which such forces act.

Thus materialistic philosophers, in denying the

immaterial part of man as a substantial entity, are

forced into a chasm of atheism and thus compelled

to deny the existence of an intelligent Creator,

since it is manifest to any ono who reasons, that no

Creator could exist and produce works of beauty

and utility, or in fact do anything, unless He were

a real substantial being—a veritable, intelligent

personality. To deny His entitative existence, be

cause we cannot see Him or recognize Him by our or

ganic senses, is as unwarranted as to deny the all-

pervading presence of electricity because it is in

visible. We know, however, that electricity exists

because of its manifestations; and we know that

man exists in a higher sense than his physical or

ganism from what he does, and from what his

material body per se, could not do—since such a

body, without an invisible intangible entity within,

could do nothing. So we know that an in

telligent God exists from His manifestations.

Hence, the vain and self-contradictory efforts of

materialistic philosophers to account for the origin

of the visible universe from primeval star-dust,

while the star-dust itself, with its processes of re

construction into worlds, remains unexplained !

Hence the futility of trying to explain the opera

tions of mentality, feeling, consciousness, by the

motions of our material molecules, while no causa

can be assigned or even imagined for such molecu

lar motion ! Hence the unwisdom of attempting to

explain ( !) the origin of life by spontaneous gener

ation without an intelligent generator having life

to infuse, and through the blind action of laws

which never had a lawgiver ! Hence, the pre

sumption in essaying to unriddle the mysteries of

man's being by assuming his development from

the monkey, the reptile, the fish, and the proto

zoan, through natural selection and survival of the

fittest, by a system of logic which necessarily

proves that every fish that swims contains the prim

ordial embryonic soul of a Darwin, and that every

moneron that slimes the bottom of the sea incloses

in its diminutive pellet of albumen the intellect, in

a condensed form, of a Sir Isaac Newton !

Notwithstanding this scheme of development of
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the physical system of the world from an un-

•sused patch of nebulous star-dust involves the in

explicable difficulty of myriads of intell igent chang

es, processes, formations, and adaptations of means

to ends ;—notwithstanding still vaster myriads of

unquestioned evidence of intelligent design attend

the countless changes which must have occurred

in evolving an Anglo-Saxon Statesman from a

horned-toad, yet our model German scientist and

our accomplished English philosopher prefer their

multitudinous absurdities and their endless abrupt

terminations in effects without causes, to the con

sistent and satisfying admission of an intelligent

personal Creator, which, though involving one

great mystery, is an infinite solution of all prob

lems both of time and eternity. The proof of the

existence of such a God, even to as confirmed a

materialist as Prof. Haeckel, would, were he hon

est, put an end to his materialism—and with it to

his vain advocacy of spontaneous generation and

subsequent evolution. That consistent scientist

would say, Why; if there be an intelligent person

al God, able to create at all, why not let Him do the

whole work of creation as well as a small part of

it, as supposed by Darwin ? Why, he would say,

make the first simple form and then retire forever

from the work of creation ? ' ' Nonsense ! " exclaims

the philosopher of Jena University, and we respond

Amen 1 Hence, Haeckel is an atheist by force of

logical necessity if evolution be accepted, and in so

announcing himself he sets a worthy example to

hundreds of gospel ministers including our great

est oratorical lights, who to-day, by advocating the-

istic evolution, would at once step down and out of

their pulpits and avow themselves atheists, but for

the inconsistency which they have imbibed from

their master—Charles Darwin.

We can only conclude, therefore, that the exist

ence of an intelligent God, as a substantial, per

sonal entity, without a physical organism would

be the climax of proof to a consistent thinker—that

man must also possess a substantial, personal, and

organized entity in addition to his physical and

tangible structure. And if such incorporeal per

sonality really exists within this mortal body,

what can such entity be designed for, as the work

of the incorporeal substantial Diety, but to exist

with Him in a psychical realm after its temporary

sojourn on this physical earth is accomplished?

That an intelligent, personal, incorporeal God ex

ists, and can act and work, and think, and love,

demonstrates that an incorporeal human personali

ty can also exist in the same spiritual realm thus

adapted to God as His habitation. No possible an

swer can be made to this proposition. The final

conclusion then is, that as God made us with this

entitative personality constituted of immaterial

substance in addition to our corporeal bodies, and

with mental and spiritual cababilities for the con

ception of His own incorporeal existence, with a

longing desire to continue our own existence with

Him eternally, it must therefore be accepted as

conclusive evidenco that such a God creating us

with such evident design in our dual structure and

being, and with such longing aspirations and capa

bilities for eternal enjoyment, must have originally

designed us for such future state of existence.

The proof, therefore, of man's immortality—the

absolute demonstration of it, in fact—may be con-

sidered complete wherever the existence of a per

sonal, intelligent God shall have been demonstrat

ed. A man may therefore lift his hand toward

heaven and, with glowing confidence, asseverate

before all men : If God lives, then I shall live also I

If God made me, then I am here for a purpose; and

that purpose cannot be satisfied with this ephem

eral existence ! But if there be no God to have

placed me here, then I am here by chance, with

out a purpose, and consequently Death ends all I

REPLY TO PROF. UOODENOW.

We are glad that the gravitation issue is square-

ly made and definitely presented in the concisely

written argument of Prof. Goodenow, found else

where, and we propose not to dodge its main

feature in this reply; namely, the central assump

tion of Newton's law that the departure of the

moon from an imaginary fixed tangent is the

"exact equivalent" (to use Prof. Goodenow's

words) of acceleration in a falling body on the

earth's surface. We propose to meet this aspect

of the argument, for upon it the entire law of

gravitation rests by common consent. But before

taking up that fundamental feature of the case, it

is due to the reader and to ourself, that one or two-

minor points in the Professor's argument should

be set aside.

He tries very hard to weaken the force of our

position, for the first time, as we believe, found in

print, that not the one ten-thousandeth part of the

sixteen feet which a stone falls in a second is the

work of gravity alone, but that almost the entire

fall is due to inertia or accumulated velocity.

After this fatal fact had been repeatedly urged

upon his attention in our previous replies, he final

ly thinks that something must be done about it;

and now to break its force and treat it as of little

consequence, he says, loosely, that " gravity as to

its direct unaided effect is an extremely feeble

force, as all astronomers state." Yet he does not

find it convenient to quote from Newton or any

one else to prove what " all astronomers state."

We simply deny it, and call upon him for the

proof. We deny that any astronomer ever stated

such a thing as "that not the sixty-fourth of an

inch of the sixteen feet fall in a second was the

work of gravity alone," till it was first published in

The Microcosm. Now, however, it seems an

easy matter for Prof. Goodenow to agree -""h
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this entirely original view and tell us that it is an

old idea, that "all astronomers" have so stated,

that gravity alone " is an extremely feeble force,"

and that we have no right to stop even at the

sixty-fourth of an inch 1 But why did not Prof.

Goodenow, in some one of his former articles in

The Microcosm think of this, and see fit to en

lighten our readers upon such a remarkablo fact

as that gravify, the very soul and substance of

Newton's great law, was such an insignificant

factor,—such an ' ' extremely feeble force "—that

it does not cause the one sixty-fourth of an inch

of the sixteen feet in a second of a stone's fall at

the earth's surface?

Prof. Goodenow admits that there is no acceler

ated motion, in the moon's fall ; and that its de

parture from an imaginary fixed tangent like his

diagram is only a resemblance of acceleration,

which, without the least warrant, he assumes to

be its "exact equivalent." Hence, beyond all

question, gravity alone does the entire work of

deflecting the moon from a strait line." Surely the

mere appearance of acceleration furnishes no as

sistance to gravity ! Prof. Goodenow cannot dis

pute this, since he has repeatedly admitted that

but two real agents act on the moon, namely,

projectile force and gravity. Consequently, as the

only effect of projection is to carry the moon in a

straight line, it demonstrates that the entire cur

vature or deflection from a strait line is the work

of gravity alone . Nothing can be clearer. Now

we ask the significant question, if gravity itself at

the earth's surface, in the direct fall of a body, is

not really the sixty-fourth of an inch in a second

(not the 10,000th of the actual fall), what must

its unaided force be at the moon's orbit decreased

as the square of the distance, or reduced to one

3,600th of its force here? Could such a trifling

energy, so reduced and unaided, do the entire

work of pulling the moon from its tangential

course with its present tremendous velocity ? Yet

Prof. Goodenow intimates that " all astronomers"

knew this before The Microcosm forced the

admission. But if it was really the fact that "all

astronomers" knew it, then certainly Prof. Goode

now knew it. Let us see whether he did or not.

In tho July Microcosm, in his article headed—

"Off on a Tangent,"—he distinctly states, as he

now admits, that the fall of a stone, sixteen feet

in a second is "caused by gravity itself." But to

avoid the consequence of our disclosure which

was familiar to "all astronomers," he repeats it

in these words: "I said it is caused by gravity

itself, not by gravity alone." But what is the

difference? Wo will now show that there is no

difference at all. He was comparing the work of

gravity itself and the added work of acceleration

or acquired velocity; and to speak of one part of

the work as "caused by gravity itself" is the

eame precisely, and to all intents and purposes, as

if he had said by gravity alone. For example:

We are describing the action of ai mill-wheel which

ig driven -both by steam and water power; and,

commenting on the action of these two forces, we

state that on a certain day, in starting up, the first

sixteen revolutions of the wheel were "caused by

the steam itself." Could it have any other mean

ing than by the steam alone t Plainly not; and

any attempt to show a difference between the two

seems childish. Hence, there was at least one as

tronomer, last June, who supposed that the first

; 6-feet fall of a stone was caused by gravity alone,

.and that of the next 48 feet, 16 more were also

caused by gravity alone! This is entirely confirm

ed by his argument, as given in the May number

of The Microcosm. These are his words:

" Is not the fall of a body 16 1-12 feet, or 193

inches, in a second, a well-known fact? Is it not

a real measure of gravity [not gravity and acceler

ation] at the earth's surface? And was it not

with this, as a real, true yardstick, that Newton

measured the fall of the moon each second from

its tangent? And does not that measurement

show that the 193 inches per second of gravity

fall here, is 3.600 times as much as the gravityfall

of the moon per second t "

Now, notice that, in speaking of the 16-feet

fall of a stone in a second, as the " real measure

of gravity" at the earth's surface, he does not

think to tell the reader that he meant gravity and

accumulated velocity combined; and he forgot to

explain that not the 64th of an inch of the 16-feet

fall in a second was the work of gravity per s.',

though he was well aware that "all astronomeis "

knew it ! Had he thrown in such a parenthetic

explanation as this, it would have been like ox-

ploding a magazine under his argument. What

would this "gravity-fall " of tho stone 16 feet in a

second have amounted to as a " yardstick " for

measuring the pure-gravity effect at tho moon,

after cutting off the stick till there was but one

64th of an inch left? Think of Newton pretend

ing to measure the unmixed "gravity-fall " of the

moon with a 16-foot measuring pole, with Goode

now publishing to tho world that the said pole

was really less than the 64th of an inch long, and

that ' ' all astronomers " knew it I

But now comes an ingenious after- thought with

which to escape tho difficulty. Gravity is the

" efficient cause" of the stone's fall, while inertia,

or accumulated velocity, is the "instrumental

cause " ! Hence, he assumes that it is correct to

attribute the whole 16-feet fall in a second to

gravity itself I If this be so, why did he so care

fully distinguish between gravity and inertia in

the 48-feet fail of tho next second, still attribut

ing 16 feet of that fall to " gravity itself," and

the remaining 32 feet to inertia? This after

thought of "efficient cause" and "instrumental

cause" will not work. He had exactly as much

reason for attributing the whole 48 feet of the
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next fall to " gravity itself " as the " efficient

cauae," as tho first 16 feet. No; depend upon it,

the effort to explain, it away is not a marked suc-

cess.

But, returning - to , tho mill- wheel: Let us sup

pose the steam U\ be the " efficient cause " of its

revolutions, because the steam-engine is used to

open the gate tb; let on the water, just as gravity-

is used to start inertia or acquired velocity into

action. Now, suppose the wheel to have mado

16 revolutions the first second and 48 revolutions

the next, and that Prof. Goodenow, as a mechan

ical expert, in describing it, declares that these

16 revolutions the first second were the "real

measure" of the steam-power employed in that

mill since these first. 16 revolutions were " caused

by the steam itself," as well as 16 in the next 48,

the remaining 33. being the work of the water j

could his statoment,i)o possibly understood in any

other way than that the steam alone had caused

the first 16 revolutions before this "efficient

cause " bad turned on the water ? But, upon

close cross examination, he explains the matter

thus: That the steam per se really did not do the

1 ,000th part of the work of one revolution, the

rest being all done by the water; but, since the

steam was tho ' ' efficient cause " in opening the

gate to let on tho Water, and as the water was only

the " instrumental cause," benco it was proper to

attribute the whole 16 revolutions of the first sec

ond to the steam itself, though manifestly incor

rect to attribute the 48 revolutions of the next

second to the steam Uself, etc. , etc.! What would'

the opinion of such an expert be worth ? Just an

much as it is now worth in estimatingthe action

of gravity and inertia upon the falling stone, and

its relation to the moon's orbital travel; and that,

is nothing at all.

Though it is totally incorrect to attribute more

than an infinitesimal'fraction of a stone's fall to

gravity itself, yet the 'Professor was entirely cor

rect in speaking of the moon's fall from the con

stantly changing line of tangential force as "the

gramty-faU of the moon;" because, unlike tho

falling stone, nothing'but gravity does this work

of deflecting the moon from a straight line.

Even if we admit a resemblance between the

moon's rate of departure from an arbitrary fixed

tangent when drawn on paper, and the accelerated

rate of the direct fall of a stone, this diagramatic

appearance of acceleration is totally wiped out

whenever wo wipe out the idea of, or necessity

for, a fixed tangent, and View the whole matter in

a common-sense light,,tiamely : that the only con

ceivable tangent of -the moon is the line of tan

gential force which .Iteeps at right angles to the

earth's pull, and iWhich the moon all the time

tends to pursue, and Would actually pursue at any

instant but for -the action of gravity alone. This

tangent-line cannot'i^e imagined to be fixed even

for the thousandth . part of a second, unless va

also imagine gravity to cense acting for the Sams

time, iu which case the tangent would, of couraa,

be fixed, and the moon, in proof of it, would in

stantly commence following it in a straight line!

But look at the scientific absurdity involved in

the very idea of a tangent of the moon remaining

stationary behind the line of tangential force, and

which the moon could not follow in the event of

tho suspension of gravity without first taking the

back track along its orbit to the point where thia

fixed tangent started I

Hence the conclusion is irresistible that, as the

moon's curvilinear travel can have no accelerated

motion, as Prof. Goodenow distinctly admits, and

can have no accelerated departure from its em-

changing tangential line of force, its deflection

must be the work of gravity alone. And as the

stone's fall is nearly all acceleration, or not tha

10,000th part the work of gravity itself, it fol

lows that no imaginable relation can exist be

tween the two kinds of fall, and consequently, that

the demonstration of Newton, even as improved by

Prof. Goodenow, breaks down.

But really,whyshould we try to break down New

ton's law, when Professors Goodenow and Kemper

both have abandoned it as but a ' ' rough measure

ment," an "approximate method," only "practi

cally correct" even with " very small arcs?" We

showed last month, that, beyond all cavil, Prof.

.Kemper had abandoned Newton's measurement as

not a mathematical demonstration at all, but only

as " practically " near enough to enable us to gueae

i at the force of gravity at the moon's orbit. But

now, Prof. Goodenow out-Kempere the Bethany

astronomer in helping Tur Mk KOOosM to expose

Newton's law. In his article in this paper he says:

"The method [of Newton] is practically correct"

"for a very small arc/' and calls this "thoap-

proximate mctltod of Newton " I He then admits,

with Prof. Kemper, that the smaller tho arc, the

nearer direct the pull from the tangent becomes;

and adds that, " Since the division of the second

more and more makes the difference less and leu,

until at the infinitely small arcs by which an orbit

is momentarily formed, the deviation [from right-

angle pull] \szero,—therefore this mode of measure

ment [Newton's mode] is thus absolutely correctf

Now, nobody disputes the fact here stated, by

. Prof. Goodenow, that the earth's l'ne of pull from

the tangent would be mathematically correct and

'at exact right angles, if the tangent were "mo

mentarily" changed, as we havo all the time in

sisted, so as to divido up the moon's orbital travel

into " infinitely small arcs" here made necessary

by Prof. Goodenow, that Newton's method may

become "absolutely correct I" As a matter of

coursa, if tho tangent is shifted "momentarily" to

match " infinitely small arcs," then the pull of

the earth's attraction from such tangent must be
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"'absolutely correct," because it does away with a

fixed tangent altogether, just as The Microcosm

has claimed from the start to be necessary to make

the measurement mathematical ! How, in the

name of sense or science, can a tangent be " fixed"

which changes "momentarily" to match "in

finitely small arcs " of travel, so that Newton's

method may be "absolutely correct ? " Of course,

if the arcs are " infinitely small" and the tangen

tial changes take place "momentarily" to corres

pond with them, it not only wipes out the " fixed

tangent" but explodes the very idea of the acceler

ated divergence of the moon's fall from such a

tangent; for how can tho moon get a measurable

distance away from a tangent which is changing

"momentarily" to suit the moon's advances

through these "infinitely small arcs" of travel?

Thus by the common consent of both Goodenow

and Kemper, The Microcosm has been right all

the time in claiming that Newton's method, if

made mathematically or "absolutely correct,"

must destroy the very idea of a fixed tangent as

well as of accelerated divergence from it, upon

which his so-called demonstration was originally

and solely based. What need we of further wit

ness? We are generously willing that Prof.

Goodenow shall have all the glory he can get out

of his " truer demonstration" which he is seeking

to establish upon the ruins of Newton's "approxi

mate method," as he calls it, which he has so

grudgingly assisted The Microcosm in demolish

ing. But after Newton's method is out of the

way, it will be Prof. Goodenow's turn to come to

grief with his diagram in trying to twist into its

spiral folds the one-eightieth of the moon's actual

fall which he forgot to include in his "truer

demonstration," just as Newton forgot to include

it in his "rough measurement." (See reply to

Christian Standard, elsewhere.)

We now come to the gist of the controversy, as

intimated at the commencement of this reply; and

upon which Newton's demonstration, as well as

that of Prof. Goodenow, stands or falls, namely:

the assumption that the deflection of the moon

from an imaginary fixed tangent is the "exact

equivalent" of accelerated fall on the earth's

surface, and, that this orbital travel of the moon

away from such tangent is precisely similar to the

accelerated fall toward the ground of a projectile

when fired horizontally from an elevation.

We will now show that there is no similarity in

the two cases, but that they involve distinctly dif

ferent principles of philosophy. Suppose a ball

fired horizontally from an elevation with the

usual force of a cannon discharge, it is manifest

that it will fall at nearly the same rate of acceler

ation toward the earth ns if dropped perpendicu

larly; the difference being so little that in gunnery

practice, scientists have been deceived and have

aupposed that there was no difference at all. Prof.

Goodenow asserts positively that there is no differ

ence. Even Newton supposed the acceleration to

be the same in both cases, and all philosophical

books teach the same thing. But a more glaring

and self-manifest error cannot be imagined, if a

moment's reflection be given to the problem.

Suppose the ball to be projected horizontally

from the top of a tower 1024 feet high, with only

force enough to carry it a few hundred yards from

the base of the tower; it is plain that it would

reach tho ground (supposing the air not In the

way) with almost precisely the samo accelerated

velocity as if dropped perpendicularly,—that is,

as the square of the time, say in eight seconds.

But suppose it to be fired with force enough to

carry it entirely around tho earth before it touches

the level of tho sea, it still has but the 1024 feet

in which to fall, or in which acceleration can

occur; and this acceleration is slowly occurring,

not as the square of the time, but, during the en

tire time consumed by the projectile in passing

around tho earth, which woujd require more than

an hour for its accomplishment ! Remember that

by common consent, there can be no accelerated

motion in orbital travel, that is, when the projec

tile force exactly equals gravity, thus keeping the

ball the same uniform distance from the level of

tho sea. Prof . Goodenow admits this. Acceleration,

then, in every true sense, entirely ceases the mo

ment the ball ceases its approach toward the

ground; and if it were projected with such force

as almost to balance gravity, and thus to require

one hundred revolutions about the earth before

finally reaching the sea-level, it is plain that the

acceleration of this fall of 1024 feet, instead of oc

curring as the square of tho time, would be dis

tributed all through these ono hundred revolutions

about the earth, gradually increasing in velocity

of descent, but taking more than five days to com

plete it, instead of eight seconds as it would have

done if dropped perpendicularly. Hence, we lay

down this new law of motion: That the rate of

acceleration of a horizontally projected body be

comes less than the square of the time in the exact

ratio of the increase ofprojection, till all accelera

tion dies out and the motion is converted into orbit

al travel. This is as plain and self-evident a princi

ple of philosophy as was ever formulated into

science; but who has ever seen such a law stated

in any of our text-books? All writers, from

Newton down to Prof. Goodenow, have taken the

same view of this problem, namely: that a cannon

ball fired horizontally from an elevation, whatever

the projectile force, accelerates in falling as tho

square of the time, precisely the same as if dropped

perpendicularly I But the law here given, with

its absolute demonstration, forever disposes of this

old philosophy, and shows that this fall of 1024

feet, in which alone acceleration can occur, may

take eight seconds, eight minutes, or eight hours
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to complete its descent to the level of the sea,

just in proportion to the amount of projectile force

given it.

Thus we see the simple and marked distinction

between accelerated fall and the purely orbital

travel of a body under the evenly-balanced action

of the two forces (gravity and projection) in which

no acceleration can occur, since all motion forward

or deflective is absolutely uniform. As plain as is

this scientific principle, and as undeniable as is

the distinction here made, all writers heretofore

have mixed the two kinds of fall together in the

most indiscriminate and reckless manner. Un

scientific writers, like the editor of the Standard,

are excusable for following the text-books; but

Prof. Goodenow is inexcusable after his display of

original diagramatic skill in the AugustMicrocosm,

and should not teach, as he now does, that pure or

bital travel, after all accelerated motion has ceased,

still has a fall from an imaginary fixed tangent

the "exact equivalent" of the acceleration of a

stone's fall at the earth's surface. This "exact

equivalent" is the last gasp of Newton's law.

We will now talce this remaining breath out of it

and let it peacefully die, by asking Prof. Goodenow

which rate of "acceleration" of the falling stone

he refers to, as the "exact equivalent" of the

moon's definite rate of departure from a fixed tan

gent? Does he refer to the perpendicular rate, or

to another rate 500 times slower, as when the

body is accelerating all the way around the earth

before completing its fall to the sea-level ? Prof.

Goodenow has here before him the undeniable

fact that there may be a thousand different rates

of acceleration of the name falling body, each rate

exactly proportioned to the degree of projection

given to it. Then, when he tells us, as the last

effort to save Newton's law and his own "truer

demonstration," that the definite deflection of the

moon from its tangent is the "exact equivalent"

of accelerated fall, he should indicate which one

of the innumerable diverse rates of acceleration he

refers to. A definite or fixed rate of departure

from a fixed tangent can hardly be the "exact

equivalent" of an indefinite acceleration which

may have any number of diverse and contradictory

rates of fall ! The truth is, the deflection of the

moon from its "momentarily" changing tangent,

under absolutely uniform motion, can be no more

the "exact equivalent" of accelerated fall than

can falling be the exact equivalent of lying still on

the earth's surface, because both happen to involve

the action of gravity !

As proof that the real difference here pointed

out (between pure orbital travel, in which no ac

celeration can occur, and the fall of a body toward

the earth in which numerous rates of acceleration

may take place,) had no clear definition in Prof.

Goodenow's mind, read his words in the last para

graph:

" So then all the principlesand detailn ofoperation

that apply to a falling stone, apply equally to that

stone or a cannon ball, projected so as to revolve

without impediment around the earth near its

surface."

That is to say, "the principles and details of

operation " in the falling stone, that may have a

thousand different rates of accelerated motion (ac

cording to amount of projection) "apply equally"

to the same stone revolving about the earth in a

circular orbit in which there can be no rate of ac

celeration at all, and but .one definite rate of curv

ature which is here assumed to be the "exact

equivalent " of these numerous conflicting and in

definite rates of accelerated velocity ! If " all the

principles and details" of the direct fall of a stone

" apply equally to that stone " when projected with

sufficient force to give it an orbit about the earth,

it follows that the same " principles and details"

occur if the stone goes nearly around the earth

before reaching the ground, or completing its ac

celerated fall. Hence, Prof. Goodenow was totally

unaware that there was more than one single rate

of accelerated fall in a stone, namely, as the square

of the time. Hence, the erroneous and preposter

ous assumption that a single definite rate of curva

ture or.deflection from a fixed tangent can be the

"exact equivalent" of the accelerated fall of a

stone which may have a thousand different and

distinct rates of velocity according as the fall is

more or less combined with projection.

But we come now to the finale of this discus

sion, namely, that as the rate of acceleration in

gravity- fall gradually diminishes in velocity just

in proportion as projection increases till it finally

dies out and is lost in orbital curvature, so orbital

curvature gradually straightens itself out under

still increased projection until curvature is super

seded by a straight line through space. We have

only to suppose the cannon ball in our illustration,

as it is revolving in a circular orbit about the

earth, instantly to receive a thousand-fold greater

projectile force, and what becomes of this "exact

equivalent " of acceleration ? The same law that

diminishes accelerated velocity till it dies out in

circular orbit will also overcome all curvature

under this additional projection, till the ball, de

fying gravity, leaves the earth behind, and darts

off through space in a straight line. Thus, also,

we leave Prof. Goodenow, and bid adieu to his

"truer demonstration."

, »' —.—

GRAVITY AT NIGHT AND DAY.

Rev. C. W. Backaus, of New Dundee, Canada,

asks us if " gravity is stronger at night than in the

daytime." We answer, that sometimes it is, and

sometimes it is not. At the time of new moon, or

when the sun and moon are both on the same side

of the earth, it is plain that their joint attraction
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adds to the gravity of the earth on that side where

it is night, because all three (earth, moon, and

sun) attract in the same direction. In the day

time, however, it is the reverse; because the moon

and sun then jointly attract in opposition to the

earth. Hence, at the time of new moon all objects

on the earth's surface are heavier at midnight than

at noon by the added or subtracted force, as the

case may be, of sun and moon combined. But

this increase or diminution of weight is so very

trifling (not the 100,000th part of the earth's at

traction alone, owing to the distance of the sun

and moon,) that no scales have yet been constructed

delicate enough to detect the difference. At full

moon, however, when sun and moon are on oppo

site sides of the earth, the case is reversed. The

moon having greater attractive force for bodies

on the earth's surface than the sun, owing to

greater proximity, it more than counterbalances or

neutralizes the sun's attraction, and consequently

causes all bodies to be slightly heavier at noon

than at midnight; because at noon the moon adds

to the earth (on its opposite side) more than the

sun can take away. But the idea that there was

a difference perceptibly felt in the falling of water

on a mill wheel at night, as Mr. Backaus had

been assured by a "scientist," is simply preposter

ous.

THE WAVE-THEORY EXAMINED.

We notice in the Chester (Pa.) Evening News

tHat a successful lecture against the received theory

of Sound was delivered recently by Prof. Carter,

before the Institute of Science of that place. The

following is the report of the lecture which shows

that the arraignment of the old theory is not con

fined to the pages of the "Problem, of Human

Life" and The Microcosm:—

" Capt. B. K. Carter, of the Pennsylvania Military

Academy, was then introduced, and gave a most in

structive and interesting lecture upon Sound. He

explained Dr. Hall's position in the attack made

upon the long received theory of the waves of

sound, and certainly succeeded in creating serious

doubts in the minds of his hearers, as to the tena-

bility, or, it would be better to say, the truth of

that theory, in spite of the fact, that, from the

days of Pythagoras, until three years ago, a space

of twenty-five hundred years, it has been accepted

by all scientific authorities. The impression thus

made was deepened by the experiments with which

he illustrated his remarks. It would be impossible

to give his lecture in such a manner as to do it jus

tice in the space to which we are limited. He

showed, that the whole theory of the waves of

sound was incapable of proof, was inconsistent

with itself, was even absurd in some of the con

clusions to which its assumption must inevitably

lead. He did not offer to explain at present what

theory should take its place; that, was still open

to investigation. Dr. Hall had a theory to replace

the old one, which, however, was only advanced

for discussion and future experiment, and that

was, that sound was not a mechanical effect; it was

a finely attenuated substance radiating from the-

sounding body by some unknown process of diffu

sion, somewhat similar to the diffusion of minute

particles which produces the aroma of flowers.

Any motion of the medium through which it

passes was only incidental.

" When Captain Carter concluded, several ques

tions were asked by different members of the asso

ciation, and Mr. Bliss instanced some facts and

experiments supporting the commonly received

theory. These were answered by Mr. Carter, who

demonstrated that many of the experiments which

have heretofore been regarded as satisfactory, were,

on being carefully tested, very far from being so."

UNIVERSALIS!*! AGAINST ITSELF.

As the Editor's first book,—' Universalism Against

Itself,' thoroughly revised,—will soon go to press,

and should be read by all classes, we will send a

copy well bound in cloth, postpaid, as a premium

for three subscribers to The Microcosm with the

money, %'A. It will contain a fine steel plate por

trait of the author. Retail price $1. Canvassers

wanted. No book published for years, has pre

sented such inducements to agents for paying

work. The largest possible discount will be made,

as we aim more to circulate the book than to se

cure profits on our sales. More than fifty thousand

copies of this work were sold on its first appear

ance, nearly forty years ago, though it did not

then compare with its present revised form.

Inquiries in regard to this work are increasing,

and many of our subscribers of different religious

denominations write expressing a desire to know

what the book contains. To such we will say that

next month we expect to make an extract from it,

which will show its exegetical character, and its

style of reasoning. The work will by that time

be in press, and orders (with the $l's) will then be

in order. Those who may feel disposed can re

mit at once and it will aid us in hurrying out the

work, and for which we tender our thanks in ad

vance. Hall & Co. , Publishers,

23 Park Row, New York.

DR. KAVANAOGH'S ARTICLES.

We hope that our scientific readers will care

fully consider and even study Dr. Kavanaugh's

series of very able articles now appearing in this

journal on Electricity as the Motor power of the

Solar System. If he is right, it totally overthrows

the Newtonian system of astromony, as well as the

law of gravity upon which it is based. We are

not now prepared to indorse Dr. Kavanaugh's posi

tion; and though we believe that Newton's law is

badly defective in many respects, we still see no

way of avoiding the general conclusion that gravity

and projection combined do the work of keeping

the moon and the planets in their orbits. Yet we

have no prejudice at all against any view, and are
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-willing, and even anxious to be convinced of the

truth of the electric system as the Doctor main

tains it, that is if it be true. It is plausible in

many of the phases of its presentation; but the

cardinal question involved is, whether magnetic at

traction, however powerful the magnets, will act

at such enormous distances in view of the well-

known rapid decrease of effect witnessed in the

most powerful magnets known. At this point, we

confess that our doubts are unmanageable. But

we propose to hear the Doctor out before deciding.

In reference to the theory of the tides, as taught

in the books, we have never been satisfied, and

think that the whole thing can be abundantly ex

plained by the action of gravity alone, with one

or two things left out of the old theories and ono

or two new ideas incorporated. Next month, or

as soon as we have time, we purpose giving the

new theory of our own, and hope to make the

matter plain to the comprehension even of the

unscientific reader. In the meantime, read Dr.

Kavanaugh's theory, based on magnetic attraction,

as published elsewhere. We have besides two

articles on the cause of the tides from different

contributors, combining the action of the moon's

attraction and the action of the centrifugal force

of the earth as it revolves about the common

centre of gravity of the earth and moon. One of

these we may also present to our readers. It is

evident that the true cause of tidal phenomena is

yet in a state of chaos.

NEWTON'S GREAT OVERSIGHT.

We have received a letter from Professor

Goodenow, which he marks " Private," in which

he berates us in a most petulant manner for charg

ing, as we did last month, that Newton overlooked

one-eightieth of the moon's fall from the tangent,

by ignoring the fact that the moon pulls itself

toward the earth with one-eightieth as much force

as the earth pulls it and in addition to the

earth's pull. Prof. Goodenow says we have made

ourself " ridiculous" by this " false" charge, and

calls it "ludicrous," etc., when it was a fact, as

he asserts, that, instead of the "moon's mass"

being left out of the demonstration by Newton,

" that very allowance is one of its most prominent

features," etc.

Now, we have not space in tho present number

of ThE Microcosm for a reply to this serious

counter-charge; but we promise our readers to an

swer it most effectually next month, when, if we

are spared, we will demonstrate that as great a

mathematician and astronomer as is Prof. Good

enow, he does not know what he is writing about.

We will show from Newton himself, by quoting

his unmistakable words, that no such fact as tho

moon's added fall of one-eightieth by its own at-

traction of the earth ever entered into his calcula

tions, and that he repeatedly excludes fucIi a con

ception by his own carefully worded illustrations.

We are, of course, well aware that Newton

took into account the "moon's mass" of about

one-eightieth in estimating its attraction of the

earth, in causing the tides, in pulling the earth

constantly out of its otherwise normal position,

and thus causing it to revolve in a small orbit

around the common centre of gravity of the moon

and earth, as distinctly stated last month. But

these effects of the moon's attraction, in propor

tion to mass, are a very different thing from the

oversight we charged and illustrated, and have no

reference at all to the startling fact in our indict

ment, that Newton left out of his demonstration

entirely the one eightieth of the moon's fall by

its attraction of itself toward the earth, in addi

tion to its attraction of the earth toward the

moon. We assert again, most positively, that

this vightieth of the moon's actual fall had no

place in Newton's calculation, and that it was

plainly and repeatedly excluded by Newton's

words and figures. There can be no question but

that Prof. Goodenow misapprehends the nature

and meaning of our disclosure, and has entirely

mistaken the point we made, so confused has he

become in following the spiral curves of his

"truer demonstration." But, if he will keep his

temper till next month, we promise to clear away

tho mists, and show him not only that Newton

left out this one-eightieth of tho moon's fall, but

that Prof. Goodenow himself absolutely excludes

it from his figures. Wait !

THE OCTOBER MICROCOSM.

Prof. Kephart, our able contributor, whose arti.

cles on miscellaneous topics are so anxiously

looked for and so warmly commended by our sub

scribers, writes us as follows :

" ThE Microcosm for October is to hand, and

has been carefully read, and I now desire to say

that I am more than delighted with its contents.

The masterly review of the " Problem," copied

from the Reformed Quarterly Review, by Rev. J.

L Bwander, has given me intense satisfaction. I

am also glad to confess that your triumph over

Newton's demonstration and law of gravity is

complete. Especially is this seen in your reply to

Profs. K>mper and Gray. But your article-

headed " The Gravitation Controversy ," in which

you disclose Newton's oversight in leaving out

one-vightiith of the moon's actual fall, caps the

climax of argumentative demonstration: and un

less you are answered in this particular, Newton's

defenders may as well quit. But there seems to

be no answer possible, or even conceivable, so

clear and convincing is your array of facts, which

only again goes to show the folly of considering

any theory as settled beyond doubt because it hap

pens to be laid down in the text-books for true

science."
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ACCELERATED FALL IN AN ORBIT.

[From the Christian Standard.]

It must be borne in mind , in comparing Prof.

Goodenow with Sir Isaac Newton, that they are

'engaged with problems very different, in one re

spect. Newton's was to get the rate of the moon's

fall for » very short time—one minute - while

Goodenow's is to get the rate for an indefinite

time, however long. Newton's method was the

simplest possible, by a straight line. Goodenow's

is necessarily much more complex, and by a dif

ferent line. If Newton had undertaken Goode-

now's problem—the measurement of the moon's

fall for an indefinite time—we have no right to as

sume what method he would have chosen. We

do know that his method was correct for the

length of time he used. But it docs not follo\V

that it was correct for an indefinite time. On the

contrary, the fact that Newton used so short a

time is evidence that he knew his method of meas

urement was applicable only to short measure

ments. But as a short measurement was all that

icasneedcl, the method was sufficient for the prob

lem in hand.

Let us be clearly understood. We do not say

that Newton could not have made a longer meas

urement, or that a longer measurement would not

have answered his purpose as well , or even better.

We merely emphasize the fact that he did only

use a short measurement, and that his method was

correct for short measurements. On a very large

circle you can measure a very short arc with a

yardstick, in a straight line, very correctly. But

it does not follow that a long arc can be measured

with n yardstick in a straight line. Try it. So,

while Newton's method may have been, and was,

sufficiently correct for a short fall, it does not fol

low that it would have been even approximately

correct for an indefinite fall, or that Newton would

have used it if it had been his object to provide

for such a fall.

But the question arises, Did Newton have the

correct fall of the moon for one minute ? We be

lieve no one questions that it was substantially

correct—about fifteen feet in one minute,from the

level of any point of the moon's orbit.

Then the question arises, Was that fall of fif

teen feet an accelerated fall, and according to the

law of gravity? If so, it was a demonstration of

Newton's theory. And those who wish to upset

his theory cannot do it on the ground that he did

not make a longer measurement than one minute's

fall, or that his method of measuring one minute's

fallisnot applicable to a fall of any duration; but

they will have to measure a longer fall themselves,

prove that their own measurements are correct,

and show, finally, that this longer fall, thus meas

ured by themselves, is not in accordance with

Newton's law. They will find this a very differ

ent matter from assuming that Newton is responsi

ble for their own assumptions, and then ridiculing

their own imaginations.

But the question which is most puzzling to

those unused to mathematical problems is this :

How can a body fall with accelerated velocity, from

the level of a given point in its orbit, when it is

moving at a uniform rate in a (practically) circu

lar orbit? To illustrate this, we call attention to

the following diagram. But let it be kept in

mind: (1) That the fall of a body at the earth's

surface, from a state of rest, is an accelerated fall;

(2) That the fall of a body projected horizontally

is also an accelerated fall, and that it falls at the

same rate as if it fell from a state of rest. For

instance (the air being removed), a ball fired hori

zontally from the top of a tower 257 feet high,

will reach the ground in precisely the same time,

whether the horizontal velocity be less or more—

namely, in four seconds. This being premised,

we introduce a rough diagram:

 

By a stretch of the imagination we suppose the

black surface to represent the earth; the line 1, 2,

at tho top, to represent a tower of considerable

height, and tho circle, 1,5, 8, to extend, at that

distance from tho surface, around the earth. If a

ball bo dropped from the top of this tower, it fall3

with acceleratt d velocity to tho earth. Also, if it

bo fired horizontally, at any velocity, from the top

of the tower, it falls the same distance, in the

same time, with accelerated velocity. If we sup

pose the tower to bo of such a height that the

body will fall from tho top in five seconds, then,

if it be fired horizontally from the top, so as to be

thrown a mile in five seconds, it will fall precisely

the height of the tower in that tirie; or if it be

thrown horizontally ten miles in five seconds, it

will in the same time fall the height of the tower.

Returning to the diagram: If a ball be dropped

from 1, and a similar ball be fired horizontally

from the same point, at the same instant, they

will reach tho level of the foot of the tower at tho

same instant, whether the ball bo fired only as far

as 9, or as far as 5, or any intermediate point.

That is to say, the accelerated motion towards the

earth is the same in every ease, whether tho ball

he merely dropped, or be fired horizontally, with

different degrees of velocity.

But if we suppose the ball to be projected with

such immense velocity as to be carried to 5, a

point in the circle 1, 5, 8, it is evident that, while

it has fallen with accelerated velocity, just the

same as if it had been dropped from the point 1,

it hasalso been moving in a circle or orbit; and, if

its velocity is not retarded, will continue to move

in that orbit indefinitely. And, if we suppose tho

ball to continue in this orbit at a uniform rate, it

is evident that every time it passes over the arc 1,

5, it falls with accelerated velocity towards tho

earth, just as if it had been dropped from the

point 1 each time. And the same may bo shown

of any similar arc in the circle 1, 5, 8; that is,

from the level of any given point in the circle or

orbit, I, 5, 8, a body revolving in tho circle falls

with accelerated motion towards the earth.

The same will also become roughly apparent to-
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the eye, if, at a lxiint half-way between 2 and ."i,

a perpendicular be drawn from thut line to the

line 1, 6. This perpeudiculur will be cut by

the circle 1, 5, 8, at a lxiiht about one-fourth

of the distance from the line 1, 0, showing that

when the body has traversed half of the distance

from 1 to 5 it has fallen but one-fourth of the dis

tance from 1 to 2.

It must not be overlooked, however, that the

scale of this diagram is vastly out of proportion.

If we call the line 1, 2, a second's full, or 18J feet, |

and the curvature of the earth eight inches in a

mile, the line 1, 5, will bo only about live miles,

or one forty-eight hundredth of the circumfer

ence—an arc hardly perceptible to the eye, and

differing inappreciably from a straight line.

It must also be taken into account that the fall

of a body is not, essentially, its passage from one

point to another, but the distance it would have

to fall from one plane, or level, to reach another

plane or level. If we regard the two levels as

permanent and parallel, the problem is very sim

ple—to ascertain the distance between them. This

is done in our diagram. But often we have to re

gard one of the levels as in motion. If a body

falls from one level towards another, and that other

level is in motion around an axis, if tho fall of

the body follows the motion of the level, it is evi

dently not so simple a matter. Instead of on a

straight line, the measurement will have to be

made on a curve.

Now this is a fair representation of what occurs

in the fall of the moon. If we regard that body

as falling towards a level, we shall have to regard

that level as turning oh an axis; for as the direc

tion of the fall is constantly changing, t he corre

sponding change must be represented in the level

towards which the fall is made.

This can be easily represented by taking a yard

stick, or long ruler, and laying it along the edge

of a table, and parallel with it. Let the edge of

the table represent the permanent level, the edge

of the ruler the movable. Against the other edge

of the ruler set an inverted teacup, or other small

cylindrical bo^y. While both levels are station

ary, the fall is the perpendicular distance hetween

them, easily measured. But if we now turn the

ruler, lying fiat on the table, around the cup,

closely pressed against it, we have a good repre

sentation of the level towards which the moon

falls in its revolution. It is at once evident that,

except for very short falls, the fall cannot be

measured, even approximately, on a straight line.

When the ruler has swept clear around the cup,

it will be parallel again with the edge of the

table, and very near "it. But the fall from the

edge of the table must evidently be measured

around the e-np, in some such a line as is indicated

in Prof. Goodenow's diagram, or, more properly

speaking, in curvilinear measurement.

This can perhaps be more readily seen from

Prof. G.'s diagram, by using a paper-cutter, or

straight edge of cardboard, as the movable level,

holding it on the circumference, and noting his

lines of measurement as it is swept around in a

manner similar to the movement of the ruler

about the cup. If anyone is not satisfied that his

lines mark the course which the lines of measure

ment will have to take at each part indicated,

they will do well to attempt a correction. For in

stance, when the turn has been made half around

the circle, it will be found that the body is falling

in a direction precisely opposite to its direction at

the start, or at the point x. If, at this point, you

wish to represent a fullfrom the first level to the

' level as cow situated, how will you go about it if

you reject Prof, G.'s method. Try it.

As you sweep the ruler around the cup, it will

lx; found that the point towards which the body is

supposed to fall advances at a uniform rate along

I the ruler. If anyone thinks he can measure fairly

1 to the other level w ithout a corresponding advance

along that, let him try it.

As we are writing for those who do not profess

a technical knowledge of this branch of mathe

matics, we have studiously avoided technical

terms, and we have confined ourselves to such

illustrations as can be easily made available by

anyone. We offer the caution, however, to all

who are not versed in such matters, to be certain

that they have looked at such matters in all their

bearing! before they rely on their own conclusions.

When they see the array of figures that Prof.

Goodenow finds it necessary to use, they will per

ceive t hat the problem is one that cannot be picked

up and decided off-hand by every one.

REPLY TO THE "CHRISTIAN STANDARD."

Owing to the great length of our reply to the

arguments of Prof. Goodenow, in this number,

which cover much of the same ground as those in

tho " Standard" article, as copied above, we have

concluded to defer our reply to the latter till next

month. We think our readers have all the gravi

tation criticism this number they can well digest,

and we thus give the " Standard " Editor, ns a re-l

turn for tho "coal of fire" of which he spoke

recently, the benefit of a month in advance of our

rejoinder, which ho can reciprocate, if so disposed,

by stating tho fact to his subscribers. In the

mean time we ask our readers to study the "Stand

ard" article carefully, that they may the better be

prepared to comprehend our reply when it appears.

THE EDITOR'S PHOTOGRAPHS.

We have, as per contract, and as far as possible,

supplied all subscribers to the new volume of

The Microcosm with Bostwick's photograph of

the Editor free of charge, on receipt of the sub

scription price. But owing to much cloudy weath

er we have not been able to obtain pictures fast

enough to keep up with the increase of new sub

scribers, and are now several hundreds behind.

Let no subscriber, however, become impatient ; as

all will be supplied, and as fast as the photograph

er can print the pictures. Remember that each

new subscriber (taking the second volume from the

commencement) can have the photograph free, if

such desire be expressed.

THE BUSY EDITOR

Sends his regards to his friends, and regrets that

he is not able to give more attention to their cor

respondence. He is positively so overwhelmed

with work and care that he now has more than

fifty communications, some of them on importam
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-Shemes,that Le has not had time to read. He also

has piles of books and pamphlets on various sub

jects waiting for examination, but with no spare

time to devote to such important work. He is

still alone in the editorial management of this

journal which involves many duties and cares be

sides the writing of long and critical editorals and

the study necessary thereto. We hope to have

competent assistance in time, when we will try to

atone for the neglect which now seems unavoid

able, and which the patient reader will try to par

don.

IMPORTANT EXPERIMENT.

Last month we spoke of arrangements now in

contemplation for a series of miniature magazine

explosions to be conducted somewhere near this

city, under the direction of a suitable committee,

for the purpose of determining the real effects of

such explosions in the breaking of windows or

?.reducing atmospheric concussions at a distance,

twill be remembered, in illustrating the wave-

theory of sound, that Prof. Tyndall, in his pub

lished Lectures, page 23. refers to the destruction

of windows at the village of Erith by an explosion

which took place some miles away, and tells us

that it was caused by the sound-pulse or sonorous

wave from that explosion, which clasped the

buildings in a girdle of intensely compressed air.

In reply to this doctrine, which is in strict accord

ance with the current theory of acoustics, the au

thor of "The Problem of Human Life "charges

that it is an entire mistake, based upon the erro

neous supposition lying at the foundation of the

wave-theory, that sound consists of air-waves,

-constituted of condensations and rarefactions, and

that the louder the sound the greater the atmo

spheric condensation. In opposing the wave-

theory, the author of the "Problem" refers to

this necessary teaching of Prof. Tyndall, that it

was the sound-pulse which traveled several miles

and so condensed the air as to break the windows

at Erith, and declares that the sound of the explo

sion had nothing whatever to do with this damage

to the windows; asserting that the compressed

wave which circled the village, instead of being

produced by the sound, was caused by the instan

taneous generation and addition to the air of a

large quantity of gas, and that its effect in crowd

ing the air away in all directions thus caused the

concussive shock which crushed in the glass. He

argues that this effect of compression of the air

was entirely distinct from the sound-pulse which

occurred by the same explosion. To illustrate

this, he further asserts and predicts that in a care

ful experiment, conducted with suitable appara

tus, it would be found that the sound-pulse and

the condensed air-wave will travel with entirely

different rates of velocity; and that while the

sound will travel at one uniform velocity from the

start to any audible distance, the compressed air

wave, generated and forced away by the added

gas, will be found to have a variable rate of velo

city, being swiftest at the start, and that it will

get slower and slower the farther it travels, and

the less the air becomes compressed. He even

predicted in detail that near to the magazine the

compressed air-wave would outstrip the sound-

pulse, especially if a considerable quantity of

powder should be exploded ; but that at a distance

-of some miles away the sound would overtake the

condensed wave, pass it, and make its presence

known at a station some seconds in advance 1

Now, all this reasoning in opposition to the

wave-theory, as taught in all our colleges, and

these definite scientific predictions have Deen be

fore the public for more than three years without

calling forth an effort to test the matter, to see

whether or not Prof. Tyndall was in error, or

whether the colleges of the country were not ac

tually teaching for science the most absurd and

superficial nonsense in using Prof. TyndalTs Lec

tures as a text-book.

In that challenge and arraignment of the re

ceived theory of sound, it was thus stated—for the

first time found in print—that the sound of the

explosion does no damage whatever, nor produces

any concussion, even to the extent of stirring a

feather within a few feet of the magazine; and

the author urges upon the scientific institutions of

the country a careful test of this important dis

covery, if it be one, which he claims to have made.

Although no definite move to this end has yet been

made in any college, we are receiving letters front

various scientific students and professors, urging

us to inaugurate this test through the columns of

The Microcosm. The item of expense is, of

course, something; and to help meet it we propose

to donate a ton of powder if necessary, to be used

in making the series of experiments under the di

rection of a committee of three or five professors

of physics, to be appointed by colleges, one only

to be named by us—Capt. II. Kelso Carter, Pro

fessor of Higher Mathematics in the Military

Academy of Pennsylvania, at Chester.

There are many places near this city suitable

for such a series of experiments as would put this

question to rest; and, if the views and predictions

here reiterated are erroneous, we would be only

too glad to publish the fact, and will print in The

Microcosm the report of the committee, giving

the complete results of such scientific test. We

are not only willing to know, and let others know,

that we are in error, provided we are, but we are

willing to pay for such knowledge, and for the

privilege of making it known through these col

umns. But we have no time to attend to the de

tails of the experiments, and think all the scien

tists of the country should ask that we do as pro

posed above.

In addition to the questions here intimated,

other important matters in relation to acoustical

science could be re-tested, such as the velocity of

sound with or against the wind, or in still atmo

sphere; and, also, whether or not the bending of

a window, or its equivalent, is inward or outward

by the concussion. One of our correspondents de

clares Prof. Tyndall to be wrong, from actual ob

servation. We throw out these suggestions, and

hope that professors of physical science will not

prove indifferent to the importance of the ques

tions involved. The coming season, about June,

is thought to be the proper time, which is suffi-l

ciently far ahead to make suitable preparations.

We are now ready for suggestions.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.

We have received up to going to press more

than 500 notices of our October number from as

many different papers scattered all over the coun

try. Out of this number but one fails to speak

very favorably of our work, commending it to the

attention of their readers as of vast interest to the
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Scientific and religions world. That one exception

is the illiterate and self conceited critic of the

Waterbury (Vt.) Register, who seems to have

taken lessons of the New York Independent, and

concludes that it is safest to condemn the Magazine

without reading it, lest, if he should read, he

would be converted and healed of his mental

blindness. To be condemned by that sheet, is

higher praise than to have its approval.

WHY DISCUSS GRAVITATION »

Several of our readers have asked us why we

attach so much importance to the gravitation con

troversy 1 We hardly need to answer the ques

tion to those who reflect that the present system

of astronomy, with our knowledge of the entire

solar system, depends to a large extent upon

a correct understanding of the laws of gravitation.

Those who care nothing for science, and who

think that religion alone is all-sufficient for this

world as well as the next, will not regard this as

important, or that a scientific knowledge of the

solar system is worth much attention. To such

readers wo have other and weightier considera

tions to present why this attack upon Newton's

law of gravity is of the highest importance, if

successful, to the scone and bearing of our Micro-

eosmic discussions.

The assumed certainty of the truth of formu

lated science, as taught in our colleges and uni

versities, is the greatest enemy to Christianity

that exists. All other grounds upon which mod

ern infidelity rests are as nothing compared to the

assumed correctness of the conclusions of modern

scientists, which, step by step, have become an

tagonistic to Divine Revelation, until they have at

last culminated in evolution, which abruptly parts

with the Bible and starts its new departure in

avowed materialistic atheism. Thousands have

fallen into these anti-religious conclusions of skep

tical scientists without much reflection, simply

because science (especially when formulated and

established by the great modern investigations of

such men as Newton, Tyndall, Helmholtz, Haeck-

el, Darwin, Huxley, and others) has become almost

deified as the embodiment of absolute truth. The

average thinker concludes that because science, as

laid down in our text-books, is infallible amd unas

sailable, it is safe to trust all established science

that has been demonstrated by those great modern

investigators rather than to rely upon a revelation

made thousands of years ago. Hence the assump

tion of the general truth and certainty of science

dangerously induces men to swallow the most

pernicious and fatal poisons, because they, too,

happen to be labelled as science, and bear the

monogram of some eminent Doctor of Philoso

phy.

This pregnant state of facts induced ua, some

time ago, to assail the universally accepted theory

of sound, and more recently to attack Newton's

great law of gravitation; not that there was any

thing directly anti-religious in these theories, but

because, first, we regarded them as false science,

and as such believed they should be set aside in

the interests of true knowledge; and, second, be

cause they were regarded, by the common consent

of the educated world, as the two most unques

tionable theories of science found in our text

books.* If these two undoubted theories, sup

posed to be based upon absolute mathematical

demonstrations, as we reasoned, could be broken

down and shown to be fallacious, we hoped

thereby to become a benefactor to mankind by

breaking this scientific spell which has blinded us,

and the chains of authority which have almost in-

dissolubly bound us to this scientific car of Jug

gernaut, which, with its iron wheels, was crush

ing all life out of religion, and all true religion

out of the Church. If the two best-established

theories known to formulated science, thought we,

can be shattered by impartial criticism, it pro

claims with trumpet voice to all mankind, espe

cially to those who take their scientific knowledge

at second hand, not to trust any theory however

plausible because it may happen to be taught even

as demonstrated science, against that religion

which involves the highest interests of man, and

which has stood unscathed amid the storms of so

many centuries. These, kind reader, are our rea

sons for giving so much prominence in these pages

to the discussion of Newton's law of gravitation

and to the accepted theory of sound. Hence, no

subscriber should grudge the space thus con

sumed, even if he may not be able fully to grasp

the scientific questions involved. Prof. Goode-

now recently said, in an article published in The

Microcosm, that could Newton's demonstration

be shown to be fallacious, "it would be the most

stupendous overturn in science that the world hat

ever witnessed. " We may add that it would also

be the most beneficial overturn, because it would

convince all candid thinkers that no certain reli

ance is to be placed in the conclusions of scientific

investigators, especially those who direct their

investigations to the destruction of the world's

greatest boon—religion.

•An influential critic—a professor in a leading col

lege—about a year ago, ridiculed our attempt to

brear down the wave-theory of sound, and said:

" He might lust as well attempt to brear down New

ton's theory of gravitation, both alire being estab

lished by mathematical demonstration ; and we should

not be surprised if this iconoclast would attempt

Newton's law for his next crusade." How prophetic !

Acting upon this cue, we examined Newton's law, and

compared Its mathematical demonstrations with those

of Tyndall and Helmhoitz for the wave-theory, with

the resuit now being made public through these <*ie'>

cusaions.
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IMMOUTAMTY.-EXI8TENCK AND LIFE.

BY THOMas MUNNElI,, A.M.

Existence is not life. Things without life ex

ist. A dead tree exists; so does a corpso. Imag

ine two trees of equal height and strength standing

side by side, the one dolhed with the richest fo

liage and the other without a leaf. They both

< ^ist, but only one has life. Tho same may be

true of two human bodies lying on the same

couch; while both exist, only ono is breathing the

breath of life. Life is something added to exist

ence. There can bo no life, animal or vegetable,

without existence as its basis, but there can be

such a thing aa existence without life; and there

are even many things having existence that can

have no life—such as rocks, the metals, the gases,

and all primary elements of matter. These may

help to support life, but they neither are life in

themselves, nor has tho Creator ever infused life

into them. Tho difference between life, and ex-

existence may be still further shown by"the con

sideration that these lifeless entities may have an

eternal existence without having eternal life, or

life at all. Everlasting existence, then, is not

everlasting life, for as there is such a thing as

temporary existence in this world without tempo

rary life, so there may be everlasting existence

without everlasting life. With this distinction

well in mind, let us advance to another important

postulate.

Tho life which is added to a mere existence con

sists in, or is caused by, a union with God. The

grass of tho field has vegetable life by reason of

its union with God through one of tho natural

forces; all animal bodies possess physical life

through a union with God by means of another

of Nature's great channels; and whenever this con

nection with God is cut off by the drying up of

the vegetable rootlets and the closing of tho mouths

of all gas absorbents, vegetation dies. Whenever

God can no longer bo immanent in a vegetablo or

animal organism, supplying it with the vital fluid,

all the bioplasts cease from their labors, and the

body-is dead. Were this supply kept up forever,

-we would have everlasting life in things that now

live but a few years or decades; and had not Adam

by 6in cut himself off from such supply in the

Tree of Life he would have lived forever. Union

with God is life, and separation is death.

Apply the same postulates to tho ' inner man,"

and all confusion of thought as to immortality

will disappear. Immortality is not undying ex

istence, for as many spirits have existence in this

world without "the life of God" (Eph. 4:18),

ro may they continue in the next, and their ever

lasting existence will not necessitate or imply

everlasting life or immortality. Everlasting life

is not everlasting bving, but everlasting wi ll-being.

Satan is not immortal in tho Bible sense of the

word by virtue of his everlasting existence, nor

are his angels, nor are wicked human spirits.

Unceasing being in any spirit does not involve .m-

mortality or eternal life any raoro than the tempo

rary existence of a dead tree implies temporary

life. The channels of spirituallife are all open

«o the soul, and anyone that is now "dead unto

God " may, any hour, be made alive unto Him,

and begin that fellowship with Him which is the

immortality spoken of In the Scriptures. Thisr'

fellowship, if never abandoned, becomes everlasting-

life because it never ends; but if it were identical'

with mere unceasing existence inherent in tho

spiritual organism, wo never would have been

urged to " seek for glory, honor, and immortality "

(Rom. 2:71. This seeking for immortality doett

not imply that without it our spirits would perish

with the body, but that a transgressor has iu>

spiritual fellowship with God, ana must seek it.

Hero, again, union with God is life, and separa

tion from Him is death spiritually. The question

of spiritual life and death relates to the condition

of the Inner man, and not to his existence. " He

that believethon Him hath everlasting life '—im

mortality—has it now. This fellowship begun in

this world and continued forever makes everlast

ing life. "He that hath the Son hath life '—not

merely unending existence. " Ho that hath not

the Son hath not life;" and yet he has existence,

which plainly shows that immortality and eternal

existence are not identical, tho former being the

infinitely to be desired supplement to tho latter.

The sayings, " She that llveth in pleasure is dead

while she llveth;" and " We know wo have passed

from death unto life because we love the breth

ren;" and such like, show clearly that life and

death relate to conditions of the " inner man," and

not to the continuance or the terminus of his ex

istence. This shows tho necessity of seeking that

spiritual fellowship with God in this life that it

may become our immortality in the life to come.

DEITY-THE HITMAN SIDE.

BY PROF. l l. eePHAeT, A.M.

God exists. Only "the fool hath said in his-

heart," He does not. Our physiial senses satisfy

us of the existence of material things. None the-

less convincingly do our mental facuities assure v.s.

of tho existence of a supreme, intelligent First

Cause. Universally, men believe in tho existence'

of a God. " Then is a highest," is the voice of

both reason and philosophy; hence, there is no ne

cessity for a demonstration of His existence. It is

accepted as a fact by the masses of mankind.

But, as to the kind of Being He is, there is (of

necessity must have been), and will continue to be.

a great diversity of opinion. Men fashion their

conceptions of God and the attributes they ascribe

to Him after their own ideas, sentiments and char

acter. This must bo so. The mind can attribute

to God no quality of which it has no conception,

and will attribute to Hint such qualities as pre

dominate in itself. This accounts for the other

wise astounding fact that men have such conflict

ing ideas of God and His attributes. They build

up their ideas of Him out of ideas previously ex

isting in their own minds. Hence the vast differ

ence in the character of Deity as conceived by the.

lowest savage, by the civilized pagan, and by the

cultured Christian philosopher. How contemptibtn

and groveling the gods of the African and Asiatic-

tribesl The sensual but more enlightened natioi ia

ascribe to their gods a controlling passion for sen

suality, and look forward to a paradise of immor

tal beauty, where the passions are to be fori, .ev
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gratified. The Greeks, being admirers of beauty*

ascribed to their gods a passion for aMthetics. The

Romans, being haughty and war-like, ascribed to

their deities a passion for supremacy and conquest.

JIow different must be tho god of which selfish

man conceives, from that which the benevolent

man conceives. The man of forty years can never

go back and take up.with deity of which he con

ceived when a child. Just as his mind has ex

panded, so have his ideas of God been revolution

ized. How different the God of which the intelli

gent astronomer conceives, from that of which the

Rev. John Jasper, with his celebrated declaration,

" the Sun, 7w do mooe," conceives. IIow diflerent

is the geologist's idea of God, from the idea of him

who believes that only 6ix thousand years ago, this

earth, with all its vast stores of mineral wealth,

was created out of nothing by the Almighty liat

in six literal days.

Now out of this difference in the human opinions

formed of the character and attributes of God, have

sprung the many different religious beliefs—Pagan,

Mohammedan, Brahmin, Jew, Christian and the dif.

ferent Christian sects into which the world is di

vided. Men tenaciously cling to tho God of which

they conceive, and from their conception of His

character originates a new sect.

But of this one fact all may rest assured, viz.,

No man ever bad, no man in this life ever can

have, a completely correct idea of tho one living and

true God. It is impossible. As well might feeble

man attempt toclosp Itisarmsaround immensity and

lock them on tho farther side, as to at tempt to con

dense within the nut-shell capacity of bis fi nite intel

lect a correct and .completely comprehensive idea of

the Eternal, Omnipotent, Omniscient Being Quite

as possible would it bo for feeble man to take up in

his arms this mundane sphere on which wo dwell,

and walk off with it, as to fully understand the

Being and attributes of the All-holy, Everlasting

Jehovah. Much as men may differ in their ideas

respecting God's character, yet the very extremes

.of those opinions are not a thousandth part as far

from each other as must the most perfect human

conception ever formed of His character fall short

of what that character really is. The finite mind

cannot comprehend'the infinite; and the part of

Him which we do comprehend is as nothing, com

pared to the almost infinite part of Him we do not

comprehend. No more can Hia infinite knowledge

of Himself be imparted to us than His infinite

power can bo incorporated in our feeble arms, or

His omniscient wisdom bo watched by our dim

faculties. This thought should impress us with

feelings of humility and reverence, as well as with

due respect for tho religious opinions of others. If

some of theBtrfl sectarians of Christendom could

for a moment, see how almost Infinitely slight is

the difference between their idea of God's character

and attributes and the idea of the same as enter

tained by tho sects they oppose, when compared

with the difference between what they all believe

Him to bo and what He really is, would they not

hide their faces for very shame? The distance

between the creeds and sects is almost infinitely

less than the distance of all of them from the real

facts in the case. And suppose those who condemn

and doom to everlasting woe those of their fellow-

men who cannot believe exactly as they do respect

ing God's character and attributes, were to be dealt

with in the samo manner because the conceptions

they have formed of His attributes are far from

bving correct} YYouId not the result be terribly

crushing to all sectarian bigots? How would such,

l.o startled at their own errors, if they could get a

glimpse of the true character of Deity.

But, says one, do not the Scriptures "reveal to

man a correct knowledge of the character of God?

Yes, in all things essential to human salvation,

they do; but on many minor matters their declara

tions are so indefinite that, in our present state ct

knowledge, the wisest and most pious of men ate

at variance as to what their literal meaning is.

This should teach us to treat with deference the

opinions of others, and to bid a hearty God-speed

to all who practically fear God and work righteous

ness, even if they do not subscribe to our particular

dogmas.

But, with all the great diversity of human con

ceptions respecting the Deity, there is one point —

tho assential point—of agreement among all true

worshippers. Their ideas respecting His character

and attributes may conflict, but in lote they are the

same. The love for God which trembles in the

heart of tho sincere but untutored, humble worship

per, and from that honest heart reaches out toward

the infinite Saviour in aspirations of affection,

trust and adoration, aro as pure and of the same

heaven-begotten quality, as are those that ascend

from the devout heart of the most gigantic intellect

in Christendom. All the hearts of all thoso who

truly loveflod, whether on earth or in heaven, are

ever in sweet accord; and when one of them is

touched with an aspiration of praise, it thrills

through the whole train of worshipping intelli

gences in all the universe of God. Here, then, is

the point of similarity between nil true worshippers

of Deity, despite their many differences of belief—

they all love God, and love is the same in all hearts

and throughout all worlds.

But if men necessarily construct their beliefs re

specting God's character out of their own resources

of knowledge, out of the ideas they have acquired,

what additional importance docs this fact attach to

the development and training of each moral and.

intellectual faculty? All true knowledge acquired,

whether of physics or metaphysics, whether of a

social or moral character, only provides tho mind

with additional materials out of which to construct

a more beautiful and a more perfect conception of

the true character of Deity. The geologist, the

botanist, the chemist, tho mineralogist, the astron

omer, tho logician, the metaphysician, tho moral

scientist, tho philosopher, how infinitely grand his

conception of tho character and the attributes of

the living and true God - the Author of all things,

—when compared with the idea of that Being en

tertained by tho rude savage who ' ' sees Him in the

stars and hears Him in the wind!" And, then

things being so, how amazingly dots it magnify the

importance of the work performed by every cor

rect instructor and true director and stimulator of

public and individual thought. The true teacher,

the brave, able journalist, who exposes false theo

ries and brings to light the moral and scientific

truth of God, is really lifting humanity up to

nobler conceptions of Deity and accomplishing

a work that can only be matured by the length of

eternity itself. Every lesson of sound science

which the teacher imparts or the student acquires,

and every intellectual energy which the student

arouses or the teacher directs, supplies material

and means out of which to construct a nobler idea

of the God of the universe. How essential, then,

is knowledge to tho true idea of a Christian; so es

sential that the highest type of a Christian cannot

exist without it. Paul said: " The invisible things

of Him (Deity) are clearly seen, being understood

by the things that are made, even His eternal power

and God-head."
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18 MAN'!* INTELLECTUAL NATURE AX EVO

LUTION FROM LOWER ANIMAlS?

BY REV. JosEPH S. VAN DYeE.

(Concluded from last Month).

Facts such as theso come in strong conflict with

the assertion of Ihockel, "All philologists who

have made any progress in their science now

unanimously agree that all human languages have

developed slowly and by degrees from the simplest

rudiments. The natural evolution of language is

necessarily evident to the student of nature. For

speech is a physiological function of the human

organism, developing simultaneously from its spe

cial organs, the larynx and the tongue, and simul

taneously with the functions of the brain."

When once the conviction has forced itself upon

us that man's intellectual faculties must be the

immediate creation of a Supreme Being, we are

disposed to concede that his physical organism

most probably had the same origin, since there is

a correlation between the two. Man is not a dual

ity, but a unity, nil his organs being adapted to the

purposes for which the mind employs them. If

there are reasoning faculties so also there is a cor

responding cranial development. If there exists

the ability to invent new machinery, there is also

a skillful hand to execute the mechanical part of

the work. If there is a capability of receiving

correct impressions of external objects, and reason

ing in reference to their relations, there are also

organs and senses adapted to convey accurate repre

sentations of these objects. Suppose that by some

inexplicable fortuity the mind of Sir Isaac Newton

had been given to a gorilla could that fortunate,

or rather unfortunate specimen of the animal

family have been the renowned philosopher? The

very supposition is its own refutation, and for this

simple reason, that the gorilla would have been

destitute of the organs correlated to a mind so dif

ferent from that of his ancestors. Its clumsy hand

and unwieldy arm are indeed correlated to a brain

whose servants they are, and are adapted to the

uses for which they are needed: but no amount of

brain-power could wield them in penning the

"Principia." It's brain of 294 cubic inches (the

average gorilla brain) or 35 cubic inches (the

largest gorilla's brain yet measured) bears an insep

arable relation to the mind that employs it, but

would very pocrly answer the purposes of a mind

that employed a brain of 114 cubic inches. In like

manner, the nervous system of the ape no doubt

answers the ends for which it was given; but it

does not follow that it would be equal to the de

mands of a philosopher. In fact it is certain it

would not. So also the tongue, the lips and the

larynx of the simiadfe are correlated with the

functions they are to discharge, but are unfitted to

pronounce articulate sounds expressive of definite

ideas. In fact, as Professor Max Mttller has aptly

remarked, "There is between the whole animal

kingdom on the one side, and man, even in the

lowest s ite, on the other, a barrier which no ani

mal has ''ver crossed, and that barrier is language '

Again " Show me an animal that can think and

say ' Two' and I should say, as far as language is

concerned, we can not oppose Mr. Darwin's argu

ment."

Nor is it pertinent to answer. This argument

merely proves that mind must be the result of pro

gressive development as well as 'he physical or

ganism is, the two maintaining intimato and mu

tually helpful relations; for, aside from the fact

that anatomists have resolutely maintained that in

an anatomical point of view the transmutation of

the ape into man is an impossibility, and aside from

the difficulty of evolving man's mental and moral

faculties from tho simial family, an additional and

very serious element of difficulty is inttoduced,

namely, that the mental and physical improvement

of the gorilla should go forward simultaneously,

maintaining an accurate correlation during all the

stages. Shall the budding of a new faculty, if in

deed that is possible, first suggest the propriety of

developing a new organ, or shall the incipient

stages of a new organ invite the mind to prepare

for expansion?—expansion in what direction? Or

must the dawning of the two be strictly synchron

ous ? In this case, whence comes the suggestive

impulse? Surely we seem driven to admit the as

sertion of those evolutiomsts who affirm that pro

gress is " by insensible gradations produced by a

fortuitous concurrence of circumstances"—a wordy

explanation, which explains nothing

Intelligence and instinct it has been said, stand

in inverse ratio to each other. Some, accordingly,

have maintained that higher animals have gradu

ally evolved intellectual faculties from their in

stincts: but no such inverse ratio exists. Those

animals have the most instinct which are the most

intelligent, as the beaver, the dog, etc. This

would seem to stand in the way of the assumption

that instinct may be transformed into intellect, un

less transformation can proceed without lessening

that which is transformed until the transformation

becomes nearly or quite complete, when suddenly

intellect almost entirely displaces instinct. If, as

is conceded, instinct becomes more powerful in ani

mals in exact proportion as they become more in

telligent, how, if man's intellect came from the

lower animals, does instinct happen to be feeble in

man though intellect is powerful ? Jt is extremely «

difficult, as all know, to draw a line of demarka-

tion between instinct and reason; but there cer

tainly is no evidence that the former develops into

the latter.

Mr. Herbert Spencer thinks that the dawninga

of intelligence were developed " through the mul

tiplication and coordination of reflex actions."

This mysterious agency has been acting, however,

upon baboons for unnumbered centuries under the

eye of man. Have they made any perceptible

progress in ability to reason? Have they attained

that degree of intellectual development which en

ables them to understand what Spencer means by

this all-potent law through whose operation their

more honored relatives became, in ancient times—

about four hundred million years ago—the anthro

pomorphous ancestors of Homo Sapiens?

Darwin says: "These (the intellectual) faculties

are variable; and we have every reason to believe

that the variations tend to be inherited. There

fore, if they were formerly of high importance to

primeval man and to his ape-like progenitors, they

would have been perfected or advanced through

natural selection It is, therefore,

highly probable that with mankind the intel

lectual faculties have been gradually perfected |

through natural selection It deserves

notice that as soon as the progenitors of man be

came, social (and this probably occurred at a very

early period), the advancement of the intellectual

faculties bl v ) been aided and modified in an im

portant manner, of which we see only traces in ths

lewer animals, namely, through tho principle of

imitation, together with reason and experience.

Apej arc much given to imitation, as are the low

est savages."

In this lengthy and interesting discussion of the
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subject this last mentioned author undertakes to

point out resi'iubiauoes in structure between man

and apes, similar processes of development, like

functions of organic members, and even the pos

session by lower animals of the rudiments of al

most every human faculty—sympathy, conscience,

reas.in, will, memory, imagination, the sense of

beauty, ns exhibited in the Bower-bird, etc. The

argument, shorn of its irrelevant though interest

ing facts, rests on the following syllogism:—

1. Man's physical organism was probably devel

oped from the lower animals, since they have cor

respondences; 2. His mental powers may possibly

have been evolved from the perms which seem to

exist in inferior animals, as in the ape family; 3.

The two, as is necessary, m ly have been concurrent

ly developed. Therefore, " Man is descended from

a hairy quadruped, furnished with a tail and

pointed ears, probably arborial in its habits, and

an inhabitant of tho Old World. This creature,

if its whole structure had been examined by a na

turalist, would have been classed among the quad

rupeds, as surely as would the common and still

more ancient progenitor of the Old and New World

monkeys. The Quadrumana and all the higher

mammals are probably derived from an ancient

marsupial animal, and this through a long line of

diversified forms, either from some reptile-like or

some amphibian-like creature, and this ngain from

somo fish-like animal. In the dim obscurity of the

past we can see that tho early progenitors of all

the Vertebrata must have been an aquatic animal,

provided with brachial, with the two sexes united

in the same individual, and with the most impor

tant organs of the body (such as the brain and

heart) imperfectly developed." At the period and

place, whenever and wherever it may have been,

when man first lost his hairy covering, he probably

inhabited a hot country; and this would have been

favorable for a frugiferous diet, on which, judg

ing from analogy, he subsisted. We are far from

knowing how long ago it was when man first di

verged from the Catarhino stock, but this may

have occurred at an epoch as remote as the Eocene

period; for the higher apes had diverged from the

lower apes as early as the Upper Miocene period.

" It is somewhat more probable that our early pro

genitors lived on tho African continent than else

where." "The Simiadie branched off into two

•n«st. ctoTYio i»o Kam Wnrl,l nixl fl,o Old World

mowreys; ma Trooi mw latter, at a remote period,

Man. tho wonder and dory of the Universe, pro-

The above "summary " would probably be con

sidered by most reasoners as a large yield of "con

clusion " from a small outlay of premises (albeit,

the discussion is sufficiently extended).

For fear we may be charged with doing injus

tice to this truly eminent author, who now rests

in an honored grave, we append a few more of the

interesting resemblances pointed out by him, as

existing between man and apes—similarity in the

relativo positions of the features, similar move

ments of the muscles and skin in the display of

emotions, resemblances in the external ears and

nose, the possession of beards, the abundance of

hair on the head, nakedness of the forehead, the

presence of eye brows, tho arrangement of the hair

on thd arms in converging lines towards the elbow,

the same senses and intuitions, the same emotions

and faculties which though varying in degree are

the same in kind, capability of improvement, etc.

Though it would he unfair to leave the impression

that Darwin considers these and similar resemb

lances necessarily the results of unbroken inherit'

auce, and equally unfair to assume that he rests

his argument mainly on these; it nevertheless can

not be denied that he lays great stress on slight an

alogies— much greater, apparently, than is war

rantable. Such resemblances neitlier justify us in

charging the Deity with want of originality, nor in

inferring that those organisms in which they occur

must stand related to each other as progenitor and

offspring, or must have descended from a common

ancestry. It is extremely difficult to conceive that

there should have been an entire abscence of re

semblances between man and the lower animals,

if he was to possess a physical nature: apparently

there was no necessity for entire dissimilarity;

nay, the very similarity of organs in two beings

which are nevertheless separated from each other

by an "almost infinite divergence" tends rather to

heighten the conviction that at least the faculties

of the higher, if not thoso of the lower, must be

the direct creation of divine intelligence.

In contrast with this theory—which is in fact

but an hypothesis searching for facts upon which

to rest—how honorable is the Scriptural account

of man's origin.

Man's existence is due to divine power, his con

tinuance in being to Kim who upholds systems,

worlds, suns, myriads of forces; to Him who cares

for the minutest insect that flutters away its brief

life in tho morning sunbeam; who, to extremely

tiny creatures, has given not only limbs, mouths,

digestive organs—all the parts requisite to success

in the struggle for food—but has even given an

eye so perfect, though no larger than the point of

a needle, as to be capable of producing forty

thousand images of the face of the beholder,

"Marvelous are thy works, OLord." In the list

of wonders infinite, stand these the foremost;

"God created Man:" Ho prevents him from

sinking back again into annihilation.

If Man is an evolution from the anthropoid apes,

at what point in his gradual, and almost infinitely

protracted, improvement, did he become possessed

of immortality ?— or are we to conclude that, like

the brute, he perishes? At what point did he

become distinguishable as Man, beastialty giving

place to humanity?

THE RECIPROCAL INFLUENCE OF THE

MIND AND THE BODY.

BY J. W. lOWBER, M.A., Ph.D.

We have spoken of the mind's influence upon

the body, and now wish to say a few words about

the influence of the body upon the mind. God

made man in His image. This applies to the body

as well as to the mind. " So God created man in

His own image: in the image of God crented He

him; male and female created He them" (Gen.

1:27). There is nothing else in the universe so

much like ttod as is man. Christ did not take

the nature of angels, but He became a descend

ant of Abraham. The time will come when the

saints will judge angels. The body of man was

made out of material previously create d. Nearly

every nation has a tradition that its first inhabit

ants sprang from tho soil. The Greeks called

themselves autochthones, from a belief that they

were born on the soil of the land they inhabited.

In Gen. 2, which is but an amplification of the

first chapter, we learn that man is a compound

being, consisting of body and spirit ;Gen. 2: 7).

We learn from analysis that the body is composea

of sixteen material elements, eight of which are

metallic, and eight non-metallic. The metallic
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are aluminum, calcium, copper, magnesium, man

ganese, potassium, sodium, and iron; and the non-

metallic are carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen,

chlorine, phosphorus, sulphur, and silicium.

Traces of a few others have lately been discov

ered. This was the most perfect piece of machine

ry ever made. It was not, however, until God

breathed into it the breath of lives that man became

a living being. The Hebrew word for life, in

Gen. 2:7, is htiyyiym, from the verb hayay, to

live; it is in the plural number, and should be

translated lives instead of life. This takes a prop

from under the edifice of materialism.

The body is the house in which the mind

dwells. When the house wears out, or is de

stroyed, the inhabitant must necessarily leave it.

Any injury to the house will for a time affect its

dweller. It is not difficult to understand why a

vigorous mind requires for its home a strong body.

The mind intimately sympathizes with every

change in the body. The condition of tho stom

ach and the action of the heart affect the atten

tion, the comprehension, and the memory of the

mind. A. change in the structure and functions of

the brain induces insanity which, indeed, is a very

helpless and deplorable condition.

From the wonderful influence of the body upon

the mind, the following nrguments have been de

duced in favor of materialism: 1. That we know

the mind only as connected with a material organ

ism. The activities and phenomena of the mind

are exerted through the body, and we only know

the mind as connected with a material structure.

2. The powers and capacities of the mind are de

veloped along with those of the body. As the

lower organs of the body are the first developed,

so the lower powers of the mind are the first un

folded. 3. All our knowledge, chronologically,

comes from sensation; so the mind is dependent

upon the hody for much of its knowledge and

many of its enjoyments. 4. Our first acquired

ideas all have reference to sensible objects. From

these facts the materialist concludes that the mind

is only tho culmination of a series of material ex

istences.

We c.mnot accept the conclusion of the mate

rialist fur the following reasons: 1. Tho phenom

ena of the mind are in kind unlike the phenomena

of the body. Extension and impenetrability are

the essential properties of matter; while thought,

feeling, and volition are the essential attributes

and characteristics of the mind 2. While our

knowledge is chronologically developed by sensa

tion, there are primary principles which logically

exist in the mind previous to this development.

The Aristotelian maxim, Nihil in intellecti!, quod

non prins in sensu , is a pernicious maxim. There

are some things in the intellect not in sensation;

for there aro ideas and emotions derived from

man's moral nature. 8. The mind is self-active.

Mattpr is inert, and the mind is impelled to action

by its own energy. It also distinguishes itself

from the material organization with which it is

connected. 4. The mind is not dependent upon

the body in its highest activities. When we see a

landscape, and imagine we see another, the second

landscape is independent of sensation. It is im

possible to trace desire, hops and fear to a material

origin.

Lancaster, Ky.

A ROMANCE LECTURE.

BY REV. l. W. BATES, D.D.

Mr. Editor: Some one has been kind enough to

send me "The Scientific Man," containing a lec

ture delivered in Hulme Town Hall, Manchester,

by George J. Romanes, M. A., F.L.S.

The subject of the lecture is

" ANIMAl 'INTEllIGENCE,"

and is an attempted explanation of animal in

stincts in harmony with the evolution theory, and

some of the attempts are " infinitely amusing."

WasPS.

He says, " Wo have a somewhat mysterious in

stinct manifested by several species of wasp-like

insects. These insects lay up a store of spiders to

serve as food for their larvae when the latter leave

the egg. To do this, they sting the spidera in a

certain spot of the body where there is a large

nerve-centre—the effect being that the spider is

not killed outright, but merely paralyzed, and so

does not decompose during its imprisonment.

How did the wasps first find out the precise spot

in the spider's body where their sting would have

this peculiar effect 1 We do not know. In this

particular case it is, I think, possible that, if the

facts were carefully observed, it would be seen

that the form of the wasp happens to he so

adapted to the form of the spider that tho sting

naturally strikes the nerve-centre of the latter;

and, if this were the case, the origin of the in

stinct would Ixi explained by the mere coincidence

in the form of the two animals."

But whence the " coincidence of the form of the

two animals," and the adaptation of the sting to

merely paralyze and not kill the spider? Would

not " natural selection " upon the part of the wasp

for both itself and the spider, and the " survival

of the fittest " by the spider, to be merely para

lyzed and not killed, be a better explanation ?

THE PARTRIDGE.

" By the effects of habit in successive genera

tions, actions which were originally intelligent

may become, as it were; stereotyped into perma

nent instincts. Thus, for instance, there are sev

eral kinds of birds, such as partridges and plovers,

which have the wonderful instinct of pretending

to be wounded when frightened off their nest by

an enemy. Now this, I think, must originally

have been an intelligent action on the part of those

birds, the natural feeling being so strong, Hut

when an enemy appeared there was an Irresistible

desire on the part of the mother to sacrifice her

self rather than her brood; and so, instead of fly

ing off, inducing tho enemy to follow her away

from the brood by pretending inability to fly.

Those parents which had sense enough to adopt

this devise would no doubt rear a greater number

of broods than could the more stupid parents, and

the young of such intelligent parents would in

herit a tendency to adopt this device when they

became mothers. Thus the originally intelligent

device would slowly become organized into an in

stinct, and so is now performed with mechanical

promptitude by every individual partridge or plo

ver. "

But why is this peculiar to birds that make

their nests on the ground? One would suppose

that a bird that had intelligence enough to pro

tect its young by pretending to be wounded would

have intelligence enough to build its nest in a

tree. Are the maternal feelings tronger in these

birds than in others ? It certainly is not '' an irre

sistible desire on the part of the mother to sacri

fice herself rather than her brood," for when hard

pressed she flies away and leaves her brood a prey

to the enemy. The lecturer says, first, intelligence..
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then instinct, and then mechanical. That is.em-

phatieally a " descent."

The lecturer says hfl thinks that is an explana

tion.' That God inclined those birds to build their

nests on the ground, and gave them the instinct

to allure the enemy from them, some of us think

is a plainer and more satisfactory explanation.

INCUBATION.

" It is quite inconceivable that any animal can

ever have kept its eggs warm with the intelligent

purpose of developing their contents; so we can

only suppose that the incubating instinct began in

some such form as we now see it in the spider,

where the object of the process is protection, as

distinguished from the imparting of heat. But

incidental to such protection is the imparting of

heat, and as animals gradually became warm

blooded no doubt this latter function became of

more and more importance to incubation; conse

quently, those individuals which most constantly

cuddled their eggs would develop most progeny,

and so the incubating instinct would be developed

by natural selection, without there ever having

been any intelligence in the matter."

But how were eggs hatched before these ani

mals became warm-blooded ? Were they hatched

by the heat of the sun, like those of the alligator

and ostrich? Why is it that the ostrich did not

learn the incubating instinct and sit upon its eggs

through the day as well as through the night- -if

it does sit upon the eggs at night? The ostrich

and alligator are said to keep diligent watch over

their eggs; why should not this desire to protect

their nests develop into the incubating instinct as

well as in the case of the goose or plover? If the

mere protection of the nest developed with the incu

bating instinct, one would suppose it would also

have developed in the partridge and plover the

instinct to build their nests in a high tree with

thick branches. Were all animals originally

cool-blooded, and did their eggs need no heat in

the process of hatching? The lecturer assumes

the affirmative of both these questions, but does

not offer a single argument in proof.

SUCeING INSTINCT.

Our lecturer says, "that it is evident that some

instinctive actions are performed by animals at an

age before intelligence has begun to exert itself.

Thus, for instance, the sucking instinct can never

have depended on intelligence for its beginnings.

Therefore, it may he set down as the result of Pat-

ural selections, and the survival of the fittert "

But how were the first young mammal? nour

ished previous to the possibility of natuTtO selec

tion or the survival of the fittest? Mr. jtomanef

has evidently never met with that ' in\ thicken"

in the " Problem of Human Li*v'

lANGUAGE.

On this subject our autho^ iays:

" As man is the only arlmal wh'ch /tre^erTS in

any high degree the fac'ity of TOTOvnun'rAting by

words or signs, we s*unot bs surpri"«'\ that he

should be the oil'' animal which presents in any

high degree th» faculty of rat:o'inl thought.

Hence the only question wh'ch irises is, Why

should man hn the ordy animal that has developed

the faculty rX communicating hy signs ? Does the

act cf language presuppose for its exercise an

order of mind totally different in nature from that

of <hs lower animals? Or is it not the presence

of this e*radu«lly developing art a sufficient ex-

Manntica of the 3ver-increasing superiority of the

kuinau mind over that of the lower animals? In

other words, is the art of language to be consid

ered as the cause or as the effect of this supe

riority 'I" .

He then proceeds to discuss it as the cause of

this superiority; but is silent in regard to its being

the effect of this superiority.

Mr. liumtnec, or rather Romanes, seems tohave

no difficulty in giving an explanation of any and

everything presented. He can make intelligence

produce instinct, and instinct mechanical habit;

or he can dispense with intelligence and begin

with instinct itself, and proceed to mechanical

habit; or he can begin with mechanical habit and

produce therefrom instinct at pleasure. He can

sweep away the most insurmountable difficulties

by a single stroke of his " I think," and settle the

matter to his entire satisfaction. But his lecture

reads more like involution than evolution.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF

THE SOLAR SVSTEM.-XO. V.

BY B. T. eAVANALGH, M.D., D.D.

THE SUN THE SOURCE OP PosITIVE ElECTRicITY.

In former articles I have attempted to set forth,

by a plain and natural method : 1, that the earth

is polarized ; 2, that the whole earth is conse

quently magnetized, and that this magnetism is

peculiar to its own constitution ; 3, that its revolu

tion on its axis is pioduced and maintained by

the attractive and repulsive force of the electric

current proceeding from the sun and passing around

it ; 4, that this electric current holds the poles of

the earth at right angles with itself ; 5, that the

polarity of the earth causes the interchange of

ocean currents, and necessitates the elliptic form

of the earth's orbit, and the inclination of its

plane ; 6, and that by electric forces the earth is

propelled foi ward in its orbit.

In my last article I accounted for the ebbs and

flows ot the tides by the attraction and repulsion

produced by the electric action of the moon upon

the waters of the earth.

I have adopted this order in developing my

theory, as it sets forth the progressive steps made

i*i the investigation of the subject for nearly a half

century, and hence it is the most familiar and

natural mode that I could adopt.

It would have been more systematic to have be

gun with the sun, and to have followed the opera

tion of causes to their legitimate result: but, for

the reasons stated, I have begun with the facts and

for^s discovered in Nature, and the reasoning has

be'.n to find an adequate cause for their existence-

ivid the chain of consequences running through

the whole system has led me to the consideration

of the SuN as the centre and source of the great

motor power which exerts a controlling influence

over the revolutions and motions of all the plane

tary bodies.

For the data relied upon in the following, I ani

largely indebted to the American Encyclopedia.

FIRST.—THE MAGNITUDE OF THE SUN.

The authorities pretty generally agree that the

sun's diameter is 853,000 miles, while that of the

earth is but a little less than 8,000. The sun is,

therefore, 1,253,000 times larger than the earth.

Again , if all the planets of our solar system were

consolidated into one body, still the sun would be

750 times larger than the whole. The magnitude

of the sun is, therefore, ample for the offices as

signed it, provided that it is otherwise property

endowed.
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SECOND. —THE COMPosITION OR STRUCTURE OF

THE SUN.

What is its structure? Is it a solid body like

the earth? By no means; for if this were its

character it could only reflect and not emit light ;

and, as it has no near neighbors from whom to

borrow it, we should, upon this supposition, he in

worse than total darkness.

Not to stop here to consider the many false

theories that have been presented to the world on

this subject, many of which are simply ridiculous,

we proceed to show what tho sun must be, if, by

its great Creator, its office was to bo tho receiver

and dispenser of light, heat, and electricity ; and,

if wo then show that this is its office, our position

-will be sustained.

The sun alone is the source of positive electricity

—negative electricity resides with earth and other

planets. Positive electricity does not penetrate

solid bodies, but rests alono upon the surface of

such ; but positive electricity does enter into the

body of the sun, as wo shall presently see, and,

therefore, the sun can not ho a solid body.

Recent writers have shown that while the vol

ume of the sun is 1.253,000 times greater than the

earth, yet in material substance it is only 310,000

times greater; and, therefore, it must consist of a

light structure, very porous and vascular, admit

ting of a free circulation of the elements necessary

to the outflowing and emission of the tluids which

are thrown off from its surface.

This view of the subject is greatly strengthened

by the fact that recent observations disclose that

the " spots on the sun" are extensive caverns, or

wide, deep apertures, reaching far down into the

central regions of tho solar body. As long ago as

the days of Sir William Herschel he found one of

these " spots" to be a vast vortex, measuring 50,-

000 miles across tho mouth. Mora recent observa

tions, both in Europe and in America, fully confirm

those of Sir William HerscheL

From the days of Ualileo to the present time

these spots have been observed, and no one seems

to have undertaken to give a reason why they were

so arranged, or for what purpose they were crea

ted.

THIRD.—THE SUN'S RESOURCES AND EXPENDr '

TURES.

That the sun is issuing from its treasury, daily

and hourly, vast floods of light, heat, and electrici

ty is known to all men ; but as to what the re

sources of the sun may bo in keeping up this ex

penditure is not so well known.

A distressed astronomer of the old school recent

ly promulgated the idea that the sun was fast

consuming itself, as it had lost one third of it-i

former size, and it was now so scarce of material

to keep up its flame it was gathering up the frag

ments of scattered meteoric stones and metals for

the manufacture of lightand heat for the universe!

Are such fears to be indulged, or such philosophy

to be tolerated ? What are the facts ? From what

-source does the sun receive its stores to compensate

it for tho very liberal supplies of light, heat, and

electricity lavished upon its family of planets?

To these questions, the electric theory returns the

only satisfactory and rational answer. It is this :

The sun originates nothing; it creates nothing; it

consumes nothing ; it is placed in the heavens asa

great factor to receive and dispense the boundless

floods of electricity with which God has filled uni

versal space. Electricity exists in two states or

forms—tho static or quiescent inactive con

dition, and in the dynamic or active form or

condition. That which has entered the sun's

bosom in the static condition is quickened into me

dynamic form and sent off by repulsion to perform

its office on the distant planets ; but the static sup

ply surrounds tho sun in infinite quantities, ever

ready to obey the demands of the great central

orb.

But the question may be asked, How can tho

outside supply enter the body of the sun, which is

constantly sending off, in great force, from all

parts of its surface, a flood of flowing light and

heat? It could not enter at all if all parts of the

sun's surface emitted such flame ; but this is not

the case.

We have just seen above that the sun is provided

with a vast number of open mouths ordeep caverns,

some of which measure thousands of miles in di

ameter, from which nothing is emitted. These

caverns are doubtless possessed of a great attractive

force for static electricity, which is drawn in, to

any necessary extent, to keep up a supply equal to

the expenditures or emission proceeding from the

flaming surface. Thus we find the physical struc

ture of the sun precisely adapted to the office it

was designed to perform ; namely, to receive and

dispense light, heat, and electricity throughout the

solar system.

This subject will be continued in my next.

Mt. SterliNg, Kv.,

UNIVERSALISM AGAINST ITSELF.

Last month we promised our readers an extract

from this book as a specimen of the author's style

of exegesis and biblical criticism. The following

paragraphs contain his examination of one of the

forty-four leading proof-texts claimed in support

of the doctrine, all of which are handled in like

manner in tho first chapter of this work:

"And in thy seed Khali all lhenntii-ns of the earth lie
bitted."—Gen. 28: i8.

i. This is one of the most important proof-texts

of the Scriptures supposed to favor Universalism,

and is perhaps oftener quoted by the advocates of

that doctrine than any other. But in qiioting it and

relying upon it as applicable to tho future life, and

as favoring the final holiness and happiness of the

entire human race, Univorsalists are forced into

various admissions, expressed and implied, ihzs

are fatal to their favorite dodtrine. The assump

tion, for example, that promises of a universal or

general character are absolute or unconditional is

one of tho very foundation pillars of the temple

of Universalism; and if this single assumption can

be proved to be fallacious and clearly contrary

to the Scripture a large portion of the testi

mony heretofore relied upon is proved not on

ly to be of no avail, but is absolutely op

posed to the doctrine. Wo will therefore give

special attention to this text as covering that

branch of Scripture evidence relating to God's

promises concerning man; and in such exegesis we

will endeavor to show that this class of texts

furnishes no evidence whatever in favor of tho

ultimate holiness and happiness of all mankind.

2. Tho force of the argument depends entirely

upon the meaning and application of the word

nhall:—"In thy seed ihall aH the nations of the

earth bo blessed." Universalists are forced to as

sume that tho promise is unconditional, or in no

wise dependent on conditions to be performed by

man, or otherwise the text is of no use to the doc

trine. They assume this because no condition is

expressed. But we will now undertake to prove
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that many of the promises and threatenings of the

Bible are conditional, and depend upon the actions

of men for their accomplishment; even when

the condition is not expressed, but merely implied.

But previous to this, we lay down an important

rule of interpretation, without which no man can

shield the Bible from numerous contradictions,

and from an ignorance of which have originated

.nearly all the false doctrines in Christendom ; and

many (especially among the Universalists) from

not understanding Miis mite, have turned avowed

infidels, and denied in toto the Divine authenticity

of the Bible. The rule is this : TItat a condition

bving expressed yn any part of the Bible wdh re

spect to any promise or threat, that condition, must

be understood as implied, in all other places where

thai promise or thr at is recorded, if not there ex

pressed! With this rule before us wo will now

examine some of the threats and promises of the

Bible.

3. " And Jonah began to enter into the city a

Jay's journey, and he cried and said : yet forty

days, and Niuevah shall be overthrown," (Jonah

3ii:4. ) Here there is no condition expressed. It

is not said : " Yet forty days and Ninevah shall

be overthrown," t/Uhe people do not repent. But

did not the Ninevites so understand it? Read the

next verse : " So the people of Ninevah believed

and proclaimed a fast, and put on sackcloth,

from the greatest of them oven to the least of

ahem." Now if the people of Ninevah believrd

'God, as it is here declared, why did they repent in

sackcloth, unless they understood that there was

a condition implied in this threat, and that they

might by repentance avert tho threatened judg

ment ? Why did they not coolly submit to their

fate,—await the forty days, and be destroyed,

without exerting themselves in the manner they

did ? The response of all must bo : it was because

they understood that there was a condition implied

in that threat. But was their understanding of

the matter correct? Read on. "And liod saw

their works, that they turned from their evil way,

and God repented of the evil ho S lid he would do

unto them, and he did it not." (verse 10. ) Now

Universalists have to take one of three grounds :

Either (1.) That God told the Ninevites a falsehood;

or (2.) That the Ninevites were actually destroyed

in forty days, and thus flatly contradictthe record;

or (3.) That there was a condition implied in the

threat. The former two they will not assert;

hence the latter they are compelled to admit,

which lays the axe at the very root of their chief

assumption.

4. " Wherefore the Lord God of Israel saith: I

said indeed that thy houso, and the house of thy

father should walk before me forever [no condi

tion expressed here]; but now the Lord saith: be

it far from me [to perform this promise], for them

that honor mo I will honor, and they that de

spise me shall be lightly esteemed," (1 Samuel

ii: 30. ) Thus, notwithstanding God had promised,

without expressing any condition, that the house

of Ely, and the houso of his father should walk

before him forever; but because they refused to

honor Him, by tho contempt with which they had

treated His ordinances, and thus did not perform

the condition implied in this promise;—therefore

the Lord reversed the matter, and instead of con

tinuing to confer upon them the honorary distinc

tions of sacerdotal dignity, brought upon them

shame and confusion of face.

5. "Then said David: O Lord God of Israel, thy

servant hath certainly heard that Saul seeketh to

come to Keilah to destroy the city for my sake.

Will the men of Keilah deliver me up into his

hand? will Saul come down, as thy servant hath

heard? O Lord God of Israel I oeseech thee, tell

thy servant. And tho Lord said: he will come down.

[No condition expressed ] Then said David : will

the men of Keilah deliver me and my men into

the hand of Saul? And the Lord eaid: they will

deliver thee vp. [No if in the case expressed.]

Then David and his men, which were about six

hundred, arose and departed out of Keilah,—and

it was told Saul that David was escaped from

Keilah, and he forbore to go forth," (1 Sam. xxiii:

10-I3.) Hero, again, we have Universalists in a

dilemma. According to their doctrine, either

Saul did come down, and the men of Keilah

did deliver David and his men into the hand of

Saul—because thero was no condition expressed—

or the Bible is false, and David was killed by Saul

in Keilah, notwithstanding he reigned King over

Israel many years after Saul was dead! When

God said, in reply to the requests of David. Saul

m'U come down, and the men of Keilah will de

liver thee up ; it was implied, if you continue in

tho city. This, tho sequel proves ; for David left

tho city—and consequently Saul did not como

down, neither was David delivered into his hands.

Universalists are compiled to acknowledge our

position, or deny the truth of the Bible.

6. We have another most striking evidence of

the conditional ity of divine promises when the

condition is only implied; and that, too, in the case

of Abraham. We can thus let one promise to

Abraham explain another. To this, none should

object. "And he said unto Ahraham: know of a

surety that thy seed shall be a stranger in a land

that is not theirs, and shall serve them, and they

shall afflict them four hundred years,— but in the

fourth generation they shall come hither again.

(Gen. xv:!3-l(i. ) This promise is without an ex

pressed condition; mid. lias just as much appear

ance of abs'dntem ss as tlie one under examination

upon which Universalism is bused. I can fancy I

I hear the Jews, as they were traveling through

the wilderness,—those disobedient fellows who

were tinctured with Universalism,—debating; with

Moses and Anion, and reasoning something on this

wise: "Surely we shall be brought safely into the

land of Canaan without the loss of one. This is

as sure, and as firm, as tho pillars of heaven. For

God swear to our father Abraham, that after his

seed had sojourned in the laud of Egypt 400 years,

they should be brought again into this land; and

and there was no if m the case:—hence, it is un

conditional. 'In tho fourth generation they shall

come hither again, and who dares to call in ques

tion the oath of Jehovah? Therefore ye men of

Israel, although it would be better to walk in the

commandments of God, yet you need have no fears

with reference to that goodly land : the oath of

Jehovah cannot be broken; and though you lie,

steal, commit fornication, and bow down to other

gods, and worship graven images made with your

own hands: still you are perfectly safe, so far as

the land of Canaan is concerned; for that depends

alone upon the unconditional promise to Abraham.

God, you recollect, confirmed the same thing to us

when we were eating the passover; 'It shall

come to pass, when ye be come to the land which

the Lord will give you, according as he has prom

ised,' (Ex. xii:25.) What need we of further

witness? God says He will give us tho land of

Canaan, according as He has promised. No con

dition here, either: hence, it will be certainly ours;

notwithstanding these orthodox leaders—Mosesand

Aaron—are continually limiting the Holy One ot
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Israel, and teaching the absurd degma, that our

finite offences may frustrate the purpose of an

infinite God, and that, on account of our sins, we

- shall die in the wilderness, and fail to reach the

promised land," &c. , &c.

7. This kind of reasoning in the abstract, has

some appearance of plausibility we confess; yet

the Lord has replied to all such logic, and the

difficulty, we think, ,is satisfactorily disposed of.

Let us now hear what He says : "As truly as I

live saith the Lord;—your carcasses shall fall in

the wilderness, and all that were numbered of you,

according to your whole number, from twenty

years old and upwards, which have murmured

against me, doubtless ye shall not come into the

land concerning which I swear (o make you dwell

therein, save Caleb the son of Jephunneh, and

Joshua the son of Nun. After the number of the

days in which ye searched the land, even forty

days, each day for a year shall you bear your in

iquities, even forty years, and ye shall know my

breach of promise,—in this wilderness they shall

be consumed, and there they shall die," (Num.

xiv : 28 ;i.>.) This settles the controversy with

Universalism, as based upon the assumption of

absolute promises. Though God had made a pro-

mise to bring the posterity of Abraham into the

land of Canaan, and had confirmed it with an

oath, giving it all the appearance of absoluteness

which can be attached to the proof-text under ex

amination; yet, notwithstanding all this, the Jews

oy their unbelief and consequent disobedience,

caused God to break that promise (or take advan

tage of the implied condition) and their carcasses

fell in the wilderness; so Paul says: " They could

not enter in, because of unbelief," (Heb. iii : 19.)

It w;is not because God was unwilling to bring

them in, but it was their own disobedience which

caused the ' ' breach ofpromise." Had we no other

proofs to offer upon this subject, the way the mat

ter now stands, we would have the strongest proba

bilities in favor of our position, and against Uni

versalism. This, however, is but a fraction of the

evidence we have to offer.

8. "At what instant I shall speak concerning a

nation, and concerning a kingdom, to build and to

plant it; if it do evil in my si;rhl, that it obey not

my voice, then I vill repent of the good wherewith

I said I wouldbenefit them," (Jer. xix: 9, 10.) Now,

suppose we admit the text under examination, to

be a promise of universal salvation as claimed,

what would it avail Universalism, since God has

most distinctly declared: " If they do evil in my

sight, that they ohey not my voice, then will I re

pent of the good [universal salvation] wherewith I

said I would benefit them. Just as certain as God

has promised salvation in heaven to men, just so

certain they may forfeit this good wherewith God

has said He would benefit them. The only way to

meet this difficulty is to deny that God has ever

promised salvation in heaven to any body (for we

nave seen that as certain as heaven is promised, so

certain it may be forfeited by disobedience), and

take the ground, that all will be saved by chance !

9. Once more: " When I say to the righteous

that he shall surely live [this is expressed in lan

guage even stronger than the promise to Abra

ham], if he trust to his own righteousness, and

-commit iniquity, all his righteousness shall not be

remembered; but for his iniquity that he hath

committed, he shall die for it. Again, when I say

to the wicked, thou shall surely die [Universalists

would say, this surely is unconditional], if ho turn

from his sin, and do that which is lawful and

right,—he shall surely live, he shall not die."

(Ezek. xxx: 13-15.) There are two things in con

nection with this subject unaccountably strange.

The first is, That the prophetsshould be so exceed

ingly particular in teaching principles the very

opposite of Universalism. The second is, That the

system of Universalism should ever have found a

lodgement in the cranium of any man of intelli

gence, and bo defended as if sanctioned by Scrip

ture testimony. The testimony of the prophet, as

above quoted, is most pointed and emphatic against

this doctrine. Suppose Universalists should find

a text, which declared in so many words: "the

whole human family shall surely be saved; " still it

would not prove Universalism, unless it could be

demonstrated that the whole humanfamily, with

out exception, would do that which is lawful and

right: for wo can turn over to Ezekiel, where the

Ixird has once for all, and forever put an end to

controversy upon this subject, and where He has

given us a clear, and most explicit explanation of

all such promises. Ho there informs us, that

though He should declare in language the most

emphatic, that the whole humanfamily shall surely

be saved; yet if they should commit iniquity, and

refuse to do that which is lawful and right, they

shall surely be damned, they shall not be sated!

From this we learn, that there cannot be such a

thing as an absolute or unconditional promise, in

volving the happiness of man. God here informs

us, that though He should make the most positive

promise, without expressing or even intimating a

condition, still there would bo a condition implied;

and it would depend upon the lawful and righteous

conduct of men for its fulfillment ! Sufficient has

thus been said, we think, to dispose of Universal

ism as based upon the assumption of absolute pro

mises in general. Yet it may be necessary to be a

little more particular, and adduce a few more testi

monies with respect to the promise at the head of

this article.

10. Some deference at least should be paid to

the views entertained by the Apostles concerning

this promise. We shall first hear the opinion of

Peter, as he was honored with the keys of the

kingdom of heaven. In a very notable discourse,

delivered by him in Solomon's porch, before a

large audience of the Jews, he declares, " Ye are

the children of the prophets, and of the covenant

which God made with our fathers, saying unto

Abraham, and in thy seed shall all the kindreds of

the earth be blessed. [Unconditionally 1 No.]

Unto you first, God having raised up his son Jesus,

sent him to bless you, [How?] in turning away

every one of you from his iniquities," [Acts iii: 25,

26.] Now, I have no objection to all men being

saved, provided they all submit to be turned away

from their iniquities. Peter here declares most

positively that they cannot be blessed, according

to the promise made to Abraham, unless Christ

does turn them away from their iniquities. And

this he is to do here, by his first mission. Mark

the language: "God having raised up his son

Jesus, sent him to bless you;" not will send Him to

bless you at the resurrection! But did Peter tell

them, in that discourse, what plan Christ had ap

pointed, in order to turn them away from their

iniquities? He certainly did. " Repent ye there

fore and be converted, thai your sins may be blotted

out," [verse 19,] or, which is precisely the same,

that you may be turned awayfrom your iniquities.

From this testimony it is incontrovertably estab

lished that the blessing promised in the seed of

Abraham, is forgiveness of sins, to be enjoyed by

"all nations" in this life, and is suspended upon

the conditions of repentance and eonrirsion!
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11. We shall next hear Paul, the great apostle

to the Gentiles. Universalists will certainly not

object to his testimony. "When God made pro

mise to Abraham, because he could swear by no

greater, he swear by himself,—that by two immut

able things, in which it was impossible for God to

lie, toe mi'jht hjite strong consolation who have fled

for refuge to lay htld on the lv.pe set before us."

[Heb. vi: IS, 18.] From this we discover, that the

consolation,or the blessing included in the promise to

Abraham, was for those only who fled for refuge,

and who laid hold on tho hope set before them in

the gospel. Thus Paul's explanation of this pro

mise, so far from favoring the theory of Universal-

ism, leaves it stranded. But hear him, again :

" The Scriptures' forseeing that God would justify

the heathen through foith, preached before the

gospel unto Abraham, saying, in thee shall all na

tions be blessed," [Gal. iii: 8.] According to this,

the blessing referred to in the promise to Abraham,

was nothing more or less than justification by faith.

If this be true, then two things must follow.- 1.

That the promise to Abraham is conditional. 2.

That all who are not of faith havo no share in the

blessing promised. In order now to determine

whether we have correctly understood the Apostle's

view of this subject, we ask him this definite ques

tion: Who aro to participate in the blessing prom

ised to Abraham ? He answers: " They which be

of faith, are blessed with faithful Abraham,"

[verso 9.] In verse 29th, he adds: "If ye be

Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed and Iwirs ac

cording to the promise." Who are Christ's? Ans.

"They that aro Christ's have crucified the flesh

with the affections and lusts," [Gid. v: 24.] Heir

ship according to the promise wo discover from

this to be conditional. None are heirs, except

those who are children; for Paul says: "If child

ren, then heirs," (Rom. viii: 17.) Let us now in

quire if becoming children of God, and children of

Abraham, is conditional; for, mark it, upon this

is suspended hvirship, "according to the promise. "

If we become children of God, and children of

Abraham conditionally; then wo hecome hvirs ac

cording to the promise, c;i iditionu'.ly, and conse

quently the blessing included in the promise to

Abraham is not absolute or unconditional, as Uni

versalists so confidently assert. Let us see. "We

are all the children, of God, by faith in Christ

Jesus," (Gal. iii: 26.) " Know ye therefore, that

they which are of faith, the same are the children

of Abraham ," (Gal. iii: 7.) The whole matter

now stands thus; Paul's view of the subject being

correct,: 1, Wo cannot be heirs, according to the

promise made to Abraham, unless we belong to

Christ the so.xI of Abraham; and we cannot be

Christ's unless we crucify the flesh with the affec

tions and lusts. 2, We cannot be heirs to the bles

sing promised to Abraham, the unsearchuble ricJus

of Christ, unless we are children; and none can be

children, only those who "are of faith;" and

hence the argument in favor of the condittonality

of the promise to Abraham, is put beyond the reach

of controversy. Peter's explanation, as we have

seen, left Universalism deal: but Paul's leaves the

doctrine ticice dead, and plucked tip by the roots !

12. In conclusion, upon this promise, we present

Universalism against itself. Its advocates contend

that all nations, must mean the whole humanfam

ily, without exception. All we havo to do now, to

make Universalism stultify itself, is to read an

other text with its own definition. " When the

son of man shall come in his glory, and all the

holy angels with him, then shall he sit upon the

throne of his glory, and before him shall be

gathered all nations [that is, tho entire posterity of"

Adam] and ho shall separate them one from an

other, as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the

goats," (Math, xxv: 31, ,32.) Query: Was the

whole human family arraigned before Titus at the

destruction of Jerusalem? Were Universalists

present on that occasion ? If not, then the coming

of the Lord is yet future; themselves being judges.

We therefore speak within bounds, when we say

that Universalism is virtually renounced by its

advocates, whenever this text is summoned to its

support.

A. WilfouD Hall, Ph.D.,

My dear Sir,—I have read with much interest

the controversy between the Microtosm and Prof.

Goodenow in regard to Newton's fundamental law

of the decrease of the power of gravitation inverse

ly as the square of the distance, the radius of the

a'tracting body being the unit for determining this

decrease; and it appears to me that the controversy

may be condensed to a single consideration, and

the law shown to be, as you claim, a pure scientific

fallacy.

To illustrate, let us take the Sun as the attract

ing body. Its diameter is estimated to be 800,000

miles; its radius 430,000; this gives 219 radii from

the sun to the earth. The square of 2I9 is 47,961;

and the result of the computation shows that the

power of the sun's attraction of the earth as com

pared with that at its surface, is as 1 to 47,96l.

Now, is it reasonable to suppose that this com

paratively small power of attraction can overcome

the centrifuga' force of the earth, and hold the

latter in its orbit? Yet, if Newton's law be cor

rect. it must do so. But let us take, as a further

illustration, the planet Neptune, and estimate the

centripetal power the sun exorts on that planet,

according to Newton's law. Neptune is stated to

be 2,8o0,000,000 miles from the sun, and the num

ber of radii from the sun to the planet is 6,028;

this raised to the second power gives 49,930,384.

The power of the sun's attraction of Neptune com

pared with that at his own surface is, therefore,

as 1 to 49,930,384. The scientist who can believe

that with this almost infinitesimal power the sun

can hold Neptune in its orbit against the power of

its projectile force, is the one who believes that a

ray of violet light strikes the retina five hundred

and ninty-nine million million times a second, as

taught in all works on physical science, and that

the prongs of a tuning fork, which travel in the

aggregate seven inches a second, or at the rate of

less than half a mile an hour, can throw off air

waves which travel 1,120 feet a second, or at the

rate of over 700 miles an hour, seven times as fast

as the most violent cyclone that ever devastated

the earth. He is, also, brother to that other emi

nent scientist who teaches that all the intelligence,

knowledge, inventive powers and wisdom of man

were concentrated "in the beginning," in the

body of that moneron or other "simple being"

from which he claims man is a lineal descendent.

It is unquestionably true that gravitation holds

the planets in their orbits and binds the material

universe together, but that its power decreases in

accordance with the law laid down by Newton in

his Principia, is, to say the least, highly improba

ble. It is evident that much of our science needs

reconstruction; and the Microcosm, with yourself

as its honored Editor, is nobly preparing the way

for that reconstruction.

With much respect, I am yours very truly,

Now York, Nov. 2'), !882. H. S. Sciiell.
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THE SOUL, AN ENTITY.

BY JIEV. P. HAMlIN.

It was evening in the Land of the Aztecs; that

region of sunny skies, of fragrant flowers, of

gleaming gold and shimmering silver. The sun's

rays had already kissed the verdant hill tops, and

trailed in beauty along the evening sky; when on

a gory battle field lay Mexican and American,

bleeding, groaning, dying; while amongthem, like

a ministering angel, moved a Mexican woman,

busily engaged in caring for the wounded tc both

armies. At last, as sho bent over a dying man, a

stray bullet pierced her heart, and she fell dead.

Now, as in imagination we stand beside her cool

ing form, we ask, What brought this woman to

the field of strife? You answer, "She was im

pelled by motive." But what was moved? Was it

primarily her hand, or head, or heart? Was it

anything physical, gross and material? No; the

physical was but the instrument of that which was

impelled, and wrought iu obedience to its com

mand. Surely the unreal cannot affect the real.

A shadow could not bid a hand extend, or a foot

hasten to the relief of the suffering. That which

was moved was immaterial, invisible, and must

have been an entity.

It would posit nothing against the entitative na

ture of the soul, ifabstract reason, or philosophy did

not clearly reveal the fact. We should remember

that in all inquiries concerning the intangible land

especially in psychological investigation), man is

liable to 1*; strongly influenced by imagination and

vanity. We see this clearly illustrated in the

writings of Tyndall, Helmholtz and Mayer on the

wave theory of sound, and in those of Newton,

whose "yard stick" has recently been so hacked

and scarred.

Thus was it with the few sages of Greece and

Rome, who finding in the operations of the mind,

no manifestation of the properties of matter, be

lieved in soul immateriality, and argued from that

not alone future immortality, but also a past eter

nity of existence. The truth is that while man in

his present condition makes rapid strides in attain

ing a knowledge of the material and ponderable;

when he enters the field of tho intellectual he

walks amid some mysteries which are unfathom

able, and others of which he can learn but little.

And when reason reaches its utmost limit in the

examination and study of the unseen, she is prone

to supplement her meagre accumulations of truth

by drawing on the imaginary and unreal to fill out

the picture.

And further, manmustnot confusethe unreason

able with the super-reasonable. That may be rea

sonable to Gabriel which to us is apparently un

reasonable, because of our inability to grasp all the

bearings of the case. To brand anything as erron

eous which we cannot- fathom, is arrogantly to

declare ourselves the peers of Higher Orders of

Intellect, and to ignore all mystery in the world.

Worlds may exist though our insufficient vision

may not behold them, and great truths may obtain

though we are unable to comprehend them.

But ice hnve indubitable philosophical demon

stration of the substantial and mutative nature of

the soul. The Editor of Microcosm has proved it

in the statement, and amplification of a simple

philosophical law namely, " That which moves an

inert body must of necessity be a substance of some

kind." On this self-evident proposition he rears a

superstructure against which the waves of scepti

cism, and the lightnings of materialism may strike

without danger of injuring the building.

In addition to this testimony of reason, two facts

throw a food of light upon this question of the soul

as an entity or supernatural organism.

The firstfact is this: It accords with the univer

sal belUf of men. Graves are adorned, not only by

flowers and redolent plants (just emblems of the

physical life of man, " which has been compared in

Holy Scriptures to those fading beauties, whoso

roots being buried in dishonor rise in glory,") sug

gestive of the body's resurrection; but o'er the

tombs of the departed even the heathen plant the

holly, rosemary, or other evergreen, which, grow

ing into luxuriance and overshadowing the tomb

stone, reveals human belief in the undying nature

of the soul. If undying then at once immaterial,

and an entity. And further, this universal im

pression is significant because of its very univers

ality. As an effect is universal so must its cause

be. This holds true of the sense of sin, of tho

instinctive disposition to appease Divine wrath,

and also of the belief in the immortality , and there

fore of the entitative nature of the soul. Now,

that which as a cause is universal is omi-ipresent,

and the omnipresent is the infinite, and the infin

ite is God, and God makes truthful impressions

upon men. Therefore we are driven to a belief in

the Soul's Entity, or a disbelief in Divine truthful

ness.

The second fact worthy of notice is this. Intro

spection teaches that the soul is a distinct entity.

Somewhat moves my arm. It is not abstract

power, for power is an attribute; and therefore

while it may he a means, it never can be a cause.

And if an attribute, it is an attribute of somewhat;

and that somewhat must be real, for you can as

soon conceive of a weight hanging on nothing, as

of an attribute housing itself iu n shadow. So that

in which power resides is more than shadow; and

if so, substantial, and entitative. Indeed wo in

tuitively look for a cause in power dwelling in

some substance. Leibnitz correctly taught that

"the soul's power to act, proved it to be a sub

stance"; and Gregory said, truthfully, "The soul

must be immaterial and real; for it thinks, while

matter does not. "

Hie above considerations lead me to say that all

materialistic objections to the view that the soul is a

substantial independent organism, art: fallacies.

We are told that that only is real which is vis

ible, as if the ball were less an entity when flying

so swiftly from the cannon's mouth that man can

not see it; or as if Christ is less an entity because

the eyes of the Emmaus-bound disciples were

holden that they might not see Him; or, as if odor

is less substantial because it is invisible. Nor can

we admit that the soul is (what Haeckel and Hux-

ly teach) simply a force, form, or mode of motion.

That the soul is forceful we admit, but a man's

nature and his possessions are very different

things. Indeed force is not a mode of motion, but

a means of it. We must distinguish between

cause and instrument. As well talk of the child

producing the parent, or trembling of leaf produc

ing wind, as of motion producing life. Life is that

of which mot ion is not t he author, but the sequence

and characteristic. The soul is the parent, and not

the offshoot of abstract force.

And this sublime truth of substantial soul-life

sheds light on the otherwise mysterious problem of

physical perfection in heaven. Dr. Lowber, in the

October number of the Microcosm, speaking of

the " reciprocal influence of the mind and body,"

notes not only how the reception of a sad messago

may affect the healthy when hungry—by instantly

ridding them of all desire for food—but he also re
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fors to th :> recovery of an invalid, as a direct

-sequent-, of conversion. Have we not here a possi

ble reason for the Bible statement that in heaven

' '"» ''ere shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor

eying, neither shall there be any more pain."

Each entitative soul purified from all sin may be

come to its own body the eternal preventive of

all physical maladies. If so, then with what new

joy shall the body-keeping spirit sing, " O, death,

where is thy sting? O, grave, where is thy vic

tory? The sting of death is sin, the strength of

sin is the liw; but thanks be unto God who giveth

us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. '

However this may bo, this remains true, Man

stands to-day not shouting questions into (what

Carlyle called) " the Sybil Cave of Destiny," and

receiving no answer but an echo. Intuition, fact,

and revelation shout back that the soul is an entity,

-destined to live forever. Mind, the Angel of the

Universe, ready to soar out of the mists of earth,

prunes her wings for everlasting Might. The in

stinct which forbids her to close her pinions and

to die, has been voracious for time, and may be

justly and safely trusted for eternity.

WHERE ARE HEAVEN AND HELL SITUA

TED '-PHILOSOPHICALLY CONSIDERED.

BY PROF. MElVITXE DOZTER.

EDitor Microcosm :—Many valuable articles of

a religio-8cientific character are appearing in your

journal from month to month, and your work can

not fail to revolutionize, in a great measure, many

of the most commonly accepted theories in both

science and religion. Of all subjects in which uni

versal mankind should be deeply interested, heaven

and hell should be accorded the first place ; for,

with few exceptions, every man believes himself

surely tending toward one or the other, and be

lieves, furthermore, that when once landed in either

place he is there for eternity.

This universality of belief is of itself sufficient

to demand attention to any theory, not in itself ri

diculous or absurd, which may be presented in

reference to either or both of these subjects

It is doubtless safe to assert, also, that there is

no religious question about which there is moreof

the ethereal,the indefinite,and the purely imagina

ry, than about the questions " Where is Heaven?"

and " Where is Hell?"

As a rule we speak of going vpto heaven, and of

going down to hell ; but a moment's reflection will

suffice to show that if these terms "up" and

"down" be taken as indicative of direction, we

are at once involved in self-contradiction and ab

surdity ; for what is up to me is down to my an

tipodes, and will be down to myself in the brief

space of twelve hours. Indeed, to no two persons

-on the face of the earth do the terms up and down

refer to the same directions at the same time.

Manifestly, then, we must look elsewhere than

to the mere idea of direction for the true and

original import of terms so universally employed,

as the term up in referring to heaven and down in

referring to hell.

Nor do we look in vain for a satisfactory ex

planation of both the universality and the ap

propriateness of these terms. The derivation of

the words heaven and hell is of itself a sufficient

"explanation.

As all scholars know, heaven implies that which

is elevated, lifted ox heated up ; nor is there any

more common figure of language than that by

which we speak of things that are noble, grand,

glorious, pure, etc., as being elevated, high, lofty,

etc. So, also, with the word hell. This word, in

very similar forms, appears in nearly every ancient

and modern language ; and the meaning, in every

instance, is a place of imprisonment, especially for

the low, the degraded, the worthless, or the dead,

— ideas always expressed by the word dotcn, end .

words of similar import. It is, therefore, very

evident that the universal conception of the char

acter of heaven and hell, and not their locality.

originally gave us these terms of reference. Vet,

so prone are we to literal interpretations, especially

in childhood when our ideas of heaven and bell

are formed, that probably the great majority of

the civilized world is thoughtlessly under the im

pression that heaven, to each man, is over his bead

and hell beneath his feet.

Now, while the Bible nowhere explicitly de

scribes the locality of hell, does it not point out,

beyond a reasonable doubt, the place of heaven ;

and, by multiplied references, enable us to frame

at least a reasonable theory as to the situation of the

former?

If the flood of light which " The Problem ofHu

man Life " and the Microcosm have thrown upon

the true nature of man's essential being proves

anything, it certainly establishes the fact (which,

in the light of the Bible, should have needed

no confirmation) that man's future and eternal

abode is of a substantial character.
The idea, then, that heaven is an ethereal some

thing, located somewhere in space, separate aad

apart from all planetary and steller substance, can

not be entertained by any one who does not deny

the plain teachings of God's word, and the indis

putable proofs of the writings referred to.

We must, therefore, locate heaven either on our

own globe, or on some other—equally real and sub

stantial.
To do the latter would involve us in endless ab

surdities and entangle us in inexplicable difficulties

from the very outset. We are, therefore, shut up

to the theory that our own earth is to be our future

heaven. And this, too, not only because it is the

most reasonable theory, but the Bible teaches no

truth more explicitly nor emphatically than that

the Christ is to reign on the earth in actual person,

subjugating all mankind to Himself, rooting up

every trace of sin and the consequent evils that

flow from it, and finally conquering and putting

beneath His feet the last and greatest foe of man ;

namely, death. What physical changes in the face

of the earth and its productions would be wrought

by so wondrous a change in the administration of

its civil and ecclesiastical affairs, can be better

imagined than described. Certainly no mind could

imagine a physical heaven more perfect in all of iu

appointments than would be this grand and lovelj

planet of ours, delivered from everything that

tends to mar its beauty or to obstruct its product

iveness.
But, great as would be the loveliness of this

physical aspect of the regenerated earth, how much

more heavenly would be the moral condition of

society under "a perfect government, perfectly

administered," over a perfect citizenship.

Indeed, what now prevents the earth from being

a very heaven, save sin and its dreadful work ?

This hydra-headed monster converted the para

dise of God into a world of corruption, miseryand

death ; and its thorough expurgation by the King

of Israel will restore the sin-stricken denizens of

this same globe to a state of life, joy, and incor

ruptibility, and the globe itself to the pristine

beauty and glory which enveloped it when it left
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the hand of its Creator. Bat if the earth is to be

regenerated and made the everlasting abode of the

righteous, what is to become of the wicked ?

That the two classes cannot occupy the same

territory is manifest ; and, since the entire earth

,is to be subject to the wondrous changes to be in

stituted after the Master's return, and its entire

population to be subject to His authority, it seems

equally clour that no place on the earth will be left

for the wicked.

Indeed, the Bible emphatically declares that the

wicked shall be driven from the earth and from the

presence of the Lord.

That the wicked will continue to exist after the

judgment is denied by only an insignificant portion

of the civilized world : nor will it be denied that
the society or the damned, freed from every godly

influence, we ild make a hell of any place. It will

also be admitted that their place of abode must be

a capacious one, and one, also, whose surroundings

are in the highest degree disagreeable.

YVhf. , then, can we, with any show of reason,

imagine to be the destined home of the accursed ?

Surely not in the interior of the earth; for every

known and supposed fact respecting the nature of

the earth's interior is antagonistic to this idea.

Neither can we, on other planets or in ethereal

space, find a place for hell with any greater ease

than for heaven.

Then, why not suppose it to be on the moon ?

Although this supposition (for it pretends to be

no more) may provoke a smile of ridicule, let us

see if there are not some good reasons to be given

in support of it.

First.—It is atony from the earth, and yet con

nected with the earth in its orbital movement ;

and, indeed, according to the " Nebular Hypothe

sis," originally a part and parcel of the earth, cast

off from its surface, as the wicked will be cast out

of God's kingdom.

Secondly. -Between it and the earth " a great

guff ixficed," which may readily be supposed to bo

impassible by those who are sent there in exile.

To this it may be objected that, if they can pass

from the earth to the moon, why not from the

moon to the earth again? But, surely, to be driven

there by the will of the Almighty, i n the fierceness

of His wrath, and to bo capable, of their own voli

tion, to return, must be considered as widely dif

ferent conditions.

Thirdly.—It Is believed, on good scientific evi

dence, that the face of the moon which is turned

towards the sun is subject to an intense degree of

heat, while the opposite face is in a state of dark

ness, and experiences a degree of cold as intense as

the heat of thelighted face. Now, man. from time

immemorial has associated hell with either intense

heat or intense cold, as is abundantly attested by

history, mythology, and our own experience.

May not ideas so universal, both in point of time

and of place, have been implanted by the Creator

for wise purposes?

Why should terms expressive of intense heat be

so frequently employed in holy writ in describing

the tortures of the damned ?

Some say that it is because such language,

though purely figurative, conveys to our minds the

most vivid conceptions of misery and of suffering.

This, certainly, is a plausible answer ; but who

will assert that it is the whole truth ?

Fourthly.—It is reasonable to suppose that, as

an element of their torture, the lost will be con

stantly reminded of the magnitude of their loss in

missing the glories of heaven. Now, it does not

reanire the mind of an astronomer to conceive of

the grandeur of the earth as seen from the moon.

It must indeed present an appearance which beg

gars all description. And what can more intensify

the poignancy of our grief than to have the goal

of our hopes constantly before our eyes, and yet

hopelessly beyond our reach ?

Fifthly.—The existence of the moon merely as

a source of .light seems to be inadequate to the

grandeur of the scale on which it is created.

Neither as a source of life nor as a convenience

to man or beast, does the amount of moonlight

received by any portion of the earth appear to be

a factor of any considerable importance in the

economy of Nature. Is it unreasonable, then, to

suppose that God fitted up this barren waste for

other and more far-reaching purposes than merely

as a feeble reflector of the sun's rays?

Lastly.—We believe the moon to be a lifeless

world, and absolutely devoid of everything that

could contribute to the comfort or the happiness

of its inhabitants. What more appropriate place,

in the universe of God, could be chosen for tho

abode of those who are doomed to the endless hor

rors of the " second death ?"

The very orb itself is the embodiment and tho

type of death. What more fitting home for thoso

over whom death must hold its dominion for

ever?

THE SPIRITUAL BODY

Editor of The Microcosm.

The Bible recognizes the soul, even after it has

passed out of the body, as a substantial entity.

The Old Testament favors the idea that angels and

departed saints have substance and shape, as real

beings and are not empty shades. Many a spiritual

creature has been seen by seers and prophets, and

even by tho common people; and if they were seen

they must have had form. Even when Eliphaz.

says, " A spirit passed before my face," he seems

to speak of a spirit having both voice and image.

The servant of Elisha, whose eyes were opened,

saw the mountain " full of horses and chariots of

fire." Was this only an empty vision, or a heav

enly reality ?

When the angel of the Lord appeared to Munoah

and his wife, to predict the birth of Samson, while

they mado a burnt offering upon a rock, the angel

wrought " wondrously ; " for when tho flame went

up toward heaven from off the altar, the angel as

cended in the flame, and Manoah and his wifo fell-

on their faces to the ground. What a glorious

thing it would be to havo a spiritiuil body which

could ascend in a flame of fire, or soar on the wings

of the wind, or fly as an arrow of light from world

to world I

In that magnificent portrayal of the future life,

contained in the fifteenth chapter of first Corinth

ians, St. Paul refers to the consummations and

coronations of humanity. "There is," says he,

"a spiritual body." " flesh and blood cannot in

herit the Ivingdon of God." "Thou sowest not

that body that shall be."

In II. Corinthians, fifth chapter, is something-

still more definite: '' We know that if our earthly

house of this tabernacle were dissolved we have a

building of God, a house not made with hands,

eternal in the heavens." The word "house," in

the first part of the verse, undoubtedly refers to

the mortal body; and it would be natural to believe-

that the same word, in the latter part of the same

verse, also refers to a body, which he declares to-

be not mado with hands; and this heavenly human

body seems to be awaiting the soul to be conferred
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at the moment of dissolution or death. For the

Apostle immediately adds, "In this we groan,

earnestly desiring to be clothed uixin with our

house which is from heaven; " and, " We are will

ing rather to be absent from the body, and to be

present with the Lord."

The Apostle seemed to expect that he would re

ceive his spiritual body as soon as his earthly body

should be "dissolved," or as soon as mortality

6hould be " swallowed up of life." Have we not,

therefore, ground to hope that when these earthly

houses topple down, and tumble into their graves,

we shall be immediately "clothed upon with our

house which is from heaven ? " This makes

heaven real; not vague, shadowy, and afar off.

"Only the sweet closing- of an eye
Shall bring us there to be."

The Bible student will readily find other evi

dences of substance, embracing feature and form

and all the powers of natural life, associated with

the immortality of the soul. The Bible deals with

facts, not fancies and phantoms.

T. M. Griffith,

Pastor of the Methodist E. Church.

Tamaqua, Pa.

TRICHOTOMY.

BY REV. a. H. SIi-eNIGHt, D. D.

My second paper on this topic was to answer the

question, Is the threefold or triune nature of man

in accordance with true science and philosophy, as

well as Scripture? I do not claim that the argu

ment, either from Scripture or science, amounts to

a mathematical demonstration; and I am not at all

surprised, from letters received, that one from a

Unitarian stand point would upset all my conclu

sions from the words in the 1st chapter of Genesis:

"Let us make man in our image after our like

ness." But the argument for the Trinity is cumu

lative, and rests upon no one text or passage; and

in view of this fact I think it may be fairly im

plied that the Three Persons of the Godhead took

counsel as to the creation of man, the noblest part

of all God's works. Again, it was not my inten

tion to infer that man was threefold in his nature

precisely in the samo sense that God is triune.

The only point I intended to make was, that inas

much as God declared Himself as three and yet

one, Trinity in Unity, not three Gods as one God,

or three persons as one person, or the reverse, but

as three persons and one God, so man is three

and yet one—physical, intellectual and spiritual.

It will not do to make either analogies or parables

to go on "all fours." But this doctrine was only

incidental, as I have said in my former paper. My

object in that was to show that man is threefold in

his nature according to the Scripture, not claiming

that this was the philosophy or science there posi

tively or formally taught, any more than that the

science of geology or astronomy was there taught,

but inferred from various passages. It is very

common to hear it said that the "Bible is not a

text book of science. Nevertheless there are state

ments and allusions to scientific matters which are

wonderfully in accord with recent investigations,

so marvellously indeed in harmony with these that

it is a strong proof of the inspiration of the Scrip-

Uures. The infinite superiority, for example, of

the Mosaic Cosmogony to all heathen Cosmogo

nies, and its wonderful harmony with geology in

the successive creations, from the lowest to the

highest, is a very strong proof of inspiration; in

fact I assert without fear of contradiction by any

man who has brains and knowledge enough to

grapple with the subject, that there is no other

way of accounting for this superiority except by

conceding Divine Superintendence.

But to return to the subject under consideration.

That several of the ancient philosophers hold the

doctrine of the threefold division in man's compo

sition, among whom was Plato, is well known;

indeed, it has been said that St. Paul borrowed

this doctrine from this philosopher. That St

Paul held the Platonic view, is very likely; but

that he incorporated in his own teaching simply

as a philosophical speculation or theory of Plato,

cannot be admitted. St. Paul on a certain occa

sion at Athens quoted with approbation one of the

heathen poets, and so he adopted the threefold

view: not because Plato taught it, but because it

was true.

But what does modern science teach ? Physi

ology treats of man's physical nature, mental phi

losophy of his mind, moral science of his conscience

or moral sense. Or, in other words, we have the

physical, intellectual and moral distinctly recog

nized; and no other philosophy of man's nature is

at all adequate to explain that nature. Even the

materialist must recognize this division ; though he

claims that the intellect is identical with the brain-

and that thought is only a product of its graymat.

ter, the result of a mechanical change of its mole

cules. Nevertheless, men like Tyndall, if not pro

nounced Materialists, yet totally skeptical as to

man's immortality, are compelled to admit that

matter has a spiritual side; that there is a certain

invisible, mysterious force, a force which defies

all analysis, which moves the brain to action. Now,

we are ready to admit a most intimate relation and

connection between the brain and the mind; in

deed, without adopting all the conclusions of

phrenology, we are free to concede that the size,

texture, activity and conformation of this organ

has a vast deal to do with the intellect. Further

more, we may admit that different portions indi

cate different faculties and propensities; that the

cerebrum and sensorium severally indicnte reflec

tion and reason, sensation and emotion. No

modern writer has written more ably on this sub

ject than Mr. Wm. B. Carpenter, in his work on

" Mental Physiology." This author says that,

' ' When the cerebrum is so imperfectly developed as

to be greatly under the average size,there is a mark

ed deficiency in intelligence amounting to absolute

idiocy." But, again, he says : " It is necessary to

consider whether cerebral changes are in them

selves attended with consciousness, or whether we

only become conscious of cerebral changes as states

of ideation, emotion, etc. , through the instrumen

tality of the sensorium ? " Now, whether this is a

correct analysis or not, so far as locating the intel

lect in the cerebrum and consciousness in the

sensorium, it is absolutely certain that between

the mind and the brain there is the most intimate

connection, if not absolute identity. If the brain

is injured or diseased in any way, the mind is

affected. Not so with other portions of the body.

You may amputate an arm or a leg, or both arms

and legs, and yet the mind will remain sane and

vigorous. Nay, the wholp body may be paralyzed

but the brain and the intellect remain intact. I

saw a child this summer who, in an attack of

spinal meningitis, was paralyzed all except the

brain, and the intellect was as clear as ever.

Now, the common opinion is, that the brain is

the organ of the mind (this is generally conceded),

the machinery through which the mind acts. But

is it not something more than this? Is not the
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brain in some way identified with the pseucha, or

tiuimal soul? The brute has brain as well as man;

he has intellect as well as man; and what intelli

gence he has is in the cerebrum, as well as in man,

or in the frontal portion of tho brain. And so I

think it will be found that the most sagacious or

intelligent brutes have the largest development of

the cerebrum, while mere beasts of prey have a

very slight development in this respect. That

brutes have reason, tho same kind of intelligence

in fact that man has, can hardly be questioned.

Says Sir Benjamin Brodie: " It would seem that

it is in proportion which their instincts and intelli

gence bear to each other that tho difference be

tween the mind of man and that of other animals

chiefly consists. Reasoning is not peculiar to the

former, nor is instinct peculiar to the latter. Even

insects, which are generally and properly regarded

as being below the vertebrate animals, are not alto

gether deprived of that higher faculty which en

ables ourselves to apply the results of our experi

ence to the new circumstances under which we

are placed." In a recent work by Sir John Lub

bock, a man who stands foremost among the

naturalists of Europe, the position here taken in

regard to the superiority of the vertebrate animals

is wholly denied; for he claims that ants in intelli

gence come nearest to man, which, if true, would

be a knock-down argument for tho evolutionists

who make the anthropoid ape tho connecting link.

between man and the brute. But both of the high

authorities here quoted ascribed reason to the

lower animals, and in addition Dr. Abercrombie, in

his "Mental Philosophy," says: " There are in the

lower animals many phenomena of mind, and with

regard to these we also contend that they are en

tirely distinct from anything we know of the prop

erties of matter, which is all that we mean or can

mean by being immaterial." Now, without enter

ing into any discussion as to the difference of

material and immaterial, or mind and matter, so

far as the pseucha or animal soul is concerned,

is it not plain if man and brute are alike in these

respects, and man is simply dual in his nature,

that we are driven either to the materialistic con

clusion or to the immortality of brutes?

But now while we admit all than can bo reason

ably claimed for the brute species, yet man is in

finitely his superior, not only in the fact that he

has speech and language, but spiritual ideas,

emotions and aspirations, capacities for apprehend

ing God, and desires for an eternal existence in His

presence, a glorious immortality. Man has, in

short, a distinct spiritual nature, a pneuma

which the brute has not. This, as Sir Francis

Bacon says, "is that side of our nature which

is in relation to the infinite. Of this relation,

in whatever way we may describe it, which

seems to constitute man's most distinctive peculi

arity, and it is this which is the source of those

notions of truth, riodness and beauty in the ab

stract, which seem peer. "tar to the higher types of

humanity." Again, in harmony with the view

advocated in this paper, Doctor Dawson, in his

very able work on the "Origin of the World,"

says: " In the language of the Bible the merely

vital endowments of the man belong to the flesh

((Sap$) tm'1 to tho rational mind or soul (cpvxi}.)

Tho higher nature which man derives directly

from God Ls the spirit (xveviux.) Either of these

parts of tho complex humanity is capable of life

and of immortality." I suppose thatnoone

will deny this, for God can confer immortality

upon the brutes if He so please; and so if He please

He can extinguish tho spirit (xv ev/ia.) All life

whether temporal or eternal, depends upon Him.

At the same time there is a marked distinction, as

Dr. Dawson admits, between the animal soul and

spirit. Dr. Hall, in tho "Problem of Life," has

beautifully and forcibly illustrated by the wheel

and magnetic armature, tho independent existence

of the soul. In his argument here he seems to

recognize only the dual nature of man, yet the

argument is just as forcible, nay, more so, if used

in reference to the triune nature; for while the

mysterious force which keeps the wheel revolving

when objects intervene may be the pseucha, yet

the force which evidently exists after the wheel is

broken, because it instantly acts when it is repair

ed or made whole, is the spirit which exists inde

pendent of the brain or any material machinery.

By a concussion of the brain, for example, uncon

sciousness is produced, and to all appearance the

person is dead. The mind in this case as well as

the body is without sense or motion. Is the spirit

likewise insensible? Wo think not. We have

indeed instances where the person has been to all

intents and purposes dead, where all the faculties

of mind and body were paralyzed, and yet where

personality has been retained and the spirit has

consciously existed out of the body, independent

in fact of all its machinery. Such has been the

experience related after restoration to the normal

state.

I fear, however, that I am extending this paper

to an undue length. In conclusion permit me to

say, that I have by no means claimed that tho evi

dence of man's threefold nature amounts to a

demonstration. There are difficulties and myster

ies in regard to t'.iis whole subject—difficulties

that relate to mind and matter, material and imma

terial, their union and separation, which no one

can solve. This whole question involves meta

physical subtleties which perplex the wisest phil

osophers, and which I certainly should not pretend

to explain, aa Pascal says: "Man is to him

self the most marvellous object in Natur-; for he

cannot conceive what body is, still less what is

spirit, and less than all how body can be united to

spirit." We can only, therefore, approximate to

the truth. We can observe phenomena and adopt

a theory best fitted to the facts. In view of the

facts the triune view seems to me the most satis

factory, the best certainly with which to meet the

Materialist, and to raise man above the mure ani

mal. And as this seems also in harmony with

Scripture, I hold it as the best theology, as well as

the best science.

"KIND WORDS NEVER DIE."

[The following arc mere samples of hundreds of letters
we are continually receiving.—HALL & Co.l

Rev. E. 0. Norville, La Prairie, I1l., writes:

" Tho gravitation controversy is becoming more

than interesting. It is exciting. To see the

greatest law and scientific demonstration of the

greatest philosopher known to fame successfully

attacked and broken down by an unheralded writer

who has just come upon the stage of scientific dis

cussion, is one of the grandest sights that the

world has ever witnessed. Then, to see him,

single handed, meeting and successfully combat

ting the objections of half a dozen able astrono

mers, who attempt in vain to defend Newton's law,

adds to the intensity of the scene. Though error

dies hard, there can be but one verdict, and that is,

that Newton's greatest mathematical achievement

is dead and buried beyond the hope of a resurrec
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tion. Thr»s -;he»rs 7o? Wilford Hall and The

Microcosm/'

Rev. A. MaKTIN, Hollister, Cal., writes:

Hall (£- Co.,

"Gests,—I send you rny subscription for Vol. II.

of The Microcosm, with the money for fifteen

other new subscribers. I have been reading the

first volume consecutively, and I need hardly tell (

you that I am deeply interested in the aueat'ons '

discussed by the Editor, and his ab'e co*ps of con

tributors. May God, bless your eutor^riie, and

extend the paper into every family. Y<,u are doing

a grand work for the caujo of both icience and

religion. I shall continue U- tvt subscribers for

both the paper and the 'PraKem of Human Life'

as I have opportunity., anu ox^ect to send you an

other list in a few days/'

four orders for book and Microcosm, for which

please find $8 inclosed. Please send me circulars,

with term;* to agents."

Elder W. H. Kepji. Waynestown, Ind., writes:

" I have read the 'Problem of Human Life,' and

I am at a Iosh to rind words in which to express

my admiration of die work. It meets a long-felt

want, and will accomplish a work that the Bible

alone could never do. It is certainly an inspira

tion; and, excepting the Bible, is to-day the best

book in the world. It is unanimously conceded

by all with whom I converse, to be the death-blow

to Atheism, and tho profoundest scientific work of

this or any previous century. Not long since I at

tended a meeting where I met about twenty able

ministers, and it was the opinion of all that the

'Problem' is to infidelity in all it phases, what

' Universalixm Aflainst Itself was to Universalism

—a wound that can never be healed."

Rev. M. Barrer, Cazenovia, N. Y., writes:

" Inclosed find $1 for the second volume of THE

Microcosm. I am glad you are going to put it in

magazine form. I can never tell you how much I

enjoy your paper, and how greatly I am helped by

it. As a minister, I have come to regard you as

one of my staunchest friends. You have cleared

the way where I have thought for years there

might be made an open path, if some one only knew

how to cut it. My heart says, ' God bless you '

every time I take up your paper. I wish it could

go into every house in the land. Praying that your

life and health may bo precious in His sight, and

that your new volurna may find its way over all

the earth, I remain, with kindest assurances,

Sincerely Yours, E. M. Barrer."

Kev. J. A. FergusoN, Greenville, O., writes:

jl. WilforD Hall.

" The first number of volume 3 is received, and I

am very much pleased with it. I am one of the

' ignorami ' who read your book with both delight

and profit, and I shall feel that I am doing a good

work for the cause of God and benefitting my fel

lows, by giving as great a circulation as possible to

the 'Problem ' and Microcosm."

Elder r1. W. Rice, Editor Christian Review, Cin

cinnati, Ohio, writes:

" The October number of the The Microcosm

'5 an admirable one. Swander's review of tha

'Problem' is a masterpiece of composition. I have

read it with profound respect for its author. He is

evidently a rare scholar in the finished use of tho

English language, and he says things as happily as

any man I ever read after. His article is a fair, and

most impartial criticism.''

Rev. M. DarNey, Santa Rosa, Cal., writes:

A. Wilforn Hall.

" Your 'Problem of Human Life ' has received a

most rapturous welcome on these Western shores,

and your arguments are now used everywhere

against the evolution doctrine. There are many

whom Darwinism had silenced, though not con

vinced, and who, grieved and perplexed, have been

unable to defend themselves against the assaults

of modern scientists, but who now walk erect,

thanking God that the beastly theory is at last

overthrown, and that there was some one in the

background able to cope with the hitheito invinc

ible advocates of development. With yourbook well

in hand, the weakest student of science may suc

cessfully meet ami overthrow the giants of evolu

tion."

Elder TrumaN writes:

" Dear Brother Hall. ***** When you

began your attack upon Newton's demonstrations.

I trembled ; but my nerves are now quitt. Oar

preachers in this country, so far as I know, take

your side in the Standard controversy. I believe

that God has raised you up for this work.

Your friend, . O. H. TrumaN,

Pastor of the Church of Christ, Redfield, Iowa."

Tnos. W. Bartlett, Carthage, Mo., writes:

Messrs. Hall & Co.

" By a singular accident it was my good fortune

to come into temporary lxissession of a copy of the

'Problem of Human Life.' I devoured the book

with the greed of a hungry wolf, and realized more

pleasure and profit from it than from all the books

I have read in twenty-five years. I mentioned the

Tork to several of my friends with the result of

Rev. G. A. Moffat, Mineral Springs, Ark. writes:

" My copy of the 'Problem of Human Life' will

soon be worn out, so many have read it, and 6*

many more are still waiting their turn. I havfr

kept it going so that I have not had time to read it

as I had wished to. * * * * What troubles me is,

that after twenty- five years of peaceable possession

of the wave-theory of sound, as I was taught it in

college, I now find it scattered by the breeze raised

in the 'Problem' as if it were a pile of chaff.

What I prided myself in as science, I now discover

to be superlative nonsense. Though I have to be

gin anew, I am thankful to be relieved of these

much prized absurdities. Thank God for raising

up the author of that book to show us the better

way."

Prof. R. G. YouNg, Superintendent of City

Schools, Newton, Iowa, writes :

" Sometime ago I purchased a copy of the

'Problem of Human TAfe ' and commenced reading

it. I am still reading it, and to say that I am inter

ested does not half express the truth. I nmsurprised

that intelligent men have for centuries clung to

such a ridiculous theory as the wave-theory of

sound now is shown to be. I am satisfied that

your arguments are unanswerable, and that you

deserve the thanks of the scientific world for pro

posing such a simple, clear, reasonable, and com-
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theory in its stead. After my class,

recently, had finished the chapter on sound, as

taught in the text-books, I took occasion to ex

plain some of the prominent features of the cor

puscular hypothesis. The new departure was re

ceived by the class with such expressions as

'How simple!' 'How clear!' ' Well, now, that

looks sensible ! ' ' Why can't we have that in

our books in place of the old theory ?' etc. I

do really hope that the day may not be far dis

tant when our text-books will be revised and these

nonsensical theories discarded."

Rev. D. H. Rriter, pastor of Reformed»Church,

Fulton, Mich., writes:

" I can wait no longer. Have already delayed

beyond the time iu sending my dollar for second

volume of Microcosm. In its present form it is

just what every lover of^truth wants: —neat in ap

pearance, clear in type, and sound in religious

philosophy and true science. It is a magazine

that must commend itself to the thinking thous

ands everywhere, irrespective of denominational

lines. "

HOW «OI) CREATES—GRAVITY.

BY BeV. PROF. S. WOOD.

God, the Creator, is the Supreme Intell/genco—

the Infinite Love and Wisdom—who is in all time

without time, and in all space without space. He

has no local habitation in space to which we might

refer. His infinite substance is the Divine Love,

and His infinite wisdom is the radiant impulses of

the Divine Love.

With this infinite intelligence there can be

neither fore-sight nor back-sight; neither fore

knowledge nor back-knowledge, in the finite sense

of human understanding; but in-sight instead, and

in-knowledge. His desire of creation conld have

had but one end—the ultimation of His love. In

the process of creation, God works just as the sun

works; indeed, it is God working through the sun

which we see. -

It is evident that the earth and all things npon

it owe their origin to the sun, and that all the

various forms and uses are the work of the sun

through the atmosphere and other intervening

media; therefore it is only necessary to learn how

the sun works, to form a very clear concept of the

manner in which creation proceeds. Creation is

not a work that is done up and laid by ; it is a work

that is ever-progressive. God is creating now as

ever.
If an intelligent person had never seen the labor

ers at work upon an engine, and desired to know

how it was made, and had no opportunity of seeing

the operators, he could obtain a very correct idea

of the process by examining the tools, implements,

iorges, and other things to which he might have

access. What we call the forces of Nature, are the

implements that the sun uses in its creative %vork,

It may be well to examine some of these forces.

Not anything can exist unconnected with that

which is prior. The planets could not exist un

connected with the sun. The whole solar system

is joined together as one whole, acknowledging

one common centre, the sun: and so interdependent

are the parts, each to each and each to all, that the

stability of the whole system is dependent npon

each planet in the system. Each primary planet,

including its satellites, if it have any, may also be

considered a unit, or as one whole, of which each

fort acRnowledges a common centre, and is de

pendent upon the whole, and the stability upon

each part. The same may be predicated of each

satellite, and of each nnit existing in connection

with either: the less is an effiyy of the greuUr. One

uniform law is manifested in the whole, and in

each of its parts. This law is universal in refer

ence to the whole system and particular in its least

parts: it acts as a unit in reference to the whi le,

and also to each part. There are possibly as

many solar systems in our galaxy ns there are stars,

and by this same law they are held together asone

whole; and as this law regulates and sustains the

planets in their revolutions within the solar system,

so it regulates and sustains these solar systems in

their fluxions within the grand system of our gal

axy. There are possibly many such grand systems

in the great universe, which, analogy would assure

us, are governed by the same law.

Some physicists have supposed that this law of

gravity is not universal, but operates only in our

system ; therefore, right hero, I wish to fix the mind

upon this sublime truth so necessary to any under

standing of the process of creation. It is this:

Every taw of Nature is universal; its laws are co

equal and co-extensive with Nature. Whenever

we discover a law of Nature, we may be sure that

it is of universal application. The laws of Nature

are really the Divine influx into Nature through

discrete degrees. As this force called gravity is

peculiar, and in many respects very different from

any other known force in Nature, it may be well

to notice some of its peculiarities as an aid to the

solution of the problem before us.

1st. dravityacls in time and space, practically

without i. ne and space.

2nd. There is no analogy between the action of

gravity and the other known modes of physical

action, except in its decrease " as the square of

the distance."

3rd. The action of gravity is instantaneous,

while radiant heat, light and electricity are prof,

agated with a finite velocity.

4th. The action is entirely unsusceptible of in

terference by intervening obstacles.

5th. All bodies are absolutely transparent to it.

6th. Its direction is in right lines between the

centres of the attracting masses, and it is not

subject to reflection, refraction nor composition.

7th. It is incapable of exhaustion—every body

attracting every other body by a definite law. I

8th. It is wholly independent of the nature, vol

ume and structure of the bodies between which it

acts.

9th It acts only upon matter as such, and not

upon the active forces.

10th. Its energy is unchangeable, incessant and

inexhaustible. (See Modern Science, p. 02.)

Now, the question that arises right here is one

that seems never to have occurred to the physicists

of modern times. It is this: Does gravity act by

impact or from influx 1 All forces acting on the

same plane (as physical things acting upon physi

cal things of the same discrete degree) cause action

by impact; but those forces that act from a higher

plane, cause action by influx. It is well known

that the will causes the mind to act and thoughts

are produced, and through these thoughts volun

tary action takes place in the body ; thus the body

is moved by the will. No well-informed person

supposes that this force of the will causes action

by impact, or is in any sense mechanical. It need

nfrt. be supposed that this living force acts directly

upon the muscles; there may be a connecting me

dium—a nexas partaking of the nature of both.

Gravity is connected with Nature as a part, and i i
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therefore not a living force; but it is the first

physical response to the terminating living forces.

The creation i4 an efflux of the Divine Mind—the

impulses of the Divine Love radiating and termi

nating in time and space through various degrers

of descent until finited. No natural substance

could exist until there was reaction, or reciprocal

action, of the terminating entities. This responseor

reaction seems to belong to the thing itself, by

which that thing acts as from itself. For Instance:

The sun acts spontaneously; " The earth bringcth

forth fruit of herself,, first the blade, then the ear,

and then the full corn in the ear." Man acts in

freedom as from himself; and, in his true order,

loves his Creator with all his heart, and his neigh

bor as himself, which love ho feels as his own, but

it is really the Divine Love received by influx,

and acting through Him. So in Nature. She has

no life of her own, but responds to spiritual forces

flowing in. In whatever form natural substance

first existed, tlus force must have been the' first to

manifest itself; it is nearest the Spiritual—hnexvs

possibly between the spiritual forces and dead mat

ter—a connecting link partaking of both. This

would account for its universality, its independ

ence of time, its unsusceptibility of interference by

intervening objects, its want of subjection to re

flection, refraction or composition; and for the un

changeable, incessant and inexhaustible nature ol

its energy. Its subjection, to the physical law of

diminution of force " as- the squares of distances,"

(?) connects it with Nature. The corresponding-

things in the mental world, which are subjects of

our experience, support this view. As love holds

all together and all to God, so gravity (by what

ever name this force is recognized) holds all to

gether in the same system, and all to the centre of

that system.

SPECIMEN PRESS-NOTICE.

The following splendid volunteer notice of the

"Problem " wo clip from the Wichita (Kan.) Eagle,

for which we thank the editor :

A BOOE FOR rREACHEUS AND ATHEISTS.

The most wonderful book that has come under

our notice, unquestionably, for years, is a work by

Wilford Hall, of New York city, entitled the"Prob-

'lemofHnman Life, Here and Hereafter," in which

the author undertakes and does prove by science

and incontrovertible logic, that this life is not all

there is of or for man, and that the personal God

of Revelation is the God also of scientific truth.

But before doing this noble work, a task that has

been essayed by so many and accomplished satis

factorily by none, he demolishes the infidel theories

of Darwin, Huxloy, Haockel and others with their

own weapons, rendering evolution, spontaneous

generation , *nd other philosophical theories of the

kind childish and nonsensical. When we say it is

a book for preachers and atheists, we mean that

the one can gain scientific facts singly and in clus

ters with which to demolish the bravest and acut-

est infidels, while the other can step by its aid from

the darkness of darkness into the marvelous light

of a life beyond this. In the plainest and simplest

of language the foundations of materialism are

shattered and the great Goliahs of the " monkey

theory " are left pitifully flou ndering in the slough

of their own sophistries. No minister of to-day

can afford to be without this book. The Rev.

Drs. McCosh and Joseph Cook, who could not de

fend themselves against the champions of the

" survival of the fittest" in such a manner as to be

intelligible, can in this Work'find enough success

fully to combat and put to rout all the evolution

sophists that live. The author holds that the life

mid mental powers of all liv ing creatures are de

monstrably substantial entities, parts of an interior

and invisibleorganism consistingof real substance

and of which the outer or corporeal structure is

but 'Hu; tangible or visible counterpart. If one^

thinks Dbrwin's pangenesis helps to make a man

out of a tadpole, or even out of a higher order of

monkey, let him read " The. Problem of Human

Life, Here and Hereafter." Darwin says the ov

ules of a horse and of a man differ in no respect,

but this jvork proves that the same difference ex

ists as between the man and the horse, and at the

same time he comes very near proving Darwin to

be a scientific ass. Elephants do not give birth to

pigs, nor cows to kittens; no more did man's soul

spring from an oyster, or his brain from a inone-

ron. But more at some future time. The book is

published by Hall & Co , 23 Park Row, New York,

for $2. The publishers offer large discounts to

agents.

PSYCHO-PHYSICAL ASSIMILATION.

Persons living together for a long time, on inti

mate terms, and under the influence of mutual

affection, have been observed to gradually approach

a mutual personal resemblance, so much so, that

strangers have often detected (or fancied they did)

a family resemblance. And the question, What is

the cause of this mutual assimilation of counten

ance, this "changing intothesameimage," of those

who are daily looking into each other's counten

ance? has perhaps been oftener asked than ans

wered.

Does not the quest ion find a ready solution in the

position taken in the " Problem of Human Life,"

that the spirit of man occupies and controls the

whole physical organism, and superintends its

growth and repairs ? We can thus conceive of the

spirit, as a substantial entity, occupying its house,

the body; and, with the image of a loved one, con

stantly and vividly present. so locating the parti

cles of new matter that replace the wasting parti

cles, as to produce an approaching counterpart to

its ideal countenance. ' After years of impercept

ible assimilation thus going on, in two loving

countenances, the transforming effect becomes

visible to the outsido world.

Is not Ibis reasonable? May not this process

account for the facts? And may it not be called

Psycho-Physical Assimilation ?

Fraternally, G. R. HaNn.

Richmond, Mo.

MORE ABOUT THAT 65000 PRIZE.

Mr. Josoph Goodrich, who offered $5000 ss *

cash prize, through The Microcosm, to any one

who would produce a clear caso of sound-interfer

ence, hands us the following letter from Prof.

Large, which we present with our reply :—

Joseph GooDrich. Esq. :

Dear^Sir :—In your postal to me you intimate

an entire willingness to pay the $5000 prize offered,

if a clear instance of sound interference could be

produced. I think if you will consider carefully

the case of the falling water, you will be satisfied

that this is a clear instance of such interference.

Lest you should have forgotten what I wrote about

the water-fall I here repeat it. Sitting in my front

yard at Big Rapids, and listening to the roar of
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the water over the dam in the river, one calm, still

evening the noise became less and less and at last

ceased. I supposed that the sluice gate hud been

lowered, and the water-fall shut off, aud thought

no more about it. A day or two after, passing by

the dam, I saw that there was no sluice gate and

no wayof shutting the water off; and on inquiring,

learned that the same quantity of water constantly

poured over the dam day and night. I became

much interested, and after this quite frequently

observed it. On a still, calm evening, when not

a breath of air was stirring, when not a leaf moved

—when you could hear sounds from so great a dis

tance, I have sat and listened to the roar of this

water-fall. Suddenly it would cease, just as if it

were all shut off. Then it would begin again and

get louder aud louder till it seemed that twice the

amount of water was falling over, then it would

die away again until it seemed that no water was

falling over at all. Now, what was this but a

plain case of sound-interference, to the extent of

producing silence ? What else could have pro

duced it ? There were no currents of air, for it

was perfectly still. Not a leaf moving in the

least. It only could have been produced by the
sound-waves interfering and destroying each

other. When these united or combined, the sound

was made much louder than usual. We have in

this a clear instance of what is called for in THE

MrCRocosm, offering the prize of $5000. If you

will consider it carefully, you will be satisfied that

it is a clear instance of sound interference produc

ing silence. The sound-waves from the one end

of the fall met and mingled with the sound-waves

from the other end, and the result was they de

stroyed each other and no sound was heard.

I think, therefore, that I am entitled to the

prize you have offered—that I have completely

i fulfilled the conditions, and that in honor you are

bound to pay it. I have thus given you the in

stance called for—am ready to testify to having

heard it over and over again; and believe that

every intelligent scientist will agree with me, that

this is a true instance of sound-interference. Let

me, then, hear from you. Jar. S. Lauge.

Traverse City, Mich.

REPlY TO THE FOREGOING.

If Prof. Large would first read the sound-discus

sion in the fifth and sixth chapters of the " Prob

lem of Human Life" he would not mistake such

phenomena as he describes for so-called sound in

terference, as taught in our colleges, and as laid

down in all our acoustical text-books. He would

see that whatever it may be which causes the oc

casional sonorous augmentation and then silence,

it cannot be the interference of two systems of air

waves, from the two ends of the dam as he sup

poses. This law of sound-interference, as laid

down in the books, is one of the simplest things

in science. It only lacks the element of truth to

make it easily demonstrable so that a child can see

its beauty. It tells us that two unison instru

ments of any pitch, sounded a wave-length apart,

will augment each other's volume of tone in line

with the two instruments; because the condensa

tions from one instrument will reach the other in

time to coalesce with its condensation, and the

rarefactions of the one instrument will reach the

other in time to coalesce with its rarefactions, thus

making the condensations more condensed, and

the rarefactions more rarified, and in this way in

tensifying the sound of each. But if the instru

ments are placed half a wave-length apart, they

will neutralize each other's effects on the air in

the line of the two instruments, because the con

densations from one instrument will reach the

other just in time to coalesce with its rarefactions

and nice verm, thus producing quiescence of the

air and consequent silence; just as two systems

of water-waves will destroy each other if they

travel together in such manner that the crests of

one will fall into the furrows of the other. Now,

manifestly, all this is very pretty aud simple, aud

would be true of sound if the wave-theory were

true. But as the wave-theory is without the least

foundation in truth, hence it makes not the slight

est difference in the intensity of sound thus pro

duced by two unison instruments, whether they

are sounded a half or whole wave-length apart;

and Prof. Large can easily satisfy himself of the

truth of our statement and the total fallacy of the

wave-theory by having assistants sound two uni

son pitch-pipes at various distances apart while he

listens in line. If he has not in reach such pitch-

pipes, we can send them to him by mail for fifty

cents each, and thus let him obtain the light he so

much needs.

Now, in view of this statement of absolute facts,

what does this noise of the water-fall amount to ?

What right has he to say that the sound-waves

from one end of the dam interfere with those from

the other end, and thus produce silence; just as if

one end of the dam could make one definite sys

tem of air-waves, and the other end another?

Could he not think of this ? How, for example,

could he contrive to get one such system of undu

lations half a wave-length from the other so as to

make them interfere according to the law laid

down in the books? Suppose one half of the dam

extended half-way across the river, say a distance

of fifty feet, and that the other half extended as

much farther. Suppose we call one half of the

dam (fifty feet long) one instrument, and the other

half the other instrument. Where are the wave

lengths to begin to be measured from in these two

halves, since the two sheets of falling water come

together in the middle, and extend all manner of

distances apart as they separate toward either

shore? These two halves of this continuous sheet

of falling water constitute two very sti-ange uni

son instruments, to say the leastl The truth is,

Prof. Large has never given the matter one ra

tional, philosophical thought; or he would have

seen the absurdity of this pretended claim to inter

ference. Had he reflected scientifically at all he

would have seen that the two halves of this dam

could by no possibility constitute two such unison

instruments as the law requires; and if they could,

that it would be impossible to locate their wave

lengths in any definite relation to each other so as

to bring their condensations and rarefactions into

coalescence or interference. But look at the fal

lacy of such arbitrary division of that water-fall

into two halves. Instead of two instruments con

stituting this roar, it is a self-evident fact that

each separate drop of the water that comes over

the dam is an instrument by itself and makes its

own independent and individual sound ; and it is

the combination into one mass of these millions of

tiny sounds, which constitutes this roar. Hence,

instead of two, there are many millions of distinct

instruments all sounding at once. Now, think of

a million pairs of these sounding, unison drops,

with their two million condensations and two mil

lion rarefactions, by millions of chances coalescing

all at one time so as to send this loud roar to Prof.

Large's " front yard;" and then think of these mil

lions of lucky coincidences continuing without

break for a whole minute, while this loud roar
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lasts! Then rice wrxa; the two million condensa-

tions, by infimte chauee.'iuust fall into tho two

million rarefactions at the same time and continue

thus, without break to interfere, causing a full

minute of silence at the sume distance Iroin the

dam! The thing is infinitely absurd.

S iplKise, however, that the two ends of the dam

did really make the two sounds which, by coales

cing, produced loudness and by interfering pro

duced silence, as Prof. Large supposes, what

should cause this alternation from loudness to si

lence every once in a while, seeing the two ends

of the dam do not change their distances from each

other, nor is it likely that the Professor's " front

yard " moves about front place to place ? Plainly,

if these permanently located two ends of the dam

are the two interfering instruments, silence as well

as loudness ought to bo absolutely permanent in

any locality wherever the one or the other occurs,

since sound-waves travel at uniform velocity. Be

sides, if it really is the interference of the sounds

of the two ends of this dam which produces this

occasional silence, Prof. Large ought to be able to

find plenty of localities at either end of the dam

and close to the water where the two systems of

air-waves would also interfere and produce silence

as well as in his own front yard, a mile or two

away ! All he would have to do would be to find

the suitable odd number of half-wave lengths of

that pitch of roar, according to the text books on

sound, where the condensations from one end of

tho dam would fall into the rarefactions from

the other end of the dam, and, of course, quies

cence of the air, and consequent silence, must be

the result however near to the water, if there be

any sense in the text-books or science in this dam-

argument of Professor Large. But enough of this.

We suspect that the intelligent reader already re

gards the Professtir's position as doubly answered.

But what is really the cause of this alternate

loudness and cessation of sound at a distance from

a water-fall? By turning to the " Problem ofUn

man, Life" this whole question will be found ex

haustively considered, at pages 206, 267, etc., in

which we attempt to account for the difference in

the range of the sounds of the fog-horns and

steam-sirens as employed in our signal service.

Some days the sound can be heard fifteen miles

away, while it is entirely inaudible two or three

miles from the instrument at the same time and in

uic auk. imiiiuw. - " /uuou tries in vain to

account for this mystery by supposing invisible

banks of vapor that interfere with the passage of

the sound; but finally gives it up as inexplicable

by remarking:

"Assuredly, no question of science ever stood

so much in need of revision as this of the transmis

sion of sound through the atmosphere. Slowly,

but surely, we mastered the question; and the fur

ther we advanced, the more plainly it appeared

that our reputed knowledge regarding it iras wrong

from beginning to end." {Lectures on Sound, 3rd

Ed., p. 328.)

At this juncture we undertook the solution by

assuming a grain-like texture to our invisible but

substantial air, and showed its reasonableness by

various illustrations. Upon such a view, how

simple the conclusion that the structure of the

air is constantly undergoing changes, even when

there is no wind; alternately presenting the grain

like texture of the atmosphere in a direction suit

able to conduct a given sound to the observer at a

distance, or to glance the sound over his head or to

one side, thus preventing his hearing it entirely,

though permitting others to hear it many miles

further away, because they happen to be in a nam

of air whose molecules are stratified in suitable di

rection to the sound-pulses. We refer Prof. I-arg»

to that discussion. The explanation there given

affords at least a rational solution of the prob

lem involved, while the preposterous law of inter

ference, as taught in all our colleges, gives n> so

lution at all; for, plainly, there can no interference

occur in asinglesound like that of the steam-siren,

though this alteration of sound and silence takes

place at a distance from such instruments, the

same as described by Prof. Large. The following

paragraph is the conclusion of our lengthy expla

nation as referred to in the " Problem :

"There are very few persons who have not at

some time or other observed that the ringing of a

church or steamboat bell, the roar of a train of

cars,or the noise of a cataract, would sound out

with great intensity, when at other times it would

be scarcely audible in the same positions. Al

most universally this has been supposed to be

caused by the direction of the wind, while the

smallest attention shows this to be a popular mis

take—since the same effect will occur exactly when

there is not a breath of air stirring either way, and

even when the atmosphere is comparatively free

from vapor. What law, then, can explain this

remarkable phenomenon so beautifully, and, at the

same time, so simply, as tho possible stratification

of the air, as I have supposed? That such grain-

like texturr, in the air-molecules has not been

known heretofore may alone be attributed to the.

fact that atmosphere itself, though a corporeal

substance, is invisible."

VITA I. AM) MENTAL. ORGANISMS.

Editor of the Microcosm :

In answer to W. J. Deems, in the September

Microcosm, on "Vital and Mental Organisms."

you say that " A father may have lost both aruis,

even when a child, yet his offspring are not arm

less on that account. "

Now, is this always true? We have a clear

proof to the contrary in lower animals. I knew a

mischievous bull that received a severe wound

from which he lost his left fore-leg at the body.

A calf of this animal was minus also a left fore

leg. It resembled tho sire very much in color and

form, and was a perfect calf in every other respect,

except the absence of this leg, even to its left

shoulder. A vast number of witnesses will testify

to the truth of this statement. How do you har

monize it with the fact as stated by you? Very

truly, yours, B. S. RaykOR.

SaNtrr, Miss.

REPlY TO THE FOREGOING.

The case here related by Mr. Raynor does not

disprove the general law we have stated, but is

rather one of those exceptions which in a most

singular manner goes to prove the rule. We

know of no single fact or circumstance which so

conclusively tends to demonstrate the existence of

a real, substantial, but incorporeal organism in

every living creature as the one here related, and

the class of facts to which it belongs. We ha»e

heretofore shown by elaborate arguments that

mental impressions made upon mothers, both hu

man and among lower animals, and retained in the

memory or imagination, tend so to shape theirown

incorporeal organisms as, at very sensitive periods

of gestation, to give a similar form to the embryo

—first to its incorporeal being and thus lo its phys

ical form by constituting the incorporeal form an
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-outlined pattern, around and through which the

bioplasts of the mother's blood may work in weav

ing the material embryonic structure. This won

derful physiological process can be seen by the

mental vision as wo may look at the portrait

painter filling in the substance, form, and color of

Lis picture by following with brushes the almost

invisible outlined sketeh which he had at first

drawn upon his canvas. In this way, as we can

state from our own personal knowledge in numer

ous cases, mothers have marked their children,

producing monstrous forms of hands, feet, and

other portions of the body, as the result of mon

strous sights, suddenly presented to them during

gestation. This is so well known that we need not

enter into proofs, as almost every reader is more or

less familiar with some such evidence. But even

when the sight is not sudden, or when it does not

cause fright, an intense desire for, or repugnance

toward, a certain form or appearance, may so im

press the mother's memory that the peculiarity,

whatever it might be, becomes a part of the embry

onic being's form.

A case has been recently related to us, by a

gentleman, personally cognizant of the fact, of a

girl born with but one arm, whose father had lost

an arm by accident, when a boy. This seems to

contradict our position; but, as before remarked,

only proves the truth of the rule, since all his other

children were perfect in form. It would seem that

this child was thus deformed by an unusual mental

impression produced upon the mother by the father's

deformity, and, possibly, at an unusually sensitive

period, which concurrence the other children es

caped.

In our discussion of this question, in the "Prob

lem of Unman Life" pages 47'J, 473, etc., we give

proofs of similar circumstances in the case of lower

animals, observed by breeders, and, as recorded by

the critical writer, Alexander Walker, quoted as

high authority by Mr. Darwin. He relates a case

of a thorough-bred mare that had a colt by a quagga.

Some years after, she had another colt by a fine

Arabian horse, but, strange to say, this colt had the

stripes and stiff, upright mane of the quagga,

caused by the impression made upon, and retained,

by the mother's memory.

He relates, also a fact, which was well authenti

cated, of a cow, of a red, hornless breed, on the farm

of Mr. Mustard, which ran, for some hours before

being token to the male, with a black and white

ox, which broke into the field from a neighboring

farm, the result of which, Mr; Walker expresses

in these words :

"The ox was white, -with black spots, and

horned. Mr. Mustard had not a horned beast in

his possession, nor one with any white on it.

Nevertheless, the product of the following spring

was a bUick-and-irhite calf with horns." (Intermar

riage, p. 245.

We could fill this number of The Microcosm

with proofs from the best authorities, and gathered

by observation, going to show that deformities and

monstrosities are quite common, as the result alone

of seeing deformed or monstrous objects, and with

out physical contact. What possible explanation

can be given of this state of facts, except the one

we have urged, namely, that every creature is a

dual organism, and that the monstrous form im

presses itself upon the only part of a living being

which is possible to be reached at a distance, or

without physical contact; and that is the incorporeal

part; and that the connection between these two

parts or organisms, in the mother, is so intimate

as to transfer by some unknown process, the im

pression thus produced upon one part of her being

to the corporeal form of the embryo so mysteriously

connected with her? The duality of all living

creatures thus seems to us to be fully established

by a chain of physiological proofs that confirms

the principles of substantiaium as urged in the

"Problem," and reiterated in these pages, till the

new philosophy may fairly claim standing among i

the scientific hypotheses, if not theories, of modem I

times.

THE TIDE-PROBLEM.

To the Editor of the Microcosm :

My Dear Sir :—I have just this mqment read,

with a good deal of interest, the article in your

November number, headed, " Electricity, the Mo

tor Power of the Solar System," in which there is

a new explanation given of tides; because it brings

to my recollection a theory of tides which was in

troduced to the notice of the students of science in

the University of Toronto, nearly ten years ago,

by Dr. Chapman, who claimed, I believe, to be its

author.

After explaining to us the commonly received

theory, which, he said, gave no satisfactory ac

count of the opposite, or antipodal tide, it was as

serted, that the earth, being a magnet, would eon-

tract in the line of attraction. This fact, concern

ing magnets, being susceptible of experimental

proof, therefore there would be a deprtsrion pro

duced at opposite sides of the earth at the same

time; as is the case with my biceps muscle, when

I endeavor to hold it in a fixed position against any

opposing force. So the high tides are only an ap

parent rue of the water, being caused really by

the flowing in of the water on all sides to fill up

the depressions. Whatever angle the sun and

moon may form with the earth, the high tides will

be in the line of the resultant of the two attracting

forces, which, I understand, is the case; and the

enormous attracting influence which the earth

must oppose when the sun and moon are on directly

opposite sides of the earth, or in a line on one side

of the earth will, of course, increase the depres

sions, and account for the specially high tides

which occur at these times.

I have endeavored to state this theory as briefly

as possible, which, you perceive, introduces another

element besides gravitation. You may consider it

of some value, and I therefore take the liberty of

sending it.

A most interested reader of your book and paper,

A. CrawforD.

Mt. Holly, O., Nov. 6, 1882.

THE FIRST VOLUME ALL GONE.

We have no more complete sets of the firs•

volume of The Microcosm. We had nearly two

thousand copies left over at the close of the first

year, but the demand has exhausted them. Thif

possibly accounts for the slackness in sending h»

names for the reprint of Vol. I. in book form.

Now that uo more of Vol. I. in old form can be

had , it may be that enough names may yet come

in to justify issuing it as proposed on second page

of cover.

UNIVERSALIS!*! AGAINST ITSELF.

This book will be ready to mail by the time the

next number of the Microcosm is issued. Those

wanting it can send the dollar whenever con

venient.
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SPECIAL. NOTICE.

In our conduct of this journal we desire to give

our list of excellent contributors the widest possi

ble latitude for the conveyance of their honest con

victions, so long, at least, as this liberty does not

conflict with the general aim and scope of The

Microcosm. But we wish our readers definitely

to understand that we do not hold ourselves re

sponsible for the views of our contributors, nor, in

fact, even for our own views, as we are liable at

any time to change ground on receiving more light,

as we have done more than once since this paper

was commenced. But, generally, we hope and aim

to be consistent EDITOR,

DOES DEATH END ALLf-No.3.

We now consider the question - is there a living,

intelligent, personal God, the framer of our bodies

and the giver of our spirits t Last month we as

sumed His existence as the basis of our argument*

in favor of man's conscious existence after death,

and reached what we thought, and still think, to

be the only rational conclusion, namely, that if

there be such an intelligent personality who can

exist outside o a corporeal organism; invisible

and intangible to our physical senses, who can

think, and plan, and work; then materialism in

all its forms breaks down, and man may regard

his own future, conscious, personal existence as

demonstrably established. Is there, then, such a

being as we call God, the Author, Creator, and

First Cause of the visible and invisible universe?

If so, how can we prove it 1 How can the absolute

presence in Nature of such an invisible, controlling

power, which plans her adaptations and moves

her forces to their execution, be demonstrated 1

Before the theory of evolution had been framed

by Mr. Darwin, and carried out by Prof. Haeckel

to its legitimate, materialistic, and logical conclu

sion—the origin of life by spontaneous generation

—there was no rational, or even supposable, excuse

for denying the existence of a personal God, as

the Creator and preserver of the universe. To as

sume that the countless, ingenious designs in Na

ture everywhere visible, with the innumerable in

telligent adaptations of means to ends (presenting

the same evidences of careful thought and study

as are seen in a complex .machine invented and

worked out by man) could have been, the result of

blind chance, was simply ridiculous; and to a logi

cal mind, however inclined to be skeptical, was suf

ficient alone to break down the atheistic hypothesis.

But, with the advent of evolution, as presented and

worked out by Mr. Darwin, though it was supposed

to weaken, or even to break down the Bible account

of creation, the atheistic view received even a se

verer shock; for in it a personal intelligent Cre

ator was necessarily assumed to exist, in older to

conceive, plan and construct the first few simple

beings, out of which the entire animal kingdom

was to be evolved, by natural selection and sur

vival of the fittest.

Mr. Darwin's "Creator," who was necessarily

assumed to have formed these primeval parents of

the entire animal kingdom, was thus wiser, more

intelligent, and more skillful than any God ever

claimed to exist by Christian or heathen philoso

pher; for these primeval parents—these tiny worms,

or monera—were so ingeniously constructed, physi

cally, vitally and mentally, as to embody within

them the actual germ-life, germ-organism, and

germ-mentality of all animals that have ever since

lived— including the human family. What com

parison does the Christian's God hold to such a

god for infinitude of capability ? None whatever.
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It was considered enough for the God of the Bible

to create the parents of each species with inherent

power to transmit their mental and physical pecu

liarities to their own specific descendants. But

the " Creator" of Darwinism gives to a worm tiie

intrinsic power to supply body, soul and intellect,

not only to its own species but to a million dissimi

lar and diversified races, all higher than itself !

Darwinians ought to be ready and willing to be

lieve, if necessary, in a score of Gods equal in

power and intelligence to the God of the Bible,

instead of being skeptical; for what would they all

amount to, compared to the God who could do

what Darwin's assumed "Creator" did, if his

theory be true 1 It is like comparing a Howe, who

could invent a sewing machine, and then establish

machinery for reproducing other instruments of

the same kind, to the inventor who could originate

a mere wheel so ingenious and wonderful, and

which would embody such mechanical laws and

principles that it could, without any further aid

from the inventor, turn out in succession, not only

all kinds of wheels, but wagons, railroad cars,

steam-engines, printing-presses, clocks, watches,

looms, sewing machines, and all other mechanical

contrivances now in use by man 1 Such an in

ventor compares with a Howe as Darwin's God

does with the infinite God of the Bible! Think of

it, ye atheists !

But this fatal blow at atheism was short lived;

for the idea of a God personally creating a worm,

and then retiring forever from the world, and from

all care as to how that worm might chance to de

velop, or whether man should ever exist at all or

not, was too preposterous a system for the advanced

scientific thinkers of Europe, especially in Ger

many ; and hence, to escape the consequences of a

real, living, personal God—which Darwin's theory

involved par excellence—evolution was carried

back to its legitimate basis of a spontaneous gene

ration of the first animal as the start of future de

velopment. Of course this was supposed to rid

the universe of God entirely, and thus to relieve

Darwin's system of development of its only un

scientific impediment; for if simple, uncaused,

and mindless laws of Nature were capable qf spon

taneously generating a living, thinking, organic

being, without the previous existence either of

life or mind- in the universe, then, plainly, the

same laws would be all-sufficient for carrying on

the various processes of development from such

being to all other grades of intelligence, even up

to the intellect of a Newton or a Milton. Then

the system of development, as claimed by Prof.

Hteckel, with such a spontaneous origin of life,

would be complete, as the connecting link, bridg

ing the hiatus between Kant's system of cosmog

ony from primeval star-dust, and Darwin's law of

development, by natural selection and survival of

the fittest.

But the German naturalist who invented this

spontaneous substitute for an intelligent Creator,

as well as the little albuminous moneron thus-

brought into being, involved the system of devel

opment in even a worse difficulty than to have

left it where it was, with a personal God as the

Creator of the first moneron—as Darwin was forced

to do ; for manifestly a law of Nature, or system

of laws and forces, which could design and then

execute the incomprehensibly complex moneron

(as shown so fully in the "Problem of Human

Life"), must possess mentality and inventive in

telligence far surpassing the inventive ability of

the scientist who originated this spontaneous solu

tion of the problem. And in what would such an

intelligent, inventive system of intangible and invis

ible laws differ from Darwin's intangible, invisible,

and personal creative intelligence, which we under

stand and designate by the term "God 1 " Clearly,

there is no difference at all save in the name, and

' ' a rose by any other name would smell as sweet;"

while an intelligent God under the more scientific

appellation of the Laws of Nature would be none

the less a real, personal Creator, who might act by

these very forces and processes of His own ordain

ing.

But granting that such intelligent results were

thus brought about by simple laws of Nature; who

enacted these laws and ordained these wonderful

forces, so ingenious and powerful as to be capa

ble of taking a little lifeless dirt and organizing it

into a living, thinking, volitional being, whose

marvelous complexity and adaptation of parts to

wants and uses defy the wisdom of man to com

prehend, much more to imitate? This is true

even of the tangible, organic structure without

reference to the incomparably more mysterious .

part—the incorporeal entity, the vital and mental

organism within the material form—which moves

and gives direction to the physical being. That

such intelligent laws could exist from eternity

without enactment, and with no one to enforce

them to the accomplishment of such marvellous

results as the organizing of living creatures, at

one sweep annihilates the chief objection to the

existence of a personal God who is assumed to be

without having been created. We assume only

an axiomatic truth, which any candid skeptic must

admit, that no intelligent result can occur without

an intelligent cause, any more than the motion of a

body can change its direction without adequate

countenic'ing force. Then, plainly, the creation

of a living, thinking, voluntary being—even by

what we call spontaneous generation—demonstrates

previous intelligence, life and will-power in the

cause of such creation, whether we call it a self-

existent law of Nature, or a self-existent, personal

God. Thus, the scientific atheist of this advanced

schoolof evolution, isforced to admit the existence

of an intelligent Creator, the same as was Mr,
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Darwin; only the former admits it uuder the guise

of natural laws and forces which have all tin; in

telligence, will-power,' and ingenuity which an

ardent Christian ascribes to the Deity he professes

to worship.

But after Prof. Haeckel had thus unwittingly

demonstrated the necessity for an intelligent God,

under the nom de plume of law, who created the

first moneron, he goes on just as did Darwin, and

supposes, of course, that these self existing, in.

telligentj laws were so ingenious as to construct

this "primeval parent of all other organisms'"

with the absolute, intrinsic germ-life and genu„

mentality of all subsequent species and races of

animals, including man. Thus, his admission of

these intelligent creative laws, as just shown in

the case of Darwin's "Creator" of the "first

simple forms," involves a God far surpassing in

intelligence the God of the Bible; and conse

quently his is equally fatal to the atheistic hypo

thesis with the forced admission of Mr. Darwin.

But if to avoid this destructive blow at atheism

Prof. Haeckel should unreasonably deny any will

power, choice, or intelligence on the part of the

laws which so intelligently organized his " prime

val parent," then why are not these same univer- J

sal, self-existent laws of Nature still at work, and

all the time at work, creating other simple animals,

txr.d thus filling earth, air, and ocean with innu

merable varieties of spontaneously generated crea

tures? On Darwin's assumption of an intelligent

God as the " Creator of the first simple beings,"

there was reason for His ceasing from work by

voluntary choice. Christians in this way, also, can

account for the absence of continual new creations,

by the same voluntary decision on the part of an

all-wise Creator. But Haeckel has no such mode

of escape for his universal and mindless but intelli

gently-acting laws. Similar creations to that of

the first moneron should be occurring all the time,

unless these laws are a real God, with the ingenu

ity to create one such marvelous " primeval pa

rent " and the will-power then to cease work, as did

the Cod of the Bible or the " Creator" of Dar

winism. The fact that but one such "spontane

ous generation " has ever occurred in the world's

history, which Haeckel distinctly teaches, as quoted

in the " Problem of Hainan Life," is proof posi

tive that the universal laws and forces which did

that intelligent work must constitute a veritable

and intelligent God, to the total discomfiture of

atheism. Thus Haeckel's attempt to rid the uni

verse of a living God stultifies itself by substitut

ing therefor an intelligent Deity under a fake title,

who, like the " Creator " of Darwin's system, as

far surpasses the ability of the God of the Bible

as the intellect of a Humboldt surpasses the mental

powers of a moneron.

But after Hasckel has thus stultified himself, and

incontinently wiped out atheism, it is pifable in

the extreme to watch his efforts at belittling this'-

" primeval parent of all other organisms " so as to

reduce it almost to lifeless matter in the absence of

visibleorgans, hoping thereby to make it suchavery

trifling little affair, that mindless laws of Nature

might bo able to produce it without any assistance

from an intelligent God ! We have replied to this

puerile effort of that great German philosopher in

the seventh chapter of the "Problem," and shown

that the fact of its possessing all the functions of

life, such as food-assimilation, growth, reproduc

tion by self-division, voluntary motion, etc. , makes

its organism vastly more wonderful and inexplic

able by the very invisibility of its organs under

the microscope, since the most complex organism

must absolutely be present, or the organic functions

could not be so beautifully carried on.

We ha\ e thus demonstrated the existence of an

uncreated, intelligent God by using the strongest

effort at disproving His existence ever made, and

by the ablest atheist living. The creation of the

first animal out of inorganic matter with its com

plex organism, vital functions, mental powers,

voluntary instincts, and the marvelous design, ad

justment of parts, and adaptation of functions to

ends and uses, needs only to be elaborated, and

atheism can find no possible resting-place in the

mind of anyone who is capable of the least conse

cutive or logical thought.

Evidences of the same intelligent design and in

ventive skill can be seen everywhere in Nature,

with the additional and crowning proof of an in

telligent creative power in the display of artistic

taste, which can have no possible use except to

gratify a love for the beautiful, and which could

not have originated except by mental effort and as

the product of a high order of intelligence, since

chance is totally out of the question. These dis

plays of artistic taste and skill can be found under

conditions and in forms which render explanation

entirely impossible either by appeal to natural se

lection or sexual selection—the only two laws

claimed as in any way accounting for the intelli

gent adaptation of parts to uses or the artistic

adornment of birds and other animals. When

any peculiarity of animal structure, form, or color,

is not serviceable to its possessor in the struggle

for life, it is admittedly outside of evolution by

survival of the fittest—since Darwin, Haeckel, and

all writers admit that natural selection can only

produce forms, colore, designs, and patterns that

are of use to the being thus constructed and orna

mented. But they claim that sexual selection will

account in these respects for what natural selection

fails to explain. Then, if numerous beautiful de

signs and patterns of the most brilliant tints and

artistic symmetry of figure can be found where

they are not only of no use to the beings possess

ing them, and entirely beyond the possibility oi

development by sexual choice from generation to
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generation, as required by the theory, then they

must be admitted to be the product of a creative

intelligence above, and independent of, Nature

in their original formation. We gave an abund

ance of evidence of the existence of just such dis.

plays of inventive skill and artistic taste in the

seventh chapter of the " Problem of Human Life,"

where they were confessedly outside of and entirely

beyond both natural and sexual selection, and,

.consequently, must have been the product of an

intellect like our own, but of infinite variety and

expansion ; since, as we showed, without intelli.

gence and artistic taste, they could not have come

into existence. Take, for example, the beautiful

tints and exquisite patterns in the feathers of birds

that are so small as to be impossible to have been

seen and selected in pairing (to which Darwin

attributes all sexual selection) since we can only

see them by the aid of the microscope. These ar

rangements of shadings, tints, and geometrical

lines exhibit intelligent design and artistic discrim

ination of the highest order; and as they are neither

useful nor ornamental to the birds thus adorned

—since they cannot distinguish them, and since

they could not have come by chance, any more than

could the miniature painting of a landscape or the

figures of the multiplication table—it follows that

such exhibitions of ingenuity and artistic taste owe

their conception and origin to an intelligent creative

power above the known laws of Nature. This is par

ticularly shown in the microscopic shells of ocean,

where Mr. Darwin admits that sexual selection can

not come into play, and where these tints and pat

terns are of no use to the mollusks. What is mar

velous and most confounding to the atheist is the

fact that the finest tinted shells come from the

darkest caverns of ocean-depths, where no light

penetrates, and where none but the all-seeing eye

could have penetrated to execute such designs in

colors and geometrical lines. And in viewing these

shells, dredged from rayless depths, the higher the

power of the microscope applied, the more artistic

the tints and the more symmetrical and ingenious

the patterns become. What mind but that of an

infinite intelligence could have conceived, and then

designed, and then drawn, these wonderful pat

terns and shadings, and then ordained the laws and

forces by which they could be thus reproduced

from generation to generation in the darkest caves

of the ocean? To deny the existence of God who

can see all objects from the least to the greatest in

the vast realms of the universe, is to relegate

these ingenious and artistic productions of Nature

to no cause but that of blind chance, which is sim

ply an infinite absurdity, by the side of which the

existence of God becomes a simple proposition.

Since evolution, in its wildest range of conjec

ture, either according to Darwin or Haeckel, does

not even pretend to account for these intelligent

adaptations of skill and art to the beautiful in Na

ture, as viewed by the highest intelligences on

earth, they are compelled to acknowledge an in

telligent origin for such otherwise inexplicable

mysteries. The argument of design, then, if log

ically viewed, alone demonstrates the existence of

an intelligence above Nature, as the first cause and

rational solution of the countless wonders all around

us, and no explanation of such intelligent power

so completely satisfies the mind as to make it iden- '

tical with the God of the Bible—" Who spake and

it was done ; who commanded and it stood fast. "

NEWTON'S GREAT |OVERSIGHT.-No. 2.

In the October Microcosm, we charged Newton

with an oversight in his calculations concerning

the moon's fall from the tangent which, if correct,

must prove completely disastrous to his great

mathematical demonstration upon which the law

of gravity has always been supposed to be estab

lished. Since that article was published, we have

received numerous indorsements and congratula

tions from mathematicians who admit that Newton's

demonstration is at last fairly overturned, if our

charge is sustained. But, as stated, last month,

Prof. Goodenow is an exception, and, in a letter

marked private, speaks in the most uncomplimen

tary manner of our claimed disclosure; counter

charging that we have not only grossly falsified

the Principia and misrepresented Newton, but

that we have made ourself " ridiculous" in thus

charging that distinguished philosopher with hav

ing left out one-eightieth of the moon's fall by ig

noring the moon's attraction of itself toward the

earth one eightieth as much as the earth at

tracts it, and in addition thereto; and he adds, that

' ' that very allowanee ts one of the most prominent

features of Newton."

As we remarked last month, this is a most seri

ous counter-charge, and squarely presents the issue

for veracity, or else for downright, inexcusable

stupidity, between Prof. Goodenow and ourself;

and' that issue we propose shall now come to a

public trial. It is wholly unnecessary for us to re

iterate our charge against Newton to those who

have carefully read the article in the October M i-

crocosm. But lest new readers may see this ar

ticle, we will, as concisely as possible, restate our

indictment. It is this:—

Newton, before stating his demonstration, plainly

and unmistakably recognizes the fact that the moon,

which is about one-eightieth the mass or weight of

the earth, pulls at the earth with about one-eightieth

as much force as the earth exerts upon the moon.

No dispute at all about this; but in formulating his

law and demonstration, he overlooks the fact that

in thus pulling at the earth the moon also pull*

itself toward the earth, or from its tangent, with

one-eightieth as much force as the earth exerts upon
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it, and in adiition thereto* Here, then, is our

charge against Newton definitely stated; and it

is either demonstrably true or, as Prof. Goodenow

asserts, "ridiculously false." That it is plainly

true we shall proceed to show from Newton's own

words, as will be quoted from the Principia ; but

before doing so, we wish to emphasize the fact that

Prof. Goodenow, in thus charging us with falsify

ing the Principia, and by insisting that Newton

did not leave out this one-vightieth of the moon's

fall, actually admits that the laio and demonstra

tion of Nettton would break doicn if our charge

could be sustained. With this definite admission

on the part of Prof. Goodecow, we will now prove

our charge true to the letter.

In the first place, Newton's entire reasoning

upon tho moon's fall from the tangent, as every

student knows, compares it to the fall of a stone,

or other heavy body, on the earth's surface; and

throughout his demonstration he makes the grav

ity-fall of tho moon precisely the same as the

gravity-fall of the stone here, only lessened in

reaching the moon as the square of the distance

(60 radii of the earth); thus making the fall of the

moon exactly one 3,600th (60x60) that of the

stone's fall on the earth in the same tirao. This

fall of both moon and stone he attributes alone to

the gravity-pull of the earth, and does not even re

motely hint that any portion of the moon's fall is

caused by its self-attraction of the earth. Is not

this a patent fact known and read of all men ? Had

Newton thought of the existence of such a factor

at all, it would have exploded his demonstration,

for he would have seen that while the stone's pull

of itself downward is incalculably small—not the

one million millionth that of the earth's pull in

proportion to mass—the moon's pull of itself is

manifestly one-vightieth that of the earth and in

addition thereto. But Newton does not make the

least allusion (much less make it " the most prom

inent feature") to this one-vightieth excess of the

moon's fall over that of the pebble, but positively

excludes it in stating his demonstration; and then

afterward, in explaining the demonstration, he de

clares in so many words, that he did not include it !

We will first examine his statement of the demon

stration itself.

He says that the moon in following its orbital

path, will fall, if measured perpendicularly from

a fixed tangent, "15 1-12 Paris feet in one minute,

or, more accurately, 15 feet, 1 inch, 1 line 4-9."

•In our October article we made a mistare In statin?

that the moon pulls the earth from its otherwise nor
mal position one 80th as much as the earth pulls the
moon. We should have said that the earth inula Itself
out of its otherwise normal position by its attraction
of the moon, one eightieth as much as It pulls tho
moon, while the moon also displaces tho earth in
addition thereto nnd in the game direction one 80th
as much as it displaces itself by its attraction of the
earth. This {Untitle dteitlacsment of both earth and
moon, thus corrected, is what Newton entirely over
looked in framing his law ot gravitation.

He then proceeds with his great demonstration of

the law of gravity, in these words:—

'' Wherefore, since that force [the earth's attrac

tion, not the moon's, of course,] in approaching tho

earth in the reciprocal duplicate proportion of the

distance, and upon that account at the surface of

the earth is 60x60 times greater than at the moon,

a body in our regions, falling with that force [the

same attraction by the earth, of course,] ought, in

the space of one minute of time, to describe 60x60x

15 1-12 Paris feet; and in the space of one second

of time, to describe 15 1-12 of those feet, or more

accurately, 15 feet, 1 inch and 1 line 4-9. And

irith this very force ice actually find that bodies

here upon, earth do really descend,"—Principia,

Book III, Prop. IV.

Thus Newton shows by his own statement of

his demonstration, that the identical and unaided

force of the earth's gravity, which brings down a

falling pebble, 15 1-12 Paris feet here, alone pulls

the moon from the tangent, weakened, of course,

as the square of the distance from here to the

moon, or reduced 3,600 fold. Not » hint does he

give that the moon's attraction of the earth adds

anything to its own fall, any more than the falling

stone's attraction of the earth adds to its fall. The

moon's attraction of the earth, in fact, had nothing

to do in this calculation, since manifestly the

stone's infinitesimal attraction of the earth could

not have been a factor in the premises.

But we now silence the objector's batteries by

asking Newton to explain his own demonstration,

and to tell us definitely whether or not he took

any account of the moon's pull of itself toward the

earth any more than he did of the pebble's pull of

itself. He answers emphatically that he never

thought of such a factor, by telling us, if a stone

were to be taken to the moon's orbit, and if both

moon and stone were to be let drop at one time,

they would fall with precisely the same Telocity and

would reach the earth in the same time, thus totally

ignoring everything in the premises save the

earth's attraction of both moon and pebble. Here

are his own words :

"Should we imagine our terrestrial bodies [such

as pebbles] removed to the orbit of the moon, and

there together with the moon, deprived of all mo

tion to be let go so as to fall together toward the

earth, it is certain from what we hare demonstrated

before [the " demonstration " just quoted], that in

equal times they would describe equal spaces irith

the moon."—Hook III, Prop. VI.

If any doubt could have existed, in reading tho

figures of Newton's demonstration, before quoted,

this simple illustration and explanation of his law.

settles the question and sustains our charge to the

letter. Newton not only shows that he took no

account of this important factor of the moon's pall

of itself toward the earth, but he absolutely ex

cludes such an idea by assuring ns that he means

to be understood that a pebble at the moon's dis

tance from the earth, and which is not a million

millionth the mass of the earth, would fall with.
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the same velocity as would the moon, thus leaving

the moon's self attraction entirely out of the ac

count. And to show that this was exactly in ac

cordance with his great demonstration of the law

of gravity, he refers back to that demonstration by

I declaring that this equal velocity of fall of both

' moon and pebble " it certain from what we have

demonstrated before ! "

Thus, no man living will dare to gainsay this

evidence of the correctness of our charge, unless

he is totally reckless as to what he says. In the

light of such proof, what are we to think of Prof.

Goodenow's counter-charge that we have ignorant-

ly misrepresented Newton, falsified the Principia,

and rendered ourself ridiculous by such a charge ?

Very few of our readers will envy his predicament

as a great mathematician and astronomer; for,

clearly, Newton tells us, in explaining his own

demonstration, that he took no account whatever

of the moon's pull of itself toward the earth, any

more than he would have taken account of a peb

ble's pull of itself had it been in the place of the

moon, sinco both would fall toward the earth with

the same velocity as they would both fall by the

earth's attraction alone. It was, therefore, abso

lutely impossible for Newton to have recognized

the fact, so clearly pointed out in our disclosure,

that the moon actually pulls itself toward the

earth one-eigMietii, in addition to the earth's pull.

If he had recognized such a fact, he would not

have piled blunder upon blunder by teaching, as

he has done, that the moon and a pebble, let go to

gether, would fall toward the earth with the same

velocity, since it must now be clear to the mind of

a child, that the moon would outstrip the pebble

one-vightieth, or fully 3,000 miles, in falling to the

earth; because, while the pebble would have only

the earth's attraction to bring it down, the moon

would have that force, the same as the pebble, and,

in addition thereto, one-eightieth as much more by

its own pull of itself toward the earth. What

statement in science can possibly be more self-evi

dent than this?

But this illustration of Newton's, in which he

explains his demonstration, is not an isolated case,

by any means. The Principia is full of similar

evidence. In treating on the moon's of Jupiter, he

also totally ignores their attraction of themselves

toward their primary, in proportion to their mass,

just as he docs with regard to our moon, and tells

us that if they were all four to be let drop together

from equal heights, they would fall toward Jupiter

with equal velocity, notwithstanding the largest of

those moons is nearly three times the mass of the

smallest 1 His words are :

"These satellites, if supposed to fall toward

Jupiter from equal heights, would describe equal

spaces in equal times in like manner as Iieavy bodies

do on our earth. "

To show, however, the erroneous character of

this teaching, suppose our earth to have another

moon, twice the mass of the present one, and both

let drop from equal heights,—what would be the

result ? Newton tells us that they wonld ' 'describe

i equal spaces in equal times, in like manner as

heavy bodies do on our earth." But the fact is,

that while our present moon would add but one-

eightieth to its fall, in addition to the earth's attrac

tion, the larger moon would add one-fortieth to its

fall. Thus, while our present moon would add

one foot of fall by its own pull of the earth, for

every eighty feet of fall caused by the earth's at

traction—.making eighty-one feet,—the larger moon

would add one foot to its fall in every forty, or two

feet to every eighty, making eighty-two in the

same time. In this manner the larger moon would

gain one foot in every eighty-one feet fallen by our

present moon, and consequently would outstrip it

nearly sixty-six feet in every mile fallen, or about

3,000 miles in reaching the earth. But all this

was too heavy for Newton's " pure mathematics,"

though it enabled him to figure the moon's fair

from the tangent down to "4-9," of a line, while

leaving out one-eightieth of the entire fall I

In the light of this overwhelming evidence of

the truth of our indictment, it is plain that it was

only the bare accident that our moon was no larger

than it is, that saved the greatest scientist the

world ever saw from a more crushing humiliation

by this disclosure. Suppose our moon had been

one-quarter the earth's mass instead of one-vightieth

as at present, it is plain that Newton would have

been just as oblivious to the fact that it had any

tendency to pull itself toward the earth any more

than would a pebble let go at the same distance.

Or, had the moon, for example, been one-half the

earth's mass, it is plain that Newton would have

thought, just (ft we have quoted, that such a moon

and a pebble, let d rop together from equal heights,

would fall toward the earth with equal velocity I

Whereas, it is a fact that such a moon would fall

one-halffaster than the pebble, having not only the

same gravity-pull from the earth that the pebble

would have, but one-half more in addition, in con

sequence of its own pull of itself toward the earth

with half the force that the earth would exert upon

it. It would thus reach the earth in advance of the

pebble about 80,000 miles. Was ever anything

plainer 1 Yet Newton did not see it, and neither

has Prof. Goodenow, through all this discussion,

seen it, until we called his attention to it, or he

would have understood Newton's clear teaching

better than to charge, so recklessly, that we had fal

sified the Principia and slandered its author. We

thus place on record in The Microcosm our charge

against Newton with our proofs, by the side of

Prof. Goodenow's counter-charge against us, and

most gladly will we await the impartial verdict of

history.

The truth is, this fatal oversight of Newton, ia
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his so-called mathematical demonstration, is in

.complete harmony with his other teachings, as

shown in our October article. But suppose Prof.

-Goodenow could actually prove that in some other

part of his writings, Newton had recognised the

moon's pull of itself from the tangent one-eightieth

as much as the earth pulls it, he would simply be

proving him dishonest in knowing of such an im

portant factor while not allowing for it when

stating his great demonstration—the very place

where it was essential in order to give a truthful

result ! Our charitable view—that it was purely

an oversight on the part of Newton, in thus leaving

out one-eightieth of the value—relieves his mem

ory from the charge of trickery, but fastens upon

it something else not at all desirable in so renowned

a scientific reputation; because the great so-called

law of gravitation, which this disclose shatters

(provided our charge stands unmet), is the chief ,

and almost the sole achievment which has given

Newton his fame, or which places him above other

good geometricians. Let this law and the world•

renowned demonstration, which was supposed to

establish it, break down, and what would there be

left of this posthumous reputation, worth the sigh

of an envious heart ?

Wc will not now assert that no writer has ever

made the allowance here charged against Newton,

for we do not claim to have read all that has been

written upon the subject of astronomy; but we do

charge, as herein specified and proved, that New

ton, in framing the law of gravitation, not only

.overlooked this one-eightieth value, but positively

excluded it from his figures, and, in consequence,

that his law and demonstration necessarily break

down.

The present paper is already longer than we had

intended to make it, though we hav% not presented

a quarter of the evidence at hand in proof of our

charge. Next month we promise to finish it, and

will show that Newton is not alone in this unfor

tunate oversight, so fatal to the law of gravitation.

In conclusion, as an offset to Prof. Goodenow's un

complimentary counter-charge, we have a letter

from the profound mathematician, Dr. Lawrence S.

Benson, of Jersey City, N. J. , author of two works

on mathematics and geometery, who says, among

other flattering things, after reading the October

article -

" Your arguments are certainly indisputable.

You may rest assured that no advocate of Newton

-will, or can ever, answer your strictures upon his

reasoning about gravitation. "

Our next paper will also embrace the question of

the common centre of gravity of moon and earth,

in which the received view will be shown to be no

less defective and self-contradictory than is New

ton's demonstration, and that the real nature of

the mutual and reciprocal attraction of spheres

has been entirely overlooked.

PRINCETON COLLEGE HEARD FROM.

Ever since the revised edition of the "Probkmcf

Human Life" has been issued, we have been re

ceiving letters asking why no word of response had

come from Dr. McCosh, the worthy president of

Princeton College, whose views of evolution and

spontaneous generation were so definitely criticised

in that book. Several friends of the Doctor as

sured us that we would yet hear from Princeton,

and that when it did come the " Problem " would

catch it. Well, we have at last heard from that

famous seat of learning—not direct from the Presi

dent, but through his leading and confidential Pro

fessor of Natural Science, Prof. G. Macloskie, of

that college, in a sneering criticism printed in the

" Presbyterian Review," for October.

Now there is little doubt but that this criti

cism embodies the bulk of the learning of that

chair upon the subject involved, both from Pro

fessor and President ;-and if the " Problem " is not

stamped out by the prodigious effort, it can safelj

defy Princeton and its whole faculty hereafter.

Let us briefly examine the points made by Prof.

Macloskie, and see what they amount to. He starts

out by saying :

" It is bee?use we value our precious region that

we notice a book which defends it with the weapons

of ignorance and reckless speculations ; and which

is so plausible as to have secured the endorsement

of editors, clergymen, and teachers of science."

And among the reckless speculations, he particu

larizes the assumption of the author that "light,

sound, gravitation, heat, electricity, and magnet

ism are as much substances as are matter and

spirit." He also states that " at great length he

endeavors to overturn thecommon theory of sound,

and to prove against Mr. Tyndall, that it is sub

stance," etc. Now it would have been to some

purpose, after specifying these scientific heresies,

had Prof. Macloskie briefly tried his hand at argu

ment, and given even one good reason why sound,

light, heat, magnetism, electricity, gravitation,

etc., might not be incorporial substances as much

as spirit ; and why Prof. Tyndall might not be in

error, although his theory is taught in all colleges.

Not a word, however, does he write to show the

author to be mistaken in these positions, but mere

ly states his views, in a contemptuous way, sneers

at them, calls them " reckless speculations," and

the result of "ignorance," just as all bigotry

makes its appeals to popular prejudice, and just

as the high scientific authorities of the colleges

in the time of Copernicus and Galileo excited pop

ular prejudice against the new scientific discov

eries of those men because they antagonized the

received theory of astronomy, and were supposed

by the church dignitaries of those times to inter

fere with their " precious religion."

How much more sensible and fair would it have

been in Dr. McCosh and his scientific adviser, if
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they had any respect for their precious religion,

or wished it to be respected by others, instead of

sneering at a book they know they cannot answer,

had they invited Prof. Alfred M. Mayer of Hobo-

ken, the great American physicist, to answer that

" reckless speculation " on sound in a series of pa

pers in the " Princeton Review," especially would

this have looked like an honest effort in favor of

true religion and true science, seeing that " editors,

clergymen, and teachers of science " by the thous

and are endorsing that book. Dr. McCosh knows

very well that we have urged Prof. Mayer over

and over to undertake the defense of the wave-

theory of sound in a series of articles, proposing

the free use of the columns of The Microcosm for

a year or longer for that purpose. Prof. Mayer.bow-

ever, for reasons, no doubt, of his own, declines to

accept our generous offer. But should Dr. McCosh

and Prof. Macloskie jointly invite him to do this in

the columns of the "Princeton Review," and insist

upon it in the interests of science and religion, on

the ground that thousands of " clergymen and

teachers of science " are being misled by the " reck

less speculations " of that ignorant author, Prof.

Mayer would no longer feel at liberty to refuse to

defend the received theory of acoustics, and would

thus be forced to come to the rescue or else throw

up his hands as a sign of unconditional surrender.

Now we put the issue squarely before President

McCosh and the college faculty, and pledge them

that The Microcosm will print such a series of

papers from the pen of Prof. Mayer in defense of

the old theory, if they can induce him to write

them for the "Princeton Review." If they are

sincere about their " precious religion " after know

ing that so many of the clergy have been deceived

by these "reckless speculations " on sound, and

if they wish to expose the " ignorance " that can

thus win the " endorsement of editors and teachers

of science," now is a golden opportunity, and we

trust that the friends of Princeton College and of

its distinguished President will insist by letter up

on the fairness and importance of the course we

here suggest.

But a word as to the success with which Prof.

Macloskie has assailed a book which has been thus

capable of deceiving the very elect. Has he shown

himself competent to be put forward for such a

responsible task ? Has he proved himself, in this

effort, worthy of such a famous institution of

learning as Princeton, or a credit to such a journal

as the ' ' Presbyt rian Review ?" Let us see.

He says the author " does not understand evolu

tion as it is usually held by its adherents. " Then

he specifies in what particulars the author differs

from the received view by adding, " He supposes

that according to it a monkey may be descended

from a tortoise or a fish from an ascidian. " Strange

as it may seem, Prof. Macloskie denies this fact, so

well known to be taught by all evolutionists.

What, in the name of Darwinism, did the monkey

descend from—if not from the reptile, the fish, tho

ascidian, etc. ? Where did it get its so-called em

bryonic gills, but from the fish ? Then the critic

says that the author states " a fact new to science,

that the adult ascidian loses its gills." Yet right

where he found that statement in the "Problem,"

pages 378, 379, he will find the very quotations

from Prof. Haeckel's "Evolution of Man," in which

that author distinctly asserts that the young ascid

ian, as it matures, develops gills, tail, medullary

tube, notochord, etc. , all of which disappear in the

old ascidian as it " sinks to the bottom of the sea,"

"undergoes fatty degeneration, and becomes a

shapeless bag." But why expect such a critic to-

know what is new or old in,science 1 Of all the

meaningless attempts at a clear statement ever put

into words, as a scientific criticism, this article

contains the most marked specimens. Take this

for a sample, which we copy verbatim: "He as

cribes muscles [yes ; positively ascribes] as some

thing similar to a mover, but he might as well

ascribe them to a drop of water, as both are equally

fluent ; he blunders by supposing that the mover

multiplies only by self-division ; and he blunders

again by supposing that its self-divisions occur at

random, so as to render material continuity impos

sible between its generations"!

Now, what he means by "muscle ; "—what he

is trying to get at by the sentence : ' ' He ascribes

muscles to something similar to a mover ;" and es

pecially what he means by a "mover," are no

doubt among the mysteries of " theistic evolution, '*

as taught at Princeton College, which that profes

sor seems to be trying to defend. Then, again,

what are we to understand by the sentence, "He

might as well ascribe them to a drop of water, as

both are equally fluent?" Does he mean that a

mover is equally liquid with a drop of water or

equally wordy or garrulous, as "fluent" may mean

either? If he means equally liquid, then what is

a "mover?" It must also be a liquid of some

kind, and as mobile as water, since it is "equally

fluent." But he shows us that by a "mover" he

really has reference to Haekel's little albuminous

"moneron," found in lumps at the bottom of the

ocean, since he speaks of its self divisions; though

how he can have reference to these solid little ani

mals in his remarkably clear ascription as "equally

fluent" with a "drop of water," is another of

Princeton's mysteries. But a worse trouble pre

sents itself in this "fluent" ascription. The emi

nent professor nccuses the author with teaching

that the "mover" divides itself "at random." Al

though absurdly false—in what other way would

a "dropof water." or anything else "equally fluent,"

divide itself? Hence, the darkness intensifies as

we try to find out what this "mover," so scientifi

cally " ascribed," can really mean. Webster de

fines a mover as ' 'A person or a thing which moves.'"
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( ; might, therefore, mean a tadpole, which besports

itself in stagnant water, were it not for its fluency;

or it might refer to a chronic renter in New York

tenement houses, who moves every May-day, since

he is especially "fluent" against his landlords, as

cribing them as very mean men ! But we give it

up, and appeal to thestudentsof Princeton College,

who are familiar with the professor's style, and

trust that some one of them will write us a letter

and "ascribe" to us, in as "fluent" a manner as

possible, what the professor was trying to drive

at, and we will publish it in Thr Microcosm.

HERBERT SPENCER AND EVOLUTION.

At a dinner given lu Herbert Spencer at Del-

monico's, on the eve of his departure home to

England, he made a very able and interesting

speech which contained much sound philosophy

pertaining to civilization and sociology. He barely

alluded to the doctrine of evolution. But Prof.

Marsh, of Yale College, and Prof. Fiske, of Har

vard, spoke definitely on the development theory,

assuming its absolute truth as scientifically settled.

Prof. Marsh distinctly stated in his speech that

<' the battle of evolution has been fought and iron.

The problem of the origin of species, once thought

to be insoluble, had been definitely determined,

and the great law of change demonstrated. * *

* * * Evolution has cleared away the darkness,

and marked out the path of future science."

Now all this we deny, and if Prof. Marsh or

Prof. Fiske thinks evolution "dffinitely deter

mined," and its laws "demonstrated," they havo a

eplended opportunity to convince the people of this

country of such important fact through the col-

omusof The Micticosm. This paper reaches many

thousands of clergymen of all denominations, who

would candidly read the arguments in favor of evo

lution which might be presented by either of those

two American representatives of Darwin's theory

of descent.

Hence, without circumlocution we now ask, will

either of those eminent scientists accept the invita

tion we here propose, to fill two pages of this

journal each month with their scientific proofs in

favor of the truth of evolution ? They will not be

restricted to any particular branch of Darwin's

throry, but can begin where they please with their

proofs—either with Hasckel's moneron, Darwin's

ascidian larva, or Huxley's orohippus. Our readers

will be delighted with such an opportunity to read

the pro as well as the con of Darwinism, for we will

take care that the proofs thus presented will be

analyzed and sifted.

We thus present an open invitation to these dis

tinguished evolutionists who believe that "the

hattle has been fought and won," and that the

theory has been "demonstrated," and ask them

kindly to fight it over again and demonstrate it just

once more in these columns for the benefit of more

than 6,000 liberal-minded clergymen who read The

Microcosm. Will either of those Professors oblige

these readers and the public generally, by actcpt-

ing this offer ? We shall see.

REPLY TO THE "CHRISTIAN STANDARD."

Last month we printed the argument of the

"Christian Standard," with its diagram, aimed to

sustain Newton's law of gravitation, as based

upon his world-renowned demonstration of the

moon's full from the tangent. We trust the reader

has studied it. If not, he should now turn to the

Novemlwr number and read it, before considering

this reply.

It is manifest that the editor wrote that article

before seeing our review of Prof. Kemper, in the

October Microcosm. Had he read that reply, he

would have realized in advance how vain it is to

talk about the moon's fall from a fixed tangent. as

"mathematically correct," even for the smallest

measurable arc of the moon's travel, or fraction of

a second. In our reply to Prof. Kemper, we showed

that this distinguished professor of mathematics

and astronomy, at Bethany College, was compelled

to admit, in his "Standard" article (August 9th),

that "It is only for rery small arcs that the tan

gent deflections are as the square of the times," or

in accordance with the law of acceleration in the

direct fall of bodies. We also showed by quota

tions from his article (too long to repeat here), that

he frankly admitted that even with a " very small

arc" the "line of the enrth'sattractionof themoon"

was not mathematically correct, but only "practi

cally" so, to use his own language, because even

during the smallest measure Die arc of the moon's

travel the moon cannot be pulled directly from the

the tangent by the earth's attraction, since the line

of attraction changes to a partly backward pull of

the moon in relation to such tangent. Hence, Prof.

Kemper admitted that it was only at the exact start

of the tangent, or only when the lino of the moon

and earth is at exact right-angles to the tangent,

that the earth's pull from it can bo mathematically

correct. Of course the professor was right, as

every tyro in natural philosophy must see, and as

Prof. Goodenow has frequently admitted. He,

also, went further, as wo showed by quotations,

and stated that the larger th." arc employed, the less

"practically" correct the measurement of such line

of direction would become; since the farther the

moon had traveled away from the fixed tangent,

the less the earth's attraction would pull directly

from it (either by Newton's or Goodenow's method

of measurement), until at 90°, or zero, Prof. Kem

per admitted that tho pull of the moon from such

fixed tangent would entirely die out, as it would

be exactly backward, and, of course, parallel with

tho tangent, instead of from it. He was right,

also, is this, as The Microcosm has all the time

insisted. Hence, wo have his forced admission

that the smallest conceivablo arc of the moon's

travel could be only "practically" correct, as it

would bo a very little away from direct pul2, thus

surrendering Newton'sgreatest achievement as not

a mathematical demonstration at all, but merely an

"approximate measurement," as Prof. Goodenow

expressed it in his article last month. This was

a most humiliating tumble for Sir Isaac Newton,

and one, of course, that no astronomer would ever

have thought of aiding or admitting before The

Microcosm began pointing out Newton s mistakes.
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Is it possible that learned astronomers have ac

tually been compelled by The Microcosm to con

fess that the greatest "mathematical demonstra

tion" of Newton was only "practically," or "ap

proximately correct," "not exactly the correct

method" but "only a rough measurement" under

the most favorable conditions of "very small arcs ?"

Such is the positive fact, as here recorded.

But what has the Editor to say after all these

fatal concessions by two such eminent profess

ors of astronomy? Not having comprehended Prof.

Kemper's original article, which he had printed

with his approval, and should have studied, he

mi pposed that Newton's method was mathematically

correct, at least for small arcs or intervals of time,

though wrong, as he admits, for larger arcs.

Hence, he says : "We do know that his method

was correct for the length of time he used."

Prof. Kemper did not "know" this; but says it

was only "practically" correct, and Prof. Good-

enow, in the very article copied into the "Stan

dard " from the August Microcosm with his

spiral diagram, says:

"Let it be observed [Will the "Standard " Editor

please observe it?] that the measurement from the

tangent perpendicularly downward | the way New

ton measured] is not the exactly correct metftud,

but is only roughly used an euii'icnlly accurate for

a short distance from the starting tangent?"

Prof. Kemper chimes in and says, "You are

right. Brother Goodenow, in saying that Newton's

method is incorrect, and only a "rough measure

ment," for I have found (since The Microcosm

forced me to it) that it is only "practically" correct ,

even when a "very small arc" is employed"! But

the "Standard" editor talks back, and says you are

both wrong; for " We do k now that his method was

correctfor the length of tine he used"\ And thus

these scientists have it hip and thigh over Newton's

"rough measurement," while The Microcosm

looks on and gathers up the broken bits of that

famous "yardstick."

But let us see if the Editor of the "Standard"

really understands what he is writing about. If

he does, he will of course be consistent and not

contradict himself. But he is not consistent. Here

is his first self-contradiction; for he not only con

tradicts both Kemper and Goodenow, as we see,

but he also extends this courtesy to himself. No-

tic? his explicit language :

"The fact that Newton used so short a time, is

evidence that he knew that his method was ap

plicable only to short measurements."

This excludes the possibility of a longer arc or

time than Newton used. But hear the Editor again :

"We do not say that Newton could not have

made a longer measurement, or that longer mea

surements would not have answered his purpose

as well, or even better" \

This is funny, to say the least, for " pure mathe

matics." First, that Newton " knew that his

method was » pplicableon^y to short measurements,"

and, second a clear intimation that ho could havo

made "longer measurements" had he wished to,

and that longer measurements might havo suited

"as well, or even better"! How would it be pos

sible for a "longer measurement" to suit "even

better," when Newton "knew that his method was

applicable only to short measurements ? "

After this he repeats, and emphasizes it, that

Newton's method "was correct" (that is, of course,

mathematically correct) "for short measurements."

See how persistently he opposes Kemper's "prac

tically" correct method, and Goodenow's "rough"

estimate of Newton's measurement. He says :

' ' We merely emphasize the fact that he [Newton}

did only use a short measurement, and that his

method was correct for short measurements."

Thus he wished it to be emphatically understood

and without any qualification whatever, that New

ton's "short measurement was correct," Goodenow

and Kemper to the contrary notwithstanding. But

after writing thus far^ it is plain that the Editor

stopped, possibly to rest while he read over again

Kemper's and Goodenow's articles in the "Stand

ard," in which they both contradict him by teach

ing that Newton's was " not exactly the correct

method," but was only " practically" or " roughly

used as sufficiently accurate for a very short dis

tance. " He now says to himself :

" I guess I'm getting a little bit muddled on this

tangent business, and might, if not careful, put

my scientific foot in it 1 I had better take in sail

und not go ahead quite so precipitately, as there

are indications of a storm. I must look out what

I am saying about Newton's method being "cor

rect " and emphasizing it while these stupid fel

lows—Kemper and Goodenow—are giving Newton

away to The Microcosm by admitting that his

method, even under the most favorable conditions

—very small arcs—is only " practically " correct and

roughly used as a rude measurement, etc. , etc. In

fact, I had better be in company with these two

professors than to be left out in the cold, as I might

get into a fix with this Microcosm fellow, that I

would need their assistance ; so I will gently get

out of it by modifying my statement as well as I

can so that we may appear not to contradict each

other very much after all." So saying, he takes

up his pen and writes :

"Newton's method may have been sufficiently

correct for a short fall ; " and as if this were not

quite strong enough to agree with the two profes

sors he had so abruptly contradicted, he adds that

such a fall would be "substantially correct"!

Thus ho, too, gives Newton away to The Mi

crocosm by admitting with Kemper and Goode

now, that this famous moon demonstration was no

mathematical demonstration at all; since nothing

can be mathematically correct which is only " sub

stantially correct," or "sufficiently correct for a

short fall." Really a writer who can so completely

stultify himself, and surrender the whole argu

ment as to Newton's world-renowned mathemati

cal (! ) demonstration, needs no reply for intelli

gent readers save to analyze his different state

ments and point out their incoherency.

Let us then take another example of the flattest

possihlo self-contradiction from where he attempts

to explain the fall of a cannon ball when fired

horizontally as he illustrates, from "the top of a

tower 257 feet high," and which, he tells us " will

reach the ground in precisely the same time whether

the horizontal velocity be less or more—namely, in

four seconds." Yet he positively goes on immedi

ately after to prove with Newton that if the ball

should be fired with sufficient ' ' horizontal veloci

ty " it would not " reach the ground" at all, but

would go entirely around the earth in an orbit as

he illustratates by his own diagram. How in the

name of sense or science could such a ball " reach

the ground" "in four seconds," "whatever the

horizontal velocity" when Newton and the Editor

of the Standard both agree that if it had enough

"horizontal velocity" it would not reach the

ground at all, but would keep on forever in a uni

form orbit around the earth at the height of the

tower, provided it met with no obstruction ? Yet

The Microcosm is expected to reply to such self-

contradictory arguments as these, which make up
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the bulk of what is said in defense of Newton's

great law. The Editor is, of course, right in sup-

imsing with Newtou that such a cannon ball, if

fired horizontally from a great elevation with suf

ficient velocity would go entirely around the earth;

but the moment the projectile force should exactly

equal gravity, so as to keep the ball in a circular

orbit equally distant from the sea level, it is plain

that all acceleration of fall ceases, as Prof. Goode-

now admits. We showed last month that there

can be no accelerated fall in such an orbit, since

the motion, both deflective and along the curved

path, is perfectly uniform, or exactly equal in equal

periods of time, and that the apparent accelerated

increase of distance from a fixed tangent is not ac

celerated fall, and not even its real appearance,

since no fixed tangent can be maintained even for

the small fraction of a second without destroying

the mathematical directness of the earth's pull, as

both Prof. Kemper and Prof, tiloodenow admit.

Hut it is not here necessary to enter into a further

refutation of this assumed acceleration of fall from

a fixed tangent. We did this exhaustively last

month in reply to Prof. Uoodenow, to which we

refer the reader.

As we are limited in this reply, that it may ap

pear in the Standard, we will devote the remaind

er of it to a brief statement of the argument which

we introduced in the October Microcosm upon

"Newton's Ooersight,'' under the heading of the

" Gravitation Controversy," and which will be

found thoroughly demonstrated from the Principia

on another page of this number. Let this over

sight bo once established and admitted, and, as a

matter of course, all controversy about the law of

gravity, as formulated by Newton, ends, and his

so-called demonstration of the moon's fall from the

tanget ingloriously collapses. The oversight we

have charged is briefly this: that in calculating

the moon's fall from the tangent Newton took

only into account the earth's pull of the moon, just

as he took into account its pull of a falling pebble

at the earth's surface, and totally left out of account

the moon's pull of itself from its tangent (by its

pull at the earth) one vightieth as much as the

earth pulls it, and in addition thereto! This self-

pull of the moon occurs in consequence of the fact

that the moon is one eightieth the mass or weight

of the earth, and must not only pull at the earth

one vightieth as much as the earth pulls at the

moon (which Newton, of course, recognizes), but

it must also pull itself one eightieth as much to

wards the earth as the earth pulls it; while the

earth must also pull itself toward the moon one

eightieth as much as it pulls the moon toward the

earth, and in addition to the moon's pull and dis

placement of the earth one eightieth as much as it

displnees itself by attracting the earth. In a word,

Newton recognizes the earth's pull of the moon

and the moon's reciprocal pall of the earth, both in

proportion to mass; but he entirely leaves out the

other half of this reciprocal attraction, namely, the

Ifact that the moon actually pulls itself toward the

earth, and that the earth actually pulls itself to

ward the moon in the same reciprocal proportion

to mass. As the falling pebble at the earth's sur

face is infinitesimally small, as compared to the

mass of the earth,—not a million millionth,—its

self-attract ion downward cannot therefore add a

million millionth to the earth's pull and its own

fall; hence, there can be no mathematical compar

ison between this unassisted fall of the pebble and

the self-assisted fall of the moon which has the

whole pull of the earth, the same as the pebble

has, and in addition thereto its own pull of itself

one eightieth more, which Newton totally ignored

in his calculations.

The whole question, then, as to the correctness

or incorrectness of Newton's law and demonstra

tion, is condensed down into this single nutshell of

fact: Did Newton, or did he not, in making his

renowned demonstration concerning the moon's

fall from the tangent, really leave out this one

eightieth of the value in the manner we have

charged? If he did, then the veriest beginner in

science can see that Newton's law of gravitation is

fairly overturned, which Prof. Goodenow said

would he, if it could be done, "the most stupendout

overturn in science that the world has ever wit

nessed." That it has been overwhelmingly done,

and doubly demonstrated from Newton himself in

explaining his law, will appear by reference to

proofs copied from the Principia on another page

in reply to Prof. Goodenow, headed " Newton's

Great Oversight, No. 2."

Now, the question is, does the Editor of tho

Standard really desire his readers to see the truth

upon this matter, as he has all along professed ?

If so, will he, when he copies this article, either

frankly acknowledge to his subscribers that the

great law and demonstration of Newton have been

fairly broken down, or else refute our charge of

oversight of one eightieth of the value by explain

ing away the proofs we have massed against New

ton from the Principia elsewhere in this issue of

The Microcosm? We pause for his response,

and will keep our readers advised as to the result

Since the foregoing was in type we have receiv

ed the Standard of Nov. 18, containing four col

umns of reply from Prof. Kemper to our October

articles. We will pay our respects to that reply

next month to the satisfaction of all concerned,

and will only say here that a more pedantic, sell-

contradictory attempt at ridicule and lack of ar

gument was never perhaps crowded into that same

space, as we will abundantly show in our answer.

Prof. Kemper may justly be set down as the cham

pion sneerer, as well as the champion pedant of

America, since he pretentiously tries to sneer in

Jive different ancient and modern languages as well

as in very bad English, in which he unwittingly

calls himself a " devil-fish."

A USEFUL LITTLE MACHINE.

Mr. T. liarton Cosley, of 15 Park Place, this

city, has presented us with a hand-printing press,

self-inking and self-adjusting, in which cards, en

velopes, bill-heads, letter-heads, tags, and even

small circulars, can be printed with great neatness

and facility. An office-boy can do all such print

ing for a business house in his spare hours, and

thus save the cost of the machine and rubber

stamps employed, several times a year, if the busi

ness is large. The press and outfit of four separate

stamps, will be furnished for $I2. Our corres

pondents will see specimens of this work hereafter

on our letter-heads, envelopes, etc. This is one of

the inventions that has the rare merit of being

really useful as well as ornamental, and we are

glad to know that Mr. Cosley, the clever inventor,

has it well covered by patent. Agents would do

well to make a note of this if they wish to sell

something that will pay and give satisfaction at

the same time.

For items of interest and Terms to Agents

for The Microcosm, "Problem of Human Life,"

etc. See last page of cover.
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SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHINU.

BY J. W. ROBerTS, ESQ..

Tho argument that something can be evolved

or created out of nothing is not only unscientific,

but ia absolutely an impossibility, if God is the

being He is universally acknowledged to bo by all

classes of persons who intelligently believe in His

< xistence as an omnipresent substance ; for if God

fills immensity,—all space,—as is taught and be

lieved by all denominations of Christians of every

shade of faith, then thero was no spot or corner of

space where He was not ; and if He waa there,

then it was utterly impossible for notliing to bo

there also, unless He is nothing in some part of

His omnipresent existence ; because it is just as

Impossible for something and nothing to occupy

the same space at the sama time as for two bodies

to achieve that feat. If, therefore, God filled and

occupied all spaco from all eternity, there never

has been a place in His vast dominions at any

time where nothing was. As God is substance

there has never been an inch of His bonndless do

minion where that substance was not found, and

where it did not fi'l what otherwise would have

been a void. "Mature hates a vacuum," science

avers: and how much less would the Author of

Nature bo favorable to one ?

If this premise be correct, and it really seems to

be impregnable in its logical structure,—in fact

axiomatic,—then it follows that the notion that

God made the world out of nothing Is fallacious ;

and that the Apostle Paul had a better idea of tbo

work of creation when he declared, Rom. i : 20,

" For the invisible things of Him from the crea

tion of the world aro clearly seen, being under

stood by the things that are made, even His eter

nal power and Godhead."

Here the apostle affirms that the '' invisible

things of Him are clearly seen [made manifest] by

the things that are made." He does not say the in

visible nothings are used by God to make the visi

ble things, but things or anhstanee, teaching clearly

to our mind, that God made the things that are

visible from things that are not visible, and not

from nothing.

And we might add that God'smethod of procedure

is always from tho invisible to the visible, both in

Nature and grace ; but thero is not a shadow of

evidence anywhere, in Nature or revelation, that

He ever invaded the realm of nothing, if such a

realm existed or could exist, to hunt up material

or substance for any work that He has made.

If, as is universally conceded and unquestiona

bly believed by all intelligent Christians, God oc

cupied all space, can it possibly bo otherwise than

that out of this suhstance which fills the Uniterm

ihat universe must have been brought into exist

ence?

To say that God cannot thus evolve or create

from His own substance the visible things of His

workmanship, is to limit His power. To say He

could not do this, and yet could make a vast uni

verse out of nothing, is irrational in the highest

degree.

The objection raised that God cannot ti.js draw

upon His own substance to create material things

without exhausting Himself, or tending to that

Jesuit, is entirely imaginary for several reasons.

In the first place the " works of His hands" are in

His own dominion and possession, and never go

init of fI'iS ownership. Ho permeates every atom

of matter, even the "small dust of the balance,"

and the mote, as well as tho largest worlds. ,He,

therefore, loses nothing at any timo or in any place.

How, then, while retaining everything, can He ex

haust Himself, or in anywise impair His absolute

perfection in all things? Surely His wisdom, as

well as His power, is able for these things.

But in .the second plaeo,, the law of recuperation

or resupply pervades all nature. Tho sun is for

ever shining, and yet is forever supplied with

light. He absorbs from the light of the universe

as many r.iys as he sends out from himself. His

surface is no larger for throwing off than for

taking in ; and so the supply and the demand of

light at and from him are always equal. Tho

notion that he will exhaust his resources, is a

chimera without reason or analogy in Nature. Tho

rains descend from the clouds, are gathered up

again in vapor, carried back in clouds, and again

fall in showers ; so that tho springs of water and

the thirsty land are fed perpetually. These illus

trations could be multiplied almost without limit,

but our object now is, simply to present the princi

ple.

The same law of absorption prevails in the realm

of mind. Men think, and their thoughts becomo

substance which is communicated to other men,

and build them vp. That is, tho thought of one

man becomes/'xw/ for the mind of other men; ond

while they grow and develop on that thought, the

thinker is not exhausted. He can still use tho

same thought, and many other thoughts, giving

mental food all the time to others, and yet be

comes mentally stronger all the time. Now how is

this, if the substance of hi3 thought going out to

build up others exhausts his resources?

Here comes in the great law of compensation.

While he gi:es to others, he is constantly receiving

from others. He absorbs from other minds that

mental substance, which we may term mind-food;

and on this his mental powers are regaled and re

freshed, just as others are built up ,by what he

supplies.

How much more infinitely has God tho treas

uries of strength and knowledge at His disposal

than finite man I

No one who believes the Bible will call in ques

tion the fact that God " breathed into man's nostrils

the breath of life, and man became a living soul/'

Was that brealh of life nothing? or, was it some

thing God imparted from Himself? AH intelligtiir,

beings receive life from God. Is hfe nothing? All

spiritual beings partake of the nature of God, who

is a Spirit. Certainly no one will claim that spirit

is nothing. Well, if all spiritual beings on earth,

in heaven, and throughout the universe, derivr

their being from God, did the creation of this in

numerable multitude tend to exhaust His resourc

es ? Who would think it for a moment ?

God's attributes being all absolutely perfect, it 5:;

impossible for them or Him to he exhausted or

weakened in any direction. But if such a possibi 1

ity existed, tho remedy would be found in the lav.'

of re-absortion existing everywhere in Nature, t >

which we have culled attention. If men can bnil

each other up by absorbing each from the oHht
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the needful mental pabulum for this purpose, how

much more could Bod receive to Uimsrlf from the

intelligent hostsr.of the universe all taut might bo

required to Maintain His supreme perfection?

Every thought of every mind goes into His groat

mind. Every word uttered in all His boundless

dominion goes into His ear. There is not a men

tal effort or emotion in all the uuiverse that 11c is

not absoUttely familiar with. If, then, there was

any drain made upon His infinite resources—

which we do not claim—how easily could the out

go be replaced by these wonderful resources of

renewal, if they were required ?

But as the universe is still His, no difference in

what form it is found, bow can Ho be exhausted

by making it? A man can change his possessions

from gold to silver or vice verta, or into other

forms of wealth, and still he is as rich as he was

at the beginning, go God can ehange the form of

His possessions, and yet retain every particle of

them. Every creature has to receive supplies to

repbice loss, outside of itsetf, because it f» a crea

ture ; but God, who retains ownership of every

thing, no difference in what condition He places it,

cannot bo exhausted, for nothing goes from Him.

" In Him we live, and move and have our being,"

and so lives every croaied thing, whether in

heaven or upon earth.

For these reasons, as well as others {hat might

be added, the theory that -by creating the uni verso

out of His own substance, God would exhaust

Himself is demonstrated to be fallacious, and to

have no solid foundation anywhere ; while tho

doctrine that He made the visible things of crea

tion out of nothing, is not only a scientific absur

dity, but a logical impossibility.

DEITY-TUE DIVINE MIDK.

BY PROP. I. I,. EEPUABt, KM.

Having considered Deity from the human etand-

point, and having recognized it as a fact that as

truly as " Clod created man in His own image," so

truly does man, by his imagination, create or form

God in Inn omn image—that is, in accordance with

his own appetites, passions and propensities—let

ns now proceed to consider Deity from the Divine

aide. Hut what do we mean, or what are we to

understand, by considering Deity from the Divine

side? What idoes it imply? We answer, simply

recognizing or taking into account those infinite

attributes that necessarily belong to tho Creator

and upholdor.of the universe.

Considered from tho Divine aide. God is an

eternal Being. Man is immortal—that is without

end of being; but God, is eternal—that is, without

beginning or end of being. This must he so from

the very nature of things. If Ho had a beginning,

when was it? How was it? What preceded Him

in existence? By what agency was He brought into

existence? Did Be create Himself ? The thought

is absurd, for He would have first to exist as a

Creator in order to create Himself. If created

by some other being, how came that being into

' existence? So we might go on tracing backward

' without any splution of the question, and without

i finding any relief for our minds. The only resting

place we find is in the Bible declaration: " From

everlasting to everlasting, Thou art God." This

affords some relief .to our Unite minds, even though

they cannot comprehend the tremendous sweep

implied in tho idea that God is an eternal, self-

existing Beisg.

God is an Omnipotent, Omnipresent Being; pos

sessing all power, present at all times and in all

places. These, too, are words the force of which

finite minds cannot comprehend; but we do know

that Deity must possess these attributes. His

lightnings flash from sky to sky, aud His thunder

bolts cleave trees and rocks into fragments; His

tornadoes strike, as with iron-headed battering-

rams, forests and cities, and level them to the

ground. His storms uplift the ocean's otherwise

placid surface into mountain peaks, and toss proud

navies in wrecks upon its shores. 11 is earthquakes

convulse, as if in its death-throes, the planet on

which wo live; and His volcanic eruptions, in a

moment, engulf whole cities in one common lake

of fire. But these occasional manifestations no

more represent God's resistless forces constantly,

working through all tho frame of Nature, than the

leakage of a few drops of water, or a little jet of

steam, or a feeble hiss of imprisoned air working

an air-break, represents the driviLg, cleaving, or

crushing force of all the ponderous machines of

human workshops. Thunders, storms, volcanoes,

and earthquakes impress our physical senses with

an animal fear and dread of God; but the silent,

ceaseless order of creation—the ever-present, con

stantly-working forces of the material universe,

appealing to man's reason and judgment, awe him

into feelings of reverence and devotion toward th*

Omnipotent, Omnipresent One. His presence and

His power are everywhere manifest, uplifting

moisture from the ocean and watering the earth;

holding rocks together, and distributingtho winds;

circulating the sap of growing shrub3 and trees

throughout the vegetable kingdom, and causing

[iitll hearts to throb wherever animal life exists;

whirling planets, suns, and systems in their im

mense orbits, and "tempering the fierce blast to

the shorn lamb"; filling with life and joy the-

millions of human hearts that inhabit our globe,

'and exhilarating with life and activity tho millions

of microscopic insects that sport in a dew-drop.

Surely nothing short of an Omnipotent, Omnipres.

ent God can do, aud ceaselessly continue doing, all

these things. ,

But, when it Is asserted that God is all-powerful,

that assertion must not be understood as implying

that He can do that, the doing of which implies a

contradiction or an absurdity. For God to lie, or

love sin, or be unjust, is impossible; for it would

be in direct conflict with the essential attributes of

Hls being.. For God to make a door to be open

aud shut at the same time, or to revolve a grind,

stono both ways at the same time, is literally and

physically impossible; because it is in direct oppo

sition to the immutable laws and principles of

material existence, which Ho has established.

Hence, when it is asserted that, " With God, all

things are possible," it must be understood as ap

plying to and embracing only all things that do

not necessarily imply an absurdity or conflict with

,tho attributes of His being.

God is Oinnisciont. He who made everything

must certainly know everything he has made.

Think of His wisdom and skill, as manifested ia

material creation. He regulates the beating of an.

animalcule's pulse; Ho touches with life the mus

cles and nerves of the smallest microscopic insect.

Must not such wisdom and such skill penetrate to

the deepest recesses of human hearts, human

thoughts, and human desires? No matter to what

heights human thought may ascend, or to what

breadth aud extent it may travel, there is God,

reading those thoughts, noting those desires, re-

\ cording those volitions. Human thought
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.travel to the utmost limit of its finite bounds; but

God's thoughts are infinite in extent—they know

no limit. On all sides, He is outside of us. Earth,

planet, sun, the universe, know no recess, or cav

ern, or abyss, into which any one i f His creatures

can secrete itself, and concoct or perpetrate crime,

without being viewed by the all-seeing eye. And,

on the other hand, no creature or circumstance can

erect a barrier high enough, or dense enough, to

conceal from His guiding, protecting care, even the

weakest and humblest of His confiding followers.

In these two thoughts are to be found a terrible

warning for the evil doer, and a soul-inspiring as

surance for the lover of righteousness. Yes, Deity

not only knows our most secret desires and pur

poses, but He knows the mental and moral habits

and forces out of which they spring, and which,

by our volitions as free, moral agents, wo have

originated and developed, and for which He will

bring us into judgment. The Omniscient One is

too wiso to make a mistake.

But as God's being Omnipotent does not imply

His ability to do that, the doing of which would

involve a moral or a physical absurdity, neither

does His being Omniscient, all-wise, imply His

ability to know, or His knowing that, the knowing

of which would iuvolvo an intellectual or psycho

logical absurdity. As God's Omnipotence implies

His ability to do all doiMe things, so does His

Omniscence imply His ability to know all knowcdiU

things, as well as His actually knowing all things

that do now exist , or have ever existed ; but it does

aot imply that He now knows, and has from all

«ternity known, as actualities, events which maj

or may not come to pass in the future, the happen

ing or not happening of which is purely contin

gent upon the free choices and actions of agencies

which, in those resnects, He has placed completely

beyond His control, and left absolutely free as to

the choices they shall make and the acts they shall

perform. The failure to recognize this feature of

Omniscence has involved theology in a mass of

contradictions and absurdities that havo driven

many into infidelity and even atheism. But a

.brighter day is dawning.

Of His attributes of justice and mercy, the limits

of this article will not permit me to speak. Suf

fice it to say that, " God is love," and that locc, is

the same in all hearts. Consequently, no matter

how much men may differ in their opinions of

Deity, on this one point they all can unite. Love

is the common Ixmd that unites the pure and the

/rood of all climes and worlds into one common

brotherhood, and unites them all to the God of the

Universe, who ii lone. Love is the sublime, para

mount, crowning fact of the Godhead.

BECOMING WISE BY FIRST BECOMING
A FOOL.

BY HEV. T. WIlliSTON, M.A.

There is great significauce and depth of meaning

in these paradoxical words of Paul, found in 1st Cor.

8, IS: " If any man among you seemeth to l>e wise

in this world, let him become a fool that he may

be wise." Literally interpreted, or as the world

uses language, it is seemingly absurd to speak of

one's becoming a fool in order to be wise; yet,

Paul's meaning in the words just quoted is easily

discerned. He does in effect say, ' ' There is a kind

.of wisdom that renders its possessor self- important,

and a despiser of the lowly and crucified One, and

there is also a wisdom that is infinitely superior to

the superficial ' wisdom of this world. ' Would you

become a possessor of the true wisdom ? Become

sensible of your own littleness, insignificance, in

herent vileness, and entire dependence on divine

mercy: cease to be a thankless, prayerless, self-

important despiser;' get emptied of self, and 'be

come a fool' in your own esteem, and be willing,

if necessary, to be counted a fool by your former

associates. "

Now, what if Paul, when using such language,

had had before him a leader or representative of

the various ancient schools of philosophy ? What

if he had been addressing met' renowned as Pythag

oras, and Democritus, and Plato, and Aristotle,

and Zeno, and Epicurus, and Pvrrho. to say nothing

of Diogenes the Cynic, or of "the founders of the

Middle Academy and the New? Before these

founders of more or less famous philosophical

schools, these men that in their day were held in

such reputation as profound thinkers, would Paul

have ventured to say, " O, ye philosophers, and ye

that ' seem to be wise in this world,' ye must

' become fools,' and then ye will indeed be wise? "

Yes, Paul would have said this even if Socrates

himself—the wisest and noblest of the whole phil

osophical group—had been one of his hearers.

In an audience composed of the very wisest of

these philosophers, this despised Nazarene, though

"rude in speech," and in " bodily presence weak,"

would, like the son of Kish, have been " higher

than any" of his auditors "from his shoulders

and upward." Intellectually as well as morally,

he was vastly the superior of all these unchristian-

ized thinkers. During Paul's brief stay in Athens

—once the intellectual and literary capital of the

world—"certain philosophers of the Epicureans

and of the Stoics encountered him," and we may

be sure that they found " this babbler," as some

styled him, a mighty reasoner, an argumentative

Samson, whom it was presumptuous for them to

encounter.

The arguments that Paul employed in debating

with these Epicureans and Stoics are not recorded

—though some allusions to their false tenets are

made in his noble speech on Mars' hill—but wo

may imagine him to have addressed, first the

Epicureans and then the Stoics, somewhat as fol

lows: "In accounting for the existence of this

universeof mind and matter,you Epicureans make

Chance the originator, and not an all-wise and

ever existing Mind. You do indeed speak of there

being a God (or gods), but if you are right, He

neither created the universe, nor does He govern

it, or even concern Himself at all in the welfare of

the creatures it contains. As you give Him noth

ing to do, and make him utterly indifferent to

human weal or woe, there is nothing for you to

worship unless it be Self or Chance. Though

marks of intelligence and wise design are visible

in every thing around us, yet there was no design,

no intelligent forethought in those eternal atoms

which, if you are right, after floating fortuitously

about in infinite space for thousands of years, and

after innumerable collisions and adhesions, separa

tions and combinations, happened at last to so

unite and adhere as to become the world we now

occupy! Why, brethren, what a stupendous mira

cle you present us, when you make Accident the

constructer of so convenient, well-planned, and

wonderful a world as this! It really seems as

though those ever-existing atoms you speak of

must have possessed the power of thought and

contrivance; nnd yet, if they did, why do not the

rocks, and trees nnd earth, and ocean now think,

and now contrive? But you are right in not as

cribing intelligence to these eternal atoms; for if
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an atoms they had been intelligent contrivers, they

could not have lost this power by coming together

and forming material bodies. In this system of

yours, ye Epicureims, I find another inexplicable

tenet. You confess that man hus a thinking

faculty, a soul ; and yet your founder taught, and

you believe, that man's thinking soul originated

just as did all things else- -in the accidental con-

ccrise of unintelligent atoms! If the soul's origin

l)o what you make it, it is to me an inexplicable

thing how man can think and form plans, when

the rocks and trees cannot. And since you hold

that the soul is but a collection of material parti

cles —which in some unaccountablo way are able

to think, and reason—and since, moreover, you

have no God that interests Himself in human

affairs, or that will one day judge the world, it is

no wonder that you do not believe in the soul's

immortality, or in any life beyond the present.

Nor is it any wonder that he from whom you

derive your name recommended a virtuous life,

and dissuaded from all immortality, not because

vice is in itself wrong and offensive to an all-seeing

God, but because it renders one less happy than a

virtuous life would. I am glad that Epicurus

counseled his pupils to lead upright and virtuous

lives, and that he himself was so exemplary; but

ought ho not to have had a higher motive for the

practice of virtue than simply this, that happiness

is the fruit of a virtuous life, and unhappiness the

legitimate consequence of an immoral one? O, ye

Epicureans, must you not, as lovers of wisdom and

sensible thinkers, confess that Reason herself pro

nounces your system to be radically unphilosophi-

cal, and oven absurd 1

" And now, ye disciples of Zeno, permit me to

convince you, if possible, that the system you

have embraced is chargeable with some very

serious and even capital errors. Your views re

specting a Deity and tho origin of the world are,

unlike those of the Epicureans, for the most part

correct ; only you err, as did Plato and many others,

in making matter to be like God, underived and

eternal. You are right in maintaining that the

present order of things is to terminate in a univer

sal conflagration; but you err egregiously in sup

posing that there is to be, in vast and successive

cycles, an endless reproduction and endless over

throw of just such a world as the one we now in

habit. You thus create a sort of hereafter for us

uiuimt, vu» v — lA,urused, and mistaken
xt,qujo dm 1t\ ,-..... .t <., fl,o' I'^reafter or to

man's fntnrity. You seem to know of no essential

difference in the character of men, or in their fu

ture destiny; to know of no ' life eternal' for the

one class, or 'everlasting punishment' for the

other. Your immortality for man consists in his

being reunited to (or absorbed in) the Deity at the

time of the general conflagration, and then being

allowed, as some of you have thought, to re-exist

and compose a part, cycle after cycle, of a repro

duced universe. Another very serious mistake

you make, ye Stoics, consists in your representing

all events, not excepting men's actions, as result

ing from a blind and irresistible necessity, or fate;

a fate from which there is no escape and no ap

peal. In truth you deify this blind, arbitrary

something that you stylo Necessity, for even your

deities are under its inexorable sway. With you

the universe is one vast machine presided over and

worked, not by an all-wise and holy Mind or Spirit,

but by a trumped-up and soulless sovereign de

nominated Fate. The choices and doings of all

rational agents are but parts of this gigantic

machine, and the work wrought out is not their

work, nor an all-wise God's, but king Fate's! 0

how unlike is this fatalism of yours to the doctrine

—the eternal purpose and foreknowledge of God,

combined, and wholly consistent with, absolute

freedom of choice on the part of angels and men.

If instead of*believing in a blind necessity you be

lieved in such a predestination as is taught in the

inspired Book, you would not, as you now do,

pronounce it a duty or a virtue for ore to be indif

ferent to pain and all things externa], nor. look

with special complacency on one that could endure

torture without flinching. Under things afflictive

or calamitous the divine oracles would Lave

taught you submission , but not a proud , self-com

placent indifference. O ye Stoics and Epicureans,

would that I could persuade you to renounce your

philosophical delusions, and In-come the disciples

of that Savior whom I love and serve 1 "

When st udied in the light afforded by the Bible

and Christianity, how very shallow do the various

systems of ancient philosophy appear; how super

ficial and absurd the speculations of men whom

the world onco regarded as profound. As we ex

amine their different theories, once so popular but

now exploded, what convincing proof we have

that " the world by wisdom knew not God." As

compared with the Bible and the truths therein

developed, the philosophical systems that preceded

Christ's advent were darkness itself; and with em

phasis may it now be asked, " Hath not God made

foolish the wisdom of this world 't " Yes, and how

true it is that " God hath chosen the foolish things

of the world (so esteemed, that is,) to confound

the wise." Doubtless, those philosophers that en

countered Paul in Athens thought him a fool, and

yet that man was rendered a richer blessing to our

world than all the so-called philosophers and scien

tists that have ever lived. Philosophy and science,

when christianized, an' of immense value; but one

had better be Pollok's pious ignoramus, who" never

had a dozen thoughts in all his life," than be one

that "understands all mysteries and all knowl

edge," and yet is devoid of that charity (love)

that " never faileth," that " seeketh not her own,"

and "is not puffed up." Tho word phil.•iyphy

means the love of wisdom; but if it does not in

clude a love of "the wisdom that is from above,"

what is it but a superficial and prifitless philoso

phy? The word science sounds grandly, and

charms a great many ears; but pray, what has

Science ever enabled the profoundest investigator?

to find out, except it be a few of the innumerable

facts and principles and ideas with which the om

niscient Creator has from eternity Ix-en familiar?

The illustrious Newton was sensible of this, or he

would not have said, " I seen, to myself, to be ltk*

a child, picking up a shell here and there on the

shore of the great ocean of truth. " Such nn abid

ing sense had that scientific and Christian phil

osopher, Robert Boyle, of the Creator's greatness,

wisdom, and all-pervading presence and agency,

that he neverspoke of God, or used His name, with

out a reverential pause before uttering it. Such

scientists and such philosophers as Boyle and J•ew-

ton—and various others that might be nnined—are

worthy of nil honor, and will have praise in heaven.

Would that this was true of all the votaries of

science and philosophy. What a pity it is that

some have with tireless energy and unabated in

terest subjected all Nature to their scrutiny and

research, and yet have utterly failed to "l>**

through Nature up to Nature's God." Believe me,

render, the science that fails to discern any »"d

either in the volume of Nature, or in the worm s

past and present history, is at the best, sadiydp
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fective;—good, perhaps, as far as it goes, but stop

ping far short of the goal it ought to aim at and

reach. There is a " knowledge that puffeth up"

its possessor, and leads him into devious paths, far

away from the truth. How great, how egregious

the folly of those journalists, writers for the press,

and publishers, who, while professing to advocate

scientific inquiry and free thought, indulge them

selves in disparaging and contemptuous remarks

respecting tho Bible and Christianity. Would,

that these and all other skeptics and sneerers were

made conscious of their infatuation:—yea more,

were made to know, in their own happy experi

ence, the deep significance of the paradox, "Be

coming wise by first becoming a fool."

SCIENTISTS AND THEOLOGIANS.

I!Y ritOF. J. tl VINCENT.

We hear much now a days about the conflict be

tween scientific truth and religious truth. We

have recently heard a popular and powerful pulpit

-orator assert that, " Current scientific journals and

the so-called religio scientific journals are mael

stroms of infidelity"—that, "The progressive

scientists are laboring to flood the world with in

fidelity." We have but to take up any religious

or respectable journal, to find endless controversies

between the constructors of scientific systems aud

the constructors of theological systems.

Now, there is, there has been, and there can be,

no conflict between scientific and religious truths.

Honest scientists study the revelations of God in

the frame-work of Nature; honest theologians

study the revelation of God in tho Divine Scrip

tures. Nature gives the Divine method of science;

the Bible gives the Divine method of theology.

Between these two plans, and the facts evolved

from them, there is no clashing. Both have the

same object—God; both read the works of the

same author—Gixi; both seek the same light—

God. The devotees of science seek the original

principle, but the original principle is God; the

devotees of theology seek God, but God is the

-original principle. Science and revelation teach

alike, and always the Grand Mosaic story, which,

without the support of science, could never be in

telligently interpreted, and which might, in time,

become a mere mythological fable. Head Nature,

or read revelation, we find the same grand, incom

prehensible lesson, whoso giver is God.

We may philosophize or theologize, in tho end

God is the basis and the background—simply tho

all. He is God of the Universe, not by our suffer

ance, but by His sovereignty. He cannot be vola

tilized out of it by chemists, nor kept in it by the

labors of theologians. Every fact discovered by

man has its place in Nature's temple, and no fact

can prove fatal to either science or religion.

There are, however, conilicts between the con

structors of scientific systems and the constructors

of theological systems. But the contradictions

arise from the superficiality or ignorance of the

- constructors. Superficial, bigoted scientists gather

a few facts, and syllogize them with tho conclu

sion that they have all the truths discoverable in

their line, and with, them there is no truth out of

their line. Superficial, bigoted theologians glean

a few Confessions of Faith—getintocertnin church

channels, catch glimpses of the truth, theorize and

-colligate a system which, with them, embodies all

truth. The former anti theosize the universe, and

find a God in an original principle, or in a spon

taneous generator, or in a primordial form, or in a

self-existing cell; the latter apotheosize their own

system, aud find a God in the universe by their

sufferauce, acting by their sufferance, in fact, a

God by their sufferance. Both strive to defend

their respective systems, while both disregard the

Divine system. Both ask not, " Is this true?" but,

" Will it do for us to admit this is true?" The

scientists say; " This is contrary to our theories

therefore it is false." The theologians say : "This

is contrary to the tenets and rul^s of our church,

therefore it is false." Both such are charlatans—

self-deified bigots shut out from light, and dead to

truth. Of course their theories clash.

But it does not follow tliere is a conflict between

scientific truth and religious truth. Honest sci

entists delve into every inch of Nature's temple,

dig out the facts, and anflounce them without re

gard to consequences. They walk in no ruts—ride

no hobbies. They love truth, seek truth, and ac

cept truth wherever found. They make no fight

with God. They ask for facts, and accept facts

without considering the effect upon pet dogmas or

harmonized creeds, tenets, or gospels. These facts

they systematize, and their system is true science.

They transform the deadly earth into glass; if

God is mirrored in the glass, they see Him and ac

cept Him; if the tomb of Church Confessions of

Faith is mirrored in the glass, they gladly enter

the funeral procession, for they know from the

tomb of false creeds will spring a grander building

of God's Truth.

Of all men it least Wcomes ministers to charge

scientists with infidelity—to berate scientific jour

nals. It is a historical fact that scientists are the

strongest pillars of the Christian pulpit. When

her inmost citadels are invaded, scientists, with

truth piled upon truth, delved from the deep sea

or bowels of the earth, extracted from the bark or

root, the flower or fruit of the forest or field, or

snatched from the air and sunlight, come to the

rescue, and convert fearful defeat into triumphant

victory. This pulpit detraction and alarm is so

puerile and despicable that it brands its authors as

superficial bigots.

Jonesboro, Texas.

BARjttOGY.

BY O. l. WIlSON.

The subject of Baralogy, or creation, as taught

in the Hebrew Genesis, has been the cause of

much contention between science and religion; but

to claim that baralogy and geology are in conflict,

is a mental myopy ; since, in order to prove such a

conflict, one must needs' assume to know every

thing concerning both, as single and relative

items.

The Hebrew word bara, the second word in the

first chapter of Genesis, which is translated create

in several places in King James' translation, is a

word which, if not so specific as to always prove

substantial ism, is at least so generic as to include

it to the exclusion of specific spiritualism or ma

terialism.

To prove this, let us cite a few texts where this

word appears. In the first place, we have the

statement that, " God created (bara) the heaven

and the earth." Advanced philology will bear

upon this text more favorably than at present.

We know of none who attributo to man the

power of making something of nothing; but we find

(Ezek. xxi: 19) that God told Ezekiel to create {bara.
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translated choose) a place. This does not imply

that God had forgotten to make this place out of.

nothing, during the first six periods of creation.

We also find (Josh, xvii: 15, 18) Joshua command,

ing the ' ' children of Joseph " to create (bara,

translated cut down) a land for themselves—surely

not out of nothing.

Other versions favor substantlalism. In Genesis

of the Septuagint, the Greek word poieo is used in

place of the Hebrew bara to designate create. This

Greek word is probably the basis of the old French

word apointer, to prepare or arrange; also of the

English word appoint, as indicated in the text

(Prov. viii : 29), "He appointed the foundations of

the earth." This word, lwiYo appears (Matt. iii:8,

etscg., as bring) in the critical Text of Teschen

dorf, Greenfield, et al. , and is translated into the

accepted Latin, Codex Beza, the Vulgate, and

Mortin's French Text, as make or prepare, while

the accepted German gives it as make appear.

Are we commanded therein to create something

out of nothing"? or, to bring forth that energy of

soul which is already in us?

We know (Heb. xi:3)that, "Things which are

seen were not made of things which do appear";

but that, as some versions render this text, " From

the invisible the visible was made."

We find, 1, That the word create does not mean

to make out of nothing; 2, That it was used to de

note a making " from the invisible"; therefore, 3,

That it must have been from an invisible some

thing—from substantial essence without attribute,

the combination of essenee and attribute as mat

ter was made to appear.

CeNter PoiNt, Iowa.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF

THE SOLAR SYSTEM.-NO. VI.

BY B. T. eAVANAUOH, M.D., D.D.

THE SUN THE SOURCE OF PosITIVE ElECTRICITY.

(Continued. )

It would doubtless appear to many a work of

supererogation to undertake to prove that the sun

is the source of positive electricity. It is, never

theless, true that there are some learned profes

sors, gravitationists, holding high positions in the

scholastic world, who have undertaken to show

that the electricity for which we here contend, is

generated in tho atmosphere by some undefined

process of friction. Others, as Prof. Ellis of Phila

delphia, would have us believe it is produced by

the evapoiat'n n of the waters of the ocean. These,

and many other speculative philosophers, create

the ncessity of giving to the subject a more critical

examination than heretofore, which is attempted

in this nrticle.

That tho sun is the source of positive electricity

is susceptible of demonstration from many con

siderations, from which I select a few:

1. Tho facts and positions set forth in my five

preceding articles are based upon the attracting

and repelling forces of electricity derived from the

sun. If my doctrines and deductions as found in

theso articles are correct, and the sun does perform

tho offices therein ascribed to it, then the conclusion

is inevitable that the source of power is derived

from the sun. To which I add the following:

2. In regard to the rays of the sun, it must be

remembered that all true electricians hold that, in

every solar ray, there is a combination of light,

heat, and electricity—three distinct elements; that

these elements or properties are resolvable, ona

into the other; and that they act conjointly or

separately as conditions may demand, or circum

stances require. In proof of this, try the following

simple experiment:

Take a sun-glass—a double convex lens of 3-inch

diameter—and so hold it as to pass the rays of the I

sun through it and converge them into a focal

point, and place a piece of charcoal in the focus,

when it will be ignited at once. If you then take

a small silver wire, whether five, or five hundred

feet long, it matters not, so both extremities are '

before you, with a ball on the near or handle end

and the other end pointed; then lay the wire near

the ball in the burning focus and sparks of elec

tricity will pass off from the pointed end. Here,

then, you have light, heat, and electricity all under

the eye at the same time; one converted into the

other, and all proceeding from the sun. If you

doubt this, place your eyo in the focal point and

look through the lens at the sun, and doubt will

be at an end.

We here ask special attention to three facts: 1,

that the rays were manifested as light only, before

they reached the lens and after passing through it

until they reach the focal point; where—2, all the

light is converted into heat, and here you have

heat only so far as external aplx-arances are mani

fest; but again—3, this heat passes off into elec

tricity proper,as is evident from its action through

the wire, and here again we have light in the

emitted sparks. These facts are to be remembered

when we speak of the action of electricity.

If the few solar rays that find a passage through

a lens of three inches in diameter, are found to pro

duce such magic results, what may we not expect

from the floods' of light in which whole hemispheres

are bathed t They certainly guarantee enough

substantial force to arm the monarch of the sola!

system with sufficient power to control the action

of every planet in his realm, and to stimulate and

perpetuate the current of life in the vegetable and

animal kingdoms.
3. The same facts are sustained by the following

process in Nature : The rays of light emanating

from the sun, on their passage to the earth are

often intercepted by two or more strata of clouds,

one above another. If the upper cloud wholly

overshadows the underlying one, it receives all tho

rays of the sun, in which case, the light is convert

ed into heat and electricity until it becomes so

heavily charged that it seeks a communication

with the cloud below; which being negative as

compared with the upper, has a strong affinity

for, and is drawn towards it. If the two do not

approach sufficiently near to produce a direct dis

charge, they often, by the mutual action of the

positive cloud above, and the negative below, form

connection by establishing a magnetic line of
gen or hydrogen gas around which, in a spiral

form, the upper cloud discharges so much of its

electricity as to establish an electric equilibrium

between them. The spiral line seen at a distance

presents the appearance of a zigzag current
the upper cloud still accumulates a heavier charge-nany

from the sun, it may repeat its dixehnrg

times to the cloud below.
When tho underlying

cloud is heavily charged from its neighbor al*^'

it seeks a communication with the earth by wU'

to discharge itself. • ^
It is an invariable law that when clouds beco

heavily charged with positive electricity fr°|n gf

Sun, tliat they superinduce a great concentration -

negative electricity on that part of the earth "'^

est the cloud. In some instances, according 10 '
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observations of Prof. Tice, in damp, warm weath

er, the negative electricity may be seen at night

dancing and glimmering with a bluish, white

light, upon high points in the direction of the

heavily-charged cloud above. In some instances,

the cloud may pass low enough to discharge itself

upon mountain tops, or by striking the topa of tall

trees or other objects, which, the fluid follows as a

conductor to a point near the ground where it

comes in contact with the negative electricity of

the earth, and :s neutralized by it. Positive elec

tricity never enters the earth. Where two or moie

clouds near the same plane of elevation are well

and equally charged with positive electricity, they

mutually repel each other and are thereby distri

buted overa largerareaof country. The economy

of the equitable distribution of rain-clouds is sub

ject to electric agency. Over this matter gravita

tion has no influenco whatever. In the absence of

this distributive force waterspouts would be cf

constant occurrence.

It is sometimes the case that the accumulated

negative electricity on the earth becomes more dy

namic, or active, than the positive in the cloud

with which it seeks connection. In this case, a

magnetic line of gas is formed between the earth

and the cloud, and there is a discharge of tho neg

ative electricity upward, in which case tho posi

tive electricity of tho cloud is neutralized and

thereby robbed of its energy. Where the negative

is the dynamic or active force, it bears the appear

ance of a bluish- white light; whereas, the positive,

descending to lower clouds, or to the earth, pre

sents the appearance of a reddish-white light. It

is presumed from the above considerations that

no reflecting mind should hesitate to believe that

the sun is the source of positive electricity. That

there are two kinds of electricity, as heretofore

stated, one, native to the earth—the negative; and

tho other—the positive—derived from the sun, is

evident both from the colors they present, and the

direction of their action.

The joint agency of the solar and terrestrial elec

tricity in giving fruitfulnesi to tho earth, germina

tion to seeds, and vitality, health and develop

ment to the animal and vegetable kingdoms, will

bo reserved for consideration iu some future num

ber.

Mt. SterliNg, Ky.

EQUIPOISE IN TUB TRUE PHILOSOPHER.

BY REV. J. I. 8WANDER, A. M.

It must be evident to tho apt student of the his

tory of philosophy, that tho tendency in many of

tho world's advanced thinkers has been toward

some one-sided position, in which it was not pos

sible; to hold more than a fraction of the wholo

truth. For this reason the leading intellects, even

in those ages most favorable to high attainments,

have not boen able to supply the world with a

satisfactory solution of its most momentous prob

lems. Wo may begin our observations with the

water cosmogony of Thaies, or start with the

Pythagorean dream of an eternal quantitative

proportion, and follow tho winding stream of

speculative inquiry to its latest phase in modern

materialism, and we shall seo tiie truth of the

above assertion demonstrated in the constant ebbs

and flows of the world's philosophical tide. Sto

icism and Epicnrianism occupy opposite banks

npon which they have been thrown by the side-

posh of mHual repulsion, as well as the swelling

enrrent of a central truth. Nominalism and real -

ism are antagonistic in principle, while each one is

the progeny of the other. Indeed, when wo stmly

the genealogical iecord of isms, w e find that each

successive generation toolt a new line of departure.

Platonism gave birth to a largeJamily, but left no

child to follow in the exact footsteps of the illus

trious parent. The dry distinctions of scholastic

philosophy created a demand for something differ

ent. Cartesionisrn started ill doubt, and passed

overto the sensationalism of I/wke^ then, by a re

actionary side-push passed back to the skepticism

of Berkley and Hume; thence, again, it rebound

ed and passed, by the way of Oerman idealism,

hack into that materialism which is now cursing

the continent of Europe. This materialistic evo

lution is in turn tho starting point from which

Spencer, Tyndall and others speculate themselves

into the theory of the mere phenomenal existence

of the human soul. Thus has the zigzag move

ment of restless inquiry come blundering down the

ages, until it culminated in a questionable some

thing, calling itself Agnosticism—the most consist

ent term in the whole vocabulary of scientific in

fidelity-

When this point was reached, the world was

ready for something better. The fullness of the

time had come for a positive philosophy involving

elements in common with much that had gone be-

fore. and, at the same time, something radically

different from anything previously offered upon

the altar of science. There was a loud call for the

coming man. Tho nature of the position to be

filled indicated tho necessary qualifications on the

part of the proper respondent. There was war to

wage. The right man girded himself for the at

tack, and stepped into the arena of battle. II is

eminent fitness for the responsibility of the under

taking appeared most clearly in his ability to

balance himself between the counter pulls and

pnshes of competitive theories. Dr. Hall has net

the enemy, and their scalps are strung upon his

belt. His startling "Problem of Human Lift "

has raised a reasonable expectation of better things

to come. It is even admitted, by many who dis

sent from some of his views, that he is making a

valuable contribution toward the analysis and ex

planation of certain newly-discovered factois and

forces in Nature. Intense anxiety fills the minds

of millions. They are dissatisfied with tho old,

and yet look with suspicion upon the new. Some

of his admiring disciples follow him afar off.

They are waiting for further testimony. It is

feared" that his recently projected hypotheses aro

nothing moro than beautiful dreams floating in the

transient exuberance of chimerical speculation;

that tho new philosophy, around which so many

hopes are clustered, will prove to be but an "ill-

guided bark, well-built and tall, for angry waves

to c:ist on desert shore." Tho writer of this article

is of tho opinion that there U no occasion for any

such gloomy forebodings. Tho great work which

Wilford Hall has undertaken, will succeed. The

assurance of such success is found, not so much

in his remnrkable powers of intellect, as in his

happy combination of three distinet arid insepara

ble elen+nts of strength—central position. Chris

tian imiiilse, and conservative progress.

I. Hit position is central.—For this reason it is

impossible for him to fall into fundamental error,

except through illogical reasoning. He holds that

mind and matter have the same origin in tho very

substantial fulness of the Infinite God; that they

are produced by aprocessof "condensation," rather

than by evolution, as taught by Rev. Joseph Cook
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and others; that they are distinct in their essen

tial elements and properties; that man, as the mi

crocosm of Nature, consists of a dual structure:

aml that the human soul, though invisible in the

hemisphere of materiality, is nevertheless, a sub

stantial organic entity. Starting from thisceutral

point, he can sail up the main channel of truth,

between bold materialism on the one hand, and

bald idealism on the other, without necessarily

Hearing the dangers to which the philosophical

mariner is usually exposed. True, he has been

charged with materialistic tendencies. The third

chapter of tho Problem contains a few specimens

of an attempted side-push. Certain parties, whose

cosityrtgony is predicated of. "if thing," undertook

to drive him into tho meshes of materialism,

and, in return, received such a counter push from

the Uibraltral centre of truth as to send them reel

ing back to —"nothing"—the convenient starting

point for men who deny that they are the "offspring

of Hod" tActs xvii : 39), and who have no other

material from which to manufacture their ortho

dox theory of cosmogohal nonsense.

Having failed to show that the author is a mate

rialist, a new count was thrust into the indictment.

"Pantheism" is the gravo (charge laid lit the door

of 23 Park Row, New York City. Dr. lhill a pan

theist'; Indeed I Let us look a little at the ground

of this serious accusation. While he pioelaims

the substantial fullness of God as the source of all

things, he also insists that God's immanent pres

ence is the motor power in the life of the universe.

He also insists that a recognition of tho dual struc

ture of man, as the microcosntic culminati6o of

Nature, is tho only royal road of escape f nun that

old heresy of dualism in philosophy which was

hatched from tho false conception of two primor

dial principles, and, consequently, two adverse

elements—mind and matter—in eternal conflict.

Spinoza sought to destroy this false dualism, but

failed to distinguish clearly between the corporeal

una incorporeal entities of the universe; hence, he

fell, with all his masterly powers, into the vortex

of pantheism. Hia God was consubstantially one

with the world. This is just what Wilford HaU does

not teach. He consistently and constantly holds

and proclaims that God was before creation, is

above creation, and ever shall remain distinct there

from. If Dr. Hall is a pantheist, the American

woods are full of them, and the Christian Church is

steeped with the very essence of this most bibl-cal

heresy. I3-it it is not pantheism; and those who

are trying to kin'.lle their censorial fires to burn

such heretics, had better save their fuel to thaw

the frigidity out of their own iceberg orthodoxy.

2. His impulses are positively Christian, Hois

not moved by the mere conviction that there is a

personal God, but also, and rather, by a sense of

His theanthropic nearness in the person of the

Christ who spake to science, as well as to the

Church:—"Ye believe in God; believe also in Me."

Through such faith the Christiau philosopher un- ,

derstands that the worlds were framed. Occupy

ing this position, and actuated by such impulse,

he is able to hold religion and science in their

proper rcl ition to each other, as correlative factors,

in the solution of tho problems which neither one

could solve without the other. Dr. Hall proposes

to keep it before the people that religion is des

tined to becomo incarnate in true science; that the

mutual paths of their progress are onward and up

ward; that religion enlightens science, and lifts it

out of rationalism; thatsciencestimulates religion,

and leads it out of superstition; that they thus

move mutually on, in converging lines, toward

that desirable and attainable point in history, when

the two sit!;ll bo gioritied together, and the temple

of truth, in all the beauty of its symmetrical pro

portions, shall rear its towering steeple above the

dark domes of delusion and death ; and, in the ra

diance of its electric light, enable both the Chris

tian and tho philosopher to write their names, in

characters Immortal, upon the parchment of the

brightening skies, and step to their reward in

hoaven.

3. His progress is conscixative. While he is un

willing to don the diminutive straight-jacket of

scholastic confessionalism, and hamper the native

powers of bis intellect by allowing others to be

come the creators of his thoughts and custodians

of his conscience, he uncovorsLis head with rever

ence befoi o the creeds and theories of the past, and

learns lessons of wisdom through the formulations

of other ages. He belongs to tlie human race, and

has neither light nor desire to tear himself from it

He is controlled by the centripetal power of obvi

ously established theories, and, at the same time,

carried forward by the centrifugal force of legiti

mate inquiry and progress. He is free to bo bound

by all truth, and bound to be free from ail false

hood. Dr. Hall is radically conservative. He has

not assailed the Newtonian theory of gravitation,

as a whole, but only in those parts which appear

to him manifestly defective. The result of his per

sistent battering is variously estimated. Many

mathematicians bave been convinced that the

" Priucipiu " should be closed for repairs. Wil-

ford's assault upon the wave-theory of sound is dif

ferent He spared but little, becmifo there was hnt

little of value to save. The theory is radical!/

wrong, and required a radical treatment. He

struck at tho very foundation of tho popular falla

cy; and as the falso temple totters before the tell

ing blows of truth, our most orthodox beaver goes

sailing into the air in token of our admiration for

the man whom the people delight to honor. '.

REDEMPTION,

FROM A seMI-RelICrO-inillosOFHICAL 8TAM>

POIKT.

BT ElD. J. O. BURROugHS.

The physical universe abounds with a multitudi

nous variety of evidences of tho pre-existence of a

Designer. Around us, beneath us, above us ; in

solids and fluids ; in ponderable and imponderable

substances ; in all matter—gioss and refined, visi

ble and invisible—evidences, innumerable, obtain.

It is impossible for us tocouceivoof a design with

out a de-signer—an effect without a cause, and, Ties

versa, a cause without a corresponding effect.

Nothing comes by chance. Chance is a nonen

tity. It is absurd, therefore, to assert tho origin of

something from a non existent.
The universe exists. This cannot bo denied.

The beginning and duration of its existence, ana, ,

the manner of its origin,may be asserted and dis

cussed; but, the fact that it exists, never.
Tho universe is a triality—a three-fold existent

—life, mind, matter. This triality is co-existent,

but not co-equal ; co-eternal, but not co-ex'*0'

sive ; co-etistent, but not co-omnipotent, co-om

nipresent, or, co-omnicient. :
Matter is susceptible of organization ; life is no

Organization of matter, therefore, is dependent o ,

life, and not life on organization of matter, hiW*

therefore, the cause of organization. Without W8' ,

such an effect could not obtain.
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In the creative, or formative, period of the phys

ical universe, a triality of intelligent existences

appeared upon the scene of action. This triality

.of intelligences became a trinity of causes in the

formation and organization of matter—visible and

invisible—as it now obtains in the broad expanse

of space.

This grand Trinity of causes, in the formation

and organization of matter, is introduced to us by

the terms Theos, Logos, and Pneumatoe,—God,

Word, Spirit. Hence, we learn, early, in our study

of matter, to call this trinity of causes by name.

In them we see life, mind, motion, and the three

resultant effects—knowledge, wisdom, power.

The universe of matter is formed of dualities

and trialities. Man, is, therefore, a triality—a

triality of parts—body, soul, spirit. The body is

of tho earth, earthy. The soul is the animus—

animal, or natural life—of the body. The pncinna,

or spirit, is the ever-living and thinking entity.

The soma, or body, is the outer-court. The soul

is the inner court, or sanctum, of tho spirit—the

man proper.

This triality of parts does not end here ; but it

'obtains with the body of man, as well, and, with

all plants. In the plant wo have tho root, the

stem, the branch. We have, also, the leaf, the

bud, the fruit. Wo have, also, the three essen

tials to growth, or development, viz : Earth,

light, moisture.

Everywhere, in this stupendous universe, we

.see duality and triality obtaining. Tins speaks

volumes. The law of duality and triality is so

universal that it utterly precludes the idea of

chance or accident.

This two-fold and three-fold nature of things

does not obtain in the physical system only ; but,

it also obtains in the great moral system. The

same Trinity of Causes that appeared in the for

mative period of the physical system, appeared

also in the formative stage of the system of Re-

-demption. But they were introduced in asomewhat

different relation—the relation of Father, Son and

Holy Spirit.

Redemption was not a matter of grave necessity.

Deity was under no obligations, whatever, to man

that He should redeem him. The system of

moral redemption was, therefore, simply an out

growth of divine love (John iii : 10), love un

bounded, unfeigned, and unrestricted toward any

class, rank, color, or condition of men, (Heb. ii: 9. ).

But, whilst it is true that the system of re

demption was not a matter of necessity, but of

love, it is also true that, when it was determined

i pon, it became necessary, in order to inaugurate

it, that,

I.—The Logos, or Word, should come.

II.—That He should be " made flesh."

III.—That He should suffer.

This triality of necessities is explainable by a

trialism of trialities. It was needful that the

Word should come, because

I.—There was no other intelligence in the uni

verse that fully represented tho attribulesof Diety.

II.—By Him God had made the worlds. " By

Him, and for Him, all things were made that

were made. "

III.—Because He was the power of God, and

the wisdom of God, (1 Cor. i: l!4,) that is, He was

the manifestation of the power and wisdom of

God.

It was necessary that He should be made flesh,

because

I.—" The children " (of men) " are partakers of

flesh and blood." (Heb. ii: 14.)

II.—" That Hemightbe a merciful and faithful

High Priest in things pertaining to God." (Heb.

ii: 17. >

III.—That " being tempted He might be able to

help them that are tempted." (Heb. ii: 18.)

It behooved Him to suffer;

I —That He might make an atonement for sin.

(Heb. ii: 17.)

II.—"That through death He might destroy

Him that had the power of death, that is, the

devil." (Heb. ii: 14.)

HI.—That " He might lead captivity captive

and give gifts to men." (Eph. iv: 8.)

This last trialism begat the necessity of an

other, viz:

I.—His death. .

H. —His burial.

III. —Hls resurrection.

The term redemption gives the idea of some

thing to bo redeemed. Iu moral redemption man

is that something. In redeeming anything we

must always give an equivalent. Anything of

less value will fail of tho desired object. If there

is any difference, therefore, in the value of the

thing redeemed and that given in redemption, the

greater valuo must attach to the thing given in

redemption. lllustrutum : Greenback, and all

paper money, is made redeemable in coin. This

coin may bo silver or gold. Tho paper has no

intrinsic value of its own; it is made valuable,

only, by virtuo of tho commercial value stamped

upon its face. The coin, given in redemption, has

not only this romnnrrial value, but, it has', also,

an intrinsic value of its own. Hence, when given

in redemption it becomes more than an equivalent

to the thing redeemed.

The Pauline theology teaches us that it was im

possible that " tho blood of bulls and of goats

should take away sin." (Heb. x : 4.) In other

words, it was impossible for the blood of these ani

mals to redeem from sin. Why ? Because the

thing offered was inferior in value to the thing to

be redeemed. Had it been possible for the blood

of these animals to removo sin there would havo

been no necessity for the coming and incarnation

of the Logos, or Werd. All tho ages, prior to the

coming of the Logos, were pictorial ages. God

taught man in these ages, by a manifold series of pic

tures. The various sacrifical offerings were, there

fore, only a series of these pictures, or types—

bringing to remembrance the sins of the people

As pictures they brought to remembrance the

transgressions and iniquities of the people. As

types they pointed to tho coming of the Lamb of

God that should take away tho sins of tho world.

The simplicity of the teaching shows the neces

sity of the pictorial system.

Tho law of redemption, then, requiring an equiv

alent, made it necessary that man should suffer

for man. Hence, when the Logos came into the

world, addressing the Father, He said: "Sacrifice

and offering Thou wouldest not. but a body hast

Thou prepared Me." (Heb. x: 5.) Hence, "He

took not on Him the nature of angels." For, if

He had, He could not have suffered. Neither did

He take on Him the nature of any of the animal

kind, for reasons before assigned. " But, He took

on Him the seed of Abraham "—that is, the na

ture of the seed of Abraham—which was human.

(Heb. ii: 16.) Having taken on Him the nature of

the seed of Abraham He became man; and hence,

as man, could give the required equivalent in re

demption. In Him, therefore, we beheld a dual,

or two-fold, nature, viz :

I.—The Divine. II.—The huma
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In His Immunity Ho gave on equivalent for

man. In I1L* Dioinity He gave more than an equiv

alent. Thus, in the fullest sense of the word He

became our Redeemer; our Saviour; our Priest; our

King; our Law-Giver; our Lord; our Judge; our

Friend ; our Brother. Having become one of us,

by the ties of Nature, He can sympathize with us

In the cares and vicisitudes of life ; and, having
•' suffered being tempted. He is able to succor

them that are tempted," (Heb. ii: 18.)

(To be concluded next month.)

THE INTERMEDIATE STATE VERSUS .MA

TERIALISM.
• .

J. W. lOWBEe, M. A., Ph. D.

The intermediate state denotes the condition of

man between death and the resurrection. Paul

prayed that the whole spirit, soul and body, be

preserved blameless until the coming of Christ.

(1 Thess. v : 23). This clearly teaches that man

is a trinity, consisting of spirit, soul and body.

Our Lord has taught us not to fear him who can

kill only the body; but rather fear Him who can

destroy both soul and body in hell. (Matt, x : 28).

The Sadducees were materialists, and did not be

lieve in the resurrection. They, like modern ma

terialists, considered themselves invincible in argu

ment, and they frequently had discussions with the

Pharisees—their opponents. On one occasion, when

Jesus had silenced the Pharisees they came with

their favorite question. He soon answered them;

and then presented an argument which reduced

them to complete quiescence. Ho insisted that the

dead are raised—from the fact, that Moses at the

bush called the Lord " the God of Abraham, the

God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob," (I*v. xx: 37,

38). He is not the.God of the dead, but of the liv

ing; for all live unto Him. Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob had been dead several centuries, yet they

were alive unto God.

On the sublime occasion of the transfiguration

of Christ, there were representatives from the pres

ent state, from the intermediate, and from tho

eternal. Peter, James, and John were from the

present state; Moses from tho intermediate; and

Elijah from the eternal. The apostles would

afterwards refer to this occasion, and say ' ' we were

witnesses of His majesty." On the holy mount

they heard God acknowledge the authority of His

Son, whom they were commanded to obey, (Matt,

xvii; and 2 Peter i: 17).

We read in tho Bible of the outward man and

the inward man; and Paul says, '' though the out

ward man perish, the inward man is renewed

day by day," (2 Cor. iv: 16). As the outward man

is the counterpart of the inward man, we must

conclude that the inward man is a conscious entity,

which will remain conscious after death; for when

the outward man perishes, it is renewed. That there

can be consciousness out of tho body is clearly

taught by Paul in 2 Cor. xii: 2-4. This language

clearly teaches tho following facts:

1. That the man of whom Paul speaks was not

tho body, but dwelt in the body. 2. That the

man could have been caught away to paradise in

tho body. 3. That the man could have been

caught away to paradise out of the body. 4. That

man could hear unspeakable things out of the

body as well as in it.

The parablo of the rich man and Lazarus very

plainly teaches the conscious existence of man be

tween death and tho resurrection, (Luke xvi:19-

311. It is claimed by the materialist that this par

able has reference to the Jews and Gentiles. 'I bis

cannot be, for the following reasons: 1. Both the

rich man and Lazarus died; so the scene is placed

in death. If Lazarus represents the conversion of

the Gentiles, he should have passed from death to

life instead of passing from life to death. 2. If

death in the case of Lazarus means conversion, it

means the same in the case of the rich man; for he

died also, t. e. , in like manner. To whom was he

converted. 3. There was a great gulf fixed between

the parties.so that passage to md fro was impossible.

The wall of partition between the Jews and Gen

tiles was taken down. 4. Under the Gospel there

is no difference between Jews and Gentiles, (Acts

xv: 8, 9) ; so the parable cannot denote simply the

condition of the Jews and Gentiles. S. If the rich

man represents the whole house of Israel, what is

meant by the language, " my father's house." 6.

Who was his father? It could not have been

Abraham; for he said, "Father Abraham, send

Lazarus to my father's house. " The Jews always

called Abraham father, but this man also called

another father; so he could not have represented

simply the Jewish nation. 7. The rich man could

not have represented the whole house of Israel;

for he had five brethren at home, at his father's

house. 8. The Jews and Gentiles as such cannot

be indicated in the parable, for the Jews never

called the Gentiles brethren. The scene in the

parable is laid in the realms of death, and the con

dition of man after death is clearly indicated.

The three Greek words, thrtartts. Inula and ge-

henna are represented in the Bible by the one

English word hell. The word gehcnna alone de

noted the receptacle of the wicked after the resur

rection. Hades simply denotes the nnseen, and

includes tartarus and paradise. The rich man was

in tartarus, but Lazarus was in paradise. At the

judgment hades will be destroyed, and the wicked

consigned to a place of endless doom. " Death

and hades were cast into the lake of fire. This is

the second death." (Rev. xx : 14).

LaNcaster, Ky.

LIFE.

BY REV. TH0S. NIKlD.

Creation, seen in its immensity,

Has symmetry and oneness. 'Tis a thought

Of His whose presence fills infinity—

A thought elaborated into form.

This unity consists of unities,

And each of these includes a manifold

Diversity. The constellations, suns,

Moons, planets, stars, are one great truncal branch

Of branches with their glittering leaves, alike

Yet limitless in their variety.

And earth is one, yet many unities,

As a ship's cable is a rope of ropes.

Its inorganic forms are unities

That grade from mountains to their molecules.

The vegetable structures have their types

Diverging from generic archetypes.

And so tho structures of all conscious things

From vertebrate to animalcule.

And so complete the spheric concept of

The Infinite that these are analogues '

Of life, that has its ganglionic types

The parts of one neurotic unity.

The alchemy of vegetable life

Is such that it manipulates tho gross i

And inorganic elements of earth,
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Transmuting them by occult energy

To royalty of beauty in the rose

And royal substance in the edible,

Endowed with duplicative attributes.

Generic matter differentiates,

Inertia moves, death finds a way to life.

And what was one is multifarious,

i Yet e'en the life-force is generic thus :

Whate'er it forms has vegetable life ;—

Specific thus : it has its types of life.

The primal substance is alike in all,

And then diverse in each ; and most diverse

When differentiated to its kind.

And 'tis the life- force that imparts to it

The differentiating impetus.

And vegetable life has analogues.

The animal has typic life force as

Its typic forms. A cow and sheep eat grass

When lo, this beats a lamb and that a calf.

Generic substance is specific now.

So near generic in their first remove,

By gradual steps the differentiate

Acd drop generic for specific traits

By the determinating force of life,

Until the individual bleats or blares.

So man, who gains earth's highest round of life,

Is in generic sameness at the base ;

And then, in life's initial progress, but

An indistinguishable ovule that

Reveals no differentiating key

With which to enter into life. Nor strange

That life, which hides when robed in full attire,

Should shun our gaze in this its privacy.

Nor strange its first diverging steps toward its

Specific goal should find it nearer the

Generic type, with " gills " and " little tail,"

And further as it differentiates

Toward individuality.

But what

Is life ? The ultimate analysis

Of causal energy onmoving toward

An end, —an energy that works through some

Substantiality in subtlest guise.

In vegetable, it is vital force,—

The simplest form in which Omnipotence

In Nature manifests his energy.

In animal, it is a higher form,

More complex in its energy, with a

Mentality that acts as governor.

In man, it is a kindred basic force

Of animal vitality which bows

To the sublimest intellect that finds

Enshrinement in a perishable form,—

An intellect uplifted mountain-like.

Irradiant with a spiritual glow

From out the orient of the Infinite.

Mentality is more than vital force,

And spirit than a bare mentality.

And hence, life's lowest forms have lowest laws ;

Its higher forms a rising grade of law.

And what Is highest in the scale of life

Is monnrch of the realm where it resides.

Ask how the mind enforces its behests?

The mental entity, which is the man

Within his temporary tenement,

Transmits his miniatured mentality

In a substantial germ of energy

To its receptacle—a lifeless cell—

The crude material of its tenement.

And there the tenant fashions his abode

Appropriating its resources to

His needs as guided by the genius of

The supervising mind—its deity

Who holds the scales of destiny. And so,

At length, this mental duplicate completes

Its duplication of the tenement

That served the purpose of the entities

It duplicates. And such, indeed, is life

That everything adapts its aliment

To its development, beginning with

Its corner-stone of needs and building to

Its cope ; for adaptation is the law

Of life. Then how the strange abnormities

So unadapted to the tenant's needs 1!

A shock to the supreme mentality

May leave concussive traces of effect

On the dependent organism on

The road to independent being. Tho

Constructive impulse of the fetus while

Engaged in its upbuilding processes

Receives this bias from abnormal moods

Of the maternal architect, and so

Materializes the abnormities

Of her mentality by sympathy

And adaptation to fictitious needs.

But more susceptible the genu when in

The vestibule of its organic life ;

More plastic to the mental touch of the

Determinating entity ; more quick

In its responses to her impulses ;

More fundamental the abnormities.

Thus Nature's law adapting means to ends

By misconstruction is unnatural.

And so its verdicts are abnormities.

Four Cherubims within life's eastern gate—

The side whence comes the dawn—are placed to>

guard

The tree of life with flaming swords of law.

The first asks structural affinity

And mental likeness ere one hybrid step

Can touch the threshold of specific kind.

The next forbids a dual unity,

Or a specific no-species from two,

To enter and partake the mystic fruit.

The neat demands that species least allied

Halt soonest nor approach within sword's length.

Chose most allied may step within the gate,

Yet not advance beyond and eat and live.

The last invites to drop duality

By merging into the original,

And by repentance enter into life,

And then rewards conformity to law.

Thus, then, we see that species most allied

Have typical resemblances enough

To make their •rganisms coalesce,

But lack the homologic quality

To make a unit of the dual mind

And posit individuality.

How? Tho determining mentality

Lacks homogeneousness to concentrate

Its force as a determinant. It is

A kingdom that divides against itself.

Conflicting forces will not let it stand.

And thus the gate of life is safely kept,

And God insures eternal harmony.

Away the idiot's dream that seeks to rob

Creation of her laws and make her works

So many nothingnesses entitized,—

As things evolved that never were involved.

Tho oneness of the grand stupendous whole

Implies the oneness of a moulding mind,

All-wise, almighty, and unchangable.

" UNivehsalism AgaiNst Itself."—Revised

Edition' is now ready to mail, postage paid, for

$1.00. The United Stntesand Canada are open for

agencies, with books at actual cost. For fuller de

tails, serf notice elsewhere, and also on last page of

cover.
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IS MAN'S PHYSICAL NATURE AN EVOLU

TION FltOM THE LOWER

ANlMALSf-No. 1.

BY REV. Jos. S. VAN DYeE.

How does the theory of evolution stand related

to the origin of man's physical nature ? Does it

furnish a satisfactory answer to the question,

Whence came the human body? Is this garment

-of the soul the result of an evolution from less

complex organism?

Weak elsewhere, the theory is a conspicuous

failure when it essays the task of explaining man's

origin. To affirm that the human family, a new

species, has been developed by the tranmutation of

previously existing species, appears like an infe

licitous mode of expression, it being difficult to

assign any reason why the term species should be

employed: since, if the hypothesis be true, it is

apparently impossible to determine when the man

ifestation of the old specific form ceased and that

of the new began. Why say, "Man's progeni

tor was some species of monkey," if the latter by

insensible gradations glided into the former? This

seems to destroy the idea of species. If the

changes pertain to individuals, they cannot be con

sidered a* proving the mutation of species.

Admitting that by care in the selection of indi

viduals, a few more feathers can be developed in

the tail of a pigeon, as Darwin succeeded in produ

cing, may we not ask, does this prove that the

pigeon owes its origin to some lower organism?

Conceding that the lion has been slightly improved

during the last two or three thousand years, by the

survival of the fittest or by the inherent power of

species, is he not a lion still ? Granted that mack

erel have become larger and better adapted to

wage warfare with their enemies, does this furnish

any evidence that they were evolved from an in

ferior organism?—or, that they will eventually

develop a new and improved organic form?

If species are mutable, why do we fail in dis

covering evidences that slight permanent changes

have taken place during the period covered by his

tory ? The bee has been industriously engaged in

«xtracting sweetness from flowers since the days of

Aristotle. The ant ever since Solomon recom

mended its example to the sluggard, has been

practicing building and hoarding provisions against

a time of need. There is no evidence that either

has acquired a single new organ, or has more per

fectly developed organs previously possessed in

radementary form, or has unfolded new instincts

from potential germs. Egypt, in its mummies as

well aa in its paintings, has preserved for us a

museum of natural history whose specimens were

.collected thirty centuries ago; and yet in no respect

do they differ from species now existing.

We are asked to believe that the ape-tribe de

veloped new organs, highly intellectual faculties

and even moral perceptions; and yet, though man

has been striving after new powers for thousands

of years, there is no evidence that he has acquired

new faculties, or developed new organs; not one

single channel has been opened, no new perception

has been gained, not one of the five senses has be-

comc more extended in its range, though some ani

mals have a sense not possessed by man; nay, even

the simial family has lost the power of improve

ment, having remained stationary for the last

t hirty centuries. Add to this the fact that there is

abundant evidence that all organisms have re

mained substantially the same since the earliest

historical periods, and it seems incredible that the

gorilla should be tho ancestor of the human family.

It is assumed that the ape-family, and ever/

other species of plants and animals, possess an in

nate tendency to improve; this is sometimes pro

nounced " spontaneous," sometimes it is called "an

accidental variability." The existeuce of the law

has not been proved, however, but assumed. Are

we not justified in asserting,—The existence of

such a law should be established before sweeping

deductions are made therefrom; at least stronger

arguments should be presented than those which

connect themselves with Natural Selection, which

for all that appears to the contrary, may be nothing

more than an agency which accumulates ami pre

serves slight increments of improvement ; but is

nevertheless powerless in producing them, leaving

the problem of favorable variations entirely un

solved. Hypothesis, unless it harmonizes with the

facts and furnishes a consistent and reasonable ex

planation, ought not to be regarded as having at

tained to the dignity of a theory.

For anything that has as yet been satisfactorily

proved, these improvements may be due to rever

sion; that is, the regain of lost characters. The

struggle for existence, which is pronounced so ex

tremely severe, may cause degeneration. Under

domestication, or under more favorable conditions

iu Nature there may be a recovery of lost qualities.

This explains the facts quite as well as Darwinism

explains them, perhaps better; and it destroys the

basis of the assumption that improvement may

continue indefinitely. A limit exists, namely,

when theoriginal type is reached. Darwin admits

that characters which have been lost may lie in

the organism for thousands of generations with

their powers of re development undiminished, and

that under favoring circumstances there is a grad

ual and constant improvement, an approach toward

the lost type. It would seem, therefore, that

neither improvement nor the preceding degenera

tion is necessarily due either to selection or to an

innate tendency. Advance may result from the

presence of conditions favorable to improvement;

degeneration, from the absence of such conditions.

Darwin admits that the latter has taken place on a

very extended scale, having invaded every known

species. He seems even to have concluded that all

improvements are results of reversion.

Nor is evidence wanting that, reversion is a law

similar to well known laws. There is in Nature

the power of reparation, even to the extent of re

producing a lost member. A crystal, when one of

its edges has been broken off, if placed in a solu

tion similar to that iu which it was first formed,

will reproduce its lost edge, repairing its integrity.

Until the edge is reproduced, there is an imperfect

equilibrium of forces. Would it be correct to say,

The improvement of the crystal is limitless?

Since this progressive development is a virtual

destruction of species, as Darwin's theory of pan

genesis is a destruction of individuals, it seems

easier to accept the scriptural account, which, how

ever distasteful to many, is apparently environed

with fewer difficulties.

It is contended, however, that long periods are

a necessary factor in these transmutations, the dif

ficulties being greatly diminished or entirely re

moved by the assumption of an indefinite period

through which improvements have been accumu

lating. How four hundred millions of years could

aid in removing the difficulty, it is difficult to see.

If it has not been proved that within the historical

era any species has passed beyond tho barriers

which separate it from allied species, there is a-

suredly little evidence that the mere lapse of cen
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turies would effect any marvelous transformations.

Moreover, there is a strong probablity (quite as

strong as the presumption that species are mu

table) that the earth has not been adapted to uui-

mal life for millions of years - probably n A even

for a million, a period far too brief, evolutionists

would think, for the changes which have occurred.

RADIANT IIKAT, LIGHT AND ACTINISM.

BY UEV. PROF. S. WOOD.

It is supposed by many, that the undulatory or

wave-theory of light is now satisfactorily estab

lished; at least, as against tho emission or corpus-

adar theory, as it has been generally adopted by

physicists. Under the head "ltndialion, in Library

of Useful Knowledge," occurs the following passage:

" The subject of radiation has received much at

tention from scientists within a few years, and

many interesting discoveries have been made,

which go to indicate that the rays of light as well

as heat possess mechanical force, which may be

converted into continuous motion The re

sults of these experiments huvo raised a doubt in

the minds of some, in regard to the undulatory

theory of light: some of the phenomena suggest

the action of the direct motion of particles of mat

ter; but such a hyphothesis was found long ago

insufficient to account for many of the phenomena

of radiation. And it is more probable that the

theory of undulations will, as it has in all cases so

far, afford sufficient explanation for the phe

nomena now under investigation."

The first objection raised against the corpuscu

lar theory, was in reference to the velocity of the

corpuscles and the supposed consequences which

must result from the impinging event of such

particles upon the eye. If such particles weighed

but the one hundred and fiftieth part of a grain,

they would have eight times the momentum—

battering power—and five million times the pene

trating power of a ritle bullet; nnd as many mil

lions of them might be entering the eye at once, it

seemed impossible to reconcile tho supposed facts

with the excessive delicacy of the organs of vision.

It was also discovered, and satisfactorially estab

lished by experiments on the transmission of light

through various media, that there were "spaces,"

or thut the stream of light was not continuous,

but in unequal " pulses;" tho longer pulses being

just beyond the red lights in tho spectrum where

the heat was greatest, and the shorter beyond the

violet at the other end of the spectrum where the

chemical effects were greatest. These phenomena

were supposed to be inconsistent with the emission

theory, and to suggest waves which required n

medium. U.idt-r the head "Undulatory Theory" \n

Lihrury of Universal Knowledge, edition of 1881, it

is said: "It is not pretended by the advocates of

the uudulatory theory of light, that they under

stand the nature of the transference of energy on

which they suppose light to depend; but they take

from the analogy of sound in air, and of waves in

water, the idea of the existence in all space of a

highly elastic fluid ior quasi-solid), provisionally

named the ether; and they suppose light to consist

of the propagation of waves in this fluid

But us to the manner in which energy is thus trans

ferred, we are entirely ignorant It cannot

be too strongly insisted that all we know at

present is—that light certainly depends upon the

transference of energy from one part of the lumin-

iferous r",dium to another; what kind of energy is

transferred, vibratory or oscillatory motion, or ro

tation, etc., is a problem which may possibly for

ever remain unsolved But vibratory wave-mo

tion being that with which we are most familiar,

as in earthquakes, sound, waves in water, etc., we

naturally choose this as the most easily intelligi

ble basis of explanation." " Light, then, consists

in the vibratory motion of a medium, which, must,

of course, fill all space. This is called ether. As yet,

we have no idea of its ultimate nature

Meanwhile we may remurk, that the mathemati

cal theory of light on the hypothesis of undula

tions, requires that the vibrating medium should

possess properties more nearly allied to those of

an elastic solid, than those of a liquid or gas."

All that is really known about these " waves"

of light is, that there are spaces or " wave-lengths;

and that these decrease in length from one end of

the spectrum to the other; which alone, should

be fatal to the wave theory. It is not known cer

tainly, whether the oscillations are transverse to

the line of motion like water-waves, or whether

they coincide with this line, like the supposed

sound-waves. Aml there are some phenomena

that seem to demand the mission and transmission

of corpuscles. If the first objection against the-

corpuscular theory can be removed nnd the

"spaces" accounted for, this theory would be

much more tenable than tho undulatory theory.

This medium called t tfter is supposed to be a

solid, and indeed must be so, in order to be of any

value to the undulatory theory. If the oscilla

tions of this medium be in the direction of the-

progressive motion, like the supposed sound-waves,

the impact against tho eye would be more severe

than thedirect impingement of radiating corpusclrs,

as there could be no waves of any kind in a solid

medium, that filled all space, without "conden

sations and rarefactions;" and again, as these

waves are moving in different directions from all

luminous bodies, they would destroy each other,

as they are supposed to do when passing around

an obstruction and breaking upon each other

which causes a shadow. Evidently in whatever

way we view tho subject, it becomes more and

more evident that tho phenomena connected with

light, cannot be entirely accounted for by mechan

ics alone. The interference of light, which was

called the touch-stone of the two theories, which,

more than any other phenomena, led to the gen

eral adoption of tho undulatory theory, is not

satisfactorily explained by the vibrations of tho

supposed ethereal medium, nnd is open to this ob

jection, that it requires two cthernl media) each in

active vibration, but on nccountof a greater rigid

ity in one, the vibrations are more sluggish, and

the waves that are generated in this medium are

more retarded; but as the vibrations of those two

media are at right angles to each other, " the waves

cannot quench each other, no matter wiint the re

tardation may be." Tyndull's fourth lecture, 1873.

Radiant light and heat Iwlong to active forces

of Nature, and like electricity, take in different

fornix in passing through different media, depend

ing upon the form of the medium. The earth is

the lowest plan upon which forces act; all the

forces of Nature have but one origin. In the

Divine it is Life itself: in the spiritual world this

one force takes on different forms of living forces;

or, from being general, becomes more and more

specific, which establishes tUe law of evolution in

the universe. The living forces from the spiritual

sun, acting through the sun of our world produce^

all the forces that operate npon the earth . But ns

the forms of these living forces arc changed by
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their influx, so the active forces radiating from

the sun change their forms upon entering the

«arth, and upon the lowest plane become mechan

ics; but the forces flowing into material things by

which they are earned, are not mechanical.

" Every created object is a representation of some

Divine thought; therefore, everything does in

some degree, image forth some attribute of (lod.

" Creation as a whole and in every part is a cor

respondence to the infinite mind, and the infinite

power of God." (S'.nr and Covenant, Sept. 16,

1882.) Every created thing must l»an image of

some attribute of the Creator, as it is an effect

more or less remote of a Divine impulse; and this

image becomes more specialized as it descends to

the lowest things in Nature. In its first manifes

tation in the spiritual sun, it is general and uni

versal. This sun is the first manifestation of the

infinite love, the infinite wisdom and the infinite

power. This law constitutes the heat of the

spiritual world, the wisdom being the light ; and

the power that which works all the changes in that

world, and corresponds to actinism.

The Divine wisdom is the medium by which the

law and power are displayed; but they form a

one, and cannot bo eml-ely separated. This radia

tion from the spiritual sun is not mechanical; it

is not by a force " a tergo," but by a force from

within. As the Divine continually flows into

that sun so it must, as from itself, radiate this influx

upon and into a lower plane. The natural suns

are formed through this spiritual sun, and are

images of it in the highest form of natural sub

stance,—etheral fire,—and receive influx from it

constantly and ray it out upon a lower plane spon

taneously. This is a universal law of creation:

every thing acts from itself. As the sun of the

natural world corresponds to the sun of the

spiritual world, so its rays must correspond to the

love, wisdom and power rayed from its prototype:

—heat corresponding to love, light to wisdfim, and

actinism to power. These form a one, and are

manifested as three principles or things, only upon

entering the atmosphere, and in the direct ratio of

its density.

SUBSTANCE.

BY J. It. HOFFER.

It is easily comprehended that whatever affects

any of our physical senses is real and substantial.

There may, however, be some persons who can not

at once admit that sound, light, odor and heat are

real substances; but all see that these can only pro

ceed from things that are substantial. Now, the

question comes up, How can an unreal thing, or

that which is not substantial, affect that which is

real and substantial ? Or, does anyone doubt the

reality of our bodily senses1! But, are they not

more real than anything else; for how could there

be any knowledge, without them, of the existence

of any thing I

If there were no life, there could be no physical

senses; and without these, there could be no knowl

edge of anything. Can, indeed, anything exist

without knowledge, or without that which can

.recognize it? We know, that beforo a thing can

j be done, there must be some knowledge how to do

it. It requires knowledge even to think of doing

it. The knowledge how to create, as well as what ,

had to precede all creation; and the idea would be

unreasonable that what is created, is more real or

substantial than that which created it. Even the

skeptic, who seem sto believe that Nature produced

herself, can hardly imagine that she could have

done so without some knowledge how to do it; or

even without a design or plan, which also implies

knowledge. To ascribe anything to chance, or

even to believe that there is such a thing as chance,

is too absurd for thoughtful people in this en

lightened age. There must, therefore, be mind

or will and design, to create or produce.

But one of the things which the unbiased human

mind comprehends by intuition, is, that there can

be no existence without substance, and no substance

without form or a body; also, that there can Ixi

no effect except by, and through something real.

Thoughts, affections, love, hatred, revenge, pro

duce effects, consequently exist and are substantial.

But they have none of the physical properties of

matter: nor are they subject to any of the laws of

physics. They are not, therefore, material sub

stances. And all immaterial existence being called

spirit they are properly called spiritual substances.

To the materialistic mind spiritual existence

seems very unreal; and to be able to comprehend

that there can be no existence without substance,

and that there are therefore, spiritual substances

which constitue tall spiritual things, is an invalua

ble acquisition to persons whose minds have been

fixed in materialism.

That spiritual substances or things are governed

by laws, or order, similar to the laws that govern

Nature, is now no longer difficult to comprehend.

Nor is it hard to see that all life is spiritual, since

it has no known material existence, except its ef

fect upon matter. The same is also true of what

are called the laws of Nature; which shows that

they, too, are spiritual.

Life and the laws of Nature being spiritual, it is

evident that all forces are spiritual. And since

there can be no production, nor even existence,

without force, the spiritual must be the realm of

causes, and consequently the material that of ef

fects. Spiritual substances are therefore living,

and natural ones dead,and kept inexsitencebytUe

spiritual.

It is, therefore, evident that the First Cause of

all Nature can not be found in Nature. It is, how

ever, self-evident that there must be a first cause

working, as it were, ftom the center outward, and

apparently resting upon its productions; as, it is

known these effects must rest upon a cause. They

are hanging like a chain from the First Cause, the

lower links depending upon the higher.

DICHOTOMY.

BY REV. W. G. HIXlMAH.

The distinction between Matter and Mind is a

scriptural as well as a scientific fact. Both, how

ever, have their respective claims—they being the

only two primary substances which have a positive

existence, i. e. , so far as our limited knowledge

extends. Within their limits is embraced every

classification of being. Matter is the embodiment

of the mineral, vegetable and animal; Mind of the

human, angelic and infinite.

Man is composed of both Matter and Mind.
WTith this composition, he assimilntes to the terres

trial, and approximates to the celestial. To prove

that ho has a body is unnecessary—his physical

nppearance and identity authenticate the truism.

And that he has a souV is beyond contradiction,—

his mental powers and capabilities render this

self evident. The soul's essence, therefore, as

sumes real personal entity.
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T'w soul is a substance, distinct from Matter.

T!iis being so, how sublime nnd dignified is man !

If he were a mere animal, ho would he wholly

gross and perishable. It is tho spiritual, that

raises him in the scale of Creation. With his in

tellectual qualities, he is, at once, a

"Dim minaturo of greatness absolute."

^ndeed, the soul is tho principal part of man, with

his properites and passions. This, science cannot

deny. Have not the most profound philosophers

admitted the sc.u'.'s substantiality ? But why, with

-the Biblo in our hands, refer to Plato and Pythag

oras, to Socrates and Spinoza, to Bacon and

Berkeley? One's own consciousness corroborates

the Scriptural statements in favor of the soul's

pDsitive existence. And one's own conceptions

repudiate the theory that the soul is like the body,

material. Ah! the invisible part of man's compo

sition is tho intrinsically valuable. " What shall

it profit a man if he gain tho wholo world and lose

his own soul."

The soul is a living substanei, superior to matter.

It has an essential principle of life in itself. Nev

ertheless, this soul-life must be distinguished

from the life which organized bodies have in com

mon, viz.: the physical vitality that all animals

enjoy. This is possessed by every animated being

from the

" Unwieldly elephant down to tho
Green myriads of tho peopled grass."

But this is no evidence that they have immortal

souls. If it were, all that possess life would bo

<lestined to live forever. In that case, tho brute

and the man must bo placed in one category. Quot

ing a certain writer: " TUe soul must not be con

founded with the life; a mistake that many phil

osophers and scientific students have made. Tho

lifo, and tho soul are essentially distinct. The life

is perishable, while the soul is immortal; life is

an ephemeral stato doomed to enfeeblement and

decay, while the soul is above every assault aml

escapes death. Like heat and electricity, life is

a force engendered by certain causes ; having be

gun it comes to an end, and beyond this end it is

nothing. 'For what is your life? It is even n

vapor that appearoth for a little time, and then

vanisheth away.'" The soul, on tho contrary,

has no end. Thus hath God endowed man with

a higher gift than physical life—a soul having

life in itself. This he develops in thought, voli

tion, perception ami judgment. Thinking cannot

possibly be a property of matter, and is not de

pendent upon matter. In fact, thought subsists in

the mind, independently of any material medium ;

consequently mind is distinct from the brain,

which is organized matter. Doubtless the brain is

an instrument, and the very instrument which the

mind employs in thinking; but, remember no in

strument can employ itself. The soul is distinct

from the brain. Else, God, who is a Spirit, hav

ing no brain, cannot be intelligent; nnd if so, there

can be no God. But man's intellectuality of nature

clears up the difficulty. Herein lies human ration

ality. In the irrational animal, instinct is a sub

stitute for reason. Reason is based on reflection,

instinct on sensation. How noble, then, is tho

creature man! "Thou madest him a little lower

than the angels."

The soul is a spiritual substance, independent

of matter. That is to say, it is an immaterial sub

stance, unlike the body, simple in its essence.

Being incorporeal, it has no parts—no dimensions.

Besides, it is indivisible; and in this respect it is

unlike the body ; the body being divisible ad in

finitum. A material object has the properties

that are essential to its existence. It is so with

the mental. Matter is inert, mind is active. Mat

ter decays ; but decomposition touches not the

miud. Amidst the changes of time, the soul's

moral susceptibilities and inapiieusuble longings,

argue its immortality. And this amounts to dem- ,

onstration—to absolute certainty. Inspiration has

so declared. " And the Lord God formed man

of the dust of the ground, and breathed into

his nostrils tho breath of life, and man became a

living soul."

Thus Biblical Psychology presents man in his

dual nature. In other words, man is represented

as created of two parts esentially distinct. Two

things are included in this account: First, that

man's body was formed by the immediate inter

vention of God. It did not grow; nor was it

produced by any process of evol ution or develop

ment. Secondly, that the soul was derived from

God. He breathed into Adam, that which con-

stituted him a man—a living soul bearing the

inmge of the Divine. Hence, Jie significancy of

the terms ruarh and nephesh ; rlvev)ia (pneuma)

and tprx^ (psyche) whien are used promiscu

ously to denote the soul. As tho Lev. Dr. Hodge

writes: "So far fro-i tho nephesh, psyche, anima

or soul beinf distinguished from tho ruarh

pneuma, animus, or mind as either origiually dif

ferent or as derived from it, these words all desig

nate one and the same thing. They are constantly

interchanged. The ono is substituted for the

other ; nnd all that is or can be predicated by tho

one, is predicated of the other. Tho Hebrew

ncphcxJi and the Greek pxyefte mean breath, life,

the living principle; that in which lifo and the

wholo life of tho subject spoken of resides. The

same is true of ruarh and pneuma, they also mean

breath, life, and living principle. The Scriptures

therefore speak of tho neplush or psyche not only

as that which lives or is the principle of life to

the body, but as that which thinks aud feels, which

may be saved or lost, which survives the body and

is immortal. The soul is the man himself, that in

which his identity and porsonality reside. It is

the Ego. Higher than the soul there is nothing in

man. Therefore, it is so often used as a synonym

for self. Every soul is every man; my soul is I;

his soul is he. What shall a man give in ex

change for his soul t It is tho soul that sins (Lev.

iv :2.; it is tho soul that loves God. We are com

manded to lovo God with all the soul. Hope is

said to bo tho anchor of the soul, and the word of

God is able to save the soul. The end of our faith

is said to !» (1 Pet. i : 9) the salvation of our

souls; nnd John (Rev. vi : 9; xx : 4) saw in heaven

tho souls of them that were slain for the word of

God. From all this it is evident that the word

psyche or soul, does not designate the mere animal

part of our nature, and is not a substance different

from the pneuma, or spirit." Dichotomy, then,

is the doctrine of the Word of God.

Some, indeed, of tho Early Fathers held that

man consists of three parts: body, soul and spirit—

carpus, anima nnd animus. And this doctrine of

Trichotomy is held by some modern theologians.

In confirmation of their views they appeal to

I Thess. v :23;—" I pray God your whole spirit,

soul and body be preserved blameless," &c., and

assert that the spirit is that intellectual and moral

nature by which man is distinguished from the

lower animal; and tho soul, that living principle

which, as to its powers and affections, is the same

in kind in man and brute ; and the body, which in

both man and brute is a material substance. But

all who hold to the two-fold nature of man (Dichot
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tomists) reply that though the Apostle would dis

tinguish between intellectual powers of man and

his affections or passions, yet he never meant to

teach that spint and smd were two distinct sub

stances. The only living principle may have two

classes of powers, and yet be itself only one sub

stance.

What the meaning of the above text is, must

be learnt by referent-e to other passages of Scrip

ture, " comparing spiritual things with spiritual."

In writing it, Paul only uses a periphrasis for

the whole man. As when, in Luke i : 46, 47, the

Virgin says, "My soul doth magnify the Lord,

and my 6pirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour,"

soul and spirit in this passage do not mean different

things. And when we are commanded, "Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength,

and with all thy mind," (Luke x :27), we have

not an enumeration of so many distinct substances.

Nor do we distinguish between the mind and

heart as separate entities, when we pray that both

may be enlightened and sanctified ; we mean sim

ply the soul in all its aspects or faculties. Again,

when in Heb. iv : 12, the Apostle says that the

word of God pierces so as to penetrate soul and

spirit, and the joints and marrow, he does not

assume that soul and spirit are different substances.

The joints and marrow are not different substances.

They are both material; they are different forms

of the same substance; and so soul and spirit are

one and the same substance under different aspects

or relations. We can say that the word of God

reaches not only to the feelings, but also to the

conscience, without assuming that the heart and

conscience nre distinct entities." These strictures

of the prince of theologians certainly accord with

the scriptural distribution of human nature into

soul and body, as given in Genesis. This doctrine,

moreover, is confirmed by other inspired refer

ences. In Ecc. xii 7, we are told of what becomes

of two parts, at death; but nothing is said of a

third part. And when Christ speaks, in Matt, x :

28, of those who could kill the body, but could

not kill the soul, He evidently represented these

two parts as constituting the wholo man.

UNIVERSALIS!!! AGAINST ITSELI .

As this book in its revised form is now ready for

the reading public, we deem it fitting to make a

few brief statements with reference to the work.

First. Those who have sent their names for

copies need not wait for further notification, but

can send on the remittance ($1.00) and receive the

book by mail.

Second. As the pages of the book in its present

form are considerably larger than those of the form

er edition, we have increased the quantity of matter

in the volume by adding at the close o'tr pamphlet

on the "Immortality of the Soul, Philnsophirally

Demonstrated" and the three leading Editorial ar

ticles from this volume of Thr Microcosm enti

tled—"Dors Death End All? " which we trust will

prove acceptable to the general reader as an ap

propriate culmination to that lengthy analysis of

Scripture teaching, embracing, as it does, a critical

examination of more than 800 separate texts from

the Old and New Testaments, most of which argu

ment and exegesis are found nowhere else except

in this volume.

Third. The book contains a superior steel-plate

portrait of the author from a photograph by Rock-

wood, which is considered better than any that has

yet been taken of him, especially about theeyps.

Fourth. When this book was published by \\st

Methodist Book-Voneern, in Cincinnati, Ohio, about

thirty years ago, they employed the Rev. W. P.

Strickland, D.D., a prominent clergyman of that

denomination, to write an introduction to the work

after carefully reading it. This introduction we

considered so well written, so expressive, and at the

same time so comprehensive, that we have con

cluded to retain it in the revised book, and doubt

not it will meet with the approval of the old

friends of the work who still own copies of the

first edition.

Fifth. To give the renders of The Mtcrocosx

in advance such a synopsis of the book as we

could not possibly write onrself, we think best to

copy, as we do below, this brief introduction by

Mr. Strickland just as it appears in the work itself.

One thing can be relied upon, that the scriptural

arguments, and tho exegesis of the different texts

will not be disapproved by ministers of nny reli

gious denomination, with the exception, perhaps, of

the Universalists ; and we have tried so to temper

the tone of these arguments and criticisms whilo

retaining their invincibility, and so to prune out of

the old edition all crude and unpleasant expressions

which grew out of the rancorous controversies of

that early day when it was first written, as to ren

der the book not seriously objectionable even to

Universalist clergymen themselves, except so far as

the force of the arguments is concerned .

INtroDuctioN to UNiversalis*! ts. Itself,,

ry rev. w. p. stricKlaND, D.D.

The system of belief denominated Universalism,

which teaches that all men will be saved irrespec

tive of moral character, is as old as sin itself ; and

grows as necessarily out of the depravity of the

heart, as rank weeds are produced by a luxuriant

and uncultivated soil.

Perhaps no form of error has ever been devised

so perfectly adapted to deceive the lovers of sin, as

the one under consideration. It at once addresses

itself to the depraved appetites and passions of

men; and is so admirably adjusted to this end,

that it inspires a fallacious hope, in which there is

no reason, and for the support of which, there is

no evidence.

Whenever tho heart pleads the cause, the under

standing is a very lenient and partial judge. That

which men wish to bo true, they require but little

evidence to convince them of its truth; and, on the

other hand, what they do not wish to be true,

scarcely any amount of evidence is sufficient to

convince them of its falsehood.

The following work is a thorough but fair

analysis and exposure of a system, false in all its

lending features, and more dangerous in its tenden

cies than all other errors put together. It brings

tho doctrine of Universalism at once to the test of

scripture truth, and carrying the war into Africa,

shows up, in the sunlight of demonstration, its

gross absurdities and palpable inconsistencies. The

book deals in facts, any one of which is worth a

volume .of assertions and arguments, however

plausible.

The reader will find that throughout the entire

work, the Biblo is made its own interperter, and

the very passages on which the advocates of uni

versal salvation rely for the support of their doc

trine, are, by a true interpretation, turned directly

against tho system. It follows up and analyzes

every exegesis, every argument, and every propo

sition ; tearing off the veil of sophistry, and expos

ing the system in its true light ; leaving not »
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*',\r.'.e hook on which to hang a hope of salvation

csly through the gospel method of repentence

towards Uou, and faith in our lxird Jesus Christ

Every orthodox minister is here furnished with a

text-book on Universalism, superior to any work of

the kind heretofore published ; and every private

Christian, by reading it, may at once discover the

fallacy of that reasoning which ignores everv attri

bute of God, except His mercy, and even destroys

the character of that attribute, by requiring its ex

ercise at the expense of, and contrary to, all the

other attributes of Deity.

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICE.

[We take the liberty of copying below the kind

editorial notice of the work we are doing, from the

pen of Dr. Robert Walter, Editor of the popular

and ably-conducted medical journal—" Health"—

at Beading, Pa.:—]

"It were a curious and Interesting study to dis"

cover how popular, and even scientific, beliefs come

to be established. Wo are of the opinion that such

study would develop the fact that mankind at large

accept that which is taught, because they have

never really consideml whether it is true or false.

We are all so busy with the practical affairs of life,

or, perhaps, so lazy, that we are glad to shift tne

responsibility of deciding what is truth upon some

one else, and so blindly follow somo great name,

right or wrong. In this way wo continue until per

chance some earnest, resolute, and keen thinkershall

probe the mystery enveloping somo great scientific

question, and expose its frauds upon popular ignor

ance. The Principiti of Newton has been unques

tioned so long that it would seem the very consum

mation of audacity to question its correctness. Even

the more modern theories of evolntionists are set

tling down and being accepted by the present gen-

dration as veritable truth. But errors in physical

science are by no means difficult of discovery, and

it is with a feeling of intense satisfaction that wo

are able to chronicle the fact that at least one intel

lect, nbly seconded by many educated followers, is

able toexposethe fallacies, destroy the conclusions,

and unmask the absurdities of so called scientific

teaching. Wilford Hall is doing a work for man

kind that will live while human thought is trium

phant. He not only exposes the weakness and ab

solutely overthrows the claimsof modern evolution

ists, but he even questions tho teachings of the

great Sir Isaac Newton—has, indeed, proved, to

the satisfaction of many learned men, that these are

not infallible.

Of course it is not expected that all men will

agree with us in this estimate of tho man, especially

such as have committed themselves to the doct rines

of materialistic infidelity. Wo notice that our con

temporary, J. H. Kellogg, editor of Good Health,

does himself no credit by ridiculing that which he

evidently has not investigated and knows nothing

about. Young men, like Kellogg, just from school,

crammed to repletion with pseudo-scientific pabu

lum, may sneer at Wilford's teaching ; but, in our

opinion, Wilford Hall has done more sound think

ing within one year than his critic has over been ca

pable of. It is one thing to be able to read the book

of Nature, and quite another thing to swallow the

teachings of the professors ; and it is rare that we

find an intellect who can do both at the same time.

The gift of bolting mental pabulum is not at all

favorable to sound reflection or mental digestion.

>Ve welcome Wilford Hall as an orignal thinker,

who is destined to leave his mark on the annals or

this century in a more prominent fashion than

most men of his time, and his MICROCosM as a re

pository of true science that has few if any equaii./'

PROF. HUXLEY'S OLD CARD.

Rev. J. W. Barrett, Kingswood, N. J. , sends us the

following note, and old card from Prof. Huxley: -

A. WilforD Hali,:

Dear Dr.:—While I am sending a letter con

taining the names of subscribers for The Micro

cosm it occurred to me that many of your readers-

would be amused with Prof. Huxley's 'card'

which was published in " The Christian World"

in 1871, and entitled

" A Hint to the Protestant Ministry:"

" As regards the facts of physical science, the

clergy are at present divisible into three sections :

an immense body who are ignorant and speak

out; a small proportion who know and are silent;

and a minute minority who know and speak ac

cording to their knowledge. By the clergy, I

mean especially tho Protestant clergy. Our great

antagonist,—I speak as a man of science,—the

Roman Catholic Church, tho one great spiritual

organization which is able to resist, and must, as-

a matter of life and death, resist the progress of

science and modern civilization, manages her

affairs much better.

It was my fortune some time ago to pay a visit

to one of the nvwt important of the institutions in

which tho clergy of tho Roman Catholic Church

in these islands are trained; and it seemed tome

that the difference between these men and the

comfortable champions of Anglicanism and of

Dissent, was comparable to tho difference between

our gallant volunteors and the trained veterans of

Napoleon's Old Guard. The Catholic priest is

trained to know his business, and do it effectually.

The professors of the college in question, learned,

zealous, and determined men, permitted me to

speak frankly with them. We talked like out

posts of opposed armies during a truce,—as friend

ly enemies; and when I ventured to point out the

difficulties their students would have to encnunU r

from scientific thought, they replied, ' Our Churrlr

has lasted many ages, and has passed safely through

many storms. Tho present is but a new gust of

the old tempest, and we do not turn out our

young men less fitted to weather it than they have

been in former ages, to cope with (he difficulties of

those times. The heresies of tho day are explained

to them by their professors of philosophy and

science, and they are taught how those heresies

are to be met.'

I wish that all ecclesiastical organizations were

in so effective a condition. I think it would be

better, not only for them but for us. The army

of literal thought is at present in very loose order;

and many a spirited free-thinker makes use of hi?

freedom mainly to vent nonsense. We should be

the better for a vigorous and watchful enemy to

hammer us into cohesion and discipline ; and I.

for one, lament that the bench of Bishops cannot

show a man of the calibre of Butler of the ' Anal

ogy,' who, if he wire alive, would make short wo'-li

of"much of the current ' a priori' infidelity."

H5f~Any person who will send us the names > f

three subscribers for this volume of The Micro

cosm, with the money $3.1, will receive a beauti

ful copy of " Universali•m Against Itself," free.
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PROF. IvAIMJEVS PROBLEM

A. wilfouD halt,: Dear Sir,

I see, in the December Number of the Micro

cosm, a letter from Prof. J. S. Large, and your reply

thereto. I can givo an item in my own experience

which may probably lead to investigation in a new

direction.

I reside about eighteen miles (in an airline) from

the Ohio River, on which boats are running (when

water sufficient) at all hours of the day and night.

Usually wo do not hear them, but at rare intervals

the hoarso whistlo of the b iats can be distinctly

heard rising and fulling in loudness just as the fall

of water described by your correspondent

I notice that this never happens except when

there is no wind, but in a calm slill evening, or at

night when the noise in our village ceases. I

often hear them quite distinctly. I observe, too,

;that a change of weather occurs invariably just

after hearing them; thus the hearing of the sound,

and a sudden change in the atmospheric conditions

have come to bo associated in tho minds even

|of the children, who, on such occasions, will re

mark : ' ' The weather is going to change, I hear the

boats!

Now, as all atmospheric changes are more or less

electrical in their phenomena, is it not rational to

conclude that electricity has something to do with

the transmission of sound in cases as above stated ?

May there not bo currents of air, or masses of invis

ible vapor passing in such direction as may serv"

as conductors to the sound, by reason of the elec

tric tension temporarily in them ? And as all the

so-called imponderables aro closely allied to each

other, could there not be a series of experiments

set on foot to ascertain whether or not electricity

in any of its forms has any thing to do with the

transmission of sound?

I am perfectly satisfied that you have forever ex

ploded tho wave-theory. Now let us search in some

other direction for a solution of the various phe

nomena of sound.

Prof. Largo does not state what distance the

sound of the falling water was heard; but in the

case of the boat-whistles, I am sure that the dis

tance is not less than eighteen miles.

Respectfully,.yours, E. Mathers.

THE RESURRECTION OP THE BEAU.

BY THE0PRIlU8 BBAY.

In TheMicrocosm for themonth of Novemberap

pears an article from the pen of Rev.Gustave Keiche

on "Substantialism," in which he makes the follow

ing (to us) remarkable statement, viz. : " The physi

cal body canuotdio because itnever lived. It isonly

vivified by its spirit, or inner, or subtantial body.

The physical bodyhas not any more life in it than

the meal we eat to sustain it." Mr. R. appeals to

the Scriptures, and so do we, "For the wisdom of

this world is foolishness with God." Tho Bible

says: "The LordOod formed man of tho dust of

the ground, and 'breathed .into his nostrils the

breath of life, and man became a living soul."

Who was Adam ?- He was. the being that God

formed out of the dust, and be was vivified by

the breath of life in his nostrils before he had any

'' meal" to eat. He was a living soul and not a

e\ead soul. At least, this is what the Biblo says

.lonut it; and wo propose to stick to it Until we find

hat it is one of the so-called "Mistake^ of Moses."

. The Psalmist 'saith : " He knoweth ourframe; Ho

remembereth that we are dust." It is verystranp

indeed that if man has another frame, "An inner.or

substantial body," that the inspired penman should

know nothing of it. Again, we read that the Lord

punished this same living soul with death, because

it eat of tho forbidden fruit The sentence was,

"Dust thou art, and to dust thou shalt return.'

According to Mr. R's theory, instead of death being

n punishment to Adam, it was a reward; and by it

he was sent to glory. How can that which never

lived bo punished with death?

We have not space for moroon this point, as we

want to look at his novel theory of the resurrection.

Ho quotes the words of our Saviour to tho Saddu-

cees, " Now that the dead are raised, even Moses

showed in the bush, when ho called the Lord the

God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and theGod

of Jacob, etc." Then does away with this grand

promise of the resurrection, by the following ex

traordinary explanation, viz. : "The dend are rait

ed, not will be raised, but 'are raised '—continual!/

raised! " If such is the case, there is no resurrec

tion, and none is needed; and Mr. R., himself, must

be a Sadducee.

Justin, who lived in the second century, speaks

of those who teach such a doctrine, as follows;

"If, therefore, you meet with some who are called

Christians—who confess not this truth, but even

dare to blaspheme the (J od of Abraham, theGod of

Isaac, and tho God of Jacob, and say there is no

resurrection of the dead, but immediately when

they die their souls are received up into heaven—

tako caro you do not look on them as Christians."

William Tyndall, the learned translator of the

Biblo, in speaking of the same thing, says it "De

stroys the arguments wherewith Christ and Paul

prove tho resurrection." For our part, we fail to

understand how anything can be resurrected that

has not been destroyed; for if wo fall not, how can

we rite? If the words of Jesus prove that the dead

aro "continually raised," then the words of Isaiah,

spoken 700 years before Christ, "Unto us a Child

is born; unto us a Son is given," etc., proves that

Jesus was born 750 years before ho was born; not

only was born then, but is continually born ! Such

a theory is a rcduetio ad absurdum. Does the

i "inner, or substantial body," die—if not, how are

the dead raised? If Abraham. Isaac and Jacob are

"raised," how about David ? In Acts ii. , we read :

"Brethren: I say unto you, freely, of the patriarch

David, that he both died and was buried, and his

grave is with us unto this day * * For David

ascended not into the heavens." The point the

apostle made was plainly this: David prophesied

not of himself, for he (David) was not in heaven,

but in his grave. Jesus in speaking of those

"That shall rise from the dead," saith: "Neither

can they die any more; for they are equal to the

angels." Paul speaks of tho same event, as fol

lows: " This corruptible shall put on incorruption,

and this mortal shall put on immortality."

Now let us take tho case of Lazarus; when he

had his resurrection (according to Mr. R.) he was

equal to the angels, and neither could he die any

more; he was immortal and incorruptible. Yet we

have Jesus calling with a loud voice, " Lazarus

come forth! " when " He that mas dead came forth

bound hand and foot." Now which Lazarus was it

that came bound hand and foot from the grave? Was

it tho angelic Lazarus who, according toMr. R. had

been in heaven four days, hence incorruptible and

immOTtal, or was it ho of whom Jesus 6poke say

ing : "Plainly Lazarus is dead?" Or did the

angelic Lazarus comedown from heaven Incorrrr*-

iblo and put on the corruptible body of him who
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had been dead fourdays? Is this what Paul meant by

corruption putting on incorruption t Such a theory

of the resurrection is some of the foolishness here

tofore refered to; it is but a figment of the imagina

tion. To what do the following texts refer?

" Marvel not at this, for the hour cometh when

they that are in their graves shall hear His voice

and come forth." " Thy dead men shall live * * *

awake and sing ye that dwell in the dust." So far

as the Lord being God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob

is concerned, it is a glorious promise of the resur

rection; for He is a "God who quickeneth the

dead and calleth things that are not as though they

were;" for though we be dead, we all live unto

Him." For to this end Christ both died and lived

again, that He might be the Lord both of the dead

and the living." It is Longfellow who says:

" There is no death; what seems so is translation,"

&c. We think Mr. R. agrees more nearly with

Longfellow than with the Law and the GospeJ.

Did the following event take place where Abraham,

Isaac and Jacob wero ' ' raised 1 " " The Lord

Himself shall descend from heaven with a shout,

with the voice of the Archangel and with the

trump of God, and the dead in Christ shall rise first,

therefore comfort one another with these words."

To us this is a substantial comfort; and we love

to think that we as well as Paul, " Hope to attain

unto the resurrection from the dead."

Washington, D. C.

Remarrs: We depart somewhat from our

usual course in admitting this article in criticism

of an esteemed contributor. But we do this, be

cause there is much inquiry and even anxiety upon

this question of the literal resurrection of the body

that is deposited in the grave. We do not see how

such a view can be avoided by a literal reading of

the scriptures. At all events we intend to give

both sides of this question in brief articles, for the

benefit of our readers.

A PROBLEM FOR THE MICROCOSM.

Why does a foot-rule in passing lengthwise over

a roller, travel twice the distance described by the

roller alonir the table or plane over which it trav

els? and why has the size or diameter of roller,

nothing to do with the result ?

L. B. HartmaN, M. A.

Trenton, N. J.

ANSWER.

Because, the average bodily motion of the roller

is only half as fast as its upper surface where it is

In contact with the ruler. That is, the upper sur

face of the roller travels just as fast as the ruler;

but a3 the lower surface, or that part continually in

contact with the table does not travel at all (since

it does not slide), hence the average travel of the

roller is its centre, half way between its two con

tact surfaces,—one traveling full speed and the

other nil; consequently it makes no difference as to

the size of the roller employed.

OUR CONTRIBUTORS.

We are receiving many articles criticising the

different papers which have appeared in this jour

nal. Now, it is not to be expected that every ar

ticle which appears should meet the approval of

every contributor, or of the Editor himself. We do

not oxpeat t* be able to agree in all respects with

the various writers whose productions appear frcTU

month to month iu these columns. It is well U at

it is not so, for how will we advance in knowledge

if everything published is only what we knew al

ready, and that with which we perfectly agree t

I^et all good writers be heard, within leasonable

bounds, and let those who have views, varying,

and well digested, write them out in good Englisn,

correct in every resectfor the compositor, and send

them to us. This is better than entering into a

controversy with a contributor, which leads to re

plies, counter-replies, etc., etc.

BACK NUMBERS.

All subscribers for Vol. II. of The Microcosm,

should take the magazine from the beginning of

the volume ( August). As the work is electrotyped,

we can supply the back numbers at any time in the

future. Remember this.

DR. VAN DYKE ON EVOLUTION.

Those of our readers who wish to enjoy an in

tellectual feast, should read the series of masterly

papers from the pen of the Rev. Dr. Van Dyke, on

the supposed evolution of man's physical nature

from the lower animals, commenced in this number

of The Microcosm. Those who have had any

leaning toward the beastly doctrine of Darwin,

will bs very apt to have their faith shaken, if not

their doubts entirely removed. The series will con

sist of five consecutive papers, going over the en

tire ground.

CARELESSNESS OF SUBSCRIBERS.

We are constantly receiving complaints from

subscribers who have failed to get their Micro

cosms. Upon searching, wo find in a majority of

cases, that it is owing to change of residence,

without timely notification to this office. Hence,

one number goes to the old address after the sub

scriber has moved, and before we have had time to

change our books. Many subscribers give thsir

new address, but fail to name their old one; and

some fail to give any address at all, or even to sign

their names ! Of course, in such cases, we can do

nothing.

KINDNESS OF THE PRESS.

We are very greatly indebted to our brethren of

the press throughout the country for the liberal,

and even flattering notices of The Microcosm,

given from month to month. We venture to say

that no such unanimity has occurred in the favor

able reception of a journal in this country before,

with scarcely one dissenting paragraph in nearly a

thousand notices, many of them containing a full

column. To say that we thank these editorial

friends for such kindly recognition of our labors,

in behalf of the cause of truth, both scientific and

religious, is but a faint symbol of our real feeling!

and sentiments.

THE STEEL ENGRAVING OF THE EDITOR.

&g"The portrait of the author, in " Unhersalism

Against Itself," as a frontispiece, is pronounced

one of the finest steel-plate engravings ever exe

cuted.
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HENRY WARD BEECUEK AN EVOLUTIONIST.

For some months we have watched, with a good

deal of cure, mingled with anxiety, the culmination

of Mr. Beecher's improved theological views. It

was plain to those who have followed his gradual

changes of sentiment, as developed from week to

week in Plymouth pulpit, that he was slowly, but

surely, tearing himself loose from the old and

time-honored moorings of orthodox Christianity,

and cautiously adapting his religious views to the

more liberal creeds of tho day—such as those of

the Unitarians and Universalists. We had watched,

a similar course, for years, in Rev. Mr. Frothing-

ham, till his preaching had so far divaricated from

everything bordering on Scriptural theology, that

his conscience would no longer permit him to pray

in public, and which finally culminated in driving

him from the pulpit altogether. The same was

witnessed in the career of Rev. Mr. Miln, whose

wanderings from the Bible doctrines were recently

seen to crop out in a public rejection of the Scrip

tures as an inspired book, and the substantial

avowal of atheism.

Many, however, believed that Mr. Beecher

would not venture objectionably away from the

landmarks of his honored forefathers, but that ha

would close his pulpit labors as he had begun

Rev. J. J. Smith, D.D Haverstraw, N. Y. ] them—substantially an evangelical Christian minis-
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

In our conduct of this journal we desire to give

our list of excellent contributors the widest possi

ble latitude for the conveyance of their honest con

victions, so long, at least, as this liberty does not

conflict with the general aim and scopo of The

Microcosm. But we wish our readers definitely

to understand that we do not hold ourself re

sponsible for the views of our contributors, nor, in

fact, even for our own views, as we are liable at

any time to change ground on receiving more light.

as wo have done more than once since this paper

was commenced. But, generally, we hope and aim

to bo consistent. EDitor.

at an end. In a sermon preached from Plymouth

pulpit on the 26th of November last, this renowned

divine boldly and defiantly broke asunder the last

link that had bound him to orthodoxy and avowed

himself a Darwinian evolutionist. This had been

foreshadowed in his speech, withdrawing from the

Congregational Association, and in his paper pub

lished in tho North American Review. But still

there was, as it was hoped, a passablo way open

for an honorable retreat from outright Darwinism.

All this, however, is a thing of the past. In the

sermon referred to, ho not only avowed himself an

evolutionist in the most radical meaning. of that

term,—the development of man from the ape, and

from still lower classes of the animal kingdom,—

but he went so far as to declare that Paul, the

apostle, "was a Darwinian," because he taught

that man had an animal nature as well as a spirit

ual 1 To say nothing of this weak and even pu'.'rile

application of the apostle's manifest and truly

philosophical teaching,—a perversion which any

Sunday-school scholar, ten years old, in Plymouth

Church can expose, and show to be ridiculous,—

it is simply astounding to hear this once eminent

thinker make such a ludicrous statement as that

Paul was a "Darwinian '" 1800 years before Darwin

was born 1 The same as talking about a man's

being a Calvinist hundreds of years before John

Calvin existed I Such twaddle as this, is a logical

indication that the once famous pulpit orator has
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;at last deteriorated intellectually, if not morally,

till he is a proper candidate for conversion to

modern ovolution, with all its startling absurdities

and monstrous self-contradictions. Hence, it is

not surprising to hear him tell his audience, as he

did : "You are not worthy of such an ancestor as

an ape ! "

We naturally inquire : What does Plymouth

Church think of this kind of talk? Will the old

Christian members of that congregation take it all

down as law and gospel, just because it comes

from Mr. Bencher? Or will their old-time venera j

tion for the validity of God's word assert itself and

cause a solemn protest to be filed against this

beastly gospel of dirt ? If the membership of that

chnrch can quietly submit to such a departure as

this from the plain teachings of Scripture truth—

teachings inculcated from the first chapter of Gen

esis to the last chapter of Revelations—without in

viting their apostate pastor to step down and out,

then we see no reason why they would not stand

with open mouths, nodding assent, and hear him

publicly denounce the Bible as of human origin,

and proclaim himself an out and out atheist.

There is but one single step, and that a very short

and very consistent step, from this avowed belief in

Darwinism, to that of open atheism. Prof. Hasckel,

the distinguished naturalist, of the Umversity of

Jena, and the ablest evolutionist in Germany, if

not in the world, was forced into atheism from

Darwin's premises; and declared, in his "History

of Oreation," that no man, of a logical turn of

mind, could believe in Darwin's views of the de

velopment of man from the lower animals, and not

be finally driven into spontaneous generation, thus

getting rid of a God entirely I Granting Mr.

Beecher to be a sincere Darwinian, as he has thus

publicly announced himself, the only thing that

can possibly save him from outspoken atheism,

will be either his want of ability to reason logically

upon the subject, as did Prof. Hreckel, or his fear

that even Plymouth Church might not be ready to

indorse such a frank and consistent avowal. But

we do not think he need be.afraid of Plymouth

Church. They have stood enough without swerv

ing, during the last few years, to prove their loy

alty; and their manifest approval of this last de

parture into open Darwinism may safely assure

their pastor that outspoken athvism—the next act

.(in the Plymouth drama—will not snap the tie of

confidence which has hitherto bound them together.

Hence, the public may bo prepared for just sue!, an

announcement, as soon as Mr. Beecher has become

sufficiently educated in the beauties of the theory

of development, by reading Prof. Hceckel's works,

to find out where the doctrine consistently and un

avoidably leads. If he has not those works, we

will gladly loan them to him ; for the sooner his

new departure culminates and goes to seed, the

sooner the redeemable elements in his congrega

tion will get their eyes open. And, then, we would

sooner fight open Hasckelian atheism, than this

most detestable conglomeration of religion and in

fidelity, called Theistic Evolution.

Wo certainly have a curiosity to know how the

mothers in that church take to Mr. Beecher's Dar

winian description of their babies. Look at his ex

quisite sentiment, ye Christian mothers of Amer

ica : "When the babe is born, it is nothing on earth

but an animal, and a very poor one." Of course,

then, his advanced theology must teach that if this

little animal dies, it must die the same as the young

of a beast that perisheth, with no more prospect of

a future life than has a pig or a puppy dying at

the same age, since it is "nothing on earth but an

animal"! This is clearly the religious sentiment

which now obtains at Plymouth Church, and

which she must boast, unless she turns her back

upon her pastor and repudiates this new phase of

Beecherism.

As a proof that Mr. Beecher has no intelligent

comprehension of the evolution hypothesis, and

the way to meet it, we have only to notice this' ref

erence to the total helplessness of the infant, which,

though the prospective superior of the entiro ani

mal kingdom, and the most wonderfully developed

of all animals when grown, yet which, at the start,

is without any of the natural covering of its an

cestors, and not a vestige of the natural instinct of

the lemur, jackal, and opossum, from which it has

descended by natural selection and survival of the

fittest ! Yet this profound thinker refers to such

an overwhelming fact against evolution—an argu

ment which no evolutionist has ever answered, or

can answer—as among the reasons which led

him to adopt Darwinism, and publicly to proclaim,

in the advanced language of theistic evolution,

that but for its potentialities "the poorest thing

on this earth is that little bag of meat and bones,

which we call a baby. " We can but ask, in amaze

ment. Has the religion of Christ and the theology

of the Bible, in the mouth of the foremost divine

in America, come to this ?

We propose to notice this new departure of the

pastorate of Plymouth Church soon again; and we

hope to show to every momber of that congrega

tion, who will read, that a more silly, contradic

tory, and disgustingly shallow theory than that of

Darwinian monkeyism, was never framed uy man-

TRANSIT OF VENUS.

The great astronomical event of the year, if not

of the century has come and gone, which is not to

be repeated for the next 122 years. On the 6th of

last month Venus, the bright and beautiful star,

seen so often in the west at dusk, and in the east

at dawn, passed between the earth and the sun as

a round dark spot slowly crossing the sun's disc.

Although this event will not take place again, as
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relates to tha earth, in 123 years, yet strictly

speaking the very same event occurs every six

hours, viewed at some point of the solar system.

That is, as it takes Venus about six hours to cross

the sun's disc, could an observer instantly change

his point of observation, as Venus leaves the sun,

to another and suitable point in the solar system, he

would see the planet just making its first contact;

and so on, an observer, with the power of flight

supposed, could continually behold a transit of

Venus taking place year in and year out. Our

earth will simply again form one of these innum

erable points of observation in the solar system in

the year of our Lord, 2,004.

So important was this event considered by scien

tists that hundreds of thousands of dollars, possi

bly millions, were expended by governments and

individuals for accurately observing it. Yet of

what real value was it to the world ? We do not

deny its value to science, since accurate knowl

edge upon any abstract question of science or phi

losophy is of theoretic importance even when no

practical benefit can result from the knowledge

thus obtained. The chief advantage claimed to

be derived from these expensive observations, is

the more accurate determination of the sun's dis

tance from the earth. But of what real use will

this determination, within a possible margin of a

few thousand miles more or less, be to the com

merce or other substantial interests of the world ?

Will it ever add to the accuracy of nautical obser

vations even sufficiently to prevent a single ship

wreck or save one mariner's life that would not

have been saved just as well with our present

knowledge of the sun's probable distance ?

Now mark; we are not objecting to this attain

ment of knowledge to the most refined possible ac

curacy in matters of scientific research, even by

the extravagant outlay of money just witnessed,

when necessary to be done; but we do object to

scientists straining at gnats and swallowing camels;

—expending millions upon finding the sun's exact

distance from the earth as a mere achievement

of science, and not expending a dollar to attain

accuracy in other matters of science in which we

are practically involved every day of our lives.

Take for example the science of acoustics, with

which the affairs of daily life, as well as important

commercial interests, are intimately associated. It

is a fact that this enlightened government at Wash

ington can not be induced to appropriate even a few

hundred dollars for extemporizing a magazine ex

plosion, which, as they know, or have received

sufficient evidence to believe, would totally ex

plode the received theory of sound and set a

thousand colleges and other institutions of learning

right upon a practical scientific question upon which

they are now inculcating in the minds of tens of

thousands of students the most superficial non

sense and calling it sciencel There are at this very

writing, hundred? of professors of physics In tto

United States—practical teachers of the science

of acoustics—who would testify before a govern

ment board of scientists that they believe the cur

rent doctrine of acoustics wrong from beginingto

end, and that the colleges, universities, and high

schools of the country are nil in error, and that they

are now teaching false physical science in place of

truth upon this subject. These same hundredsrf

scientific teachers would also testify before such a

board, that individually they do not, when they

can avoid it, teach the old theory at all since dis

covering its fallacy; but since they cannot con

trol the colleges or change the erroneous text

books on the subject, they are obliged to bide their

time.

These professors would respectfully pray the

government, if there was a move started to that

effect, to inaugurate certain experiments for set

tling the scientific truth or falsity of the science

as now universally taught. But what would

the government say to these appeals? Would

they say that this thing must be looked into—that

it is not right for these tens of thousands of our

young men to bo taught falsehood for scientific

truth, and that the simple experiments needed to

expose the fallacy, if it be one, must be provided

for, with men, instruments and money ? Not a

a word of it; for the matter has been already sug

gested more than once. A deaf ear is turned to

such appeals; but as soon as a transit of Venus or

a solar eclipse is to bo observed, for the purpose of

getting a trifle nearer at the sun's true distance

from the earth, tens of thousands of dollars are

nothing to be lavished. Ships are nothing, and

telescopes and other apparatus are nothing, if K"

quired by a few leading scientists. Is there no

remedy for this apathy 1 As there seems to be no

use in appealing to the government, we now appeal

to the colleges and universities of the country;

and, in the name of more than one hundred pro

fessors, and more than ten thousand students of

physics, who protest against teaching or hemg

taught this impeached theory of sound till " a

scientifically vindicated by its advocates, we ask

them, or some one of them, to move in this inves

tigation, and either champion the old theorT' or

help to inaugurate measures for reconstructing our

text books, and thus ridding them of the

manifest errors upon this question of acoustic

which they are full. We have pledged TH*^'

CUocosM for a ton of gunpowder, toward helping

forward these experiments, whenever any colic?6

shall inaugurate them, for the purposoof vfn'll*'

ing the old theory of air-waves or else driv'nS

from our schools. Dr. Swander, our able conlriuu"

tor, of Tiffin, O., intimated in his great ar<icle "'

the "Reformed Quarterly Rccicw," that
were ready for any college with which to eiI('own

rhair of physical science, whenever such co'^S6'
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by proper experiments, would vindicate the present

science oflacoustics against the objections raised to

it in the "Problem of Human, Life." Joseph Good

rich still stands to his offer of $5,000, made over

and over in these columns, to any one who will vin

dicate by an experiment the gTeat acoustical law of

interference of sound-waves, as laid down in the

most definite manner in all text books on the sub

ject, and as taught in all our schools. Soma col

lege, as a financial speculation if not for the sake

of science, should undertake this vindication; un

less they feel sure, as some of them actually do,

that the whole theory, as now taught, is a fraud

upon science, neither worth vindicating, nor sus

ceptible of being vindicated I Then, plainly, they

should act for the benefit of true scienco, as well

as for the good of the rising generation, and get

rid of the whole thing by an immediate revision of

the text books on physical scienco. At all events,

we make the appeal, and pause for a reply. What

college will take the initiative ?

THE LAW OF SOUND-INTERFERENCE.

PROP. MAYER, HEARD FROM AT lAST.

The scientific thinkers and writers of the coun

try are beginning to become aroused to the fact

that the wave theory of sound, as taught in all col

leges and formulated as scienco in all text books

on physics, is without foundation in fact, or rea

son. When our treatise on sound was first pub

lished, about four years ago, the author was pro

nounced crazy by many college professors for

calling in question the received doctrine of acous

tics, which had never before been doubted for hun-

dreds of years or even since its origin, as supposed

by Pythagoras, more than 2000 years ago. Many arc

the slaps the author of the "Problem of Human

Life " has received, for his venturesome attack upon

so well-established a theory of science as that of

acoustics, in such papers as the New York Indepen

dent, New York Christian Adcocate, New York

World, etc. ; and all, too, by writers who have not,

perhaps, given the question an hour's serious study,

and who do not know what the arguments are that

have been massed against the old theory. Tin y

havesimply read far enough to see that the author

runs counter to accepted science, which was all-

BiiiHcient for a cue to such superficial critics for

calling forth their bigoted ridicule of what some

of them acknowledge they have not read at all.

It is different, however, with men of science who

possess a spirit of investigation. Somo of 'these

come out frankly and confess that the venerable

theory of acoustics has at lust broken down, though

a large majority of them prefer to remain silent,

waiting for the current of popular indorsement

to make their retrograde movement from the old

doctrine easier than to retreat in the face of a

storm of hisses from V.ie ign-iram' , who find ii easier

to sneer than to read what crosses the beaten paths-

of their life-long scientific beliefs. We know posi

tively of a dozen or more scientific professors, and

learned students of physics, who have becomofuily

convinced of the utter falsity of the old theorv of

sound, but who have not the courage to admit the

overthrow of the text-books on the subject in tho

face of their own teaching for years. One learned

doctor and physical investigator, fifteen miles

from New York city, who was informed by th*

author before his book was printed that he ex

pected to overthrow the wave-theory of sound, ej-

pressed unwonted enthusiasm at the prospect o»

such an exciting revolution in science, and prom

ised to be among the first to welcome the new do-

parture if the attack was successful. lJut, thougJi

undoubtedly convinced that the old theory ha*

hopelessly broken down, he hesitates to confess ik

before men I

Not so, however, with Dr. D. O. f' Lowell, th«

able scientific thinker and writer, at Ellsworth,

Maine. In a recent article on the " U*d and Abust

of Text-Hooks," in the "KUswortk American,"

among many excellent thoughts, ho teters to thf

new departure on sound in tho followuiir compli-

m-utary remarks, which we take tli« 'iberty ol

copying :

"Only last week I received from tha 7>nl<lisheM

a work on physics, with tho ink scarcely vet dry

upon its pages. I turned at once to the chapter on

sound, and read as follows: 'Is it possible to? two.

sounds to destroy one anothdr and produce si

lence?' And after a few experiments caw; the

answer : ' Thus it appears that two sounds ol? the

same pitch may unite to form a sound louJur at

weaker than either alono, or even cause silenuc ' ,

"Now, in contradistinction to this well-'vor, I

dogma, there has appeared for many months, ii

Thh Microcosm, a standing offer of $5,000 cash,

by Joseph Goodrich, of New York, to any parson,

small or great, who shall accomplish this insult

(called possible by all our text books) and miktf

affidavit of tho fact. This offer has been sent

broadeast through the land by the publishers of

The Microcosm and no one has yet claimed th»

reward. Meanwhile tho editor, Wilford Hall, in

his marvellous book, "The Problem of Hul;an

Life," and through the pages of his journal, shake*

many of tho foundations of modern science, as did

angry Neptuno the walls of fated Troy; and as)

Copernicus overthrew the Ptolemaic system, and

as Hacon supplanted the philosophy of Aristotle,

so Wilford Hall threatens, with nouncertain voice,

the overthrow of a scientific theory on which Tyn-

dall and Mayer have built their reputations, and

which is as old as Pythagoras. If he is right, oui.

works on acoustics should be not only revised bu*

rewritten; and his arguments are hard to be gain

said." !

In conclusion, we will only add that we hav»

now lying before us a letter from Proi. Mayer to

a friend of ours, who wroto him urging him to re

ply to tho "Problem of Human Life" on the

sound theory. In this letter Prof. Mayer says :

"I have heard of the work of Hall, to which you
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refer, but have never had the time to read it. If

the gentleman referred to has annihilated the

tueory of sound to his satisfaction, and to that of

his readers, it is hardly nncessaryfor me to refute

him. If he has discovered such important facts

that the theory is subvertod, nothing is to be said,

for thefacts speak for themselves. Ilut if he has

done this great achievement by his reason alone, I

prefer, at present, to rely on the brains of Newton,

Young, Helmholts, and 8ir William Thompson,

to those of Mr. Hall, etc. * * *

Yours, very respectfully,

AlfreD M. Mater.

SteveNs INstitute, Hoboken, N. J., Nov. 28."

Take notice : This letter is from the pen of the

greatest representative acoustician of America,

who is every day teaching his classes of young men

in the Stevens Institute, the wave-theory of sound

as true and undoubted science, including the mon

strous absurdity of sound-interference, the chief

law of the theory; that is, the doctrine that total

silenco can be produced by producing two audible

sounds? Yet heclahhs not to have read a book which

is believed by hundreds of professors to overthrow

this theory; and which ho knows (as we happen to

be certain of) attacks and reviews, mo>t unmerci

fully, his own published teachings ! All this is

singular, to say the least, especially in the light of

the fact that more than throe ye^rs ago we sent

Prof. Mayer a copy of "the work of Hall, to which

you refer," and received from him a letter saying

he had received it, and tlmt he was then reading k!

.More anon.

something he plainly knows uothing about He

says: '' We can only express our sincere regret

that such a pn|x-r as The Microcosm can find

readers enough in the nineteenth century to make

its publication possible " 1 Yea, he would he gbd

to soe any paper that dares to depart from the ruN

of so-called s ience, starvod down to his own di-.

rnlnntive circulation, which would almost takethe

power of one of his best microscopes to find it He

can learn, however, if he will tako the troubloto

inform himself, that more than ten thousand of

the best educated classes of this country, who take

The Microcosm, such as physicians, clergymen,

teachers, etc., are now laughing at the mummy

who talks so wisely at 53 Maiden Lane, New

York.

TROF. KEMPER IN THE "STANDARD."

THE MICROSCOPICAl JOURNAL.

This fossil cf scientific investigation has spoken

at last about The Microcosm, as we have for

some time been expecting. The editor has been so

long looking at diminutive objects through the mi

croscope, that nothing seems of any magnitude to

his contracted vision, except when he chances to

look into the glass. Then he sees something pro

digious, at least in his own estimation, judging

from his self-important style. He thinks the at

tacks upon the theories of sound and gravitation

in this journal are as pernicious in their influence

upon the " progross of education " a? the effects of

"obscene literature " are " upon morality "I Now

we are willing to concede that Prof. Hitchcock

may be a thorough expert in " obscene literature "

and its practical effects " upon morality ;" but we

very much doubt if he has ono single correct idea

upon the true philosophy either of sound or gravi

tation. It is easy for such a self-consequential

bigot to issue fulminations against our radical

departures on the sound theory, but it is a much

more difficult matter for him to attempt argument.

Let Prof. Hitchcock try and persuade his friend,

Prof. Mayer, to attempt a defense of tho wave-

theory in a series of articles in this journal, rather

than remaining aafely ensconced in his sanctum,

issuing his contemptible denunciations against

It is now Prof. Kempor's turn. Wo promised

last month to reply to his long article, in the Chris

tian Standard. We will not say argument, for

there is very little argument about it. It is more

like a consummate appeal to the prejudices of the

Standard readers, than anything else we can think

of; and we do insist that the editor of that paper

must be hard pressed for aid in his controversy

with The Microcosm, when ho will seek and ad

mit to his columns such a mass of weak trash, as

tho article in question is principally composed of.

It is filled with boastful assertions as to what tho

writer can and will do, and what '' Wilford " pro

tends to do but cannot. We propose to quote co

piously from this four column article to give our

readers a glimpse at the style of those modern

critics in their vain attempts to parry the resistless

facts and c inclusions of The Microcosm. Our

extracts will also exhibit the assumed scorn which

such seif-consequential professors of science pre

tend to feel for the arguments they know only too

well they cannot answer. They will find out,

however, that flippant quotations of ridicule from

foreign languages against our assaults upon mod

ern science, will not divert the increasing attention

of the thinking world from these pages. Thank

ful are wo that tho readers of these diatribes, es

pecially in the Standard, are generally thinking

men; and that pretentious assertions and denials,

as also pedantic sneers quoted from dead langua

ges, pass with all sensiblo readers as mere puerility

and wind. Look at this specimen extract from

near the commencement of his article:

" We propose in this article, in three or four

counts, to unsaddle the knight who rides such a

high horse upon tho royal road to learning, and

start him afresh and afoot upon the path beaten
by freshmen and sophomores, * * * * • •

When the demonstrations of the pure geometry

are hooted down the winds; when the views of

able writers are seldom understood, often, uninten

tionally perhaps, misrepresented; when a superla

tive incompetency, as we shall show, in the ele-
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Tnentary notions of mechanics is displayed on every I

Sige; when an author, in the pointed language of '

orace, " Desiliit in arctum uu.de pudor vetet re

ferre pedem;" then, perhaps, a true scientist, as did

Tyndall, should let the farrago wind itself up, and

its hoodwinked followers, each and every one, like

a character in a German play, when brought face

to face with the ridiculousness of his position, ex

claim, 0 Ich Eself Does this language appear to

be too strong! Let not the readers of the " Stand

ard " imagine for a moment that we have any hut

the highest respect for tho talents of the editor

of Thn Microcosm, in a business point of vietc.

By no means; it is the business " method in his

madness" to which we object, as antipodal to the

true scientific spirit, which is humanity's servant

nnd a royal worshiper of all truth. Perhaps Wil-

ford thinks he has studied the subject of central

forces. Can ho help it if his self-complacency got

the whip-hand of his judgement while yet a boy ?

Xo; all our scientific indignation goes out, not

Against him, but against those complacent follow

ers who, obeying tho voice of unreasoning preju

dice, throw up their caps and exclaim, " Ilurrah

for Wilford ! a bos la science t " [Bah !]

We give this extract verbatim, as the style of

"two-thirds of the article, to show the kind of wea

pons such critics employ against us, who vir

tually say, all the way through their articles:

"" You see; we are the men, and wisdom will die

with us I We are the men who can quote

-Greek, Latin, French, and German, and thus slap

the troublesome editor of The Microcosm in lan

guages he knows not of, and make his readers think

him but small potatoes, while wo are enormous

pumpkins ! " But the reader will see, if he

watches The Microcosm, and notes the trend of

these replies, that it will take something denser

than cheap ridicule from foreign and dead tongues,

to counteract such revolutionary scientific argu

ments as those which were brought against New

ton's great demonstration last month by actual

quotations from the " Principia."

But who and what is this professor of mathemat

ics and astronomy, who threatens " in threo or four

counts to unsaddle the knight" of The Micro

cosm, and who claims to be familiar with so many

dead and modern languages,—that ho should put

on such airs? Can he write good English 1 Take tho

following paragraph, and contemplate its elegance:

" Now, Mr. Editor, we are done with this non

sense. A polemic eel could not wriggle himself

from tho clutches of this mathematical devil-fish

[that is Kemper, himself !] that has captured tho

editor of The Microcosm, before he could confess

his sins of ignorance and say Jack Robinson."

Whether it is the "polemic eel," the "mathemat

ical devil-fish" or the "editor of The Micro

cosm," that is personated by "he," who is sup

posed to say " Jack Robinson" very precipitately,

is something we will leave Bethany College and

the Standard to settle. If he means tho editor,

then it is manifest he is trying to say that the

editor " could confess his sins of ignorance and say

.Jack Robinson ' " before " a " polemic eel " could

" wriggle himself from the clutches of this mathe

matical devil-fish"! That is to say, the editor is

smarter than a " polemic eel" Whether to take

this polished paragraph as complimentary or

otherwise, is what puzzles us; so we shall have to

give it up.

But we now come to consider the argument, what '

little there is in favor of Newton's law of themoon's >

fall from the tangent, as tho basis of his great so- ::

called law of gravitation. In our October review

of Prof Kemper we made the assertion that he

could not write ono column in the Standard in

favor of Newton's law without contradicting him

self, nnd absolutely giving the coutroveisy away

to The Microcosm. This last prodigious effort

proves tho truth of our assertion, though he had

this very prophesy as a warning beforo his eyes, as

he wrote. We will give one illustration now. and

three or four others toward the close. lie tries to

show that Newton was substantially correct in

maintaining a fixed tangent during a very small

arc of the moon's travel, and that wo wero in

error in denying this, and in claiming that no such

thing as a fixed tangent, is assumablo for tho

bfiefest possible fraction of a second, from which

the moon can be supposed to fall. But in wildly

striking out in all directions, ho at last concedes

that the inoon does not fall from tho tangent at

all in any "actual sense," thus completely agree

ing with The Microcosm. Here are his words :

" A body moving in a circular orbit in reality

neither rises uor falls from tho circle, norfrom a

tangent in an actual sense."

This is all wo ask, and all wo have contended

for. There is no actual fall of the moonfrom a

tangent, and consequently no actual acceleration,

but an apparent fall constantly taking place, since

the moon's line.of tangential force is a real lino ;

but as it keeps constantly shifting to keep pace with

the moon nlong its orbital path, changing its di

rection every instant, the moon cannot, of course,

actually fall from it, though it apparently falls

from it, since it continually falls from the line the

tangent had occupied the instant previous. To

have tho tangent fixed for even tho fraction of a

second, by which to measure the moon's rato of

fall from it and thus determine the force of gravity

that distanco from the earth as Newton did, is ut

terly fallacious on its face;, for the reason that it

only compares approximately with the acceleration

of a falling stone, as Kemper and Goodenow both

admit, for n very brief period, but gets all wrong

immediately after, varying farther and farther

from tho law of perpendicular acceleration as its

departure increases from such fixed tangent till,

as Prof. Kemper shows, when it nears tho first

quarter, or ninety degrees, all acceleration necessa

rily ceases. But how is it with a falling stono at the

earth's surface, where real acceleration obtains t

| There is nono of this " approximate " correctness
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or ngreemrnt with the law, for a short period.

The acceleration, as the square of the time, is ab

solutely correct from the very start— is an "actual "

fall, and one whose acceleration is equally correct

as long as the perpendicular fall toward the earth

continues ; showing that no similarity whatever

exists between the real acceleration of a stone here,

and the apparent acceleration of the moon from

its tangent, for a very small arc. The moon's

approximate resemblance to this acceleration, if

the tangent be maintained for a brief period, is

purely coincidental, since wo found last month

that Newton figured out an absolute coincidence

between the two kinds of fall to the 4-9 of a line,

or about the one-thirtieth of an inch in a second,

while, as we showed, he actually left out one-

eightieth of the entire fall of the moon I This

proves that the fall of the stone here, or its rate

of acceleration, gives us no correct law by which

to determine the gravital energy exerted at the

moon's distance, and that some new discovery is

yet in store for estimating the true force of gravity,

and its true ratio of decrease in controlling the

moon's orbital course.

Now, we cannot present the real character and

merits of Prof. Kemper's argument so well as first

to give a long extract, containing its entire gist,

and then let the reader deliberately analyze its pe

culiarities before noting our comments. This

main part of the argument was evidently penned

under intense confusion of ideas, while the pro

fessor was contemplating the disastrous effects of

our charge in the October number, that Newton

had absolutely left out one-eightieth of the value

in not thinking of the moon's pull of itself toward

tlie earth. The professor, as seen in almost every

paragraph, is apparently looking wildly about to

the right and the left as he writes, seeking to

evolve something out of the fragments of Newton's

broken yard-stick that will belittle the difficulty or

explain it away. He positively writes at random,

with an aimless kind of incoherency that excites

one's pity. But here is the extract which will

speak for itself:

"It is true that Newton may not have called

special attention to it as an element that would dis

turb his calculations about the fall of the moon,

because, as we shall soon see, he did not with to go

down to posterity to be made a laughing-stock of;

thinking, perhaps, that nature after many efforts,

might farulth a substitute. But we now come to

the brunt of his criticism of what he calls Newton's

oversight. He says:

'That eminent philosopher entirely left out of his

calculation the iniportant factor of the moon's pull

of itself toward the earth, and only took into ac

count, in estimating the fall from the tangent, the

earth's pull of the moon, precisely as he correctlv

took into account only the earth's" pull of a falling

stone; since the stone is so almost infinitely small, i

in comparison to the earth, that its additional puli

the purposes of this argument be consider™ «s

nothing. Hence, .while the falling stone's ahrac'

tion of the earth adds nothing to its own fall by as

sisting the earth's gravity, it is plain that the

moon does assist the earth's attraction ont-tighMX

in producing its own fall from the tangent.'

"There, now, the mouse is bom, and the moun

tains are rent asunder. This is the effulgent light

of pure genius. We are confident that nomeie

mortal could have detected this oversight of the

great Newton, unless a Promethean spark from on

high had fallen amongst his mathematical idea*

and fired them into the brilliancy of an Edison

light.

"Now, let us, in plain language, give a loott to.

his feeble mental effort to think out a correct no

tion to its logical conclusion. [Another brilliant

sentence.]

'The moon,' says Wilford, 'draws itself toward

the earth with vne-vightiith of the force of the

earth's attraction. Granted. Then, to put the

idea in the usual form, we say that the effect

is the same as if we conceive the moon to be de

prived of this reciprocal attraction, and, iurtead

thereof, a mass equal to the moon to be added to

the earth, for it is obvious that this mass, being as

Wilford says, one-vightieth of the earth, the addi

tional attraction upon the moon will be equivalent

to what he claims for the moon's attraction of

itself.

"Now, for the simplification of the thought, let

us conceive the stone to he placed at the moon's

distance. Then, we say, the effect will be the

same if, as in the case of the moon, we conceive

the additional attraction to be due to the stone's

mass placed at the earth.

"The question then resolves itself into this: The

moon's mass at the earth attracts the moon, now

devoid of reciprocal attraction, but) possessed of in-

; ertin. The stone's mass at the earth attracts in

! like manner the stone. Argument : The attractions

j are as the masses, the inertias are as the masses,

i hence the accelerations are equal; and the moon *

reciprocal att raction would impart exactly the same

velocity to the moon that the stone's reciprocal at

traction would impart to the stone.

Why, what can our philosopher be thinking

about? lias he never yet heard that in mcuon

I feather will fall with the same velocity as a can1

nou ball, though their relative weights may be the

same as that between the moon and the stone t

This is checkmate number two. "

Let us now look at the argument of this singu

larly confused piece of reasoning, instead of ex

claiming, "O Ich Esel! " as it deserves.

The first thing that strikes us is, that Newton

omitted calling attention to the moon's pull of it

self one-eightieth as much as the earth pulls it, be^

cause he "did not wish to go down to posterity to

be made a laughing stock of." That is, Newton

purposely left out this one-eightieth additional fall

of the moon in consequence of its mass and attrac

tion of the earth, because he thought it would

have been ridiculous to include it or allow for it in

his demonstration ! Vet Prof. Goodenow insists

that we have virtually made a "laughing-stock "of

ourself by charging Newton with leaving out this

one-eightieth additional fall, asserting that Newton

of itself toward the earth by its own attraction is nax' actually made it the "most prominent feature "

too trifling to be taken into account, and may for of his demonstration! We will see, before wegst
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through, where the "laughing stock " comi's in

By carefully noting the extract just made, it will

be seen that Prof. Kemper, in a contradictory kind

of way, first explicitly takes our position, and

then tries to take the same position that Newton

did, namely, that the moon and a pebble at the

same height would fall, if let drop toward the

earth, with exacLly the same velocity. Yes, he

does this, after broadly admitting that tho moon

actually falls with one-vightieth greater velocity

than is caused by the earth's attraction alone. This

proof is plainly to be seen in the extract just made. j

After quoting our statement of this very proposi- j

tion, he says, "Granted." Don't forget this.

Then, to show that there is no mistake as to his

meaning, and that he actually wishes to bo under

stood as teaching that the moon, if let drop toward

the earth, would add one-vightieth to its velocity

in consequence of its attraction of the earth one- j

vightieth as much as the earth attracts it and in ad- i

dition thereto, he goes on to explain : "the ef

fect is the same as if we conceive the moon to be

deprived of this reciprocal attraction, and instead '

thereofa mast equal to the moon to be added to the |

earth I " This is, no doubt, true to tho letter. No j

one can doubt that if one-vightieth were added to j

the earth's mass it would pull the moon (deprived j

of reciprocal attractions) one-eightieth faster than j

it would otherwise fall by the earth's attraction i

alone; and as "the effect is thesame" for the moon

to pull itself by attracting the earth, of course we I

are right, and Newton has decidedly made a

"laughing-stock" of himself by teaching, as so

clearly proved last month by quotations from the

"Principia," that the moon and a pebble let go at

equal heights, would fall toward the earth with i

equal velocity. Manifestly a pebble would not

add jnst one-eightieth to its velocity of fall by its j

self-attraction of the earth! Yet it is a fact that

Prof. Kemper actually teaches that, as the moon's

mass (one-eightieth) added to the earth, would

cause the moon (deprived of reciprocal attraction)

to fall one-eightieth faster, therefore the pebble's

mass (only 1,000,000,000,000th) added to the earth

would cause the pebble (deprived in like manner

of reciprocal attraction) to fall one-vightieth faster,

or with the same velocity as the moon, since their

"accelerations" would be "equal"; and ho winds

it up by saying that "the moon's reciprocal attrac

tion would impart exactly the same velocity to the

moon that the stone's reciprocal attraction would

impart to the stone"! Was there ever anything

more absurdly self-contradictory or nonsensical ?

This distinguished mathematician, astonishing as

it may seem, unequivocally tells us that a pebble

at tho moon's distanco would fall one-vightieth faster

than by the earth's attraction alone, if another ptbb'.e

of the same size were to be added to the earth ! Then,

of course, if two such pebbles were ndded to the

earth it would add two-eightieths to the failing

pebbli's velocity! No mistake about this. An4"

hence, a small hand basketful of pebbles emptied

out on the earth would more than double the

velocity of this falling pebble ! Who is the

"laughing-stock" now ? Really, it seenu astonish

ing that a man in his senses could suppose that the

velocity of a falling pebble at the moon's distanco

could be influenced appreciably by adding another

pebble of the same size to the earth—to say nothing

of increasing such velocity one-eightieth! But

this is a specimen of the mathematics of Bethany

College.

Let us now endeavor to carry out the true prin

ciple of philosophy stumbled upon by the profes

sor, as above stated, in reference to the moon's re

ciprocal attraction, and seo where it places him.

If the moon's added velocity of fall (one-eightieth)

is the same in "effect " as if its reciprocal attrac

tion were cut off and an equal mass added to the

earth, as Prof. K:i:n;ier unequivocally and truth

fully teaches, then it follows, if the moon wero as

large as the earth, its velocity of added fall in ad

dition to the earth's attraction, instead of being-

one eightieth would be exactly doubled, the same

as if such a large moon's reciprocal attraction

were suspended, and the earth's mass were-

doubled I Is there any getting away from this ?'

Plainly not. Suppose our earth immovably

anchored. It is manifest that it would alone pull

such a moon (deprived of its reciprocal attraction)

just as fast as it would pull a pebble, if the pebble

were in like manner deprived of its infinitesimal

reciprocal attraction. No doubt alxrat this. But

restore reciprocal attraction to this lnrge moon and

it would pull at the anchored earth with the same

force precisely as the earth would pull at it; and

if the earth's pull alone would give the moon ono

complete velocity (the entire force of the earth's

attraction), it is plain that such a moon's recipro

cal and equal pull would double its velocity 1 If

the present moon's one-eightieth of mass adds one '

vightieth to tho effect of the earth's attraction, as-

Prof. Kemper admits, then our supposed largo

moon would add eighty-vightieths, or would double

its velocity ! Then, also, each body of matter, of

whatever size down to the pebble, would add ve

locity of fall in proportion to its mass ! Can Prof.

Kemper deny thu? How strange, then, that a

mathematician, after stating so clearly a true prin

ciple of philosophy, could not see if the moon's

mass (one-eightieth) added to the earth would add

one-vightieth to the moon's fall, that the pebble's

mass (one 1 ,000,000,000,000th), added to the earth,

would only add one 1 ,000,000,000,000th to the peb

ble's fall I Hence, the pebble, in consequence of its

mass ( 1 ,000,000,000,000th) , can only add one million

millionth to its velocity of fall, and, consequently,

the professor being judge, would fall slower tha»

the moon if both were let drop together. Result :

—Both Newton and Kemper are in error.
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To show that we are not mistaken about the

Professor's reasoning, see his last paragraph,

which he calls "checkmate number two." He

there positively asserts that the moon, if in our re

gions, and in vacuo, would fall with the same ve

locity as would a cannon ball, because a cannon

ball and a feather in vacuo will fail"with the same

velocity," while there may be, as he correctly states,

as much difference in weight between the frather

and cannon ball as between the cannon bull and

the moon. We thus state his position very care

fully that by no possibility shall he be misrepre

sented. And in thus fairly stating his position

we have him hopelessly pinned down under the

same argument that involved Sir Isaac Newton

last month. Let it be remembered that Kemper

agrees with Newton that a pebble and the moon,

dropped together toward the earth from equal

heights, "would describe equal spaasinequal times

in lilce manner as heavy bodies do on our earth."

(Pnncipia, Book III, Prop. VI.) And this, too,

after he had "granted" that we were correct about

the moon's fall ! But now we come to the denoue

ment in this scientific comedy of errors for both

Kemper and Newton, and that is, that a feather

and a cannon ball in a perfect vacuum will notfail

' ' with the same velocity, " the opinions of these great

scientists, and the testimony of all science, and of

all scientific experiments to the contrary notwith

standing ; and we will now prove this position so

.clearly that no amount of sneering in French, Latin,

Greek, German, and bad English can prevent the

final overturn of the Principia upon this matter

with Buthany College to assist it.

We assert that the very law of the reciprocal

attraction of all bodies in proportion to mass forbids

such equal velocity of fall in a feather and a cannon

ball, though such a self-evident absurdity has been

taught for science in all text-books from the Prin-

<ipia down, and has never before, to our knowl

edge, been called in question since the time of

Galileo.

Let us for a moment look at this last paragraph

and weigh its scientific announcement. The can

non ball manifestly pulls at the earth in falling in

proportion to mass, just as much as the earth pulls

at it. In other words the cannon ball pulls itself

toward the earth say on.e-millionth as much as the

earth pulls it, and in addition thereto, provided the

cannon ball is one-millionth the earth's mass. Will

Bethany College or any other college venture to

sIc*iy this ? But does it follow that the feather,

which is a million times lighter than the cannon

ball, pulls itself toward the earth just as much as

does the cannon ball? By no manner of means.

To simplify the statement and our criticism ; sup

pose the cannon ball to contain one-millionth the

earth's mass, and the feather to contain one million-

millionth. Now while the moon (which contains

. ane-eightiei/itke earth's mass) attracts itself toward

the earth one-eightieth as much as the earth attracts

it and in addition thereto, as Prof. Kemper Las

"granted," it follows that the cannon ball mast

also attract itself downward just as the moon does,

one-millionth and the feather one million-mUUonili,

in addition to the earth's attraction ! No rationtl

mind can question the truth of this, after attention

has been called to it. But as neither a million-mil

liontli nor even a millionth can be observed by our

senses or detected by our finest philosophical in

struments, it is therefore impossible for us to dis

tinguish by observation the difference between tie

rates of descent in the feather and in the cannon

ball. But this does not justify our ignoring the

mathematical fact that the cannon ball does actu

ally fall faster than the feather in a perfect vacuum;

much less does it justify our ignoring the one-

vightieth in the moon's added fall which is easily

calculated and measured. Because Prof. Kemper,

likethe philosophers at the tower of Pisa, could not

detect with a two-foot rule the difference between

the rates of fall in a bullet and a ton of lead (which

must be vastly less than a millionth) be superficial

ly gives it up as did those philosophers, and jumps

to the conclusion that the two must fall with the

same velocity 1

Let us here and now, clinch the position so it

will stay. Let us call the pebble at the moon's

distance the unit of mass. Suppose it to be a mil

lion-millionth the mass of the earth, and that it

consequently attracts itself toward the earth with

a force and velocity exactly proportioned to mass;

that is, it pulls upon the earth a milliou-miUioath

as much as the earth pulls upon it, and of course

its added velocity in consequence of such pull up

on the earth is a million-millionth of the velocity

produced by the earth's attraction alone. This is

so self-evident that no one, it would seem, can call

it in question. Take away this reciprocal attrac

tion of the pebble, and you only take away one mU-

lion-millionth of its velocity of fall. But restore

this reciprocal attraction of the pebble, and take

away that of the earth, and the pebble would then

fall by its pull upon the earth with but a million-

millionth of its velocity—scarcely sufficient to

carry it a single foot in a hundred years I

But says the objector; suppose two such pebbles

instead of one; would they not continue to fall

with the same velocity? And then suppose

enough such pebbles collected to compose the en

tire moon, would not the velocity of such moon's

fall be the same as in the case of the single

pebble ? We answer emphatically no ! Put two

such pebbles together into a single mass, and yov

put two velocities together, as much as you putiww

units of mass together ! By adding these two units

of mass, of a mUlion-mUlionth . each, and the

two units of velocity of a million-millionth each,

you have not only doubled the mass, but you have

also doubled the velocity by the double self-attrao
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tion toward the earth I Yes, sir;—ten men can

run a mile in one-tenth of the time that one

man can run it, if they are all of equal speed, since

each man has but a tenth of a mile to run. Ten

men, running a milo side by side, will actually run

en miles as truly as if they all started a mile

ahead of one another! Do you see the point?

Then add a million-million, of these pebbles to

gether into one condensed mass, with this million-

million velocities, and you have another earth equal

to ours, which will of course pail at this earth

with the samo force exactly that this earth will

pull at that; and as this earth alone would pull

that with the samo velocity precisely that it would

puH a single pebble, of course tho newly formed

earth, composed of a million-ir.illisn pebbles, con

taining a million-million units of mass, and a mil-

lion-million unitsof velocity added together, would

fall toward this earth with just double the velocity

that it would fall by the attraction of this earth

alone; while this earth in turn would fall toward

that with the same velocity, thus quadrupling this

velocity of approach as compared to the earth's

simple pull of a pebble! This is but tho well-

known effect of action and reaction, as taught in

all works on natural philosophy.

Such being true, tho science of the whole civil

ized world is wrong upon this subject of fall in

vacuo, and has been wrong since the time of Gali

leo to the present. In the light, then, of this

revelation, how pitiable is the closing paragraph

just quoted:—

"Why, what can our philosopher be thinking

about? lias he never yet heard that in vacuo a

featlter will fall with the same velocity an a cannon

ball, though their relative weights may be the same

as that [those] between the mcon and the stone t"

Yes, sir, "our philosopher" had heard of it;

but as in a good m:>ny other absurdities of so-

called science (tho wave-theory of sound for exam

ple), he refuses to bow the knee to this modern

image of 15aal. He no more believes all to be sci

ence that formulates, than he believes all to be

gold that glitters; and it will take something

more than sneers in half a dozen ancient and mod

ern languages to convert him.

In conclusion, while Prof. Goodenow hastens to

write us in substance that Newton had mndo no

such " laughing-stock " of himself as to leave out

this one-vightieth of the moon's fall in consequence

of its self-attraction of the earth, Prof. Kemper

declares, just as scientifically, that Newton pur

posely left it out because ho did not wish to be

made a "laughing-stock" of! How this " pure

mathematics" harmonizes! While Prof. Goode

now charges us substantially with having made a

"laughing-stock" of ourself by accusing New

ton with leaving out that one-eightieth of fall,

Prof. Kemper turns and makes a " laughing-

btock " of Goodenow by telling hiin that Newton

! was right in leaving it out ! While Newton>

.really made a "laughing-stock" of himstlf,

according to Prof. Goodenow, by teaching that the

moon and a pebble would fall from the same

height with exactly the same velocity, when the

moon should fall one-vightieth faster, Kemper

makes a most conspicuous "laughing-stock" of

himself by telling us that it would add one-vight -

eth to the fall of a pebble at the moon's distance if

another pebble of the same size were to be added

to tho earth! And he doubles this " laughing

stock " upon himself, first by agreeing with us

| and thou with Newton, and finally by asking in

his grandiloquent style, if " our philosopher " had

I never heard of a certain scientific fact, which we

I have just proved to be no fact at all, but a scien

tific absurdity!

Prof. Kemper has thus voluntarily become the

"substitute" which ho thought " Nature" might

possibly " furnish after many efforts," and no

thanks to such a slow process of producing

"laughing-stocks." He has done this, no doubt,

to convince us thut tho " mathematical devil-fish "

which had "captured the editor of The Micro

cosm," could perform the remarkable feat of con

verting himself at a single " effort" into a full-

grown "laughing-stock," with as many heads as

the " devil-fish" has antennae, and that too before

"Nature" would have time to say "Jack Robin-

son I"

Next !

AN INTENSE SOUND.

On the 18th of last month there was a very in

tense and destructive sound occurred in Passaic

County, N. J., about eight miles from Patterson.

The sonorous wave originated in Lallin & Rand's

powder works, by the accidental burning of fifty

kegs of powder, and so intense and piercing was

the sound-pulse that it shattered nnd scattered the

two powder mills, leaving not one timber or stone

upon another that was not torn down. But the

more lamentable part of the effect was that this

powerful noise was so loud that it killed three

workmen who happened to bo near the works at

the time, tearing them into fragments and scatter

ing their remains over acres of ground; and for

three miles in every direction the sound-wave broke

in windows and doors and crushed glass much

farther away !

The above is a detailed description of this explo

sion, such as would have been written by Professor

Tyndall or Professor Mayer, nnd afae simile of the

account which would have been recorded by more

than one thousand eminent college professors, had

they been present, who are now teaching their

classes in physical science in tho various colleges .

and universities, just such nonsensefromourstand-

ard text-books, and imposing it upon tens of thous

ands of young men as science I
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Let us undertake to describe it according to the

principles of true science and common sense, and

see how it will look :

The explosion of fifty kegs of powder instan

taneously generated tens of thousands of cubic

yards of gas which, in expanding, drove the sur-

Tounding atmosphere away in all directions with

tremendous force, compressing it into an intensely

condensed air-wave, which condensation necessarily

traveled with such frightful velocity that it not

only destroyed the two buildings in which the ex

plosion occurred but tore the three workmen therein

to pieces. This condensed air-wave, owing to the

atmospheric displacement caused by the sudden

addition of such a quantity of powder-gas, retained

sufficient power and velocity even to break in win

dows and doors three or four miles away. Inci

dental to this explosion and the destructive air-wave

produced by the added gas, there was a deep and

intensely loud sound which accompanied the at

mospheric compression, traveling so nearly at the

same velocity that some superficial persons who do

not stop to reflect really supposed that it was actu

ally this sound-pulse that broke the windows at a

distance, and consequently that the sound also

must have been that which destroyed the two pow

der mills and tore the three men to pieces. But as

t'.iis childish idea is only to be found in such unreli

able works aa those of Tyndall, Helmholtz, and

Mayer, it is confidently hoped that such views of

science will soon pass away. Young students of

our colleges, therefore who are lamenting their cir

cumstances in being forced to listen to such falla

cious instruction, and who are beginning to make

bold to urge their professors to teach them common

sense in place of such stuff, may take heart. Those

professors are mostly middle-aged or older, and will

soon give place to the rising generation who will

not find it so difficult to step out of the beaten ruts

of puerility because it happens to ho taught as

science in our text-books. So mote it be.

REV. DR. SWANDER'S PAPER.

We owe almost an apology to our readers for

the appearance of the article from the pen of the

Rev. J. I. Swander, A. M. , in another part of this

number of The Microcosm. But for its deep

scholarly tone, and its marvellously beautiful lit

erary style, we would not have felt at liberty to

print it, owing to its undisguised complimentary

reference to ourself. We have turned away from

our microcosmic door scores of similarly flattering

articles, because they were from old and intimate

friends. Our chief excuse, therefore, for giving

jroom to this exquisite piece of English composi

tion is the fact that personally wo do not know

Dr. Swander at all, having never met him, and

only know of him as do our readers, generally by

seeing the splendid literary productions of his pen.

We will only add that in some important re

spects we are not our own, but consider that we be

long—with The Microcosm—first to our subscrib

ers and then to . the world, for both of whom we

are laboring and in whose interests we expect to

wear ourself out. For this reason we frankly hold >

that they have a right to know what we arc doing,

as viewed by outsiders, and what effect our work

is having upon the minds of thinking, educa'.wl

men whose unselfishness will allow theni to

express their opinions of us and it over their

own signatures. As a duty to the public, there

fore, and without the slightest tinge of personal

vanity, as wo here aver, wo have deemed it but

proper occasionally to let these frank opinions of

the friends of the cause we advocate go before our

readers. This is our apology.

Next month we will give Dt. Swander's " Open

Letter" to Professors Tyndall, Helmholtz, and

Mayer, in which their silence in regard to the

sound-theory is placed in the focus of a calcium

light. This light will enablo those distinguished

scientists to see themselves as others see them.

A SINGLE COINCIDENCE.

Prof. W. L. Tower, of Oakland, Oregon, writes

us:—"The chief reason why I subscribed for The

Microcosm was that it contained a discussion of

the gravitation law. We want light on this sub

ject, and desire all the facts we can get We

know, of course, that there is a resemblance to

accelerated fall in the moon's departure from a

fixed tangent, especially for a short distance. But

surely Newton's vaunted law of gravitation must

| have something more than this single coincidenei

for its basis! If not, it shows an immense super

structure reared upon a very diminutive founda

tion."

Positively, Prof. Tower, this "single coinci

dence" is the entire foundation of Newton's great

law. Yet this coincidence, as we saw last month

by proofs from the Principia, had to leave out

entirely the one-eightieth of the value, caused by

the moon's attraction of itself toward the earth, in

order to make this appearance of acceleration as

much of a coincidence as it is.

THE COMMON CENTRE OF GRAVITY.

We expected to present in this number a discus

sion of the received doctrine of the common centre

ofgravity of the earth and moon as the point around

which both earth and moon revolve. But we are

looking for a condensed argument upon the gen

eral subject of gravitation from Professor Goode-

now for the February Microcosm in which prob

ably this question of the common centre of gravity

will bo definitely stated and argued. In that event

our new position, as well as our objections to the

old view, would be more appropriate and also bet

ter understood by our readers.
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AIR-STRATIFICATION.

MeDora, I1l., Dec. 18, 1882.

A. WilforD HaI.l, Ph. D.; EDitor Microcosm.

Dear Sir: Since your war against the wave-

theory and especially sonnd-interference hegan, I

have been a careful reader both of the "Pioblem

of Human Life" and the "Microcosm."

I am especially interested in yout" Air-Stratifica.

tion" theory. As to the transmission of sound

through the air under the following conditions I re

spectfully ask a little light.

I am in bed every night at 10.30 o'clock. At

10.50 o'clock the night express train frcm St. Louis

passes this station, a quarter of a mile, perhaps,

away. After the din caused by the puffing of the

engine at starting, the sound of the train is scarcely

audible until it readies a certain point half a

mile north. When it pusses this point a loud,

rumbling sound—similar to that of thunder—is

given out. The rumbling is heard for about ten

-or twelve seconds, when it suddenly ceases and it

is Impossible to distinguish a sound from the mov

ing train for the space of three minutes, when sud

denly again the rumbling is heard; thistime some

what fainter than in the first instance. For a few

seconds only the distant whir is heard, and then

all is silent. Nearly every night—every night when

I'm at home and the train is on time—I hear these

sounds. Tue direction of the wind makes very lit

tle difference. They are produced at the same time

and .t the same points night after night.

The "air-stratification" theory does not, I think,

explain this. The strata are, according to the

theory, constantly changing their relative positions

so that it would be impossible for them to be in a

position suitable to conduct these sounds in the

same manner in every instance.

Please explain and oblige a "StuDeNt."

remarrs.

"Student " is undoubtedly right. This is not a

case of "Air- Stratification," but rather, most prob

ably, ofground stratification. It might occur where

there were undulations, or ridges and hollows in

the soil which might serve for conveying the sound

from distant points like partial tubes or troughs;

or there might even be strips of woods to do the

same thing, and thus convey the sound between

them at certain points while cutting it off at others.

But in the above described instance there is very

little doubt but that the strata of the earth, such

as layers of rock or water beneath the soil crossing

tho track, at certain points, form better sound-con

ductors to distant points than at other portions of

the ground over which the trains pass. If -'Stu

dent" will examine carefully into the geological

structure of that region he will probably find a

correct solution to his problem as here hinted.

THE CHRISTIAN STANDARD.

Up to going to press we have seen or heard of

no notice of our reply to the Standard in last

month's Microcosm. The Standard agreed to

publish our reply if we would publish the Standard

article complete, which wo did the month previous.

Why is oar reply withheld ? Will the Standard

-answer?

"MICROCOSMIC DEBRIS."

We give a page of this favorite reading mat

ter in this number of The Microcosm, by request

of many readers, and will, when possible, keep it

up in future numbers.

NEWTON'S GREAT OVERSIGHT No. 3.

This paper on gravitation is laid over till next

month, owing to the length of our reply to Prof.

Kemper's long article in the Standard. Then,

there will probably be a condensed article upon

the subject from other sources, which may call out

other editorial replies involving other arguments,

or not imposibly involving modifications of some

of the positions and views as presented in former

articles. The question of the reciprocal attraction

of spheres, as relates to the operations of the sys

tem of the physical universe, is a complex one, and

not to be mastered at a single mental effort, but re

quiring cool and careful study.

MICROCOSMIC DEBRIS.

—There are eleven hundred and sixty-five law

yers in Boston.

—Dean Stanley said : " The best remedy for all

evils is to look forward."

—Aligator fat is now used for cooking purposes

in some parts of Florida.

—A Pittsburgh lirm is turning out glass slabs

for use on furniture in lieu of marble.

—More than $t5,250,000 worth of ostrich fea

thers are exported from South Africa annually.

—The Prefect of the Seine is going to remove

from the gates of cemeteries symbols not accepted

by persons of all religious persuasions.

—Plumpness, milky whiteness of complexion,

puffy eyelids, and swollen skin, mark emphatically

the arsenic-eater, says a Cleveland physician.

—There is a farmer in Ohio who has not sheared

his sheep in five years, because, as he claims, Provi

dence intended the sheep to wear their wool.

—The Queen of England regards with satisfac-

tion the fact that the tricycles which have been

used by her grandehildren have helped their health.

—A stono weighing eighty-five pounds recently

fell at Salina, Kansas, and another, cigar-shaped,

four .nches in diameter and over twelve inches

long.

—Sixty-one thousand acres more of Adirondack

lands have been sold to men who will strip them

of their timber and spoil them for hunting and

fishing.

—Buffalos in Dakota scratch their ponderous

foreheads against the telegraph poles so vigorously

that much damage and inconvenience are caused to

telegraph operators.

—The Washington monument has now 168

courses of stone and is 336 feet 5$ inches high, or

2i inches higher than the top of the figure of

America on the Capitol.

—A quart of cream can be kept perfectly good

for months in the highest temperature by an

ounce of boro-glyceride. Prof. Barff proposes to

save railroad carriage for milk by condensing it in

the country and mixing it with boro glyceride, so

that it has only to be mixed with water when

needed.
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—Quof:i Victoria invariably transacts her public

business between breakfast and luncheon, and

hardly once in a mouth does she concern herself

with public affairs at any other time.

—Sir Isaac Newton said that infidelity would

probably prevail until it had quito banished super

stition, but then would be swallowed up by the

great light and evidence of true religion.

—A colored man, while ploughing near Opelou-

sas, La. , a few days since, struck a ten-gallon jar,

filled with Spanish silver coins of date of 1779.

The amount is estimated at $3,000 to $10,000.

—There is an apricot tree in Fresno County,

Cal., that measures sixty inches around the trunk

three feet from the ground. It is estimated that

thero is not less than a ton of fruit on the tree.

—In the northern part of Chester County, Pa.,

the farmers' boys use snako skins for cart whips.

They find the snakes six feet long;, and their skins

being preserved a while in alcohol, make excellent

whips.

—The Russian Minister of Education finds the

experiment of giving elementary instruction in

medicine in the municipal schools of the capital

answer so well that he has authorize ! its extension.

—Philadelphia is running water pipes for drink

ing and culinary purposes through common seweis,

and thus subjecting the household water supply to

the risk of poisoning. The Health Board protests,

but cannot stop it.

—An air tight clock is being made for Wes-

leyan University. It winds itself by means of an

electrical apparatus ;' and as the air is exhausted

from th_e case when it is started, atmospheric dis

turbances are avoided.

—The rate of vibration of the rattlesnake's tail

has been determined by Dr. Ott to be sixty per sec

ond. The method of experiment was to attach a

pen to the snake's rattles, the record being received

on a revolving drum.

—A marriage at Dover, N. H., was of a coupla

who plighted troth twenty years ago. He has

been after his fortune in Colorado gold mines and

she has been teaching patiently at Dover, love let

ters going to and fro all the time.

—A Dublin woman has been for years drawing

money from the public charity fund, and food from

two private charities. The money she has lent at

usurious rates, and the food she has sold, and

added the proceeds to her banking capital.

—The bid State House in Boston, Mass., has

been once more adorned with the lion and the uni

corn, the British emblem having been placed upon

the facade of the building as a part of the work of

restoration. The figures aro of wood, painted lead

color. ,

— tt has been decided in England that the tele

phone business of the country shall not be exclu

sively managed by the Post Office Department,

which now controls all the telepraph lines, nnd it

will be allowed to remain in the hunds of private

individuals.

—Fanny Kemble says that Disraeli told her he

thought Dublin should be burned down. He

could see the use of Ixmdon and Paris, but not of

Dublin. Disraeli never vis't :d Ireland, though he

directed its government for eight years, and it was

within twelve hours' travel.

—The first letter written by Queen Victoria after

her accession was one of condolence to her aunt,

Queen Adelaide. She addressed it to " Her Ma

jesty the Queen." It was submitted to her that

' ' Dowager " should be added. " I will not be the

first to remhid her of her altered position," was

the reply.

—During the first five months of this year n»

less than 5,000 tons of Italian produce, eggs, but

ter, vegetables, etc., have been imported into

(ireat Britain. This trade will undoubtedly be

increased by the quicker transit consequent on the

opening of the St. Gothard.

—What promises to become the largest iron fur

nace in the United States has grown up quietly in

the Virginia mountains, and is now nearly ready

to be put into blast. It is in Rockbridge county,

will produce 200 tons of iron daily, and belongs

exclusively to English capitalists.

—A club is about to be established in LondoD

composed exclusively of members of the press.

Its President is George Augustus Sala, and Dr. W.

H. Russell and other well-known journalists have

given their adhesion. It is somewhat similar to

the Press Club here and in Paris.

.—The King of Greece speaks English, French,

German, Greek, and Danish. Their Grecian Ma

jesties in conversing together use the German lan

guage, in speaking with their children they cm-

ploy English, and they speak Greek to the general

household in the various royal residences.

—An Italian statistician has just made a discov

ery that every human being at present living upon

the face of the globe has the undoubted right to

claim descent from no fewer than one hundred and

thirty-nine thousand two hundred and forty-fivi

billions of ancestors, only as far back as the com

mencement of the Christian era.

—Although Philadelphia does not movequicklj

herself, she seems to be the home of motors. Mr.

J. R. Blumenberg (the purchaser, not the inven

tor) is now dazing the Philadelphia mind with a

miracle of ingenuity, which takes the wind com

pletely out of Keely's sails, and will enable an

ordinary house fire to run an ocean steamer. Bi

sulphide of carbon is the main material used.

—Dr. Brlnton does not take stock in Mr. Herbert

Spencer's remarks about Americans killing them

selves with overwork. He says that the hfe insur

ance companies, whose purpose it is to get testi

mony for business uses rather than for after-dinner

speeches, show in their tables that the expectation

of life is in this country rather better on the grand

average than in England, France, or Germany.

—The right of a woman past the age of 21 to

marry whom she pleases has just been vindicated

in Missouri. The father of Laura Robhs, aged 27,

attempted to hold her to continued service in the

paternal home by locking her up in a room when

she had made a verbal contract to become the wife

of George W. Bishop. A writ of halieas corpus

unlocked the door, and the marriage took place in

spite of the father's objections.

—Young men who call their fathers "flovemor,

without intentional disrespect, will be surprised

to learn from the Rev. Dr. IreiuBus Prime that they

are guilty of bad manners. He says that they illus

trate the increased irreverence for age,and a marked

decline in respect for the aged. " There is nouso

in telling me," he says in the Observer, " that pa

rents, teachers, nnd officers command as much re

spect as they ever did, and just as much as the*

deserve. I know better."
—On an express train running between Victoria

and Brighton, England, are four Pullman cars

lighted with incandescent lamps, supplied with

electricity from Faure accumulators. The cars

have electric bells also, by which the conductor

page boy may bo summoned. The "covered

gangway," by which the conductor may pass from

car to car, is mentioned as another feature of the

train.
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AN OPEN LETTER.

(BY REV. J. I. sWANDEU, A. M.

TiffiN, Ohio, Jan, 1

Prof. JohN TyNDau,, Ixmdon, England,

Prof. H. L. F. HEUfHOlTZ, Berlin, Germany, and

Prof. A. M. Mayer, Hoboken, N. J.,

Gentlemen, :—Hoping that you will excuse the

seeming impertinence of this communication, I

assume the responsibility and enjoy tho pleasure

of addressing you, severally and collectively, in a

matter of grave importance to yourselves, as well

as to the scientific world at large. If, on the first

reading of this epistle, you should he disposed to

look upon its author as unwarranted in the felic

itous liberty he now enjoys of addressing such

distinguished personages, I hope that you will not

bo unmindful of the fact that we are kindred in

the cause of science, and can afford to waive some

of the formalities of social etiquette in order to

promote the triumph of eternal truth.

I wish to address you more particularly concern

ing a question in the science of acoustics in which,

by your lectures and writings, you have won for

yourselves reputations as wide as the literary

world, and as lasting as the foundation upon

which you have built the superstructure of your

scientific renown. Permit me to inform you,

however, that concerning the firmness of saia

foundation, owing to the questionable qualities of

' its material, there is considerable doubt. Until

recently, the wave-theory of sound was regarded

t as permanently established ; but a sudden change

has disturbed the tranquility of our dreams. A

new theory has been projected, which, if proven

correct, will have the effect of setting aside very

much of what you have taught for science, as well

as what your disciples have hitherto taken for

truth. The disturber of our peace is A. Wilford

Hall, 33 Park Row, New York City. In a book

entitled T/ie Problem of Human. Life, ho has had

the courage to assail the undulatory theory, not

withstanding it has been so ably advocated by

yourselves, so readily incorporated into the acous

tical text- books of the age, and so generally taught

in the educational centers and circles of the world.

Having reason, Gentlemen, to conclude from

your unbroken silence upon the subject that you

have never heard of the said Hall, or having heard

of him, have failed to form a proper conception of

the disturbing quantity and quality of his writings

upon sundry topics in science, I take the liberty of

informing you that such a man really exists. I in

form you further that he does not trace his lineal

descent to the zoological garden, but to the garden

of Eden. He is an American by birth, a Christian

by profession, a gentleman by the nobleness of his

nature, a versatile scholar by virtue of his diligent

search for the truth, and a living syllogism by his

logical endowments of intellect. His writings are

the object of general interest, and the subject for

warm discussions. In his Problem, according to

popular opinion, he has made the most masterly

argument of the century against the preposterous

claims of atheism ; he has demonstrated more

clearly than any man of his race the possibility of

bringing life and immortality to light through

science ; he has assailed the traditional theory of

sound with such terrible blows of plausible reason

ing as to dethrone the god of your scientific idola

try, and im peach both the intelligence and sincerity

0f its worshipers.

To be a little more explicit, I would Inform you

that the author's attack upon the theory in question

is a most radical onslaught. He spares neither

root nor branch. He reviewed your respective

writings on the subject of sound : he dug arpund

the foundation upon which the theory is built. : he

examined the claims of its pretentions to intelli

gent honesty: he arrayed one part against another,

and used each section to disprove the truth of all

the rest : he passed through every longitude and

latitude of the field, and analyzed every argument

upon which your apocryphal gospel is made to

depend. Indeed, he has threatened to raise the

very wind upon which your theory of sound hoped

to subsist. Such vandalism would be intolerable

were it not that he proposes to substitute some

thing better. He lays down a new law for the

generation and propagation of sound. He avers'

that it has a substantial existence, and that it con

sists in corpuscular emissions ; that air is only a

medium of its conduction, and that "any motion

of such medium, caused at the time by the vibra

tion of the sound- producing body, is but inci

dental. " No adequate idea of the author's position

can be given you by quoting from, or commenting

upon the aggressive treatise now challenging your

attention.

Yes, Gentlemen, the now theory challenges your

attention with a defiance you dare not despise.

Does not the scientific world look upon you as ther

champions of the doctrine thus vigorously as

sailed? Would you have your darling theory

laughed out of countenance, and its fair face filled

with the lineaments of shame? Is the world un

reasonable in expecting yon to vindicate your own

honor, even though you should he obliged to

abandon the miserable fallacy forever? Do you

deny that your position has been assailed by a

formidable foe, and that the walls of you; stY-

castle are actually crumbling before the irresistabV

catapuits of truth ? I pray you to dissipato tL

dark delusion. Do you think that the storm will

soon pass over, and leave tranquility upon the

surface of your favorite sea ? If so, you entertain

a thought more deceptive than flattery, and com

mit a blunder more unpardonable than crime. Do

you think that Dr. Hall is unworthy of your

notice because he has not stepped upon the polemic

stage bound by creeds and badged with literary

titles? Away with such false pride I If you really

desire to display your skill in defence of the truth.,

step into the arena without delay. As you have a

cause worthy of your valor, I promise you a foe-

man worthy of your steel. The American people

honor you for your interest in the cause of science,

and cherish a singular admiration for that rare

ability by which you have been able to make

fallacy appear more plausible than truth ; but

they do not admire your silence in this critical

hour when one blast from your bugle would he:

worth ten thousand men—especially if your

bugle-blast were to produce something a little

more substantial than air-waves. Come, Gentle

men, get out of your hiding-places. If you have

been wrong, confess your, error. Other great men
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have grown greater by such a course. If you are

right defend yourselves. Do not stand upon false

dignity because your assailant has, until recently,

been unknown to fame and fortune. This is no

time to plant your silenced batteries behind the

ramparts of your literary renown, and thus hope

to dispel the darkness of error by the dazzling

splendor of your diplomats! sheep skins.

Dr. Hall has laid the challenge at your doors, and

expressed his prediction in the following language:

—" The condensed air-wave, or atmospheric con

cussion which breaks a window at a distance

from an explosion of powder will be found, when

tested, to be altogether a different effect from the

sound produced by the same explosion, and that it

[the air-wave] will also be found to travel at a

different velocity, which velocity will be in pro

portion to the quantity of gas added, and the

distance the condensed wave has traveled." Should

the above prediction be justified by a fair and full

demonstration of its truth your theory must fall

under the ban of righteous condemnation. The

test is to be made by gunpowder. The occasion

promises to be one of greater importance to science

than the little gunpowder experiment made upon

this continent one hundred years ago. That was

the trial of a nation's right to freedom from

foreign domination ; this will test the right of

truth to be free from the shackels of a most mon

strous fraud. Gome over. Gentlemen, nnd witness

the grand display. Your presence is affectionately

solicited. The founder of the corpuscular theory

has donated a ton of gunpowder to test the truth

of his doctrine. Matchless magnanimity 1 What

will you give to prove the truth of your volumin

ous writings? Gome to judgment, Gentlemen.

The vicinity of New York City has been named as

the proper place to erect the judgment-seat, and

next June as the judgment-day. If you do not

choose to come, look out for the sound of the

trumpet.

Do not bo discouraged by the numerous deser

tions from your ranks. There are men in this

country who will continue to follow you—truth or

no truth. The prestige of your theory is in your

favor. Some of our leading educators declare that

they will continue to advocate it, not for any merit

it is known to possess, but because it is laid down

in the text-books, and more easily taught than the

new doctrine of substantial sound-pulses. Perhaps

you need money to encourage you in the trying

ordeal through which you are now called to pass.

Let me call your attention to a standing offer of

$10,000 to any man of acknowledged literary abil

ity like yourselves who shall successfully defend

the wave-theory against the attacks of A. Wilford

Hall in The Problem of Human Life.

But you must act without further delay. The

rank and file are becoming impatient for battle.

The Presbyterian Review gives notice that " our

precious religion" is defended by "ignorance,"

and if these days are not shortened the very elect

are in danger of being seduced. The Reformed

Church Messenger, one of the staid religious

journals of this country, and which, for fifty

years, has been advocating the doctrine of pro

gress in science, with constant emphasis upon the

objective nature of invisible entities, has somer

saulted itself over to your standard with a remark

able dash of courage. In a recent article one of

its editors complains that the founder of this new

philosophical system was made tire recipient of a

well-merited title of honor from one of the rising

literary institutions of this country. In the same

article the new sound-theory was criticised with a

gallantry equalled only by the fog in which it

' was enveloped. Perhaps you can penetrate the

| mist and appreciate the force of his argument. It

was in substance :—The wave-theory must be cor

rect, because no sound can be heard from a music-

, box in a receiver exhausted of air. The article

! showed great zeal for the old paths in science, but

left the readers to doubt whether the music-box

was in the vacuum, or the vacuum in the editorial

music-box.

I Have you anything to say, gentlemen, and do

: you wish a medium through which to speak to

the intelligent thinkers of this progressive age?

There is such a medium at your command. I am

authorized to tender you the pages of the Micro

cosm, a monthly journal, published in New York

city, devoted to the discoveries, theories and in

vestigations of modern science, and eagerly reed

by 50,000 literary freemen. It if edited by A. Wil

ford Hall, the very first man to be concerted from

the error of his ways, provided you can show that

his ways are erroneous. His readers, with few

exceptions, are in sympathy with his corpuscular

theory of sound, and in search for the tiuth. Have

you the truth, gentlemen? If so, let the son of

truth now shine in broad, bright splendor over the

earth. " No man lighteth a candle and putleth it

under a bushel." The Microcosm is at your service

without money and without price. You shall have,

not only a fair chance to speak, but also an attent

ive hearing and an impartial verdict from a people

proverbially fond of fun and fair play.

Fraternally and affectionately yours,

J. I. SWANDER.

"TIIEISTIC EVOLUTION."

liY PROP. t. l. eEPHAUt, A.M.

Is there such a thing as theistic evolution!

Does evolution per sa admit of the existence of or

leave any place for an Omnipotent, Omniscient,

Eternal God, the maker and upholder of all

things? Certain eminent divines who have es

poused the evolution faith claim that it does, and

that the evolution theory is but a special revela

tion of the divine method of creation. They also

claim that its teachings do not conflict with the

fundamental doctrines of the Christian religion.

But what are the facts I

Evolution teaches that in matter alone are to be

found nil the causes that have given existence to

all the material forms of the Universe, and that

matter is eternal. It teaches thai, from the re

mote, eternal molecular atoms and their self-

evolving force, have sprung, unaided by any

higher intelligence, not only the diversified mate

rial forms both organic and inorganic, but even

all the varieties of vegetable and animal life,

including instinct, reason and intelligence. A

fundamental feature of its teaching is that in

Nature alone—that is in the materials that exist

and their self-instituted laws of motion and " sur

vival of the fittest," we find a complete explana

tion of all the phenomena of the universe, thereby

completely ignoring the supernatural. Hence,

according to the fundamental principles of evolu

tion as taught by its great disciples, Spencer,

Helmholtz, Huxley and Darwin, if the God of the

Bible does exist there is no use for Him whatever,

and no part of creation with which man is or pos

sibly can become acquainted, is of His designing

or workmanship. The ten thousand manifesta

tions of design which greet the intelligent eye at

every turn in life and in all organic forms, are but

i
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the result of happy accidents. Intelligence had

nothing whatever to do with constructing the eye,

the ear or any other organ of the body, except

only in so far as intelligence inheres in matter

itself, and has so inhered in it eternally. That

I do not overstate or misrepresent the teachings of

evolutionists, any one can satisfy himself by ex

amining their standard works.

Now, this is no new doctrine. It is as old as the

i days of Democritus. Four hundred years before

Christ he promulgated this theory ; and instead of

modern evolutionists advancing anything new,

they are, in fact, only elaborating an old atheistic

dogma that was promulgated more than twenty-

two hundred years ago. Hence, in this particu

lar, they have not evoluted very much. But the

surprise is that eminent divines who claim to be

-orthodox, will boldly claim that a teaching which

absolutely leaves no place in the range of rational

-or material existence for the God " who upholdeth

all things by the word of His power," who num-

bereth the hairs of our heads, and without whom

not even a sparrow falls to the ground, should

subscribe to that teaching as being in harmony

with the fundamental doctrines of the Bible, and

presume to persuade intelligent men into accept

ing such a belief.

The Bible which they claim to believe, and of

which they claim to be divinely commissioned

expounders, declares that "God created man in

His own image," that He endued him with reason

and intelligence, and that on account of his viola

ting his Creator's laws—laws whose requirements

were founded in the essentials of man's well-

being—he deteriorated into a lower condition than

that in which his Creator originally placed him ;

and that the grace and Gospel of the Lord Jesus

Christ is the only agency capable of effectually

restoring him to his primal intellectual and moral

. excellency. But evolution teaches that man had

his physical, mental and moral origin all in the

moneron—that by certain accidental combinations

of molecules of matter the moneron came into

being ; and that from it, by means of millions

upon millions of differentiations and evolutions

which it required millions upon millions of ages

to accomplish, higher and still higher forms of

animal life were evolved, a gradual process of

improvement going on all the while, until in the

svoluted brain of the higher forms of life a gleam

of reason was evolved, which continued to

brighten through the infinite ages until it finally

blossomed into judgment and intelligence ; and

hence the man of the present day exists. Evolu

tion teaches distinctly, that through the operation

of the inherent forces of matter alone, and by

means of "development" and "the survival of

the fittest," man, in his present state, has been

gradually evolved from the very lowest forms of

animal life.

We admit that the theory looks nice as an

appendix to the nebular hypothesis ; but the ques

tion for solution is, does it accord with the teach

ings of the Bible ? does it accord with the facts of

history ? does it accord with the ascertained facts

-of science? As to the Bible, it requires but a

small amount of scrutiny to reveal the fact that

this theory is in direct antagonism with its plain

est declarations ; and that nothing short of a gross

perversion of these declarations can possibly give

them even a semblance of agreement with the evo

lution hypothesis. Evolution is essentially mate

rialistic and atheistic; the Bible is directly the

-opposite of these.

As to the facts of history do we find in them

evidences of this ever-increasing development and

improvement in man, except where he has been

under the direct influences of the teachings of the

i Bible? Wuat improvement physically, intellec-

I tually or morally have the Chinese made since the

days of Confucius? In fact that nation has stood

petrified as to improvement for the last three thou

sand years. Its progress has been nothing. Only

since it has opened its ports to the Bible and to

the commerce of Bible-reading nations, has it

begun to make any improvement on the customs

and manners of the days of its great prophet.

What can be said of the intellectual and moral

improvement of the Egyptians, the Syrians, tl\e

Babylonians, the Medes, the Persians, the Greeks

and the Romans? All these nations had at one

time attained to great intellectual eminence. This

fact is well attested by the fragments of their lit

erature and customs that have come down to us.

But have they, according to the evolution hypothe

sis, gone right on, and by means of survival of the

fittest, are they now, as they once were, in the

very front rank of intellectual and moral excel-

ience? Is it not strange that with such well

authenticated evidences of the fallaciousness of

the claims of evolution right before their eyes,

intelligent divines will yield assent to its proposi

tions?

From whence have come the nations that tp day

constitute the brain-power of the world ? From

what people have sprung or have been ' ' evolved "

the superior morals of Christianity that are bless

ing and conquering the world ? Not from those

intellectual giants that once held the Hebrews as

slaves. By reason of their receiving, and adher

ing to the teachings of the Bibie, one of the fun

damental tenets of which is the declaration that

about six thousand years ago "God created man

in His own image." there has sprung from the

tribes of northern Europe who less than two thou

sand years ago existed in a low state of barbarism

and savagery, the intellectual and moral men and

women who are to-day ruling and blessing the

world. Without the moral restraints of the Bible,

even intellectual Greece and Rome, instead of

evolving into a higher life, deteriorated and died

of their own moral rottenness. But, aided and

restrained by the words of the Bible, the savages

of northern Europe have in a few centuries, risen

to the highest degree of modern, intellectual and

moral culture. What a commentary these facts

are on the pretentions of the evolution theory !

And the attempts of certain progressive (?) divines

to so explain away the emphatic declarations of

the Book of books as to make them accord with

the evolution theory is humiliating and disgusting

in the extreme.

As to the pretentious claims of evolutionists

that their theory is substantiated by science, and

that it is scientific, it is simply not true. With

all their research and with all their claims, they

have utterly failed to produce any facts of science

to substantiate their claim that man has existed

on this earth more than six thousand years. Nor

have they been able to produce facts that come

within a thousand leagues of connecting man. by

descent, with the lower order of animals. Even

between him and the most intellectual (?) monkeys

of modern times they must acknowledge that

they have utterly failed to discover " tho missing

link." That " link," even with them, is the great

desideratum of their theory, and that link they

have not found. Until evolutionists unmistakably

produce this link, divines should be slow to admit

that they are lineal descendants of monkeys^
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although their illogical reasoning and inconsistent

behavior might be taken as a strong proof that

they are thus descended. Agassiz and Lyell, than

whom there are no higher authorities respecting

geologic remains, both assert that there were suc

cessive creations from the lower to the higher

^forms ; but as -emphatically assert that they were

,creations and not mere evolutions or differentia

tions. The claim that evolution is an established

fact, and that theology must be so modified ac to

r accord with it, is as false as it is pretentious. And

as to so modifying theology as to make it accord

with evolution, it is utterly impossible. The for

mer is essentially theistic, the latter essentially

atheistic. To indorse evolution is to abandon the

theology of the Bible in every shape and form.

No more can the HelmholtzSpencer-Huxley-Dar-

win evolution of to-day be made to harmonize with

the essential teachingsof the Bible, orthe theology

of the Book of books be made to harmonize with

evolution than the Apocryphal lake of fire can be

made a safe place to store gunpowder.

WHERE ARE HEAVEN AND HELL

SITUA.TED >t

OBJECTIONS TO PROF. DOZIER'S " PHIlosOPHicAl

CONSIDERATIONS."

Editor Microcosm :—

I have read the above article which appeared in

the December Microcosm with considerable care

and some measure of interest. The subject is not

of much practical import; but as there is both

novelty and plausibility in the article, I would

Jhumbly venture to suggest a few trifling objec

tions. Allow me to say, as a preliminary remark,

that I have no sympathy whatever with that

righteousness of life which is based on Heaven

and Hell considerations. Right is right even if

there were no heaven. Wrong is wrong even if

there were no hell. It is superlative selfishness,

therefore (and consequently antagonistic to the

teaching and practice of Jesus Christ), to shun vice

because it leads to hell, and practise virtue be

cause it leads to heaven. If heaven and hell were

myths, the obligation to live in harmony with the

principle of righteousness would still be on us.

" For rio-ht is risrht since God is God,

My first nbiection is. that Prof. Dozier in his

article practically abolishes a present heaven.

Where does Jehovah now have His throne? Where

are the holy men and prophets of old ? Where

are the noble army of martyrs ? Where are those

angelic beings who bow in adoration in the pre

sence of the Eternal and say " Holy, Holy, Holy

is the Lord God of Hosts?" Where is Jesus Christ?

He said to His disciples shortly before He suffered,

" I go to prepare a place for you. I will come

Sgain and receive you to Myself, that where I am

there ye may be also." How did He "go"? By

lemaining on the earth? Let us see. "And it

- came to pass while He blessed them, that Ho was

'parted from them and carried up into heaven."

'(Luke xxiv : 51.). "While they beheld He was

taken up and a cloud received Him out of their

' sight." (Acts i: 9.). I am not now contending for

the direction in which heaven is located, but only

that Christ left this earth and went to heaven

wherever it is, and that He is to come again and

receive all the finally faithful unto Himself, that

t lay may occupy the place He has prepared for

them. The future heaven of the righteous, then*

I fore, cannot be on this earth. There is a singular

| lack of anything in the shape of Scriptural evid

| ence in Prof Dozier's article when he seeks to

j prove that this earth is to be the future heaven of

| the righteous. I do not say it will not be, but only

that I want more light before I can believe it.

My second objection is of a mathematical nature.

There is no way of getting at the statistics; but as

Prof. Dozier's article is largely imaginary, I must

haveimagination to help me at this point. I think

therefore of the thousands of millions of rigbteotu

persons who have lived and died from the begin

ning of time till now; and of the thousands of

millions who may live and die between now and

the day of judgment; and to these are to be added

all the hosts that are at present in Heaven—"a

multitude that no man can number." Of course

all those who are now in Heaven must come to

this earth (if Prof. D's hypothesis be correct>, he-

cause Christ, as we have just observed, said to His

disciples that where Ho is there they must be also.

I submit, therefore, that there are very strong

reasons for doubting whether this earth could ac

commodate such a vast multitude.

My third objection is that the Professor's article

practically abolishes a preseut hell. There is a

hell now. The Scriptures do not refer to one that

is to be created. Where do "the devil and his

angels" hold their court ? Where do the spirits

of the wicked go at death ? Their bodies are laid

in the grave, but where do their spirits go?

Wicked spirits cannot go to Heaven, and where

else can they go but to—the moon ? That is to be

the future hell of the wicked, according to Prof.

Dozier. I should think that such a belief is en

tertained " by only an insignificant portion of the

civilized world." But I must be fair with the

Professor. That the moon is to be the future

hell of the wicked, he only gives as a "supposi

tion."
But Prof. D. hints that God fitted up his barren

waste (the moon) for other and more far-reach

ing purposes than merely as a reflector of the sun's

rays." That is, when as yet there were, so far

as we know, " no devil and his angels," God

created the moon (Gen. i: 19) in anticipation that

it might be needed by them. Cluarly this will

not do. Beside all this, the capacity of the moon

is far too limited to accommodate the thousands

of millions who have lived and died in wicked

ness.

JacrsoN, TeNN. DaviD Leith,

Pastor 1st M. E. Church South.

REDEMPTION.

FROM A SEMI.RElIGIO-PHIlosOPnicAl STAND

POINT.

BY ElD. J. G. BURROugHS.

{Concluded from last month.

The necessity of Jesus' suffering may be again

illustrated from the well known law of Similia. In

the science of medicine there is no law better estab

lished than the homeeopathic law—SimUia St'ni/i-

bus Curantur—like cures like. This law holds

equally good in redemption. Death—physical-

had obtained among men. Nothing was found

in the universe to antidote it but death. Hence,

Jesus died, "the Just for the unjust, that Ha

might bring us to God." Thus we see that the

death of Jesus met and antagonized the death of
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man. Therefore, as Bro. Paul says: " Since by

man came the death ; by man came also the ressur-

rection of the dead." (1 Cor. xv :21.)

The necessity of the death of Christ gave rise to

a trialism of trialities; that is, to a threefold series

ioi trialities, viz. :—

L—The advent and incarnation of the Word.

II.—His baptism and temptation.

III.—His ministration.

We have again, therefore:—

I.—His betrayal into "the hands of wicked

men."

II.—His arrest.

III.—His trial and adjudication unto death; and

therefore, as before shown:—

I.—His death.

II.—His burial.

III.—His resurrection.

This last trialism gave rise to a dualism, or a

twofold system of trialities, as follows, to wit:—

I.—Jesus' triumph over death.

II.—His triumph over Hades.

III.—His victory over the grave.

His victory over thistriality of powers begat:—

I.—An unconditional deliverance of all men

from the Adamic sin.

II.—Conditional deliverance of all men from their

own sins.

III.—An unconditional deliverance of all men.

a.—From the sting of death.

b.—From the power of Hades to retain their

souls.

e.—From the power of the grave to retain their

todies.

In this age of boasted wisdom, knowledge and

power, we hear much of the works and creations

of Nature—as if Nature was the creative power

residing in the universe. But, Nature creates noth

ing. She has no creative power, vested, nor inhe

rent. She only deoelops that which is already

created. And the power to develop is vested, not

inherent.

"In the beginning God created—made, or

formed—the heavens and the earth, and all that in

them is." It was then that God addressed the

Logos and said: " Let us make man in our image,

after our likeness." (Gen. i : 26). The term man

was used genericly—with reference to all men,

As evidence of the correctness of this idea see the

following, to wit : " And let them have dominion

over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the

air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and

over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the

earth. (Gen. i : 26). Again, "So God created

man in His own image ; in the image of God cre

ated He him ; male and female created He them.

(Gen. i : 27). Thus it is evident, if there is any

logic in language, that God created every member

of the human race, in embryo or germ, when He

created Adam. And thus we reason concerning

every family, order and species of the animal and

vegetable kingdom ; that is, that every individual

member thereof was really created, in germ, when

the first was created.

Our reasoning concerning the human race gives

coloring to the following couplet which has been

so often ridiculed, viz. :

" In Adam's fall.

We sinned, all. "

With this, again, agrees the Pauline theology,

which teaches that, " Death passed upon all men,

for all have sinned." Paul. (Rom. v : 12.)

As further evidence of the correctness of the

Idea of embryonic or germinal creation, we refer.

again, to the masterly arguments of Paul. Hear

him :

" Levi, also, who receiveth tithes, paid tithes

in Abraham. For he was pet in the loins of his

father, when Melchisedec met him." (Heb. vii :

9, 10.) Now, Abraham was the father of Isaac;

and Isaac was the father of Jacob ; and Jacob w as

the father of Levi. Abraham was, therefore, the

great grandfather of Levi.. Melchisedec received .

tithes of Abraham when he (Abraham) was 85

years old—15 years before the birth of Isaac, the

grandfather of Levi I Fifty-five years after tithe-

paying, Isaac married Rebekah, and, 20 years

after, became the father of- Jacob. Eighty-seven

years after this Jacob became the father of Levi.

So, counting from tithe-paying to the birth of

Isaac, we have .. 15 years.

From this to the birth of Jacob CO "

From this, again, to the birth of Levi 87

Total from tithe-paying to Levi .-.162

And yet, Levi is said to have paid tithes in Abra

ham—162 years before he (Levi) was born I This

is true evolution—evolution in fact, not in theory.

For this whole transaction is explainable only

upon the principle of embryonic creation. Abra

ham was, therefore, the active participant in tithe-

paying, whilst Levi was passive. As in tithe-pay

ing, so in the sin of Adam. Adam was the active

participant in sin, whilst all 'the members of the

race being with him, in embryo, were passive par

ticipants. ' Otherwise, there ' is no meaning in

Paul's language to the Romans : " Death has

passed upon all men ; for all have sinned." (Rom.

v : 12). " Have sinned "—past tense—not do sin,

in the present tense. All have sinned, passively.

Consequently, death has passed upon all.

Th is exegesis makes plain the following : I

" Death reigned from Adam to Moses. even over

them that had not sinned after the similitude of

Adam's transgression." (Rom. v : 14). That is,

death reigned over all, even over infants. All

persons, when they arrive at the time of demarca

tion between innocence and guilt, sin after the

similitude of Adam's transgression. That is, they

become active transgressors. Infants do not ; yet

they die—die by virtue of their passive transgres

sion in Adam. All, both infants and adults die,

as wo have before shown, by virtue of the same

passive sinning in Adam. Hence, in the fall and

redemption, the following dualism obtained, viz.:

I.—The sin of the first man Adam was laid upon

all men.

II.—The p\issive sin of all men in Adam was

laid upon one man—the Second Adam, Jesus, tho

Christ.

It is said to be a " Poor rule that will not work

both ways." We see that this rule works thus

charmingly, and in it we see something of the

depths of the " riches and goodness of God."

Our object in tracing the embryonic or germinal

origin of the human race was to show vhy and

how the Adamic sin affected each individual mem-

b r of the race ; and, that the death of Christ met

it and effected an unconditional deliverance there

from. In this, and the conditional redemption of

all men from their own individual sins, we have a

grand exhibition of the wisdom, love, and power .

of God. i

The fall of man was caused by a trialism ofy

causes. There was

I.—The Tempter.

II.—The Temptation.

III.—The Sin. '.> - - *
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Sin gave riso to the following trialism, viz. :

I.—Man's expulsion from the garden.

II.—His separation from the union and commu

nion of God.

III.—His separation from the tree of life.

When Jesus came the following trialism was

presented, to wit :

I.—His separation from the Garden of Gethsem-

I ane. (Matth. xxvi : 57).

II.—His separation from friends. (Matth.

' xxvi: 56).

III.—His separation from the union and commu

nion of God. (Matth. xxvii :46).

The first Adam was separated from the union

and communion of God by virtue of his own sin.

The second Adam was thus separated by virtue of

the sins of the world. .

Thefirst Adam was the progenitor of a physical

race. The second Adam was the progenitor of a

spiritual race. By the first Adam " ail die." By

the second Adam all are "made alive." But every

man in his own order. Christ, the first-fruits :

afterward, they that are Christ s at His coming."

(II. Cor. xv : 23, 23).

Centralia, Ill.

THE THEI8TIC IDEAS OF THE EGYPTIANS

AND ISRAELITES CONTRASTED.

BY BEV..J. J. smITH, D.D.

Wo propose in the present article to call atten

tion to the theistic or foundation truth of the the

ology of those two nations at the time of the close

of their geographical unity, together with the rea

son for such a remarkable divergence of views

upon a question of such manifest vitality.

Tho Egyptians, with nearly all nations of that

period, believed in a plurality of gods. They held

that from Osiris (the sun) were born the seven

great planetary gods ; and then, the twelve hum

bler gods of the signs of the zodiac ; that they in

; their turn produced the twenty-eight gods presid-

. ing over the stations of the moon, and the seventy-

two divine companions of the sun, etc. Here, it

will be seen, that although tho priest taught the

mysterious doctrine of one supreme god greater

than other divinities, yet it was not that of a dis

tinct personal being, but a mere abstraction that

becomes exceedingly mystified by their polytheis

tic conceptions and teachings, which served to

confuse and bewilder the people, and also to in

volve themselves in endless perplexities. From

this polytheistic fountain of false conceptions a

hydra-headed theological monster came forth to

pollute iho land a thousand-fold more than did the

plague of frogs. As a result, the lowest and most

debasing form of materialism became established.

Ail the channels of religious thought in this way

became polluted and demoralizing in their influ

ences. The practical working of their idolatrous

system was truly abominable.

The Egyptians held that their numerous divini

ties, which were emanations from the first, had by

a sort of transfusion taken up their abode in the

bodies of animals among them, that they might

watch the course of earthly things without taking

any part in them. Hence, the most groveling

homage was reverently paid to such animals as

were designated by their priests as thus possessed.

The sparrow-hawk and the filthy ibis, feeding on

toads and snakes, were declared sacred and were

honored as gods. The cat, the ape, and the jackal,

were bowed to by the people. The hippopotamus,

the crocodile, and even the serpent, were wor

shiped as divine. To show disrespect to one of

these animals was regarded by them as a serious

crime ; to kill one was an offence so damnable as

to be punished with death.

The worship of these sacred animals was at

tended in some instances with great pomp and os

tentation. This was especially the case in the

religious rites and ceremonies connected with the

worship of the sacred oxen of Heliopolis and Mem

phis. They were kept and fed in costly temples ;

had a numerous and splendid priesthood ; were

decorated with costly trappings, glittering with

jewels ; were honored with gay festivals and

sacred days ; at their death were mourned with

loud lamentations ; and then ware carefully em

balmed aud honored with processions and public

funerals. Such was the absurd religious system

of the ancient Egyptians ; a system founded in

ignorance and superstition, and which at once de

based and brutalized the people.

Now, let us turn and glance at the theism of the

Israelites, as contained in the writings of Moses.

A people who, instead of being at the top of soci

ety, were at the bottom ; were, in fact, slaves.

Yet they believed in one only true God with adis-

tinct personality, and that besides Him there is no

one else. A Being uncreated, underived, eternal

and unchangeable. An absolute sovereign, uncon-

trolledby fate or necessity ; possessed of hound-

less power, wisdom, and glory ; and that He

created the earth, sun, moon, stars, and all things.

That He is also a Being of matchless goodness

and love ; and that He presides over all the works

of His hands with a watchful providence, etc

Now, could any greater theological contrast be

conceived or imagined than thnt which is found in

these two systems. The gods of the Egyptians

were in their conceptions mere visionary abstrac

tions ; low in their aims ; vulgar in their habits:

some of them allied to the vilest of reptiles ; and

all of them without moral purity. And theirwor-

ship, as n matter of course, was debasing and pol

luting in all its tendencies. On the other hand,

we have a theological system of mysterious gran

deur, illuminated by the light of heaven, that will

never be eclipsed or equaled. No loftier or purer

Being can ever challenge our homage than the God

of the Bible. And from this sublime foundation

truth follow doctrines, precepts, warnings, prom

ises, and revelations, that are at once rational,

purifying, elevating and comforting ; and which

have from the days of Moses to the present in

spired the noblest moral heroism that has ever

been witnessed on earth.

The important question for our consideration in

this connection is, from whence did Moses obtain

this grand and glorious monotheistic idea of the

Creator and Governor of the universe? Surely

not from tho Egyptians among whom he lived, for

they were steeped in polytheism. If it be said

that he had received it from Abraham, the ques

tion is only moved a step farther back ; where did

Abraham obtain it? Certainly not from the in

habitants of Mesopotamia, for they were idolaters.

Even Terah himself, Abraham's father, had

twelve idols for the twelve months of tho year.

Nor did Abraham, Isaac, or Jacob leam it of the

Canaanites among whom they dwelt for some

time, for that people had no such idecs them

selves. Nor could they have received it from

other nations in that remote age of universal ig

norance, superstition, and idolatry. Nor can it be

rationally supposed that Moses, or any one else,

especially of that early period, could have risen so

high above all other men, as to have originated and
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.written a book, not only infinitely above everything

of the kind of that day, but u book that is still-

peerless and unapproachable by the grandest pro

ductions of the brightest intellects of the nine

teenth century. We ask again, from whence did

Moses obtain these illustrious truths? We an

swer, through a revelationfrom heavcn. Upon no

other hypothesis can we find a solution to this

question than that Moses and other " holy men of

old spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."

The grandeur and sublimity of the sacred canon

stamp it emphatically with the seal and signature

of a divine revelation from God.

HEAT, LIGHT AND ACTINISM.

BY REV. PROF. 8. WOOD

[Concluded.']

It is well known that the rays from the sun,

when they enter a denser medium, in a direction

perpendicular to the surface, are not bent, but pro

ceed in the same direction; but upon entering such

medium obliquely, they are bent towards the per

pendicular, and the greater the obliquity the greater

the deflection; tho heat being the least dellected

and tho actinic rays the most deflected—not but

that heat and actinism are present in all parts of

the spectrum. As this is law, it is universal, and

must have, like all physical things, a spiritual

origin. A corresponding law, then, must exist In

tho spiritual world, and be universal; and this law

must bo a manifestation of some quality in the

Creator, from the effluence of which it was formed.

The will of God is predicated >f the divine love.

The thoughts, or word of God, is predicated of the

divine wisdom, and the power of God, of the di

vine Spirit.

The influx of this trinity into the spiritual world,

or into the human mind, enters a denser medium.

It is received in a perpendicular direction only, in

such minds as are not tnrned, in the least degree,

from God. If there are such minds, this influx

will not be deflected, and would not bo recognized

as three things. Such recipients would recognize'

and reciprocate it as tho divine love, from which

all their wisdom and power is derived. But when

this influx enters minds that are in some degree

turned from God, the rays aro bent towards the

perpendicular, and the greater tho divergence, tho

greater the deflection, and the moro separate appear

tho three principles of love, wisdom and power.

But the divine love is the least deflected and the

divine power is the most deflected toward the per

pendicular. Let us refer again to the edict of a

monarch : the edict is tho manifestation of his will,

and the spirit of it, in its execution, is a manifesta

tion of his power. His will is supixised to bo tho

motion of his great love for his people; then the

wiii would be predicated of his love; the edict of

his wisdom, and its execution would be predicated

of his power. .

Suppose this edict to bo received by a truly lov

ing, loyal people; it would entortheirmindsdirectly;

but in entering tho minds of those who were lack

ing in loyalty, the influx would bo oblique and the

rays bent; but the love of the monarch would suffer

the least deflection in entering this denser medium.

The edict, which is its manifestation, would of ne

cessity suffer a greater deflection ; but the execu

tion of the edict would bo the most bent; and the

greater the lack of loyalty, the greater the deflec

tion. Any one of ordinary intelligence may see

this, but be unable to perceive what relation it has '

to "the cause of material things," or to the nature

of heat and light under consideration. The con

nection is by correspondence: if heat, light, and ac

tinism are to tho physical world what love, wis

dom and power are to the mental world, then thqf

are not only in correspondence, but they must cor

respond in every particular. This ethereal fire of

the sun, which comes to us as heat, light, and ac

tinism, is natural substance, but it is a degree

higher than the most refined, earthy substance of

which the eye is formed; and it enters the eye by

influx, and not like a "rifle bullet." J. 8. Mill

says: " There is probably no hypothesis in the his

tory of science, in which both the agent itself, and

the law of its operation were fictitious." Let us

seel The undulatory theory, now so popular,

must inevitably and utterly break down under the

remediless weight of fictitious assumptions. The

ether itself, as introduced in that theory, is a pure

fiction; its solidity is not only a fictitious assump

tion, but bangs nonsense. The assumption of its

oscillations is another fict ion : the agent is not only

fictitious, but the law of its action. Stallo says:

"This hypothesis identifies light with other forms

of radiance, and even with sound, by showing that

all these phenomena have tho element of vibration,

or undulation (which is well known to experience),

in common, on tho assumption of an all-pervading

material medium, of a kind wholly unknown to

experience, as tho 1 earer of tho laminar undula

tions. In this case, as in all similar cases, the

identity lies, not in the fictitious element, the ether,

but in the real element, the undulation. It con

sists not in the agent, but in Vie laws of its action.

And it is obvious that every hypothesis which es

tablishes coincidences between phenomena in par

ticulars that are purely fictitious is wholly vain,

becauso it is in no senso an identification of phe

nomena. It is worse than vain ; it is meaninglc'ss

—a mere collection of words or symbols without
comprehensive import. * * • • But, while

tho probability of the truth of an hypothesis is in

direct ratio to tho number of phenomena thus

brought into relation, it is in the inverse ratio of

the number of such fictions; or, more accurately,

its improbability increases geometrically while the

series of independent fictions expands arithmetic

ally. This finds illustration again in the undula

tory theory of light. The multitude of fictitious

assumptions embodied in this hypothesis, in con

junction with the failure of the consiliences by

which it appeared at first to be distinguished, can

hardly bo looked upon otherwiso than a standing

impeachment of its validity in its present form."

"Modern Physics," pages 111, 113.

What the author means by " tho failure of the

consiliences," etc., is tho fact that science has

found no other use for this " quasi-solid " called

ether. It was supposed when Huygens first in

vented it to account for the retardation of the

comets ; but as it has entirely failed in this .there

is no concurring act to establish it I Stallo con

tinues : " However ready wo may be to accedo to

tho demands of tho theorist, when ho asks us to

grant that all space is pervaded, and all sensible

matter is penetrated, by an adamantine solid ex

erting at each point in spaco an elastic force

1,148,000,000,000 times that of air at the earth's

surface, and a pressure upon tho square inch of

17,000,000,000,000 pounds—a solid, which, at the

same time, wholly eludes our senses, is utterly

impalpable, and offers no appreciable resistance to

the motions of ordinary bodies—we are appalled

when we are told that the alleged existence of this

adamantine medium, the ether, does not after all
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explain the observed irregularities in the periods

of comets ; that, furthermore, not only is the sup

posed luminiferous ether unavailable as a medium

for the origination and propagation of dialectric

phenomena, so that for these a distinct, all-per

vading electriferoos ether must be assumed.

.» # * * There is an impulsive whirl in our

thoughts when we are called upon in the interest

of the received form of the undulatory theory, not

only to reject all tho presumptions arising from

our common observation and all the analogies of

experience, but to cumulate hypotheses and ethers

indefinitely " (p. 114.) The author hero refers to

the facts that there had not only been an elcctrif-

erous ether fictitiously presumed, filling the same

fcpace with the luminiferous ether, but that this

luminiferous ether had been supposed to be of

different "rigidity" with the direction of the

strain; and finally, that "this ethor consists of

two media, each possessed of equal and enormous

fielf-repulsion or elasticity, and both existing in

«lual quantities throughout space, whose vibra

tions take place in perpendicular planes, the two

media being mutually indifferent, neither attract

ing nor repelling.

The very idea of waves was suggested to account

for the "spaces" ; tho ether was invented to admit

of waves, or vibrations, and its solidity was de

manded by its office. Hut as some of the phenom-

- aia seemed to require the vibrations to be perpen-

licular to the line of direction, while others called

for a coincidence with it, a necessity arose for

another medium, occupying the same space, whose

vibrations should be at right angles with the

. ither ; the clectriferous ether constituting the

bird all-pervadingmedium, and each ofthcnc soliD!

-\ll this vast machinery Incomes unnecessary by

considering that the spaces are imparted to tho ra

diating corpuscles by vibrations at their birth, and

their reaction upon each other preserves the dis

tances.

IS MAN'S PHYSICAL NATURE AN EVOLU

TION FROM THE LOWER

ANIMALS f-No. 2.

BY BeV. Jos. 8. VAN DYEE.

In order to account for the phenomena, the the

ory in question is under the necessity of attribut

ing an almost prescient intelligence to the ape

family; for how else shall we explain the devel

opment of human organs during their incipient

stages ? And even the highest intelligence con

ceivable seems inadequate to account for changes

.vhich during their progress, and until the trans

formation was nearly or quite complete, must have

been positively detrimental. During the entire

period that the fore-feet of the gorilla were devel

oping into hands, he must have been less per
fectly fitted to his previous mode of life, and as

yet but ill adapted to even the lowest savage-life.

In like manner, it is nearly impossible to conceive

that he should have possessed intelligence suffi

cient to perceive the advantages ultimately toariso

from assuming a more erect position : and unless

he foresaw these advantages, and in fact delibe

rately decided on present self-denial, for the sake

of advantages to his posterity, we are forced to

adopt some other explanation quite as unreason

able, blind chance or an innate power unconsci

ously evincing superior intelligence. Mr. Darwin,

perhaps from long experience, seems able to con

jure up a personal principle under the term " Na

ture," which is assumed to possess tho power of

controlling.the affairs of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms. This all-rotent intelligence refuses,

however, to come at the bidding of non-believers

in evolution.

Through what agency does unconscious nature

operate in producing results which so powerfulb"

remind us of a controlling intelligence ? Has sh»

chosen the " Survival of the Fittest ?"—and is this

an inst rumentality so well adapted to the improve- ]

ment of species as to leave upon our minds theset-

tied conviction that Nature, though supposed to be

blind, can exhibit marvellous intelligence? Does

the mere survival of the fittest ensure improve

ment ? We think not. The expression has been

very adroitly chosen, for there naturally slips inta

it the assumption that the fittest to survive are an

advance on their predecessors, whereas they may

be the same, or may be more degenerate. That

the fittest to survive are an improvement on their

ancestors—the very thing to be proved— is what

has not been proved. In the severe struggle for

existence, " more individuals being born than can

possibly survive," can the fittest do anything more

than hold their own? Is it fair to assume that

because the weakest perish, therefore the others

are an improved type? A more legitimate infer

ence would be that those which survive are degen

erate. If the conditions of life are so exceedingly

severe that the vast majority of the individuals

succumb, are they not so severe ns to weaken those

which survive? The Texan cattle-raiser, on hearing

in the spring that the severity of the winter has

caused tho death of nine tenths of his herd, does

not conclude that the remaining one-tenth has

been greatly improved by the causes which d»

stroyed the rest. If carefully housed and fed the

ensuing year, they might possibly perpetnate i

variety slightly more hardy—though this is some

what doubtful, and if it did occur it certainly

could not be legitimately said that the " Survival

of the Fittest " was the efficient cause ; but if the

remnant were left to the terribly severe struggle

for existence which is going on :u Nature, it is evi

dent that their survival, far from carrying withit

an implication of improvement, '.vould merely jus

tify us in concluding that the more weakened and

the more degenerate, or the younger and the older

perished—the less weakened and the less degene

rate survived. The causes which produce the sur

vival of tho fittest evidently tend t)i produce gene

ral degeneration ; they manifestly have no effi

ciency in causing improvement. It has not rven

been proved that the very best individuals which

any species can produce are capable of self-im

provement if left to the hard conditions of life to

which they are exposed when not under domesti

cation. Tiiey frequently degenerate. Has there

ever been a sufficiently extensive generalization to

justify the assertion that tho tendency to improve,

undor such circumstances, is more potent and

more universal than the tendency to deteriorate?

Certainly it has not been proved that the less de

generate go on improving till a new species origi

nates.
The preponderance of probability is evidently in

favor of the assumption that the fittest to survive

are themselves a degenerate class. Conditions of

existence which destroy the vast majority of tho

individuals of a species must certainly tend to

weaken the survivors. If natural selection, under

such circumstances, enables them to hold their ]

own, it evidently does well. When summer

droughts are so severe as to destroy three-fourths

of all living vegetable organisms, the remaining i

one-fourth is not likely to' be above the normal '
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standard. Hence, that improvement is an attend

ant on the struggle for existence is a purely gratu

itous assumption. There is natural selection,

unquestionably ; but it occurs under circumstances

unfavorable to the production of improved vari

eties. The hard conditions do not terminate the

moment natural selection has resulted.

'" The stronger and the more vigorous survive."

Yes ; but the stronger and the more vigorous com

pared with what?—with the individuals which

perish manifestly ; but it is assumed that they are

the stronger and the more vigorous compared with

the normal condition of the species. This, how

ever, has not beeu proved ; and until it is proved,

the inference that there will be an improvement

in the species is an unwarrantable assumption;

indeed, it is tantamount to saying that the harder

the conditions of life the greater the improvement.

GOD AND LAW.

BY J. R. HOFFEU.

Under the heading "Relationship of God and

the Laws of Nature," in the October Microcosm,

Rev. William Allen treats natural mediums as

laws when he says, "Miracles are opposing, con

flicting actions, in which there is no discernment of

general law." Are they not the production of nat

ural results by uncommon means, not necessarily

unnatural ones? The Lord turns water into wine

continually, using the grape as a means ; but He

did it once without the grape. And was not

Lazarus returned to his material body by the same

law that pat him there at birth', although the nat

ural medium was not the same ? The laws which

produce wine and impart life are not limited to

means; much less are mediums such laws. Mr.

Allen gives a partially correct definition of physi

cal laws in saying, " They are, after all, only an

omnipresent God giving energy to the things He

has made."

In order properly to understand this subject, a

clear conception of the relation of God to His

works is necessary. "He has not made the physi

cal universe, given it laws of government, and then

gone off." Nor has He produced it as a mother

brings forth her child and afterwards tries to man

age it, as is implied in asserting that after creating

light, "in order to utilize it, He commenced a

course of action on it." If we can grasp all that is

implied in what Mr. Allen elsewhere says, that

'the instant God should withdraw Himself from

the solar system, not only the laws of light, but

right itself would cease to be," we will see that

God did not institute laws, but that His laws are

indeed " the unseen hand of God." Thus creation

and maintenance are the same thing, since the in

stant the maintaining power is withdrawn, the

thing created ceases.

All Nature is simply effect. Not an effect pro

duced upon something independent of God, or set

apart by Him, but the product of His constantly

out-stretched arm; for if all that He is were with

drawn, nothing would be left. To destroy every

thing might therefore imply His own destruction.

He is life and love, the way or means and the

truth. Life is action; and it cannot act where

there is nothing on which to operate, except by pro

ducing and maintaining something. Love cannot

exist where there is nothing to be loved. But if

God must maintain something outside of His own

Being, in order himself to exist, surely that which

He maintains cannot be self-existent. He is its

only law.

But how is God omnipresent in the things that

are outside of Him? He is declared to be a "con

suming fire." He cannot be personally present,

any more than the sun can be present upon th»

earth. But as the sun's light and heat are present,

and maintain all nature in existence, so the God ,

with us (all we can endure of his presence) main- j

tains all things.

MouNt Joy, Pa.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OP

THE SOLAR SYSTeM.-NO. VIL

BY B. T. EAVANauGH, M.D., D. D.

THE SUN THE CENTRal SOURCE OF MOTION.

The Sun when personified is invariably spoken

of in the masculine gender, while the earth and

its satellites are invariably spoken of in the femi

nine. This nomenclature is suggestive of the

office borne by the sun, as the great central sourco

of power, and his peculiar influence over the

planets and other bodies of the solar system, as

they possess affinities and properties which form

the counterpart of the sun's nature and character.

To illustrate and demonstrate this I notice first:

that the solar rays which in their direct line would

pass near the earth, but would not strike it as they

approach it, experience an attraction sufficient to

draw them from a line into such a curve as to di

rect their course towards the planet, thereby con

centrating upon its surface more solar influence

than it would have had, but for the strong mutual

attraction existing between the negative planet

and positive sun.

It is upon this principle that the earth, in its rev

olution on its axis, concentrates, upon the side re- >

ceding from the sun, such an aggregation of solar

rays, that it acts as a vast battery, driving the earth

in the direction of its progress in its orbit, as

shown in a former number.

Such a concentration of the positive rays on tho

eastern side of the earth, would have a strong ten

dency to repel the whole earth to a greater distance

from the sun; but this tendency is counterbalanced

by the fact that tho negative or western side is so

strongly attracted as to prevent any retrocession

from this cause, and is held upon a balance in tho

line of its orbit. Here both the diurnal and the

annual motions of the earth are perpetuated and

harmoniously preserved.

Another great result growing out of the positive

and negative—male and female—characteristics of

the sun and earth, respectively, is that whereas on

the one hand the action of the positive electricity

of the sun forbids the approach to, or departure

from him, of any planet, beyond a certain line ;

on the other hand, the planets themselves all being

negative or electro-magnetic, they mutually repel

each other, and it is an electric impossibility for

one of these planets to como in conflict with any

sister planet.

On this principle, all planets, having satel

lites revolving about them, aro preserved from col

lision. The primary planet and its satellite being i

both negative, and each revolving in an orbit cor

responding to its magnitude, repel each other.

Bui the question mry arise, would not this repul

sion drive the satellite outward from its orbit?

This tendency is counteracted by the gravitating
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force of the planet around which it revolves, for,

it will be remembered, in a former article, we ad

mit that the earth and every other planet is en

dowed with the power of gravitation, sufficiently

to hold intact every material substance belonging

to it, and that this gravitation may extend to its

own satellites, but it cannot and does not extend

to other primary planets or to the sun. Every de

mand involved in controlling the motions of these

bodies is fully met and completely answered in the

positive electricity emanating from the sun in its

two-fold action of attraction and repulsion.

The male and female characteristics of positive

and negative electricity, in their joint action, are

more clearly seen when we consider the agency of

each, in giving fruitfuluess to the earth, in the pro

duction and development of vegetable and animal

life

The "Termination of seeds when deposited in the

earth's surface, and the growth of plants, are pro

duced by the action of " heat and moisture," as it

is commonly expressed ; but the real source of this

heat and moisture seems to have been unknown or

unnoticed by writers until the electric theory pre

sented the true source of these agencies, and to a

great extent the mode of their action.

When the rays of the sun fall upon the surface

of the earth, the light of each ray is converted

into heat, and hence one of these elements—heat

—is directly communicated from the sun to the

germinating seed, and with it an electric force to

quicken the germ into life.

Light, as it falls upon the earth, is not cumula

tive, but is converted into heat and electricity, the

two latter accumulate and impregnate the earth

and atmosphere with their forces. From seed

time to harvest there is a great aggregation of

their powers in the lower atmosphere, where the

positive electricity commingles with the magnet

ism of the earth, and both are thrown into a com

paratively neutral •state. It is from this electro

magnetic atmosphere that vegetables and animals

derive their vital energies. It enters through the

lungs into the blood of animals, and through the

leaves into the circulating fluid of plants. Here,

then, life is generated and sustained by the joint

agency of the sun and earth, and here the mother

hood of the earth is clearly manifested under the

genial warmth of the sun, " Which is as a bride

groom coming out of his chamber and rejoiceth as

a strong man to run a race. His going forth is

from the end of the Heaven, and his circuit unto

the ends of it : and there it nothing hidfrom the

heut thereof"

Moisture being indispensable to growth and

maturity, a wise and wonderful provision is made

in Nature by which the electric agencies are

charged with the furnishing of this essential fac

tor. When the upper atmosphere becomes dry

and thirsty, strong currents of electricity are

superinduced upon the earth corresponding to like

currents of an opposite character in the atmos

phere above, producing an irrepressible ten

dency to union on the parting of the upper and lower

currents, resulting in the formation over the most

heated and excited parts of the earth of a "tem

porary low barometer." Where this occurs, there

is thereby superinduced at a distant point, genera-

ally on the polar side, a "temporary high barom

eter." A high barometer is a down-pour of air from

the upper regions ; a low being an upward pour

of air greatly excited by electric action. The high

barometer serves as a feeder to supply the vacuum

created by the action of the low. This pair—a

high and low barometer—rise in the western part

of the continent and move eastward, often very

rapidly. In the centre of the low barometer ther*

appears to be a vacuum, formed by a magnetic line

excluding the pressure of the atmosphere. The vio

lent upshoot through this vacuum of highly

charged electric air, when passing over any large

body of water, carries upward with it, in spiral

form, a vast column of water to the upper regions.

With this water is often drawn up a number of

frogs and fish which are frequently found on the

earth after a heavy rainfall.

This volume of water, which being from the

earth is in a negative state, now meets with violent

currents of positive electricity, by which it is

charged to a high degree with positive electricity,

the effect of which is to separate the mass into

vapor. The gravitation of the water is overcome

by the positive electricity which revolves about

each atom; all being in a positive state, they mu

tually repel each other, and thus expand into

clouds of vast dimensions, floating off and supply

ing the uttermost parts of the continent with rain.

Thus it will be seen that the whole process of

gathering up the waters from the earth, conduct

ing them into the aerial ocean, forming them into

clouds, distributing them over the continents, and

sending them down in fruitful showers, is wholly

an electric process.

It is true that moderate rains are produced by

the evaporation of the waters of the ocean, but it

is equally true that this process is carried on by

the light, heat, and electricity proceeding from

the sun, and must be considered as an electric

phenomenon similar iu nature, but more gradual

in its action than that described above.

Now, that we have accounted for both heat and

moisture on purely electric principles, we propose,

by way of illustration, to apply these principles in

the production of a single tree. When an acorn,

for example, is deposited within the surface of the

earth, and a sufficient quantity of heat and mois

ture applied to the soil, the germ of the acorn is

penetrated and vitalized by the magnetism of the

earth which is of a negative character. The body

of the acorn, by chemical affinities, through elec

tric agency, supplies the first nutrition which cen

tres in the formation of a tap root which passes

downward in a tender, pulpy form. The atoms

which compose the pulpy mass, all being negative,

repel each other, and lateral roots pass off in op

posite directions. Each fibre of the root repels its

fellow, so that every project ing fibre takes distance

from the others as the space may allow, and the

roots are equally distributed on all sides. By

these repelling forces the roots are controlled even

to their utmost development. As soon as the

young roots are formed, and begin to extract nu

trition from the earth, they send it to the centre-

poiut in a negative magnetic state where it acquires

a great affinity for positivo electricity, and hence

sends up a stem which penetrates the superincum

bent earth and peers above the surface. As soon

as it emerges into the atmosphere, it meets a very

dilute form of electro magnetism, where it svizes

upon and appropriates all the positive electricity

in its reach at that low point.
As the stem, thus strengthened, rises higher

from the earth, its state still being electro-mag

netic, it has not the power by repulsion from within

to send out blanches, until it reaches such a poj"'

in its upward progress as, that positive electricity

gains the predominance, when, by mutual repul

sion, the fluid atoms repel each other, and under

this influence lateral branches are sent out from

the rising stem.
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Through the whole of its subsequent growth,

the top of the plant is most positive and vital. As

there is such mutual attraction between opposite

electric states, longer and heavier drafts are made

by the positive top on the negative roots below,

and thus, by magnetic attraction, the sap is freely

carried upward until the tree attains its fullest de-

l velopment.

The branches of the tree, now charged with posi

tive electricity repel each other, so as to occupy

equally the space about them on the upper parts

of the tree. Thus it is by magnetic and not capil

lary attraction that the fluids of the tree are car

ried to its top, notwithstanding it may be two or

three hundred feet high.

The lower limbs of a tree are never as thrifty

and fruitful as those above them, for the reason

hat they fail to receive as full vital influence as

*those occupying a more elevated position, and

brought more under the effects of positive electri

city.

The leaves of the tree in their thin and delicate

structure, are admirably adapted to receive from

the atmosphere the elements therefrom supplied,

including electric and chemical qualities essential

to the health and maturity of the tree.

If the views here taken be correct, it will be

shown that the whole structure, form and growth

of the tree are in strict conformity with the laws

of electricity.

Mt. SterliNg, Ky.

AN OUTLINE OF ARGUMENT.

BY IlEV. PROP. S. B. GOODENOW.

At the request of Dr. Hall, I give a brief synop

sis of the articles which I have sent him during

the last few months, in reply to his criticisms of

Newton, and which he has not found room to print

in The Microcosm.

The objections made against the gravitation

law are founded upon misunderstanding and neg

lect of all the three great laws of motion, which lie

at the base of everything that astronomers teach.

1. First Law of Motion, concerning inertia.

This law is ignored, in all that is said about grav

ity's causing only a small part of the sixteen feet

fall in a second, while all the fall from a tangent

is said to come from gravity alone.

2. Second Lain of Motion, concerning composi

tion of forces. This law is ignored; in all that is

said against the reckoning of fall from a starting

tangent, and in the claim that all acceleration is

destroyed by side-projection.

The law insists that no force is lost ; and that

the whole motion, coming legitimately from an

acting force is virtually maintained in its own

proper direction, however combined in composition

with other forces and motions, as a resultant of

them all. This requires that the distance a body

would fall by gravity alone in any given time, be

virtually maintained when projection throws it

into an orbit—as the same value of falling distance,

in the same average direction, from the point where

the body would be on its tangent to the point where

it is on its orbit after that given time. And, by

our diagram and demonstration of August, we

proved that this is so.

It follows that as acceleration of direct fall by

positive motion gradually dies out by more and

more Bideprojection added, a new acceleration of

more and more divergence from the starting tan

gent accumulates ; till, at the circular orbit, all ex-

tra graritnl motion erases, and an equivalent gravi-

tal divergence has taken its place.

Dr. Hall insists on the first half of this principle,

the dying out of accelerated motion, but persistently

denies the second half, the accumulating of the

"equivalent " accelerated divergence. And his main

ground for denying the existence of the "equiva

lent " is, that the doctrine of scientists concerning

thefall of projectiles, founded on this view of an

equivalent fall from tangent, is utterly absurd and

ridiculous, as he vividly portrays in the November

Microcosm (as well as in the number for March).

But that ridicule of the doctrine of projection is

all built on an entire mistake of its teaching. The

iaw of dynamics is, that a body projected horizon

tally from an elevation will fall to the level of the

ground, (that is, to a horizontal line parallel to the

the starting tangent of motion) in almost exactly

the same time as it would fall directly downward

if dropped from the same height, the deviation

from exactness being infinitesimally small and al

together imperceptible. And this assured truth ia

in exact agreement with the law of fall from a

tangent.

But Dr. Hall curiously misunderstands the teach

ing of science to be, that the projectile will thus

fall to the curved surface of the ground from a

curved orbit supposed at the top of the elevation,

in the same time as if let drop. Of course this-

funny representation of science puts it in a most

ridiculous light, and furnishes the doctor a splen

did chance for ridicule, which he indulges without

stint. The whole laugh is squelched by the simple-

statement of the real doctrine of mechanics, as

given alxive.

3. Third Law of Motion, concerning equal ac

tion and reaction. Dr. Hall proceeds (in the Oct.

Nov. and Dec. numbers) to ignore this law also,

by a new charge entitle 1 "Newton's Great Over,

sight. " He claims that an important element has

been omitted in calculating the moon's fall from

its tangent, namely, the mass of the moon 83

"pulling itself" by a value of "one-eightieth

more" than the astronomers give it ; and he says

that this alleged omission entirely nullifies the

gravitation law. To which we answer :

I. No omission of this sort, if it could be shown,

would vitiate the law of gravity, which is proved

by actual observation of the heavenly bodies; not

only as appears in the third law of Kepler, hut

also in the observed month-length and moon-dis

tance, which prevent astronomers from miscalcu

lating the moon'sfallfrom its tangent, even if they

would. Our defence of Newton against the charge

of omission is wrongly called by Dr. Hall "this,

definite admission" that the omission, if proved,

would overthrow the gravity law. Wo admit no

such thing.

II. We deny that any omission has been made.

The moon's mans does not affect its own rate of

fall from its tangent. Yet it does give motion to

the earth, thus adding to the total gravital velocity

of mutual approach, toward a common center of

gravity, and lessening the total time of reaching

each other at that common centre (in case of a

fall); thus, also, it lessens the size of orbit and the

total time of revolution in it, and so lessens the

moon's distance from the common centre, by which

its ver-sine, or fall from tangent, is to be reck

oned.

Hence, when astronomers, with the moon's ob.

served velocity of revolution, reckon its fall from

tangent as ver-sine of an orbit at full distance

from the earth's centre (just as if that were the-

centre of revolution, without mass to the moon)*.
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"they find that they have the value of gravital ve

locity, or fall from the tangent, too largo for the

'distance of the two bodies, as required by the

gravital law of squared-distance inverse. The

reason is because the total distance they are using

is longer than the actual radius of the moon's

-orbit, lessened as it is by revolution around a com

mon centre, on account of the moon's mass.

Therefore, they can correct the calculation ;

either by taking (in their ver-sine reckoning of

the moon's fall from tangent) its true orbit radius,

as reduced from the total distance of moon and

«arth; or by reducing their ver-sino reckoning

found too large (in the use of the total distanced,

in proportion as the true radius is shorter, namely,

in proportion as the moon's mass increases the

total mass and gravital effect. It is in the last-

named form that astronomers usually express the

allowance madefor the moon's mass, not in increas

ing the moon's fall from its tangent (as Dr. Hall

puts it), but in decreasing their own first and ap

proximate and erroneous reckoning to the true, un-

.chan>red lunar value.

Thus, in Robinson's " University Astronomer,"

§172, he says : "If the moon had no mass, that is,

if it were a mere material point, and wero not dis

turbed by the attraction of the sun, [notice tiro

-allowances rightly made, instead of one, and that

omitted according to the charge] then the distance

that the moon would fall from a tangent of its or

bit, in one second of time, would bo [seen to be]

just equal to g-^j," or the sixteen feet of fall at the

«arth's surface [the "yardstick " still unbroken!]

multiplied by the inverse squared ratio of the sur

face and lunar distances from the earth's centre, as

reckoned by the gravity law. He goes on to say:

" The distance that the moon actually falls from a

tangent of its orbit, in one second of time, is equal

to the ver-sine of the arc it describes in that time,

and the analytical expression for it is R," or

the radius of the moon's orbit (R) multiplied by

half the squared ratio of the circumference, or arc

travelled to the time of revolution or travel.

He proceeds to show that, if this radius R is

taken as the whole distance from the earth to the

moon, it gives a ver-sine of gravital value larger

than the true value above, g-^, required by the

gravity law. Figuring it out (with correction

for the sun's interference) he finds it one seventy-

fifth larger; and he says this difference is caused

by the moon's mass, increasing the total mass

and fall from tangent, from 1 to / adding,

"Laplace says one seventy-fifth of the earth is

the true mass of the moon. " We thus see, that

the first or proximate ver-sine reckoning of the

moon's fall by total distance from the earth, has to

be corrected by reducing it one seventy-fifth on ac

count of the moon's mass, to the true orbit radius

or distance to the common centre of gravity and of

revolution. And then, we have the corrected reck-

.ening exactly in agreement with the unchanged

_faU from tangent, which is ever g-^, or as the

squared-distance-inverse requiredbythe gravtiy law.

This is the reckoning of the astronomers; and

who now shall say, that they make no allowance

for the moon's mass—or that by a " great over

sight" they omit one-eightieth of the value?

And who does not see, that the allowance made is

no deviation from the gravitation law, but only a

correction of reckoning, one seventy-fifth (not one-

- eightieth i purposely cast out from their own first

proximate and erroneous figures ? This simple ex

hibit is enough, to silence entirely the new objection

raised against Newton's law of gravitation. But

some other things may be said :

1. It is the doctrine of astronomy, that all Mia

at a like distance commence falling toward the earth

with equal velocity. A feather and a pound of lead

let drop (with the impeding air removed) will fail

to the ground in the same time, as every school

boy learns. And so, the moon, whether large or

small, or the moon and a pebble at the moon's dis

tance, would commence falling toward the earth

(if allowed to do so), both with the same velocity

preci=ely. And all the moons of Jupiter, though

of different sizes and weights, would fall at the

same rate, if let fall from the same height above

the planet.

Yet, for saying these very things, which

everybody receives astrue, Newton and his " Prin-

cipia " (from which they are quoted) is condemned

astltus committing a "great oversight, " nn im

portant omission, namely, omitting to take ac

count of the differing size and weight of the

falling bodies. In order to give color to the com

plaint, Newton is represented as teaching in these

statements, that the moon and the pebble would

fa'l to the earth both in the same time; a thing

entirely different, which Newton never dreamed

of, and has himself shown to b6 impossible, (as

we see above.)

In like manner another passage from the "Pan-

cipia " is made to say (by brackets inserted ) that

the earth'sforce alone makes the moon fall from

its tangent and a stone fall as it does; when all the

argument, and the entire work of Newton will

show, that by "that force" when spoken of as

doing all the work, he means that total grarital

force of earth and falling body combined, so that,

he is not omitting any one-eightieth part.

Dr. Hall seems as if entirely unaware of tW

peculiar nature assigned to gravity, as a self-mul t

tiplying power; by which It increases the momen

ta! force of a falling body with its weight, without

increasing its velocity of fall so that the product 1

and not the sum of two masses shows the attract

ing force with which they are drawn together.

The Dr. all the way adds the moon's mass to that

of the earth to show the mutual force, as if the

two bodies acted like two boats drawn together

by ropes; whereas, Newton multiplies together

the two attacting masses to show their mutual

force; and so keeps in with the accepted fact, that

the falling velocity of a body does not depend at oS

upon its mass, and the moon's mass cannot affect

its own rate of fall.

The mere announcement of this principle; so

universally accepted, that an ounce and a pound

of lead fall toward the earth at the same rat*

(though not with the same force,) at once and

completely overturns the objections issued against

Newton and the extracts made from his " Prifl-

cipia. "

2. The mass of a falling body increases its fW-

mentumot force of fall; but does not increase its

velocity of motion. This also every academy stu

dent knows, that the force or momentum im

parted to a body is the product of its mass multi

plied by its vdority. So that, the increase of its

force and momentum by and as the increase of its

mass, leaves (and must leave) its velocity on-

changed. Hence, doubling the size of a stone, or

of the moon, and thereby doubling its momentum,

cannot increase its falling speed.
Since, in any case of bodies mutually draini or

attracting, the monentum products of the small"

body cannot be increased nearly as fast as its
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factor is increased—therefore, its other or velo

city-factor has to de crease, instead of ire-creasing

with enlargement of mass, as Dr. Hall contends.

And since, by the peculiar nature of gravity

mentioned above, as taught by astronomers, the

whole force or momentum to its own mass without

the other mass added in—therefore, any extra

force or momentum due to extra mass is propor

tioned to that mass ; and, the falling body's

mass-factor thus changing in the same proportion

as its momentum product, its other or velovity-

fuctor has to remain unchanged. This is as cer

tain and as simple to a child, as that 3 times 4 are

12—and if both the 4 and the 12 are doubled, the

3 must remain unchanged—so that 3 times 8 are

24.

Thus the multiplication table completely over

turns the objection against Newton, and shows

that he has omitted nothing from the moon's fall

from its tangent, because there is nothing to

omit from that fall. The value complained of as

lost, has gone into the moon's momentum or force

of fall, and does not belong in its velocity or rate

of fall, as Dr. Hall wrongly imagines. Astrono

mers have no occasion to talk about the moon's

mass, when they are calculating its rate of faU,

because in their view that has nothing to do with

the subject; nevertheless they do give the moon

full credit for its mass or " pull of itself," when

they treat of the moon's weight and momentum or

force offail.

3. The pull of two attracting bodies, like that of

the two boats supposed by Dr. Hall, is not only

mutual, but equally exerted on both bodies, mak

ing the proportional motions of the two to be the

same as i/each body were moved alone and entire

ly by the mass andforce of the other body. Hence,

to say that the moon's gravital tendency to the

earth is to the earth's gravital tendency to the

moon, and that the moon's distance is to the

earth's distance from the common center of

gravity, as eighty to one, the same proportion in

verse as the masses of the two, (more currectly

seventy-five to one, as astronomers make it)—is to

include the whole motion of each, its re-action as

well as its action, its "pull of itself" as well as

the pull of the other body.

Newton and the astronomers do thus reckon, by

the total motions of each body as thus propor

tioned each to the otlier's mass; and therefore they

cannot be omitting anything, even if they do not

stop (in this connection) to analyze the values into

parts, showing what part is action and what re

action or " self-pull " of the body.

They certainly do make the correction of one

seventy-fifth, as we showed at the start. Now if

they are right in treating gravity as peculiar, and

velocity of fall as equal for all masses, then that

correction is merely (as there said) a reduction of

their ver-sine reckoning, to bring it to the true fall

from tangent required by the gravitation law.

But, if they should even be found wrong as to the

equal velocity of all falling lmdies, their correc

tion will still remain actually made, as an enlarge

ment of the moon's fall given by the gravitation

law (on account of the moon's mass added in) so

as to bring up the value to the full gravital ten

dency or approach of bath bodies towards each

other—the very cldition of one seventy-fifth more

which Dr. Hall so earnestly calls for.

In either case, the charge of "oversight" and

" omission " made against Newton is entirely an

nihilated; and any seeming lack of stress and re

iteration on his part concerning the subject of

"self-pull," is easily explained. Since, in his

view, by thepoculi r nature of gravity, just half

the moon's gravital motion is due to action, and

half (not "one-eightieth") is due to reaction or-

" pull of itself " in every case, (and the same in

regard to the earth)—as the introductory lessons

of the astronomers show—they may not be im

pressed with the need of stopping in the midst of

their later treatment to remind the Doctor of this

fact—not expecting him so soon to forget.

Yet he need not on that account fall into the

error of calling the "moon's pull of itself "one-

eightieth part, instead of one-half of its motion

(as astronomers make it!—nor into his other error

of saying, that a moon half as large as the earth

(or forty times as massive as at present), with only

"one-half more force," would be moved to fall

" one-halffaster ! " Nor need he fall to charging

the scientists with not knowing the laws of reac

tion and omitting its value, merely because they

are not all the time and everywhere talking about

it. Our friend says more about the moon's " pull

ing itself" than do astronomers; but possibly he

may know less.

Under this idea of " self-pull " he seems to have-

got a glimpse of the great matter of Re-action.

But does he not ignore all the great laws of equal

action and re-action, when he overlooks the equal

division of force to the two bodies, by teaching

that to give the total motions as eighty to one is

to omit the whole re actionary parts; and espe

cially,when he fails to see that re-action of gravity

particularly gives half the motion, not the meager

"one eightieth" that he allowed? Is not "in

formation needed " here 1

Of course, iu the above mere outline of several

articles we have written for Dr. Hall we are able

to give only a hint of the full arguments, by

which we have answered his animadversions up-

ou Newton. Wherever the reader fails to see

clearly the points made above, he should attribute-

it to the constrained brevity of this synopsis,

which covers the whole answers to several very

long essays of the Editor's in successive numbers;

and he can console himself with thinking, that if

there had been room in The Microcosm to print

m full some of the points made above, as they are

still lying in the office, the subject might be

plainer all round.

The same reason, of enforced brevity, with

other reasons, has compelled me here to omit

any reference to many personal allusions some

what disparaging, and many incidental statements

scientifically inaccurate, whose exposure would

show still further the need of information—to be

more widely disseminated on this great subject.

It is for such aid to truth, that I am taking the

pains I do in writing so fully as I have.

Battle Cheer, Iowa, Jan. 1st, 1883.

THE TRUE PHILOSOPHER.

BY PROF. H. s. SCHEll, A. M.

The Creator has given to man two revelations of

Himself. The first is the natural universe. The

second is found in the Bible. Had man been able

to learn his origin and destiny, and his relations to

God from the first, the second would not have been

given.

The true philsopher searches for truth in both;

but the materialistic philosopher ignores the second.

If, however, it could be proven that the Bible was

simply an invention, it would show that man in

the infancy of the race was wiser, more intelligent, .
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and possessed more literary genius than he does at

present.

It is a fact worthy of note that tho very first

verse of the Bihle contradicts many of the mate

rialistic and infidel theories of the present day, as

well as those which existed thousands of years

ago. That verse reads: " In the beginning God

created the heavens and the earth."

This contradicts the theory that the heavens and

the earth were self-existent and eternal—they had

a beginning.

It contradicts atheism, as it declares that Ood

created them

It contradicts pantheism, as it shows that God

is distinct from His works.

It contradicts poly-theism, as it declares that

one God was the Creator, and

It contradicts fatalism, as it declares that the

power of God caused creation.

Hence it appears that the Creator, foreseeing the

various false theories that would arise, 1» pin His

second revelation by declaring their falsity.

Let us observe what (rod says of the origin of

man and contrast it with the materialistic philoso

phy of the present day.

"And the Lord God formed man of the dust of

the ground and breathed into his nostrils the

breath of life, and man became a living soul. . . .

So God created man in His own image. . . . Male

and female, created He them." Now compare this

with the teachings of our most noted and learned

materialistic philosophers, who assert that hun

dreds of millions of years ago no life existed in

the umverse, and that during these ages, when

forco was operating on matter to evolve the worlds,

a few particles of albumen on this earth sixultane

ously came into existence and generated life, and

an insect, or cytod, which they named the mon-

eron, came forth out of inorganic matter. That

this insect multiplied by a division of itself, and in

process of time its descendents numbered many

millions, and some of them evolved into higher

organisms, and the descendents of these into still

higher organic types. That this multiplication

continued age after age, until their descendents

evolved into protozoans; then into worms; thenfol-

lowed ascidians, fishes, reptiles, amphibious ani

mals, birds, opossums, kangaroos, jackals, foxes,

wolves, dogs, lemurs, and monkeys; until, finally,

the highest type of ape appeared, and he, in time,

evolved into the lowest type of man. All this was

effected by divergeance, differentiation, natural

selection, survival of the fittest, etc.

This highly scientific (?) theory requires us to be

lieve—as shown by numerous quotations in the

"Problem of Human Life"—that all the physical

members, organs, and functions of the human

body, the soul or life-force, with all its instincts,

senses, and mental faculties, and the spirit with

its intellect and immortal attributes were concen

trated in the body of that ono particular moneron

which happened to differentiate in a particular

way. nnd from which man descended; and that

through all the millions upon millions of years that

were required to effect the vast number of changes

from this insect up to man, not a single fatal acci

dent of any kind happened to one of its lineal de

scendants; for had such accident happened, the

chain of descent would have been broken, and no

'man, not even a materialistic philosopher, would

have been in existence on the earth to-day !

What an escape, or rather, what an infinite

number of escapes we have had !

It is a favorite maxim of philosophers of this

school "that where faith begins science ends."

Ono would suppose that if all the faith that lias

ever existed on the earth since its foundations

wero laid, up to the present time, was concentrated

in the mind of a single individual it would not be

sufficient to convince him of the truth of this evo

lution theory; but its votaries, amongst the "ad

vanced thinkers," as they call themselves, and

materialistic scientists, are numbered by thousands.

The t rue scientist and Christian philosopher, by ac

cepting both of God's revelations to man, escapes

such absurdities, and obtains rational views of the

creation in all its phases.

EXTRACT FROM A THANKSGIVING

SERMON.

The following is copied from an eloquent ser-

mon preached on November 30th, before the

united congregations of Washington Street, Can

non Street, and Hedding M. E. Churches of Pough-

keepsie, N. Y., by Rev. F. Hamlin, Pastor of the

Hedding Church. We make this extract, not

from a feeling of vanity on account of the kindly and

beautifully worded references to our work by the

reverend speaker, but as a duty we owe our read

ers, that they may know how the work is progress

ing which they so liberally encourage bytheirsub-

scriptions, even among people and by ministers

whom we have never seen. The speaker's theme

was: "AHiotily FavoreD NatioN," and in its

discussion he traced God's hand in connection with

material, political, and ecclesiastical blessings.

Under the latter division he first showed that

neither philosophy, law nor letters could purify,

and thus perpetuate national life: that philosophy

becomes more profound by contact with Theistic

and Christian influences, and that culture derives its

sweetest fragrance from tho Church's Bible; and

then he called attention to the fact that

2 he various types of skcplirixm which a fete years

ago leere openly defiant and daring, arc to-day more

cautious and careful. Hesaid, '' This is especially

true of the sophisms of Hume and Berkley, die

idealism of Kant and Fichte, the sensationalism of

Hobbs, and (last but no tleast) the materialism of

Haeckel and Huxley, lids enforced retkence of

infidelity is partially attributable to the glaring

inconsistency of skeptics, in ignoring the teaeh'mgt

of Scripture; that inconsistency being brought to

the attention and condemnation of the piopte by

leading Christian 7'heists. When it is shown that

China is going backward, and the descendents of

scientific Medes, Persians and Greeks are now

wretched nomads, because of imperfect reception

and development of Bible truth ; that Africa,

once rich, populous and cultured, is blasted and

ruined by trampling Bible teachings under foot ;

that for the same reason the wild Arabs know

nothing of their ancestors who gave us algebra

and numerals ; when it appears that the grandest

inventions and discoveries, scientific and other

wise, of the present ago have been made by men

who, but for mental discipline received in or

through influence of colleges, all of which, as

Doctor Crosby says, "were founded by Bible men,

would perhaps have been hod-carriers instead of

thinkers ;—when these things are brought to pub

lic notice, I say, and it appears that the wild Boar

of free thought first whets its tusks upon the Gos

pel oak, and then in turn attempts to gore to the

heart the very means of its acuteness and power,

the inconsistency of such a course breeds disgust

on the part of reasonable men, and caution and

chagrin on the part of infidelity. Another reason
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-why skepticism is less pretentious and more cau.

tious than formerly, is this :

The a'.l-sufficient and annihilating replies recently

made to her by a god fearing, intelligent man.

The answers of the Church to the claims of skep

ticism in the pastfifteen years hate been at best bat

partially satisfactory. True, Lyell's skeptical

geology has been met by the arguments of Dawson

and Dana, and speculative science in Darwin, and

rationalistic philosophy and materialism in Spencer

and Huxley were partially refuted by Bowne and

McCosU and Christleib ; and Janet's keen blade has

done good service in the cause of truth ; but we

ca mot disluise or hide the fact that for years the

purest and wisest lovers of the Church hare been

perplexed by the materialistic doctrines of spontane

ous generation and evolution, as presented by Dar

win, Huxley and Haeckel. Under pressure (be

cause unable to sustain the opposite view), such

men as Joseph Cook, Doctor McCosh, and other

eminent men of letters in the Church precipitately

espoused the cause of " theistic evolution ;" as if

their inability to solve the problem, proved the

chaos impenetrable by man. Once committed to

the theory, they found themselves hampered by

this question : " If God by evolution made the

monkey, why did He not thus make the man?"

Here they inconsistently bid adieu to the develop

ment theory, and held man as an exception to the

rule in the very face of Scripture teaching to the

contrary; for the Bible presents man and lower

animals as identical in the manner of physical ori

gin, the same Hebrew word, vayyebrau, ^3^. in

dicating the origin alike of great whales (Gen.,

i: 21) and man (vs. 27); both were created! Thus

driven to the wall, they hesitate in deciding

whether to ignore the plain teachings of Scripture,

to abandon the false theory they have espoused, or

temporarily to put off the evil day by raising the

McCoshian cry of "ignorance" and "reckless

speculation," forgetful that truth " will not down "

at such bidding.

But the needed relief has cyme at last, and that

too from a source unexpected—from a self-made

man, a consistent Christian, and an earnest advo

cate of the Ch urch of God.

He who, when Israel most needed him, wrenched

the crook from the hand of Moses, and placed

therein a sceptre, brought from the tow-path and

the academy, a student whose very name has al

ready carried dismay and terror to the heart of in

fidelity ; and either he or his successor, some

heaven-appointed Joshua, will e'er long stand by

the angry heaven-heaved waters, and with the vic

torious church shout, as Darwinism and material

ism go down : " Sing unto the Lord, for He hath

triumphed gloriously ; the horse and his rider

hath He thrown into the sea." I refer to that

prince of thinkers, A. Wilford Hall. In his

matchless volume (The Problem of Human Life\

he at once annihilates the theory of evolution and

the teachings of materialism, and on the ruins of

these builds a perfect argument for the soul's

entity and immortality. His line of thought in

brief is this : " He shows, by reason and philoso

phy, the utter improbability of spontaneous gen

eration as the start of evolution, and exposes its

numerous self-contradictions. He then fully re

futes the strongest arguments presented in favor

even of Theistic Evolution ; and shows conclu

sively that reversions can only be accounted for on

the theory of an invisible, incorporeal, substantial

organism. In this connection he lays down the

si tuple philosophical law that " the agent or fores

which moves or molds a physical or inanimate body

of any kind must of necessity be a substance. That,

therefore, sound, light, heat, magnetism, etc.,

are substances; that within every organic existence,

whether vegetable or animal, is an independent

substance, which shapes and moves it (a position,,

we think, abundantly proven from the philology

of Scripture). He holds that, as the body moves,

within it there must be a substance not itself!

which causes motion; and as, according to science, i

substance is indestructible, that thinking, feeling,

conscious substance which we call Soul must be^

Immortal. So profound is the impression made

upon thinkers by this marvelous volume, that in

about two years more than 39,000 copies have

been sold; while his magazine, The Microcosm

devoted to a discussion of kindred themes, has at

tained a circulation of 24,000 in a single year,

6,000 of which are taken by Christian ministers of

the various denominations. It is a strik ing antf

glorious fact, for which the Church should be pro

foundly thankful to-day, i.e., that the six leading

skeptical scientists of this age, Darwin, Tyndali,

Huxley, Ilitmhultz, Haeckel and Idayir, though re

peat' dy and openly challenged to answer his argu

ments against tlieir respective theories, stand

speechless in the presence of his unanswerable logic.

And when leaders quail and keep silence, no

wonder that followers are cautious. Thus, if the

Church has not, in two years past, spread her

branches over so great a surface as we had hoped,

she has not been standing still, any more than has

the oak when it provides against future winds and

storms by driving its roots deeper and firmer into

the soil. Bancroft's words were never more truth

ful than now. He says, "Skepticism cannot up

root Christianity, because it lives so deeply in the

heartsof the millions." Wilford Hall has wonder

fully deepened its life. All hail the man who

throttles error, and compels the calling off of the

red hounds which for years havo been feeling

after the arteries in the neck of Truth. God give

him long life and ever-increasing usefulness here,

and byo-and-bye a seat in heaven."

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

We are receiving numerous evidences that the

great professors of our colleges and universities

are not allowed to rest in oblivious indifference to

the important matters disclosed in the "Problem of

Human Life." We have now before us copies of

several letters, written by eminent clergymen to

the leading professors of different colleges, calling

upon them for candid reviews of the book in

question. So far as we know, these calls have not

yet been responded to. We copy below a sample

of many such appeals from the pen of the Rev.

Dr. Clark, of Ludlow, Vt., which will convey to

our readers an idea of what is going on:

LuDlow, Vt., Dec. 27th, 1882.

To G M , Professor of Natural Sciences:

Dear Sin:—When I wrote you before, I had not

the least idea that you would write me in reply.

My wish is that some one, capable of the task, will

write a candid but truthful review of Mr. Hall's

" Problem of Human Life," and publish it in

some Quarterly. It will do little good to charge

him with ignorance, since he has manifested in

his writings a very good stock of knowledge; nor

with the vagaries of deluded fanatics, since he

apparently gives the best reasons for, and the most

logical arguments in favor of, his theories. And.
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"besides, he meets a want deeply felt in ministers,

uninitiated, indeed, in the science (.*) of the day, I

but most loyal to their Divine Lord. They thank j

God, and take courage that He has raised up one

man whose head is clear enough to perceive the

baselessness of the Materialistic theories of scien

tific men, and with logic enough to make manifest

the falsity of their reasonings. I write as it

seems to me. It may be that I am incapable of

judging; but having Tead the book twice with a

good deal of care, I must say that I have discov

ered few things in his main theories objectionable

—certainly not opposed to Christianity—and very

few instances of illogical arguments, while all

along my heart bounds out with thanksgiving to

God for such a book. I had read other works

treating of this great problem, but they met not

the wants of my soul.

Will you wonder if we, the common people,

hear him gladly ? His work on Sound is a mar

vellous one! And how it strikes at the very root

of Materialism, and that, as it seems to me, as no

other hypothesis canl And, if my mind has not

lost its rational faculty, he has thoroughly demol

ished the old Wave-Theory. And to what end?

To the utter discomfiture of Materialists, so far as

they depend on analytical argument. And that is,

doubtless, their main ground of support.

I do not labor to defend Mr. Hall. I know little

about him. But I admire his book, because, while

its theories are unobjectionable, its positions are

sustained by facts as the foundation of the most

cogent logic.

Now, if it is not so, I know one can so point

out his errors, and false reasonings, and illogical

conclusions, as to reveal them to me. I think that

I can say surely that I am open to see and to accept

the truth. As I wrote before, if, in his treatment

of Prof. Ifackel's argument from embryological

"gills" in the human embryo, he has misrepre

sented him, that can be pointed out; but if he has

truly represented the case, the professor's argu

ment is a sham.

Will any scientific man undertake the task of

candidly reviewing this book and pointing out

some of its fundamental errors, for the sake of us,

the uninitiated ?

As regards Evolution, I have always regarded it

as essentially Materialistic; I have never been able

to see any place for it where God is admitted ;

and, if language means anything, those who adopt

it must give up the Bible. The Rationalist has as

much right to twist the positive declarations of

the Scriptures in relation to the Christ, as Evolu

tionists havo to do the same thing with other of

its declarations to accommodate their hypothesis,

with no facta to sustain it.

Mr. Hall may not be right; but he cannot he put

down by ridicule, or by charges with no arguments

to sustain them. Great and good men in the

Church may ignore him, as the Materialists ex

pect. They may let pass a precious opportunity

for arresting a monstrous evil; but the truths

taught in that book will live and bear fruit. They

may say, " Have any of the Pharisees believed on

him 1" But thousands will drink in these truths.

Pardon my intrusion, and accept this note as the

|outflow of my Christian heart.

Yours truly, J. B. Clarr.

INFIDEL, OBJECTIONS TO THE HESC«-

REG'TION OF THE BODY.

BY REV. AlBERT B. eING.

ES™ Contributors will remember that we have room
In our standing- list for only about 40 names. Some of
these, who have no article In a given number, are
dropped temporarily to give place to others who have.
Of course no disrespect la meant, as our very best
friends are among these changes.

The Church Universal has ever based its faith

in the resurrection of the body upon the unmistak

able and multitudinous assertions of God's Written

Word. Among other texts we find in Daniel tint

" Many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth

shall awake." In John V, our Saviour says: "The

hour cometh, in which all that are in the tombs

shall hear His voice, and shall come forth."* Out

of the bosom of the nominal church are heard a

few voices contradicting these Scriptures. Hyme-

naeus and Philetus are denounced by Paul for

asserting " that the resurrection is past already,"

and thus overthrowing " the faith of some." The

same heresy, better concealed from view under ne

gations, has long invaded our modern pulpit. It

has shown itself chiefly at funerals where fre

quently no allusion is made to the resurrection in

the sermon or address, and the practical impres

sion is made upon the audience, that at death the

soul enters upon a career which in no respect dif

fers from the biblical representations of the heav

enly and eternal felicity of the saint at the resur

rection and judgment. This magnifying the

value of the soul through a belittling of "the body

is now further expanded by an abuse of the giand

truth that when that substantial entity we call the

soul leaves this world it takes with it the form of

the body and therefore can hear and speak. But

does this prove that the soul has reached at death

its condition of highest and broadest activity?

Does this prove that the saint has reached and

holds the perfected salvation, and can now well

afford to rejoice over an eternal separation from

the body? No, brethren. Paul, speaking in 1 Cor.

xv: 15, 30, declares that those who deny the resur

rection are like to persons in the sleep of beastly

intoxication (see New Version and the Greeks. He

says, 1 Cor. xv: 33,34, "Be not deceived: evil com

pany doth corrupt good manners. Awake up right

eously and sin not; for some have no knowledge

of God: I speak this to move you to shame." But

what will move to blushes the man who permits

his vain conceits to silence the repeated and trum-

pet-tongued declarations of his God and Savior

as to the rising again of the body? Are we re

quired to do more than point to the very texture,

the warp and woof of the New Testament? Does

not the burden of proof rest upon the man whose

theory calls in question the very substance and

marrow of the New Testament? What is this

very texture, this very substance and marrow, if it

is not the resurrection of the dead, the resurrec

tion of the dead, the resurrection of the dead ?

How strange it is that in 1883 any servant of

Christ should be constrained to adopt for himself

the language of Paul before the Sanhedrim—

"touching the hope and resurrection of the dead

I am called in question."

What is the value of the arguments attempted

to be drawn from the Bible, to prove that in the

case of those who have died "in the Lord" "the

resurrection is passed already ? "

Is it said that the fact that the Scriptures teach

that spirits, freed from the body, see, hear aud sing,

proves either that they do not desire and need

bodies, or that they have received already "spirit

ual " bodies ? We answer, the souls of those who

have "fallen asleep in Jesus" do not require in

* Most of the texts quoted In this article are In the 1
fruage of the New Version.
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Paradise or Heaven bodies in order to communicate

with other pure (disembodied) spirits.

Has God a body? Yet God, the infinite and

eternal Father, has a voice which was audible

to Jesus and His disciples when upon earth.

However exalted and blessed the state of the

saint may be, between death and the resurrection,

"there are two powerful arguments in favor of the

proposition that until the resurrection the saint is

lacking an important element in his salvation.

(1) Man only possesses the completed unity of

his manhood when in possession of all its parts.

These parts are soul and body. The penalty of sin

is death, or the separation of soul and body.

The redemption that is by Christ Jesus is from

the dominion of sin and its consequences. To re

move, among other consequences, that of the np-

aralion of the soul from the body, our Saviour took

upon Himself not only a human soul, but must

take a human body like ours. This body suffered

like ours, was crucified and laid in the tomb at

death, His spirit going into the place of departed

spirits, as must all the race. " In the spirit" He

"preached to the spirits in prison." Could He

have spoken without possessing a spirit-mouth?

Did, then, the fact that He spoke prove that He

had a spiritual body? If you answer, yes, then

you give the lie direct to the Word of God and to

the Lord Himself and His apostles and angel, for

if it is possible to state anything with unmistakable

plainness, then do all these witnesses agree in stat

ing with the emphasis of a bugle-blast that the man

Christ Jesus, in the state of the dead, was up to the

morning of the first day of the week, a spirit with

out a body, but that on the morning of that day,

His body rose from the tomb. In continuation, this

'- same Jesus," on the day of His ascension, was

seen by His disciples to rise from the earth with

the human body they had handled, and seen eat,

walk, and speak. The last view of Him was His

body disappearing out of sight. This fact filled

their hearts with triumphant joy. In cont inuation,

Stephen and John saw His glorified body in Heaven.

On Ascension day the angels assure the disciples

that Jesus will come again with a body the same as

that taken into Heaven. Bearing in mind that the

disciple is like his Lord, brother and head in sharing

the fruits ofthe victory of the Captain of his Salva

tion, it follows, without doubt, that Christ's breth

ren and members must have their bodies raised

from the dead, or else there is a fatal flaw in our

title to Salvation in Christ, and, then, when we die,

we perish. If we do not rise, Christ is not risen,

and we are "still in our sins." This is the argument

of Paul, in 1 Cor. 15.

If it is said that Christ did not have a spiritual

body in the intermediate state, then does it follow

that between death and the resurrection we have

no spiritual bodies, and, until our bodies shall rise

in the image of Christ's glorified body, our salva

tion is incomplete.

(2) Judging from analogy, we conclude, that as

the old earth made necessary our possession of a

substantial and permanent body by which to hold

constant intercourse with sensible objects,so we will

need the senses of the spiritual, yet real, body with

which to hold closest and permanent relations to

things on the "new earth." God has not made us

angels, but men, and as such the body must be re

deemed as integral part of us.

Surely 1 Cor. 15: 54, and 2 Cor. 5: 4, do not

teach, even when tortured and twisted by the hot

pinchers of a pet theory, that the spiritual body is

given us at death. Paul cannot stultify himself.

As the climax to an elaborate argument to prove

the literal resurrection of the body at the second

coming of Christ, he says: "then shall be brought

to pass the saying that is written, Death is swal

lowed up victoriously," and not until then. Turn,

now to 2 Cor. 5: 1^. A primary rule of interpre

tation requires that a doubtful or obscure passage

shall not weigh against a multitude of emphatic,

clear and concurrent texts. Doubtless, when the

dilapidated hut we now inhabit is removed, there"

awaits our occupation ,a palace, a spiritual body. !

But when we shall move into our palace, Paul does

not inform us in 2 Cor. 5 ; but he and the Lord Himself

do, in other places, tell us beyond a doubt that it

will be at the sound of the trumpet, at the voice

of the Son of God, and when the sleeping dead

come to judgment. Although in the passage Paal '

rejoices in the prospect that at death his soul shall !

be with the Lord, he is far from rejoicing over the '

fact that between death and the resurrection he

will be waiting for his spiritual body. Looking

closely at 2 Cor. 5, and comparing Paul with Paul,

it is as if he said, "do not suppose I am so foolish

as to rejoice in existence without a body ('not for

t hat we would be unclothed'), but I am glad in the

thought of my spirit being near the Savior, and

I await in glad, eager expectancy, the completion

of mv 'adoption,' even the 'redemption of our,

lady.'"
What light do we get outside the Bible andI

Christianity ? Examine Spiritism. Is it real? Is the

phenomena produced by the action of spirits ? Do

you say, yes? Then their actions (which speak

louder than words) declare that after death the

sou! has no body before resurrection, for lost

spirits in our day, as in the time of our Lord,

strenuously direct their efforts to regain possession

of human bodies, showing that they exist un

clothed, and feel it to be very desirable to have

some houses to live in. Do you ,say Spiritism,

is human trickery or Satanic delusion? Well,

then, the Spiritist and modern Hl meneus, or Alex

ander, teach one and the same "doctrine of

devils," namely, that at death, the soul, "glad to

leave its cumbrous clay,-' will now soar into suc

cessive bright and happy celestial spheres, and

that the resurrection of the body is preposterous,

and if it could be, would be injurious to the soul.

Let Nature teach us. That all things do not

lose their living principle when apparently dead

is seen every Spring. Even where plants actually

decay and dissolve, and pass into chemical atoms,

even then if we will patiently await its time, there?

will arise from the decayed seed a beautiful plant

or magnificent tree truly unlike in appearance its

seed. Paul says this illustrates the resurrection.

Our bodies do decay in the earth, but, as with

plants, there is an indestructible principle, which

after hybernating through the wintry season of

the earth's probation, shall, at the Easter morning

of the race, spring into life and beauty.

If our bodies in the grave do not contain an in

destructible, though now sleeping germ of life,

then was Satan a fool in snatching at the body of

Moses. Then was Michael a greater fool in con

tending for its possession, when he might have had

as many chemical atoms, or more, by claiming the

carcass of some old horse. And what was the ex

tent of Paul's folly in delivering into Satan's hands,

with solemn display of judicial severity, so many

quartsof animalflnids,or cubic feet of human gases t

Two angels with faces like lightning watched over

the dust of Jesus. And if they watch over the im

mortal germs of our spiritual bodies, as we sleep iu

lesus, shall we be surprised ? What new forcedoes

»U this givetosuch phxasesas : "Wearememberssf
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Bin body,flesh andbones; " Saviourof the body ; "

" May your spirit, soul and body be preserved en

tire, without blame at the presence of our Lord,

Jesua Christ."

And shall we not in the future give a child-like,

whole-hearted trust to the entire Scriptures, be

lieving alike that the whale swallowed and dis

gorged Jonah, and that the earth, which swallows

our bodies, shall, at the command of the Lord,

yield our bodies made like unto Himself?

GOD'S POWER, GOODNESS F.'tREKNOWL,-

EDGE, AND THE COWKR OF FAITH.

BY COl. ROBeIIT TANSIIJ-.

Assuming, as we cannot but do, that all God's

attributes are infinite and eternal, it seems to fol

low as a necessary corollary, that He has the power,

at the same time, to know some things as well as

not to know others, should Ha, in His wisdom, so

choose. If this be not true, then we must sup

pose His power to bo limited, which is a dangerous

supposition. But, strictly speaking, the term fore

knowledge cannot properly be applied to God, as

His attributes have noit'ier beginning nor end;

hence He can absolutely know all things just as

they are, " wliether past, present, or future."

Still, it may not be unreasonable to suppose that,

although God has the absolute power to know all

events, actions and things whatever, yet it may

not be necessary for Him to exercise it so as to

know all sorts of events and actions, in order to

His carrying on the government of the universe in

the best possible manner. For instance, it may

not be necessary, in His government of the moral

world, for Him to know that a particular person

went to mill on a certain day, nor the amount of

grist he carried; that another man worked his

garden in the forenoon of a certain day, and gath

ered peaches in the evening of the same day. If

God cannot help knowing all the actions of men

when they occur, then He must bo governed by a

law of necessity, which He did not make; conse

quently He is not free in His actions. And if He

is not absolutely free to know and act as He miy

desire, then He must be subjected to some power

greater than His own, to suppose which is a spe

cies of heresy.

According to the above supposition, plainly, I

think, not an incredible one, God's knowledge may

be so exercised as only to know all such events,

actions, and things as are essential for Him to

know, in order to fulfill His present and final pur

pose, in reference to all creatures and things under

His government. Or it may be sufficient for His

purpose only to know all such actions of men as

are ethical, and not all those which are non-

ethical. In other words, though it may not be

necessary for God to know all the actions of men

at the time they occur, still He can and will know

them all at the appointed time of judgment.

Whether this be so or not, we cannot possibly

know in our present state, nor is it at all certain

that if we possessed such knowledge it would be

of any benefit to us. The fact that we do not pos

sess such knowledge, 6hows that it is best for us

not to have it.

As it is written, that nothing is Impossible with

God, so everything must be possible with Him.

Therefore, any supposition or reasoning which

limits his power is contradictory to Scripture, as

well ns to our natural conceptions of His attributes.

Indeed, " our whole nature leads us to ascribe all "

power and moral perfection to God, and to deny

all imperfection of Him." From this intuitive

conviction, which " is the voice of God speaking in

us," wo conclude that such is God's wisdom, pood-

ness, and power; that it is as much impossible for

Him to sin, or to do an unwise act, as it is for,

stone to speak, or move itself Therefore, what

ever God does is right; and because He cannot do

wrong, lie is the ultimate standard of right, and

His example, as manifested in the life of Christ,

and His laws, are an unchangeable rule and guide

for us. But though God must, in the nature of

things, have the power to do wrong, yet He ever

has, and always will, do right. Some good persons

may be surprised or offended at its even being sup

posed that God can do wrong. It should be re

membered, however, that if He could not do

wrong, His power would not be infinite. The

power to do right and wrong exist, and are insep

arable; hence a power to do right necessarily car

ries with it the power to do wrong; for, according

to our understanding, there would be no merit in

God's doing right, if Ho could not possibly act

otherwise. This appears to bo the true logical

way of viewing this question, and going further

is beyond tho power of human understanding. It

is hero wo reach a barrier, erected by the authorof

Nature, which our reason cannot penetrate, and

which must ever remain a veil to human presci

ence, until the restitution of all things.

To assert, as is often done, that God cannot

work a contradiction, is exceedingly absurd, be

cause we do not know, nor can we possibly know,

what is, or would be, a contradiction, in the con

duct of the Creator and Governor of nil things;

for it is clearly evident that that which, in His

conduct, might appear to us contradictory or

wreng, might, for ought we know, be wise and

good in the highest possible degree. It is there

fore manifest that our ignorance of the power of

God is a complete answer to all such notions as

would circumscribe it. It is nlso said by soma

writers on this subject, ns an evidence that the

power of God is limited, that He cannot make two

and two equal to five, which seems to bo the ab

sence of a proper conception of His Divine nature,

as well ns sound thought and reasoning on the sub

ject. There is such a thing in Nature as the eter

nal " fitness and unfitness of actions," and it may

bo a sufficient reply to all such speculations at

deny the absolute power of Jehovah, to suppose

that those actions and things, which It is contended

he cannot do, mny not be matters for the exercise

of His power, because not necessary in His plan of

government, any more than it is necessary for*

king, in the proper discharge of the important

functions of his high office, to engage in certain

menial employments, though ho could as easily do

so as fiod may do the things it is supposed He can

not do. Or it may be a more satisfactory explana

tion of the matter to observe that, as the system

of unit numbers is natural, it may be so changed

by the Author of Nature, or that a rule forthocom-

bination of numbers might be so made ns that

twice two should stand for five, and three and two

for four. However, be these things as they may,

we may rest assured that all suppositions, reason

ings, or interpretations of Scripture which limit, in

any way or degree, the power of God, are wrong.

The evidences for God's boundless power, and the

truth of religion, are seen in all things, in 6uch

ways and degrees as to be apodeictical; and it is as

dangerous a neglect of the understanding not to

discover these proofs, as it is in the " moral char

acter," when discovered, not to believe and be gov
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-»rned by them. Our incapacity t;i know how God

may do a thing is no proof that ho cannot do it.

That which the light of reason and experience

cannot discover in spiritual things, real faith

accepts as true, and closes the debate. And what

Is faith, if it be not that vital force of our nature

by which we live, move, and act ? If this be true,

-and I think it is true, it would bo as much impos-

jsible for a man, entirely divested of faith, to live,

as it would be for him to breathe without lungs or

air. The Christian religion was established in the

world by faith, against the greatest discourage

ments and persecution from temporal power, and

now all the affairs of this lifo are more or less car-

lied on and hallowed by faith. True faith in re

ligion, which includes belief in God's omnipo

tence, keeps the commandments, gives concord,

stability, and glory to nations. And what would

man be without faith in anything? Evidently

lifeless matter, or, at best, brute life. Let those

who may doubt that faith is the vital and ani

mating power of our nature, imagine what they

would be, or could be, if totally deprived of faith

in all spiritual and temporal matters, and they may

possibly find more reason to question their own

judgment, than the reasonableness or truth of these

reflections. But I am digressing. To resume:

All such ideas or speculations, as those referred

to, or any other, to prove a limitation of God's

power, not only have a tendency to incline weak

and ignorant peopl i to atheistical beliefs, but are

not conformable to philosophical discussion, be

cause they reduce God to the level and nature of

man, which is irreverent. To undertake to dis

prove our natural conviction of long-established

truths, by the imagination, is an evidence of weak

ness, rather than wisdom. There are innumerable

things in Nature which surpass our understanding,

and not to believe in anything but what we under

stand is the acme of folly. It is as much impossi

ble for finite minds to fully comprehend the nature

and power of the Author of Nature, and all His

laws or reasons for them, as it is for " a bird to

fly in a vacuum." Where our reason and experi

ence in religion end, faith is intended to com

mence. The insolvable mysteries pertaining to God

and religion are not matters for human inquiry,

but faith; and it is our duty to believe them as a

wise and necessary part of the Divine system of

-the moral world. We know, or can know, enough

for the acceptance and practice of religion, which

is sufficient, and is all the Author of Nature

intended we should know here. If we knew the

nature and power of God, as we do those of man,

we would not be the beings we are, and another

system of government would bo required for our

changed nature. It is but just to remark, how

ever, that opinions which question or deny God's

absolute power in any thing, are not conclusive

evidence of the absence of religious faith in those

who entertain them, as they may be the conse

quence of an overwrought imagination on the sub

ject, which is never satisfied with following the

eternal laws of Nature, but often prefers what is

mysterious, terrible, and wonderful, to what is

obvious and reasonable. The imagination, like

any other of our mental faculties, may be so per

verted, by an excessive use of it, as to be a curse

or a blessing, as is proved by the sad fate of so

many poets, whose imaginations, "like the trou

bled sea, are never at rest." Although this faculty

is a natural and necessary one, it is not intended,

nor should it be permitted, to overthrow those

legitimate deductions and inferences which we are

to make or to draw from facts, reason, and expe

rience, and by which we can alone judge reasona

bly or safely of anything in Nature. The anti

dote for an imprudent indulgence of the imagina

tion, in spiritual things, is more faith in them and

a better knowledge of God's laws, from which we

may more accurately infer His truo nature, our

duty to Him, and to one another, as responsible

moral agents.

The simple and practical way in which I have

considered these important questions, may, to such

persons as only take a hasty and partial view of

them, appear weak, or even absurd, but it is

surely not more so than the suppositions or reason

ing referred to, which would, if true, not only

deprive God of His omnipotence, but overturn the

great scheme of Christianity itself. And were it

universally believed that there is no God, and that

religion is fictitious, such beliefs would destroy

the natural, just, and' wise moral rule of life,

which religion prescribes and enjoins, and reduce

society to the forlorn and miserable condition of

the crew of a ship in a hurricane on a lee shore

without compass or rudder, as men would then

only be restrained from crime by the fear of the

punishment which human laws inflict; for it is

certain that just in proportion us men disbelieve

in God they disregard the Divine and just pre

cepts of religion, and assimilate, in their nature

and actions, to the merciless hyena or the cunning

and thievish fox, while they hypocritically pro

fess, from shame and fear of public opinion, to be

wiser and better than tho Great Jehovah himself,

whick is tho tribute vice unavoidably renders to

virtue. Faith, virtue, and reason are the lights

which give a life of endless felicity and glory to

man. Without these blessings, all is confusion,

darkness, shame, and misery.

Lastly, and in brief, God's power, like His

knowledge, is pure, without degrees, absolute, ex

isting before and independent of any other cause,

substance, or thing whatever besides Himself,

without beginning, and therefore everlasting.

A MENTAL PHENOMENON.

BY. REV. F. H. BURDICe.

There is a phase of the working of the mind

upon which the writer does not recollect to have

seen a printed word.

Unless that chapter in UpTutm's Mental Philoso-

phy, in which he treats of the '' Prejudices: their

causes and removal," can includoand illustrate the

tendancy. Or, unless it would be treated as an

" Influence of the Will in Intellectual Judgments,"

as in Muhan on the Will.

It is the certain bias, or set of the mind, which,

when the mind is startled by the news of an acci-

dent, or tragedy, by a sort of fatal, instantaneous

logic, so quickly connects effect with cause, that it

ends in what looks like a wish that the victim

shall die.

The injured one never harmed you. You do not

know him personally. There can be no malice in it.

Let us illustrate it. There suddenly comes to

your knowledge the news of an accident. For ex

ample: a neighbor passing, hurriedly calls out,

'' Man fall'n off roof of barnl" That fact is in

possession of your knowledge, and only that. It la

absolutely all you know about it. But, instantly,

such is your habitude, you seize upon the fact, and

make out a case something like this: B is the only

man in the village who puts slate on the roofs of

barns; therefore, it must be he. He is. of course.
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dead; for a man who fell off a bam twenty years

ago, died from the effects of it. Therefore, this

man is already dead.

But, another neighbor, in passing, says: "Yes;

it is he, but he is still living I " Then your de

termination says: " He may be living, but death is

only a question of time. He shall die eventually."

And, if he lives, there is a disappointment. Do

not be startled when I say "disappointment." Is

it not a fact, that you conceded your disappoint

ment, when you said: " I am happily disappointed

that he has got well, for I felt that he could not

live" Y Does not the qualifier hide the fateful ten

dency ? You may be the dearest friend of the

man, but you have been swayed into inharmonious

mental action, until hope is beclouded.

This phase might be amplified from illustrious

examples.

The writer, when a boy, remembers hearing a

certain man read a telegraphic dispatch: "Presi

dent Lincoln shotl" From a practical knowledge

of what comes, usually, to bodies shot in vital

parts, death stood at the other end of causation, as

the only consequent of the assassin's bullet. Men

wept for President Garfield's death before he died.

The writer remembers vividly, how, in those days

of our recent national sorrow, he met a lady who

confessed this fateful appetency, even in the light

of facts that should have incited hope for the dy

ing President. And how, when she was made tosee

that it is not, necessarily, a sinful bias, but an intel

lectual prej udice,there comes a sense of relief to her.

There are, however, some symmetrical minds

"vho never yield to it. They are surprised that one

who is amiable and hopeful, can display such an

apparently strange tendency.

Now, psychologically, what is it ?

Indirectly it is of the intellect, susceptibility,

and the will. Each and every faculty has a part.

But directly, that is, phenomenally, it is emotional

and voluntary. Foi emotion, impelling the voli

tion, and securing its concurrence gives the wish

which cherished, may be, "malace aforethought,"

for ought we know. And in saying that it is of the

phenomena of the sensibility and will, and not of

the intellect, we shall not seem to vitiate the unity

of the soul.

The intellect furnishes the facts of the prejudg

ment, but it is not an actor in the phenomenon. All

the part it played was in the phenomena of cogni-

Iz ttz zt^zz: z! psdtlve data, the intellect

This trend of the mind is a sort of necessitarian

ism. As if, an antecedent given, one and only one

consequent could follow. But a second thought,

founded on our experience, shows us that either of

three or' four consequents may follow. A man

who falls off a barn may not be hurt at all; he

may recover; he may be crippled for life, or he

may die. He has recovered, much to our "disap

pointment," intellectually and prejudicially. Hence,

in the doctrine of necessity, we are forced to posit

a new antecedent, and that is, the man did not

fatally fall off the barn. So, then, we are back

again at cognition, where we belong. Beyond it,

we should not go, until all the facts are in. In our

liberty of choice in our own misfortunes and acci

dents,"we hope against hope. " Why not for others

in their haps and mishaps? There should be that

harmony of the soul, in its unitary action, that

makep the intellectual symmetry and sympathy in

the presence of the seeming necessitous.

t2?*For terms of Universalism Against Itself

and Microcosm, see last page of cover.

THE NEW DEPARTURE ON SOUND.

We hear from several professors of physical

science in our colleges, who, when approached

on the subject, speak very disparagingly and even

contemptuously of the New Departure on Sound,

as published in the "Problem of Human Life"

But almost uniformly, when questioned upon the

matter, they admit they have not read the treatise,

and many of them declare that it is not worth

reading I So those professors, in all probability,

will die without ever having their eyes opened

upon this important scientific question, all on ac

count of a prejudice that is totally unbecoming

and even unpardonable in physical investigators.

But in the midst of these evidences of scholastic

bigotry, it is gratifying to learn of constant new

recruits in professors of physics and even presi

dents of colleges, who unequivocally indorse the

new departure in acoustics, and who confess, after

a thorough reading, that the old theory of air

waves has seen its day and has scientifically broken

down. Letters to this effect we are constantly re

ceiving, and which appear in marked contrast

with the blindfold criticisms referred to above.

The following letter from Dr. Nash, President

of the University of Des Moines, who carefully

read the treatise before he wrote, speaks volumes

against the self-consequential sneerers:

Des MoiNes, Iowa, Dec. 20, 1882

Wilford Bail : Dear Sir :—

I received, some time ago, in pamphlet form,

your treatise on the " Evolution of Sound." I

have been reading the work with great interest

and amazement. I read until the light became

almost blinding I I turned back to re-examine,

but your positions are fortified with such resistless

proofs that the teachings of the school-room, from

boyhood on, now seem to vanish away like mist

before the rising sun. Go on I You are doing

a great work. The MicrocOsm has been received

and perused with profound pleasure. You compel

your readers to think, and then to believe.

Yours truly, J. A. Nash.

LETTER FROM DR. HA IS II A I (. II.

My Beloved WOford :

The January Microcosm has been received and

examined. It is a gem that outshines all its pre

decessors. More and more am I convinced that

your work is God-timed. To devote yourself to

your grand mission in this consciousness, will con

stantly bring you strength and light. Never let a

thought cross your mind that your solution of the

problem of life will be successfully controverted.

God will maintain His own, though "the heathen

rage and the people imagine a vain thing." The

Omnicient I AM has made all truth one, and sci

ence is His indorsement of the higher revelation.

Tyndall, Huxley and Hseckel, with a host of other

ingenious, industrious pseudo-scientists, have

paved the way by their acute, half-true sophisms

for the higher scientific demonstrations of the Di

vine existence and of human immortality. In

Hasckel's atheistic onslaughts against all religion

he is actually forced to acknowledge the exact

equivalent of an intelligent, personal God, if he

would make any pretense to a possible " spontane

ous generation appear plausible. And so of all

the others who think they can publish one fact of

science without manifestly publishing and pro

claiming the absolute immanence of God in Nature,

and thus virtually admitting the authenticity of
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the Bible. Mayer has proved himself anything

but a manly scientist. Hitchcock of the Micro

scopical Journal, is, in very truth, a " fossil."

Many of these men who think they are doing God's

service will verily be found fighting against God.

Their blind devotion to old theories, because they

bear the stamp of great names, will bring them the

pity and contempt of future generations. Amen and

Amen to Dr. Swander's "Equipoise" of the man

whom God has elected to blast Darwinism and

check the career of this modern anti-Christ. Keep

vour balance, my dear brother, by living in that

life in which are hid all the treasures of wisdom

and knowledge (Col. ii : 3). Dr. Van Dyke is a

host. He makes thorough work, and every blow

counts. But poor Beecher I A star of the first

magnitude fallen into the blackness of darkness

of infidel speculation ! We are now to have a

monkey-Christ, proclaimed from the pulpit by a

monkey-bred preacher I What a gospel I One

step more and he will be wallowing in the disgust

ing mire of Hieckelian atheism. Let men and an

gels weep over such a fall I Is this the boasted

progress of the nineteenth century? Shame!

Shame ! C. H. Balsraugh

UNioN Defosit, Pa., Jan. 18, 1883.

SOMETHING NEW IN HOUND.

BY CAPT. R. EElSO CARTER.

I take pleasure in presenting the readers of The

Microcosm with a genuine curiosity ; an utter im

possibility in sound, according to theory, but a fact

<>f experimental work notwithstanding. Briefly,

ft is this : I recently had the privilege of hearing

the celebrated brass band instrument maker of

Philadelphia—Mr. Henry Distin—play upon the

Tuba. This instrument, as is well known, is a

Jarge bass horn, giving a deep mellow, note. Now,

it is well known to all acousticians, that a certain

tube, used as a trumpet, will sound one funda

mental tone and then a succession of six or seven

harmonics, forming an agreeable chord with the

lowest tone. It is also well known by students of

the wave-theory, that the explanation in brief for

the above is that the vibrating column of air in

the tube splits up into a different number of seg

ments for each harmonic ; and further, it is always

claimed and believed that only these half dozen

notes can possibly be produced with that tubo. In

order to produce the rest of the scale, the three

pistons or valves are added, each of which adds a

different length of tube to the horn, thus in effect

substituting another tube with its own set of fun

damental and harmonic tones.

Now the bare fact is that notwithstanding all

.his theory, Mr. Henry Distin played twice in my

hearing, an entire aria from Weber's opera of

"Freyschutz," without touching a single valve. The

, aria is called, I think, "Soldier's Chorus." I am

not certain of the name; but it contains every

note of the scale within a compass ofone oclace and

a half. More than that, he always make the shake,

or trill, without using the valves, no matter where

it occurs. Every horn player knows the theoreti

cal impossibility of playing two adjacent notes on

the same tube. Yet he does it easily and neatly.

But this is not all. As if to cap the climax of

impossibilities, he readily plays ttco notes at once

upon his tuba; sometimes plays three at once, and

even manages to partially produce a fourth. I have

conversed with him upon the subject and obtained

.all the explanation he can give conoerning his mar

velous performance. It only amounts to the state

ment that long and diligent practice brought about

the result. He has had some amusing rencontres

with bandmasters and others who have laughed to

scorn his proposition to play a tune without tha

pistons, but who have been amazed to the very

limit of human astonishment by the ready perfor

mance of his boast. I have noexplanation to offer.

If the wave-theory can fit it, I know every stu

dent and instructor will be delighted to see the i

thing accomplished.

Will Prof. Mayer study over it, and if he finds

it "too many for him," send it to Profs. Tyndall

and Helmholz for elucidation ?

Certain it is that it is very discouraging for the

wave-theory. According to the latter, the same

tube must vibrate in toto, or in a number of

segments corresponding to its harmonic sounds;

and in no other way. Yet here we find the same

tube producing one note after another for ono and

a half octaves, including semi-tor.es and trills; and

to do this it must vibrate to each in some mysteri

ous way. The disregard to the feelings and prin

ciples of the wave-theory shown by these vagrant

notes, is simply shocking.

Pa. Mil. AcaD., Jan. 1883.

PKOF. DOZIER'S MOOS.HELI,.

We are overwhelmed with replies to Prof.

Dozier's fanciful article in the Dec. M icrocosm on

the supposed locality of Heaven and Hell. We

greatly fear our contributors are taking the matter

too seriously. We suspected when we published

that elegantly constructed hypothesis that it was

intended more as a philosophical fancy than a seri

ous attempt to give a real or scriptural view of the

localities so graphically described. Our readers

are often somatter-of-faetthat they will not permit

the least play of the imagination. We give else

where one reply to Prof, Dozier, as an illustration

of about a dozen overwhelming annihilations of

the Professor's sage but luny hypothesis.

TRANSIT OF VENUS.

We referred last month to the great astronomi

cal event above-named, and to its probable import

ance to the cause of science. We expressed out

doubts about its ever benefiting the world commer

cially to the value of saving a single mariner's

life, by adding to the accuracy of nautical observa

tions. In fact, the comparison of many different

observations, at widely separate stations, have

given very unsatisfactory results, making a differ

ence of fully two minutes in the variation of the

contact records when reduced to Washington time.

This is a serious disappointment to science, to say

the least, as it leaves more confusion than even

before as to the sun's actual distance from the

earth. This, however, may possibly be partially,

if not wholly, obviated by a comparison of the

numerous photographs which were successfully

taken at nearly all the stations where clear weather

prevailed. Surely such exhibits, with the abso

lute time of their production, can scarcely fail to

reconcile the unaccountable discrepancies iu the.'

contact records. But whatever the accuracy at-'

tained or attainable, we doubt if the result will

ever justify the millions of dollars outlay to achieve

it; especially while so many vistly more practical

questions of science are ignored as not wor^iy \0 «

thousandth part of the expenditure. *
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

In our conduct of this journal we desire to give

our list of excellent contributors the widest possi

ble latitude for the conveyance of their honest con

victions, so long, at least, as this liberty does not

conflict with the general aim and scope of The

Microcosm. But we wish our readers definitely

to understand that wo do not hold ourself re

sponsible for the views of our contributors, nor, in

fact, even for our own views, as we are liable at

any time to change ground on receiving more light,

as we have done- more than once since this paper

was commenced. But, generally, we hope and aim

to be consistent. EDitor.

THE PRAYER-CUKE.

There is considerable interest manifested at thr

present time in different parts of the country upon

this question, of the reality of prayer-cure, orfaith-

cure, as it is frequently termed. Many orthodox and

sincere clergymen of different denominations are

now firm believers in the practical exemplification

of this doctrine, as it is admittedly taught in the

New Testament. There can be no possible dispute -

in regard to the meaning of the Apostle's language,

when he declares that a sick person may be healed

by the laying on of hands and the anointing with

oil, accompaniod with faith and prayer. He posi

tively affirms that" The prayer of faith shall save

the sick." But it has always been a question with

conservative Christians whether this did not relate

to the ago of miracles, or whether it was not

among those powers employed in the early times

of tho Church for the confirmation of the mission

of Christ and the apostles. In fact, the orthodox

churches and ministers, until quite recently, have,

with a very few exceptions, totally repudiated the

doctrine as applicable to the present state and age

of the Church. Hence, when tho Mormon Church

sprung up some fifty years ago, and their elders

practiced the onointing with oil, and claimed to-

heal the sick by laying on of hands, etc. , the evan- '

gelical denominations, without exception, looked i

upon them as fanatics and deceivers, and their fol

lowers as dupes to be regarded with pity. Clearly

wo can seo no substantial difference in this mode of

healing tho sick, restoring the blind to sight, mak

ing tho lame to walk and the dumb to speak and

sing, and the more marked exhibition of miraculous

power in actually raising the dead to life, as was

publicly claimed to bo done by those Mormon

elders. Yet it is a fact that prominent evangelical

ministers in this city and Boston are now seriously

claiming to put into practice the apostle's teach

ing, by anointing the sick with oil and laying on

of hands, just as did thoso tabooed Mormon elders;

and are actually claiming, as the practical result,

the cure of hundreds of the otherwise incurably

sick, lame, blind, deaf and dumb. More than

this, the same hundreds of sick, crippled and de

formed persons rise in public assemblies and

declare themselves perfectly cured of their various

maladies; some of them even lame, blind, or de

formed from birth. This is all that the Mormons

have ever claimed to do, with the bare exception

of raising the dead to life—which we believe the

modern prayer-cure advocates have not as ye*

claimed to accomplish, or possibly havo not at

tempted. But we see no difference in the MW

of these diverse miraculous effects, the difference

being simply in the extent to which the interposi

tion of supernatural power is exerted.

The Rev. Albert B. Simpson, who has been hold

ing prayer-cure meetings in this city for sometime.
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gives public exhibitions of scores of men and

women who rise at bis invitation and declare them

selves to have been healed, many'of them of incur

able diseases, alone by following the directions of

the apostle.

|i The reverend preacher claims that the evidences

of tho divine origin and authenticity of tho Scrip

tures are not now sufficient to satisfy the skeptical ',

tendency of our minds without these supernatural

confirmations. We quote his words as uttered in

a sermon which he preached at the Grand Opera

House, in this city, on the 29th of December last.

He said: " It is a great comfort to me to be able to

prove the reality of the Christian religion by evi

dences that all can see. The truth of the Bible

can never \>o demonstrated by tracing old manu

scripts to their source. Everything that has been

produced in that line is rubbish. But I can ask

the unbeliever : ' What would convince you ?

Would you be satisfied with tho complete and su

pernatural cure of a hopeless case of consumption?

Or the withering away of a cancer, without the use

of medicine?' Thank God, I can take tho unbe

liever to the homes of simple men and women who

have been thus cured, and then say to them:

'Disbelieve now, ifyou dare.' "

This is evidently what the skeptical, and espe

cially tho materialistic, wp.nti4, '? !* ™si

had. The only question. i* : Con such rridonce be

produced? or, Is this another case of mental hal

lucination or delusion, as in the case of honest be

lievers in Spiritualism ? Of course, no one can

charge this prayer-cure practice as trickery or in

tentional deception, as in tho slate-writing tricks

of Slade, Watkins, Phillips, and others. These

latter exhibit their tricks for money, which is

prima facia evidence to every Christian believer

that they are not of God, since the apostle posi

tively declares that such miraculous gifts of God

cannot be "bartered or bought for money. But the

prayer-cure advocates of course dispense their

healing mercies without money and without price.

Still, although this is a decided point in their fa

vor, does it prove the healing to bo genuine, as the

result of supernatural interposition t May not the

mental and nervous condition of tho patient bo so

Influenced by a complete faith in, and an unre

served surrender to tho remedy proposed, as to ef

fect a physiological reaction and revolution, and

thus accomplish the organic results witnessed?

And now, wo ask, is it a fact that a single case of

cure, such as that of a deformed, blind or deaf

person, can bo produced as the result of following

the apostle's directions? We must confess thai

we seriously doubt that one such case can bo point

ed to by Mr. Simpson, or anyone else, any more

than they could bo produced by Joseph Smith or

Sidney Rigdon, whon challenged by their oppos.-

ers forty or fifty years ago. We believe that

cases of sickness have been cured both then and

recently in the manner described; but cannot all

such cases be accounted for, psychologically, in

the manner hinted 'at above, without involving

supernatural or miraculous power? In fact, we

have heard of doctors who would give certain pa

tients, even in bad cases of fever, pills of bread, and

by letting them think they Were taking powerful

cathartics, would effect a cure without a particle of

real medicine I May not these prayer-cure cases,

now creating such excitement throughout the

country, be caused by a similar working principle,

as the result of that mysterious influence which the

mind is known to exert upon the physical organ-

i m under certain conditions?

One of our ablest and best educated contributors,

a professor of physical science and mathematics

in a leading college, believes that he was cured by

prayer, in connection with the laying on of hands

and anointing with oil. He became convinced

that he was afflicted with an incurable attack of

heart disease. No medicine or usual treatment

would reach it or produce the least effect. As a

last resort, he went to Boston, Massachusetts; and

under the instruction and assistance of one of the

leading ministers of the faith-cure practice, sur

rendered body and soul and spirit to what was

claimed to be supernatural power, and came away,

as ha s5S9rts, perfectly healed, and is now in ro-

' bust health, as we had tho pleasure of witnessing

a few weeks ago, when he called at this office.

But still wo ask, was not this last act of resigna

tion of the whole mind and body to a dospoin'e

hope the final psychological crisis that so acted on

the circulation as effectually to roach the seat of

the disease and produce the change desired ?

We wish to state distinctly that we do not deny

the truth or the genuineness of these prayer-cure

cases. We only express our doubts. As a re

ligionist, we would bo only too glad of the oppor

tunity of demonstrating, by such physical tests,

the actual personal immanence of God in the tem

poral affairs of the children of men, the samo as

recorded in olden times when tho lame were made

to walk and the blind to see. But as a scientific

investigator we must look at things philosophically,

and not hastily jump at conclusions, though, as a

scientist, we are equally interested, and equally

anxious, that these prayer-cure claims should bo

substantiated beyond all possibility of dispute ; for

then materialism, and every form of skepticism,

would at once bo banished from the earth, as no

amount of preaching or ordinary Christian influj

ence could ever accomplish. If the many minis

ters who believe in this new departure in supernat

ural interposition, are positively certain that cases

of actual prayer-cure have occurred which were

not tho result of natural or psychological influ- I

ences, let them join with us in inauguratins a

movement for a general convention to

cases of incurable disease and deformity, including
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well-known cases of blindness, deafness, lameness,

etc., shall be invited, for the purposes of absolute

tests of this doctrine, and we will send the an

nouncement of such convocation broadeast all over

the land through the columns of Thr Microcosm.

Nay, more, we pledge oursolf to be present at such

assembly to join with all believers in praying to

God, with all the fervor and faith we can muster

for the successful result of such a most desirable

test. The experiment here suggested cannot be

objectionable to the mind of God, nor distasteful

to good men, as its aim and object can only be the

greatest possible good of the human race.

We therefore sincerely suggest the matter to the

Bev. Mr. Simpson, the Iiev. Evangelist Barnes,

and other sincere ministers, and trust that they

will not delay in starting the movement here sug-

18 ELECTRIC LIUHTINH A SUCCESS T

Up to the present writing, it would seem that

the prospects of the electric light superseding gas

light are anything but encouraging. The enthu

siasm which greeted the introduction of the elec

tric light into this city, some four years ago, gavo

assurances that the days of gas were numbered.

Particularly was this the case under the excite

ment produced by the furor attending the Edison

discoveries, or rather pretended discoveries, since

jiot one of them has come anywhere near equaling

expectation, while the most exciting of them totally

failed to operate. It was first announced in the

city papers that Mr, Edison's new process of elec

tric lighting would supersede gas so completely

that the latter would have to be sold at less than

one dollar per thousand feet, to be used either for

public or private purposes. This furor raged to

such extent that gas-stocks tumbled ruinously,

both in this country and in Europe, forcing the

poor who had all their savings in those securities

to sell out for what they could get rather than lose

all, as they supposed, inevitably. So sure were

capitalists, from the intensity of the excitement,

that the man who had invented the phonograph

could do what be claimed, that they bought up

eagerly the stock of the Edison Electric Light Co.

at enormous figures. But where is that stock

now? The great patents, which were the basis

of the whole excitement, founded upon the ther.

mortal—or the mode of regulating the Incandes

cence of a platinum coil of wire by the expansion

of a heated bar—soon proved to be worthless, be-

eides since proving to I ? an old discovery, the in

vention of a certain Mr. Maxim. From this incan

descent coil of wire, though valueless except to

lead to valuable researches for platinum mines,

grew the employment of a carbon loop in an ex

hausted glass globe, prodccing a mild, though not

very strong, light—nothing in fact to compare with

the weakest arc-light seen along our street. Thii,

carbon mode of producing an incandescent lighr

was, however, a pure accident, stumbled upon by

Mr. Edison in his desperation while witnessing

and perspiring under his total failure with the use

of platinum wire—so that the entire foundation for

the excitement that had caused such a tall in gas-

stocks throughout the world has now disappeared

as completely as if it had never been though; ot I

It shows how cautious we should be in rewag

all great and exciting announcements before tU

foundation principles, upon which they claim ta

be based, have developed, or even been tested.

Little has been said in the public press in regard to

that notable and stupendous fiasco and the almost

preposterous disproportion between the heralding

nourish of trumpets and the insignificant results.

By common consent, the journalistic world seemed

to keep silent, out of respect for the disappointed

inventor.

But the accidental carbon-loop discovery, which

chanced to come to the aid of the great but discon

certed Edison, has now been tried on a consider

able scale in this city. Whole buildings, and even

blocks, are now lighted by this incandescent lamp.

Is it a financial success, as compared with gas?

Wo learn that it is not, and that in all probability

more than double as much will finally have to bo

charged as for the same amount of light by coal

gas, unless the company decides to lose money for

the sake of keeping up appearances which cannot

long be kept up. Let the company give us the ac

tual sworn figures of cash outlay, aside from thi

plant, at the end of the first six months, with a

statement of the actual candle-power furnished,

compared with gas, and we will publish there-

suit; though we now predict that it will prove to

be more than double the cost of gas, with some ad

vantages over gas, but, probably, more disadvan

tages, all things considered. Even the arc light—

the cheapest mode of producing electric light, hy

nil odds, that has so far been discovered—has been

proved in London to be vastly more expensive than

an equivalent amount of candle-power by meansof

coal gas. We copy the following from a daily

paper :

'' In a recent address, as Chairman of theConncil

of the London Society of Arts, Dr. C. W. Siemens

expressed the opinion that in populous towns the

desirable area of an electric district, or onesup-

plied from a single centre with the electric liglj''

would not be more than aquwrter of a square nn e.

He then figured up that the capital that would W

required to light the whole of London ,

tricity would bo $70,000,000, without W1}0"'
ance for lamps or internal fittings. To extend tn

same system over the towns of Great l!r|'"'nnjl.I

Ireland would absorb a capi'<d exwedingfow^jj
000, to which would have "> bo added $S0,»U,w

for lamps and internal fitUl^s, making a total t./

tal of $400,000,000." { !

Then think of the cost if tho various detail' r- {
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lamps, wear and tear of machinery for generating

the current ; the necessity of repeated renewals of

delicate parts of the various apparatus, not liable

in the production and distribution of coal gas, and

we believe firmly that no company with the best

known appliances at present devised, will ever see

a penny of dividend if competition with coal-gas be

persisted in. Still the light is so beautiful and

.brilliant that many will, no doubt, use it for cer

tain purposes, at two or three times the expense of

gas light. These, however, are exceptions to the

rule, and will form no guide in judging of the

the probable displacement or supersedure of our

present city gas-works.

But what we have said relates only to the pro

cesses of electric lighting as at present developed

and understood. It by no means follows that this

development is at an end, or that it is more

than in its infancy ; though we may regard gas,

from the length of time it has been in use, as

about at its maximum of economical production.

Is it certain, for example, that we must always de

pend on the expensive process of generating the

electric current by means of the dynamo-machine?

As this process superceded the chemical battery,

may not the dynamo-machine, in another decade,

be as vastly outstripped by some new or improved

process? As the whole earth and surrounding at

mosphere are surcharged with this invisible, im

ponderable, incorporeal fluid, how do we know

but that some new inventor may stumble upon a

process of tapping this exhaustless reservoir of na

tural energy and light-giving power, and thus be

able to draw off supplies sufficient for our wants

with comparatively little or no cost? If Dr.

Kavanaugh be correct in his grand supposition,

that electricity in the motor-power of the solar sys

tem, it would not seem unreasonable to suppose

that a small fraction of that motor-power might

yet come to the aid of man without the necessity

of his expending vastly more power in the con

sumption of coal to secure the little he gets in re

turn. We do not throw out these hints as indica

tive that The Microcosm has already invented

and secured a patent for an improved electrical tap,

to be applied to the reservoir of Nature, whence

comes the lightning and the thunder I Hold on to

your gas stocks till you see the announcement that

the trial of the electrical tap has actually been

made, and that it has proved a success. Then will

be time enough to throw up your caps and sell

your gas stocks for what you can get.

SPIRITUALISM.

Some months ago we called attention to this ex

citing question in a lengthy editorial, in which we

frankly expressed our serious doubts of the gen-

oineness of the entire so-called spiritual phenomena,

now being exhibited throughout the country, such

as materialization, rapping, table-tipping, slate-

writing, pellet-reading, etc. We invited, as the

reader remembers, any spirit-medium to come to

our office and demonstrate at our table, or allow,

or induce, or persuade the spirits of departed

friends to demonstrate through him or her, the

truth of these physical manifestations, promising,

if the evidence was complete or satisfactory, to so

state it in The Microcosm.

We have received any number of private letters

from believers in Spiritualism, berating us most un

mercifully, calling us a" coward," and other pet

names, because we do not ourself go to see Slade,

Watkins, Phillips, and other noted mediums, and

witness their demonstrations in their private apart,

ments for the moderate fee of $3 a sitting. We

don't like this word "coward," but if it must be

used at all, we believe it should be applied cor

rectly. A public journalist who can reach tens of

thousands of intelligent readers, and by a scratch

of his pen make a favorable or unfavorable impres

sion with regard to the pretensions of any claimant

to popular favor, is not supposed to run around the

country after such claimants, in order to satisfy

himself of the genuineness of their pretensions;

nor is he prepared to be called a "coward " with

impunity if he does not do it. If Mr. Phillips

has a genuine claim to public confidence, it is but

three short miles by horse-car from his private

place of seance to this office, and if he is not afraid

of his tricks of slate-writing and pellet-reading

being exposed, or better, if he has no tricks to be

exposed, it would be the biggest thing he has ever

done since he commenced manipulating slate pen

cils and paper-pellets, for him to come down to our

office, repeating his visits until the conditions are

favorable, and prove the performance to be the

work of departed spirits. He would get a free ad

vertisement that would be worth several hundred

fees of $3 each, if his pretensions are genuine.

We have an excellent table in our office, discon

nected from all electrical wires, secret traps, or

any other paraphernalia of the magician's art, so

that the spirits, whether they be good or bad, may

have a fair chance to demonstrate their powers on

a common folding slater which will be laid on the

table, in open sight, or placed under a bushel if

they prefer it. Then if one single sentence, or

word, or letter, or even mark, shall be produced

upon such slate without physical contact by Mr.

Phillips or a confederate (which we will see to it

is not permitted), he can get such a send-off as no

medium has ever received in this country. People

read The Microcosm to learn facts, and to see

truthful and rational statements concerning mat

ters of science, philosophy and religion, and if the

physical manifestations claimed by these mediums

are the real work of disembodied spirits, and not
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the cunningly devised tricks of prestidigitation,

there is not a reader of this paper who would not

be willing to know it, and to be so informed through

its pages. Who then is the" cowardV Let the

believers in Spiritualism, who may chance to see

this offer, make a note of it, and hereafter send

their amiable missives and apply their delicate epi

thets where they fit better than at 23 Park Row.

Since the foregoing was written, we have re

ceived the "Western- Reserve Chronicle," published

at Warren, Ohio, containing a calm but critical

exposure of the tricks of Mr. Watkins, the great

spirit medium, by the Rev. Mr. Kieffer, Rector of

Christ's Church of that place. Mr. Watkins is

the medium who convinced Rev. Joseph Cook, of

Boston, of the truth of Spiritualism, and certainly

ranks among the first. His forte seems to be in

the dexterity with which he can unfold and read

the writing inside of paper pellets, without detec

tion, and the ease with which he can produce writ

ten messages from departed friends in folded slates

without apparently touching them, &c. But Mr.

Kieffer, it seems, after witnessing his performances

in Cleveland, Ohio, invited him to his own house in

Warren, prepared to carry out a plan he had ar

ranged for detecting his trickery, of which he had

become satisfied the entire so-called "phenomena"

consisted. When Mr. Watkins, however, arrived,

and had reconnoitred the situation sufficiently to see

that his game was suspected, he concluded that

the "conditions were not favorable," and as the

Reverend gentleman expresses it, " He took his hat

and the first train I" Mr. K. then goes on in an

swer to the inquiries of the Chronicle reporter, and

lays open, even to the details, the manner in which

the pellet-reading and slate-writing are done, and

kindly invites Mr. Watkins to show, if he can,

that the solution of his spirit-manifestations is not

correctly stated. Now, either Mr. Watkins must

publicly and flatly declare that the Rev. Mr.

Kieffer's explanation is false in letter, spirit, and

detail, or stand branded before the American people

as a fraud. If Mr. Kieffer is right in his explana

tion of the manner in which the pellets, slates,

and pencils are manipulated, then, clearly, every

dollar received by Mr. Watkins, from relatives in

search of messages from their lost loved ones, is

obtained by false pretenses, and deserves the

utmost penalty of the laws against swindling. Nay,

more, such kinds of fraud should receive mani

fold severer punishment than ordinary swindling,

since of all dishonesty, that which would defraud

the stricken and heart-broken, under the pretense

of furnishing communications from departed

friends, is the meanest.

REPLY TO PROF. GOODENOW.

Elsewhere will be found Prof. Goodenow's ar

ticle, containing the substance, in a condensed"

form, of two of his papers which he had previously

sent us for publication. These were withheld partly

because of their length, partly because our objec

tions to the gravitation law were not sufficiently

developed to enable him to reply understanding!;,

and partly for a very obvious reason, which will

appear to the reader as this rejoinder proceeds.

Much in his present "Outlines of Argument,"

particularly concerning "Newton's Oversight,"

has been already replied to in our answer to Prof.

Kemper's "Christian-Standard" article in last

month's Microcosm, which the reader would do

well to examine before reading this final rejoinder.

There are two principal divisions to Prof Qoode

now's article. One relates to the moon's fall from

tangent, and its supposed analogy to a stone's ac

celerated rate of fall at the earth's surface ; and

the other deals with our charge of "oversight"

against Sir Isaac Newton in framing his demon

stration upon which his great reputation chiefly

depends. We will examine both of these divisions,

and the reader will bear in mind that for conven

ience we will designate the places of our quotations

and comments, by referring to the numbers of his

paragraphs, counting from the beginning.

The first division requires but brief discussion.

We stand where we did months ago, and insist

that there is no geometrical, natural, or rational

analogy existing between the accelerated fall of »

heavy body here and the uniform deflection of the

moon from a right-line tendency. The differences

between the two kinds of motion are so marked

and self-evident that a child can see them. The

stone falls toward the earth with an accelerated

velocity increasing as the square of the time,—

that is, sixteen feet the first second; forty-eight

feet the the next; eighty feet the next, and soon;

while the moon's deflective motion from the line of

tangential force is obviously and absolutely uni

form (supposing the moon's orbit a perfect circle),

the same in one second as in another, and exactly

double as much in two seconds as in one. Hence

the beginner in natural philosophy ought to see

that no acceleration can enter into the moon's mo

tion, but that its velocity both forward along its

orbital path, and deflective from the line of tangen.

tial force, must be constantly the same. Indeed,

Prof. Goodenow has frequently admitted in preri-

ous articles that the moon has no acceleration in

its motion either forward or deflective, though be

claims that it has the appearance of acceleration in

its departure from a fixed tangent. This ho calls

an " exact equivalent" of acceleration ! But how

can it be an equicalent of accelerated motion

when this appearance results from the mere acci

dent of a straight line arbitrarily drawn and main

tained while the moon proceeds steadily on in it*

circle with absolutely uniform speed f As well

argue that Dexter, in trotting at uniform speed
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around a circular race track, enclosed by a four

square fence, produces a result the "exact equiva

lent" of accelerated velocity, beeause his distance

increases with, augmented rapidity from one side

of the fence I Any jockey that ever rode a race

-would be able to laugh such philosophy out of

countenance, and show that the mere accident of

this tangential fence and the horse's rapidly in

creasing distance from it, when passing the centre

cf one of the squares, was no more the "equivalent"

of an accelerating gait, than would be the rapidly

increasing length of the horse's shadow as it passes

away from a lamp post! Yet we are constantly

obliged to argue with eminent astronomers to

point out the absurdity of this claim to equiva

lence on which Newton's greatest demonstration

is based.

But the most marked evidence of the want of all

true analogy in the two kinds of motion, is the un

deniable fact that the deflection of the moon from

the constantly shifting line ol tangential force is

the result of gravity alone, as there is nothing else

for it to be, while the velocity of a falling stone is

confessedly not the one ten-thousandth part the re

sult of gravity alone, nearly all of tho distance

traveled being the effect of accumulated velocity !

This latter position Prof. Goodenow has admitted

unequivocally in previous articles published in

The Microcosm.

To end this part of the controversy, however,

-we have only to summon Prof. Goodenow himself

to the witness-stand. What did he say about New

ton's great demonstration and his measurement of

this very fall from the tangent, in which that emi

nent philosopher proved that the two kinds of fall

corresponded precisely during one second, not even

lacking the 30th of an inch ? Why, he tells us in

the August Microcosm that Newton's "measure

ment perpendicularly downward " from the tan

gent was "only roughly used as sufficiently accurate

for a short distance from the starting tangent " I

This he repeats in various forms, and says on tho

same page that the fall of the moon from the tan

gent is "rudely shown by this rough measurementI"

Yet this very " mde " and "rough measurement "

of Newton, confessed to be such by his most ardent

disciple and advocate, is tho actual demonstration

which immortalized that renowned philosopher.

And because we have tho hardihood to doubt fhe

infallibility of the author of such a "rude" and

"rough measurement," claimed by him and his fol

lowers to be a "mathematical demonstration," we

are regarded as almost guilty of philosophical sac-

rilego.

Let us, as an illustration, look at the scientific ac

curacy of Prof. Goodenow's statement of tho second

law of motion in the 5th paragraph. He says: "The

whole motion coming legitimately from any acting

force is virtually maintained in its ownproper dircc.

Hon, however combined in composition with other

forces and motions, as the resultant of them all."

Now, this statement, covered up and confused as

it is, contains a positive fallacy. The "proper

direction" of tho force of the earth's gravity is

toward the earth's centre, and nowhere else; but

is this " motion " maintained in a stone when it is

thrown by mechanical energy perpendicularly or

diagonally upward? By no means. This "mo

tion " of the stone absolutely counteracts and de

stroys the " motion " of gravity, though the force

of gravity is acting all the time, and hence is not

lost or destroyed. Surely the " motion " of tho

stone cannot be downward and upward at the

same time, which Prof. Goodenow unequivocally

teaches, if his words have any meaning. Of

course, his object in such a statement is very

plain. It is to prove that no part of a stone's ac

celerated fall is counteracted by horizontal projec

tion. But if it is all counteracted by upward, or

even partially upward, projection, as shown, may

not a part of it be legitimately counteracted by

horizontal projection, and more and more as pro

jection increases in velocity 1 We proved beyond

all cavel that horizontal projection tends abso

lutely to destroy downward acceleration in exact

proportion to the velocity of projection. For ex

ample, a cannon-ball dropped perpendicularly from

the top of a tower 1,024 feet high, would reach

the sea-level in eight seconds. If fired horizon

tally (tho air being out of the way), with force

sufficient to carry it entirely around the earth be

fore it would reach the sea-level, such projection

would distribute this accelerated fall throughout

more than an hour instead of eight seconds ; and

if the projection were augmented sufficjently to-

counterbalance the pull of gravity, the ball would

never reach the sea-level, but would continue in a.

circular orbit about the earth, and consequently

all the acceleration of fall would be annihilated^

though none of the force of gravity would be de

stroyed. In such event, gravity atone would

cause the entire deflection from the tangential line-

of projectile force, leaving no analogy whatever

between such deflection and a direct fall, in which

unaided gravity causes but a small fraction of tho

velocity. Let this suffice.

We now come to the most important part of

Prof. Goodenow's article—his attempted answer to*

our charge of "oversight" on the part of Sir

Isaac Newton. And we now express our convic

tion that tho Professor does not really know

what view ho holds in regard to the matter,—that

he totally ignores and denies the philosophical

principle of reaction, as applied to the force of

attraction between bodies,—and that ho flatly con

tradicts himself in his two different articles upon-

this very subject, one being sent to us immediately

after our charge of " oversight " appeared in tint
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October number, in which he distinctly admits re-

.aetion, and the other, as printed in this number,

which grew directly out of our startling proofs

from the "Prineipia," quoted in the December

number, and in which he as distinctly denies it.

In those extracts from the "Prineipia " we showed

that Xewton denied that any portion of the moon's

fall from the. tangent was caused by its own

attraction of the earth one-eightieth as much as the

earth attracts it. We showed further that Newton

afterward explicitly explained his demonstration

by telling us that a pebble and the moon let fall

from equal heights (without any other motion),

would fall with the same velocity toward the earth,

thus teaching that the moon no more adds to its

own rate of fall in consequence of its mass or self-

pull than would a pebble.

Atter these quotations from the "Prinvipia "

had reached Prof. Goodenow, he saw that his pre

vious article (in which he had severely sensured

us for misrepresenting Newton) was all wrong, and

that he had involved himself in a serious difficulty;

hence he wrote us, requesting that we return his

-article for modification, as he was not aware, when

he wrote it, of the line of proof we would adopt

from Newton's "Prineipia " f This request we,

of course, declined to grant, as we knew positively

that the professor would be forced to contradict

his previous article if he should attempt to agree

with Newton in regard to the equal fall of all

bodies, whatever their difference in mass. As we

would not return his article, he had to take his

choice, and he therefore decided to cast his lot with

Newton and with the science of the whole world,

namely, that a feather and a cannon-ball in vacuo

must, and actually do fall with precisely the same

velocity. And hence that the moon and a pebble

would fall with the same velocity, just as Newton

teaches. Consequently he says (12th paragraph):

" The moon's mass does not affect its own rate of

fail from the tangent. Yet it does give motion to

the earth, thus adding to the total gravital velocity

of mutual approach," etc., a thing not in contro

versy at all, but just exactly what we said in our

October article, that Newton and all astronomers

taught, and for which Prof. Goodenow condemned

us in the severest manner, saying that we had

made ourself "ridiculous," etc.! To assure the

reader that there is no mistake in this, we here

-quote our own exact language from the original

-charge of " oversight" in the October Microcosm,

"which, as we will soon see, Prof. Goodenow con-

-demned. We quote from pages 88, 89:

" While Newton recognized the earth's attrac

tion of the moon, by which it is pulled from its

tangent a certain distance in a given time, and also

recognized the moon's attraction of the earth, by

-which the latter is also pulled out of its position to a

certain extent toward the moon, he wholly oterlooked

.thefact that the moon alsopulls itself a considera

ble distance toward the earth by its own independent

attraction of our planet ! For example, the moon

being one-eightieth (in round numbers) the mass or

weight of the earth, it must pull upon the earth,

and thus pull itself toward the earth with one-

eightieth as much force as the earth pulls it; and,

consequently, while the earth is pulling the moon

80 miles, for instance, from a fixed tangent, the

moon is actually pulling itself one mile in the

same direction by its own attraction of the earth.

* * * 'Tis true, Newton all through the Prin

eipia speaks of the reciprocal attraction of spheres,

meaning thereby that the earth, for example, at

tracts the moon, while in turn the moon attracts

the earth, each in the ratio of its mass; but he

never intimates the fact here pointed out, that

each also attracts or pulls itself toieard the other iu

well as the other toward itself—and each in the rata

of its mass."

Now, reader, here is exactly what we said that

Newton taught and recognized—the very thing

which Prof. Goodenow (paragraph 12) now says

he does teach and recogniae; and here also is ex

actly what we said that Newton overlooked or

omitted, which Prof. Goodenow now says he was

right in omitting, but for which, in his former

article and letter, he severely censured us, or else

there is no meaning in words ! How 6trange that

we should have been reprimanded for charging

Newton with teaching reciprocal attraction just as

Prof. Goodenow now says he did teach it; and how

very funny that we should then be accused of

making ourself " ridiculous " for charging New

ton with omitting the very thing which Prof.

Goodenow now says Newton did omit and was

right in so doing ! Plainly this is no exaggeration,

for in the present article the moon does not dis

place itself at all by pulling at the earth, neither

does the earth displace itself by pulling at the

moon, though each displaces the other by recipro

cal attraction, the very thing we said that Newton

taught !

But is it true that Prof. Goodenow, on first see

ing our October article, reproved us for falsely

charging Newton and the astronomers; and is it

true that he then understood the doctrine of recip

rocal attraction and of reactional displacement of

the moon by its attraction of the earth just as we

did? We assert that it is true, and we will

demonstrate that Prof. Goodenow then agreed with

us, and absolutely thought that Newton and the

astronomers taught the same thing, and conse

quently that they had been grossly misrepresented

by us. First we received a private letter, which

we will show to anyone desiring to see it, and

which we now claim the right to quote:

"Battle Cheer, Iowa, Oct. 11th, 1882.

"Mr. Hall: My Dear Sir:—

" How could you put forth what you have in

the October Microcosm ? How could you publish

(reiterating again and again) that Newton and all

the astronomers have neglected to make allow

ance for the moon's mass or attraction in reckoning

the fall from its tangent, and so have lost ont-

eic/htieth part of the value; when that very aUov-
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ance is one of the most prominent features of New

ton and of every text-book upon the subject I All

writers expressly reckon what the value of diver

gence from tangent [not weight or momentum of

course] would be if the moon were a point without

vi ass, and then proceed at once to demonstrate

what it actually is by reason of the additional mass

*r attraction of the moon. They thus lldd one-

8eventy-fifth (not one eightieth) to the gramtal

effect at the moon [meaning "divergence" of

course, not momentum] in addition to what the

earth's attraction alone produces! This is so plain

on the face of every text book published—how

could you sofalsify thefacts of the case and make

yourself ridiculous, as you have, in that long

splurge of October, over an entire mistake of your

own?" (Signed) S. B. GooDeNow.

Yet, gentle reader, this terrible arraignment

has all exploded and is now abandoned, without

even an apology ; and a wordy but obscure confes

sion of absolute mistake has been substituted, as

printed in this number, without the frankness to

say so plainly ! Everything we charged Newton

with omitting he now says Newton did omit (that

is, the self-displacement of the moon), and that he

was correct in doing it ! Every thing that we

said Newton taught or meant by reciprocal at

tion he now admits to have been stated correctly,

though we had falsified the facts and made our-

self ridiculous by stating the absolute truth as to

Newton's teaching, as well as to what he omitted

to teach 1

But Prof. Goodenow, in his article which

reached us directly on the heels of this raking

private letter, is still more explicit in his agree

ment with our view (that the moon does actually

fall in proportion to mass by its self-attraction of

the earth) and in maintaining that Newton and all

the astronomers taught the same thing, and con

sequently that we had mistakenly charged them

with omitting what was clearly taught on the face

of every text-book. In that article he goes into

careful detail to show that they all recognized this

one-eightieth of the moon's fall in proportion to

mass, in addition to its rate of fall caused by the

earth's attraction, and thus tries to impress upon

us the enormity of our mistake in so falsely

charging them with overlooking it I Reader, this

looks like a romance, but it is every word literally

true, as our extracts from that articlo will abun

dantly demonstrate. Here is a specimen :

" Take the case as given by Wilford. Suppose

one boat to bo eighty times the weight of the

other; then it will take only one-eightieth of the

motion [not momentum, remember] which the

other boat takes [supposing, of course, all friction

out of the way]. If, therefore, a strain be applied

from the large boat, pulling the small boat eighty

feet [this is not momentum, but distance or velocity],

that same strain must have moved the large boat itself

one-eightieth part as much, or one foot ; making the

boats eighty-one feet nearer than before, of which the

larger boat has moved one-eighty-first and the

smaller boat eighty-eighty-firsts, or eighty times

as much. [How plain and true !] If at the same

time a strain be applied from the small boat in.

proportion to its weight [that is the moon],

namely, one eightieth part as great as the other-

strain, it will move each boat one-tightieth as much as

the other strain, namely, the small boat, one-

eightieth part of eighty feet, or one foot [this is.

not momentum but velocity], and the large boat

one-eightieth part of one foot, or one-eightieth

foot ! "

How clearly and concisely can Prof. Goodenow

express himself when he has truth and self-

evident science on his side I And how foggy the

effort becomes when he is forced to take it all

back in order to agree with Newton's erroneous

position in regard to the equal velocity of all fall

ing bodies, as we see in the present article I

But does this boat-illustration (so clearly in.

accordance with our view and what he then,

thought to be Newton's view) apply to all other

bodies free to move, including spheres? Prof.

Goodenow shall answer. Immediately following

the last quotation he goes on to say:

" In short, in every case of bodies thus free to

move toward each other, with proportional drawing

ing force between them, the drawing force from

each body is not all spent in drawing the other bc.dy,

lnd is partly consumed in reaction or in shoving itself

toward the other body ! "

None of your "peculiar nature of gravity" or

side-issue about " momentum " here, but a square

out-and-out statement of the third law of motion

with its action and reaction included, which he

naturally supposed Newton to teach ! But how

flatly this contradicts his present article, in which

the entire motion of the moon by reaction in pro

portion to mass is denied I (See paragraph 12).

In the present article the professor repeats it in

various forms that the only motion produced by

the moon's attraction of the earth is in drawing

the earth slightly nearer to it, and that the moon

does not, by the reaction of its pull displace itself

at all; and that the earth, in pulling the moon,

does not displace itself by reaction, but only in-

creases the earth's momentum. This view the pro

fessor was forced to adopt in order to keep com

pany with Newton; for if the earth displaces

itself by reaction at all, in pulling the moon out

of its place, it must shove itself a distance pro

portioned to the mass of the moon—that is one-

eightieth the distance that it pulls the moon.

And, therefore, according to the boat- illustra

tion, the moon must also, by reaction, shove itself

toward the earth a distance proportioned to mass—

that is one-eightieth as much as the earth pulls it.

Hence it follows that a falling stone a millionth

part of the earth's mass displaces or shovts itself

by reaction only one-millionth as much as the earth's

attraction draws it ! Consequently the professor

was right in his first article and wrong in his sec

ond, and hence Newton is also wrong, as the

moon must fall faster than the stone by the exact

amount of its own additional reacting shove of
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itself. This view was emphasized by Prof. Good-

«now so clearly in the bout-illustration just quoted,

that it is a reflection upon the reader to elaborate

it. But, as before remarked, our proofs from the

"Principia" opened his eyes, and forced a change

of front, or else an unconditional surrender to our

charge of ' ' oversight "—a confession that Newton

was wrong, and that all science was in error in

teaching that a feather and a cannon ball in vacuo

would fall with the same velocity. Hence the

professor, without any such candid confession of

his errors, goes to work quietly in his present

article, discards all he had before admitted about

reacting shove of the moon by its pull at the

-earth, converts all this reactive motion and velocity

into " momentum," and leaves the reader to think

that he had been entirely consistent throughout,

and that mathematical astronomy was so settled

that it needed no trimming of sails to steer clear

of breakers. But a more glaring self-contradic

tion of fundamental principles than that between

his first and second articles does not occur in

print. If any other proof were wanted, here is

another brief extract from his previous article

(which anyone is at liberty to examine), in which

the actual effects of reactive motion, by the recip

rocal attraction of earth and moon, are correctly

and concisely described. He says:

" While the earth draws the moon eighty feet,

it pulls itself toward the moon one-eightieth part as

much, or one foot, just eis Wilford says. But

meanwhile, how much does the moon draw the

earth toward itself? Instead of drawing it just as

much, we have shown that its attraction being

only one-eightieth as much, and exerted upon

eighty times as much mass, it moves the moon it

self (by reaction) but onefoot, and mores the earth

with its vighty-fold mass by direct action but one-

eightieth of one foot " I

Not a word hero about "momentum" ; but the

whole "reaction" of the moon's gravital effect, in

shoring it toward the earth, is "just as Wilford

says," namely, "motion, velocity, distance, "one-

foot," travel, while the earth pulls it "eighty

feet"! But now it comes to pass that all this "re

action " is changed from velocity, motion, or dis

tance of travel, to "momentum," as the effect not

of reciprocal attraction, but evidently of those sur

prising quotations from the Principia!

Now, had the professor frankly and candidly ac

knowledged in his present article that he had been

mistaken, and had he apologized for reprimanding

us so severely for falsifying Newton, when we had

only stated the exact truth in regard to his teach

ing, we would have forgiven him all bygones, and

jnot so pointedly inflicted these disastrous self-con-

jtradictions.

The reader can now understand why the profes

sor wished us to send back his first article on

"Newton's Oversight" for revision, or, more prob

ably, for the stove t He can also guess why we did I

not send it back, nor print it till we had tne pro

fessor's reply to our quotations from the Prin

cipia! We knew positively that he would be

forced either flatly to contradict himsell, or else to

abandon Newton. lie has chosen the foimer

(without an acknowledgment of his mistake), and

prefers to cast his lot with Newtoc and with the

science of the world. But we leave the intelli

gent reader to judge which is the more rcasomdda

and philosophical view—the labored and obsiure

mixing up of things in the present article, or [he

clear, self-evident principles of science enunciated

in the three quotations we have made from his

first article, which he declares to be "just as Wil

ford says. "

But the professor not only contradicts himself,

but he is in direct conflict with Prof. Kemper,

whom he has commended as good authority. See

our extract from Prof. Kemper's Standard article, in

last month's Microcosm, in which he says, in

speaking of the moon's pull of itself from tne tan

gent in proportion to mass :—

"The effect is the same as if we conceive the

moon to be deprived of this reciprocal attraction,

and instead thereof a mass equal to tfco moon to

be added to the earth, for it is obvious that this

mass, being, as Wilford says, one-eightieth of the

earth, the additional attraction upon the nuon willbt

equivalent to what he claimsfor the moou's aUraditn

of itself."

This is undoubtedly correct, and agrees exactly

with tho extracts just made from Prof. Goodenow'B

former article written evidently before he was

aware of what Newton had taught. Plainly, Prof.

Kemper states the true principlo of philoso

phy, though he unfortunately contradicts it imme

diately after. All men agree that if the earth's

mass were increased one-eightieth, it would cause

the moon, deprived of reciprocal attraction, to fall

one-eightieth faster. If the earth were doubled in

mass, it is equally plain that such a moon would

fall with double the velocity that the present

earth causes, and if, instead of doubling the mass

of the earth, the moon were to be increased to the

same mass as this earth, it is plain that each would

attract the other with equal force and velocity,

while each would also, by reaction, attract itself

toward the other with exactly the same force and

velocity that it would attract the other toward it

self, thus quadrupling their velocity of approach

over the fall of a pebble deprived of reciprocal at

traction. This is distinctly taught in our last ex

tract from Prof. Goodenow's letter ; for he there

says that while the earth (eighty times the moon's

mass) pulls the moon eighty feet, it shoves itself

one foot toward the moon by reaction, making

eighty-one feet of mutual approach ; and in the

meantime while the moon by reaction shoves itself

toward the earth, 1 foot, it pulls the earth by

direct attraction one-eightieth foot, making the

entire mutual approach eighty-two and one-eighti-
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-ethfeet! Can anything be plainer? Hence, "justas

Wilford says," the moon let fall toward the earth

would add to the earth's pull in velocity or distance

traveled one-eightieth over and above the fall of

a material point without mass. Hence, again, New

ton and the science of the whole world are wrong.

As evidence that the professor felt the situation,

and knew he was taking back all he had said in

his first article, he is constantly speaking of the

"peculiar nature of gravity," repeating it no less

than four or five times in his present article. We

admit that a gravity which could turn such a sum

mersault in the space of two months must be "pe

culiar." Two months ago it produced reaction as

well as action—in feet, motion, velocity, and that

too in exact proportion to the masses of the attract

ing bodies. Now it has become so "peculiar"

that it produces no velocity or motion at all by re

action, but simply stntic momentum, which is

nothing but weight. "ory "peculiar " !

But, seriously, wlu.- was this long- and critical

discussion ofmomentum (consuming six or seven

paragraphs, 21 to 26) introduced for? There is

and can be no controversy between us on that sub

ject, as a child ten years old, even if he has never

been to school a day, knows that a pith-ball fired

from a gun, might strike a man and not hurt him,

while a leaden bullet striking him with the same

velocity, would go through him and kill him.

The whole difference consists in the difference of the

momentum of tho two balls. What, then, was the

object of this long discussion of a side-issue upon

which we havo no controversy? We can think of

nothing so much as the military ruse of raising a

rattle of musketry on the flank of a victorious

enemy to cover a demoralized retreat !

If the reader wishes to see a rare specimen of

philosophical incoherency, let him take his pencil

and number the paragraphs of the professor's ar

ticle on the margin, frrm 1 to 34, and then read

carefully numbers 12, 21, 30, and 31, compar

ing each with the boat-illustration; and the

last quotation from his first article, and he will

-wonder what sort of trash mathematical and as

tronomical science is made of. How, for example,

as a single illustration, can the moon's "pull of it

self " cause "one-half of its motion, as astronomers

teach " (3I), and still cause but one-eightieth of its

motion, as in our last extract from his former ar

tide ? How can "just half the moon's gravital mo

tion " be "due to reaction, or pull of itself, in every

case, and the same in regard to the earth," (30)

and none of it be due to reaction (12) ? And at the

same time how can it be that "the falling velocity

of a body does not depend at all upon its mass, and

the moon's mass cannot affect its own rate of fall;"

(21) and the boat-illustration have any sense? In

a -word, how can the moon fall " just as Wilford

says," and these incoherent statements be all true,

just as Prof. Goodenow says?

But does Prof. Goodenow really and sincerely

believe with Newton, and astronomers, that the

moon and a pebble would fall with the same ve

locity, after so emphatically agreeing with "Wil

ford " that the velocity or distance of fall would be

according to mass; and after illustrating it so

clearly by action and reaction himself ? We aver

that he is anything but clear or strong in his own

mind on the subject, or ho would not employ so

many "ifs" in speaking of this "peculiar" action

of gravity. Note his hesitancy in paragraph 29 :

" Now if they [Newton and astronomers] axe

right in treating gravity as peculiar, and velocity

offall as equal for all masses," etc. Again; four

] lines further on,—as if his mind were whirling

j with doubts : "But they [Newton and astrono-

| mers] should eten be found wrong as to the

equal velocity of all falling bodies," etc !

Yes, professor your "ifs" are well-timed, for yon

can depend upon it "they " will not only be "found

wrong," but they have already been found wrong

by your own clear and irrefutable arguments in

your other article, as we have here quoted; and we

firmly believe that you will regret the hour when

you decided to abandon that beautiful and consis

tent view of philosophy to cast your fortunes with

the Principia.

RECEPTION OF THE MICROCOSM.

Wo do not deny a feeling of pride at knowing,

as we do by constant reminders, the enthusiasm

with which this magazine is greeted by our sub

scribers. We have hundreds of letters—sufficient

tp fill several large volumes—filed away and re

cently received, which all breathe the same joyous

spirit at the work we are doing. We have tried

to imagine the editor of the New York Indepen

dent pouring over these files from his " ignorami "

for a couple of hours, and to guess his facial ex

pressions as he reads the word.-: of joy, and thanks

giving, and prayer, and amazement, from sincere

ministers of different denominations and learned

professors of science from different colleges I

Wish.he could see them. We have only room for

one of these kind epistles, which must be taken

as a specimen sheaf from a hundred acres of

golden wheat :

MiNDeN, Mien., Jan. 19.

A. WilforD Hall:—

Dear Sir : As one of your numerous sub

scribers, I must express the intense interest I feel

in the perusal of The Microcosm. The reading

of each number only creates un insatiate thirst for

the next. You have filled a vacuum in the jour

nalistic world that has long been felt, especially

upon religio-scientific subjects; and many a poor

thirsting mortal, with parched lips, is now quaffing

the waters of this life-giving fountain, and receiv

ing spiritual strength therefrom. I am one of

them. The new doctrine of Substantialism is

destined to work a great change in our scientific

and philosophical modes of thinking. Your

"Problem of Human Life." as the precurser of

The Microcosm, is performing a mighty work to
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the same end, and the two are auxiliary to «ach

other. I have also been vastly amused at the

manner in which you overturn your critics; and

have laughed immoderately at the absurd picture

of their helplessness as one after another is borne

down by his own self-contradictions. Go on,

most noble worker, in your grand and glorious

mission of conquest for the cause of true philoso

phy, and may you cease not till every temple dedi

cated to science, " falsely so-called," shall totter

and fall. Yours most truly,

W. A. BaDrau.

THE NEW CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW.

This new Quarterly of the New Church, or

Sweedenborgian denomination, has signalized its

fourth issue (for January) by a daring attack upon

the new departure on Sound, as discussed in' the

"Problem of Human Life." The venturesome as

sailant is Prof. Thomas French, Jr., Ph. D., Pro

fessor of Physics in Urbana University, Ohio.

This long looked-for attack had been considerably

heralded, as we have received a number of letters

from different States warning us of the impending

storm. The cloud, which has, apparently, been

gathering for nine months, burst upon 33 Park

Row as we were about going to press, of course

too late to be described in this number of The

Microcosm, and consequently we shall be obliged

to postpone it till next month. Our readers will

naturally expect somethimg highly important when

they are informed that of the fifty-three pages of

this Quarterly devoted to regular papers, twenty-

six pages, or almost one- half of the entire maga

zine, is occupied by Prof. French in his endeavor

to weaken the force of our assault upon the wave-

theory of sound I This shows in advance the im

portance that professors of physics are beginning

to attach, pro and con, to that treatise. But wait

patiently for our reply, and if enough of Prof.

French and his learned criticisms can be found

intact to make a respectable shadow, then the few

New Church people who read that Review can

mark us down as a ninny of the first water. The

professor himself has positively annihilated and

abandoned the wave-theory in attempting to de

fend it. But of course ho does not know it. Wait.

THE REFORMED QUARTERLY REVIEW.

This strong Quarterly, in marked contrast with

the foregoing, prints an able and scholarly paper

by the Rev. Dr. Graeff on the "Central Issues of

Modern Criticism," in which several kind allu

sions are made to our work. The writer concludes

his paper by the following handsome acknowl

edgement :

"The famous book of A. Wilford Hall—

'Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter '—

has already been reviewed in this Quarterly, and

it needs not to be again introduced in that way at

ihh* trie. Still it is due to the author to state

that the arguments in favor of entitative biologi

cal thinking presented in this article have been

suggested by his exceedingly interesting book.

This much I feel constrained to say, in the way of

literary courtesy, and also to encourage the devel

opment of a species of scientific criticism that

will correct the fallacies of modern science, and

give us a new era of genuine practical humanita

rian philosophy. Certainly, it is time that secular

science and Biblical theology should discover

their true kinship, and take each other cordially

by the hand in solving the destiny of man. Mr.

Hall seems to be not only an honest co-worker,

but his critical ability and scholarship cannot fail

to make a profound and lasting impression. Live

thinkers, free from all motives of prejudice, will

not refuse to give the products of his mind a fair

and generous consideration."

AN EDITOR'S OPINION.

WilforD's Microcosm for January is received.

This little world of mind .puts no straight-jacket

upon its contributors who speak for the truth.

Hence it contains such evidence as each one finds

in Scripture or Nature favorable to his belief or

theory. And if anyone advances a doctrine or

theory which another cannot accept, that other is

apt to furnish a statement of his belief for the

next issue. And the great mind of the editor

acta as a balance to keep the whole machinery at a

regular, or at least at a safe speed. Its articlesare

all by actual contributors, or by the editor. This

magazine cannot be too highly recommended to

those who earnestly desire to obtain a clear, full,

and correct knowledge of God, the inner man, of

will anc1. ! \ind, and of Nature. It costs but %1.00

a year.—Mt. Joy /1 a.) Herald.

MORE DESTRUCTIVE SOUNDS!

It is somewhat remarkable how much damage

is being done by intenso Sounds, according to the

wave-theory. In Holland, recently, there was

sent off a terrific ' ' sound-pulse " by an exploding

magazine, which unroofed nearly all the houses in

the village near where it occurred; and in Cali

fornia an explosion of giant-powder has occurred,

which sent off such an intense noise that for half

a mile in all directions every building was shat

tered, and many people were disintegrated and

scattered in all directions by the loudness of the

sonorous wave ! How do scientists like this kind

of acoustical description of magazine explosions ?

Like or dislike it, they are forced to take it all in

till they will consent to a revision of their text

books on physical science; for this is almost

verbatim the language of Prof. Tyndall in his

work on Sound (page 23), used as a standard text

book in all our colleges and universities. Not

until professors of physics are able to distinguish

between the compressed air-wave caused by the

sudden addition of powder-gas, which does all the

damage, and the sound-pulse, which does no

damage at all, and thus abandon the wave-theory,

will they be able to make acoustical science appear

reasonable to students who exercise any degree of

judgment in their studies.
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IS MAN'S PHYSICAL, NATURE AN EVOLU

TION FROM THE LOWER ANIMALS?

No. 3.

BY REV. Jos. 8. VAN DYeE.

Another difficulty, How shall weaccqunt for the

fact that from an indefinite number of variations,

minute and ill-defined in all conceivable directions,

and having a natural tendency to destroy one an

other, certain changes should become so well

established as to remain permanent marks of an

entirely new species ? Can it be proved that the

advances of the gorilla-tribe, if advance has oc

curred, have proceeded to the extent of developing

a new species—man? The chances are almost in

finite in number against the appearance even in

one pair of monkeys through numberless genera

tions, of organs, faculties, senses, perceptions, and

moral qualities, useless for the time being in the

struggle for life, and yet converging to the same

point—the evolution of a human being. Add to

this the fact that there are a thousand chances to

one that if a new species is produced it will speed

ily revert to ancestral forms, or, if slight incre

ments of change acquire such permanency that it

will be followed by the production of other closely

allied species, and we are enabled to catch a

glimpse of the improbability of this theory, an im

probability amounting almost to demonstrating

that no species of ape could have been man's pro

genitor.

Even supposing that all these fortuitous varia

tions were improved types, still some would

improve more than others ; hence it must result

that this ascending series of necessity would hive

perpetuated branches of the similar family in ad

vance of previous forms, thus producing a gradu

ated series between man and his ape-like ancestors.

No such gradation of beings exists, or has ever

existed, so far as known. And if one species of

the ape family had actually advanced a few steps

towards manhood, the powerful tendency to revert

to the original type would, in nil probability, have

obliterated the slight improvement long ere the

immense intervening distance was successfully

traversed. The variations, all within narrow

limits, which man has been able to produce in ani

mals by the careful selection of individuals pos

sessing transmissible qualities, are very speedily

obliterated when care is relaxed, the old types

reappearing.

Admitting that Natural Selection does tend to

produce variation, and that it accumulates and pre

serves these slight increments of development;

still, can it evolve higher species from lower?

This, confessedly, has not been proved. It has

been proved that rudimentary organs exist, that

new varieties can be produced, but it has not been

proved that advance is indefinite, nor that when it

occurs it is not a regain of lost characters. Ducks,

removed for several generations from water, are

said to lose the web from between their toes;

placed again for several successive generations

near water, they redevelop thein. Does this prove

advance? If a few pairs of monkeys, more ambi

tious than their neighbors, should acquire greater

facility in the use of their fore-feet as hands, and

ulu/uht assume a more erect posture, and under the

operation of natural selection should be capable of

preserving aud transmitting these acquisitions, it

would yet remain to prove that these changes

were not a reversion. Even then the problem

would not be solved, for it would still be necessary

to show that the Improvements actually continued

till "the human form divine" was evolved 'from

that of the ape, and then acquired such fixedness

as neither to advance further for thirty thousand

years, nor to revert in one single instance to the

ancestral form.

If man is descended from some ape-like pro

genitor, it is ^uite difficult to see why his infant

children should have become so helpless' as .o

require years to attain strength and knowledge

sufficient to take care of themselves. The human

infant is the most helpless of creatures. Young

monkeys are sprightly, active, and self-helpful.

It ought to be observed, moreover, that the gain

of a few individuals is not a net gain to the spe

cies; and in Nature, where "love" has her own

wild way, what is to prevent such a pairing of

individuals as shall effectually obliterate these

slight improvements? Manifestly there is art

almost absolute certainty that the advance made

by the few will, in a state of Nature, speedily

disappear under the malign influence of the many.

If there is any permanent improvement, it must

be, quite manifestly, the gradual improvement of

the entire species, at least of all the individuals

inhabiting an extended region; but how is this

possible without leaving monuments along the=

lengthened pathway through which they must

have journeyea (

HAS A WRONG RELIGIOUS BELIEF

DEMORALIZING TENDENCY AND IN-

FLUENCE t

BY REV. T. WIllISTON, M. A.

Every man, however Irreligious he may be, has

a religious belief of somo kind; the deist or trie-

atheist as truly as the Christian ; the man that has

no guide but reason, conscience, and the book of

Nature, as truly as a man that has grown up in a

Christian land. And tho question before us is

virtually this: Are nil religious beliefs equally

good in their tendency and effects ? Or have somo

of these beliefs a demoralizing influence, a direct

tendency to vitiate the morals of those that enter

tain them ? Let us examino a few of the false be

liefs that have prevailed, and inquire what their

legitimate influence hns been and is. Here, for

one example, is an avowed atheist. He believes

in no personal God, no moral Sovereign, no all-

searching Mind that discerns all hearts aud all

actions, and that will one day " bring every work

into judgment with every secret thing, whether it

be good or evil." For him there is no hereafter,

either of blessedness or misery, and blank annihi

lation is all that is in reserve for him whan he dies.

Now the question is not whether this atheist ma if

not, for reputation's sake, or for other reasons, he

a moral and trustworthy man; but whether he is

as likely to be such, as if he believed in a God and

in future retribution. Is there the same probability

of his being honest and veracious, as there would

be if the words " Thou God seest me " constituted
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a part of his belief ?- There is not. It is admitted

that from lower motives an atheist may be a man

of reputable morals and upright life, but if he is,

no thanks are duo to his atheistic belief. The

direct tendency of tlmt is to make him a sensualist

.or a knave. , And what is here said of atheism and

its adherents may safely be said of those who, pro

fessing to believe there is a God, either deny the

Bible to be an inspired book, or acknowledge it as

inspired, but wrest or reject some of its funda

mental truths and teachings. Merely believing

that there is a Supreme Being, or that there is a

future state of existence for man, was not all that

we mortals needed; else a revelation from Heaven

had been unnecessary, and the Bible had been a

superfluous gift. We needed a clearer light on

such great themes as God's character and man's

immortality than that afforded us by Nature and

Reason; and in the Holy Scriptures we have that

.clearer and much needed light. There is such a

thing, however, as one's professing to believe the

Scriptures to be inspired oracles, and yet wresting

them—making them teach the opposite of what

they in reality ds teach. (2 Pet. iii: 10). Now

here are three men that profess some respect for

the Bible, but that, as we think, grossly misinter

pret the Book in some important particulars, or

rather are guilty of doing what isso pointedly con

demned in Rev. xxii:18-19. The first of the three

believes that for those who persist in a wicked life

until they die, no oiher punishment—if punish

ment it may be properly called—is in reserve than

non-existence. He thinks that if he chooses to

lead a pious life ho will have a happy hereafter,

but that if he prefers a wicked life to a pious one,

he will have no hereafter—will simply cease to

exist. The second man believes that he is to exist

forever, but thinks that if, while here, he should

neglect the " great salvation," an opportunity to

repent and be saved will be granted him in the

coming world. Tho third of these self-deluded

men advances a step beyond the last named, in

that he believes not only that the wicked will have

& post mortem opportunity to be saved, but that

they all will be sewed. It is this man's belief that,

no matter how wicked a life he may have lived,

no matter what awful crimes he may have perpe

trated, " The wrath to come" (if there be any

'( wrath to come") will exerta melting, subduing,

purifying, and transforming influence on him.

When, therefore, punishment has wrought this

marvelous change in him and his fellow-prisoners,

and when by repentance and suffering they have

fully atoned for their crimes, he thinks they will

all be released from prison and made the inmates

of heaven. Have the beliefs of these three men a

tendency to render those that believe thus honest,

truthful, and unselfish, or is their tendency the

very opposite of this? Knowing as we do how

often crimes either go undetected, or else go un

punished by any. human authorities, something

more is needed for the safety of society and the

prevention of crime than human tribunals, and the

fear of human retribution. In so depraved a

world as ours, if evil-minded men and would-be

' criminals were wholly free from the fear of pun-

' ^shment; if they thought they could escape being

:arraigned before human tribunals, and if they be-

Ji«ved in no hereafter for mankind, or in non-ex

istence for those that die in their sins, or believed

in only a limited punishment in the world to come,

-would they not be far more likely to indulge in all

manner of crimes than if their beliefs- were scrip

tural? Is it not quite certain that they would?

0, if all would bd libertines, thieves, burglars, mur

derers, and criminals of every sort, could but be

free from all fear of punishment, either here or

hereafter, our world would be far more wicked and

unendurable than it is—would be almost a hell !

If it is of no consequence what a man's religious

belief is, or if an unscriptuval belief has no vitiat

ing influence on one's morals, how came we to

have the custom of requiring witnesses, with hand

on the Bible and with a solemn appeal to God, to

swear that, in tho testimony they are about to give,

they " will tell the truth, tho whole truth, and

nothing but the truth ?" What is the significance

of this judicial oath, ending with the prayer, "So

help me God?" Why, the practice of administer'

ing that oath isavirtual declarat ion of the civilized

world, that nothing is so suited to solemnize a wit

ness and render him veracious, as his believing in

a future state, and in an avenging God. He who

takes that oath does in effect pray, that if his testi

mony is false the curse of God may overtake him.

And the legitimate inference is, that to render

one's promise or testimony strictly reliable, he

should firmly believe in future retribution.

Having seen what reason's verdict on this point

is, and what the judicial oath proves the world's

opinion to be, what, we now ask, is the testimony

of facts ? We will first appeal, for confirmation of

the foregoing views, to the corrupting influence of

infidelity on tho morals of France during the latter

part of the last century. It is well known that

before and after the bloody French Revolution, an

awfully corrupt state of morals prevailed in France

and some other parts of Europe. Vice and crime

tnen wore an unblushing front, and a shameless

immorality pervaded nearly nil ranks. The French

nation was steeped in iniquity and moral filth.

Now what, more than aught else, was the generat

ing cause of this prevailing corruption? Was it

not largely ascribnhle to the anti-christian, atheis

tic writings and efforts of such infidels as Voltaire,

Rottsseau, Diderot, D'Alembert, Holhnch, Weis-

haupt, and others ? It is a matter of history that

at that period infidel books and tracts were scat

tered broadcast throughout France and other coun

tries, and that atheism had the control of the press

in France, and the control also of the education of

youth. To this day France has not fully recovered

from the demoralizing influence of the infidel

sentiments that were so industriously and so widely

circulated by Voltaire and his associates. Indeed

it may safely be affirmed that wherever atheism or

deism prevails, be it in communities or in indi

viduals, tltere a very lax morality may be ex

pected to prevail. Not more natural and certain is

the connection between putrid substances and im

pure air, than is tho connection subsisting between

a skeptical belief and immoral conduct. They

belong together, and it is an exceptional thing to find

them disjoined. Had the religious opinions of

Thomas Paine nothing to do with the inebriety

and other vices that disgraced the latter part of

that deist's career ? Would Bousseau have been

the sensualist that he was, had he not been a

skeptic? Is it not certain that an anti-scriptural

belief has a vitiating tendency 1 Granted that he

who ridicules the Bible and sneers at all 6acred

things may be, and occasionally is, a man of reput

able life and morals: is he as likely to be such as

though his belief was based on the Bible? Facts

without number prove that he is not.
If, then, a right religious belief is so very im

portant, and if there is so close a connection be

tween one's creed and his morals, it was obviously

of the highest importance that men should h»re

an unerring standard of faith—a moral criterion
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oy which to try their varying beliefs, and ascer

tain their soundness or unsoundness. If tests were

needed to try silver and gold by, or to measure.the

weight of the air, the quality of milk, the degree

of heat or cold, and various other things, much

more was a standard needed in morals and religion.

Such a standard we have in that incomparable

book, the Bible. In the department of morals and

religion—a department as far above all others "as

the heavens are higher than the earth "—this God-

given book was meant as an unerring guide, an

infallible counselor ; and woe to that man who,

having access to this Book, disregards its instruc

tions, or builds his belief and practice on some

thing else. In his passage through life to an un

tried hereafter, man greatly needs a guide and a

light; and great is the infatuation of him who,

turning away from "the true Light" and the

Divine Guide, prefers the torch light of his own

finite mind, and deems reason or human science a

surer guide than " the oracles of God!" He alone

is truly wise who, to the offer that God makes—

" I will teach thee in the way thou shalt go, I will

guide thee with mine eye —humbly responds:

Be Thou, O Jehovah, my Guide and my Friend,
Through life's transient lourney e'en down to its end,
And when, at Thy mandate, that end has come,
With thyself let me have a permanent home.
If Thou art but mine, and I am but Thine.
As a star in Thy crown I shall evermore shine.

HAN, PHYSICALLY AND MORALLY.

BY PROF. I. l. eErilARt, A.M.

Man is a complex being. This is true of him,

whether considered physically, intellectually, or

morally. All the elements and organs of his body

are in sympathy with each other, and act harmo

niously. The eye does not interfere with the ear,

the nose, the hand, or the foot, but is a servant of

and a benefactor to all of them. The head does

not antagonize the foot; the stomach, in its normal

-condition, never assaults or interferes with the

liver, the heart, or the lungs, but faithfully per

forms the functions essential to their well-being;

and with equal fidelity do each and all of them

serve the stomach, and serve each other. In fact,

the marvelous precision with which each organ of

the body performs its proper function and, day and

night, serves each andevery other part, has excited

the enthusiasm and admiration of physiologists and

naturalists in every part of the enlightened world,

and evoked from the astonished poet the exclama

tion:

" Strange that a harp of a thousand strings
Should reep In tune so long."

While it is equally true that in his mental and

moral being man is complex—composed of differ

ent faculties —it is matter of deep regret that no

such harmony in the action of these parts exists,

as does between the functions of the organs of his

physical being. In truth, the very opposite

is the case. Instead of the elements of his

mental being, harmonizing with and efficiently

subserving each other, they frequently antagonize,

make war upon, and sometimes annihilate each

other. This is owing to the fact that some of

man's mental faculties relate only to his physical

being—his mortal career,—while others relate to

the welfare of his moral being, and act and prompt

in the direction of its best interests.

The intellectual faculties that have to do only

"With man's earthly career, and must perish when

the physical body ceases to exist, only prompt la

the direction of, and clamor for, earthly and

sensual pleasures, while those that relate to the

immortal nature seek to restrain the carnal, and

reach out after, and long for, the triumph of the

ennobling virtues—those virtues that are durable

and look in the direction of eternal life. Avarice

clamours for th3 acquisition of wealth, regardless

of the rights of others. The flesh -appetite for

food and drink urges in the direction of over

indulgence, gluttony, and drunkenness; but the

ennobling consciousness of the superiority of intel

lectual joys, resulting from a proper observance of

the rules of moderation and the acquisition of

useful knowledge, instead of becoming a slave to

voluptuousness, antagonizes and seeks to curb the

propensity to over-indulgence of the carnal appe

tites. The fleshly inclination to idleness and inac

tivity is confronted and assailed by the nobler

impulses of the soul, urging to useful endeavor

worthy of the true man. Hence the strife between

the elements of man's mental being, a strife

which can only he terminated by the one or the

other of these achieving the mastery.

As to which of these shall ascend the throne and

reign supreme over the man, he himself must

determine. His Creator has constituted him intel

lectually and morally free. To him is given the

high prerogative of determining what intellectual

elements shall be crowned sovereign— whether

those that relate to the flesh shall become the mas

ters, and bind him to the destiny that attaches to

the placing of the affections wholly upon perisha

ble things, or whether, as his Creator designed,

these shall be brought into subjection to those

elements of his intellectual being which attach to

imperishable things, such as righteousness, love,

purity, meekness, and joy in the Holy Ghost.

To work out this decision is the business of

man's probationary life. The possessing the

moral freedom which enables him to make this

decision constitutes him a rewardable being.

Without this freedom and power he would be

incapable of virtue. Between these contending

elements of his intellectual being lies the battle

ground of his life-struggle. The elements of his

intellectual being that relate to his flesh- life were

given to him because they are essential to the

existence of that life. The thirst for earthly

honors, the love of ease, the desire to acquire

earthly possessions, all these are essential to man's

welfare in this life; but they were given to him

to be servants for his use, to be curbed and trained

into perfect obedience to the higher faculties of

his soul, and not to be permitted to become mas

ters to tyranize over, degrade, and ruin him.

And right here is where man's free moral agency

enters the arena and asserts its mission, viz: that

of determining to what the man shall attain, and

to what place he shall go. Here it is where right

hands must be cut off rafher than lay hold of an

unjust dollar. Here it is that right eyes must be

plucked out, rather than the love of purity should

go down before the obscene images that threaten

to enter through the organ of vision and hang

themselves around the palace-like chambers of tha

soul. Satan seeks, through the faculties of the

intellect that relate to the flesh life, to tempt and

ensnare poor mortals into yielding themselves to

the control of all the vices. Against this peril

God has provided by appealing to man's nobler

nature through his judgment, his reason, and all

the higher faculties of his soul, by the voice of

Nature, the voice of His Word, and the voice of

His Holy Spirit.
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While the human being is in its infancy and

childhood, the Creator's order is that the reason

and judgment of the parents act for it, to hold in

sublection those faculties that relate to the flesh-

life, and prevent their usurping supremacy before

reason and judgment are sulHciently developed to

constitute tlje child actually an accountable being

—truly and completely a free moral agent. Hence

the importance of correct parental training. Many

to-day are hopelessly in bondage to the flesh life,

chiefly because of imperfect training in childhood.

They arrived at maturity to find that, through the

incapacity or negligence and moral turpitude of

their parents, the carnal propensities have been

permitted to develop into gigantic proportions,

usurp the throne, and aro already ruling with an

iron hand; that already " steeds of hell have been

harnessed to the chariot of heaven," and now, no

matter how loudly conscience may thunder, the

Word of God call, and the Holy Spirit warn, and

no matter how vigorously reason and judgment

may strive to apply the breaks, there is great

danger that the fiery chargers will dash liome to

their own place, carrying the charioteer down to

perdition. O, how the child is to be pitied that

receives deficient moral parental training I

THE BEAUTIES OF THE METRIC SYSTEM.

BY PROP. MElVIllE DOZIER, A. M.

Editor of the Microcosm ;

In view of the wonderful progress that applied

science and mechanical art have made in the United

States, is it not marvelous that we still cling to t he

cumbersome tables of our forefathers, to the neg

lect of a system that is the very perfection of

beauty aud simplicity ?

The man who would to-day advocate or practise

the old methods of travel, communication, illu

mination, or manufacturing, in preference to the

modern and infinitely superior methods, would be

considered little short of a lunatic. But what

more reason is there in the advocacy and practice

of methods of computation founded upon accident

and caprice, and a relic of barbarism, in preference

to one purely scientific, and perfectly simple in its

origin, nature, and application?

It is true that in 1B06 the U. S. Congress legal

ized the use ot the metric system, and since that

time it fias been extensively used in our coast sur

veys, custom houses, drug houses, and by those

engaged in foreign trade, but the great mass of

the people know nothing about the system, and

the computations of every day life are made by the

old methods. In nearly every country of Europe

and South America, the metric system is in gene

ral use, having been made obligatory by the legisla

tures of tho several countries years ago. This

is evidently tha only way to secure its general

adoption in the United States ; and it is a

standing reproach to the lawmakers of our

country that it was not done long ago. Such

statesmen as John Quincy Adams and Charles

Sumner saw the matchless advantages of the sys

tem, and in their day did what they could toward

securing a law making its use obligatory in all
matters in which the government was concerned.

Of late years, it seems to have been entirely ig

nored by Congress, despite the strenuous and very

commendable efforts of the Metric Bureau to secure

its universal promulgation and general use. If

these efforts, which are directed mainly in the in

terests of business men, have fallen so far short of

the realization of that success which they so richly

merit, what else can and should bedonetotom-

pafw an end so devoutly to be wished ?

To my mind, the direct, aud l-oe&ibry the only

plan that promises success, is toeducate tie young

thoroughly in the system at the same time tint

they are taught the eld methods ; thus enabling

them to contrast the advantages possessed by the

two systems in the solution of practical examples

by both methods ; and that, too, at a time when

they have not acquired that prejudice againsi in

novation which always comes with maturity.

In my own classes, I have for years pursued this

plan, and with very gratifying results. Children

and youth soon learn to love the beauty and sim

plicity of the method, and, after a very brief ex

perience in its applications, greatly prefer it to the

old.

If thorough instruction in the system were uni

versally given in our schools, how quickly would

we rear n generation that would demand an imme

diate abandonment of the awkward, comphcated,

and thoroughly unscientific methods to which we

are now in bondage I Among the many advan

tages that may be justly claimed for the metric

system, perhaps tho most striking are the remark

able brevity aud uniformity of the nomenclature,

and the wonderful facility with which different

denominations may be converted into each other.

But tin ire words are necessary to the expression

of every value known to the system ; and these

twelve possess not only the advantage of express

ing mutual relations with accuracy, but also of

being derived from languages familiar to the edu

cated of all countries, and to this extent, at least,

very easily acquired by the unlettered as well.

How does this compare with the more thnnf'pV

terms employed in our common tables ; and they,

too, absolutely devoid of all mutual relationship in

meaning, and bearing to ench other in value the

most absurd and inconvenient relations? In the

brief space of one hour, an intelligent boy of suit

able age, will master the nomenclature of the

metric system, and so thoroughly comprehend the

relationship in vulue of all the terms in any one

table, that he will almost instantly, and with

scarcely an effort, convert one into another, or one

into several, or several into one. Yet, after a life

time of practice in the common system, even ex

perienced teachers are frequently compelled to

refer to tho tables to ascertain some of the un

reasonable and arbitrary relations of our compound

numlwrs.
The facility with which theexpressions of quan

tity may bo interchanged is due, of course, to the

use of the decimal notation ; tho advantage of

which over all others is clearly seen in the only

sensible table of our common method, namely, the

table for Federal money.
The fact that the unit of every table is referable

to the same standard, and that standard to a fixed

dimension in nature, is another striking advantage

of the metric system, and one that should com

mend it to every lover of the beautiful and simple

in art or science British conservatism and native

dislike for anything of French origin will, doubt

less, long continue to be effectual barriers agaiufj

the adoption of this system in that country ; and

our intimate commercial relations with (ireat Bri

tain will tend greatly to retard our movement in

the same direction.
But, notwithstanding the prestige of British ex

ample, the people of the United Slates cannot af

ford to sacrifice so much of time, trouble, and use

less expense as is involved in the use of the tedious.
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and complex methods of computation now in

vogue .

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MAN AND THE

BRUTE.

BY g. W. lOWBER, M.A., PH. D.

The chasms between tho different kingdoms of

Kature cannot be bridged by the Evolutionist. It

would be as difficult as to erect a bridge over the

gulf between Dives and Lazarus. Tho Mineral

and the Vegetable very greatly differ. The Min

eral is unorganized; the Vegetable is organized,

and originates in a germ, a seed, in something

that has organization. Nothing can have life thut

is not organized, or the product of organization.

The Mineral may not have composition, but

simply aggregation; the Vegetable is always com

posed of three elements, one of which is carbon.

The mineral preserves the individual as long as

the species; the Vegetable preserves the species,

but lets the individual perish. The Mineral has

no life; the Vegetable possesses life. Life cannot

be derived from the lifeless; the Vegetable could

never have been derived from the Mineral. No

Evolutionist bridge can span the abyss between

the Mineral and Vegetable kingdoms.

There are also differences between the Vegetable

and Animal kingdoms, which cannot be harmo

nized with the Evolutionist theory. The plant is

largely composed of carbon; the animal of nitro

gen. The plant lives on inorganic matter; the

animal on organic. The plant digests its food with

leaves; the animal with a stomach. The plant

commences its development from a seed; the ani

mal from an egg. Tho plant has no feeling; the

animal has voluntary motion and sensation. The

plant has no brain; the animal has a brain, and in

stinctive knowledge. These are a few of the dif

ferences between plants and animals, for which

the Darwinian cannot account. We also present

these difficulties connected with tho Animal and

Vegetable kingdoms: Mosses are inferior to lyco-

pods and ferns, but of later introduction. The

-Ganoids or Reptilian fishes, which are among the

highest grade, were the earliest of fishes. The

Trilobites, found in the early Silurian, are not the

lowest Crustaceans. In the Tertiary Age, the

monkey appears before the oxen. These facts

present insuperable difficulties to the Evolutionist,

but none to the Creationist.

We wish, next, to present briefly a contrast be

tween man and theahimal; and, then, emphasize

certain points. The upright position is natural to

man, but not to the animal. Man is a being of

progress; the animal is stationary. Man is a ruler

.in this world; the animal is his servant. Man

looks up to God; the animal no higher than this

world. Man has language, art, science, and re

ligion; the animal has none of these things.

Man desires a future state; the animal is satisfied

with the present. No physicist can explain away

the fact that God created man in His own image,

and the animal for the use of man. With the

.animal, death ends all; with man, it is an intro

duction to a higher life.

We do not see how any physicist can carefully

study the following points, and then regard man

as simply the result of evolution:

1. Man differa from the brute in certain physi

cal characteristics. He is the only animal that is

.clearly two--footed and two-handed; and, conse

quently., fitted for an erect posture. The release

,.of the upper extremity from all use in locomotion

and the erect posture enable man to subdue Nature

and to study the heavens. Man is the only ani

mal that has a chin, and phrenologists teach that

there is something wrong in the upper story when

man is deficient in chin.

2. Man is a scientific being, and seeks an expla

nation of phenomena. The brute never does this;

it only has the faculty of sense—perception. In

addition to this, self-consciousness, reason, under

standing, and judgment are necessary to constitute

man a scientific being.

3. Man is a being of progress, but the brute is

perfectly stationary. Man crosses a river on a log,

and from this experience constructs boats and

ships; the brute crosses over, and is no wiser. To

constitute man a being of progress, it is only nee

essary to add imagination to the faculties which

have already been mentioned.

4. Man differs from the brute in being the sub

ject of moral and religious obligation. To the

faculties mentioned, we add conscience and free

will, and man is a moral and religious being.

The brute is not blamed for its acts, but man is

responsible for his. Says one. " The brute can be

so educated as to reason, possess free will and con

science;" but this is noi true. The elephant is

often referred to as a remarkable example of intel

ligence; but it is very much overrated. The

showman teaches the elephant to perform by

applying plates of hot iron to its feet, while there

is music; and removing them when the music

ceases. By an associated impulse, it commences

performing when the music commences.

LaNcaster, Ky.

recifrocal attractioN.

SY T. F. McBEATH, A.B.

PROPosITION.

Tiro bodies mutually attracting each other, the

total force ((?. ) is equal to twice tlie force exerted

upon, the smaller by the larger ; and varies directly

as the product of the masses.

DEMONSTRATION.

Lot A bo a body containing m particles; that is,

with a mass m. I^et B be a similar smaller body,

containing m particles, or mass m.

Now the theory of gravitation, as propounded

by Newton and universally accepted by scientists

since his time, is that " Every farticle of mat

ter in the -universe attracts every ottteh farticle

with a force varying inversely as the square of the

distance" (Newton).

Now, if this be true—and we think it is—each

particle of A attracts equally every particle of B.

But since B has in particles, each particle of A

acts upon B with a force of m'; but A has m par

ticles, and if each act with a force m', the whole

m particles will exert m times the force of one, or

mm. But, by the above statement of Newton,

each particle of B attracts, likewise, every particle

of A; therefore, since one particle at B acts

equally upon m particles at A, it follows that each

particle in B exerts a force upon A equal to m ;

but B has in' particles, and since each exerts upon

A a force of » , the whole mass or m particles

will exert a force equal to mm. Therefore the

total reciprocal force is equal to mm -\-m m'—'i

mm. Q. E. D.

2nd.

It is evident that if A or B be doubled, the total

force would be doubled, etc. For give A twice as i

many particles, and you double at the same time
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B's power upon it, for there are twice as "many

particles for each one of B's to act upon. A's

power is doubled because it has twice as many

particles to act. Then, since total force is equarto

sum of the two forces, and since doubling the

mass of one doubles the mutual power of bdth, it

must double their sum, or G. '

Therefore, if A be constant;

G varies as B (to'). . - '

But if B is constant,

(i varies as A (m).

Therefore, the general fornmlamust be, G varies

as mm'. Q. E. D.

OBSERVATIONS.

If the above be true:—and, admitting Newton's

proposition, they are really self-evident deductions

—quite a number of our astronomical formula

must share the fate of "Newton's Yardstick."

In the a'iove we see that the moon really pulls

itself toward the earth with exactly the same force

that the earth exerts upon it, the moon; and that

whatever part of the 16 feet in the fall of a stone

during the first second is taken as gravity, only

one-half of it (the part) can be due to the earth's

attraction I

Again let us write it, G—

ENg. Ger. Scrool, Cuero, Texas-

remarrs.

Prof. McBeath will no doubt find something

else to correct in " astronomical formulae " after

he reads our reply to Captain Carter elsewhere,

whose article takes the same view as the above,

but treats it more exhaustively. We give both

articles as the dying struggle of the great under

lving principle of the gravitation law, as originally

laid down by Newton, and as accepted by all

astronomers. Of course Prof. McBeath, as well as

Capt. Carter, is right, if Newton's central principle

of gravity, as quoted, is correct. If this founda

tion of the law crumbles, as we claim that it does,

in our reply to Captain Carter, as printed in this

number, of course the "Q. E. D.'s," ro liberally

dealt in by modern astronomers, break down in a

promiscuous heap.

Ul.IMPSES OF THESOULASA SUBSTANTIAL,

ENTITY.

REV. T. M. OIOTFITH.

If the soul survives the body, and still lives as

an organized substance, it must have means of

making its presence known. So powerfully has

the theory of the soul, as merely " the principle

or power which thinks and feels," affected the

Christian world that they have stubbornly refused

to accept any evidence from experience or obser

vation as to the reality of the spirit world. And

thus one of the most convincing evidences of im

mortality has been ignored wi&h derision and con

tempt. Wo have shown in a former article (in

ijecember Microcosm) that the Bible abounds in

references to the fact that spiritual beings may be

recognized as substantial and organized entities.

But History is no less fertile in the production of

such proofs. In fact, the ancient world lived and

breathed in the full belief of supernatural and sub

stantial existences. There is an unwritten history,

wide as the world and ancient as the race, proving

the same belief. Every nation, almost every

neighborhood—has its traditions and strange stories

ofspiritual manifestations, in every variety of form,

and attended with such circumstantial evidence as-

would be received in any court of justice in affairs

of this world, yet, as these things are not cognizable

to the outward sense, they are simply sneered at,

and thrust aside.

But the facts are such as we cannot afford to

despise. We must recognize them or else be open

to the charge of prejudice and bigotry. Bush-

nell's able work, on " Nature and the Super

natural," refers to some of these facts. Professor

Zollner's fascinating book, ' ' Transcendental Phys

ics"—quoted by Joseph Cook, contains a most

impartial and scholarly report of mysterious mani

festations, which he witnessed in Leipsig, in con

nection with Henry Slade, such as the tying of

knots in cords, the two ends of which were her

metically sealed; writing within double slates,

locked together; the passage of coinsthrough solid

wood, leaving no trace of their passage, but hot

with the vibration of their molecules; these are

scientific facts. Prof. Zollner explains them on

the theory of a " fourth dimension of

space," known only to beings of another sphere.

Frances Power Cobbe, in her " Octave of Essays,"

entitled " The Peak in Darien," lays down the hy

pothesis, that if there is an immortal world beyond

the physical world, it must often be witnessed by

thedying, just as the Pacific ocean bursts upon the

view of the traveler when he reaches a certain

peak in Darien. She then gives numerous in

stances of dying persons who have, by look and

by words, expressed a sweet surprise, as the future

world unfolded to their vision.

Christian biography multiplies these instances

by thousands. The inner sense—the sixth sense

—is sometimes called into play before the five

senses are closed. This would be the case more

frequently, were it not that both the physical and

spiritual senses are affected by disease. Moreover,

a sensual life is not favorable to the unfolding of

this strange power to see into the invisible world.

The dying Stephen was not the only one who saw

Heaven opened. Even little children, as we all

know, are able to exercise this hidden sense, and

tell to all around, the wonders and glories of the

new world. It is high time to accept these facts,

in this age of materialism, as powerful proofs of

a real and substantial immortality.

Tamaqua, Pa.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF *B"»

SOLAR SYSTEM—NO. Vill.

BY B. T. eAVANAugH, M. D., D. D.

REPlY TO DR. WIlFOeD Hall'S OBJECTION3 IS

NOV. MIcrocosM.

A reply to Dr. Hall's objections has been de5*'!^

to this late date for two reasons (1 ), that I disl'*6"

to break into the body of the subject under cli^a8'

sion, to attend to side issues, before a more conl"

plete exposition of the Electric Theory had hcen

fairly set forth; and (2), when a new ques*t0?t

presented, not heretofore brought under coOsl . '

ation. I prefer by patient reflection andinvestifiC* .

to satisfy myself whether the position I am to!*>e

is true, and in strict harmony with the yy

theory of solar-elect ric action.
I am greatly indebted to Dr Hall for th<• s"£

gnstion of the doubts nn>i difficulties found i*t

mind, as expressed in the following sentence*' ,
"The cardinal question involved is, wl)e'
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magnetic attraciidn-^iowcxer powerful the mag

nets, will act at such enormous distances in view

o{ the well-known rapid decrease of effect wit

nessed in the most powerful magnets "known." At

this point, we confess that our doubts are unman

ageable. But we propose to hear the Doctor out

before deciding."

Before attempting to solve the doubts here ex

pressed, we premise a few general remarks.

It must be borne in mind, that the theory wh'Icli

2 advocate, is original and new, so far as my'reaiT-

ing extends, and hence I have no authors to con

sult, and only obtain my knowledge of the subjects

involved, from close study of the works of God, as

seen in the material universe; I have, of course, to

interpret the designs of the Divine Author in the

regulation and control of the various members of

the Solar System by such active agencies and

forces, as are known to exist commensurate with

the regions they occupy. ' In pursuing this line of

study, I am compelled to travel over unexplored

ground, with no footprints of predecessors to guide

me, relying wholly upon close observation and the

compass of reason and sound logic, under the

lights manifested by the great solar centre of the

system, with such reflected rays, as aro thrown

out by every member of the planetary family.

This subject was pursued with patience for forty

years without the remotest idea of ever presenting

it before the public. While residing in Texas, I

ventured to deliver a lecture on this subject in

Soule University, which I was requested to repeat

before the Liceum of the city of Houston. At the

close of the second lecture, I was urged by a num

ber of gentlemen present, competent judges, to

reduce my lectures to writing, for the benefit of

all who might take an interest in the matter. I

objected at first, as the subject was of vast magni

tude, and it would appear like presumption in one

so obscure as myself to take in hand the task of

exposing the errors of the modern system of

Astronomy, supported by many of the most gifted

and learned minds the world 1ms ever produced;

but I finally concluded to test the correctness of

the theory by publishing it, and thereby exposing

it to the criticism of the learned world. Four lec

tures were published, and a thousand copies dis

posed of. While these were in hand, I visited

some of the colleges of the Western States, and

lectured before the most learned men of the coun

try, which had the effect to draw out many ques

tions involving different parts of the theory. In

considering these, the whole subject greatly en

larged itself upon my hands. To incorporate the

new discoveries to which these questions led, a

second edition of seen lectures was published and

largely circulated, ali with a view toelicit criticism.

ITp to the time the present series was commenced,

the positions taken have never been publicly con

troverted.

Having made other important discoveries giving

perfection to the system, I proposed to the editor

of The Microcosm, that with his consent, I would

furnish him a series of articles incorporating all

the improvements made up to the present date, and

I stated in my first article that I wished to test the

correctness of the theory by exposing it to the Editor

and numerous scientific readers of The Micro

cosm.

The doubts and difficulties suggested by the

E(litor of The Microcosm, are such as I aim to

draw out, and are not only very acceptable and

kind, but it will be found they lead to theeluclda

tion of an important feature of the theory, and on.)
essential to its completeness. rIo reduce the ob

jection to a distinct question, we state it as follows:

Does Positive Electricity waste, or exhaust itself

in passing from theSun to tho Earth ?

- In considering this question, the Editor, in sup--

posing that it does, doubtless arrived at that con

clusion from obse rvations made, upon Electric

machines, and attempts to conduct the generated

electricity along 1 nes parallel with the surface

of the earth ; whenever this is attempted, there

will lxi great waste, and the line upon which it is

conducted willextend toa comparatively short dis

tance beforo it will be totally lost. Tho reasons

for this are manifest. The line of positive elec

tricity conducted, say upon a wire near to, and

horizontal with the earth, will be on all sides sur

rounded by negative electricity, which has a great

affinity for it, and hence the line of positive will

soon bo taken np and neutralized. If his conclu

sions have been drawn from lines so situated and

acting, then his doubts are well taken and certainly

correct.

But if he applies this reasoning to rays of heat,,

light, and electricity emanating from the Sun, and

supposes that they should be wasted or weakened

in their passage to the earth, or to the other

planets, then upon an investigation oi the subject,

he will find his doubts are groundless. This will

appear from the following considerations:

1. The Sun is the only fountain source of Posi

tive Electricity in the Solar System, united as it is

with light and latent heat. The distance of the

Sun from the Earth is variously estimated from 92

to 93 millions of miles. A ray of light is supposed

to pass this distance in a fraction less than eight

minutes. Each ray being positive repels every

other ray, and hence so far from being attracted

by anything above or around it, every surrounding

force compels it to retain its own elements within

itself, while the repelling force of the Sun behind,

and the attractive force of tho Earth in front, bear

it rapidly to its destination, until it reaches the

lower atmosphere, where negative electricity pre

vails. The time is inconceivably short in which

it passes thisthin stratum immediately surrounding

the Earth, and hence there is no dissipation of iis

force unt il it strikes the Earth's surface. Experi

ments have shown that the Sun's rays may be

passed through a lens of ice without a dissolution

of their parts, until brought to a focus upon com

bustible matter, the light being converted into

heat will produce combustion as readily as if passed

through a lens of glass. In view of this fact, we

may safely conclude that tho elementsof each ray,

as it passes through the intermediate space between

the Sun and Earth, undergo no change, and it

emits nothing but light in its whole course. It is

known that the intermediate space is intensely

cold, and heat is evolved only when the ray strikes

an opaque body, when tho hght is instantly re

solved into heat. The atmosphere is not warmed

by the direct passage of the Sun's rays, but by the

reflected rays from the Earth's surface.

2. But the Editor's objections may be considered

in another light, which is probably the correct one,

that is, he speaks of very " powerful magnets," as

if he alluded to magnetic iron, or a fixed magnet

ism in any solid body. 1 f this is the light in which

ho places his objection, then tho subject must be

considered from that point of view, and it becomes

necessary to arrive at a distinct understanding as

to the magnet he alludes to.

Of necessity, we must define and understand the

terms we use. Properly speaking, Magnetism or

Electro Magnetism is a secondary form of Electric

action, and pertains only to the Earth, and is not
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identical with Electricity proper, or Positive Elec

tricity, which, in our system of worlds, has its

source alone in the Sun. The term Magnetism,

therefore, must be confined to the terrestrial

sphere.

It may be truly said that the whole earth is a

magnet. If the proof of this is demanded, we

reply that it is polarized, and polarization occurs

only in magnetized bodies. As this cannot be de

nied, the Editor's objection must be confined to

terrestrial limits, and, if so, we agree that in the

exhibition of its forces, magnetism is confined to

a very narrow limit compared to the forces of the

Sun.

Now, in applying these objections to the theory

that I am endeavoring to set forth, let us preserve

a clear and distinct discrimination as to the mean

iug of the terms we employ. My whole theory is

based ulxin the declaration found at the head of

«ach article, " EleOTRiclTY THE MOTOR PoWee

of the Solar System," and electro,magnetism

is only incidental to the great power relied on. It

is true that electro-magnet ism has an office to per

form under the controlling action of the Sun

operating upon it through the superior force of

Positive Electricity. To apply these forces in their

action, one upon the other, in producing the

diurnal and annual revolutions of the Earth, we

refer our readers to the use made of the one and

t he other in all the preceding articlesof this series,

in which it will be perceived that in noense do we

assign any motor power to the magnetism of the

Earth, except so far as to make it a counterpart to

the positive electricity of the Sun.

To explain more fully: As the Earth is a great

globular mass, heavily charged with electro-mag

netism—a body to be moved, and hol the mover—

by taking on the form of negative electricity, op

posite to that of the Sun for which it has a power

ful affinity, it is found to possess just those ele

meuts which both attract the positive, and enable

the positive to seize upon it as a leverage, a great

bond of power, by which to wield it in its course

and give it rotation upon its axis.

To be a little more explicit: When the Earth,

revolving upon its axis, has turnedaway Its heated

surface from the falling rays of the Sun. while

passing through the shades of night it loses its

heavy charge of positive electricity, and becomes

negatively electric; as it again emerges from the

darkness, the strong affinity between the negative

and positive causes a strong attraction between the

Earth and Sun on that side. The short arm of the

negative grasps hands with the long arm of the

positive electricity, and they mutually pull to

gether and raise the rising side of the Earth until

it reaches the zenith, when the surface becomes so

heavily charged that it is repelled from the Sun,

which gives the Earth its diurnal motion. .

The annual motion is produced by the accumu

lation of so heavy a charge of positive electricity

on the eastern, or receding side, that it acts as an

enormous battery driving the whole glohe in the

opposite direction in the pathway of its orbit.

This action is greatly aided by the fact that the

western side is in a negative electric state, and, as

regards positive electricity, furnishes a vacuum

into which the Earth plunges, where it finds no

resistance, and hence an easy escape from the

driving force behind, viz.: the repulsion of posi

tives, and is thus forced forward in its orbit.

This example serves to illustrate tlte relative out-

goiug'forces of the magnetic Earth on the one

hand with its short arm; and, on the other, the

vast force of the positive Sun. with its long arm

reaching through ppace without exhausting its

powers.

More fully to sustain this position, we may with

propriety say that the Sun expends itself by send

ing off of the substance of its own compound,

light heat and electricity, throughout its realm,

without the diminution of its force

lu our first article on the character of the Sun.

it was shown that the light heat and electricity

emanating from its shining surface were substan

tial mutter, so much so, that it must in the nature

of things exhaust itself and expire, unless fur

nished with supplies to balance its expenditures.

The rays of light that fall upon the earth are a

part of the Sun itself, only in an attenuated form,

so that we may say that every planet "lives and

moves and has its being in the borders of the

Sun.

It will be remembered that it was also shown

that the exhausted rays of positive electricity,

passing from the dynamic to the static condition,

were drawn back to the Sun, where they entered

into its body through open caverns known as

'- spots on the Sun," where, Insing quickened into

the dynamic state, they are again repelled into

outer space to perform their legitimate offices in

whatever region they are directed.

We have, as fur as we understood the designs of

the Editor, vindicated our theory from the objec

tions so respectfully made. If we have failed to

apprehend his true meaning, we hope he wilt more

clearly define it. The terms magnetism and elec

tricity proper, are too often indiscriminately used,

the one for the other.

I cannot close this reply without gratefully ac

knowledging to the esteemed Editor of Thr

Microcosm the obligation he has 'laid me under

by the complinietary manner in which hehas been

pleased io allude to the character of my articles,

and his recommendation to scientific " readers to

fully consider and even study them."

Pair and friendly criticisms are still invited, as ,

I always feel benefited thereby. We have no

other object than to ascertain and establish the

rightful authority of Truth. This will free us

from all error, both in science and religion.

Mt. SterliNg, Ky.

THE TRIUNE NATURE OF MAN.

i!Y PROF. II. 8. SCHEIX, A.M.

A scientific investigation of the nature of man,

as well as the careful study of the Sacred Word,

shows him to be a triune being, having three sets

of faculties: the body, with its organs and func

tions; the soul, or life-force, with its perceptions,

involuntary powers and understanding; and the

spirit, with its intellectual and God-like attributes.

The body was constructed for a temporal resi

dence of the soul and spirit, and receives impres

sions from both; the soul acquires knowledge by

observation, instruction, and experience, but this

knowledge does not reach beyond material and

sensual objects, while the spirit is the home of

conscience, and possesses intellect, thought, reflec

tion, the power of choice, the apprehension of

moral and religious truths: reasons about God,

perceives the nature of His laws, investigates the

phenomena of the invisible and spiritual universe, !

comprehends the existence of a life beyond the

present, and reflects about eternity, good and evil, !

right aud wrong.
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The soul of man, as well as his body, was cre-

. ated, but his spirit is an efflux from God, and is,

therefore, eternal. Were man an animal only,

and destined to end his existence at death, his

spirit, with its wonderful attributes, would have

been unnecessary to a purely earthly life; but the

possession of these higher faculties is proof of his

unending existence.

Without the soul, the body would have no

knowledge of the world or of anything in it; and

separated from it, would know nothing either of

pleasure or pain; and the soul has no knowledge

of the invisible and spiritual, except by its con

nection with the spirit.

Two kinds of education are progressing in man,

—one of his animal soul, the other of his spirit;

the first fi is him for usefulness here; the second

prepares him for an eternal hereafter. The true

life of man begins at death, as his spirit is then

released from the material body which held it, and

goes as a veritable organic entity to a spiritual

world, there to await a re union with its material

body, which is to be made spiritual and immortal.

Between instinct or animal mind, and intellect

or spirit-mind, there is a chasm which separates

man from all other animals, and materialistic

philosophers, in all ages, have endeavored in vain

to bridge over this chasm. For about sixty centu-

Ties each race has been spectators of the same oc

currences, but with all his observation, the brute

has never advanced a single step, and is now

where he was six thousand years ago; but how

different with man, whose intellectual progress

commenced with his observation, and ha* been

onward from generation to generation, until now

his acquirements are absolutely marvelous. Brutes

being without reason, the existence of under

standing and judgment is impossible, and the

brute must become another creature before he can

manifest the intelligence of man.

" The bee builds its comb in conformity to pure

ideas of reason, but it does not thus build because

it knows such ideas, but because of the peculiarity

of its perceptions, sensations, and physical struc

ture, all of which render its thus building a

necessity. "

True philosophy, in its investigations, accepts

both of the Creator's revelations to man,—the visi

ble universe and the Bible,— and by so doing can

explain the mysteries of man's spirit, and has

capacity to grasp the problem of human life both

here and hereafter; but materialistic philosophy,

which ignores the Bible, and seeks for the solution

of mental as well as spiritual phenomena in a

knowledge of the material universe only, has ever

failed, and will always continue to fail. Besides

this, its falsely constructed theories are pernicious,

as they tend to undermine faith, morals, and

religion, and their only use is to call forth investi

gations which exhibit their intellectual, moral,

and logical weakness. f

Had the visible universe, alone, been sufficient

for a solution, by man, of the mysteries of his

nature, a written revelation would not have been

given; but, being required, it has been given, and

the downfall of a philosophy which rejects it and

teaches that man, with his God-like attributes,

was evolved from a brute, and, like the brute,

when he dies, becomes extinct, is only a question

of time, and that not far distant, as its death-blow

has been given by recent publications; and though

once rampant and unblushingly insolent, its most

renowned champions are now, apparently, almost

as silent as the grave.

THE LAWS OF MIND.-No. i.

' BY UEV. J. W. ROBERTS.

In presenting to the public any system or theory

of science or philosophy upon any subject, a due

regard for the intelligence of the reader, as well

as justice to the system itself, demands such a

statement of the facts and principles involved !

therein as shall at least exhibit it with reasonable

precision and clearness, for the consideration of

those who may desire to examine it; and this is

eslx;cially true of any theory which appears to de

part from the preconceived opinions of men.

As the object of the writer is to present views

upon the great problem of MIND under new

phases, and, if possible, to make more intelligible

some matters which have heretofore been greatly

mystified, it becomes necessary to lay the founda

tion, as a wise master-builder, upon the solid rock,

so that it will stan I when the " rains descend and

the winds blow and beat upon it." Hence the

necessity, in digging for this substantial basis—

as will more clearly be made apparent in the pro

gress of the inquiry—to present at this juncture

some

INTRODUCTORY REMAReS.

It is here assumed, what it is hoped will here

after be made reasonably clear, that there are three

entities in the universe, which may be designated

Spirit, Substance, Matter; and that to one of these

entities everything in nature belongs, whether

" visible or invisible."

The term entity is employed, not because it fully

expresses the idea involved, but because it is the

best word our language furnishes for the purpose,

and I do not wish to address the reader in an un

known tongue; find for the same reason technical

terms will be avoided as far as possible. The

term entity conveys the idea of something in con

tradistinction to nothing.

In the classification of entities, matter includes

everything of a gtoss nature which is accessible to

the five senses, and most things that are recogniza

ble by one or more of these senses.

Substance comprises those things which are

usually designated as intangible; such as gravity,

magnetism, etc., and as will be more fully de

veloped as the subject under contemplation is

evolved.

Spirit embraces those entities that possess life

and intelligence.

Our language being constructed on a material

basis, and to convey ideas of material things, it is

not the most desirable medium through which to

convey just and clear conceptions of spiritual mat

ters; but being the best we have, it must be em

ployed; and the writer hopes to make all points

reasonably lucid to the careful and intelligent

reader.

On the ascending scale the series runs thus:

matter, substance, spirit, or viae versa on the de

scending scale ; spirit the highest, matter the low

est, and substance the intermediate entity. The

signification attached to these terms, where the

same varies from that given by the lexicographers,

will become apparent as the steps of the investiga

tion advance.

That which is common property will be used as

such, due credit being given in cases where specific

material is used.

The object of the writer is not to combat other

men's views, but to present his own; 'and when

these conflict with others, to endeavor to show
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where the truth is to be found, not in a belligerent

spirit, but in the interest of what is conceived to

be a " more excellent way." Committed to follow

wherever truth leads the way, the lwinting out of

any errors into which he may fall will be esteemed

the highest favor.

With these preparatory statements, let us now

proceed to more weighty matters.

There are two theories held as to the origin of

mind; one that it is material, or the outgrowth of

matter, the other that it is not, but has a higher

origin. The theory of the material nature or ori

gin of mind will be first examined.

The essential elements of matter are set down in

all the works on material philosophy to be, Inertia,

Impenetrability, Indestructibility, Magnitude, Di

visibility, Attraction, and Porosity. Of late, how

ever, divisibility is not held as a property, it being

conceded that the ultimate atoms of matter are in

divisible. There is some difference of opinion

concerning attraction; hut upon the first three

properties named above there is no diversity of

views; and for the present this inquiry will be

limited to these absolutely essential attributes or

properties of matter. Of these qualities inertia is

the most striking, because it is the most readily

perceived, and to it we direct attention.

This term signifies utter and unavoidable help

lessness, so that matter, no difference what its form

or where found, is inherently, in the very essence

of its nature, incapable of doing anything. It

cannot move itself when at rest, not stop itself

when put in motion It is this property of mat

ter, in connection with its environments, which

ever has and ever must stand as a bar to the per

petual motion of human-made machinery or de

vices.

As each atom of matter is helpless, an aggregate

of atoms is only an aggregate of inertia. A world

in as helpless as each individual atom of which it

is composed. A mountain can no more move itself

than a mote. Water can find its own level; but

the ocean cannot lift itself the millionth part of an

inch above that ^evel any more than can the small

est drop composing its mighty volume. These

admitted facts may be formulated into this law:

Quantity adds nothing to the inherent properties or

disabilities of matter.

And just here is whore physical evolutionists

mako a fatal mistake. They attribute to matter

results which it is impossible for matter to accom

plish by reason of its inherent incapacity to pro

duce them. To bridge over this chasm the imagi

nation is called upon to hypothecate an assistant

to matter, which is termed force ; but this does

not help the case in the remotest degree, for this

reason: Force, as an active principle, has no more

existence in matter than life. In the sense that a

rock is hard, or iron is tough, it may be admitted

that moiter has force; but this species of force, if

it can be termed force at all, is just as inert as any

other property of matter. Henceforce as an actire

principle never can be found in a purely physical

-universe. This is self-evident. So is the follow

ing infallible axiom:

Nofact in nature icill or can be contradicted by

any otherfact. Hence no other truth in the uni

verse can be found at variance with the funda

mental law of the inertia or helplessness of matter.

As force, an active principle, is not a property of

inert matter, but is of exactly an opposite nature,

it cannot be derived from matter, and its origin

must be sought in some other direction. This is

as clear as logic and light can make any proposi

tion.

But force itself, as an abstract principle, if snch

it is, possesses no intelligence; and if there is only

a physicul universe, it is nothing but matter, mi

therefore subject to all the disabilities of matter.

This also is self-evident. Another axiom may

here be laid down: Neither matter nor anything

else in nature can impart that tchieh it dots nOt

possess. This law is only another method of ex

pressing that fundamental principle of science,

" Out of nothing nothing can come."

Here, then, we have reached the solid rock,

which is of three-fold thickness, and upon this

foundation a superstructure can safely be erected,

for, if properly constructed, it will abide.

Let us now test evolution by 1h1*6 axiomatic

truths.

Matter is inert and can do nothing. No other

fact in nature will antagonize this truth.

Matter has no intelligence; therefore it cannot

communicate intelligence to any other thing or

substance in the universe.

Matter has no activity; hence it cannot impart

activity to anything; and so it is impossible for

force as an active principle, or motion of any kind,

to be horn of matter.

These axioms rest upon the bed-rock of truth,

and cannot be moved.

Evolution, as a physical science contradicts-

every one of them. It makes active force a crea

ture of inert matter. It compels matter, which

has no life or intelligence, to communicate both

life and intelligence to other portions of nature.

Therefore evolution, in its very inception, is an

impossihility. Its very first act is to require the

performance of a miracle; and every step in the

ascending gradation from the moneron to man is a

miracle; for each one requires the communication

to its successor of some quality which it does not

itself possess. By the side of this countless series

of miracles all those claimed by Christianity,

Mythology, and Paganism dwindle away into re

mote insignificance. If anyone doubts for a mo

ment this sweeping declaration, let him take the

system and follow it up, step by step, from its in-

cipiency to its finale, and he will become thor

oughly satisfied that it is born of an impossibility,

is cradled in miracles, and has no food to subsist

upon from infancy to age but the most absurd of

miraculous and impossible pabulum. At the con

clusion of the analysis, in the light of the self-

evident propositions laid down, the investigator

will be led to exclaim: " The half has never beea

told I "
It does not relieve this monstrous system of

miracle and credulity in the slightest degree to say

that some one in each of these series in the upward

march of development became wiser and letter

than its peers, and transmitted these acquisitions

to its progeny; for that is exactly the self-evident

impossibility which holds matter and its environ

ments—in a physical universe—with an everlast

ing grip, froni which there is no escape, and to fly

in the face of which is the same irrational and

self-stultifying idea which is weighted down with

self-destruction, that nothing can prodwe stunt-

thing. No argument is required to prove this;

for the thing that had not could not obtain or

transmit that which it did not possess, and which

nothing else possessed from which it could be de

rived. It is also equally manifest that where

material entity holds sway, no new powers can be

evolved from any source whatever, because the

eternal helplessness of all matter remains a per

petual estopel to its receiving or bestowing what

it never had and never can hsve. And what ii
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true of matter in this respect is true of every other

entity in existence. It is the ceaseless violation

of this absolute, unvarying and inexorable law on

the part of evolution, from its incipiency to its

culmination, which places it outside the pale of

reasonable hypothesis and beyond the domain- of

I philosophical research.

\ And what is true of evolution is as forcibly true

of any other system which develops life or intelli-

t gence from matter, or any other element that mat-

j ter does not possess. All these theories are of

j necessity compelled to bring something out of

nothing.

In view of the impregnable facts herein set

forth, which are as old and as enduring as matter,

Physical Evolution must be set down as an impos

sible method of accounting for all that multitude

of mundane phenomena which exist on all sides of

us, and which are above the sphere of material

helplessness. The old dogma that an omnipotent

Being can create something out of nothing by His

almighty fiat, is lucid logic in comparison with

this gigantic system of stupendous miracles, all

performed without any antecedent intelligence!

The man who can believe this, and then sneer at

the miracles set forth in the Bible, or any other

system of religion, has surely never measured the

height, depth, and breadth of his own irrational

cupidity.

It is in no spirit of hostility to evolution as a

system involving great research and the expendi

ture of much mental force that these views are set

forth, but solely in the interest of truth and true

science. True philosophical inquiry never aban

dons fundamen'al principles or departs from those

axioms that lie at the base of all research which

can endure.

Having thus demonstrated from the inherent

constitution of matter that it is impossible for life,

intelligence, or active force to emanate from it

under any possible contingencies, and finding

these grand forces of the universe all about us as

the factors which of all others most interest us in

every direction in all the avenues of natu re, it be

comes necessary that their existence shall be

accounted for on some other hypothesis, which

shall be reasonable, and whose adequacy to that

end shall be within the scope of sound philosophi

cal procession; and this will be the next step

taken in this inquest into the arcana of Science.

"OUR EARTHLY HOUSE."

BY ElD. J. G. BUMIOugHS.

Man presents a triality of phases. These may

be termed physical, moral and intellectual. Each

phase is a wonder. The physical phase is a micro

cosm—a miniature world. No wonder, therefore,

than one of old exclaimed, when contemplating the

nature of his make-up, " I am fearfully and won

derfully made." Our house is an epitome of the

earth, and, hence, is " of the earth earthy." Its

mechanism is truly wonderful, and immeasurably

beyond the imitative genius of man. It is a great

house; a beautiful house; a living house; a mov

ing house; a working house; a growing house; a

living enigma!

It is made up of many parts, and each part is a

wonder within a wonder. Every part, however

large or small, is of exact mathematical proportion.

Anatomatically considered it is made up of,

I.—Bone, nerve, sinew.

II.—Artery, vein, capilary.

III.—Blood, water, lymph.

Chemically considered our house is made up of

I.—Ponderables—or confinable substances.

II — Imponderables—or inconfinable substances.

The first class is divisible into the following, to

wit:

I.—Solids.

II.—Liquids.

III.—Gasses.

To the first subdivision, or solids, belong, lime,

soda, sulphur, iron, magnesia, potash, phosphorus,

manganese, carbon, silica, alumina—pure clay—

gluten, sugar, starch, gum, cascine, fibrine, albu

men, dextrine, hamatea, ceret, gelatin, pepsin,

pancreatin, ammonia", sodium.

To the second class, or liquids, belong the fol

lowing, viz.: Water, blood, muriatic acid, acetic

acid, formic acid, lactic acid, butyric acid, succinic

accid, oxalic acid, rosasic acid, benzoic acid, uric

acid, hipur.c acid, diabetic acid, picric acid, phos

phoric acid, &c. , &c.

To the third class, or gasses, belong oxygen,

hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen.

IMPONDERABlES.

The elements of this class are

1.—Caloric.

2.—Light.

3.—Electricity.

4.—Magnetism.

15.—Ether.

In the foregoing we have given the main chemi

cal constituents of our wonderful house. In vari

ous proportions they enter into and form the dif

ferent parts of the living organism of both man

and animal.

Many of the same chemical constituents that

enter into the make-up of animal organism enter

also largely into the vegetable. The main elements

of the vegetable orgamsm may be summed up as

follows: Water, gum, starch, gluten, sugar, tanin,

lignum, resin, coloring matter, wax, oil, bitumen,

narcotine, albumen, fibrin, alkali, acid, phos

phorus, iron, mangonesia, &c., &c.

These formative or proximate principles are-

composed of oxygen, hydrogen, carlxm and nitro

gen. They are, therefore, divisible into two-,

classes, to wit:

I.—Those containing oygen, hydrogen and car

bon only.

II.—Those containing the four elements—oxy

gen, hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen.

The first class of proximate principles is again

divisible into the following, to wit :

I.—Those containing more oxygen than is neces

sary—in union with hydrogen—to form water.

II.—Those containing only the requisite propor-.

tion of oxygen and hydrogen to generate water.

III.—Those principles where hydrogen is pre

dominant.

The first class embraces all vegetable acids, such

as acetic, malic, citric, rumex, tartaric, oxalic,

quinic, tanic, benzoic, prussic, silicic, phosporic,

&c. , &c.

The second class gives rise to gums, sugar, starch,

lignum. The third class to oil, bitumen, resin,

wax, and the coloring matter of leaves—chlorc-

phyl—&c., &c.

As before stated, the second class of the proxi

mate principles of the vegetable kingdom is made'

up of the four elements, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon,

and nitrogen. These four elements give rise to-

albumen, gluten, narcotine, hernatine, (the red

coloring principle of woods and plants) alkali,

extractive matter, indigo, etc., etc.

Thus we see that oxygen, hydrogen, carbon and
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nitrogen (especially tho three first elements) enter

into and form all the proximate principles of vege

table substances, of whatever character or clime.

Indeed the whole animal and vegetable economy is

reduceable to these four primary elements—oxy

gen, hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen. These four

primary elements follow the law of the digit and

alphabet. We have nine digits, or symbols of

numbers; but, by the addition of a cipher, we are

enabled to make an endless number and variety of

mathematical calculations. We have but 26 let

ters in the English alphabet, yet, by different

numbers and methods of arrangement, we have an

endless variety of composition and expression of

thought. So is it with these four elements. By

different numbers and proportions we have pre

sented beforo us all the different families,

orders and species of the vegetable world. By these

four elements and the five imponderables—heat,

light, electricity, magnetism, ether—we have pre

sented before us all the various families, orders and

species of the animal world.

It is a remarkable fact that, notwithstanding

man has the power to analyze animal and vege

table substances, and discover their chemical con

stituents, he has not power to recombino these

elements and form them again Into animal and

vegetable organisms. Had man this power, he

would have the creative power of Deity.

But, right on the threshold of this argument.we

are met with a somewhat plausible objection from

an anonymous author. He says: " The chemist,

by the association of two parts oxygen, four hydro

gen, two carbon and two nitrogen, can make urea.

Alantoin has also been produced artificially. Two

of the proximate principles being realized by

human care, the possibility of realizing or forming

all is established. Thus the chemist may be said

to have it in his power to realize the first step in

organization." (See Vexliges of Creation, page 83.

The possibility of forming one two, or more, of

the proximate principles euteringinto the composi

tions of the animal or vegetable organization, we

do not deny. But we do deny that man has (or

'ever will have) the power to give organization and

life to these principles. There is no law in chem

istry, philosophy, or any of the natural sciences,

by which this can be accomplished. Many infidel

scientists readily admit this fact, and bri.ig it for

ward as an indubitable evidence against the Bible

doctrine of the resurrection of the dead. They are

not willing that the resurrection of the dead shall

take place upon other than scientific principles;

and, not finding any law in Nature by which this

is to be, or can be, effected, they deny the doctrine

in toto! . But they are ignorant of the fact that

there is no law in Nature by which an organized

existence, either animal or vegetable, can be pro

duced. The law of evolution, as taught by Spen

cer and others, has signally failed to develop any

fact or truth in this particular. The law of evolu

tion proper teaches the necessity of involution in

order to evolution. There can be, therefore, no

evolution without an involution, Spencer, Darwin

and others to the contrary notwithstanding.

We argue, therefore, that all organized exist

ences, of whatever character, originated with a

great First Cause ; and that that Cause was the

living Intelligence whom the Bible designates as

God.

As there is no law in the Universe of God by

which organization can be given to proximate

principles—vegetable or animal—neither is there

any law in Nature by which these principles, when

dissolved, can be thrown together and made to

assume the organic form. Ilence, the resurrection

of a dissolved organization is dependent upon the

same Power that gave it origin, and that Power is

God.

" Why should it be thought a thing incredible

with any one, that God should raise the dead?" If

Ho can give organization in the first place, so can

He in the second place, and so will He. In this is

our hope. If our house be dissolved, it will be re

built, beautified, and made immortal, incorrupt-

able, imperishable, unchangeable, and therefore

eternal.

THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD. (THE

OTHER HIDE.)

BY BEV. ntOF. STEPHEN WOOD.

The different views honestly held by Christiana

upon this subject cannot be united into one by

quotations from the Bible selected by opposing

parties, as each person will construe in accord with

his established views and ideas of interpretation.

Yet it is a subject of great concern to us all, and

has direct bearing upon many other important

question in theology. The views of thinking men

are gradually changing upon this subject in the

direction of a more consistent and rational exegesis

than that which was held in the dark ages.

In studying the Bible teachings upon this sub

ject, we need not refer to the Old Testament, as tbe

doctrine is not there found; and in searching the

New Testament we must carefully distinguish be

tween Resuscitation and Resurrection. Several

cases of resuscitation are mentioned in the Bible,

as the case of Lazarus and others; but they are

never referred to as cases of the resurrection. Be

sides, these subjects died again: the subjects of

the resurrection " die no more." We need also to

study and understand, if possible, the sublime im

port of our Lord's own words: " I am the resur

rection and the life; he that believeth in Me,

though he were d> ad, yet shall he live; and who

soever liveth and believeth in Me shall never die."

We must also distinguish carefully between the

resurrection above referred to and the resurrection

of which all are subjects. It will also be a great

aid to us in an earnest investigation of the subject,

to inquire whether or not it is anywhere said, or

even intimated, in the Bible, that the material

body shall bo tho subject of the resurrection: or,

whether it is anywhere stated that the soul shall

be reunited to the natural body, or to any other

body from which it hnd been separated. And

finally, it would be well to inquire what benefit to

the subjects, or what use in the universe would he

served, by a recreation of the physical bodies at

some future time, and what necessity, under Divine

Providence, will demand the occasion for nuh a

time. All material bodies fall back into their

original elements, and thus perform a continued

use in the great economy of Nature ; so that there

will be no material bodies that can be the subject*

of such resurrection at some future day, unless re

created for the purpose.

SOUND OF RUNNING TRAINS.

Dear Dr. Hall:

In No. 6, Vol. 2, page 191, Microcosm, "A Stu

dent" asks you to explain certain sounds produced

by running R. R. trains, etc. The phenomena

alluded to are common to all railroads, and an!

noticed by all close observers living along the
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line of a R. R. My dwelling is located in the

concave of a curve nearly one mile long on the W.

M. R. R. The circle of the road and the location

of the dwelling are such that the distance from

the dwelling to the road is nearly the same - from

one- fourth to one fifth of a mile. Now, when t he

train runs over this curve, very little sound is

heard at the dwelling; in fact, many trains pass

that we hear no sound from at all. This morning,

January 22d, I stood in my front yard when the

Express East was passing, having an unobstructed

view of the train for one mile, but no sound at all

was heard. But when the train reaches a point

two miles west, the whir is so distinct that we

hear it at night in our lrads when the house is

closed. The same thing occurs when the train

reaches a point two miles east, of us. This, how

ever, has never been a mystery to me, as the track

of the road at each point is in a direct line with

our dwelling; and all close observers know that'

the whir, or rumbling of a running train, isalways

heard more distinctly in the direct lino of the

rails than latterly. Somo of the repair men know

this. I have seen some of them lay their ears on

the rail to hear the train while miles away. Per

sons walking on a curved part of the line are often

run over by coming trains, while it rarely happens

on a straight line. If the wave theory of sound

were correct, and these air sound-waves were ex

actly similar to water-waves produced by the fall

ing pebble, then the sound must be heard with

the same distinctness at the same distance from the

sonorous body all around; butsince in the concave

we scarcely hear the whir of the train at a distance

of 1 of a mile, yet hear it distinctly when two

miles away in line with the track, is evidence that

it is something else than air-waves.

Now, my dear Dr. Hall, the Scriptures teach

"Let him that is taught in the word communicate

to him that teaches in all good things," (Gal. vi.,

6.) While I am not taught in the sciences, yet

I know these facts by long observation, and I com-

manicate them to you to help hold up your hands

in the work In which you are engaged. I wish

you God speed.

Yours Truly and Sincerely,

D. P. Sayler.

NEWTON AND THE PRINCIPiA.

BY RKV. J. I. SWANDER, A.M.

God moves in history, and manifests his power

in the march of its progress. His personal pres

ence in the government of the universe is a truth

which nothing but the insanity of atheism will

dare to deny. With infinite wisdom and intelli

gence He originates and controls the dynamic

forces by which the successive ages of the world

are marshaled into the line of its historic onflow.

The activities of men are the agencies of God.

The great man leaves his impress upon the pecu

liar work to which he is called by Providence to

apply his plastic hand; yet each age is productive

of its own master-spirit, rather than the produc.

tion of such master-builder's molding genius.

Some ages are so big with great events as to give

birth to a number of towering intellects, each one

the master in his divinely -appointed sphere.

Such was the age which gave the seventeenth cen

tury of the Christian Era its peculiar prominence

on the dial plate of time. The tree of intellec

tual inquiry and progress, planted in the revival

of letters, was stimulated to vigorous growth by

the Reformation of the Church, and, after sending

its penetrating roots into the best soil of Europe,

brought forth its specimens of finest fruit in the

lives and labors of such men as Newton, Leibnitz,

and others, who passed, either in close succession

or as a cluster of cotemporaries upon the central

stage of time's intellectual theatre.

Among the illustrious men of that remarkable

age Sir Isaac Newton shines out as a star of the

first magnitude. The natural strength of his

great intellect. the happy combination and har

mony of his inductive and demonstrative faculties,

the rich material provided by his predecessors in

the science of astronomy, tho valuable assistance

of his mathematical cotemporaries, the influence

of the Royal Society, the pride and possible par

tiality of his countrymen, all contributed largely

toward the success of his genius, and the splendor

of his fame. He lives in his durable work, and

will continue to live while " the heavens declare

the glory of God." As long as the reflecting tele

scope brings a better view of distant worlds within,

the more commanding range of mortal vision, and

makes the laws of their government the most sub

lime study for the powers of the human mind, so

long will it he impossible for anything, except the

total depravity of base ingratitude, to dim the

luster of his immortal name.

But Newton was not the only great man in that

age, so distinguished for its intellectual giants.

Even in his own favorite field of astronomical

science, the names of Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler,

Halley, and Flamsteed do not suffer seriously in

comparison with one who either began his labors

in the light of their previous discoveries, or shared

the fruit of their cotemporaneous toil. Newton

merited a renown as enduring as the stars; yet the

stars, themselves, may cease to shine before the

legitimate boundaries of his fame are fixed by the

competent historian's impartial pen. To what ex

tent did national prejudice and pride wreathe his

brow with laurels plucked from the merits of

other men? Without answering the foregoing

question, we record the following assertion: Had

Newton been born at Leipsic, and Leibnitz at

Woolthorpe, the Royal Society would probably

have been differently partial in that question of

mathematical discovery and personal honor, re

ferred to them for decision, by the great German

philosopher in his unsuspecting German honesty.

That Leibnitz was an original inventor of the dif

ferential calculus is now generally admitted by the

intelligent readers of revised history. Newton,

himself, conceded as much ; and it will always ap

pear to the glory of the great English astronomer

that he was too much of a Christian to desire, or

seek, greatness at the sacrifice of Christian honor.

The human race may well be proud that these two

illustrious characters belong to the family of man.

Newton was the greater and more successful

mathematician because he focused the most bril

liant rays of his genius upon the one grand goal

of his laudable ambition : Leibnitz was his equal

in native powers of intellect, more versatile in

genius, and more boundless in his erudition.

Leibnitz was greater in the possession of that pen

etrative gift so peculiar to the pioneers of German

thought: Newton surpassed him in his ability to

utilize his knowledge for the practical advance

ment of science. If Newton was the greater

physicist, Leibnitz was the more profound meta

physician. The German philosopher was search

ing far and delving deep to discover the mysterious

impulse of being, while the English astronomer
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was soaring above the clouds, in hia efforts to

demonstrate the laws of that invisible agency by

which the Creator propels the machinery and per

petuates the harmony of the material universe.

Neither was Newton infallible. As a member

of the fallen family of man, he shared the infirmi

ties of the race. Pope's couplet—

" Nature and Nature's laws lay hid In nhrht;
God said ' let Newton be,' and all was light,"

•ontains more English pride than poetry, and,

still, more poetry than truth. Though born on

Christmas day, he was not the light of the world.

Although the Principal is a master-piece of

mathematical skill, it is not the production of un

erring wisdom. It contains light enough to make

darkness distinctly visible. The above expression

should be considered as a flattering compliment to

the noblest work of any mortal man. Newton's

great mind was not capable of supposing that the

Principia was perfect, and that it would need no

revision in the progress of the ages. A conscious

ness of its defects was probably one element in

that reluctance which inclined him to desire a

suppression of its further publication. Neither is

there any evidence that Halley, in assuming the

financial responsibility of bringing the astounding

work before the public, looked upon its author as

the arat>ir of astronomical science. Such super

stition enters a more modern temple; such Idola

ters lsmr out the oblations of their sycophancy in

a more modern worship. They fill the front pews

of the scholastic Church; and their hands go up

with holy horror at the mere mention of '' New

ton's oversights." They consider it no sacrilege

to revise the authorized version of the Holy Scrip

tures, and correct the "oversights" of King

James' translators. They nlso seem to think it

eminently proper to change the English text of

God's Word in order to make it read more in har

mony with those most ancient extant manuscripts

recently discovered by the same spirit of search

and research which has since blessed the human

family with "The Prablem of Human Life."

Some of them are possibly ready to march with

Robertson Smith in his crusade of criticism upon

the very subject-matter in the oracles of the Most

High; or, perchance, swell the ranks of Beecher-

onean vandalism with a determination to either

dry the fountain or dam the stream of God's Reve

lation to man; but a critical examination of New

ton's astronomical calculations is too sacrilegous

for their pious toleration. While they cannonade

the Pentateuch, they canonize the Principia, and

swear, with an idolatrous veneration for the bones

of a fallible man, that Wilford Hall shall not

stand in the assembly of the righteous, because,

forsooth, he has dared to question the immaculate

conception of Newton's "yard-stick."

Not too fast, nor too' far, gentlemen ! At this

point in the proceedings we wish to placo upon

record an expression of our positive conviction

that if the learned and most central criticism of

the age has the courage and countenance to carry

its inquiries into the holy domain of inspiration",

there is consistency and common sense enough

among the lay members of the Scientific Church,

in its holy communion of truth, freedom, and

progress, to insist that "Every maris work shall

| be tried of what sort it is." Let us not be misun-

I derstood. Our position is that the essential es

sence of God's Word is forever settled in heaven

(Ps. 119-. 89); and that the human elements, en

tering into the constitution of the Bible, are

proper matter for human criticism and correction,

and will so continue until ' ' that which is perfect

is come. " Let the trial go forward whenever the

court is competently constituted and clothed with

the ermine of lawful jurisdiction. God, Himself,

challenges man with a " prove me now herewith:"

and the Bible authorizes a critical investigation of

itself when it enjoins the duty to "prove aU

things, and hold fast that which is good. ' With

such authority to search and prove the very oracles

of God, we are not disposed to look uihiu the

Prinvipia as the superlatively sacred thing in the

sanctuary of Science.

This question has been discussed in the eonsecu

tive numbersof the Microcosm for the last twelve

months; and still " the combat deepens, as onward

rush the brave." The editor has charged Xewton's

great law of gravity with some serious defects.

This charge has been made with 6uch confidence,

and followed up with such tenacity of purposo

and voluminous array of reasoning, as to call forth

the countercharge of " presumption." This coun

tercharge is oua that we shall neither attempt to

palliate nor deny, for fear that the editor'.* mod

esty might be disposed to turn our paper away

from the "microcosmic door," under the impres

sion that it contains a " complimentary reference."

The editor is possibly presumptuous; hut in th»

present case we think that his presumption con

sists in presuming that there is nothing in science

more sacred than the truth, and that no century,

prior to the golden age of absolute and acknowl

edged perfection, has any right to install a scien

tific lxipe for all the subsequent centuries of the

world's progressive history, ,Svch presumption

need offer no apology. No age is anointed with

the oil of infallibility above its successors. This

truth underlies the first principles of Protestant

ism, and gives strength to all sound Protestant

theology. AVhile we reject the preposterous claims

of ecclesiastical popery, consistency requires us to

dispute the iulallibilism blindly attributed to

Newton, or to any other mere man. We are

bound to the past, but not by it in any such way as

to destroy the lawful freedom of the present.

The question under discussion in the Microcosm

is one of great granty, and we shall endeavor to

1)0 grave in the expression of our humble opinion

concerning the interesting battle now in prepress.

To be candid, however, we must acknowledge a

tendency in some of our facial lines toward a fear

ful inclination from the plane of our constitutional

and characteristic sobriety. At times we feel like

closing the MIcrocosM and offering an alwlogy

for the solemn levity of our intention to act upon

good sanitary advice:

" laugh when you must : be candid when you can."

Yet this is no time to be indulgent with such emo

tions; hence wo proceed to note our several serious

convictions concerning the mora obvious features

of the great gravitation controversy:

1 . The editor has found himself called upon to

battle with men of scholarly attainments, as well

as thorough training in the art of polemical war.

They are mathematicians, and exhibit an intimate

acquaintance with all the tetms laid down in tw

books. They are also on the defensive, and have

the advantage of occupying a strong position, so

far as there are any elements of strength in the

parapets of popular opinion. Moreover, they are

putting forth their most Herculean powers w

strengthen the weak points in the fortress and

hold the fort, if possible, against the truth itself-

They seem to be inspire.! with the conviction that

they are called upon to "vindicato Newton and

immortalize themselves."
2. The master-mind among the vindicators u
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Prof. Gocdenow. If the editor should lose the

battle, and Ihi called upon to surrender the sword

with which he has dealt such telling blows, he

would still honor himself by placing his useless

weapon into the hands of such a valiant veteran

and victor. We do not wish to intimate that

Prof. Goodenow is either a better or an older

soldier than Dr. Hall, but one who, like Ben Bat

tle, had enlisted in the line, and, consequently, en

joys all the superior advantages of scholastic drill.

At times his precise military evolutions lead us to

wish that the editor had not provoked the contro

versy. It was not the professor's fault that New

ton's "yard-stick" went to pieces. Had the

material of the yard-stick been more flexible and

elastic, it might have survived the terrible test to

which it was subjected. Let these brave men

change sides in the controversy, and the speedy

result may chronicle a victory whose value to true

science would give a new significance to " Battle

Creek,'' and an everlasting fame to an illustrious

Iiero. Why not ? The professor seems as honest

as n man can be when committed to the wrong side

of the question. Wo have great regard for his

manifest integrity, supreme respect for his ability,

and nothing but superlative admiration for that

inimitable dexterity by which he has proven him

self capable of dodging lxiints and arguments,

which, if fairly faced, would long since have ter

minated the controversy with an unconditional

surrender of the Newtonian army. If the intelli

gent readersof theMicrOoosM will examine again,

with studious care and impartiality, those parts of

the gravitation controversy, published during the

last few months, and especially as recapitulated in

the February number, they may gratify any mor

bid curiosity of their nature by viewing, what

seems to us very obvious on the part of Prof.

Goodenow, a colossal stride of self-contradictions,

equalled only by the felicitous language and false

syntax so conspicuous in the polyglot mathemati

cian of Bethany College.

3. We have noticed : (a. ) The several vindicators

of Newton have disagreed among themselves as to

just what the great astronomer meant to tench in

his gravitation law of squared-distance-inverse, as

applied to the question of the moon's divergence

from a given tangent, and the double displacement

of both earth and moon by virtue of reciprocal at

traction, (b.) They have not agreed ns to the best

line of defense against the assaults of the Micro-

C08M. General symptoms of lunacy are the only

common badges of their mathematical brother

hood, (c.) They have contradicted themselves,

and changed both their terms and tactics when

met by truth and valor, and pressed to close en

gagement. (d.) They have conceded several

points which they had warmly disputed in the

beginning of the discussion, (c. ) They have

blown the breath of suspicion upon the dogma of

Newtonian infallibility by charging the great

astronomer with using a " rough measurement " in

the service of " pure mathematics." (/.) They

have thus, consequently, played the pitiable pol

troon when it was found necessary to forsake their

master in order, if possible, to save themselves

from inevitable defeat in the last dark ditch of

desperation.

4. It has been intimated on the part of the de

fense that the editor is no mathematician, and,

therefore, "does not understand Newton's meth

ods." Suppose we admit that there is a semblance

of truth in the intimation. Such admission would

give no relief to that wretched garrison who are

now trying to hold an untenable fortress. It is

rather worse, for both its builde r and defenders, if

the castle be taken by awkwardness and pop-gun

artillery—worse for the prodigious Principia, if

its defects should be exposed (as now seems prob-

ble) by the criticisms of one who does not profess

to be on adept in the scholastic sense of scientific

skill. It is our opinion, however, that the editor

has given evidence of very respectable mathemati

cal talent and acquirements. Yet this point is not

important to the main question at issue. Is the

Principia impregnable at every point of approach 1

That is the question. It is not a matter of mere

human "methods." Perhaps that Providence who

once chose the " despised" things to "confound

the things which are mighty (Cor. 1: 27) has re

turned to His "methods" of " bringing to naught

things that are; that no flesh should glory in His

presence." The treasure of invincible logic is

sometimes placed in earthen vessels, that the work

of " vindicating " the truth may redound to the

declarative glory of God, contribute to the signal

advancement of science, and make more manifest

the merited mortification of mathematical mum.

mies.

AN OPEN LETTER.

Dear Dr. E. :—I regret that you have not the

leisure for a thorough examination of the " Prob

lem " and The Microcosm ; and it would be too

heavy a tax upon my time to give you an elaborate

answer to your enquiries.

I do not know whether Dr. Hall—or Wilford, as

we love to call him, for by that name we first

made his acquaintance—is a Swedenborgiau or

not. But if ho be, does that fact weaken his re

sistless logic in support of the great Bible doc

trine, that in the beginning God made the heavens

and the earth ? Is not a Swedenborgian who traces

his ancestry up to the forming hand and generat

ing breath of the Father Almighty, more worthy

than the infidel who claims a baboon for his father,

who traces his blood to the veins of apes, and

dogs and mud-turtles? Is not he worthy of praise

who logically proves that the human soul is an

entity, and that God and men can live, and move,

and think, and speak, and feel, without being wrap

ped up in a physical organism, as against the hor

rible theory that God never made anything; that

there is no God ; that the human soul is a myth, and

thnt a revelation is impossible ?

Good men stood aghast at the bold assertion of

facts, and the plausible deductions of reputed

scientists ; and a few lilliputians, afraid that their

scholarship would otherwise be questioned, sought

refuge in the subterfuge that the Bible did not

pretend to teach science, and was as liable to mis

takes on that subject as any other book. Then

Wilford courageously stepped to the front, and,

single-handed, entered the contest; smote the Phil

istine to the earth, and leaping upon his prone

carcass, drew the giant's own sword from his grasp,

and severed his head from his body; and, as he

lifts that reeking head on high, vain is theattempt

to hush the thundering applause of Israel's hosts

with the cry of " Swedenborgian."

Prof. Blank has not written me ; but he had

better make a thorough examination before he

charges Wilford with materialism. Is it material

ism to deny that the Bible says Deity made

something out of nothing ? AH possibilities

are possible to Almighty power ; bui there are

such things as impossibilities. It is impossible

for light and darkness to harmonize in the same

space without modifying each other. It is impos
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sible for a piece of metal to be frozen and hot at

the same time. It is impossible for truth and

falsehood to witness the same fact. It is impos

sible for the same person to be a fiend and a saint.

Wilford clearly proves that God did not make man

out of nothing. When Paul says "the things

that are seen were not made of things that do ap

pear," Wilford thinks that he meant "they were

made out of invisible things, the real, though invis

ible suostances of the world, which proceeded

from God as the first cause."

If he can prove that any substance originally

came from God's elemental essence, I shall have no

quarrel with him. I would much prefer that view

to a descent from a monkey; and if he should fail

to prove it, I shall not quarrel with him so long as

he admits that God made me with His own hand,

and gave me life with His own breath, and that

my forefathers were not spawned by an oyster.

Is he charged with materialism because he says

that oder, magnetism, electricity, sound, the hu

man spirit, angels, and even Deity Himself, are

substantial ? " There is a natural body, and there

is a spiritual." If a body, then it is substance;

not a material substance, but a spiritual substance.

If there is such a thing as a spiritual substance,

thequestion isyielded as to possibility. Substance

and matter are not necessarily the 6ame.

Is he charged with pantheism because he as

sumes that all things came from Deity, notwith

standing he believes that men and angels will have

a distinct, individual existence forever more?

But what of these peculiar views of Wilford?

If he should fail to prove them, does it follow

that his logic against evolution and the wave-

theory is at fault? If he cannot prove that sound

is a substance, does it follow that an air- wave can

pass through a solid bar of iron a hundred feet

long in the fragment of a second?—that the sound

of clapping two books together at one end of a tin

tube will blow out a candleatthe other end, where

the louder sound of a bell cannot do it? If he

should fail to prove that all things came from the

elemental essence of Deity, does it follow that a

revelation is impossible, that spontaneous genera

tion is true, and that glorious man is but a devel

oped tadpole? Are his peculiar views, which he

says he may change at any time, of such a grave

character as to impel, or even justify, us in with

holding oursupport from him in his puissant blows

against the formidable foes of God and man, by

constantly carping at these peculiar views?

Wilford has greatly unsettled public confidence

in reputed scientists, and brought them down to a

level with historians. He has proven that many

scientific demonstrations were never demonstrated

and many of their deductions are as worthless as

"old wives' fables." In this he is sustained by

Edison, who complains that he has lost valuable

time and been thrown off the track by the text

books, which state as facts things that are not

facts, and experiments that were never performed,

and upon which they have founded so-called sci

entific truths.

In my opinion, no man has conferred so great a

blessing on this present generation as Dr. A. Wil

ford Hall, and I hail with glad and high expecta

tion the steady increase of classic minds and noble

souls that are pressing forward to his support, and

expect soon to hear his echo in the pulpits of this

land, throughout its length and breadth.

LyNchrurg, Va. L. W. Bates.

Life, as intimated in the above Open Letter of

Rev. Dr. Bates, can see a statement of the simple

facts of the case by reading our reply to the New-

Church Quarterly Review in another place.

REmAReS.

Those who are troubled about the supposed

SwLdenborgian bearing of the Problem of Unman

QUESTIONS ON GRAVITATION.

BY CAIT. R. eElSO CARTER.

Every particle of matter attracts every other par-

tide of matter in the universe, directly as its mass .

and inversely as f.c square of the distance betwetn

them.—Newton.
Remark. It is perfectly plain that Newton here

speaks of particles of equal mass.

1. Given two units of mass, A and B, at any

finite distance apart. If A pulls B, and B pulls A,

is not the total pull double that exerted by A ?

2. Is not the proportion of pull exactly divided

between them ?
3. If A be held fast, will not the total pulling

force operating to move B be still doable that ex

erted by A %
4. If B be falling towards A, will not one half

the moving force be due to A, and one half to B'sr

reciprocal pull on A?

5. Will not one half of B's velocity of fall be

due to A's pull, and one half to B's own pull ?

Remark. Action and reaction are equal.

6. While A is pulling the equal B, is A's attract

ive force all used up in the operation, or can iv

simultaneously pull other bodies?

7. If it be all used up does not this flatly contra

dict Newton's principle, quoted at the head of this

article?
8. If it be all used up, then if the earth were

engaged in pulling an equal earth, what would be

come of the gravitation upon men and animals ?

9. If the earth were in contact with an equal

earth, what would prevent me stepping off into

space ?
10. If standing on the pole, could I not consider

that the gravity of my hemisphere was all occu

pied in pulling the other hemisphere, and vice

versa; so that I could walk off anyhow?

Remark. These questions may seem almost

childish, but they draw to a point, in a way that

everyone can understand.

11. If A is eighty times heavier than B, does not

the single unit of B pull equally on each of the 80

in A?
12. Does not each of the 80 in A pull equally on the

one in B ?
13. Is not the total attraction between both

thereby exactly doubled, just as before?

14. Is not exactly one half of the total pulling

force due to A (each of eighty particles on one

— 80), and one half due to B (one on each of 80

— 80), just as Iwfore ?
15. Is it not perfectly plain then, that one half

the total pull between two bodies always belongs

to each, no matter how great their difference of

mass?
Remark. Action and reaction are equal.

16. If A and B are still 80 to 1 in mass, but

both free to move towards one another; and if, as

seen above, the pull on each is exactly eqnal in

amount total (1 on each of 80, and each of 80 on

1\ will not their respective velocities of approach

be inversely as their masses ?

17. That is, will not B (having a mass of 1

pulled by a force of 80) move with a velocity of

80; and will not A (having a mass of 80 and pulled

by a force of 80) move with a velocity of 1 ?
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18. If A be held fast will not B still fall with a

.velocity of 80 ?

Remark. Initial velocity ofcourse ia referred to,

or rather the velocity at any certain point of time.

19. Suppose a third body C, having a mass of

40. According to questions 11-15, will not the

pull of A be, each of 80 on each of 40 — 3,200 ;

and the pull of C be, each of 40 on each of 80

— 3,200 1

20. Then, according to questions 17, 18, will not

the total pull of A on C (3,200 on 40) give a velo

city of 80, just as before f

Remark. Action and reaction are equal.

21. Would not the moon draw another moon of

equal size with a force equal or proportional to its

mass ?

22. Would not the moon draw the earth eighty

times harder than it would another moon 1

23. Is it not of vital importance, in considering

the amount of gravital force exerted by a body, to

see what it is pulling on ?

24. Is it not true that the moon pulls each par-

tide in the earth with one-eightieth the force with

which the earth pulls each particlo in the moon ?

25. If one-eightieth mass were added to the

earth it would only pull on the moon, if added to

the moon it would pull on the earth: is there not

a clear difference of 79 hero ?

Remark. These questions might he considerably

extended from a great many common sense stand

points; as for instance, starting with the fact that

the earth pulls ten pounds ten times harder than it

pulls one pound, we have only to multiply a little

to carry the proof up to the moon and earth them

selves. These questions have been written with

the intention of setting forth in plain common-sense

terms, the simple astronomical facts that one half

the total attraction between any two masses is due

to each, and that one halfihf velocity of fall in a

falling body is due to itself, the other half being

due to the body toward which it is falling; and

that these facts hold true no matter what difference

may exist between the two masses.

In order that no one may think that there is

anything very original in the above; noranvthing

differing in the least from the accepted theories and

experiments of gravitation, I present a few quota

tions from leading authorities. 1. Sir Isaac New
ton. His principle quoted at the head of this ar

ticle contains all these facts; for it is plain that if

each particle attracts every other particle, then the

total attraction between two units of mass will be

i,WO.

Between 1 and 2, it will be: 1 on each of 3 equal

2 and each of 2 on 1 equal 2, total 4. Between 2

and 2 it will be, each of 2 on 2 equal 4 and the

same, total 8, etc., etc. In each case half tho total

belonging to each. To show that this is the

clear understanding amorgst astronomers and stu

dents, I call atteniion to the fact that Newton's

principle is generally qucted so as to read that the

force between two masses is "directly as the product

of the masses." See Newcomb's Popular Astronomy

P. 81, also the able article on gravitation in the

Encyclopedia Britanica. No man stands higher

to-day than Sir William Thompson on Physical

subjects, and he says, in his Natural Philosophy,

P. 345:

" Every particle of matter in the universe at

tracts every other particle, with a force whose di

rection is that of a line joining the two, and whose

magnitude is directly as the product of their

-masses," etc. That is a unit of mass draws in this

on 2 equal 2; 1 on 3 equal 3; 1 on 4 equal

4; 1 on 5 equal 5; 1 on 6 equal 0; 2 on 1 equal 2;

2 on 2 equal 4; 2 on 3 equal 6; 3 on 4 equal 8; 3

on 5 equal 10."

Again Sir William says on the same page :

"Experiment has shown that the attraction ex

erted by any portion of matter upon another is

not modified by the neighborhood, or even by the

interposition of matter; and thus the attraction of

a body ana particle is the resultant of the several

attractions exerted by its parts. Still further, let

us take this plain statementof the matter from the

able work on Astronomy by James C. Watson, of

Michigan University, page 19. He says: »

" The absolute or moving force with which the

masses, m and n, tend towards each other is there

fore the game on each body (no matter how different-

in size), which result is a necessary consequence of

action and reaction. The velocities, however, with

which the bodies would approach each other must

be different, the velocity of the smaller mass ex

ceeding that of the greater in the ratio of the

masses moved." And lastly, Prof. II. N. Robin

son, in his Astronomy, page 172, says:

"The earth attracts the moon by the force-^.

The moon attracts the earth by the force~

the two bodies are drawn together by the force^*2Jf

in which, E — tho mass of the earth, M —

the mass of the moon, and R — the distance

between them."

At first sight it might appear that Professor

Robinson here meant to say that tho total amount

of pull exerted by the moon would be less than that

of the earth in direct proportion to its smaller mass;

but a moment's thought and examination show

that he could not have meant any such thing. He

clearly accepts tho foundation principloof Newton,

and wo have seen that that principle absolutely

implies the truth of the whole matter ; and that it is

so understood by ail tho leading writers on

Astronomy and physical science. When he says

" The earth attracts the moon by tho force E,"

what can he mean other than that the mass

E draws with its whole force upon each particle in

M? Just as Sir William Thompson : "the attrac

tion of a body on, a particle is the resultant of the

several attraction exerted by its parts." Of cours-

Prof. Robinson was familiar with tho multifarious,

works on Astronomy which used the expression

"the product of the masses" to express the full

total of one body upon another; and equally of

course he knew that an increase of mass in either

body would necessitate an increase of pull. On

page 184, he says:

" If the earth contained more matter, it would

attract with greater force." Would attract what t

Evidently the unit of mass. He was perfectly

aware that the object to bo attracted had a great

deal to do with the amount of force. In this view,

and in consonance with the general tenor of his

work, it is plain that ho meant by E, the total pull

of all the particles in the earth on every particle in

tho moon, which would be each of 80 on 1, —

80; and that M means the total pull of all the par

ticles in the moon on every particlo in the earth,

i. e, Ion each of 80 — 80. In other words, E

means the product of the masses, and M means the

product of the masses. And all this is as it should:

be, in accord with the grand principle that—Actum

and Reaction are equal.

Pa. Mru AcaDemy, Jan. 27, 1883.

B^-See Extraordinary offer on last page

iy:

One
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THE NBBCLAU HYPOTHESIS.

BY PROP. J. R. SUTHERlAND.

For the consideration of tho readers of The Mi

crocosm, I offer the following as a mathematical

consequence of the fundamental assumption of the

."Nebular Hypothesis," as it is stated in Suell's

Olmstead's Astronomy, page 211 Art. 415, to wit,

."The whole space occupied by the solar system,

and extending far beyond its limits, was filled with

nebulous matter, in an exceedingly rare and in

tensely heated condition." I do not know that

any one has ever offered anything similar upon

this subject to what I am about to present, ov

indeed that any one has yet very strongly objected

to receiving this hypothesis as science, but be it

condemned or approved, I present what follows.

We will not go beyond the orbit of Neptune,

though the hypothesis allows us to gofar beyond

The mean diameter of Neptune's orbit is 6,550,-

000.000 millions of miles. Cube this number

and multiply it by -^^-X^- and we have the vol

ume of the nebular sphere thus, 171,508.919,6'0,-

OOO.OOO.OOO.OOO.OOO.COOX-f^Xa- "~ 898,017,499,-

404,806,784,660,766.961,648, cubic miles. Accord

ing to Holder's calculation, given in Silliman's

Physics, page 64, the volume of the earth is

259.756,014,917 cubic miles, American standard

measure. The united volume of the sun and

planets, allowing for the planetoids and moons of

the solar system twice the volume of tbe earth, is

1,297,220-183; then 259.750,014,9!7X1 . 297,220-

182 — 836,960,697,670,690,740 cubic miles the

volume of all the bodies of the solar system. Tliis I

volume is contained in the nebular volume

2.055,051,163,747 t imes. One hundred cubic inches

of common air weighs 31.074 grains Troy. At 62.1

lbs avoirdupois toone cubic foot water, onehundred

cubic inches of wat'ir weighs 25,319-287 grains

Troy The specific weight of the earth is about

5-5 water, whence we find that equal volumes of

air, water, and oarth weigh respectively 3i-074

grains, 25,318-287 grains. 139,250 578 grains. Hav

ing these relative amounts of matter by weight

contained in equal volumes, and dividing 13,925-

578 by 31 074 gives 4,481, the density of the earth

compared with common air. The average density

of t.iesun and planets is 52-100ths that of the earth;

52-i00ths ,t 4,481—2,330-12 the density of the

solar bodies compared with air. Equally distri

bute the matter of the solar system throughout

2,330-12 times its present space and its density

would be 2,330-12-^2,330-12 — I nir; but since the

volume of the nebular sphere is 2,005,051,!03,747

times the volume containing the matter of our sys

tem the density of this matter, when dissipated

throughout the space assumed by the hypothesis,

would bc2,065,051, 163.747-f-2.336— 1,143,798,783

t imes less than air. On page 228 of his large work

on physics, Silliman tells us that in the receiver of

an air-pump, "At each stroke of the piston the air

undergoes renewed rarefaction until the amount

remaining in a good instrument is about one-thou

sandth of the original quantity, and the space

within the receiver mav be regarded as a vacuum."

By dividing 1,143.798,783 by 1,000, wediscoverthat

the original nebuluous matter, or whatever it was,

must have been 1,143,798 times thinner than "the

- acu-'m " of a good air-pump. It has been dis-

' overed that as we pass out into the nether regions

of space, heat rapidly decreases, so that philosophers

conclude that 'n vacuo there is no heat; yet "The

Nebular B."?....osis," tells us that this original

vacuum was intensely heated. According to

Hasckel's method of reasoning, 1 suppose it would

require but a small effort of the imagination to

conceive whence came this heat, and how this

vacuum was heated. With this array of figures

before me, I am forced to conclude that the "Orig

inal Nebular Hypothesis " is, at least, one millict

times thinner than "a vacuum." What grand

conceptions are embodied in these words, "star-

dust," " nebulum," and "cosmogony I" Shall we

believe this hypothesis and reject the"Rib Story,"

and finally the "Story of the Cross?" "God

alone is great," is wise I With Him the wisdom of

man is foolishness, for " He taketh the wise in

their own craftiness. They meet with darkness >n

the day-time, and grope in the noonday as in the

night," but, "Touching the Almighty, we cannot

find Him out"

Chaukcey, I1l.

SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHINU.

MY REV. M. STONE, D. D.

Pome of the contributors to The MICROCosM

seem to have retreated about two thousand years,

to take up that old heathen idea, the eternity of

matter, as a scientific axiom. They assume that

it is impossible to make something out of nothing.

That will do very well for an atheist's axiom, but

it is liable to a very serious objection on the ground

of inconsistency, because the denial of a God does

not harmonize very well with the ascription of the

attributes of God to matter, viz.: Eternity, Ubi

quity, Omnipotence; Omniscience and Infinite Wis

dom; for these attributes are undeniably mani

fested in the creation.

Tbe argument of the writer in the January num

ber was from the doctrine of impenetrability, that

is, the Omnipotence of God, filling immensity,

would preclude the possibility of introducing any

thing else. Then God must be matter, or we must

conclude that fdl beings and all things are God.

We must apotheosize ourselves and all created

things. That would be pantheism par excellence.

If this theory is entertained by theistx, it is liable

to two serious objections. 1st. It assumes what

they cannot prove, that God could not originate

matter, thus setting limits to His power, and leaves

the origin of matter unaccounted for, unless wo

make it eternal. If wo make it eternal, and moke

it an emanation from tho substance of God Himself,

on the poetical principle, " whose body Nature is,

and God the soul," we need to explain those scrip

tures which manifestly deny the materiality of

God. This theory is too gross to be credible. It

assumes that its advocates by tearchiag have found

out God. They have gone a long way back of

Genesis. This view sets limits to the Most High

in plain contradiction of the teachings of the Scrip

tures.

It may not be important for us to know the origin

of matter at all, but it is not easy for us to believe

that it ftappeuctt, that is, that it never had an

originator, for that would seem to contradict the

superlative skill and wisdom with which it is ad

justed and adapted. There are too many marks of

design in the number and quality of the materials,

and their adaptations to each other, to give its

origin to chance. And we cannot possibly believe

that it made itself. Therefore we have but one

way to dispose of its origin, and that is to suppose

that somebody made it, or, if you please, created it

and found room for it without annihilating Him

self, just as surely as somebody now manages it.

The Hebrew word Bara, which occurs so often in.
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Genesis, was rendered by the seventy by two Greek

words, xrksiv LToietr (and they ought to know

both their vernacular and their adopted language),

und yet they seem to have used the first of these

two words as having a higher signification than

the second. But perhaps it is not quite certain

that that word necessarily means to bring some

thing out of nothing; but it is certain that it has

b-en so understood for ages by the best scholars,

'and it harmonizes with our conceptions of Deity,

"as before all things and by Him all things con

sist," or else we must adopt one of three absurdi

ties', the eternity of matter, chance, or self creation.

It is self-evident that a ri ference of the universe of

matter, to an Omipotent, Omniscient being as the

originator or creator (in the common acceptation of

that term) is more consistent with reason, and

much better harmonizes with Scripture. Rather

than adopt a polytheistic or a pantheistic solution

of the creation, it would be preferable to say

frankly, " I don't know," though perhaps a little

humiliating There is a very strong tendency in

these days "to be wise above what is written," not

only among skeptical scientists, but believers in

Christianity are so cowardly that they bow down

to scientists, and even excuse God from meddling

with his works, as if Law, orsome nameless dome-

thing or nothinl can originate and control all things, |

and any attempt to foist a Creator upon this uni

verse is a scientific impertinence of these times.

REMAReS.

If Dr. Stone really has the mental capacity to

believe that God created the material universe out

of nothing, in the absolue sense, for one we ap

plaud such a stalwart faith, and raise no objection;

but he should hardly place in the category of

ji.theists and pantheists those who think that He

made the worlds from Himself, and thus framed

them " not from things that do appear," implying

that they were made of some sort of invisible sub

stance—not of nothing. If Dr. Stone really thinks

the very existence of matter proves its creation out

of nothing, then the existence of spirit should

drive us to the same conclusion, namely, that it

was originally created out of nothing, thus making

it necessary for God himself, as " a Spirit," to

have been originally created. If the substantial

or entitative Spirit of God existed from eternity

without creation, and out of which the universe of

minor spirits and intelligences have emanated as

infinitesimal drops, which Dr. Stone will hardly

doubt, is it not reasonable to suppose that the

other half of the creation was framed also out of

some substance connected with God's personality,

Tather than out of nothing? Really if one-half

of man—spirit, life, mentality—was an emanation

from God, and not a creation out of nothing, we

prefer the consistent conclusion that the other half

came into existence in the same way.

"A FOOL'S ERRAND."

This is the heading of an editorial article in

Stanford's Magazine, the Universi,list organ of

Chicago and the West. This 'Fool's Errand,"

in some inexplicable manner, is made to apply to

Universalism Against Itself. How it is, we do not

pretend to know. Possibly the editor means that

his magazine, sent out to check the progress of

this book, has gone on a "fool's errand !" The

> editor says that the first sentence in the Jniroduc-

\ tion is a " monstrous falsehood," and then repeats

it verbatim, as if his first asseveration was not en-

; tirely worthy of credence. That sentence is :—

" The system of belief denominated Universal-

ism, tenches that all men will be saved i rrespective

of moral ch'aracttT."

Now the truth or falsehood of this statement

depends, of course, upon the meaning of the

phrase, ''moral character," not upon the fact of

"all men " being saved, since no Universalist denies

this. We are ready to join issue with the editor

upon the truth of this very statement in the Intro

duction, and can prove that it is not, by any means,

a "monstrous falsehood," and will show that the

"character" which the Universalian doctrine pro

poses at the resurrection for men who die in their

sins, in order to fit them for Heaven is, not ' 'moral''

ot all, but coerced holiness. "Moral character"

can only be acquired by voluntary and intelligent

obedience to moral laws. Is it possible that the

editor of Manford's Mugazine can not prasp this

plain distinction ? As well talk about ajilthy man

acquiring a cleanly character by being forced into

a bathtub and held there till he is washed I But

here is something still more important.

The editor asserts that we told the Rev. Dr.

Flanders (a Univorsalist clergyman with whom we

held a four-days debate) that we originally "wrote

the book to please the Methodists," and that

"Brother Flanders " told him so I Now we do not

believe that Brother Flanders ever told the editor

anything of the kind, for we do not think, from

what we know of the Doctor's " moral character"

that he would tell such a "monstrous falsehood,"

even if he does not believe in an "orthodox hell."

But, at all events, whether we "wrote the book to

please the Methodists" or not, we notice that they

are mightily pleased with it, and so are a good

many others, judging by the unprecedented de

mand for the work, more than a thousand copies

having just been sold in a single week.

BEV, DR. ROBERTS ON LAWS OF MIND.

In publishing the first very able article from

this contributor in the January number, we were

not aware that he was a minister. Hence the

credit to "J. W. Roberts, Esq." We are pleased

to learn the true professional status of a contributor

whose papers have such an unmistakable ring of

the genuine coin. The series of papers, begun in

this issue of The Microcosm on "The Laws of

Mind," are positively of great value to science

and religion, and from what we have read from the

pen of this writer we feel safe in promising a feast

of reason to every intelligent reader till the series is

closed.

ELD. BURROUGHS' ON "OUR HOUSE."

Very few of our readers who take any interest

in Nature's gicat laboratory, will fail to read and

enjoy E,d. Burroughs' beautiful analysis of the

"hou^e\.e livo i'.u ' It takes a highiy analytical

mind to writr such an article, and a couple of

pages of The Microcosm cannot be more profit

ably filled ban Uiey are with this thought-provok

ing statement of chemical and philosophical facts

and truths. Read it.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

In our conduct of this journal we desire to give

our list of excellent contributors the widest possi

ble latitude for the conveyance of their honest con

victions, so long, at least, as this liberty does not

conflict with the general aim and scope of The

Microcosm. But we wish our readers definitely

to understand that we do not hold ourself re

sponsible for the views of our contributors, nor, in

tact, even for our own views, as we are liable at

any time to change ground on receiving more light,

as we have done more than once since this paper

was commenced. But, generally, we hope and aim

tc be consistent. Enitor.

THE SPREAD UF THE HUMAN RACE.

The political economist and statistician cannot

fail to look with interest, mingled even with deep

concern, upon the problem of the present rapid in

crease of the population of the earth, and especially

of the United States. What is to become of the

people of this country in a few generations when,

by manifest destiny, they will fill the whole north

ern part of this country from the Isthmus to

Alaska so compactly that by no stretch of the imagi

nation can we see how food sufficient can be pro

duced for their sustenance. We have always

deprecated a croaking spirit that would paint ex

aggerated pictures of impending want and suffer

ing, even when inexorable facts served to warrant

it. We know, for example, from the scientific

history of our dead and frozen moon that this earth

will ultimately share asimilar fate, when its lakes,

and rivers, and oceans shall have disappeared, when

our atmosphere shall have dwindled away, and

when animal and vegetable life shall have been

supplanted by a frozen and barren waste of rocky

peaks, treeless valleys, and deep dried-up beds,

where oceans and lakes now *warm with life. This

terrible future of this green and beautiful earth is

rationally taught by science and the laws of natural

philosophy, and is the fearful destiny in store for

ouv present home, unless, by miraculous interposi

tion, a rejuvenation of theearth shall take place by-

divine fiat. But the scientist- reasons, where he

can, by natural and physical laws, resorting to

supernatural influence only as the final solution of

otherwise unsol vable problems. However this may

be in regard to the future of our earth, it is too far

away before it can sensibly be felt by the animal

and vegetable; kingdoms to admit of reasonable

croaking from the most chronic human raven.

Millions of years, at least, must intervene before

the conditions of life upon this planet can materi

ally change.

But not so with this problem of the rapid spread

of the human race, and the impossibility of sup

plying food sufficient to sustain the millions' that

will crowd and jostle each otheron every available

part of the earth's surface. Leaving out of our

present paper the broader statistical view that

would#contemplate the increase of the populations

of other countries, we have enough to do at present

to startle and even amaze the thoughtful student

in looking at the near future of our own now pros

perous and happy land.

At present, our people, including native-born and

the immigration from all parts of the world, are

not at all crowded. In fact, there is an abundance

of room in the outspreading and uncultivated

plains of the Southern, Western, and Northwestern

regions, for many times our present population.

This vast extent of domain could furnish food and

shelter under proper cultivation, for hundreds of
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millions of industrious people. At present, we are

not only, by our infantile agriculture, feeding our

own, at least, 65,000,000 inhabitants, with nearly

one-half the entire population idle or non-product

ive consumers, but wi are actually exporting food

annually, according to best statistics, to supply the

wants of more than 20,000,000 of Europe's hungry

inhabitants, which crowd together in the densely-

populated cities and villages of those countries.

Hnt this state of things cannot last more than a

few decades before our supplies will all be needed

at home, if we may judge by the portentous

figures of the most reliable statistical tables. Let

ns look at these for a moment, and see if there 1xi

not cause for serious apprehension.

It is now manifest, by census figures, that the in

habitants of this country are doubling in numbers

in about every twenty-five years. There is there

fore no reasonable doubt but by the year A. D. ,

1900, the United States will contain 100,000.000

people. In 1925; 200,000,000; in 1950; 400,000,-

000 ; and by the close of the coming century,

1 ,600,000,000 inhabitants, all of whom will have to

be fed and clothed and sheltered, by the products

of the tillable land of this country, since the people

of other lands will increase proportionately, pro

hibiting any reliance upon imports to help sustain

our own dense population.

But these figures are only a bagatelle compared

with those which another century and a half must

inevitably pile up, and whose formidable propor

tions are the present source of alarm to the politi

cal economist. A hundred and fifty years more, or

in less time from the present writing than we are

now from the landing of the pilgrims at Plymouth i

Rock, and the United States alone will contain

102 400,000,000 inhabitants, or more than one

hundred times the present population of the entire

<-arth! No wonder that far-seeing statesmen of the |

Pacific slope, from motives of self-preservation for

their children's children's posterity, wish to keep

out the swarming and rapidly multiplying mil

lions of China and other Asiatic countries!

It is manifest that such an enormous population

-could not bo kept alive, to say nothing of living

comfortably, from the most economical cultivation

of every arable foot of soil in North America, if

every man and woman were producers, and mak

ing no allowance for years of scarcity or failures of

•crops. This reasonably expected increase of popu-

Elation would givo more than fifty persons to be

supported from each and every acre of tillable

land in the country, from Maine to the Pacific

coast, and from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson's

Bay. The very contemplation of such figures is

bewildering, and the extent of human suffering

that must result from such a crowding of this

continent, is simply appalling to the most unsensi-

tive nature. We confess we cannot look at these

figures without a sense of gloom, and even sadness,

creeping over our thoughts. 'Tis trne, inevitable

death by starvation, pestilence, and internal con

flicts for food, and for possession of the more com

fortable places of shelter, will check to some extent

this tendency to rapid increase, and at times de

plete the population by sweeping off the weak and

helpless to give place to the strong and hardy in

the fratricidal struggle for existence. But those

are among the very appalling features brought to

light by these indisputable statistics. Surely the

facts and figures here truthfully massed, appeal in

trumpet voice to our political economists and

statesmen of broad views and wide-grasping com

prehension of coming events. We do not even

venture a suggestion as to what, if anything,

should or can be done. In the darker ages of the

world, the lack of the higher civilization was

itself the antidote to this rapid and permanent in

crease of the population. That very stateof things

cut off whole cities of men, women and children in

promiscuous slaughter by besieging armies, and

other whole cities were depopulated by the ravages

of contagious diseases which now, thanks to a

higher scientific knowledge, are under the control

of medical treatment. Our very knowledge of the

higher laws of our being, and the higher cultiva

tion of the noble sentiment of love for of/spring,

which keep pace with advancing civilization, are

themselves to be the two-edged sword that, in less

than two hundred years, must bring about a

slaughter of the innocents worse a thousand fold

than that decreed by Herod. Again we ask, in

view of these portentous statistics, what is to be

done? Let the wise men of the land reflect arid

then decide.

PROF. FKENCH AND THE NEW-CHURCH

REVIEW.

Last month we promised a reply to the criticisms

of our new departure on sound by Prof. Thomas

Trench, Jr. , Ph.D. , as published in the January

number of the New-Church Quarterly Rmem.

Mr. French is now Professor of Physical Science

in the Urbana; University, Ohio; and the fact that

the proprietors of that Quarterly gave up to him

one-half of its entire space allotted to contribu

tions, proves that he must stand very high as a

physicist. If, therefore, Prof. French has not, in

his twenty-six pages of that Quarterly, with seven

pages more added by the editor, succeeded iu

breaking the force of our arguments and vindi

cating the wave-theory, it may be safely concluded

that the theory cannot be vindicated at all, and,

consequently, that our arguments against it aro

absolutely unanswerable.

Formidable as this review of the "Problem"

would seem to be from its length and from the

sal utatory manner in which it starts out, we say

now, and the reader will also say before we are

through, that an easier task than the one before
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us, in demolishing everything the- professor has

said, turning him against himself, and proving

that he himself has overthrown and abandoned

the wave-theory, has never before presented itself

to onr pen in the numerous attacks we have been

called upon to answer.

The professor, however, introduces so many

points, and makes so many authoritative asser

tions, that it is impossible to reply to all in the

space that can be used in one number of The

Microcosm. We will therefore carefully analyze

in this number his first and leading criticism, and

show how utterly impossible it is for any writer to

attempt a defence of the wave-theory without

hopelessly breaking it down and burying himself

under its ruins.

But before entering into close quarters with the

professor's criticisms, let us devote a few thoughts

to the Quarterly itself, which has thus voluntarily

become the argosy to freight such a prodigious

cargo of scientific puerility into the homes of its

four hundred and fifty subscribers.

We should not trouble ourself with the slight

est reference to this part of the Review had

not the chief editor (President Frank Sewall, of

the aforesaid University) gone officiously and viru

lently out of his way to add these extra seven

pages to strengthen the professor's effort in trying

to disparage the work in question. But, writing

in all candor and seriousness, we must say that we

have seen and examined a score or more of Quar

terlies, representing different religious denomina

tions, and any number of monthly magazines, but

a more pitiful exhibit of editorial incapacity has

never fallen under our observation than is shown

in this same pretentious "New-Church Review."

Think of a Quarterly, of eighty four pages, con

taining only three papers (and such papers !), one a

dry discussion of the peculiarities of the New-

Church, and the views of Swedenborg (already

dinned and reiterated into the ears of New-Church

readers till the more progressive among them have

become surfeited ); the second a short article (of

about two solid pages of The Microcosm) bor

rowed and copied from an Italian journal; and the

third (as largo as both the others together) devoted

to the ridiculous idiosyncrasies of one " Wilford

Hall," in criticism of his views on the sound-

theory, which the writer (Prof.' French) declares

to be '' unscientific, untrustworthy, and undeserv

ing of serious attention" (page 251), and some idea

can then be formed of the editorial sterility and

journalistic barrenness which pervade the sanctum

of that most abortive enterprize ! One is driven to

wonder what this January number of the Ketc-

Chureh Quarterly would have done for something

with which to spoil several reams of excellent

tinted paper if it had not been for "Wilford

Hall's " vagaries 1 'Tis true it might have appro

priated articles from other magazines, as it did the

one from Italy, but it is doubtful, judging front

this specimen, if enough editorial talent really ex

ists in the concern even for such modest require

ment. It is difficult to conceive, positively, of

the poverty-stricken condition of resources which,

after running a Quarterly for a whole year, cannot

bring to its aid intellectual talent out of a hundred

or more able New-Church ministers, sufficient to

supply it with a respectable number of average

papers on new and live topics ! Our pity for the

management in such a predicament is only sur

passed by our sympathy for the subscribers; and

as it proposes trying to run the Review another

year, judging from prospectus, we suggest that

the editors copy ad libitum from the twenty or

more original articles in each number of The

Microcosm, some contributed by New-Church

writers, and thus give their few patient subscrib

ers something worth reading.

As proof that this deprecation is not an unjust es

timate, and that we have not underrated the

editorial ability which unfortunately presides over

the destinies of that Quarterly, we quote a few

sentences of editorial criticism from the Moninff

Light, one of the fairest and ablest journals of that

denomination, to show that very little real damage

can accrue to any book, much less the Problem, of

Human Life, by attacks from such a source. The

criticisms were made upon the first two issues of

the Quarterly, and ought to have taught the man

agers a lesson, but it seems they cannot learn:

" If this first step shows anything of the literary

pace, it will be cramped, 6low, and irritating to-

follow. The very fact of inserting such an open

ing article implies so great a deficiency in that all-

essential editorial gift for the conduct of an under

taking like this—width of view—that our best

hope of the Review ever reaching that height which

it might easily have touched at the outset, would

lie in the direction of the editors discovering their

mistake. Still, that they could have begun like

this is the damaging fact. for it indicates what is

to us an irredeemable deficiency in the conception

of the highest class of work for such an end as

theirs. It just shows the difference between

muddling in mediocrity and doing the best with

ease. * * * * The Review is, in our judg

ment, respectably hmvy. There is no originality,

no force, no brightness. The talking pace is easy

going shambling, and with no consciousness of the

fact. There is not even a suspicion of inciskenesg,

pungency, or fire in the wholes of these one hundred

and sitty-six pages. This is not the varied, sub

stantial Quarterly for the New-Church which we

should like to see," etc., etc.

This is an all-sufficient reply to the seven pages

of editorial " muddling " and "shambling " about

the Problem of Human Life—condemning it

chiefly on the ground that it did not agree with

Swedenborg in certain things, and where it did

happen to agree with him that it did not give him

credit, etc., though the work was actually written

before the author had ever read one of Sweden-

borg's books.
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There iB no question but that Swedenborg was a

jfreut and good man, and that he wrote much that

was true; so with Plato, so with Socrates, so with

Leibnitz, and so with Darwin. But it is equally

true that wherever we happened to agree with the

Swedish seer in discussing the problem of human

life, the reader can rest assured that it was only n

coincidence, his being entirely from a theological

standpoint, while ours was purely and exclusively

based upon philosophical and scientific data.

Had we been a student of, or believer in, Swe

denborg, when writing the book, it is certain we nev.

er should have made our sound-departure, for he.

believed and taught the wane-theory, which is one of

the points which President SewaU, in his criticisms,

urges against us, considering Swedenborg, as he

does, infallible. This ought to satisfy the most

rabid New-Church reviewer that the book, what

ever else may be said about it, has not even the

smell of "plagiarism" upon its garments. We

would rather be wrong a hundred times over in

following our honest convictions, than to be a lit

erary thief; and we simply challenge the world to

point to one sentence or sentiment in the entire

book that is not original with the writer, unless

where due credit is given.

If any of the arguments of the book in question

do really, as this critic claims, agree with Sweden-

borg's spiritual philosophy of a future lifo, New-

Church journals would show better sense in thank

fully accepting such scientific aid and comfort

rather than wantonly seeking to damn it by coup

ling it with the name of Swedenborg, which

already offends the nostrils, justly or unjustly, of

all evangelical denominations. This is also the

opinion of several New-Church ministers of broad

.views, as expressed to us, and who look with sor

row and regret upon the worse than sectarian pol

icy of such narrow-minded bigots as those con

trolling that Quarterly.

We trust these remarks will teach President

Sewall, and other editorial gentlemen, after po

litely sending to an author for a gratuitous copy of

his booh for review, that a little decent respect is

dne said author, even if his views have to be dis

sented from.

We now come to the consideration of the criti

cisms of Prof. French. After hia prelude of

derision and sneers nt a man who would attempt

at a blow to overturn " the most important philo

sophical teachings of modern physics," ho proceeds

to lay out his work, and concludes, quite naturally,

that he " will by no means undertake to notice all

the arguments by which ho vauntingly claims to

have utterly overthrown tho wave-theory," but

adds: " I am certainly doing full justice to an

author, if I ask that his work shall be judged ac

cording to the merits of its avowedly strongest

parts." This is quite fair, of course. He then

Jroceeds to examine three of what he calls the

author's " tantamount arguments," meaning, pos

sibly, paramount, or something " tantamount " 'o

that idea; so we will take him as he means, since

we propose nothing but fair play with a professor

who is sufficiently venturesome to attempt the

prodigious feat of vindicating the wave-theory.

The three " tantamount " arguments which he

selects as " avowedly the strongest parts " of our

attack upon the theory are: First—The slow mo

tion of vibrating prongs or strings, and the impos

sibility of their producing "condensations and

rarefactions of the air" which will travel at the

observed velocity of sound. Second—The argu

ment based on magazine explosions, and the impos

sibility of mere sound-pulses breaking windows at

a distance; and, Third—the " locust argument," or

tho impossibility of an insect filling four cubic

miles of air with '"condensations and rarefac

tions" by the motion of its tiny legs; winding up

with some criticisms upon the decrease of sound-

intensity, according to the law of inverse squares.

1. Let us examine the motion of a tuning-fork's

' prongs, and exhaustively consider this one cardi

nal question of the wave-theory as worth volumes

of mere statements or assertions nbout what the

theory teaches or does not teach. Here, in this

single pivotal question, wo have something tangi-

i ble from which to reach a permanent scientific

conclusion, and upon which the theory confessedly

stands or falls. If the prong of a tuning-fork,

while audibly sounding, makes not only a s'vw

motion, but a very slow motion, and if this can be

demonstrated, then, manifestly, the wave-theory,

based upon " condensations and rarefactions of the

air," as all acoustical science teaches, hopelessly

breaks down. We need not quote admissions to

this effect from the highest authorities on sound,

a score of which could be cited from the works of

Tyndall, Helmholtz, and Mayer. We are for

tunately spared all this trouble by Prof. French,

since he himself admits flatly that the theory

would break down if we can show that the prong,

while sounding, makes a " stoic motion." Let us

here fortify ourself, so that no friend of Prof.

French will dare even to quibble in his defense

after he has fallen. Wo first quote from the

Quarterly Review, page 252:

" If Mr. Hall can mako good his assertion that

the prongs of a tuning-fork do not advance swiftly,

then has he indeed dtalt the wate-hypothisis a stag

gering blow."

But this is not all. He feels so certain of being

able to show that the prong does really advance

"swiftly," as Tyndall teaches, especially at the

centre or swiftest portion of its swing, that he is

emboldened to make this fatal admission still

stronger. On page 263 ho partially explains why

a prong could not produce sound by air-waves if it

had a slow motion, thus aiding us more liberally
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to destroy the wave-theory than any critic has ever

before done. He says:

" The air, being equal on all sides, opposes no

resistance to a slow motion, because the equilibrium

of the air is constantly maintained ; but when the

motion is rapid, as it must be to produce sound,"

etc.

Could anything be more conclusive than this ad

mission, that in order '' to produce sound," accord

ing to the air-wave doctrine, a ' ' slow motion " will

not do it 1 Thanks for such fatal wealions placed

in our hands without even the troublo of searching

for them. But even this is not all, nor the

strongest thing he says in preparation for the

funeral of the wave-theory. He specifically enters

into details, and tells the exact distance within

which a prong might travel and still not move fast

enough to produce souud by air-waves. On page

"57 he says:

" It is qu'de true that a velocity of eight inches

m sixteen inches >wouldnot sufficefor the generation

of sound- iraees ; no physicist assorts or pretends

that it would, and Mr. Hall's oft repeated declara

tions to this effect are wretched misrepresentations,

founded on his own lack of knowledge or ability

to understand."

Now a word of digression. We never intimated

that physicists teach anything of the sort, but that

they teach just as Prof. French here admits, that

only a "swift" motion will generate these at

mospheric ' ' condensations and rarefactions " which

they call "sound-waves." So far were we from

" misrepresentation " that we quoted both Helm-

holtz and Tyndall to show that they both teach, as

does Prof. French, that the motion which produces

sound, like that of a tuning-fork's prong, must

pass "swiftly" through the air so as to condense the

air in front and leave a partial vacuum behind it.

To prove that we so quoted, see this extract from

Tyndall's book (page 62), which we copied in the

Problem, at page 91:

"Imagine the prongs of a tuning-fork swiftly

.advancing ; it compresses the air in front of it, and

-when it retreats it leaves & partial vacuum behind,

the process being repeated at every subsequent

advance and retreat. The whole function of the

tuning-fork is to carve the air into these condensa

tion and rarefactions."

Now, why did we quote this and similar passages

from Helmholtz, if we wished to misrepresent the

teachings of physicists, as Prof. French unkindly

charges 1 'Tis true, we showed that Tyndall and

all other advocates of the wave-theory were mis

taken. That they were entirely deceived about

the prong "swiftly advancing," and pointed out

the fact, for the first time found in any book, that

this superficial appearance of "swift " motion in

the prong was deceptive and, in fact, very slow

motion—not exceeding sixteen inches in a second

when at its full amplitude.

But now to return to Prof. French. He agrees

that the aggregate travel of the prong sixteen

inches in a second, which he admits to be correct.

would uot begin to produce those condensations.

Hence he resorts to what he supposes to be a dis

covery of his own, namely, that if we take the

middle of any one of the small swings of the prong

it will be found to travel " immensely " swifter

than the average travel during a whole swing.

Yes, and then if we deduct the numerous "stops"

at the ends of the swings during a second we will

find that tho middle or most rapid portion of the

travel will be swift enough to condense the air I

Wo have thus presented his case briefly and fairly

to tho reader. But it will be remarked that ho

does not venture to risk his cause or his reputation

upon stating how much more " swiftly " the prong

would actually " carve the air " after these impor

tant allowances and deductions were made. No;

he prefers the latitudinal ian style of " immensely

greater than the total distance traveled " ! He

would have saved us some trouble had he even

approximately guessed at and defined this indefi

nite "immensely." Had he said twice as fast,

four times as fast, ten times as fast, or fifty times as

fast as the average travel throughout a whole

swing, or anything ho would have dared to say,

we would have known how to take him, and

could then have wiped him and his air-waves out

by a single stroke of the sponge. But he was

" immensely " afraid to say anything about it, and

thus left tho reader "immensely" in the dark.

So wo must find out for ourself just how much the

middle of the swing exceeds in swiftness the

average velocity of a whole swing. Can we d i

this? Yes.

Helmholtz, as quoted from our book by Prof.

French, helps us to an easy means of solution, by

telling us (Sensations of Tone, p. 28.) that the

swing of the pendulum is of the same nature as

the swing of a tuning-fork's prong ; and as we can

see the proportionate rate of travel of a pendulum

(especially a very long one) at all parts of its

swing, wo can thus determine precisely what this

"immensely" of Prof. French signifies. Let any

student rig along pendulum, say thirty or forty

feet long, by tying a weight to a cord and start it

swinging through a short arc of, say, three feet,

and we here assert, and defy any investigator to

dispute it, that the Kwiftest portion of its swing at

the middlo does not exceed ticice the average velocity

of the entire swing, while the keenest eye cannot de

tect any slops at all at the ends of tlie swings! So

much for this central and fundamental fact in

regard to the swiftest velocity of travel at the centre

of tho prong's swing.

But we havo now arrived at the denouement of

the argument, and at the proper time for springing

the trap which Prof. French had so incautiously

set for himself. We had purposely baited this trap ,

in the Problem by basing our criticism of Tyndall t

entirely upon "sixteen inches" as the maximum i

aggregate travel of the prong, each swing being a.
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tvi[\ sixteenth of an inch. Prof. French took this

isait greedily, and then supposed, if "sixteen inches"

were the aggregate travel of the prong, as our bait

admitted, he could still manage to make it "swift"

motion by "immensely" increasing its velocity at

the middle of each swing. But here the trap falls

upon our hapless professor, since the sixteenth of

an inch (maximum amplitude of the fork's swing)

is sixty times more than was necessary for us to ad

mit, for, by actual experiments in the presence of

many students, wo have shown repeatedly that the

fork continues to sound audibly when its swings

have become reduced down to the one-thousandth

part of an inch amplitude, or an aggregate travel

-of only one-quarter of an inch in a second I How

is that for "slow " ? Thus is Prof. French caught,

and there is no one to come to his aid. Even

should we quadruple this aggregate motion of the

prong as representing the swiftest part of these

infinitesimal swings, it would only make the

--mciftly advancing" of Prof. Tyndall the snail-

like travel of one inch in a second ! Or should

this entire aggregato travel of one quarter of an

inch in a second be mcmctsed sixty-fold, to represent

the swifter portion of each swing, it would still

fall below the velocity of "sixteen inches" in a

second, which tho professor positively asserts

"would not suffice for the generation of sound

waves;" and that "no physicist asserts or pretends

that it would " !

Will some one now try to discover tho "shadow"

of this boastful representative of Urbana Univer

sity ? We have thus put together a few of his

own statements, including a few simple facts

which any person can demonstrate, and the reader

sees the result both to him and the theory he has

so vauntingly championed.

The experiment just spoken of, by which we

prove that our fork (128 vibrations to a second)

will continue to sound audibly upon its resonant

case when swinging to and fro but the one thou

sandth part of an inch, can be made by any stu-

-dent by simply reflecting a beam of light from a

small mirror attached to the prong at proper anglo

upon a distant wall of a darkened room, and mea

suring the actual travel till the sound ceases. This

fact, in connection with Prof. French's admission

just quoted, that even "sixteen inches" could not

compress the air or produce sound-waves, and that

" no physicist asserts or pretends that it would,"

rings the funeral knell of the current theory of

acoustics, while, as an epitaph upon its tombstone,

we inscribe the words of Prof. French:

" If Mr. Hall can make good his assertion that

the prongs of the sounding fork do not advance

swiftly, then has he- indeed dealt the wave-hypothesis

a staggering blow"!

This "staggering blow" has now been dealt, and

the question is, has Prof. French the moral honesty

and manliness to abandon the "wave-hypothesis,"

and declare himself a convert to substantialismt

If he does not do this, he can lookout for breakers

ahead, as we know of students in that same Uni

versity who have written to us, and who are only

waiting for this reply to make it very warm for the

professor in his class-room.

In conclusion, for this number of The Micro

cosm, we refer Prof. French and tho Urbana Uni

versity to tho true law of sound.generation and

propagation, as recorded on page 93 of the Problem

of Human Life, which explains how the very slow

motion of a body, such as tho prong of a tuning-

fork, may generate sound-pulses through molecu

lar action by its numerous stops and starts, or sud

den changes of direction. Of course, such rate of

motion could not generate air-waves, ns now au

thoritatively and conclusively settled by Prof.

French himself. The final conclusion is that

sound has nothing to do with the condensations

and the rarefactions of the air, but must consist of

corpuscular emissions of some sort of incorporeal

substance as the result of molecular action. Next

month we will attend to tho remainder of Prof.

French's criticisms, and, unless we are very much

deceived, he will feel like forever cutting tho ac

quaintance of the man who so cruelly induced him

to write that review.

Now let the New-Church Review in its next

issue print the following obituary notice for the

benefit of its readers, and it will prove itself a

public benefactor:

DieD: On January 1, 1883, at Urbana, Ohio, of

internal weakness and general debility, ouradopted

child, Wave- lheory of Found. Forthreeyearsithas

been declining in health under attacks of chills

caused by the atmosphere of tho Problem ofHuman

Life. Several doctors have examined this patient,

and whileafew ofthem thought they could improve

its condition by cupping, blistering, and exclu

sion from the light, a large majority of them, after a

careful diagnostication, gave up the caseas hopeless.

As a last resort, we sought the advice and assistance

of Dr. French, of the faculty of Urbana Univer

sity, who was positive that tho disease was only

local, and that he could administer a few pills of

his own discovery which would restore it to full

health and activity in less than three months. We

employed the doctor in good faith, and with con

siderable confidence, but unfortunately his first

pill, instead of acting as a counter-irritant, and

anti-spasmodic as he supposed, aggravated the

cause of the disease, threw the patient into acous

tical convulsions, brought on an attack of undula-

tory pneumonia, ending in a form of galloping con

sumption which caused the death of the child in

a few minutes. We do not, however, mourn

as thoso who have no hopo, as wo have a chance

to adopt another child in its place, called Substan-

tialism, whose robust appearance and rapid growth,

though but four or five years old, indicate healthy

parentage and a vigorous manhood. We take this

method of exonerating Dr. French from all blame

for the fatal and unexpected effect of his remedy,

us wo now believe that any other medicine, how-

over skilfully administered, would have produced

a similar result, since tho Mature of the disease,

and internal condition of the patient were such
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that it would not bear excitement. The funeral

services will be held at the house of President

Scwull, and friends of the deceased are invited

without card. Dr. Hilford Wall, Dh. P. will de

liver the funeral oration, as he was very intimate

with the character of the deceased during the lat

ter years of its existence.

College papers will please copy, and send bill to

the New-Church Review.

CAPTAIN CARTER ON GRAVITATION.

One thing can be truthfully said about Captain

Carter. He is not only always clear, but always

fearless in the expression of his views. He has

shown himself to be a bold friend of The Micro

cosm in espousing the cause of its editor in his

departure on the sound-theory, in opposition to

established science, and deserves only kindness at

our hands, even if he has entered the lists against

us on gravitation. But after promising some time

ago, in a letter published in this journal, that he

would be more careful in the future in taking for

granted " units of measure" as laid down in the

infallible text-books, we find him, in his questions

and arguments printed elsewhere, completely

fallen from scientific grace, and not only taking

for granted Newton's fundamental principle of

gravitation, as the " unit of measure " now adopted

by the whole scientific world, but absolutely urg

ing the same basic principle as infallibly correct—

quoting it at the head of his article, and upon the

assumed truth of which he bases everything he

says in his paper. Yet we propose to show in this

reply, as kindly as the amusing character of the

Captain's fix will permit, that a more self-evidently

false, contradictory, and even preposterous law of

philosophy was never penned by man than the one

he has now chosen from Newton for better or for

worse.

Prof. Goodenow, as shown in his "Outline of

Argument " last month, must also have assumed

the truth of this same underlying principle, for

he speaks of the moon's attraction, as well as the

pebble's, causing one-half of its fall, and the

earth's attraction causing the other half. But he

was so obscure in giving the reason for it that it

was difficult to see just why he so stated. Hence,

knowing what was coming from Captain Carter,

we did not reply to that part of his position, but

contented ourself with showing the contradictions

between his two papers—ono published and the

other in our hands unpublished. Not so, however,

with Captain Carter. He not only states the prin

ciple of Newton explicitly and correctly, but he

explains its teachings lucidly. He not only in

dorses it as an underlying principle of the law of

gravitation, but in a most masterly and logical

series of argumentative questions, demonstrates

that no other conclusion can be drawn from the

principle than that a pebble pulls itself toward the

earth by reaction, just as much as the earth pullt

the pebble by direct action. There is no possible

escape from Captain Carter's logic, so far as the

main deduction from Newton's law is concerned.

If "every particle of matter attracts every other

particle in the universe," the same as a single par

ticle would attract but one other particle if no

other matter existed, as Newton's central principle

teaches, then, plainly, if the pebble was one unit of

matter and the earth a million units, the pebble

would pull equally upon each of the million units

of the earth (in proportion to distance), and by re

action thereby exert a million units of pall upon

itself toward the earth, while the million units of

the earth in turn would exert but one unit of pull

each upon the pebble, making only a million units

of pull in all, or the same, precisely, as the peb

ble's pull or shove of itself. Clearly, then, Captain

Carter's conclusion, that " One-half of the total

attraction between any two masses is due to each,"

and that " Onthnlf of the velocity of fall in a

falling body t> due to itself," cannot be contro

verted, except by controverting the very principle

upon which Newton's law of gravitation, and in

fact the entire Principia, are based. In other

words, if Newton's Principia and the science ot

the astronomical world, as now taught, be right,

then eight feet of a pebble's fall in a second (one-

half) are due to the earth's attraction of the

pebble, and eight feet (the other half of its fall)

are due,' by reaction, to the pebble's attraction of

the earth. Consequently the pebble itself does as

much work in causing its own fall as does the

whole earth, and hence all our arguments and

those of Prof. Goodenow about the moon's shove

of itself toward the earth one-eightieth as much as

the earth pulls it, are simply «s(xin-shine, or

something less dense, and the famous " boat-illus

tration " in which the professor so fluently and

fatally agreed with The Microcosm, falls to the

ground. Let us now examine carefully into the

matter, and see whether The MicriX'0SM and

Prof. Goodenow (in his unpublished article still

in our possession) shall be compelled ingloriously

to surrender and haul down their colore, or

whether the Principia, as Dr. Swander has it,

shall be " closed for repairs. "

If this principle be correct, upon which the gravi

tation law is based, then it is plain, if the earth were

deprived of its entire reciprocal attraction, that the

pebble would still fall eight feet in a second by it!

own almost infinitesimal attraction of the earth.

Is this true 1 Is it reasonable 1 We frankly say

we do not believe a word of it. To be explicit,

we do not believe that there is a particle of truth

in the principle of gravity, as quoted from Newton

at the head of Captain Carter's article. We do not

begin to believe that a pebble would attract eatk

of a million similar pebbles, at a given distance,

with the same force that it would attract but one.
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if there were no other matter in existence to be

attracted. The very idea, to our mind, is prepos

terous on its face, and is contrary to every known

or conceivable principle of mechanical power or

dynamic force. Yet it is the foundation of New-

i ton's Prinvipia. As well talk about a locomotive

! pulling, by its inherent power of one hundred

. pounds of steam, a million ears, exerting the same

force upon each with which it can pull at one !

I Neither do we begin to believe that this earth could

pull at each of two such earths at a given distance

with the same force that it could pull at only one;

much less do we believe that it could pull at each

of a million such earths with equal and undimin

ished force. In sober earnest we conceive such an

idea, when duly reflected upon and analyzed, as

the quintessence of absurdity and nonsense, and

we propose to make it so appear to the reader by

unanswerable arguments. We propose, also, to

prove that this earth would of necessity exhaust or

consume a portion of its attractive energy in pull

ing at another earth of equal mass, such consump

tion of force being in proportion to the distance of

the two earths apart; and that this weakening of

attractive force would necessarily occur in propor

tion to the number of earths attracted, the force

of this one earth being divided up among them.

Of course, on this principle, our earth's attraction

would be proportionally weakened by drawing at

smaller masses falling toward its surface; but all

terrestrial masses combined would constitute such

an inappreciable trifle, compared to the earth's

mass, that their effect in lessening the earth's

attraction could scarcely be computed, and would j

not be worth considering in a general estimate.

Let us now proceed to prove our position against

the combined conclusions of the scientific world, by

the only analogy to gravitation existing in Nature

or within the reach of human experimentation,

that is, by the reciprocal attraction of magnets,

which have been aptly compared to miniature

planets. It is well known to the most superficial

experimenter that two steel magnets, of equal mass

and magnetic strength, will exhaust a portion of

their attractive force in pulling at each other, and

that one such magnet cannot pull at each of two

magnets, at a given distance, with the same force

that it can pull at one ; much less could a single

magnet pull at each of a dozen, at equal distance

with the same amount of dynamic energy as at

one, but would divide its attractive fojce up among

the dozen, giving nearly one-twelfth of its normal

attracting force, at that distance, to each.

This fact cannot be made so easily manifest by

experimenting with two or more magnets, as with

one magnet and several equal masses of soft iron,

which, of course, have no reciprocal attraction.

To demonstrate the truth of the principle here

urged, take a steel magnet, and hang to its poles

an equal massof soft iron, with a thin card between

it and the magnetic poles to prevent actual contact.

Suppose; now, the strength of the magnet to be

such that it will barely keep this weight from fall

ing. Then, to test Newton's principle of the inex

haustibility of attraction, bring another piece of

iron gradually into close proximity to the magnet,

and instantly this source of attractive energy yields^

up a part of its dynamic force to the approaching

iron, and lets the suspended piece drop I Bring

two such pieces of iron toward the magnet, one on

either side, and it will drop the suspended piece

with less approach than before, as it now has three

masses among which to divide up and parcel out

its pulling energy, just as three earths (having no

reciprocal attraction), approaching this earth,

would consume and divide up our earth's attraction

among them, gradually lessening the weight of all

terrestrial bodies on the earth's surface, until the

actual contact of the four globes, when dynamic

action would cease between them, and the four

earths would combine, under static pressure, into

one great earth with about fourfold the attracting

power of one.

Any person having a common horse shoe magnet

and a few pieces of iron, can try this experiment,

and thus overturn the Prineipia and the science of

modern astronomy with the only attractionin Na

ture subject to man's manipulation. No man can

deny this to be a perfect analogy to the attraction

of gravitation, so far, at least, as the dividing up

of the force and its proportional exhaustion is

concerned; and a school-boy can thus overthrow

Newton's basic principle of gravity, and defy his

teacher to show, by any analogy or principle in

Nature or mechanics, the least sense or true

philosophy in the vaunted law upon which the

astronomical science of the world now rests.

We furthermore do not believe that Newton

saw, or even guessed, the consequences of his fun

damental principle of gravity as it has been stated

and legitimately carried out by Captain Carter.

He would no doubt have laughed at a man who

would have insisted that a pebble, according to his

law, only falls eight feet in a second by virtue of

the earth's attraction, and that eight feet of the

fall must be due to the pebble's own attraction of

the earth ! Why would he have laughed ? Be

cause Newton repeatedly tells us that this sixteen

feet fall of a stone in a second is the measure of

the earth's attraction of the stone—not of the

stone's attraction of itself toward the earth t

Prof. Goodenow summarises Newton's demonstra-l,

tion in the same way as given in his articles pub

lished in The Microcosm, calling the sixteen feet

fall of a stone the " real, true yard-stick " and the

true measure of the earth's attraction, by which

Newton determined its pull upon the moon in

drawing it from its tangent—not one-half of it the

moon's pull upon the earth, of course ! Even

Prof. Robinson, in his great University Astronomy>t
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from which Captain Carter quotes (a standard

work, by the way, in all colleges), teaches the

same doctrine. He says:

" Now, we say, this sixteen and a twelfth feet is

the measure of the earth's attraction at its surface,

and it is made the unit and standard measure, di

rectly or indirectly, for all astronomical forces "

(page 171).

Thus it seems that it never occurred, either to

Newton or to Robinson, that the falling stone did

one-half, or any appreciable part, of its own work

of falling, but they manifestly supposed and taught

that the " earth's attraction " did it all.

Clearly, then, Captain Carter misunderstands

Prof. Robinson, for Prof. Goodenow, in the un

published article in our hands, refers to the same

passage in Robinson's Astronomy, quoted by the

captain, to prove that wo had charged Newton and

the astronomers falsely, because Robinson, he

says, made this very allowance of one-eightieth

for the moon's displacement of itself, in addition

to the earth's pull ! Prof. Goodenow repeats it

over and over, that we had misrepresented astrono

mers, that they do add just what we charge them

with omitting, and before quoting from Robinson

he emphasizes it thus:

" It is very strange that such a charge should be

made of gross oversight of a law on the part of

astronomers [He surely knew what our charge

was], when they hire all taken pains to commence

thvir demonstrations with a rii/id enforcement of

this very law of reaction, * * * * and espe

cially when their works universally contain the full

and clear calculation and adding in of this wry

eightieth part extra (rather loth part), which it is

alleged they have overlooked and omitted."

He then quotes the very section from Robinsons

Astronomy (which Captain Carter quotes) to prove

that the charge of omission which we had made

was false. Now it turns out that our charge was

actually true, and that the moon, instead of adding

one-vightieth to its fall, actually adds one-half,

while tho earth adds the other half, and poor Prof.

Robinson is compelled to take both sides of the

question I

Of course, we dare not doubt the word of this

high authority, that the sixteen feet fall of a stone

by "the earth's attraction" is really made the

" unit and standard measure" of all astronomical

calculations, and especially for estimating the

earth's force as exerted upon other parts of the

solar system ! Hence we accept this authoritative

confession from Prof. Robinson, that either New

ton's great principle of gravity is entirely errone

ous, as we have just demonstrated by the magnet,

or else that all astronomers commit an error of just

oneftalf in calculating the earth's influence in the

solar system ! There is no escape from this, be

cause Captain Carter has shown, as clear as mathe

matics can make it, that this " unit and standard "

of sixt( en feet is just twice as largo as it should be

to cover" the measure of the earth's attraction"

alone !

But another view of the difficulty, just here. If

Professors Robinson, Goodenow, and even Newton,

are correct about the sixteen feet fall if a stone

being the "standard unit measure of the earth's

attraction," or the " real, true yard stick " for de

termining the earth's influence upon the moon and

planets, then, clearly, science is til wrong about

the amount of descent of a falling stone in one

second. It must be thirty-two feet instead of

sixteen; for Captain Carter has demonstrated that

the stone must fall, according to Newton's great

law, by its own measure of attraction, just as much

as by the earth's measure; and ns all these authori

ties agree thnt sixteen feet constitute the "earth't

measure of attraction," it leaves sixteen feet, or

just one-half of the stone's actual fall in a second,

unaccounted for ! We suggest, then, that the

Military Academy at Chester, Pa., start a commis

sion of scientists in search of this lost factor in

measuring the forces of the solar system, and thus

correct the astronomical text-books by making the

stone's fall in a second thirty-two feet, as it should

be, instead of sixteen; for we surely want the

" standard unit measure" of the stone's attraction,

as well as that of the earth ! And we take the

liberty of naming our handsome contributor, Cap

tain Carter, as the right man to lead the expedition

in search of this "missing-link" of Newton's

law !

Hut in the numerous questions propounded tj

the Captain, he suggests certain difficulties aimed

to sustain Newton's great principle of gravity,

showing plainly that he has fully committed him

self to the law, and that in so doing he forgot to

maintain his promised caution in looking out for

false units of measure ! We can only regret that

he is ready to go down with the author of the

Principal in the same scuttled ship, since we had

learned to love him for his work's sake. l*'t us

see what force there is in his suggested difficulties

If the earth should expend its attracting force in

drawing another earth in close proximity, men and

animals, the Captain thinks, ought to weigh noth

ing, and should be able to " step off into space"!

But why make the supposition unnecessarily ex

treme ? The earth would not exhaust all its force

in pulling at another earth in close proximity, nor

entirely if several earths were attracted, but more

and more as the number and nearness of, these

masses were increased. This is precisely the way

tho magnet acts. When several equal masses are

brought near it, and its attractive pull is almost

exhausted and divided up among them, iron filings

in closer proximity will still cling to the magnet

with force enough to prevent their " stepping of!

into space "1 If a dozen earths were approaching

this, and its attractive force were nearly exhausted

among them, men and animals would still have

weight enough left (having precedence by con

tiguity) to keep them on terrafirmt , though such
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a bagatelle of the earth's attraction would, of

course, be deducted from the aggregate pull upon

the more distant approaching earths, the same as

I in the case of the iron filings which cling to the

magnet. Could not our logical Captain have seen

this?

» But he manifestly knows nothing at all by ex

periment about the effect of such an approaching

mass in using up the gravity of the earth, and can

know nothing only as he may learn from the ac

tion of the only other principle of attraction existing

in Nature, and that, of course, as he will now see,

is directly against him. Hence, rather than look

at the matter in this rational light (or possibly he

did not think of it) he prefers to do a heap of

guessing and assuming about "stepping off into

space," just because Newton announced a most un

reasonable law, and because astronomers have, so

far, been unable to detect its weakness. Conse

quently the Captain writes confidently about this

earth's unlimited resources of gravital energy in

attracting millions of earths without the slightest

diminution of its dynamic force, when he could

have upset the whole thing with a fifty-cent horse

shoe magnet and a pound of tenpenny nails.

He further thinks that if two equal earths were

^to come entirely together that they ought then

completely to use up each other's attraction if

Newton's principle of gravity bo not true; and fur

ther, he thinks that if we deny this principle then

we must admit that the two hemispheres of our

earth, resting together as they do at the equator,

ought entirely to exhaust each other's gravital

force, and let a man at the north pole "walk off

anyhow " I But he forgets again that there is no

dynamic force of the earth's attraction expended

after the two supposed earth's should thus come

to rest in static contact, nor in the two hemispheres

of our earth thus resting together as he supposes ;

but in each case the static mass becomes doubled

and goes to work dynamically on external bodies

with a doubled attractive force. This is clearly

shown also in the case of two magnets which

though they consume much of their force in pull-

ing upon each other, yet tho moment they are

placi d in actual contact with their poles in proper

direction, they cease consuming each other's dy

namic force, but combine in constituting one mag

net of about double tho attractive energy of the

single one, in drawing all external bodies of iron.

How plain are the laws and phenomena of Nature

when self-interpreted I

We thus solve every problem and answer every

difficulty presented by Captain Carter, by simple

reference to the magnet as the sole analogy in Na

ture which can give us light upon the subject.

We thus demonstrate our former position to be

true to tho letter, that all falling bodies add to

their velocity of descent by virtue of their own

attraction of the earth in proportion to their re

spective masses. That is to say, a stone one mil

lionth of the earth's mass causes only one-millionth

of its gravital fall, while tho earth's attraction

causes the rest. So the moon being one-eightieth

of the earth's mass would cause about one-eightieth

of its fall if let drop, while the earth would cause

about seventy nine eightieths. How plain this is

after Newton's erroneous principle is put out of

the way! And how clearly it demonstrates the

fallacy of the universal teaching of science that a

feather and a cannon ball in vacuo must fall with

the same velocity ! And how conclusively does it

overturn the Principle in its universally accepted

declaration that thr moon and a pebble let fall

from equal heights " would describe equal spaces

in equal times" !

And, as a final conclusion, if our reasoning be

correct, and if this cardinal principle of gravity has

broken down, it has brought utter and irretrievable

disaster to the Principia itself, since every calcu

lation, diagram, or demonstration in it is based upon

this very pivotal principle of gravity, as quoted

and applied by Captain Carter.

We will add, in conclusion, that we are intensely

grateful to Captain Carter for his excellent aid in

this logical reductio adabsurdumof Newton's great .

law. He was not aware, however, that by demon

strating, as he has done, the real effects of New

ton's central principle of gravity, he was putting

into the hands of The Microcosm another mallet

with which to shiver the "real, true yard-stick."

Thanks.

Having now answered all comers, except those

who merely repeat old arguments, we shall con

sider the case closed and give it to the jury.

ROMANCE OV THE " PROBLEM."

If our readers could have the secret history of

the rise and progress of tho Problem, of Humaiv

Life, they would possess a scientific and literary

romance founded on fact worth, reading. Our

thoughts are made to revert to tills themo by an

article which appears in this number of thr Micro

cosm from a very dear friend of lis and our work,

and which awakens feeling'.; which no pen can

paint. Wo will name only one pertinent incident

in the history of the book at this time.

When the Ms. of the " Problem '' was finished,

we were without a dollar, in this strange city-

knowing not one publisher here or in the United

States, and having no literary friend or acquaint

ance to introduce us. Almost without hope of

success, we went to the Appletons, Harpers,

Scribners, and several other houses, and shoived

them our Ms. and explained it briefly as best we

could. But it received only smiles of derision, or

looks of surprise, as one would expect to see on

going to a stranger and asking him to aid in tho

construction of a perpetual motion or flying-

machine. An incredulous shake of the head, as

the Ms. was returned toour hand, was the uniform

termination to these fruitless interviews. One

house only consented to print 500 copies of the

book on condition that we would produce a set of

electrotype plates at our own expense. This we
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refused to do, because, first, we had no means, and

second, we were unwilling, if we had, to tie upthe

future of the work upon such a meager offer, since

the house named would only do as proposed on

condition of receiving the exclusive control of

copyright, paying us a royally of ten cents a copy.

Disheartened with the prospects, we retired to

our room at Smith & McNeil's Hotel, to reflect

upon the sad fate that seemed to stare the poor

author and his work in the face. We confess that

at this time, we confidently expected never to see

the book in print, and that whatever our hopes

had been of benefiting the world by our years of

toil in preparing the Ms. , we were now forced to

conclude that no one would ever be the wiser for

our labor. * * * * * »

By the merest chance, as it seemed to us (though

we can now see the hand of Providence in it), we

became acquainted with a young man—an avowed

atheist, but a jolly, good-hearted fellow—who be

came interested in our discoveries. Suffice it to

say, that through him we obtained means to get

out the electrotype plates and issue a thousand

copies of the book, not knowing, however, that wo

would ever sell a dozen copies, but desperately

hopeful, and intensely encouraged by ourgood for

tune in meeting aliberal-minded man, even though

he " said in his heart there is no God."

As -..(oon as the first books were bound, we rented

a cheap otftce at 234 Broadway, and placed a hun

dred copies of the book on a shelf. But knowing

nothing of the trade here or elsewhere, we saw very

little means even now of starting the sale. The

hook was shown to a scientific writer, who hap

pened to be pleased with it, and who volunteered

to write a review of it for a paper then just start

ing, in which he had an interest. This he did,

and it was a noble review, ringing with commen

dation. A few days after the first number of

this paper was sent out (not a copy of the book

having yet been sold), we received a letter from

the great publishing house of J. B. Lippincott &

Co., of Philadelphia, requesting us to send them a

copy of the Problem ofUnman Life with bill. On

opening the letter, we scanned the order with as

tonished delight, and made haste to start the book

on its mission by express, without delay. Two

days after, wo wrote Lippincott & Va., asking them

to tell us who had ordered the book, and were in

formed that it was the Rev. L. W. Bates, D.D.,

of Lynchburg, Va. , the very man whose Open

Letter to Dr. E. is printed elsewhere in this present

number!

A few days later we received another order with

the money inclosed from Prof. I. L. Kephart,

A.M., Lebanon, Pa., whose articles on various

themes have appeared in the Microcosm, without

missing anumbersince its commencement. These

names head the roll of honor as the first two pur

chasers of the " Problem," and none will ever

know how dsar those names are to this author's

memory.

A week after selling the first copy, we received

a letter from the editor of the Methodist Recorder,

of Pittsburgh, Pa., asking us to send him a copy

for review, saying that the book had been strongly

recommended to him by Dr. Bates, who had been

reading a copy with "intense delight," quoting

also several sentences from the Doctor's enthusi

astic letter. He then added in postscript, "You

can quote this if you like, as it is very high au

thority. Dr. Bates being the President of the

Methodist Protestant Church of America, and

consequently, the highest officer in that denomina

tion."

Of course we sent the book as requested, which

the editor gave to the Rev. J. J. Smith, B.C.,

our excellent contributor, now at Haverstraw, N.

Y. , whose two lengthy and enthusiastic articles in

subsequent numbers of tiie Recorder about the

book, gave it the first real impetus it had received.

It was but a few days after sending the copy of

the book to the Recorder office, when we received

I the Methodist Prntentant, of Baltimore, containing

that memorable article written and signed by Dr.

Bates, beginning:

" This is the book of the age, and its unknown

author need aspire to no greater literary immor

tality than the production of this work will give

him ; and thousands of the best educated miuds,

that have been appalled by the philosophical teach

ings of modem scientists, will rise up ami call hun

blessed," etc.

From the Open Letter in this issue, it seems the

Doctor has not, during all these years, weakened in

his faith in the book, nor in his love for its author.

God bless him.

And now, after more than 40,000 copies of the

work have been sold, without one dollars' worth

of newspaper advertising—simply by one man,

after reading it, telling another—we look back to

the sale of the first two copies herein narrated, as

the proudest and happiest day of our life. And

what makes this happiness keener, is the conscious

ness that the purchasers of those two books have

never swerved to the right or the left a hair's

breadth amid all adverse criticisms, in their faith

in the general correctness of the positions and new

departures of The Problem of Human Life.

REPRINT OF VOLUME I.

We have waited till the present before coming

to a final decision to reprint Vol. I. of the Micro

cosm in book-form, bound in cloth, of uniform

size with the present volume, to be sent by mail

at $1 per copy, as originally proposed. There have

not enough of our subscribers yet signified their

intention of taking copies to warrant the expense

of reproducing the volume and issuing an edition;

but the enthusiasm of several hundreds of our

readers upon the subject, has induced us to say

now, that we will proceed at once to the work of

resetting and electrotyping the pages, prei«rntory

to issuing the first edition of 2,000 copies ; and

that we will prosecute the work as fast as we can

in the midst of our other extended and laborious

duties. Every page of the reprinted volume must

cerefully pass under our own eye for revision, and

the whole will appear in uniform type, leaded, to

make it as readable as lwssible. This will, of course,

take some months, and we will keep the rcadersof

the Microcosm advised as the work progresses.

Names can now be forwarded for one or more

copies as the liberality of its friends may dictate.

If any can and will remit the price in advance, it

will aid the cause, and help the Editor in his irre

pressible conflict. We give below a single speci

men of the encouraging letters we are receiving

from our subscribers on this subject:

A. WllFOeI) Hall, PlI. D.,

Editor of the Microcosm : I remark that of late

you say nothing about reprinting the invaluable

first volume of your journal bound in cloth, at $1

by mail, as formerly proposed. I sincerely hop*

you have not been forced to abandon it for want of

sufficient pledges from sulracribers to take copies-

I consider the lass of the first volume, in preserV"

able form, to accompany the present and future

volumes, an irreparable loss to advanced students

of science and philosophy. You can put me do*n
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for twenty-five copies at $1 each, and I will see

that they are put where they will do the most

good; and to aid you in the work of hringing it

out, I inclose $3 on account of my order. Yours

very truly, H. S. Schell.

New York, Feb. 23, 1883.

Wo would say in conclusion, as the wood cut

|portrait of the editor in the first number of Vol. 2,

is so very poor a representation of his real appear

ance, thsit we will put the steel plate engraving,

now used in Unieersulism Against Itse'f, also in

the first volume of Microcosm as a frontispiece.

This will add to its cost if not to its value. All

friends desiring to see that volume circulated in

permanent form will now aid us what they can,

while we lose no time in getting it out.

TEACHERS FALlING IXTO LINE.

From various parts of the country we are re

ceiving proofs, in letters from professors and

teachers, that the wave-theory of sound is gradu

ally giving way before the attacks made upon it in

the Problem of Human Life. We could print a

score of letters recently received from teachers who

are falling into line for the final conflict. We may

not live to see the close of this war, but many of

these young men will, and many of them will no

doubt look back upon the past as a matter of curi

ous memory, when men, who were regarded as

learned in natural philosophy, actually taught the

wave-theory of sound for scientific truth I We

add but one specimen of these letters now, from

Prof. R. M. Bridges, A.M., Principal of the High

School at York, Nebraska, who concludes his letter

as follows:

" I wish I had a copy of the Problem that was as

faultless in typography as I am sure it-is in theory.

Such a book deserves to be printed in the highest

style known to the art. I teach your theory of

sound in the High School here, and have done so

since April last. A number of minor experiments

have been inaugurated, which have thoroughly

satisfied me and my classes that the wave theory is

not only wrong, but that what you offer ns a sub

stitute is right. My object in writing you this

note is to try in some humble way to give you what

aid I can. " Yours, very sincerely,

" R. M. BriDges."

THE EDITOR'S PHOTOGRAPHS.

We have tried our best to keep even with new

subscribers in sending the promised memento of

the editor's photograph, but we have failed to

keep anywhere near up to the increasing list. We

have, therefore, decided to send, in place of the

photograph, a copy of the exquisite steel plate

engraving of the editor, cabinet size, which the

artist, Mr. Tiers, declares to be far superior, both

as a likeness and a work of art, to the photograph.

In this way the thousand or more orders now be

hind will be immediately filled. We trust this

arrangement will be satisfactoiy. and feel sure it

will.

Hall & Co. , Publishers.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

We feel sure that many of our very kind friends

at a distance think wo are treating them shabbily

in not answering private letters, which come to us

by the score almost daily. We take this public

means of saying privately that our neglect does not

arise from any want of the most kindly feeling on

our part, but from a crush of duties connected

with this magazine and our other publications,

which has absolutely prevented our enjoying a

day's vacation, or even a single holiday, for more

than five years. We write (and read upon inves

tigations for immediate use) every night till ten

o'clock, and are up and at it again by seven o'clock'

every morning. Thus we have no time for private)

correspondence, %nd though always pleased to re

ceive letters from our hosts of friends, they must

not let the thought of neglect or indifference on

our part enter their minds. As this brief state

ment answers a thousand or more good letters, we

know our readers will not grudge the room it

takes.

BACK NUMBERS OF PRESENT VOLUME.

No new subscriber should think of cutting this

volume in twoand taking one-half of it. He might

almost as well subscribe for half of a dictionary !

The papers of contributors and the editorials are

so consecutive and interlaced from number to num

ber, that the volume should be taken entire by

every subscriber. Agents will please make a note

of this. All premiums for clubs areon the ground

of subscribers taking the volume from the com

mencement.

REV. DR. SWANDER,

Our able contributor, whose discriminating ar-

ticlo on Newton and the Prineipia will be found

in this number, and whose incisive papers are so

eagerly read and highly praised by our subscribers,

is about to move from Titfin to Fremont, Ohio,

where his hosts of warm friends have secured his

services as pastor, and where he will hereafter be

addressed.

A BEAUTIFUL OIL PAINTING.

Wo had the pleasure of seeing the other day at

the rooms of Fowler & Wells, publishers, a paint

ing by Mr. Tiers, the artist, of a family group of

eight persons, life size, which is certainly the finest

work of art of the kind we have ever examined.

It represents the family of Col. William Denny, of

Winchester Va. , who commends the work highly,

both as an art-production and an excellent group of

likenesses. The reasonable terms on which this

artist executes family groups or single portraits,

make it convenient for persons of taste to decorate

their homes with these fine mementoes without

the necessity of expending the extravagant sums

usually demanded by artists of his class. Orders

can be sent through The Microcosm.

JUDGE POSTON ON UNIVERSALISM.

Next month we will give from the pen of Judge

O. S. Poston, of Harrodsburg, Ky., his reasons for

believing in Universal Salvation. Some time since

the J udge wrote to us inquiring if we would be

willing to let our readers have the privilege of

seeing those reasons. We replied that we cer

tainly had no objections, and requested him to

make them as strong as possible. He has done

so, of course, and the paper is an elegantly written

document, as might have been expected from such

a source. The judge's reasons for believing in

the doctrine will be accompanied by our reply. We

will only add here that it is plain from reading the

article that Judge Poston has never seen tTniver-

salism Against Itself.
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PROF. J. A. GilAY ON NEWTON.

It is positively laughable to witness the ludic

rous manner in which The Microcosm has got

the scientists by the ears on the subject of gravita

tion. Since our discussion commenced, the whole

question of Newton's teachings, as viewed by emi

nent professors, has turned into an inextricable

jumble of contradictory explanations of the funda

mental law. Prof. Goodenow first agreed with us

that the moon must really pull itself by reaction

toward the earth one-eightieth as much as the

earth pulls it, or in proportion to mass, though he

finally changed his ground and concluded by "the

peculiar nature of gravity" that the moon would

pull itself "one-half," if let drop, while the earth

would cause the other half of its fall ! Captain

Carter proceeds to demonstrate as printed elsewhere,

that Goodenow's revised view is right, according

to Newton's first principle of gravity, which he

quotes and indorses. Prof.Kempersays the moon

adds to its fall by pulling at the earth just as much

as the earth would add to said fall if the moon's

mass were added to the earth, and therefore that a

pebble's mass added to the earth would cause the

pebble to fall with the same velocity as the moon,

that is, of course, one-eightieth faster (Newton and

Goodenow revised) I

"Now, J. A. Gray, Professor of Mathematics in

Muskingum (Ohio) College comes forward with an

entirely different theory of action and reaction,

contradicts all the professors, as well as Newton,

denies that the moon attracts itself at all toward

the earth, and thus makes an indescribable muss

generally in the scientific camp, upsetting every

thing in his way. Here is his startling discovery

as explained in the Eastern Ohio Teacher, pub

lished at Cambridge, 0 :

"It seems that this theory of Hall's, that the

moon pulls itself by pulling at the earth, is ad

mitted as a fact by both Prof! Kemper, of Bethany

College, and Prof. S. B. Goodenow.

-'By this admission, Wilford has really, in my

opinion, obtained the advantage over Prof. Kemper

in the January Microcosm.

"Now I beg leave to say that if even Hall's

theory in this respect be true, it don't affect New

ton's law that the earth attracts other bodies with

a force which varies inversely as the square of

their distance from the centre. This law which

Hall has denied is not concerned with the moon's

pull, but with the earth's pull.

" But I bog leave to differ with the learned pro

fessors named above, and deny that tho moon ac

tually pulls itself by pulling at the earth.

"Does not the moon send out its mysterious rays

of gravity in all directions? Is it not always ex

erting its force as much in a direction opposite to

the earth as towards the earth ? Then if exerting

this force towards the earth tends to pull itself in

that direction, the force sent out in the opposite

direction would have an opposite tendency, and

one would baL.nce the other."

Well, the gravitation controversy must now be

considered closed I Prof. Gray has really gone and

done it I The moon pulls by cords of gravity at

tached to the earth, but does not by reaction pull

itself toward the earth at all, because, forsooth, it

has other cords of gravity extending out into space,

in the opposite direction which are not attached to

anything, and consequently by pulling at nothing

the moon counterbalances its pull at the earth!

This mathematical genius thus holds that two men

in a boat, one pulhng at a rope on one side at

tached to the shore, and the other on the opposite

side, pulling at a loose rope attached to nothing,

would "balance" each other, and thus let the boat

stand still I Let Prof. Gray now have the belt;

Muskingum has carried off the prize from Beth

any! Where is Prof. Hornung and Heidelberg

College ?

PROF. STRONG IN ZION'S HERAlD

" It never rains but it pours." Almost simul

taneously several professors of physics have

recently, as if by conspiracy, assailed the sound

departure of the Problem of Human Life, publish

ing lengthy articles in different papers of the

country against the author's positions. Some of

these attacks are too trivial to merit reply, and

others are in papers too obscure to require it. The

attack by Prof. W. C. Strong in Zion's Herald, of

Boston, merits a reply from us, not on account of

the force of the arguments employed, but because

of the character and wide circulation of the journal

in which the articles appeared. No sooner were

his two papers printed than we were besieged

by letters from Methodist ministers in different

parts of New England, who take Tne Microcosm,

urging us to reply to tho professor's bitter assault,

and, if possible, have our reply published in the

same journal. Accordingly, we wrote to the Rev.

Dr. Peirce, Editor of Zion's Herald, asking per

mission to reply through his columns. Thedoctor

politely answered us, offering the desired space.

We have sent on our reply in two articles of about

the same length as the professor's, or less than two

pages of The Microcosm, each, and as the points

of the argument involved in our discussion are dif

ferent from those in reply to Prof. French, though

equally important, we propose, at the request of

many subscribers, to print these articles in two con

secutive numbers of The Microcosm, beginning

next month. We promise our readers as complete

an overturn to the main points of Prof. Strong's

assault as that in reply to Prof French, printed

elsewhere. So look out for a conspicuous tumble

for New England's daring champion.

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Any person who will send us the names of tat

new subscribers for the present volume of Thr

Microcosm from the commencement, with the

money ($2), will receive credit for the next volume

as a premium. Persons sending names under this

offer should intimate it, tint due credits may be

given. A few minutes' effort, by almost any sub

scriber, among his friends, could accomplish this

result; and, of course, the sooner the effort is made

tho easier the names can be secured. A pastor,

especially, who wishes The Microcosm to be read

by his people, could, with a few words, induce a

couple of the thinking members of his congrega

tion to take it. Who will start out, on reading

this offer, and thus secure the next volume free

while aiding the spread of useful reading mutter?

Remit money in post-offlc orders or bank drafts on

New York, when convenient, as an absolutely safe

way. If this is not convenient, send in registered

letters. Address, Hall & Co. , Publishers, 23 Park

Row, New York.

P. S. If any new subscribers prefer to take the

last half of this volume (beginning with February

number) and the first half of Vol. 3, they are at

liberty to do so. Where no preference is stated,

we will send this volume from the commenceinen.
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ETERNA 1,

BY REV. T. WIllISTON, M.A.

Since adoration of the Most High will manifestly

constitute much of what is done and enjoyed in

heaven, and since in order to adorn Him there, it is

important that we havo right conceptions of Him

and His attributes while we are hero, I crave the

privilege of showing what my conceptions of Him

are, hoping that they will be found to accord with

the sacred oracles. Claiming no sway over other

men's opinions or consciences, I would simply be

allowed, like Elihu of old, " to show you mine

opinion."

That some one thing, and only one, has eternally

existed, and that an infinite Mind, or the very God

of the Bible, is that ono thing, are truths which

even Reason demonstrates. It is hor testimony

that if more than one thing has always existed,

then, there is more than ono uncaused, independent,

and all powerful thing existing; in other words,

there is more than ono God. But it is highly ir

rational to suppose that there may be two or more

eternal and omnipotent things, or beings, each in

dependent of his co-equals; and the two volumes

of Nature and Inspiration unite in declaring that

there is but one God. In worshipping ono eternal

Being denominated God, wo aro all of one mind;

but there are some, we regret to say, that can not

join with us and the Bible in adoring a triune God,

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost Well, however

mysterious tho triunity of the Divine Being may

seem, is it a whit more so than man's threefold

nature as expressed in these inspired words—" I

pray God your whole spirit and soul and body be

preserved blameless unto tho coming of our Lord

Jesus Christ V Spirit, soul, body, constitute only

ono individual.

Is there any limit to tho penrer of that Being

whom wo all unite in pronouncing Almighty 1 I

fully agreo with those who say that His omnipo

tence don't enable Him to do things which are in

their own naturo impossible; to mako a triangle,

for instance, to havo less or more than three sides

and three angles, so long as it remains a triangle.

To say that Ho cannot do such things, is by no

means any limitation of God's infinito power. But

I differ widely from thoso who maintain, as somo

do, that God was unalle to crcato the world out of

nothing, and that the very idea of His doing it is

" unthinkable" and absurd. Since the non-eter

nity of matter can bo demonstrated, and since tho

omnipresence of God—as I expect to show

shortly—is not what some writers represent it to

be, I see not how He could have, at hand, any ma

terial out of which to creato a world, unless mere

space bo counted a material. Is the idea of crea

tion outofnothing a whit more " unthinkable," or

difficult of comprehension, than how God could be

without any beginning, or than how " by the word

of the Lord the heavens were made, ami all the

host of them by the breath of His mouth ?'' Will

any ono venture the assertion that if the "six

waterpots" which, at Christ's bidding, were filled

with water, had instead of that been exhausted of

air and made wholly vacant, He could not, with

perfect ease, have filled them with wine? Would

it have been a higher proof of His omnipotence if ;

Jesus had made wino out of nothing, than it was

for Him to convert water into wine by a mere act

of His will? He that could speak a world into

being, and work such stupendous miracles as the

Bible records, could he not, with equal ease, create

matter and all things else out of nothing? Has the

Supremo Being any visible form f To decide this

question, we will appeal, first to reason, and then

to revelation. Is it rational to believe that tho In

finite Mind, unlike all created" and finite minds,

occupies no visible medium or form, and

has no tenement other than infinite space?

For one, I know of no idea which fo nie seems to

be more irrational. Indeed, it is hardly possible

to conceive of a mind, whether finite or infinite,

that dwells in no tenement whatever, and that has

no organs of vision, speech, or hearing. If tho

words mind and thought aro synonymous, or if an

intellect is but an invisible point, and needs no form,

to dwell in, no visual, vocal, or auditory organs,

then, for aught we can see, myriads of intellects

might co exist within a singlo cubic inch of space.

Convince me that the Infinite Mind dwells in no

form whatever, and I will convince you that no

created minds occupy forms or visible tenements,

and that there will be no such thing as personal

recognition in the world to come. Yea, more, I

will convince you that the pure in heart shall not

" seoGod," but that the worship of heaven will con

sist in the unspoken, inaudible, and purely mental

communion of countless unseen intellects with

each other, and with the great Unseen ! If 1

could believe, as some seem to, that all souls or

spirits, not excepting God, aro and ever will bo

devoid of form, organs, and visibility, I am almost

ready to confess that heaven would seem rather a

dull (gloomy ?) place to me 1

Does the Bible talk as though tho "Father of

spirits" has no form ? Of Christ it is said, "Who,

being in thoform of God, thought it not robbery

' to bo equal with God;" and Cruden says that in

this passage "form ia taken for shape." And

I when John says, "Ye have neither heard Hisi

| voice at any time, nor seen His shape," is it not

i implied that, though they had not seen it, God

I has somo sort of shape or form ? Said Jacob at

Peniel, " I have seen God face to face." In the

| 24th of Exodus, wo learn that no less than seventy -

1 four persons " saw tho God of Israel, and there

1 was under His feet as it wero a paved work of a

sapphire stone." Says Isaiah, " Woo is me, . . .

for mine eves have seen the King, the Lord of

Hosts." Of Moses the Lord said, " With him will

I speak mouih to mouth .... and the similitude

of tho Lord shall he behold." It is true, however,

that to this same Moses God at one time said,,'

" Thou canst not see my face, for there shall no

man seo Me, and live." How reconcile this last

quotation with the passages before quoted ? (See

Fx. 83:xx-xxiii) God would allow Moses, it seems,

to seo II is "back parts," to have a shadowy

glimpse of His resplendent and glorious person;

but a full, unobstructed view was more than he

could then endure. When, therefore, it is said of

God, " Whom no man hath seen, nor cansee," tho

meaning is that no mere mortal has ever seen

Him in all the overpowering splendor of His pt i -
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son and aspect. Yet Moses and somc others have

been allowed to " behold the simditude of the

Lord, and with undimmed vision, no doubt, will

" the pure in heart " bo suffered to " mc God " as

Hois. Is God personally omnipresent? Varying

the language, does Ho fill infinite space with Him

self or with His presence, j:ist as air fills a room,

or water a cistern ? It seems to he the opinion of

very many that He does. And to prove it true,

such words us these are cited : " Do not I till

heaven and earth ? saith the Lord." And after

asking, "Whither shall I flee from Thy presence 1"

the Psalmist goes on to say, that go wherever he

might—to heaven or to Hades, orto " the uttermost

parts of the sea"—Jehovah would be there. How

harmonize these inspired words, perhaps you ask.

with the idea that. as a Person, God is not every

where present? If He is not personally ubiquitous,

how is it true that He fills heaven and earth ?" He

fills them, I reply, with His all iiervadiivg inspec

tion and control. In His infinite knowledgenud in

His almightiness He Is indeed everywhere. In the

wide universo of space nothing is so minute as to

escape His omniscient scrutiny, and nowhere is

there a spot whero His power and guardianship are

not exerted and felt. For a faint illustration of

what, as I conceive, wo are to understand by the

.omnipresence of God, go with me to yonder school-

house, and see with what ease the teacher, without

leaving his seat, makes himself and his vigilance

to be felt throughout the school-room, and by every

scholar there. He does not in person fill that

school room, but with his governing energy and

keen-eyed inspection ho does. W ith eye and voice

he makes his knowledge, power, and influence to

pervade that whole room and all its inmates. Is

there not a sense in which he fills that school room

with his presence ? It is in that sense, as I con

ceive, that He whose "dwelling place " is heaven

(see Solomon's dedicatory prayer, 1st Kings 8) fills

the universe with His presence. In II is own ma

jestic person Ue nover vacates His throne in

heaven; yet there Is not an inch of space that He

does not pervade with His all-searching eye and

His ubiquitous sway. It was this thought that

constituted the key-note of the 139th Psalm, and

that led its writer to e xclaim, " Such knowhdgeis

too wonderful for me." The God whom I profess

to adoro is a Person, and as such He has a form—-

-what form I pretend not to know—and as a Perso i

He dwells in heaven, and there alone.

THE GEOLOGICAL SIDE OF EVOLUTION.

BY PROF. I. I.. EEPhaet, A.M.

It is the boast of evolutionists that their theory

is strictly scientific—that it is substantiated by the

facts of natural history—that the science of geoiogy

corrolxirates the claims' of their theory. Mr.

Beechor and a few other eminent divines have de

clared in its favor, and the eminent speakers at the

supper given in New York to Herbert Spencer

boldly declared that evolution is an established

science—so thoroughly established that its claims

are beyond the possibility of successful assault.

(By the way, the eminent physiologist, Lionel

Beale, of London, declares that Spencer's books

.contain so much false physiology that they will

not be read ten years after his death, except as

literary curiosities.)

In view of the above condition of things it may

be interesting and profitable for the readers of The

Microcosm to have placed before them some of

t he theologic testimony in the case as presented by

that most eminent scientist, Louis Agassis. In a

lengthy article which appeared in the Atlantic

Monthly of January 1874, written only a short

time before his death, he deals some telling blows

against evolution, and distinctly asserts that Mr.

Darw in's anxiety to bolster up a theory of evolu

tion blind' d his eyes to inqiortant facts, and caused

him to jump to conclusions that were not war

ranted by the premises. Turning to the geological

side of the question he says :

"Asa paleontologist I have from the beginning

stood aloof from this new theory of transmutation

of species, nowso widely admitted by the scientific

world. Its doctrines, in fact, contradict what the

animal forms buried in the rocky strata of our

earth tell us of their own introduction aud succes

sion upon the surface of the glohe. Let us there

fore hear them ; for after all, their testimony is

that of the eye-witness and actor in the scene.

Take first the type to which we ourselves belong.

If it be true that there has been a progressive

transmutation of the whole typo of vertebrates,

beginning with the lowest and culminating with

the highest, the earlier should, of course, he struc

turally inferior to the later ones. What then is

the lowest living vertebrate ? Kvery zoologist will

answer, the amphioxus, that elongated, worm-like

vertebrate, whose organization is nothing more

than a dorsal cord, with a nervous thread above,

and a respiratory and digestive cavity below, con

taining also the reproductive organs, the wholo

being enclosed in flesh. Yet low as it is in the

scale of life, the amphioxus is, by virtue of its

vertebral column, a member of the same type as

ourselves. Next to the amphioxus, come the

myxinoids, structurally but little above them,

and the Lamper-eels. These arethe animals which

Haickel places at the base of his zoological tree,

rooting the whole vertebrate blanch of the animal

kingdom in the amphioxus as the father of the

type.
" Let us look new at the earliest vertebrates as

known and recorded in geological surveys. They

should, of course, if there is any truth in the

transmutation theory, correspond with the lowest

in rank or standing. What then are the earliest

known vertebrates? They are selachians (sharks

and their allies) and ganoids (gar-pikes and the

like) the highest of all living fishes, structurally

speak iug. I shall be answered that these belong

to the Silurian and Devonian periods, and that it

is believed that vertebrates may have existed before

that time. It will also be argued that myzonts,

namely, amphioxus, myxinoids, and Lamper-eels,

have no hard parts, and could not have been pre

served on that account. I will grant both these

points, though the facl is that the myzonls do pos

sess solid parts in the jaws, as capable of preserva

tion as any bone; and that these solid parts if ever

found, even singly, would be as significant for a

zoologist as the whole skeleton. Granting also that

amphioxus-like fishes may have lived and may

have disappeared before the Silurian period, the Si

lurian deposits follow immediately upon those in

which life first appeared, and should therefore

contain not tho highest fishes, but the fishes next

in order to the myzonts, and these are certainly

neither the ganoids nor the selachian, lliepra-

ence of the selachians at the doom of life upon earth

is in direct contradiction of the idea of a gradual

progressive development. They are, nevertheless,

exceedingly abundant in Palaeozoic beds, and their

fossil forms are so similar to the living representa

tives of the samo group that what is true of the

organization and development of the latter is un
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-questionably equally true of the former. . They

lay few eggs, the higher kinds giving birth to only

three or four at a brood, whereas the common

fishes lay myriads of eggs, hundreds of thousands

in some instances, and these are for the greater

part cast into the water to develope at ran

dom. The limitation of the young is unquestion

ably a work of superiority. The higher we rise in

the scale of animal life the more restricted is the

number of offspring. * * *

" Now, these higher fishes being the first repre

sentatives of the vertebrates on earth, or at least

those next following their earliest representatives,

where do we find the myzonts, fishes which are

structurally inferior to all others, and of which

the ainphioxus is the lowest member 1 They

come in during the latest period of our world's

history, with what is called the present period, to

which we ourselves belong. This certainly does

not look like a connected series, beginning with the

lowest and ending with the highest, for the highest

-fishs omefimt and tht loxent come last. * * *

" But the whole history of geological succession

shows us that the lowest in structure is by no

means necessarily the earliest in time, either in

the vertebrate type or any other. Synthetic and

prophetic types have accompanied the introduction

of all the primary divisions of the animal king

dom. With these may bo found what I have

-called embryonic types, which never rise, even in

their adult state, above thoso conditions whichjfin

higher structures, are but the prelude to the adult

state. It may, therefore, truly be said thM a great

diversity of types his existedfrom the beginning.

" The most advanced Darwinians seem reluctant

to acknowledge the intervention of an intellectual

power in the diversity which obtains in nature,

under the plea that such an admission implies dis

tinct creative acts for every species. What of it,

if it were true? Have those who object to re

peated acts of creation ever considered that no

progress can be made in knowledge without re

peated acts of thinking? And what are thoughts

but specific acts of the mind? Why should it,

then, be unscientific to infer that the facts of

nature are the result of similar processes, since

there is no evidenaof anyother cause* The world

has arisen in some way or other. How it origi

nated is the great question, and Darwin's theory,

like all other attempts to explain the origin of

life, is thus far merely conjectural. I b-heve he

has not even mid\ the bc4 conjecture possible in tfie

present stale of our iin-w'e Ige.

" The more I look at the great complex of tho

animal world, the more sure do I feel that wo have

not yet reached its hidden meaning, and the more

do I regret that the young andardent spiritsof our

diy give themsrlrea to speculative rather than to

close and oca rat', investigation.

"I hope in future articles to show, first, that,

however broken the geological record may be,

there is a complete sequence in many parts of it,

from which the character of tho succession may bo

ascertained; secondly, that siuce the most ex

quisitely delicate structures, as well as embryonic

phases of growth of tho most perishable nature,

have been preserved from very early deposits, ve

have no right to iNfer the disappearance of types

because their absence disprovessomefirorite theory ;

and, lastly, that there is No evidence of a d red

descent of laterfrom earlier species in t/ie geological

succession of animals."

The above certainly contains much worthy of

the candid consideration of tho candid mind, Min

ing as it does from such an eminent authority.

For the purpose of calling special attention to cer

tain parts, I have -italicised them. It is to be

greatly regretted that the sudden sickness and

death of the lamented Agassi/, deprived the world

of the additional articles promised in the last para

graph. But the perfume of his name still lives,

and the weight of his testimony against ruling

God out of nature, as materialistic agnosticism

seeks to do, has an assuring influence in these

times of ministerial -sloping-over to evolution.

EQUIVALENCE AND CONSERVATION

OF ENERGY.

ilY ElD. C. S. TOWNE.

In the April number of the first volume of Thh

Microcosm, I hinted that, in a future article, I

hoped to be able to show tho difference between

the Equivalence and Conservation of Energy on

one hand, and tho Correlation of Forces on the

other. Iu doing so it is necessary to have a clear

idea of the subject under consideration. In my

lost article I gave Webster's definition of energy,

viz., "Internal or inherent power to act whether

exerted or not." I will now givo my own defini

tion. Energy is inherently and exclusively the

powerof a verson to act. The exclusive inherence

of energy on a person is the prime argument sus

taining tho proposition that there is a God, the

Creator and Upholder of tho universe. As Paul

said, "In, Him we lire, and move, and ltare our be

ing." For if it can be clearly shown that energy

is inherent in material forms, we have no need

whatever to seek after an infinite God above

Nature as its primal cause. In man we see all the

manifestations of energy, from the lowest to the

highest, embracing the widest range of intellec

tual, designing, emotional, and deciding action.

But in the moment of death all these manifesta

tions of energy vanish at once from our gaze, while

the form in all its completeness remains. Then it

also, losing its cohesive energy, dissolves back to

the dust of its mother earth. Death is the univer

sal and unfailing demonstrator of the fact that

energy and matter are not identical. The expres

sion, " Equivalence of energy," suggests the idea

that there are two or more manifestations of

energy equal, in some sense at least, one to an

other. I therefore present two propositions —

first, that the different manifestations of energy

are equivalent to one another in the sense that

they are the inherent and essential properties of

an individual, substantial entity, that entity being

a conscious person; second, that all present mani

festations of energy have an antecedent equivalent.

In establishing the first proposition, I take man as

the highest source of energy at present open to our

complete investigation.

How is human energy manifested? In the

forms of light, heat, sound, and motion. Are

these equivalent one to another ? We turn to the

individual consciousness for answer. I myself

possess light; it shines through my eyes, with a

faint glow indeed, but it is light. Co-ordinately,

I can see light, and all objects revealed by tho

light. Because I possess light, tho external light

of Nature becomes to me a high revealing power.

I also possess heat, and the power to give it forth

in the act of work, which a machine cannot do. I

read that the careful and extended researches of

Prof. Heidenhain, of Breslau, have yielded the

following result: "In the living muscle heat

always appears when tho muscle does work; when
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a machine does work, luat Ciaappenrs." I havo

not ruuin, now, to unfold the reason of this,

further than to sny that the muscle is pervaded by

the substantial entity inherently possessing heat,

while tho machine is not. Co-ordinately with this

possession of heat, I can also recognize different

degrees of heat, and thus it also becomes to me a

revealing power. I also possess the power of giv

ing sound, ascending and descending through

many degrees of rising and fulling scales, and in

the speaking of ideas. Co-ordinately, I can hear

and distinguish all sounds in Nature, and recog

nize spoken ideas, and thus sound becomes to me

a revealing power of the highest order. I also

poss6ss the power of originating and directing

motion not only in the members of my own body,

but also in countless complicated trains of mechan

ism outside of iny body and separate from it.

Co-ordinately, I can also recognize, analyze, and

classify the motions existing in Nature, and this

also becomes to me a revealing power. But I,

who can do all these things, am one and indivisi

ble. I am conscious of my own personality as

separated from all other things. I am conscious

that the power of one will is able to flash forth in

any one of these manifestations of energy, or in

various combinations of them.

The action of external heat, as recognized by

the conscious ego, points out the boundary of my

form; and it is always tho human form. The ac

tion of light is both manifested and recognized at

but two points in this human form, always in the

same place; the conscious ego has eyes. The ac

tion of sound is manifested at but one point; tho

conscious ego has organs of speech. The action

of sound is recognized at two points; the conscious

ego has ears. The power of self-motion, and the

power to impart motion, are confined to this form,

bounded by the recognition of heat.

From all these facts I reasonably conclude that

the conscious and energetic ego is an organized

person, and that light, heat, sound, and motion

are simply different manifestations of tho energy

inherent in an individual person. Hence the law

of tho Equivalence of Energy becomes unalterably

demonstrated in the constitutional structure of

every person of tho human race. We have seen

that each person is not only able to show forth

light, heat, sound, and motion, but he is also sym

pathetically responsive to the same manifestations

emanating Troru ocnar centers external to himself.

He recognizes them in his fellow men, and they

give him pleasure or pain, according as they are

swayed by the opposite passions of love or hatred.

.But these same manifestations are also presented

in superhuman grandeur and power through all

Nature, and as we respond to them they yield us

pleasure or pain But the question arises, Where

is the center of this boundless energy so like tho

human in its manifestations? Who is he? For

all analogies drive us to think of that invisible cen

ter as a person ; for we have seen that all human

energy centers and manifests its equivalence in an

organized person, and as we are forever sur

rounded and permeated through and through with

these omnipotent powers of energy, ti nt person

must not only be the center of their equivalence,

but also the center of their conservation. For all

human experience shows that while we individu

ally have the power to mamfest the equivalence of

energy, wo have not the power to effect its conser

vation We cannot retain the youthful vigor of

its action through indefinite time. We wax feeble

to the last descending step of old age, and lie down

in the dark, cold, silent, and motionless grave.

But the argument must now pass to the second

proposition, viz., that all present manifestations of

energy must have an antecedent equivalent.

DOE.S NATURE FDRNISn KVIDENCB

OF IMMORTALITY f—No. i.

BY ISAAC HOFFER, eSQ.

An association of scientists in England, some

time-ago, had an interesting discussion over several

articles read at their meetings by a Mr. Harrisos,

on "Tho Soul and Future Life." Mr. Harrison

contended " that our sayings and doings are the

future life, that not a single manifestation of

thought or feeling is without some result, and

that our lives live when we are most forgotten."

Professor Huxley, in criticising this position, said:

" I object to say I have a soul, when I mean all

the while that my organism has certain mental

functions, which like the rest, are dependent upon

its molecular composition, and come to an end when

I die. I object still more to affirm that I bold

to a future life, when all that I mean is, that

the influence of sayings and doings will be more

or less felt by n cumber of people after tho phy

sical components of that organism are scattered

to the four winds "

Huxley, no doubt, means by "functions" the

exercise or form of activity belonging to tho

organism, so that mind would be a mere perform

ance or operation.

This organic performance, ho says, depends

upon the molecular composition of the organism—

that is, the particular material and form in man's

organism produce the vital and mental actions and

determine their modes of operation.

This position of Huxley's is the very foundation

of the question of immortality, and is tho first to

be considered in an investigation of the subject

The quest ion whether life and mind are realities,

or only organic functions dependent upon the or

ganism, should be capahleof rational solution. It

is true that life and mind are not known, and have

never been discovered to man, except through a

material body; they are manifested only by and

through organs composed of mutter; and, it is

therefore an easy, and apparently natural conclu

sion that they are the mere operations of organized

matter. But there are many actions and opera

tions in which the manifesting agencies are not

the power that produces the actions and controls

tho operations. A steam engine manifests and

controls the power that moves it, but it is not the

moving power, nor that which produces the power.

Vapors rising out of tho ocean are produced ftvei

the ocean and not by it, but by heat—an outside

action. When these vapors are gathered into

clouds and come in drops of rain to the earth, it is

not the clouds that gather the vapors and fomi the

drops, but attraction—an invisible power. If we

see the lightning and hear the thunder, it is not

in the flash nor in tho sound that the electric power

was formed, but in tho clouds where it could not

be seen nor heard. In all these cases the actions

were not caused by the agencies that manifested

them. Tho fact, therefore, that life and mind are

manifested by an organism is no evidence that

they are mere operations produced by that or

ganism.

Matter, ordinarily, manifests no life, and it is

generally conceded that it has none—not even the

potency of life, only tho susceptibility of bein;:

vitalized. Professor Tyndall has lately made most

thorough investigations as to whether matter has
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any vitality or spontaneous growth, and has satis

fied himself that it has not.

How a molecular composition of conspicuous

parts that have no vitality, can manifest vital and

mental action without some vital force cannot be

conceived. The theory of atomic activity culmin

ating in vital action of its own accord can only be

maintained upon the hypothesis that molecules of

the elementary constituents of matter are essentially

different and have different powers from the same

molecules in aggregated matter. Reason and uni

versal experience are against the position that an

invisible, or the smallest conceivable part of a

thing, has any more or different powers than a

visible mass of the same thing. The only differ

ence between separated moleculcsof. the elementary

constituents and amassed matter, is, that such

separated molecules are in a condition for new com

binations, and therefore more easily acted upon or

brought into action; but the molecules themselves

are not changed in their character, only in their

relation. This position, chemistry sustains by

positive experiments; while it Ins so far failed to

make any molecular composition that will show

vital powers.

Chemistry is able to separate the elementary

constituents of matter, able to test them, designate

their properties and actions ; and if there was any

vitality in these molecules, chemistry should have

discovered it. In matter, therefore, nothing can

be found to explain the source and character of

vitality; and if we trace life toward its source as

far as we can, we still find it a transmitted propa

gation, and are unable to obtain any knowledge

from its originating cause. We can, therefore, in

vestigate only its operations and results. The

vital part of the seed is in the germ, and this vi

tality defies examination, either by chemistry or in

any other way, except what may be learned from

the actions in the seed.

Chemistry can determine the constituent parts of

a seed (except the vitality), their exact proportions,

and can place these parts together in proper form,

but cannot produce a seed that will germinate, nor

furnish information as to what vitality is. Wo

know that when the proper conditions are pro

vided, the action commences in the seed, that this

action produces certain and definite results; that

there must be an acting power or else there could

be no action and no results. We infer that this

active power is as certainly a reality as the material

that was brought into action by it, and formed into

plants and animals; for that which acts, forms, and

transforms, can not be less a reality than that

which yields to the action and admits of being

formed and transformed.

The evidence of past life in the rocks and crust

of the earth, and the manifest vital actions in all

animate nature attest the greatness and unlimited

extent, and assert the reality of a vital force. This

vital force, although invisible, and not susceptible

of detection and examination by any means yet de

vised, is the power that builds plants and animals.

It not only contains the power to select the neces

sary material and place it in proper position, but

the plan or model required in each case: the models

may differ—one may be for the building of ahorse

and the other for that of a bird—but the process of

the building seems to be the same.

An individual life is an ultimate part not cap

able of division or diffusion; having no constituent

parts, it cannot be resolved into composing (de

ments, like matter. Its action invariably individu

ates and forms the matter acted upon into shapes of

its kind, the material is adjusted to the vital.

j While life and mind seem to be more closely

I connected than life and matter, there is, in reality,

a much greater difference between the two former

than between the two latter. Life exists without

mind as well as matter does without life. In vege

table life there is no evidence of mind whatever, and

in all animal life, except man, there is but a fore

shadowing of a fully developed intellectual condi

tion. Life is developed and sustained by what it

selects out of matter, while mind is developed by

knowledge acquired through the senses, and by its

own innate action. It is not developed by life, nor

by that which develops life, or else the lion and

the elephant would have the greater minds. Life

moves within certain prescribed lines like a ma

chine that has its movements fixed, its powers ap

plied, and its actions producing and reproducing

the sarao results. It has no inherent power to

bring about, control or change the necessary con

ditions or surroundings for its actions.

Mind, on the other hand, instead of being con

trolled, exercises control within its sphere. Instead

of having prescribed lines of action which it im

plicitly follows, it prescribes lines of action itself

and compels the observance of the same; it modi

fies and regulates its own actions, and changes and

transforms its surroundings.

Life and matter are mere agencies, the former

active and the latter passive. They canuot origin-

ate or cause action; they move and act, and motion

and action proceed from their movements and

actions, according to fixed laws and subject to

special requirements and special conditions, wholly

without their power to bring about, or to change

or control.

Mind is not an agency, but, in its sphere, an im

pelling, directing and controlling power— a self-

exerting energy---capable of originating, propagat

ing, directing and controlling action, and, differ

ing from mere life as much as man differs from a

machine.

In all man's work there are but three things em

ployed, mind, force and matter; of these, mind is

the elementary and operating power, force the

acting agency, and matter, the passive thing acted

upon. We know that every work of man had its

inception, its development in all its details to the

final completion, perfected in mind before it was

brought into manifest being. Part of this work

only, may have been designed at one time, but

every part was first formed in mind before material

representation could be made, for all work is only

a material representation of mental operation.

Mind, therefore, is the efficient cause of all the

works of man. Thousands upon thousands of in

ventions, designs, and accomplished results attest

its power and affirm its reality.

In man, mind, life, and matter are united in one

interacting personality. In this union, the mental

part supplies that which gives apprehended and

known existence to the activities and works of

nature; it gives conscious power and active energy

to man, and, instead of acting like a dependent

function, it subordinates and controlsthe other two

parts of the personality, and makes them itsngency

in all its operations. It assumes control of matter

and life and of the forces of nature. Matter, in all

its various forms and conditions, is made to sub

serve its purpose; life, whether vegetable or ani

mal, submits to its demands' and the forces of

nature are converted into subservient agencies. It

is a monad of energy, self-exerting, self- conscious,

self-determining—a thinking, reflecting, reasoning

intelligence, capable of acting contrary to disposi

tion and affection.
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That mind seems to be dependent upon life and

a material body, arises from the fact that mind, life,

and matter are an inseparable one ininan's compre

hension; yet, each acts or serves its distinctive

part, and each part has distinctive characteristics,

as has already been shown. Besides, there seems

to be a precedent condition to the formation of

man's organism which forms and shapes the capac

ity, and prepares and supplies the necessities, for

mind's existence and operation. This condition

controls life and matter, and compels the building

of man into the shape and form suited for mind's

occupation, and supplied with all the appliances

and dependencies needed for its operations.

Man's organ ism itself shows that mind belongs

to, and is a part of nature; and has its operating

and manifesting position provided therein, and

while it constitutes but a part of man, it istheonly

part that can have conscious knowledge and can

knowingly act. It is that part by, and in which

alone the question of reality or existence can bo

raised, and by and in which it can be examined

and must be decided. Consciousness is the only

test of reality, for without conscious knowledge,

there is no apprehended existence, and, tried by

this test, mind, the testor, could hardly bo found

less a reality than the thing tested by it. The

acting, doing and performing thing can not be less

than the thing through and by which it performs

or the result produced by the performance.

ALL SIDES OF PRAYER-CURE.

Wo give three concise articles herewith upon

this deeply interesting discussion, which speak for

themselves. We have received many articles from

different sections of the country going over all

phases of the question from the possibility of ab

solute miracles at all times in response to faith

and prayer, down to the moderate and very reason

able view of Ilev. Dr. Staplo which agrees so fully

with our own already published views. We give,

however, the three articles, out of a score on the

subject, as fairly covering the ground:

MODERN PRAVSB OR FAITH-CURE.

BY REV. DR. M. STAPlE.

Mr. Editor: I read your editorial in February

number of The Microcosm upon the subject indi

cated in the heading of this article, with a great

deal of interest. With the spirit of your article

no fault can be found, even by the most abject de

votee of the faith and prayer-cure doctrine. Court

esy, candor, and Christian charity are its promi

nent characteristics. You expressed a wish that

the truth of the claim to the possession of such

power might be demonstrated, thus showing your

readiness to be convinced, if sufficient evidence can

be furnished, while your expressed doubt indicates

a cautious spirit, with which all pretended proofs

should be received, and thus be weighed in the

balance of unprejudiced reason. That the subject

involved is of great importance, no intelligent per-

son, be he Christian or infidel, will deny. The

claim set up must be either true or foJ.se. If true—

if Christians do now possess the power claimed— it

may be used not only in the relief of human suf

fering, in the continuation of human life indefi

nitely, but may become, as you urge, a powerful

element, if rightly used, in the speedy triumph ol

Christianity over the doubts otaU but the incorrig

ibly wicked. But if, on the other hand, this due-

trine be founded in delusion, then whatever may

be the present, or temporary benefits of a physical

nature to comparatively few individuals, its effect

cannot be otherwise than pernicious to the cause of

Christianity in the end.

Perhaps nothing has had a greater tendency to

weaken the force of the argument derived from mir

acles in favor of the divine origin of the Bible, than

the pretended miraclesof superstition and hypocrisy.

The cause of Christianity has suffered enough by

false pretensions to miraculous power. We want

no more shams in this respect; but if God has en

dowed certain persons with the gift of point, all

good men—all who are interested in the triumph

of Christ in the world—would wish to know it,

that the best possible use may be made of the fact

in defense of divine revelation. But if the parties

referred to are laboring under a delusion, however

honest they may be in this respect, they certainly

should be opposed and exposed by all true and

good men.

There can be no compromise. To say they

mean well is not enough. Is it true that (iod

through them cures otherwise incurable diseases,

in a supernatural manner is tha question ? If he

has wrought such cures then the evidence to pro

duce conviction in the minds of candid men and to

put the unreasonable sceptic to silence, is available,

and should be produced.

It is not enough that some wonderful cures are

effected by them; the merely woiukrful is not

proof of the supernatural. All claims to the pos

session and exercise of miraculous power should

be put to the most crucial test, and all homt

claimants of such poictr will readily consent to

have their professions thus tested. That men have

been endowed with such power, that it is posgSis

for them to be thus endowed now, must be ad-

mitted by all believers in Christianity; hence the

question is not in relation to the possilde, hut to the

actual possession of such power by those who now

claim to possess and to exercise it. We do not

call in question the honesty of any parties con

cerned in this matter ; but we do most sincerely

believe they are laboring in some respects under

serious delusions, and that all real cures that have

been effected, are the result of natural causes.

We will take, for illustration, the cam referred to

in your article. It is certainiy the best authenti

cated iustanco offaith-cure that I have seen. That

the gentleman was lick, is now well, and that he

recovered his health while under the advice and

control of one claiming the power to cure byfaith,

are admitted facts.
Butdo these facts prove the interposition of super

natural power? We think not. Let ussee. First, it

is not certain, by any means, that his trouble was

organic disease of the heart; his difficulty might

have been purely sympathetic, arising from et'icr

causes ; mistakes of this naturo are common.

Second, he retired from his usual avocation, and

was relieved from the anxiety connected therewith.

Third, ho changed his local habitation and sur

roundings ; and last, but not least, was inspired

with the hope of recovery by faith in the person

to whose control ho had so completely surrendered

himself. Now if his hftart difficulty was not or

ganic, and he had laid aside all cure, and iwnovf"

to another locality, and acquired the same hopeful

ness of spirit, by faith in "bread-pills," would not

the result have been the same? It is certainly
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possible ; consequently there is no satisfactory

proof, in his case, of miraculous interposition in

answer to prayer. Let the reader compare this,

or any other well authenticated case of cure by

the claimants of apostolic power, with the cases

reported by St. Luke in the 3rd and 9th chapters

of the Acts of the Apostles, and we think they will

find just cause to question the validity of their

claim. There are in the cities of New Yor&'and

Boston, many well-known persons—blintfj" de

formed, and crippled from their birth—universally

acknowledged to be beyond recovery by human

power or skill. Now let one of these persons be

restored to perfect soundness in answer to prayer

by the lay ing on of hands and by the anointing of

oil, or by the operation of all these combined, then

we shall have demonstration of the supernatural;

but not till such a euro is pluced beyond doubt will

the evidence be satisfactory to cautious and in

telligent men. All miracles demonstrate the pres

ence of the supernatural, and place it beyond all

doubt. Take any, or every miracle recorded in the

Bible, and this will be found to be correct. If the

statements of facts made are admitted, then mi

raculous interposition must also bo admitted. Take

for illustration the widow's son ; if we admit that

he was dead, and that Christ restored him to life

by saying "Young man, arise," then a iniracle,is

as evident as the shining of the sun at noonday.

Now, we inquire : is this true of modern faith-

cure, so-called ? Do they not rather, when all the

facts are admitted, suggest doubt to the candid in

quirer after truth ?

Take also the instance of the healing of the crip

ple from his birth, by Peter aud John. It would

appear that the meeting of the parties was purely

accidental; the lame man did not go there to be

healed; nor did he expect or ask to be healed;

there is not the least intimation that Peter and

John went there with the intention of healing him

or anyone else. He was a mendicant, depending

upon charity. Ho made an appeal to the Disci

ples, as he did to others for turns. Peter said:

" Silver and gold have I none, but such as I have

give I unto thee. In the name of Jesus of Naza

reth, rise up and walk." The Impulse came upon

Peter unexpectedly, and it is questionable which

was the most surprised, the lame man, the apos

tles, or the multitude.

It was a miracle—suggested and effected by

dicine inspiration and power; not by human will,

wisdom, or prior arrangement. Hence it furnished

the most conclusive evidence, to all parties con

cerned, of the presence and power of Christ.

There are, I think, but nine references to the

manifestation of miraculous power by the disci

ples in the Acts of the Apostles, and these are scat

tered through a period of about thirty years.

They are all attributed e'ther to Peter, John,

Philip, Stephen, or Paul; and in no instance is

there any intimation of prearrangement of parties

interested. A prearranged miraculous cure is not

found in the entire record; nor do we find that the

apostles ever made a profession to nn abiding en

dowment to work miracles, or ever invited the

lame, halt, blind, and sick to come to them to be

healed; but when such cures were effected by

them, they were the result, as before remarked, of

immediate inspiration and impulsion by the Holy

Spirit, and when not thus impelled to such action,

they were as weak in this respect as any other

men. Divine wisdom determined when, how, and

through whom these revelations of immediate

presence and power of Christ over all things should

be made. It was not left to the will and wisdom

of the apostles, and it is greatly to their credit

that they never put forth any claitn to such

authority or pledged themselves beforehand to-

any such miraculous interference with the laws of

Nature. No man, except the man ChrUt Jews,

ever possessed the abiding endowment of 8uch

power, to be exercised at His own will and plea

sure, "and in Him dwelt all the fullness of the

Godhead bodily." It may, however, still be urged

that the apostle James affirms that "the prayer of

faith shall save the sick." True, and we have no

wish to doubt or reject the truth of the declaration

made, or that it presents a precious truth that

should lead to and give inspiration to prayer and

faith in every emergency. This we heartily and joy

fully believe. But are we to accept the declarat ion

in an unlimited sense? Did the apostle mean

to say that ell sick persons, in all ages, and

at all times, could be cured by the prayer of

faith ? And that such faith was a possibility at

all times and in all ages? This will hardly he

claimed ; for if this be true, then man has the

power of reversing the law of death, and securing

immortality on earth.

The passage, therefore, must be interpreted not

only in harmony with the entire paragraph in

which it stands, but with the tenor and teachings

of the Holy Scriptures upon the subject involved.

Taking for granted some limitation as necessary to

the proper interpretation of the passage by all can

did seekers after truth, we remark, the key to its

proper exposition, is in the 17th verso of 5th chap

ter of James : "Elias was a man subject to liko

passions as we are, and he prayed earnestly that it

might not rain ; and it rained not on the earth by

the space of three years and six months. And he

prayed.agnin, and the heavens gave rain."

Now does any man believe that the prophet

could at anytime pray and thus open mid shut

heaven, or that he could have effected such a won

der at any other time or under any other cir

cumstances? Was not hit prayer and faith of

special endowment and special inspiration of the

Holy Spirit to accomplish special effects, for a

special purpose ? So God did sometimes give the

inspiration of prayer and faith to heal the sick,

as in the casoof Puhlius by Paul. Is not this the

utmost limit of the passage so often quoted in de

fence of modern faith-cure? Will not a single

step beyond this involve the most absurd and ih

logical results ? That many persons have been re

stored to health, through the tranquilizing and

hope-inspiring influence of prayer, who would

have died but for its influence, is not only admis

sible, but wo believe it to be of common occur

rence, and in this sense do we believe that the

prayer of faith saves from sickness and even death ;

but there is nothing supernatural in these in

stances. That God in some instances has inspired

a prayer of faith, that has acted immediately in

the restoration of health, even in otherwise incur

able diseases, is a matter of divine record and

will be accepted by nil who believe in the in

spiration of the Scriptures. What has been done

in this respect in the past, can he accomplished

nrrw, if God sees fit thus to reveal Himself to the

present generation of men. What is called for

now, is a cure that will demonstrate thesupernatu-

ral, and will not in itself be supgestive of serious

doubt to the mind of thoughtful and candid inec.

This is what we understand you to call for in you*

editorial, and with this desire we heartily agree.

New CaNaaN, Conn. i
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ELD. TEETER ON fUAVTER-CDEE.

Editor of The Microcosm:

Dear Srn—I have read your article in the Feb

ruary Microcosm, on the prayer.cure, with much

satisfaction. I am a believer in physical healing

by means of the prayer of faith. I am truly glad

to see that you are not a dwbeliever in it, though

evidently an honest doubter. Yet I am not sur

prised at the impartial attitude you have assumed

on thcquestion and your evident desire to get at the

truth. I have noticed this to be a characteristic

of your mind and heart, and has had not a little to

do in begetting in my. mind that confidence in you

which I find myself possessed of.

I am, however, of the opinion that you nro in

need of more light on the general question than

you seem to be aware of. You seem not to have

come across any unquestionable evidences of cures

wrought through Divine interference, in answerto

the prayer of faith. That such exist is either true

or men and women whose lives and works declare

them credible witnesses " nie found to be liars."

You seem to think the instancesof cures effected,

or alleged to have been effected, through the

prayer of faith, which have been reported, are of

the class that may be explained on other hypothe

ses. Assuming that this is true, may not the fact

that these miracles, thus far, are of what may be

called the lower order, be owing to the measure of

unbelief that as yet exists in the Church of God

on the whole matter ? We read that our Saviour

could do no " mights works" in a certain locality,

becauseof the unbelief with which He found him

self surrounded, and He then only laid " Mis hands

on a few sick folks and healed them," i. e., per

formed such cures as might, in this day, and pos

sibly were then, attributed to " natural or psycho

logical influences." May not the same be true

now? Undoubtedly the Church of Christ is pos

sessed of a vast amount of unbelief and doubt on

this whole question, and it seems to me that if no

"mighty works" have yet been wrought, the

blame may be legitimately placed there, and not

on those who are doing what they can to remove

the hindrances. And it would seem to me as fair

to blame Josus Himself for His failure in that case

referred to, as to blame God's faithful ones for a

failure to produce such cases of cure by prayer as

would convince the most skeptical. If we base

our faith in this matter on the Scriptural teach

ings or statements of Scripture, we must see that

the cure itself is conditioned on faith, and to seek

the cure Xabeget faith is reversing God's order, and

must end in disaster. " For he that comcth to

God must believe that He is, and that He is a re-

murder of those who diligently seek Him." We

must believe that wo shall get the things that we

ask for before we can get them. Faith must be

gotten otherwise than by the remits of experiment.

Have you ever met Dr. Callis, of Boston, or road

his annual reports 1 Trusting that God may guide

us into the truth on this question,

I am yours, with profound respect,

Cu. Tekter.

DresDeN, ONt.

REV. M. HTOSE, C.D., ON FAITH-CURE.

This subject has been of late eliciting consider

able attention with jnore of speculation, and less

of reverence than it deserves.

It may lie that we have been too hasty in con

cluding that Mark 16: 17, 18, had all its fulfil-

meats in apostolic times. '• These signs shall fcj-

j low them that believe ; In my name they shall

I cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues;

they shall take up serpents, and if they shall

drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt them;

they shall lay their hands upon the sick, and

they shall recover." There was n good place

to put in a limitation if ono was intended. A

limitation has been very confidently affirmed for

several ages, as if we had been let into the secret

counsels of God. He certainly saw fit, when His

Son made His visit to this world to act as our Ad

vocate and "Mediator between God and man." and

when Ho was unfolding His plan of salvation and

delivering the " Lively oracles" to us by the

agency of tho apostles and others, to authenticate

their mission by miraculous interpositions. There

might never again occur events that would so

clearly call for miraculous credentials, and yet (iod

nowhere told us so, nor has He intimated that other

and lesser events might not make special interposi

tions desirable, and even necessary, though less

common and less striking than some of them were

in those times. We do not know what exigencies

may arise requiring their repetition. Unless God

has informed us of nil the exigencies that may call

for other interpositions, it is not quite modest in

us to decide that no such will ever be required.

If there should be, it is quite probable that they

would be less frequent, for those times were big

with events and consequences that may not have

their equal in time. The agents of those miracles,

. in times of their greatest frequency, did not have

those powers under their own control. Theycould

not always work miracles. They wrought none

on themselves, nor on each other. They no doubt

received special impulses, when God saw fit to use

them, of which He alone could judge. Why may

He not do the same now 1 In thousands of cases,

the apostles and others who used miraculous

powers, would have arrested persecution, if the

power of miracles had been a permanent possession

under their own control. God has lost none of His

power or goodness, nor has man lost much of his

unbelief ; so, then, for aught wo mortals know, oc

casions may arise when God may see reasons for

deviating from the ordinary coutxe of affairs, and

give a social impulse of faith to either, or both,

the agent and subject of a miraculous cure. What

is called in the 5th chapter of James, "The prayer

of faith," is no doubt a special gift, that no one

can always exercise at will.

W hen God designs to perform an unusual act, He

would very likely give a premonition to some one or

more of His children, and excite special faith, with

which they would " come boldly to the throne of

grace." But it would be the height of presump

tion, if not of impudence, to set up this healing by

miracle as a trade, or to advertise it as a common

endowment in one's habitual control, to be exer

cised on call, as a doctor goes to his patients. We

have many of us been the humble agents in the

greatest miracles ever seen on earth— the resurrec

tion of a dead soul to an immortal life, by an im

pulse of faith in which no doubt was felt, and

often it has been the case of an entire stranger.

Hut that case stood out by itself, with a distinct

ness on the mind of the agent tlmtsaid the impulse

was from God. Many a Christian would give the

world for the permanent possession of such faith,

but God holds all such gifts for His own sovereign

dispensation. Christians do sometimes pray for a

thing " with assurance of faith," but it is the gift

of God; and who can tell but such faith may be
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jriven at the bed of the sick, as well as over an in

quiring sinner?

This writer has never seen a miraculous cure,

and never may see one, but still, as I cannot know

all God's plans, I shall not allow myself to reject

the possibility of such interpositions. There will

no doubt be frequent impositions, as there have

been, and reports of such should be carefully scru

tinized. Many of them may be psychological

purely. Very few have seen such cases as nave

been reported in the papers, and very fewhave felt

sach an impulse of faith concentrated in a particu

lar patient, as to move them to offer thernsel ves to

the sick, blind, lame, deaf, as a healer in that

miraculous way. That promise in Mark 16th

should make ns fear to affirm confidently that no

such interpositions may be seen, until we have

heard again from God. These may not occur in

every age, nor in every place. Not even the Apos

tles could always perform miracles: Mat. 17: xiv-xx.

God can heal all manner of sicknesses and infirmi

ties, and he can empower his disciples to do it now

as well as formerly, and has no where repudiated

these interposit ions, nor authorized any man to ad

vertise himself as a miraculous healer.

If unbelief should increase a few years longer

as it ha3 grown for a few years past, there may be

as great need of miracles as in our Saviour's day

Certain it is that the divine mission of Christ is

denied by many, and the atonement, the fall of

mau, and the sanctions of the law are now denied

by many who call themselves Christians, and mul

titudes are preaching a diluted Gospel, that con

tains little or nothing of its native efficiency.

What measures God will employ to restore faith

in the divine mission of Christ wo may not know,

but it is not likely that it will always remain

under the dishonor that now rests upon it.

Omaha, Ner.

UNIVERSAL SALVATION

BY JUDGE i). B. PosTON.

I am not a theologian—only a lawyer—and I

-will argue tho question of "Universal Salvation"

from a Rationalistic and Biblical standpoint. In

deed, some reason should intermix with all

dogma.

Assuming that the Christian religion is the only

true one, it must be admitted that if it was not

proclaimed until many thousand years had her

alded its millions to the world of souls, that it has

ever since been limited to a comparatively narrow

compass, and that it embraces to-day not more

than one fifth of the world's population. Indeed,

in the seventh century, under the providence of

God, it was nearly superseded by the Mahomedan

faith which took possession, and holds one-half of

its original territory. Obviously, it has not been

the purpose of God to make it universal, nor to

give it permanency when once established. I

mention these historical facts as entitled to some

weight in the argument against tho orthodox

construction of the Scriptures, that belief in special

dogmas are essential to man's future happiness,

and as proof that God has never established any

such universal criterion as a limit to His mercy and

love for mankind. The Old Testament writers did

not announce that eternal punishment would be

inflicted for any of the sins of mankind, and

whilst it stated that the body would return to

the dust, it declared " That the Spirit should re

turn to the God who gave it;" (Ecc., 12th chapter,

7th verse. 1 That was the most distinct doctrino

I taught concerning the destiny of the soul, till

Jesus brought life and immortality to light, and

announced His gospel that was to be "glad tidings

of great joy to all men." As to those who lived

anterior to the Christian era, it would be unjust to

punish where no law had been announced that had

been infringed. That is a rational doctrine which

was indorsed by Paul, who says, " That where

there is no law, there is no transgression."

(Romans, 4th chapter, 15th verse.) Some have sup

posed that only the righteous of those past ages

would be saved. But Paul truly says that " None

are righteous, no, not one." (Romans, 3rd chap

ter, 10th verse.;) and Christ taught substantially

the same doctrine. So that the moral criterion

could not exist.

I will next argue as to the teachings of the New

Testament on that topic. First, I think I can

safely assume that all that die in childhood, before

they reach years of discretion, are amongst tho

number that will certainly be saved. Jesus said:

" Suffer little children to come unto mo, for of

such is the kingdom of Heaven." That will cer

tainly include one-half of the human family who

are saved without any probation, and upon similar

equitable principles all tho imbeciles would be en

titled to God's mercy. Secondly, I assume that

salvation is promised to all the poor. From a

perusal of Christ's teachings, every one must con

clude that he regarded poverty as one of the chief

Christian virtues, and was of opinion that those

who, Lazarus like, had their evil things in this

life, would be compensated in the future existence.

He urged ail those who listened to His teachings,

not to lay up treasures on earth, but to sell what

they possessed, and give it to tho poor; that they

should give to every man that asked of them, and

loan to those from whom they expected no return.

To the class called "the poor," he made as strong

promises as any recorded in Holy Writ, saying,

" Blessed are ye poor, for yours is the kingdom of

God.' (Luke, 6th chapter, 20th verse.) Tho poor

constitute at least ninety-five per cent, of the hu

man family, and are promised an entrance into the

kingdom of God without any other special qualifi

cation. Thirdly, one would supposo that the Jews

that lived in the days of Paul, and had heard

Christ's teachings, and witnessed His miracles,

would certainly be required to profess the Chris

tian faith; but Paul assures us that they would be

saved fortheir Father's sake. "That God had con

eluded them all in unbelief that he might have

mercy upon them all." Rend the 11th chapter of

Romans for proof of that assertion. The last class

left to dispose of are the rich people. In the 19th

chapter of Matthew, when Christ said it was easier

for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than

for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of Heaven,

some of his disciples inquired, "Who, then, can be

saved?" and he responded, " With men, this is

impossible; but with God, all thingsare possible."

Now, if all that lived before the Christian era,

if all that have since died in childhood, if all the

poorthat have lived and suffered in this world, if

even the Jews that lived in the days that Jesus

taught his religion, are promised salvation without

professing any creed or dogma, or performing any

religious ceremony ; then, I ask, is there any cri

terion of justice, is there any principle of equity or

right recognized by God or man that would war

rant the consigning of the residue of mankind to

eternal perdition ? If the Scriptures I have quoted

are entitled to no force or effect, why should any

other part of the same volume be entitled to greater
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consideration ? We are assured, both by Holy Writ

and pergonal observation, that God sends His rain

and His sunshine alike upon the good and the evil,

the just and the unjust, in this world, and inaywe

not, by a parity of reason, conclude that in the

future life God's mercy, which we are told en-

dureth forever, will continue to light the pathway

of every mortal that shall pass through the portals

of death to purer aspirations and h igher cond i t ions ?

If eternal perdition is to be the portion of any part

of humanity, it ought to be inflicted upon some

principle that would prove that "God is no re

specter of persons," and upon some criterion of

universal application. But, as that cannot exist

under the circumstances of this life, the common

sense of mankind and a high appreciation of the

justice and mercy that appertains to God's character,

as taught by the highest inspiration of the past

and the present age, forbid its belief.

Harronsrurg, Ky.

ETUEK.

BY REV. PROF. s. WOOD.

The ancient Greek philosophers personified

JSther, which they regarded as the representation

of the great force of the universe; and as there

could be no force without substance, it represented

this primordial substance also. They supposed

the worlds to have been evolved by an occult union

of this force and substance. The Orphic hymns

speak of Aether as the soul of the world—the ani

mator of all things—the great principle of life—

the divine essence, .dither was considered to be

the lightest and most active form of matter, and

Day hud the power of transforming it into heavier

and visible matter. The children of iEther and

Day were tho objects of the visible creation; the

heavens with all the stars, the land and sea. It

may be that these ancient people had a more correct

conception of thisall-pervadingcosmical etherthan

the modern scientists. Leaving off the personifi

cation and translating the figures into common

language they may be rendered not only intelli

gible but rational. These figures contain tho con

cept of substance and force united, and yet as two

distinct principles, viz. : the infinite soul from

which all things are, and the essence or formative

power by which all things are. It was by the

union of .(Ether and Day that visible things were

begotten. Here, as in many other myths of the

ancients, the symbols were correspondential. Ether

was made to represent tho divine love or infinite

substance, and Day, or Light, represented the di

vine wisdom, and by the mysterious union of these

two principles in act, all things were evolved or

brought forth like distinct generations, so that all

created things might be traced back, as in a gene

alogy, to the first great cause. As not anythingcan

exist by itself, uncconnected with what is prior,

the earth could not exist without the sun, nor

could the sun exist but from something prior; but

the sun being the inmost or highest in nature must

be sustained by influx from the spiritual sun

through which it was formed, either mediately or

immediately.

The manner in which this spiritual substance is

terminated in the formation of this inmost natural

substance we may never know; nor do we know

how this highest natural substance is transformed

into the vegetation of tlio earth, although the pro

cess is continually before us. The first manifesta

tion in material substance was, possibly, a nebu

lous appearance composed of " atoms." which were

formed by these prior forces, from pre-existing

substance of a higher degree, "So that things

which are seen were not made of things which do

appear." It must not be forgotten here, that Hod

is always present in His universe in what we call

the laws of Nature, and that these laws are but

the manifestation of this influx ; and, as man is

the solo end of creation, everything must have con

spired to this end; and influx into these particles

(so near the living forces) directing them to use,

would give them inconceivable activity, and anal

ogy would lead us to suppose that they were

brought into closer embrace by that which holds

things together, gravity.

The activities of these ethereal particles were not

destroyed by their coming together, but they w ere

in general united in the fiery vortex of the sun;

and as the sun still receives this influx from the

spiritual sun into its inmost bosom, it cannot

become a solid body (like tho planets which do not

receive this direct influx) but its substance must

remain active from centre to circumference. As no

action, caused by gravity, could give rotary motion,

which the sun is known to have, this motion must

have been originated and sustained by influx, and

therefore proceeds from the inmost of its sub

stance.

The rotary motion would be greatest in the in

terior of its vortex, and less in a definite ratio to

the surface where the individual activities of

the particles would be at their extreme.

This influx forever sustains the energy of the

sun, and enables it continually to radiate its active

substance in all directions, as a finite effigy of the

spiritual sun from which it derives its origin.

This radiance from the sun contributes the cos-

mical luminiferous ether that fills all space and is

the inmost of all substance—the substance of

which the planets and comets are formed. This

radiating substance carries in its bosom the fire of

the sun manifested as light and heat, but not until

these radiating particles come in contact with a re

sisting medium, or until there is reaction. The

light is first manifested in the rarer portions of the

atmosphere, the heat requires a denser medium,

and is more sensible as the density of the resisting

medium increases. On the top of high mountains

the atmosphere is too rare to develop heat in any

considerable degree; but when the rays impinge

upon rocks at the same altitude, the heat becomes

manifest. These radiating particles are sent off

from tho sun by the vibration or pulsation of its

surface substance, and these pulses continue in the

same relation to each other from tho inherent

quality imparted to them at their birth. They

reach the earth in this manner, and these spaces

are popularly called waves or vibrations As this

ether is radiated from all thestars, it fills all space,

not as a " quasi-solid" or " semi-jelly," but is an

active force, proceeding directly from the sun. as

the force of all physical energy. And here I must

beg pardon of Stallo, wbo says: " Force is a mere

inference from the motion itself under the univer

sal conditions of reality, and its measure and de

termination lie solely in the effect for which it is

postulated as a cause; it has no other existence.

" The only reality of force and its action is the

correspondence between physical phenomena in

conformity with the principle of tho essential rel

ativity of all forms" of physical existence. That

force has no independent reality, is so plnin and

obvious that it has been proposed by some thinkers

to almlish the term force, like the term eausf, al

together." The difficulty with these "clear.
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thinkers " (?) is that they do not recognize any

thing above the physical that strikes the senses.

Their minds do not rise above mechanics. The

clear and concise definition, above given, refers

only to " vis a tergo," as we see it in mechanics;

and those physicists who see nothing higher, re

cognize no other force. But this vis a tergo does

I not explain the origin of fouce itself: that " will

not down" at their bidding. It may bo said that

there is something behind thnt. but this brings us

no nearer the solution. God, the infinite source

from whence force is derived, is not outside of

Nature, acting from behind; but is above Nature,

and acts from within. Hence, active forces, as dis

tinguished from vis a tergo, act from within, as if

the thing acted from itself; as, for instance: the

wind prostrates a stalk of corn, and even draws

and breaks some of the roots on the side of the

wind: this is a force from behind. The cane after

wards rises and resumes nearly a perpendicular

position: this is a force from within.

When we interrogate Nature, she replies: CAUSE

and Force.

IS MAN'S PHYSICAL NATURE AN EVOLU

TION FROM THE LOWER ANIMALS?

No. IV.

BY REV. Jos. 8. VAN DYeE.

If an improved variety of monkey was

"evolved" from some pre-existing lower form,

what prevented the individuals from becoming ster

ile" inter se," the variety thus disappearing entire

ly ? It is an established fact that, both in plants and

animals, decidedly improved varieties, that is,

those which have acquired profitable characteris

tics bearing but slight resemblance to those of tho

species, tend to sterility. Precisely the reverse of

this is what we should have expected if the differ

ences between varieties really become augmented

into the wider differences between species. More

over, since two distinct species are almost invaria

bly sterile, if not universally so, when their mem

bers are uuited, it follows that the individuals of

different varieties should be expected to grow mu

tually sterile, more and more so as they approached

a new species; but the fact is diametrically oppo

site—varieties of the same species are mutually

fertile, and more so than individuals of the same,

and especially of an improved, variety. Again:

closely allied species, as the horse and the ass, pro

duce offspring which are either sterile or become

so in one or two generations; which apparently

ought to he otherwise if varieties and species are

fundamentally the same, differing only in degree,

—indeed, hybrids ought to be more fertile, for the

offspring of individuals of two different varieties

commonly are. Nor is it possible to affirm that

this tendency to sterility, either in hybrids or in

the offspring of a variety which has been inter

breeding too long, mny result from the operation

of natural selection, for it is inconsistent with the

power ascribed to this agency, if not inconceivable,

that natural selection should have accumulated

and preserved increasingly advantageous incre

ments of sterility—profitable additions of a nega

tion. Therefore, before the mutation of species

can bo considered established four hard facts

should be satisfactorily explained:

1. Why do marked varieties tend to become

sterile if new vigor is not imparted by crossing

with individuals of another variety under the same

species? Darwin says, " It is a great law of na

ture that good should come from crossing. " Why ?

Evolution can give no answer. The advocates of

the immutability of species can reply, " The good

would seem to come from the contribution to the

offspring, by each parent, of some quality or

qualities which the other lacks, or has only in

small measure, which qualities are essential to the

species under which tho varieties occur." In con

firmation of this he is able to call attention to the

fact that the good is in exact proportion to the

amount of positive structural differences in the'

crossed parents; and that when a variety has all'

the positive features of its species no advantage

results from crossing with another variety. Evo

lution ought to assign some reason why crossing

is so exceedingly advantageous. It ought also to

explain how this tendency to sterility is acquired.

It ought to show how an improved variety of the

monkey-tribe could pass the immense distance

which intervenes between the simial family and

the human, without becoming extinct, the indi

viduals growing sterile " inter s"."

2. Why are distinct species invariably sterile

"inter set" If good comes from the crossing of

varieties, an actual remedy beingthereby furnished

for the evils resulting from close interbreeding,

and if species are simply varieties further re

moved, it is a little remarkable that species when

crossed are not fertile " Tho view generally en

tertained by naturalists," says Darwin, " is that

species, when intercrossed, have been specially en

dowed with sterility, in order to prevent their

confusion. This view certainly seems, at first,

highly probable, for species within the same coun

try could hardly have been kept distinct had they

been capableof freely crossing" (Origin of Species,

p. 233). The barriers of species seem fixed

with a measure of rigidity which effectually pre

vents individuals from propagating either mon

strosities or new orders of beings. Individuals of

two remote species of the monkey family could

not have been the parents of man's ancestors.

3. Why are hybrids, or tho offspring of allied

species, sterile, or nearly so? Darwin says, " I

doubt whether any case of a perfectly fertile

hybrid-animal can be considered as thoroughly

well authenticated " (Origin of Species, p. 238).

Again: " Hybrids from two species (of plants)

which are ve:y difficult to cross, and which rurely

produce any offspring, are generally very sterile."

(Idem, p. 241). Once more: "A multitude of

cases could be given of very closely allied species

which will not unite, or only with extreme diffi

culty " (Idem, p. 241).

How, then, could individuals of two closely re

lated monkey species become the progenitors of a

hybrid progeny which ultimately evolved the

human species, which retains fertility alter thou

sands of generations ?

Darwin, it is true, makes light of the sterility

of hybrids. This ho might have done with pro

priety, if sterility had characterized the crossing of

varieties, instead of the interbreeding of Individu

als of an improved variety; if increase of fertility

had marked the interbreeding of individuals of an

improved variety, instead of the crossing of differ,

ent varieties belonging to tho same species.

To blunt the force of the argument from ster

ility, Darwin has invented two hypotheses; (a)

Individuals of the same species are susceptible of

all degrees of lessened fertility, therefore sterility

is not a special endowment to prevent the trans

mutation of species; >6) Sterility between different

species may have been induced by modifications

slowly impressed by unknown causes on the

reproductive systems of parent-forms—pothing
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stands in the way of crossing' species successfully

except the want of adaptation in genital organs

and in the reproductive elements.

4. What causes could have produced s'erility ?

If a species differs from a variety merely in being

a mure permanent aggregate of characteristics

slowly acquired througli nearly interminable peri

ods, and if, consequently, sterility is not a special

endowment, how could it have originated—to say

nothing of the difficulty of explaining why it

should be operative where, according to the theory,

it should have been inoperative, and inoperative

where it should have been operative ?

Darwin concedes that natural selection could not

have produced sterility, that no advantages could

come to separated species by being rendered'mutu

ally sterile, but that it would profit an incipient

species if it were rendered in some slight degree

sterile when crossed with its parent form, or with

some other variety; for thus fewer bastardized

and deteriorated offspring would bo produced to

commingle their blood with the new species in

process of formation; that the facts connected with

reciprocal crosses are directly in the way of accept

ing natural selection as an agency in the produc

tion of sterility. Forced to acknowledge that his

pet theory furnishes no explanation of the facts

connected with sterility, he takes refuge in his

oft-repeated proposition that sterility is incidental

on unknown differences in the reproductive sys

tems of the parent-species (Origin of Species, p.

24S-9.

It was once thought that the sterility of hybrids

might possibly be caused by the commingling of

two different constitutions into one, disturbances

occurring in the subsequent development. This

is now abandoned, it having been ascertained that

sterility affects the offspring of dimorphic and

trimorphic forms, as in plants which present two

and three forms which differ in no respect, except

in their reproductive systems. Why are these,

whose organisms are precisely the same, infertile

inter se, when the pollen of the one is artificially

communicated to the stigmas of the other, the dif

ficulties connected with their reproductive systems

being thereby obviated? Lo, they are as sterile

as two distinct species.

If, in the vegetable world, there had been no

-sterility between separated species, it seems evi

dent that there must have been confusion inexpli

cable. If the stigmas of each flower and each

blossom could have been fertilized by the pollen

of any plant, it would have been impossible to de

termine what kind of fruit any particular tree

would bear. A garden in which there were fruit-

trees —peach, apple, cherry, and plum; small-

fruits—strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, etc. ;

vegetables—peas, beans, potatoes; flowers—roses,

fuchsias, pinks, etc.—what would be its products in

the fall 1 Who could tell what pollen would fer

tilize each blossom ?

SCIENCE AND RELIGION.

J. W. lOWBliU, M.A., PH. D.

" Avoid profane and vain babblings and oppo

sitions of science, falsely so-called ; which, some

professing, have erred concerning the faith."—

(1 Tim., 0: xx-xxi.)

Tha genus babbler existed eighteen hundred

vears ago, and had two species, the same as at

present, viz. : vain and profane. The vain babbler

is empty, l.ivolous, and conceited ; with no appre-

| hension of the solemn aspects of the universe, and

no comprehension of the great problems of life; he

is everywhere an annoyance and a nuisance. The

profane babbler has some knowedge, but he dis

likes all spiritual truth. He rejoices in iniquity,

but not in the truth He is reckless and malig

nant.

Science may be considered as a species ucderthe

genus knowledge. Although science is derived

from a Latin word, which means knowledge, all

knowledge is not science. If it were, all men

would be scientists. Science is knowledge, organ

ized into n sys'.em. If it is doubtful, such know

ledge cannot be considered science. Paul taught

Timothy to avoid false science, which teach ng

implies that he should not avoid the true. False

science nl*o implies, that there is science which is

true. The false science referred to by Paul, was

the doctrine of endless genealogies and certain

speculative questions which have no right to the

. appellation science.

The hypothetical sciences, which assume certain

premises, from which the conclusion must neces

sarily follow, are only indirectly related to re

ligion. Tho certainty of the science has nothing

to do with any fact, but comes from the necessary

relations of thought. The premises are based upon

the intuitions of the human mind; and these intu

itions point back to an intelligent author as an

adequate cause for a marvelous effect. A mathe

matical conclusion is only reached by demonstra

tion, and this has blinded the eyes of some mathe

maticians to the moral force of facts, and has heen

an occasion of skepticism. It was this species of

narrowness that led in the pathway of infidelity,

the celebrated La Place. A specialty is very

dangerous, when it causes a man to ignore all other

truth. A philosophical astronomer has said that

an undevout astronomer is mad. Why this?

Because the heavens declare God's glory, and the

firmament showeth forth his handy work. Tbe

skeptical mathematician places the universe under

absolute laws ; but what astronomer can predict,

with absolute certainty, that an eclipse will tike

place at a certain time next year ? Might not a

new comet, with a tail as long as its circuit, come

in, and leave the demonstration as idle figures on

paper? The forces of nature depend upon a

which can suspend them when thought proper.

It is to my mind self-evident that intelligfnce

and will lie among the materials of science, as

thoughts among t he pages of a book. It isclaimed

by the skeptic that the uniformities of nature

without which there could be noscieuce, precludes

the idea of free will. We do not think that such

is the case. But, on the contrary, the uniformi

ties of nature are a proof of the personality and

freedom of their author. God has so constituted

man that he naturally expects uniformity in nature;

so the philosophy of man and tho science of ».

ture perfectly harmonize.

Personality and free will are indicated in nature,

because natural science itself shows that science

has not always been possible, for nature's uniformi

ties have not been permanent, but have changed

through different epochs. Geology points to a be

ginning not less emphatically, than do the Scrip

tures. To a beginning she goes back, and becomes

silent. Science also teaches ns that, after the be

ginnings, there were periods when science was

impossible. There could be no science, when the

earth was in a chaotic state ; when the water swept

unchecked over the mountains ; when the might/

Saurians were monarchs of all they surveyed.

What science would there now he, if thoearth »*'
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riven, and the wide Pacific and tho majestic At

lantic were to pour their waters upon the great

internal fiery ocean of which geologists speak?

The different species now upon the earth, are

manifestations of the Creator's wisdom and power;

for they are not the result of progress in a per

petual circle, hut were created by Jehovah.

Faith presents truths of which natural science

is ignorant. Wliut does science know about love,

the most potent power in the universe ? The true,

the beautiful, and the good, antedate all science.

The great difficulty with the physicist is his nar

rowness; ho concludes that there is no truth be

yond his specialty, and disqualifies himself for a

judge of other truths. Even the astronomer is

ignorant of the great movement, which issweeping

all—sun, moon, and stars to the far eastern goal

to which everything is tending.

CHRIST IN THE INTERMEDIATE STATE.

ti Y REV. J. I. 8WAXDE8, A.M.

Some of the thoughts now seeking to clothe

themselves in tho paragraphs of this paper have

already found public expression in another form.

It is deemed proper, however, to reproduce the

same, with such changes in sentiment and phrase

ology as seem to be required by the writer's modi

fied apprehension of the truth. The man who

denies both the necessity and possibility of chang

ing his own views has no right to preach tho phi

losophy of progress to the world at large. Such

progress, is constitutional in the mind Itself, ns

well as in every legitimate sphere of mental ac

tivity, and will so continue until science reaches

that attainable point in history when all knowable

truth shall be understood by man, even as man is

already now apprehended by the personal Foun

tain of all truth.

Perhaps there is more room for progress in the

science of theology than in any other department

of human inquiry and knowledge. Not that the

ology has less truth than its sister sciences, but be

cause it is inure profound and sublime, and has to

do more directly with principles, and the applica

tion of principles that lit; either along the border,

or within the sphere of the supernatural. Be

sides, theology, while it reflects a more supernal

light than the vestal virgins of less sacred fires, is

obliged, at times, to suspend its own progress

until tho auxiliary sciences have trimmed their

lamps, that each may illumine tho path of each

other, and all move on in mutual friendship and

advantage toward the coming of the Bridgeroom.

Such has been the case with the science of the

ology when confronted with tho question of the

Intermediate Slate. Without the light of a sound

psychology it could not hope to nmsterthedifflcult

problem. But psychological science, owing to its

unfavorable environments, was, itself, unablo to

advance with proper relief for its queen. Little

was accomplished in the dark days. The scholastic

philosophy was full of metaphysical distinctions;

yet it brought to maturity no harvest of vigorous

thought pertaining to tho science of the soul.

Mental philosophy fared no better under the reign

of Cartesian doubt. Neither did it flourish

under the Baconian method of induction. And

when Locke projected his silly system of experi

ence ns the only testimony to the truth, the science

was either hampered by empiricism, or schooled

for the more severe embarrassment awaiting it in

khe phenomenal gospi l of materialistic infidelity.

But Providence bus recently ordered an advance,

along the line of earnest inquiry into the science

of the human soul. These inquiries have not been,

satisfied with a supposed knowledge of the soul's,

faculties and forces : They have pressed them

selves beyond the sphere of the phenomenal to

discover and affirm the organic entity of tho soul

itself, and emphasize the substantial nature of its

essential being. For this laot and advanced posi

tion, thescience will ultimately be compelled to ac

knowledge its partial indebtedness to the Problem,

of Human, L'fe, by that daring metaphysician, A.

Wilford Hall, Ph. D. Yet Dr. Hall "is not the

only man who, during the last few years, has

pressed such vigorous psychological thinking in

the right direction The fertile genius of Ger

many, tho practical energy of the Anglo-American

race, t o ripcst scholarship of the world and

the most rational faith of the Church have been

moving in converging lines (though at times uncon

sciously) toward the same objective point. If

Wilford got there first, it was because he preferred

not to travel by molecular motion. Yet his early

arrival was no more the result of his superior skill

as a scientific explorer than the effect of favorable

circumstances, happily combined in the selective

wisdom of Almighty Uod.

Corresponding with this progress in psychology,

there has also been an advance ill the way of sound

theological and Ch Histological thought. Hades

had been too commonly identified with perdition,

purgatory or the grave. The question of the pe-

culiarfv/tcft°li0/i or stateothuman beings consequent

upon the separation of soul ond body was too gen

erally either confounded with that of the pluceor

loculily of the departed, or submerged into the very

different question of reiearcU and punUhmenta, ac

cording to the moral characters, respectively, of

such departed. But a new interest has been awak

ened in this subject, and a new direction taken

by tho inquiries thus stimulated. As usual, tier-

many leads the way. Ebrard and Dorneraro among

the advance guards. Bright theologians through

out the world are alive to the important move

ment. New England theology no longer elevates,

the external organ of its sensitive olfactories at

the mere mention of the word which formerly

seemed to savor more of sulphur than divinity.

Indeed tho way is now thronged with pious pil

grims and scientific adventurers, who wish to ex

plore the valley which intermediates between

death and tho resurrection of the body. Believ

ing that the soul is an organized entity, substan-

tial in the essence of its being, and independent

of this tabernacle, we join the eager throng, and

look with pleasure upon the land of Beulah,

where, amidst the flowers and fruits of Paradise,

our sainted friends have pitched their hadeau

tents, and now wait in hope for that greater " glory

which shall he revealed in us" all, when, " in the

resurrection at the last day," "Christ shall change

these vile bodies, and make them like unto Ilia

glorified body, according to the working whereby

He is able to subdue all things unto Himself "

But science alone, with all the possibilities of

its progress, can never open the apocalyptic book

of seven seals, and bring to light the hidden con

tents of tho intermediate state. This power is

vested in Him who liveth and was dead. The

Lion of tho tribe of Judah prevails to open the

book; and true science joins the four and twenty

Elders as they bow before the Lamb to sing the

" new song": " Thou art worthy to take the book,

and to open the seals thereof -.for thou want slain '

—Rev. 5:ix. Christ's person is the key to the
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enigma of the universe, end His death the solution

of all the problems within the veil. The entrance

of sin into the world, and the entailment of its

mortuary consequences upon the world, made it

necessary for Christ to puss, in a real historical

way, under the dominion of death in order to un

seal that great book of futurity whose most inter

esting contents are to be found immediately over

the border of this present life.

This view is taken from the truly Scriptural and

scientific standpoint of organic redemption. It

centers in, and flows forward with, the entire his

tory of the Christ, on a line parallel with the

forces at work in the history of abnormal human

ity, until both powers meet in the realm of death,

where death is swallowed np victoriously. Other

wise there would have been no "path of life"

leading to "fulness of joy": neither could our

God have " gone up with a shout." The Bible is

full of this Christocentric theology. Tbo logic of

any opposite theory holds its premises and conclu

sions within the mechanical compass of dry ab

stractions. However plausible it may appear, its

syllogisms are full of fallacy, and its pious plati

tudes full of emptiness. Divine consistency is not

the key to the atonement. Neither does God save

the world for the sake of the mere agony of His

suffering Son. His death involves more than the

tragedy of the Cross. Golgotha was the gate way

to the Satanic citadel beyond. The last scene in

the dark drama was executed behind the sombrous

curtain. Christ's heel was bruised on Calvary,

but the serpent's head was not effectually crushed

uutil the promised "seed" had passed "from

Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah," to in

vade the serpent's headquarters. Thus did He

wrest " the keys of death and hell " from him who

had the power of death (Heb. 2:xiv). Thus, too,

was the Gospel preached to them that are dead,

making it possible for all the sainted " spirits in

prison " to "pass the crystal ports of light, and

dwell in endless bliss."

This is not " another Gospel," but the faith de

livered already to Old Testament saints. The twi

light prophecy of such a coming Conqueror tinged

the horizon of the patriarchal age. Abraham

foresaw the day of Messianic triumph, and was

glad. David embraced the primitive promise, and

expressed his hope of deliverance from the power

of death (Ps. 16). Peter was able, under the bap

tism of Pentacost, to draw more meaning from

David's language than what was clear and distinct

in the inspired faith of the Psalmist at the time of

its poetic utterance. Neither did St. Peter em

brace this great truth at once in all its plenary sig

nificance. He continued to advance beyond him

self, or, rather, was carried forward by the objec

tive power of the concrete truth, until his higher

inspiration and his consequent deeper penetration

enabled him to see David's Lord and Son invade

the mystic realm of mortality and preach deliver

ance to the captives (I. Peter, 3:xix).

Thus did the concrete and objective Gospel start

with the development of the race, and move for

ward in the central channel of human history.

The panorama of its successive and inseparable

scenes passes continually before the restless audi

ence of fallen humanity, revealing a supernatural

jpower for the very purpose of generating and de

veloping, in each obedient individual, the super

natural organ of faith, through which its saving

benefits may be apprehended, its proportions sur

veyed, its beauties admired, and the personal

Fountain of its excellencies adored. Such an ex

hibition leaves neither room nor relish for the un

savory hash of disjointed abstractions. Faith

requires "that which every joint supplieth" in an

organic way. If legitimately begotten, it will

seek a comprehensive view of all the sections in

the past, present, and future of one grand, pro

gressive mystery, until, before its raptured vision,

" hell shall ope its dolorous portals to the peering

day," and the ransomed "spirits in prison " march

forth to swell the old triumphal shout of prophecy:

" Lift up your heads, ye gates: and be ye lifted

up, ye everlasting doors, and the King of Glory

shall come in."

What a solemn, sacred enigma confronts us in

the " three days " of transition from the cross to

the Redeemer's resurrection I Christ was really

dead—His soul was separated from His body.

This stateof separation was His intermediate state.

The " corn of wheat" had fallen into the ground

that " the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus"

might germinate the promised ' ' seed " into a glori

fied humanity, " free from the law of sin and

death." This involved the conflict with principal,

ities and powers. What a significant and far-

reaching victory I A dead Christ had more com

manding influence over the elements of His abode

than had a living Jonah when he "cried outof the

belly of hell." Jonah prayed; Jesus preached.

His preaching was not so much a proclamation of

a power beyond Himself as a demonstration of the

power He had in Himself—" the Lord, strong and

mighty in battle." The sermon in the sanctuary

of hades, on that last significant Sabbath in the

calendar of Judaism, was nothing less than the

powerof His personal presence in the intermediate

state. Its eloquence was "in the demonstration of

the Spirit," and told powerfully in breaking the

bands of captivity for the pious dead. Neither

were its effects confined to the abode of spirits:

" The graves were opened, and many of the bodies

of tho saints which slept arose, and came out of

the graves after His resurrection (Matt. 27:lii).

This was a prophetic result of the descent into

hades. It points both to the law and the fact of a

general resurrection.

Under this view of Christ's mission " into the

lower parts of the earth," His resurrection appears

as fruit rather than the achievement of His vic

tory. When Jesus cried with a loud voice it indi

cated " the greatness of His strength." In that

strength He entered the realm, extracted the sting,

and exhausted the power of death. Having thus

" abolished death," He reached that turning point

in His eventful history when " death had no more

dominion over Him." Having captured captivity.

He lead it captive. " Havingspoiled principalities

and powers, He made a show of them openly"

(Coh 2:xv). Having been confined as a willing

captive in the city of the dead, He arose in the

midnight hour of human history, and, with more

than Samsonian might, plucked up the pillars and

carried away the gates of the hadean metropolis.

No wonder that "our God has gone up with a

shout 1 " No wonder that the apostles preached

Jesus and the resurrection with such enthusiastic

emphasis I " It is Christ that died; yea, rather,

is risen again." Thereunion of His soul and body,

and His reappearance as " the first fruits of them

that sleep," are facts which furnish a strong con

solation. This view of the Gospel reveals the

firmest foundation for the unwavering confidence

of Christian faith, the finest philosophy for the

soaring aspirations of Christian hope, and a more

immortal realm for the superlative powers and

charms of Christian charity,

FremoNt, Ohio.
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THE I-AW OF MIND.—No. 2.

BY REV. J. W. ROBERTS.

As this number of The Microcosm may be read

'by some who have not seen the former copy, I

give a brief epitome of the arguments, or the con-

.elusions reached from the arguments, which have

gone before.

Matter is inert, helpless, can do nothing.

Mutter can imparl nothing that it docs not pos-

In its essential principles, matter is now whit it

-alw tyx hax been, and always will be.

Matter does not possess active force, and

therefore cannot impart it to other substancen.

Matter docs not possess life, and hence, cannot

-communicate lije in any direction.

Muter has no iNtellioesce, and having none,

-can bestow none.

Growing out of these axioms, we have this in

evitable conclusion: " What matter does not, and

-cannot n .w d", it nerer did, could or can do.

This disposes of the nebular hypothesis, which

Herbert Spencer and others adopt as a philosoph

ical method of accounting for the universe; for

matter in a nebulous state or condition, possessed

no properties in the least different from matter in

the same condition now; consequently, it was an

utter impossibility for it to generate any active

forca, vitality or intelligence, which could operate

upon itself to modify or change its nebulous or

gaseous condition in the slightest degree. This

is sel f-evident.

It is in agreement with these essential and funda

mental principles that Newton formulates his three

laws of motion, ns follows:

1. " Every body continues in its state of rest or

.of uniform motion in a straight line, except in so

far ns it may bo compelled, by impressed forces, to

change that state.

2. Change of motion is proportioned to tne im

pressed force, and takes place in the direction of

the straight lino in which tho force acts.

3. To every motion, thero is always an equal and

-contrary reaction; or, the mutual actions of any

two bodies are always equal and oppositely di

rected in the same straight line."

Newton thus most emphatically asserts the

helplessness of matter even to diverge a hairs-

breadth from a straight lino, and that all motion

of matter arises from external forces acting upon

it. In view of these obvious facts, it is plain that

spontaneous motion, life or intelligence never could

. originate in matter.

Having thus, by the mere statement of self-evi

dent principles, and the facts which necessarily

grow out of them, shown that matter is incapable

of producing the multiplied phenomena of nature,

visible and invisible, all around us, the next step

in the inquiry naturally presents itself, which may

be stated in the following axiomatic form :

2fo creature, entity, or being can give or commu

nicate that which it does not possess. Hence, no

class of things or beings in the countless multitudes

of creatures on earth, or in tho heavens, from the

raoneron to man, can rise out of its own sphere, or

above its lersel.

It requires but a moment's reflection to perceive

the self-evident correctness of this law of limita

tion; for if any creature can riseoneatom above its

own level, then it creates that atom, and if it can

create one atom, it can create two, or a million or

a world. Nothing can bo plainer than this. Pro

fessor Hseckel gives this immutable law in another

form, but tho essence is the same. He says :

"Thero appears, indeed, to be a limit given to

the adaptibility of every organism, by the type of

'its tribe orphylum." Example: "No vertebrate

animal can acquire the ventral nerve-chord of ar

ticulate animals, instead of tho characteristic spinal

marrow of the vertebrate animals."—Ilist. ofCrea

tion, Vol. L , p. 250.

Now it follows as a necessary result of this law

that no order or species ever did or ever can get

out of its own sphere or "phylum." Hence no aid

can be given from a lowerorder of beings ororgan-

isms to those of a higher order, and the former

cannot by any possibility assist the latter to de-

velope in any direction, either by adding new

faculties or improving old ones. It also follows, as

equally demonstrated, that no species has ever

developed its own order of being. The inoneron

of to day is essentially tho same in all res|iects

as its 6rst ancestorin the past ages; andsoof every

other species of insect, animal, beast, bird, reptile

or other living organism. This must be so, for if

a lower order of creature could by any possibility

communicate to one of itsown species, or to one of

a higher order, any quality vhich iteillur posst seed,

it would be clearly a case of creating something out

of nothing. It matters not how infinitesimal the

increased advantage might be; for, as previously

stated, that power or intelligence that can create

an atom, can create a world; and hence tho being,

small or great, that can add the smallest imaginable

amount of actual inert one to another becomes a

creator, and by tho addition of an atom demon

strates its ability to develop a universe. There is

no escape from this conclusion.

Mr. Darwin says: "Natural selection acts only

by takingadvantage of slight successive variations.

She can never take a great and sudden leap, but

must advance by short and sure though slow

steps." —Origin of Species, p. 166.

There is not the slightest reason for this exces

sive caution; for, ns just seen, the being that could

make even tho slightest change, if it added any- ,

thing to vhat already existed, could leap the widest

chasm—indeed, could have no limit net to its

achievements.

Lest somo may suppose that I have forgotten

the forces of nature, gravity, electricity, magnet

ism, etc., I will state that I have neither forgotten

nor overlooked them, but that they will all receive

attention as the investigation of the subject pro

ceeds.

Heretofore tho subject under consideration has

been discussed from a physical standpoint mainly,

and the inadequacy of matter to produce the phe

nomena of nature has been clearly shown. As

previously stated, wo have found actire force, life,

and intelligence to exist as potential factors in the

affairs of the universe. Matter possesses none of

these, and hence cannot impart them, and never

could have imparted them. Therefore there is—.

must be something in tho universe which has these

qualities and can impart them; for the law which

runs through all nat ure is that the less cannot con

tain the greater, but the great* r must contain the

less. And this law, which demonstrates all that

has hero been stated about lower orders develop

ing into higher species, also proves that thero is a

higher intelligence than that possessed by any

finite creature. This is an inevitable conclusion

of logic.

Herbert Spencer terms this ultimate source of

all things the "unknown and unknowable," but

in the world at large the name Goi) is applied to

this great Author of being, material and immaterial.

That mind exists is as self-evident as that mat-
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ter exists. In their irrational efforts to disprove

the existence of mind, men have been driven by

the inevitable force of their own logic to deny the

existence of anything, and assume that all which

appears to exist is an illusion, a fancy, a chimera;

that we imagine things do exist, and to us this

imagination is the essence of reality. But these

philosophers strangely forget to tell where thefancy

or the imagination comes from, which possesses

such wonderful powers 1 How strange that men

of great ability render themselves ridiculous by

attempting to disprove the existence of an all-wise

and all-pervading Intelligence as the cause and

governor of the universel

If there is any one fact that an intelligent per

son knoics it is the ego, lam. From this center

all other knowledge radiates. It is the beginning

of all intelligent inquiry. This being conceded,

the query arises—whence came this intelligent

property of being? As has already been shown,

neither matter nor inferior intelligence could im

part it, because they had it not to impart. It

could not impart or create itself. This is self-

evident. Then is it not equally evident that it is

derived from some source of intelligence higher

than itself? Certainly; for it is always the greater

that contains the less; and the adverse of this

proposition is a self-evident impossibility. Hence

the incapacity of matter and the inability of minor

intelligence to create the major, demonstrates the

existence of a higher intelligence, as before made

obvious.

This conclusion conflicts with no principle of

science, philosophy, or reason. It lwrfectly ac

cords with all our knowledge of material or imma

terial things, with our personal experience and all

the phenomena of being around us; and, though

it is beyond the grasp of our finite powers of rea

soning, and cannot be demonstrated as a mathe

matical problem, yet it is not contrary to, but in

perfect accord with reason, and susceptible of the

clearest logical demonstration.

The existence of all imponderable substances

have to be determined by their effects. They

cannot be sounded with line and plummet. Mathe

matics are powerless to measure them or their

effects, except to a limited extent; yet no one is so

unphilosophical as to deny their existence because

of their intangibility, though a wide diversity of

opinion exists concerning them. Why not be

equally rational as to the existence of an all-wise

Intelligence, whose effects are visible everywhere,

in all places and at all seasons?

Having reached this point, and this paper being

too long to enter upon a new lino of thought and

argument, the realm of mental phenomena is left

for future investigation.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF THE

SOL.AR BY8TEM.-N0. IX.

BY B. T. eAVANAUGH, M.D., D.D.

EFFECTS OF ElECTRICITY ON MEN AND ANIMAlS.

This article, as heretofore promised, will be de

voted to the consideration of the influences of

electricity and magnetism on the mental and phys

ical organism of men and animals.

In the discussion of this subject, we shall have

occasion to allude to the action of this subtile agent

in a modified form. We purpose, therefore, for

the benefit of the unscientific reader, to define the

terms we use :

1, Electricity proper, or positive electricity, de-

rived from the sun, rests on the snrtace oniy, of

solid bodies, and is thence thrown off wither! a

circle.

2. Electro-magnetism is a mixture of the posi

tive and negative formed in the lower atmosphere,

and is the modified form in which electricit? is

taken into the lungs of animals, and into the circu

lating fluid of plants. It acts in a circle.

3. Slagnetism is known as negative electricity

proper, and is natural to, and resides in the earth.

It is also found in magnetic iron or loadstone, and

may be imparted to steel or other very hard metals,

as in the magnetic needle, producing polarity. It

also acts in a circmt.

4. Animal magnetism is believed to be an elec

tric agency, residing in living animals, the force of

which is kept up by supplies derived from the at

mosphere through the lungs and the skin, and is

claimed to be the basis on which mesmerism is

founded.

In all these modifications, tho first named, elec

tricity proper, is the active principle.

That electricity enters into the animal economy,

and performs an important and indispensable part

in the phvsiological movements of tho vital organs-

of the body there can be no doubt, as will appear

from several considerations. 1. It is known that-

the torpedo and electric eel, with other varieties of

fish, are so highly endowed with magnetic appa

ratus, that they use it, like a battery, to kill or

shock their prey, and defend themselves from the

attacksof theirenemiesby thispower. Humboldt,

in his exploration of South A merican waters, found

the electric eel to possess this power to such a de

gree, that horsesdriven into the water to encounter

them were often killed by the magnetic shock.

The electric sparks often seen upon the slightest

friction from the backs of cats and other animals,

are too common to be denied.

2. To be more specific, we have good reason for

believing that the circulation of the blood in men

and animals, is carried on chiefly through the at

tractive and repulsive forces of electricity. With

every inspiration of the air, a certain amount of

electro-magnetism istaken into the lungs, with the

oxygen and nitrogen. With the blood it is im

mediately thrown upon the heart, which keeps

that oigan in a constant positive electric condition.

The blood is also highly charged with positive

electricity. As positive repels positive, upon the

contraction of the left ventricle of the heart, the

blood is sent off through the aorta and arteries to

the farthest extremities of the system, driven by

the repelling force of the electric current within it

and positive condition of the heart behind it. Ar

riving at tho capillary division of its course, where

it gives off the elements of nutrition with which it

is charged, it enters the extreme branches of the

veins, in a negatively electric state, and is there

fore attracted back to the heart, with the same

force and speed with which it was sent out. To

adopt any other theory than this, we find ourselves

involved in inextricable difficulties.

It is admitted by learned physiologists that it

would require a physical force of two hundred and

forty pounds to drive the blood through the cir

culatory system with the rapidity with which it

is known to pass. Now, if the blood was alone

forced through the whole course of its circulation

—the portal system and all — simply by the physi

cal force of the heart's contraction, then certain

inevitable consequences must follow; namely, the

rupture of the arteries and capillaries of the whole

system. The extremely delicate and attenuated

condition of these ultimate branches of the system
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could never be able to resist the physical pressure

made upon them; especially when the force ap

plied from behind had to drive the blood, not only

through the delicate capillaries, but beyond these,

still to force it on through the liver—a sponge-like

formation—through which it must necessarily pass

very slowly. These obstacles are too formidable to

bo overcome by the mere physical force of the heart,

even if the vessels wereable to bear the pressure.

I have known cases where the contractile power

of the heart was measurably lost, and yet the cir

culation was continued for years, which could not

have been the case had the driving force resided

in the muscular power of the heart.

The question arises, if it is not the office of the

heart to drive the blood in the whole courso of its

circulation, then what is its function? I answer,

it performs an office to the circulation, similar to

that the pendulmn does to the clock. It measures

and delivers to the aorta, in quantity and time, the

blood necessary to keep up a uniform and unvary

ing current—measured in intervals as well as in

quantity, The positively electric condition of the

heart being alone the driving power on the arterial

and the drawing on tho vi nous side.

But the aid of the attraction and repulsion of

electricity in the circulation of the blood, is of

secondary importance when compared to the influ

ence of the same agent upon the nervous system,

On this subject Mr, Dods remarks !

* "If we turn to man, mid investigate the secret

springs of his nature, we shall find that he is but

the epitome of the universe. Tho chemical prop

erties of all the various substances in existence and

in the most exact proportions, are congregated and

consBntrated in him, and form and constitute tho

Very elements of his being. In tho composition of

his body are involved all the mineral and vegetable

substances of the globe, even from the grossest

matter, step by step, up to tho most rarified and

fine. And, lastly, to finish this masterpiece of

creation, the brain is invested with a living spirit.

This incomprehensible spirit, like an enthroned

deity, presides over and governs through electricity

as its agent, all tho voluntary motions of this or

ganized corporeal universe ; while its living pres

ence and its involuntary self-moving powers cause

all tho involuntary functions of life to proceed in

their destined course. Hence human beings and

all animated existences are subject to the electrical

law that pervades the universe and moves all worlds

under the superintendence of the powers of the in

finite Spirit.

"On this principle it will be plainly perceived

that as man is subjected to the same common law

that pervades tho universe, so electricity is the

connecting link between mind and matter. . .

It is the servant of the mind to obey its will and

execute its command, it is through electricity

that the mind conveys its various impressions and

emotions to others, and through this same medium

receives all its impressions from the external world.

It is by electricity that the mind contracts the

muscles, raises the limbs, and performs all the

voluntary motions of this organized body. . .

The brain is the fountain of the nervous system,

from whence it sends out its millions of brunches

to every part of tho body. Indeed, the brain is

but a congeries of nerves, and is the immediate

residence of the living spirit. This spirit or mind

is the cause of all motion, whether that motion be

voluntary or involuntary. It wills the arm to rise,

and the arm immediately obeys the mandate; while

the very presence of this mind in the brain, even

though wrapped in the insensibility of sleep, pro-

duces all the involuntary motions of the vitals, »>I

executes the functions of life."

That the nervoussystem adapts itself to the action

of the electric current seems clear from its very

structure. The electric current first being introduc

ed into the system through the blood, the nervals

centers must obtain it from that fluid in its posi

tive form. The distribution of the nerves along

the arteries seems to have this object in view.

There are lines of nerves along every artery, and

none along the lines of the veins, as there is no

positive electricity in them. Those which accom

pany the arteries extract the electricity from tho

blood and transfer it, by induction, to the brain.

This accounts, in part, for tho change of the blood

from the positive to the negative electric state be

fore it enters the veins.

The limit of space kindly accorded me will not '

permit further remarks here, hut this subject will

be continued in my next, which should be read in

close connection with this.

Mt. SterliNg, Ky.

PROFESSOR TYNDALL WEAKENING.

' BY CAPT. r. eElSO CARTER.

The professor has been lecturing again in the

theatre of the lioyal Institute, upon his own

ground where his word is law. But be it noticed

that he shows signs of weakening. Do not let any

one anticipate very much; his move has been made

only to the extent of publicly comparing tho wave-

theory of light with the emission-theory. This is

not much, nevertheless it is a slightly-encouraging

sign; for if he continues to compare them for any

length of time, a few emissions from the Problem

may succeed in undulating the truth before his

eyes. It is a sign of veakeningngain, in that it is

one step down from his lofty position of contemptu

ous indifference. In the course of the lecture he

slightly alluded to the wave-theory of sound, when

he reminded his audience that it was Dr. Thomas

Young, his own predecessor in the chair of Natu

ral Philosophy in the Royal Institute, in the first

year of the present century, who finally overthrew

the emission-theory. "Young," he said, "never

saw with his eyes the vaces of gonial ; but he had

the force of imagination to picture them, and the

intellect to investigate them. And he rose from

the investigation of the unseen waves of air to that

of the unseen waves of ether, his belief in the

one being little if nt all inferiorto his belief in the

other." Professor Tyndall is evidently possessed

of a certain esprit du corps. He is the immediate

successor of t he man who annihilated emission,

and he is the man who has elaborated and perfected

that annihilation; all of which greatly enhances

tiie difficulty attending any retrograde step on his

part. But what an imagination Dr. Young must

have ownedl Prof. Tyndall admits that his own

is not so vivid; for in speaking of the complex vibra

tions which a particle of air must describe under

the impulses from the fifty odd instruments in an

orchestra, hedeclares that hisimagination is utterly

powerless and "retires baffled" from the attempt

to grasp the situation (Lectures on /Sound, p. 257).

Then, again, does he show any signs of weakening

when he says that the learned doctor's belief in

one was very little " inferior to his belief in the

other ? " Pray upon which was his immediate pre

decessor even a ' ' little " shaky ? Has the successor

inherited the possible doubt ? We fervently hop"

so. But this is not all. The " greatest living nu-
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ihority on sound" seems desirous to specially pave

the way for a future step: he directly endorses Dr.

Hall in the idea that an absoluteentitymay haveac-

tualexistence without possessing any of tiioordinary

properties of matter. Nowthisis somethingwith a

vengeance. He never remotely hinted at t)r. Hall's

theory; but he couldn't have said more, in one way

at least, to sustain the grand idea of "Substantial-

ism." " He pointed out," says the account before

me, "that the undulatory theory accounted for all

the known facts in connection with the science of

light [a pretty broad assertion]. It traced and il

luminated paths through what would be otherwise

the most hopeless jungle of phenomena in which

human thought could be entangled. Thisiswhy

the foremost wen of the age accepted tfte lumin-

tjerous ether, not an a vague dream, but as a real

ENTITY—a SUBSTANCE endowed with inertia,

and capable, in accordance with the established

laws of motion, of imparting its thrill to other sub-

stances." Eureka ! we are tempted to shout. Let

AY ilford take courage. Here is solid wisdom from

a most unexpected quarter. What a tremendous

support to the theory of substantial sound, &c., to

be told by the" highest living authority" that a

positive "entity," a real "substance," fills all

space, permeating and circulating through solid

bodies, as diamond, crystal, etc., which substance

has no appreciable nor ascertainable weight, but

which is "capable of imparting its thrill toother

substances according to the laics of motion."

What a blow we have heie to Materinlism!

Something which is totally beyond and outside the

senses is nevertheless capable of moving ponder

able matter. "Ye Gods I it di ith amaze me " to

see a man, who, a few years ago, found " in matter

the promise and potency of every form of life,"

now claiming the existence of intangible, ethereal,

transcendental "entities." What a contradiction

in terms from his standpoint 1 To be consistent, he

will have to claim that all mind, all words, all

thought, are substances, are real entities, for in so

doing only can he hope to be entirely materialistic;

but in so doing, what a spectacle it will presentl

Prof. Tyndall unconditionally surrendering to the

very ideas formulated by l)r. Hall in Tins MicRO

CosM months agol We cannot yet say that we are

personally ready entirely to accept the idea that

every thought is an entity, but we are certain that

nothing else remains for the Professor, if ho desires

consistency. The latter jewel is one he seems de

termined to wear at any cost. In the same lecture,

he stated that, " Young proved that by adding

light to light, darkness could be produced; justaa

by superinducing sound upon sound, silence could

result. "

He then performed the light experiment, but the

" sound -upon-sound" was not performed. Now,

can not Prof. Tyndall be persuaded to come to New

York and perform that one experiment f orthe

sake of science ? The $5,000 offered by Mr.

Goodrich so long will amply repay him for the

twenty days' absence; and he can have a sea-voyage

for his health, not to speak of the everlasting grat

itude of the world if he will onlyjust once, oefore

a public audience, who have ordinary unscientific

ears and no axe to grind, superinduce one sound

upon another and thus produce silence. Will he

doit?

In conclusion, the writer would like to ask Prof.

Tyndall to allow him to appear upon the stage in

t'ie Professor's presence, and reperform the famous

tin-tube experiment with improvements, as actually

lierformed by the writer before the Institute of

Science in this city a short time ago. The books

were clapped and the light extinguished, just as

Prof. Tyndall claimed to have done before the

Royal Institute ; but when" the writer substituted

for the books an imiheuso gong-bell, making a

noise like a city fire-alarm, the candle refused even

to " duck," and when the lxxiks wereclapped wit(»

their sides toward the mouth of the tube, so that no

air could be pushed into it, the same disastrous

result followi-d. Can the Professor undulate

through this " hopeless jungle of phenomena"?

Pa. Mil. AcaDemy, Chester, March, 1883.

REMAReS.

Mr. Joseph Goodrich has just placed in our

hands good collaterals worth $5,000 cash which we

have now in our safe, to be held and turned over

to any man who will produce silence by any pos-

f iblo combination of two unison tones, as described

by Prof. Tyndall, in his great work on sound.

Surely, Prof. Tyndall cannot refuse to do as Capt.

Carter suggests, if he is a man of as much courage

or honesty as he has been generally reputed to

possess. The $5,000 prize is now ready for Prof.

Tyndall. Prof. Mayer, or any other man who dare

jeopardize his reputation by a public experiment.

—EDitor.

DR. KAVANAIGIPS REPLY.

In number Eight of Dr. Kavanaugh's verv able

series of papers on " Electricity as the Motor Power

of the Solar System," printed last month, will be

found a very respectful and argumentative reply

to our brief suggestion of doubts in the November

Microcosm. We fear, however, that the full

force of our doubts has been missed. To make

sure that the Doctor has not overlooked our ground

of objection, let us briefly express it more clearly,

if possible:

Now, if the earth is really carried around the

sun, and thus deflected from a tendency to go off

on a tangent or in a straight line, by the currents

of electricity passing from the sun to the earth, or

vice term, then these simple currents of electricity

must pull upon the earth, or push as the case may

be, with almost inconceivable force. But so far

asweareaware, electricity proper, whether positive

or negative, in any terrestrial experiment, does not

pull or push any object in the slightest degTee by

passing from one body to another. We believe,

in fact, that all the electricity that can be forced

through a wire would not pull or push the weight

of a feather between thetwo objects thus connected.

How, then, if this be true, could vast rivers or

oceans of electricity, pouring from the sun upon

the earth, stir this mundane sphere, much less

pull it from a straight line at the rateof thousands

of miles an hour? We know by experiment that

electricity, however generated and conducted, pro

duces no mechanical effect except through its

secondary effect in first producing magnetism in

some body capable of becoming a magnet. The |

earth, composed as it is of large quantities of mag

netic substance, such as iron and othermetals hav

ing similar magnetic properties, might very easily

be supposed to become apowerful magnet, inclosed

as it doubtless is, in an atmospheric nelix of cir

cling electric currents. This vast magnet might be

supposed to attract bodies appreciably at least.

But no experiment, so far, has shown that the

earth magnetically attracts iron appreciably any

more than wood or brass. The only magnetic

effect produced by the earth is that upon the com

pass needle in turning it north and south. Thia
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proves to most scientific minds that the earth is in

closed in an electrical helix, since a compass-

needle, placed in a helix of insulated wire con

ducting a current of electricity will always, when

free, take a position at right angles to the circling

current. It was formerly supposed that the needle

turned north and south because immense quantities

.of loadstone were located at the poles of the eart h.

But this gave way on the discovery of the helix

and its action upon a magnetized needle. But it

ought to have been abandoned before, in view of

the great distance of the needle from the supposed

deposit of loadstone, when we know that a

mountain of iron does not perceptibly affect a

compass needle a few rods away ! Hence, Dr.

Kavanaugh seems to admit that the earth and sun

could not affect each other at all, magnetically,

even if they were both solid magnets of steel,

owing to their great distance apart ; and conse

quently, he admits that the force exerted between

them is not on the principle oimngnetic attraction,

but by virtue of the electric currents, positive and

negative, passing between them. Then, if we are

correct in our apprehension of the Doctor's reason

ing, it would seem an essential factor in his

premises that he first show by some sort of ex

periment, that the simple passage of positive

electric currents between two bodies can move

them or produce any degree of mechanical effect

without first producing a magnet, and through

such magnet, the dynamic force required by his

theory.

As Dr. Kavanaugh does admit the existence of

gravity by which a stone falls, and also admits that

this same force may even extend to the moon, and,

ns we understand him, cause itsorbital motion, we

fail to see, for the life of us, what use there is of

another force distinct from gravity to cause the

earth s orbital motion around the sun I Here, we

confess, we are completely in the dark. Why

should there be two different ways of doing similar

kinds of work in the solar system ? Or does he

deny the moon's orbital motion by gravity?

Plainly, if gravity would deflect a cannon ball (its

projectile velocity being sufficient), and make it

travel in a permanent orbit around the earth,

without the aid of electricity, as natural science

teaches, and as Dr. Kavanaugh doubtless admits ;

and, if the same thing extends to the moon, as

we believe, he has admitted in one of these articles,

it would seem to require very conclusive proof to

show that this system of "Motor power," which

is sufficient for satellites, is not sufficient for

planets.

Still we like the Doctor's persistent manner of

urging the claims of his theory, and admire the

logical and scholarly tone of his reasoning ; and

we believe his articles, if they do nothing more,

will instigate thought, and cause hundreds of

scientific men to open their eyes ia a manner, and

in a direction they never opened them before.

A SPECIMEN OF KIND WORDS.

We could give a hundred letters, similar in tone

end enthusiasm to the one copied below from the

Rev, Dr. Raby, as we get several in each mail we

receive. But we dare not tako the room. This one

will have to speak for the rest :

WilforD Hall:

Dear Doctor:—I have carefully lead your won

derful book, the Problem of Human Life. Every

page awakened surprise and excited gratitude to

God and thankfulness to the author. Like as the

Bible, when truly appreciated, begets a desire that

others should become acquainted with its precious

truths, so your Problem, which is a masterly de

fense of the Hook of books, produces a similar feel

ing, and a wish that it may be as widely circulated

as possible. Under this pressure, dear Dr., I have

taken the liberty of copying, for insertion in The

Luiheran Observer, from The Microcosm, part of

your extract from Rev. F. Hamlin's Thanksgiving

sermoh. I had never seen your Problemor >; icro-

CosM noticed in The Observer; and as this is the

principal paper of the General Synod branch of our

church, and the part with which I am identified, I

felt mortified that we should be behind sister

churches in recognising the great services your

works are conferring upon the cause of science and

religion. ******* Personally, I take

great pleasure in recommending the Problem and

The Microcosm. I have often thoughtof express

ing to you my heartfelt thanks forthe glorious work

you are doing in overthrowing the false religious

and scientific theories. You are receiving appre.

ciative letters from thousands of your subscribers,

but there are other thousands who do not write to

you, but who are just as heartily and enthusiasti

cally with you, and who say Amen and Amen to

the very highest encomiums upon your grand

work. The Problem gives out no uncertain sound

like the wave-theory, but rings the distinct funeral

knell of false science in all its phases, and has

proved the upper and nether millstones for grinding

to powder every doctrine, theistie or atheistic,

which gives to creation a lower origin than that

recorded in the Bible. May God long continue

your life and health; Other men are catching the

inspiration from The Microcosm. The Swanders,

the Kepharts, the -Van Dykes, the Hamlius, and

others of like courage and discernment are coming

to the front. The enemy's cannon have been

spiked, his sword broken, and his very citadel is

now undermined. Let no timid one fear. The

rout will bo complete, and the scattered, but once

so defiant army of materialism, when finally dis

persed, can never again be reorganized. Please

excuse me for taking up so much of your precious

time. Yours, with sincere gratitude,

Kimrertox, Pa. P. Bart.

"S1M1LIA, SIMILIBUS, CITRANTUR.

(THE OTHER SIDE.)

Editor of The Microcosm:

I notice that in Elder J. tJ. Burroughs' article on

" Redemption," in the February number of The

Microcosm, he makes the statement that " In the

Science of Medicine there is no law better estab

lished than the homeopathic law—Sim-ilia, BimUi-

bu%, Curantur." The regular medical profession

throughout the whole civilized world challenge

him—as they have challenged Hanneman and any

of his disciples—to his proofs. Until it iaproteri ,

it may not properly be termed a law. And while

we will not deny the aptness of the illustration, we

certainly think it was very poor taste to use it in a

journal read by so many physicians of the regular

school as is The Microcosm. We were well

pleased with the Elder's article in every other re

spect. Fraternallv, Dr. 0. A. Stuart.

PattersoN, Iowa., Feb. 16, 1883.

|3f See the " extraordinary offer " on last page

of this number.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

In our conduct of this journal we desire to give

our list of excellent contributors the widest possible I

latitudo for the conveyance of their honest convic

tions, so long, at least, as this liberty does not con-

flict with the general aim and scope of The M icro- i

C08M. But we wish our readers definitely to un

derstand that we do not hold ourself responsible

for the views of our contributors, nor. in fact, even I

for our own views, as we are liable at any time to

change ground on receiving more light, as wo have

done more than once since this paper was com

menced. But, generally, we hope and aim to be

consistent. EDitor,

The first article in this number of The Micro.

Cosm, from the pen of the Rev. T. Williston, M.A.,

our valued contributor of Ashland, N. T., is re

markable for its individuality as well as for tl.e

studied and very careful m:.:iner in which, like all

his papers, every sentenco is written. Dr. Willis-

ton manifestly sends out nothing hap-hazard from

his pen, and the reader may depend uisin it, if

there is any error in his positions it is one of dr-

liberate misjodgment and not a thoughtless mis

take. In other words, it is a mistake committal

purporel;/ !

lie believesin the pcreonality of God in tbc literal

and absolute meaning of that term, as he has no

sort of hesitation in declaring; that is, that God,

individually, constituted with form and organism,

and in His triunity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,

resides in a definite locality in the universe, as ab

solutely and personally as a king dwells in his

palace or reigns upon his th rone. This we must

regard as a most rational, satisfactory, and consis

tent position, as far as it goes; and one which can

alone explain and account for the fact that God

sees, hears, feels, thinks, acts, etc. But while

thus bringing down His personality within the

grasp of our comprehension, or at least conception,

we doubt if it will satisfactorily account to thought

ful minds, as Dr. Williston leaves it, for His om

nipresence or immanence in Nature, which we ran

conceive of only as an existence in some mhstastiul

or entitative sense of those terms.

'Tis true wo can conceive of God's presence in

the senso of intelligent cognizance or inspection in

other parts of His universe distant from Histbronc,

as a king's presence is recognized, through bis

agents, in different parts of his realm. But is this

sufficient to II 1 1 the meaning of the scores of Scrip

ture texts which slx'ak of God as really and actu

ally everywhere present ? We doubt it. The sun

has a definite location in the centre of the solar

system, mid is also tuhstcntinlly present through

out that system by means of its entitative light

and heat. A bouquet of flowers might be defi

nitely located upon the pulpit, and yet might be

really present in every part of the largest church

by the emanations of its substantial odor. So God

may now be personally seated upon Alcyone , the

centre of the Stellar universe, created and adorned

for His presence, ar.d from this blaring throne

through His substantial attributes and exterior na

ture lie may reach forth His hand and make His

entitative being felt even throughout infimte

space. The wondrous and ubiiluitous forces of

Nature, such as we see operating all around us.

may bo the substantial media and even exterior

portion of 1 1 is being through which His entita

tive attributes act and take cognizance of a"

events. Gravitation may be the channel of His
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.power, electricity of His vitality, beat of His love,

and light of His wisdom, and all these, with other

substantial forces that we know not of, may act as

the real emanations of His personality, and in

this substantial sense may He be omnipresent,

while personally He may be only seated upon

Alcyone's great central summit as the throne of

the universe. What a grand conception ! In a

modified sense this may be illustrated by the

teacher's presence extending to all parts of a

school-room while directing by his eye and his

voice the pupils engaged at the various branches

of study; but he can only do this through the sub

stantial media of sound and light without which

his presence could not be made to extend a single

inch from his lxrsonal organism.

In our correspondence on materialism with Dr.

Hazard, of St. Louis, Mo., as published In the

first three numbers of The Microcosm, Vol.I.,

we took the same view of God's personality as that

taken by Dr. Williston, with the exception/ of

making the very attributes of God substantial, by

which He may have an entltativo omnipresence

while personally limited to one particular part of

His universal dominion. We copy below, as a

.specimen of our view then entertained, a paragraph

from our second letter to Dr. Hazard as printed in

the September Microcosm :

"But further: you can, as you admit in your

first letter, conceive of an invisible, intangible,

"all-knowing, almighty God," and consequently

you have no trouble in " forming a mental con

cept" of the fact that He is capable of thinking,

seeing, hearing, acting, .creating, &c. But in

stantly your caution steps in, and you become

involved* " hopelessly in darkness" in attempting

to conceive of Him as a personal being located in

.one part of the universe, but with substantial attri-

.Jnittt extending " through all extent." My powers

of conception, as I trust alsO my consistency, is the

very reverse of yours. When I am able to con

ceive, as you do, of the existence of an "all-know

ing, almighty God," I am forced to regard Him as

a person, because all myexperience is in that direc

tion. I cannot begin to conceive of a being capa

ble of thinking, seeing, hearing, feeling, working,

unless He possess the actual personality and fac

ulties which we know to be necessary for such

mental and physical acts on our own part. But as

we can, through our faculties and senses, take

cognizance of many events and objects at a dis

tance and entirely separated from our personal be

ing, I have no difficulty in conceiving (though not

comprehending) the possible existence of a personal

being of infinite capabilities and attributes, who

, could see, and hear, and know, and feel, and oper

ate throughout immensity of space, as readily as

we poor finite mortals can recognize by our senses

what is taking place a hundred feet away. If our

human faculties were multiplied a million times

, in extent and power (which I can conceive, since

we know they can be increased many fold), I could

readily conceive of the possibility of a governor

.of a state sitting in his gubernatorial chair and

passing under personal observation and supervision

every event occurring throughout tho entire state,

as- f u!ly as he now observes and supervises what is

agoing on among his clerks and assistants right in

his own office. So if his faculties and powers

were infinitely augmented, I have no difficulty hi

conceiving of his mental and substantial presence

extending through infimte space, even though he

might occupy a definite location as to his personal

ego or self. I beg of you, doctor, to give your

powers of mental conception a fair show, and I

doubt not, by the time you reply to this letter,

there will be no difference between us worth dis

cussing."

By limiting God's substantial being to His per

sonality. Dr. Williston finds a real difficulty in His

creation or evolution of the universe from Him

self; for how could God as a person, seated upon a

throne, mako this earth out of a part of His own

personal organism without detracting from His

perfection as an entitative bi-ing? Hence the

necessity of supposing an insupposibility, that God

created the universe out of nothing, or else admit

ting the eternity of matter, another insupposibility,

in order that ready materials might be found out

of which to manufacture worlds? All this diffi

culty, however, dissipates the moment we make

the substantial forces of the universe tho exterior

substance of God's being, and out of an infinitesi

mal fraction of which, instead of " nothing." the

material universe was condensed. This in no

way infringes upon God's personality, and if

this is pantheism, then make the most of

it. It is a very mild type of that doctrine

at all events, and we think one that the most ar

dent and spiritually-minded Christian might sub

scribe to without seriously damaging his standing

in the most orthodox of the evangelical sects, so

long, at least, as he openly avows his belief in a

personal Father Almighty, maker of heaven and

earth, and all that they contain. We do not pro

pose that any orthodox man, who dares admit a

personal, substantial, organized God, having eyes,

ears, hands, etc., and located in a definite part of

the universe, shall turn us out of the visible

church for believing the same thing ; and in addi

tion to such infinite personality, that He is clothed

upon with the substantial forces of Nature, as His

exterior being by and through which His omni

presence can be logically maintained. Such a

view makes God actually present everywhere

without infringing upon His absolute personality,

or limiting His immanence to a mere intelligent

" inspection," while He himself is countless mil

lions of miles away. We would rather, if neces

sary, be enough of a pantheist to make this earth

itself a part of God's exterior nature, than to be

lieve that there is no God nearer to us than the.

Pleiades, even though He might see and hear us

at that distance. But it is not necessary even to

come that near pantheism since the intangible but

substantial forces of Xature, which pervade im

mensity, answer every purpose, and would be a

fitting extension of God's essential being, since the

Bible teaches us that He clothes Himself with ti(

light as with a garment, (Ps. civ: 2).
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"PROBLEM OF HUMAN LIFE."

REPlY TO PROP. STRONG, BY THE AUTHOR.

{From Zlon't Herald, Boston).

By permission of theeditor, weoffer the.follow-

ing remarks in reply to criticisms of Prof. W. C.

Strong, which appeared recently in two numbers of

this paper tZiou's HeralD) upon that portion of

the " Problem " which reviews and opposes the

current theory of Sound. Having been requested

by the editor to limit our reply to the smallest con

venient space, it will prevent our noticing all. or

even a majority, of the questions raised or state

ments made by the Professor. We shall, however,

attend to the most prominent in such manner as to

show what could easily be done with all had we

room.

First, let us say, we are disposed to he charita

ble to the Professor. We know how to sympa

thize with him. A man bred in a certain scientific

belief, and whose mind has run in a certain groove

of thought from boyhood, and especially one who

has taught a theory for years as scientific and indis

putable truth, can hardly be blamed for using pet-

ulent language and unkind epithets toward an

innovator who seeks to overturn such a long and

well-established theory. Indeed, the feelings of

a professor who sees the theory he has so long

taught and so implicitly believed in, ruthlessly at

tacked and shown to be ridiculous, and its absurdi

ties pointed out to the derision of all honest students

of science, can scarcely be imagined, much less de

scribed ; and unless he is governed by a well-bal

anced Christian temper and a profound love for the

truth, it is impossible to expect from him a calm

or dispassionate reply to arguments so antipodel to

his life-long views. As a consequence, we see in

the articles under consideration a degree of ill-

temper, as expressed in reiterated epithets such as

" ignorance, " " stupidity, " " charlatanism, " etc.,

that isnot calculated to make one hopeful that such

a critic is susceptible of ever learning anything

that he does not already know, however much he

may be in the dark. We are therefore disposed to

forgive all his unkind ilings, and in return lo give

him something in the shape of genuine scientific

argument. which, if he is too deeply surcharged

with prejudice to comprehend, the readers of the

HeralD will not fail to grasp.

Let us now look calmly and critically at some of

his more plausible objections to our arguments

against the wave-theory of Sound. In our book we,

of course, deny that sound is heard by the tibrat'-on

of the tympanic membrane, upon which the very

existence of the wave-theory depends. This posi

tion Prof. Strong vigorously attacks, because he

knows full well, according to the old theory, that

the only object of wave-motion in the air is to pro-

duca a corresponding wave-motion in the drum of

the ear, and in this way convey a similar wave-

motion to the appendages of the auditory nerve,

and along this nerve to the brain, where, as Prof.

Tyndall expresses it, these vibrations of the tym

panic membrane "are translated into sound." Any

person who is at all familiar with the standard

works on Sound, such as those of Tyndall, Helm-

holtz and Mayer, the three greatest living authori

ties, knows that they teach, and reiterate it over

and over, that the officeof thetympanicmembrane

is to " btnd vnce in and once out as each sound

wave strikes it." This is the foundation of the

theory, and this doctrine we emphatically deny,

as elaborately argued in the " Problem," that this

membrane is not intended by nature to vibrate at

all; and that should it so vibrate sympathetically,

as the effect of sound, it can only respond to one

single pifch or tone—a unison, or within a small

fraction of a unison. This is clearly taught by

' Helmholtz himself, as we will soon show. But

Prof. Strong, seeing the fatal nature of our posi

tion if correct, feels that it must be broken, ortto

wave-theory itself breaks down. Hence he makes

his strongest effort upon this point, and claims tint

the tympanic membrane must and does vibrateto

sounds of every pitch, or he virually admits tbe

wave-theory broken down. To prove his position,

he presents an experiment of a small membrane

stretched across one end of a paper tube, and says

if we speak into theotherend, it willcausea beam

of light. falling upon a small mirror attached to

the membrane, to dance to nnd fro upon the wall

of a darkened room. While this is all true, and

without regard to pitch of voice, it shows that

Prof. Strong is totally uninformed upon the ques

tion he attempts to discuss. This case is stated

and explained in the "Problem " in the very argu

ment he was attempting to criticise. Why did he

not see it and give it to the reader t

Let ns explain it again. Such vibration of a

membrane by speaking or singing in close proxim

ity to it, is not caused by the sound at all, but by

the air-waves which are ineidenUtUg produced and

sent off by the vibratory motion of the sounding

body. This sounding instrument, whatever it may

be, not only produces sound-pulses, which pass off

through the air as the sound-conducting medium

by a law of its own. analogous to that of electrici

ty, but it also produces air-waves incidentally

which are driven off for a short distance, and

which will force a membrane into corresponding

vibration whether it be in unison with the pitch of

tone or not. But such air- waves are no more part

of the sound itself than the tremor of the dynamo

machine, or that of the surrounding air is a part of

the electric current that passes off at the same time

through the conducting wire ! No one but a most

superficial investigator could so carelessly con

found the two classes of phenomena, especially

after seeing this very explanation, ns hemust have

seen it in the book he essayed to review.

Now, the only way sound can affect any object.

such as a membrane or string, so as to stirit at all,

is by tympathetie Vibration. This, the acoustical

world knows and teaches; while all authorities

know and teach that this sympathetic vibration

cannot be produced in a string or membrane that

is not in unison, or very nearly in unison, with the

exciting tone; or, as Helmholtz expresses it. that

has not the same vibrational number. This, of

itself, demonstrates that the forced vibrations of a

membrane, in close proximity ton.sounding instru

ment. of which Prof. Strong so learnedly speaks,

are not caused by the sound at all, but by the in

cidental air-waves generated by thesame vibratory

motions which cause the tone ! Cm we now prove

by the highest acoustical authority in the world

that sympathetic vibration can only occur as we-

have stated? If so, our case is made out, and

tympanic vibration, as the means of hearing sound,'

I is totally overthrown. Here it is from Prof,

j Helmholtz himself, in his great work, "The Sen-

j sations of Tone :"—

" The intensity of sympathetic vibration w ith »

! semitone difference of pitch is only one-tenth of

j what it is for a complete unison. . . . Hew*,

, when we hereafter speak of individual parts of the

! ear vibrating sympathetically with a determinate

tone, w e mean that they are set into strongest

motion by that tone (unison) but are also set into-

vibration less strongly by tones of nearly tbe same
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pitch, nnd that this sympathetic vibration is still

sensible lor the interval of a semitone."

Thus, plainly, the membrane of the enr cannot j

vibrate to a sound that is not in unison, or nearly

in unison, with the vibrational number of the

membrane itself, according to its size and tension.

Strange as itmay seem, this highest living author- j

ity on sound, thus at one blow annihilates the wave

theory by overthrowing tympanic vibration; but I

he did not notice the fatal self-contradiction, he-

cause he was then discussing Corti's arches,

another branch of the subject. But here is an

other proof still plainer from the same' authority.

Slx"aking of the sympathetic vibration of a ten-

sioued string, caused by singing to it, he says :—

.' The more exactly the singer lifts the pitch of

the string, the more strohf-ly it vibrates. A very

little deviation from the exact pitch fails in excit

ing sympathetic vibration."' ("Sensations of

Tone," page ($1.)

Thus breaks down tympanic vibration, and with

it the wave-theory itself at the hands of its ablest

defender ; for if a musical string will not vibrate

by singing to it unless the "singer hits the pitch

of the string," then manifestly atiny untensioned

membrane, not adapted at all to producing sound,

will not vibrate to any pitch by sympathy, much

less to all pitches ! (Q. E. D.) Had Prof. Strong

been conscientiously desirious for the truth alone

upon this matter, he would have tried speaking or

singing to his stretched membrane in a moderate

tone of voice a few rods away from it, to see the i

beam of light dance 1 Though an ear would hear

his voice and words distinctly ten times as far I

away, yet no dancing will take place, as he could |

easily know if he so desired.

As sound is not heard by tympanic vibration,

and consequently does not consist of air-waves, it

can only Ixs constituted of an immaterial substance

analogous to impondeiable, intangible odorous cor

puscles, and conducted through various media by

l iws of their own, analogous to those which con

duct the substantial currents of electricity. If

the substantial but imponderable corpuscles of

odor produce the sensation of smell by actual con

tact with the nasal membrane, and without any

vibratory motion of that organ whatever, as Prof.

Tyndall admits, is it reasonable to suppose that

Nature made such a prodigious leap, in going to

the next higher sense (hearing), as to institute an

entirely different process of affecting its mem- 1

brane? The undulatory theory of light was urged j

by its originators in the time of Newton because i

wave-motion of the air caused hearing—as no one

then thought of questioning—and they urged that ;

it was unreasonable to suppose that Nature should

entirely change the process of addressing our sen

sations in passing from fiearing to sight! "Out

of thine own mouth will I condemn thee."

We have thus given special attention to this

chief and underlying principle of the wave-theory,

that its very foundation may be seen to be wrong.

In our next and concluding paper we will briefly

set aside the other chief points of Prof. Strong's, |

criticisms. A. Wilforn Bau.

23 Park Row, New York.

[N. B. The second reply to Prof. Strong in

Z'fin's Herald will appear in next month's Micro-

cosm.— Enitoh.J

iMroRTAKT : We are now electrotyping the

first volume of this journal in pages uniform with

this to be bound in cloth and sent by mail at $1.

per copy, Who wants it ?

TYMPANIC VIBRATION.

In the foregoing article, written for Zion's Her

ald, we were so limited for space that we could not

show the fallacy of tympanic vibration and its

total impossibility, by quoting from very recent

physiological writers. Since our work on sound

first appeared, in 1877, it is a gratifying fact that

several anatomists and physiologists of high stand

ing and scholarship have taken up the investigation

and shown the complete unreliability and worth-

lessness of the pretended analysis of the human

ear by Helmholtz, and the folly of the superficial

repetitions of the same views by Tyndall, Mayer,

and other physicists whose works on sound and

the human ear are standard texthooks in our

schools. Let us now give a couple of these proofs

in confirmation of our original position against the

wave-theory, and thus show the shallowness of

the very foundation of the old doctrine of acous

tics, namely : that the tympanic membrane vibrates

to and fro in response to the impact of air- waves.

We copy the following extract from an able arti

cle on the human ear in the Chicago Medical

Timen of June, 1879, written by Prof. Henry Olin,

M. I)., a noted Professor of Otology and Ophthal

mology in the Bennett Eclectic Medical College, of

Chicago. This writer says :

" It has long been supposed, and is yet thought,

that the tympanic membrane vibrates from the

action of sound-waves, and that its presence is es

sential to hearing; but such is not the case, as I

shall attempt to show in this brief article. In the

first place, persons born without a tympanic mem

brane hear as readily as those with one. And

again, the absence of it does not produce deafness

where the cavity of the drum is not changed by

disease. The m> mbruna tymptmi is not elastic,

but is an absolutely inextensible membrane, chiefly

composed of tendinous fibers. Its curved form

renders it essentially different froiu all other mem

branes hitherto studied in acoustics. It will be

seen that it is a concavo-convex membrane, and

cannot vibrate without dislocation, and. being of

a (ibro tendinous character and inelastic, would,

by its vibration produce such a crackling sound

that all other sounds would sink into mere noth

ing compared with the sounds itself would pro

duce, were it to vibrate as physiologists tell us it

does. I take the ground, then, that the object of

the tympanic membrane is not for the purpose of

vibrating and conveying sounds to the auditory

nerve: but for the purpose of collecting sound,

and also as a protection to the cavity of the drum,

the same as the eye-lid is a protection to the eye

ball and its delicate mucous surface."

How true and rational is all this, and how per

fectly does it contradict Tyndall, Helmholtz, and

Mayer, as well as agree with the position so ex

haustively argued in our Evolution of Sound!

But we have r still more emphatic indorsement

of our view from the pen of that able physiolo

gist. Prof. H. Raymond Rogers, M.D., in the

October (1882) number of the Journal of the Tele

graph, published in this city. Dr. Rogers says:
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•' Already the minds of thoughtful men are be

ing freed from the iron dominion of the old theory

zine is firmly to establish and then vigorously to

maintain Substantialism, till the last vestige of

„f ,he m,H,ani.m action ,,f waves of^ruponthe j materialistii. philosophy shall have died out and

vibrating drum of the ear. Th^
tionality of the theory makes itself seen and felt, disappeared ; and that to do this effectually fa to

Men are now ready to listen to the fact that the

' drum ' of the ear is in no sense a resounding

drum, beaten by waves of air. A membrane

diminutive and flaccid, it would never have been I

supposed to play the part of a tense drum-head,

except in blind support of a theory. The imag

ined vibratory action of the membrana tympnni

is a mechanical impossibility. Those membranes

are not flat, as is popularly supposed, but funnel-
shaped, with a depressed centre surrounded by tionable of all modes of motion, were proved to

sides gently convex outwards. They cannot there

fore act like stretched membranes, and vibrate

like drum heads. And. too, the auditory ossicles

are so attached to those membranes as to be sub

ject to a synchronous vibration. This is imprac

ticable. These facts alone are sufficient to destroy

the accepted theory of sound."

No man can read these two concurrent (state

ments of facts, by practical and candid investiga

tors, thus thrown Into the very teeth of Helmholtz doctrine tlmt the Hfe' of man ;s but a moie „f

and Tyndall, and not acknowledge the correctness molecular vibration, or a delicate oscillation to and

of our original attack upon the air- wave theory fr0 of the brain particles, and, as infidel science

of sound. Now, what say those great writers and I teacues_ ..m morc „lMantial than, are the «*-

the thousands of professors of physical science in HgM gf thg air.warea thnt ve Cldl muld-i Let

our colleges and universities who, following the | sound be demonstnLted to ^ a substantial entity

lead of Helmholtz and Tyndall, are at this very

time drilling their classes of young men in the

nonsense of tympanic vibration as the means of

hearing sound, and thus expounding the wave-

theory as based upon that supposed fact?

In the light of the foregoing extracts let us now

quote the following sentences from the two great

est living names in science, and leave the reader |

to his Sober reflection.

" A periodically oscillating sonorous body pro-

break down this strongest stronghold, and thii

representative "mods if motion" of physical

science.

There is not, he thinks, an intelligent and can

did atheist or materialist living who would not

at once admit the soul to be an entity instead of a

"mode of motion," if sound, the most unques-

bc a real substance, A man's materialism, under

such conviction, would instantly vanish into

something very much thinner than air-waves.

With the wave-theory of sound which has

stood unchallenged for so many centuries, wiped

out of existence, down would go the undulatory

theories of light and heat built upon it, and with

them must necessarily explode the materialistic

which follows absolutely if it be not a mode of

motion, and at once all the forces of Nature fall

into the ranks of Substantialum. All modes of

motion must of necessity break down together,

and with nound, light, and heat established as real

entities, electricity, magnetism, gravitation, Hff,

instinct, mind, soul, spirit mustfollow, culminating

in the God and Father of all as the original foun

tain of vitality and mentality, as well as of the

, substantial forces of Nature through which He

duces a similar periodical motion, first in the mass . , . . ,, . . . .' _„,-„-4el«
of the air and then in the drum of our ear, and the °r°smed the unlverae aud *T which He now order,

oft

periud of these vibrations must be the same as that

of the vibrations of the sounding body."—Helmholtz:

Sensations of Tone,— p. 16.

" Thus is sound conveyed from particle to par

ticle through the air. The particles which fill the

cavity of the cur arc finally driven, against the tym

panic membrane, which is stretched across the pas

sage leading to the brain. This membrane, which

closes the drum of the ear, is thrown into vibration,

its motion is transmitted to the ends of the auditory

nerve, and afterwards along the nerve to the brain

where the vibratiems are translated into sound."

" Thus, also, we send out sound through the

air, and shake the drum of the distant ear."

" Every wave generated by such vibrations

bend* the tympanic membrane once in and once

out."—TyndaU : Lectures on Sound, pp. 4, 5, 69.

WHY DISCUSS THE SOUND THEORY?

Rev. Dr. Swander writes us that the sound-Th

question is the real battle-field of The Micro

cosm, and tells us not to let up on it as long as one

college or university in this land clings to that

already exploded monstrosity of science. He as

sures us that the paramount mission of this maga-

all things.

No reader, therefore, will fail to see the bearing

and value of this persistent discussion of the

sound-question in The MicRocosm, nor should he

grudge the room it takes, even if he may not him

self appreciate that kind of argument, especially

in view of the great number and diversity of other

discussions from the pens of so rcany excellent

contributors, adapted to all classes of readers.

A BLOW AT SUBSTANTIALISM.

Editor Journal :
For some time Wilford Hall and others have

been fighting with desperation the Wave Theory

of Sound. The theory given instead is the re

vived Corpuscular Theory advanced by Newton,

but abandoned by him as untenable.
Now it is not my intention to go into a lengthy

discussion in this article as to the relative merits

or demerits of the two theories. This has been

done divers times by abler pens than mine. Rather

is it my wish to bring to the notice of your readers

a peculiar and remarkable phenomenon, with an
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explanation of the same, and ask any follower of

Hall to explain the phenomenon on the Corpuscu

lar Theory

These are the facts referred to:

General Duane has observed that in the use of

the fog-whistle on the coast of Maine, "the sig

nal often appears to be surrounded by a belt, vary

ing in radius from one to one and a half miles,

from which the sound appears to be entirely ab

sent, thus, in moving directly from a station the

sound is audible for the distance of a mile, is then

lost for about the same distance, after which it is

again distinctly heard for a long time."

Here is the explanation offered by Dr. Tyndall :

" For a long time past I have thought that this

disappearance of the sound was due to the inter

ference with the direct waves, of waves reflected

from the surface of the sea.

' ' This explanation is capable of very accurate

experimental illustration. Placing, for instance, a

sensitive flame at a distance of three or four feet

from a sounding reed, the flame exhibits the usual

agitation. Lifting a light plank between the flame

and reed, a position is easily attained where the

sound, reflected from the flame, increases the

flame's agitation.

" Lifting the plank carefully still higher, a level

is attained reflection from which completely stills

the flame. By slightly raising or lowering the

plank, or by its entire removal, the flame is once

more agitated. In these experiments a high-

pitched reed was used, so that it was easy to pro

duce, by the motion of the plank, the retardation

of half a wave length requisite for interference."

To my mind this is a very plausible and satis

factory explanation. Will some one be kind enough

to show the fallacy of the above, and give a better

explanation based on the Corpuscular Theory?

Pardon so heavy a draft on your patience and

space. Very truly yours, Jas. H. Clarr.

Staxrerry Normal, Feb. 5, '83.

REPlY TO THE FOREGOING.

The above communication appears in the North

West Mo. School Journal, whose editor, Prof. C.

H. Morris, AM., Principal of theStanberry Nor

mal School, has become fully convinced of the

truth of our corpuscular theory of sound, and

that the wave-theory has totally broken down un

der the arguments contained in the Problem of

Human Life. We state this much by way of

prefatory remarks.

Now, the writer of the foregoing is wholly and

almost inexcusably mistaken about our position

on sound being " the revived corpuscular theory

advanced by Newton, but abandoned by him as un

tenable." Mr. Clark refers, of course, to the cor

puscular or emission theory of light which Newton

held for a long time, but which he finally aban

doned for the undulatory theory, which he thought

was necessary in order to make light and sound

harmonize, as every consistent scientific thinker

must see ought to be the case. As neither New.

ton nor anyone else had ever entertained a doubt

about the correctness of the wave-theory of sound,

no wonder Newton finally saw the incongruity of

holding that light consisted of substantial emis

sions, while sound confessedly could consist of

nothing but air-waves, or a mode of atmospheric

motion. Hence he gave up the corpuscular theory

of light, since it never entered his mind that the

wave-theory of sound could be otherwise than

true. Had Newton caught even a glimpse of our

view of sound, as elaborated in the Problem of

Human Life, he would never have been driven

from the emission theory of light, but would have

strengthened and defended that view by the very

analogy that must exist between the two sensations

of sight and hearing.

No, Mr. Clark, you must take it all back and

apologize. Nobody ever intimated the corpuscular

or substantial theory of sound till it was first

printed in the Problem, and no one ever thought

of denying the vibration of the tympanicmembrane

by the dashing of air- waves against it as the true

mode or method of hearing sound till the absurd

notion was exploded in the same book. Now,

however, there are no less than a dozen high ana

tomical and physiological authorities writing in

different scientific journals against the same no

tion, helping us to expose the gross impossibility

of tympanic vibration. Two of these we quote

elsewhere to show how triumphantly our original

position on this subject is being sustained by vol

unteer help and by invincible arguments. These

extracts sink Tyndall's air-waves and Hehnhohz's

analysis of the ear out of sight, and must make

those greatest living physicists secretly logret that

they ever wrote their books on sound.

As to the explanation of the " soundless zones "

witnessed by Gen. Duane, the substaniiat theory of

sound is the only possible view chat gives nny kind

of solution, as seen in our article on that subject

elsewhere. To see the evident incorrectness of

Prof. Tyndall's explanation \\) ot the difficulty by

reflected waves from the surface of the water in

terfering with the direct tvavea from the fog-horn,

we have only to reflect that such interference, ac

cording to the theory, takes) place by the air- waves

of one sound being a half-wave-length behind or

ahead of those of the other, so that the " conden

sations" from the reflected waves would just fall

into the "rarefactions" of the direct waves.

Now if the fog-horn were sounding the middle A

of the piano, its wave-lengths would be almost ex

actly thirty inches; hence the people on ship

board would only have to sway their heads fifteen

inches back and forth to throw their ears alter

nately into either a reflected condensation or rare

faction, and consequently into sound or silence !

It is positively puerile for scientists to continue to

talk about the possible interference of sound by

changing the two unison sounding instruments

from a whole to a half-wave-length apart, when

the most crucial tests with unison instruments of

all kinds and at all possible distances apart produce

no sort of variation or diminution in the intensity

of their united sounds. Tyndall and Mayer both
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know this to be a fact, and have known it ever

since wo sent them the Problem of JIumin Life ;

and any attempt on their part still to bolster up

the shallow idea of sound-interference, as their

books plainly teach, will only sink them lower in

the scale either of intelligence or honesty as viewed

by every thoughtful student of science capable of

grasping such questions. As we have said in the

Problem, so self-evidently false is this essential

doctrine of" half a wave-length requisite for in

terference," on which the whole wave-theory is

based, that two little boys with unison penny-

whistles could drive both Tyndall and Mayer from

the platform, and make them hide their faces for

having so outrageously imposed upon the intelli

gence of the world. Prof. Tyndall, it would

seem, ashamed to come out and confess the theory

all bosh, is even yet seeking to befog his " sound

less zones " with a pretended law which he dare

not try to vindicate in an open field with unison

instruments of his owu choosing, whose so-called

wave-lengths and half-wave-lengthscan be known,

measured, and tested. We challenge him again

to tke trial, and he am choose his own unison in

struments, hrs own ground, his own judges, and

make his own report of the experiment. But he

must be very careful not to repeat his "tin-tube"

business, as there are thousands of converts to

Substnnffalism who are watching anxiously every

word he dares to write on sound. Let him re

member that the wave-theory is about breathing

Its last, and that any professor who cares for his

future reputation should stand from under.

The statement of Prof. Tyndall about the

"sensitive flame" and the "plank," has just

about as much to do with half-wave-length inter

ference as had his celebrated " double-siren" ex

periment, in which he entirely mistook the leap of

the tone from the fundamental to the octave, for

" silence " ! (See Problem, page 286, and onward.)

After having such a superficial blunder pointed

out to him, to the amusement of thousands of scien

tific students, he would do well to be a little cau

tious in his confident talk about this movable

" plank " and the " half-wave-length requisite for

interference."

PROF. FRENCH IN THE NEW-CHURCH

REVIEW.-No. a.

We now proceed with our answer to tho criti

cisms of Prof. French in the January number of

the New-Church Review, in which he not only sig

nally fails to weaken our assaults upon the wave-

theory of sound, but in which he absolutely

breaks down the theory, burying himself in its

ruins, as was so fully proved last month in analyz

ing the motion of a tuning-fork's prongs.

2. The second criticism attempted by this re

viewer is directed against our exposition of maga

zine explosions, in which we show in the Problem

of Hunvin Life that the wave-theory voluntarily

and necessarily teaches that the compressed air

wave, sent off from an explosion of powder, and

which breaks windows at a distance, is t'dentor!

with the sound-pulse itself. In that exposition in

the "Problem" we show further that the most

critical writers on acoustics, including Tyndall,

Helmholtz, and Mayer, entirely overlook the fact

that such compressed air-wave is wholly distinct

from the sound or noise of the explosion which

accompanies the concussion shock. We also call

attention to a fact not to be found, even intimated,

in any other work on acoustics, namely, that at

such explosion thousands of cubic yards of powder-

gas, being instantaneously generated and added to

the air, such gas necessarily drives away a densely

compressed atmospheric wave which is the real cause

of all the damage both near to and distant from the

exploding magazine; and that the sound, so far from

breaking a pane of glass two or three miies away

would not, per sc, stir a feather (not actually ten

sioned in unison with the tone) even within a few

feet of the exploding magazine.

Readers of the " Problem " well remember that

we quoted (page 105) from Prof. Tyndall's descrip

tion of a destructive explosion which took place a

few miles from the village of Erith, in which he

distinctly tells us that the sound of the explosion

shattered the windows of the village-houses, and

bent in the lead sash of the village-church ! And

in the New-Church Review Prof. French, with our

exposition directly before his eyes, positively still

indorses the current view, agreeing with Prof. Tyn.

dall that the condensed wave, which broke the

windows at Erith, wis identical with the scund-pvUi

itself! It does not seem possible, however, that

Prof. French could have read our exposure of this

childish fallacy and still cling, as he does, to the

ridiculous notion that sound or noise was the cause

of those destructive effects. But students of science

are positively forced to this conclusion as they read

his pretentious review of our hook.

The truth is, so impossible does it seem that any

scientific thinker could believe such nonsense as

that admission involves, that we have ahvaya

looked with surprise upon this error as the weak

est thing to bo found in Prof. Tyndall's writings,

with the exception, perhaps, of the famous tin-

tube experiment in which he claims to " Nof out

a candle" by a sound- pulse without & "yff of

air," and possibly also excepting tho " gd-

vancing " prongs of a tuning-fork carving the air

at the enormous velocity, as we showed last month,

of less than one inch in a second at the swiftest part

of its motion ! We fail to conjecture how an aver

age plowman could be so resourceless as not to st-o,

when looking at those shattered windows in tno

villago, that if such breakage were the effect of the
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sound, then the total destruction of buildings, and

the disintegration of men and horses which took

placo nearer to the magazine, must also have been

the result of this same noise! Yet it is a lamenta

ble fact that followers of Prof. Tyndall, such as

our critic at Urbana University, have not the men

tal grasp, even after their attention has been called

to it, to reason that far back from the village to

ward the source of the explosion, and thus see the

prodigious absurdity to which their theory neces

sarily leads. If they possessed even school-boy

sagacity they would laugh outright when they

would come to reflect upon the stupidity which

could neglect such a logical comprehension of the

premises. Is it not incomprehensible, forexample,

that such a world-renowned physicist as Prof. Tyn

dall, with these facts right before him while visit

ing the village of Erith should not have surmised

that there was some mistake about this idea of

sound breaking the windows when it necessarily

involved as it did the tearing of men and horses to

pieces by the very same noise or sound nearer to

the magazine ? Plainly a brick-layer ought to

. have reasoned that far, and suspected that what

ever shattered the window-glass twoor three miles

away was the very same cause which shattered the

buildings themselves, leaving not one brick upon

another in the neighborhood of the magazine.

Had a school-girl, the next morning after the ex

plosion, passed by the magazine in going to the

village, and noticed the frightful effects of the

compressed wave near to where the explosion oc

curred ; and had she then observed as she passed

on that its effects were less and less violent as she

neared the village till finally nothing but broken

glass could be seen as its effect around the village-

houses, what could havo been her conclusion?

Why, her intuition would have told her that the

same cause which did a part produced the entire

effect, and if it was sound which crushed the glass

at the village, then it must have been sound and

nothing else which caused the greater destruction

near the magazine. Yet the greatest English-

speaking scientist did not see it. Neither does the

most diminutive one we know of, after it has been

explained to him.

It is simply marvelous that men whoso very lives

and professions are devoted to such physical in

vestigations as these could not have seen from the

process of reasoning here suggested that the entire

effect was produced by the self same cause,—the

enormous quantity of gas instantaneously added to

the air, thus causing the mure destructive effect

where the atmospheric compression was necessarily

greatest, and the ksn destructive effect as the wave

expanded and took in a wider scope of air. The

most witless mi-.n, it would seem, who pretends to

think on scientific matters at all, ought to have

seen that the effect of the compressed wave would

naturally be most violent directly where the gas

was generated and added to the air, and that this

condensation would grow weaker and weaker, and

produce less and less concussive effect as it expand

ed and took in a wider range of atmosphere till, on

reaching the village two or three miles away, its

effects would be so reduced that it would only

break the windows of the buildings. But the er

roneous description, as given in the text-books,

only shows the tyrannizing power of a life-long be

lief in a theory of science in blinding the intellects

of the greatest of men till they will overlook facts

and conclusions that an untrammeled child would

catch at a glance. Had Prof. Tyndall been asked,

when not upon his favorite discussion of the wave-

theory, if he believed that a sound could be loud

enough to kill a horse and tear him to pieces, he

would have laughed at such a preposterous sup

position; yet the wave-theory, as we have seen, led

him into teaching that very absurdity as a sober

scientific truth.

Viewing the compressed air-wave sent off from

an explosion, and its manifest cause by the sudden

addition of gas, as here described, no wonder

that we should be led to make the prediction we

did as recorded in the Problem of Human Life, and

which must strike every thoughtful student of

science as self-evidently probable the moment his

attention is called to it. What was that prediction

which Prof. French now passes over with a sneer?

We simply stated our belief, from all the facts of

the case that, as the force of the condensed air

wave would necessarily grow weaker the farther

the condensation traveled, its velocity of travel

would also decrease in a corresponding ratio, until

at a sufficient distance away from the magazine it

would be found, by proper instruments, not to

travel one half as fast as at the start. In this

way we proposed to prove to candid scientific in-

vestigato:s that the sound-pulse, produced by the

explosion, was an entirely different effect from tho

air-wave which broke tho windows; because it is

well known from observation that a sound travels

with one uniform velocity throughout its entiro

range of audibility. Hence our prediction (in ac

cordance with our claimed discovery that the wave-

theory was erroneous) that while the sound would

be found to travel atone uniform velocity through

out its entire ran^e, the air- wave would be found

to travel with a variable velocity, probably outship-

ping tho sound-pulse at the start (especially if a

large quantity of powder were exploded), and that

the sound would then soon overtake and pass it,

and finally that at a sufficiently distant station tho

atmospheric wave would be found lagging far be

hind the sound, thus demonstrating their non-

identity, though they might have been found ex

actly together at the distance Erith was from the

explosion. The wave-theory absolutely stands or
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falls on the truth or falsity of this prediction.

Real scientists are beginning to see it, but a few

shell-bound impenetrables like Prof. French, too

utterly befogged by the wave-theory to think one

clean scentific thought upon the subject, as we will

soon see, fail to grasp the point of our prediction

or oven to comprehend the intrinsic difference be-

t ween air, gas and noise.

The truth is, it would be just as rational to sup

pose that it was the tremendous flash of light pro

duced by the explosion which broke the windows

at Erith, as that it was the flash of sound, were it

not from the mere accident that light travels so

much swifter than the compressed air- wave. But

for this fortuitous fact we might be sure that Prof.

Tyndall would have blunderingly told us that it was

the tremendous wave of " luminiferous ether, " a

substance more resembling a jelly than a gas,"

which broke the windows and bent in the lead

.sash of the church ! But as the Hash of light evi

dently reached the village some ten or twelve sec

onds before the windows gave way, this fact alone

enabled the "highest living authority" to infer that

it could not have been the effect of his gelatinous

.«l.ier which crushed the glass ! But he failed to

draw the same sensible conclusion with regard to

the sound because, unfortunately for science, the

sonorous pulse and the atmospheric pulse arrived

co nearly at the same time that ordinary observa

tion did not detect the difference between them,

though in reality the sound-pulse had no moro to

do with breaking the windows than had the light-

pu'se that preceded it I

Let us now state a couple *f facts for the edifica

tion of our New-Church critic. The first fact may

be included in our prediction, and is as follows : If

the same quantity of powder that broke the win

dows at Erith were to be spread out loosely over

the ground and ignited, it would produce the same

destructive effect in shattering buildings near by,

and in breaking windows at a distance; because the

same quantity of gas would be added to the air,

while its sound or report would scarcely be audible

a mile away, since such an unconfined explosion

would produce comparatively a mere puff! We pre

dict that a test of this kind will demonstrate what

is thus plain without a test to the reason of every

man who will take the trouble to think.

The second fact is, that a thunder-clap, which

is the loudest sound that ever addressed the human

ear, particularly where the hearer happens to be in

a house when struck by lightning, will not mar a

pane ofglass in the very building struck, nor stir a

feather a single fool from the path of the bolt!

Why ? Simply because such a sound is nothing

but sound, not being accompanied by an addition

of gas, and consequently it does not send off a

compressed air-wave or stir anything not in unison

with its tone. Is not this a plain, common-sense

view of the matter ? Yet Prof. Tyndall and nur

critic could not compass so elementary a distinc

tion.

We cannot of course, blame Prof. Tyndall so

much for this prodigious oversight about the

shattering of the windows at Erith and its self-

manifest cause, since he wrote his book under tie

inspiration of the wnve-theory and under the in

fluence of the accumulation of generations of

scientific opinions and teachings on the subject,

and before any one had called in question the

theory which taught so grave an error. Hence

he had nothing but the fallacious theory of air

waves to guide him. But not so with Prof.

French. He swallows this monstrous fallacy with

his eyes open and with the impossibility of its

truth definitely pointed out and the reasons for it

explained to him. With all this light flashed

upon the problem to aid his mental tenebrosity,

ho still prefers to grope in the dark and go on

teaching his classes the superlative nonsense that

a sound or mere noise will tear men and horses to

pieces, level buildings to the dust, and scatter

their fragments over acres of ground, while he'

knows that another sound still louder, caused by

a stroke of lightning, will not mar the most fragile

thing in a building within a foot of the place

where the thunderbolt strikes ! And this is the

scientist put forward to crush out the Problem of

Human Life in the New-Church Review!

But enough of this. To show that our unan

swerable analysis of the facts produced no eBect

upon the mind of this critic, we will now treat «r

readers to every word, verbatim, of his reply to

that terrible arraignment of the current theory of

acoustics. Here it is taken bodily from the Sett

Church Review:

"Another 'sonorous problem,' ndduced by Mr.

Hall and by him considered second i/t important!

to no other question connected with tho discussion,

is that of magazine explosions. Mr. Hall's discus

sion of this topic may be aptly compared to the dis

charge of a pistol that is loaded with nothing bu'

powder ; considerable emldy nois: is made, but t< i>

perfectly harmless to enerybody and ererything, in

cluding the wave-theory of sound. So far as the

gas generated in a powder explosion is concerned,

there will be no question. If the chemistry of in

stantaneous combustion has not been mentioned by

physicists in this connection, it is not from ignor

ance of the facts but because they deemed it un

necessary to mention what seems included in the

very meaning of the word, ' explosion.'

As to the second point urged by Mr. Hall, name

ly, tho non-identity of the condensed air-pub*, pro

duced by an explosion, with the sonndpultt pro

duced by the same cause, I presume any physicist

would" say : ' Make thy vaunting true and it shall

please me well.' [Tie thus agrees tcith Tyndall]-

A prediction is made, and physicists are asked to

spend their time and money in testing it, regardless

of the fact that they have more profitable employ

ment for both time and means. Physicists do not

doubt that the concussive air-pulse^te'n# 0ie ^'
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jective cause of Hie sound—reaches the ear simulta

neously with the sound ; why should they seek to

prove that of which they entertain no doubt ? If

Mr. Hall claims to be an investigator, the proper

and scientific way would be for him to carefully

test his own theories, with competent a»6istance,

before publishing them, and not scatter them, broad

cast, and expect others, who consider them ground

less, to test them for him. He proves absolutely

nothing in the premises ; he simply makes bold as

sertions unsupported by evidence."

Here, reader, is the entire reply to our argument

upon magazine explosions, one of tho throe criti

cisms by Prof. French which tho Rev. Mr. Mann,

editor of the New Jerusalem Messenger, reaHy

thinks ground the "Problem" to "powder."

Poor Mann ! He needs sympathy.

Aside : Is it not strange that Prof. French can

see that the "empty noise" of our argument is

" perfectly harmless to everybody nnd everything,"

because it is " empty noise," and yet that he can

believe that the "empty noise" at Erith broke

windows, killed men and horses, and leveled

buildings and forest trees to the ground ?

We frankly confess to tho charge of having

made a scientific prediction and to having asked

physicists, who had better facilities for experi

menting than we, to aid us to prove the truth of

our positions and thus help us wipe from the

text-books of our schools an erroneous theory of

science. Why should we be condemned for this

request ? Prof. French forgets the memorable ex

ample of Leverricr who by scientific calculation

had determined, as he believed, the existence of a

large planet at a certain part of the heavens, but

so distant that his own small telescope would not

enable him to detect it. Ho thought it proper and

right in an "investigator" to announce his theory,

and ask other scientists, who had better facilities,

to aid him in verifying his scientific prediction;

and to the honor of science, be it said, this assist

ance was not refused on the score of jealous envy

lest the real discoverer should get credit for a

praiseworthy achievement. Dr Galle, of the

Berlin Observatory, pointed his large telescope to

the part of the heavens indicated by Leverrier and

the result was the optical discovery of Neptune, a

grand addition to our knowledge of the solar sys

tem. Had the shrivelled-souled scientist of Crbana

University been in charge of the Berlin Observa

tory, he would no doubt have issued a pronuncia-

mento condemning Leverrier for not finding the

planet himself.

The exhaustive analysis of this question has ex

tended so much beyond what we had intended

when we commenced writing, that we will be ob

liged to defer the " locust argument" (a most im

portant discussion by the way, and one upon

which Prof. French is hopelessly befogged), to be

analyzed next month, when the Professor will be

finally disposed of.

PROF. COMSTOCR-ANOTHEE RECRUIT FOR

NEWTON.

The Galesburg (I1l. ) R> publican-Reguter prints

two iong articles from the pen of Prof. Corn-

stock, of Knox College, at that place, in which he

attempts a series of criticisms upon the gravitation

arguments of The Microcosm, and a more sorry-

effort at scientific argumentation upon those ques

tions we confess never to have read—not even

from Prof. Gray himself. This critic takes the

same position exactly that Prof. Gray took, as

shown in last month's Microcosm, namely : that

the moon does not, by reaction, pull or shove it

self toward the earth at all, though it pulls at the

earth with one-eightieth as much force as the earth

pulls at it. He claims that the moon, if let drop*

would be pulled by the earth a certain distance in.

a second, while at the same time the moon would

pull the earth a small fraction of that distance,,

each of course moving alone by the direct attract

tion of tho other. But he denies, in toto, any

reactive eject on either the earth or the moon in its

pulling the other. That is to say, he emphatically

denies that the moon in pulling at the earth pulls

or shove3 itself toward the earth in the slightest

degree; and tho same precisely of the earth pulling

at the moon. This is flying directly into the face

of every work on natural philosophy published,

since all agree that action and reaction are equal.

This shallow view gives us Prof. Gray right over

again; but Prof. Comstock, unlike Prof Gray,

neglects to give tho reason for it, namely : that

the moon and tho earth each have rays of gravity

extending out in the opposite direct' on which

pull at nothing, and thus counter-balanco their pull

at each other ! Prof. Comstock was doubtless

afraid to give the real reason for his position,

while Prof. Gray, more courageous, or less cau

tious, came out with it frankly

Now, how does all this anti-reaction philosophy

look by the side of Captain Carter's positive dem

onstration in last month's Microcosm, in which

Newton's great underlying principle of gravity is

shown unavoidably to teach that one-half of tho

moon's fall is due to the reaction of its own pull

at tho earth, while the other half oniy is due to the

earth's direct attraction of the moon ? That cen

tral principle of gravity as quoted at tho head of

Captain Carter's article is also actually quoted by

Prof. Comstock, but plainly without the slightest

comprehension of its bearing. Look at the flat

contradiction between Prof. Comstoik's view and

the unanswerable demonstration of Captain Carter,

based as it is upon Newton's fundamental principle.

Prof. Comstock says.

"The direct attraction, of the moon upon the

earth overcomes the inertia of the earth, and

under the impulse the eirth motes toward the

moon ; it moves toward the moon because it is at
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trncted in that direction by the moon ; and Vie

moon does not move toicard the earth under the.

action of this force, because there it no part of the

moon's attraction for the earth which acts toward

the earth. * * * Mr. Hall's error consists' in

strangely confounding the motion of the earth,

which is due to the attraction of the moon, with

an imaginary motion of the moon toward theearth,

through which ' the moon pulls itself toicard the

earth.' But there is no such action of the moon,

as lias been abundantly shown, and hence- his

whole scheme of assertions is without founda

tion."

This total denial of reaction on the part of the

moon is another pretty muddle for Newton's great

law. And so the mathematicians have it hip and

thigh I Prof. Comstock not only contradicts New

ton's central principle of gravity which teaches

that one-half of the moon's fall must be due to re

action or to its own pull at the earth, as Captain

Carter so clearly shows, whether Newton saw it or

not, but he contradicts Professors Goodenow and

Kemper, who both admit that the moon falls,

more or less, by reaction, or in consequence of its

own pull at the earth. He also contradicts well-

known facts and common sense by thus denying

reactive effect in the pull of two attracting bodies,

as anyone can prove by floating a steel magnet on a

chip in a bowl of water and then holding at one

side of the bowl a piece of soft iron, which has no

reciprocal attraction forthe magnet, and, of course,

does not pull it by direct action at all. Such ex

periment will demonstrate the fallacy of Prof.

Comstock's entire statement by showing that the

magnet will instantly commence pulling itself by

reaction toicard the soft iron, and would also, of

course, pull the iron (if free to move) toward the

magnet. Yet this pretentious mathematical re

viewer, who calls the editor of The Microcosm

an " ignoramus " for supposing any portion of the

moon's fall to be due to its own reactive pull at

the earth, could be tied hand and foot, and scien

tifically pulverized by any school-boy having a

common horseshoe magnet and a piece of soft iron.

Strange, indeed, that the great professors of our

colleges cannot comprehend what a child ought to

see at a glance, and be able to demonstrate in two

minutes 1 If Prof. Comstock has not the advan

tages of a steel magnet, such as referred to, among

the apparatus of Knox College, and will let ns

knew, we will donate one to that institution, and

send it by mail, free of charge.

But we have said enough to show that it is not

.worth the room it takes in The Microcosm, to con-

Bume any more time with such imbecile conceptions

of reactive attraction, though wo do this much to

| help immortalize the distinguished professor. As

! his entire two articles are based upon this laugha

ble assumption that no reaction occurs in a body

attracted toward the earth to help produce its fall,

thus contradicting Newton as well as every profes

sor who has written on the sublect except Prof,

Gray; and as this view has just been overturn*!

and shattered by the well-known action of the. mag

net, the Republican- Register cannot do a better

thing for its readers than to give them light upon

the subject by printing these strictures upon the

Professor's six mortal columns of mathematical

bosh, which we are pleased to learn from the Mi-

tor he will cheerfully do.

Professor Comstock closes his last article with

the following :—

" This same Hall has made an attack upon the

accepted theory of sound, with scarcely more wis-

dom or better success than has attended his attempt

' to shatter the law of gravitation ; ' and I hope, at

some time not far distant, to be able to expose a

few ot his fallacies in that department also, and

thus to do something for the benefit of those who

are searching after truth.'

" Those who are searching after truth," will he

apt to find it when this professor succeeds: as he

certainly will, in breaking down the wave-theoryby

attempting to defend it. If he gets no nearer the

" truth " in his attempt on sound than he has come

to it in his abortive effort on gravity, there will be

little need of our noticing it in The Microcosm. A3

he is a subscriber for this journal, and we trust a

reader, it would be well for him to take warning

from what he sees in its monthly columns and thus

learn to keep out of harm's way by steering clear

of The Microcosm. But if he will persist in put

ting his scientific foot in it, he must be prepared

to take what comes.

SPECIMEN NOTICE OF OUtt JOURNAl.

Wish we could copy a hundred of the kind

notices of The Microcosm continually appearing

in the press of the country ; but we have not the

room. Here is a specimen :

[From "Southern (Ky.) Republican," Somerse{]

" We commend WslforD's Microcosm to the

attention of all thinking men. It occupies ad

vanced ground on all religio-scientific topics that

are embraced in its discussions, and furnishes

abundant food-thought for the religionist and the

scientist. The ablest theologians of the country

are among its contributors, and every line that the

journal contains from month to month is worthy of

critical examination. It is pre-eminently the pub

lication for ministers, and they can learn much of

the occult things connected with their profession

when viewed through its interpreting pages. Pub

lished by Hall & Co., 23 Park Row, N. Y."

OUR EXCHANGES

Are at perfect liberty to copy any articles from

this journal by giving due credit to The MicbO-

CosM. We regret to state that a few cases have

come under our notice where this manifestly jW

act of journalistic courtesy was no doubt inadver

tently overlooked.
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TVNOAL.L, HUXLEY, AND .SPENCER.

BY PROF. HENHY S. KCHEi.l, A.M.

Editor of The Microcosm:

I find the following in a city paper, telegraphed

from London to the Associated Press:

BI,ASPHEMERS IN ENGlISH lITERATURE.

loNnos. .March 5.—The Society for the Suppression of
Blasphemous literature propose to get up cases against
Profs. Huxley, and Tyndall, Herbert Spencer, the pub
lishers of John Stuart Mill's worrs, Mr. John Morley, and
others, who "by their writings have sown widespread un
belief and la some cases ranr atheism."

It is undoubtedly true that the writings of these

men have " sown widespread unbelief and in some

casea rank atheism," but I seriously question the

expediency of the course proposed to be pursued

by this well-meaning society. It will, in my

opinion, not only fail to suppress atheism, evolu

tion, or materialism, but by tuus instituting legal

prosecution will embitter and hardenthose inclined

to be skeptical, and make five atheists where it will

intimidate one. Religious belief or philosophical

opinion can never bo suppressed by the restraints

of law or persecution by any society. All history

proves this;—the blood of the saintn was always

the seed of Christ's church, and even the blood of

those sinners would be the seed of the devil's

church.

The masses of the most earnest evolutionists nnd

consequent atheists of Great Britain are not made

such aa the result of their own careful and intelli

gent investigations, but by the influence of a few

great names in science, such as those of Tyndall,

Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, and some others, whose

popularity as scientific investigators forms the creed

of this blind following, who, of course, know noth

ing about how to meet evolution and materialistic

arguments. Could means be taken to eflucate the

more intelligent and candid of these masses, who

now throw up their hats for Tyndall or Spencer,

by putting into their hands such'' documents as

would silence their chiefs and show their utter un

reliability, those followeis would soon get their

eyes open and evince their English pluck by get

ting up a war in the evolution camp. Let the rank

and file be convinced that their chiefs are not only

fallible men, but mere superficial and self-contra

dictory shams in science, and soon the hitherto

invincible leaders would feel the very ground

tremble beneath their feet. A thousand active op

ponents would spring up against evolution as soon

as unanswerable arguments against the theory

could be placed in their hands.

If this London society would elect to expend

half as much money in buying two or three thou

sand copies of the Problem of Human Life and

loan or distribute them gratuitously, as it would

cost to prosecute Tyndall, Huxley, Spencer & Co.,

and get beaten, they would put weapons into the

hands of an army of thinkers which would make

those famous scientists stop their blasphemy and

seek obscurity in less than six months. No living

man can answer the arguments of that book against

evolution and materialism, while the total upset

of Prof. Tyndall on the sound-theory, and the

merciless exposure of his shallowness in the sim

plest matters of physical science, would crush the

dogma of so-called scientific infallibility and do

more against atheism and infidelity in one year

than all the prosecution and persecution by re

ligious societies will ever accomplish with millions

of money to back them. Why cannot an anti-

evolution society be started here, where it is needed

almost as badly as it is in England, to hurl the

PrMem nnd Microcosm as red-hot shot into the

clerical army of theistic evolutionists which has

been so rapidly on the increase of late years?

Many lovers of the Probltin and of the Bible would

join such a society, and assist in wiping out the

whole monkey-begotten tribe. Please, Mr. Editor,

send this suggestion out to your tens of thousands

of readers, and learn their views in regard to it.

New Your, March 26, 1883. H. s. 8.

"JESUS FOR THE WORLD."

Our friend. Rev. Dr Olmsted, author of the

j Walks and Words of J>sos, has just placed on our

, desk a copy of a new 24-page double-column maga-

I zlne with the above title, of which he is the

editor, nnd designed for the use of Sunday Schools

nnd the family circle. We have examined the

first number of this neat and very pretty monthly,

and are pleased with its great variety of topics,

original and selected, making it interesting and

instructive to both young and old. No Sunday-

School teacher or superintendent should fail to

send for a copy of this new journal, and examine

it, with a view to its introduction into families and

among Sunday-School scholars. Its tendency can

only be elevating and purifying to the minds of all

classes, young and old, who road it.

Dr. Olmsted intends to devote his whole time for

the future to this work, and no teacher or pastor

can do a better thing for the moral culture of a

community than to aid in its circulation.

Price $1. per year, beginning with the volume.

Single numbers, 10 cents. Address Rev. M. N.

Olmsted, Editor, Mt. Vernon, New York.

Wo cannot consistently close this notice without

thanking the Doctor for his very flattering sketch

of the Editor of The Microcosm in this first

number of his new magazine. We feel grateful

as well as gTatifled that he can feel free to say such

kindly things of the work we are doing.

A KIND WORD FROM MO.

" * * # » i nad thought of writing a short

article for The Microcosm; but when I turn over

and examine the pages of this religio-scientific

gem of modern literature, and contemplate the

elegant diction of a Swander, the resistless reason

ing of a Roberts, the profound logic of a Kephart,

the pointed and telling hits of a Carter, and the

brilliant and original arguments of other shining

lights among your contributors, to say nothing of

the editor's invincible scientific criticisms, I am

content to give the space I might occupy to better

talent." Yours very truly,

ElstoN, Mo. J. A. ElstoN.

March 20th 1883.

"THE TIMES OF THIS IGNORANCE," dco.

Acts XVII• 30.

We have received an exposition of the above

text, scriptural, philosophical, and historical, from

the pen of Prof. J. R. Hand, of Richmond, Mo.,

which we unhesitatingly pronounce the finest thing

upon the subject we have ever seen. This paper

will appear in the next number of The Microcosm,

and clergymen especially may anticipate a treat,

as there are very few ministers of the gospel who

have not some time or other preached from that

text.
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THE WORK GOES BRAVELY ON.

We have a copy of The Gleaner, for February,

before us. It is tho College paper of Hedding

College, at Abingdon, IIl. One of the assistant

Editors, Samuel T. Mosser, has delivered two

lectures before the college faculty and students on

the Sound controversy, taking strong ground in

favor of Subxtantinlism and against the wave-

theory, which lectures have been published in

The Gleaner. The first lecture was entitled—

" The fallacy of the wave-theory," and the second

—"The corpuscular theory of Sound," is printed

in tho number of The Gleaner before us. The

lecturer has hopelessly apostatized from the faith

Tyndall once delivered to the scientific saints. He

is one of the most outspoken advocates of the

substantial nature of Sound and one of the most

courageous opposers of the wave-theory we have

yet read, while he does not hesitate to give full

credit for every argument he uses to the Problem

of Human Life. As a specimen of his style of

presenting the argument we give below the closing

paragraph of hia last lecture :

"We have now shown you how utterly impossible

it is to explain sound-phenomena by the preposter

ous " Wave-Theory," and how beautifully every

thing accords with the "Corpuscular Theory."

Now I appeal to you in the name of science and

reason, can you follow such a hypothesis as the

wave-theory ? It matters not if it is taught as

science. That does not make it so. Examine it!

and see how superficial it is. Question it 1 You

can puzzle anyone who pretends to teach it, and

you will at last triumph. The day of a new

scientific era is dawning ; yonder is its Sun just

coming above the horizon. Behold ! how beauti

ful, how glorious, as it sends to us its golden rays

of truth, and on it is written in letters of living

light the word " Substantialism, that which is

to save this wicked world ; that which proves the'

"immortality of the soul ;" that which teaches

there is " hope beyond ; " teaches that " it is not

all of life to live, nor all of death to die." With

it religion is beautifully proven by science. With

it there would be fewer Ingersolls to stand out

boldly against religion. Science would no longer

conflict with truth, but all would universally ac

knowledge God as Jehovah, and " praise His holy

name. "

THE "RELIGIOUS TELESCOPE."

It is surprising to what depths of unchristian

littleness the jealousy of certain critics often sinks

them. This is illustrated by a recent disparaging

notice of The Microcosm in the Rtligions ('i.) Tele

scope. The editor manifestly can have nothing

against us or our magazine except what may arise

from a feeling of envy at the enthusiasm mani

fested for The Micuocosm by hundreds of his own

subscribers, and by all classes of high-minded

Christian readers. We regret to think this, but

plainly nothing less than such an unenviable

motive could have prompted the notice referred to

in view of the fact that the same grand aim is the

goal foj which both our journals are working.

No really sincere religious paper could possibly

speak otherwise than kindly of our efforts to break

down materialistic infidelity, and we must think

that the Telescope would have so written had it

been half as "religious" as its nom de plum

implies. Or possibly it may he a still meaner

motive than jealousy that inspired this telescopic

notice, namely, a dislike for one of our leading

contributors whom that " Religious" journal did

not dare to slap personally. If so could spleen

sink its possessor to a lower depth ?

CAPT. CARTER'S HIT AT TYNDAll.

Wre print elsewhere one of the neatest and most

scientific hits at Prof. Tyndall, from the pen of

Capt. Carter, that we have yet seen. It does really

seem that Prof. Tyndall is on the decline intellect

ually, or at least acoustically. He has scarcely

written or spoken a word on the wave-theory for

more than three years, or since the " Problem" was-

first put into his hands. We predicted then that

his days of lecturing and writing on the current

theory' of sound were about over, and that we

should probably never hear his winning voice again

nor see his lucid and pleasing explanations of

acoustical science in which he was such a master.

For a wonder, however, he has ventured to try his

hand once more, so far at least as barely to nllndo

to the theory while talking on light; but in doing

so he has hopelesly involved himself worso than

before, and, as Capt. Carter shows, given up every

thing, even to the last faint hope of materialism.

We now with open arms welcome the eminent

professor to the ranks of Substantialism with his

reinforcement of immaterial " ether" as a " sub

stantial entity " circulating throughout all bodies.

As th is immaterial ' ' substance " is thus, as he con

fesses, capable of thrilling material bodies, he has

but one short and honest step to take and he i&

with us. Thanks to Capt. Carter

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Any person who will send us the names of In

new subscrUiers for the present volume of THE'

Micuocosm from the commencesuent, with the-

money ($2\will receive credit forthe next volume

as a premium. Persons sendingnames under this

offer should intimate it, that due credits maybe

given. A few minutes' effort, by almost any sub

scriber, among his friends, could accomplish this

result ; and, of course, the soonerthe effort is made

the easier the names can be secured . A pastor,

especially, who wishes THE Microcosm to be read

by his people, could, with a few words, induce a

couple of the thinking members of his congrega

tion to take it. Who will start out, on reading

this offer, and thus secure the next volume free

while aiding the spread of useful reading matter?

Remit money in post-office orders or bunk drafts on

New York, when convenient, as an absolutely safe

way. If this is not convenient, send in registered

letters. Address, Hall & Co., Publishers, 23 Park

Row," New York .

HtySEVEBal Editorials and other papers of to'

portance have been crowded over to next number,

among which is our reply to Judge l'oston. In

fact the Judge's argument is so amiable wo were

perfectly willing to give it a month the start.
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THE BIBLE AND SCIENCE SOT ANTAGON

ISTIC.

BY REV. J. J. smITn, LK U.

If God be the author of both Nature and .Revela

tion, as we firmly believe He is, it inevitably fol

lows that there can be no real conflict between the

teachings, and the legitimate deductions of the two.

And, yet, it would be perfectly absurd to regard

them as of equal authority in these two distinct

realms of thought. Revelation has to do princi

pally with the immaterial, the spiritual, with mor

al questions, with man's origin, nature, religious

necessities, duties, possibilities and destiny. And

all these it is well known lie beyond the confines

of even the outer fieldsof science. Hence, on these

vast and vital subjects, mere sc ience is as silent as

the grave; and is without the least authority; for

these themes are too lofty for her grasp. Revela

tion alone can penetrate the unseen, and unfold

these vast and mighty wonders. Hence upon all

these subjects the Bible isprimary, and Science sec

ondary. So, on the other hand, in the investigation

and determination of physical phenomena, Science

is primary and Revelation secondary. And, yet,

we freely admit, that although the Bible was not

written in the interest of Science, and consequent

ly is not a Scientific book, and therefore should

notbejudged by modern rigid scientific tests; there

should be no antagonism or conflict between them.

In fact, wo affirm that although it was not the de

sign of God to give in the few opening lines of

Genesis an exact scientific statement of the stages

and order of creation; yet, that, in all instances

where they chance to take cognizance of the same

facts there is unmistakable harmony between

them.

It is in view of the necessity of such harmony,

in the supposition that God is the author of both,

that has led certain writers who discard the Bible

as a revelation from heaven, to seek to find some

unmistakable instance of manifest antagonism.

But, so far, not only have all attempts of this kind

proven abortive, but they have served inmany in

stances greatly to strengthen the claim of Moses to

divine inspiration, while they have uniformly

failed in all cases to lessen the credibility of such

claim. My purpose in the present article is not to

present a general view of this subject, nor even

so much as to give a synopsis of the numerous

points of agreement between the two, but simply

to call attention to two cases, one of which pre

sents an important instance of remarkable harmony

between the Mosaic account, and the deduction of

geology : and the other, as is claimed by skeptics,

a case of antagonism. As these cases may be re

garded as a fair sample of the various points of

harmony and alleged discord, between the Bible

and Science, the reader will bo able after finishing

this article, to form at least an opinion as to the

merits of the whole question.

The first case to which we refer is the marine

character and origin of the earliest forms of ani

mal life. Geologists unitedly tell us that animals

first made their appearance in the seas and oceans,

during what is termed the Silurian period; and

that they consisted of Protozoans, Radiates, Mol-

lusks, Articulates, and Vertebrates, or fishes. And

that these existed iu great abundance, long before

terrestrial life was known, as the fossiliferons

rocks of that period testify. With these facts be

fore us, let us now turn to the record of Moses up

on this subject. "And Hod said: Let the waters

bring forth abundantly the moving creatures that

hath life," etc. (Gen. i: 20.) Here it is distinctly

stated that the very first forms of animal life were.

marine; so that upon this important point there is

entire harmony between Science and Revelation.

This fact, in view of the remoteness of the period

in question, involving as it doubtless does untold

millions of ages, makes thisargumentallthe more

marvelous. Now, how could Moses, without any

know ledge of the Science of Geology, which was

then unknown, have been able to divino whether

the earliest forms of animal life were marine or

terrestrial, unless he was divinely inspired ? This

is the only solution of the matter; for without in

spiration, such know ledge would have been an ut

ter impossibility.

Now let us take another case where it is alleged

by certain physicists, biologists, and chemists,

that there is unmistakable antagonism between the

two. They claim that Science nowhere points out

or affirms a Creator. That upon this subject it is

as silent as the tomb. That so far as it speaks at

all, it says implicitly: There is no God. That

such a Being is not only vnknowah'.e but unthink

able; and as the Scriptures affirm the contrary,

there is in this case a manifest contradiction. But

let us look a little farther into this matter. Even

admitting the eternity of matter as claimed by

these writers that does not account for the vital

principle of life in any form, which is distinct

from, and is above matter; and which unquestion

ably hud a beginning, and therefore must havo

had a Creator. . The most pronounced Darwinian

geologist must admit that any form of animal or

even vegetable life was utterly impossible during

the early part of the Archa-an period. It is there

fore evident that life and organization not only

had a beginning, but that there must have been

a Power of some kind and somewhere, equal to>

their production. Science must teach this, if it

teaches anything; because it teaches tJmt which

makes this postulate a necessity. In fact, these

scientists admit tho absolute necessity of some

Powtt to orgauize nni vitalize matter, as we see

it everywhere in forms of life and beauty. Pro

fessor Tyndall, a most pronounced Skeptic, in

speaking of the achievements of science, says, The

ground we have grasped and taken in, and en

closed within the last half-century, is all splendid

it is magnificent knowledge. But he also says, It

is above and beneath and around all this that the

true mystery of the universe lies. When asked,

is this mystery a Power ? he answers, " Yes, it is a

Power."

Let us again turn to tho Bible. It also declares

that there is a Power outside of Nature, and above

Nature that has organized and vitalized the nume

rous forms of animated beings. Thus far, even

here, there is entire harmony. But just at this

point Science stops. lx-cause it can go no further

without leaving the material. Although it un

folds and reads with a surprising facility the fo?--

siliferous record of its various stratifications; and

grasps the magnificence of the heavens above, their

mathematical adjustments, listening to the music

of the spheres in wraped wonder, it sees nothing
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beyond the physical, except a shadowy indefin

able, mysterious Power somewhere, sufficient to ac

count for natural phenomena. But of the nature

and character of that Power,mere Science is dumb.

Philosophy in all its material aspects is silent;

" For no man has seen. God ut any time." Hence

it is that all physicists who shut themselves up to

the bare deductions of science find themselves per

plexed and bewildered with insurmountable dif

ficulties which will not down at their bidding,

but which, ghost-like, meet them at every turn of

the darkest part of the pathway of their investigu

lions.

But all of this mystery is at once solved by the

Scriptures, not by antagonizing science, but by

taking a step in advance of all that is material—

out and beyond its domain—out and beyond the

farthest hmits of the starry fields of the skies;

where by their prophetic-telescopic visions, they

sweep the heavens up to the very throne of the

Eternal, revealing and affirming that this Power

is a glorious personality; in a word that this power

is God, the Creator of all things, and that He is

our Father. Now in all of this there is no more

antagonism or conflict than there is between the

light of the moon and the sun; or between two

parallel lines one of which chances to be longer

than the other.

Haverstraw, N. Y.

ANTECEDENT EQUIVALENT OF PRESENT

ENERUY.

i3Y elD. C. S. TOW.N E.

I now proceed to notieo the second proposition

involved in the law of the Equivalence and Conser

vation of Energy, viz., that all present manifesta

tions of energy must have an antecedent equiva

lent. We know that man as such has n beginning.

We inquire, then, for the antecedent equiv

alent of human energy. Wo see that his body is

evolved from the dust in the same manner as the

bodies of the brutes. But they possess the same

quality of the energy manifested by man. They

can see, feel, hear and emit sounds, and move;

and they can do all these with even greater pro

portionate power than man. But we instantly and

always recognize the fact, that for some cause,

man is infinitely superior to the brute. In what

does this superiority consist ? I answer, not alone

in the growing expansiveness of spoken language,

but in the use of vritUn language it is that the

infinity of the difference lies revealed to us. In

the tracing of these mystic symbols we take up a

clew which leads back through all historic-ages till

we hear the voice of the eternal One, and read

upon the stony tablets the revelation of His will to

man. Underneath these opaque symbols we find

the hiding place of a power which rises above all

the handiwork of man: yea, higher than all the

majesty of power revealed to us in the earth we

tread and in the starry skies above us. This power

is the energy of thought wording itself in written

ideas, which, unconfiued to the form of the person,

.flash out across all terrestrial distances to move to

action other persons who may be a thousand miles

beyond the circle of our personal presence. The

silent thought or the spoken word may flash up

ward through celest ial spaces to the very throne of

heaven and move the compassionate heart and the

helping hand in whose hollow is the hiding of

omnipotence. We find that man may take the

printed page and look beyond the seen and chang

ing symlxds to the unseen and eternal realities de.

scribed by the written ideas. The child may look

uixin this page, and have no perception of the

I ideas; but there is within him an evolving energy

j of intellect reaching out for the attainment of

knowledge; and the evolution moves on day by

day, lifting the mind from oneelevation of thought

to another still higher, overlooking new fields of

knowledge whose further limits are forever reced

ing in the enchanting distances of an eternal fu

ture. There is nothing of all this in the brute;

no amount of instruction can reveal to it the ideas

that shine beneath the symbols of t he printed page.

The child can be educated to see these ideas; to

grasp their far-reaching significations and use

them in countless and ever-varying forms.

But the question arises. Is this power of man

the evolutional result of his physical environment?

Is the power of shaking these printed symbols

an inherent faculty of his constitution, or devel

oped In any degree from the resources of Nature?

Can we find in her the perfect equivalent of these

powers ?

Experience and observation answer these ques

tions promptly and decisively. Every infant child

of the race must pass through many months of

constant personal instruction aided by all its inher

ent powers of imitation, before it can speak plainly

a single word, or express even a concrete idea. After

this it must pass through many years of instruc

tion before it can use the written language to per

fection. This instruction, must always come from

antecedent sources. This is a law as absolute in

all human experience as the law of life. No life

without antecedent life. No use of spoken and

written language without an antecedent personal

instructor. But we find that for all the energy

manifested by the brute, there is an equivalent in

Nature; for just as certainly ns the animal is

brought by the act of birth within the rangeof the

energy known to Ix; working in Nature, so certain

ly are the varied degrees of brute intelligence de

veloped in perfection.

Note, in this connection, the following import

ant fact. Human energy in its manifestations em

braces two plaues of action, viz., the silent plane,

and the spoken and written plane. By the term

'silent,' I mean that all the operations in that

plane may be carried on without the use of spoken

or written ideas. Man and the brute occupy this

plane in common: brutish action is confined to it

alone; while human action readies up and fills

the higher plane of spoken and written energy. In

man these planes merge into each other. The con

scious ego who sees, feels, hears, and moves, also

thinks, speaks, and writes along these infinite

lines of progression that I have .already pointed

out. We cannot fail to see that the whole line of

action belongs inseparably to one individual entity;

that one indivisible personal consciousness flashes

through all, from the simplest act of touch to the

highest and most complex expression of thought

I want to fix indelibly in your minds the idea that

in man these two planes of action are inseparably

one in the continuity and relativity of their action,

so that one sphere cannot be manifested without

the other, in the fully-developed man. This fact,

as I trust you will not fail to see, becomes a pow

erful argument for the existence of a personal and

infinite God. We see in Nature an iufinitely

varied manifestation of superhuman power all be

longing to the lower plane of silent energy. Bui

we never find here any independent expressions of

spoken thought and written language. We know

there is nothing in all this visible uuiverse which.
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can develop in any new-born child these spoken

and written powers of thought and language. We

must look abovo Nature and beyond it for the

equivalent of these human powers. I think we

may reasonably conclude that this silent energy in

Nature is the same in kind as the human; for we

find embodied in it light, heat, sound, and con-

' stant, tireless power of action and motion. But

i as the silent form of energy in man cannot be in

telligently and ' happily manifested without the

controlling presence of the higher, so we must

conclnde that this silent manifestation of energy

in Nature is inseparably connected with an infin

ite Mind and Soul whose thoughts and spoken

words are to us the unfailing fountain of all knowl

edge and wisdom and love. If the child of to-day

cannot speak a word or use a written language

without mother and years of example and instruc

tion, much less must this have been possible at the

beginning of the race, specially if man wi re the

evolutional product of antecedent physical Nature.

But if man were the child of an infinite, intelli

gent, and personal God, we have in that Being a

competent instructor in whom we find the full

equivalent of human thinking and speaking

energy, and also its all-sufficient conservation.

Then, as we find in Nature an overflowing

equivalent of human energy in its lower and silent

plane only, and as this lower plane is inseparably

connected with a higher plane of spoken thought

and written language not found in Nature, but

wholly acquired from antecedent instructors, we

may be certain that above and beyond these

mighty works of Nature we have indeed found a

complete equivalent of the thinking energies

manifested in the higher plane of man's spiritual

and physical natures, his understanding and rea

soning spirit, and his emotional, willing and lov-

I ing soul. Then as these finite human planes of

action embracing light-seeing, heart-feeling, sound-

hearing, action-moving, thinking-speaking, and

writing-reading, are universally and inseparably

manifested in one human person, it must absolute

ly follow by a perfect analogy that the lower plane

of action seen in Nature and embracing light, heat,

sound, and motion, belongs inseparably to one in

finite and superhuman Person who sees, feels,

hears, and acts ubiquitously; who thinks omni-

sciently; who speaks omnipotently; writes with all

authority, and reads universal Nature and all sub

ordinate minds with unerring certainty. There

fore the law of the Equivalence and Conservation

of Energy does declare by the highest authority,

that there is a God, and in the human heart writes

His attributes in lines of unfading light which even

the degrading power of sin can never wholly blot

out. The next step brings us within the range of

the law of the Correlation of Forces.

WHEN AND WHY GOD WINKED AT IG

NORANCE.

BY PltOF. O. R. haND.

"The tunes of this Ignorance God winked at ; but now
commands all men everywhere to repent," Acts. xvlliiO.

Unquestionably there have been times of ignor

ance at various periods of the world's history, and

men have arisen to teach the ignorant ; but

whether they have been able to see their error and

"repent." may perhaps be a mooted question, as

applicable to the present, or any past age.

Historically and Scripturally, I shall limit the

investigation to the particular period covered by

the phrase: " The times of this ignorance," which

spans over seven hundred years.

But why should God " wink at, " or overlook this

particular period of ignorance any more than ignor

ance in general ? Clearly because God had given the

world a problem to solve, more than seven hundred

years before, and had allowed them all that time

to prove that man cannot find out God by their own

wisdom. God had said: " Forthe wisdom of their

wise men shall perish, and the understanding of

their prudent men shall be hid," Isa. xxix:14.

This was uttered 712 years before the Christian

era, and in view of the fact that their fear toward

God was " taught by tho precept of men."

This problem looks to the development of two

kinds of religion. The one a religion based upon

the discoveries, reasoning, and experience of men,

in their vain attempts to find out God by wisdom.

The other, a religion based upon the revelation of

God toman, in His word. These may bo placed

in antithesisbythephrase: "Experimental reli

gion" versus " Revealed religion."

Pending the solution of this problem of the race,

God throws around the people of the Ionian Isles,

the most favorable facilities for learning, until un

der the fostering influences of freedom and science,

the Greeks became the most learned people the

world ever saw.

If the idea that man can find out God, had been

a plant of human cultivation, most assuredly it

would have been developed in that soil. After a

century of preparation, in clearing and grubbing,

and planting, the era of Grecian Philosophy is in

augurated six hundred years before Christ, with

Thales at the head of a long list of about thirty

Philosophers, including such men as Pythagoras,

Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. It is a little re

markable that ancient Philosophy is exhausted in

Grecian Philosophy, and that G redan Philosophy

exhausted itself inside the period covered by our

phrase: " The times of this ignorance," or, within

the six hundred years, from Thales to Christ.

That God should select this period, the most

brilliant in philosophic discoveries, and sparkling

with the diamond-like splendor of polished intel

lect, as the period in which to allow the represent

ative intellect of the world to demonstrate the

utter inability of man to find out God by his own

wisdom, is wonderful indeed, from any other than

a Providential standpoint.

With all these Philosophers, the great leading

object of investigation, was to try to find out God,

or as frequently expressed by themselves, "the

source of all things."

Elevated upon the highest pedestal of science,

this Greek nation was finally and within this

period, elevated to the throne of the world's great

empire, having conquered the Medo Persian Em

pire; and all the appliances of wealth, and power,

and gnndeur, nnd imperial influence, Wf-re laid

under contribution at the feet of science and Phil

osophic discovery. What success they made in

finding out God, may be gathered from Grecian

Mythology.

Theistic investigation, evolved polytheism, pan

theism, deism and atheism. But in the shafts

and drifts of their mines in delving after Theism,

they had succeeded in stumbling upon some thirty

thousand gods, until it was once said by a face

tious writer, that it was easier to find a god in

Athens than to find a man—the greater gods be

ing represented by temples, and the lesser ones at

altars.

Pestilence rages in that city, and the smoke
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from thousands of altars may be seen daily ming

ling and ascending as a grand holocaust to heaven,

to propitiate the favor, and deprecate the wrath of

their gods, but all to no purpose. The pestilence

continues. There the melancholy fact is realized

and admitted, that the representative wisdom of

tho world had failed to find out God. And in

the pale grief of despair, they erect an altar " To

the uNrNowN goD," the inscription on which is

the culmination of their ignorance, and their own

acknowledgement of their failure to find out God.

Pending this brilliant period of man's efforts to

find out God, and its splendid failure which re

manded the experimental religion of the Philoso

phers to the shades, God was training another

people on the problem of revealed religion. These,

the Jews, were separated hundreds of miles from

the Greeks, and without their philosophy. But,

while God gave the Greeks some thirty learned

Philosophers inside of the six hundred years of

their probation and splendid labors on the problem,

He gave nine prophets to the Jews in the same

period, but under very different auspices. At the

introduction of the brightest period of Grecian

Philosophy, with Thales in the lead, God removes

The Jews, a thousand miles farther away, into

Unbylonish captivity, for seventy years. But they

are cured of idolatry, and trained in Monotheism

through the revealed word of God.

Simultaneously their lines thus begin to trend

in courses strangely divergent. The Greeks

nestled in freedom in the bosom of the Ionian

Isles, commence scaling the grandest heights of

cultivated intellect, and Philosophic investigation,

the world had ever seen; while the lights of Jew-

ish supremacy, and regal splendor, at Jerusalem,

are extinguished; and as a conquered people di

vested of privilege, and wealth, and splendor, they

commence a downward career trending in the di

rection of a long, dreary, and gloomy bondage

among the heathen.

But antithetical as these two races may appear

from a human standlxiint, they both had a mission

from God, in working out the answer to His great

problem.

Yet the strangely divergent lines of these two

races are destined, after six hundred years, to con

verge and blend together. When in the fullness

of lime, the Greeks had failed with all their wis

dom to find out God, and plead guilty to their

Taimrt.. urmtDuciv recuramsr upon an altar " To

this rNTtlWWH' GOB" the sublime culmination of

Philosophical ignorance, tho Messiah comes, who

had, through all tho dark days of captivity, been

promised by the Hebrew prophets. He comes to

solve the long-pending problem of Deity and Hu

manity.

Comes He to the learned Greeks and in the wis

dom of Philosophy ? No; philosophy had ex

hausted her resources and failed. And God had

promised to disparage the wisdom of men, because

they had relied oh " the precepts of men." Gath

ering around Hira a company of illiterate fisher

men, and unlearned Galileans, to be witnesses of

His life and teaching and miracles, He finally

qualifies them miraculously to preach Him to the

world. Not one Philosopher, not one wise man,

not one learned man among those called to the

apostleship.

For some seven years these illiterate but inspired

apostles preached Christ to the Jew3 only. He

had promised to settle this question without the

wisdom of men, which Was done during the first

seven years of apostle preaching. To this the

apostle Paul refers when writing to the Corinth

ians, a church among the Greeks. He says: " For

it is written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise

and bring to nothing the understanding of the pru

dent," 1 Cor. i : 19. Upon this he comments thus :

" Where Is the wise? where is the scribe? where is

the disputer of this world? hath not God made

foolish the wisdom of this world ? For after that

in the wisdom of God the world by wisdom knew

not God, it pleased God by the foolishness of preach

ing to save them that believe. " 1 Cor. i : 20-2 1 .

Here the apostle says that God had done what He

had promised more than seven hundred years be

fore, and that He had done it without the Philoso-

pheis, or the learned men of this world, but

through inspired illiterate Galileans. " For not

many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty,

not many noble are called. But God hath chos»n

the foolish things of the world to confound the

wise."

Thus Paul reminds this Grecian church that

God had fulfilled His promise, that in His wisdom

He had permitted the world, for six hundred years,

and in the most learned nation the world ever saw,

to try its hand at finding out God and fail, and

forever demonstrate the impossibility of finding

out God except through His word. After that

problem was settled, it pleased God by the foolish

ness of preaching the gospel, to save them that

believe; and Greek Philosophy waned and Gre

cian Philosophers, having fulfilled their mission,

disappeared from the earth.

Apostolic preaching of the gospel, " in demon

stration of the Spirit and of power," for some

seven years, had laid the foundation of their faith

in God, not in the wisdom of men, but in the

power of God; and the time had come for the di

vergent lines of tho Jews and Greeks, to converge

in Christ. Hliterate Jews, inspired of God, had

laid the foundation among the Jews who " require

signs," but now the Lord wants a man to go to the

Greeks, who "seek after wisdom," and preach

" Christ, the power of Gotland the wisdom of God."

Looking to this service, Jesus had laid His hand

upon Saul of Tarsus as His man. Learned in the

Jewish literature, and familiar with the Greek

Philosophy, and mythology, Saul can step into

the college Philosophers, and discuss with them

their abstruce questions; and from human or

divine standpoint, clearly we have the right man

in the right place, when Saul is divinely installed

into the office of apostle to the Gentile-.

Now follow Paul to Athens, the literary Metrop

olis of the world; see Acts, xvii: 15-31. Here

Christianity is brought face to face with Grecian

Philosophy, in the hands of one who is familiar

with both. Distributed over the great city are

monumental evidences of the progress these Phil

osophers had made in their six hundred years

labor on tho problem of finding out God. Glorious

ly they had labored, made a splendid failure, and

lapsed into idolatry. His eyes take in evidences

of idolatrous worship on every street. He is an

tagonized by epicureanism and stoicism, two of

the leading schools of Grecian Philosophy of the

above period, which, though antagonistic to each

other, could unite in opposing the gospel. The

preaching of Jesus and the resurrection, was con

strued into "setting forth of strange gods," and

curiosity is excited.

The learning of the world is represented ar

Athens, and Philosophers come there to report

their discoveries, and to hear the report of discov

eries made by others. In this spirit of inquiry,.
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they are anxious to hear Paul, and invite hint to

.deliver an oration in the public forum before the

court of the Areopagus.

These learned Philosophers are informed that

-they are too devotional ; too much devoted to de

mon-worship; worship too many gods; that after a

search of six hundred years, and the discovery of

.some thirty thousand gods, they had failed to find

out God, and had gone to worshiping " an unknown

god." Him, Paul has come to declare to them, a

God that can be revealed and declared, but not

found out by experimental philosophy; a "God

that made the world and all things therein;" the

very thing that Grecian Philosophers for six hun

dred years had been trying to discover, but which

the Jews had by revelation in the first chapter of

Genesis. The proprietorof heaven nnd earth does

not need anything at our hands, but "gives to all

life, and breath and all things," and has distributed

the nations over the earth to seek the Lord, and

even permitted them, if possible, to feel after Him

and find Him. In this distribution, he had taught

the Jews how to seek the Lord th rough His revealed

word, but had permitted the Greeks to feel after

Him and reason after Him in Nature and fail.

Some of these Philosophers had come to the

conclusion that there must be an intelligent first

cause of all things, and that "we are also His off

spring." Paul quotes this on them, from their

own accepted Poet, and then shows the absurdity

of admitting that we are the offspring of God and

yet supposing that the Deity cAn be represented by

such images as they worshiped.

Having reached the culmination of their ignor

ance, and reduced their Mythology and idol-wor

ship to absurdity, he coolly lays them in the shade,

in utter amazement, with the grand climax: "And

the times of this ignorance God winked at; but

now commands all men everywhere to repent; be-

-cause He hath appointed a day in the which He

will judge the world in righteousness by that man

whom He hath ordained, whereof He hath given

assurance unto all men, in that He hath raised Him

from the dead."

Having laid out the Greeks to cool amid the de

parted shades of giant intellects, our great apostle,

-and Christian Philosopher, turns and wraps the

winding sheet around the retiring cotemporary,

Judaism, and thus chants its requiem: " God who

at sundry times and in divers manners in time past

spoke to the fathers by the prophets, hath in

these last days spoken to us by his Son," Heb. i: 1.

Now all ye Philosophers, who cut loose from

the word of God, and seek to find God somo other

way, can ye not see that " the times of this ignor

ance," covers the brightest period of the world's

history, during which God permitted the giant in
tellect of the world to try its• hand and fail, but

does not wink at your ignorance, for He now com

mands all men everywhere to repent, and follow

the Christ a greater leader than all the Philoso

phers combined.

Thus God winked at the splendid period of

Philosophical ignorance while, by divine permis

sion, the representative of science without revela

tion, wrought his problem to its disastrous solution.

But that period closed when the divergent lines of

Jew and Greek, under the leadership of Christ,

" the light of the world," had formed a permanent

convergence in a common path illuminated by the

light of revelation, which renders ignorance culpa

ble and inexcusable.

The votary of Materialistic Philosphy, who has

been delving in the dark and dreary depths of

spontaneous generation and evolution, vainly search

ing for the potencies of life, and creative possibili

ties, among the impotencies and impossibilities of

blind unconscious matter, may here take up the

cue and follow it through the labyrinths of beauty

and grandeur and sublimity, in the great machine

shopof creation, and withtheaid of the light from

both volumes, science and revelation, see constant

ly rising before him, in ever varying forms, cor

roborative evidences, and innumerable manifesta

tions of creative power and providential wisdom,

until The Prorlem of HumaN Life Here aND

Hereafter shall no longer sojourn in the nebu

lous realms of hypot hetical postulata, but, like a de

monstrated proposition in Euclid, may be rounded

up with a triumphant Q. E. U.

RichmoND, Mo.

SPIRITUALISM: A DELUSION OF THE DEVIL.

BY REV. S. C. lITTlEPAGE, D. D.

Dear WilforD: Your article in the February

number of The Micrcosm calls to mind a duty

imposed in our ordination vows; that is, " Todrivo

away all erroneous and strange doctrines;" for this

purpose I know of no better medium than The

Microcosm. Indeed this appears to be its special

mission.

In the first place it is a significant fact that spirit

ualists, as a class, deny the existence of a personal

devil, while many of the more advanced and philo

sophic among them deny the existence of a per

sonal God.

The existence of spiritualists as a class of de

ceivers is a fact of prophecy, and therefore confirms

the truth of the Bible; St. Paul says, " Now the

Spirit speaketh expressly that in the latter days

some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to

seducing spirits and doctrines of devils speaking

lies in hypocricy. * * * Forbidding to marry

and commanding to abstain from meats." 1 Tim.

iv: 1, 2, 3. This prophecy is not only fulfilled in

the rise and character of spiritualism, but the

philosophy of the delusion is given; no one was

ever carried away by it who did not first " depart

from the faith." A desire for other evidence than

God has been pleased to give, has been the enter-

ing-wedge of many a heresy, and for such there

seems to be a proneness in our fallen human na

ture. The Apostate Jews required asign of Christ

while the very works of God were taught in their

midst by Him. Dives wished to have one from

the dead sent to his brethren. Christ refused to

gratify theJews, andAbraham declined the request

of the lost rich man; not from any unkindness in

either, but from the fact that God's methods are

wiser than man's, and more effective. If the best

measures fail, inferior ones are useless; besides

since God has revealed Himself, His will and grace

bring life and immortality to light fn the gospel.

For a man to turn from His word and Spirit and

seek through mediumistic agencies to ascertain the

truth of what He declares, is to insult His veracity,

wisdom and love, "Grieve the Holy Spirit," and

enter the dominion of the devil as the willing dupes

of his deceptive power.
Now I have ne faith in the devil, but I have n

knowledge of his devices which have cost me

dearly, and gladly would I recover anyone from

his snares. The apparently ugly and uncharitable

caption of this article is selected in all kindness;

the truth is I entered upon the investigation of

spiritualism in Central America in the summer of

1869 and continued my researches for several sue
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cessivo years, in Washington City, New York, St.

I^ou'is, and elsewhere, for the purpose of saving a

beloved Brother with whom I was associated and

who was anxious to believe it true. I was anxious

if it were true to ascertain the fact, with a strong

persuasion that it was a delusion of the devil from

the fact that it antagonized every vital principle

of Christianity.

I prosecuted ray investigations by ascertaining the

mental and moral processes by which a belief in

the theory is reached, and its effect 6n the moral

character of those who embrace it. This was done

by free personal contact and conversation with the

most cultured and advanced Spiritualists I could

rind in my extended travels; and my judgment is,

that no tree in the moral uni.-erse bears so uni

formly such evil fruit as Spiritualism. It germin

ates in doubt of God's truth and ripens the blank

negations of Atheism as its maturest fruit. It is

more to be deplored than Atheism, if possible, from

the fact that it so frequently leads to insanity. In

deed, it has been decided by many physicians to be

a species of insanity.

The faith faculty of the human soul, by which

alone spiritual truth can beascertained,whon it turns

from God and His word and seeks to ascertain

spiritual things through this diabolical agency, be

comes perverted and is open to the temptations of

the devil, and there is no limit known to his seduc

tive wiles. The marvelous gullibility of a soul in

such a state is one of the most marked phenomena

of all that accompanies this delusion. Hence the

wide spread effects following the performances of

tricksters who do not scruple to resort to any

method that enables them to gull the people and

drive their own business; and though their tricks

have been detected and their frauds exposed, still

the people will believe " there must be something

in it." This desire to believe the doctrine true, in

most cases arises from a desire to ignore a sense of

personal responsibility to a just and Holy God.

This is instigated by the devil " who was a murder

er from the beginningand abode not in the truth,"

and has been murdering and deceiving on to the

present.

If it were possible for a disembodied spirit to be

come materialized, as it is claimed, so as to be seen

and hold conversation with men in the flesh it would

be impossible to distinguish between actual spirit

manifestations and the creations of a disordered

mental organism.

A most remarkable illustration of the truth of

this proposition came under my own observation in

the city of New York in the winter of 1809. My

brother C V. L. had been ill for some days, when

very quietly turning tome he remarked, " My wife

is dead ;" I asked him why bethought so; " I think

nothing about it," said he, " I know it, for she is

here with me and has been for several days." I

reminded him that he was sick; he replied, "I

know I am somewhat ill, but I am in my right

mind; test me in any way you please. If I am not

ns rational as I ever was in my life I am very much

mistaken;" and, indeed, he appeared to be so/as

fur as I could determine.

I tried to dispel the illusion from his mind but

could not. He said, " I see her as plainly as I see

you; I have been conversing with her as intelli

gently as I ever did in my life, and then she has

described the circumstances attending her death so

naturally that it is impossible for me to be de

ceived. Besides, she gWes the phi'osophy of the

spirit state in sueh v'*rt«'t accordance with my

exception of it that L hm fully satisfied. She now j

looks upon you and smiles to see you so gross as

not to be able to apprehend her presence. She has

been trying to attract your attention for some time;

says you will become so developed as to be able to

converse with her. She tells me that she started

from her mother's near Austin, Texas, to visit our

former home in San Marcos, hut on entering the

San Marcos River, the horses became frightened,

upset the buggy, and she and two of our children

were drowned. As soon as she entered the spirit

state she knew my condition and came immedi

ately to my relief, and has been with me ever

since, except during a brief visit made to her sister

in Guatemala, C. A.; but traveling almost with

the velocity of thought, her absence was scarcely

appreciable. "

I tried to divert his attention from the subject

and urged the importance of his recovery, when

he manifested some impatience and replied, " This

will not interfere with my recovery. I cannot say

that I regret her death; it is all right; I shall miss

her in the flesh, of course, if I get well, but she

will be with me in her spirit- form all the while."

Upon my suggesting the possibility of hallucina

tion, he replied, "If a man cannot believe the

concurrent testimony of three of the five senses,

what can he believe ? I see her with my natural

eyes, I hear her with my natural ears, I feel her

hand in mine as sensibly as I ever did, and this

during several successive days. Don't talk to me

about delusion in such a case as this 1 " There

was no meeting such arguments; the truth is I

was silenced, and astounded, for he was a man of

a strong analytical mind, and "the very soul of

honor, and I had never seen him appear more

calm and rational than at this time. His interviews-

withhis wifeappeared to be continued through sev

eral successive days, and to be very gratifying to

him; of course I could do nothing but accept the

truth of spiritualism if this extraordinary phenom

enon should be corroborated by physical facts;

but unfortunately for this fine demonstration,

within about ten days we received a letter from

his wife from which we learned that she had

never made the contemplated trip to San Marcos,

knew nothing of her husband's sickness in N. Y.,

or the " philosophy of the spirit state."

Both are now in the spirit-world having survived

the above recorded event several years, and much

of their misfortune is justly traceable to this miser

able delusion from whose spell few ever escape.

Strange to say, my brother would not talk of this

N. Y., hallucination, but sought other " tests," as

is usually the case. Whether he ever became

convinced I never knew, as he died in the city of

Guatemala a few years since while I was stationed

in Houston, Tex.

Of course I would not draw on the privacy of

family history, but for the hope of saving some en

dangered soul from the snare of the devil.

Now let us admit the doctrine of " total deprav

ity," and accept the truth of Scripture thut men

" love darkness rather than light;" can any man

suppose that this insatiable hunger for anything

but the bread of life; that this restless, impatient

grasping for every thing that is false in science,

philosophy, and religion, can be accounted for on

any other hypothesis than the active agency of a

personal, malignant devil, "the accurser of the

brethren," and the deceiver of the world; who

used to go about "as a roaring lion," but now

generally as a wolf in sheep's clothing, or a squat

at pine tables, as Milton's toad at the ear of Evet

I confess I cannot. I think too much of our poor
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fallen nature, bad as it is, to hold it capable of such

greed of self-deception but forthe influence of this

malignant foe.

Let any man take a sent, sit mum and unknown,

for half an hour, as I have done at some head

quarters of Spiritualism, and listen tothe talk of a

group of itinerant lecturers, mediums, physical and

spiritual, if he wishes to become convinced that these

are the apostles of the prince of darkness. Or if

one could set before us the statistics of ruined for

tunes, blighted homes, crazed brains, and lost

virtue, traceable to Spiritualism alone, who could

resist the conviction that the enemy who hath

sown these tares among the wheat of the Lord's

planting is the devil? While the good that Spir

itualism has done could be written in bold char

acters on the blank side of a postage stamp.

Fairfieln, Tex.

CALL FOR A CONVENTION.

BY BEV. J. I. SWAnDER, A.M.

TiffiN, Onto, April 2, 1883.

A. WilforD IT all, Ph. D. :—Please permit me

to suggest that arrangements he made for a con

vention, open to all who arc favorably disposed

toward the new philosophy advanced in the Prob

lem of Human Life, and advocated in The Mi

crocosm. What say you upon the subject? It seems

to me eminently proper that we should celebrate

the recent achievements of the past and prepare

ourselves for the consequent responsibilities of the

near future.

The position which you have taken and main

tained for several years is no longer looked upon

as oneof amusing novelty, neither is your Problem

regarded as the product of a roving adventurer in

search of notoriety. The prodigals are returning.

Just when and hmothe fatted calf of the wave-theo

ry should be disposed of, are questions respectful

ly submitted to the mercy and wisdom of the above

proposed convention. It seems to me that such a

convention could be made fruitful in good results.

You have furnished the " substance" for a new

philosophy in Physics; should not the young and

enthusiastic disciples of the new school be allowed

to meet and participate in the appropriate cere

monies of placing the comer-stone in the founda

tion of the edifice already in the process of erection?

Neither should the proposed occasion be looked

upon as one of mere mutual edification and pleas

ure. There is work to be done before all the funda

mental principles and logical deductions of this

substantial philosophy are fully formulated into a

system, and the superstructure caused to stand

forth, firm in its foundation of rock-ribbed truth,

fair in its proportions of beautiful consistency,

rich in the treasures of its benefit to man, and de

vout in its proclamations of glory to a persomcl

God in the highest.

Will you lay the matter before the readers of

The Microcosm, and invite a free expression of

sentiment upon the subject ? How would August,

1884, as to time, and Chautauqua, ns to place,

meet with approval from those who may be

friendly to the proposed convention ? Some point

further South and West would he more central,

and have in its favor the fact that many of your

most able contributors and intelligent readers re

side in those sections of our country; yet, in be

half of Chautauqua, St may be said that it is the

literary center of summer resorts, and therefore an

appropriate place fpr a grand jubilee over the rich

discoveries of science and the recent triumphs of

truth.

Let there be one session of the convention each

day—say for four days. Let the first three ses

sions be open for the discussion in philosophy, of

questions or topics, previously assigned, by a com

petent committee on arrangements, to men of

acknowledged ability and scholarly reputation,

whose duty it shall be to give the cues to the

respective discussions, by the reading of ap

propriate papers, or the delivery of addresses, to

be followed by members of the convention in a

further consideration of the subject assigned for

the day. Let the last day's session be devoted (1)

to business. There is a demand for a new text

book in the regenerated science of acoustics. To

bring out such a hook will require talent, time and

funds. It is not right that you should, at your

own continued expense, be expected to bear the

burden and the heat of the day, while thousands

are reaping and enjoying the benefits of your great

discoveries. (2). /Social enjoyment. Let there be

'. a feast of reason and a flow of Soul,"—provided

the soul has the flowing property under the recent

definition of "substance." (How is it Mr. Editor?)

In either case, I would suggest that nothing more

stimulating than soul be allowed to flow upon the

proposed occasion. Tho programme can still be

liberal enough to include refreshments for the

" outer man which perisheth. " Toasts should be

selected with taste, assigned in advance and re

sponded to with brevity, that there may be no in

fringing upon the time allowed for themolary mo

tion of mastication. I have suggested ' ' molary

motion" as a substitute for "molecular motion,"

Mr. Editor, because I recollect that the latter, as

so frequently served in the monkey-diet of the

Scientists, is not among your most relishable

dishes. What say you to the foregoing sugges

tions ? Yours, &c.,

J. I. SwaNnrr.

FALSE ASSUMPTION* OF EVOlUTIONISTS.

BY ntOF. I. l. eEPHARt, A.m.

To lovers of truth, a physical fact is as .-acred as

a moral principle. Both are truths, and as such,

they can never antagonize each other. No lover

of truth takes issue with evolution as originally

taught by Ddllinger and his pupils, Karl Ernst

von 13aer and Pander. By thorough investigation

they discovered the fact that " all living beings

produce eggs, and that these eggs contain a yolk-

substance out of which new beings, identical with

thvir parents, are evolved by a succession of grad

ual changes." This is evolution svlistantiatid by

the fa-eta of Science. Its fundamental law is "a

law controlling types within appointed cycles of

growth, which revolve ever upon themselves, re

turning at appointed intervals tothe same starting-

point and repeating through a succession of phases

the same course" It admits of the improvement

of types and of individuals; but the cycles have

never been known to pass into each other, and the

adherents of evolution, as defined above, will refuse

to admit that they do pass into each other until

facts are produced to substantiate such a claim.

But how vastly this differs from the evolution of

Darwin and Haeckel. One of the fundamental

assumptions of their theory is the transmutation of

types. To support this assumption they present

a vast array of facts respecting the changes ani

mals uudergo under domestication ; and, in his Pan-
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genesis, Mr. Darwin jumps to tho conclusion that

because animals do undergo great changes in do

mestication; because there is such a thing as met

amorphosis; because climate, external conditions,

natural preferences and proclivities, amonganhnals,

<io influence the results in breeding (facts which

no naturalist thinks of denying), that, therefore,

one species does evolve another. And yet, despite

all the investigation on this subject for the last

thirty years, not a singe fcvl has been produced to

substantiate this conclusion. To reach it, Mr.

Darwin had to overstep the boundaries of actual

knowledge and draw on his imagination to supply

the links which science fails to furnish.

Not only are there no facts as yet discovered

to substantiate the conclusion referred to; but lxiuis

Agassiz declares that, "our domesticated animals,

with all thei r breeds and varieties, have never been

traced back to anything but their own species, nor

have artificial varieties failed to revert to the wild

stock when left to themselves. Darwin's works

and those of his followers, have added nothing new

to our previous knowledge concerning the origin

of man and his associates in the domestic life, the

horse, the cow, the dog, the sheep, or, indeed of

any animal, * *. The reader seeks in vain for any

evidence of a transition between man and his fel

low creatures. Indeed, both with Darwin and his

followers, a great part of the argument is purely

negative. It rests partly upon the aumnhption that,

in the succession of ages, just those transition

types have dropped out from the geological record

-which would have proved theDarwinian conclusion

had these types been preserved, and that in the

living animal the process of transition is too subtle

for detection. Darwin and his followers then

throw off the responsibility of proof with respect

to embryonic growth and geological succession."

Is it not strange that the great apostles of Dar

winian evolution, although they still stand con

victed of this grave charge, boast that evolution is

an established scientific fact? This they do and

still pretentiously claim to be strictly scientific?

But, so far as the existence and the production of

"the missing link" necessary to establish their

theory is concerned, unfounded assumption seems

to be their chief stock in trade. About 18T0 the

celebrated Russian investigator, Kowalevsky, an

nounced that he had discovered that tho so-called

soft-shelled clams showed, in the course of their

growth, a string of cells corresponding to the dor

sal cord in Vertebrates. This announcement was

hailed with unbounded delight by the friends of

transmutation. At last the " missing link," the

point of transition from the lower to tho higher

animal was found, and now man could be traced

back to the Ascidians ! Even Darwin himself,

and all his ardent followers, greeted this announce

ment as direct evidence of structural affinity be

tween the Vertebrates and the lower animals.

But their exultation was doomed to be of short

duration. In due time the veteran German Scien

tist, K. E. A'on Baer, disgusted with this unfound

ed, pretentious claim, stepped to the front and

with a precision and conclusiveness that defied con

tradiction, showed that "the actual development

of the Ascidians has no true homology with that

of Vertebrates; that the string of cells in the form

er—compared to tho dorsal cord of the hitter—

does not run along the back at all, but is placed on

the ventral side of the body." Thus, was this

bold* assumption that was triumphantly to bridge

over the chasm for Darwinian evolution, summa

rily disposed of. It was a rude shock to the hopes

of the apostles of the theory.

Some timo after this a wonderful discovery was

announced by Prof. Haeckel - a discovery that was

to establish as a scientific fact the transmutation of

species. This renowned scientist claimed to lave

discovered that "star-fishes are compound ani

mals, made up of worm-like beings united like

rays in one organism." This was hailed as estab

lishing, beyond doubt, the transition from Radi

ates to Articulates. But as Von Baer with a tin

gle effort, demolished the hopes that were hung

on " the string of cells " discovered in the Ascidi

ans, so Louis Agassiz, in a like summary man

ner disposed of the sbir-fish mare's nest, by assert

ing that, " there is not tho slightest foundation for

this assumption in the structure of the star fish."

Ho says: " The arms of these animals are made up

of the same parts as the verticle zones of the sea-

urchins and of all tho Radiates, and have no re

semblance whatever to the structure of worms.

* * * The homology between a sea-urchin and &

star fish is complete; if one is an organic unit,

tho other must be so also, and no one ever suggest

ed that the sea-urchin was anything but a single

organism." Thus another bold assumption de

signed to substantiate the claims of Darwinian

evolution is exploded.

Is it not strange that, in the face of the eiplo-

sion of the assumptions with which it was hoped

to maintain modern evolution, eminent divines

should declare that it is an established science!

The fact is, it may be asserted without fear of suc

cessful contradiction, that all that is asserted by

evolutionists about "survival of the fittest," in so

furas it is claimed to substantiate the transmuta

tion theory, is nothing but baseless assumption.

Despite the pretentious claims of evolutionists re

specting such change, the absolute fact is " Vie

primitive typex Jmce remain> d permanent and so-

dianged,—in the long succession of ages amid all

the appearance and disappearance of kinds, the

fading away of one species and the coming in of

another—from the earliest geological periods to

the present day." So dei lared Louis Agnssia in

Jan., 1874. l'le further said: " How these types

were first introduced, how tho species which have

successively represented them have replaced one

another, t hese are the vital questions to which no

answer has been given. We are as far away from

any satisfactory solution of this problem as if de-

velopement theories had never been discussed."

What a terrible rebuke those grand woids of the

world-renowned scientist. wring out to tho preten

tious chiimsof "Origin of Species," '' Pangenesis,"

and "Tbe Descent of Man." How humiliating

the fact he asserts to the pretentious claims of

those who boast that, " evolution is an established

science."

LeraNoN, Pa.

DOES NATURE FURNISH EVIDENCE OF

IJIMORTALITY.-No. 2.

BY ISAAC HOFFer, ESQ.

Having endeavored to show that mind is a real

ity—that it has as certain, as positive an existence

as matter or any other force in nat ure, it remains to

show what evidence nature furnishes to justify

the belief in immortality.
The indest ructibility "of matter and the persist

ence of force are almost universally conceded.

We are not able to conceive how matter or force

can become non-existent. The annihilation of a

thing is unthinkable. The mind cannot follow
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the possible process, nor comprehend the result.

It is impossible toconceiveof something coming to

nothing. If we could conceive how one iota of a

thing might come to nothing ve could conceive

how the whole universe could come to nothing.

The fact that matter is indestructible and annihi

lation inconceivable, furnishes tho strongest cir

cumstantial and analogous evidence of theinde-

structibility of mind that could be given in any

case.

The destruction of an organism destroys no

matter, and is no evidence of the destruction of

any of the parts that constituted the organism or

of the powers that operated in it. When a pre

cedent condition exists that shapes the organism

for the occupancy and operation of a particular

power, the ultimate purpose of that power is not

determined by the organism.

The nature and the characteristics of the power

are more likely to furnish the indications and evi

dence of its ultimate purpose than the organism

in which it operates. The destruction of a seed,

when the vital action begins the building of a plant,

is not the work of death, but the effect of life;

nor is the destruction of man's organism any evi

dence that his mental activities have come to an

end. The material part of an organism is in an

abnormal condition—the mental part is not in that

- condition in the same sense; the latter is not com

posed of elementary constituents, not adjusted to

the material, and not a dead thing vitalized, nor an

inert thing brought into action. There is, hence,

no diffusion and redistribution of parts, and no

change but that of relation when the separation

takes place.

Mind is only known as a monad of energy and

activity—a self-acting, self-developing power—

stamping its mark of individuality on life as effect

ually as life stamps its individuality on matter,

thereby showing that individuality is its elemen

tary condition, and that it cannot be resolved into

anything less. Mind has attributes and faculties

but no constituent parts; and that which has no

parte cannot be parted.

The mind being an elementary individuality

and therefore indivisible, and annihilation incon

ceivable—not possible in consciousness, the only

test we have—and matter conceded to be indestructi

ble, the continuity of mind in a future state of ac

tivity, seems to be a perfectly rational conclusion.

It is impossible to believe in the diffusion or de

struction ol mind, because we cannot conceive the

process nor the result; we are, therefore, compelled

to believe in its continued existence as a complete

whole, or deny ite reality and thereby ignore our

consciousness of self.

But we cannot disregard our own consciousness,

nor discredit tho existence of ourown minds. The

behef in a future state of mental activity is not

only justified by Nature's manifestations, but is un

avoidable; for if the division and annihilation of

mind are inconceivable, then its continuance as a

whole is the only possible conclusion that can rea-

;sonably be founded.

Mind being a percipient of knowledge, and a

self-developing power, in which capacity seems to

increase with acquisition, and want with supply—

having capacity for unlimited development its

wants and desires cannot be satisfied in ite limited

scope of action in a material organism. Every

thinking mind is conscious of this fact, and hence

the desire for continued existence and greater de

velopment. This desire is not a mere matter of

education, for it has prevailed among the people

of all nations, in all ages, and among all classes,

from the most ignorant to the most enlightened.

No one ever realized that the mind had arrived at

full and mature development, or that ite destiny was

fulfilled. This shows a condition of mind not ful

filled and incapable of fulfillment in this life; and

as Nature makes no conditions which she does not

fulfill, it is but reasonable to believe that she will

make provision for the fulfillment of all the condi

tions of mind after this life; that she will enlarge

the scope of action, open the gates of knowledge,

and free the encumbered activities, and thereby

satisfy the universal and irrepressible desire for

continued existence and greater development.

Whether this desire is primarily in the constitu

tion of mind, or whether it springs from the ex

perience of pleasure and pain, does hot change the

fact of its existence. And its existence necessitates

an inherent and natural cupacity for desiring, and

a proper condition in Nature for tho exercise of

this capacity. This desire therefore belongs to

Nature and is a part of her, just as certainly, as

man is; and if Nature is consistent with herself,

this desire cannot be a delusion.

Nature cannot indicate something where there

is nothing. She cannot provide conditions in

which desires for continued existence and ideas of

future activity are developed unless there is some

thing of the kind—unless there is more than a

probability for the realization of such desires and

ideas.

There are activities in Nature, that, as far as

man knows, are ceaseless in action and endless

in duration. The persistence of force and the con

tinuity of motion are considered established beyond

a reasonable doubt. The primary causo of motion

—the source of action maui tested in the activities

of Nature—must therefore also continue in ceaseless

exertion—an endless, impelling energy. Mind, in

ite manifestation, is a typical representation, in

kind if not in degree, of that primary power from

which motion and the activities of Nature proceed.

If two powers are similar in their modes of action

and manner of operation, they must have similar

conditions. The conditions of the power in a tea

kettle, and thoseof that in a thousand horse- power

engine, are precisely the same, notwithstanding

the great difference in the force exerted. It is a

condition of primary force and consequent motion

to be persistent and continuous, as has already

been shown; and it is a perfectly rational conclu

sion that a similar powe» has the same conditions;

and that, therefore, mind also is persistent and

continuous.

The forces of Nature manifest in their actions a

gradual and almost impreceptible passage from one

into the other—an evolving of one force out of

another—so that the line of demarkation can hardly

be drawn.

Physical force manifests only motion either re

pelling or attracting in its action. Chemical force

directs and controls motion to a certain extent.

Vital force takes charge of motion, and chemical

direction and controls and compels the perform

ance of special and definite actions. Mental force

comprehends all the other forces and asserts its

superiority by converting them into subservient

agencies, and by changing and transforming even

the works of Nature. It is difficult to draw the

line where chemical force comes in to control the

physical; and still more difficult to define the di

vision between the chemical and the vital; and

between the vital and mental, the close interaction

seems to hide almost entirely the line of demark
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ation. The formative action in crystalization

foreshadows the organizing power in vital force.

The individuating tendences in plants, although

they are still rooted to the Earth, indicate the loco

motion developed in animals. The feeble signs of

sensation in plant-life foreshadow the sensitive and

conscious nature in animal life. The sensitive

and conscious nature of animals clearly indicates

a developing tendency toward a thinking, reason

ing intelligence. This gradual evolving of one

force out of another, this foreshadowing in one force

what the prominent characteristic of the next will

he; and the systematic, developed results of these

| forces attest the prophetic actions in Nature, and

assert the fact that the foreshadowing in these

actions will be realized.

The history of progress in the material world

corresponds with the progressive development of

the forces of Nature. Geology tells us " that the

"reality of an age in the history of progress is

" marked by the development of some new ideas in

" its system. That the beginning of the charac-

' ' teristics of an age is to be looked for in the

" midst of a preceding age: and the marks of the

" future coming out to view, are prophetic of that

" future. Thoageof coal plants was preceded by the

" occurance of related plants fur back in the De-

" vonian. The age of Mammals was foreshadowed

" by the appearance of mammals long before in

' ' the course of the Reptilian Age. And the Age of

" Reptiles was prophesied in types that lived in

" the earlier carboniferous age. Fundamental

" forms of structure and prophetic types of plants

" and animals, now fully developed can be traced

"back into past Geological ages."

This shows that in the progress of life, as well

as in the development of the forces of Nature there

was constantly a foreshadowing in each order, of

that which became a developed fact in a succeed

ing order; and although the progressive evolution

in life seems to have culminated in man, the past

history of unremitting progress in all things is the

surest evidence of its continuance. It is not in

accordauce with the immutable laws of Nature

that this progressive evolution should come to a

halt, nor that its past history should be no longer

safe data for future calculations. The progressive

development in the forces of Nature from simple

motion to grandest thoughts; and the correspond

ing evolution in the material world and in the

kingdom of life, from a shapeless and confused

mass, to well-defined features and systematic order;

and from almost featureless forms to the most

complicated organisms, show the systematic and

continuous actions, and the certain and specific re

sults of Nature's activities in the past, and give as

surance of continued progressive activity and cor

responding results in the future.

Since the appearance of man, the progressive

tendencies in life seem to have'been transferred to

mind. Mind now is the progressive power that

would constantly bringabout new orders of things.

It is not satisfied with the works of Nature as they

are, but is continually changing and transforming

them. It does not even remain within the bounds of

physical possibilities, but it transcends beyond, and

extends its operat ions into the realms of physical im

possibilities. It deliesthe limits of time and space.

In one moment it passes over all parts of the earth,

and in the next it moves among the heavenly

bodies. It goes back into the dim past and re

views the ages that have gone, and it spies out the

mysteries of the hidden future, regardless of the

impossibility to recall a past moment or to grasp a

future minute

The greater part of our mental operations are-

never materially represented, and yet they are as-

much an activity and as much a reality as those

that are manifested through physical agencies.

These mental operations show the powers and

capabilities of mind to reach over and beyond all

physical possibilities, notwithstanding its seeming

limited scope of action in the organism. They

show an unmistakable tendency in mind to act in

dependently of all physical agencies; they show a

progressive developing toward a higher order of

intelligence, a greater independence, and a larger

scope of action; and they indicate and point out

very clearly a possible future state and condition,

in which physical capabilities are not considered and

with which they have nothing to do. In none of

these past ages were the foreshadowings such

clear, distinct, and well-defined indications of tie

order of things which followed as are these men

tal manifestationsof the present age. These point

out the direction in which the progressive devel

opment is moving, and show the fundamental out-

linings of the order of activity in the next link in

the chain of progress.

It is true that we can only judge of the future

by what we know of the past; that we cannot tan

gibly see nor physically present events to come;

but we have learned to know the system and order

of the past in many things, so that we can pre

dict their recurrence in the future. We have

learned to know the immutability of the laws of

Nature, and to trust these laws with the fullest re

liance.

In the midst of Winter we have no doubt of the

coming Summer, and we are confident that the

leafless trees will again be covered with foliage in

the proper season.

When we see that it has been the order of Na

ture to be progressive from the earliest time to the

present, we can have no doubt of the continuance

of this order in the future.

When we see that during all past time Nature

indicated by some fundamental markings in each

age that which became a developed, prominent

characteristic in the succeeding age, we have every

reason to believe that this law of fundamental out

lining is as reliable and immutable as any of her

other luws.

We can trace step by step the progressive de

velopment from simple sensation in the lowest

orders of animal life to the highest powers of a

thinking, reasoning intelligence in man; and in

every step we can see, not only the advance

toward a higher intelligence, but a persistent ten

dency—pointing ahead of the advances made—to

a still higher intellectual condition;—a continuous

reaching forward toward meutal ascendency and

mental independence, until in man the psychical

dominates the physical.

Here physical development seems to have reached

a culminating point. The fundamental structures

in life have become fully developed; there are no

longer any indications of progressive physical evo

lution, and no foreshadowings of a higher order of

life, so far as we can see.

In the psychical, however, the tendency toward;

greater development, and toward a higher and

more independent intellectual condition, continues

unabated. The outlining of the future is more

definite and more distinct in this age of man than

it was in any previous age.

The innate and unmanifested mental operations;

the reaching out in thought beyond physical possi

bilities, the sense of incompleteness and insufficient
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scope of action, and consequent universal and irre

pressible desire for continued existence and relief

from physical wants and imperfections, are mental

states which testify that in this life the conditions

of mind cannot be satisfied ; that it cannot be de

veloped to the extent which its capacities and its

powers indicate; and that there can be a higher

order of mental activity than is possible in a phys

ical personality.

This higher order ofmental activity is indicated

and pointed out by these mental states more clear

ly and more distinctly than the foreshadowings in

in any of the former stages of progress; and if the

facts of the past can be taken as a guide for the

future—if the reliability of the laws of Nature can

be trusted— then the development and realization

of the clear and well-defined fundamental markings

of the present age, which point out that higher

order of mental activity where the physical and

psychical are separated, can be relied upon and

should be believed.

These are not mere indications that justify the

belief in a future state of activity, but logical and

rational conclusions, deduced from" the facts of the

past history of progress in Nature,and sustained by

the immutability of her laws; so that there is no

reasonable ground for doubting the continued ex

istence of the mental part of man's organism in a

changed relation, in which the mental capabilities

and powers are fully developed and the mental

conditions are all fulfilled; and where the prophetic

indications of mental perfection in continued ac

tivity, unencumbered by physical agencies and im

perfections, and unrestrained by physical impo6si

Irilities, are fully realized.

LeraNoN, Pa.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF THE

SOLAR SYHTEIM.-No. X.

BY B. T. EAVANACSn, M.D., D.D.

EFFECTS OF ElECTRicITY ON MEN AND ANIMAlS.

( Continued.)

In my last article on this subject it was shown

that the force, by which the blood was circulated

through the bodies of men and animals, is not de

rived from the physical expansions and contract-

tions of the heart, but from the force of electro-

magnetism contained within the blood. Thismag-

netism is imparted to the nervous system from the

blood as it passes through the arteries, and is

transferred thereby to the brain.

In the present article we shall attempt to show

that electricity forms an intermediate agency be

tween mind and matter, and is the only medium

through which mind can connect itself with, and

control the action of the physical system.

When we come to consider the subtle and inde

finable character of electricity, it is impossible to

class it wholly as "oelonging to either material or

spiritual substances, but it really partakes in the

nature of both, and is an intermediatelink between,

and thus it is capable of receiving the impressions

and forces of mind on the one hand, and of im

parting them to the most refined and delicate parts

of animated existences on the other.

The whole nervous system may be justly re

garded as an electrical apparatus, receiving and

distributing along its lines, by electrical agency,

both the motor and sensational functions of that

system. The brain, therefore, thus stimulated and

vitalized by tho action of the electric fluid, as a liv

ing spirit is endowed with volition, will, aud elastic

action.

Mr. Dods makes the following remarks on this

subject : " Mind is the only substance in the uni

verse that possesses inherent motion and living

power as its two primeval efficients. These two

seem to be inseparable, because there can be no

manifestation of power except through motion.

Hence, mind is the first grand moving cause. It is

the first link in the magnificent chain of existing

substances. This mind wills. This mental ener

gy as the creative force is the second link, and

stirs the nervous force which is electricity. This

is thn third link. This electricity causes the nerves

to vibrate. This is the fourth link. The vibration

of the nerves contracts the fiber of the muscle.

This is the fifth link. The contraction of the mus

cle raises the bone of the arm. This is the sixth

link. And the arm raises dead matter. This is

the seventh link. So it is through a chain of sev

en links that mind comes in contact with dead

matter, if we allow the creative force—the will to

be one link; this will, however, is not a substance,

but a mere energy or result of mind. To be plain,

it is mind that touches electricity, electricity

touches nerve, nerve touches muscle, muscle

touched bone, and bone raises dond matter. It is,

therefore, through this concatenation or chain,

link by link, that the mind gives motion to and

controls living or dead matter, and not by direct

contact with all substances. Hence the proof

is clear and positive that the mind can come in con

tact with, and by its volition control, the electrici

ty of the body, and collect the eubtle agent with

fearful power upon any part of the system.

" It is evident that the mind holds its residence

in the brain, and that it is not diffused over the

whole system. Were it not so, then our hands and

feet would think; and, in case they were amputa

ted, we should lose part of our mind. If then, the

mind, invested with royalty, is enthroned in the

brain, and if the mind commands the fool to move

or the hand to rise, then it must start forth from

its presence an agent, as its prime minister, to ex

ecute this command. This prime minister is elec

tricity, which passes from the brain through the

nerves as so many telegraphic wires, to give motion

to the extremities. On this principle how easy it

is to understand the philosophy of a paralysis.

The nerve, as the grand conductor of the motive-

power, is obstructed by some spasmodic collapse,

and the prime minister cannot passthe barrier thai

obstructs its path. In this case the mind, as tho

enthroned monarch, may will tho arm to rise, but

the arm remains motionless ; but remove that

barrier, the agent passes and the arm must rise.

Hence, it is easily seen that all motion and power

originate in mind.

" I have now brought before you the connecting

link between mind and matter, and through this

have shown you the philosophy of the contraction

of the human muscle through mental energy.

This has ever been, and still is, considered an in

scrutable mystery in physiology ***** I

have already stated that the brain is the fountain

of the nervous system, and that both its hemi

spheres are a congeries of nerves. They both pass,

to the cerebellum; and the spinal marrow con

tinued to the bottom of the trunk is but the brain

continued. In the spinal marrow, which is the

grand conductor from the brain, is lodged the

whole strength of the system. From this spinal

marrow branch out thirty-two pairs of nerves, em-

bracingthe nerves of motion and those of sensation.

From these branch out others, and others again

from these, and so on until they are spread out over

the human system in network so infinitely fine that
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"we cannot put down the point of a needle without

feeling it—and we cannot feel unless we touch a

nerve. We see, therefore, how inconceivably fine

the nervous system is. In all these millions of

nerves there is no blood. They contain the electric

fluid only, while the blood is confined to the arter

ies and veins. I am well aware that blood vessels

pass round among the convolutions of the brain,

and through them the blood flows freely to give

that mighty organ action ; but in the nerves them

selves there is no blood. They are the residence

of the living mind, and its prime agent, the elec

tric fluid."

The effects of electricity upon different persons

is not always the same. Those of delicate form

and of nervo sanguinary temperaments cannot bear

ns much as those of bilio-lymphatic temperaments.

I published an article in the Family Visitor, in

Houston, some years ago, on this subject, which

being read by a minister of the nervo-sanguine

temperament, ho wrote me on the subject and

said : " I have read and believe in your theory on

electricity; but there isone question I should like to

ask you ; it is this: What is the reason that I can

not sleep at night, if my body lies north and south,

as well as when I lie east and west?"

The following answer was given through the

same paper: "When you lie north and south,

there is a current of electricity passing around your

body, which creates a polarity; and if your head is

to the north there is an accumulation of positive

electricity upon your brain which renders it too

active for repose in sleep."

When this answer was read by a friend by my

side, he said: " That answer may be true, as it

applies to Rev. Mr. H. ; but what will you say when

I tell you that I cannot sleep unless my head is to

the north and my feet to the south ? "

"Ohl that is all plain enough," said I; "Mr. H.

is of delicate form, with sanguinary nervous temp

erament, while you are strong and muscular. He

cannot bear a strong current on his brain, while

you have a dark, bilious, lymphatic temperament,

thick skin and dark hair; you require the excess

of electricity to raise your brain to the equilibrium

of quiet repose. "

The gentleman said that he had slept with his

head to the north for twenty years without knowing

what made the difference.

In a standing position, with the feet upon the

ground, a large share of magnetism passes off into

the earth. The position of the head being the

highest part, is favorable for receiving and retain

ing the fluid upon the brain. When the feet are

well protected by good non-conducting clothing,

as woolen socks, the escape is not so rapid. We

have met with the history of some cases, where,

upon woolen carpets ladies of delicate nervous

temperaments have naturally accumulated electri

city in such excess that sparks would be emitted

upon approaching one in a negative state.

To the above may be added the following:

A few evenings ago I enjoyed a visit from l)r. Van

Antwerp, a very scientific gentleman of this place.

When this subject came up, he remarked that he

had frequently accumulated so much electricity

upon his person by simply passing a few times

with a sliding motion of his feet across a room

.covered with a woollen carpet, that he could light

.a gas jet by simply pointing his finger to it.

Mr. SterliNg, Ky.

fgTTwo more numbers of The Microcosm

-will close this Volume. The Third Volume will

.commence August, 1883.

THE CREATION.-HARMONY BETWEEN

SCIENCE AND REVELATION.

BY i'HOF. H. S\ SCHEI.l, A. M.

A sound theology looks upon Nature as the

handiwork of God, and while it accepts supernat

ural Revelation upon evidence peculiar to itself, it

accepts also every established fact of the physical

universe as equally of divine origin and authority;

and should a seeming discrepancy occur, the

Christian scientist will suspect an error of observa

tion, induction, or interpretation, and will reserve

his decision until a more advanced knowledge re

conciles the apparent discrepancy.

The Bible contains the oldest written account of

the creation, but the prominent thought of the

book of Genesis, in which it is recorded, was not

to teach science, but to exhibit God in connection

with the religious and providential history ol

mankind.
T^e subject of the first chapter is the origin of

the earth and its inhabitants with the visible sor.

rounding heavens. This is one of the profoundest

subjects of human thought, and has occupied tha

speculations of the greatest philosophers of an

cient times and the investigations and theories of

modern science.
The method pursued in ' Genesis ' is the reverse

of that adopted by physical scientists. The latter,

by induction, seek after laws, principles, and

causes; but Genesis begins with the great First

Cause. Science leads us back , step by step, to the

necessity of an original cause. Genesis sets that

cause before us directly in the declaration," In the

beginning God created the heavens and the earth."

If this account is true, it must have proceeded from

God himself; as there was no human observer to

record it, and the facts are beyond even human

discovery at the present advanced stage of science.

At first we have a picture of chuon—matter in a

crude, formless condition, shrouded in darkness,

and the first act of the " Sr irit of God " was the

evolution of light. If this chaos was matter in a

rarefied or gaseous state, diffused in space, molec

ular action or a chemical change evolving elec

tricity may have produced the light as described;

and then motion, it is probable, gave shape by de

grees to the earth. Next, the earth was divided

or separated from the fluid that surrounded it, and

assumed a condition of solidity ; next, its features

began to appear in outline; then vegetable life

commenced ; then the mists which enveloped the

earth cleared away and the light of the sun ap

peared ; next, the lower order of animals were in

troduced in a successive series, and finally appeared

the mammals, and then man, the crown, glory and

end of the created world.
The outline sketched by science, is in remark

able correspondence with that given in Genesis,

for this book gives simply, an outline. The writer

does not give the processes of creation, but

merely the succession of occurrences; and the ob

ject at every step seems to be to exhibit the power

and wisdom of God.
The question as to whence came this sublime

conception of God which has never l>een exceeded

by any philosophy since, the materialistic scientist

and the skeptical philosopher have failed to an

swer. Whence this wondrous, true, and ever accur

ate outline of the course of creation in an age of

the world when there was no phi losophy or science

equal to such conceptions and discoveries?—in an

age when all the wisdom of the world ulxin such

matters has (shown itself to be utterly and hope
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lessly ia fault? Whence came this account of the

creation, but from God himself, by direct commu

nication to man, perhaps in a vision or succession

of visions similar to those described by the apostle

John in the Apocalypse? Moses has not attempted

to teach astronomy or geology, but has laid down

the first fundamental truth in all theology—a per

sonal Creator. The existence of God, it is true, is

only assumed; yet the universe here contemplated

as the work of creative intelligence, becomes a

convincing argument for the being and imma

nence of God.

Geology shows that tho earliest animals and

plants of the globe were wholly water species;—

then followed an amphibean era in which reptiles

and birds were the chief animal types, and this is

in exact accord with the statement in Genesis; and

as we know that vegetation was a necessary pre

lude to animal life, Genesis tells jis that the plant

kingdom was instituted before the creation of

animals. How harmonious and consistent !

Science teaches that light is produced by a dis

turbed action of molecules, and is a result of mol

ecular action; matter in an inactive state, without

force operating upon it, would be dark, cold and

dead, and the first effect of the mutual action of

its molecules, would be the production of light ;

the command " Let there be light" was therefore,

the summons to activity in matter; and here, also,

Genesis is in exact accord with the teaching of

science.

By proving the record true, science must pro

nounce it Divine; for who could correctly narrate

the secrets of eternity but God himself.

Not many years ago, scientific theories respect

ing the creation clashed with the account given by

Moses, but as more ' ' light was evolved," the ' 'mists

that enveloped science cleared away " and " the

light of the Sun appeared," the result being a per

fect harmony between science and the Bible, in re

gard to the process of creation.

THE PROBLEM OP PHYSICAL LIFE.

BY E. E. OHVIS.

The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter

has set thinking men to studying the whole ques

tion of physical life with a zest and earnestness

never seen before. And these studies so far have

resulted in no advantage to the old, but new-fan

gled hypothetical scientific theory now known by

the name of Evolution. I design here to present

briefly one phase of this grand life-problem.

No Evolutionist will call in question either of

the three following propositions:

1st. There was a time in the history of this

earth, when, by reason of intense heat. no physical

life, or seeds, or germs of life could possibly exist

thereon.

2d. The earth now teams with innumerable

forms of vegetablo and animal life.

3d. Every species of plants and animals posses

ses the power of reproduction; and no man now

has the slightest knowledge of any living thing,

except such as have sprung from a pre-existing

life germ; nor has any man now any knowledge

of the existence of any life-germs, either vegetable

or animal, except such as have been produced by

pre-existent vegetables or animals.

The problem is; Whence and How came physi

cal life on this earth ? It is conceded that the

time was when no living thing did or could exist

here; that even if either physical life, or life germs,

had previously existed, they must have been totally

destroyed by the intense heat of the incandescent

earth. Now, all is replete with life. Whence

came this life?

Clearly life must have had a beginning on this

globe; for there was a time when it was not here.

No sane man will venture to avoid this problem

by alleging that the present order of things

always existed, and that from all eternity living

things have existed, and have reproduced their

species through the medium of the life germs as

at present. A beginninl—a genesis—so far as

physical life is concerned is inevitable.

If vegetable and animal life had a beginning,

the begiuning must have been either by producing

the life germs of the different species of living

things, which matured into the respective plants

and animals as at present; or by directly producing

the living plant or animal, with the present repro

ductive powers in full vigor. In either' case it

was creatice poirtr that was exerted, substantial

ly a miracle. Was this miracle wrought, this

creative power exerted, by that something wet

call Nature ? Clearly not; for it is not tho nature

of that which has no life, nor the germ of life,

to produce life. All experiments to produce life

by spontaneous generation, it is admitted, have

proved signal failures.

The genesisof physical life by Israel's illustrious

Law giver has the merit of being clear, distinct,

and intelligible: "And God said/Let the earth bring

forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and tho fiuit

tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in

itself, on the earth; and it was so. And the earth

brought forth grass, and the herb yielding seed

after his kind, and tho tree yielding fruit whose

seed was in itself, after his kind," Gen. i:11, 12.

" And God said, Let the waters bring forth abund

antly the moving creatures that hath life, and

fowl that may fly abov-e the earth in the open firm

ament of heaven. And God created great whales,

and every living creature that moveth which tho'

waters brought forth abundantly, after their kind,

and every winged fowl after his kind; and God saw

that it was good. And God blessed them saying,

Be fruitful and multiply and fill the waters in the

seas, and let fowl multiply in the earth," Verses

21,22. "And God made the beasts of tho earth

after his kind, and the cattle after their kind, and

everything that creepeth upon the earth after his

kind," Verse 25. "And tho Lord God formed man

of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nos

trils the breath of life, and man became a living

soul ,'' Gen. ii:7. "And every plant of the field

before it was in the earth, and every herb of the

field before it grew," Verso 5. " And God said (to

man) Behold I have given you every herb bearing

seed which is upon the face of the earth, and every

tree in the which is the fruit of a tree yield

ing seed, to you it shall bo for meat. And to

every beast of the earth, and every fowl of the air,

and to every thing that creepeth upon the earth

wherein there is life, I have given every green

herb for meat," Gen. i:29, 30.

There is no mistaking these utterances, in their

bearing upon the question before us. Every

species of vegetables and animals was created by

the Lord God, each at the very first in a state of

perfection, and capable of reproducing its kind.

He did not first create the seed, and then grow tho

plant, nor make an egg, and then hatch and rear

the fowl; but made "every herb of the field be

fore it grew," and each variety of animals in a
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perfectly developed state. So that on Scriptural

grounds it is no problem to know which was first,

the hen or the egg; but it is not so with the hy

pothetical genesis of evolution.

It is worthy of note that these statements of

Moses, are not only inteligible and reasonable in

themselves, but that there is not a fact known to

the scientific world that conflicts with them in the

slightest particular. If this is not the true gene

sis of physical life, then are we all in the dark on

the subject. The theory of spontaneous genera

tion, and natural evolution is not only unproved,

but insusceptible of proof. It is simply an un

supported hypothesis.

Let Evolutionists grapple with this problem:

Let them account for the existence of physical

life on this earth, without admitting the pre-ex-

istence of an intelligent creative power, if they can.

They have been again and again challenged to

this task, and they have made various efforts in

this direction, but thus far have signally failed;

they themselves being judges. It is easy for them

to present an imaginary hypothesis; but to furnish

any evidence of its truth, is what they find it im

possible to do.

They can complacently assume that there is some

power in Nature capable of producing living or

ganisms, or the life-germs from which they may

spring. But right at the threshhold they encoun

ter the stubborn fact, that tinit which hat no life

cannot impart life. Until life wns produced, all

Nature was dead, lifeless, and hence incapable of

imparting life. The origin of life could not pos

sibly have been t';e work of lifeless matter. In

the physical elements of the earth, there was no

life-giving power. Clearly the production of life

on the earth was not the work of dead,—inanimate

Nature, but must have been *upM'-natural,—was

the work of some power above, and more potent

than, inanimate Nature. What Power was that, if

not the posw -»umed by Moses?

KiNgsts«, 0.

MODERN PHILOSOPHY AND CHRIS-

TIANITY.-No. 1.

BY Jas. W. lOWBER, M.A., Ph.D.

Ancient philosophy had two extreme tendencies

—the one to an extreme realism, the other to an

extreme idealism, both leading to infidelity. These

extremes existed in the Ionian and Pythagorean

schools, also in the schools of the Epicureans and

Stoics. The disciples of Plato and Aristotle went

to extremes which the masters would not at all

have sanctioned. Socrates was the great mental

philosopher, and really the founder of ethical phi

losophy. Hestood upona religious platform which

towered far above the Acropolis of Athens. The

Greeks had traditions which pointed back to the

time when men believed in the one only living

and true God. They had received their religion

from the East, where monotheism was the only re

ligion in the early history of the race. They knew

God, but did not glorify Him; so they became vain

in their iniagination, and their foolish heart was

darkened, (Romans l:xxi.) Socrates, Plato and

; Aristotle obtained all the religious light that could

be gotten from the Gentile world. They were

'really morning stars ushering in the light of a

glorious day. They were schoolmasters leading

the nptions to Christ. In this sense, they were

regarded by the Christain fathers.

The extreme materialistic and rationalistic ten

dencies of ancient philosophy are fearfully visible

in the tendencies of modern speculation . Thert

have been two systems in modern times, which

have been productive of a vast amount of skepti

cism; \me&n»ematioualUmanA tranteendeutalitm.

We go to France for the development of the one,

and to Germany for the development of the other.

The sensational philosophy has had a wide spread

influence, and it has been destructive to the effects

of a pure religion. It was at one time the creed ol

the greater part of philosophical Europe. Hobbs,

and not Locke, was the originator of it. "N'M-

est intellect* quod non priim fuerit in seuxu," was

the psychology of Hobbs, and not necessarily the

psychology of John Locke. Gondii lac perverted

the philosophy of Locke, and pushed it into ma

terialism. This was destructive to all the princi

ples of a pure religion. Materialism prepared the

way for Atheism, which denies the existence of

God. This is the grossest form of infidelity. It

reaches the clima'x. It places man without a mak

er in a world which had no creator. It sweeps

away with one mighty stroke all hopes of the fu

ture. The desire and expectation of an eternal

home, which permeate the human heart and com

fort man in the hour of death, are vain delusions.

If Atheism be true, it legitimately follows that

man, in his destiny, has no pre-eminence over the

brute; for death would beto both an eternal sleep.

We see, then, to what sensationalism has led; and

we may add, that it bathed France in blood.

History teaches us that idealism has had no less

tendency to skepticism than its extreme sensation

alism. This ideal philosophy, which has been

fully developed in Germany, dates from Leibnitz.

He was a bitter opponent of Lock, and a disciple of

Descartes. As sensationalism has misrepresented

the Lockian philosophy, so the Leibnitzian philos

ophy has been greatly perverted by the pretended

disciples of this great philosopher. Leibnitz was

one of the greatest men of modern times. There

is no man more worthy of the title universal gen

ius, than was this celebrated German. He has

left his impress upon almost every science. He

shares equally with Sir Isaac Newton, the glory of

inventingthe " Differential and Integral Calculus."

His theory of Monads, in some of its phases, is ad

mitted by the most scientific minds of the present

time. His theory of Optimism, which has been

beautifully versified by Pope, is strikingly contra

dictory to the gloomy philosophy of some recent

German speculators.

Rationalism, which has long been the favorite

philosophy of the Germans, seeks truth only in

reason. Ideas, they maintain, are innate, and de

pend not upon experience. All knowledge is with

them subjective. They attach no importance to

the external evidences of Christianity. Hegel had

a Christology, but it was the creation of his own

philosophy. He believed in a God, but it was a

god without personality except in the human mind.

This philosophy banishes God from the universe,

and unites itself with Atheism.

LaNcaster, Kt.

IS MAN'S PHYSICAL NATURE AN EVOlU

TION FROM THE LOWER ANIMALS f-No. T.

BY REV. Jos. s. VAN DYeE.

Another powerful reason for rejecting this theo

ry is the absence of transitional forms. As we are

not asked to believe that the ape like creature, t»

which man is said to owe his origin, was the im

mediate offspring of the simiadae, but that tber*

were numberless insensible gradations, it is cer-
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tainly strange that no connecting links have been

"discovered, either among the living or the fossil

-dead. According to evolutionists, apes ranged

over the continent of Europe as far back as the

Upper Miocene period ; and yet, what they are now

they wore then—there being no remains of improv

ed forms. Still we are expected to believe that

the gorilla went on improving for thousands upon

thousands of years till at length man was born,

and then forsooth the improved species died out,

and all the intermediate forms disappeared, leav

ing only the silly monkey and his disowned child

ren, the human family; all record of the intimate

relationship between them having been effectually

obliterated. Assuredly, wo may count on being

-excused for expressing the regret that at least one

fossil hand, or skull, or thigh-bone, or pelvis, be

longing to a transitional form, was not preserved ;

but no, we have simply gorilla's banes and man's

bones, no bones from intermediate links.

Great as is the improbability that there should

toe no record of the transition from the ape to man,

the improbability is infinitely increased that all

species should have varied during the long geolog

ical periods without leaving one Kindle fossil of a

transitional form, not even in situations and under

conditions where almost everything seems to have

been preserved. Why is there such a vast num

ber of perfectly similar specimens of so many spe

cies of plants and animals and no graduated links;

and yet in order to the gradual development of

species, the number of variations must have been

far greater than the number of individuals in any

one variety? It seems, therefore, more probable

that no two specimens preserved, would be of the

same variety, than that numberless specimens of

one variety should be found and absolutely none

of the connecting varities. It is almost inconceiv

able that no record should be preserved of all the

incipient stages in the development of new organs;

and yet, though thirty thousand specimens of ex

tinct animals have been collected, not one has

been proved to be a transitional form, but is con

sidered as belonging to an independent species, tho

few once claimed as intermediate forms having

been proved to be distinct.

This objection, it has been said, though of force

against evolution in general, has no force against

the Darwinian hypothesis, since the absence of

transitions is a consequence of his doctrino, the

stock whence new species spring not being neces

sarily intermediate between pre-existing species,

as is evident from the fact that the carrier-pigeon

and the fantail came from the rock-pigeon without

any intermediate links. If there is any cogency

in this argument, it is a little singular that Dar

win did not observe it: and if his pupils are to em

ploy it, it is quite unfortunate that their teacher so

frequently laid great stress upon the aphorism,

"Natura non facit saltum." If Nature makes no

jumps there certainly ought to be transitional

forms.

Sir Charles Lyell (who after long resistance has

become an advocate of evolution and as well of the

savage theory of man's origin) undertakes in his

"Antiquity of Man," to blunt the edge of this ad

verse criticism by reminding his readers that

search, for the missing links between man and

apes, has not yet been made upon the proper pages

of Nature's great book. They must be sought, he

says, not in miocene or eocene strata, but in plio

cene and pleistocene, and equatorial regions. In

these latter formations, and in the continents of

Africa and Asia, investigation must be made. But

he elsewhere affirms that in very remote periods

Europe enjoyed a tropical climato and was inhab

ited by gibbons and long-armed apes and monkeys

in large numbers. Why conclude that the trans

mutation must have taken place in regions as yet

but imperfectly explored.

The links in the evolutionist's argument are

thus found to be the weakest where they should

have been the strongest. Darwin admits that he

should have expected more evidence from geology.

The only explanation he can give is to insist upon

the imperfection of the geological record—a poor

solution, as all must acknowledge. He even con

cedes that all the most eminent geologists, reason

ing from this absence of intermediate forms, be

lieve in the immutability of species. He be

lieves, however in the mutability of species: and yet,

if varieties differ from species only in degree, the

successive steps ought certainly to have been

chronicled in the rocks by a connected series of

slightly improved individuals: if, indeed, instead

of a record of the existence of distinct species,

there ought not to have been clear traces of utter

confusion in nature. It is true that fossils from

successive formations are more closely related to

each other than the fossils of two remote forma

tions; it is also true that the tendency in recent

geological researches is to adopt the theory that

there has been no sudden and extensive changes,

but there are gaps, nevertheless, as few presume

to deny.

Though it is now quite generally conceded that

the transformations which have taken place were

seldom, perhaps never, sudden, complete and sim

ultaneous; still, evidence is not wanting that they

were in fact new creations. For example, the Silu

rian rocks contain fossils in abundance; but there

are no fishes and no forms giving evidence of the

capability, or even possibility, of developing fish.

In the next epoch.lo, fishes are found in vast num

bers, and even in perfect types. If there was an

almost infinite number of gradations between mol-

lusks and fish, why are there no deposits contain

ing testimony to this fact ? Why is the proof ,so

strong that there may have been successive crea

tions ?

Why do the changes, which in many instances

are not slight, bear evidence of having been pro

duced by a power outside of or above the ordinary

course of nature? " The evidence of geology to

day," says an eminent naturalist, " is that species

seem to come in suddenly and in full perfection,

remain substantially unchanged during the term

of their existence, and pass away in full perfection.

[ Other species take their place, apparently by sub-

I stitution not by transmutation.

RELATION OF THE FINITE TO THE INFINITE.

BY BEV. THos. M. WALeER.

A. WilfouD Hall, Dmr Sir:— I do not now

propose to add to the many letters of commenda

tion that you are receiving. I may, however, say

that there are few that have received greater plea

sure and profit than I have, in reading " The Pro

blem of Human Life," and The Microcosm as the

numbers have come to hand. I wish, rather, to call

attention to a subject that has an important bearing

in questions of Philosophy and Science, and equal

ly so in Religion, but in relation to which, among

all classes, there appears to be a vagueness of con

ception that will certainly justify thorough discus

sion; and no pen is better quallified for this than

yours. It is the relation that the human mind
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sustains to the Infinite, or whether it sustains any,

except a capacity to receive and understand the

nature of facts, that belong to this department.

Our minds are finite, and there is a finite field for

thought and investigation, to which they are

especially adapted, in which all our appliances for

the acquisition of knowledge may lead to correct

results. But the finite is in every direction shaded

into the infinite. We can comprehend the progress

of time, but following the stream we are soon lost

in the infinite reach of eternity. The same is true

of space. And we are thus brought face to face

with the conception of an infinite God; an Intelli

gence whose very Being, and very attributes are

as limitless as eternity or as boundless as space.

What relation, then, does our minds sustain to the

infinite? is certainly a question of no small im

portance. We have a capacity to receive a knowl

edge of facts that belong to this department. We

know what infinite duration, or infinite extension

means. We can believe in the existence of a God

who is infinite, and of infinite power, wisdom or

love, while we are conscious that we cannot begin

to fathom the depths of these mysteries. But can

we reason from the finite to the infinite ? Are our

minds adapted to this ? Or is it not true that in

all our investigations as soon as we touch the infi

nite we are lost, and that logic and even mathe

matical demonstration utterly fail us? This is

illustrated in the doctrine of a trinity in the God-

head. This doctrine is believed by almost the en

tire Christian world. But Unitarians tell us that

one cannot be three, and three cannot be one; that

this doctrine is self-contradictory, and mathemati

cally false, and hence, the sentiment of the Chris

tian world is wrong. Now wherein is there a flaw

in this reasoning? Is not the conclusion inevitable

from the premises according to the laws of finite

logic ? Can it be set aside in any way except by

authority in tho plain teaching of God's word ?

Again, discussions often arise as to what God can,

or cannot do, consistently with the known facts of

His Being or character. For example, God is in

finite in power, wisdom and love ; therefore He

cannot inflict pain Himself or suffer it to be inflict

ed on any being capable of suffering. Can anything

by logical deduction or even mathematical demon

stration be made more sure than this conclusion

from the premises? It can be, and is only set

aside by facts of which we are all painful wit

nesses.

Or again, from the infinite power of God the con

clusion is logically drawn that He can limit the

exerciso of His own attributes; that thus Ho can

foreknow or not foreknow future events at His

pleasure. But is there not a question dimly seen

that lies behind this that likewise has its base in

the iiifinite that might vitiate this logic? Is there

a past, present and future to the Infinite God whose

name is lam ? We may guess that there is; be

cause there is a past, present and future to us, and

we cannot conceive how it can be otherwise. But

is this satisfactory? Would it not be silly, but of

like reasoning if, in view of God's omnipresence,

we should ask, where is His centre? Where His

circumference? Where His head, etc.? Would

we answer, as I have sometimes heard it answered,

His centre is everywhere and His circumference

nowhere ? On the contrary, is it not true that God

is everywhere present at the same time in all the

perfectness of His being? I know that human

logic may say that this is an infinite absurdity, and

I know that you suggest a somewhat different

theory. But here is the question. Shall we apply

the rule of finite logic to the infinite? Are not

these two deparments, though shading into each

other, as distinct as matter is from mind ?

I will suggest another point , and one that touches

a theory of your own ; but perhaps none tho worse-

for that, as it is not essential in the great work

that you have accomplished in " The PrMcmcf

Human Life." You take the position usually tak

en by Philosophers and Scientists that " Nothing

from Nothing comes," that even God's omnipo

tence cannot create something out of nothing, and

as a corollary, no thing can be anihilated. Then

you propose to find the origin of matter, and all

other substances in the Divine essence. This is,

pel haps, the most plausible theory that can b»

formulated, creation from nothing being rejected;

otherwise matter, for example, is either eternal or

self-created, which in some respects would make

it equal to, and independent of, God Himself. But

nevertheless, this theory is, I think, exceedingly

objectionable, principally for two reasons, aside

from its being simply a theory with the apology

that it is the best that can be formulated.

1st. It is open to the charge of Pantheism. I

know that you labor to show otherwise, and you

relieve it from the grosser conception of the Pan

theist. But how is it when I look upon a marble

statue, and realize that a little while ago all that

formed that image was a part cf the essence of

God, taken out of His substance and compressed

into marble; or that the mind that chatters in the

body of a monkey was a little while ago a part of

the inteligence of God, and in a little while will be

returned to the source from whence it came ? How

can I avoid looking on these things as, in an im

portant sense, Divine ?

2d. The theory is, I think, repulsive to a devout

mimd. If true, it follows that what has been a

part of the Infinitely Pure and Holy God, has be

come corrupt and is condemned to eternal pollution

and death. The body and soul of Judus Iscariot

were at one time a part of the Divine Essence, as

were the soul and body of the Lord Jesus. This,

I think more than anything else, has made the

Christian world slow in giving a ready and hearty

indorsement to the noblest defense of Christianity

against materiaism and evolution that has ap

peared in modern times. But is there a necessity

for throwing aside as unworthy of belief, the old

Catechism that says, "The work of creation is

God's making all things out of nothing by tho

word of His power?" You reject this on the same

ground that the Unitarian rejects the Divinity of

Christ. But are j-ou not reasoning in the dark,

measuring the infinite by the finite? Are not all

your premises unknown quantities, belonging to

the infinite? At all events would it not be well to

wait until science tells us what matter, for exam

ple, is, and then we will be better prepared to

discuss its origin ? We are told that one of the

essential attributes, if not the essential attribute,

of matter is extension and consequent divisibility.

Then t race matter in this lino to its lowest element,

and what have you? If it is matter it is still

divisiblo and you have not reached the lowest

element. But our minds are finite and we cannot

reach the infinite divisibility of matter. This is

true, but the infinite mind of God can. Wlmt

then does God find as the ultimate? If it is

matter it is still divisible beyond the infinite,

which is absurd ; and if it is not divisible it is

not matter, and if not matter what logic will

hinder us from saying it is nothing, and thai

God created all things out of nothing by the

word of His power ? There is no escape by saying

that matter was created from mind, for if mind U
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divisible, of which we know nothing, traced in the

mine way, its ultimate is nothing ; and if not di

visible, it will certainly avail no more in building

up a world than nothing. And, aside from this, is

it not as impossible and as unscientific to postulate

the creation of matter out of mind as out of noth

ing?

And is not creation from nothing the theory that

Jeavea God master of the Universe, able to create

and destroy at His pleasure ?

What I have written is intended to invite yon to

give this subject your personal consideration in

The Microcosm. Thorough discussion, I think,

would do much to clear away the mist that now

darkens much of our Philosophy.

Yours in the highest esteem, T. M. W.

FouNtaiN GreeN, Ilu

REMAReS ON THE FOREGOINO.

We really are forced to confess that Mr. Walker

has succeeded in getting the problem of creating

something out of nothing about as badly tangled

up as we have ever seen it. Indeed, we do not

know how it could be more inextricably complicat

ed. At first, on reading his involvement of diffi

culty upon difficulty, wo were inclined to give it

up and say Yes; God did create the universe out of

nothing or out of something else of about the same

density, and no part of Himself. It does not look, we

admit, quite the nice thing to say that Judas Iscar-

iot, with all his meaness and treachery, was prim-

ordially a fraction of the Almighty; or that God

would be doing a consistent thing to punish a part

of Himself. The monkey, too, being originally a

part of God's essential being, might be construed

by Beecher and other theistic evolutionists, into an

apology for their Darwinian summersault from the

book of Genesis to the Origin of Specien. But on

recovering our equilibrium, after the shock of a

first reading, we ask ourself the question: What is

the difference, after all, as to tho practical result,

whether God made a cobra de cape'lo (tho meanest

and most venomous snako that crawls) out of noth

ing; at all, or out of a fraction of His own exterior

nature, such, for example, as tho substantial force

of electricity or gravitation, which, as we have

shown, must be a something—an entity—beyond

all manner of question? If He made tho cobra out

of nothing, then it depended entirely upon God

for its existence, and for its venom, as much as

if the Deity had made it out of a part of His

own infinite substance. The cobra cannot shield

the Creator from some sort of remote identity

with its snakeship by pointing to nothing, out

of which it was made, since this nothing depended

exclusively upon God's choice and fiat for being

changed into tho seed of the serpent that should

bite the woman as well as into the seed of the

woman that should bruise the serpent's head. In

what would it save the Deity from being the real

source of the original cobra by His making it out

of nothing, rather than first changing this nothing

into something as a remote exterior fraction of His

own substantial being, and* then making this ani

mal out of such substance? If there would be no-

essential difference as to tho idea or degree of

Divine degradation in the two modes of making a. .

cobra, then is it not an economy of imaginative ef

fort to assume at once that all the substance or pos

sibility of substanco in the universe (including

this " nothing " out of which substance was creat-

able) was originally monopolized by the infinite

Creator as a part of His own being—not of His in

finite personality, but of His exterior nature—and

thus give Him credit for all things and all possi

bility of things director indirect as from Himself?

It seems to us the climax of absurdity, and a

muddle of self-contradiction, to suppose that God

could create sornelhing out of nothing, unless we

first admit that this nothing, out of which Ho

created something was already something capable

of being convested into another something under

the action of infinite wisdom and power. That is

to say, no something- and some nothing were the

same, and this nothing possesses such inherent

characteristics and existed in such quantities (think

of the absurd contradiction I) that God was enabled

to take some of this nothing and make something

out of it, and that there was nothing to prevent

His doing so, as Ho possesses infinite power! This

proves that nothing is really at the same time

something, and v'.ca vena, or else God could not take

some of this nothing and make something out of it.

Thus we have the flattest sel f-contradiction possible

in human speech, formulated into an article of

Christian faith in our Catechism . To suppose that

an inconceivable act would bo possible with God

because Ho is infinite, and that we should not ob

ject to its possibility because we are finite, and

because our finite minds are not supposed to be

capable of grasping the range and power of infini

ty, is to stop our thinking or trying to think about

God in any degree. How in tho name of reason,

are we to believe, us an article of faith, the possi

bility of an act of God's infinity so much beyond

the grasp of finite conception ? Better, by far, that

we have one general article of faith stating broadly

that we, as finite creatures, know nothing at all

about the infinite God or how or out of what He

created the universe, than to state definitely, as an

article of faith for finite minds to accept, that He

actually made all things out of nothing, while at

the same time contending that, as finite beings, we

know nothing about this potential nothing, nor

about the infinite process by which an infinite God

converted it into something,

If it is possible for God to work all contradic

tions, however absurd they may seem to finite

minds, then it puts an abrupt end to our attempts

even to conceive of the existence of such a being.

To say because God is Infinite that He could, for

example, put an end to duration, or set a limit to

space so that there would be no extension of dia
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tance boyond a cortain bcnindary-lino Ho might fix,

—'TOuhl be assuming tUe possibility of II is pei form-

i ,\g j ust such an absurd contradiction in tonus as

that of His ability to mako something out of noth

ing.

Would not our own view, as assumed in the

J'roblem, difficult as it may seem, better maintain

the dignity and pre-eminence of the Divine char

acter and attributes as tho All in all, than to try to

shield Him from indignity by supposing such an

impossibility as a creation of tho material universe

out of nothing? Does not this assumption make

nothing a connecting-link between God and all tho

mean and detestable things that havo ever been

.made? And how would it be worse for God's in

finitely pure and glorified character to have this

connecting-link a fraction of His exterior but real

being?

We fail to see how this nothing-factor helps

Deity in asserting His infinite superiority over

matter as His co-etcrnal competitor in actual ex

istence. If this essential "nothing" was of such

a potentially entitative character as to be capable

eif being manufactured into material worlds, we fail

to see why such intrinsically substantial nothing

ness was not as much an undignified competitor of

the Almighty as would have been a universe full

of uncreated nebulous star-dust, co-existing with

Deity from all eternity. If God could really

change such nothing into something, out of which

then to make a world, Ho could also change this

same "nothing " Into an additional remoto part of

Himself, and use this same extra substance thus

-created to make worlds of as well as to make them

directly out of tho original nothing. And as there is

no end to the extent of this nothing, and no limit to

such infinite capability, God could, for aught we

san imagine, change a sufficient quantity of nothing

into a substantial extension of His own exterior

being out of which to create this entire material

universe, and millions of others as large. If

nothing is really susceptible of being thus made

into a cobra, or a monkey, or a world, for example,

we fail to see wherein this uncreated, self-existent,

co-eternal nothing differs from matter itself as a

co-eternal, uncreated competitor of the Almighty;

or wherein even an uncreated cobra itself might

not have existed from all eternity, without de

tracting from divine dignity any more than would

this uncreated, potentially material nothing, out of

which tho cobra was made. Plainly, if we believed

in the possibility of creating something out of

nothing, and wished to vindicate the character of

, Deity as the only Independent self-existence of the

! .universe, without tho possibility of co-eternal com-

' petition, we would surely assume that He first

wsed up every particlo of nothing capable of being

thus changed Into something, by which to add to

the extension of His own essential and substantial

being, out of which then to manufacture worlds

and their inhabitants, as required. Manifestly, no

detraction from God's dignityior perfection would

thus result, even from creating the most repulsive

reptile any more than would result from its crea

tion directly out of nothing alone by Divine fiat

while all competition from this semi-materkl

nothing- would be avoided. But as we have never

been able to grasp the conception of the creation of

something out of nothing, regarding it as a self-

evident contradiction in terms, wo have naturally

preferred the more rational and less complex

method of thinking, and lmvo supposed that all

the primordial substance of tho universe capable of

becoming matter, and before anyactof creation had

taken place, was really embraced in God's exterior

nature, as we have been forced to term it, in order

to harmonize our conception of God as a Being

with Spirit and body, analogous to man who was

made in His image. We do not seo how any en

lightened Christian man can take exception to this

view, or suppose for a moment that it degrades the

perfections of God to the Pantheistic level of a

total denial of a personal or intelligent Deity, and

which makes tho physical universe either etemaliy

self-existent or the unintelligent creator of itself.

Hence, we think the least said about this " nothing"

as a manufacturing material, tho better; and that

the more, firmly we can plant ourselves upon tho

everlasting rock of believing God to be tho primor

dial source and fountain from which all things have

emanated, including this potential "nothing," if

there bo such a thing, the sooner will wo bo able

to solve all the minor mysteries of the universe by

sinking them into the ono infinite mystery which

no man, by searching, will ever find out.

ESSENTIAL. ORDER OF CREATION.

BY REV. 8. A. TAFt, D. D.

In tho creation of Adam, did God begin with the

material, " the dust of the grouud,"and end with

the immaterial, Himself ? Or did Ho begin with

the immaterial, Himself, and end with the materi

al, "the dustof the ground?" In other words,

did God first make the body of Adam, and then

"infuse" or breathe into it, if you will, through

the medium of the nostrils, the living substantial

organism? Or did He begin with the incorporeal,

subtantial organism, the real essential man, and

end with the body, his vestment or covering?

I claim the latter; and I do this for two reasons.

(1) Because, in general, in creation, God begins

with Himself. Ho firstgives forth the immaterial;

and then, if so designed or intended, He clothes or

invests it with the material. This is the divine

ordsr. It could not well bo otherwise; for some

thing could never come of nothing.

Two things are eternal, something, and some

body. Nor nre these to be distinguished as matter

and mind ; for matter, as matter, is not eternal.

It is finite and limited. It had a beginning, and

it may have an ending. God alone is eternal.

But He is both something and somebody. He is

substance, as well as person. He is life, as wsll "
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mind; for He is living, as well an thinking. ITp is

body, life, mind, soul, and spirit. Nor do these

several parts, so to speak, of Deity, differ in funda

mental essence, or substance; but simply in the

degree of their "attenuation "' or "condensation."

They are all of one substance, but not all of the

same tenuity. The life of God is more attenuated

than the body of God; the mind, than the life; the

ssul, than the mind; the spirit, than the soul; but

each is more attenuated than we can conceive.

The body of God compasses God. It is, so to

speak. His exterior, the lowest "elemental es

sence," in the divine nature. And from this, as I

conceive, by a process of elimination and condensa

tion, comes what we call matter. Fromthe life of

God comes life; from the mind of God comes

mind; and so on through to the divine spirit. God

is Himself immaterial; that is, He is not physical

ly tangible. He is nevertheless, substantial, real,

positive, and actual. And out of Him are all

things, as says the apostle, " All things are out of

God. " He is Himself, or in some part of Himself,

the foundation, the basic element of all that exists

beside Himself.

And so, in general, in creation, God begun with

Himself. He first uses some part of His own infinite

substance, and with this lays the foundation of

whatever He would create. This is the uniform

rule. And hence it is that everything roots

itself in the immaterial. The immaterial, in

some aspects of itself nt least is eternal. The ma

terial is a thing of to-day. And thus it is, that the

heavens and the earth were, and all tilings that

are therein. Everything is tied up to God.

From this point of view, then, I claim that in

the creation of Adam, as of all things else, God be

gun with Himself, and not, as is so generally

claimed, with something Ho had already created,

j And, if the reader willallow any reference to the

how of all this, I would say, (a) by the elimination

of certain "infinitesimal atoms" from God's own

" vitality and intelligence;" (6) bytho combination

and organization of these into an organism of the

form and nature we see expressed in man, and the

embodiment of the same in a life germ, or cell; (c)

by the deposition of this cell in such juxtaposition

and relationship to material forms, such as albu

men, protoplasm, etc., as to render it possible for

the organism by the operation and work of its own

myriad bioplasts, to cover and conceal itself, not

as a whole simply, but in every part and particu

lar, internal and external, in a material vestment;

(d) and then by the sudden and instantaneous

swelling of all the atoms, both corporeal and incor

poreal, causing it to spring forth into a fully de

veloped man: and finally (c) by causing him to

breathe, as indicated in the words, "And He (God)

breathed into his nostrils the breath of life (lives),

and the man became a living soul." All this text

teaches is, that God caused Adam to breathe; just

that and nothing more.

Thus it was. as I conceive, that Adam was made.

There was first the immaterial organism; second,

its vestment, or covering; third, its sudden full and

complete development; and fourth, giving it breath,

or causing it to breathe.

(2). My second argument in confirmation of this

being the mode and order of Adam's creation lies

in the fact that all his posterity now, and from the

first, begin their existences on the same general

plan. There is first the incorporeal, immaterial

organism; and then secondly its investment, and

development. Nowhere, in all Nature, do the

.young of any species begin existence with tho body.

Then why should their original, foundation sires

have done so ? They did not; but they began being

on the general principle noted above. True, there

is a difference; but that difference is not fundamen

tal, except in two particulars—the source of deriva

tion, and the circumstances of development. Adam

was derived directly from God. He was purely of Di

vine origin. God made him. And he was.inno way,

dependent upon any other person, place, or thing,

for his existence. Not so, however, with his pos

terity. They are all, with one single exception,

humanly generated, or begotten.

And this means, (a) that, somehow, they are all

derived from one another; and then (4) that they

are de^Boped, in part, at least, in and through con -

cvivers wtio are of the same species and blood with

the begetters. In these two particulars, lies tho

great distinctive difference between the origin and

development of Adam, and that of any one of hia

posterity. Nevertheless, they all begin being in

the immaterial, and not the material.

All will concede that life begins in a " life-germ"

or cell. But in that lifo-germ, there is " a vital

and mental entity," and organism, perfect and com

plete, corresponding, in every part and particular,

to the organism of the species, whence was tho

germ, and which is to be developed. Either this is

so, or it is not. And, if not so, how are you going

to account for every species begetting its own

kind, and only its own kind. An instance has

never yet been known of a cross between essentially

different species. And, if there is any uncertainty

about this matter, " how shall it be known what is

piped or harped 'I " Manifestly it could not be; and

begetting would be a wholly uncertain thing.

But there is no uncertainty about it. No fact is

more fully established, than is the one fact, that

God has given to every seed its own distinctive na

ture; and there it must and will remain.

But in what does that distinctive nature consist T

Certainly not in difference of substance ; for all es

sential substance is the same. There is but one

primordial substance in tho universe, and that is

the divine substance.* All else is but a modifica

tion of this. At least, no one has ever yet been

able to give a satisfactory " basic distinction " be

tween this or that. We conclude, therefore, that

no such basic distinction exists; and that, funda

mentally, all things are out of one and the same sub

stance. Substantially and primally speaking there

is no such distinction as matter and mind. It

is a distinction or difference in phenomena or

manifestation only. But difference of pheno-

mona does not argue fundamental or basic distinc

tion in substance as aprimal entity, butsimply dif

ference in the modification of substance as more or

less tangible or intangible to the physical sense of

man. We have this Deautifully illustrated in the

instance of steam and water. Steam igtuoreatten-

uated than water, but all tho same substantially.

The phenomena, manifested by each, however, are

strikingly dissimilar. And so of other things.

The question then recurs. In what does that

distinctive nature in animals and vegetables con

sist? I answer, in organitm; just that and nothing

else. The peculiarities of organism constitute the

grand distinctive difference in all seeds. God has

made one after this type, and another after that;

and it is this typal distinction or difference in or

ganism that constitutes the almost endless range in

species. The difference does not lie in the form

• See second and Third chapters ot the Problem of Hu

man Life
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and contour of tho body simply, nor in the almost

illimitable varieties of flesh in the various ani

mals, but in organism alone. The body is not it

self an organism. It is but the expression of the

organism embodied, so much and no more. It has

no functions and powers of its own, but is wholly

subservient to the organism within. It is its grand

instrumentality for the execution of its own pur

poses and work. It differs from the armature to

which it is frequently likened, and from the wire

that is the medium of the electric current, in that

they are solids, and in no way assimilated to the

electricity they contain, but are purely artificial

things, and simply accommodating; while the

body is thus assimilated to the organism within,

and itself made living by virtue of the organism's

own life-force. This is why it takes the precise

form of the incorporeal organism, and is wholly

subservient to all the uses, functions and powers

of such organism. It thus becomes a perfect and

complete medium of manifestation, and the organ

ism has no occasion to go outside of the body for

the accomplishment of any of its manifold purposes,

but can take the body with it, make it the instru

mentality, and use it in the execution of whatever

it wills.

From all this, we see that in the living world

organism is the great essential thing. This given,

and all else, essential and necessary, comes as a

matter of course. This it is that builds up, gives

shape, and form, and animation to the body. And is

it reasonable, I ask, to suppose, that in the creat ion

of Adam, God began with the less important part

of this most wonderful specimen of divine handi

work? And most of all wasitlikely that He should

have begun with just that part He really had no

need to begin with? For, given the organism, the

essential man, and the material duly prepared and

at hand, the organism can and does construct and

build up for itself its own material exterior. It

does this to-day, in the instance of Adam's poster

ity, and of all living things. It has done this, in

all the history of the past; and will continue to do

so, unless there is a reversal or suspension of the

law: for organism works under law, and that by

divine ordination. Then why may it not have done

this in the instance of the original of each species?

I claim that it did; and hence, my point in respect

to the first man Adam.

This, I repeat, must have been the Divine order.

Ami 11 may b» BaiViy iafti down as a fundamental

law—Organism first, and then whatever is essen

tial and necessary to its development and mani

festation.

SaNta Rosa, Cal.

THE NEW-CIIUR.CII LIFE,

of Philadelphia, for April, refers to the March

Micuocosm, and our first reply to Prof. French's

review on the sound-departure. The editor thinks

our reply undignified, but says Prof. French

brought it on himself "as his critique was serious

ly lacking in that dignity and repose which are

generally supposed to be necessary characteristics

of a Quarterly.". He thinks the " most noticeable

thing" about our reply was the denial of being a

reader of Swedenborg when the "Problem" was

written. He is mistaken. The " most noticeable

thing" in our answer was the demonstration lrom

Prof. French's criticism that he himself had shat

tered the wave-theory. This demonstration was,

no doubt, the " undignified " feature of our article.

We apologize to the New-Church Life, but we

could not avoid it.

WHAT IS HELiHHOL.TZ DOING t

It is hinted by one of our contributors, who'

claims to know, that Helmholtz is now engaged in

the investigation ofsound-phenomena from the new

stand point suggested tohismind by The PnMeu' if

Human Life, sent to him aboutthrce years ago. His

silence on the sound question,without one word hav

ing appeared in the press from his pen during ail this

time.it is claimed is a corroboration of this statement

and that the public may expect soon to see the an

nouncement in the English and German press of a

new work on sound by this greatest living physi

cist in which the wave-theory will be entirely re

pudiated and abandoned, and the substantial view

formularized mathematically as the only possible

explanation of observed phenomena. We are not

surprised at this suggestion, and have ourself

thought it very strange that so profound an inves

tigator, who had so long been misled by a theory,

should not try to achieve a species of revenge by a

bold coup d' etat to reap a part at least of the glory

of ihe acoustical revolution now impending over

the scientific world, nnd before the entire harvest

shall have been garnered by lesser lights. The

only barrier to such a hope has been the fact of

self-pride, caused by his voluminous writings on

acoustical science, all of which of course were in

eluciation of the wave-theory, since there has

never been any thing but that suggested to his

mind before. But naturally we might suppose

that an investigator so broad of grasp and original

of conception would require; only a hint concerning

this new departure before its merits would bo an

alyzed and its advantages, if any, over a manifest

ly defective theory, would be intelligently appre

ciated. Hence we are not surprised to learn

that this new analysis of the science of acoustiis

is now in course of preparation, and that it is

really the cause of so long a silence on the part

of this greatest living investigator of physical

phenomena.

For one wo welcome his new book, when it shall

come; and only now remark that ho must hurry it

out or many of its most telling results will have

been anticipated by other investigators who are al

ready absorbed in the same field of investigation,

and who, though of less renown, are not a whit

less industrious or ambitious for a place in the fu

ture of this great question. We could call names,

but will not. We are ready for all the aid and

succor to JSubstantialism that may come from Helm

holtz and others down to the most modest worker

in a eollege laboratory. We are only sorry that our

own Prof. Mayer should indifferently or stubbornly

hang back and thus abandon this acoustical oppor

tunity to others at the very t ime when the Substan-

tail harvest is white and ready for his sickle.

THE REFORMED MESSENGER.

Several Reformed ministers have called our at

tention to an article in the Mcsseng> r of Philadel

phia, severely criticising our editorial on Prayer

cure in the Feb. number of The Misrooosm. Wo

have been requested to copy the criticism and re

ply to it. This we will probably do next month,

as the present number is more than full and many

articles crowded out. We will only say that the

Messenger article is from the pen of the same edi

torial member of thestaff who signshimself " K,"

and whose trouble about " sound in a vacuum "

was once on a time replied to in this magazine.
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IMPORTANT PAPERS LEFT OVER.

A number of most valuable contributions on va

rious themes are unavoidably crowded overtill next

month. Among these ara Rev. Dr. Roberts, on

s' Laws of Mind," No. 3; Rev. Prof. Wood, on

"'How Planets were Formed;" Rev. T. Williston.

on the "Foreknowledge of God;" Dr. Taylor on

" Unchanged Quantity of Being;" Rev. Dr. Mar

shall's" Open Lrtter to nn In tidel," Capt. Carter's

terrific "Exposure of Blade the Spiritualist," and

several other articles that will appear in the June

numher, including important papers of our own.

One of our subscribers writes us that the end

less torrent of religio-philosophical and scientilic

literature pouring through the columns of Tin-:

Microcosm, month after month, from the pens of

our exhaustless contributors, reminds him of the

story of the man standing by the River Po, wait

ing for the water to run by ro ho could cross over!

He happened to bo from the mountain slope of the

interior where rivulets, swollen by transcient

showers, would soon dry up andallow thetraveller

to crossover dry shod. So, says our correspond

ent; he had been used to reading papers that gave

an occasional spurt of profound philosophical

thought; but he had never before come to the

banks of a literary and philosophical "Po" whose

current was constituted of an endless torrent of re-

ligio-scientific and philosophical reasoning, swell

ing more and more, month after month, till the

very levees and dikes of the cover seemed In dan

ger of giving way. We are glad to have the man

agement of these levees and dikes, and shall en

deavor to protect our patrons against the dangers

of a disastrous flood.

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Any person who will send us the names of two

new subnrHberx for tho present volume of The

Microcosm from the commencement, with the

money ($2), will receive credit for the next volume

as a premium. Persons sending names under this

offer should intimate it, that due credits may be

given. A few minutes' effort, by almost any sub

scriber, among his friends, could accomplish this

result; and, of course, the sooner the effort is made

tho easier the names can bo secured. A pastor,

especially, who wishes The Microcosm to be read

by his people, could, with a few words, induce a

couple of tho thinking members of his congrega

tion to take it. Who will start out, on reading

this offer, and thus secure the next volume free

while aiding tho spread of useful reading matter?

Remit money in post-office orders or bank drafts on

New Tork, when convenient, as an absolutely safe

way. If this is not convenient, send in registered

letters. Address, Hall & tJo., Publishers, 23 Park

Row, New York.

ISAAC HOFFER'S PAPERS.

Let every reader carefully peruse and study

these two elegant productions in this and the last

preceding numbers of The MicRocosM. For pro

found, analytical, and consecutive thought nothing

superior, in our judgment, appears anywhere in

print. We are glad to numher this able writer

..among our regular contributors.

OUR CONTRIBUTORS.

We are proud of our contributors, and of the

able and beautiful papers they are furnishing for

the present volume of The Microcosm, which

will aggregate more than 200 for tho year. Our

subscribers generally entertain similar feelings of

grateful pride for the magnificent array of writers

whom this magazine has so suddenly and unac

countably concentrated upon its pages, very few of

whom had before been heard from as writers

in public journals. This shows that there are

finer pearls hidden in the depths of ocean, and

richer diamonds buried in undeveloped mines, thun

have yet been brought to the surface. We have

already made many of these splendid finds, but we

do not think the half has yet been presented to our

readers. Next volume, wo have no doubt, will

bring to light still richer gc::s than any yet seen

in its pages. We will state, as one of the secrets

ofthis ceaseless flowof intense and original thought,

that not onecontri hut ion has been the mental product

of a hireling. No article has been pai 1 for so fai,

for two reasons; 1, This Microcosm has not been

able to pay; and 2, No contributor has asked for

it! Thoso who write for this magazine do so for

the love of writing and for the good they feel they

aro doing; and we firmly believe that no man, who

thinks of money as a part of the consideration,

could ever pen such articles as appear from month

to month in this journal. This may seem like

boasting, but we are proud to bo able thus to boast.

PROF. McBEATII ON KEPLER.

Some time ago we received an article from Prof.

T. F. McBeath, A.B., criticising Kepler's Third

Law. It was highly mathematical, with diagram,

and for purposes of consultation we sent it to Capt.

Carter, our old reliable contributor of Pennsylvania

Military Academy, asking hisopinion. He responds:

" It is remarkable. Print it by all means. It

will prove a bomb-shell in the Camp, or I am no

prophet."

We will furnish the paper to our readers next

month, and will ask all mathematicians to ex

amine it. If Kepler's laws shall follow Newton's

central principle of gravity, quoted by Capt. Carter

and Prof. McBeath in tho March MICRocosm,which

the Captain admits, lias broken down, there will

bo a genuine rattling among the dry bones of astro

nomical science.

THE GROWTH OF HUBSTANTIALISM.

We cannot help feeling a degree of gratification

at the manner in which the essential features of

Substantialitm as taught in the Problem, ofHuman

Life an taking root in the minds of various writers

and thinkers, who a few years ago would never

have thought of taking such radical grounds.

Now it is quite common to notice such phraseology

as "evitel and mental organism," "incorporeal en

tity," etc., in journals of the various religious de

nominations. In this very number of The Micro

cosm about one-half the contributions printed

from the pens of able writers are more or less

based philosophically upon this fundamental and

satisfying view of man's dual nature. We are glad

to see the work goon, and thus show to the skepti

cal world a substantial and real basis for the hope

that is in us of a future life.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

In our conduct of this journal we desire to give

our list of excellent contributors the widest possible

latitude for the conveyance of their honest convic

tions, so long, at least, as this liberty does not con

flict with the general aim and scope of The Micro

cosm. But wo wish our readers definitely to un

derstand that we do not hold ourself responsible

for the views of our contributors, nor, in fact, even

for our own views, as wo are liable at any time to

change ground on receiving more light, as we have

done more than once since this paper was com- I

menced. But, generally, we hope and aim to be j

consistent. EDitor.

THE TRUE CAUSE OF EARTHQUAKES.

(PROF. SCHEll'S lETTER.)

A. WilforD Hall, Ph. D.,

Dear ,S'ir:—Can you throw any light upon the

True Cause of Earthquakes? The scientific world

is greatly in the dark upon this occult problem,

and as you have shown the courage to attack and

unsettle so many questions of physical science con

sidered well established, it occured to me that you

were the man to settle these mysterious phenomena

which just now are playing so much havoc with

the earth's crust. Yours, Very Truly,

H. S. Schell,

New YorK, April 10th, 1883.

In response to the above we cheerfully undertake

the solution suggested, with a hope of presenting

an explanation of the causo of earthquakes that

shall be not only new but entirely satisfactory to

the average thinker upon such matters.

Boast as we may, and justly too, of the achieve

ments of modern science in unraveling the myste

rious phenomena of Nature, we are forced to con

fess that we have in the true cause of earthquakes

an enigma which up to the present time has not

been explained to any degree of satisfaction.

To show the feeling upon this question and the

intense desire in the minds of scientific men to ar

rive at some rational conclusion on the subject, it

need only be said that more than one hundred

books and treatises of considerable size havo been

published especially devoted to these mysterious and

frightful phenomena, while millions of dollars, all

told.have been expended in the prosecution of obser-

vations and investigations bearing on this difficult

problem, without having suggested a solution

worthy the name of an explanation.

Hopeless, therefore, as the task may seem, we

ask the indulgence of the reader for two or three

pages of their valuable space, while we attempt,

even in the face of such uncertainty, the solution

so long desired ?

In premising an explanation we are forced to as

sume as true the most plausible of the various geo

logic hypotheses with reference to the structure of

the earth's crust, as well as of its deeper interior

' formation; that is that the mass of the earth is in

I the process of gradually cooling, and that this solid

> crust by such process is slowly becoming thicker,

while the interior of molten lava is contracting in

like proportion to lesser limits. This view is based

upon the rational assumption that the earth at a

remote epoch in its geologic history was a liquid,

molten globe, and that as tho cooling process must

necessarily have begun and progressed by exterior

radiation, the interior would not only remain mol

ten after a crust had thus formed, but the central

portion of the earth would naturally be the last

part to cool. This must bo so, or whence come

the rivers of molten lava at volcanic eruptions?

This view is also tho only rational explanation ot
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The present existence of our vast mountain chains

which .must have been upheaved and crushed out

ward when the earth's crust was very much thinner

than at present. It is plain to see that the shrink

age of such a thin shell in closing up around, tho

molten globe, would tend to crush it at its weaker

places, causing lines of ridges to project in differ

ent directions and at various heights, throwing up

the strata of rock which before the upheaval must

have lain horizontal, making them now hang at

various pitches, and at some places in just such con

fused angles of pitch as we now observe and as can

only be explained by the very crushing and up

heaving process here suggested. This would also

explain the present existence of ocean shells, found

thousands of feet above the ocean's level, that were

once of course at the bottom of the sea. But the

crust of the earth has at last grown so much

thicker by cooling that this crushing process by

shrinkage is at an end, and hence no more moun

tain chains can thus be formed. The shrinkage

now must take place in jthe liquid center, thus

causing it to fall away from the solid crust as the

cooling process goes on, leaving space between the

crust and the molten globe.

Our proposed solution of earthquakes will also

clearly explain how volcanic eruptions occur,should

this well-based assumption of the earth's crust and

its interior molten state be granted, and which

seems to be the only theory at all consonant with

the facts just stated. We are now, by this pre

lude, prepared for our explanation.

As the crust of the earth becomes thicker by con

tinually cooling, the molten interior mass, as just

suggested, must necessarily fall away from its in

ner surface, at least in places, leaving vacant spaces

filled only with vapors and gases arising from the

molten interior. This shrinking or falling away

of the molten globe results from the solidity of the

crust preventing the lessening of its diameter by

the crushings just explained. Hence, the open

spaces existing between ocean and crust grow

larger.

But in the process of cooling, portions or project

ing masses of the interior surface of the crust

must also cool and shrink irregularly, forming

cracks and fissures in various directions around

them, till it comes to pass that a mass of earth,

possibly of millions of tons, has so shrunken and

cracked itself loose from the main crust around it

that it finally detaches itself and falls perhaps

hundreds of feet into the molten ocean below.

The breaking loose of such a mass of earth beneath'

our feet, even, though the intervening crust may

be ten miles thick, would cause a reaction to occur

in this somewhat elastic and tensioned shell by

the sudden letting go of such an enormous weight,

the result of which would necessarily bo just what

js fplt in on earthquake, murxiiy , a tecere shock

directly over the dislodged mass, and an undula-

tory movement of the ground in all directions

from it, something as a boat is rocked by gentle

undulations after a stone is thrown into the water

near it. These ground-swells are generally felt

and described as passing from some central point,

sometimes in one direction and sometimes in an

other, just as the observer happens to be located in.

relation to such centre of disturbance, namely, the

point directly over the mass breaking loose and

causing tho shock. Of course such central point

would necessarily feel the severest portion of the

tremor or jar, and the undulations, like all wave-

motions, would become less and less violent or

sensible the farther they receded from the centre

of tho disturbance till no movement would he felt,.

What confirms this view of the cause of earth

quakes, among various other things to be named,

is the fact that the undulatory movement following

a single shock lasts almost uniformly a few

seconds (a little more or less as the shock is severe

or slight), or just about what might bo expected as

the vibrations from a single tremendous thrum of

such a vast spring-board as the earth's tensioned

crust. Sometimes several primary shocks, with

their systems of undulatory movements, rapidly

succeed each other, which are naturally explained

by tho fact that the jar of one such mass breaking

away causes another adjacent mass to fall, and thus

a succession of such loose masses becomes detached

one after another by the general jar, thereby keep

ing up a succession of primary shocks and their

secondary systems of undulations forsomeminutes.

But there is no record that these rapidly succeed

ing primary shocks ever occur exactly at one point

(except at volcanic eruptions), but are scattered

around near a common centre just as they should

be according to this theory.

If our view as to the real cause of earthquakes

bo correct, it is plain that such a looso mass of t'ie

earth's crust may now, at this very time, be grad

ually cracking around its edges preparing to fall

directly under the centre of New York city which,

as soon as the connection with the main crust is

sufficiently weakened, will break looso and thus

let tho crust spring upward as the millions of tons

of solid earth drop Into tho liquid ocean below.

The result, if a large mass were thus dislodged,

would be a fearful earthquake with its moro des

tructive effects in the heart of the city, while its

undulatory effects, less and less violent, would pass

off and the vibratory motion would die out in the

distance miles away from the city in all directions.

On tho snmo view it is evident that many of

these masses of earth, too small to produce a sen

sible effect as an earthquake, are cracking loose all

the time beneath tho surface at various locali

ties, each of which would bo recognized by means

of a seismograph if sufficiently sensitive; and as no
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two of such dislodged masses can be exactly of the

same weight, it precisely accounts for the fact that

no two earthquake shocks are of the same force, as

the most careful observations show. This constant

dropping away of the earth's inner crust tends to

thicken or stiffen the surface of the molten sea,

giving it a paste like consistency; and this being

constantly washed up against the inner crust by

the daily tides caused by the reciprocal attraction

of the moon and tho interior molten glolie, the

crust of the earth thereby must grow in thickness

by the adherence of this push .like lava as it cools

and sets.

In further confirmation of this view of tho cause

of earthquakes, the sounds accompanying thein

are just such ns would bo expected by the action

here supposed; first, a deadened crash like the

tearing loose of such an interior mass of earth, fol

lowed by a rumbling, continuous roar of less and

less intensity during a few seconds till the vibra

tions of the crust naturally cease. This is the

precise description that has been given by ear-

iritnesses of very destructive earthquakes. Also

the cracking open of the earth's surface, so often

ocenring directly over the centre of disturbance, is

only explicable by the action here descrihed—the

rebounding of the crust upward as the weight lets

go, causing a rupture of the hard surface.

On the view here taken it is reasonable to sup

pose that such masses In various stages of cracking

looso by cooling, are undoubtedly now forming in

hundreds of localities beneath the earth's surface,

requiring, in many instances, but a slightly un

usual jar of the ground to cause the final disinte

gration that would be sufficient to let the mass

drop. Hence, how often recently we have read re

ports of earthquake-shocks being felt immediate

ly after the fall of an immense meteorite ! The

slight comparative jar which such a swiftly falling

body would cause to the earth's crust, happening

directly over such a mass almost ready to drop,

might be sufficient to break its final thread of con

nection. How else can such singular coincidences

be accounted fort

Another coincidence, which this solution fully

and beautifully explains, will now be stated. It

5s well observed that, ofton when an earthquake

occurs in one part of the earth other shocks will

take place at a distance. These phenomena seem

to have a contagious effect, even upon far-distant

regions, sometimes thousands of miles away from

the primary shock. This is explained by the enor-

J ous billows of the molten ocean which must roll

away from the displacement such a mass would

cause by falling into it. A wave of this size would

travel ai immense speed th rough the open channels,

and a thousand miles away might strike with its

crest a projecting mass of the inner crust almost

cracked loose from its mooring, and thus cause it

also to fall, by which another shock or series of

shocks will-be felt, as so often reported by tele

graph, within a few Lours of each other even on

almost opposite sides of the earth.

This solution also explains most satisfactorily

the great sea-waves so often witnessed along the

ocean coast which flow in upon the land from un

known distances with destructive effects upon

shipping, and even cities built near the ocean's

edge. As the crust of the solid earth is necessarily

thinner beneath the deep sea, the dislodgement

of one of these interior masses would generate a

greater upward rebound of the crust as it lets go

than where the entire thickness of crust is com

posed of solid earth. Such rebound would cause

the sudden projection of the ocean surface directly

over the dislodged mass, lifting it considerably

above its normal lovel, the result of which could

be nothing else than the destructive waves ob

served. Can it be possible that a solution which

so clearly accounts for so many concurrent facts

and phenomena, can be otherwise than correct T

In cases of these great ocean upheavals it fre

quently occurs also that volcanic cones or craters

suddenly form and project themselves: in midocean,

pouring out lava, ashes and cinders till a small

volcanic island is the rosult. Such a phenomenon is

also in strict harmony with this explanation, since

an interior mass of the crust dropping loose might

tear out a hole in tho ocean's bottom. But the

ocean would not, as might be supposed, empty

itself through this opening into the molten bowels

of the earth; because the pressure of the internal

vapors and lava would he greater than that caused

by the weight of the water. The result would be,

as stated, the formation of a new volcanic island,

following the first shock.

In singular conformity to this explanation of the

cause of earthquakes we find recorded in several

instances a permanent elevation of the earth's sur

face of several inches and often a few feet directly

over the centre of such disturbance, particularly;

after a severe shock. How so well account for

this as in tho manner hero suggested— the letting

go of a great weight from the lower side of the

earth's elastic crust, thus causing not only the

primary shock, the succeeding undulatory move

ment, and the rumbling sounds, but the permanent

elevation of the surface as observed ? The proof

that the undulations of the ground passing off from

such a disturbed centre are those of real vibrations,

such as might be expected from the cause sup

posed, we find frequent records of the stoppage of

clock pendulums by these counter-undulations or

opposing swings.

We now come to tho question of volcanic erup

tions which are always preceded by earthquakes.

These shocks generally have their centres of dis

turbance, especially at the start, directly under the

volcanic mountain, and are felt in the usual undu

lations in all directions. This is easi'iy explained.
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"by tue fact 'hat the core of the inner conical crat

er formed of old lava collected from the dying out

and cooling of a former eruption and which had

closed up such cone, cools more and more as de-

scribed,and shrinks and cracks itself away from the

wall-rock of the old smooth surface of the cone till

finally it drops out of the crater into the lava below,

causing the earthquake shock which precedes the

eruption. Then suppose the interior crust of the

earth eucircling the base of the mountain to pro

ject downward deeply into the lava ocean on all

sides round about, as there are reasons for believ

ing, it is plain that the lava, vapors, ashes, and

gases, collected beneath this loosened core, will

have no means of escape laterally, and consequent

ly will rush up to fill the space previously occu

pied by the fallen core, and thus pour out at the

apex of the crater or often through new fissures

in the sides of the cone where never lava was

known to run before. How are such new openings

through solid earth and rock to be explained ex

cept on our hypothesis? That is the old core,

which had cooled to solidity, in cracking away from

the normal wall of the cone would tear loose mass

es of the inner cone itself, thus so weakening and

shattering the sides of the crater in places as to al

low the force of the reacting lava, as it rushed up

ward, and took the place of the fallen core, to

break through the thin places in the crater-crust

and thus form new outlets as the eruption pro

gressed. About a dozen of these breaks and out

lets occurred in the sides of the crater of Mt. Etna in

the recent eruptions, several of which were entirely

new to that volcano.

The fact that these earthquakes in and around

volcanic mountains occur more frequently in rainy

.seasons than in dry,as the records show, is explained

by the soaking in of water at the crater basin and

through other openings, thus loosening the old

lava in places inside of the cone, letting it drop

and thus causing the shocks and starting erup

tions as our hypothesis claims.

It is also an observed fact that earthquakes of

common occurrence generally follow mountain

chains as their lines of centre, because manifestly

the inner surface of the earth's crust beneath such

chains is in a ruptured and broken condition by the

very crushing process which originally formed the

ridge as before described. Projections from such

a rough surface are more apt to be constantly

cracking loose and falling than in portions of the

crust never crushed into exterior projecting ridges.

This is in harmony also with the fact that at con

siderable distances from mountain chains serious

earthquakes scarcely ever occur twice in the same

locality; or if they do, they occur at very long in

tervals apart.

During an eruption it is often observed that new

earthquake shocks will be felt at which reports

like those of monster cannons will be heard simul

taneously with the formation of new openings and

flows of lava. How consistent is all this with the

explanation here given 1 As the lava is surging and

whirling up the crater new pieces of the cone,

as before remarked, are broken loose and fall

inward, tearing holes in the sides and causing these

simultaneous reports and shocks.

The facts thus hurriedly thrown together and

many others that might be named, point to our so

lution as the only rational explanation of these

hitherto inexplicable phenomena. We venture to

believe that this solution will fairly stand the test

of accounting for every fact so far as observed and

recorded, either as regards earthquakes in general

or as they are known to occur in connection with

volcanic eruptions. By our hypothesis we see that

an eruption is not the cause of an earthquake nor-

is an earthquake the cause of an eruption, both be

ing but effects of a common cause as explained,—

the dropping of huge masses of the earth's inner

crust-surface. A learned writer on this subject re

marks, that every earthquake, however slight, is

but " an uncompleted effort to establish a volcano;"

whereas the establishment of a volcano is but an

accidental effect of the falling of a mass of earth

which causes both the shock and at the same time

so ruptures the earth's crust as to produce a vol

canic opening, both effect: b™ing the result of the

same natural cause.

Believing this explanation of the cause of earth

quakes to be correct, we submit it to our scientific

readers as among the solutions of Nature's myste

rious phenomena which an independent investiga

tion will no doubt yet bring to light.

REPLY TO PROF. FRENCH.-No. 3.

THE locUST ARGUMENT.

In trying to break the force of the locust argu

ment against the wave- theory of sound ns present

ed in the Problem of Human Life, Prof. French

makes a more signal failure, if possible, than upon

either the " swiftly advancing " prongs of a tun

ing-fork, or the killing of men and horses by the

"empty noise" of a magazine explosion. We

will see, as we follow his admissions and positions,

that he dooms the theory at every turn, and ren

ders its admissibility entirely out of the question.

Before entering into the main discussion let us

consider an objection which the Professor raises

against our estimate of the quantity of air disturbed

by the insect's stridukition. We based our argu

ment in the Problem, upon the fact that the sound of

a certain species of locust is heard more "than a

mile" in all directions; and hence that it is capable

of tluiking, according to the wave theory, four cu

bic miles of air into "condensations and rarefac

tions" squeezing the entire mass together, if the

theory be true, 440 tinea a second (its pitch of
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tone being that of tho middle A of tUe piano),

with force sufficient to generate the heat required

by the theory, namely, enough to add one-sixth

to the velocity of its sound, or 174 feet in, a

second, &c.

Prof. French thought to weaken the force of his

fatal objection to the wave-theory by showing that

the half of a sphere of air two miles in diameter

(the locust singing on the ground) did not contain

four cubic miles, or only about the half of it; and

thus,with a great flourish, he aimed to disparage the

accuracy of our calculations. To answer this, we

need only to state what would be plain to any one,

save a professor capable of such a disengenuous

quibble, that if the insect can shake half a sphere

containing two cubic miles of air, by singing on

the ground, it would shake a whole sphere contain

ing four cubic miles if it should sing on a balloon

a mile from the earth, as its sound would then

reach a mile in all directions.

But we did not say that this species of locust

could be heard "a mile" in all directions, but

more than a mile; and it was on this that we based

our calculations. It is well known that these same

insects have been heard by hundreds of persons

during the last two summers on the opposite side

of the narrows below New York at a point where

the bay is about two miles wide, thus more than

doubling the " four cubic miles" of our estimate

actually shaken by the locust.

But why did Prof. French resort to this weak

quibble, when tho supposed agitation of even two

cubic miles of air by an insect into such condensa

tions and rarefactions would be just as bad for tho

theory, since it would be a self-evident impossibil

ity 1 Even Prof. French admits this, for he at once

goes to work to show that the locust does not stir

the air at all by its stridulation, except that which

is in immediate contact with its body, and that the

rest of the mass of air agitated by the sound, after

the first wave is started, shakes itself, " by virtue

ofthe inherent characteristics ofthe air " (page 263),

and as " the natural rcsvltofthe elastic character

of the medium " (page 2G5). These quotations are

some of Lis very words, and they agree precisely

with the position taken by Prof. Humphreys of

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., in which

he says—" A wave once made moves of itself, and

the locust has nothing more to do with it," as will

be more fully illustrated after a little, by an extract

from our reply to that Professor. To prove that

Prof. French takes the same view as that of

Prof. Humphreys, hero is an extract from his

criticisms which shows that the work of the insect

is confined exclusively to tho air in contact with its

body and that all the rest of the air thoughoutthe

four cubic miles agitates itself by its "inherent

characteristics" after the locust starts the first

wave. Reader you will now have a specimen of

the profound depths of philosophical science as

taught at TJrbana University, copied from the JTew-

Ohurah Revieio, page 263 :

" Granted, for the sake of the argument, that

the locust can and does Jill four cubic miles of air

with the sound of its stridulation; it is of course,

true, that every cubic inch of air in the four cubic

miles undergoes sonorous agitation, but what does

the wave-theory of sound require of the locust for

the production of this effect ? Does it require that

insect to load itself with the weight of four cubic

miles of air and to shake it bodily to and fro 440

times per second? Quintessence of absurdity I

All that the locust is in fact required to do, and

all that the wave-theory teaches that it does do, is

to overcome Vie resistance which the air in actual

contact with its vibratory organism opposes to the

rapid motion ofits stridulation. Two factors enter

into the measure of this resistance, namely, the

surface of the vibrating organism and the velocity

of the vibratory movement; given these two fac

tors, and the work done by the insect is knoicn. "

Now before proceeding further, let us notice the

self-contradiction manifest on the face of this ex

tract. The Professor saw by our argument that

tho salvation of the wave-theory depended upon

confining the '' work " of the insect to the move

ment of the air directly in contact with its " vibra

tory organism," since it was manifest even to this

most superlatively weak investigator that the

locust had not thephysical strength to " fill "one

cubic foot with the condensations required by the

theory. But while thus unavoidably limiting the

insect's effort to the air in actual contact with its

body he wildly admits that it "doesfill" "with the

sound of its stridulation " the entire mass through

out which it can be heard . And as " sound " con

sists alone of tho " condensations and rarefactions"

produced by the vibrating instrument.as all authori

ties assure us, the insect then " doesfill" four

cubic miles with actual "condensations," which

manifestly require " work," while this" work " of

the insect, ho asserts, is confined to the air directly

in contact with its " vibratory organism"! Thus

again do we see how impossible it is to write one

paragraph in favor of the wave-theory without des

troying it by self-contradiction. Clearly, if sound

consiitsalone of " condensations and rarefactions"

of the air, as all writers teach, and if the locust

" does fill" even two cubic miles with its" sound,"

it must condense the whole mass of air thus

filled or else it does not " fill " it Is not this plain ?

Most assuredly the air cannot "fill" itself with con

densations by its " inherent characteristics," unless

it actually compresses itself or squeezes itself to

gether by its own "elastic" nature. How then,

can the locust " fill " tho four cubic miles with its

sound (condensations) while the air does this very

"work" itself by its "inherent characteristics,''

and while the insect's " work" ends with the air

in actual contact with its body ?

It is positively inconceivable that a man pretend

ing to be a scientific thinker should have such a

crude comprehension of mechanical philosophy as
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to suppose that a system of condensations,—altern

ate compressions and expansions of on elastic body,

—could go forward of itself throughout four cubic

miles by the "inherent characteristics" of such

body, doing the mechanical work of generating

heat and cold, with no adequate mechanical force

to produce and keep it up ! To say that it is " the

natural result of the elastic character of the medi

um," or produced by its " inherent characteristics,"

is to talk such unpardonable nonsense as would

subject a beginner in natural philosophy to a just

reprimand by his teacher. No inert body can

move of itself however " elastic," or whatever its

" inherent characteristics," and no possible motion

to the mass of such body can be conceived unless

it is caused by an original moving force external to

it. If sound consists of physical condensations of

the air, as all science teaches, then every particle

of such condensation is due to the original mechan

ical energy of the sounding instrument which pro

duced the tone. Is it possible that we have thus

to state to a professor of physics such a superla

tively superficial fact and principle of mechanics ?

We are positively ashamed to confess that there is

one single professor of physics in America who re

quires this elementary information. Yet it is a

fact that there are hundreds of them. All writers

on sound without exception tell us that the air par

ticles as sound-conductors act like a succession of

springs impinging upon each other. The vibrat

ing sonorous body, they tell us, compresses the air

directly in contact with it, those particles compress

the next-adjacent air, that the next, and so on as

far as the sound is heard. How absurd then to

suppose that any part of this compression of the

various springs in tho series is not due to the first

and original impulse! But Prof. French supposes

that the entire work of the sounding instrument is

confined to the first spring moved,that there its work

ends, and that all the other springs in tho series

compress and expand themselves because they aro

"elastic" or possess the " inherent characteristics"

of a spring ! Shame on such ridiculous ' ' science " I

If sound were not a physical or mechanical effect,

as the wave-theory claims, then the case would be

different. With sound as an incorporeal substance

analogous to electricity, as wo maintain, involving

no mechanical or corporeal displacement of air,

then the sounding instrument has only to generate

the pulses and they travel without any mechanical

impulse by a law of conduction as does electricity,

and at various rates of velocity through various

media according to their conductive quality. How

simple and beautiful aro these analogies of Na

ture 1

But Prof. French fortunately lets out the true

cause of his terrible confusion and misapprehen

sion of the whole subject by an illustration of a

boy stirring a tank of water with his hand till the

whole contents of the tank are thrown into motion;

and he then proceeds to calculate the weight of

this body of water, and the amount of force, the

boy must exert to displace continuously such a

weight of water. Now we feel sorry in our very

heart that we are obliged to explain so simple a

matter to a great scientist. Can he not comprehend

that there is no similarity at all in the two cases ?

In the case of the tank of water, when disturbed

by the boy's hand, gravitation does all the work

of agitation except the displacement of the water

directly in contact with tho hand. Not one cubic-

inch of the water moves by virtue of its " inherent

characteristics," but by the force of gravity. Not

so, however, in the case of compressing a succes

sion of springs in which nothing but the original

mechanical impdse hat anything the do with the

mechanical effects produced. Strange that Prof.

French had not read the full explanation of this

very matter of the effects of gravity as given in tho

" Problem " in the correspondence with Prof. Kep-

hart, beginning at page 347. Or if ho had been a

reader of The Microcosm he might have saved

himself from this almost disgraceful exposure.

Let us quote, as directly applicable to the case of

Prof. French, the part of our reply upon this point

to Prof. Humphreys who attacked our " locust argu

ment " in almost the very same language employed

by Prof. French. We copy from our reply sent to

the Southern Presbyterian Review, but which that

journal refused to print lest it should hurt tho feel

ings of its friend the Professor. But here it is.

and it fits Prof. French's case as if it had been

written for him:—

" Prof. Humphreys, notwithstanding his evident

incapability of grasping the true relations between

cause and effect in physics and mechanics, does

really seem to catch a glimpse of the fact that this

argument kills the wave-theory of sound unless it

can be successfully answered. To pass it over in

silence, as so many critics have done who have at

tempted to review my treatise, would have been

to admit its unanswerable character, and thus to

abandon the wave-theory of sound; and so, like

Mr. Darwin in regard to the cause of inherited

characters, he concluded that any sort of an answer

would be better than none at all, and would

have to be satisfactory. This answer, which he

gives in unmistakable language, is a fair specimen

of his range of physical knowledge. Ho begins:

his criticism by saying, as usual, that my position

" is based upon total ignorance of several physical

laws." One would think that a professor who can

make such a sweeping charge against an author

ought himself to know at least something of the-

physical laws involved in his argument, and about

which he charges "total ignorance." But, the

truth is, as will be seen in a moment, he does not

understand the very first law of natural philoso

phy, which teaches that no physical or inert body

can move of itself. He saw plainly if my calcula

tions were correct, and if the condensed air-waves

cluimed to be started by the stridulation of the

locust in producing its sound really depended upon

that insect's physical strength for their continued

motion, and for the actual condensation and dis

turbance of four cubic miles of air, that it rendered
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the wave-theory an almost infinite fallacy. He

saw plainly that the movement of a locust's legs,

or whatever produces its sound, could by no possi

bility affect the air more than a few inches around

the insect; and that the idea of condensing and

rarefying the four cubic miles of air permeated by

its stridulating notes, thus generating heat suffi

cient to add " one sixth" to their velocity, all by

the physical strength of this trifling insect, would

mathematically prove the wave-theory of sound

too ridiculous to be laughed at. Hence 'he justly

felt that something decisive must be done to meet

and break the force of this blow, or the currpnt

theory was hopelessly shattered. What, then,

could he say, except what he actually did say ? I

quote his exact words : "A wave once made moves

of itself, and the locust has nothing more to do with

it." [This is also what Prof. French says, and

almost in the same words.] Reader, don't shake

your head in doubt. Whom the gods would de

stroy they first make mad I My argument had

evidently turned the professor's head— in fuct, de

ranged his intellect—or he never could have penned

tLiese ridiculous words. He plainly saw that the

case had become desperate, and that the shaking

of four cubic miles of air with force sufficient to

bend in and out 2,000,000,000 tons of tympanic

membranes 440 times a second, as required by the

wave theory, could not be attributed to the strength

of an insect, or to the strength of a million horses,

even, and consequently, that tho only possible way

to account for this rapid condensing, rarefying,

heating and cooling of the four cubic miles of air,

as both the cause and effect of the locust's sound,

was to assume that the insect exerted its strength

in condensing only the first wave right at its little

legs, and that this entire quantity of air, filled by

its stridulations, actually condensed and shook

"itself" with a force sufficient to shake a tympan

ic membrane, weighing half a grain, at every cubic

quarter inch of this enormous mass of air. It, of

course, occurred to him, as it has to many other

professors of physics'who have tried to answer my

arguments, that a wave of water once started by

.dropping a pebble into a still pond, necessarily

" moves of itself "1 He could not grasp the idea

that tho first ring of water raised by the falling

pebble was immediately pulled down by gravita

tion, a tremendous mechanical force standing al

ways ready for action, and that in pulling down

this ring of wave gravity necessarily presses up

another ring just outside of it, but not quite so

high, and so on as far as the water is disturbed.

No, he was too superficial and innocent of all true

scientific knowledge to see the action of gravita

tion in the case of water-waves; and really suppos

ing, like a little child, that these waves moved of

themselves after the pebble had started the first

wave, because he could not see what moved them,

he carried his innocent conclusions to the action of

air-waves in the propagation of sound, as taught

by the current theory, and supposed the same con

dition of things must prevail there, and thus was

led to give utterance to the most stupidly imbecile

statement ever recorded by a professor of physics,

namely: "that a wave once made moves of itself,

and the locust has nothing more to do with it" I

Now, it is a fact, as a moment's reflection will

assure us, that gravity cannot come into play in the

case of these so-called air-waves which are sup

posed to constitute sound ; for the very essence of

the wave-theory is, as every tyro in natural phi

losophy understands, that these supposed sound

waves consist of condensations of the air-particles

which act like so many elastic springs. The theory

plainly teaches that the compressing of one of

these air-springs causes it to impinge upon and

compress the next one; this bears against the next

and squeezes it together, and in this manner gener

ates the heat required by the theory, and so on

squeezing and compressing as far as any sound is

heard. I thus try to make this matter plain, to

show that gravity has nothing to do in the case of

these supposed air-waves, but that, on the contrary,

as every writer on sound teaches, they are a suc

cession of elastic springs bearing against each oth

er, and that each derives its motion from the im

pulse communicated to it by the spring preceding

it, and nil from the first spring compressed. Sup

pose, now, a thousand spiral springs to Ix- arranged

in a row, each bearing against its fellows; and

then suppose that I give the first spring a push,

and by the strength of my hand compress it, and

that this spring bears against and compresses the

next, it the next, and so on to the end of the row,

is it not plain that the last spring in the row de

pends just as much upon my strength for its com

pression and motion as did the first spring touched

by my hand? Is not this a self-evident fact of

science? But what is the unequivocal teaching of

our innocent representative of Vanderbilt Universi

ty ? Why, ho insists that my hand moves the first

spring in the row, but that the remaining 999

springs mote of themselves [by their "inherent

characteristics"}, and that my hand has nothinjpat

all to do with them! Really one's sympathy in

voluntarily goes out for such a superficial ignora-

r-.us, however much one may feel like reproving

his insolence. But as much as I sympathize with

him I pity Vanderbilt University more, while the

readers of the Southern Presbyterian Review, im

posed upon by such a writer, are equally objects of

commiseration. "

This extract, from our reply to Prof. Humphrey's,

settles the only real point made by Prof. French on

the locust problem, namely, that the insect stirs

the air in immediate contact with its " vibratory

organism," and that all the rest of the four cubic

miles of atmosphere filled by its stridulations,

shakes itself by its " inherent characteristics"!

How appropriate his exclamation when applied to

himself. " Quintessence of absurdity "! No, no,

Professor, this desperate resort to the most mon

strous mechanical absurdity ever peuned by man,

is a fair indication of the straight into which the

old theory of sound is now driven by this locust-

argument; and it shows, also, the desperation to

which the same argument is driving physicists who

are too stubborn to let go the old theory and con

fess their error. Plainly if sound is nothing but a

mere shaking of the air, which is the central

principle of the wave-theory as every beginner in

natural philosophy knows, then whatever makes

the sound and sends it off must shake the air filled

by the sound, since this shaking is all there is of it

What puerility to say that the locust "fill"*

mass of air with waves of " condensation " and

rarefaction" (which constitute sound), and yet that

it does not stir the air except that small fraction

directly in contact with its body! The very fact

that Prof. French seeks thus to limit the part

played by the locust to the air immediately in con
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tact with Its organism, is a forced confession that

the theory which would extend its effects any

further would be absurdly false. Hence his des

perate necessity of trying to save the theory by

assuming that the enormous mass of air filled with

this sound absolutely shakes itself into " condensa

tions and rarefactions" by the mechanical force

which he calls " the inherent eharateristics of the

air"! The next thing from Urbana University

ought to be a self-acting-perpetual-motion consist

ing of an inert machine driven by its own " inher

ent charateristics " !

What in the name of reason is to prevent the

construction of a million horse-power perpetual

motion capable of driving all the machinery in the

country, if the air is thus really capable of shaking

"itself" by its "inherent characteristics" with

force enough to oscillate 2,C0O,000,00O tons of

tympanic membranes ? All, in the world, that we

now lack of such an enormous self-propelling de

vice is the proper adjustment, and the initial power

of Prof. French's patent cricket to give it the first

kickl He and Prof. Humphreys should combine

their talent at once and bless the world and make

their everlasting fortune while practically vindicat

ing the wave-theory, and thus save the colleges

from the most disastrous scientific defeat ever

witnessed.

But this reminds us of a serious puzzle and diffi

culty in which Prof. French has involved his ex

planation and the theory he is trying to defend.

If the air does possess, as he assumes, the " inher

ent characteristics" to shake itself throughout the

four cubic miles after the cricket starts the motion

or shakes the first cubic inch by its initial kick,

this does not prove that the air possesses the addi

tional "inherent characteristics" of transferring

this self-shaking power to solid bodies throughout

this mass of air, such as the millions of tympanic

membranes which bend "once in and once out"

by the impact of each wave when that many ears

happen to hear the sound of the locustl Will

Prof. French, to save himself, tell us also that it

is the "inherent characteristics " of a piece of ten

dinous fiber or inert gristle to move of itself with

out being started at all by the locust? Clearly a

" drumskin of the ear," a mile away from the

locust, cannot receive its initial shake by a kick

from the insect, unless the kick acts upon the air

mechanically throughout the entire mile of air,

thus forcing it against the drumskin and causing

it to bend. But Prof. French did not think of

this. It never occurred to him that his absurd

" inherent characteristics of the air" even if they

existed, did not begin to meet the trouble in the

way of his theory of sound. It never occurred to

him that 25,000,000 men could stand comfortably

on the ground under suitable circumstances within

hearing of this insect, and that for a whole minute

at a time their 50,000,000 tympanic membranes,

weighing more than 3,000 pounds, will be bent in

and out 440 times a second by this stridulation, if

there bo any truth in his theory. As these " in

herent characteristics" do not apply to gristle,

there is manifestly nothing to shake these 3,000

pounds of solid matter except the strength of the in

sect's legs in forcing the air-waves against all these

drumskins; and since Prof. French has given that

matter up as the " quintessence of absurdity," and

since the wave-theory positively requires it, the

only conclusion follows thatourcritic gives up the

wave-theory, as we told him he must do if he at

tempted to defend it. Is there any help for it ?

But an end to this nonsense. If a single cubic

inch of air stirs or one tympanic membrane vibrates

in consequence of the stridulation of the locust,

then such air or membrane stirs and vibrates as

the result alone of the mechanical force exerted by

the physical strength of the insect; and nothing

less than a philosophical dolt could imagine any

thing different. And as the same sound of the

locust fills and shakes four cubic miles of air, ac

cording to this mathematically formulated theory,

it follows that every fraction of this mass large

enough to contain a membrane, or, say, every cubic

quarter-inch, is shaken by the strength of the locust

with a force equivalent to the displacement of one

half grain (that being the weight of one such

membrane) 440 times a second. And as there are

05,000,000,000,000,000 quarter-inch blocks of air

in round numbers, in tho mass named, and each

block shaken with a force sufficient to bend a

drumskin of an ear if it were present, it demon

strates that according to the wave-theory of sound

the locust must exert a mechanical force on the

surrounding air, alone by its physical strength,

sufficient to move from a state of rest 2,000,000,000

tons of such solid matter 440 times a second. Such

is the actual work assigned to an insect by the

theory of science which we have the audacity

oppose.

But now comes the amusing and at the same

time astounding part of this learned criticism of

tho locust argument. We give it to the reader in

the Professor's own words:

" Our author finds the weight of this vast quan

tity of ear-drums something stupendous as usual,

and the force, which the locust is called upon to

exert in order to agitate all of them, correspond

ingly enormous. It does not occur to him that the

sound could not travel so far if the air were thus

closely packed with tympanic obstructions, yet he

protests that he is dmng no injustice to the wave-

theory." v

Really, we feel now like dropping our pen in

disgust and saying no more. Is it conceivable that

a boy who has been to school one year could not

see the force of our calculation and expose the

shallowness of this criticism ? As a matter of
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course, if this mass of air were filled with "tym

panic obstructions," one stretched at each quarter

inch, the sound of the locust would not, probably,

penetrate it half a dozen rods! Who ever said it

would? And what has this stupid assault upon

common senseto do with our argument? The posi

tion in the "Problem of Human Life " is, that each

and every cubic quarter-inch of air, within the four

cubic miles permeated with the stridulation of the

locust, is shaken with a mechanical force, accord

ing to the wave-theory, sufficient to shake a tym

panic membrane whether present or not, since an

ear stationed at one of such points would hear the

sound. Can we not make a mathematician under

stand that no matter if not a single ear is present

within the entire four cubic miles, each block of

air large enough to contain a drumskin must be

mechanically shaken with that much force, if there

is a grain of scientific truth in the theory ? Hence,

in order to estimate the mechanical force exerted

upon the air by the insect, we had to calculate each

cubic quarter-inch of air as the equivalent of force

necessary to shake one tympanic membrane weigh

ing half a grain, whether present or not. Then,

-as there is plenty of room within the mass of air

filled by the locust's sound for the free motion of

2,000,000,000 tons of such drumskins, as a tyro in

arithmetic can show, it is a fair and legitimate

representation of the strength of the insect as we

gave it, if the theory be true. Yet with this very

calculation definitely carried out in tho Problem

and right before his eyes, Prof. French puts the

childish objection just quoted!

We regret that we have to take up so much val

uable room in The Microcosm in order to bring

this simple and unanswerable argument down to

the mental capacity of a University Professor . But

such seems to bo the case. We had intended to

expose several other matters incidentally lugged in

by the Professor, but we desist.

PROF. KEMPER ONCE MORE.

In a recent number of the Christian Standard,

Prof. Kemper comes, once more, to the front on

the Moon's rate of fall. He gives us a column arti

cle of what he calls "proof." He says he had just

seen the January number of The Microcosm, in

which his statement of the Moon's fall and the

pebble's fall, and the proportion each supplies in

pulling itself, &c., was copied and commented upon

by us. The reader, no doubt, recollects how clear

jtho Professor made it on that occasion! But he

I now thinks he can make it still clearer, and so he

tries. Wo have not room for the whole column of

" Proof," but will give a fair specimen of his

pelucid style by copying his " first method " as

follows:—

FIRST METHOD.

" Let in one caw a mass equal to the moon be

added to the earth, and in the other the pebble's

mass. Then the moon and pebble will have the

total accelerations that belonged to the masses be

fore the additions. Hence, these accelerations will

now be in the same ratio as that of the compound

masses. But since each acceleration changes in the

direct ratio of the change of its corresponding com

pound mass, therefore the ratio of the acceleration*

is always equal to the ratio of thecompound masses.

Bcmove the added masses, and the ratio of the com

pound masses becomes one of equality. Hence, the

ratio of the accelerations becomes one of equality.

Hence, the accelerations are equal. This, of course,

for Newton's unit of time. This is conclusive."

Now some fastidious critics, not familiar with

mathematical " methods,"might think this "proof "

a little fryrgy ; but all such superficial thinkers, as

the scientific riditor can assure them, should attrib

ute the trouble to their own want of perspicacity.

To us, however, there is not the slightest want of

explicitness about this elucidatory " proof," since

we have become familiar with the Bethany

"method." The t'rofessor clearly rfhd distinctly

teaches, that if the eerth's mass were added to the

moon, minus the moss ot the pebble, and if the

equality of both accelerations were divided by the

ratios of the compound masses, then the removal

of one mass would not affect the subdivided accel

eration of both masses owing to the equality of

the double ratios being modified by the distributed

forces of the two units of measure, both apparent

ly being neutralized or otherwise deflected in draw

ing upon each other. But should tho compound

masses be so changed in relation to their unequal

inertias as to exceed the ratios of the two accelera

tions during Newton's unit of time, it is manifest

that the equation of the ver sine would bring the

perpendicular tangent of the pebble's paralax at

such an angle to the plane of the moon's orbit that

the two unequal accelerations would not clash in

their compound ratios, though it might require a

different unit of time, as Prof. Goodenow urges, to

be started at the common centre of gravity. In

such event it is plain th?t the permanent quadra

ture of the earth's radius ought to deflect the

moon's retarded angle at a slight divergence from

the pebble's centre of motion, just as Newton

teaches, while the pebble itself is accelerating

horizontally in its descent upward. Such com

bined ratios of inertias, masses, and accelerations

would necessarily counterbalance the inequality of

the earth's centrifugal attraction ; and the various

aggregates of these compound masses and accelera

tions, instead of being one of equality, would, in

that event, exert an irregular counter-pull upon the

radius vector, and, according to Kepler's secend

law, the pebble's impetus would then tend indi.

rectly to check the moon's oscillatory divergence

in direct opposition to the teachings of The Mi-

, CROCosM. We thus reach the conclusion that this
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equalizing effect of the two unequal masses would

-change each other under the law of inertia in the

inverse ratio of the parallelogram of momentum

till the two accelerations would naturally bring the

equinoctial term into exact equality with the other

two astronomical dimensions, so that the two ac

celerations would precisely correspond with the

two opposite pulls, according to Prof. Gray's dem

onstration, and thus harmonize the two opposite

ratios. " This is conclusive."

Let no man hereafter say that Prof. Kemper is

not clear in his astronomical statements.

REPLY TO JIJIMJE POSTON.

We had prepared a lengthy reply to Judge

Poston's amiable article which appeared in last

month's MicRocOsm in favor of Universal Salva

tion. Our reply was composed mainly of short

passages from " Universaliam Ajainst Itself,"

bearing directly against his points of which thut

-book is full. The MicRocosm, however, being so

crowded this month we hav e deemed such a lengthy

answer unnecessary, referring those whowish such

reply to the book itself. Wo will give here, how

ever, a very short answer which the Judge, as

a good lawyer, must see totally spoils his case

before the jury. Here it is in brief:

The Judge callsa witness to testify in open court

npon the question of the ultimate salvationof that

class of mankind called the "poor" after assum

ing the ultimate salvationof all infants, idiots, and

those who never heard the gospel, without of

course any fault of their own, etc., upon which we

make no objection. This witness, whom he sum

mons to testify as to the future salvation of all the

poor in heaven (for that is the salvation remember

which he is undertaking to prove,) is no less an

authority than Jesus Christ, whoso testimony is

clearly unimpeachable and therefore must bo re

ceived. But the Judge, as an eminent jurist and

counsel, knows if he brings into court a witness he

is bound to accept all he has to say pertinent to the

point actually in evidence; and if there is anything

in his testimony that is the least obscure he is

bound to accept the explanat ion of the witness him

self as to what ho meant when testifying. No

lawyer will dispute this. Thus premising we

come directly to the testimony.

The Judge quotes as his proof Christ's words in

Luke vi: 20, "Messed be ye poor; for pours is the

Kingdomof God." Now did the witness in thus

promising the blessing of Heaven to the "poor"

simply mean those who happened to havenomoney,

such as highwaymen who rob travelers, or pen

niless, barn-burning tramps, who have not the

slightest respect forChristor Hisgospel ? Scarcely.

Allow the witness to explain himself, as he does

bo clearly in another record of the same testimony.

In Matthew v: 3, he tells the court that he did not

mean the '' poor" in the ordinary sense of that

word, but " Blessed are the poor in spirit ; for

theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven. " Then of course

the witness must mean that those whoarenot thus

" blessed "—the opposite of these " poor in spirit"

—the proud, defiant, and haughty in spirit, will be

lost, or will have the exact opposite of this

" blessed " state ; that is, they will have no share

in the " Kingdom of Heaven." Turn back now

to the very record from which the Judge quoted,

-and where his witness is continuing his testimony,

namely, in Luke vi : "Wo unto you that are rich,

[the opposite to those that are poor in spirit] ;for

you have recvived your consolation," verse 24.

Not the " rich" in the sense of those who happen

to have money, as a matter of course, for they can

be even better and more praiseworthy than can

the poor in the sense of penury, as they can do

more good by a proper use of their riches, like for

example, our great and good and rich Peter Cooper

just gone to his reward in heaven. What! asks

Judge Poston, "Reward in Heavenf" Why,

such a thing is preposterous. We get our reward

here as we go along, while Hearen is a free gift!

But here is his own witness in the very record to

which he referred, who says : "Rejoice ye in

that day, and leap for joy, for. behold, your reward

isgreatin Heaven." Verse 23. Now "that day"

and " heaven" here mean the day of eternity and

the Kingdom of glory as a matter of course, as the

Judge necessarily admits, since that is exactly

what he summoned the witness to testify about!

The Judge cannot repudiate his own witness nor

reject the resistless force of his testimony by re

sorting to the usual strategy of Universalist minis

ters when cornered upon these texts, that all this

conditional saleation and beatitude—this reward in

heaven, etc., simply relates to the present life.

No. no ; the Judge has forestalled himself upon

this matter by placing the witness on the stand for

the express purpose of testifying, not with refer

ence to the condition of men in this life, but to

their final or ultimate salvation in the future life.

If the witness is testifying about the present life,

then his promise of the " Kingdom of God " to the

" poor " amounts to nothing. The learned counsel

is forced, therefore, to take the testimony as he

himself at first intended it and used it—directly

and only applicable to the future and immortal

state of being. We arc extremely sorry thus to

spoil his case, and unceremoniously throw him ont

of court by such a mild cross-examination of his

witness, but we are forced to do it in the interests

of justice. These singularly self-annihilating

efforts of Universalists are what we hud the honor,

forty years ago, of first christening " Unirersalism

Against Itself," and the more we note the efforts

of candid writers like the Judge, to prove the

doctrino of unconditional future salvation, from

the Bible, the more appropriate does that expres

sive title seem.

Remember, then, that by the undeniable admis

sion of Judge Poston, in putting the first question

to his witness, and even in putting him upon the

stand to testify, this term, "blessed" must of

necessity be accepted by him to mean ultimate sal

tation throughout this entire testimony, and that

the " Kingdom of God" aud " Kingdom of hea

ven " promised to certain characters cannot, to

avoid trouble, be shifted to the present life in

defiance of all rules of evidence, but must mean

the " Kingdom " of ultimate glory and nothing

else. Some other Universalist might try to evade

this, but manifestly the Judge has rendered him

self hopelessly helpless by committing himself in

the presence of the court to the entiro testimony of

his witness. We close the case to the jury, there

fore, with a brief summary of this impartial evi

dence, as follows :

" Blessed are the poor in spirit ; for theirs is the

Kingdom of heaven," in the future life, of course.

''Blessed are they that mourn ; for they shall

be comforted," in the future life. "Blessed are

they which do hunger and thirst after righteous-

ness ; for they shall be filled," in the future life.

" Blessed are the merciful ; for they shall obtain
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mercy," in the future life. " Blessed are the

pure in heart, for they ehall see God," in the

future life of course. " Rejoice and be exceeding

glad for great is your reward in heaven," also in

the future life. (Math, v.) All these expressly

conditional blessings and promises of reward in

heaven, remember, Judge Poston positively admits

to relate to a future life, and to the ultimate beati

tude of the various characters named by the wi tness,

—a very poor show for universal salvation ! Un

fortunate attorney ! Ho meant well for his "poor"

client; but he lost his case by inadvertently sum

moning the wrong witness. If he will thoroughly

read " Univcrsalism Against Itself," before attempt

ing the defense of another such client, he will no

doubt do better; for he will then know which side

of the case to take, and what kind of witnesses to

subpoena.

In conclusion we remark, in all seriousness, as

we have frequently done before, that no Universal

ist can put his finger upon a single text of scrip

ture, by which to sustain his doctrine, that does

not directly or indirectly condemn it. If Judge

Poston thinks otherwise let him try it by sending

three of his strongest proofs. Indeed the only

course for a confirmed Universalist to pursue, if he

is determined to stick to the doctrine of an uncon

ditional future salvation for all men is to reject

the Bible entirely and appeal to the book Nature.

But will this appeal help the case? No; for he

will there find, as did the apostle, that "whatsoever

a man soweth that shall he also reap; " and if he

is of a logical turn of mind, he will drawabout the

same sensible inference that the apostle did, namely

that " ho that soweth to the flesh shall of the

flesh reap corruption; but he that soweth to the

spirit shall of the spirit reap lift everlasting."

MINISTERS TURNING ATHEISTS.

We have received a letter from Dr. W. D. Jor

dan, of Chillicothe, Mo., announcing the startling

news that three leading clergymen in and near

Kansas City,—one a president of a college,—have

publicly renounced the Bible and have virtually de

clared themselves athests, two of them outspoken.

We will not mention their names at present, but

will state as a suggestive fact that all these have

followed the lead of Joseph Cook, Dr. McCosh and

Henry Ward Beecher, starting just where they

started, with an acceptance of Theistic Evolution,

but, unlike those distinguished leaders, they have

at once reached the legitimate fruit of the new de

parture—atheism—where the others would also

have landed before this had they been equally con

sistent. Another suggestive fact is that two of

these very ministers named by Dr. Jordan had

their attention called, some time ago, to the "Prob

lem of Human Life," as acomplete antidote to Dar

winian Evolution, both of whom, however, refused

to read the work. This, at least, is the informa

tion we have received from friends who are in

timately acquainted with said ministers. It is also

true that our friend the late W. L. Barnes, more

than two years ago left a copy of the "Problem "

with Mr. Beecher, with a request that he read it.

On calling a week or two later, the book was re

turned to him unexamined, with the remark that

Mr. Beecher had no time for such reading I Re

sult:—a thrifty growth of Theistic Evolution,

whose fruit will be atheistic materialism, as in all

cases where the monkey idea is consistently carried

out. It begins with an admission of tgieistic evolu

tion (when driven to the wall by open Darwinism),

as better than no God at all, and with a faint hope

that somehow or other such modified evolution

may be made to harmonize with the Bible. But it

soon comes to pass that evolution even with this

theistic attachment, if true totally destroys the cre

ative work of God as portrayed in the Bible. The

next step is to deny the account of Genesis entire

ly. Next, away goes the inspiration of the rest of

the Scriptures; for if one part is a mistake or an

invention, what reliance can be placed in any?

Next, with the Bible untrue and rejected, why be

lieve in a God ? Of what value is faith in a God

who did not and consequently would not or could

not reveal Himself? Hence the next step is athe

istic materialism, and we firmly believe that it is

only the want of consistency or of logical reasoning

power that keeps any man from the maelstrom of

atheism who ventures to strike outone league from

shore into the open sea of evolution. It becomes

the duty therefore of every pastor to lose no time

in fortifying himself against the very initial steps

of accepting the development theory, however cun

ningly it may be labelled "theistic "by such schol

arly divines as Joseph Cook and Dr. McCosh; and

when thus armed, it is the equal duty of every

minister to raise the danger signal in his congrega

tion by which to warn his people against the in

sidious foe. We will do our part in The Micro

cosm to aid the clergy in this good work, and if

the people of the country, especially the church-

going people, are not warned in time and doubly

armed to meet the very first attack from whatever

source, it shall not be our fault. If ministers

would wake up to this danger before making the

first overt concession to Darwinism, and array their

minds against its dangerous tendency by a positive

attitude of resistance, they would both save them

selves and them that hear them. Without this re

solve and its consistent execution on the part of

the clergy generally, a single generation hence will

see left to the church the mere name of religion,

and only the shadow of primitive Christianity

ELDER THOMAS MUNNELL, AND CAPTAIN

CARTER ON THE MICROCOSM AND

MOON-CONTROVERSY.

Thomas Munnell, one of our oldest contributors,

publishes in the Apostolic Times, of Lexington,

Ky., a carefully written resume of the gravitation

controversy that has been going on in The Micro

cosm during the year past. It is an impartial re

view of the whole battle-field given by a looker-

on who had no reason for prejudice one way or the

other. This resume we will print next month,

as we have no room for it in the present number.

Capt. Carter sends us also a very candid and

able resume of the same controversy in which ho

took some hand. His paper will appear in that or

the next (July) number, and would bo a fitting

close to the gravitation controversy for the present

volume. What another year may develop upon

this and related topics of physical science, no ons

can tell; hut we have every reason to think that

the real campaign in this general revolutionary df.

rection has but fairly commenced.

Errata:—We regret that Prof. Eephart's ex

cellent article last month was marred by two typo

graphical errors. For theotogic'p. 258, col. 1,'lkst

line), read geologic. For work (p. 259, col. 1, 8th

line from top), read mark.
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It is nearly impossible to resist tiio conviction

that the hypothesis of man's origin from the ape-

family is environed with difficulties more nutner-

oud and more serious than those which connect

themselves with the theory of his immediate crea

tion. Nor is any one disposed to deny that diffi

culties which aro many and formidable in connec

tion with the assumed transmutation of animal

Instincts into reason and conscience, become nearly

or quite insurmountable in conjnnclion with the

question, "Is man's religious nature an evolu

tion?" Moreover, every unbiased investigator

will he inclined to concede that the arguments

presented by the advocates of the development-

theory become fewer and feebler in exact propor

tion as the more intricate portions of the problem

como nnder review, the roasoning being decidedly

weakest just where it should be the most power

ful. The greatest force is laid upon the evolution

of the physical nature, where confessedly man ap

proximates most nearly to the brute-creation; less,

upon that of the mental, where manifestly the

difference is wider ; still less, upon that of the

moral, where the divergence is even greater ; least

of all, upon that of the religious, where the differ

ence amounts to a chasm that is simply infinite.

This will become apparent to the reader if we

present in succinct form all the arguments we

*ave been able to discover in the many books

which assert or assume man's evolution from in

ferior animals. Their arguments, as we might

expect, proceed upon the assumption that civil

ized man, in reaching his present advanced position,

has passed through a state of absolute savagery.

The task now before us is to answer the following

argument:—

" There is no evidence that man was aboriginal

ly endowed with the ennobling belief in the exist

ence of an Omnipotent God," (Darwin's " Descent

of Man," vol. 1, p. 62.) " There is abundant evi

dence .... that numerous races have existed

and still exist, who have no idea of one or more

gods, and who have no words in their language to

express such an idea." (Idem p. C3.) The Para

guay Indians, according to Azara, had no ideas of

religion. Sir John Lubbock says, " According to

the missionaries, neither the Patagonians nor tho

Araucanians had any ideas of prayer, or any ven

tage of religious worship." (Pre-Historic Times,

p. 536 ) Among tho Fuegians, Admiral Fitzroy

" never witnessed or heard of any act of adecided-

ly religious nature." (Idem. p. 641.) According

to Crantz, the Greenland Eskimos "have neither

a religious nor idolatrous worship, nor ro much as

any ceremonies to be perceived tending thereto."

Herne 6tates that the North American Indians had

no religion: Colden, that the celebrated "five

nations of Canada had no religion and no word

for God. Burnet, says Lubbock, found no sem

blance of worship among the Comanches. "The

Andaman Indians are stated," says Lubbock, "to

have no idea of a Supreme Being." (Pre-Historic

Times," p. 437.) " The Australians have no sys

tematized religion, nor any worship or prayer."

(Idem. p. 447.) Some savages, it thus appears,

have been discovered who have no religion what

ever — some say very many. What follows?'

"Such." says Lubbock, "was probably the con

dition of primeval man." Whydraw this inference'!

" Because it is difficult to believo that any people

who possessed religion would ever entirely lose-

it." Wherein consists tho difficulty ? " Religion!

appeals so strongly to the hopes and fears of men,

it is so great a consolation in times of sorrow and

sickness that it is hard to think that any nation

would ever abandon it altogether." Though so

many savage tribes are utterly destitute of relig

ion, still, " if we include under the term religion

the belief in unseen or spiritual agencies, the case-

is wholly different ; for this belief seems to be-

almost universal with the less civilized races."

(Da: win's "Descent of Man," vol. 1. p. 63.) Though-

n savage is utterly incapable of experiencing re

ligious devotion, which consists in love, submis

sion, fear, and gratitude; nevertheless, as he passes-

from savagery to civilization, he converts belief in

unseen influences into fetishism, polytheism, pan

theism, monotheism. Thus the higher forms of

religion aro evidently products of human thought,

man's religious ideas becoming more complex and

more spiritual as he advances in intellectual and

moral attainments. To this spiritual sentiment

we have some distant approach to the deep love

of a dog for his master. Indeed, Professor Brau-

bach " goes so far as to maintain that a dog look*

on his master ns a god."

The first sentence in the above paragraph is k

sweeping assertion, adroitly worded and quite

manifestly designed to clear the ground prepara

tory to *the establishment of an opposite theory.

Prone, as evolutionists too frequently are, to as

sign existing effects to causes which have not

been proved adequate, Mr. Darwin seems disposed

to consider it unnecessary to account for man's

religions nature—simply denying that it was an

original endowment, and leaving his readers to>

conclude that of course it is a subsequent evolu

tion. Is this denial so easy of acceptance that it

may be safely left unsupported? Or does it stand;

unaccompanied with proof because of tho difficulty"

in presenting evidence to substantiate it? "No

evidence?" Whence then the basis in which

inheres the sense of obligation to moral law?

Whence the conviction, which is certainly quite

general, that our relations to Deity are more inti

mate and more powerful than the tie resulting

from commands arbitrarily given ? How docs it

happen that so many entertain the conviction that

there is a Supreme Being who possesses moral'

excellencies which man's constitution forces him

to revere? Why is the command, "Thou shalt

love the Lord thy God," capable of influencing

the human family? Is it merely because the

religious emotions have congealed into a confirmed

habit through the operation of Natural Selection ?

Then, whence came the original germ of these emo

tions? These savages, who are declared to be, and-

to have been through all past generations, entirely

devoid of religion, why are they susceptible to>

spiritual ideas? How did they become capable ef

conceiving of God as a being of truth, goodness,

love and power? If their ancestors were not en

dowed aboriginally with the ennobling belief in
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the existence of an omnipotent Gotl, they must

have been endowed with a religious nature, unless

we are prepared to admit, contrary to the teaching

of evolution, that this noblest of faculties may be

developed, not by the tardy process of Natural

Selection, but in a few months by instruction. To

be without religion, is one thing; to bu i ucii; .abls

of becoming religious, is quite another Which of

the two are we to understand was man's original

condition? Evidently the latter was not his con

dition ; for the irreligious savage, who is declared

to be in this respect fully its far advanced as the

first man, can not only be inspired with a concep

tion of God as the embodiment ia infinite measure

of all moral excellency, but can he induced to give

expression to the reverential feelings of his ln-art

—indeed, he is self-moved to worship. Reveal to

him the evidences of divine love exerted in bestow

ing blessings and he is forced to bow in adoring

gratitude. This religious element, to which there

is not even the slightest approximation in the

lower animals, enables his soul to cling to his

Father above even as tho ivy clings to the rock.

THE FREEDOM OF THE WIlL.

liY PI10F. I. l EePUAIit, A. M.

The mind of man possesses three distinct, funda

mental powers—the Intellect, the Sensibilities and

the Will. The will is that power which the mind,

the man, the ego has of determining or deciding

what it will do, and of putting forth volitions ac

cordingly. It is the capacity of electing, of origin

ating, from the spirit itself, choices and acts. Of

itself, the will does nothing. It is tho man, the

ego that determines or decides what he will do, and

puts forth volitions accordingly, and this we call

willing. The act of willing includes two elements:

choice and volition. When the man has chosen

and put forth the volition he has willed, has ex

ercised his will-power. By the freedom of the will

is meant the freedom of the man to will to do just

what he pleases to do. He may not be able to do

what he pleases ; but if he isfree to will to do what

he pleases, his will or willing faculty is free,

though his body be bound or powerless. "A free

action proceeds from a principle intrinsic to the

agent, or is determined by the agent himself, and

is i/» arrordanca vith his wis'ies." To bo morally

responsible for wrong-doing man must, at the time

he wills to do wrong.—decides to yield to the un

holy influence,—possess the power to say to that in

fluence, I will not yield to your unholy attraction,

—I will obey the influence that admonishes me to

do the right. The possession of this power, the

power to reject the unholy influences and yield to

the holy, and at tho same time the power to do the

opposite, is what is implied in TUB freeDom of

the WIll, This power, tho human will, the human

being must possess, or he is incapable of virtue and

is not an accountable or a rewardable being.

That he is an accountable, rewardable being,

reason and consciousness declare in tones too loud

and too overwhelmingly convincing to be gainsaid

or set aside. We are accountable for our choices

and volitions Wo hold ourselves accountable for

them before the bar of our own consciences. Con

science accuses us when we do wrong; it com

mends us when wo do right; therefore the human

will must be free.

But, as there is a limit to all the faculties of the

mind, so is there a limit to the freedom of the

will. The moment divine or diabolical influences

are brought ti bear on an individual will, which

are out of exact proportion to its strength of resist

ance, that moment the will loses its freedom. It

then comes under the power of the same law of

cause and effect that rules in material forces. This

is a point worthy of special notice. And the mo

ment the choices of a being are not the choices of

a free agent, but are the effects of causes ab extra,

that moment those choices cannot involve moral

character. Then the man ceases to be an account

able Iming, and becomes a mere machine. To the

thinking mind, these declarations are axioms.

Again, as there is a limit to the power of the

will to resist influences, and, consequently to its

freedom, so is there a limit to human freedom in

another sense. Man is freo to do the wrong and

accept or suffer the consequences of his wrong

choices and acts; but he is not free to do the wrong

and evndo or escape the penalties that his Creator

has attached to sin. Ths Judge of all the earth

will do right. He will reward every one according

as his work has been. Freedom under law, is the

only freedom possible to an intelligent finite being.

In matters that pertain to the practical affairs of

life, the freedom of the will, as above defined, is

not questioned by any one. It is only when con

sidered in its practical bearing on moral character,

and upon the moral and religious duties of life,

that there arisos adisposition to question its reality

and man's consequent moral accountability. In this

connection there arise in the minds of honest in

vestigators questions like the following:

1. If the good man does right, is it because his

will freely chooses to do so; or, is it because his

moral faculties predominate over those that cater

to his lower nature T

2. Must not tho evil minded man, of necessity,

seek to harmonize his conduct with his predomi- '

uating lower nature ?

3. Does not the man who is evenly balanced in ;

his tendencies toward good and evil, invariably ad

just his conduct to the good or the bad influences

by which he is at the time surrounded t

4. If freedom of the will be predicated of every

human being, are not such phrases as " extenuat

ing circumstances," " restraining influence," "un

governable impulse " meaningless expressions?

5. Do not men do again that for which their

consciences have already severely chastised them!

Why do they act thus if they are free to act other

wise?

0. How can the will be free when it evidently

performs the function of a medium between a

cause and its effect—the circumstance or motive,

or influence the cause; the will the medium ; and

the subsequent action the effect ? •

7. As there stands at the helm of a ship -reason

and judgment to direct the ship's course, so may

there not stand at the helm of our will, goodness,

passion, or whatever attribute of the mind may at

the time be called into action by the peculiar cir

cumstances of the time, place, and condition, and

it determine our choice and volition ?

A young reader of The Microcosm, having read

my article in the March issue, wrote mo stating

the above questions, admitting his inability to

grapple with them successfully, and requesting

that I would treat the subject through the col

umns of this magazine. This must be my apology

for choosing as my theme at this time, a subject

that is old, but is nevertheless, one of profound in

terest, and replete with material for careful thought

and candid investigation.

1. In answer to the first question, I would say

that the good man's act may be the result of his.
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freely choosing to perform that very act at that very

time, or it may be the result of his moral faculties

predominating over all his tendencies and all in

ducements to do the wrong. If it is the result of

the former (as many good acts are) it is a reward-

able, a moral act just to the extent that, in the face

of inducements to do the wrong and his ability to

do it, he willed to do the right. Were there no in-

i ducements to,or possibility of doing the wrong,man

would be incapable of virtue. Hut as said above,

wher. the inducements to do right or wrong exceed

the power of man's will to resist them, his will

loses its freedom, and he is not responsible for the

act.

If the good act is put forth (as it may be) be-

-cause the man's moral faculties predominate over

all his tendencies and all inducements to do wrong,

then the good act is still meritorious and reward-

able to the extent that the man in his previous life,

by willing to do right and resisting inelinntions to

do wrong, has contributed to the development and

strengthening ofhis moralfaculties. That man can

contribute to these results is a self-evident truth.

We are beings of habit. Our passions and pro

pensities are given to us for a wise purpose. They

are to be servants, and not masters. They are to

be restrained by reason, and directed by judgment.

If, through neglect, or indifference, or over-indul

gence, we permit them to usurp the throne that of

right belongs to reason and judgment, we are re

sponsible for the usurpation and all its conse

quences. But if, in our sovereign freedom, we heed

the voice of reason and conscience, and restrain

our passions, resist inducements to do wrong and

cultivate a habit of resisting and restraining what

tends to evil and of doing the thing that is right,

then the moral faculties, in due time, preponderate,

become a cause, and the right thing done is the

effect; and to the extent that by willing right and

doing right ws have given existence to the pre

ponderating tendency to do right, are we now re-

wardable. Living right to-day, makes it easier for

U3 to live right to-morrow. Choosing to do wrong

to-day, establishes a very strong probability that

we -will do wrong to-morrow. The oftene. a

wicked or a good act is repeated.the more does the

repetition of it become a confirmed habit; and the

more the habit becomes confirmed, the less does

the probability and even the possibility become

that the man will ever change. In that sense,

"many to day are holielessly in bondage to the

flesh-life." Not that they cannot change, but be

cause the flesh-life propensities have become so

strong that they will not change. The slaves of

the intoxicating cup, by the grace of God, possess

the power to break the chains of appetite with

which they have bound themselves. A few whose

cases were apparently as hopeless as any case can

be, have done so; but the great majority do not

break those chains—not because they cannot, but

because they will not. A further consideration of

the subject will appear in the next Microcosm.

THIS MICROCOSM AND THE MOON-CONTRO

VERSY.

BY THOMas MUKnEll, A.M.

|From the Apostolus Times.]

Daring the past year, the discussion of a very

-exciting question has been most vigorously con

ducted between Dr. Wilford Hall, editor of the

Microcosm, on the one side, and Professors Gode-

siow, Kemper, Erret, Gray, Carter and Comstock on

the other. The crnestion of gravitation has been

regarded as not only settled, but intactible ever

since the days of Newton. Does the law of

accelerated motion, as seen in the falling of a

stone near the surface of the earth, prevail in the

moon's departure from an imaginary fixed tangent

to its orbit? This the editor stoutly denies, and the

said professors as stoutly affirm—at first. I have

attentively read, and I think, comprehended all

that has been said, except a part of Prof. Gode-

now's astronomical mathematics, and I present for

the readers of the Times a brief resume of somo of ;

the points made and the results reached. The

question is vital in astronomy, calling out the best

efforts of the respective combatants; and if the

professors have not successfully defended Newton's

law of gravity, it w ill go far to unsettle the public

mind as to the infallibility of scientific dogma, and

will give the infidel and scientist a long-needed

back-set while trying to offset Bible facts by sup

posed unerring scientific conclusions. The attack

upon such a man as Newton, and his undoubted

law of gravitation, seemed not only daring, but

absolutely reckless, and even a respectable showing

of argument was more than was looked for; and

while the professors—all gentlemen of decided

scientific culture—handled their forces remarkably

well throughout the struggle, I think the following

counts may be fairly set down to the credit of the

editor :

1. Daring as was the assault made upon this

time-honored law, his opponents did not. as some

others affect to do, regard them as unworthy of

theirmost serious attention. Mr.Tyndall, on read

ing Dr. Hall's attacks on the wave theory of sound,

is said to have remarked, as everyone has heard,

"It is funny;" but these gentlemen havo not

thought that such a remark could break the blows

of the Microcosm against this favorite scientific

belief. To command such attention, by an attack

upon such a scientific idol, is of itself no small

achievement. But more especially the fact thr.t

the editor has thrown his opponents into so greet a

confusion, not only contradicting one another, but

some of them contradicting themselves in tin)

positions taken at different times, in vainly trying

to defend the argument of the falling stone. At

first, the imaginary "fixed tangent" was boldly

defended, and then by degrees given up; then they

were forced to abandon lunar accelerated motion in

any sense resembling the stone fall; they contra

dict one another as to action and reaction in lunar

and terrestial gravitation; some of said professors

contended that the moon pulls itself toward the

earth with one-eightieth the force that the earth

pulls the moon; others that the attraction between

them is exactly equal; and others deny that the

moon pulls itself towards the earth at all ; and so

on, until it has been very evident that the pro

fessors are put to their very best to keep their feet

—in the hands of the robust athlete of the Micro

cosm.

2. The notion that a stone dropped from the

moon would reach the earth in the same time thi;t

the moon would pass nearly ninety degrees round

its orbit—its departure from a fixed tangent keep,

ing up with the accelerated motion of the stone,

and so furnishing elements of important astro,

nomical calculations—was fiercely assailed by the

editor, who soon compelled his opponents to grant

that the resemblance between the moon-fall and

the stone-fall would only hold good for "short

distances," for "small arcs" on the moon's orbit,

then " very small," and at last " infinitesimally

small arcs," until the editor was left master of the
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field again, with the conviction firmly established

in the minds of thousands of intelligent men and

hundreds of college professors, that it was a mis

take ever to have conceived that fixed tangent, and

that the only tangent to be thought of, is not one

that has been left ninety degrees behind, but the

one that keeps up with the moon, and is always

at right angles with the straight line between the

earth and the moon—no resemblance existing be

tween said stone-fall and this supposed departure.

3. The retreating professors were then quickly

followed by another attack. Dr. Hall now denied

that there is any acceleration in the moon's motion

in any sense whatever. Acceleration can be predi

cated only of bodies moving toward their dominant

centres, which is not true of the moon, whose

average distance from the earth is always the

eauK' ; having, in this respect, no resemblance to

the stone fall in any way. Nor is there any ac

celeration in the moon's orbit; for its average rate

is always the same, year by year. To call the

moon's departure from an imaginary fixed tangent

a " fall," resembling a stone-fall, is so clearly arbi

trary, and so utterly inapplicable, especially when

you pass the ninetieth degree of the lunar orbit, as

to forbid all possibility of making that the basis

of any astronomical calculation whatever. Here,

again, the professors were impotent to save their

cause, and left the editor victor once more; for if

the moon falls toward no c°ntro, nor from any

tangent, no acceleration is predicable of it,—as its

fall is only the motion of the end of the index

upon your watch-dial, which falls neither to the

centre, nor from any one figure to any other figure

on said dial.

4. This was followed by another provoking as

sault. Newton's law that, " Every atom of matter

in the universe attracts every other atom directly

as its mass, inversely as the square of the distance

between them," as demonstrated by Professor Car

ter, requires that a single particle on tho moon

shall attract every particle on the earth with as

much force as it would attract one particle. Sup

pose the earth to consist of only one simple, uncon-

densed particle, and that said lunar particle would

attract that particle with a given force, tho above

law requires that said lunar particle shall attract

every particle on the earth, ns it is, with the same

forco that it would attract the supposed one par

ticle—that the pulling power of said lunar ntom

upon the quadrillions, decillions, and vigintillions

of particles in tho earth shall not be diminished

upon any one terrestial atom by any imaginable or

unimaginable multiplication of their numbers. A

draft horse that can pull one ton, can only exert

half ns much power upon each of two tons; but

this lunar atom must be just as strong on a million

tons of atoms as on one. "Oredat Judatun, rum

ego," says the editor. But those who do believe it,

hold that therefore the moon pulls at the earth

with the same force that the earth attracts the

moon; and, therefore, if tho earth and moon were

free to approach each other, the moon would be

responsible for half the work of their getting

together. This is true, if Newton's law is correct.

But the editor presents an unanswerable argu

ment to show that the attractive power of a particle

is weakened on each other particle, according to the

number it acts upon, and that the moon, having

only one-eightieth of the earth's mass, would be

the cause of only one-eightieth of the total motion

produced. The argument he finds in the pulling

power of the magnet which is diminished in pro

portion to the mass of iron brought into its vicinity

to be acted on; and as the attraction of the magnet

is the only Tesemblance in all nature to the attrac

tion of gravitation, the loss of confidence in New

ton's great law of gravitation seems to be inevitable.

A distinguished scientist and mathematician, on

reading Dr. Hall's article on this subject, in the

March Microcosm, laid down the paper, saying:

" I will never again believe anything to be true in

science, till God pronounces it true."

But I have not space to present all the points of

controversy in this struggle, and the results. The

long-trusted statement that in a vacuum a feather

will reach the ground from a given height as soon

as a cannon ball, is denied also by the editor, on

the ground that its few particles do not pull it to

the earth as fast as all the particles in the lead ball

pull it, and that their reaching the ground simul

taneously, is only so in appearance, on account of

the short distance subject to our observance.

Whatever may be thought of the outcome of this

new departure in science and philosophy, it is too

late in the decade to attempt to ignore a cause that

in four years has gained 6,000 ministers as sub

scribers to the Microcosm, and that has now the

confidence of so many intelligent men out of tha

learned professions in our land.

THE THUNDER-BO I,T PROBLEM.

NonTn River Mills, W. Va., )

April 16, 1883. |

.Dr. Halt,.—Dear Sir: In the April issue of

The Microcosm, in your reply to Prof. French,

you state that ' ' a thunder-clap is the loudest sound

ever addressed to tho human ear, particularly

when the hearer is in a house struck by light

ning.'' You say, further, that "it [the thunder

clap,] will not stir a feather a single foot from

the path of the bolt." '"Why? because there is

nothing but sound." Now I have noticed when

lightning strikes within a quarter of a mile of our

house, that tho report from it will jar the window-

glass. Then, i£ as you say, there is no compressed

air-wave sent off from it, and no additional gas

generated, and if the sound cannot stir a feather a

foot from the passage of the bolt, &c., what is it

that jars the glass? J. A. Cowgill.

REPlY TO THE FOREGOING.

The case is very plain ; and had Mr. Cowgill

read the next sentence after what he quoted, it

would have been explained to him. We distinctly

say: " It [the thunder-clap.] does not send off a

compressed air waveorstir anything not in unison

vithitston* " We state distinctly also, in the Prob

lem ofHuntun Life, that thunder frequently jars a

window or some other portion of a building by

sympathetic vibration, if the part of the building

happens to be in exact unison with the thunder-

pitch. We have frequently watched, during a

thunder-storm, when peal succeeded peal, and

from different distances (which, as we were the

first to point out in ThR Microcosm, a year ago,

produce tones of varying pitch according to (?t>-

ttm&;), and we have noted, as probably others

have done, that while certain peals jar the house

or some portion of it, other peals, even louder,

produce no such effect. How clearly our explana

tion accounts for this difference 1 We also state

definitely in The Problem that a powerful organ-

peal has been known to crack a pane of glass in a

church for the same reason, the glass happening to

be tensioned almost to the point of breaking, and
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at the exact vibrational number of the peal which

breaks it. This we explain at length as the effect

of substantial sound-pulses, and show that its solu

tion by air-waves >s an utter impossibility. Let

those, therefore, who think with Prof. Tyndall,

that it is the sound which breaks windows near a

magazine explosion, point to one single pane of

glass that has been broken as the result of a thun

der-peal in a building that has even been struck by

lightning, or forever after hold their peace. By the

merest chance, a single pane might be cracked by

thunder, as in the case of the organ-peal; but a

man's common-sense ought to tell him that not

.only every pane of glass in a building thus struck

by lightning ought to be shattered, but the build

ing itself ought to be leveled to the ground, if

there is the least truth in the wave-theory, since

such would manifestly occur near an exploding

magazine. Plainly, if the sound of a magazine

explosion really breaks windows miles away, the

much more intense sound of a thunder-clap ought

to break the windows of a building where the bolt

strikes. Yet, as we stated in reply to Prof. French,

not a pane of glass or any other object is shaken,

unless it happens to be sympathetically in unison

with tho thunder-pitch of tone. What, we then

ask, can be the meaning of this fact, except that

the wave-theory of sound is a bald fallacy of

science

THOUGHTS RESPECTING THE ETERNAL

I AM.-No. !i.

BY lleV. T. WIlI.ISTON, M. A.

Having shown what my conceptions of God are,

-as to His triunity, omnipotence, ubiquity, and His

having some visible form, the next inquiry will

naturally be, How extensive is the knowledge of

God? All Christians unite in applying the word

omniscient to the Diety, and in so doing they vir

tually admit that His knowledge is unlimited.

Thai Ho discerns the secret workings of all hearts,

and that He knows with circumstantial minute

ness all that now exists, or that ever has existed,

is universally admitted. There are some, however,

in whose estimation God, though pronounced om

niscient by them is not the aW-knowing One. With

them His knowledge is vastly extensive, but not

unlimited. By a few it is said that there may

be things which Ho does not care or choose to

know; while by others it is maintained that He can

not know, in advance, just how free agents will

choose and act; and hence He cannot foreknow such

events as depend for their occurrence on the

choices and doings of such agents. In their opinion

God has placed the volitions and acts of moral

agents beyond His control, and He can know them

and the events depending on them, only as fast as

they become actualities. Now it is " for tho truth's

sake," Itrust.and not inan authoritative,dictatorial,

or strife-loving spirit that I am constrained to dis

sent from those who hold these views, and to

maintain widely dissimilar views. And if this ar

ticle chances to meet the eye of any that differ with

me as to the omniscience of God, I trust that,

whether convinced by the argument or not, they

will at least honor it with a patient, painstaking,

and unprejudiced perusal.

By two distinct methods, I propose to defend the

following thesis: The Knowledge of God has no

limit whatever. Before creating anything, even

from eternity He with unerring certainty and min

uteness knew all things that were to exist or take

place. The choices and doings of all His rational

creatures were as perfectly known by Him before

those creatures or their choices had any being, as

they are now known, or ever will be. In short, no

additions have ever been made to the knowledge of

the Omniscient One. Futurity in all its circum

stantial minuteness has ever been as fully open to

His inspection as are the present and the past.

This view of the divine omniscience I propose to

defend—first, by showing what strange (absurd ?)

inferences are deducible from a denial of its truth;

and secondly, by a direct appeal to the sacred

oracles. It has been thought by some that there

may be things which for some reason God chooses

not to know. Can this be true ? Is not adsurdity

stamlxid upon the very face of the conjecture—for

it is simply a conjecture—that the All-Knowing

One could fix a limit to His omniscience, and could

of choice remain ignorant of some things? How

was it possible for Him to know what things to

choose not to know, without first having all things

before Uim to choose from? The idea of His

choosing not to know certain things is absurd; be

cause no one, not even God,can choose to be ignorant

of something, without first knowing what that is

that he chooses to be ignorant of. But even if

God could be ignorant of whatever He chooses to

be. it is certain that nothing is so minute or insig

nificant as to render it His choice not to know it.

It cannot be true of Him who numbers the very

hairs of one's head, and without whom no bird

falls to the ground, that He chooses to be ignorant

of any thing, however small or trivial it may seem

to be.

Let us next, for argument's sake, suppose it to

be true, as is maintained by some, that God did

not, when creating angels and men, know with

certainty just what their choices, conduct, and des

tiny would be, nor foreknow such events as would

necessarily depend on the character and doings of

these free agents. If this be true, what are its le

gitimate inferences ? .What other things must we

admit to be true, if we admit this to be?

First. If this be true, it follows that God under-,

took the stupendous work of Creation without

foreseeing what the grand issue would be, and

without knowing, in advance, what would be the

world's history. We all know that the world's

history has, to a great extent, been made what it is

by the choices, character, and conduct of human

agents; and if the Creator did not foreknow exactly

how these human agents would choose and act, the

future was to Him as a sealed book, the contents

of which He could no more inspect, in advance,

than we mortals can. With God .therefore, His creat

ing work was undertaken at a venture,or as a grand

experiment. He could not have been certain that

any of the angels would rebel, and have to be etern

ally miserable; nor was He sure what such men as

Cain, or Judas, or Voltaire, or Paine would do, if

He should give them existence. So far as events,

great or small, have depended on the volitions and

acts of free agents—as in truth most events have—

the Creator must have been profoundly ignorant of

what was to transpire, or of what the record would

he in the yet unwritten volume of the future. In

ushering the universe into being He was like one

who should construct a vast and complicated ma

chine, not knowing just how it would work, or

whether it would prove a success or a failure.

Second. Since by the supposition we are examin

ing the doings of free agents were put beyond the

Creator's control, or could not with certainty ho

foreknown by Him, it follows that He could have

had no well devised Plan of the vast fabric He was
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about to erect. and no great purpose in view that

He felt sure of accomplishing. In an enterprise so

•tupendous in its magnitude and momentous in

its results, it would seem as though the Creator,

intent on executing some great and fixed design,

must have had, or desired to have, a circumstan

tial plan of the whole structure before Him, ere

He began His great work. It is obvious, however,

that He either had no such great purpose und pre

conceived plan; or if He had, that there was no

certainty of His being able to carry it into effect.

Of what use to aim at accomplishing some noble

object, if the object and the scheme for effecting it

were liable to be completely frustrated by the un

foreseen doings of human or angelic free agents?

To render Himself liable to bitter disappointment,

or to have a design that He could not bo sure of

carrying minutely into effect, would ill become the

All-wise One: hence it is safe to conclude that He

was reluctantly constrained to undertake His creat

ing work with no specific object in view, and with

no map or plan of the universe in His mind's

eye.

A third inference from the position we are ex

amining is this: The great scheme of Atonement

and Redemption was not the outcome of any eter

nal purpose in the mind of God, but was only an

afterthought, a scheme not devised till man's apos

tasy had occurred and rendered it necessary. If

that apostasy was an event which -night not take

place, or if it hinged upon choices and acts which

God, though omniscient, could not foresee, was it

not impossible for Him to devise the Atoning

scheme, or even to anticipate any necessity for it,

till the Kail had actually occurred ? In shaking

of the Savior, then, as one'' who verily wasforeor-

daiued before the foundation of the world," Peter

must have been mistaken. Paul speaks of its being

God's "eternal purposo which lie purposed in

Christ," that His own " manifold wisdom might be

known" to angels "by the church." Paul and

Peter both thought, it seejus, that man's rescue

from ruin through Christ's death was embraced in

God's " eternal purpose." But how could this be

true, if God did not from eternity foresee and an

ticipate Satan's rebellion and the apostasy of man

kind ? Andhow couldHeanticipatethese, if these,

volitions and actions of angels and men were not

eternally foreknown by Him?

Closely connected with the foregoing inference

is this fourth one, namely : After providing a Sav

ior, and offering men salvation through Him, God

must have been wholly uncertain whether even

one sinner would embrace that offer. Does not a

sinner s salvation depend, under God, on himself,

his own choice, and his own course of conduct?

Does any one love and obey God without choosing

to do it ? If true, then, that God did not from the

beginning know exactly how men would choose

and act, was it possible for Him to be certain that

Christ's dying for sinners would not prove a stu

pendous failure? Might not that costly sacrifice

have been made in vain ?

Before proceeding further, I would respectfully

ask. Can that be a truth from which such infer

ences as the foregoing are logically deduciblo?

Does not reason itself teach that the interests of

the universe would not bo safe in the hands of a

Being w ho did not, with infinite exactness, foresee

what the character and conduct of all free agents

would be? Can we adore Him ns an All- wise

Creator, who could usher a material and moral

universe into being without having that universe,

in all its objects, all its occurences, and all its

rational agents and their doings, distinctl7 before

Him? Can we repose implicit confidence in a

Being who was liable to have events occur that He

did not anticipate, or guard against; liable to have

His creating purpose even partially defeated by

finite agents, whose acts He could neither foresee

nor control ?

For further instruction on the point before us,

let us m,iv see whether the testimony of the Bible

does not tally with that of reason, and fully dis

prove the theory we have been examining. If, in

the Scriptures, God has anywhere foretold, long

beforehand, what certain persona would do, and if

His predictions of what they would do have been

minutely fulfilled, that fact is overwhelming proof

that Ho foreknows, and ever has foreknown, just

how all free agents will choose and conduct.

Indeed, I need not have said "long beforehand,'"

forthosame thing is proved, evenif the prediction

precedes its fulfillment by only a few hours or

minutes, instead of hundreds of years. It was but

a few hours before Peter's denial of Christ that

that act of his was foretold; but Peter's doing the

very thing that Christ had just before said He

would do, proved conclusively that' Christ eternally

foreknew just what Peter and all other free agents

would choose and do. Unless men's motives,

choices, and actions are minutely foreknown by

their Maker, what enabled Him, long before the

Persian Cyrus was born, to speak minutely of

some actions that tha' prince would perform?

Was it a purely accidental thing that Cyrus did

the very things thatGod had, through Isaiah, fore

told? (See Is. xliv:'i8; and xlv:l-5.) Exunine,

verses lb" and 14 of the 15th chapter of Genesis,

and see how God gave Abram a brief summary of

events that would, several hundred years after,

befall his descendants in Egypt. The events fore

told, you observe, were such as depended, under

God, on the choices and doings of a number of

human agents Joseph's being hated by his breth

ren and sold to tl|6 Midianites, and by them to

Potiphar, the conduct of Potiphar's unchaste wife

and Joseph's imprisonment, the incarceration cf

Pharaoh's two officers, the monarch's marvelous

'lieam, and Joseph's sudden transfer from prison

to the governorship of Egypt; these, and all the

other events and actors in that wonderful history,.

together with the feelings, volitions, Hnd conduct

of each of the actors, must have been accurately

foreknown by Him, who, before any of these

actors were born, informed Abram in substance

what the history would be. Again: Christ is

spoken of as " being dellveied by the determinate

counsel and foreknowledge of God." Is it not

absurd to say that God's foreknowledge extended

only to the fact of Christ's " being delivered," but

not to those antecedent volitions and states of

heart which rendered it a fact? If God foieknew

the event, did He not also foreknow all the secret

feelings, motives, and choices that led to that

event? Again: In Isaiah, 4fllh chapter, verses 9

and 10, God makes it ouo proof of H is divinity that

He, unliko all other beings, "declares the end

from the beginning, and from ancient times the

things that aro not yit dona;" in other words,

that He, from the very beginning, looks thiough

futurity, with all its finite actors, and all its

events. If He did not, "from tho beginning,"

know just how angels and men would choose and

act, "the things that are not yet done" would as

really bo unforeseen by Him as they aro by ns.

Again: After exhorting tho Philippians to " work

out their ow n salvation with fear and trembling,"

Paul adds, " It is God which worketh in you both

to will and to do of His good pleasure." Can GcJ.
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'' work in men both to will and to do," if He does

not foreknow just bow they " will," and just what

they will "do"? From the passage just quoted,

and from several others that might be cited, we"

learn that the choices and doings of finite agents

are in the Scriptures ranked among the works of

God. He is often represented as influencing men

to perform certain acts, or as restraining them

from doing what they were inclined to do; and He

is sometimes spoken of as doing the very acts tluit

human agents do by His permission. The Bible fully

warrants the assertion that the acts of free agents

are a part of God's works, and it affirms that

"known unto God are all His works from the

beginning of the world." And while His knowl-

tdge is without limit, so also is His efficient, all-

pervading agency. Not only does He foreknow all

things, but He " worketh all things after the coun

sel of His own will." In other words, He executes

or carries into effect "the counsel of His own

will," largely thrvuyh the medium of finite agents

whose freedom of will he never interferes with in

the least. I know that it is sometimes said that if

God not only foreknows exactly how men will

choose and act, but " worketh in them both to will

and to do," then men are not free agents, but ir

responsible machines that God uses for accom

plishing His own will. The fallacy of this idea is

rendered obvious by the fact, that after Peter had

denied Christ, and Judas had betrayed Him, each

of them experienced the stings of an accusing con

science; each felt that he had chosen to do an in

excusable and criminal act, and was, therefore,

answerable: and yet each of those men had been

told, in advance, just what Jesus foreknew he

would do—the ono that he would thrice, deny his

Divine Master, the other that ho would basely

betray Him. Both the denial and the betrayal

were foretold events; and their being foretold, and

then coining to pass, proved that God always fore

knew just what Peter and Judas would do: but if

those men had not felt that in their respective acts

they were totally free and self-prompted, would

the one have " wept bitterly," or the other have

exclaimed, " I have sinnfd in that I have betrayed

the innocent blood?" It is plain that their con

sciousness of freedom was not lessened in the least

by their being told what sir, they would each

commit. So if God were to show each ono of us,

in advance, a little map or history of his future

life and doings, the map would prove to bo a per

fectly accurate one ; yet no one of us would be

compelled to choose or act as God had foretold we

would. Facts prove conclusively that God's know

ing beforehand, and with absolute certainty, what

finite actors will do, is entirely consistent with

voluntariness in the actors themselves. God's

being eternally certain that Judas would prove a

devil and betray Jesus, had no constraining influ

ence whatever on Judas. Had not his betrayal of

Christ been a perfectly voluntary act, conscience

could not have extorted from him the confession,

" I have sinned." It is just as proper to say of

that vile traitor, that Ho could have befriended

Jesus instead of betraying Him, as it is to say of a

rebellious child, that ho could be an obedient one,

if he had a mind to be; or, that if a liar choose to

be veracious, he could be. To say that if God

foreknew Christ's betrayal by Judas, the betrayer

could by no possibility help doing that wicked

deed, is a serious mistake. If it be a legitimate

•equence of God's eternally foreknowing the act

and its doer, that Judas could not he'p betraying

Christ, then I am certain that that act of his was

no sin, and will have no punishment. For it is

self-evident that to punish ono for what he could

not possibly help or avoid, would be cruelly unjust;

and I know that it is utterly impossible for God to

be unjust. But Judas' remorseful confession, and

the fact that of him Jesus said, " Good were it for

that man, if he had never been born," are con

vincing proof that throughout life he was an un

fettered, freo agent, and that it was by an abuse of

hi3 freedom that he brought on himself that fear

ful malediction.

In conclusion, I have this only to say: If the

Bible does not teach the doctrine I have been

defending, I know not what it does teach, or what

sentiment it can be successfully appealed to for

support. For one, I am certain that He whom I

worship knew from eternity my every thought,

motive, desire, choice, and overt act, and that with

out His special interposition I, though free to

choose, shall be lost. And to those brethren that

cannot agree with' me now, let me affectionately

say, that if heaven becomes our final home, I feel

assured that there your views on this great theme

will fully accord with those that I now firmly hold

and advocate.

BUBSTANTIAL.1S1U AND MPIRITEAUBM.

No. 1.

BY CAPT. H. eelSO CARTER.

An, article in the March Microcosm by the

Rev. T. M. Griffith brings up again the fact that

many intelligent people still believe that the shal

low tricks of spirit mediums are really supernat ural

iu their nature. The reverend gentleman alludes

to Zdllnor's Transcendental Physics,which ho says

"contains a most impartial and scholarly report of

mysterious manifestations which he witnessed in

Leipzig, in connection with Henry Slade, such as

the tying of knots in cords, the two ends of whiih

were'hermetically (?) sealed; writing within double

slates, locked together; the passage of coins through

solid wood, leaving no trace of their passage, but

hot with the vibration of their molecules ; these

are scientific forts. [Italics mine.] Prof. Zollner

explains them in the theory of a fourth dimension

of space, known only to beings of another sphere."

He then proceeds to liken them to the glimpse of

another sphere obtained by tho dying, &c.

Now, how long will it take people to drop

this inconceivable credulity, and wait for facts.

" These are scientific facts" I Language fails to

express tho contempt felt, by those who have real

ly investigated the matter, for such charlatans as

Henry Slade, Charles Foster and the rest. But

let mo present a few facts.

In the summer of 1878, I had the pleasure of at

tending a performance of legerdemain, or presti

digitation, in Egyptian Hall, London, given by the

famous inventor of mysteries, Mr. Maskelyne.

To his fertile genius is duo the marvelous whist

player, which, after years of exhibition, still defies

the magicians themselves. Only a short time be

fore my visit, Mr. Maskelyne had appeared in the

courts of London, as tho prosecutor against this

same Henry Slade—the charge being that he was a

miserable impostor and swindler.

Shido had astonished London by, the double

slate writing alluded to above ; but in open court

Mr. Maskelyne showed just how it was done in

every detail. Thus exposed as a fraud, Mr. Slade

betook himself to the continent(I think I am right

as to the succession of events, but that would not

be material), and found new audiences there. Be
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fore long, his wonderful feats attracted the atten

tion of the professors of Leipzig, and at their re

quest he organized a series of entertainments or

Meanes8, at ZOllner's house I believe. Henry Slade

Juu personally described some of the wonders that

Ahtre occurred to me, not more than three months

-Ago. l am, therefore, specially empowered or

enabled to speak confidently of them. Not to di

gress, I should here state that Mr. Maskelyne, at

the performance to which I allude, spoke of Blade's

exposure and offered the bold challenge to explain

.and illustrate any possible wender ever actually

performed by any medium in any country. When

the Boston orator, Rev. Joseph Cook, "made his

lamentable slide from grace into the mud of a par

tial acceptance of theso " phenomena," I sent him

-a statement of some of the facts connected with

Slade, and urged him, when he visited London, to

call upon Maskelyne and obtain from him the light

which he so sorely needed. It is to be hoped that

he did so. If not, he can gain some information

'from this paper. A short time ago, Henry Slade

'was advertised to appear in Philadelphia, and, in

-company with a friend, I sought a seance. My

friend, Prof. Powell of this academy, is an adept

in all the tricks of legerdemain; and I have gained

a knowledge of nearly all known to the modern

stage, so we were doubly armed and equipped for

the meeting. Mr. Slade was exquisitely polite and

at his ease. We sat down at once; and while he

.talked glibly and easily of the wonders of spiritu

alism, he took up the famous slates for the very

experiment which has been called a "scientific

/fact." A week after wo visited him again, when

he so far forgot the cardinal rules of magic, as to

actually repeat this and several other " phenome

na," thus giving us n splendid opportunity to

study the action of tho spirits. The modus oper

andi appeared to be as follows : Wo examined

the slates—nothing on them, A small piece of

pencil was placed between them, and^ without

leaving our sight for an instant, the closed slates

-were held under Prof. Powell's nose, when tho

sound Of writing was heard, interrupted every

time Slade " broke tho connection" between our

hands on the table (one of his hands held the

slates'", and on handing the slates to Prof. P., he

opened them nnd found one covered with writing

on tho general Subject of spiritualism, and signed

by some ghost unknown to us. This with slight

variations is tho famous writing between slates,

where manifestly no man's hand could possibly

do the work, as it h done in full daylight and

right under your eyes. Now we are botli ready

to make oath that wo saio just how it was done.

Slade had behind him a httle shelf, on which lay

a number of common school slates. The first time

he did tho trick he began by handing us one of

the slates for examination. Of course we found

nothing on it. Whilo we were examining this, he

picked up another, apparently like the first, and

turned it over shueiny us both sides of It, but did

not let it go out of his hands. He placed it on the

table, thou deposited a minute piece of slate-pencil

upon it and proceeded to lay tho slate we had ex

amined down on top of all. He then picked up

the two together and passed Aempartly under the

table, "to suo if the spirits would write anything."

'They promptly signified their intention of so doing

by a scratching sound, similar to that made by a

-pencil, whereupon ho once more placed tho slates

on the table with slate number one uppermost as

before, lifted 1 off, took out the piece of pencil,

selected a "better piece," laid 1 on the table, put

the pencil on it, and placed 2 on top, keeping the

same side of 2 uppermost all the time. Now ho

was all right, and at once held the slates under

Prof. Powell's chin ; when the scratching began

and the operation continued as first described.

The secret was in slate number 2. This slate had

the " message" already written on one side, long

before we went to the room. Over this was placed

a neatly fitting piece of slated card board of tho

precise appearance of the other side. When he

first picked up 8, he easily held this cover tight

against the slate and thus turned it, showing us

both sides, and even wetting his finger and rub

bing on both sides to make us certain that there

was no writing there. Ho then placed this covered

side of 2 down upon the table, and after putting

tho piece of pencil and No. 1 upon it, he carried

them, as described, partly under the table, where

the simple removal of his finger allowed the false

cover to drop upon his lap, unseen by us of course

as tho table hid tho lower portion of his body

from view. When he put them on the table

again and placed 1 on tho table, the pencil in it,

and 2 on top; this brought the lower sido of 2, on

which was the writing, between tlie slates, where

it was wanted. All was now serene, and picking

them up, fast closed together, a simple turn of his

right wrist brough No. 1 on top, and No. 2 beneath,

for it would appear most reasonable you see that

the lower slate should receive tho writing ; and

holding them against my friend's chest so that his

fingers were under the slates and concealed by

them, he made the scratching sound with his

little finger nail ; which part of the performance

needs so little practise that I can do it quite as well

as he.

This is the slate-writing in its most astonishing

form. All that has been published about locks

and screws, &c. , is true enough; but manifestly

these fastenings aro not applied till the pencil has

been placed between, when, it does not matter if

the slates are surrounded by the imperial Russian

guard, the work has been already done. Let it be

borne in mind, that by the laws of the human

mind which govern magicians in their sleight-of-

hand work, it Is absolutely impossible for any

man to detect tho trick as detailed above unless

his eye has been trained to some extent in the

working of such deceptions. Tho assumption,

therefore, that Prof.Ziillner was a competent judge

of the actions of Slade in Leipzig is precisely the

loose screw in tho argument. From the nature of

the frauds practised upon that good man by the

medium I readily conclude that his ignorance of

legerdemain must have been absolute, and his

perceptive faculties rather dull to say the least.

The slate writing is not always done as above

described. That method is only necessary when

the victim is supposed to have sharp eyes. On

the occasion of our secoud seance, Slade had evi

dently been so much impressed by our apparent

gullibility, that ho ventured to use the simpler

method. Slate No. 2 was not shown on both

sides. We looked at No. I which Slade took and

laid behind him with the others while he did

some trivial action, and then reaening behind him

he picked up what he said was the same No. 1. but

was really No 2, and handed us No. 1 again,

while ho rubbed 2 on the top and made believe to

rub it also on the back, taking care, however, that

we did not beo that sido. Wo wero supposed to

believe that he was rubbing No. 1, which we had

already seeu; and therefore there was no need to

put them even partly under the table. Our slate

was put down, tho pencil on it, and tho supposed

No. 1 laid on top with the concealed back down ;
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.when he picked them up, put them on my friend's

shoulder and proceeded as before. All the while

he kept up an easy conversation, telling us of the

wonders of his sittings in Leipzig, and remarking,

with a candor of expression and air of innocent

wonder that was simply exquisite,—" It was the

most wonderful thing I ever saw in my life. I

was frightened almost to death ! "

Space is about exhausted, but we will give in

another article, the particulars of the other tricks

performed by Slade, and also of those of the famous

Charles Foster, including the bloody letters on the

arm, &c. ; for we had the honor of a very satisfac

tory interview with the last named gentleman.

He is now in an insane asylum. Zollner is dead,

and Slade—well Slade still goes round the country

quietly and politely absorbing the money of credu

lous men and women.

Chester, Pa.. Mil. AcaD.

HOW PLANETS WERE FORMED.

BY RET. PROF. 8. WOOD.

The nebular hypothesis of Laplace assumes that

the planets were formed and their orbital motions

imparted to them by the contraction of the sun's

-atmosphere, which was supposed to extend prima

rily, beyond the orbit of the most distant planet,

caused by the heat of the sun; and, that the plan

ets were left behind, from time to time, as the

contraction of this atmosphere (by cooling) con

tinued. This hypothesis is subject to several ob

jections, either of which would be fatal.

Most of the objections bear equally against

Kant's form of the hypothesis, which supposes

that all the materials, comprising the spheres, that

belong to our solar system, were, originally in their

elementary condition, and filled the whole space of

the system. This is the form of the hypothesis,

as we generally understand. Both forms agree

that the planets were formed by a contraction of

the mass;' the greatest contraction being in the

region of the poles, with a projecting belt at the

«quator, due to axialmotion. These belts or rings

.caused by the continued contraction of the mass,

from the circumference toward the center, were

separated from the body, but continued their axial

motion, and by bursting into fragments, formed

the planets: the axial motion of the rings becom

ing the orbital motion of the planets. The objec

tions to this hypothesis, are: 1st. If the surface of

the mass was contracting, as claimed, it was in the

best possible condition to remain stable. 2nd.

The centrifugal force of this diffused mass could

not have been, by any known law of motion, suf

ficient, on its surface, at any point in its contrac

tion, to overcome the force of gravity at that point.

3rd. The orbital motion of the planets is far too

great to meet the demands of the theory.

4tu. The planet Uranus and its satellites af

ford exceptions to the directional uniformity of the

axial and orbital motions: the axial motion of the

planet is retrograde, and the orbital planes of the

satellites are nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic.

Stallo says: " But the most serious blow, which

has lately been dealt to the nebular hypothesis,

consists in the recent discovery (1877), by Prof."|

Asaph Hall, of two satellites of the planet Mars

:and the proximate determination of their respective

distances from the primary, as well as their orbital,

periods. It was found that the distances of the

inner and outer satellites from the center of the

jilanet are about three and six times, respectively,

the radius of the planet, and that the periods of

revolution of these satellites are 7 hours and 89

minutes and 30 hours and 15 minutes, respectively,

while the period of rotation of the planet (Mars)

itself is 24 hours and 37 minutes. It appeared,

then, that one of the satellites revolves about the

planet in less than one-third of the time required

for the planet's axial motion." (Modern Physics,

page 284.)

The hypothesis will not meet one of the con

ditions demanded of it. It does not account for

the condition of tho planets as we now see them,

much less for their formation.

That form of the hypothesis, which supposes that

all space was originally equally filled with this star-

dust, which gradually separated into groups, and

these groups into suus, planets, comets, etc., is

still more defective; as all parts would be equally

effected, aud there-could be no can™ of motion, or

change of motion, much less of separation. A

nebular hypothesis that depends upon the contrac

tion of its mass, by which the formation of the system

commences on the periphery by its parts being left

behind, must be utterly nugatory, as being contrary

to all physical laws as now in operation.

Stallo says: " It is plain that the derivation of

the forms and movements of the stellar and

planetary systems from a primordial homogeneous

mass uniformly diffused throughout space, is im

possible.'' (Modern Physics, page 286.) We assume

that all things and systems were formed from

centers to circumferences, and not the reverse—as

the nebular hypothesis demands. We also accept

this canon: " Q iod sustinet vel deUt, formavit.'

The planets were formed by that which now sus

tains them. We may learn the manner of their

formation by studying the processes now going on.

The sun aud all the planets have rotary motion:

this motion is the combination of the spiral mo

tions belonging to the particles themselves,of which

these bodies were composed. In the rase of the

sun which was first formed, these spiral particles

came together by convolutions among themselves,

by which the extreme spiral activities of the par

ticles, which tlu,y derived from the living spiritual

forces, by which they we e formed, were brought

together and compounded in the liery voitcx of the

sun.

This physical sunisthe first material effect ir. the

system to which it belongs, and is therefore the

highest foim of material substance. It now be

comes an active cause in the chain of causes by

which creation proceeds: its activities, which np-

pear to belong to itself nre caused by the constant

influx of the spiritual forces by which it was

formed: that which formed it al.o sustains it.

The sun now radiates its substance in all directions,

(but principally from its equatorial regions', in ac

tive corpuscles which continue in stnight lines but

finally terminate or combine in a material substanc*

upon a still lower plane. Gravity now takes con

trol and these atoms begin to flow together and to

return to the sun. Buton account of the magnetic

forces which these returning masses still retain,

(though in a combined or changed form), becoming

more positive as they approach the sun, they cannot

rush into tho body of the sun, but aro driven off

by its radiating corpuscles as tho tail of a comet is

driven off by the same force. In descending to

ward the sun, this accumulating mass had ac

quired a certain velocity by which it passed the sun

and returned in the f'irection whence it came.

These bodies are still accumulating in mass, not

only by taking up the atoms which they meet in

their course, but the} nHr&cl other small bodies.
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Vy which many aro united into one, and return to

ward the suu in a very elliptical or excentric orbit.

This excentricity becomes less, in a decreasing

geometrical series at each revolution. This pro

cess has continued until the planets are as wo now

see them, and still continues: the meteors and

aerolites, that are continually accumulating upon

the surface of the earth is that part of the process

that comes under our observation and is attested

by experience.

Tho reason why the planets are within a few de

grees of the sun's equator, is on account of the vor

tical forces of the sun by which a greater portion

of radiating corpuscles, aro in that direction, and

are kept constantly within tho power of this force.

The comets are formed and aro forming tho same

way; but those whose orbits are nearly perpendic

ular to tho plane of the ecliptic, would accumulate

very slowly, us they pass through a region of few

aerolites.

A TELl,lMi INDORSEMENT.

We copy the following article from the pen of

Prof. C. H. Morris, A. M., as printed in the North-

West Missouri School Journal, heartily indorsing

our new departure on sound:

TUB WAVE-THEORY OF SOUND MUST GO.

For more than 2,000 years, the phenomena of

sound have been explained, as every student of

natural philosophy knows, by assuming atmos

pheric vibrations, or vibrations of whatever me

dium through which sound may pass. This

theory wo have been taught ; and, knowing no

better ono for the explanation of the various phe

nomena of sound, wo have of course taught it to

our pupils. Alas for human weakness, that quality

iu our nature that urges us on in tho long-beaten

paths, tho time-honored highways that lead us to

so-called scientific conclusions. These we follow,

because some one before us has traveled them:

because some great intellect has paved the way,

and made it so much easier to commit his thoughts

than to evolve belter ones for ourselves.

I have in my possession a book, Problem of

LTumau Life, written by A. Wilford Hall, of New

York city, a review of which is intended in this

article; and though we cannot notice but perhaps

one of every score of arguments brought against

the theories of tho six greatest scientists of the

day, yet we hope to notice such points as will be

of interest to our renders, especially those who

have made science a study. What wo shall notice

in particular is his arugments against the current

theory of sound; and right hero let me say that no

adequate idea of the force of his arguments can be

gotten from what is hero given. I can only hope,

by presenting a few of the most cogent reasons for

abandoning the time-honored, and, in my candid

opinion, fallacious theory, to set you to thinking

as I have done, and to so interest you that you will

procure the book, and read for yourselves, that

you may judge for yourselves.

In the Prefaco of his book. Dr. Flail gives abund

ant reasons for assailing theWave-Theory of Humid.

One of these is, that if this theory c m be shown to

be false, and based entirely upon misapprehensions

of Nature's simplest laws, these authors will be

shown to be unreliable, and the so-called scientific

theories of the day which oppose religious senti

ment, notably that of evolution, will lose their

A

power on tho popular mind. It is plain, he argues

(and it would appear so), that if tho wave-theory

of sound breaks down, so also must the undulatory

theories of light and heat, as they are considered

by scientists as analogous to sound.

Accordingly, he takes up the current-theory of

sound, which should bo well understood by every

reader before undertaking to comprehend this

most complete expose of it ; and by quot ing copious

examples from tho works of its most popular advo

cates—Tyndall, Helmholtz. and Mayer—shows, be

yond a doubt, to the mind of the reader who thinks

deeply, that our text books on sound, as well as

our modern authors, are wrong in toto. My honest

opinion, formed by twice carefully reading every

line of that part of the book entitled, " Evolution

of Sound," i3 that tho students of our schools and

colleges are being imlxised upon to an extent inex

cusable, by teaching them that sound is propagated

by air-waves, or waves of whatever medium that

conducts it. I am not an enthusiast, and what I

say, in regard to this " Evolution of Sound," is

after mat aro deliberation, and candid, truth-seek

ing study; and I disbelieve that any instructor in

natural philosophy, who is competent to read and

reason, can give the book a careful perusal, and

afterward conscientiously instruct his classes in the

current theory of sound. So exhaustive is the ar

gument, so full of originality, socompletein itsde-

tail, so fair in tho quotations from tho authors he re

views, so strong, sometimes severe, in the language

in which the argument in conducted, and so anni

hilating in the character of the attack, thatono who

thinks carefully and well, has but to read to be

convinced of its great worth, the power of origin

ality in the author, and the absolutely false prem

ises nnd misapprehensions upon which the theory

is based.

Professor Tyndall is held up to merited ridicule,

though it would seem that he is more mercilessly

treated at times than was really necessary to ac

complish the object—to demonstrate his unrelia

bility. This, however, may be accounted for by

the fact that Professor Tyndall himself, as a con

troversialist, is very uncompromising and severe,

as will bo attested by all who have unfortunately

fallen into his hands. Further, while he is by no

means the ablest authority on sound (Professor

Helmholtz, of Germany, and Professor Mayer, of

our own country, being considered his superiors in

originality and depth of thought), yet his great

ability as a lecturer has called him to the rostrum

as spokesman for these other authors, thus making

him the exponent of the theory, and the proper

target, His works on sound are indeed so popular

as to have been translated into all the principal

languages of Kurope, Professor Helmholtz person

ally supervising the German translation. It is a

well-known fact that there are no dissensionn in

the wave theory household; hence the defeat of

the ablest advocates must be the dissipation of tbe

theory.

This 's the idea of Dr. Hall; and. accordingly,

he proceeds to quote from the voluminous works

of these so-called scientists, arraying them against

themselves and each other, until it would seem

that there is not a foot of tenable scientific ground

upon which to rest their case. So contradictory

indeed nre tho statements of Professor Tyndall (no

less than those of Helmholtz and Mayer, that iine

can hardly think it possible for them to have ema

nated from 1 tie same brain; and tho render finds

himself silently accusing Dr. lI*ll of int'rpol>tti''!

rather than guiding these eminent authorities, only

to find, by reference to their works, and carefully
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noting the connections, that their teachings are

not only justly dealt with, but magnanimously.

We now propose to notice a few of the argu

ments :

1st. It is a well-known fact that if two strings or

forks be tuned to exact unison, the sound of one

will cause a sympathetic vibration and tone of the

other, without there being any connection other

than the air. This is explained, by the advocates

of the undulatory theory, by asserting that the air

waves sent off by the actuating fork or string

periodically dashing against the passive one, pro

duce vibrations in it of a periodicity equnl to that

of the first body. They could not, of course give

any other explanation consistent with their theory.

One simple experiment is sufficient to show its

fallacy. Tune two violin strings in perfect uni

son, remove them to a rigid piece of stone or iron,

over which they are stretched. In this condition,

there can be no audible tone produced by either of

the strings by the most vigorous plucking. Now,

while the air- waves, if any, are sent off from the

string plucked just as they were when it was

stretched across tho sounding-board of the violin,

yet the sympathetic vibrations of the other string

do not occur. This shows clearly that it is not the

air-waves that cause the vibrations of tho other

string. This one simple experiment, one that any

of us can perform, shows the wave-hypothesis to

be not the right one. Here is an extract from the

author's explanation:

" I assunij that there is a veritable sympathetic

attraction in every sound-producing body for every

other sound-producing body which has or may

have a unison or syncronous vibration. The uni

son condition alono develops this sympathetic at

traction into practical operation. As tho analogue

to this, there exists potentially in every iron body

magnetic attraction for every other iron body.

When a piece of iron is converted or tuned into

steel, and assumes the character of a magnet,

through the influence of electric currents, it may

be said to be in unison with the molecular char

acter of other iron bodies, causing an affinity to

co-exist between them. Why it attracts another

mass of iron, overcoming its inertia, and causing it

to change positions when made to approach it,

science does not tell us; yet it is absolutely certain

that some kind of substantial currents pass off

from the magnet to seize hold of the iron arma

ture, or the corporeul result of lifting it could not

occur, according to all known physical laws, since

it would be an actual physical result caused by

nothing."

Experiment shows that no matter how vigorous

the vibration, if the actuating instrument be so

circumstanced that no tone is produced, no sym

pathetic vibration tikes place.

[The Journal contains other arguments copied

from Tlu Problem; but the above will serve as a

specimen of the Professor's appreciation.]

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR I'OYVER OF

THE SO I.Alt SVSTE.H.-NO. XL

BY B. T. EAYANACCH, M. D., D. D.

DB. HAll'S OBJECTIONS AGAIN.

In the April number of The Microcosm, the

esteemed editor favors us with n few remarks in

regard to my articles which, though in the main

complimentary, yet show he has somewhat against

us. As far as we can, in the brief space alloted us

in this article, we will notice the objections in de-

' tail as they stand related to the great cardinal

points of the theory.

The subject of Electricity as the great motor of

the Solar System, is so vast in its magnitude and

proportions that it requires many years of patient

thought and investigation to comprehend its na

ture and the manifold forms of its action. It would

be unreasonable to suppose that any mind, however

gifted and enlightened, should comprehend at a

glance the profound mysteries made plain by a

proper study and development of its character.

The philosophic world labored for centuries to

ascertain, if possible, by what great agent the sys

tems of our Universe are regulated and controlled

in their combined and co-ordinate actions and rev

olutions.

The facts of Astronomy as developed by Co-

i pernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, and others, asset

forth in the present system, are justly regarded as

" established." In respect to these there is no con

troversy.

But when wo go behind these phenomena, and

inquire for the cause which gives to all parts of

the Solar System their motions, which cause, from

their harmonious regularity, must be regarded as

a unit or one great physical force,— the main ques

tion to be determined is: What constitutes this one

all-pervading force?

Sir Isaac Newton leads off with the answer that

it is Universal Gravitation, Thisidea was suggested

by the falling apple; and seizing upon the terres

trial force which holds tho earth intact, and binds

to it all material substances thereunto appertaining,

by analogy he extended its application to the

starry spheres, and upon a purely tpceulative phi

losophy, he has attempted to' enthrone Universal

Gravitation as the ruling force of the Universe.

Into this mistake, Sir Isaac Newton and his

compeers were led by tho fact that gravity was the

greatest power then known in Nature. The New

tonian system was built upon this idea, an 1 the

learned world have accepted it in its entirety not

withstanding many parts of it are inharmonious

with other parts.quoting the names of itsgreat au

thors as absolute authority for all tho positions as

sumed, and no further investigations made into

Nature for further revelations

Sir Isaac Newton died in March, 1727, twenty-

five years before the discovery by Dr. Franklin of

the universal prevalence of Electricity, and yet up

to the present day the Newtonian theory has not

been modified to adjustitto this new and important

discovery.

We live in a more progressive age where great

names and hoary doctrines should lisu sway over

the public mind, when the theories promulged by

them are contradicted by clearly -defined facts in

Nature: and the true scientist should bow with

homage and respect to tho authority of Tncxrx

only, irrespective of the prestige of names, or the

prejudices of education.

The Electric Theory whoso rightful claim to tho

approval and acceptance of all honest and inde

pendent thinkers, I have humbly sought to set

forth and vindicate in n brief outline view in these

articles, assumes that gravitation is not n universal

force, and hence that some other agent must be

found to perforin tho functions hitherto ascribed

to it, as such.

There are found in Nature three imponderable

elements— light, heat, and electricity— over which

gravitation has no influence whatever. These

three elements proceed from the Sun, and are com

bined as a kind of trinity in unity in every solar ray
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and act conjointly or Hfi[i— I i1j as circumstances

and exigencies demand, as a'lawn in a former ar

ticle.

One of these elements when considered in the

endless diversity of its action, is found possessed of

energies every way adequate to accomplish the

great design of giving and sustaining motion in

every member, whether solid or nebulous, of the

.solar system.

This clement, Positive Electricity, is above and

independent of gravitation, is hi unite in the area of

its action, its functions vastly diversified ; hence we

hold it is* rightfully enthroned and crowned as

God's great motor-monarch to control the move

ments and mutual relations of all parts of the ma

terial universe.

Having suiliciently set forth some of the great

cardinal featuresof my theory, I will now briefly re

vert to the objections mado by Dr. Hull in the ar

ticle under consideration, and endeavor to answer

them in detail. In doing so, space will not per

mit mo to copy them all in full, but I request the

reader 10 refer to tho article itself in the April Ml-

CRocosM.

Dr. Hall says, "So far as we are aware, electrici

ty proper, whether positive or negative, does not

pull or push any object in the slightest degree) by

passing from one object to another. Wo believe,

in fact, that all tho electricity that can bo forced

through n wire would not pull or push the weight

-of a feather between two objects thus connected."

In reply I stato that there is a "push and pull "

power, and in somo instances a very destructive

one in tho passage of currents of electricity from

the sun to tho earth. For example (1 .) the accumu

lation of electricity in tho clouds in its passage to

tho earth in tho form of lightning is a most fear

ful thing when it strikes a tall tree and shivers it

to splinters. To protect houses from this terrific

" push and pull," thousands of dollars are annual

ly expended in lightning rods. (2.) When alow

barometer, acting wholly by electric force, gathers

up from ocean or lake vast volumes of water, car

ries it in defiance of gravitation into the upper at

mosphere, and vaporizes it into clouds, there is a

very considerable amount of " pushing and pulling"

in the process. In either of these cases, if tho

Doctor's '- feather" was in the way, we think we

could move it.

We would remind tho Doctor that in conducting

electro-maguetisin " through a wire" between two

bodies, tho magnetic current has a stronger affinity

for the wiro than for surrounding objects, and

henco t hey are not affected by its passage, for mag

netism passes through tho body of the wire.

Not so with positive electricity, which acts on

the surface only of solid bodies, nnd is continually

flying off when surrounded by negative electricity.

To demonstrate this if you lay a feather or any

light substance on the ptimo conductor of an elec

tric machine, and throw on a charge of positive

electricity, it will bo pushed from its position.

The Doctor alludes to tho action of tho magnetic

needle and says " it was formerly supposed t hat it

turned North and South because immense quanti

ties of loadstone were located at the poles of the

earth." Yes, even so; and this doctrine prevailed

up to the time of the introdution of the Electric

theory, and the subject would have remained

.obscure but for the light thereby thrown upon it ;

for there is nothing iu the Newtonian system to

relieve it.

The Doctor very well knows that if you approach

the positive end of tho ueedlo with tho positive

point of a magnetic bar it will be instantly re

pelled ; and if you reverse the end of the magnet

presenting the negative to the positive, it will be

attracted with the tame force. These well-known

facts may serve a valuable purpose. Let this il

lustrate the action of the sun upon the poles of

the earth. When the Earth reaches its winter

solstice, Dec. 22nd, it presents its negative pole to

the positive Sun and there is a mutual attraction

between them resulting from opposite eIeotri«

conditions which brings the Earth to its perihelion

or nearest point. From this time the South pole

turns gradually away until after the vernal equinoi

it sinks into shadow, and the North pole giudually

emerges into the light ; and as it is in like electric

condition w ith the Sun, tho Earth continues to

recede until the 22nd of June, when it reaches its

aphelion, which is five or six millions of miles

more distant than at the opposite point of its orbit

Further, to show that the magnetic force of the

Earth centers in the poles, we illustrate by the

following example: Take a magnetized steel bar

eight feet in length to represent the 8,0(il) miles

of the Earth's polar diameter, rest it upon n cen

tral stand and suspend across it nt regular intervals

seventeen pairs of pith balls aitnched by threads

afoot in length, when jt will be perceived that

the balls nearer the polar ends will greatly repel

each other, and the force of repulsion diminishes

from either end to the central pair where it is im

perceptible. This is the test of n delicate electrom

eter, and clearly shows why the Earth, midway

between the poles, does not "attract iron any more

than wood or brass."

From this experiment is clearly deduced this

fact that all the direct magnetic force of tho Earth

manifests and centres in tho poles. These form,

so to speak, hooks or handles by w hich the posi

tive electricity of tho Sun can lay hold of these

magnetic, centres, and wield tho glolw in its course

both upon its axis and in its annual revolution.

Our theory, by no means, ignores magnetic attrac

tion.

To further illustrate nnd demonstrate the "push

ing and pulling" powers of positive and negative

electricity by currents passing through the atmos

phere to tho earth, wo give the ebbs and flows of

the tides under the electric action of the moon, as

a case in point. According to our theory, when

the moon presents its dark or negative side to the

earth as at new moon it " pulls" the waters of the

ocean which are ia a positive state, and " pushes''

those that are in a negative condition to the oppo

site side of tho earth, producing thereby, antipodal

tides; in this case there is u revolving polarity es

tablished in tho waters.

I close the^o examples by insisting that the

execntrie flight of comets in their very elongated

orbits is duo to the pushing nnd pulling po\ver of

positive electricity proceeding directly from the

Sun. Tho comet, which is a nebulous body (net

solid ns claimed by gravitatio:iists\as it approaches

the sun in a negative condition passes rapidly closs

around it for three-fifths of a circle, where it Is

powerfully charged throughout with positive elec

tricity ; andas positive repels positive it is repelled

by the Sun to far distant space, whence it some

times requires three hundred years to make iu

return. In accomplishing its extraordinary flight,

it sets at defiance, and tramples under foot evert

law prescribed for its nction by the gravitation

theory, and strictly conforms to the known lawt

of Electricity.

In regard to tho casual remark, in n former

number, that "the attraction of gravitation may

reach the moon, ' I spoke in doubtful terms; f«
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my mind is not clearly made up on that subject.

As the earth and moon are both negative bodies,

there is no great gravitating force between them ;

the difficulty seems to be to find an adequate pro

pelling force to carry the moon forward in its

orbit. As but 1 ittle attention has been given to th is

subject heretofore, I reserve my opinion as to the

laws that apply to it, until more light, and demon

strated facts, can be brought to bear upon it.

In every part of my theory, I repudiate the idea

that the momentum given at their creation to re

volving bodies was adequate to keep them in per

petual motion—annual and diurnal—through all

time. Such an idea is unnatural, and cannot be

sustained, when we consider that their pathway is

surrounded and overshadowed by forces which, if

unfriendly to their actions, are competent to retard

or stop them; or, if friendly, to promote and con

tinue them. In these forces, wo find an adequate

profiling power for each; and we are left to in

quire, how do these affect the moon?

In closing these remarks (already protracted be

yond my intention), I return to the editor profound |

thanks for the occasion afforded me to bring out

before the readers of Thr Microcosm some im

portant features of my theory, not hitherto fully

portrayed. I allude to the beautiful harmony pre

sented throughout the electric theory, wherein is

seen the workings of a two fold, self-adjusting

balance of power, which, at Dr. Hall's suggestion,

I name " Push and Pull." Thanks for the sug

gestion. This pair of powers work beautifully

together in all parts of the stupendous machinery

of the universe. Like two celestial steeds, they

career in the heavens, and carry forward, with

admirable skill and dexterity, the various evolu

tions known to the sublime science of astronomy.

I derive peculiar gratification from witnessing

the ease and elegance of their movements in over

coming every difficulty that has stood in the way

of progress in former times, when our fathers in

this science had harnessed up, and trained an in

ferior steed, which, upon a trial of his powers,

proved to be blind, halt, and spavined, and wholly

incapable of performing the dexterous feats so es

sential to success in his distinguished calling. The

truth is, that a "one-horse" power, all "pull"

and no "pnsh," was a sad oversight in looking

into the mechanism of the spheres.

We come to the relief of the clumsy, overbur

dened old steed of "Universal Gravitation," and

propose to release him from duty in the upper

spheres, and for the fnturo give him repose in the

home pasture taking rare of terrestrial interests,

while the fiery coursers of Electricity, Pull and

Push, shall maintain their rightful position in the

wide domain of Universal Nature.

Mt. SterliNg, Ky.

REPlY TO DR. EAVANAugH.

We would bo very glad, if we could seo clearly

with Dr. Kavunaugh, and grasp the force cf his

positions on Electricity as the Motor-Power of the

Solar System instead of gravity, as he so evidently

and even eanguinely believes. Surely, one who

has raised several objections to Newton's theory of

gravitation, and urged them vigorously in The

Ircnocosm, as the reader knows we have done,

would naturally welcome the efforts of a collabo

rator who could completely vindicate those objec-

tions by breaking down tho entire theory of gravi

tation and substituting for it another motor. If

we could really believe, by the most careful read

ing, which we have been able to givo, of the Doc

tor's various articles on the subject, that he waa

probably correct in his general conclusions, w»

would be the first to hold up his hands and assist

to harmonize the details of the new theory, rather

than to raise objections, much less to publish them

to the world. Or, if our objections bore only

against some minor details of the new theory, we

should consider it most unjust to urge them pub

licly, and thus tend to throw discouragement in

the way of an earnest and conscientious investi

gator. But our objec tions lie against the cardinal

principles of the theory,—not against any of its

mere details,—as we will now try to show.

Is there, in the first place, outside of mere

theory, any such distinction or things in Naturo as

posit re aud negitive clertric'ty—one to push a

body, and the other to pull it? Such a state of

things, in tho abseuco of any fact within reach of

human ex(ieriment or observation to prove it, is

entirely incomprehensible to our mind. As well

talk about our atmosphere as composed of a positive

and negative air. Other substances may combine

with air, and thus change its character; but that

does not make two airs -one positive, and the

other negative. So, other forces may combine

with electricity, without changing electricity itself

into either positive or negative substance. There

is, of course, as everyone knows, a positive and

negative, or north and south pole to a magnet.

But magnetism is not electricity, in any sense of

tho term, whatever theorists may claim or argue.

It is the product of electricity (as heat, light, or

sound may be the product of gravity), and though

a veritable substance, as truly as is the electric

current itself, magnetism as the effect, is entirely

distinct from the cause which produces it. This

is not mero theory, or assertion. We have positive

proof that their nature is entirely different,

and need only refer to one characteristic, namely:

that electricity must have a suitable conductor

(unless greatly forcd to jump\ in order to travel,

while magnetic rays need no conductor whatever.

A bit of glass will stop the most powerful electric

current, while magnetism passes through glass, or

through a vacuum, as readily as through tin; best

electric conductor. Many other points could be

named, in which they are essentially different.

The positive and n-gaXive poles of a magnet are

both produced by the same single and simple cur

rent of electricity (call it positive or negative, or

what you wilD, passing around tho bar of iron. If

it be a steel bar, the magnetic stato becomes per

manent; and the north or south pole of the bar

depends entirely upon which direction this single

current traveled in passing around it. Let tho

electric current puss around tho bar in one direc

tion, and one end becomes the positive polo and

the other the negative. Pass the current in tho

opposite direction, and the poles aro reversed. But

all this production and change of polarity in a

magnet, remember, is accomplished by one and

the self-same electric current, without any positive

or negative about it.

Now, we insist, first of all, that these two dis

tinctly different kinds of electricity—posilicc and

negative— upon which the Doctor's theory rests as

its chief corner-stone, bo shown to have a practical

existence. Ever since wo can recollect, we havo

read and heard about this distinction, and about

the positive clouds and the negative earth, or rice

versa, according to each man's theory; and about

tho positive discharging its positive electric fluid

into the negative, thus producing an equilibrium,

&c., all of which has been totally unintelligible to

our unscientific mind. We look upon electricity
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-.as a single flaid, simple and pnre, however gene

rated, and have not the slightest conception of two

electric fluids passing off from the same dynamo

machine or chemical battery, and thus passing to

gether through a conducting wire, the one kind

(positive), traveling on the " surface," as Dr. Kav-

anaugh teaches, and the other kind (n gative),

traveling through the body of the wire. To our

mind, this is so far-fetched and proofless, as at once

to warrant its rejection, unless experimental evi

dence is forthcoming, which ought to be clearly

accessible to science, if the doctrine be true. Yet

this very assumption of the existence of two such

different kinds of electricity forms the liasis of the

theory so long, persistently, and ably advocated in

these columns. We object, also, to the doctor's

manifestly incorrect use of ocientific terms. He

says :

" We would remind the Doctor that in conduct

ing electro-magnetism, through a wire between two

bodies, the magnetic c urrent has a stronger affinity

for the wire than for surrounding objects, and

hence they are not affected by its passage, for

magnetism p istes through the body of the wire," &c.

This confounding of "magnetism," "electro-

magnetism," and "mignetic current," with elec

tricity itself, is all wrong. "Magnetism" never

travels along a wire, either on its surface or

through its body, but is confined to the poles of

the magnet, or their immediate vicinity. Electri

city is clearly what is meant in the above quota

tion, and not " electro-magnetism." Let us, first

of all, have clear definitions of the words we use,

and then get at the facts.

The Doctor thinks there is a good deal of

"push" caused by the electric current when

lightning strikes a tree, and shatters it to splin

ters. The action, however, though greatly inex

plicable for the present, is not that of a down

ward push at all, but is clearly a disintegration of

fiber, and a repulsion in all directions. We doubt

if a lightning-rod bears downward on the earth

the additional weight of an ounce in consequence

of a lightning-bolt striking it. This, however,

can be easily tested by experiment, as we suggested

in our April article. If enormous positive light

ning bolts were constantly passing from the sun to

the earth, and equally enormous negative bolts

returning from the earth to the sun, accompanied

by correspondingly prodigous thunder-claps, wo

might see the appropriateness of this lightning

illustration, and might see some ground for dis

carding gravity as the motor-power of the solar-

system. But with no evidence of such or analo

gous operation taking place, we see not how elec

tricity acts any such dynamic part as our excellent

contributor claims for it in pushing or pulling

planets through space. We do not even begin to

know that the electricity in a thunder-cloud comes

from the sun, as the Doctor's theory requires. It

is simply guesswork. It is much more reasonable

to suppose that the atmosphere is already charged

with it, and that the cloud collects and becomes

surcharged with the fluid, till it is conducted off

by the moisture in the air to the earth in the

shape of lightning. This is all the "positive and

negative " there is about it.

We come, now, to the two central,—and, to us,

'unanswerable,—difficulties against the doctor's

(theory. 1. The limited sphere of the push or

pull of the most powerful magnet ever made must

preclude the possibility of supposing that the sun

and earth repel and attract each other as two mag

nets. This the Doctor distinctly conceded, owing

to the enormous distance between the sun and the

earth, and the short range of action in all known

magnets. But he does refer to electric attraction

and repulsion, in which bits of paper or pith balls

are lifted or driven about by an electric current

passing through a wire, and thinks this action is

what constitutes the "motor-power of the solar-

system." This, however, in our judgment, is

worse than magnetism for the theory; for the dis

tance through which any such electric action has

ever been observed to take place, does not compare

to the distance through which powerful magnets

will act and pull at iron. As the Doctor does not

claim magnetism as his motor-power, for want of

a sufficiently long range of pull and pnsh, ho must

also, it would seem, abandon electric action for the

same reason; unless he can show a longer range of

pull than was ever yet observed in the displace

ment of tiny pith-balls or bits of paper. How

strange it seems to us, with a force (gravity!,

acting every day in our sight, pulling bodies of all

forms, sizes, and materials, from all terrestrial

heights, and without any appreciable diminution

of power; and while admitting this force to extend

to unknown distances, that a scientist should dis

card such a motor-power as of minor consequence

for one ns trifling as that observed in electric or

magnetic action, and then insist upon the latter as

the "motor-power of the solar system" !

2. But the most serious of all difficulties, how

ever, in the way of the electrical theory, is the one to

which we alluded in our April reply, and to which

the Doctor adverts in his answer, namely: that the

moon is actually carried around the earth and kept

in its elliptical orbit by the action of gravity, and

without any aid from electricity, precisely as the

earth is carried around the sun in a similar orbit

Now, by going over Dr. Kavanaugh's series of ar

ticles in The Microcosm, it will be seen that the

earth, as relates to the moon, ought to be a great

fountain of positive electricity, and ought to pout

it off in mighty torrents upon the moon, in ordet

to influence it electrically, and thus keep it in its

orbit ; for such is the fact with the sun, and such

is precisely the way, according to the Doctor's

theory, in which the sun keeps the earth in its

orbit. Now, this very fact, unless it is fairly met,

breaks down the electrical hypothesis, for the

Doctor, throughout his argument, makes ihe earth

the negative recipient of positive electricity from

the sun; and hence, the earth is the exact opposite

of such supply-fountain as he describes the sun to

be. He further declares, in hid answer printed

herewith, that both earth and moon are " negative

bodies," thus precluding any tuch motor tupjil

coming from the earth as is needed to drive or pull

the moon in its orbit. He further adds, that his

mind is not "clearly made up on that subject;"

that is, as to what keeps the moon in its orbit,

though he supposed it might be gravitation, as he

states in a former article. But here, plainly, it

must be gravitation, and nothing else, since electri

city can have no hand in the matter, taking his

entire description of the maimer in which electri

city is supplied by the positive sun to the negate*

earth, and taking into view the fact that both earth

and moon are helpless " negative bodies."

In all kindness and sincerity, therefore, wo sug.

gest to the Doctor to begin his theory anew, and t<

confine his investigations exclusively to the " neg

ative " earth and moon, and first settle th» ques

tion as to the possible or impossible application ot

this electric-motor theory to our nearer neighbor.

If he shall find that gravity really keeps the moot

in its orbit, and that electricity has no active part

in the matter, as we feel sure he will, he may
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then safely, honorably, and publicly abandon the

electric theory as the mistaken motor-power of the

solar system; since, plainly, whatever will suffice

for keeping a satellite in an elliptical orbit around

a planet, will be all-sufficient, in all reason, for

keeping a planet In a similar orbit around the

sun

We will print Dr. Kavanangh's reply to this

-criticism in the August number, which will bo the

first number of Vol. Hl; and we must expressly

insist that the Doctor first attend to the moon as the

formidable difficulty in the way of his theory.

Let him tell how the " negative"' moon is kept in

its orbit by the electric motor-power derived from

the "negativo" earth without any "positive"

supply-fountain of electricity, before trying to

explain how the earth gets around the sun. After

showing and admitting, as he doubtless will, that

the moon's motion around the earth can be caused

only by the combined action of gravity and pro

jectile force, let him then show some satisfactory

reason why the Author of Nature ordained two

separate and distinct motor-powers for the different

members of one solar system.

KEPLER'S THIRD LAW AND GRAVITY.

BY PROF. T. V. MC'BEATH, A. B.

If Kepler's Third Law is true, tlie central force

in orbital motion varies inversely as the square

root of the distance; that is, unless the planets be

supposed to mote in a resisting medium the density

of which varies inversely as the square of the dis

tance from the sun, we must conclude that gravi

ty VAeIES, NOT AS ~, BUT AS ~— .

DEMONSTRATION.

Kepler's Third Law is that " The squares of the

times of revolution are as the cubes of the mean

distances from the sun, or as the cibes ofthe major

axes of the orbits." Or, representing time of revo

lution by t, and, distance from sun by 1), we may

express the law in the general form of a propor

tion thus :

Dt : V
2 2

- D' (A.)
3 8 '

But, since the time of any revolution is equal to

the distance passed over divided by the velocity,

, . orbit , (orbit)' . . ,,
we have, t— -y- , and t — y, . Again, the

orbit of a planet may be expressed in terms of its

mean distance, radius ; this gives us, orbit —- 2 it

R, or substituting D for R, we have O — 2 it D.

Now in equation t — --y^-, for "Orbit," substi

tute its equivalent 2 it I), and we have

2ffD , 2arl>
i -y— ; t _

substituting these in the A proportion above we

We : fJ^)2 : : D3 : D'8 or, equating

we have, D^ (2 *D)2 _ p (2 ^Dl)2 ; whence, can-

| celling the common factors V it 2, Dj, and D2, we

D' D
have—— — yT\ extracting the square root of each

V2 2

VIF VD"
term, we have, , or, in the form of

v V

a proportion V : V : : VB1 : VBT (B.) That is,

re'oc'ty vanes inversely as Vis square root of the dis

tance But now,

Since orbital motion is the result of the joint

action of tvo equal forces the centrifugal, or tan-

gential force, and centripetal, or central force, it

follows as a matter of course, that these two forces

being always equal, vary, each with the other,

hence we write the formulae.

Tg. f varies as Central f. (a) But, with n con

stant mass, any body moving in an unresisting

medium, the force urging it forward must vary as

the velocity ; henco we have Tgf varies as V.

(b) Now combining a and b, we have C f varies as

velocity, (c) But again, with n constant mass, the

('eNTRAI, FORCE VARIES AS GRAVITY, hence We

have C f varies as gravity (d). Now combining c

and d, we have, G. varies as V. (E), that is G :

G': V ; : V' (C.) Now combining B and C, we

have G : G, : : VD7 : Vv. Q. E. D !

SecoND DemoNstratioN.

In order to show clearly how inevetably Kepler's

Third Law drives us to this conclusion, let us ex

amine it in a different way.

 

Let a and b be two planets revolving around the

sun, S, with mean distances—respectively, sa, and

sb; velocities V and V ; masses, in and m'.

Now 6ince these planets are supposed to be re

volving in an unresisting medium, the force which

urges each one forward will be equal to its

planet's, mass into its velocity. That is, Tg. f —

m v, and Tgf — m' v'; or expressed proportion

ally, Tg. f : Tgf' : : mv : mV (1.) Now, Mr.

Loomis, in his astronomy, page 135, sec. 251, says

that Kepler's Third Law to be strictly true, must

take into consideration the mass of the planets,

and gives a proportion, thus modified which he

styles "rigorously true." Now, since it can be

shown that the mass of a planet, entering, as it

dose, as afactor in both the central and tangential

forces, may be entirely ignored, there is no mod

ification to be made, nor could there be ; but to

save discussion upon this point here, we will

adopt Mr. Loomis' " rigorously true " proportion,

which is, Vt;: :(^8:(-^Ly> Nowof

our two planets, a and b, let us suppose them to

have equal masses ; then, since m becomes equal

to m', the proportion reduces back to : tj, : : Dj:

Dj or as we have shown, it further reduces t*
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V:V : : Vi7 : Va (B.), or V : V : : Vsb : (2)

But now Hiuce the masses are equal proportion (1)

reduces to Tg f : Tg f : : V : V (3). Now com

bining (2) and (3), wo have V : V : : Vsb : VSa (4)

But since the two masses a and b are equal the

central force, the power that pulls each to the cen

ter S, will be in proportion to the power of gravity

at each; that is, since the masses are equal, we

will have, C f : 0 f : : G : G', (5). But since the

tangential force varies as the central, we have Tgf

: Tg f : : Cf : CP, (0). Now combining (5) and

(6;, we have Tg f : Tg {' : : O : G', (7). Now

combining (7) and (3', wo have, V : V : : G : G'

(8). Lastly, combining (8) and (4), wo have,

G : G' : : Vsb : Visa (8)- But, since sb, and sa,

arc the inverse distances of two planets, a and b,

we have G : G' : : VD'. : Va Q. E. D.

Eno-Ger. School, Cuero, Tex,as.

REPLY TO PROF. STROJiG.-No. IL

|From Ztim's Herald, Boston.i

In the previous paper we directed onr remarks

entirely to the one fundamental position—tympan

ic vibration—upon which the theory of acoustics,

as taught in our schools, is confessedly based.

The reader no doubt saw by that reply how little

there is to support the theory, even in its citadel

of defense. We now come at ourcritic in a differ

ent way, anl with different weapons of attack; for

this is not a defensive war on our part. It isPrcf.

Strong who needs to be defended against his own

pen, if such a task were possible. We propose

now to show that he has not only flatly contradict

ed himself in his efforts to defend the old tlveory

from our attacks, but that he himself has aban

doned the theory and overthrown It so far as his

weak admissions are capable of overthrowing any

thing. Here is our unanswerable proof, copied

from his review in the Herald:

" Another argument which will present some

difficulty to the casual reader is based on the prop

agation of sound by waves of condensation and

rarefaction through solids and liquids, which the

wave-theory assumes. This author inquires how a

weak insect can, by scratching on the end of a

pine log. produce waves of condensation End rare

faction in tho solid wood, much less in iron. Much

might be said on this point. Much needs to be

said concerning different kinds of elasticity, to

make the point entirely plain. But the explana

tion of this phenomenon is by no means so difficult

as it would at first appear. It will perhaps be

sufficient to say here that the action by which a

S'mnd in transmitted through any body—-be it solid,

liquid or gaseous—is molecular ; and, incompre

hensible as it may appear to be in the case of solids

and liquids, it is not more incomprehensible than

every kind of molecular action with which we are

acquainted."

Thus at a single stride has tho wave-theory of

sound been abandoned and given up ! The critic

hero assumes, in order to meet the overwhelming

difficulty of sound passing through other substances

as well as air—such us wood, water, iron, etc.—-

that it cannot he wave-motion at all, but " molec

ular " action ! In the commencement of the

above extract he is compelled to admit that he is

in direct conflict with the wave-theory in this

'- molecular" departure, because "the wave-theory

assumes," he declares, that it is " by waves " ; but

I assume, says Prof, Strong, that the whole wave-

theory is wrong because the action ' ' is molecu

lar " I And unwittingly, to be consistent, he changes

the theory from wave-motion to ' ' molecular "

action even in air, by declaring " that the action

by which sound is transmitted through any body,

be it solid, liquid or gaseous, is molecular " I Was

there ever such vandalism as this in an orthodox

scientist? No advocate of the current theory of

acoustics ever before intimated that sound traveled

through air by "molecular" action, or by anything

but air-waves, except pome weakling whose in-

coherency could not keep him from falling to

pieces while writing a single column. But here

we see how easy it is for Prof. Strong to yield up

the whole controversy, abandon the wave-theory,

and actually come over to the doctrine of Substan-

tialinm just as we teach it in the book he bo caus

tically attempts to review. "Molecular uotion"

is admittedly the cause of the generation of all

imponderable substances such as odor, electricity,

magnetism, and, as we also distinctly teach, of

light, heat, sound, etc. This will be found in our

law of sound-generation as recorded at page 93 of

The Problem, as we present it in opposition to the

wave-theory. Guess our surprise, then, on seeing

this would-be champion of tho wave-theory forced

to discard wave-motion and come over bodily to

" molecular " action as the foundation law of our

corpuscular theory !

But now to show tho utterly incoherent charac

ter of the Professor's attempt at defending the old

theory and opposing the new, look at his argument

on tympanic vibration, in which he came out

squarely for the bodily wave-motion of both the

air and the ear-drum. There was none of this

"molecular" dodge here! So strong was he for

the wave-theory, and the superposition of differ

ent systems of waves in their beating against the

tympanic membrane; and so firm was he for their

resultant action upon this membrane in bending it

' ' once in and once out as every sound-wave strikes

it," as Prof. Tyndall expresses it, that he even

goes to the trouble of explaining an experiment by

which to demonstrate that it must he bodily wave-

motion, and not "molecular" nction—since the

membrano in his illustration moves bodily out and

in, causing a beam of light reflected from it to

dance to and fro upon tho wall! It is, of course,

known even to beginners that the molecules of

bodies cannot be seen, and that molecular action is

invisible even under a powerful microscope. This,

possibly, Prof. Strong has learned from the infal

lible text-books. Now, it is plain that he believed

in tho wave-theory when in that part of his criti

cisms; for he followed the doctrine to the letter,

not only in tho bodily waves of air striking the

drumskin, but in the bodily undulations of the

membrano itself as it bent out and in, as shown by

the dancing of a ray of light from a similar mem

brane. But the moment he encounters the stun

ning difficulty of the observed passage of sound

through iron "seventeen times swifter than

through air," as all science teaches, with actual

waves of iron (as demonstrated in tho" Problem")

eight hundred feet long, behold this profound

professor of physics becomes a spontaneously

generated convert to substantialism, drops wave-

motion as if it had burnt his hand, notwithstand

ing "tho wave-theory assumes" it in iron as well

as in air, and hides himself under "molecular"

action as definitely expressed in our own law of

sound-generation elaborated all through the fifth

and sixth chapters of tho " Problem of Human

Life." No wonder he wanted to hide somewhere,
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after catching a glimpse of these iron billows j

(caused by the singing of a katydid), hundreds of |

feet long, "from condensation to condensation,"

as the theory teaches of such sound-waves ! We

cannot, of course, do otherwise, in the plentitude

of our human kindness, than magnanimously ad

mit him into the fold of substantialism, as we do

in the case of all professors who get their eyes

open to the monstrous absurdities of the wave-

theory.

But, seriously, we venture to assert, that a more

pitiable, though unconscious, back down and self-

stultification, in a defender of a scientific theory,

has never been recorded than here exhibited by

Prof. Strong. Let him now either show the

dancing of a beam of light upon the wall as the

result of molecular action in a membrane, caused

by the molecular action of the air (instead of air

waves), which he now claims to be the only true

action producing sound in air as well as all other

bodies, or else come out and confess, like an

honest man and a true scientist, that the wave-

theory has broken down under his own handling,

and as an effect of his own "ignorance," "stu

pidity," and " charlatanism"— to use a specimen

of bis own classic epithets.

From this brief answer, it can readily be seen

what unavoidable involvement the wave-theory

encounters, even in the hands of Its best defenders,

if they dare to go seriously into its defense against

the attacks of the "Problem." We have repeat

edly asserted in The Microcosm that it is not pos

sible for the ablest advocate of the theory to write

a single newspaper column in its defense without

contradicting both himself and the text-books.

The reason is, because the theory is inherently

self-contradictory. If one part of it seems to suit

wave-motion , another part is of necessity molec

ular, and must involve substantial pulses analo

gous to those of electricity. Physicists built the

theory originally upon the superficial observation

of the incidental air- waves sent off by tho sound

ing instrument, took these waves to bo tho veri

table sound-pulses, and never, even by accident,

succeeded in exposing its absurdity, as has Prof.

Strong, by stumbling upon Iron waves eight hun

dred feet long, from "condensation to condensa

tion," caused by holding the stem of a tuning-fork

against the mass of iron. No wonder they are in

evitably forced into self-contradictions at every

turn of a paragraph whilo trying to defend such a

monstrous system of scientific incongruity. If

some leading professor of physics can be put for

ward, and indorsed by our colleges, to defend the

wave-theory, in a series of monthly papers, we

will only be too glad to print them in Thr Micro

cosm, and prove the truth of our published predic

tion, by showing that it is scientifically impossible

to defend the theory without causing tho different

parts to clash and produce self-disintegration.

Now, it is no relief to tho wave.theory, if a smart

professor can. by long search through tho " Prob

lem," find here and there a slip of the pen. or an

inadvertent statement concerning some of the

numerous matters introduced and discussed. It

must be recollected that the current theory of

acoustics has been formulated and discussed by

the ablest scientists of the world for hundreds of

years ; all of its parts have been, as claimed,

demonstrated over and over; and hence, if true,

science should have no self-contradictions, or even

discrepancies, much less such incoherencies as

those we have just pointed out as having been

unwittingly confessed by Prof. Strong. But it is

very different with our treatise against the theory.

It is the first word ever written against it. We

had nothing to guide us ; no book to consult ; not

even the education or experience of a physicist, at

the time, to aid us; nor any friend to counsel who

would give us the slightest encouragement; but,

on the contrary, every friend who knew of our

contemplated attack of the theory, either laughed

at our presumption, or in pity expressed doubts of

our sanity. Is it to be wondered at that minor

errors (which we do not deny), should have oc

curred in the discussion of some of the details of

our book, written as it was very hurriedly? Is it

not rather a matter of wonder that more, and even

fundamental, errors cannot be detected under the

circumstances? Yet professors of physics, who

profess to be anxious for tho truth, and nothing

but tho truth in science, will pounce upon a slip

of the pen, or inadvertent expression, as a suffi

cient excuse for ignoring a score of unanswerable

arguments against the theory, and as a pitiable

reason for still teaching that sound, passing

through a tin tube, will blow out a candle; that

two sounds will destroy each other, and produce

silence in consequence of being produced a certain

distance apart; and that the sound of an exploding

magazine will not only break windows at a distance,

but of course destroy buildings and kill men and

animals nearer to its source I Thank heaven, there

are hundreds of professors of science who are not

so much looking for a wrong word or inadvertent

phrase, upon which to fasten a quibble, and by

which to bolster a false theory, as they are to

determine the truth or falsity of the fundamental

principles involved in a treatise upon, or a claimed

discovery in, science ! These honest investigators

and true scientists aro coming to the standard of

tho " Problem," and entering their names upon the

roll of substantialism, any one of whom is worth

an army of such carpers as the one we now dismiss.

A. WilforD Hall.

THE REFORMED MESSENCER.

In the May number of The Microcosm, we in

dicated the probability of a reply to an article

which appeared in the Messenger, from the pen of

one of its editors, signed " K.," criticising our ar

ticle, in the February number of this magazine, on

the subject of Prayer-cure. We have more re

cently received quite a number of additional com

munications, from different Reformed clergymen,

dissenting from the views expressed in that at

tempted criticism. We have not room to print

all that " K'"s brethren havo to say to us about

his censorial sagacity. If ho will call at this office,

we will convinco him, from our files of letters,

that such a prophet has but little honor among his

own people. A specimen letter is selected from

among the many, and herewith printed, to show

the character of our critie's conduct in the estima

tion of those who know him best. At present, we

shall make no reply to his production, but submit

it, together with the following excellent letter

from a Reformed minister, to tho tender mercies

and righteous judgment of our intelligent readers.

We withhold the writer's name and address f i;.

the present:—
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TUB rilAYEU TEST AGAIN

(From tBo He/ormcd Messenger.)

It will be remembered that tho eminent scientist,

Prof. Tyndall, liiiiposed, h few years ago, to t°st

the efficacy Sf prayer for the recovery of the sick.

Nor can it bo forgotten how Christian sentiment

was shocked by such an atheistic challenge. We

had no idea that a similar proposition would ever

be made from a professedly Christian, standpoint,

and that too by one who seems to he devoting all

his energies in championing and defending the

cause of revealed religion against the attacks of

modern infidelity. But it is even so—one of Tyn-

dall's most uncompromising antagonists has imita

ted him in this respect so closely that tho one

might be easily taken for the other, so far as this

matter is concorned.

The publication in which Tyndall's prayer test

is copied and proposed is the " MicHocysM," a

monthly scientifico-religious journal ; and th» writer

of the article in question is the editor, A. Will'ord

Hall. This publication and the book written by Mr.

Hall against Tyndall and others of his class, are

regarded by many as having reached the Ultima

Tattle of scientific wisdom; and their expressions

of admiration for the man and his work exceed

everything of the kind that has ever attracted our

notice; in some instances, amounting to nothing

less than idolatry itself. According to some, God

has come down again, as on Sinai, and spoken to

this new Moses, whom He 1ms appointed His

special servant to enlighten the minds of men and j

break down the strongholds of infidel science. |

He has succeeded in gathering about himself a

body of disciples and followers who exceed in

devotion to their leader any other school of which

we ever heard, in ancient or modern times. These

adoring disciples believe their master to be as

fully inspired as the most eminent prophet or

apostle, if their words and ascriptions of praise

mean anything. Hut what do they nay totthis?

Or, are they so infatuated in their love that they

cannot distinguish truth from error in their mas

ter ?

In the February number of the " MicRocosm,"

the editor criticises the accounts of miraculous

prayer-cure published of late years by certain

religious enthusiasts. All well enough ; his criti

cisms seem to be fair and just ; but now, behold !

he goes right over and joins hands with the

enemies of revealed religion, so far as to admit

that such a prayer test as Tyndall once proposed

is fair and right, for he now issues a similar

challenge to tho prayer-cure men to test the truth

of their doctrine. Here it is:

" If the many ministers who believe in this new

departure in supernatural interposition, are posi

tively certain that cases of actual prayer-cure have

occurred which were not the result of natural or

psychological influences, let them join with us in

inaugurating a movement for a general convention

to which all cases of incurable disease. and de

formity, including well-known cases of blindness,

-deafness, lameness, etc., shall be invited, for the

purpose of absolute tests of this doctrine, and we

will send the announcement of such convocation

broadeast all over the land through the columns

'of The Microcosm. Nay, more, we pledge our-

self to be present at such assembly to join with all

believers in praying to God, with all the fervor

and faith, we can muster for the._successful result

of such a most desirable test. t1^hs experiment

here suggested cannot be objectionable to tlie

mind of God, nor distasteful to good men, as

its aim and object can only bertlie greatest possiblo

I good of the human race." -

Comment is unnecessary. Mr. Hall is a believer

in Christianity, and is very demonstrative in its

defence ; but it is most evident, from the above

extract, that he' is a very unsafe expounder of iie

principles. In his book he makes-an equally pw r

hand, in Christian theology in regard to the hu.

manity, or flesh, of Christ. He gives' out the

grossest ideas imaginable for scientific truth ; and

if his physical science is as crooked as his theology,

there are more hoodwinked people just now than

have been common. At any rate, wo most solemn

ly protest against such flippant talk about prayer

to the Most High, and the worshipping of the man

who can thus talk. K.

May 15th, 1883.

A. Wh.fouD Hall:

My Dear Brother:—I am constrained, by an ir

resistible sense of duty, to write you a few lines.

You are a stranger to 'ne, except as I know some

thing of you through your writings. I first be

came acquainted with your somewhat remarkable

book,— The PrtMem of Human Life,—through a

notice of the same, as it appeared last summer in

our Church Review, The Riformed Quarterly. I

have more recently examined the work for myself,

and find it such a source of edification and pleasure

as to congratulate you upon the valuable sen-ice

you are rendering in the common cause of religion

and true science. I cannot at present indorse all

the views you st em to hold upon the several sub

jects now receiving such vigorous treatment at

your hands, although I admire in you the confi

dence which springs from deep conviction, as well

as the coinage which becomes an honest man. I

am willing to acquaint myself with your new ,

teachings, before I proceed to condemn any funda

mental feature of your philosphy; and, should 1, .

in my examination of your work, find some declar

ation in obvious conflict with what l hold to be an

essential principle of true science, I would feel

myself bound, both by justico and charity, to with

hold an expression of unfavorable judgment until

I shall have become quite certain that the general

tenor of your reasoning is not in the direction of

tho truth. This much is due you, in common

courtesy. In my opinion, no man has a right to

constitute himself a critic for the purpose of adver

tising his vanity by the prostitution of the public

press. Much less is a Christian minister justified

in venting-lys spleen, by stupid attacks, upon one

whose mamfest purpose is to institute a legitimate

and radical search after the deep things of Hod.

I am sorry that there are some clergymen who

do not share with mo in holding sentiments so evi

dently in harmony with the first principles of the

Christian religion. Oh for a more expansive range

of that charity which does not behave itself un

seemly I Let its channel deepen and widen in the

direc tion of Winchester, Va. The Jieformed Ma-

tenger contains an article which seems to be ani

mated by a different spirit, and governed by a dif

ferent code of ethics ; and the only satisfactory

way to account for its appearance in that othcrwiss

Christian journal, is the fact that the author re

cently published a labored article, setting forth

and commending the virtues of Cicero as worthy

of a place in the circle of Christian graces. I see,

in the May number of ThE Microcosm, that your

attention had been called to the article, and that

you intended to reply to the same. Now the object

of this letter is to reason with you upon the pro

priety of doing no such thing. The argument*
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which I propose to submit are severally us follows:

"K." is a ministerial brother of mine, and a

member of the same denominational household of

faith. As such, he is entitled to my protection

from the merited rebuko which you might, in jus

tice, administer. You will agree with me that,

" an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth," is no

part of the Christian code. If you should conclude

that truth would suffer by your silence, allow me

to differ from you upon that point. " K." 's arti

cle contains but little truth to suffer, and just as

little power to harm the conservative and scrip

tural truth of the editorial which he was presmnp

tuous enough to attack. Let him write another

article, while you remain quiet. Your position

will not suffer—even though it should be exposed

to a perpetuity of his presumption, and subjected

to an eternity of your own silence.

Again, " K." is in the swaddling clothes of his

editorial infancy, and should not be held strictly

responsible for the blunders of inexperience. He

will grow older, if he does not die in the critical

period of cutting his wisdom teeth; and it is to be

Loped that the indiscretions of youth will not be

succeeded by the more intolerable follies of old age.

In view of these facts, I hope that you will con

sider the tenderness of his years, and display the

plentitude of your forbearance.

Further, you should remember that you stand

.charged with leading your disciples into idolatry;

and that the accusation comes from one who can

never be guilty of the crime alleged against your

self. It is not possible for "K.," by any amiable-

ness of soul, or brilliancy of intellect, which he

does not possess, to lead ltin followers (if he has

any) into a violation of the first commandment.

How jealous he is for the worship of the true God!

Ho is the Tishbite under the juniper tree, while,

in his narrow prejudice, the readers of The Mi

crocosm, including the seven thousand ministers

of the Gospel who reject the abomination of The-

istic Evolution, have all gone dancing the devil's

hornpipe after the Baal of " Substantialism."

Finally, you need not 1x; concerned alxmt the

theological soundness of your views upon the sub

ject of prayer in behalf of the afflicted. Is the

subaltern Editor of the Measenger such a gosling

as not to know the difference between your an

nouncement and that of Tyndallion infidelity? Out

upon the mountain magnitude of such captious

littleness ! It is not wrong to test the extent of

God's willingness to answer prayer in behalf of

afflicted mortals (see Mai. ill: 10); neither is it

" crooked theology" to announce or suggest a

general prayer-meeting for such a purpose. I sug

gest that you repeat the announcement, nnd en

large the programme by including, as proper sub

jects of pious intercession, all such as may be

afflicted with mental uiiopy. I would further sug

gest, that in "K."'s case, the convention follow

out the apostolic injunction, and anoint him with

oil. His case seems to call for extreme unction.

The lubricant might at least serve to remove the

rustiness of his intellectual joints.

AN OPEN REPLY TO AN OPEN LETTER.

|Printed In The Inveetigalur.]

BY REV. A. V. MARSHAll.

Mr. James Fowler, Schroon Ijike, N. Y. :

Dear Friend and Neighbor:—Yours of January

128, printed in The Investigator, February 21, came

to hand last evening, and I hasten to reply.

Years ago, I resolved not to take offence simply

because my religious viewa-were attacked, however

dear those views may be to me. You and I have

common interests in the correct solution of the

problems of man, and his destiny. Therefore, in

true friendship, we should together consider these

problems. If, when we were boys, some unsuc

cessful teachers had read to us some of the prob

lems of Zerah Colburn's Arithmetic, and told us

that they had examined those problems, and found

there were no answers to them, and that such and

such problems were only insoluble puzzles, no

doubt our unsophisticated childhood would have

caused us to believe and confide in the teacher's

false statements..- But, fortunately, we were en

couraged to believe that there was a reasonable

solution for each problem, and we also found the

solution of each problem, and gave our teachers a

complete analysis of. the same. In this simple

school-exercise was laid the foundation which ut

terly spoiled me for Infidelity; for it gave me a

habit of thinking for myself, and of solving prob

lems, in spite of the doubts, of unbelief, and re

gardless of ecclesiastical forms.

Now, in regard to the statements which you

seem to suppose had reference to yourself, I will

remark first, that, on the occasion to which I sup

pose you refer, I was speaking of a simple matter

of fact, namely, that a huge number of children

in this place are growing up utterly destitute of all

Christian knowledge and influence; and that these

same children, under the strong influence of Infi

delity, are being prejudiced against Christianity.

In proof of my statement, I cited the teachings and

questions which had been presented in public dis

course in a store by a " gray haired veteran of In

fidelity." I directed attention to the fact that

children thus exposed to this one-sided influence

would grow up to look with contempt u|xin that

gospel which has always sought to lift man out qf

degradation, simply because the childish minds are

unable to solve the problems which the veterans

of Infidelity so constantly repeat in their childish

ears. I then took those same teachings aad ques

tions, as they were repeated to me by an ear-wit

ness, and analyzed them so thoroughly that the

attentive Sabbath-school child of a dozen years, or

the veteran of Infidelity, could not fail to see that

the said teachings and questions did not militate

against Christianity, but rather confirmed it.

My second remark is, that I did not then, and do

not now, suppose you to be the "gray-haired

man" whose speech I reviewed. Neither did I say

or suppose that he " lived in this village," though

his speech was delivered in one of the stores of

this village. And, although well aware that there

are several garrulous Infidels in and about the

village, I have not supposed that yon were much

given to open opposition to Christianity. especially

in these later years. I have no recollection of ever

intimating that you held that " there is no God."

If I ever knew your view on this point, I have en

tirely forgotten it. But I have understood that

you "felt a degree of doubt about the " immortality

of man."

But, in your open letter to me, you remark: " I

do not say there is no God, or that man is not im

mortal ; for there are no facts to prove whether there

is or not, nor any room but for vague inferences

either for or against such a theory." And you

state your creed thus: "I believe in the infinite

wisdom of Nature—which is intuitive iu the es

sence of matter and its immutable laws."

I suppose you know that this article of your

faith is only a branch of a well known system of

materialistic philosophy which many have accepted
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because they supposed it reste I on scientific facts;

but it t urns out that those supposed scientific facts

have no existence. Professors Uelmholtz and

Tyndall are among the leaders of that school of

philosophy. They give us a description of an experi

ment by which one of that class of reliable physi

cal facts could be demonstrated, even with a pair

of penny whistles. But for more than a year, Mr

Joseph Goodrich has publicly offered $5,000, as a

cash prize, to anyone who will, by any means, de

monstrate the truth of that which these professors

teach for scientific fact so easily demonstrated.

For three years, those professors have been urged

to give a single demonstration of the pretended

fact in question, according to their own teachings,

and take the $5,000. Why don't they or their

pupils accept the offer and apply the money on

the Paine Memorial fund? The reason is mani

fest ; the experiment they describe invariably de

monstrates just the opposite of what theso men

have written in their books.

In my November and December communications

to the Essex Co. Republican I gave proof of another

error which those professors teach for a scientific

fact. Dr. Wilford Hall, 23 Park Row, N. Y. , offers

through The Microcosm to donate a ton of gun

powder towards helping forward experiments

which will prove or disprove the teachings of

those professors, and show whether that which

they treat as science is true or a hoax. Those

professors and all their friends are invited to be

present and see that the experiment is fairly con

ducted. But sufficient observation hrs already

been made to warrant the assertion that the pre

tended scientific facts as stated by Tyndall are

not only false but an imposition upon the intelli

gence of mankind.

Another class of supposed scientific facts, set

forward by Darwin, Huxley and Ihechel, on which

your system of philosophy rests (if it rests on any

thing), namely, the transmutation of species, have

been examined and found wanting. And of course,

the foundation being removed, the superstructure

reared thereon falls to ruin. For proofs in abun

dance that the very foundations of the evolution

philosophy have crumbled, read the "Problem of

Human Life," and series upon series of arguments

now appearing in Thh Microcosm.

• •••••••••

Yours, very truly,

A. V. Marshall.

[For want of room the remainder of this open

letter is omitted.—EDitor.]

"THE WATERS ABOVE THE FIRMAMENT |"

OK THE EARTH'S ANNULAR SYSTEM.

BY PROP. J. N. VAIl, HARNE8VIlI.e, OniO.

The Editor of the " MIcrocosM" has kindly

permitted mo to advance for his readers some

independent thoughts upon the Geological and

Glacial problems.

I congratulate myself, that I am about to address

a class of readers that walk without being led,

and think with judgment un warped by scholastic

prejudice.

I condense from the " Glacitd Epochs and Tlw

Deluge"—(a work under preparation for the press)

—and propose to show in as brief a manner as possi

ble that the earth was at one time surrounded by a

complex system of rings and belts of aqueous and

other matter, similar to the planets Jupiter and

I '.
J Saturn. That these fell to the earth successively

throughout the geologic ages producing numerous

and stupendous deluges, of which the Noachian

flood was necessarily one.

That the fall of these tellurlo-cosmic vapors

necessarily began at the poles of the earth, where

as snow they produced all theGIaciel Epochs the

I world ever saw. That the waters of the existing

j oceans are but the remains of those mighty debacles

of water, whose volume has been augmented again

and again, by successive additions thereto, and

whose downfall was competent to inaugurate each

and every age of geologic time; competent to exter

minate specific and generic forms, and bring in

new conditions and plans of life, for higher orders;

and competent, by the mere mechanical force of

their immeasurable concussion, to so elevate the

temperature of the "arth's crust, as to terminate in

continental upheavals and general submergences.

As I enter upon this momentous theme, I wi'l

ask the reader to note that I am impelled to these

conclusions by the force of philosophic loir. We

will start with knotcn data, and follow the opera

tions of Nature as revealed to the eys of all men.

We draw first from the "Gtologic Record" the

long established and all-admitted fact, that the

earth was at one time in an igneous-fluid state.

This being a conceded fact, another condition

necessarily follows, viz: That all terrestrial waters,

and whatever elsa of either mineral or metallic

nature, that could be vaporized or sublimed by

the inveterate heat of the molten mass, would

rise from it and be held away by the repelling

power of heat, forming a vast atmosphere of

remarkable complexity. This.no one will deny:

for, if it be not true, then the molten vorld did not

exi•t I

The whole subject then is narrowed down to

two important and vital questions : Those vapors

and other associated matter returned to the earth

either immediately after it cooled down, or, som*

portions of them remained and continued to revolve

about it. Geologists, astronomers and physicists,

all claim thut those materials all fell to the earth

in primitive times, and that the oceans that now

roll around it are the same that washed the shores

of the Lnurentian world. The mighty fabric of

Geology stands upon this foundation. It thnU be

token down ; its bottom stone upturned, srlaid,

and the superstructure reared anew ; for I am sure

there is no question in physical science more

strongly supported by overwhelming evidence than

the fact that the greatest part of tho waters otr the

earth's surface revolved for ages immeasurahle

about it. Let us see :
Geologists, astronomers, and physicists generally

claim that the great primitive atmosphere of the

igneous world was at least 240,000 miles deep.

If I admitted this enormous depth it would greatly

assist me in my argument ; but, that all men may

see that I am treading entirely within philosophic

bounds, and deal fairly with pre-estabhshed theo

ries, I will assume that its depth was one fourth

that amount, or 60.000 utiles. Again, astronomers

claim that the primitive earth rotated once every

four or five hours, which, if true, would simply

compel annular formation ; but I will here again

decline to take ndvantage of the fact, and assume

what every child knows, xjs. , that it rotated onca

in about twenty-four hours. Now these facts here

assumed, no one will deny. If not true, there is

no stability in physical laws.
The earth rotated once in at least 24 hours, with

an atmosphere 60,000 miles deep. That atmosphere
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rotated with the earth , just as its present atmos

phere does. Its equator moved about 1 ,000 miles

per hour, but the equatorial periphery of that great

atmosphere moved about 16,000 miles per hour:

like the rim of a great wheel moving sixteen times

as fast as the hub, because both rotate in the same

time. That is, a ton of matter rotating with the

earth, on or near it, at the equator, had a moving

energy, imparted to it by the rotating mass, equal

to 1,000 tons; while a ton of matter, rotating whh

the earth at a height of 60,000 miles, had a moving

energy imparted to it equal to 16,000 tons.

Anyone can readily see that the mass posssessing

the greatest moving energy will be the last to fall

in ward upon the earth. Suppose the two bodies

were revolving around the earth side by side at

their respective rates ; the body possessing the

least momentum would loose the orbit of the other

. and fall first to the earth. The bodies would sepa

rate; the one moving the most rapidly would re

main longest in its orbit. Here, then, is the innate

tendency of an atmosphere of aqueous vapors to

separate, the inner from the outer mass, as those

vapors condensed and ocoupicd less space. Thus

necessarily involving annular formation. It would

be improper for me to occupy space in these

pages with the analytical formulas and calculations

which prove the above. It must be plain to any

one, that the mass possessing 1,000 tons energy,

has also a certain centrifugal force depending

upon that energy. That force will be found, by

calculation, to be about 6.3 lbs. five miles above

the earth's surface. This force tends to continue

the mass for a time in an orbit about the earth,

and which it must give up before it falls to the

ground. Now, it is evident, if it had a greater cen

trifugal force, it would require a greater length of

time to part with it, and consequently it would

continue longer in its orbit; while at the same

time gravity, decreasing inversely as the distance

would aid that detention; so that at a certain dis

tance above the earth, a ton of matter of whatever

kind in the primitive atmosphere rotating with

the mass (once in every 24 hours), would possess a

-centrifugal force just equal to gravity, when if the

vapor under it should condense and fall to the

«arth, the former would continue to revolve in

equilibria. Now, if that ton of vapor had the

slightest increment of centrifugal force above that

of gravity, it could not fall until the substantial

resistance of ether or other cause destroyed that

increment and gave the advantage to gravity.

Then, at the height of 40,000 miles above the

«arth, gravity becomes so much reduced that a ton

will have a gravitating force of only 20 lbs., while

its centrifugal force, when moving once around

the earth in 24 hours, is equal to 34.3 lbs. That is,

the force that carries it away from the earth is

7-10 greater than thefarce that carries it toward it.

It is, therefore, a demonstrated fast that the tapors

of the primitice atmosphere and principal aqueous

vapors had a velocity that kept them from falling /

The difference between 20 lbs. gravity and 34.3

lbs. centrifugal force, is 14.3 lbs.; and this is a

veritable measure of the time required for ethereal

xesistence to turn the scale in favor of gravity.

Not a pound of these vapors could descend to the

earth while it possessed that greater force.

Hence, a great mass of aqueous vapors now

forming the ocean, remained revolving about the

-earth for unknown time, and whieh formed the

earth's annular system.

These deductions, examined by the searching

^ye of philosophy, will be found correct. Will

the reader give God the credit, as he stands upon

the threshhold of some of the most astounding

revelations of modern times, as will be acknowl

edged in the near future?

But lest there be some readers unprepared to

acknowledge the force of the above proof, I will

double it, by an entirely different class of evidence,

in my next article; as I propose to give my readers

no chance to avoid the conclusion that the earth

was attended for measureless ages by at least one

ring of aqueous vapors. This, before I begin to

open the geologic record.

S1M11.IA, SIMIL1BUS, CORANTDH, AtiAIN.

REPlY TO DR. STUART.

Editor of The Microcosm :

In the April number of your valuable journal,

Dr. G. A. Stuart says: "The regular profession

throughout the whole civilized world would chal

lenge him, as they have challenged Hahnemann,

and any of his disciples, to his proofs'" (referring

to the only true law of therapeutics, as discovered

by Hahnemann). Isn't it rather late in the day to

utter such stuff, even by a so-called regular, when

they are every day stealing the remedies of homeop

athy, as witness the lecture delivered recently at

Bellevue College by Dr. A. A. Smith? Homeop-

athists are the only physicians who claim to ad

minister medicine according to its well-known law

of cure, and not evenjaith is needed to demonstrate

its truth. Eld. Burroughs says he is convinced of

its truth, as are many of the readers of The Mi

crocosm, especially in these parts; and we hope

that even Patterson, Iowa, is not without its

homeopaths. Fraternally,

UNioNtowN, Pa. A. P. Bowie, M. D

ONLY ONE NUMBER MORE.

One issue more and this Second Volume maket

its last monthly visit to its readers. Providence

has been very kind to us in sending so many dear

friends to hold up our hands as we battle for what

we believe to be true science, true philosophy, and

true religion. From all directions we hear butone

universal verdict,—that Thr Microcosm, as now

issued, is not only a success but a necessity of the

times. More than three thousand letters hava

reached this office since the first number of this

volume appeared, saying, substantially : " I can

not do without The Microcosm." We have no

words with which to express our gratitude for the

health and strength which have enabled us to la

bor almost night and day, and thus prosecute ths

good work. EDitor.

DR. ROBERTS' SERIES OF PAPERS.

We announced last month that Dr. Roberts' ex

cellent paper No. 3, on " Laws of Mind," was

crowded over till the June issue of The Micro

cosm, among other valuable articles. We then

sent No. 3 back to the Doctor for abbreviation, in

one particular, expecting it to be returned to us in

time for this number; and it would have been, had

not paper No. 4 been sent in its place. This made

a hitch. We immediately wrote for No. 3, but

did not receive it till too late for this number. It

will be good, however, when it comes; and, these

most important papers will go on regularly nt'Tl

month and thereafter.
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SPECIAL NOTKJE.

In our conduct of this journal wfe desire to give

our list of excellent contributors the widest possible

latitude for the conveyance of their honest convic

tions, so long, at least, as this liberty does not con 1

tiict with the general aim and scope of The M ichO- i

CosM. But we wish our readers definitely to un- I

derstand that we do not hold ourself res|)onsible

for the views of our contributors, nor, in fact, even !

for pur own views, ns we are liable at any time to |

change ground on receiving more light. as we have 1

done more than once since this paper was coin- |

menced. But, generally, we hope and aim to be ]

consistent. Enitor.

We had the satisfaction recently of hearing-

Henry Ward Beecher deliver his celebrated lecture

on man's development from the lower animals,

entitled " Evolution and Revolution," and we now

propose to give the reader our candid impression

of him and his lecture. It had been some years

since we had enjoyed the pleasure of hearing him,

and our first impression on seeing him anew, as

he rose to address the audience, was, that he had

aged very rapidly within the last few years, and

his appearance indicated anything but the spark

ling, brilliant, vivacious and self-possessed orator

that he once was. This impression was intensified

before he had uttered a dozen sentences. We felt

most impressively and oppressively that he was a

woefully changed man,even more radically changed

intellectually than physically. His sentences were

mortifyingly common-place, vague, and pointless:

while his ideas were even more shambling and

sluggish than his utterances.

It was plain to be seen that in attempting his

new scientific role, the once electric and fiery ora

tor was entirely out of his element. He neither

had at his command the well-known terminology

of the doctrine he was essaying to grapple with,

nor had he anything like a clear comprehension of

the subject matter of the real questions involved

in his lecture. It was clear, however, that he had

made a recent effort to prepare himself for the task

hia assumed role had imposed upon him, and that

by forced reading and partial study of Darwin's

Origin of Species, and Haeckel's Ecolution of Man,

and History ofCreation, he had committed to memo

ry a few of their stale arguments and far-fetched

explanations which he had hoped to make effective

by aid of his own commanding eloquence and by

dint of his own prestige and assurance. But a few

minutes only, in witnessing his total want of

coherency and of that grasp of the ingredients of

the argument which were needed in order to bring

conviction to a logical mind, must have painfully

impressed even his best friends that his attempt

on evolution was an inglorious failure. So strong

ly was this apparent bewilderment of the great

speaker manifest upon the thinkers in his audience

that gentlemen near us looked at one another

with an unmistakable expression of uneasiness cr

even alarm, such as one feels for an embarrassed

speaker at the point of breaking down in his

discourse. This was the actual impression made

upon us, and we can state in sober truth that so

labored and oppressive was the effort to start any

thing like a chain of pertinent ideas or consecutive

thoughts worthy of the occasion, we felt intuitively

like helping him to such faniiliar tonus as Orohip-

pus, moncron, ascidian, marsupial and the like,

which he seemed at times to be trying to call up

but couldn't.

But this was not the worst phase of {lie efforu
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It was clear from the Start ami all the way through

that the speaker baqT .read but one side tit the

question, and that,,of course, the side favoring

evolution. The commonest student of the doctrine

of"descent, who has tried ut all to look at both

fides of the questions involved, could see .at a

glance that Mr. Beecher had not even dreamt of

any real or serious difficulties existing in the way

of natural selection and survival of the fittest, Sn'd

that he had not even the remotest thought that

there is a book published and in circulation that

effectually answers all the arguments he used, and

scores of others that he did not even attempt to

touch. Any one who was really acquainted with

those answers to the evolution doctrine and their

annihilating character must have felt a sense of

sympathy for the lecturer bordering on commisera

tion.

But the worst feature of all, and that which

made the lecture fall flattest upon the large and

intelligent audience, was the self-manifest fact that

Mr. Beecher was ashamed of himself and of the

monstrous doctrine he was endeavoring to defend.

He positively looked, at times, as if he would have

been glad to crawl under the little table by his

side and sink out of sight till he should wake up

and find the whole thing a dream. So deeply

was this sense of shame depicted on his face at

times that even his few friends on the platform

seemed to catch the infection and cast doleful

looks at each other as if they wished they were at

home and in bed. We did not have that feeling,

however, as we wished to see it out, and witness

the novel sight of monkeyism gone to seed in the

person of the foremost Christian minister of the

civilized world ; and we saw it. And to painfully

humiliating did the solemn farce appear to us

that we could not have felt more lugubrious had

we been at a funeral. The immense audience

seemed to take the same view of the occasion, as

not a clap nor a sign of applause greeted the

speaker from beginning to end of his puerile and

disjointed attempt to prove himself and his audi

ence but a congregation of highly developed and

carefully cultivated monkeys. About the only

witty thing he said was : "I had just as lief

[which he pronounced it'll] come from the loins of

a monkey us to be made of dirt and come from a

mud-hole, wouldn't you ? " One gentleman near us

saw the point of the juke on Genesis, and showed

his appreciation by curling his lip.

Mr. Beecher denied the inspiration of the Scrip

tures as having come from God in any real sense,

or that the prophets or so-called inspired men

were anything more than men a little smarter,

more learned, or sagacious than the average of

their fellows at that time ; and that the writings

of such men, embodying their impressions of the

oonditionsof the raceuptothat period, constituted j

the inspiration of that age. Another age produced/

other men s£ill more,Sultured and advanced. These-

gave in their writings a more advanced concept ion .

of the nice* morally; intellectually and socially.

This constituted a still higher advance in inspira

tion, till Christ, the greatest of His race, came; and

this brought the highest inspiration -of all. But

not one particle of evidence could be discovered!

in his argument, by the closest watching, that he

believed Moses to be more inspired than was Dar

win, if as much; that Jeremiah was any more of

a prophet of God than was Sir Isaac Newton; or

that Jesus of Nazareth was in any sense more

intrinsically divine than was Martin Luther. We

do not say that he taught this, in so many words;

but we do say that the entire drift and meaning of

all that portion of his lecture, conveyed just that

impression and nothing less. The direct and neces

sary tendency of his entire reasoning was to dispar

age the divine authenticity of the Scriptures and

the fundamental doctrines of orthodox theology,

while the unavoidable effect, upon ail who were

not imperviously disgusted with his unparalleled

apostacy, was to weaken faith in the Bible as any

thing but a compilation of poetic and allegorical

compositions conveying but imperfect ideas of the

earlier stages of human advancement from that

-barbarism which succeeded the ape dynasty. We

solemnly asseverate our belief that one such lec

ture, coming from Mr. Beecher, trusted and revered

as he has always been by so many, does more for

the spread of infidelity and even atheism than any

course of lectures Ingersoll ever delivered. Still

ho did not uvow infidelity to the entire Scriptures

except by denying essential parts, which, to a

reasonable mind, is equivalent to denying all, and

by innuendoes or ridicule thrown at the univer

sally accepted views of the religious world, such,

for example, as calling the different churches

nothing but " insurance companies and fire-insur

ance at that.sinco their chief business is to protect

people from the danger of loss by future hell-

fire." These were his words as taken down at the

time.

Wo are, therefore, compelled to believe, if he

would honestly submit to be catechised, that he

would avow his total disbelief in the Bible as any

more an inspired volume than is the "Pilgrim's

Progrett," or any other good work. We regard

him as totally apostatized from the Christian Re

ligion, and that his continuance in the ministry of

Plymouth church, with his present progressive (?)

ideas, is the baldest exhibition of religious hypoc

risy and the most solemn burlesque of sacred things

that has been witnessed in a century.

The speaker closed his address by advising his

hearers to read several books, which he named,

favoring evolution; but we noticed that he did not

tell them to read the "Problem of Human Life."'
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He sat down without a vote of thank*, or one clap

of approval; while his audience, as solemn as a

convocation of their babboon relatives, looked at

each other for a moment, and then, one by one,

like so many Arabs, folded their tents and silently

stole away.

SOUND-INTERFERENCE ANI> SILENCE.

(THE FINAL. AND TeST-AUOUMeNT.)

Since Mr. Joseph Goodrich made his offer in

The Microcosm of $5,000 to any one who would

produce a genuine case of sound-interference and

silence by sounding two unison instruments, ac

cording to the teachings of the wave-theory, we

have received numerous letters from parties claim

ing to be able to produce such an instance and

thereby to earn the prize offered. Most of tiiose

who write thus depend for their information, as

to the possibility of such result, entirely upon the

word of some professor of physics who, in turn,

depends upon the authorities used in our schools

without thinking of testing the truth of their

statements by actual experiment. Let us try, by a

few critical remarks and one final argument, to

throw a little light ulxin this question.

Now, there are certain well-known effects of

"opposition of phase," as it is termed, in two

sounding bodies, such as that observed when

"beats" occur in two strings a very little out of

tune, causing alternate sinkings and swellings of

the tone, which have been mistaken for tho effect

of this wave-theory law of interference. Those

phases of opposition, as we show in the "Problem,"

at page 302 and onward, have no sort of relation

to the so-called interference taught in the wave-

theory, as the result of coalescing air-waves, but

are explicable entirely on the basis of substantial

sonorous pulses. *

Take the case of Prof. Tyndall's experiment

with the double-siren as reviewed in the "Prob

lem " at page 286 and onward. That distinguished

physicist honestly thought he was producing a

real case of sound interference as required by the

wave-theory, namely, the bringing of the " rare

factions " of the air from the puffs of one disk of

the siren into coalescence with the "condensa

tions" of the air produced from the other disk.

This, however, we showed to be a very superficial

oversight, as any one having the "Problem ' at

hand can see by reading our criticisms. When

the twelve holes in each of the two rotating disks

were so ar'.justed that they puffed simultaneously,

it was clear that each disk made the same funda

mental tune, and that both, sounding in exact

unison or synchronously, must make this double

fundamental tone very much louder than if but

one disk were sounding. But when one of the

disks was so turned that its puffs came in half

way between the puffs of the other disk, of coarse,

a single revolution of the spindle to which both

disks were fast, would make 24 single puffs in

stead of 12 double puffs as before. The effect of

this was, as a matter of course, and as every mu

sician knows, to raise tho pitch of the tone to an

exact octavo above the fundamental, and in the

only way such octave could be produced, which

octave must necessarily be much weaker than the

fundamental in consequence of the single puffs

composing it. But, this most simple and obvious

solution that greatest English-speaking scientist

overlooked alone on account of the influence of

tho wave-theory upon his mind, and while actual

ly admitting the presence of the "octave" tone,

which his audience plainly heard, he still insisted

upon "silence" as the result, because the funda

mental tone had ceased, and because the wave-

theory required "silence,'' according to its basic

and baseless law of "interference"! Is it possi

ble to conceive of a purer case of mental blindness

caused by the over-mastering influence of a false

theory !

But, there was another feature of this double-

siren experiment as described in Prof. Tyndall's

book, which clearly brings out the peculiar effect

we at first made reference to, known as the " phase

of opposition " observed in " boats." As he slow

ly kept changing the relation of the two disks

toward each other, so that the twelve puffs of one

disk would occur first simultaneously and then

alternately with those of the other, there was, as

he expresses it, an alternate sinking of the tone

almost to silence ; then a swelling to loudness

as tho two sets of puffs pulled away from sympa

thetic synchronism. This effect is exactly the

same as " beats ; " though, as we see, it has no

resemblance to the so-called " interference " of

the wave- theory.

This "law," as taught in the text-books on

sound, is one of the simplest and plainest things

taught for science,—so simple that the smallest

child that goes to school can be made to compre

hend it; and could, also, demonstrate it by experi

ment if it were true.

Now, since many young students read this maga

zine, judging from letters we receive from them

asking questions on souud, let us once more make

this so-called "law of interference" plain, and

thus clearly show its fallacy. It teaches, in the

first place, that any sound (such as the tone of a

string) is constituted of a succession of air-waves

sent off by the string's motion to and fro, one

wave for each vibration of the string. The wave-

theory tells us that each of these waves consists

half of a "condensation" and half of a "rare

faction " of the air. That the length of such a

wave depends upon tho pitch of the tone, and the

consequent number of waves that pass off in a
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second. For example, the middle A-string of the

piano makes, as actually demonstrated and count

ed, 440 vibrations in a second ; bence, it sends off

440 air-waves. Now, as sound travels 1180 feet

in a second it follows if we divide 1120 feet by

440 waves we bave exactly 30J incbes as the wave-

lengtb of that pitcb of tone, 154 incbes being the

length of the "condensation" or compressed part

of the air-wave, and 154 incbes being the " rare

faction" or expanded portion of the air-wave. This

idea of sound consisting of air-waves composed of

such a series of atmospheric ' ' condensations and

rarefactions " is taught in all works on acoustics.

Here is a short extract from Prof. Tyndall's work

on "Heat as a Mode of Motion," pages 225, 372 :

" Figure clearly to your minds a harp-string

vibrating to and fro; it advances, and causes the

particles of air in front of it to crowd together,

thus producing a condensation of the air. It re

treats, and the air-particles bebind it separate

more widely, thus producing a rarefaction of the

air. The string again advances, and produces a

condensation as Before ; it again retreats, and pro

duces a rarefaction. In this way the air through

which the sound of the string is propagated is

moulded into a regular sequence of condensationn

and rarefactions, which travel with a velocity of

about 1100 feet a second. The lengthof the ware

is measured from the centre of one condensation

to the centre of the next one."

These condensations and rarefactions being sim

ply air-waves, Prof. Tyndall, and all writers on

-sound, consistently compare them to water-waves

in formulating this so-called law of interference.

It is well known, if two equal systems of water-

waves were started in such relation to each other,

that the crests of one system would travel in the

troughs or furrows of the other system, that the

two systems would mutually destroy each other,

producing a comparative level of the water-sur

face. This is practical wave-interference which

nobody disputes, since here are real waves to deal

with. Now, if there is any truth in the wave-

theory of sound, it is plain that two systems of

atmospheric condensations and rarefactions should

interfere in the same manner and should produce

quiescence of the air and consequent silence, since

sound, according to the theory, consists only of

such air-waves or atmospheric disturbances. If

no such interference exists, and if no such conse

quent silence occurs, when t wo unison instruments

are sounded together and at all possible distances

apart so as to hit the half-wave-length required,

it is proof positive that the law is fallacious as ap

plied to sound, and that the theory, of which that

very law is one of the foundation-pillars, is intrin

sically a mistake, and should be at once aban

doned.

To test the law, and to determine its absolute

truth or falsity, we do not have to fabricate an ex

periment of our own, however well we might un-

-dentand the problem to b* settled. Prof. Tyn

dall, in his great text-book on sound,—a standard

work, by the way, in all colleges,—has saved us

that trouble. He describes an experiment, as per

formed in his lectures, with all its details, at pages

259, 260, in which he positively declares that the

waves from two unison forks sounded half a ware-

length apart, will neutralize each other in the

line of the two forks, because the condensations

from one fork will reach the other exactly in time

to coalesce with its rarefactions, thus producing

quiescence of the air and consequent silence! Suf

fice it to say in one word that a more glaring and

inexcusable scientific misstatement of facts was

never uttered or penned by man, as any one can

determine by testing it. Not the slightest diminu

tion in the intensity of sound will occur, whatever

the instruments used, whatever the distance they

may be sounded apart, or whatever the direction

or angle at which they may be heard. This, of

itself, annihilates the law of interference as formu

lated by the highest living authority on acoustics.

But, as a final and conclusive argument upon

this subject,—one which even children can com

prehend,—we will now show that if this law of

" interference" be correct, then no instrument can

produce an audible soune, because every "conden

sation" it makes must neutralize itself by a simul

taneous "rarefaction" sent off at the same instant

and by the very same vibration which sends off the

condensation ! There is no escape from this.

Take, for example, the harp-string described by

Prof. Tyndall, as just quoted. It advances, he

says, and produces a condensation of the air ; but

this very advance, remember, is also a simultaneous

retreat on the other side of the same string, pro

ducing, thereby, a rarefaction, and at the same

instant. Now, as this rarefaction starts off in all

directions simultaneously with the condensation

and at the same velocity, the two must, therefore,

travel together In each other's embrace, and in

absolute self-neutralization just as the wave-theory

requires in order to produce interference and si

lence ! And, as each subsequent swing of the harp-

chord must produce simultaneously both a conden

sation and rarefaction that start and travel together,

it demonstrates to the utter confusion of wave-

theorists that nothing but self-neutralization and

atmospheric quiescence by continuous interference

can be the product of the string's action ; and,

bence, that no sound at all should be heard in any

direction if the theory be true ! But, as sound

is heard in all directions, notwithstanding this

absolute interference of its air-waves, it proves

that the law itself is a baseless sham, and that the

theory which requires, teaches, and depends upon

it for existence, does not come within telescopic

range of scientific truth.

We thus settle the controversy with the advo

cates of the wave-theory, and offer this final argu

ment as the test-case for those who are anxious t>*
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obtain Mr. Goodrich's cash-prize. If they want

that prize let them now answer this argument and

show how any sound-wave can be heard at all ac

cording to the theory when it necessarily interferes

with and neutralizes itself? What answer, sup

pose you, reader, will the ten thousand professors

and teachers of physical science in the United

States give, or try to give, when they come to read

this argument ? The columns of The Microcosm

*re open to any regular college professor who will

briefly, over his own signature, risk his reputation

as a scientist by attempting to answer this argu -

ment and thus defend the wave-theory.

PROF. COMSTOCR ON GIAVITATION.

We have received a communication from Prof.

Comstock in reply to our criticisms of his papers

which he published in the Galesburg Republican-

Register. But, as he still adheres strictly to his

views as quoted from those two articles, iu the

April number, namely, that the moon does not

pull or shove itself toward the earth at all in its

attracting pull at the earth, it would seem to bo a

waste of space to copy his complex criticisms,

which we assert no common reader can under

stand. We will simply reproduce his views as

we quoted them in April, as follows :

" The direct attraction of the moon upon the

earth overcomes the inertia of the earth, and un

der the impulse the earth moves toward the moon;

it moves toward the moon because it is attracted

| in that direction by the moon ; arid the moon does

not move toward the earth under the action of this

force, because there is no part of the moon'i attrac

tion for the earth, which acts towards the earth.'

* * * Mr. Hall's error consists in strangely

confounding the motion of the earth, which is due

to the attraction of the moon, with an imaginary

motion of the moon toward the earth, through

which ' the moon pulls itself toward the earth.

But there is no such action of the moon, as has

been abundantly shown, and hence his whole

scheme of assertions is without foundation."

From these quotations, if true, it follows ir

resistibly that neither the moon nor the earth

pulls or shoves itself in any degree toward the

other by attracting the other toward itself. Hence,

it is all folly in claiming to teach the principle of

reaction. There is no "reaction," nor can there

be in t he premises. How can the moon's pull at

the earth react upon itself if its pull is all exerted

upon the earth, and if it does not tend thereby to

pull or shove itself toward the earth ? All the

I algebra and confused mathematical symbols in

Christendom cannot prove that the writer who

wrote the foregoing quotations believes in reaction,

in any true sense of that term. Yet, Prof. Com

stock, by a series of complex statements and

"schemes," as he calls them, actually tries in his

communication to make out that the passages

quoted above agree exactly with Capt. Carter's de

ductions from Newton's fundamental principle of

gravity, namely, that one half of the fall of the

moon or of a pebble is due to the earth's attraction

of it, and that the other half is due to reaction or

! to its own attraction of the earth ! With such

! preposterous and self-contradictory scientific claims

| as this, what is the use of argument ? If it is not

absolute self-contradiction, then such thing is not

i possible in human language.

But Prof. Comstock, impressed with our illus

tration of the floating magnet pulling itself by

j reaction toward the piece of soft iron, felt that

j something must be done to break its force, or his

' anti-reaction theory iu the case of the moon's

attraction would break down of its own defects,

j So he takes a position which he evidently thinks

is new, but which can be found in Newton's

"Principia," at page 302 and elsewhere. Let us

j now consider, briefly, this last attempt to aid the

position of Prof. Gray. He says :

| " In conclusion I would say that Mr. Hall would

confer a very great favor, if he were to send me a

small piece of that soft iron which is attract d by,

but does not attract, a steel magnet. In all my ex

periments, soft iron is converted into a magnet by

induction before it is attracted; and then it attract*

the inducing magnet."

No wonder that theProfessor has fallen an easy

victim to this superficial fallacy, when Newton so

authoritatively lays it down as true science. But

what child cannot see, after it has been suggested,

that while the piece of soft iron may, from its

magnetization by the steel magnet, appear to at

tract other adjacent bits of iron, it would be a

gross absurdity to say that this magnetism which

it obtains exclusively from the magnet, helps, in

turn, to pull said magnet toward the soft iron !

If Prof. Comstock were correct in supposing

that the magnetism which the soft iron receive*

alone from the steel magnet enables it to react

upon the magnet, thereby re-magnetizing it and

making it still stronger, then this new magnetism

received by the magnet from the soft iron (origi

nally derived from itself) ought again to react

upon the soft iron, increasing its magnetic power,

so as again to act on the magnet, and thus, back

and forth, keep augmenting each other's power of

attraction ad infinitum. What nonsense! No;

the magnet exerts its power upon the piece of

soft iron, magnetizing and attracting it, and, in

doing so, attracting or shoving itself by reaction

toward the iron, which, in being thus charged

from the magnet, forms a sort of conductor or

connecting link by which the magnet reaches out

through it and attracts other bits of iron in its

vicinity, while the piece of iron itself really attracts

nothing. Plainly, all the work done by the in

duced magnetism of the piece of soft iron, is tins

work of the original magnet through this medium..
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This may be illustrated by the action of heat. A

bar of iron, with one end in a furnace, may extend

out several feet and burn your hand by conducting

the heat of the furnace, just as the piece of soft

iron receives and conveys the magnetism away

from the poles of a steel magnet to influence other

bodies. But here comes Prof. Comstock and tells us

that this bar "is converted into a hut body by induc

tion before it is heated, and then it heats the induc

ing furnace " ! (See last extract.) Plainly the bar

heats nothing except as it first receives and then

conveys the heat of the furnace to other bodies,

and, so far from returning any heat to the fur

nace, it only consumes a portion of its heat in

conducting it to other bodies at a distance. In

like manner, a piece of soft iron near a magnet in

becoming magnetized, so far from attracting said

magnet, consumes a portion of its power in the

very act of receiving and conveying its magnetism

to other bodies. Is it possible that so superficial

an error as this, so seriously expressed by Prof.

Comstock, should have been taught as science for

more than a hundred years and not been detected?

THE GRAVITOMETER.

And what is a "Gravitometer?" It is an appara

tus for testing the comparative specific gravity of

human beings with a view to a better knowledge

of human physiology, and hence of the laws and

conditions of hygiene and chances for longevity.

This device is very simple, yet, as we believe, of

great importance in physiological science. No two

persons in the world, perhaps, is of exactly the

same specific gravity ; hence no two persons, even

of the same age and sex, are precisely of the same

healthful condition of flesh, or hygienic stamina.

Upon this fact depends much of the chances of

longevity or length of days, other conditions being

equal. Yet, so far as we know, the comparative

specific gravity of human beings has never yet

entered into the theory or practice of therapeu

tics or dietetics, nor has it claimed its true place

or value, as we conceive, in the most exact of all

human scientific calculations,—the tables of the

life-insurance companies. But it needs only to be

suggested, and a simple plan devised for practi

cally carrying out and applying the gravitometer-

lest to a man, woman or child, and its importance

will be self-manifest in determining the hygienic

status of persons of whatever age, sex, or condition.

A very brief description of this simple invention

will serve to explain its construction and use, and

will enable any physician, so disposed, to make

one for the use and benefit of His patients and

friend's ; and we doubt not the self-evident value

of the invention will commend it, as soon as it is

known, to life-insurance companies as well as to

medical colleges throughout the land.

It consists preferably of a metal ic- lined vessel (to

avoid soakage of water) large enough to hold a

man, with also an elevating and lowering device

or platform within the vessel upon which the per

son to be tested can step and be lowered into it.

Passing up the outside of the vessel is a graduated

glass tube, connected with the vessel at the bot

tom. This gravitometer-tank is first filled with

tepid water till it rises in the scale-tube exactly to

the point marked zero, with the elevating plat

form submerged, and also as much of the lifting

cords as will be under water when the test takes

place. The person whose specific gravity is to be

determined is first placed on scales and weighed

acurately. From these he steps upon the platform

and is lowered into the vessel till the water rises

and covers him almost to the nostrils. When all

is ready for taking the observation, he lowers or

ducks his head beneath the surface for a period of

two or three seconds, the rise of water in the tube,

if properly graduated, determining the absolute

amount of liquid displacement in cubic inches or

fractious thereof. By dividing this into the weight

of the subject, in ounces or fractions thereof, his

specific gravity is determined, as compared to that

of water at a given temperature. Then, as before

suggested, upon the specific gravity of the subject

depends the solidity of his physical structure; and

upon which, in connection with age, build, i.e., gross

weight of flesh as compared to bone, and some

what upon habit and occupation, will depend his

hygienic condition, and his probable chance for

longevity.

With this apparatus the value also of various

kinds of food as nutriment for making flesh, and

the various degrees of solidity of muscular fiber

resulting from different kinds of diet, may be

determined with greater accuracy than has ever

been known before.

Believing, as we have for a long time, in the im

portance of some accurate way of determining this

question of the specific gravity of human beings

for the purposes hinted at above, and knowing of

nothing of the kind as having been attempted or

thought of, we have devised the apparatus here

described, and have named it the Gravitometerh

and now respectfully dedicate and submit it to the

medical profession of the country.

UNCHANGEABLE QUANTITY OF BEING.

BY BARTON S. TAYlOR, M. D.

" Nothing can never become something, and

something can never become nothing." This

jingle of words has been echoing down through

the ages; and by many it has been thought to

have as much authority as if it were the voice of

God. This postulate is understood to declare that

the quantity of existence is unchangeable; that

there can be no increase in the quantity of sub

stance. No increase in the quantity of substance

is possible, do you say '? How do you know ? You.
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assert ; I deny ; then the proposition must be

proven. Perhaps you say : There are certain

fundamental truths which admit no proof, and of

which it is folly to ask the proof. I answer :

True; but this is not one of those fundamental

truths. It is not an intuitive or necessary truth.

Four-fifths of the human race have believed the

<»ntrary. It is not a self-evident or absolute

truth. Its contrary is possible; there is nothing

in the nature of things which renders its contrary

impossible. It is a statement, then, which we

may believe or not believe, according as the evi

dence appears to us; it is a thesis to be proven,

.and not a fundamental truth.

Three modes of proof have been undertaken.

Some have said : We cannot conceive of a begin

ning, or of an increase in the quantity of substance;

therefore, we pronounce it impossible. This

makes the human power of thought the limit of

the possible. God can do nothing greater than

that which man can think of and comprehend.

Others declare the unchangeable quantity of exist

ence under the name of the law of continuity, and

then identify that and the law of cause and effect.

Kvery effect must have a cause, means, they say,

that the effect was preceded by an equal quantity

of existence in some other form. Cause and effect

are the same in substance in two different forms;

the cause posses over into, and becomes the effect.

The law of cause and effect is admitted to have a

strong intuitional foundation, and by identifying

the law of continuity and the law of cause and

effect, the former is made to have all the authority

of the latter. This is identifying a horse and a

donkey, and giving to the latter all the excell

ences belonging to the former. There is no such

causative process in nature. The cause never does

pass over into, and become the effect. One sub

stance never transforms itself, nor is transformed,

into another substance. In reference to matter,

this question was settled by the alchemists three

hundred years ago. It is no more impossible to

transform one material element into another, than

to transmute one immaterial substance into another.

Men talk about changing muscular force into heat,

heat into electricity, electricity into magnetism,

the chemical force into heat and electricity, etc.

All such talk is sheer nonsense; no such trans

formations ever did occur, or were ever produced .

But I suppose people will continue to talk this

folly for many years yet. It requires only five

minutes in which to start a lie; it may require

twenty years of labor to stop it.

Then the unchangeable quantity of substance

receives no support from this source. It is at most

only an induction or generalization from observed

facts. We discover no instances of increase or

decrease in the quantity of substance; and man is

aot able to produce any increase or decrease. This

is sufficient basis for the induction that natural

and finite agencies cannot create new substance.

But this is no basis for any deduction in reference

to the power of God. From the doings of man, we

can learn what man can do, and what not; but

from the doings of man, or any other finite powers,

we can make no inferences limiting the power of

the infinite. We know that there are limits to

the divine power; but those limitations are im

posed by the nature of things, and by His own

nature. God cannot lie, nor act a contradiction.

If two measuring rules are unequal in length, He

«annot make it true that they are equal. Thus the

law of contradictions and the law of identity apply

to the doings of God. But an induction from

human experience or finite nature can impose no

limitations upon almighty power, nor define aur

such limits.

I see no reason whatever for supposing that when

God created the material universe, He used previ

ously existing substance—His own, or any other.

" He spake and it was done." " He said, Let there

be light, and there was light " ; and there is no

reason on earth why we should suppose that He

used any other substance out of which to form that

light. Indeed, our intuitions, the necessary modes

of our own mind, demand a beginning for every

thing finite; and when new being appears in space,

our minds do not ask whether it before existed in

some other form or not , but only demand a Creator

with adequate power to produce it.

EscaNara, Mien.

"THE WAVE THEORY."

Dear Dr. Fitzgeraln:—Please say, in reply to

Mr. L. G. Rogers, that no scientific man, so far as

I know, holds to the absurd views of "A Wilt'ord

Hall" on the subject of sound, as contained in

" The Problem of Life." If any other than the

"ware theory " is taught in any respectable institu

tion in this country, I am not aware of the fact

1 am sure no author of repute teaches any other

doctrine. Very respectfully,

N. T. LuftoN,

Prof. Chem., Vanderbilt L'niversity.

The above is clipped from the Nashville Chris

tian Advocate of May 12th, and contains a speci

men of the arguments with which Vanderbilt Uni

versity ventures to meet the assault of the Prob

lem of Human Life upon the received theory of

sound.

It is all very safe for Prof. Lupton to issue,

from his chair of chemistry, card-fuhuinations

against the new doctrine of sound and in favor of

the wave-theory. But the question which the

Advocate-readers would like to have answered is,

dare Prof. Lupton or any representative man in

Vanderbilt University he may select, undertake to

defend the wave-theory in a series of articles to be

printed with our replies in the columns of The

Microcosm ? We have no doubt that the editor

of the Advocate would also be glad to gratify its

readers by printing them simultaneously in that

paper.

We take the liberty here of expressing the belief

that Prof. Lupton dare do no such thing. He mu>t

know too well what is safe for his scientific repu

tation, to venture such a risk.

If he can draw any consolation from the claimed

fact that no " respectable institution " yet teaches

anything except the "wave-theory," heis welcome

to it. There is not yet a text-book on the subject

in existence, or one containing anything else lo

teach save the wave-theory. How "then, could an

institution, "respectable" or otherwise, teach itf

Besides, the new departure on sound has not yet

been before the public more than about four years,

and that, too, in its first and crude presentation,

without the least formula; ization. Prof . Lupton

is, no doubt, aware that no " respectable institu

tion" ventured to teach the Copernican theory of

astronomy for more than one hundred years after

it had been demonstrated to be true by its authm.

so slow is scholasticism to yield to new scientific

discovery. Was that a sufficient argument against

its acceptance by individual scientists, or in favor of
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the correctness of the the Ptolemaic system which

it supplanted 1
But " no scientific man, no far as I know,7tolds

to the absurd views of A. WUford Hall " &c. This

is well put by the Professor, and " so far as I

know " is good; for he evidently knows nothing

about the matter. We can inform him that there

are already hundreds of professors (able to teach

him the first principles of acoustics because they

are not afraid to look at both sides of the ques

tion), who are completely convinced of the scien

tific fallacy of the wave-theory, and who are only

waiting for a suitable text-book to enable them to

introduce the substantial theory into their classes

of physical science. If Prof. Lupton wants the

names of a dozen of these professors with whom

to correspond, we will send him a list who will

give Vanderbilt University such a raking on Tyn-

dall's "tin tube" and his "swiftly advancing"

tuning-fork prongs, cutting and carving the air

into "condensations and rarefactions," as will

make that " respectable institution's" ears tingle.

In conclusion, we take the liberty of sending

Prof. Lupton a few copies of Thr Microcosm

with articles on sound marked which will make

him think he sees lightning, unless he keeps his

imtellectual eves as hermetically sealed as he

seems to have been doing for the last four years.

IS MATTER ETERNAL?

WilforD Hall : Bear Sir :—

I am in monthly receipt of your Microcosm.

I cannot get along without it now. It has become

a necessity with me. I long for it as for my daily

bread and more so; and I shall continue to take it

as long as I can raise a dollar with which to pay

for it. I have read the "Problem " and am grati

fied with the manner in which you dissect the

arguments, and shatter the fallacies of Darwin,

Huxley, and Haeckel. How clearly, in the latter's

case.liave you proved David right, (Psalms xiv: 1.)

I am pleased with the papers of your contributors

as a whole, and I luxuriate in mast of them for

their clear ring and out-spoken logic. Since read

ing your articles on " Creation of something out

of nothing," I have arrived at the conclusion that

in all the infinite domain of God's universal space

there is no such thing aa "nothing." PoMivity

and not negativity is the normal state of facts in

God's universe. I intimated to you on-e before

that I believe matter, at least in essence, to be

necessarily eternal and coexistent with Deity. You

seem to deny this ; and yet, if your suggestion be

correct, that God evolved or transformed matter

out of His own exterior being, - so to speak,— then

His own eternity necessarily involves the eternity

of matter, at least substantially. I do not, of

course, believe that matter, as we now see it, has

so existed from eternity; but that matter in its

essential nature has always existed as really and

truly as has spirit. At all events, the question,

though one of profound thought and worthy of

our highest intellectual powers, is not one which

should divide Christian believers.

And now, my dear Brother and friend, let me

assure you that you have my best wishes and

prayers that your life may long be spared to battle

with false science, and wield, as you have been so

nobly doing, the resistless weapons of truth against

the already tottering superstructure of atheistic as

well as theistic evolution. You are doing a grand

work, and may it continue. Very Trulv Yours,

Otsego, Mich., May 9th 1883. James Smith, I

MICROCOSM-TIIlltD VOLUME.

This is about the time for the friends of The,

Microcosm, who approve of the work it is doing,

to commence getting up clubs of new subscribers

for Volume 3, which begins the first of August.

If this journal has deserved approval during these

first two years of its existence, we are determined

that it shall more than deserve it in the future.

We do not, of course, expect that every reader can

endorse all he may have seen in its pages. This

would be an impossibility in any journal contain

ing so manv original papers on sach a vast range

of religio pliilosophical and scientific subjects.

That these papers have generally been instructive,

or at least thought-provoking, we have an abun

dance of proofs. We would rather, by far, write

that which will keep men wide awake and make

them think, though it might admit of serious dis

cussion, than to fill our journal with opiatts, how

ever well writen, about what every one already

knows or believes. We are inclined to prefer

those meteorites of thought which become visible

by the very friction which they encounter in pass

ing through our intellectual atmosphere. Those

who agree with us in this regard are invited not

only to read The Microcosm themselves, but to

encourage their friends to do the same.

Any reader who will send us the names of three

new subscribers for the next volume, with the

money ($3\ will receive that volume gratis. Old

subscribers can renew their subscriptions for vol

ume 3, by simply inclosing $1. This magazine,

so far, has cost every penny we have received for

it; and we believe that no such amount of original

reading matter is furnished for the same price it

any other journal now published. It is only by a

very large subscription-list that it can pay expen

ses at si , and we are very thankful we have such

a list. If we do not keep it, and double it before

another volume is ended, it will not be our fault.

Old subscribers, therefore, who propose to con

tinue to take the next volume will greatly aid us

by renewing as soon as possible after receiving-

the last or July number, that we may be able to

judge approximately as to the size of the edition

to start with.

Address, Hall & Co. , 23 Park Row, New York..

A SIMPLE DEMONSTRATION.

Rev. N. S. Lowrie, Gorham, N. Y. , writes us as

follows :
" Take spool-thread two yards long, attach a

large tablespoon at the middle of the thread, wrap

the two ends around your fore-fingers and thrust

them into your ears tightly, excluding all air, and

then let the spoon dangle. Have some one strike

the spoon with a piece of metal, and yon will hear

the effect of a magnificent church-bell in the dis

tance ! This demonstrates the utter fallacy of the

air-wave- theory of sound ; for how can air waves

wriggle up that thread and get into your ears when

they are hermetically sealed ? Oh, pshaw I You

have killed the wave-theory dead as Julius Caesar,

and let all the people say Amen."

[We have tried the experiment as described by

Mr. Lowrie, and find the effects to be beautiful and

wonderful I Plainly, nothing but substantial

sonorous pulses, analogous to electricity, could

traverse that thread, switch off upon the finger

enter the ear, and produce the sensation of hearing.

EDitor.J
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PROF. JUS. S. LARGE.

Mr. Goodrich is still receiving letters from the

above-named aspirant for the cash-prize offered to

any one who would produce a gennine case of

sound-interference and silence caused by sounding

two unison instruments half a wave-length apart

as the wave-theory teaches. Instead of tu n unison

instramentn, however, milking two distinct tones

whose air-waves, if they produce any, are well-

defined and free from all complication, this astute

scientist selectsa waterfall overamilldam, extend

ing continuously across a river. Then to make

two unison (?) instruments of it, he proceeds to

divide the dam in the middle (all in his imagina

tion of course), and, utterly ignoring the trivial

matter of "half-wave lengths" between the two

halves, he listens to this waterfall a coupleof miles

away ; and because the sound appears to die out at

certain times, owing to peculiar conditions and

changes in the atmosphere, our professor actually

goes before a magistrate and mains solemn oath

that he. has product d a genuine instance of sound-

inttrference and silence according to tlm ware theory !

Will the reader believe it, that Prof. Large not

only swears to this fact, but he sends on the affida

vit duly certified, and proposes to Mr. Goodrich to

compromise by taking one halfof the prize if there

is any doubt about the matter 1

Wo replied to this milldam problem in a former

number of The Murocosm, and showed that in

stead of " tico unison instruments" in this men tally-

divided waterfall, as the professor arbitrarily

claims, there are millions of discordant instru

ments sounding at one time, each individual drop

of the water making its own separate noise as it

falls, and the combination of which produces the

roar heard. In sober earnest we would adviseProf.

Large, before he innocently perjures himself again,

to read Prof. Tyndall's explanation of this so-called

law of sound-interference in his text-book at pages

259, 260. If he will do this, he will stop his ludic

rous correspondence with Mr. Goodrich.

THE SOUTH-WESTERN METHODIST.

A writer, John Emory, in the 8. W. Methodist,

of St. Louis, Mo., prints a criticism upon our argu

ment in the Probhm of Hunwn Life based on the

slow motion of the tuning-fork'3 prong, and the

impossibility of such motion sending oft air-waves

1120 feet in a second, or iron- waves 19,000 feet

in a second. It is plain that Mr. Emory has not

seen our first reply to Prof. French on that sub

ject in the March Microcosm, or ho never could

have written as he did. He says, for example,

that if the prong of the fork is held, while sound

ing, in a heap of sand, the grains will be shotaway

like arrows. Now, we inform Mr. Emory, and all

who feel disposed to try the experiment, that a

tuning-fork will vibrate sufficiently to produce an

audible sound when its motion is so reduced that

it will not drive grains of sand a hair's breadth, or

far enough to be observed with the naked eye. Is

it possible for such infinitesimally slow motion

{less than at the rnto of one inch in a second, at the

swiftest part of such swing) to send off air-waves

1120 feet in a second? Clearly not, though it gen

erates sound-pulses which radiate at that velocity.

jWill some one of our subscribers, who is acquaint-

-ed with Mr. Emory, notify him? Or still better,

will the South- Western Methoditt copy this state

ment, and thus not only enlighten Mr. Emory, but

also its numerous readers who have been unin

tentionally misled by his article ?

NEW TEXT-BOOK ON SOUND.

For more than two years we have been urged

by teachers and professors of natural philosophy

to prepare a condensed text- book on acoustics to

embody and elucidate the new theory of sound as

based on substantialism. Many of these profes

sors have assured us that they are now teaming

the old theory under protest, and that they would

I at once introduce the new but for the want of a

i suitable text-book. But the editorial cares of this

journal and the supervising of hooks we have

been getting out, with other duties constantly

pressing, seemed to forbid our undertaking this

additional task. We tried, by correspondence, to

induce two or three professors to undertake the

work of preparing such a bix>k for the use of

schools and colleges; but they were too much pre

occupied by other duties and engagements that

could not be put off. We have, therefore, decided

to undertake the work ourself, and to prosecute it

as fast as practicable, consistent with the interests

of this magazine which have the first place in our

heart, and the paramount claim upon our fostering

care. Students of science and friends of the uew

departure in acoustics can, therefore, let it be

known to their friends that a text-book on sound,

simple enough for young students, and profound

enough for professors, is now preparing; and that

teachers who are convinced that the old theory is

wrong, as we know of hundreds who are, will soon

be enabled to teach their classes what they consci

entiously regard as true science upon this subject.

SOIIi.iA SIMILIBUS CURANTUR.

(EXPlANATION.)

In drawing upon the above named law, to illus

trate a point in the system of redemption, we had

not the slightest intention of being discourteous

to medical men , of any school or system of prac

tice ; we thought of nothing but the point to be

illustrated.

Will Doctor Stuart say as much for his use of

the word " regular" t Come, Doctor, " one good

turn deserves another." By your use of the term

"regular" you imply that Eclecticism, Hydro

pathy, Electropathy, Etheropathy, and every other

system of medicine, but Allopathy, is irregular.

Unmethodical, disorderly ! Your use of the term

may have been from the best of motives. But. it

implies too much without some explanation.

Would not the term Allopathy have been less in

delicate? and, would it not have grated less harshly

upon the sensitive ears of those who conscien

tiously differ with you and your school in the theory

and practice of medicine?

With all kindness, Doctor, we submit the

above. Respectfully,

J. G. Bnuuougns.

SUBSCRIBERS I.LEASE NOTICE.

In changing residence a subscriber should always

make arrangements with Post Master or some

friend to forward his paper at least for the next

month, to his new address, because it may be some

weeks before the notice (even if sent to us prompt

ly) will find its way to our mailing department.

We try, however, to make these corrections as soon

as possible after reception, though the wrappers for

the next number may already have been written

to the old address.
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JS LIGHT MATERIAL PARTICLES?

BY PROP. W. D. STROXG, OTTVMWA, IOWA.

We extract the following from Chamlier's Cyclo-

patdia, and solicit from the Editor of The Micro

cosm a brief explanation or criticism of the same.

From what we have gleaned from the "Problem,"

we hardly infer that the author's views of Light

are in exact accord with those of Newton, as here

«xplained, viz :—

"Newton adopted the corpuscular theory of

light, in which it is supposed to consist of material

particles. . . We shall see immediately that

this beautiful investigation led to the destruction ,

.of tho theory from which it was deduced. But,

independent of this, there are many grave and

obvious objections to the corpuscular theory; for

it involves essentially the supposition of material

particles impinging on the eye with the as

tonishing velocity of 200,000 miles per second 1

If such particles veighed but the millionth of a

pound, each would have something like ten times

the momentum and s'z million times the penetrat

ing power of a rirle bullet. Suppose them to be a

million times smaller yet, as millions of millions

of them must be supposed to enter the eye at

once, coming from every point of the surface of

every visible object, it seems impossible to recon

cile such a hypothesis with the excessive delicacy

of the organs of vision Now,

Newton had shown that refraction, such as that

of light by water, if predicated of moving parti-

ties, requires that they should move faster In

water than in air. Huygens, again, had shown

that if such refraction be predicated of waves,

they must move slower in water than in air.

Fizeau and Foucault found, by direct measure

ment, that light moves slower in water than in

air. PIence,it is certain that light consists in the

transference of energy, not mutter ; and the Un-

dulatory Theory is based upon this fact."

REPLY TO THE FOREGOINO.

With a moment's reflection, the reason must be

clear to every reader, why Sir Isaac Newton could

not maintain his corpuscular or emission theory of

light ; for, a more unreasonable or impossible hy

pothesis was never propounded. How he could,

for a moment, have supposed that " material par

ticles," however minute, could penetrate and pass

through the hardest crystals,—even diamonds,—

without meeting with resistance, to say nothing of

pouring into the eye at such an enormous velocity

without injury to that delicate organ, is one of

those profound mysteries which great scientists

are called upon to explain.

The truth is, the fundamental idea of tubstan-

tialism, which is so deeply taking root in the

minds of thoughtful investigators, and upon which

the present corpuscular doctrine is based, never

, entered the mind of Newton. That fundamental

idea consists in the general classification of sub-

stance, under two heads—material and immaterial,

corporeal and incorporeal, ponderable and impon-

. dtrablt ; and that one of these classes is as really

and truly substantial or ertitativs a? we other.

Had Sir Isaac Newton caught a flimpse of this

dual nature of the substantial universe, he would

have avoided the inglorious failure of his theory

of "material light particles" by never having

adopted such a wretched position in science, and

all the waste of mathematics in figuring about the

required smallness of such "material particles"

to avoid putting out one's eyes, would have been '

saved by him and his friend Huygens.

But now comes the amusing part of this mathe

matical abandonment of the corpuscular, and adop

tion in its stead of the undulatory theory of light.

After they had determined, by careful figuring,

that the " emission theory " was no good, because

its "material light-particles" would put out peo

ple's eyes even if they (not the eyes but the parti

cles) weighed only the millionth part of a pound

each, they decided to adopt a newly-invented

"ether " like a "jelly," " with the properties of a

solid" and "possessing inertia," as Tyndall tells

us, whose material waves would dash into the eye

with the velocity of light, and at the rate of only

"699.000,000,000,000 waves in a second " ! (Tyn

dall on Light, p. 66.) And, of course, anybody's

eyes ought to stand that much "jelly " I

Well, what was all this prodigious discovery of

ether for; and what was it that led to this scientific

leap from the frying-pan into the fire? Why, it [

all came from the apparent difficulty of light-

refraction in water, and ocurred solely because i

Newton and Huygeus did not grasp at that time I

the true and beautiful doctrine of substantialism. j

Had they realized that light was an incorporeal \

substance instead of matter, they would have had

no more difficulty in explaining refraction by

waves or pulses of substantial light itself, than by

waves of substantial ether for the existence of

which there has never been either use or evidence.

And further, had they been fortunate enough at

that time to have caught the broad idea of in

numerable immaterial substances, it is plain to

reason that not only light but sound itself would

for a hundred years up to this date have been

taught as substantial emissions in all the colleges

of the world, instead of being held as the nonsen

sical wave-motions of the air ; and the author of

the "Problem" would have been spared the ter

rific battles with stubborn scientists he has been

obliged to fight during the last two years.

EVOLUTION OF SOUND.

Those who might desire to see the sound argu

ments as they appear in the " Problem of Human

Life " at the lowest possible cost, are informed that

we have a few remaining copies of that part

printed and bound separately (more than 200 pages)

which we will send, post paid, for 50 ceats—half- .

price.
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MR. TIERS' GREAT PAINTING.

We are very much gratified to learn from Col.

"W. R. Denny, of Winchester, Va , for whom Mr.

Tiers, the artist of this city, executed a family

painting, that he is enthusiastic over the merits of

the picture since getting it home and exhibit

ing it to his friends. That this enthusiasm"is not

a mistaken or superficial estimate may be inferred

from the fact that Col. Denny and his family have

personally visited and inspected most of the fine

art galleries of Europe, and know whereof they

speak when they pronounce judgment upon such

a work as that of Mr. Tiers. As a fruit of this

excellent work Mr. Tiers has already several coin-

missions from the Colonel's immediate neighbors

which he is now busy executing, We are glad at

this result, since we took some little risk in

' venturing originally to commend Mr. Tiers' artistic

ability, knowing very little, as we do practically,

about fine art.

THE EDITOR'S SCIENTIFIC LECTURES.

We havo had, for the past three or four years,

numerous applications to go to different parts of

the country and deliver lectures on select scientific

subjects. We have been forced to decline these

liberal proposals, owing chiefly to tho demand

upon our time at this office. As we propose, the

coining fall and winter, to have assistance in our

•ditorial and other work, we venture to announce

our willingness, as soon as the text-book on sound

is completed, to take occasional runs into the

country and deliver, say, two lectures in a place

if required, on alternate nights. Those friends

who have desired our services in this capacity will

make a note of it, and let us know in time for mak

ing due arrangements. Friendly exchanges please

notice.

DR. VAN DYKE'S NEW SERIES.

We congratulate our readers on the opening of

the Rev. Dr. Van Dyke's new series of very in

structive papers, exposing the assumption that

man's religious nature is an evolution from inferior

animals. Last month we completed the Doctor's

series of five papers on the supposed evolution of

man as a physical bving, which afforded the most

valuable considerations on this now exciting topic

of discussion. The other branch of the question—

man's religious nature—promises to be even more

interesting, as the problems involved are more pro

foundly intricate. The present series will run far

into the third volume of The Microcosm.

REPRINT OF VOLUME L

We are going ahead regularly electrotyping the

first volume of The Microcosm in pages of uniform

style with this. We expect to have it completed

in August, and will mail it immediately to all who

havo sent the $1. It will be well printed on good

paper, and substantially bound in cloth. Mailed

post paid at $1 per copy. Not a penny will be made

on the first 2,000 copies. All who want that initial

volume of this Magazine in order to preserve a

complete series of the work till the Editor shall be

called to place his charge in other hands, should

send their names. By request of many subscribers,

who were justly dissatisfied with the picture ac

companying the August number of this volume,

we have decided to add the superb steel plate en

graving of the Editor as a frontispiece to Vol. 1,—

the same that now accompanies " Unitersaiism

Against Itself."

NOT ROOM ENOUGH VET.

Thr Microcosm is still not large enough to con

tain the matter continually crowding for admission.

We could easily fill sixteen pages more every

month with choice original papers. We regret

this want of room, as so many excellent contribu

tions left out tend to hurt the feelings of dear

friends who have taken great pains to prepare suck

articles. We can only wait patiently, and request

our contributors to do the same, and we will try to-

give all a hearing. We have thought seriously of

suggesting to our readers the propriety of an in

crease in the size of this magazine by adding six

teen more pages and raising the price to $1.50 &

year. But we fear that the majority of our sub

scribers will prefer the present size rather than in

cur an additional expense of half a dollar. Conse

quently, as much as we desire to give all a hearing,

we must keep the magazine at its present size and

price, for another volume at least. Then we will

see. In the mean time correspondents in writing

to us during the next year can express their views.

CONTRIBUTION'S FOR JULY.

Among the numerous articles which will appear

in the July or closing number of this volume of

The Microcosm, are the following :—

" Kind Words," Rev. Dr. Swander. Characteris

tics of the Forces of Nature, No. 1., Isaac Hoffer.

Science and The Word, Rev. Dr. Hamlin. Evolu

tion, No. 2., Rev. Dr. Van Dyke. Freedom of the

Will, No. 2., Prof. Kephart. Correlation of Forces,

Eld. Towne. Law of Mind, No. 3. , Rev. Dr. Rob

erts. Spiritualism, No. 2., Capt. Carter. Modern

Philosophy and Christianity, No. 2., Prof. Lowber.

Southern M. E. Ministers' opinions of Prof. Lup-

ton's Card, and several other articles, some of which

may have to go over to the August number. Also,

the leading Editorial on the Cause and Remedy of

Cyclones, with many other articles, and Editorial

replies to scientific objectors. List of Contribu

tions for the opening number of 3d volume (Au

gust) will oe given in the July number.

THE PROBlEM OF HUMAN LIFE.

More than 6000 of our present subscribers for

The Microcosm do not own the above named book.

Each person interested in this magazine ought to

have a copy of that book also in his library. It is

one of the cheapest $2 books published, contain

ing one-and-a-half times the amount of reading-

matter of this entire volume of The Microcosm.

Any subscriber desiring the work, can remit $1

(half-price), when sending his renewal for Vol. 3

of The Microcosm ($2 in all), and the "Problem"

will be sent post paid. We will also say that those

subscribers who do not yet own " Walks and Words

of Jesus," ($l)or" Unirersalism Against Itself,"

can remit 75 cents and either book will be sent

postpaid. These offers are only to subscribers for

The microcosm. HALL & CO.,

23 Park Row.
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TI1K CORRKL.ATION OF FOHCEW.

BY ElD. C. B. TOWNe.

In unfolding this law I use the term ' correla

tion' in its strict etymological sense. A child

stands correlated to a father. If man Is first a

child, now, and in all antecedent stages of his

history, the first man must have had some being

standing above hiin in the relation of father, who

must have been not only the man's instructor, but

also, in some way, his Creator and the author of

his being. Now, by the law of the Equivalence

of Energy, there must be, in the fatherly Creator,

the full equivalent of the child. But, as we have

already seen that the powers of spoken and written

ideation can only be developed by a line of educa

tion altogether separate from Nature and wholly

above it, i t follows that there can be no correlation

between man and Nature in the higher plane of

his thinking, speaking, and writing energy. In

all human action force is that which causes mo

tion. Energy, then, lies back of force ; and energy

is exclusively the power of a person to act. Force,

then, is manifested when the conscious ego is act

ing upon substantial entities tomove them,whether

they be material, spiritual, or psychical. Energy

is the power to push ; force is the actual pushing.

In the case of man we find that force is never

manifested except as the immediate result of the

action of human choice and will, guided by a

variable measure of spiritual understanding. A

correlation of forces, then, in its primary meaning,

is a correlation of conscious, intelligent entities or

persons related one to the other as cause and effect.

At this point let me call attention to a serious mis

leading error. Men speak of the " inherent forces

of Naturo;" of "blind, insensate forces," allud

ing to the operations continually going on in Na

ture ; of "physical forces," etc. Now, Nature is,

apparently, made up of matter; that which is

material. But the prime property of matter is

inertia. Then to say that force or the power to

give motion, is inherent in matter, or material

things, is a flat contradiction of terms. Again,

that which is blind, insensate, has no power to

see, feel, hear or move ; in otheT words, is wholly

devoid of all marks of intelligence. Hence, the

expression, "blind insensate forces," is a gross

solecism, an utter absurdity. Show me a single

point in all the operations of Nature marked Dy

the total absence of all those posvers which prove

the presence of controlling mind I The orderly

action of intelligence is forever present in all

Nature, and reaches from the simplest act of crys

tallization throughall vegetable andauimal growth

np to the omniscient mind of Nature's God.

The same is true in the works of man. The

watch has no energy or force within itself to

move a single wheel. In winding up the main

spring, I transmit to it my energy; and the force

that moves the wheels round and round through

the stretch of twenty-four hours is my force.

The orderly movements of the watch are the re

sult of a seeing and thinking force that reaches

back from the mechanism to the God-like intelli

gence of a human mind whose thoughts have

originated and fashioned the mechanism, and

whose force is every instant pushing the wheels

round till the energy imparted is exhausted. There

are no material, insensate forces in Nature : we

can rightfully predicate force only of persons.

Ultimate atoms are the conductors of personal

energy; all Nature is only the arena whereon are

manifested the forces inherent in divine and hu

man persons. Let us return to the correlation. As

man has a beginning, it follows as a matter of abso

lute necessity that he should have an antecedent

correlate in which there is a complete equivalent

of all human powers. We know that man lives in

a sphere of activities which, without him, would

never be manifested. The activities with their

results, and the humanity are reciprocally sugges

tive ; the presence of either proves the possible or

certain existence of the other. When we look

upon the ruins of ancient cities raised from the

sleep of many centuries, we know that the choos

ing and deciding powers of the soul, guided by the

understanding powers of the spirit, have here-

been brought into action through the instrumen

tality of a physical body. We know that in every

case this trinity of human natures has been present

to guide, control, and fashion the whole work.

But we see, correlated to this human work, those

recorded manifestations of intelligent and design

ing power in the universe that lie wholly beyond

the wisdom and capabilities of man, yet within

the evidence of our senses ; and we know that the

correlation is a true one, because if there were no

manifestations of infinite power in the world of

Nature upon one side, there could be no exhibitions'

of human power upon the other side; and we must

remember that all these exhibitions of power al

ways center in a person. When, then, we look

upon the works of man, and know by all the

instincts of humanity that they are the works of

man ; and when we further know that all this

lower plane of silent human action is inseparably

connected with a higher plane of spoken and

written thought which has reached down, and

ever is reaching down into the lower plane tor

guide and control the evolution of its action,—

must we not look upon the physical universe

including man, as the work of some being whose

thinking and speaking powers of intellect and

will are in proportion to the work we see? If

there be, then, a true correlation of human work

with that which is superhuman, I do not see how

we can avoid admitting the following correlations

embracing personality.

1st. There is correlated to the human soul a di

vine Soul, whose omnipotence of will has projected,

commanded, and now controls the physical activi

ties of the universe. Without the all-controlling

will of a divine Soul wo cannot conceive that

there ever should have been the independent will

of a human soul.

2nd. Correlated to the human spirit there must

be a divine Spirit, whose omniscience of percep

tion beholds all truth untarnished by a single-

speck of error ; whose understanding grasps alii

relationships which connect truths to each other,

to the divine Soul, and to the human ; and whose

unlimited power of reason is able to take all truth

and make an infallible application of it to til the-

exigences of the universe. Without the energy

of a divine Spirit we cannot conceive that them
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-ever should have been a perceiving, understand

ing, and reasoning human spirit.

3rd. Correlated to the human body there is a

.divine Form, through which, as au instrumentality,

the united powers of the divine Soul and Spirit

arc manifested ; these throe uniting to form the

iriaity of the God head dwelling and working

together in the unity of ONE goD, even as the

human soul, spirit, and body unite to form the

trinity of manhood working and dwelling together

iu the unity of one man. This is the primary

consilation of divine and human forces, which,

rising above all other exhibitions of power, centers

in the throne of the eternal One ; and thence its

.infinite powers of action flash out upon the tele

graphic lines of eternity forever and forever. Here,

then, with awe and adoration we stand by the

.throne of the universe to see that the mysteries of

-eternity lie out before us on every side in ever-

widening circles; to understand that it is the ever-

living action of this energy radiating from the

-divine Soul and Spirit which must successfully

guide us in all our researches outward through all

the unmeasured fields of knowledge ; and finally,

to reason from all this that an unreserved yielding

-of our own souls, spirits, and bodies to the holy

- influences of this divine Energy will alone secure

our eternal happiness. This is the demonstration

of the divine Being in his power and attributive

personality given to us by the things that are

made, man being included in those things. But,

in close and inseparable connection wifh this

primary correlation, we find the secondary correla

tions to which I call your future attention.

..♦»..

SCIENCE AND THE WORD.

BY REV. F. HAmlIH.

That scholarly son of Germany, Isaac August

Dorner, tells us that " Consciousness is the only

-true foundation upon which to rear a superstruc

ture of theological doctrine." The truthlessness

-of this statement appears when we consider on the

one Jiand the instability and variety of human ex

periences, and on the other, the inability of man

- to interpret with any degree of certainty, the ex

periences and emotions of his own soul. In the

verbal descriptions or statements of introspective

moral conditions, man unaided by revelation is

like a ship rudderless, constantly influenced by

gales of prejudice, and tides of association. As

the presence and pressure of the human hand upon

the wheel is indispensible if the ship is to reach

the desired port, so the help of the personal Christ

in the truths He enunciated, is necessary if we are

to reach correct conclusions in defiuing personal

.Consciousness, as it relates to theological doctrine.

JVoio Htrekel, Vogt, Buchner, Huxley and their

co-laborers are the Dorners of the Sc e/itific World.

Independent of Scripture they seek to rear the

superstructure of scientific truth, when it is as

impossible thus to reach correct conclusions as

for a mere mau to evoke light from darkness by a

woid. He who lend3 all his energies to the estab

lishment of a pre-conceived theory, will, as a rule,

reach results as unsatisfactory as did La Place :

he eongbt in the Solar System for indications of

san end, or traces of a beginning. History repeats

iitself, and failure, the fate of the ancient philoso

phers, was his. Now we hold,

1. That he who ignores God's Word, is most lia

ble to drift into erroneous scientific beliefs and state

ments. This appears, if we consider that the

intelligent acceptance of Scripture as the inspired!

Word of God, presupposes a greater regard for

fact than for theory on the part of the individual

believer. The whole Christian system has ita

basis in farts. Human Depravity, and helpless

ness, prophetic expectations of a Messiah, tho

Coming, Death, Resurrection and Ascension of

Christ, the fulfilment of prophecy concerning tho

Jewish People, the elevating and renewing in

fluences of the Christian Religion upon the living,

and its hope-inspiring dominance over the dying,

all these facts lie at Christianity's foundation ;

and he who intelligently accepts the Word as

inspired, and the history as true, is, in reaching

thatconclusion, unconsciously schooling himself to

search for facts rather than theories inliis pursuit

of truth. This appears when we ask why more

skeptics are found among Physicians than among

Lawyers. The every-day calling of tho latter,

lead them to consult, not symptoms, but evidence

and fact. We believe, that if every scientist

would spend five years in honestly studying the

facts of Scripture before he entered the field of

scientific investigation, he would not only be ever

after that a Christian Scientist, but the influence

of that five years of study would so modify his

methods of examining scientific questions, so ut

terly divorce him from clothing theories, rather

than seeking facts, that his wdiole subsequent

career would be a greater success in his chosen

field of endeavor. Iudccd, it is only on the high

way of fact that man must find the hub, whence

shoot out all well-seasoned and resistive spokes of

scientific truth.

Out on this trackless plain of human study, 'tis

only as the traveller follows the immutable direc

tion of the leaves of this Compass Plant of fact

that ho may expect to reach the Camp of " Pure

Gold" where "yardsticks" are never broken,

venerable theories are never exploded, and the

"unison tones" of "substantialism" never produce

" silence " on the part of College Professors I

Nor should we forget that the guidance of the

Divine Spirit may not be expected by those who

insult Hint, in that they ignore the Bible which is

Ilis word. This is philosophical. While we do

not believe in the infallibility of Christian Scien

tists as they seek truth, we do hold that a greater

number of facts are discovered by them than by

others. And admitting the personality and mis.

sion of the Holy Spirit, we may expect greater

light to flash from Him upon the minds of His

friends, than of His enemies. Here, history in-

structsus. Sir Wm. Herschel turning away perma

nently from Smith's Harmonies, and temporarily

from Scripture teachings upon the subject in hand,

made " Ferguson's Astronomy, and his own care

fully prepared lenses, the almost sole means and

instruments of his investigations, and he originated

the Nebular Hypothesis." A later student, adopt

ing and developing this speculation, assigned the

generation of the heavenly bodies to gradual ag

gregation and condensation of a highly attenuated

self-luminous substance diffused through space.

The Rosse telescope demolished the theory, and

then Herbert Spencer (an open Skeptic) came to

the support of the " Nebular Hypothesis ; " but

he only afforded Proctor an opportunity to refute

his silly statements, by showing that Spencer'*

theory does not account for the distribution of tho

masses of the Solar System, and he suggested to

Spencer a radical modification of his hypothesis.

But now, " Mirabile Dictu," a Kansas Divine,

(Rev. J. W. Roberts,) has, in a series of clear logi

cal articles, utterly annihilated the whole " Nebu
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ilar Hypothesis" by showing that "what matter

-does not, and cannot now do, it never did, could,

or can do ; " and that, therefore, it was even im

possible for '' matter to generate any active force,

vitality or intelligence, which could operate upon

itself to modify or change its nebular or gaseous

. conditions in the slightest degree." And this he

i proves by Newton's formula of three laws of mo-

I tion 1 Indeed, the whole history of scientific study,

is replete with illustrations of the truth, that

Christian Theists seem, as a rule, to be Divinely

helped in their attempts to interpret Nature, and

only fail when (lured by skeptical precedent) they

for a moment pursue theories rather than general

ize facts. It was neither a skeptic nor an atheist

-who slaughtered "Spontaneous Generation," or

strangled "Evolution." It was not a "liberal"

Hercules who slew the Hydra named " Wave

Theory "l and decapitating it stood upon its lifeless

form, and waved its gory nead in the very face of

its followers, and at the same time made the cool

ing head speak, and cry out " I f a man die he shall

live again." (That was a grand haul!) Thus,

we see, that the rarest flowers laid on the altar of

Science in all ages, have indeed been gathered in

the gardens and wildernesses of the world, but

" the dew and divinity of Heaven have rested on every

bud and blade. " Godliness is profitable unto all

things, having promise of the life that now is."

2. Norshould then reckless, Bible-haling thcorizers

forget (h it they iriU ere long face the contempt of

men, and the opposition and vengeance of Jehovah,

&c.

" Where have these Caesars fed?" The strong

est minds of our day are the intellectual offspring

of Christianity. No less a celebrity than Thomas

Arnold, of Oxford, tells us that the development

j of English Literature, was at bottom but a chap-

' ter of its religious history. That with the advent

of the Christian religion there came through mis

sionaries from Rome, not only the Culture of the

Countries bordering on the Mediterranean, but an

-intellectual awakening as well."

To Christianity primarily is the world indebted

for England's Bacon, and Shakespeare, and Pope,

and Bunyan, and Butler. The subtle J. S. Mill,

the skeptical George Eliot, the scholarly George

Macdonahl, the perspicuous Thomas Macauley,

the rest-seeking Carlyle,the chattering yet smooth

Voltaire, the sophistical Mirabeau.thehalf-rescued,

half-inspired Rousseau, the persistent Hseckel, the

ethereal Mayer, the caloric Tyndall, all the men

whose eyes flash in anger at Christianity, and the

name of Christ, yea, "sparkle with passion like

, the Jewelry of Hell," would, had it not been for

- Christianity, have lived and died unknown. Chris

tianity is grain and lash to intellect, at once giving

. her strength, and energy and fire, by which she

takes the bit, and speeds like lightning along the

' chosen track of investigation and discovery. These

.followers of "cunningly-devised fables" cannot,

with impunity, trample upon the very parent of

i their intellectual strength. George Gilfillan has well

said " Never is ruffian more detestable than when

insulting the beautiful." And so they who ignore

.the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures are speedily

blasted with reprobation before God and man . It

will fare with them as with Uzziah, when he went

in to profane the temple of the Lord. That

instant, the fatal spot of Leprosy rose to his

brow, and while all around sought to thrust him

-out, he himself hasted to depart. He who

tramples on the Werd, insults the whole race, in

trampling on a book at once so truthful and beauti-

ful : and he will, as a moral leper, be dragged

without the gate by an outraged world, and perisk

in his own shame. God has wisely guarded Hi»

book by an awful beauty (the beauty of truth),

which, like a hedge of roses mingled with thorns

surrounds it all. In imagination I see Job ant

David conversing. Pointing to these proud yet

princely intellects, the former exclaims, "God

poureth contempt on princes ; " and the latter,

voicing the feelings of both, declares "Our soul is

filled with contempt." And Lo, now Daniel,

"prince of Dreamers," risas from his long slumber

in his Susean grave, and with Gabriel's trumpet-

blast ringing in his ears, he cries, " Some shall

awake to everlasting Contempt."

POUGHEEEPSIE, N. Y.

KIND WORDS.

BY HeV. J. I. 8WANDEB. A. M.

Human kindness is the noblest exercise of human

power ; and human gratitude is the reciprocal ac

tivity of its appreciation. The man who lacks the

power to appreciate a kind act is more unkind, in

the wretchedness of his poverty-stricken soul, than

the individual who is so fearfully and wonderfully

made as to have no room, in the narrow compass

of his being, for the cultivation of a benevolent

emotion. Benevolence takes form either in words

or deeds, or in both, as it is clothed upon with vhe

beautiful garmentsof unfeigned charity. Benevo

lent deeds may speak louder than words; but kind

words communicate comfort and cheer with an el

oquence peculiar to the warm breath of sympathy

which gives them utterance. They have more

power to drive away the tortuous devils of grief

and anxiety than all the deeds of heartless, voice

less giving so frequently performed by the modern

monuments of pbarisaic ostentation.

The writer of this article has no reason to com

plain of any intolerable torture from the source

just indicated; yet his recent surroundings have

been such as to increase his appreciation of kind

words and good advice. The latter has been ten

dered in quantities that indicate the marvelous

liberality of those who seem to think it more

blessed to give than to receive—such commodities.

These admonitory messengers have visited us from

different points of the scientific compass. Dr. Hall

may think that he is happy in the reception of

"Kind Words," and felicitate himself in the

blessedness of suffering persecution for truth's

sake ; but let him come to Fremont, Ohio, and

look over our file of advisory letters, und acquaint

himself with their contents of condemnations and

congratulations, and he will go back to Park Row

concluding that he is not the only man within the

reach of sympathetic stationary.

These epistles, with few exceptions, seem to

have been inspired by a most commendable spirit;

and the advice thus tendered was evidently prompt

ed by a broad and deep sense of duty to one who

was supposed to be in danger of falling from

scientific grace. How exceedingly unkind, then,

it would be on our part, addressed, as we are,

with such fervent devotion to the cause of our

rescue, not to act, as far as possible, upon the

advice so gratuitously offered. Unfortunately,

however, some of these kind admonitions cannot

be obeyed. Our counselors are in conflict with

each other. There is evidently an uproar in some

of the Synagogues of established theories. Some
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say that Wilford Hall is a good man: others declare

that he deceiveth the people. One learned friend

gives us the information that the Problem is right

in its masterly annihilation of Huxley and Ha:ckel,

since they have no orthodox friends, but wrong in

opposing the compromise cowardice of theistic

evolution. Another acquaintance, who does not

read Genesis in the light of the Darwinian com

mentary, declares that all evolutionists are guilty

of " changing the truth of God into a lie."' Two

eminent professors have spoken to tis upon the

subject of the new departure in acoustics ; and

now, in this paragraph, they speak to each other.

The one announced it as his belief that Wilford

was correct in teaching the substantiality of the

soul, but wrong in his corpuscular theory of sound.

The other declared that Hall had studied the sub

ject of acoustics, and that "the best evidence

of his correctness is the fact that no one of reputa

tion in acoustical science has dared to attempt

anything like an elaborate and dignified refutation

of his alleged heresy." (Anxious eyes are now

turned toward the July No. of the Ii formed

Quarterly, in which the knowing ones have reason

to expect something upon the subject that shall

reflect the ability of rare scholarship, and the

courtesy of a refined gentleman.) One correspond

ent informs us that a great scientific revolution

is at hand, and congratulates those who are able to

discern the signs of the times. Another friend,

who has been looking through the goggles of con

servatism for many years, serves us notice that

" Substantialism" is the very Sodom of scientific

iniquity, and advises us to flee the wrath to come.

Down to the present time, however, we have

made no arrangements to flee. Indeed, we prefer

to remain and witness the conflagration, believing

that the fire from heaven will not consume the

sappy scions of vigorous truth when old heresies

are so much more combustible.

But time would fail us to toll of all the kind

advice so generously offered by our sympathizing

friends. We have concluded to sample the whole

lot, and herewith submit a few specimens which

may be taken as fairly representing the balance of

the budget. It is not our intention to betray

their confidence by giving their names to the

public. Such a course would involve a breach of

trust and propriety as unpardonable as the crime

of our incipient heresy in science. Besides, it

might discourage a continuance of their valuable

counsels in the future; and wo would thus be left

to grope our way in the light of mere truth and

reason, piloted by only such demonstrations of

scientific facts as amount to nothing more than

absolute certainty. But to the promised samples—

eclectic medicine In homeopathic doses, accom

panied by allopathic directions. Let us open a

few packages, and attempt the analysis of their

contents.

1. The first is from an ex-professor of higher

mathematics, in one of the leading colleges of our

country, who was relieved of his professorial charge

because the students under his slow and easy con

servatism began to clamor for something like a

wreck of matter or a clash of worlds to break the

miserable monotony of scholastic diagrams and

chalk. He has sent us his contribution in the fol

lowing cool and classical vernacular:—" Do not go

too far in company with Wilford Hall. Ho is

all right in religion, but knows nothing about

physics. He ought not to dispute with men who

have spent all their lives in solving the mysteries

of science." All right in religion 1 How gh\d we

are for this comforting information from such an

authoritative source I It supplies us with a fresh

stock of Christian courage to hope that we shall

yet meet him (i. e. Wilford) among the substan

tial "spirits of the just made perfect." "All

right in religion," and—all wrong in science t

We do not believe that such a thing is possible.

No man can be all right in science, and remain

entirely wrong in religion ; neither can an indi

vidual bo all right in religion and continue ignor

ant of Nature and Nature's laws. " Knows noth

ing about physics" I Indeed 1 We venture the

assertion that our patron saint in science has never

read the "Problem of Humnn Life." If he will

turn to the luminous pages of that famous book,

and read it with candor, and without prejudice,

and then, in the noon-day glare of this progressive

age, look the world in the face, and say that

Wilford Hall knows nothing about physics, we

will—well we will present him with a pair of the

most recently improved pi*-ctacles,through which,

it is hoped, he will be able to see the truth in the

original beauty of its unclouded light. "Ought

not to dispute " I Strange 1 Christ and the apos

tles disputed in their day with the fossilized cus

todians of wisdom until not one stone was left

upon another in what was then supposed to be the

established order of things. "Ought not to dis-"

pute with men who have spent all their lives in

solving the mysteries of science " I What useless

hves I What false solutions I W"hata repetition

of history I Did not some of the Popes of the

16th century offer similar advice to the friends of

the immortal Reformers? Did not the dignitaries

and doctors of a defunct Ecclesiasticism seek to

suppress the truth by the employment of similar

means ? Yet the work which was started of God,

and carried forward through His chosen servants,

continued to gather additional strength, and num

ber new advocates in the mighty march of its pro

gress. Less than four hundred years have changed

the central channel of the world's devotion and

thought. How majestically the river of substan

tial Protestantism— Protestant Substantialism —

flows on in its manifold mission of fidelity to the

truth, beneficence to man and glory to God. Out

side of this stream, in the stagnant puddles of

popery, the process of " solving the mysteries " is

still going forward (?) in that fixed and finished

theory of religion which holds the traditional

mummeriesof men as practically of higher authori

ty than the Eternal verities of God.

2. Number two is a lengthy communication

from a brother whom we have never had the

pleasure to know in the way of a personal acquaint

ance. In his own church ho is favorably regarded

as a gentleman, a Christian, and a scholar. At

times the light of his brilliant genius shoots out

its luminous rays into literary circles beyond the

proper compass of his denominational periphery.

Generous in his disposition, he is anxious that hit

individual apprehension of the truth should make

others free from error. No wonder that he took

up his patent pen to strike the shackles of bondage

from one of the contributors to The Microcosm !

His letter is an amusing piece of literature. With

the mingled emotions of pity, perspiration and

petulency,the author interrogates us in the follow

ing language: "Is Wilford Hall the Messiah,

that the people of this country should be carried

away by the "Problem of Human Life" 1

Let us look a little at the above question : Let

us analyze the startling interrogatory. The latter

part contains an admission which does honor to

the brother's faculty of observation. His language

expresses a literal and historic truth. The people
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.are carried away by "The Problem"—away from

scholastic bondage; away from the wave-theory of

sound; away from the monstrous Insult which in

timates and teaches a monkey parentage for man,

-and mocks the fondest hopes of human beings with

the miserable moon-shine of molecular immortali

ty ; away into that more salubrious clime where

Jyubsiuntialism is the watchword of science, and

the objective nature of invisible entities the battle-

cry of truth's emuaunered hosts.

But what about the direct interrogation :—"Is

"Wilford Hall the Messiah " 1 The question must

have been conceived in doubt, nnd brought forth

in the painful birth-struggles of mental anxiety.

We think of the poor Baptist in his dungeon-cell,

-and commiserate the brother in whom history

seems about to repeat one of its most cruel chap

ters of tragic romance. Is Wilford Hall tho Mes

siah I The question is one of solemn import,

and calls for serious consideration. We have

given it such consideration; and now, after several

weeks of cool and candid thought, we announce

-our decision in the negative. Wilford Hall is not

the Messiah; yet he has done more in science than

any other living man toward silencing the profane

and preposterous intimation of materialistic evolu

tion that the precious Messianic blood which flowed

on the altar of the world's redemption had pre

viously descended through the veins of an ape.

No, my dear brother, Wilford Hall is not the

Messiah ; yet, judging from the obvious fact that

" the gathering of the people " is around his stand

ard, he does appear as a sort of scientific Shiloh,

and, as such, he stands out in bold relief and

beautiful contrast with those who are belittling

themselves in their attempts to bespatter the

spreading fame of one whose scientific shoes their

rickety theories are not worthy to unloose.

3. Number three is a remark from one of the

rising scholars of this country. At present he

fills an important chair in one of the colleges of

our laud. Higher honors nre awaiting his arrival.

Indeed, we would not bo surprised to see him em

brace the new philosophy, exercise the splendid

powers of his intellect in the demonstration of its

superior claims, and thus write his name in the

more substantial characters of scientific truth. At

"present he is reading Tyndall's latest work on

Sound in connection with Wil ford's new treatise

upon the same subject. Before commencing his

present search for the truth, he informed us'that

" Hall is fighting a lost battle; tho emission theory

of sound was advanced years ago, nnd has long

since been abandoned." At the hearing of the

above, we were dumb with silence because our

«rudite friend had spoken. We went to our

library,—our "Armory of David," containing some

thing like "a thousand bucklers, all shields of

mighty men," but found nothing to confirm the

. -correctness of his sweeping and stunning declara

tion. Having but little confidence in our own

infallibility, we wrote to men of more extensive

reading. Some of them have answered us. We

have sent for new books. In the meantime we

have settled down in the belief (1 ) that our friend

was mistaken ; (2.) if correct, it does not follow

that the corpuscular theory is wrong - ({$.) if the

-corpuscular theory is wrong, it would not be logi

cal to conclude that the wave theory is right.

Hall may be fighting a lost battle ; but a lost bat

tle does not necessarily imply a lost cause. Might

has often had a temporary triumph over right ;

and popular clamor is the mighty element in a

sham battle. Such clamor has kindled the fires

And fanned the names for a ' ' noble army of mar

tyrs." There was a "lost battle" at Constance,

when Huss, in prophecy, proclaimed the ultimata

triumph of evangelical truth. A lost battle? We

deny it. It was a glorious victory. The principle

for which the hero died was not buried under the

ashes of the brave Bohemian, but arose with the

flames that illumined the pathway of his noble

spirit to the Fountain of Eternal truth. So do we

deny that Hall is either fighting a lost battle, or a

battle to be lost under his leadership : and wo

shall persist, with accumulative emphasis, in this

denial until some one shall step forward and

point us to the historic field of scientific conflict

where the standard of substantial corpuscular

emissions in acoustics went down before the undu-

latory banner waved by some "prince of the

power of the air. "

THE FREEDOM OF THE WILL..-NO. 3.

BY PROF. I. l. eErHABt, A. M,

" Will," says Dr. Reid, " isan ambiguous word,

being sometimes put for the faculty of willing ;

sometimes for the act of that faculty, besides other

meanings. But volition always signifies the act of

willing, and nothing else." When we assert that

the Williairee, we mean that the faculty of the

human mind which is denominated the Wi'.l, is

free to determine what tho individual will do, nnd

that his Will is free to put forth volitions in ac

cordance with the choices which the will-power

of the individual makes.

"Freedom,'' says Coleridge, "is the essential

attribute of a Will, and is contained in the very

idea that whatever determines the Will acquires

the power to do so from a previous determination

of the Will itself. " The WM is ultimately self,

determined, or it is no longer a Will under the law

of perfect fropdom, but a natute under the mech

anism of cause and effect. We need only to re

flect on our own experience to be convinced that

the man makes the motive, and not the motive tho

man. What is a strong motive to one man, is no

motive at all to another." Motive and appetite are

the WWn solicitors and the Will is the controller

of the motive and the appetite.

The second question in our previous article

reads as follows : " Must not the evil-minded man,

of necessity, seek to harmonize his conduct with

his predominating lower nature? " Answer: He

must not. There is no necessity, ab extra, that

compels him to do so. The fact that when he does

the wrong which his evil nature impelshim to do,

his conscience condemns him for the act, is proof

conclusive that, in spite of the powerful constraints

of his evil nature, he was free to refuse to do the

wrong, and that he could have successfully re

fused to do it. This must be so, or there could be

no lashings of conscience for having done the

wrong. If by "the evil-minded man," we mean one

in whom has been developed such a powerful

propensity for evil that the individual is no more

capable of abstaining from doing the evil than

water is capable of refusing to run down hill—and

that he as naturally and unavoidably "seeks to

harmonize his conduct with his predominating

lower nature" by doing evilns alumpof lead falls

through a vacuum, then we admit that he cannot

do otherwise. But, in that case, his Will is no

longer free, its natural freedom has been sacrificed.

It is then no longer under the law of freedom,

but under the law of cause and effect. Habit has

been confirmed into an unchangeable second
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nature, and the individual's liberty, and with it his

day of grace, is gone. But in that case he experi

ences no remorse of conscience for continual wrong

doing.

Should the question arise as to whether or no

such an individual is responsible for the wrong he

does after having sacrificed his freedom, I answer,

certainly he is responsible (as said in my answer

to question 1.), just to the extent that he, in his

previous life, by yielding to evil influences when

he could and should have resisted them, brought

about such a development of a preponderating evil

nature that it finally bound him in its chains.

When the motives to do evil conspired with his

appetites, and solicited his WiSto choose and do the

evil, then his Will, as the controller of the motives

and appetites, should have asserted its authority,

and in its sovereignty, should have repelled the

solicitors as it could have done. That he at one

time possessed this power he must admit. To

deny it is to belie his own nature and conscious

ness. The fact that he did not use this power in

the right direction, and as a consequence became

bound by the unyielding chains of a predominat

ing evil propensity, renders him criminally guilty,

—-both for his condition and for all the acts of

wickedness he commits. Of course, if there were

a case in which the Wdl's power to resist evil in

fluences were resistlessly borne down by an ex

ternal overpowering diabolical agency, in that case

there could be no guilt.

Question 3. Does not the man who is evenly

balanced in his tendencies toward good and evil,

invariably adjust his conduct to the good or the bad

influences by which he is at the time surrounded?

Answer : I think he does. By " the man who

is evenly balanced in his tendencies toward good

and evil," must be meant a man who is as ready

to do the right as he is to do the wrong, and vice

versa—a man who is neutral or indifferent as to

the rightor wrong. But no man has a right to be

in that condition of mind, or occupy such a posi

tion toward right and wrong. And the fact that

in the beginnings of his wrong doing his conscience

lashed him, is evidence that lie was not placed by

his Creator in such a state of indifference, but has

brought himself there by the abuse of hisfree will.

It is admitted that the individual who is in sucha

state of mind as the question supposes, would be

the creature of the good or bad influences that

would for the time surround him ; but he is

censurable fo r having, by the abuse of his free will,

brought himself into that state of mind. The

man's mind being evenly balanced toward good

and evil does not excuse him for yielding to an

evil inducement ; and the fact that such a one suf

fers remorse of conscience for doing wrong is an

evidence that he is not excused, and does not even

excuse himself. The fact that his mind was even

ly balanced, and that he was actuated by an evil

influence, does not exclude self-determination, but

implies it—implies that the individual, though

actuated or induced to do the evil, was not com

pelled thereto or acting under the law of external

causation.

Question 4. If freedom of the will be predi-

catod of every human being, are not such phrases

as " extenuating circumstances," " restraining in

fluences." "ungovernable impulse," meaningless

expressions ?

A nswer. Not by any means. The fact that the

Will is free does not imply that nn individual may

not bo led into doing wrong by craft and cunning,

and by false argument. The Will's being free

sloo3 not iulply that the individual, by reason of an

imperfect judgment or dullness of perception

I coupled with cunning, powerful solicitations front

without, may not be led into the commission of

great sins; and that, too, when it was his duty and

his privilege to have exercised a closer discern

ment, and a firmer resistance to the evil solicita

tions—and thereby, in the exercise of his judg

ment and free will, have avoided doing the wrong.

Nor does it imply that men while in the flesh and

subject to the weaknesses and passions of the same,

may not be overtaken in an unguarded moment .

by an impulse, which, for the time, is ungovern

able, and commit sin, which, by being more care

fully on their guard, they might have avoided.

Now the commission of sin under any, or all such

circumstances, is, in the eyes of a just judge, some

what excusable. The surroundings were against

the moral agents. The circumstances were" ex

tenuating." The unfortunate individual feels in

his own consciousness that, while he is guilty of

having done wrong, and must repent and seek for

giveness, nevertheless his having been deceived or

over-persuaded, does modify the degree of hia

guilt—that he is not as culpable as he would be

had he deliberately chosen to do the wrong.

Question 5. Do not men do again that for which;

their consciences have already chastised themt'

Why do they act thus if they are free to act other

wise?

Answer. They act thus, not because they can

not act otherwise, but because they will not act-

otherwise. It must be remembered, as stated in

my first article on this subject, that the freedom

of the Will is only a limited freedom. When, as

in this question, we admit that the man " is free

to act otherwise," we mean that he is f ree to ab

stain from doing again that for which his conscience

has already chastised him, and thereby avoid an

other such chastisement ; but he is not free to do-

this and still secure the immaginary and coveted

good which he secures by doingagain the bad deed.

Conscience has often chastised the drunkard for

his conduct; but while conscience warns him not

to drink again, and thereby avoid an additional

chastisement, the fiery appetite with which he

has bound himself clamors for gratification. He-

must either forego the gratification of appetite,

or again do violence to his conscience. Right here

the sovereign Will must decide. Appetite is the--

Will's solicitor ; the Will is appetite's controller,

or at least ia designed to be ; but too often the Will

surrenders its throne to appetite. If this sur

render becomes complete, and appetite is permitted

completely to entrench itself on the throne, the-

Will's liberty is taken away, and the individual's,

actions are then determined by the law of cause

and effect—appetite the cause, a debased an ruined

soul the effect.

Questions 6 and 7 will be answered in the next

Microcosm.

LeraNoN, Pa.

MODERN PHILOSOPHY AND CHRISTIANI

TY.-No. 2.

BY PROP. JAMES W. lOWBER, M.A., PU.D.

It is very evident that modern philosophy has

had extreme tendencies. On the one hand, it has

developed from an extreme realism into naturalism,

sensationalism, materialism, atheism; on tho other,

it has gone from nn extreme idealism into mysti

cism, spiritualism, transcendentalism, pantheism,

rationalism.

There is no antagonism, however, between
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true philosophy and a pure religion. They are

both children of the light, and are designed to go

together. "It is in pride, in reasoning pride,

the error lies." Eclecticism, in a proper sense of

that word, presents to us a true philosophy. " Phil

osophy," says Morell, "is the science of first

principles—that, namely, which investigates the

primary grounds, and determines the fundamental

certainty of human knowledge generally.'' Mas

Mtiller says " that the first problems of what we

call philosophy, were suggested by religion." Cou

sin insists that there is much truth in all the sys

tems of the past, or they would not have had the

influence which they have wielded over the human

mind. Eclecticism finds the truth in the golden

mean between the extremes which have agitated

the philosophical and religious world in all ages.

It very properly becomes the arbiter between

science and religion. It studies, with the true

philosophic spirit, God's will as it is impressed

upon all nature and revealed in the Bible. It is

like a certain naturalist who could see God in

every flower. " The heavens declare the glory of

God, and the firmament showeth His handiwork."

The beautiful stars that nightly glitter in the sky,

" Forever sins as they shine.
The hand that made us Is divlno."

With this spirit, let us examine for a short time

Borne of the great problems with which philosophy

has so long concerned itself. " In the beginning

God created the heavens and the earth." This

introduces us to the beginning of the Bible and

to the commencement of all science. Many ancient

philosophers believed in the eternity of matter..

Modern science has demonstrated the fact that

matter was created. In this, modern science and

the Bible are in harmony.

" God created the heavens and the earth." The

Bible reveals the existence of God, and leaves

philosophy to demonstrate its truth. "The in

visible things of Him from the creation of the

world are clearly seen, being understood by the

things that are made, even His eternal power and

God-head ; so that they are without excuse."

(Bom. i:20.)

John Stuart Mill says that the Theist, In his

debates with the Atheist, must stick to the argu

ment from design. Dugald Stewurt gives us the

following concise propositions : First,"Everything

which begins to exist must have a cause;" second,

" A combination of means conspiring to a particu

lar end implies intelligence." These are the pro

positions of the eminent Dr. Reid : First, " That

design maybe traced from its effects;" "That

there is evidences of design in the universe."

Evolution cannotexceed involution. In this world,

we have personality, thought, wisdom, goodness,

and moral law, in effect. These things must

have existed in the antecedent cause. Therefore :

The author of this moral universe is a law giver

who possesses personality, thought, wisdom, and

goodness.

When the wisdom-loving geologist studies care

fully the six periods of geological history, and

compares theso with the six days or periods of

Genesis, he ia overwhelmed in the contemplation

of an amazing harmony. I onco heard an emi

nent professor deliver a lecture in Boston, in which

he insisted that a miracle is an impossibility, and

that man was developed from a lower species. A

gentleman asked my opinion of the lecture. I

stated that the Professor had made a great mis

take ; that men are not now developed out of

monkeys; that the first man was a miracle, whether

developed from the monkey, or made out of red

earth ; that I preferred the last position, because-'

man does not return to the monkey, but to the:

earth from which he came.

"In the image of God created He him, mal&

and female created He them. " - We have here the

divine origin of marriage. The science of sociology"

teaches us that the nations which have observed!

the true monogamy of the Bible have prospered,

while God has swept those which have adopted

polygamy with the very besom of destruction.

One modem skeptic has much to say about the rib

story. That man lost a rib, is shown from the

fact that you seldom find a man satisfied until the)

lost is found. The science of sociology and the

Bible are in perfect harmony with regard to the

family and its relation to society.

( To be continued.)

LaNcaster, Kv.

TflE LAWS OP M1ND.-NO. 3.

BY REV. J. W. ROBERTS.

The axiomatic truths and principles heretofore-

laid down in these papers lie at the base of all in

vestigation, and can no more be severed from any

system of true science than can the foundation be

taken from a princely edifice, and the structure

still stand. While all truth is indestructable in

its very nature, and must, of necessity, have an'

eternal inheritance, yet, relatively, some facts are

of more importance than others, and enter more

deeply into the constitution of things about ns ;

and, of these, the one upon which these inquiries

first take hold, is predominating in its nature,

scope, and universal prevalence in the domain of

material substances, namely, the inertia of matter.

It is the property of matter which builds and yet

bars the mechanics of the world. It enters into

the calculations of every inventor or constructor of

machinery. It erects an impassable barrier to the

accomplishment of perpetual motion by devices of

human ingenuity. Bead centers, dead weight and

loss of power, have largely, if not exclusively,

their focus or center of tbeing in this attribute

of matter. Inawoid.this is a radical, fundament

al and broadly underlying principle, whose out

reach is as wide as Nature, and as deep and high

as the universe. Its relaxless grip holds every

atom as well as every world in splice. From its-

dominion nothing escapes. No captive is released:

from its inexorable chain. Its empire is wide as

the boundaries of the universe, and its reigii as

enduring as the " eternal hills of God."

As already stated, Nature is one. Multitudinous

as are her manifestations, reaching from the

grand to the gloomy, from the sublime to the

minute, she is yet a unit. Clothed in perpetual

light she often seems to wrap herself in darkness

and obscurity, and veil in impenetrability the hid

den arcana that lie in mystery about her great

throbbing heart. We see at last, in a measure,

the arteries that carry the blood from the heart to

the extremities of her person, and the veins that

gather and carrysit back, but the heart itself

remains hidden from view. But wo know she is

true to herself and "true to truth." Hence, as

laid down in the axiom, 7t0 one truth in Mature

will conflict with or be contradicted by any ottwr

truth. Once there, we find our feet firmly set

upon the rock of truth in Nature's realm ; we aro

safe there against any assault, como whence it

may. We are only in danger of losing our wav.

of being misled, of falling into error, or being.
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of power to overcome inertia, is a protest loader,

stronger and more enduring than an/ that can be

uttered in words, spoken or written, against the

" monstrous absurdity " of this proposition. There

is, there can bo, no ii/a-"poteucy " in matter, much

less intelligence. 1 1 cannot be expected that the

writer, limited as he is in space, shall be able,

even if it wera desirable, to follow every scientific

crank who pursues a will o' the wisp over the

bogs and amidst the debris of decay, guided only

by the phosphorescent light of putrefaction, which,

at best, cau give nothing but the "promise" of

death. Time is too valuable to be thus squandered.

It is true we kuow but little of Nature. She is

charry of her secrets, and often locks them with a

hidden key which requires the most diligent

search to find. But she never yields up a secret

to deceive or mislead. She is always true to her

self, and never contradicts a single utterance once

made. And herein is our safety; what we know

can never be taken from us, it abides forever, and

we can build upon it with absolute confidence.

There is no conflict in Nature ; that is all confined

to men, and grows out of inadequate knowledge of

facts and principles on thvir part. Another thing

is equully true: men are often deceived by appear

ances. There are primary and secondary causes,

and the effect of aprimary cause sometimes becomes

a secondary causn ; and unless men are careful in

their search after truth to analyze every fact at

each stage of progress, they may become bewild

ered or lost. Let us illustrate:

A fine edifice is in course of erection, and the

workmen engaged upon it move with the utmost

precision, each in his appointed place. A philoso

pher who desires to inform himself in matters of

architecture comes upon the scene and notes with,

care the process of construction. He sees the

mason place thestoneand brick properly cemented,

and the carpenter his timbers carefully joined and

adjusted. Each brick,stoneorpieceof timberexact-

ly fits in its appointed place, and the building grows

apace. These men do all this work apparently of

their own motion and by their own knowledge;

and the philosopher discovers no other force of in

telligence besides them ; so he concludes, with,

every semblance of correct reasoning, that the

edifice is the exclusive product of the builders be

beholds at work upon it. But is that a correct

concl usion in point of fact ? Far from it. Before

a pick or a shovel was on the ground to commence

the excavation for the foundation of the super

structure, it was plauned and matured in every de

tail by the architect. Before a stick of the timber

entering into it was cut down in its original forest,

it may be, or a stone for its walls had been dug

from its native quarry, the entire building, from

base to capstone, had its existence in the mind of

the architect. He told the mason and the carpen

ter how and where to place each stone, or brick,

or piece of timber; and they were but carrying

out his directions, when their orderly and clock

like work deceived the philosopher, and led him

to a false conclusion, simply because he judged

from appearances and not from reality. His in

vestigations extended no further than to secondary

causes, which are misleading unless well under

stood. Nothing could appear more reasonable to

the beholder than that the mason and the carpen

ter were the originators of the structure they were

putting together ; and the deluded philosopher '

was just like hundreds who attempt to solve the '

great problems of Nature, but are deceived as he ,

was by outward seeming. 1

Here, another important law may bo stated:

dislodged from oar position, when we leave the

solid rock and enter upon the unstable bases of

hypothesis or speculation. An inherent and fund

amental quality of matter being inertia Or abso

lute helplessness, any theory which assumes that

matter has qualities contrary or antagonistic to

this underlying truth, isfalse on, itsface.

It is departure from this safe anchorage and

losing sight of this great fact, which lead so many

great men into radical errors. It is forgetfulness

of this guiding principle which renders so much

of that which goes under the name of modern

science a " delusion and a snare" a mere chimera

or figment of the brain.

It is a matter of astonishment and profound

regret that so many men of eminent ability and

great learning should waste their strength and

squander their time in the pursuit of phantoms,

when, if rightly guided and employed, they might

build enduring monuments of fame and lift science

tup upon a throne of enduring glory which should

Ire brother to immortality. Let us apply princi

ples.

Life is energy. It is, therefore, the opposite of

inertia. Hence, that which is inherently devoid of

energy cannot impart it. Life can not proceed

from matter any More than something cm come

ant of nothing ; and for precisely the same reason.

This statement is repeated here purposely, because

the writer has received communications which

indicate that those who are interested in this sub

ject and these papers are yet desirous of more

light at this point. The effort to coudense and

say the most in the fewest words may have been

carried to the extreme of reaching only the close

student, who has time to devote to the subject;

whereas, it is desirable to benefit those who are

less advanced but earnestly seeking for the truth

with such facilities as lie within their reach. If,

therefore, there should seem to be a restatement

of principles in a new form to the advanced thinker,

let such remember that there are those who feel

the need of just this line of argument to place

them fully in possession of the truth they are

seeking to know.

It will at once appear from the foregoing axioms

that all shades of hylozoism are phantasms that

cannot possibly have any root or groundwork in

fact. It was doubtless while looking at the sub

ject from this impregnable philosophical stand

point that Prof. John Tyndall exclaimed of such

fanciful dreams, that they were " absurd, mon

strous, and fit only for the intellectual gibbet."

He never said a wiser or truer thing, or one which

will stand the tests of time and criticism more

surely. In view of these facts it is matter of sur

prise and astonishment that this same learned and

able scientist should put himself on record as de

claring that in matter he saw the "promise and

potency of everything." Wo might well let one

of these declarations stand over against the other

and nullify it, as well as neutralize the influence

of one however eminent, who, under the bigoted

and sneering environments of what is termed phy

sical science, should permit himself to be led so

widely astray.

Against this last quoted declaration of Prof.

Tyndall every piece of power machinery in the

world enters its emphatic protest. Put life and

intelligence in matter, and it is no longer inert.

With such a combination not only is perpetual

motion a thing of easy attainment, but the mech

anism of the globe is at once revolutionized.

Every balance wheel or similar device, every check

and counter-check in machinery, every application
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-Secondary causes never originate. In fact it may

bo seriously questioned whether they are anything

more than executors, though termed causes. An

illustration may elucidate the point :

A mighty river rushes with resistless force to

ward the ocean, bearing upon its bosom the largest

ships, freighted with human life and the rich

.commodities of commerce. It is an object of won

der and admiration. The scientist beholds this

gigantic effect, and proceeds to seek its cause. He

traces the stream to its source in the distant moun

tain, finds it to be a little bubbling or trickling

spring of water coming from out the rocks, per

haps less than his smallest finger. He stands

amazed and abashed, exclaiming: "What stu

pendous results from so insignificant a cause I"

Is his conclusion correct and in accordance with

"the facts? By no moans. That little fountain is

not the river, and only its source in a qualified and

-accommodated sense. There are, perhaps, hund

reds and even thousands of other little springs,

the so-termed heads of other streams, all of which

verge together and combine their waters in the

-one channel, which, becoming the receptacle of

all, is swelled to its vast proportions, aided by the

rain that falls from the clouds above. But do all

these streams and the rains united make the river?

Only in a secondary sense. Back of these lies the

great law of gravitation, which draws all these

waters, whether direct or lateral, to a common

center, and brings down the rain from the clouds.

But for this law the crystal waters would forever

rest in their fountains amidst the rocks of the

mountains or at the hillsides on theplains, and the

rain would never leave its azure in the sky.

And do the springs, the rains and gravitation

produce the river? Only as instrumentalities.

Design is as manifest in the construction of that

river as it is in the construction of the edifice in

the other illustration. Design necessarily implies

intelligence ; and neither the springs, the clouds,

nor gravity possesses intelligence. They are but

the masons and the carpenters, and back of them

is the architect who planned the construction of

the majestic stream.

Another thought may be thrown In at this point.

That river appears to be aforce in itself; but yet it

is not, but is utterly helpless. True, that though

by absorption and evaporation its waters are con

stantly being taken up, its volume ever increases

as it flows onward, growing in grandeur, compass,

*nd power ; and for all this and more that might

be said, it cannot add a single drop to its stores or

increase its treasures by the smallest fleck of the

morning's mist. It is entirely the result of causes

outside of and above itself, and upon which it has

no controlling influence. In this respect it is in

union with all the phenomena of Nature,

These illustrations, with the principles lying

hack of them, indicate two things. 1. The decep

tive character of appearances. 2. The inadequacy

-of secondary causes to originate the plans they

«xecute.

Before passing from this line of thought it may

not be out of place to add another illustration. The

chemist can make a grain of wheat or corn, or

other vegetable seed, perfect in form, size and con

stituent elements. It will pass in commercial

[transactions, will support and sustain animal life

—in short is a perfect grain so far as matter is

.concerned ; but there is no life in it. A million of

them would not produce a single plant. If matter

has the " promise and potency of everything," why

is this? Why does not that perfect grain produce

life? Because life is not in matter, and a second

ary cause cannot put it there, no difference how

wise or intelligent it may be.

These examples are not all new, but they are

forcible and serve to make the truth impressive.

SPIRITUALISM EXPOSED.-No. !i.

BY CAPT. B. EElSO CAKTEe.

Besides the famous double-slate writing, so fully

explained in the former article, Mr. Slade gave us

several exhibitions of spirit power. When we

first took our seats Sladecalled attention to the fact

that his feet were placed outside the table; but al

most immediately one foot was removed, and with

it raps were executed at different points under the

table. The other leg remained in position to de

ceive us, and the trained performer never showed

j by the least gleam of eye or tremor of shoulders

j that his foot was in motion.

Herein lies the completeness of the deception to

the ordinary observer. The medium appears intent

on wiping aslate,istalkingeasilyaboutspirits,&c.,

and at the same time uses his feet to do various

things under cover of the table, entirely disarming

suspicion by the perfect naturalness of his visible

motions. This requires considerable practice.

| The novice will always betrayhimself by some mo

tion of the upper body, or change of expression in

the eye. Again, while relatirg some of the won

ders of the famous seances in Leipzig before Prof.

Zollner, we distinctly saw Slade write on the slate.

What he wrote was the word, Yes; and he expected

to write it undetected, but the eye accustomed to

such deceptions readily observed it. The conver

sation was then changed, and we were requested to

ask a question of the spirits. This done, the slate

sound was again heard, and the slate drawn out,

when the word yes appeared as an answer. He

then called attention to the fact that the small

slate pencil was always found precisely on the end

of the last mark in the word. These little things

help the general effect greatly. A cross mark was

made in the slate, the small pencil placed upon it

and a pen holder laid on the slate. We were told

that the spirits might throw that penholder any

where; and in a moment down it came on top of

the table, while Slade brought out the slate with

the little pencil precisely on the cross mark—show

ing of course that he could not have thrown it.

This was accomplished very easily. He put the

slate on his knee under the table, picked up the pen

holder by oue end, and by a little flirt of the wrist

and fingers, which anyone can acquire in a few mo

ments, he threw it up so that it fell on the table

without letting his hand appear to us ; and then

instantly picking up the slate from his knee, it

was exhibited with the little pencil undisturbed.

Suddenly while our attention was drawn to the pen

holder, a chair, standing at the unoccupied side of

the table, ran into the air without a sound, and

nearly struck my shoulder as it fell over at my side.

Just here I wish to emphasize the unavoidably

startling effect such things have to one who does

not see how they are done. This effect once begun,

inevitably increases as the seance progresses; and

with this feeling in the mind, the individual be

comes a prey to the most ridiculously simple feats.

For the momentthischairstartledme, and the man

who saw and had seen no deception would always

be a thoroughly scared man. But it was tho sim

plest thing imaginable. Slade reached out with his

left foot and gave that chair a lift, while our eyes

were upon the pen holder, and immediately rose
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to his feet, in feigned astonishment, in order to

aid the effect and at the same time help him to

get his foot back unobserved. He then asked the

spirits if they would raise my friend from the

floor, and on receiving a favorable yes, as above,

he placed his right hand on the back of my friend's

chair, his left hand bearing hard on the table to

steady himself, crossed his right leg over his left

knee, hooked the right foot beneath the lower

round of the left side of the chair, and lo ! my

friend, chair and all, rose up a foot from the floor,

and then dropped heavily. To distract my atten

tion from himself, so that I might not see the evi

dence of the exertion in the side of his face and

neck, he told me to watch my friend; and of course

I did so, but could not see the foot under the round

as my friend's body intervened. This feat (?) re

quires some strength and practice, and the right

instep should be well covered to prevent the round

of the chair from bruising the flesh. On the first

attempt I succeeded in partly raising my friend,

but was obliged to refrain from lifting him owing

to the pain in my foot. One more wonder will

suffice for Mr. Slade. He said the spirits often

take an object bodily away; and to illustrate it

placed a paper box on the slate, slid it under the

table and at once exclaimed: "I declare it's gone

already," showing the slate with nothing upon it.

" Look under the table," he said. We looked but

not a sign of the box could be seen, when, as we

raised our heads above the table, he brought up

the slate with the box upon it, saying: " There it

is back again. Wonderful, isn't it?" This is ex

plained on the principle of the child's act ; the

hand put over a marble and the words " Now you

don't see it," followed by "Now you see it," as

the hand is removed. All Mr. Slade did was to

turn the slate over, holding the box pressed

against its under side with one finger, and after

wards to turn it right side up again. Shades of

the magicians I Yet these are the " scientific

facts," that absorbed the attention of the learned

German professors for over fifty sittings, gave

birth to that extraordinary book " Transcendental

Physics," and led the Rev. Joseph Cook to class

them in the same category with the supernatural

movements of Jesus Christ after His resurrection.

Well may the great and only Barnum declare that,

the people like to be humbugged. Most men can

reason to a correct conclusion if their premises are

sound, and the great majority of fallacies lie in

false premises ingeniously framed to avoid detec

tion. When Zollner tells us that the spirits tied

knots in a string, both ends of which were drawn

through a hole in a card, tied and sealed with wax,

thecard placed on the table in full sight, and the

long loop allowed to hang out of sight, he honest

ly believed that all the conditions were stated and

that he and his friends saw them all. Here lies

the fallacy. They didnot seethcmall. Before the

second end of that siring went through the card,

those loose knots were thrown in that cord by a

deft motion of the practised performer, which

motion entirely escaped their observation.

The passing of a conch-shell through a table

and its becoming hot in the transition, is one of

the elementary principles of sleight of hand. One

of the commonest tricks of the magician, one of

the smallest, not considered to be of any import

ance, and which no professional would think of

giving a place in his performance, is to pass an

object like a half dollar, or shell if you please,

through a table. It is a perfect deception to the

eye, and the pass which accomplishes it can not \io

Been. Add to this the still more common trick of

substituting another object exactly like the first—

in this cose another shell previously vanned—

which is held concealed in the palm of the hand,

and you have this miserable affair, which Joseph

Cook coupled with Christ's passing through a

door. Neither Prof. Powell nor myself have seen

Slade actually perform the last mentioned tricks,

but we will readily engage to explain precisely

how he accomplishes them at any time that he

may choose to perform them in our presence.

In a third and concluding paper I will give a

clear expose of the well-known medium, Charles

Foster, in his reading of hidden questions, and.

the startling blood-writing on the arm.

Pa. Mil. AcaD.

ELECTRICITY AND SOUND.

A WllPOHD Hall, Ph. D.—My Dear Sir. —I

know but very little about physical science, but

there is something about sound that I wish to

speak of as having occurred to my mind; and lest

I should fall into error, if you will allow it, 1 will

put my thoughts in the form of inquiries.

You have undoubtedly forever settled the ques

tion as to the falsity of the wave-theory,of sound,

and I think you have with reasonable clearness,

demonstrated the fact that sound, as well as other

imponderables, is a substance. Your theory of the-

tramsmission of sound, or the manner in which it

is conveyed from the generator to distant places,

is perfectly beautiful. I refer to your idea of

sound leaving the generator in the form of large-

molecules which give off smaller ones as they pass

along, and these still smaller ones, and so on until

they become too minute and too few in number to

affect the sense of hearing. Butfrom youranswer

to the enquiry why sound will not pass through a>

vacuum, and from other portionsof your writings,

I infer that you think the air is the immediate con

ductor or vehicle of sound. Now if the teachings

of Dr. B. T. Kavanaugh and other writers are cor

rect, our atmosphere isatolltimesheavily charged

with electricity, which is generally in motion,

carrying the air along with it, thus producing wind

and other meteoric phenomena. If this is true

may it not be that the air has nothing directly to-

do with the transmission of sound, but that elec

tricity is the true conductor, and the air and other

substances being mediums through which electri

city passes with greater or less rapidity they are

only mediately, but not immediately, the conduct

ors of sound ? Scientists tell us, not only that the

atmosphere is always heavily charged with elec

tricity, but that it is very often in motion, differ

ent currents moving in different directions and pos

sessing opposite polarities, some positive and some

negative. If this is so and if it can be made to ap

pear that electricity is the true conductor ofsound,

then will we not be able to explain many things,

about the motions and "interference" of sound

that are at present very mysterious ? For instance,,

in the case of the fog-horn, the sound of which

can bo distinctly heard at a station fifteen miles

off, while at another station only three miles off in

the same direction it cannot be heard at all, would

j it not seem more in accordance with well-estab-

j lished facts to suppose that the sound is conveyed

J from the horn, say, by a current of negative elec-

j tricity, and before arriving at the near station It

| comes within the influence of a current of positive

j electricity passing through the upper regions of

the atmosphere, and is attracted by it carrying th»

I sound with it over the station, and after passing
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"beyond this influence again descending towards

the earth, causing the sound to be heard at the

distant station ?

Again, iu the case of supposed " interference "

reported in the December number of The Micro-

CosM by Prof. J. S. Large, if electricity of one po

larity was carrying the sound to him, and while he

was listening a body of electricity of the same po

larity should have passed—either suddenly as he

first says, or gradually as he says afterwards—over

where he was situated, repelling the sound-bearing

current away from him, would it not have pro

duced precisely the changes he describes ?

Are not the observations of B. Mathers, Esq.,

given in the January number of Thr Microcosm

more fully demonstrative of the fact that electri

city is the real conductor of sound, and that the air

has nothing whatever to do with its transmission,

only as it is the medium through which tlie cite-

tricity passes? Notice some of the facts given.

Mr. Mathers hears "the hoarse whistle of the

boats" on the Ohio river, a distance of eighteen

miles. He says, " I notice that this never hap

pens except when there is no wind, but in a calm

still evening, or at night when the noise of our

village ceases. I often hear them quite distinctly.

I observe, too, that a change of weather occurs in

variably just after hearing them ; [I wish he had

told us what kind of change,] thus the hearing of

the sound, and a sudden change in theatmospheric

conditions have come to be associated in the minds

even of the children, who; on such occasions, will

remark: ' the weather is going to change, I hear

the boats ' " Now, I believe that it is generally

admitted that electricity has much to do in produc

ing the changes of the weather. Dr. Kavanaugh

teaches that these changes are produced wholly by

electricity. If he is correct, then let us suppose

that the air in the upper regions, over that part of

the country between the Ohio River and the resi

dence of Mr. M. is getting " dry and thirsty" and

currents of positive electricity are beisiuning to

form, inducing the formation of a dense body of

negative electricity in the air near the ground. In

the formitioe stage of the positive currents above,

the attraction is not sufficient to produce any lat

eral or current motion in the negative electricity

below, consequently the lower strata of air, al

though heavily charged with negative electricity,

is motionless —there is no wind—and this station

ary body of electricity, in a high state of tension,

is in the best possible state to act as the conductor

of sound, and consequently he hears " the hoarse

whistle of the boats," which he could not hear

under other circumstances. As soon as the posi

tive currents above have become sufficiently in

tensified to force the negative electricity to leave

the earth and ascend to them ageneral atmospher

ic disturbance takes place, and a change of weather

ensues. Does this not fully explain all the phe

nomena observed ? And is it not more in accord

ance with admitted facts than any other explana

tion that may be given?

When the air is pumped out of the receiver of

an air-pump it brings all the electricity with

which it is charged along with it, and consequent

ly there is nothing to conduct the sound and bring

it in connection with the external electricity, and

therefore it fails to reach the ear.

One more query: Dr. Kavanaugh teaches that

positive electricity emanates from the sun, and

that negative electricity is " native to the earth,"

and if this is the case may it not be a wiso provi

sion of our Heavenly Father to make negative

electricity the true conductor of sound t If so, is

there not an important idea here worthy of deep-

and close experimental study in reference to the-

conduction of sound in the telephone?

But I have asked questions enough foronetima

Now Doctor, if you do not think me troublesome,

and consider my questions worthy of your atten

tion, I would be more than glad to have your

views in relation to them through your invaluable

journal, The Microcosm. In the meantime be

lieve me to be very sincerely and fraternally yours,

Isaac A. Towers, M.D.

TrorNtoN, Texas.

REPlY TO THE FOREGOING.

The views of Dr. Towers, as above communi

cated, are very beautifully and clearly expressed;

and, like many other theories, his is all very nice

and symmetrical till it comes to be analyzed and

critically examined.

It will be noted that Dr. Towers, like Dr. Kav

anaugh, takes for granted the actual existence of

two electricities—positive and negative—in order to-

explain the problem of soundless zones which are-

observed at certain distances from fog-horns,

water-falls, etc. As no such varieties of electri

city, however, have any existence in fact, so far

as yet known, would it not be simpler to assume-

directly that these soundless zones of atmosphere

are due directly to changes in the grain-like tex

ture of the air itself, as first suggested in the Prob

lem of Human Life at pages 257-206, and on

ward ?

"f is true electricity (not " positive " nor "nega

tive," but simple electricity,) may play an import

ant part in changing the texture or grain of our

air, and in thus giving direction and force to

sounds, in glancing them over certain masses of

unfavorable air, etc., and so also may heat and

cold; but it is surely arbitrary to ignore the tex

ture of the air itself, as a real conducting sub

stance and which we know to exist, by assuming

two electricities of opposite natures of which we

know nothing. Especially is it reasonable to as

sume a grain-like texture in air, since we know

positively that such grain exists in wood and that

in one direction, or with the grain, sound travels

with much greater facility than across it. This

has been proved by observation.

But, the radical error in Dr. Tower's theory is,

the assumption that the electricity in the air, and

not the air itself, conducts the sound. Had he

thought for one moment that glass is one of the-

very best conductors of sound while it will not

conduct electricity at all, he would have solved

his own problem. The fact that sound travels-

freely through bodies that refuse to conduct

electricity shows that the texture of the body

itself forms the conducting medium, and not the-

electricity that the body contains. We do not

deny but that the substantial currents of electricity

may combine with the substantial sound pulses^

in a suitable conductor for both substances; and

thus, that the former may assist the latter, ns in

the case of conducting sound along the telephone

wire.- We have no doubt, but that the electric-

current helps such sound conduction ; yet sound

will travel through the same wire 19,000 feet ia

a second, when, the wire is wholly disconnected

from the battery and when no electric current is.

passing through it. But clearly, the glass-con-

doctor of sound, just referred to, settles the ques

tion and is a conclusive answer to Dr. Tower's

inquiries.

Finally, we have no objection to a theorist's
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trying to explain observed phenomena by hypo

thetic assumptions. We have an acknowledged

right in scientific investigations to frame any

hypothesis however improbable the facts upon

which it is based, as a means of accounting for

observed phenomena. If more of these observed

facts are explicable by such hypothesis than by

any other, and if, in the meantime, the hypothesis

itself is not directly contradicted by other well-

known facts, then we have a fair right to regard

the hypothesis as theoretically true. But, let one

single indisputable fact contravene such hypothe

sis and it falls to the ground as good for nothing,

however many of the phenomena in question it

may appear to agree with. Let this admitted

rule of logic and science be rigidly applied to the

various theories of the day, and woe betide the

most of them. Plainly, however, those theories

which will not bear such a test and strain ought

to break down, as they inevitably must.

We give, while on this subject, the following

very sensiblo paper of the Rev. Thomas Nield,

which is another emphatic stride toward Substan-

tialism.

GENERATION OF SOUND.

BY REV. T. NIElD.

At the back of all sound is energy ns the gener

ating impulse. Hence, as perceived by sense,

Sound is expressed energy. The most elastic

metals, woods, etc., are the best media through

which to generate sound, because of their vibra

tional capacity, which implies a capacity for emit

ting sound-energy.

To produce sound there must be motion, which

is the expression of energy in force. Mere motion,

however, will not generato sound. A well-oiled

piston may work noiselessly ; whereas, if the oil

fail, there will be friction, and, in consequence, a

squeaking sound. In the former case, the energy

that drives the engine expends itself in the mo-

mentivo volume of motion. In the other, it is

partly expended in friction, which expresses the

«nergy in emissions of sound, leaving so much less

to be expressed in momentum. Air in motion is

soundless until it comes in contact with an object.

As a rule, the greater the capacity for tremulence

.of the object struck, the louder will be the result

ant sound. In passing through an aperture, there

must be a relative proportion between the aperture

and the air received to generate sound. And then

the quality of the sound depends largely upon the

-capacity for tremulence of the material through

which it passes. Thus we see that the sound

must be expressed through motion, and the motion

is best expressed through a medium having an

-emissive capacity.

Energy is the cause of sound, a material agent

1s its medium, and an unknown substance set in

motion by these, is the sound. Here, then, we

formulate our definition: Sound, as perceived, is

«nergy expressed through some unknown substance

in million. We say, some unknown substance.

Let us call it Acoustricity, and become as familiar

with it and with its phenomena under this name

as we are with electricity with which it has some

things in common, and wo shall soon cease to re

gard it as an unknown substance.

The power of any agent ns a generator of sound,

is its capacity to receive and express sound-energy.

A blow upon a block of iron generates but little

sound. The same block rolled out into a sheet

will, with no greater force in the blow, produce a

loud and prolonged sound. In the block the iron

neither received nor expressed the energy of the

blow. The energy was lost largely in the re

bound. The sheet, on the contrary, received and

expressed the energy in emissive pulsations.

Different generators will express the same

amount of energy in different tones according to

their vibrational capacity, as in the case of two

bells of different size. The larger bell will pro

duce a lower tone as its vibrational power is less

ened. So with sound generated by strings. The

lower the tone the fewer the vibrations. So uni

form is this law that, whatever the agent may be,

the same tone has the same vibrational number.

On the other hand, there is a tendency toward si

lence in the same rat io as the increase in the vibra

tional number tends toward stillness in the gener

ators. Here we have a clew, perhaps, to explain

diversity of tone. The lower the vibrational num-

her expressing the same amount of energy, the

stronger are the pulsations, and the larger the per

centage of acoustricity to each; while the increase

in the vibrations, decreasing the percentage of

acoustricity to each, may be continued to a point

where the pulsations are too feeble for its emis

sion in appreciable quantity. And the quantity

per-pulsation reaching the auditory nerve, pro

duces its specific sensation recognized as tone.

The difference in tone is the difference in quality

of the sensation produced.

When friction begins in a working engine there

is at first a high-toned squeak. As the friction

increases the tone becomes both louder and lower.

But when there are reversals of motion, the sound

is either rumbling or in low-toned thuds. In one

case, the force, t. e„ the developed energy, is com

municated obliquely from one part to the other;

and the more obliquely, the more feebly. The

sensitiveness of the material to sound impulse

(shall we say its capacity for acoustrization?) is

such that it emits acoustricity with a shivering

tremulence whose vibrational number is on a key

near the silence-point. In the other, the force is

communicated more directly from part to part, the

cause being concussive and direct, instead of frfc

tional and oblique, in emissive action, producing

stronger and fewer vibrations. Mere increase of

energy expressed makes no variation in tone. The

effect is only to emit the acoustricity with greater

force and send it further, so long as the vibra

tional action of the emissive agent remains un

changed.

Tone may be carried up to the silence point

where ho increased energy can be communicated

to the generator ; for with the increase in the vi

brational number there has to be a weakening of

the emissive capacity of the generator, so as to in

crease its tremulence. And while it becomes

weaker, the energy becomes more and more sub

divided, until sound expires in feebleness.

Another phenomenon yet remains to be noticed.

A low tone is heard further than a high one in

which is expressed an equal amount of energy.

The reason is that the lower tone has a lower

vibrational number, which implies a larger per

centage of energy to each vibration, emitting acous

tricity with stronger pulsations.

Our next will bo on the conduction of sound.

Elmira, Mien.

E3T DoN't forget that this is the last number

ofVolume 2. The 3dVol. commences next month,

at $1 in advance. Three new Subscribers for Vol.

3, entitles the sender to that Volume gratis, thu*

making new clubs of four or more 75 cents each. ,
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FORCES OF

NATURE.-NO. 1.

BY IsAAC HOFFEE, ESQ.

The difficulty in studying the forces of Nature

is, that we can see only the effects of their actions

in matter ; and hence the mind involuntarily and

"Sven against volition, connects moving matter with

Iction. Motion without something tangible moved

is almost incomprehensible to the human mind,

and hence scientists so frequently assume that

matter is the source of activity.*

This assumption makes it necessary that the in

herent properties of matter should differ in accord

ance with its varying conditions in order to explain

the manifold operations and results which the ac

tivities of Nature manifest.

Already a luminiferous ether has been invented

which is supposed to possess powers, and to serve

purposes directly the opposite to all known inhe

rent properties of matter; and yet this ether, ac

cording to Prof. Tyndall, is '' a real entity—a sub

stance endowed with inertia, and capable, in accord

ance with the established laws of motion, of

imparting its thrill to other substances." "The

motion of this ether communicated to other sub

stances throws them into motion." " It is there

fore itself a material substance, for we have no

knowledge that in Nature anything but a material

substance can throw other material substances in

motion."

The same thing cannot be two opposite things.

Matter cannot be void of power and without form,

and at the same time possess the powers and attri

butes necessary to perform of its own accord all

the operations manifested in Nature, and give

structure and form to itself.

A substance that is endowed with inertia—

powerless to act—cannot be a thrill-imparting ether.

A passive, inert substance cannot be at the same

time a self-exerting energy or an Impelling power.

Impenetrability cannot bo permeated by itself.

Matter cannot be drawn to the earth by gravitation,

and at the same time remain in space as a lumin

iferous ether. The earth cunnot whirl itself around

the sun without the power to move, or to change

its motion from a straight line when moved.

Without life, and without the power to act, mat

ter cannot generate life and organize itself into

growing plants and living animals. Utterly void

of sense and intellect, matter cannot evolve out of

itself, or out of nothing the human mind—a self-

exerting, self-controlling energy -that handles

with impunity that source of its origin, and ac

knowledges no potency and no power where only

passiveness and susceptibility are discoverable. All

these irrational contradictions and absolute im

possibilities would have to become accomplished

facts, if mattor was the source of the activities in

Nature.

The line of distinction between force and mat

ter—between the moving cause and the thing

moved—must be drawn somewhere, for they can

not be both the same thing.

That which acts and causes or produces action is

one thing, and that which is actedo n or brought

into action is another. Tho ciuse of action and the

thing brought into action mark the line of distinc

tion between force and matter. The theory that

the unimaginable ultimate atom—something at the

point of being nothing— should lose the properties

•See "Mental force the source of activity," in

Microcosm, Vol. 2, Nos. 3 and 3.

of matter and assume the attributes of force, is as

illogical nnd as irrational as the one that makes

dead matter an active principle. Matter in a diffused

liquid or gaseous state is more easily acted on and

brought into action than in a solid or massive state,

but the inherent properties of matter are the same

in a molecule and in a mountain.

A force of Nature is an impelling power (not sim

ply repelling) invisible, intangible; and its inher

ent characteristics unsearchable by present known

means of research, and is therefore only knowable

by its actions in matter.

Moving matter is the first evidence of a force in

manifest action, and the motion communicated to

the moving matter is not the effect of an outside

impulse, ns is generally supposed, but tho opera

tion of a force of Nature in persistent exertion with

in the moving matter. The oldest known rocks,

and all the different strata of the crust of the

earth show unmistakable evidence of a changed

condition. These formations show that they have

either been in a state of fusion, solution, or moved

by water; and that heated matter and water have

been great factors in arranging and forming the

crust and surface features of the earth ; but this

does not show that material substances were the

cause of tho movements. On the contrary, scientists

contend that heat is only a mode of motion: and if

heat is a mode of motion, then an impelling force

operating in matter must have been the moving

cause in all the igneous aotions observable in the

earth's crust; for motion is only the evidence of

force.

Water has only erosive and moving powers,

such as are exhibited in the geological formations

of the earth, when it descends from a higher to a

lower place; but as it cannot lift itself from a lower

to a higher level, some other power or force must

first elevate it before it can descend. Tho same impel

ling heat-producing force that causes igneous actions

lifts and drives water, in the form of vapor, from

lower to higher places, and there it would remain;

but gravitation another invisible and intangible

force penetrates into every part of the water, and

draws it down to the lowest unobstructed level.

The large number of minerals and mineral com

binations, their beautiful crystals and systematic

crystaline structures, found in the crust of tha-

earth, show that there must have been selective,

combining nnd shaping actions—actions that se

lected, assorted and united different constituents

of minerals and shaped them into systematic

forms.

Vital action in the building of plants and ani

mals shows in a remarkable degree the selecting,

assorting, combining and shaping powers. It

shows in addition an organizing and vitalizing

power, and a power to enlarge the new born

plants and animals, nnd to develop in animals

physical energy, to sustain life for a limited but

indefinite time, and to perpetuate species by repro

duction.

In all these nctions the material is adjusted to

the immaterial, the visiblo and tangible to the

invisible and intangible, the void and without

form is assimilated and shaped with unerring pre

cision into innumerable difiniteforms.

The inactive is brought into action, the inher

ently powerless is endowed with internal power,

the inanimate is filled with animation, and the

senseless is made sensitive. It is therefore evi

dent that action and the power to act, form and

the formative, vitality and the vitalizing power

are all inherent attributes of forces. Any thing:
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"that has form, characteristics and power has re

ceived them from forces; and when the forces I

are withdrawn, or overcome by some other force, j

so that dissolution takes place, the form, the char

acteristics and the powers are destroyed. In animal

life, where the forms are most complicated, most

diversified and most perfect ; the characteristics

most manifest, and the powers the greatest, the

sustaining forces are the most unremitting in ac

tion. The immaterial agencies are continually re

newing and readjusting the material and giving it

character and form, and at the same time are

-evolving and renewing the physical powers. Force

therefore is an entity—a positive something—an,

immaterialentity withperfect substantiality inform,

in characteristics and in potters.

The vital part in the germ of an acorn contains

the form of the oak tree, it contains the power to

build the tree, and it contains the characteristics

that compel the tree to be an oak instead of a hick

ory or any other kind of a tree. If the form, the

building power, and that which gives the distin

guishing character to the oak was in the material

part of the acorn, then the chemist could ascertain

all the constituent parts, their exact proportion,

and could make an acorn in every particular the

same as a natural one ; and this artificial acorn

would have to grow and produce an oak tree just

the same as the natural. There is not a mineral,

not a plant, and not an animal that was not made

what it is, in its combinations, in its form, in its

character, and in its powers by the forces of

Nature.

The four-sided lime crystal and the six-sided

quartz crystal, the scruby sage and the majestic

oak, the crawling worm and the flying eagle owe

their forms, their distinguishing characters, and

their powers to these forces; and these crystals,

these plants, nnd these animals are. only material

representations of the immaterial agencies that pro-

due d them. The invisible and immaterial forms

of the operating forces are filled out with visible

material substances, and the characteristics and

powers of the new creation are determined and

fixed by the operating force in each ease.

LeraNoN, Pa.

IS MAN'S RELIGIOUS NATURE AN EVOLU

TION V-No. 2.

BY REV. Jos. S. VAN DYeE, A.M.

In reference to those tribes which are said to be

entirely destitute of religion, there is conflicting

testimony ; though, even if they were without

"the ennobling belief in the existonceof an Omnip

otent God" and even without any religious ideas,

it would not follow that they were destitute of a

religious nature. Besides, whether they may bo

said to have religion depends upon the definition

we give to the term. We are ready to concede

that if by religion is meant a reasonably correct

conception of a Supreme Being and of accounta

bility to Him, or if the term is intended as an

equivalent for moral convictions which impel to

purer lives, or if it includes definite ideas in

reference to the immortality of the soul, and no

Iideas except those which are definite, then, un-

jdoubtedly, there are many savage tribes utterly

devoid of religion ; but we insist that if religion

is a term which covers belief in, and fear of,

mysterious beings more powerful than men, if it

may be applied to a vague apprehension of evil

consequences as penalties of wrong-doing, if it

bears any relation whatever to witchcraft, if it in

cludes ill-defined notions in reference to the con

tinued existence of the soul after death, then sav

ages, probably without a single exception, are un

questionably religious. The universality of these

beliefs among savages is conceded by all, even by

Lubbock. " Even in his religion, if he has any,

the savage creates for himself a new source of ter

ror, and peoples the world with invisible enemies,"

(" Pre-Historic Times," p. 595 ) "It is not too

much to say that the horrible dread of unknown

evil hangs like a thick cloud over savage life, and

embitters every pleasure." (Idem, p. 583.)

COUNTER TESTIMONY.

The Paraguay Indians were believers in witch,

craft and in mysterious evil beings. Who is able

to prove that these beliefs were not the wretciied

remnants of a spiritual worship once enjoyed by

their more enlightened ancestors? The inhabitants

of the southern portion of South America Lave a

vague notion and a horrible fear of a Supernatural

Being who is believed to reside in the thick swampy

forests : Falkner affirms that the Patagonians are

polytheists. Though Admiral Fkzroy "never

witnessed among the Fuegians any act decidedly

religious," they certainly do believe in a mysteri

ous being, if the testimony of reliable travelera

has any worth. The funeral rites of the Esquimaux

clearly indicate belief in the immortality of the

soul. It will require more than the t,stiuiouy of

Heme to prove that the North American Indians

had no religion. The almost uniform testimony of

those most conversant with the facts leaves little

room to doubt that, with scarcely an exception,

they possessed religious beliefs and engaged in

acts of worship.

"Li, thopoor Indian, whoso untutored mind
Poos God in clouds, or hears Him in the wind;
His rouI proud science never tautrht to stray
Fur as the solar walr, or milry way ;
Yet sf mplo nature to his hope has given.
Behind the cloud-toppod hill, an humbler heaven.'

It may be true, as Lubbock affirms, that " tin

Australians have no systematized religion, nor any

worship or prayer," but, according to his own con

ception, "most of them believe in evil spiritsand

all have a great dread of the dark and of witch

craft ; " and the burial of implements nnd amis

with the dead is considered as satisfactory testi

mony to a belief in the continued existence of the

soul.

The Figi Islanders possessed a mythology re

sembling that of Greece and Rome—having gods

of peace, of war, of agriculture, of good, of evil,

etc. They had temples, pyramidal in form, which

were erected on terraced mounds as those of

Central America. They also venerated upright

stones, as the ancient Druids did. So strong was

their faith in a future state, and so potent their

conviction that as they left this world so would

they continue eternally, that children as an act of

religion buried their parents alive ere the infirmi

ties of nge should come on—the parents cordially

and joyously acquiescing. It was a solemn reli

gious duty, a sacred filial obligation. Children

and parents were alike interested in securing de

parture to a better land while strength and health

remained still unimpaired. The custom we may

properly regard as horrible to the last degree; but

it testifies unmistakably to strong faith in the im

mortality of the soul, and even to kindliness of

disposition, though it is indeed a kindliness begot

ten of a false philosophy.

We might instance very many other savages,
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many of thcin among the lowest, as tho Hottentots

and the Bushmen, who undoubtedly possess re

ligious beliefs. Enough evidence has been pre

sented, however, to answer our purpose. Cer

tainly he who takes the pains to examine the facts

will be convinced that tho vast majority of savages,

if not all, have some religious ideas and'engage in

some acts of worship; though it is true that these

are frequently horrid in the extreme.

ELECTRICITY THE MOTOR POWER OF THE

SOLAR SYSTEM.-No. XIL

BY B. T. EAVANAugn, M. D., D. D.

(General Concluding Remarks.)

When this series of articles was commenced, I

-entertained the hope that at least an outline view

of all the essential doctrines and principles of the

Electric Theory of Astronomy and kindred sub

jects could be sufficiently compressed into twelve

numbers. Notwithstanding the limited space

afforded me, and the fact that two numbers have

been devoted to side issues, I still feel compelled

to bring the series to a close with this number; for

I desire that, so far as possible, the subject should

bo presented in one volmuo of the Microcosm. I

console myself, however, in concluding with this

number by the reflection that the matter already

submitted to the public will stimulate investiga

tion, and will afford to the candid and impartial

reader sufficient light on the great cardinal doc

trines therein set forth, to enable him to judge of

the merits of the theory when properly understood.

I never had the vanity to believe that my theory

would be accepted and approved by all the readers

of the Microcosm, for it comes in immediate con

flict with the deep rooted prejudices of education.

To revolutionize the opinions of the enlightened

world and the doctrines of the schools, is a work

of time and patience which the history of tho

changes in all past ages demonstrates to bo exceed

ingly difficult. Copernicus afler living seventy

years and having devoted his active life in laboring

to overturn the Ptolemaic theory (which had dom

inated the public mind for centuries'), i. e., that

the earth was the centre of the Universe, and that

the sun, moon and stars revolved around it, after

seeing the first copy of his able work setting forth

the present system died in 1543, without having

made a single noted convert to his doctrines.

Twenty-eight years and seven months after his

death his first noted disciple was born, Juhann

Kepler, who after arriving at mature years espoused

the cause of Copernicus. He, with the aid of

Galileo of Italy, succeeded in rescuing the work of

Copernicus from oblivion, and establishing the

science of astronomy upon the basis on which it

now stands. Galileo survived Kepler twelve years,

and died in 1042. These heroes in the battle for

science were not only slow in making converts, but

brought upon themselves the severest persecution,

the latter forfeiting his liberty and almost his life

in vindicating the truth as revealed by Copernicus.

Thus, a battle raging for 99 years, was waged agai nst

the truth before the lights of science could dispel

the prejudices of education.

j With these examples before mo I must learn the

llessonof patienconnd wait until a generation passes

when it is hoped that the republic of letters will

be able to resist the powers of great names and

long established opinions, and give due weight and

authority to truth, though it may have been dis-

-covered and brought to light byan obscure and un

pretending member of the Brotherhood of Man.

Hence I am content to place the result of my re

flections and investigations upon record, and wait

the arbitrament of Tiaie to do justice to my humble

labors; yet hundreds have already assented to tho

truth of the theory.

I have chosen the Microcosm as the medium

through which to place this record before the fcien-

tific public. I decided to do so from the character

of it3 Editor, who, Sampson-like, has slain a host

of scientific Philistines, and displays his banner as

the rallying point of full and fair investigation of

all the great subjects that cluster around "the

Church, the Ground and Pillar of the Truth."

Future generations may reap a harvest of golden

treasures of truth from the valiant position taken

by the Microcosm under its able conductor. Its

great multitude of readers are supposed to be, In

the main, honest and independent thinkers.

The process by which I have been conducted by

slow progressive steps has been prosecuted with an

eye to the following great facts : I lay it down as a

foundation principle that all truth originates with

God, and forms nut only the basis of every virtue,

but is the foundation upon which all truo science

must rest.

Truth is an essential attribute of the Divine

nature. Eveiy truth in the Universe of necessity

must 1)0 in harmony with every other truth; and

hence no two truths in Nature, revelation, or

science can be found to antagonize eac h other.

Upon this basis I have most diligently sought

for a knowledge of truth, and wherever found to

be positively demonstrated I have embraced it as a

treasure, and under the light of each newly-dis

covered truth have sought to harmonize one with

another, and step by step they have brought new

discoveries to light, and thus progressively a new

system is developed, as in the case of the electric

theory, where the whole symmetric outline is

compassed and a system more grand and perfect

could never have been conceived by the most ex

travagant exercise of the imagination.

Within this system we find the following prin

ciple to bo correct: Where the great fundamental

pillars of truth clearly and unquestionably stand

secure, nny intermediate truths not so well estab

lished receive great strength and support when it

is found that they are in perfect harmony with tho

great framework of the system. For this reason,

though treating chiefly of tho solar system, and

demonstrating the attracting and repelling forces

of electricity to be the agents by which the solar

bodies are propelled in their diurnal and annual

revolutions, we follow the ultimate action of these

vital agents in their influence in the production of

vegetablo and animal life, the circulation of the

blood in animals, and the rise of the fluid in

plants, and are thus led to the conclusion that in the

most minute pans of the material universe these

all-pervauing agencies permeate the whole and

give life, law and action to every part.

Indeed, we need not stop here; for does "not the

electric medium bridge the chasm between the

physical and the spiritual? When we consider

the organism and structure of the delicate ner

vous system in man, where, if anywhere, a union

is formed between mind and matter, it is clear

that electricity is the link by which mind trans

fers the force of action into matter. If this is

not correct, we are unable to conceive by what

other method such union can be formed. That

mind does govern matter, is a proposition nowhere

denied.

In the light of the principles recited above, '.t
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Is clear that God is the sonrce of all truth, both

in religion and science. Then there is an insepar

able connection between the two ; hence, as a

Christian minister, I am bound to recognize it as

a duty to vindicate God's truth—both in the revela

tion of His word and of His works.

The study of God in His works is a Christian

duty. If, by Indifference or indolence, this duty

is neglected, the soul is robbed of many rich jew

els of truth and knowledge which, if possessed,

would adorn and beautify the palaces of the soul

where God proposes to dwell. Next to God Him

self, maN in Christ holds the highest rank in the

scale of being, of whom we have any knowledge.

Whether we test this high rank by testimony of

nature or revelation, the decision will sustain this

high position. By nature he is recognized as lord

of earth. By revelation he is declared to be the

son of God and a joint heir with Christ to a

throne and dominion in heaven, unto whom the

angels become ministering spirits.

To confer honors, dominion and treasures upon

man, corresponding to his rank, God created the

world expressly for him, and adapted all its parts

to subserve his interest, nature and enjoyment.

Could there be a richer field opened to his view

than the survey of his dominions and possessions ?

Should he not measure the force of obligation he

owes to himself and his Father God by the high

rank given him in the scale of being? If these

high considerations do not inspire him to the effort

to gain the knowledge and fitness for his high

rank, what can inspire or move him in that direc

tion ? The danger is that the greedfor selfish gain

will so besot the mind and corrupt the whole soul

that his vast heritage will be sold out for the lust

ful pleasures of a day, and the heirship to this

lordly heritage will be forever lost.

Though many high-born heirs to imperishable

honors and dominion have been cheated out of

their rightful heritage by the sensualities of pres

ent pleasures of a low, debasing kind, yet, thank

Heaven, all are not thus deceived and blinded, but

are inspired by love of truth and all those purer

principles which adorn and give vigor totho aspir

ing mind; and these, though few they be, will

turn aside from the follies of their associates and

seek that substantial knowledge to be found in the

great treasury of nature and nature's God that will

endure through the endless cycles of the future.

It is to aid and encourage the chosen few that will

think and read and get true knowledge that we

labor.

Now that this theory is completed as far as it is

practicable at present, it is respectfully submitted

to the calm and impartial consideration of the in

telligent readers of the MlCeocosM. It is not

claimed to be perfect in all respects, for doubtless

there will be other and great discoveries made

which will add to its perfection.

If I have succeeded in nothing more, I shall 'he

content with the reflection that I have brought be

fore my readers a great and comprehensive theory

based upou cardinal truths and principles found in

Nature, the consideration of which will give pleas

ing employment to all lovers of truth as revealed

in the machinery of the celestial and terrestrial

members of the solar system.

So far from shrinking from fair and honorable

criticism, we invited it when presented in a

friendly mood.

But I object to the practice of asking questions

and making objections in a one-sided issue, by

which I am made to toil at the laboring oar with

nothing to combat in turn. If the objector or

critic desires to make a fair issue, let him plant

himself on the platform of the theory of uni

versal gravitation on the one side, and I will vin

dicate the claims of the electric theory on the

other. As there are no other theories recog

nized, this covers the whole ground.

Mt. SterliNg. Ky.

("Next month we will close this Electric Motor-Power
argument by printing Dr. Kavanaugh's reply to out
last, month's criticisms with, possibly, some remarrs of

our own—Editor.]

PROFESSOR LUPTON AS OTHERS SEE HIM.

We have received many letters from Southern

Methodist Ministers commenting severely upon

Professor Lupton's card, which we copied last

month from the Nashville Christian Advocate.

(See June No. page 348.) The following sentences

are taken from the letter of the Rev. Jas. J. Bill-

ingsly, of Now Orleans, and express the views of

hundreds of Prof. Lupton's brethren, who read

both the Advocate and Microcosm.

" I dislike to dissent from one so prominent int

our church as Prof. Lupton, but will do so when

truth demands it as in this case. Could not Prof.

Lupton have seen that it takes time to start such

a new departure in old and staid colleges? and

that it was not to be expected that the substantial

theory of sound could be introduced, at least until

there was a text-book from which to teach it?"

Your work has but just commenced, and your on

slaught has but just been made against the wave-

theory; and is it not " absurd " to suppose that col

leges should this soon be teaching your theory,

even if it were invincibly correct? Let Prof. Lup

ton wait a bit, and he will probably see what this

"absurd" thing will amount to. In the mean

time why does he not show up the absurdity of

the substantial theory himself, instead of issuing

his denunciatory cards? Echo answers, "Why?"

Truly, Mr Editor, I am sick at such petty insinu

ations and charges by scientists who dare not at

tempt a refutation of your theories in a fair and

open field. For a man to go spluttering out words

of contempt and semi-abuse against a theory which

hascommanded the respect and attention that yours

has, and without offering an argument against it,

is simply disgusting. It is scientific inconsistency

if not downright dishonesty, and showsdefeat with

out the candor to admit it. Men that will hold on

to a fairly exploded theory evince scientific depra

vity. Their condemnatory cards are but wails of

despair. If the scientists of this day expect the

fundamental doctrines of the Problem of Human

Life to be put down by laughter and ridicule, the

50,000 readers of that' book will tell them they are

mistaken. Before the readers of The Microcosm

will join in the laugh they will be apt to want

to be shown where the laugh comes in. No think

ing man will stop thinking at the beck of any

scientific professor, unless he presents something

better than ridicule. The man who at this date

tries to meet Wilford Hall's arguments by ridicule

only makes himself ridiculous. If you can't meet

his arguments against the wave-theory, then gen

tlemen, the best thing you can do is to keep silent.

Do you understand 1 Jas. J. BilliNgsly."

But here is one on the other side, from the pen

of the Rev. Dr. J. H. Riggin, Presiding Elder in
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the M. E. Church South, at Pine Bluff, Ark., one

•f the Professor's brethren who agrees with him

fully. It is only fair to give both sides :

" Dr. Halt,, Dear Sir :

" I send you a clipping from the Nashville Chris

tian Advocate from the pen of Prof. Lupton. Now

you see where you are. There is clearly nothing

left for you hut to subside, and try to atono to

the multitudes of your deluded followers for the

"absurd" views you have been putting forth.

You here see how easy it is for your arguments to

be met and smashed when they are assailed by a

" respectable" scientist. Prof. Lupton is a man of

few words. He is also a man of " repute," and

one who stands high in a "respectable institution."

How can any "absurd" man like you expect to

stand up against such weight of respectability and

overwhelming logic? You have withstood the

onslaughts of many a foeman, and have come off

with flying colors. But they were not Luptons.

You might succeed in answering most critics, but

you must give in to this professor of Vanderbilt

University. His arguments carry everything before

them likeone of our modern tornadoes.

I confess I was led to think at one time that you

had destroyed the wave-theory of sound. Your

arguments were so provokingly clear, I felt assured

that no man could answer them. What a fool was

I ? Yes, what an ass I I had never thought about

your want of respectability, and that you were an

" author" of no " repute," and that noother "than

the wave-theory is taught in any respectable insti

tution." That settles the matter, and of course

proves your views "absurd." Hence, the wave-

theory is demonstrated to bo correct after all your

efforts to the contrary. Now, I believe, since Prof.

Lupton's decision, that a locust can rasp its little

legs across its wings and shake four cubic miles of

air into " condensations and rarefactions," with

mechanical force sufficient to change the temper

ature of the whole mass from hot to cold and vice

versa, 440 times in a second, and by which means

it can add 174 feet a second to the velocity of its

own sound. Of course I must believe this if I

wish to he "respectable," since Laplace and Tyn-

dall, both men of "repute," have shown it to be

scientific, and since every "respectable institu

tion " tenches it. I further believe that this insect

by the strength of its vibratory organism com

presses and shakes each quarter inch of the four

cubic miles of air with sufficient force to bend in

and out a tympanic membrane, if one were present,

as we can only hear sound by such tympanic vibra

tion ; and it is "absurd" to say that we hear any

other way. Hence, as there is room enough in the

four cubic miles for 2.000,000,000 tons of such solid

matter, as you show in your "absurd" book, and

plenty of space left to vibrate, I believe that the in

flect exerts that much force 440 times a second and

frequently keeps up this amount of energy for a

full minute at a time. Of course, I believe this, as I

claim to be "respectable;" and I never intend to

be anything else. I never was "absurd" in my

life, only for a short time—when I supposed you

had overthrown the above-named achievement of

the locust. But I have now taken it all back, and

have again become " respectable." Yes, I not

only believe this locust business, but I believe still

more, that the whole stellar space from here to the

pleiades, is full of jelly, which all scientists of

" repute" call elher which has the properties of a

"solid," including "inertia," and that 099,000,000.-

000,000 waves of t\\\s jelly strike the retina of my

«ye every second without my feeling it 1 Of course

I believe all this because Prof. Lupton does, and

because it is taught as science in every "respects

able institution." And, moreover, how could we»

see at all, if thisjel'y did noi fill all space and dash',

into our eyes at the above-named rate? It would!

he manifestly "absurd" to suppose we could see>

without jelly, if every "respectable institution""

teaches it. I believe many other things about

sound and light too tedious to mention, but as sim

ple and self-evident as those already named. Fof

example :

I believe that two unison organ pipes of the

largest size, say low E, placed half a wave-length

apart, that is 14 feet, and sounded at full blast.,

would silence each other by the "rarefactions"

of one pipe coalescing with the "condensations"

of the other. Of course, I believe it. How could

I do otherwise when it is according to the law of

sound-interference, as taught in the wave-theory,

and when no scientist of " repute" doubts it, and

when every "respectable institution," including

Vanderbilt, teaches it, and last but not least, when

Prof. Lupton says your views are" absurd" in that

you doubt this self-evident law? Common sense

ought to have told you better than to oppose sucl»

a simple and beautiful law just because you don't

understand it I True, you call upon professors and

colleges to try the experiment of sounding any two-

unison instruments in this way tosee if the law is-

correct ; and you even offer $5,001 to any one who-

will produce silence in that way, and thus prove-

the law true. What nonsense I Don't you know

that it would be " absurd " for a college professor

to get $5,000 that easy? And then can't you see

that it would be disreputable for any " respectable

institution" to encourage an experiment which

would call in question the truth of a theory that

all the colleges teach? How "absurd" you must

be to suppose such a thing I And how foolish you

are not to see that a tuning-fork's prong "swiftly "'

advances, even if it does not travel at the rate of

one inchin a second, as you show. You assume to

know what "swiftly" means when used by an

"author of repute" like Prof. Tyndall. How "ab

surd" I Then what presumption to try to pick to

pieces his experiment of the " tin tube," and not

to see that it is the sound alone which " blows the

candle out?" Even if the entire tube were to be

filled with the smoke of brown paper, as you sug

gest, and if it would then emit a visible puff every

time the books were clapped together, as yon show

and us we know it would, what of it? Do you

suppose a candid and well posted scientist, and a

man of " repute" was going to spoil a philosophi

cal experiment before a "respectable institution"

by such an "absurd " way of performing it? How

strange to suppose he could thus thoughtlessly

overturn a theory taught in all the colleges, when;

by scientifically putting tho smoke in the end of

the tube fifteen feet away from the outlet there-

could be no possible danger of spoiling his lecture-

by driving out a puff of smoke before hisaudience!

And yet you virtually charge him with ignorance-

in not knowing that it would take a dozen

or more claps of tho books to drive the smoker

that far. I am surprised at your presump

tion I Prof. Tyndall wns no such fool. Then you-

say you have tilled a paper bag with this sound.

or whatever it was that " blows the candle out.""

Suppose yon have; what of it? Would you d«rsi

to doubt that " the pulse has passed through triWi

smoke and air without carrying either of them atajy/

with it," when every " respectable institution "

teaches it? Of course a " mode of motion " will

fill a paper bag. What are you. thinking about I
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Now why don't you get a Vanderbilt or some

other rich man to start a college to teach your

"absurd" views and thus make them " resect

able "? Money will do almost anything.

But there is one thing that puzzles me, and I

would like to ask Prof. Lupton alwut it; but I am

afraid of him, lest he might think me " absurd."

When Dr. Harvey 6rst proclaimed tbo circulation

.of the blood, no " respectable institution" or

"author of reputo '' taught it; but they all unani-

imoBsly condemned it as "absurd." Now what I

want to know is this : Was it then false, because

it was " absurd "? and has it now become true, be

cause all "respectable institutions" teach it?

Again: Bro. Jasper's theory that "the sun do

xnove," was once taught by every " respectable in

stitution." Did that make it true? and did Galileo

leach falsehood because he taught the then "ab

surd " doctrine of Copernicus? Was the Ptolemaic

system of astronomy then true because it was " re

spectable," though false now? And was the Coper-

nican system then false because it was taught by

" no author of repute"? and is it truo now be-

-cause it happens not to be "absurd"? Suppose

that in the twentieth century the wave-theory of

sound should bo held to bo "absurd" by every

." respectable institution," would that make it false

then though true now? And should every "au

thor of repute " then teach the substantial theory,

would the present "absurd" and false theory of

suhsUtntialism then become true by becoming " re

spectable " ? We'l, all this itjust xrhat is going to

happen, or, I should have said, just what would

have happened had not Prof. Lupton issued his

.card. Of course it cannot happen now. So there's

no use of your calling a Convention at Chautauqua

Lake. It will do no good. The jig is up. You

may get a few of your disreputable admirers and

"authors" of no "repute'' to convene and pass

" absurd " resolutions, but it will amount to noth

ing, as neither Lupton nor myself will attend. We

are both '' respectable " and believe in tho wave-

theory. Yours Respectably.

J.' II. IliooiN.

THK METRIC MYBTF.JI.

BY rROF. EDWIN r. GRAHAm, A. M.

We have j ust read the article of Prof. Melville

Denier in tho March number of tho Microcosm,

entitled, " The Beauties of the Metric System. "

The Professor calls it the "very perfection of

beauty and simplicity," and thinks those who ob

ject to its adoption " little short of lunatics I" We

shall not employ so strong language toward those

who may differ from us; and, while we do not

propose to pen a criticism of Prof. Dozier's article,

we may be pardoned if we record the opinion that

the much-lauded system is far from " perfection"

in any sense—most of all in "beauty."

The advantages which Prof. Dozier claims, in

common with the friends of the system, are, (1)

An accurate and unchangeable unit. (2) Harmony

with foreign governments. (3) Facility of re

duction.

In regard to these assumed advantages, we re

mark that the unit of the French system is sup

posed to be the one ten-millionth part of the quad

rant on the meridian of Paris. But this is only a

supposition, since the quadrant has not been meas

ured and cannot be. Doubtless a part was measured,

and the whole computed, but here is an element of

uncertainty. The standard meter is a bar of plati

num kept among the archives in Paris. Duplicates

of this bar have been furnished to the United

Ktates. Green leaf says the meter was " intended

to be"—"in nearly"—one ten-millionth of the

quadrant. Prof. Peck, of Columbia College, says

it "approximates it," is "nearly equal to 39.37

inches." Notwithstanding the famous survey be

tween Dunkirk and Barcelona, we are compelhl

to depend upon a barof platinum and its duplicates

for a standard. Tho unit of our present system is

the Imperial yard of Great Britain. The standard

was obtained from England in 1856. Itisof bronze,

and of due length at 59.8degreesFahrenheit. This

standard was obtained from the length of a pen

dulum beating seconds at London, in vacuum at

the level of the sea. Divided into 391,393 equal

parts, 360,000 of these parts were taken to be a

yard, the pendulum being 39.1393 inches long.

Here then is a unit with less of uncertainty than

the meter. It is not founded, as charged, upon

"caprice or accident," nor is it a " relic of barbar

ism." It is " purely scientific and perfectly simple

in its origin and nature," satisfying the require

ments of accuracy and nnchangeableness. Thus

far the English unit has the advantage over the

French.

The second advantage claimed might be passed

over as more sentimental than real. We are sep

arated from Europe by the broad Atlantic, and

from Asia by tho broader Pacific. Independent in

our resources, and bound by no entangling

alliances, the customs of those distant nations can

be a matter of but small importance to most of our

people. If this system is necessary for commer

cial purposes, it is strange that the countries which

have adopted it have not applied it to money— the

most important commodity, since it is a measure of

value. We have li t tie or nothing in common with

the old world, and might as reasonably be asked to

adopt their language, manners and customs as their

measures.

Tho third advantage claimed—easy reduction—

we grant without argument. We might notice a

serious defect in regard to nomenclature, but space

forbids. Allowing the system the full benefit of

all the advantages claimed by its friends, there are

many weighty objections to its adoption. Among

these we shall urge (1) that its adoption would

only add another table to those which we already

have. The difficulty and complexity of our de

nominate numbers would be increased accordingly.

We need not dwell on this point,sinceProf. Dozier

admits its truth in his article. Since it enables us

to do nothing more or better than we can do by the

English method, its superabundant usclcssneis is

sufficient reason for its rejection.

We observe (2) that it is a partial system and

must forever fail of universal application. A year

consists of about 865J days, or nearly 13 months of

4 weeks each, each week having 7 days. However

inconvenient these numbers, neither the ingenuity

of the scientist nor legal enactments can modify

them. They will remain unchanged while the

present order of the universe exists. Therefor*

we cannot apply the metric system to measure

ments of time, latitude or longitude. It cannot be

applied to the circle, nor to trigonometry plane or

spherical. This demolishes the claim to univer

sality of application. What more is necessary to

demonstrate the absurdity of establishing an ar

bitrary unit for all measures in connection with

an inflexible ratio of variation? Its inconsistency

we shall hereafter notice, and we shall show that

it fails in all the particulars of simplicity, uni

formity and symmetry.

We charge (3) that it is in the highest degre*
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jnconvenjent. This fatal defect is founded on the

'very property on which its claim to general favor

is based—the reduction of each measure or weight

to a single unit and its decimal multiples. We

shall examine the tables in their regular order.

The meter will be assumed equal to 39.37I inches.

"(What the length of a meter is, we presume no

one knows. Of half a dozen works on the subject

in the writer's possession, no two agree.) One mile

is equal to 1609.30634x meters. Five miles are

equal to8046.5370x meters. Twenty-two miles are

«qual to 35404.73948. What an array of figures to

represent 22 miles 1 Should it be suggested that

we ought to reduce to higher denominations, we

comply. 22 miles are equal to 3 myriameters, 5

kilometers, 4 hectometers, 4 meters plus, 7 deci

meters, 3 centimeters, 9 millimeters, and 48 hun

dredths of a millimeter 1 If the mind isconfused

by such a jargon of words and figures, it will re

tire baffled and bewildered from the contemplation

of hundreds and thousands of miles expressed in

meters. Assume the distance to the sun to be 93

millions of miles. It is true we can have but a

.vague idea of that enormous distance, but compare

"the simple expression,. 93 millions, with its equiv

alent in meters—149,665,489,620 ? Where is the

fault ? Manifestly in the unit. It is too small for

great distances, and too large for small ones. In

this respect our present system is superior. We

use various units for various purposes, from one-

twelfth of an inch to the diameter of the earth's

orbit.

We shall now give our attention to the table of

.surface measures. In the introduction of two units

into the table of areas, we have an example of

inconsistency. The square meter was found to be

too small a unit, and the square dekameter was

introduced, and called the are. This unit is not

lapplicable to the measurement of farms in this

'country. Reduce 899 acres to ares, and we have

36382.53 ares, equal to 363 hektares, 8 dekares, 2

ares, 5 declares and 3 centares. A sheet of paper

7 inches by 5, covers an area of 35 square inches.

Reduce to meters and we have 22582 one hundred

thousandths of a square meter, or 2 square deci

meters plus, 25.82 square centimeters. Weuld the

unbiased reader not prefer 35 square inches?

Let us turn our attention to measures of volume.

We shall measure the contents of a brick. Sup

pose its dimensions are 2 inches, 4 inches and 8

inches, then its cubic contents equal 64 inches.

Now 64 cubic inches is reduced to meters by divid

ing 64 by (39.371)3. The result is 10,487 ten mil-

lionths of a cubic meter. Here we observe the

unit is too large to express conveniently the smaller

-cubic contents. We might read it 1 cubic deci

meter plus 48.7 cubic centimeters, but there is not

much improvement. When we compare these

labored expressions with 64 square inches, the

" perfection of beauty and simplicity " seems to be

on the side of our English method.

In the table of capacity the unit is the liter,

«qual to 1.0567 quarts, U. S. wine measure. The

first idea that naturally presents itself is, that a

quart is an inconvenient unit for expressing fluid

-drams and fluid ounces, nor is it better when we

wish to express the contents of barrels and cisterns.

A cistern holds 29 hogsheads. How many liters

does it contain. Ans. 6,915,195 liters, or 6 kilo-

liters, 9 hektoliters, 1 dekaliter, 5 liters, 1 deci

liter, 9 centiliters, and 5 milliliters. 27 hogsheads

may not be a very elegant expression, but it is in

finitely preferable to such gibberish as the above.

The inventors of the system were themselves

sensible of its defects, and as a partial remedy

violated their plan of uniformity by the introduc

tion of new units. This has been shown in the

table of areas. But in the table of weights, we

find the quintal and iouneau. These have no rela

tion to the gram—no nominal nor apparent connec

tion, and yet the gram is the unit for the weight

of " all substances." A load of hay weighs 2,576

pounds, equal to 1 ,168,481 .07 grams, or 1 , 168,48I07

kilograms, or 1,168 kilograms, 4 hectograms, 8 de

kagrams, 1 gram and 7 centigrams. How beauti

ful ! How would the weight of a locomotive look

if expressed in grams? or that of a ship and cargo

expressed in eitlier grams or kilograms ?

We have now examined in detail the tables of

length, area, solidity, capacity, and weight; and

find in every instance that a fixed unit anditsdeci,

mal multiples result in a series of awkward in

consistent and inconvenient tables. Of this our il

lustrations are conclusive. The difficulty, however

is not so much in the unit as in the inflexible ratio

of variation. A ratio of ten is too large in soma

cases, and too small in others.

The inconvenience and impracticability of this

system have been abundantly demonstrated. Its

adoption, to the exclusion of our present system,

would necessitate the rewriting and reprinting of

mathematical works. This consideration alone is

a weighty objection. It is not well adapted to the

wants of common people, because it requires too

many long words and too many figures. Our Eng

lish system is not so difficult, complicated and cum

bersome as is usually represented, and is much

more convenient than the system under examina

tion.

To conclude, Prof. Dozier thinks the only way

to render its use universal in our country is by

legal enactment, and that it is "a standing re

proach to our law-makers" that " it was not done

long ago." This method of making the Meteric

System popular is, indeed, the only ono that

promises success ; but it is a method better

adapted to the monarchical institutions of Europe

than to the republican institutions of America.

For seventy-five years the French government has

been trying to compel the use of this system, and

it has not yet quite succeeded. If seventy-five

years have been consumed in forcing this odious

system on the French people, there is a reasonable

hope that in this more free and enlightened coun

try, we may long be spared the infliction and the

affliction of the Metric System.

Fairville AcaDemy, Fairvqxe, Mo.

A SPECIMEN COPY FREE.

jgflf any contributor or subscriber knows of

intelligent friends at a distance who, he thinks,

would be benefitted by reading The Microcosm,

and will send us their names and address, we will

cheerfully send this number of the magazine for

the good of the cause. But this only relates to

the present (July) number of which we print extra

copies. No free copies of next volume can be sent,

We have already put the entire profits of the

journal into free copies, as well as the profits of all

our books. Some of our disinterested friends

kindly suggest that it is about time that the

Editor was laying by something for future con

tingencies. Possibly this may be so. though we

had not yet thought of it. One thing, however,

is true; we have not yet kept hack from the spread

of our work one single dollar. It has all gone

into it.
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done more than once since this paper was com

menced. But, generally, we hope and aim to be

consistent. Enitor.

cycloNes-tornaDos*.

their cause aND remeDy.

The wit who described a tornado as " an es*-

caped earthquake gone mad," was, no doubt, mis

taken, though they sufficiently resemble each other -

in destructive qualities to have descended from

the same progenitor. The tornado— frequently

called cyclone—has all the terrific effects of an

earthquake, and many to which the earthquake is

a stranger. The latter, if severe, wrecks your

home, but leaves its substance upon the ground

where it was originally located, and which you car

again reconstruct after the catastrophy is passed,

unless you are so unfortunate hs to have beem

buried in its ruins ; while the tornado not only

wrecks your dwelling but carries the fragments

away bodily with other things of value—such as

fences, outhouses, stock, feed, &c., which an earth

quake does not meddle with. Hence, the tornado-

is the most dangerous and the most terribly to 0©

feared of all man's natural enemies.

Like an earthquake, the devastating tornado

cannot be foreshadowed, or at any event cannot be

anticipated but for a very brief period before its

fury is upon us.

It is distinguished from the cyclone proper by its

local character, and by its habit of traveling in a

straight and narrow path, or at most varying but

little from a straight path by trifling zigzag breaks;

while the cyclone, as the name implies, is acircling

storm of wind and rain, or snow, of vaster extent

and duration, and not so destructive in any one

locality.

The tornado is usually preceded for several

minutes by a portentous and almost oppressive

stillness, as if the aerial forces were holding their

breath and husbanding their strength for a desper

ate effort at destruction. This to some degree may

be taken as a warning that might be judiciously

heeded In hurrying for safety in sections of the

country where such meteoric phenomena are com

mon, though such foreboding stillness often occurs

when no tornado follows, the tempest betokened

dissipating itself in the upper regions. Although,

this stillness precedes for many minutes the torna

do itself, yet there is anything but stillness or quiet

when it is breaking. The roar of a hundred ex

press trains and as many cataracts would not equal

the terrific uproar that heralds its immediate ap

proach, especially when forest trees are being

crushed in Its path.

A few minutes before the tornado proper has

assumed shape, angry-looking clouds may be seen

approaching each other at a point overhead or near-

ly so. These clouds indicate the wind-currents

which are driving them and which have been

started as the result of the irregular heating of the

earth's surface and the higher atmosphere by the

■un's rays, as the direct cause of the tornado. Thi» -
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irregular beating of the earth is chiefly caused by

the shadows of an area of dense clouds cutting off

the sun's rays from a section extending possibly

over many square miles of the earth's surface.

This cooling process produces a sudden shrinkage

of the atmosphere beneath the cloud with a cor

responding increase of its weight, thus causing it

to rush downward from the expanse of vapor,

while above this cloud the air is heated by the re

flection of the sun's rays from the cloudy surface,

thus expanding it and making it lighter. This

forces the air upward from such expanse of cloud,

and in this manner the aqueous vapor constituting

the cloud is left in a partial vacuum by the air,

leaving it in both directions. The result is the

vapor congeals by this rarefaction into partly frozen

-drops of rain which now begin to descend by their

augmented weight, and to which other drops or par

ticles of congealed vapor attach themselves, thus

generating the hail-stones of varying size, which

almost uniformly accompany tornadoes.

But while the process here described is taking

placo in the cloud area, other cloud areas distant

in different directions are preparing similar me

teoric effects which may be called the skirmishing

forces of the tornado preparing to break upon the

earth, but which would probably be powerless to

.culminate but for the fact that within or between

these cloud areas there is a vast region of clear sky

through which the sun's rays reach the earth un

interruptedly, heating and expanding the air near

to the ground and causing it to rise with great

'velocity, thus producing a vacuum tendency above

such area of earth . This sucks the cold air from

beneath and above the various cloud expanses, and

by these currents the clouds themselves are drawn

toward a focal centre, producing the angry appear

ance first alluded to. The result is a collision of

air-currents, striking each other at various angles,

and the combined effect of which is the forcing

downward of a mighty torrent of compressed air,

"which may strike the earth perpendicularly or at

any angle according to the angle at which the vari

ous currents chance to collide. But always this

combined current, which constitutes the real tor

nado-blast, necessarily reaches the earth in the

form of an inverted cone by its very mode of for

mation, with its base at the place of the cloud-

collision, and its apex or a part of the cone near

the apax at the earth's surface. This conical or

wedge shape is therefore the natural result of the

. collision by which the condensed blast is generated

- and hurled diagonally downward, as any one will

. see by a little reflection.

What share electricity plays in the upper air in

starting its currents, causing vacuums, etc., is still

a mooted question. That it collects in the clouds

in vast quantities is shown by the lightning flashes

..sent forth. It la also a matter of speculation as to

the relation, if any, existing between sun spots nnd_

the recurrence of these tornadoes. We have been,

inclined to favor the view that some such relation

exists from their frequently observed concurrence;

but to what extent they are Telated may he still

considered as a matter of conjecture only.

In accordance with the theory just explained, as

to the true and immediate cause of tornadoes, they

naturally must occur in the afternoon or toward

evening, when the sun's effect on both earth and

clouds has had full time to culminate. Very sel

dom has a tornado occurred after night-fall, and

then only when by peculiar combinations of cur

rents, produced in the manner described, they were

prevented by counteracting clouds from completing

the culmination earlier in the evening.

It is also a fact of observation, which agrees per

fectly with this theory, that if the apex of this

inverted cone touches the earth at its exact point

or tip, its destructive effect will be great, just in

proportion as its path is narrow. Plainly this re

sults from the greater concentration of the atmos

pheric pressure at the tip of the wedge, making

its force greater the narrower its path of sweep. If

the cone, on the other hand, is formed by the col

lision of currents taking place nearer to the ground,

it is plain that the tornado will sweep the earth

with a cross section of its cone nearer to its base

or upper end, or farther from its point, thus sweep

ing a wider swath of territory, and consequently

weakening its force in like proportion. But if the

lower point of the cone barely touches the earth it

would easily happen, by the rctionof the currents,

that it might be moved up md down and thus be

lifted entirely clear of the ground for a certain dis

tance, and again let down to touch the earth with

its destructive apex. Accordingly, we observe that

many of the most destructive tornadoes that travel

through a region of country only touch the earth

in spots.

It sometimes happens, however, that acompound

collision of many air-currents occurs in such rela

tion to each other as to produce twin tornadoes, or

a pair of cones'which drive along the earth side by

side like furious run-away steeds. Such a remark

able pair of phenomena recently occurred in the

State of Indiana, leaving about a mile of undis

turbed territory between their two cone-paths of de

vastation.

It is thus not alone the great velocity of air-cur

rent which produces the astonishing effect of re

moving massive structures, even in some instances

leveling stone buildings to the ground, but it is

the intense pressure or compression of the air,

combined with the high velocity, in consequence

of the concentration produced by the collision of

counter currents, as just described, which causes

the chief destruction. It is doubtful if a single

atmospheric pressure of fifteen pound* to tha
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Square inch, even with the highest recorded veloc

ity of a tornado, would begin to remove any well -

constructed dwelling. But with the air concen

trated to two and possibly three atmospheres, as is

no doubt the case at the very apex of a violent

tornadic cone, it must approach in some degree to

the density and violence of a rushing torrent of

water. In the caissons of the Brooklyn Bridge,

when the sub-aqueous excavations were making,

there was less than two atmospheres concentrated

in the working chamber, and yet the pressure was

such as to prevent the workmen from whistling

audibly, and the effect of the air-pressure on the

lungs of those who have been caught in a severe

tornado is described as the same as that experi

enced in a caisson, only more deathly.

We have thus tried intelligibly to explain the

cause of the tornado, and the nature as well as

cause of its destructive effects over ordinary wind

storms. We see from our analysis, however, that

there is very little chance to exercise precaution in

guarding against such dangers. Even when the

heralding avalanches of clouds are seen to be

rushing together, we know not what direction the

wedge-shaped cone-blast will take, caused as it

will be by the angle of the chance meeting of the

two or more storm-fiends that are madly plunging

at each other a few hundred yardsabove our heads.

Hence this accidental course of the combination-

avalanche of air, when it descends and reaches

the ground, cannot be predicted by the most acute

meteorological observer ; and, consequently, no

possible amount of t -ientific knowledge will in

sure the safety of the beholder of such momen

tary signal of the tornado's approach. The great-

s6t chance of safety is always in fleeing to a cellar

if such retreat should be accessible, and remain-

lag as nearly as possible at the side of the cellar

wall next to the approaching blast, to avoid the

flying debris, should the building be carried

away.

So necessary is somo such subterranean retreat

becoming, by the appalling loss of life recently

experienced, that we learn of many farmers and

village resideats, in the tornado-infested regions

of the West, constructing suitable excavations in

their yards, and of easy access, called "tornado

retreats," to which the family can rush for safety

at the first signal of such approaching danger. No

doubt this precaution will in time become general,

especially throughout the level country of the

South and West, where the most destructive torna

does are apt to prevail.

This terrific effect of atmospheric concentration

and sweep which result in tornadoes, is almost

indigenous to prairies or level, treeless tracts; very

few destructive tornadoes having been known to

occur in hilly or wooded regions of the country.

The reason for this appears to be that such collis

ions of counter-currents in the upper air, which,

no doubt, occur more or less frequently in all sec

tions of the world, are broken up and dispersed,

or at least greatly weakened, by contact with the-

uneven surface of the earth, and especially with

forests, even after they have formed, and are thus-

prevented from culmination in that peculiar in

verted cone, whose lower apex mows its fiendish

swath of destruction as it moves along the ground.

But in most cases, the very cause of tornadoes is

averted by such forests and hilly regions. Occa

sionally, however, one of these triangular or quad

rangular tornado-cones chances to form in the

upper air over a hilly or even timbered country,

and throws down its inverted apex upon such a

surface-formation as exactly favors its sweep. The

result is that a destructive tornado will be experi

enced, as was some years ago recorded in the Stat*

of Connecticut, and two years ago in Pennsylva

nia, in which latter instance even a stone building

was torn to pieces. Still, such occurrences are'

very rare, for the reasons given; and for the same

reasons we have reports of many of these visita

tions every season in the level sections of the

South and West, many of them attended with

fearful destruction of life and property.

So common are tornadoes in the great prairies

and plains of the West that not one, perhaps, in a

hundred that sweep the barren wastes is reported

at all, many of which, had villages been in their

paths, would have brought total destruction to

most of their inhabitants. The marks and paths

of such tornadoes that have expended and wasted

their fury on the habitationless waste, have been

often seen and traced for miles by the early prai

rie pioneers. They have found the uptorn grass

and sedge-bush, and even dislodged portions of

the soil itself, as witnesses of such devastation.

Well do we remember one of those terrific

storms which came upon our train in the spring

of 1860, as we were camped about 200 miles east

of where Denver City now stands. It was about

seven o'clock in the evening. The lurid heavens

and the still noise in the distance, with the madly

whirling and rushing clouds, betokened the

vengeful wrath of the storm-king, and thus the

elements gave us a few moments only of warn

ing. We called for Holloway and Sumner in

stantly to lower the tents, which had just been

pitched, and prepare for the worst by lashing all

loose luggage to the heavily-loaded wagons ; but

before it could be completed the tempest struck our

encampment, snapping cordage and tent-poles and

overturning and wrecking two of the lighter

wagons. We saved ourselves by holding securely

to the wheels of the heavy wagons which were

fortunately held down by 50-cwt. each, and were

thus kept from being blown away till the worst of

the blast had subsided. Our oxen and mules, pow
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erless to resist its force, were carried before the

current, and were found by the drivers the next

day scattered ten miles to the south-east of our

camp.

But here we had a lesson in practical meteorol

ogy. By a little examination we found that we

had fortunately escaped the inverted apex of that

terrible cone of compressed air. About four or

five hundred feet south-west of our camp the

point of the wedge had passed and the very grass

had been shorn from the soil, and in places the

surface of the ground was torn loose and carried

away. Had this central plowshare of the aerial

engine ripped through our little camp direct, we

fear this hair-breath escape would not now appear

in the Micbocosm, nor the Microcosm Itself be

read. Yet tornadoes of equal violence are, no

doubt, common all over the uninhabited plains of

the West.

To entirely prevent or guard against cyclones

and tornadoes is, of course, impossible. To miti

gate them and thus lesson their frequency and de

structive effects we believe to be feasible, though

it is a work of time and concert of action or coop

eration on the part of large sections of country.

Way, whole States should take action, if not the

entire nation, and encourage by legislation and all

possible means, the planting and cultivation of

the hardiest species of forest timber ; especially

those trees which soonest take the deepest roots.

Not only would such concerted action on a gen

eral scale check or at least mitigate tornadoes, but,

as is well-known to those who havegiven attention

to the science of forestry, would instigate those

meteoric conditions of the atmosphere which draw

moisture to regions of air that would otherwise

remain dry and to lands that would remain barren

and parched. In this way, as proved in the older

countries of Europe, distant evaporation would be

encouraged, moisture would be distributed, rain

areas would be equalized, and what is better for the

health of man and animals, the air would be kept

vitalized with oxygen exhaled from every green

leaf in return for the deleterious carbonic acid gas

exhaled from animal lungs and pores, but upon

which vegetation of all kinds luxuriantly subsists.

Forests not only coax by natural laws the moisture

from distant seas, lakes and oceans, to bo condensed

into rain and snows, but they prevent by their color

and shadingeffects, the intense reflection of the sun's

rays which breed the very air-currents which cul

minate in the deadly tornado and cyclone, as we

have endeavored imperfectly to explain. General

forests would, also, as reason and experience must

convince us, protect the snow-fall of the winter

season, thus preventing its sudden or simultaneous

melting during a heated spring term, and in this

manner would prevent tho destructive freshets and

floods along our river-courses, now becoming more

common and devastating every year, alone on

account of the rapid denudation of our forest re--

gions of their timber.

In conclusion, we believe that the real states

man and far-seeing political economist can do no -

better work for his day and generation and for fu

ture generations than to use his statesmanship and

science in devising schemes and setting on foot

legislation for retimbering the treeless regions of

our common country as here suggested. Let him

remember that ho who proudly helps to decorate

and ornament our magnificent domain,by cohering

every'available spot with the green robes of forest

trees, will prove himself the benefactor of his race-

by thus equally enhancing the permanent wealth

and enduring prosperity of the nation.

PROF. CO.HSTOCK ON SOUND.

SOMETHING NEW IN PHIlosOPHY.

As Intimated in the April Microcosm, page 286,

Prof. Comstock, of Knox College, I1l., has at last

ventured to criticise our position on sound, as

originally put forth in the Problem of Human

'Life. Yes, he really takes the personal risk, not

withstanding our friendly warning that he should

keep clear of danger. lie does this also notwith

standing the recent experience of his disastrous

failure on the gravitation discussion in which he

thought to agree with Newton and the current

view, though contradicting every authority on the

subject, as well as common sense, by denying the

self-evident reactive pull of attracting bodies. Il6

has evidently studied this matter of sound seri-

ously for some time before venturing out into his

threatened article, but thinking, no doubt, that

even the risk of failure would be preferable to

silence, after our advice, he gives onother column

and a half in the Galesburg (III.) RepubUcan-

Register, and determines to take the consequences.

Nearly every point, however, that he attempts

to make against our positions has already been

mot and explained in tho Microcosm, some of

them more than once, as all its intelligent readers

know, and as Prof. Comstock ought to have

known, since he is a subscriber foT this magazine.

Take, for example, the question of nound-decrease

as the square of the distanee, which was forever

settled as a scientific fallacy by Capt. Carter in the-

series of careful experiments carried out on the-

parado ground of the Pennsylvania Military Acad

emy at Chester, ns reported with all their details

\n the November Microcosm, First Volume. No

man has pretended to question the accuracy of

those experiments, or to deny the disastrous re

sult they gave to the wave-theory. Suppose,

therefore, that in stating our objections to this

fundamental law in the " Problem," we did err in

some of tho details of our figures, as Prof. Com

stock charges, what does that amount to so long

as the law itself breaks down, by our assault, the

first time it was ever called in question? That

it has broken down,we again refer to Capt. Carter's

experiments made at our suggestion.

Next, take the well-known problem of the jar

ring of windows by thunder-peals, which no one«

pretends to question, as so fully explained in the-

" Problem," and reiterated Inst month in answer to

Mr. Cowgill's letter (page 324). In.Uiose explana

tions it was shown that it is only by sympathetic

vibration, and not by an air-wave, that a tensioned.
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pane of glass can jar In consequence of thunder, and

that a sound not in such sympathetic unison with

the tensioned body could not stir it, much less

break it, though a thousand timen louder than tin

tone which caused it to rattle! Yet, Prof. Com-

stock goes right on, totally ignoring this explana

tion, as if he had never seen it, and repents over

the stale and superficial observation of the jar

ring of windows by thunder and other deep tones,

as positive proof that the sound of tho magazine

explosion was really what broko the windows at

Krith, as Prof. Tyndall teaches, and hence that it

was the sound only, which, nearer to the maga

zine, leveled buildings to the ground and disin

tegrated men and animals. It seems impossible

to believe that such stupendous misapprehen

sions of the physical laws, lying right on the very

surface of science, could bear sway iu all our col

leges and keep the minds of physical professors

so totally blinded, even after the matter has been

repeatedly explained to them. Yet it is an as

tounding historical fact. To show how inexcus

ably Prof. Comstock ignores these explanations

*nd their fatal consequences to tho wave theory ; how

completely he disregards tho simplest elements of

physical science in not even mentioning the enor

mous amount of powder-gas generated and instanta

neously added to the air atan explosion, which we

bave demonstrated to be the solecauseof breaking

windows; and Jiow studiously and consummately

he conceals from his readers the fact that not a

.cubic iuch of gas is added to the air by the much

:louder sound of thunder, and hence that no con-

-densed air-wave is sent off, wo here quote his

tacit indorsement of the current theory upon that

subject :—-

" During the evening of December 21, 1876,

a detonating meteor passed south of Gaiesburg

at a distance of some sixty miles. In about five

minutes after the passage of the meteor a very

heavy sound was heard, and vt tho same instant a

-window beside where I sat was violently shaken.

£Of course the sound did it by sympathetic vibra

tion, the window happening to be tensioned in

unison with the tone from the meteor.—ED.]

There was no perceptible fraction of a second be

tween the sound and the ruttlo of the window.

No 'puff of air lagging behind the sound ' caused

the motion. Similar phenomena may be observed

frequently during thunder storms. Indeed, half

a dozen times within a month I have noticed

the sound of thunder and the rattle of the win

dows caused by it to occur at the samo instant.

And so the phenomena of explosions furnish no

conclusive argument against the wave-theory of

sound. "

" No conclusive argument against the wave-theory

of sound?" He almost gives it up, and if ho had

done simple justice to his conscience ho would no

doubt have given it up entirely, and frankly told

his readers that the " argument against the wave-

theory of sound," drawn from magazine explo

sions, was absolutely " conclusive." He would

have told them that for the first time in any pub

lication, the Problem of Human Life had ex

plained to the scientific world the true cause of

the breaking of windows at a distance from an

explosion of powder, namely, the sudden genera

tion of a vast quantity of gas by which a densely

compressed air-wavo is forced off. and that the ac

companving sound-pulse has nothing to do with

% and plays no part whatever in the destructive

effects, because tho current view, that sound is

constituted of air-waves, is a fallacy, and an im

position upon the scientific world.

The truth is. Prof. Comstock does not candidly

read the arguments he pretends to review, or else

he is incapable of close philosophical reasoning or

critical scientific discrimination. We incline seri

ously to the latter view, and will now give such

cogent reasons for so inclining that we think every

intelligent reader of this paper will agree with us.

Take the following choice example : In his late

article he first states cofrectly our position, in

which we urgothat a tuning-fork's prong, by its

very slow motion, cannot possibly send off air

waves at the rate of 1120 feet in a secoud, the

velocity at which its sound is known to travel.

Prof. Comstock controverts this, and to prove that

we are mistaken, and that tho rate at which air

waves will travel bears no sort of relation to the

velocity of the disturbing body, he refers to the

well-known phenomena of water-waves, and to

the fact that the slow or fast motion of a body

which disturbs tho surface of still water does not

affect the velocity at which the waves travel when

once started. Then as an additional illustration,

he refers to the well-known fact that a ball struck

by a bat, receives a much greater velocity than

that of the bat which sends it I Now, this most

superficial reasoning, which we have been anx

iously expecting for years, is just about what

might be looked for from such a professor of phy

sics as this Knox-College philosopher, who cannot

understand the nature of a magazine explosion

nor grasp the cause of destruction attending it

even after it has been pointed out to him. But we

cannot do him full justice without first quoting

his words. Here they are:

"2. If we experiment with the bowl of water

as in II, we find that the velocity with which the

falling drop strikes the surface makes not the

least difference in the apparent velocity of the

wave. Indeed, the end of the rod may be brought

into contact with the surface of the water so

slowly that the motion is imperceptible, and still

the wave moves precisely as fast as when a smart

blow is given the surface with the end of the rod.

A comparatively slow motion in the tuning-fork,

then, may cause rapid vibration in the air with

which it comes in contact.

"3. Suppose a bat weighing four pounds to be

swung with a velocity of fifty feet a second strik

ing a ball that weighs one-fourth of a pound.

The momentum given the ball must be two hun

dred, and hence its velocity is eight hundred. It

follows that a body moving with moderate velocity

may impart great velocity to another upon which

it impinges."

After reading this singular exhibit of the most

manifest want of scientific comprehension, our

sympathies involuntarily go out to the young

men who are fated to attend colleges where such

amazing natural philosophy is taught for science.

Is it possible that an average investigator of phys

ical philosophy is incapable of seeing that there

is not tho slightest similarity in the two cases

named by this professor, and that of atmospheric

disturbance? If Prof. Comstock will abstract his

mind from all other thoughts long enough to read

attentively what we are about to state he may be

wiser for so doing, whether he is willing to admit

it or not. At all events his students, who have

not so much prejudice to unload, will both see it

and acknowledge it.

And first let us say that the contact of the end

of the rod with the surface of tho water, either

gently or swiftly, does not send the waves off at

all! Wo may use such expressions in a loose way

as that a paddle-wheel of a steamboat sendr) oft
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vlarge waves, etc. But, scientifically speaking, it

does nothing of the kind; and it is strange that a

physicist, when trying to analyze that very prob

lem in physics, cannot see it. The end of the rod

in his illustration simply displaces a quantity of

water (the quantity being proportioned to the

superficial area of the end of the rod and the depth

to which it enters the water), and that is all the

rod does in relation to the system of waves seen to

pass away in all directions. Then gravity, an

ever-ready and ever-acting mechanical force, steps

in and does the rest of the work. It pulls down

tke ring of water which the rod has raised around

it, and in pulling it down it presses up another

ring of water directly outside of it, hut not quite

so high, and then in like manner pulls that down,

pressing up another, and so on, as far as the

waves extend, such action, necessarily bving always

uniform in proportion to the quantity andheight of

the ring of water acted upon by gravity. Hence,

"the velocity of water-waves, caused as they are by

this uniform action of gravity, must always be in

exact proportion to the size and height of the

waves thus kept in action, or to the quantity of

water at first displaced and then pulled down by

gravity. This simple solution of the true cause of

wave-motion on liquid surfaces, plain as it is when

stated, is entirely new to science, not being found

in any published work till rt appeared in the first

.volume of The Microcosm. But we honestly

fear, simple and self-evident as it is, that it is too

much for Prof. Comstock, or he would have seen

it before. We would be glad to simplify it had

we the space to spare, so as to bring it within his

grasp; but will have to let hlm think it out, if pos

sible, and it will do him more good.

But the process is entirely different with the air.

Our atmosphere is so tenuous and mobile, and at

the same time so completely suspended in e|uilibrio

that gravity has nothing whatever to do with con

tinuing any motion the atmosphere may receive

by a disturbing body. Only two factors can enter

into the velocity of atmospheric motion from a

-disturbing body; ono is the force of displacement

given to it by the size and velocity of tho disturb

ing body itself till it again comes to equilibrio;

and the other is the elastic action or spring force

the air exerts in consequenceof the compression it

receives from the motion of the disturbing body.

It recoils from such compression and thus aids to

shove itself away. If the displacement of the air

should be at high velocity it not only moves away

to a very limited distance at a correspondingly

high rate of speed, but it is compressed in propor

tion to such velocity and its own weight and elas

ticity, and this compression acts upon the air in

front, and also upon the displacing body, to give it

(the air) additional velocity for a short distance

only in the open air, where its mobility soon brings

it into quiesence and equilibrio. But if the dis

turbing motion be slow, like that of a prong when

sounding (which can, as we have shown, be not

more than at the rate of one inch in a second 1 , it

is manifest to any mind capable of reasoning

philosophically, that no appreciable or calculable

compression can take place in such a tenuous and

mobile substance, perfectly free to move out of

the way, and, consequently, that no motion can be

communicated to such displaced air or its so-called

air-wave, swifter than that of the prong that

may displace it. Why ? Simply because there is

no gravity or any other force to take up the effect

of the prong, and no reactive effect in the elastic

air, since no spring-force has been generated by

compression, the motion of the prong being so

slow that it was much easier for the air to slip to

one side and get out of the way than to remain

and be compressed. How plain and simple is all

this! Hence, Prof. French, of Urbana University,

was forced to admit that a tuning-fork's prong,

even at 16 inches in a second, moved too sluggish

ly to compress the air and send off a sound-wavel

He had not then learned that it could and does

produce audible tone when not moving at the rate

of one inch in a second at the swiftest part of its

travel ; but he knows it now / (See March Micro

cosm).

The very same principle of natural philosophy

here evolved is beautifully confirmed by Prof.

Comstock's illustration of the bat and ball. Let

us now make this plain. The ball having consid

erable inertia, and being also elastic, does not get

under the full velocity of tho bat when first struck,

or until a powerful spring-force is generated or

accumulated by compression in the side of the

ball next to the bat, as well as in the somewhat

elastic surface of the bat itself next to the ball.

This double accumulation of spring-force recoils

into action and unites with the velocity of the bat

in making the ball bound away much swifter, the

instant they separate, than the bat traveled. But

what was it that sent the ball away swifter than

the motion of the bat ? Not the bat's velocity,

surely, for nothing can give what it does not pos

sess. Hdnce, if the ball depended for its velocity

entirely on the velocity of the bat, it could by no

possibility travel any faster than the bat travelled;

just as the water-waves could by no possibility

travel faster than the motion of the disturbing

body if they depended exclusively on such motion

for their velocity. But the waves, as wo have

seen, do not depend upon the rate of motion of

the body that starts the disturbance, but travel

under a now and additional force. So it is with

the ball. It can only go swifter than the bat by

the aid of another force separate from tho bat's

velocity. What, then, is this law, or the true

cause of the ball's greater velocity than that of

the bat? It is simply the inertia of the ball and

bat in coming together and which generate out

of their two elasticities the powerful spring-force

that comes into play and is instantly added to the

bat's rate of velocity, thus causing the ball to

shoot away ata much greater velocity than that of

the bat itself. This simple explanation, new also

toscienceand found in no text book, we presume

will also prove too much for Prof. Comstock's

book-ideas, since he makes the whole matter de

pend upon the comparative wiight of the tiro bodies,

an idea too preposterous to be ridiculed. The

Professor is manifestly not used to this analytical,

original work in his routine plodding in the col

lege library for things to copy and tell to his

classes. But should this solution seem a little

heavy at first, let him ask himself how much

faster an actual ball of air of the same size would

travel than would the bat if it were struck by it

under the same velocity of fifty feet in a second I

We doubt if it would travel any faster, or even a

single foot farther than the bat would accompany

it, for the want of that very inertia necessary to

utilize its elasticity and thus generate spring-

force. If Prof. Comstock cannot yet understand

this, then let us tell him another secret in physics

that he manifestly has never dreamt of, ' and

which he can never find out from the text-books,

because it is not there, and that is, if both his ball

and bat were perfectly inelastic, whatever their in
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ertia, and whatever the velocity of the bat, the ball

would not travel an iota faster after leaving the

bat than the bat travels at and immediately after

the time of striking the ball. And by the

same principle of philosophy, if the ball were

perfectly devoid of inertia, however elastic, it

would receive no compression at all, and would

therefore not travel a single inch away from the

bat whatever the velocity of the blow. Elasticity

can only be utilized or converted into spring force

ind motion by the resistance of inertia or its

equivalent. Hence, the nearer no inertia a ball

may have, as approximately illustrated in the case

of a ball of free air, the less can its elasticity be

Utilized or converted into spring-force by a com

pressing blow, and the less will be its momentum

or rate of travel by recoil after the contact of the

blow ceases. If the air were confined in a tube,

then, manifestly, the tube takes the place of in

ertia for causing compression, and allows theefon-

ticity to be converted into spring-power, as, for ex

ample, by the blow of a piston.

But this, also, is no doubt too heavy for a pro

fessor who could get off such a maladroit argu

ment for the wave -theory as these two illustrations

of water-waves and the bat and ball. Not the

slightest conception did he form of the action of

gravity, the sole agent, in causing the velocity of

water-waves, but supposed it to be all due to the

slow motion of the end of the rod ; and hence his

crude idea of the limited recoil of waves when

striking a wall as having any possible analogy to

the reflection of sound or light. And not the

slightest glimpse did he catch of the true cause of

the difference in the velocity of the ball and the

bat, namely, the conversion of elasticity into

spring-force by the agency of inertia, but he actu

ally attributed it all to the difference in size or

weight of bat and ball, a matter but remotely con

nected with the problem. Let us now prove it,

and expose, as it deserves, this shallow reasoning.

As the four-pound bat, with a velocity of fifty

feet in a second, gives a four-ounce ball, according

to this illustration, a velocity of eight hundred

feet in a second (the average speed of a rifle bul

let), then plainly if the bat should be doubled in

weight (8 pounds) and swung with the same velo

city, it would make the four-ounce ball's velocity

1,800 feet in a second. But keeping the bat at

eight pounds and fifty feet velocity, and reducing

the ball to one ounce, thus keeping their compara

tive weight the only cause of the ball's superior

speed, and its velocity would necessarily increase

to 6,400 feet in a second, sincethis text-book "mo

mentum " must hold good, if there is the least

philosophical meaning in the illustration ! And

by the same system of logic our prodigious philos

opher could continue to increase the weight of

the bat and reduce that of the ball till finally he

might, through this law of "momentum," attain

the velocity of light, for ought we can see, while

never suspecting the real reason why a ball travels

faster than a bnt. Base-ball players may thank

their stars that their balls and bats do not behave

on the principles of natural philosophy as taught

in Knox College.

Query : Will Prof. Comstock now heed our

advice, or will he attempt deeper water and still

more serious dangers ?

T1IE END OF THE SECOND YEAR.

This number closes the Second Year of The

Microcosm, and we look back with a good deal of

gratification mingled with some regrets at the wort

we have been enabled to accomplish during that,

period. First, we thank God for the health and

strength of body and mind that have sustained us.

in the work which has been more than ordinarily

onorous and taxing to our powers ; and second, wo

thauk the hosts of friends of this magazine who

have so generously aided us with the sinews of

war, and so nobly stood by and cheered us with

kind words as the various battles in philosophy

and science have progressed in these columns. But

for the encouraging words continually received

from our readers, we confess that we would some

times have felt like sinking under the weight of

constant toil and care that has pressed us since the>

first editorial of this volume was written. We do-

not claim to say how well or how satisfactorily

our work has been done during the journalistic-

year now closed, nor do we doubt but that many

imperfections have blurred the pages of The Mi

crocosm from time to time, that have been glar

ingly conspicuous to the more cultured of our

readers, but which we, in our crush and excite

ment of editorial life, have overlooked or been

incompetent to detect. Without soliciting justifi

cation or even leniency for any such shortcom

ings, we feel sure, if it were really known to our

subscribers with what persistent and painstaking

care and labor these monthly visits have been

made on time, that the most exacting critics among

our readers would be willing to write in pencil on

the margin of this leaf—" Well done, under the

circumstances." This much, in our inmost con

science, we feel that we have a right to ask at the-

hands of such patient and attentive readers; for

we know positively that in the whole United States

no other journal of the same size contains th»

same amount of original thought and discussion,

every sentence, line, and word of which are either

the production of one individual pen, or else have

to pass under one individual scrutiny before daring

to see the press. Yet this work, with all its ex

acting responsibility, is not more than the half of

the mental strain necessarily resulting from the

business care connected with this publication

office which has no other head than our own (ex

cept nominally) to look after its general interests.

We say these things to enable us to add, that we

hope for efficient assistance for the coming vol

ume who can take not only the business portion of

the work off our hands, but who will aid us

materially in lessening the work of editing our

journal, giving us more time to mature and per

fect those investigations and discussions of science

and philosophy which seem to have made Thr

Microcosm their special and appropriate medium

for reaching the public.

We regret more than all elso the necessity which

has been upon us, during the year that is past, for

neglecting to recognize personally the many kind

nesses our dear friends have shown toward us and

our work. Though many have written us repeat

edly without a personal response from the Editor,

while hundreds have written twice or thrice, yet

uniformly no complaints have reached us on ac

count of the apparently shabby neglect we have

shown in return. Most of these, at the second

writing, have intuitively recognized the work on

our hands, and have insisted that no reply was

expected, and that they knew only two well how

careworn and overtasked we must be in the etd-

less discussions in which The Microcosm is en

gaged. Thanks, unnumbered thanks, for such

thoughtful friends. To all such in the future we-

must say that though we may neglect to answer
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their kind words, we nono the less cherish and

appreciate these cheerful aids thai have so often

encouraged us in the weary months of toil during

the past year.

Another year now begins its round of duties and

responsibilities for which we have again buckled

on our armor. We know of a certainty that many

I of our subscribers feel stronger in the hope of a real

hereafter, beyond the cares of the present life,

from reading The Microcosm than they ever felt

before this journal fell into their hands ; for hun

dreds have so written to us. This one fact and

assurance of its truth more than pays us for the

year's incessant labor. With the profound hope

that in each additional volume we shall be spared

to edit, this evidence of the good work it is doing

jhall increase till thousands shall bless The Micro

cosm, we bid our old subscribers a kind adieu.

VALUE OF THE SOUND-DISCUSSION.

Still a few of our subscribers, who have failed

to grasp the broad import of our journalistic en

terprise, ask us the object of so much upon the

" sound " question. In the preface to the Problem

of Human Life we tried to give in a brief para

graph a good and sufficient reason for this philo

sophical investigation, and showed it to be the

very keystone of the arch of our attack upon

materialism. In a sentence or two let us re

peat it. If the wave-theory of sound—the rep

resentative "mode of motion" of physical sci

ence—shall fairly break down under our attack,

then it follows irresistibly that sound can be noth

ing else than an imponderable, incorporeal

substance, beyond or outside of the realm of

material entities ; and if sound is an imma

terial substance, then light, heat, gravitation,

etc., as modes of molecular vibration, must also

give way, and must be conceded to be real, though

immaterial, substances ; and if all the forces of

Nature are thus really substantial, though neces

sarily immaterial, then the materialistic claim,

that the soul, life, mind and spirit are but modes

of motion of the brain-molecules, is swept out of

axistence. For plainly, if magnetism, electricity,

sound, light, heat, mind, soul, spirit, etc., are

thus shown to be substantial existences, though

not chained to material conditions, but freely per

meating and passing through all material bodies

as if they were not present, then manifestly the

very foundation of materialistic science crumbles

beneath the weight of such scientific truth, and

its place is taken by the broad principle of sub-

ttantialism as a rational and satisfactory basis for

man's future immortality.

But let Christian theists once concede to scien

tists that sound, light, heat, gravity, magnetism,

electricity, etc., are but modes of molecular vi

bration and not real entities, as they have hither

to inconsiderately done, and at once the shrewd

atheist, as does Prof. Haeckel, will laugh at them

and ask: If all these natural phenomena or mani

festations of energy are but modes of motion, then

what reason is there for believing that the energy

manifested by life, soul, mind or spirit is any

thing more than a similar motion of the brain-

particles, just as sound is but the motion of air- I

particles t And as this motion of the air, which |

is all there is of sound, necessarily ceases to exist j

as soon as the air-particles come to rest, so the i

motion of the brain-molecules (which constitute

the soul, life and mind) ceases to exist whenevet

the man dies and his brain-molecules cease vo

move ! Hence the idea of the future existence of

the soul, or spirit, or mind, or life (as a mere

mode of motion), is justly and necessarily dis

carded by the scientific materialist as a puerile

conception and a self-evident fallacy. And we

assert here j#iat this masterly argument of the

materialist, as so forcibly put by Prof. Haeckel,

was never met or even attempted to be met logic

ally till it was assailed by the substantial philos

ophy as first roughly outlined in the Problem of

Human Life. This is not given in a boastful

spirit at all, but as an indisputable historical fact

which the theological world is fast coming to

recognize. Mind, soul, life and spirit, in the

hands of such men as Haeckel and Huxley, were

defiantly brandished in the face of the clergy as

but the molecular motion of the brain-particles,

and it tied them helpless at the feet of material

ism so long as sound was universally recognized

as but the motion of material air-particles, and

light but the wav-e-motion of gelatinous ether.

Hence, the incomparable value of this radical on

slaught.

It follows, therefore, whether clergymen will

see it or not, that the only successful way to meet

and overwhelm materialism and take from it these

powerful philosophical arguments against the sub

stantial existence of the soul after the body dies,

is to break up and pulverize its foundation in.

physical science by showing that every force or

so-called mode of motion in Nature is a real in

corporeal entity or immaterial substance. Our

very first discovery was to see that the clergy

were hopelessly involved by their thoughtless-

concessions to physical science as taught in all

the colleges, which virtually made the mind and

soul but modes of molecular vibration just as

materialism claims. As proof of this we show in the

" Problem," at page 71, that the eminent Josephs

Cook in his very strongest effort to vindicate the-

immortality of the soul, actually gives it away to.

Huxley and Haeckel by comparing the soul to-

sound and Wght as two mere modes of motion of

other and separate substances ! Hence we there-

explained, reluctant as we were to do it, how

Huxley could tie the great Boston lecturer hand

and foot with his own cords. So can any clergy

man in America be tied by the weakest disciple of

Haeckel, unless he abandon the wave-theory and

fall into the ranks of substantialism as the only

hope of safety.

When we began first to write the "Problem,'"

we saw the necessity of beginning the revolution

with sound, since it was confessedly the most

plausible and apparently self-evident of all the so-

called modes of motion claimed by physicists, hav

ing never been doubted or called in question as.

the mere motion of air-waves. Hence we saw,

if sound, as the motion of air-particles, should

break down, and be resolved by closer scrutiny

into substantial pulses, as so many other nebulos

ities, by aid of the telescope, have been resolved

into actual suns, then all the other forces of Na

ture or so-called modes of motion would necessarily

and scientifically follow— including, light, heat,

gravitation, electricity, life, soul, mind and spirit,

and that materialism would thereby be stripped of

its raiment and pilloried naked before the gaze of

the religious world. Yet, with all this plain and

conclusive reasoning, Christian ministers and

editors fail to see the importance of the new

tactics, or to realize the certainty of success that

must attend the campaign thus conducted upon

the open plain of substantialism. On the contrary,

many of them, apparently blinded by prejudice at.
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the novelty of the programme, throw obstacles

in the way of our generals, and even mutinously

furnish weapons and ammunition to the enemy.

We are glad, however, to know that such min

isters and editors are becoming fewer as the wave-

theory is more thoroughly examined into and our

-arguments against it are more critically and fairly

analyzed. We confidently look forward to the

near future when every intelligent religionist in

the hmd will come to view the matter consistent

ly, und to see with Kephart, Swander, Carter,

Balsbaugh, Bates, Hamlin, Munnell, and scoresof

others who have writen to us upon the subject, that

the overthrow of the wave-theory, and the proof

thereby that sound is a substantial entity, are the

trumpet-blasts for the final charge of Israel's hosts

upon the very Jericho of materialism, and which,

by the united help of Christian ministers, will

prove also the death-knell of infidel science

throughout the world.

ANOTHER THREATENED REVIEW.

For somo months past we have been receiving

intimations from various sources, as also hinted in

Dr. Swander's paper on "Kind Words," in this

number of The Microcosm, that there is to be a

terrific and crushing review of the " Problem of

Human Life," particularly on the sound question,

in the forthcoming July number of the Reformed

Quarterly lievifw. It is to be, as supposed, from

the pen of one Prof. Stuhr.

Of course that Quarterly will not appear till

after this number of our magazine has gone to

press, and wo shall, therefore, not be able to pay

our respects to that doughty champion of the wave-

theory, until in the August issue of The Micro

cosm, when we expect to let our light shine and

our readers know how much, approximately, there

is left of us if anything. We will only intimate

here that similar portentous clouds hung low'er-

ingly over the Western horizon for two or three

"months before Prof. French's " crushing" review

made its Appearance in the New Church Quarterly.

That review finally came and our replies followed

in this magazine, with what result we need not tell

the reader. So also will it be with Prof. Stahria

all human probability, though we learn that he is a

Sta(h)r of the first magnitude. One thing, however,

we can safely predict, that neither Prof. Stahr nor

any other man dares at this date to go into

a deliberate defense of the wave-theory of

sound. Mark well this prediction. To attempt

such a foolhardy exploit in the light of recent

exposures and controversies, would be to

court speedy annihilation, and a few of the

ablest professors in this country already know it.

We therefore confidently expect, in lieu of such a

frank, courageous, and manly defense of the old

theory, an attack upon our arguments and calcula

tions, some of which, as we are well aware, con

tain defects both in style, matter, and inadvertent

«xpressions, which are now in process of correc

tion. But for these few inadvertencies (in this

first and only work on this sido of the question),

it would be difficult to guess what the great pro

fessors would do who venture occasionally from

.behind their college chairs to attack this book.

But in every instance, so far, they pounce with all

the apparent courago of a lion upon a few such

simple defects and boastfully proclaim the author

an ignoramus and his book overthrown, but studi

ously avoid any reference to the score of unan

swerable arguments against the wave-theory, or

.the dozens of instances in which the ablest physi-

cists have, while legitimately defending the theory,

impaled themselves upon the abatis of our en

trenchments by their ludicrous self-contradictions

and preposterous statements of experiments, which

when performed, flatly contradict them. Witness

the tin-tube experiment ; the tuning-fork's prong,

" tinftly advancing" at the velocity of one inch

only in a second; the tearing of buildings, men,

and animals to pieces by a sound-pulse; the stu

pendous fiasco with the double eiren, etc. We

have already given professorsof physics due notice

in this journal that it is the old-established theory

of sound that is on trial for its life, and not our

first crude presentation of the reasons for aban

doning it, which are now being vastly reinforced.

We here repeat the notice, and will add that we

can throw away and take back, if necessary, one-

half of all we have written in tho " Problem " on

the current theory of sound, and still drive into

utter confusion its ablest advocates with the other

half,—yes, with a tenth part of what that book

contains. Will ambitious reviewers among col

lege professors please make a note of this, n'nd re

member that the Evolution of ISound, properly re

vised, has come to stay; and that no dozen defects

in its present language or style, if they could be

pointed out, will prove the slightest antidote for

the doomed theory they are pertinaciously teach

ing to their classes.

MISSIONARIES OF SUBSTANTIAL.!!*!*!.

We have had several applications from young

men who write to obtain advice about the pro

priety of their taking the field as missionaries in

spreading the principles of the new substantial

philosophy, in which work they propose princi

pally to travel and deliver public lectures, and in

cidentally to sell books, take subscriptions, &c.

Some of these have requested us to aid them in

preparing suitable lectures to deliver,—such as

will present and defend the salient features of the

new doctrine. To all such would-be workers in a

good cause we would say, that an abundance of

materials for a course of lectures upon substantial-

ism and collateral subjects can be found ready at

hand in tho two volumes of the Microcosm and

in the "Problem of Human Life." Lecturers are at

liberty to appropriate those arguments and use

them for the purposes indicated, making, them

their own in language as much as may be, with

out giving credit, so they only thereby spread the

glad tidiugs that there is a real heaven, n personal

God, a substantial hereafter to humanity, and that

man has as really a substantial soul as he has a

material body. We believe that such lectures will

do good, and that a resolute young man with in

telligence and address to aid him, can command

attentive listeners and plenty of them iu almost

any section of tho country.

THE NASHVILLE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

Last month, after writing our reply to Prof.

Lupton's card, as printed in the June Microcosm,

page 348, we wrote to Dr. Fitzgerald, the editor

of tho Advocate, a polite note, inclosing stamp for

answer, asking if he would print our short reply.

Not a syllable hate v>e recvived in, return. We

make this exhibit of editorial courtesy for the

benefit of our hundreds of subscribers who read

the Advocate. Query: Was Dr. Fitzgerald afraid

to publish our answer, or even to reply to our

letter, lest Prof. Lupton should think him "ab

surd " ? (See Dr. Riggin's defense of Lupton.

page 369.)
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MOKE WINDOWS BROKEN BY SOUND.

The following telegram, as shown by date, was

received and printed in the New York papers :

POWDER MAOAZINB STRUCE RY lIGHTNING.

HutchiNsoN, EaNsas, June 7.—The Hazard Powder
Company's magazine, containfngl,300 pounds of pow
der, was strucr by lightning yesterday morning, caus
ing- an explosion which broke nearly every glass front ]
in the city, wrenched several buildings from their
foundations, and rnocred down plastering, lamps,
and clocrs a mile away. One dwelling 300 yards away
was riddled by nying bricrs.

Of course, according to Prof. Tyndall, Prof.

Lupton, Prof. Comstock, Prof. French, and all the

greater and lesser lights of physical science now

teaching the wave-theory in the different colleges

and universities of tne world, it was the sound of

this explosion, and only the mmnd, which played

such terrific destruction with the windows as re-

portedabove. Whatsupetlativenonsense! Suppose

instead of the explosion of the powder the thunder

peal had occurred alone, and suppose it had been

ten, twenty, or fifty times louder than the sound

of the explosion, would a single window or pane

of glass have been broken? No—a hundred times

no 7 Had not the wave-theory of sound blinded

the minds of all those who have taught it, there

is not a professor of physics in America so stupid

as not to see, at the first suggestion of the idea,

that it was the instantaneously generated volume of

gas and nothing else that hurled away the con

densed air wave that shattered the windows,

.wrenched buildings from their foundations, &c.,

and that the sound (another matter entirely) had

nothing whatever to do with it. It is a burning dis

grace to the intellectual culture of this nation that

such a simple and self-evident matter in physical

science has to be repeatedly urged and insisted

upon, and even then cannot be grasped by eminent

physicists in our great institutions of learning I

Intelligent farmers, who send their sons to college,

and who have readily caught this simple and com

mon-sense idea, ought to send with them a written

protest against their being taught any such medi

aeval nonsense for science as the wave-theory of

sound, including this most prodigious of all frauds

upon human intelligence about the effects of

magazine explosions.

STILL THEY COME.

" It never rains but it pours." Nearly a dozen

separate attacks, in the shape of long articles, of

from two to ten newspaper columns each, have ap

peared within the last few weeks from the pens of

as many professors of physical science in different;

colleges, who are ambitious to immortalize them

selves by demolishing our work against the cur-

ient theory of sound. (As one, see reply to Prof.

Comstock elsewhere). We cannot notice or reply

to all, or even to a quarter of them, though the

strongest would be but the play-spell of an idle

hour, if we should chance to have such a luxury.

What is almost laughable about these attacks is,

they all, with one accord, take up and reiterate ar

guments and criticisms that have been completely

answered and exploded in the Microcosm, and

the poor innocents who thus rehash them keep

fireing away as if they were hitting the bull's eye

every time and doing something remarkably cred

itable, when if they would only read this magazine

they would know, alas ! that they were only ex

pending their amunition upon exploded criticisms,

and thus amusing our readers with evidences of

their weakness. A specimen of these trashy at- 1

tempts of about five columns, and one of the most .

vituperative, boastful, and insolent that has yet

appeared, occurs in a recent number of the Chicago

Christian Adtucale from the pen of one Prof. H. S.

Carhart. We propose to settle that assault (out

of respect to the readers of the prominent journal

printing it) next month; so its author will heartily

wish that his ambition for notoriety had never

lured him into such a trap. If these rapidly mul

tiplying assailants could only know how much

good they were doing in keeping the Problem of"

Human Life prominently before the public, their

manifest spitefulness would induce them to sup

press their ambition and leluctantly withhold the

benefit of such vast advertising facilities as they

are furnishing us free of cost. If readers general

ly did not think, then these virulent attacks might

do harm. As it is, we court them, and the more

of them the better. So open your batteries, gen-

tlemen, all along the line.

Since the above was in type we have received a

letter from the Rev. Dr. Edwards, Editor of The

Advocate, cheerfully offering to print our reply to-

Prof. Carhart. Many thanks.

OUR CONTRIBUTORS AGAIN.

We will not make invidious comparisons by

naming individual contributions in this closing

number of the volume to the omission of others.

But we frankly declare that sixteen abler or more

interesting articles upon various themes never

appeared together, as we believe, in any other

publication. We request every reader of this-

magazine to begin with the first paper of the series,

—that of Eld. Towne,—and read consecutively

through, including our familiar and reliable—

Hamlin, Swander, Kephart, Lowber, lioberts,

Carter, Hoffer, Nield, Van Dyke,Kavauaugh, &c.,

and see if our estimate shall not be indorsed in.

every particular. We have not only read these

contibutions all through carefully, but we have

studied each of them as wo would study a school-

book; and, with few exceptions, we were inclined

to decide, with Esquire Dusenberry, that the last

one read was the best, and to award it the prize t

The truth is, they all deserve prizes; and had we

but a small fraction of the wealth of a Gould or

a Vanderbilt, we would present each of our con

tributors with a well-selected library of a thou

sand volumes, as a token of our profound esteem.

Why could we not have been rich ? What good

we would have been able to do ! Or why cannot

some rich man who wishes to do good for all time,

give a hundred thousand copies of Vol. 3 of the

Microcosm to the poor at actual cost of paper,

presswork, and binding, as the type has to be set

any how? Such a donation would bo an everlast

ing credit to the giver compared to leaving money

to be quarreled over, as is quite frequently the

case, by ungrateful and forgetful relatives. By

such a gift, to the world, a man would build

himself a monument higher than any mountain,

and more enduring than granite or marble.

THE SOUTHWESTERN METHODIST.

We have written a reply to the recent illiterate

series of articles by the Editor of the above-

named journal against the " Problem of Human

Life," but it is unavoidably crowded over to the

next number. Those articles were begun over the

name of " Emory," but in the last one the editor

signs his full name—John Emory Godbey,—a

thing he will bo sick enough of when he reads

our reply. He had better have kept it a secret..
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In the meantime, let him study our tuning-fork

.criticism last month, if he has science enough to

grasp it. Wo here thank the Methodist ministers

who have so kindly kept us posted hy sending us

-copies of that paper.

A KIND WORD FROM A DISTANCE.

Prof. Spangler, Director of the American Col

lege at Concepcion, Chili, S. A., and a careful in

vestigator of physical science, who owns the

"Problem," and is a subscriber for The Micro-

-Cosm, writes us as follows :

"I consider the "Problem" and Microcosm

together as the wonder of the nineteenth century.

It is a profound mystery to ma how men like pro

fessors Strong and French can be so prejudiced

against the' plainest common sense as openly and

bitterly to oppose your work. I thank Heaven a

thousand times that you have proved the " man-

of-war two miles out at sea,"' with those professors

the two boys firing at it from the shore with their

harmless shotguns ! Your grape and canister

served them right. Fraternally yours,

J. M. SpaNgler,

Director Am. College, Concopcion, Chili.

THE PROBlEM OF HUMAN LIFE.

More than 6,000 of our present subscribers for

Tur Microcosm do not own the above-named

book. Each person interested in this magazine

ought to have a copy of that book also in his

library. It is one of the cheapest $3 books pub

lished, containing one-and-a-half times the amount

of reading matter of this entire volume of The

Microcosm. Any subscriber desiring the work,

can remit $1 (half-price), when sending his re

newal for Vol. 3 of Thn Microcosm ($3 in all),

and the " Problem" will be sent post paid. We

will also say that those subscribers who do not yet

own " Walks and Words of Jesus," ($!) or " JJni-

versalisrn Against Itself," ($1) can remit 75 cents,

and either book will be sent postpaid. These

offers are only to subscribers for The Microcosm.

HALL & CO.,

23 Park Row.

JUDGE O. S. POSTON AGAIN.

We have received a carefully written reply from

Judge Poston to our argument in the May Micro

cosm which we gave in answer to his able article

in the April number. The Judge produces the

three invincible proof-texts from Scripture in sup

port of Universal Salvation, for which we asked,

and of course it is supposed that he selected the

three that he considered as forming the most con

clusive Scripture argument in favor of his doc

trine. These texts we shall answer and explain

next month, giving the Judge's paper complete,

since the matter for this number was made up be

fore his article was received. The reader may

look for an interesting discussion .

REPRINT OF VOLUME L

The electrotyping of the first volume of The

Microcosm, uniform with this, is now well under

way and will be completed in August, when the

(volume will be immediately issued, bound in

cloth, at $1 to subscribers ; $1.25 to all others. As

soon as issued all orders on hand will be filled.

No reduction to agents for Volume I. For both

-volumes (1 and 2), bound together, see 3d page of

cover.

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR AUGUST.

The Third Volume of the Microcosm will open

up next month with the following, among other

contributions; Dr. Roberts,—Laws of Mind, No. 4 ;

Dr. Swander,—The Mercersburg Philosophy ;

Prof. Kcphart,—Freedom of the Will, No. 3 ;

Thomas Munnell,—The Best Argument for the

Immortality of Man ; Prof. Hand,—Physical and

Spiritual Gymnasia ; Judge Poston,—Universal

Salvation, with Editor's Reply ; Prof. Lowlwr,—

Modern Philosophy and Christianity, No. 3 ;

Isaac Hoffer,— Characteristics of the Forces of

Nature, No 2 ; Capt. Carter,—Spiritualism, No. 3;

Prof. Slingerland, — Science and the Deluge;

Prof. Wood,—The Motions of the Planets; Prof.

Vail,—The Earth's Annular System ; Dr. Van

Dyke,— Evolution, No. 3; Dr. Kavanaugh,—

Electricity, &c., with Editor's Reply ; Dr. Smith,

—Does Geology Ignore a Creator f Eld. Towne,—

Secondary Correlation of Forces; Dr. Cronin, on

Homeopathy, &c., &c.

Among the editorials will be—A Hygienic Dis

covery and a Personal Reminiscence, reaching

back for thirty- four years ; The Ram's Horns at

Jericho, a New Theory ; and numerous scientific

discussions as usual.

SUBSTANTIALISM ASSAILED.

Prof. Cather, editor of The Weather Indicator,

makes a vigorous attack upon substantialism in

his June number, and with some ideas that are

new, and some that are as absurd as they are novel.

We cannot intelligibly reply to his articles till he

has completed his series, which he intimates will

require several monthly papers. When he has

finished his review we will attend to the matter,

and answer him as we think it requires. His

positions, so far, we will only say here, are com

pletely self- nugatory; and as developed in his June

article, they are fundamentally incongruous. We

will only here quote his words on sound, and leave

the reader to reflect till our final reply.

" Sound results, or is conveyed by vibratory in

finitesimals, notwithstanding the wave-theory may

be exploded. But these infinitesimal*, substantial

as they are, are material as we observe. "

He is thus right in one thing, but ridiculously

wrong in another; as, for example, sound-" in

finitesimals " being ' ' material " substance ! But

wait, and we will see what wo shall see.

CLUB TERMS, ETC.

Any reader who will send us the names of three

new subscribers for volume 3, with the money

($3), will receive that volume gratis. Old subscrib

ers can renew their subscriptions for volume S, by

simply inclosing $1. Agents who will canvass for

new subscribers can send us 75 cents each, retain

ing 25 cents each for their trouble. This magazine,

so far, has cost every penny we have received for

it ; and we believe that no such amount of original

reading matter is furnished for the same price in

any other journal now published. It is only by a

very large subscription list that it can pay expenses

at $1, and we are very thankful we have such a

list. If wo do not keep it, and double it before

another volume is ended, it will not be our fault.

Old subscribers, therefore, who propose to con

tinue to take the next volume will greatly aid us

by renewing as soon as possible after receiving

this number, that we may be able to judge approx

imately as to the size of the edition to start with.

Address, Hall & Co., 23 Park Row, New York.
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